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SET ALPHA MASK - Determines which plane(s) can be modified by ALPHA display
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Introduction

Ready to Launch? Let's Get Started!
Getting Started
The Getting Started Guide explains basic setup and initial configuration instructions for HTBasic including its loadable
device drivers.
User Guide
The User Guide contains in-depth information about using the HTBasic language.
Reference
The Reference Manual consists more of a dictionary style presentation of HTBasic keywords with syntax definition,
samples, descriptions, and example programs. It also includes a list of definitions, a statement summary, a list of error
messages, an ASCII code chart, and a list of GPIB IEEE-488 commands and addresses.
BuilderPlus
BuilderPlus is an extension of HTBasic that uses widgets and dialogs in a Visual ScreenBuilder to make graphical user
interfaces.
Advanced Math Library
The HTBasic Math Library is a collection of compiled signal processing and other higher mathematical functions that
are faster and more convenient than writing equivalent HTBasic subroutines.
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Getting Started Guide
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Welcome to HTBasic
As much as we all hate reading documentation, the sooner you do, the more time and frustration you will save not
only in the long run but even in the short term. HTBasic is a powerful language with many nuances, and with power
comes a certain complexity. At the same time, it is Basic! So it is easier to learn and use than other languages. But
it also has at its core the original keyword syntax designed by Hewlett Packard in the 1980's (even we continue to
be surprised at the ongoing need and interest in backwards code compatibility--it seems no one wants to rewrite
thousands of lines of code... go figure). So some of the syntax terminology may seem dated, but the capability has
been fully upgraded to the latest Windows standards. For example, the display screen is still the "CRT" (anybody
remember Cathode Ray Tubes?), and folder paths are still "MSI" (MASS STORAGE IS) which both might seem cryptic,
but that's why you might need to spend a little time up front learning the terminology.

What Makes HTBasic Unique

There are many computer languages that perform basic I/O from the computer's default screen, keyboard, and file
system. HTBasic was designed as an instrument control, data acquisition and analysis, and graphics presentation
centric tool. As such there are numerous extensions to support these activities. Since I/O involving instruments and
devices is such a key emphasis of HTBasic, it is important to understand how this is accomplished.

Device Drivers and ISCs

There are many types of instruments and devices capable of data input and/or output--and many suppliers of them.
HTBasic supports many of these directly through loadable device drivers, and others generically through general
purpose drivers for LAN (LXI), GPIB, GPIO, USB, Serial, and Parallel interfaces. To communicate with this myriad of
devices and interfaces in a uniform and consistent manner, HTBasic uses Interface Selector Codes (ISCs) and Device IDs
as references in I/O statement syntax. An ISC is simply a numeric code assigned to a particular interface/device. Since
some devices are more common than others, mnemonic constants have been predefined for them. For example CRT
(the screen), KBD (the keyboard), and PRT (the default printer) have the preassigned values of 1, 2, and 10 respectively.
Other user defined ISCs are assigned to an I/O channel at the time a particular device driver is loaded. You may note
in some of the examples that devices are also "named" in addition to being assigned a numeric ISC. For example,
GRAPHICS INPUT IS "KBD",KBD which might seem redundant, but the name and ISC serve different purposes.
Plus, not all ISCs have predefined constant names--unless you define them.

Keyword Grammar

HTBasic also uses keyword "grammar", which means some keywords are used in combination with other keywords to
create multiple meanings. Also, context may change the meaning syntactically of a program element. For example,
besides being an ISC constant, KBD also has multiple other grammatical and contextual meanings such as: KBD
CMODE (sets softkey style), ON KBD (captures key presses), OUTPUT KBD (outputs key-presses to the keyboard
buffer), CONFIGURE KBD (defines keyboard mappings), KBD LINE PEN (sets input line color). KBD$ is also a predefined
function that returns the key presses captured by ON KBD. And finally, HTBasic allows names of variables, line labels,
and SUBs to overlap keyword names based on "case" and context. For example, Kbd is a legal name for those entities.

Example Programs and Keyword Help

The next best way to get started is to try out the library of example programs. And if you're curious about a certain
keyword, just type HELP "keyword" from the command line.

HTBasic Setup

HTBasic is provided as a download or optionally on physical media such as a USB Flash Drive or CD-ROM to serve as
backup and in some cases license control. During Setup you are prompted to enter your User Information and Serial
Number. We use this information to track licensing and provide support. You should save the serial number for future
reference. However, it will be stored on your system and can be queried by the command:

SYSTEM$ ("SERIAL NUMBER")
You may also need to install third party libraries if you will be connecting to their instruments using LXI or GPIB , or to
GPIO or other I/O cards, or to printers, plotters, or other devices (see I/O Device Drivers for more information).
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Auto Start Program

Each time HTBasic starts, it checks the current directory for an AUTOST program file. If one is found, it is automatically
loaded and executed. This allows you to load any necessary device drivers, customize HTBasic using any of the
programmable statements, and start any default application or menu program you desire. You can also customize
startup behavior by adding command line "switches" such as the Alternate AUTOST Switch.

Setting the Folder Path (MSI)

In the Options menu you can set the Folder Path (MASS STORAGE IS). This becomes the directory searched to find any
specified files.
In the dialog box browse to the desired folder, or type or paste the desired path into the box.

Getting HELP

Besides accessing this HELP documentation from the Menu (or by pressing F1), you can use the HELP command to
look up keywords. Just type "HELP" on the command line followed by a keyword. For example, to look up the keyword
GOTO:

HELP GOTO
The help manual will be opened to that keyword.

Exiting HTBasic

Once you're in, how do you get out, gracefully? The HTBasic user’s interface provides several methods to close the
program window, close all open files, shut down HTBasic, and return to Windows.
In addition to exiting with the user interface commands, HTBasic can be exited programmatically by using the
QUIT and QUIT ALL statement. Using QUIT will close the program (child) window and return HTBasic to Idle Mode.
Using QUIT ALL closes the program window, all open files, and shuts down HTBasic and returns to Windows. These
statements can also be entered for immediate execution from the HTBasic command line.
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Startup Customization
Global Settings

You may wish to include some of the following configuration settings in your AUTOST program or in your program
headers that effect the run environment:

Explicit Declaration of Variables

By default, undeclared numeric variables of type REAL. String variables have a maximum length of 18, and arrays have
an upper bound of ten (and a lower bound of the default OPTION BASE) for each subscript in their first occurrence.
You must specify CONFIGURE DIM OFF to enforce Explicit declarations (or CONFIGURE DIM ON to reset to implicit
mode).
When Explicit mode is on, you must explicitly declare variables with REAL, INTEGER, COMPLEX, or DIM (for
strings). During prerun, any undeclared variables will generate an error on the message line. Enabling explicit mode
(by turning CONFIGURE DIM OFF) can greatly help in finding misspelled variable names. However, undeclared
variables will not be reported until the next prerun occurs such as by changing a program line and pressing the STEP
key.

Set Save to Standard Windows File Format

To override the default Save behavior, which, for legacy support saves in HP LIF format, use CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII
OFF.

Set Default Screen Dump format to PCL
CONFIGURE DUMP TO "PCL"

Windows Screen Resolution Compatibility Issues

If you have a high resolution display and the HTBasic program and text seem blurry, you can experiment with the
Windows "DPI settings". Right-click on the HTBasic shortcut icon on your desktop and select Properties. In the
Properties dialog click on the "Compatibility" tab and at the bottom of that dialog click on "Change high DPI
settings". Then try the bottom check box "Override high DPI scaling behavior". This may improve clarity of text.
Then try the "Scaling performed by:" drop down box and select "System (enhanced)". This may improve resolution of
button icons.

Command Line Switches

One or more optional command line switches can be specified when starting HTBasic to customize the startup
behavior. To do this, right-click on the HTBasic shortcut icon on your desktop and select Properties. Under the
Shortcut tab, you can modify the target path if desired, and then add any of the Command Line Switch(es) desired
(as outlined below) to the end of the target start path (separating multiple switches with a space). They can be
abbreviated to the shortest unique abbreviation.
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Command Line Switch Example

Alternate AUTOST Program Switch

The -ALT switch can be used to automatically run an alternate AutoStart program at startup (rather than the default
one named "AUTOST.BAS" in the install directory). For example, the following line will start HTBasic and run a program
named startup.bas in the root directory of drive C:

"C:\Program Files (x86)\HTBasic\HTBasic.exe" -ALT c:\startup.bas
To start HTBasic without automatically running any startup program, specify any non-existent file name:

"C:\Program Files (x86)\HTBasic\HTBasic.exe" -ALT none

Extended Output Area Buffer Switch

The -buf switch specifies the number of lines to reserve for the Extended Output Area. The visible portion of the screen
is called the Output Area. HTBasic saves lines that scroll off the top of the screen, effectively increasing the number of
screen lines. The buffer containing the on-screen and off-screen lines of text is called the Extended Output Area buffer.
The -buf switch determines the number of lines in the buffer. The default is 160. For example, if you have 25 lines onscreen but wish to be able scroll back through 200 previous lines, use this line:

"C:\Program Files (x86)\HTBasic\HTBasic.exe" -buf 225

Font Switch

The -fn switch specifies an alternate Windows font and font size to use in place of the default font (Consolas). If the
font name contains a space, enclose it in quotes. For example:

"C:\Program Files (x86)\HTBasic\HTBasic.exe" -fn "Courier New",-12,255
This sets Courier New as the font at 12-point size (with a code page 437 mapping).
If size is positive, the spacing is in pixels; if negative, the spacing is in points (1/72 inch increments). Only fixed-width
(mono-spaced) fonts should be used. Although most Windows fonts represent the ISO 8859 (Latin 1) character set,
not all do. If the keyboard is set to one character set and the screen font uses a different character set, it is possible for
non-ASCII characters to display incorrectly or not at all.
This selected font also sets the HTBasic Edit screen font but is not retained unless updated in the Edit Environment
Dialog. This allows multiple startup shortcuts to have their own font settings.
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SYSTEM$("FONT") returns the name of the current Windows font in use.

Window Geometry (Size/Position) Switch

The -geometry WIDTHxHEIGHT[+XOFF+YOFF] switch specifies the size and optionally the position of the HTBasic
window. Width and Height can be specified in either pixels or characters, but the same units must be used for both.
A Height less than 100 is interpreted as characters (columns by rows), otherwise the units are interpreted as pixels.
The optional Xoff and Yoff (always in pixels) specify the position of the HTBasic window on the display relative to the
upper-left corner of the internal child window’s display. By default, HTBasic creates a window that fills the screen. So,
for example:

"C:\Program Files (x86)\HTBasic\HTBasic.exe" -geometry 80x25
"C:\Program Files (x86)\HTBasic\HTBasic.exe" -ge 1024x768+200+100
In the first case a window is created that is 80 columns by 25 lines. Its unspecified position is set by the window
manager. In the second case a window is created that is 1024 by 768 pixels, positioned 100 pixels from the top and
200 from the left edge of the screen.

Window Title Switch

The -title name switch, where name is the title string, specifies the title displayed in the title bar of the HTBasic window
and the minimized icon. If the title contains spaces or apostrophes, place quotes around it. For example:

"C:\Program Files (x86)\HTBasic\HTBasic.exe" -title "Test System"

Workspace Memory Switch

The -w size[k|m] switch (where k=Kilobytes and m=Megabytes) specifies how much memory to set aside for your
programs and data. Size must be a whole number. The default is 512MB which should be sufficient for most apps. The
following example allocates 256 megabytes:

"C:\Program Files (x86)\HTBasic\HTBasic.exe" -w 256m

Processor Core Selection Switch

The -p core switch (where core=core number) allows the user to select which processor core HTBasic will run on. For
example to select the first core:

"C:\Program Files (x86)\HTBasic\HTBasic.exe" -p 1
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Saving Programs
Save As Types

As you might expect, clicking Save from the File menu or toolbar or Save As from the File menu saves the program
under the current or newly specified file name. But, you will need to take note of the optional "Save as type". There are
five file types (with four extensions), plus two legacy formats to choose from depending on the Save type you need:

(*.bas)
(*.prg)
(*.txt)
(*.txt)
(*.lif)
(*.lhp)

HTBasic Source is ASCII text in either Windows or HP format set by CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII ON/OFF
PROG is a binary format
Text with line numbers for documentation or reference purposes
Text without line numbers for pasting into the editor
LIF ASCII (HP's "Logical Interchange Format") for legacy only hardware compatibility
HP LIF ASCII for legacy only hardware compatibility

Note that once program code has been modified, it will be flagged with an asterisk "*" after the title in the title bar to
show that the program has been modified from the original source and needs to be saved. You should also check out
options in the AUTO SAVE tab in the Options menu under Run Environment.
Example: Saving a Program

Save As Dialog

Password Protect

You can also password protect a program by checking the Protect file with password check box which will bring up the
Password Dialog box. Thereafter, it will not be possible to edit or view the program code without the correct password.

Reverting to Last Saved/ Stored Version

Remember you can click Revert to Last in the File menu to open the last saved version of the program and cancel all
changes that occurred since it was last saved.
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Command Line Execution
Keyboard vs Program Execution
Most HTBasic Keywords can be executed either from the Keyboard or from a Program (as well as referenced in IF...THEN
statements). However, the following commands can only be executed from the keyboard command line:
CHANGE, CONT, COPYLINES, DEL, EDIT, EDIT KEY, FIND, HELP, INDENT, MOVELINES, REN, RUN, SCRATCH A/
ALL, SCRATCH BIN, SCRATCH COM, SCRATCH RECALL, SECURE, STORE SYSTEM, XREF

HTBasic Commands

You can enter HTBasic commands on the Editor or Run Screen command line for immediate execution. Expressions
are evaluated and their results displayed in the message line. For legacy editor support, program lines may be entered
with a line number to specify insertion point. Lines longer than 63 characters are truncated (whereas lines on the
edit screen can be up to 255 characters long). If a syntax error is detected in a program line, an error message is
displayed in the system message line and the cursor is positioned over the error. You can execute HELP keyword
as an immediate command to display the Reference Manual entry for that statement's keyword to determine how to
correct the syntax error.
Here are some examples of command line statements for immediate execution and program line insertion:

INDENT
PI*2
100 FOR J=1 TO 5

!command
!expression
!program line

Any statement you enter without a line number will be evaluated or executed as an immediate command. Some
commands, however, have more than one meaning. For example, if you enter X<4 from the command line, HTBasic
will display a 1 or 0 for its logical value. However, if you enter X=4, this will be treated as the more commonly intended
assignment operation rather than a logical comparison. To force a logical comparison, enter it in parenthesis: (X=4).

EXECUTE Windows Commands

EXECUTE [command] executes a Windows command or executable (.exe) program. For example:

EXECUTE "sol.exe"
EXECUTE "dir"
When the command has completed, control is returned to HTBasic.
If no command argument is specified, the Windows command interpreter is invoked and you are given a prompt so
you can issue one or more commands. You must then type "EXIT" to terminate the command interpreter and return to
HTBasic.
If no WAIT OFF option is specified, the message "Hit any key to continue" will be displayed after the command has
completed execution.
If WAIT OFF is specified, control immediately returns to the next HTBasic statement.
If the RETURN option is specified, the executed program’s termination error value is returned in the numeric variable.
When control is returned to HTBasic, an attempt is made to service any events that occurred while the command
interpreter had control. Some events may be lost or ignored during this time period.
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Edit vs Run Screens
Edit Screen and Program Screen

The Edit screen provides the menus, toolbar, and status bar for program development. The Run screen displays the
output of your running program.

Status Bar

The status bar is located at the bottom of the application window and provides information about the keyboard status
and current state of HTBasic. You can hide or show the Status Bar by it's check box in the View menu.

The status bar includes two areas: message area and status indicators.
The message area at the left side of the status bar displays the name of the control toolbar icon when it is highlighted
by the mouse (Run Program icon in Figure 3-5). It also displays the Tooltip when hovering over a toolbar button or a
menu item.
The status indicators display the operating state of several keyboard keys including capslock, num lock, insert mode,
or scroll lock. The status indicator also provides the current program state indicating whether the HTBasic program is
running, paused, stopped, idle, or waiting for input.

Controlling Toolbar Visibility

You can turn the toolbars on or off through the View menu check boxes, or programmatically with the following
GESCAPE codes:

GESCAPE
GESCAPE
GESCAPE
GESCAPE
GESCAPE
GESCAPE

CRT,46
CRT,47
CRT,60
CRT,61
CRT,62
CRT,63

!turns
!turns
!turns
!turns
!turns
!turns

the
the
the
the
the
the

Control Toolbar off
Control Toolbar on
Search Toolbar off
Search Toolbar on
Debug Toolbar off
Debug Toolbar on
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Program Editing
Editor Customization

By selecting Editor Environment In the Options menu you can customize the font displayed, the background color, and
text colors for keywords, comments, strings, errors, text, breakpoints, and bookmarks.

Indent Command

The INDENT command inserts spaces on each layer of nested code to better show the structure visually. It can be
executed from the menu, a toolbar button, or the command line (but not a running program). To customize the indent
levels, select Set Indent... in the Edit menu.

REM statements and ! comment tails

You can document your program by adding comments with either the REM (remark) statement or comment tails "!".
You should also use mnemonic names for variables and program line labels. The "!" comment tail can replace REM, or
be appended to the end of any program statement. The INDENT command attempts to maintain the current column
position of the "!" comments.

RENumber Command

For legacy editor support, which required a way to make space between existing line numbers to manually enter new
edit line numbers, the REN command automatically renumbers program lines (by 10 by default), and updates any line
numbers referenced in program statements such as GOSUB and GOTO to match the new line numbers. This command
can only be executed from the keyboard.
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Code Navigation
Bookmarking

To place or remove a bookmark, move the cursor to the desired bookmark location and click Toggle Bookmark (Ctrl
+F6) on the Search Menu or Toolbar. A rectangular mark will be placed next to the selected line. Up to ten bookmarks
per program are supported.
To move between bookmarks, click either Previous Bookmark (Ctrl+F7) or Next Bookmark (Ctrl+Shft+F7) on the
Search Menu or Toolbar.
To remove all bookmarks, click Clear Bookmarks on the Search Menu or Toolbar.

Goto line, label, Sub, or FN

You can click Goto... in the Search menu to display the Goto dialog box where you can select a Line, Label, Sub, or FN
as the Goto entity type.
Example: Going to a Subprogram
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Run, Pause, or Stop a Program
These commands are available in the Run menu or toolbar, by their shortcut keys, or by right clicking in the Edit
or Run Windows for a context-sensitive menu.

Run (Alt+F3) starts a stopped, paused, or un-started program.
Pause (Alt+F4) pauses a running program.
Continue (Alt+F2) continues a paused program.
Stop (Alt+F10) stops a running program.
Reset HTBasic
(Ctrl+Break) stops a running program and resets HTBasic. The program is retained in memory.
Clear I/O
(Alt+F5) aborts an I/O operation that is in progress and pauses the program. Unless timeouts have been enabled, the
system will wait indefinitely for an I/O operation to complete. Clear I/O from the Run menu forces the program to
return to a paused condition. Executing a CONTINUE function (Alt+F2) causes the I/O statement to be re-executed.
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Debugging
Syntax Errors

Syntax checking occurs as you enter a line of code but the line is not stored in program memory unless there are no
errors when you press Enter or cursor off the line. If a syntax error is detected, the line is color-coded red and an error
message is displayed on the message line. You can fix the line then or continue entering lines of code and fix them
later.

Run With Errors

By default syntax errors left in code will not allow the program to run. However, you may want to Run With Errors and
you can select this option in the Run Environment menu.

Debug Commands

The debug commands described below can all be invoked from either the Debug menu or toolbar, by their shortcut
keys, or from a context-sensitive menu revealed by right-clicking in the Edit, Run, or Code Windows.

Navigating to Error Lines

• Previous Error finds the previous error line.
• Next Error finds the next error line.

Breakpoints

Breakpoints provide a "pause" in program execution so that variable values and other parameter changes may be
observed after whcich you can press Continue.
• Toggle Breakpoint sets or clears an unconditional breakpoint at the current (cursor) line.
• Conditional Breakpoint sets a breakpoint at the current (cursor) line based on conditions entered in its dialog box.
• Global Breakpoint invokes a similar dialog but program execution pauses when the condition is met regardless of
where the program is.
• Clear Breakpoints removes all breakpoints.
• Run To Cursor quickly sets a temporary breakpoint from the current cursor location.
• Run From Cursor allows you to start the program from a line other than first line.

Step Functions

• Step In steps one line of code at a time, following all program branches.
• Step Over runs the entire sub context and stops at the next executable line of the current context.
• Step Out continues to end of context, stopping when entering the calling context.
• STEP (Alt-F1) executes one line of the program, displays the next program line in the message area, and then pauses.
If the program is not currently paused, the first press of this key causes the program to be prerun. If no prerun errors
are detected the first program line is displayed in the message area. The next press of the STEP key executes the first
program line, then displays the next program line in the message area and pauses.

TRACE

TRACE statements are placed inside your program rather than being invoked as menu/button commands. TRACE
displays running program details on the message line and pauses program execution before executing a specific
program line. The trace output displays the program line before it is executed and any modified simple variables or
array elements and their new values. If a full array is modified then only the array name is displayed. Trace output is
also sent to the PRINTALL IS device if PRINTALL is enabled. Tracing slows program execution.
• TRACE ALL enables tracing of the entire program or a range of program lines..
• TRACE OFF turns off all tracing.
• TRACE PAUSE line pauses program execution before the specified program line is executed. If no line number or
label is specified, the program pauses before the next program line is executed and the current TRACE PAUSE line is
deactivated.
Examples:

TRACE ALL 1000,1200

! turns tracing on from line 1000 to line 1200
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TRACE PAUSE 250

! pauses the program before line 250 is executed

View Debug Windows

There are six Debug Windows for monitoring variables, subroutines, breakpoints and source code as it executes. To
choose which windows you want to view, open the Debug Windows dialog box from the View menu. Debug windows
are initially docked at the left of the main window but they can be moved and resized as needed. Double-click on a
title bar to return to a previous docked position. Debug windows may be docked to the application, to each other, or
remain as floating windows.
You can customize the contents of each window by right clicking in it to bring up a context-sensitive menu.
The Watch Window shows changes in values of user-defined variables during each step of program execution.
Select Add Watch Variable from the Debug menu option to add variables to the Watch Window. Watch variable
names can be changed by double-clicking on the name. Watch variable values may be changed by clicking on the
value. To remove a variable, select the variable in the Watch Window, then select Remove Watch Variable or Remove All
Watch Variables.
The Line Breakpoints Window shows the line breakpoint settings as the program is run. You can also add or highlight
a breakpoint to enable, disable or remove it from the right-click menu.
The Global Breakpoints Window shows the global breakpoint settings as the program is running. You can also add
or highlight a breakpoint to enable, disable or remove it from the right-click menu.
The CALL Stack Window shows subroutines as they are called.
The Code Window shows the program source code and allows you to modify breakpoints during execution.
The Trace Window shows which commands are being executed in a running program (unlike the TRACE statement
that only shows one line at a time in the message line before scrolling away). You can clear the Trace Window from the
right-click menu.

Cross-Reference Listings

XREF (Cross-Reference) generates a cross-reference list of program entities. Select XREF from the View menu to open
the XREF dialog box
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Keyboard Shortcuts and Softkeys
Special Function Keyboard Shortcuts

Besides common Windows functions and those in the HTBasic toolbars and menus that are accessed by keyboard
shortcuts, HTBasic has additional special functions which can be invoked by keyboard shortcuts. When a keyboard
shortcut (like Ctrl+C) is pressed, HTBasic internally generates a two character sequence; CHR$(255) followed by a
unique character. This means a program can also execute any function that has been assigned such a function code by
outputting those two characters to the keyboard buffer (see OUTPUT KBD). The second unique character assigned to
each function is listed in the last column of the Shortcut Key List.

Softkeys

A Softkey is a "user defined" Function key whose function can be changed under software control. Each HTBasic
softkey can have four definitions (one System defined and three User defined) but only one menu is active at a
time: SYSTEM, USER1, USER2 or USER3. A softkey menu is optionally displayed at the bottom of the screen with an
indicator label displayed immediately above to show which menu is active. Pressing Shift+F11 (INCR LABELS) cycles
through each of the four menus, while F12 directly selects SYSTEM, Shift-F12 selects USER-1, and F11 toggles the
menu on and off. These same operations can be executed with the respective program statements: SYSTEM KEYS,
USER n KEYS, and KEY LABELS ON/OFF. Also, pressing Alt with a Function key forces SYSTEM key function definitions
to supersede any active USER Menu.

Softkey Mapping

The twelve PC keyboard Function keys F1-F12, unshifted and shifted, map to softkeys K0 to K23 (user Softkeys 0 to
23). User softkeys can be used as either keyboard macros (sometimes called "typing aids") or for generating events in
a running program. By default, a user softkey acts as a keyboard macro. When you press a user softkey, one or more
keystrokes that have been assigned to that key will be output to the keyboard buffer just as if you had typed them,
including the function codes for common and special functions. See "Softkey Macros".
Note that if a Function key is used in an ON KEY statement, then it is no longer active for softkey macros, but instead
generates an event that triggers a GOTO, GOSUB, CALL or RECOVER.

Entering Function Codes From Keyboard

If the Ctrl key is pressed while a Function key is pressed, the Function key is not executed, but is entered into the
keyboard buffer. This is useful when defining keyboard macros that expand into several key presses and when
composing OUTPUT KBD statements to execute one or more Function keys from a program.

Entering ASCII Values From Keyboard

To enter ASCII values for non-keyboard assigned characters (like "£") directly from the keyboard, hold the Alt key
down while typing a number on the keypad. When you release Alt, it will automatically generate that character in
a string literal, even if the character is not available on the keyboard. For example, typing 1 3 on the keypad while
holding down the Alt key will insert a CHR$(13) carriage return character. If you type a leading 0, the Windows ISO
8859 Latin1 character set will be used, otherwise the OEM (code page 437) will be used. For example, Alt-(0163) enters
the character "£" while Alt-(163) enters "ú". See the ASCII Table in the Reference Manual. See also ANY CHAR (Alt+= or
Alt+K).
Note: A null character cannot be entered from the keyboard into a string literal. Use CHR$(0) instead.

KBD CMODE Menu Styles

HTBasic supports two softkey menu layout styles that emulate legacy HP workstations. KBD CMODE OFF, the default,
displays a single row of eight softkeys, and KBD CMODE ON displays a two-row by 5 key layout (total of ten softkeys)
with 14 character wide labels. The labels in the menu are numbered to correspond to the dedicated keyboard Function
keys. However, depending on KBD CMODE, the base softkey number can be either K0 or K1.
SCRATCH KEY command deletes softkey macros and disables their display. (This can be added to your AUTOST file.)

Print Screen

Note that you can make a screenshot of the HTBasic active window by pressing Win+Alt+PrtScn to place a
"snapshot" of the HTBasic window onto the clipboard (and your Screenshots folder in Pictures). The image can then
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be pasted into any application. Pressing Win+Print Screen places a snapshot of the entire screen onto the clipboard
(and your Screenshots folder in Pictures). Alt+PrtScn can be configured in OneDrive settings to save screenshots in
OneDrive.
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Softkey Menus
Each softkey can have a unique definition for each of four menus (SYSTEM, USER1, USER2, and USER3). Press Shift
+F11 (INCR LABELS) to cycle through each of the four menus, or F12 for SYSTEM, or Shift+F12 for USER1. F11 toggles
the menu on and off. These same operations can be executed with the program statements: SYSTEM KEYS, USER
n KEYS, and KEY LABELS ON/OFF respectively. Also, pressing Alt with a function key forces SYSTEM key function
definitions to overide any active USER Menu.
KBD CMODE OFF selects an alternate softkey menu style which maps keyboard Function keys F1 to F8 to the
respective softkeys K1-K8.
Softkey Function
Step program

Function Name
STEP

Shortcut
System-F1

Continue program

CONTINUE

System-F2

Run program

RUN

System-F3

Pause program

PAUSE

System-F4

Clear I/O

CLR I/O

System-F5

Alpha screen

ALPHA

System-F6

Graph screen

GRAPHICS

System-F7

Recall older line

RECALL

System-F8

Softkey Function

Function Name

Shortcut

Stop program

STOP

Shift-System-F4

Dump alpha screen

DUMP ALPHA

Shift-System-F6

Dump graphics screen

DUMP GRAPHICS

Shift-System-F7

Recall more recent line

RECALL NEW

Shift-System-F8

Softkeys 1 to 8

K1 to K8

User 1- F1 to F8

Softkeys 9 to 16

K9 to K16

User 2- F1 to F8

Softkeys 17 to 23

K17 to K23

User 3- F1 to F7

Softkey 0

K0

User 3-F8

KBD CMODE ON selects a two-rows of 5 softkeys style menu which maps F1-F10 to softkeys K0-K9 (un-shifted) and
shifted F1-F10 to K10-K19 (as per legacy HP Basic). However, softkey label numbers still refer to the keyboard function
key numbers. And, as above, pressing Alt with a function key causes SYSTEM menu definitions to supersede any active
USER menu.
Softkey Function

Function Name

Shortcut

Softkeys 0 to 9

K0 to K9

F1 to F10

Softkeys 10 to 19

K10 to K19

Shift F1 to F10

Softkeys 20 to 23

K20 to K23

not assigned

Softkey Function

Function Name

Shortcut

Step program

STEP

Alt-F1

Continue program

CONTINUE

Alt-F2

Run program

RUN

Alt-F3

Pause program

PAUSE

Alt-F9

Clear I/O

CLR I/O

Alt-F5

Alpha screen

ALPHA

Alt-F11

Graph screen

GRAPHICS

Alt-F12
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Recall older line

RECALL

Alt-F8

Recall more recent line

RECALL NEW

Alt-Shift-F8

Stop program

STOP

Alt-F10
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Defining Function Keys
CONFIGURE KEY is used to redefine key assignments. A single key can have more than one definition
based on different shift-key combinations (Shift, Ctrl, Alt) plus the states of Caps Lock, CMODE ON/OFF, and
the currently active soft menu. A key definition consists of these four parts:
1. The key-number (numeric value of the keyboard key pressed)
2. The shift conditions to be considered (masked) when the key is pressed
3. The value those shift conditions must have
4. The (2nd char) function to execute when the key is pressed with the desired combination of shift
conditions
CONFIGURE KEY is therefore implemented with four options to set the four required values to define a
key. Note that function in the example below is the value of the 2nd character function list which can be
from 0-255. So the the values 256, 257, and 258 are merely codes above this range to select the other three
required options of CONFIGURE KEY as follows:
CONFIGURE
CONFIGURE
CONFIGURE
CONFIGURE

KEY
KEY
KEY
KEY

key-number TO 256
shift-mask TO 257
shift-value TO 258
key-number TO function

!
!
!
!

removes all prior definitions
Set shift-mask
Set shift-value
Assign the new function (2nd char value)

Note that it is recommended to remove prior definitions before redefining a key. This is because prior Mask
values may allow the old definition to still function or prevent the new function from working.
The key-number for Function Keys F1-F12 are respectively 112-123. Also a KeyNum utility is included with
HTBasic to determine the key-number for any keyboard key. KeyNum.exe can be found in the HTBasic install
folder. Double-click on it and press the key of interest to see its value, then press Alt+F4 to quit.
Shift-mask and shift-value specify what combination of shift conditions apply to a key press. The table
below shows the values that you must sum up for combining the various shift-mask and shift-value options.

Shift-Key Combinations

As noted, the keyboard has three "shift" keys: Shift, Alt, and Ctrl, the combination of which,
together with the states of Caps Lock, CMODE ON/OFF, and the active softkey menu (System,
User1, User2, or User3) determine which function a Function Key press will execute. The following
table lists the individual values of shift-states and shift-values which must each be summed to
indicate the combination that applies to a Function key's assigned function:
Shift Conditions

Shift-mask [bits]

Shift-value

Ignore all shift conditions

[000000000000] 0

[000000000000] 0

Shift key not pressed

[000000000001] 1

[000000000000] 0

Shift key pressed

[000000000001] 1

[000000000001] 1

Ctrl key not pressed

[000000000010] 2

[000000000000] 0

Ctrl key pressed

[000000000010] 2

[000000000010] 2

Alt key not pressed

[000000001000] 8

[000000000000] 0

Alt key pressed

[000000001000] 8

[000000001000] 8

Caps Lock off

[000001000000] 64

[000000000000] 0

Caps Lock on

[000001000000] 64

[000001000000] 64

System Menu

[011100000000] 1792

[000000000000] 0
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User1 Menu

[011100000000] 1792

[000100000000] 256

User2 Menu

[011100000000] 1792

[001000000000] 512

User3 Menu

[011100000000] 1792

[001100000000] 768

KBD CMODE OFF

[100000000000] 2048

[000000000000] 0

KBD CMODE ON

[100000000000] 2048

[100000000000] 2048

Remember, only one of the four possible menus may be specified: System, User1, User2, or User3. Note also it may not
be a good idea to use the Ctrl key because that prevents its conventional use (such as inserting a function key’s two
characters into a string literal rather than execute it.)

CONFIGURE KEY key TO function specifies the Keyboard function to assign to the key. Consult the "Shortcut

Key List" for the second characters used by each HTBasic function. The numeric value of the 2nd character is used as
the value for function. For example, the table lists "V" as the 2nd character for the Previous Line (DOWN) keyboard
function. If you wish to define a key to do the DOWN function, substitute NUM("V") for function.
The following example shows how to swap the actions (both shifted and unshifted) of the UP/END and DOWN/BEGIN
keys:
Key Function

Key Name

Keyboard

Next Line

UP

á

End of output/program

END

Shift+á

Previous Line

DOWN

â

Begin of output area

BEGIN

Shift+â

After redefining the keys, the definitions will be:
Key Function

Key Name

Keyboard

Next Line

UP

â

End of output/program

END

Shift+â

Previous Line

DOWN

á

Begin of output area

BEGIN

Shift+á

The values for the á and â keys are 38 and 40, respectively. You can get key values with the KeyNum utility.

!Define Up-Arrow Key
CONFIGURE KEY 38 TO 256

!Remove old á key defs

CONFIGURE KEY 1 TO 257
CONFIGURE KEY 0 TO 258
CONFIGURE KEY 38 TO NUM("V")

!Shift mask: Shift Key
!Shift value: Not pressed
!á key is DOWN

CONFIGURE KEY 1 TO 257
CONFIGURE KEY 1 TO 258
CONFIGURE KEY 38 TO NUM("T")

!Shift mask: Shift key
!Shift value: Pressed
!Shift-á is BEGIN

!Define Down-Arrow Key
CONFIGURE KEY 40 TO 256

!Delete previous â key defs

CONFIGURE KEY 1 TO 257
CONFIGURE KEY 0 TO 258
CONFIGURE KEY 40 TO NUM("^")

!Shift mask: Shift key
!Shift value: Not pressed
!â key is up

CONFIGURE KEY 1 TO 257

!Shift mask: Shift key
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CONFIGURE KEY 1 TO 258
CONFIGURE KEY 40 TO NUM("W")
END

!Shift value: Pressed
!Shift-â is END

If the Shift-mask is not specified, the last Shift-mask specified will be used. If no Shift-mask has ever been specified, a
value of 0 is used. The same is true for the Shift-value.
It is also sometimes useful to remove HTBasic key definition so the key reverts to its default use. For example, HTBasic
defines Alt+F4 as Pause Program. If you wish to use it to Quit HTBasic, you must first remove the current definition.
Assuming F4 is key number 115, the following example deletes all definitions for F4, including Alt-F4, then redefines all
definitions except Alt-F4:

DATA 115,256,257,258
READ F4,Remove,Mask,Value
CONFIGURE KEY F4 TO Remove

! Remove all F4 definitions

CONFIGURE KEY 3849 TO Mask
3849

! KBD CMODE(2048) + Menu(1792) + Alt(8) + Shift(1) =

CONFIGURE KEY 0 TO Value
CONFIGURE KEY F4 TO NUM("P")

! KBD CMODE OFF(0) + System(0) = 0
! Pause

CONFIGURE KEY 1 TO Value
CONFIGURE KEY F4 TO NUM("!")

! Value: KBD CMODE OFF(0) + System(0) + Shift(1) = 1
! Stop

CONFIGURE KEY 256 TO Value
CONFIGURE KEY F4 TO NUM("4")

! Value: KBD CMODE OFF(0) + User1(256) = 256
! K4

CONFIGURE KEY 512 TO Value
CONFIGURE KEY F4 TO NUM("c")

! Value: KBD CMODE OFF(0) + User2(512) = 512
! K12

CONFIGURE KEY 768 TO Value
CONFIGURE KEY F4 TO NUM("$")

! Value: KBD CMODE OFF(0) + User3(768) = 768
! ANY CHAR

CONFIGURE KEY 2057 TO Mask

! Mask: KBD CMODE(2048) + Alt(8) + Shift(1) = 2057

CONFIGURE KEY 1 TO Value ! Value: KBD CMODE OFF(0) + Shift(1) = 1
CONFIGURE KEY F4 TO NUM("D") ! Edit
CONFIGURE KEY 2048 TO Value ! Value: KBD CMODE ON(2048) = 2048
CONFIGURE KEY F4 TO NUM("3") ! K3
CONFIGURE KEY 2049 TO Value ! Value: KBD CMODE ON(2048) + Shift(1) = 2049
CONFIGURE KEY F4 TO NUM("d") ! K13
END
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Shortcut Key List
The following tables lists all the Shortcut Keys available in HTBasic.
Note: If the System Menu is active, F1...F8 can be pressed without the Alt key.

Shortcuts and Programmable Functions *(RS)=Run Screen only
Keyboard Function

Function Name

Shortcut

2nd Character

Alpha Screen

ALPHA

Alt F11

M

Any Character Input

ANY CHAR

-

$

Backspace

BACKSPACE

Backspace

B

Begin of Line

BOL

Home

H

Begin of Output Area

BEGIN

Shift â

T

CAPS State Toggle

CAPS LOCK

Caps Lock

U

Clear Alpha Screen

CLR SCR

Home à (RS)

K

Clear I/O

CLR I/O

Alt F5

I

Clear Line

CLR LN

End à (RS)

#

Clear Tab Under Cursor

CLR TAB

-

[

Clear to End of Line

CLR END

-

%

Continue Program

CONTINUE

Alt F2

C

Delete Left of Cursor

DEL LEFT

Backspace

.

Delete Program Line

DEL LN

-

/

Display Functions

DISPLAY FONTS

-

F

Dump Alpha Screen

DUMP ALPHA

Alt Shift F11

O

Dump Graphics Screen

DUMP GRAPHICS

Alt Shift F12

N

"Edit" Key Macro

EDIT

Ctrl E

D

End of Line

EOL

End à (Editor)

G

End of Output

END

Shift á

W

Enter

ENTER

Enter

E

Execute

EXECUTE

-

X

Graph Screen

GRAPHICS

Alt F12

L

Home Position

HOME

-

\

Increment Menu Labels

INCR LABELS

Shift F11

~

Insert Program Line

INS LN

-

*

Insert/Replace

INS CHR

Ins

+

Katakana Mode

KATAKANA

-

J

Left

LEFT

ß

<

Menu Labels On/Off

MENU

F11

|

Next Line

UP

á

^

Next Word

NEXT WORD

-

Z

Pause Program

PAUSE

Alt F9

P

Previous Line

DOWN

â

V

Previous Word

PREV WORD

-

Q

Print All Output

PRT ALL

Ctrl P à (RS)

A

Recall More Recent Line

RECALL NEW

Alt Shift F8

@
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Recall Older Line

RECALL

Alt F8

?

Result of Last Calculation

RESULT

Ctrl R

=

Right

RIGHT

à

>

Roman

ROMAN

-

Y

Run Program

RUN

Alt F3

R

Scroll Output Down

PREV

PgDn

'

Scroll Output Up

NEXT

PgUp

,

Select (Bell)

SELECT

-

&

Set Tab Under Cursor

SET TAB

-

]

Soft Keys 1-8

K1 to K8

-

1-8

Soft Keys 9-16

K9 to K16

-

9, a-g

Soft Keys 17 to 23, 0

K17 to K23, K0

-

h-n,0

Step Program

STEP

Alt F1

S

Stop Program

STOP

Alt F10

!

System Softkeys

SYSTEM

F12

}

Tab Backward

TAB BACK

Shift Tab

(

Tab Forward

TAB

Tab

)

User Softkeys

User

Shift F12

{

Shortcuts only

Add Watch Variable

Ctrl W

Call Stack Window

Alt 9

Close Child Window

Ctrl-F4

Code Window

Alt O

Continue Debugger

Ctrl F2

Execute Selected

Ctrl B

Global Breakpoint Window

Alt 3

Goto

Ctrl G

Enable/Disable Break Point

Ctrl Shift F11

End of Output Area

Shift Home

Indent All

Ctrl I

Legacy Key Mapping

Ctrl Shift Num

Line Breakpoint Window

Alt 2

New

Ctrl N

Next Bookmark

Ctrl F10

Next Error

Ctrl K

Redo

Ctrl Y

Replace

Ctrl H

Reset HTBasic

Ctrl Break (Outside Editor)

Open

Ctrl O

Paste

Ctrl V

Previous Bookmark

Ctrl Shift F10

Previous Error

Ctrl J

Run From Cursor

Ctrl Shift F5

Run the Debugger

Ctrl F3
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Run to Cursor

Ctrl F5

Save/Store

Ctrl S

Select All

Ctrl A

Step Into

Ctrl F7

Step Out

Ctrl Shift F7

Step Over

Ctrl F8

Quit All

Alt F4

System Menu

Alt Spacebar

Toggle Bookmark

Ctrl F9

Toggle Breakpoint

Ctrl F11

Trace Window

Alt 4

Undo

Ctrl Z

Watch Window

Alt 1

Windows Key Mapping

Ctrl Shift Num+
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Special Function Descriptions
Here are more detailed descriptions of the special shortcut functions that are not part of Windows or the HTBasic
menu system.
ALPHA
makes the Alpha Screen visible. Pushing the key twice makes the Graphics Screen invisible. If ALPHA and GRAPHICS
are merged, this key has no effect.
ANY CHAR allows any character to be entered. If the next character pressed is a Function key, then two characters
are entered. The first character has the value CHR$(255). The second character is a code that identifies which editor
function was pressed. You also can enter regular characters or control characters using this function.
CLR I/O aborts an I/O operation that is in progress. Unless timeouts have been enabled, the system will wait forever
for an I/O operation to complete. Pressing this key forces the program to return to a paused condition. Pressing
CONTINUE will cause the I/O statement to be reexecuted.
EXECUTE SELECTED Runs the piece of code selected by the user. The selected piece of code must be commands that
can be executed from the command line. If a programmable only command is selected, an error will occur.
GRAPHICS makes the Graphics Screen visible. Pressing the key twice makes the Alpha Screen invisible. If ALPHA and
GRAPHICS are merged, this key has no effect.
Shift+HOME sets the print position to the first blank line at the end of the Extended Output Area. If this position is
not visible, the screen is scrolled to move it onto the screen.
INCR LABELS cycles through the softkey menu labels at the bottom of the screen.
K0 to K23 are user Softkeys 0 to 23. User softkeys can be used as either keyboard macros (sometimes called "typing
aids") or for generating events in a running program. By default, a user softkey acts as a keyboard macro. When
you push a user softkey, one or more keystrokes that have been assigned to that key will be entered just as if you
had typed them. See "Softkey Macros" in Chapter 8, "Customizing the Environment." If the key is used in an ON KEY
statement, then it is no longer active for softkey macros, but instead generates an event that causes a GOTO, GOSUB,
CALL or RECOVER.
MENU toggles the softkey menu on or off.
NEXT scrolls the output area up to allow viewing of the next part of the Extended Output Area.
PREV scrolls the output area updown to allow viewing of the previous part of the Extended Output Area.
PRT ALL causes subsequent screen output to the message line, display line, input line and output area to also be sent
to the PRINTALL device.
QUIT ALL closes the HTBasic window and any child windows.
RECALL recalls previous lines entered.
RECALL NEW recalls next lines entered (the opposite of the RECALL) to search back and forth through the saved lines.
RESET resets HTBasic. If a program is running, it is stopped but not deleted.
RESULT recalls the result of the last numeric calculation into the input line.
ROMAN turns on Roman Mode (as opposed to Katakana Mode).
SET TAB sets a tab stop at the present cursor position.
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STEP executes one line of the program and then pauses. If a program is not currently running when you press this key,
the first press of the key causes the program to be prerun in preparation for the next press of the STEP key. With each
press of the STEP key, the statement that will execute next is displayed.
STEP INTO is a debugger tool, which executes each line of code one at a time.
STEP OUT Is a debugger tool that continues to the end of context, stopping when entering the calling context.
STEP OVER Is a debugger tool that runs the entire sub context and stops at the next executable line of the current
context.
SYSTEM displays the System Softkey Menu.
SYSTEM MENU Pulls up the Windows system menu at the top of the window. This menu allows you to minimize,
maximize or close your application.
TAB moves the cursor to the next tab stop.
TAB BACK moves the cursor to the previous tab stop.
TRACE WINDOW Enables or disables the debug trace window. This window permits the user to observe which
commands are being executed in the running program. There is nothing to "set" in this window.
USER displays the User-1 Softkey menu.
Watch Window Enables or disables the debug watch window. This window permits the programmer to watch the
values change during the program run for the list of user-defined variables at each step of the program.
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Softkey Macros
Softkey Macros

The softkey macro facility allows you to define a macro sequence and associate it with a function key. When you press
that function key, the macro sequence is entered into the input buffer just as if you had typed it in from the keyboard.
A softkey definition can be quite complex and it can even call other softkey definitions. You can assign, edit, read,
delete, list, store and load softkey macros.

Assigning Softkeys

SET KEY key,string is used to assign an arbitrary string of characters (including two-char function codes) to

special purpose function keys. For Example, to define a softkey macro to RENumber and INDENT the current program
and then put you into Edit mode, you could define function key 9 as follows:

L$
S$
E$
D$

=
=
=
=

CHR$(255)&"#"
CHR$(255)&"K"
CHR$(255)&"E"
CHR$(255)&"D"

!Clear Line
!Clear Screen
!Execute Input
!EDIT

SET KEY 9,"INDENT RENUMBER"&L$&S$&"REN"&E$&"INDENT"&E$&D$&E$
You are only limited by your imagination in defining softkey macros.

Editing Softkeys

EDIT KEY key_num, where n is the softkey number allows interactive editing of softkey macros. You can also press
EDIT followed by the softkey function key_num you wish to edit and then the ENTER key. If the softkey has been

defined, the old definition will be displayed. You can modify the old definition by over-striking the existing characters
or inserting new characters. Pressing ENTER saves the new softkey definition.

Reading Softkeys

READ KEY key_num,str-var$ returns one or more softkey macro definitions. Specify the key number of the

softkey macro to read. If a simple string or array element is specified, then only one key is returned. If a string array is
specified, then successive keys are returned into the elements of the string array starting with the key_num specified.
For example:

READ KEY 2,Keytwo$
READ KEY First_key,Keys$(*)

! One macro
! Several macros

Deleting Softkey Macros

SCRATCH KEY [key_num] removes softkey macro definitions for key_num or all keys if no key_num is specified.
For example:

SCRATCH KEY 3

Listing Softkey Macros

LIST KEY [Isc] lists the current softkey macro definitions on the PRINTER IS device or to the specified Interfaceselect-code output device.

Storing Softkey Macros

The STORE KEY statement saves all the current softkey macro definitions in a new file of type BDAT. HTBasic softkey
BDAT files are compatible with HP BASIC softkey BDAT files when HPCOPY is used to move the files. The definition
for each defined softkey is written to the file by outputting two items using FORMAT OFF. The first item is an integer,
specifying the key number. The second item is a string, giving the key definition. For example:

STORE KEY "Helpers"
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This saves the current softkey macro definitions into a new BDAT file named Helpers. If the file already exists, an error
is reported. Use RE-STORE KEY to update an existing file.

Loading Softkey Macros

Use LOAD KEY to reload softkey macros:

LOAD KEY "Helpers"
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Window Control Codes
The HTBasic application windows attributes can be controlled (set or read) using GESCAPE CRT
codes including size, position, hide, restore, maximize, minimize, bring to top, hide/restore title bar,
DUMP screen area size(%), and more depending on window type as detailed below.
GESCAPE CRT, code [,set(*)] [;get(*)]
The code values listed below show which operation they control for each window.

Run Output Window
Code
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
41

Operation
Maximize the window
Hide the window
Restore the window
Set interior client of the app window position and size
Get interior client of the app window position and size
Bring the window to the top
Get the screen size
Returns the Title Bar enable flag
Hide / restore title bar
Set the DUMP size (% of paper width)
Minimize the window

Editor Window
Code
130
131
132
135
137
138
141
152
153

Operation
Maximize the window
Hide the window
Restore the window
Bring the window to the top
Returns the Title bar enable flag
Hide / Restore the Title bar (Toggle switch)
Minimize the window
Disable Borders
Enable Borders

Application Window
Code
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Operation
Turn the Control Toolbar Off
Turn the Control Toolbar On
Turn the Status Bar Off
Turn the Status Bar On
Remove Main Menu
Restore Main Menu
Disable Borders on Parent Window
Enable Borders on Parent Window
Disable Minimize button on Parent Window
Enable Minimize button on Parent Window
Disable Maximize button on the Parent Window
Enable Maximize button on the Parent Window
Disable Close button on the Parent Window
Enable Close button on the Parent Window
Turn the Bookmark Toolbar Off
Turn the Bookmark Toolbar On
Turn the Debug Toolbar Off
Turn the Debug Toolbar On
Filename in titlebar off
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65

Filename in titlebar on

The following shows several examples of GESCAPE CRT. The set array variable contains data to send; and the get array
variable receives data. Note that set has a comma before it while get has a semicolon.

INTEGER Get4(1:4),Set4(1:4),Get2(1:2),Set1(1:1)
DATA 90,100,500,300
! Position of upper left corner: (90,100),
READ Set4(*)
! Width = 500, Height = 300
GESCAPE CRT,30
GESCAPE CRT,31
GESCAPE CRT,32
GESCAPE CRT,33,Set4(*)
GESCAPE CRT,34;Get4(*)
GESCAPE CRT,35
GESCAPE CRT,36;Get2(*)
GESCAPE CRT,37;Get3(*)
PRINT Get(2)
PRINT Get(3)
Set1(1)=50
GESCAPE CRT,38
GESCAPE CRT,38
GESCAPE CRT,39,Set1(*)
GESCAPE CRT,41
GESCAPE CRT,32
END

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Maximize the window
Hide the window
Restore the window
Set position and size: X,Y,W,H
Get position and size: X,Y,W,H
Bring the window to the top
Get the screen size: W,H
Get the title bar enable flag
Print the Screen Size
Print the title bar enable flag
Set the DUMP size to 50%
Hide window Title Bar
Restore window Title Bar
Set the DUMP size (default is 100%)
Minimize the window
Restore the window
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Screen Control Codes
The following control characters embedded in an output string in PRINT and DISPLAY can be used to control behavior
and effects of the display screen:

Output Area
CHR$(7)
CHR$(8)
CHR$(10)
CHR$(12)
CHR$(13)

Ring the bell
Move the print location back one space
Move the print location down one line
Print two line feeds, scroll the output area so that the
next line is at the top of the output area
Move the print location to column one

Display Line
CHR$(12)
CHR$(13)

Clears the DISP line
Moves the DISP line cursor to column one and clears the
DISP line when the next character is sent to the DISP line

Display Effects:
CHR$(128)

All effects off

CHR$(129)

Inverse video on

CHR$(130)

Blinking video on

CHR$(131)

Inverse and blinking video on

CHR$(132)

Underline mode on

CHR$(133)

Underline and Inverse video on

CHR$(134)

Underline and Blinking video on

CHR$(135)

Underline, Inverse, and Blinking

CHR$(136)

White

CHR$(137)

Red

CHR$(138)

Yellow

CHR$(139)

Green

CHR$(140)

Cyan

CHR$(141)

Blue

CHR$(142)

Magenta

CHR$(143)

Black

video on

Because some computers use character sets with character values that conflict with these characters, CONTROL
CRT,100 moves these display effects control characters to the range CHR$(16) through CHR$(31).
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Graphic Input
GRAPHIC INPUT drivers used by DIGITIZE, READ LOCATOR and SET LOCATOR are:
Name

For These Devices

KBD

Mouse and arrow keys

KBDA

Mouse (Absolute) and arrow keys

HPGL

HPGL Digitizers or Plotters

TABLET

Most available digitizing tablets

GRAPHICS INPUT IS

GRAPHICS INPUT IS loads or selects drivers and an interface. For example:

GRAPHICS INPUT IS device-selector, "driver-name[;options]"
The device-selector specifies the device or interface to use. This is usually KBD, but can also be a GPIB or Serial
interface select code. The driver name and options are specified in a string expression with a Driver-name from the
table above. For example:

GRAPHICS INPUT IS 705,"HPGL"
GRAPHICS INPUT IS 705,"TABLET;BIN-2,0,5000,0,5000"

Loading

The first time GRAPHICS INPUT IS executes, the driver is loaded and used for graphics input. On subsequent
executions the driver is not reloaded, but is simply selected.
You may want to include GRAPHICS INPUT statements in your AUTOST file to load any necessary drivers. Up to ten
graphic and dump drivers can be loaded at a time. HTBasic automatically loads the "KBD" driver when it starts.
To find the driver file HTBasic appends ".DW6" to the device name and then searches the following locations:
1. The directory containing the HTBasic executable.
2. The current directory.
3. The Windows system directory (such as \WINDOWS\SYSTEM).
4. The Windows directory.
5. The directories listed in the PATH environment variable.

KBD graphics input

KBD (the keyboard and mouse) is the default graphics input device and takes X and Y coordinates from the mouse. If
you have selected an alternate digitizer device, you switch back to the KBD for graphics input with:

GRAPHICS INPUT IS KBD,"KBD"
The following example shows how to use KBD as the graphics input device:

PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"
GRAPHICS INPUT IS KBD,"KBD"
TRACK CRT IS ON
FRAME
DIGITIZE X,Y,S$
PRINT X,Y,S$
END
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HPGL graphics input

The HPGL graphics input driver provides support for any input device that accepts HPGL (Hewlett Packard Graphic
Language). The following example assumes an HPGL capable device is attached to the IEEE-488 bus at primary address
5:

GRAPHICS INPUT IS 705,"HPGL"

Digitizing TABLETs

The TABLET graphics input driver supports serial and GPIB digitizers. To load:

GRAPHICS INPUT IS Isc,"TABLET;[mode[,]][resolution]"
The mode option allows you to specify the method in which the tablet’s data is interpreted by the driver. If both mode
and resolution options are specified, specify the mode option first and separate the two by a comma. The following
table gives the values for mode:
Mode

Meaning

BIN-1

Summagraphics MM Binary Format

(None)

Comma separated ASCII

BIN-2

Hitachi Binary Format

BIN-3

UIOF Binary Format.

If no mode is specified, the driver assumes the tablet is using a comma separated, CR/LF terminated, ASCII data
format. The ASCII format and the different binary formats are discussed below.
The resolution option is of the form Xmin,Xmax,Ymin,Ymax. The resolution option is only necessary if the tablets range
of X & Y values are different from the default values of 0-11000 in both the X & Y directions. The resolution option is
discussed in greater detail below.
Examples:

GRAPHICS
GRAPHICS
GRAPHICS
GRAPHICS

INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT

IS
IS
IS
IS

9,"TABLET"
9,"TABLET;BIN-1"
705,"TABLET;0,5000,0,5000"
705,"TABLET;BIN-2,0,5000,0,5000"
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Graphic Output
HTBasic graphic output drivers include: "WIN" (the default Windows Display Driver), "HPGL" (Hewlett-Packard Graphic
Language) devices, and "PS" (Postscript printers, plotters and files), and "INTERNAL" (reuse last display driver). Note
that HPGL is more specific to plotters, whereas PCL (HP's Printer Control Language) is a version of HPGL for printers.

PLOTTER IS vs DUMP DEVICE IS

The PLOTTER IS device outputs vector graphics to the specified device or file. CRT is the default PLOTTER IS device.
The DUMP DEVICE IS device outputs bit-mapped graphics from the screen to a device or file (a screen dump).

Driver Loading

Sample syntax of the PLOTTER IS statement for graphic drivers:

PLOTTER IS device-file, driver[,hard-clip] [; APPEND ]
PLOTTER IS device-file, driver[; COLOR MAP ]
Where:
device-file = ISC (interface select code) or CRT, or "file-name"
driver = driver name as string value [with options] or the constant "INTERNAL" which means the last CRT driver
specified.
Example:

PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
The output of a graphic driver can be a device or file, depending on output type. For example, GIF output can only go
to a file.
The driver name ("HPGL", "PS", "WIN"), can optionally include a semicolon and any options.
Hard-clip is composed of four values (xmin, xmax, ymin and ymax) that specify the size of the drawing surface. For
example:

PLOTTER IS 10,"HPGL",2,268,0,190
PLOTTER IS "Pictfile","HPGL",5.75,250.50,7.25,136.875
PLOTTER IS assignments can be included in your AUTOST file. Up to ten graphic and dump drivers can be loaded at a
time.
To find the named driver file, such as in PLOTTER IS 10,"HPGL", HTBasic appends ".DW6" (i.e. HPGL.DW6), if
necessary, and then searches the following locations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The directory containing the HTBasic executable.
The current directory.
The Windows system directory (such as \WINDOWS\SYSTEM).
The Windows directory.
The directories listed in the PATH environment variable.

CRT Driver

WIN is the default driver loaded when HTBasic starts.

Output to a Device

To send vector graphics to a plotter or printer, specify its ISC (interface select code), or use the device-selector if it's on
the IEEE-488 GPIB bus.
Hard-clip limits (if specified) are given as xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax in millimeters.
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If the hard-clip limits are not specified, they are read from the device when PLOTTER IS is executed. The specified
device must respond to this query or the computer will wait indefinitely for the response. Use the CLR-I/O key to clear
the computer if it gets stuck in this state.
The following example sends HPGL commands to a compatible printer at ISC 26. The first line resets the printer, starts
landscape printing and switches into HPGL mode. The second line directs vector output to the printer and sets the
hard-clip units for an 8-1/2 x 11 sheet of paper.

OUTPUT 26;CHR$(27)&"E"&CHR$(27)&"&l1O"&CHR$(27)&"%1B";
PLOTTER IS 26,"HPGL",2,268,0,190

Output to a File

To send graphics output to a file, destination should be replaced with the file name. The file must be an existing
file. The hard-clip limits may be specified or defaulted to ±392.75 mm on the x axis and ±251.5 mm on the y axis.
If APPEND is not specified, the file is positioned to the beginning and truncated. The file is closed when another
PLOTTER IS, GINIT or SCRATCH A statement is executed. For example:

CREATE "DRAW.PLT",0
PLOTTER IS "DRAW.PLT","HPGL"

WIN Driver

The WIN driver is a CRT driver that uses the Microsoft Windows display drivers.
Switch

Effect

-fn

Use named font

-geometry

Specify initial size of HTBasic window

-title

Specify the window title

Manual Window Resizing

Using the mouse to manually resize the Run window has the following unfortunate side effects: any displayed text or
graphics is lost and the current pen position is left undefined while the VIEWPORT, WINDOW and hard clip limits are
unchanged. You can use GESCAPE CRT,3 to get the new window size and you can use the GINIT statement to set the
VIEWPORT, WINDOW and hard clip limits to the new window size, or you can activate use of the new hard clip limits
without the side effects of GINIT with:

PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"
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DUMP GRAPHICS
The DUMP keyword refers to the ability of a printer or other output device to accept Screen
dumps of bit mapped images as opposed to other devices, such as pen based plotters, capable
of accepting only vector graphics. However, modern raster devices can typically accept both pixel
images and vector images. But traditionally it was important to support both printers and plotters
with varying capabilities, and therefore a need to distinguish between them with both drivers and
keyword syntax.
CONFIGURE DUMP is used to load and/or printer drivers:
Name

For these printers

WIN-DUMP

The default Windows printer

PCL

HP-PCL printers and files

PS-DUMP

PostScript printers and files

GIF

Graphic Interchange Format files

CONFIGURE DUMP specifies what printer language or bit mapped file format to use for DUMP GRAPHICS.
DUMP GRAPHICS outputs the contents of the screen to a printer, device, or file.

CONFIGURE DUMP TO format
where format is a string expression naming the device/file format and any options separated by commas. For Example:

CONFIGURE
CONFIGURE
CONFIGURE
CONFIGURE

DUMP
DUMP
DUMP
DUMP

TO
TO
TO
TO

"WIN-DUMP"
"PCL[;options]"
"PS-DUMP[;options]"
"GIF[;options]"

PS and PCL scale images so that its longest dimension fits in the shortest dimension of the paper with an adequate
margin.
DUMP DEVICE sets the output device Isc or file where the output of the DUMP is directed.
CONFIGURE DUMP TO "WIN-DUMP" must select a Windows printer and the ISC is set by default (to 10) as the default
Windows printer.
When using any other option, is it necessary to use the ISC of the device where the output is to be directed. For a
device on the IEEE-488 bus, this would be the device’s address. For a file, this would be the file name. For the parallel
port, this is ISC 26.
CONFIGURE DUMP statements can be included in your AUTOST file. Up to ten graphic and dump drivers can be
loaded.
The first time a driver is specified in a CONFIGURE DUMP statement, the driver is loaded and graphics are directed to
it. When the driver is subsequently specified, it is not loaded again, but graphics are again directed to it.
For example:

CONFIGURE DUMP TO "PCL"
By default, dump screen images are scaled to fill 100% of the width between the left and right margins. The can be
changed as in the following example which sets the scaling to 20% of the margin width using GESCAPE code 39:

INTEGER S(1:1)
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S(1)=20
GESCAPE CRT,39,S(*)
DUMP GRAPHICS
END

APPEND

If APPEND is included in DUMP DEVICE IS for file output, successive dumps are appended to the file separated by
form feeds.

Options

• EXPANDED selects landscape mode.
• DPInnn selects nnn dots per inch. If not specified, the printer’s default resolution is used. The resolution specified
must be one supported by the printer such as DPI75, DPI100, DPI150 and DPI300.
• GRAY calculates a gray shade for each color using the NTSC grayscale equation and is inverted for black on white
printing unless INVERT is included. Gray uses DPInnn to calculate the number of printer pixels required to print a single
screen pixel to make a 9 x 6 3/4 inch (23 x 17 mm) plot, up to 4 x 4 printer pixels per screen pixel. GRAY is therefore
ignored unless DPInnn is also specified. The NTSC grayscale equation is:
• brightness = 11% blue + 59% green + 30% red.
• INVERT reverses the default inversion for printing black on white to instead print actual screen colors for output to
film devices.
• RELATIVE begins each dump at the printer’s current print position rather than at the left margin by default.

Partial Screen Dump

GESCAPE PRT,106,param(*) is used to specify a portion of the screen to dump with DUMP GRAPHICS. The param
array must be a one dimensional INTEGER array of five elements. The first element is the operation number. The
remaining elements specify the boundary for the DUMP. The boundary is specified in screen units:
param(1) - 1
param(2) - Beginning Row
param(3) - Ending Row
param(4) - Beginning Column
param(5) - Ending Column
The full screen will be dumped if any of the following conditions occur:
1. The beginning row is greater than ending row.
2. A new Plotter, Graphics or Dump driver is loaded.
3. GINIT, SCRATCH A, PLOTTER IS, GRAPHICS INPUT, CONFIGURE DUMP
4. A Basic Reset is executed.

Multiple Screen Dumps per Page

Normally the Windows Print Manager ejects a page as soon as it processes a single Dump Screen. However, if you
want to combine multiple screen dumps on a single page, you can use DUMP DEVICE IS 26 (instead of 10 which
is normally used for the default printer). This allows you to bypass the Print Manager and you can use the following
statement to set automatic page eject off :

CONTROL 26,113;0

! toggle auto eject off

For example, to output some text to the page before doing the dump:

CONFIGURE DUMP TO "PCL"
DUMP DEVICE IS 26
CONTROL 26,113;0
! toggle auto eject off
ASSIGN @I TO 26
OUTPUT @I;"This is a screen dump:"
DUMP GRAPHICS
ASSIGN @I TO *
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CONTROL 26,113;1
DUMP GRAPHICS
END

! toggle auto eject on
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HPGL and PostScript
HPGL is used for pen plotters. PS (PostScript) and HPGL with the PCL5 option are used with printers. You can optionally
specify the min/max hard clip limits for either a file or device that can’t return P (Plotter) points:
For HPGL:

PLOTTER IS device,"HPGL[;options]",[p1x,p2x,p1y,p2y]
PLOTTER IS "file","HPGL[;options]",[p1x,p2x,p1y,p2y]
For PostScript:

PLOTTER IS device,"PS[;options]",[p1x,p2x,p1y,p2y]
PLOTTER IS "file","PS[;options]",[p1x,p2x,p1y,p2y]
Options (see below) are listed after the semicolon in the driver name within the quotes. Multiple options are separated
by commas.

Plotting Area

The points (p1x,p1y) and (p2x,p2y) set the lower left and the upper right corners of a rectangular area of the plot
in mm (the hard clip limits) from the lower left corner of the paper. p2x,p2y must be larger than p1x,p1y. The plotter
points can't be negative for PS or PCL5. If the plotting area is omitted, it is requested from the plotter. For file output,
default values from the table below will be used.
HPGL
PCL5
PS

Orientation
Landscape

(P1x,P1y) mm
(-393, -252)

(P2x,P2y) mm
(393, 252)

Portrait

(-252, -393)

(252, 393)

Portrait

(0,0)

(184, 254)

Landscape
Landscape
Portrait

(0,0)

(254, 184)

(25.4, 25.4)
(25.4, 25.4)

(262.7, 190.5)
(190.5, 262.7)

Since most printers cannot print to the edges of the paper, the points specified should include at least 1 cm of margin
on each side.

HPGL/PS Options

COLOR specifies a color printer with plotter functions.
GRAY performs grayscale plots for monochrome printers.
INVERT reproduces colors or grayscale as on the computer screen rather than the default mode for printing dark inks
on white paper.

PORTRAIT

produces plots in portrait orientation.

HPGL only Options

FILL allows the plotter/device to perform area filling.
HPGL2 supports HPGL2 plotters and activates the FILL option.
PCL5 (must be used with COLOR, GRAY, and INVERT) specifies a PCL5 (built-in plotter emulation ) printer.

PS and PCL5

The following drawing modes can be selected:
GESCAPE CRT,5 sets an alternate drawing mode where the previous black or colored areas show through the white
areas of the new plot.
GESCAPE CRT,4 returns the driver to normal drawing mode where what is currently drawn replaces anything previously
at a location.
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Line Thickness

GESCAPE CRT,104,param sets line thickness (default is 0.35 mm). For example:
INTEGER Param(1:2)
Param(1) = 10
Param(2) = thickness
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)

!
!
!
!

an array for the command
line thickness code
desired thickness (in 1/100 GDU’s)
send thickness

Line Caps and Joins

By default round caps and joins area used to end and connect lines to simulate the round pens used on pen plotters.
This can be changed with the following:

INTEGER Param(1:3)
Param(1) = 12
Param(2) = cap
Param(3) = join
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)

!
!
!
!
!

an array for the command
line thickness code
desired line cap
desired line join
set cap and join

The values for cap and join can be selected from the following tables.
Cap

Meaning

Join

Meaning

2

square cap

2

mitered, beveled if too long

1
3
4

butt cap

triangular cap
round cap

1
3
4
5
6

mitered join

triangular join
round join

beveled join
no join

Page Ejection

Pages are ejected when: a GCLEAR statement is executed, HTBasic is ended, or PLOTTER IS is set to a different device.
For example:

PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"

Append

To append new plots to a current file use:

PLOTTER IS "file","HPGL";APPEND
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Pen Colors
PEN pen-num selects a color from the table below (or an actual pen from a plotter). The colors or gray scales
produced by each pen depend on the states of the COLOR and INVERT options used in loading the driver, as well as
the state of the COLOR MAP option of the HTBasic CRT driver. If the COLOR MAP option is off, the following gray levels
or colors are used:
Pen

Gray

Color

Gray Invert

Color Invert

1

black

black

white

white

0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

white
30% black
89% black
59% black
70% black
11% black
40% black
black

30% black
89% black
59% black
70% black
11% black
40% black
black

white
red

yellow
green
cyan
blue

violet
black
red

yellow
green
cyan
blue

violet
black

black

70% black
21% black
41% black
30% black
89% black
60% black
white

70% black
21% black
41% black
30% black
89% black
60% black
white

black
red

yellow
green
cyan
blue

violet
white
red

yellow
green
cyan
blue

violet
white

If the COLOR option is used and the COLOR MAP option of the CRT driver is on, the plot is made using the colors in
the HTBasic color map
If the COLOR option is not used, the colors in the HTBasic color map are converted to shades of gray using the NTSC
equation:
brightness = 11% blue + 59% green + 30% red
The sign of the pen is ignored with both pen plotters and printers,
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Crosshatching
By default, areas are filled with shades of gray or color (if the COLOR option has been specified). However, you can
crosshatch fill areas with the following statements:

INTEGER Param(1:2)
Param(1) = 1
Param(2) = state
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)

!
!
!
!

an array for the command
set fill type
turn solid filling on or off
send command

State is 0 to use crosshatching and any other value to use solid filling.
When crosshatching is turned on, the following sets of statements can be used to control the crosshatch parameters.
If these statements are not executed, crosshatching is done with solid horizontal lines spaced 0.01 in. (0.4 mm) apart.

INTEGER Param(1:2)
Param(1) = 2
Param(2) = type
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)

! an array for the command
! set crosshatch type
! send command

Type is 1 for single hatching, 2 for crosshatching.

INTEGER Param(1:2)
Param(1) = 3
Param(2) = angle
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)

!
!
!
!

an array for the command
set hatch angle
desired angle, degrees
send command

Angle is the angle in degrees (regardless of the HTBasic RAD or DEG setting) for hatching. Angle is rounded to the
nearest multiple of 45 degrees.

INTEGER Param(1:2)
Param(1) = 4
Param(2) = spacing
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
INTEGER Param(1:2)
Param(1) = 5
Param(2) = spacing
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

an array for the command
set line spacing
desired spacing (in 1/100 GDU’s)
send command
an array for the command
set line spacing
desired spacing (in 1/100 mm)
send command

The above commands are equivalent except that in the first command, spacing is expressed in 1/100 GDU and in the
second in 1/100 mm.

INTEGER Param(1:3)
Param(1) = 6
Param(2) = type
Param(3) = size
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)

!
!
!
!
!

an array for the command
set line type for hatching
desired line type for crosshatching
desired pattern repetition size
send command

Type is the type of line, as listed in the LINE TYPE section of the HTBasic Reference Manual. Size is the pattern
repetition length in 1/100 GDU’s. This would be 100 times the pattern repetition length specified in a LINE TYPE
statement.
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Device Setup
The following sections describe how to load drivers for instruments and devices based on LXI, IEEE-488 (GPIB), GPIO,
Serial, USBS, and Parallel Ports, as well as drivers for the CRT, KBD, Processor, and Printer which are bundled with
HTBasic. A total of 32 drivers can be assigned to an available ISC (Interface Select Codes) which can be specified in the
Device Setup Dialog or in the AUTOST file.

Device Setup Dialog

To load an I/O Device Driver using the Device Setup Dialog box, select Tools | Device Setup. This will cause the "Device
Setup" dialog box to appear. Loading drivers using LOAD BIN or equivalent statements, will cause them to appear in
the list of drivers listed in the "Device Setup" dialog box. The "Device Setup" dialog box displays the Name, Version,
Description, Status, and the associated ISC (if applicable) of the driver. The Status of the drivers will indicate whether or
not they are loaded (See Figure 6-1).

Click on the "Add" button of the dialog box. This will cause the "Device Driver Selection" dialog box to appear.
Highlight the desired device driver. To add a printer, select "WIN-PRNT: Windows Print Manager Driver". Once "Add"
has been selected, the "Configure Print Driver Properties" dialog box will appear.
In this dialog box, you can select the print driver configuration you desire. For the print driver, you can choose
associations for a printer, a font, a page orientation and an ISC, as well as set properties for the printer. Once you have
made the desired selections, click on the "OK" button of the dialog to confirm your choices. The new print driver will
now appear among the list of drivers.

Driver Unloading and Removal

From the Device Setup dialog, select the print driver you wish to remove from the list of drivers. Next Unload the driver
if it is loaded. Then to remove the driver, click on the "Remove" button of the dialog box. Note: the default print driver
cannot be removed. The selected print driver will now be removed from the list of drivers.
To modify the configuration for a driver, select File | Device Setup. This will cause the "Device Setup" dialog box to
appear. Select the driver you wish to modify from the list of drivers and click on the "Properties" button of the dialog
box. Once "Properties" has been selected, the driver’s properties dialog box will appear. In this dialog box, you can
modify the selected driver.
For the print driver, you can choose to modify any of the settings associated with the print driver, including the printer,
font, page orientation, ISC and the properties associated with the printer itself. Once you have made the desired
modifications, click on the "OK" button of the dialog to confirm your choices. The modified print driver will now
appear among the list of drivers.
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WIN-PRINT
WIN-PRINT is built into HTBasic. If a default Windows printer is available, WIN-PRINT will be loaded and assigned to
ISC 10 automatically. WIN-PRINT supports OUTPUT, CONTROL, and STATUS (but not ENTER, READIO, WRITEIO, ON
INTR, and ENABLE INTR).

Selecting a Printer

Printing normally occurs through the Windows Print Manager (ISC 10), but HTBasic supports direct printing through
ISC 26. This is helpful when sending escape codes to a printer that the print manager normally removes from the print
command.
A new print job begins on an ISC after:
• PRINT, LIST, or CAT with PRINTER IS Isc
• OUTPUT Isc
• The first point is plotted with PLOTTER IS Isc
• DUMP GRAPHICS with DUMP DEVICE is Isc
A print job ends after:
• CONTROL Isc,111;1 (flush)
• RESET Isc
• PLOTTER IS Isc with PLOTTER IS Isc
• PRINTER IS Isc with PRINTER IS Isc
• DUMP GRAPHICS with DUMP DEVICE IS Isc
• CAT or LIST with PRINTER IS Isc
To send data to a different printer, change the default printer using the Device Setup dialog or use CONTROL register
102 to access the Printer Setup dialog. You can also change the orientation (portrait or landscape) of the print job, .
If the printer does not support the current margin settings, they are automatically adjusted. The following statement
causes a Printer Setup dialog box to pop-up.

CONTROL 10,102;1 ! Let user choose printer

Printing to the Printer
Example:

ASSIGN @Prn TO 10
! Assign an I/O Path
OUTPUT @Prn;"PI = ";PI
! Now use the I/O Path
! Insert other printer statements here
ASSIGN @Prn TO *
! End of print job, print it
END
Windows Print Manager collects printer output into "jobs." and only prints when the job is done. You signal that your
print job is done by closing the I/O path as above, or by changing the PRINTER IS device, executing RESET, resetting
the interface through control register 0, or writing a value to control register 111. For example:

OUTPUT 10;"MAXREAL = ";MAXREAL
CONTROL 10,111;1
END
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Printer Control Characters
Regardless of the actual printer type, the WIN-PRINT driver responds to the control characters in the following table.
All other characters will be printed (if possible).
Character

Function

CHR$(10)

Move the print location down one line

CHR$(12)

Move the print location to the top of the next page

CHR$(13)

Move the print location to column one

The default margins are 1.27 cm (1/2 inch). Characters printed past the right margin are discarded. When the line
advances past the bottom margin, the print location moves to the top of the next page.
Change the margins using CONTROL registers 104 to 107 as shown in the example below. Margins are specified in
1/100’s mm. In other words, a value of 100 specifies 1 mm. To specify values in inches, take the desired value in inches
and multiply by 2540. Some printers have minimum margins. Attempting to set the margins smaller than allowed by
the printer results in an error.

CONTROL
CONTROL
CONTROL
CONTROL

10,104;1*2540
10,105;2*2540
10,106;1/2*2540
10,107;4000

!
!
!
!

Left
Top
Right
Bottom

margin:
margin:
margin:
margin:
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1 inch
2 inches
1/2 inch
4 cm

WIN-PRINT CONTROL Registers
The following CONTROL registers are supported for ISC 10 and the Windows print manager. When using ISC 26 for
direct routing to the parallel port only control registers 0, 101, 102, 111, 112, 113 and status register 0 are available.
0

Reset. Ejects all queued print jobs on the ISC specified. The value must be non-zero.

101

Change interface select code. For example, to change the interface select code from 10 to
12, you would use:
CONTROL 10,101;12
To later change it back to 10, you would use:
CONTROL 12,101;10

102

Invoke Printer Setup dialog box. The value must be one. The action of other values is
undefined.For 26, this allows changing of the LPT port number - i.e. CONTROL 26,102;4
for LPT 4. The port must be available in Windows.
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Invoke Printer Setup dialog box. The value must be one. The action of other values is
undefined. For 26, this allows changing of the LPT port number - i.e. CONTROL 26,102;4
for LPT 4. The port must be available in Windows.
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Set left margin. Units are 1/100’s mm. Default is 1270. Sets position to left margin, not top
of page, so may be used as an indent.

105

Set top margin. Units are 1/100’s mm. Default is 1270.

106

Set right margin. Units are 1/100’s mm. Default is 1270. Does not move print position, so
may be used as an outdent.

107

Set bottom margin. Units are 1/100’s mm. Default is 1270. Does not move print position.

108

Set line spacing. Units are 1/100’s mm.

109

Set the current print position. Units are 1/100’s mm. Register 109 sets the X and register
110 sets the Y values.

110

Set the current print position. Units are 1/100’s mm. Register 109 sets the X and register
110 sets the Y values.

111

End the current print job and flush spooled output. The value must be 1.

112

PRINTER IS auto eject: 0 = turns auto eject off; 1 = turns auto eject on (this is ON by
default).

113

DUMP auto eject: 0 = turns auto eject off for DUMP commands; 1 = turns auto eject on for
DUMP commands. (this is ON by default).

114

Paper orientation: 1 = Set the selected printer’s paper orientation to portrait; 2 = Set the
selected printer’s paper orientation to landscape.

115

Changes the font associated with the printer to be the name specified in "Fontname".
The font name must be truetype font name, else the original font will remain. The printer
associated with the ISC will have itsfont changed: CONTROL Isc,115;"Fontname"

116

Font style control. Changes the font style associated with the printer to the specified
attribute:
0 = Normal;
1 = Italic;
2 = Bold;3 = Bold Italic;
4 = Underline;
5 = Underline Italic; 6 = Bold Underline;
7 = Bold Italic Underline.

117

Changes the font point size for the associated printer to the size recorded in Value:
CONTROL Isc,117;Value

150

Executes a DUMP GRAPHICS

151

INVERT Option for DUMP GRAPHICS: 1 = Inverts the dump, 0= Non-inverted dump.

152

Places a frame around the DUMP GRAPHICS area.

154

Sets X1 or the beginning row for specifying partial screen dumps see GESCAPE PRT,106
106

155

Sets Y1 or ending row for specifying partial screen dumps

156

X2 or beginning column for specifying partial screen dumps

157

Y2 or ending column for specifying partial screen dumps

158

Clears dump coordinates.

160

0 – Turns off PPA printer support; 1 – Turns on PPA printer support
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WIN-PRINT STATUS Registers
The following STATUS registers are supported.
0

Interface identification. Returns a 302 for ISC 10; 300 for ISC 26.

104

Get left margin. Units are 1/100’s mm. Default is 1270.

105

Get top margin. Units are 1/100’s mm. Default is 1270.

106

Get right margin. Units are 1/100’s mm. Default is 1270.

107

Get bottom margin. Units are 1/100’s mm. Default is 1270.

108

Get line spacing. Units are 1/100’s mm.

109

Get the current print position. Units are 1/100’s mm. Register 109 gets the X and register 110
gets the Y values.

110

Get the current print position. Units are 1/100’s mm. Register 109 sets the X and register 110
sets the Y values.

111

Retrieve the "page dirty" flag. A value of 0 means no output exists yet on this page. A value of 1
indicates output has been made to the current page, but the print job is not yet complete.

112

Returns the PRINTER IS auto eject status: 0 = auto eject off; 1 = auto eject on.

113

Returns the DUMP auto eject status: 0 = auto eject off; 1 = auto eject on.

114

Returns the associated printer’s paper orientation: 1 = portrait; 2 = landscape.

116

Returns the font style for the associated printer:
0 = Normal
1 = Italic
2 = Bold
3 = Bold Italic
4 = Underline
5 = Underline Italic
6 = Bold Underline
7 = Bold Italic Underline

117

Returns the font point size for the associated printer

154

Returns X1 or the beginning row for specifying partial screen dumps see GESCAPE PRT,106

155

Returns Y1 or the ending row for specifying partial screen dumps

156

Returns X2 or the beginning column for specifying partial screen dumps

157

Returns Y2 or the ending column for specifying partial screen dumps
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LXI Devices
LXI VISA Device Driver Loading

The HTBasic LXI (LAN eXtensions for Instruments) Driver Loader allows you to load and control LXI compliant devices
and instruments connected on your local area network via Ethernet. It allows you to load an LXI driver from your
previously installed VISA driver library provided by the device manufacturer of your instrument or device. This can be
done interactively through Device Setup in the Tools menu, which uses Auto Discovery to automatically scan for your
attached devices. Alternatively, you can manually connect devices using the LOAD BIN statement. Click here for a more
information of the LXI standard.
Note: Use of the HTBasic integrated LXI Driver Loader assumes that you have first installed the appropriate VISA driver
libraries provided by the device manufacturer of your instrument or device.
To connect interactively, navigate to the Device Setup in the Tools menu and click the “Add” button. This will initiate a
scan for available devices. When you see the device you want to connect to in the driver list dialog, check it's box and
choose “Add Selected Device”. The driver will then be loaded. You can also check the “Load this driver at startup” box
to automatically load the driver whenever HTBasic is launched.
Alternatively, you can manually load the LXI driver in a program (such as AUTOST), or directly through the HTBasic
command line on the Run Screen as follows:

LOAD BIN “LXI [;DEVICE Device_name][ISC Isc]
Where:
Device_name is the VISA Device name and IP address assigned to the instrument.
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USBS
After installing the Agilent I/O Libraries, load USBS from the Device Setup dialog or with the following statement:

LOAD BIN "USBS[;DEVICE Device_name][ISC Isc]"
where Device_name is the SICL Resource string of the USB device assigned in the I/O Libraries setup, or the SICL alias
of the device also found in the I/O Libraries setup.
The following STATUS registers are supported with the USBS driver:
STATUS Register 1: 0 = Device does not implement the USBTMC – USB488 protocol. 1 = Device implements the
USBTMC – USB488 protocol.
STATUS Register 2: 0 = Trigger is not supported on the Device. 1 = Trigger is supported on the Device.
STATUS Register 3: 0 = Remote is not supported on the Device. 1 = Remote is supported on the Device.
STATUS Register 4: 0 = SCPI Commands are not supported on the Device. 1 = SCPI Commands are supported on the
Device.
Interrupts are not supported with the USBS Driver.
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GPIBNI
The GPIBNI driver supports NI and compatible cards. This Windows driver calls the National Instruments Software that
is shipped with the NI or compatible GPIB card. Many parameters and configuration options such as default timeouts
are controlled in the NI software.

Loading

Load the GPIBNI driver from from the Device Setup dialog or with the following statement syntax:
To use this driver, the National Instruments software must be first installed. With the NI configuration software installed
and configured, load the GPIBNI driver from the Device Setup dialog or with the following statement syntax:

LOAD BIN "GPIBNI[;DEVICE Device_name][ISC Isc][BUS Bus][NOTSYS|SYSTEM]"
where Device_name is the name of the device assigned to the GPIB card in the NI GPIB control panel.

Device Name

If you do not specify a DEVICE name from the SICL I/O Configuration Utility in the Device Setup dialog, the default
name "GPIB0" is used. An example of specifying a different name is:

LOAD BIN "GPIBNI;DEV GPIB7"

ISC Option

The default ISC is 7, but if you are using multiple IEEE-488 boards, you must use the ISC option give each one a unique
ISC.

BUS Option

The BUS option specifies the cards BUS address which must be set if it is anything other than the default of 21.
If the card is loaded as NOTSYS, the default BUS address is 20.
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HPIBS
The HPIBS driver supports Hewlett-Packard / Agilent IEEE and compatible interfaces. Before this driver can be used, the
Agilent I/O Libraries (SICL) software must be installed, and the interface must be configured correctly for SICL. Many
parameters and configuration options such as default timeouts are controlled in the SICL software.
Agilent 82350 PCI-GPIB cards and later support the CLEAR-I/O and RESET commands. Older interface cards require an
ON TIMEOUT statement to keep them from blocking if communication fails.

Loading

Load the HPIBS driver from from the Device Setup dialog or with the following statement syntax:

LOAD BIN "HPIBS[;DEVICE Device_name][ISC Isc][BUS Bus][TIMEOUT Timeout][NOTSYS|
SYSTEM]"
where Device_name is the name of the device assigned to the GPIB card in the I/O Libraries setup.

Device Name

If you do not specify a DEVICE name from the SICL I/O Configuration Utility in the Device Setup dialog, the default
name "hpib" is used. An example of specifying a different name is:

LOAD BIN "HPIBS;DEV ieee7"

ISC Option

The default ISC is 7, but if you are using multiple IEEE-488 boards, you must use the ISC option give each one a unique
ISC.

BUS Option

The BUS option specifies the cards BUS address which must be set if it is anything other than the default of 21.
If the card is loaded as NOTSYS, the default BUS address is 20.

SYSTEM vs NOTSYS

Set the SYSTEM vs NOTSYS option in the Agilent I/O Configuration Utility. These options may be specified in LOAD BIN
statement, however if they conflict with the settings in the configuration utility, an error will be generated.

LOAD BIN "HPIBS;TIME 12"

Unsupported Keywords

READIO and WRITE/IO of interface registers are not supported by the HPIBS driver. Attempts to use READIO or WRITE/
IO cause Error 170.
PPOLL Note. Parallel Poll configuration is automatic with the HPIBS driver. The Active Controller can configure a noncontroller PC GPIB interface for parallel poll, and the PC interface will respond correctly based upon that configuration.
If bit 14 of the Interrupt Enable register is set, HTBasic will receive an interrupt indicating that a parallel poll
configuration has occurred. There is no way, however, to know the value of the configuration byte that came from the
Active Controller.
You can set the parallel poll response by using CONTROL register 2 or 5, or you can automatically accept the
configuration sent by an Active Controller.

Interface Control Registers

CONTROL Registers. The IEEE-488 chapter of the User’s Guide documents the STATUS and CONTROL registers
normally available for GPIB interfaces. The HPIBS driver supports all of these registers, with the following exceptions:
STATUS Registers. The HPIBS driver does not support user control of NDAC holdoff. CONTROL register 4 is not
implemented and will give Error 55.
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The following ENABLE INTR events are not supported by the HPIBS driver. Status register 5 always reports them as 0:
Bit

Value

Meaning

5

32

Unrecognized universal command

6
4
2

64
16
4

Handshake Error

Secondary command while addressed
Unrecognized addressed command

All other HP-IB interrupt events are supported and reported properly in STATUS registers 4 and 5.
The "LSB of last address" bit (bit 8) in STATUS register 6 is not implemented by the HPIBS driver and is always reported
as 0.
STATUS register 7 has a high byte that reports bus control lines and a low byte that reports bus data lines. The HPIBS
driver does not support the direct reading of bus data lines the upper byte of this register is supported, but the lower
byte is always 0.
CONTROL and STATUS Register 255:
Bit

Value

Meaning

6

64

Not Used

7
5
4
3
2
1
0

128
32
16
8
4
2
1

Not Used
Reserved for future use
Reserved for future use
Reserved for future use
ENTER buffering
Not Used

Interface Lock

Some examples using register 255 follow:

CONTROL 7,255;4
CONTROL 7,255;0
CONTROL 7,255;4+1
STATUS7,255;Stat

!Enables buffering for ENTER
!Disables buffering for ENTER
!Lock GPIB, enable buffering
!Get status of register 255

Interface locking can be used to help HTBasic cooperate with other Windows applications that might also access SICLbased interfaces. Setting bit 0 locks the interface, while clearing bit 0 unlocks the interface.
ENTER buffering can increase the speed of free-field ENTER statements. A free-field ENTER is one without a USING
clause, such as:
ENTER @Dev;A$
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GPIBTAMS
This driver supports TAMS GPIB cards and interfaces. This Windows driver calls the TAMS Software that is shipped with
the TAMS GPIB card. Many parameters and configuration options such as default timeouts are controlled in the TAMS
software. For details on installation of this software, see your Getting Started Guide for your GPIB card.
To use this driver, the TAMS software must be first installed. With the TAMS configuration software installed and
configured, load the driver from inside of HTBasic from Device Setup or with the following statement:

LOAD BIN "GPIBTAMS[;DEVICE Device_name] [ISC Isc] [BUS Bus][NOTSYS|SYSTEM]"
where Device_name is the name of the device assigned to the GPIB card in the TAMS Configuration Utility

Device Name

If you do not specify a DEVICE name, the default name is used. An example of specifying a different card name is:

LOAD BIN "GPIBTAMS;DEV GPIB7"

ISC Option

The default ISC is 7, but if you are using multiple IEEE-488 boards, you must use the ISC option give each one a unique
ISC.

BUS Option

The BUS option specifies the cards BUS address which must be set if it is anything other than the default of 21.
If the card is loaded as NOTSYS, the default BUS address is 20.
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GPIB900
The GPIB900 driver supports the TransEra Model 900 GPIB card.

Loading

The GPIB900 driver is configured using Device Setup. Once the driver is configured it may be loaded using the Device
Setup dialog, or with the following statement syntax in your program or AUTOST file:

LOAD BIN "GPIB900;DEVICE Id [ISC Isc] [BASE Address] [INTERRUPT Interrupt] [BUS Bus]
[NOTSYS|SYSTEM]"

NOTE: It may be necessary to reboot the system prior to loading the driver for proper device driver configuration.

Options

One or more options can be specified, each separated by a space. The option may be abbreviated, as long as the
abbreviation is unique.

Device ID

Each driver in the Device Setup is uniquely identified by its Device ID. This ID or identification number must be
specified when loading the GPIB900 driver from the command line or programmatically.

ISC Option

The default ISC is 7, but if you are using multiple IEEE-488 boards, you must use the ISC option to give each one a
unique ISC.
For example, if we have one 900 board at 2A0(hex) interrupt 5, and another at 3A0(hex) using interrupt 6, the following
two lines would load drivers for the two boards:

LOAD BIN "GPIB900;DEVICE 5 BASE 2A0 ISC 7"
LOAD BIN "GPIB900;DEVICE 6 BASE 3A0 ISC 8"
The first board would have an ISC of 7 and the second board would have an ISC of 8.

INTERRUPT

The INTERRUPT option tells the driver the interrupt number used by the board. If you do not specify an interrupt, then
5 is assumed.
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Bus Option

The BUS option specifies the cards BUS address. This must be set if it is anything other than the default of 21. If the
card is loaded as NOTSYS, by default the card’s BUS address is set to 20.

SYSTEM / NOTSYS Option

The NOTSYS option is used if another computer on the bus is system controller. The option stands for "NOT SYStem
controller" and causes the board to act as a Talker/Listener Device that can become active controller if control is
passed to it.
The SYSTEM option is used to make the board act as system controller. These options are useful for overriding the
hardware options on the board. HTBasic assigns a primary address of 21 to the board if it is system controller and 20
if not. The primary address may be changed using Device Setup or with CONTROL register 3 Remember: Only one
system controller can be connected to the bus.

Base Option

The BASE option tells the driver the beginning I/O address of your board. You must specify the address in hexadecimal
(with no leading "&H").
If the I/O address is changed, it must also be specified in the software. For example:

LOAD BIN "GPIB900;DEVICE 3 BASE 3A0"
This statement corresponds to an I/O address of &H3B8 and the options should be set as follows:
Chip Address
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Address Range
3B8

on

on

off

off

off

on off

3A0-3BF

The default Chip Address for the HM900 board is &H02B8. Addresses in the range &H02A0 to &H02BF are used. The
value the LOAD BIN statement is expecting is the lower limit of this address range, 2A0. If any address in the Address
Range conflicts with other hardware installed in your computer, the address must be changed. It can be set to any
address between &H0018 - &H03F8, in increments of &H20. The board uses 24 I/O addresses below and 8 above the
specified address. This range is listed as the Address Range in the following table:
Chip Address

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Address Range

038

on

on

on

on

on

on

off

020-03F

018
058
078
098

0B8

0D8
0F8

118
138
158
178
198

1B8

1D8
1F8

218
238
258

on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on

on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on

on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on

off
off
off

on
on
on
on
on
on
on

off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
on
on
on

on
on
on

on
off
off

off on
off on

off off
off off
on

on

on

off

on
on

on

off

off on
off on

off off
off off
on

on

on

off

on

on

on
on

off
on

off
on

off
on

off
on

off
on

off
on

off
on

off
on

000-01F
040-05F
060-07F
080-09F

0A0-0BF

0C0-0DF
0E0-0FF

100-11F
120-13F
140-15F
160-17F
180-19F

1A0-1BF

1C0-1DF
1E0-1FF

200-21F
220-23F
240-25F
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278

on

on

off

on

on

off

off

260-27F

2B8

on

on

off

on

off on

off

2A0-2BF

298

2D8
2F8
318
338
358
378
398

3B8

3D8
3F8

on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on

on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on

off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off

on
on

on
off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off

off on

off off
off off
on on
on

on

on

off

on

off

off on
off on

off off
off off

on
on

off
on
off
on

off
on

off
on

off

280-29F

2C0-2DF
2E0-2FF
300-31F
320-33F
340-35F
360-37F
380-39F

3A0-3BF

3C0-3DF
3E0-3FF
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GPIO600/650
The "GPIO600" and "GPIO650" drivers are distributed with HTBasic for the TransEra Model 600 and 650 GPIO
cards. The function of the GPIO (General Purpose Input Output) interface is to provide communication with digital
peripherals. For detailed installing and usage instructions please see the "GPIO" section of the User Guide.

Loading

The drivers are configured using Device Setup. Once a driver is configured it may be loaded using the Device Setup
dialog, or with the one of the following lines in your program or AUTOST file:

LOAD BIN "GPIO600[;ISC Isc][BASE Address][INTERRUPT Int]"
LOAD BIN "GPIO650[;ISC Isc][BASE Address][INTERRUPT Int][DELAY Delay]"
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SERIAL
The SERIAL (RS-232) driver is loaded by the HTBasic command:

LOAD BIN "SERIAL[;COM1 Isc][COM2 Isc]…[COMX Isc]"
It is configured using the Device Setup Serial Driver Properties box.

SERIAL controls up to twenty-seven serial ports named COM1 to COM256. After SERIAL is loaded, HTBasic takes
control of the serial ports assigned to it and no other process can use those serial ports until SERIAL is unloaded, or
HTBasic terminates. You must specify an ISC for each COM port when loading SERIAL from the command line or a
program.

Baud Rates

The baud rate is specified in the Properties box or may be changed by CONTROL n,3;rate, where n is the ISC of the
serial port and rate is the baud rate. The possible baud rates are dependent on the hardware.

Character Framing

Initial default character framing is undefined. The character framing (bits per character and parity) is set using the
Properties box, or by using CONTROL n,4;value where n is the ISC of the serial port and value is one of the values listed
in the HTBasic User’s Guide for control register 4. The possible character framing is dependent on the hardware.

Handshaking

• XON/XOFF is the default handshaking which ignores the CTS and RTS lines.
• RTS and CTS lines can be enabled using the Properties box, or with CONTROL n,5;value and CONTROL n,12;value.
• XON/XOFF software handshaking can be enabled or disabled using CONTROL n,100;value.

Interrupts

ON INTR and ENABLE INTR are supported for the serial ports.
These commands are explained in the User’s Guide, "Serial (RS-232) I/O".
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ScreenBuilder Application
ScreenBuilder Overview

ScreenBuilder allows you to visually design a GUI (Graphical User Interface) using drag and drop elements including
dialog and widget controls. This can be for creating virtual instruments or simply a more visually pleasing and
interactive user experience. One of the most valuable features of ScreenBuilder is interactively setting the attributes of
the widget controls used to build the GUI screen. This significantly reduces the effort of setting the initial attributes of
widgets with BuilderPlus CONTROL statements in an HTBasic program.
The output of ScreenBuilder is a text file describing a complete screen hierarchy, including the names of widgets and
their attributes. The text file is loaded by the SYSTEM widget which responds programmatically to events for those
widgets.

ScreenBuilder Design Windows

You can start ScreenBuilder from the tools menu or by pressing Ctrl+Alt+B. This opens a design window titled
"ScreenBuilder" which has a palette of available widgets on the left, an empty panel in the middle for placing widget
controls, and a properties panel on the right which populates according to the current widget you're working with.
Note you can right-click on a widget to display the context help file topic for it.
Also, if you attempt to close or exit the ScreenBuilder without saving, you will be prompted to do so.

ScreenBuilder CONFIG File

CONFIG contains a list of widgets that are available and their specific order. You can edit the list in CONFIG to
rearrange the order (see ScreenBuilder Initial Display for the default display order). Note however, that the menu
widgets are permanently loaded: PULLDOWN MENU, CASCADE MENU, MENU BUTTON, MENU TOGGLE, and MENU
SEPARATOR.

Placing Widgets

To add a control widget such as METER, click and drag it from the toolbox palette to the "working" panel. Once placed,
you can adjust it's position and size by clicking and dragging it's position handle "cross-hair" in the upper left comer
or any of the size handles on it's corners and edges. You can also set it's X, Y, WIDTH, or HEIGHT attributes in the
attributes window.

Monitoring the Widget Editing Process

It is possible to monitor the widget editing process by bringing up the "Status" window accessible through the
"Options" menu. This window, which consists of two panels, reports current information about the screen being built,
and about the widget currently under the cursor. (see ScreenBuilder Menu).
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ScreenBuilder Menu
The ScreenBuilder Menu provides quick access to File, Widget, and Options elements. See the following table for
ScreenBuilder Menu elements.
Element
File

Action
Open
New
Save
Save As
Exit

Widget

Create

Edit

Close
Delete
Re-name

Description
Brings up a file dialog to enter the name of an existing
screen file. Current widgets managed by the ScreenBuilder
are deleted and those specified in the screenfile are created.
Delete all widgets currently managed by the ScreenBuilder.
Save the current state of widgets managed by the ScreenBuilder
in the current screen file (set by previous Open, Save, or Save as).
Same as "Save", except it always prompts for a file name.
Leave the ScreenBuilder application.
Brings up a listbox with the names of available widgets. To create
a widget:
1. Select the widget type, then its parent. If the new widget is a
level-0 parent, select the No Parent entry.
2. For either selection, double-click the listbox entry or click
the OK button after selecting the desired listbox entry.
3. When ScreenBuilder requests a name,select the default
version provided or overwrite the default with a name of your
choosing.
Allows the user to modify the attributes of a widget. To edit a
widget:
1. Select the widget by double-clicking on the listbox entry or
by clicking once to highlight its name, then clicking the OK
button.
2. A window is now displayed that will allow you to modify its
attributes. To access these attributes, click the "drop-down"
button across from the word "Attribute".
Two editing options are also available:
Widget enabled: Allows you to interact with the widget via the
mouse and keyboard traversal while in the ScreenBuilder
application. Changes made to a widget (for example, entries
into a STRING widget) will not be saved by the ScreenBuilder.
Attributes auto-updated: Enables the real-time tracking of the
value of an attribute. The ScreenBuilder will periodically update
the value of the attributes currently being selected. This option
is designed to operate with the "Widget enabled" option.
For example, to set the value of a SLIDER widget to "50":
1 - Double-click on the SLIDER and select the "VALUE" attribute
in the attribute listbox.
2 - Select the "Widget enabled" option, allowing you to interact
with the SLIDER, and the "Attributes auto-updated" option, which
lets you know when VALUE reaches "50".
3 - Move the SLIDER to "50" and select the "SET" button displayed
on the VALUE attribute window to record the change to the
SLIDER
Closes the window and all attribute windows currently displayed
This selection displays a listbox with the names of configured
widgets. Select one or more widgets to remove them from the
working area.
Rename a widget.
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Options

Copy

Duplicate a widget and all its attribute settings. In one operation,
you can make multiple copies in the X and/or Y direction at a
specified spacing.

Grid

Sets an invisible grid of the specified horizontal and vertical
spacing. When a widget managed by the ScreenBuilder is
"dragged-and-dropped" or resized, it will gravitate to the nearest
grid point.
Shows a "Screen" status panel and a "Current Widget" status
panel. The "Screen" panel includes information about the
cursor position relative to the top-left corner of the screen, the
current grid setting, and the number of widgets populating the
screen.
The cursor position is updated only when the ScreenBuilder's
main window has the focus. The "Current Widget" panel provides
information about the name of the widget, its parent, its widget
type, its size, and its origin relative to its parent.

Status
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ScreenBuilder Example
This shows an example of building a user interface using the ScreenBuilder Application and the SYSTEM widget. The
program builds a game called "Bomb Squad" in which you pretend you have a bomb wired with ten wires.
• If you disconnect the correct four wires, the bomb is disarmed
• If you disconnect the wrong two wires, the bomb explodes
• The other four wires are inactive and disconnecting causes no action
In addition, the bomb is ticking as you try to disarm it. If you do not disarm it in time, the bomb explodes. A typical
display to begin the game follows. Click the >> bar to view the description and steps of this example.
NOTE
See Bomb Squad (Using SYSTEM Widget) for a similar example using the SYSTEM widget to build the interface.

Steps to Build the Interface
We will build the interface for this game with ten TOGGLEBUTTONs (the wires), a CLOCK widget set to TIMER mode
(the bomb timer), and a PRINTER widget (for user feedback). We will use the ScreenBuilder application to design the
user interface.
Here are the steps to build the interface:
Step 1. Start the ScreenBuilder Application
• Configure the parent PANEL widget from the one provided by the ScreenBuilder
• Select "Re-name" in the Widget menu and enter "Main" as the new name
• Select "Edit" in the Widget menu and set the following attributes. Click the Close button after setting each attribute.
- TITLE to "BOMB SQUAD Game"
- MAXIMIZABLE and RESIZABLE to FALSE
- SYSTEM MENU to the string "Quit"
A typical display of the ScreenBuilder output (the modified PANEL widget) follows.
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Step 2. Create Ten TOGGLEBUTTONs
Create the first button by clicking on the TOGGLEBUTTON icon, selecting "Main" as its parent and "T1" as its name.
Create the other nine TOGGLEBUTTONs by choosing "Copy" in the Widget menu and selecting "Main/T1" as the
widget to copy. When the Copy dialog appears, request nine copies in the Y-direction with zero spacing, beginning
with the name "T2".
Use the "Edit" menu entry to set the LABEL attribute of the ten TOGGLEBUTTONs with pathnames "Main/T1" hrough
"Main/T10" to "Wire 1" through "Wire 10".A typical display.follows.

Step 3: Create a CLOCK Widget
Create a CLOCK widget by clicking on the CLOCK icon and setting its name to "Clock" (pathname "Main/Clock"). Use
the mouse to relocate it and make it "flatter". Set its TYPE attribute to TIMER. A typical display follows.
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Step 4. Create the Final Interface
Create a PRINTER widget by clicking on the PRINTER icon and setting its name to "Printer" (pathname "Main/Printer").
Resize it and relocate it. A typical display of the game's final user interface.follows.

Step 5. Save the Interface in a File
Select the "Save As:" entry of the ScreenBuilder's File menu, and store this interface in the file "EX_BSQUAD.SCR". This
completes the ScreenBuilder Application Example. See ScreenBuilder Application to return to the ScreenBuilder topics.
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Language Elements
To fully exploit the functionality of HTBasic, you will need to understand some of the basic elements such as: program
lines, labels, keywords, contexts, I/O paths, constants, variables, arrays, and data types. And to use HTBasic for
instrument control, you might need to load certain drivers and customize certain settings. These topics are covered in
the following pages.
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Line Numbers and Labels
HTBasic supports line numbers for backwards compatibility with HP Basic. Although line numbers can be referenced in
statements like GOTO, GOSUB, or RESTORE for DATA, the use of line labels is preferred and results in more structured
programming. Plus, well chosen names for line labels helps to document your program. Note that a line label cannot
be the only thing on a line; it must precede a syntactically valid statement, even if it is just a comment tail "!". Also, line
numbers are used as edit line references and for reporting the location of program line errors. The maximum number
of characters allowed in a program line is 255, which means it may be necessary to scroll to see the end of a line.

Comments

Each program line can contain an optional comment either as the only thing on the line or at the end of a line of code
to document it.
Standalone comments can start with either REM or an exclamation mark "!". Comments at the end of a line can only
use the exclamation mark !, which is then referred to as a comment "tail".
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Variables and Data Types
Variable names can be up to 15 alphanumeric characters long including underlines and extended characters ranging
from CHR$(128) to CHR$(254). The first character may not be a number or an underline. String variable names must
end with "$".
Since only the first letter of variable names are capitalized, they can be the same as a keywords which are all caps. Here
are some examples of legal and illegal variable names (and why):
Variable

Explanation

Smile_1

legal

FOR

illegal, FOR is a keyword

For

legal with "proper" case

This_is_just_too_long

illegal, 21 chars is > 15

Data Types

HTBasic supports both string and numeric data types including: LONG, INTEGER, REAL, and COMPLEX. If not explicitly
declared, variables are by default REAL, and if not explicitly initialized, numeric variables are set to 0 by default and
strings are set to empty (""). You can force explicit declarations with CONFIGURE DIM OFF.
String is a "string" of 0-32,767 ASCII characters declared with DIM to "dimension" its maximum length (default is 18).
INTEGER is a two byte integer (whole number) ranging from -32,768 to +32,767.
LONG is a four byte integer with a range of -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647.
COMPLEX consists of two REAL numbers (x + iy) where x is the real part, y the imaginary part and i is defined as the
square root of -1.

REAL is an 8-byte floating point number with a range of 1E-308 to 1E+308 and 15 decimal digits of
precision. MINREAL and MAXREAL are functions that return the smallest and largest REAL numbers. REAL
can therefore also represent integral numbers too large to be represented by the INTEGER or LONG type
numbers.
I/O Path is a special variable "type" that is "declared" with ASSIGN (to a printer, data acquisition device, string, file,
etc.) and must be prefaced by @ when used in OUTPUT, ENTER and other I/O statements. However, an I/O Path
variable cannot be accessed outside its normal context. For example you can't PRINT an I/O Path variable or reference
it in an expression.
Examples of numeric and string constant values:
Example
Type of Constant
1, -20000

Integers (32,767 is max integer size)

&H10, &O10 or &10
-2121503777, 40000

Integer decimal 8 expressed in Hex, and Octal
Longs (2,147,483,647 is the max long size)

1.0, 3.14, +1E+0 , 6000000000
CMPLX(0,1)

Reals
Complex

"hello"

String

String Literals
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A string literal is a sequence of ASCII characters enclosed in quotation marks. A quotation mark may be included in a
literal by entering two adjacent quotation mark characters. For example:

DIM A$[8]
A$="""Hello"""
PRINT A$ ! prints "Hello"
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Scope
HTBasic supports Local and Global and STATIC variables.
By default, all variables are local in scope unless included in a COM statement which makes them global. Global means
they can be shared in "common" between contexts. A program "context" refers to the main program, or a callable
SUB or FN (function). The values of variables are "local" to, and only accessible within, the context in which they are
defined. So, a SUB, for example, has its own set of variables which can even have the same names as variables in other
contexts outside the SUB without affecting them. All local variables are assigned the value zero when the context
begins execution. When the context finishes execution, the values of the local variables are discarded. When a context
is called recursively, each invocation of the context is given its own set of local variables.
STATIC is only used inside SUBs and FNs to declare variables that should retain their values between calls. Since the
main program only runs once, it doesn't need to use STATIC.
DIM, INTEGER, LONG, REAL, COMPLEX, STATIC, and ALLOCATE are used to declare local variables.
ALLOCATE reserves memory for array and string variables. DEALLOCATE releases the memory before the context
finishes execution.
COM defines a "block" of one or more variables that that are shared in "common" globally (between contexts). Each
COM block is uniquely identified with a name (although one block is allowed to be nameless). Each context can have
as many COM statements as needed.
To access COM variables, a context must include a COM statement that identifies the COM block and gives the names
by which the variables will be known in that context. Thus, each context can give a different name to the same COM
variable. COM variables are hidden from all contexts that do not include a related COM statement.
When a new program is brought into memory, the existing COM blocks are compared to the COM blocks defined in
the new program. Any COM blocks that exactly match are retained and their data values are available for use by the
new program. Any COM blocks that do not match are deleted and the memory used by their data values is released
and may be reused by the new program.
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Array Variables
A simple variable has one data value. An array is a multi-dimensional ordered set of data values. Each member of the
set is called an array element. All the members of the set have the same data type which can be COMPLEX, INTEGER,
LONG, REAL, or String. An array variable can not have the same name as a simple variable.
The number of dimensions of the array is called the Rank. Arrays may have a Rank from one to six. You can specify
both the lower and upper bound of each dimension. If the lower bound is not specified then the current OPTION BASE
of the context is used as the lower bound. The default OPTION BASE is zero.
Local array variables are declared using the COMPLEX, INTEGER, LONG, REAL, STATIC and DIM statements.
ALLOCATE is used to dynamically declare a local array.
The COM statement is used to declare a global array.
Normally, all array variables that are not explicitly declared will have a default lower bound, an upper bound of 10, and
a Rank matching the number of subscripts in the first reference of the array. To disable automatic array declaration, use
CONFIGURE DIM OFF.
A string array may be defined where each element of the array is a separate string of the dimensioned length. To
dimension a string array named S$ with four elements (assuming the default OPTION BASE 0), each with a maximum
length of 20 characters::

DIM S$(3)[20] ! 4 array elements (0-3) of 20 chars max length each
The following defines an array with elements numbered 0,1,2,3 (for OPTION BASE 0), or 1,2,3 for OPTION BASE to 1:

DIM X(3)
INTEGER A(50:100)

! declares an array of 3 or 4 REALs.
! declares an array of 51 integers.

One-dimensional arrays are always referenced by one subscript in parentheses following the array variable. For
example, A(2) refers to the third element. Two-dimensional arrays are referenced by two subscripts, where the first
subscript refers to the row, and the second subscript refers to the column. For example, A(1,2) refers to the second
row, the third column. An element of an array can be used wherever a simple variable of the same type can be used.
Here's a 2x2 array assignment:

DIM A(1:2,1:2)
A(1,1) = 5
A(1,2) = 6
A(2,1) = 7
A(2,2) = 8
READ from DATA can assign array values more economically (in fewer lines). For example:

DIM A(1:3,1:4) ! 3x4
DATA 5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16
READ A(*)
! gets all 12 values
MAT (matrix) can define an entire array. For example:

DIM A(100,100)
MAT A = (1)
! initializes all 10,000 elements in A to 1
You can also assign array values with the INPUT statement:
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DIM A(1:2,1:2) ! A is dimensioned as a 2 by 2 array
INPUT A(*)
! gets values from the keyboard, (i.e. 5,6,7,8)
You can also use a FOR/NEXT loop to assign values in some other order or starting point. For example:

DIM Beta(1:99)
FOR J = 40 TO 50
ENTER @Path;Beta(J)
NEXT J
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Floating Point Anomalies
It is well known that floating point numbers can sometimes produce surprising results. For example most
of us have witnessed the result of dividing 1 by 3 on a hand-held calculator. Digits that the calculator can
not store are just discarded. Thus, it is possible to have two different REAL numbers whose 15 digit decimal
representations appear the same, but when compared or subtracted they are NOT. If not anticipated, it can
be a difficult programming "bug" to unravel. Also, since REAL numbers are only a subset of the rational
numbers, some operations produce an overflow or underflow error. For example:
RAD
One = COS(3)*COS(3)+SIN(3)*SIN(3)
PRINT One,One-1.0
From trigonometry, the variable One should equal 1. And indeed, when One is printed, we see it is "1", but
the value printed for One-1.0 is not zero but a very small number.
Comparing REALs
Rather than compare two REAL values for equality, it is often best to compare them for an acceptably small
difference. For example:
IF ABS(One-1.0) < 1E-15 THEN PRINT "EQUAL ENOUGH"
Alternately, DROUND or PROUND can be used to round the binary representations to match each other:
PRINT One,DROUND(One,1)-DROUND(1.0,1)
In FOR Loops
It may not be a good idea to use a REAL variable in a FOR loop with a small STEP as rounding errors can accumulate:

FOR X=1 TO -1 STEP -.05
PRINT X;TAB(20);ACS(X)
NEXT X
This loop never gets to -1 as expected due to the accumulation of rounding errors with the small STEP value.
An INTEGER should instead be used for the loop counter so that the number of iterations can then be specified exactly
and X can be incremented separately:

INTEGER I
FOR I=0 TO 40
X=1-I*.05
PRINT X;TAB(20);ACS(X)
NEXT I
Formal Definition
The exact subset of rational numbers that can be represented by REAL numbers is: (-1)s * 2e * mantissa,
where:
s = 0 or 1.
e = any integer between -1022 and +1023.
mantissa = b0 * 2-0 + b1 * 2-1 + ... + b52 * 2-52
b0 = 1
bi = 0 or 1 (for i<>0)
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Program Flow Control
Unconditional Branching

GOTO line performs unconditional branching to a statement other than the next statement, but its use is discouraged
in favor of structured flow control statements.

GOTO Fatal_error

Subroutines

GOSUB line executes a subroutine that is terminated by RETURN.

GOSUB Get_x
. . .
Get_x: X = Y*45/Z
RETURN
This subroutine can be called from many places in the program to save having to duplicate the subroutine statements
many times.

Conditional Statements

IF...THEN is the most common conditional execution statement. The single line form conditionally branches or executes
a single program statement:

IF A$="Q" THEN Quit
IF A$="N" THEN PRINT "No !"

! conditional transfer
! single statement

IF...THEN blocks that end with END IF can contain multiple statements (with an optional ELSE block) that can be nested:

IF Xlimit>Upper THEN
PRINT "The current setting is ";Xlimit
READ Xlimit
PRINT "The new setting is ";Xlimit
ELSE
Xlimit = Xlimit+1
END IF

Multi-way Branching

ON...GOTO/GOSUB line performs multi-way branch based on the value of line, which must be from 1 to the number of
line references.

ON J GOTO First,Secong,Third,Fourth
ON X GOSUB Start,Compute,Done

! J must be 1, 2, 3, or 4

SELECT, CASE, END SELECT

SELECT begins a block which "selects" an expression to be comparison tested CASE by CASE until true or an
optional CASE ELSE is reached which will cause that block to be executed. Only the first matching CASE statement
will be executed, so order is important. Execution then continues at the line following END SELECT. SELECT blocks
can be nested.
Each CASE statement specifies a list of numeric or string expressions (matching the SELECT expression type) each
separated by a comma. Each expression may specify either a match value, a relational operator (<, <=, =, >=, >, or
<>) followed by a match value, or a range specified by a lower and an upper match value.

INPUT "What is your age? ",Age
SELECT Age
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CASE <1,>100
PRINT "Invalid response!"
GOTO Done
CASE <12
Price = 2
CASE 12 TO 59
Price = 6
CASE ELSE
PRINT "Special Rate Tonight:"
Price = 4.5
END SELECT
PRINT USING """Movie price is $"",D.2D ";Price
Done: !
END

Loops

There are four types of program loops: FOR/NEXT, LOOP/END LOOP, REPEAT/UNTIL, and WHILE/END WHILE.
FOR/NEXT loops through a block of code a fixed number of times or until prematurely exited with GOTO. You may
optionally specify a positive or negative STEP value (the default is 1). The termination value is tested before the loop is
executed the first time and execution continues at the line following NEXT when true:

J=50 TO 100 STEP 2
READ A(J)
NEXT J
WHILE/END WHILE, LOOP/END LOOP, and REPEAT/UNTIL test for loop termination at the beginning, the end, or
inside the loop. Loops can be nested.

WHILE X>4 ! test at start of loop
! do this...
END WHILE
LOOP
! do this...
EXIT IF ! test at middle of loop
! do this...
END LOOP
REPEAT
! do this...
UNTIL X=4 ! test at end of loop
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SUB, DEF FN, and CSUB
A CSUB context is a compiled subprogram created with special tools outside of HTBasic. It is loaded into memory
with the LOADSUB statement and removed from memory with the DELSUB statement. It is invoked with a CALL
statement.
A subprogram is typically referenced by explicitly naming it. For example, to call a subprogram named Wendell, use
the statement
CALL GetDat
In several statements, it is also possible to name the subprogram using a string expression. This allows the name
of the subprogram to change dynamically as the program runs. The subprogram must be specified with the initial
character in uppercase, and subsequent characters in lowercase. For example:
CALL A$
If A$="GetDat", the statement will call the subprogram named GetDat. If A$ has some other value, the statement
will call some other subprogram. The string expression specifying the subprogram name is called a "subprogram
pointer" because it "points" to the subprogram rather than explicitly naming it. As the expression changes, the pointer
points to different subprograms. Subprogram pointers are allowed in CALL, INMEM, LOADSUB, DELSUB, and XREF
statements.
This example shows one use for subprogram pointers:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

IF Case=1 THEN
Method$="Real"
ELSE
Method$="Complex"
END IF
IF NOT INMEM(Method$) THEN LOADSUB Method$
CALL Method$ WITH(X,Y,Z)
DELSUB Method$
END

A User Defined Function context begins with a DEF FN statement, optionally defines parameters, ends with a FNEND
statement, can be invoked from within an expression by referencing its name, and can be passed arguments, either
by reference or by value. When it terminates, it returns a value with a RETURN statement. The expression then
continues to evaluate, using the returned value in place of the function reference.
The defined function can return either a numeric value or a string value. If it returns a string value, the function name
must end with a dollar sign ($) and the RETURN statement must specify a string value. For example:
100 PRINT "Today is: ";FNToday$
110 END
. . .
120 DEF FNToday$
130
A$=DATE$(TIMEDATE)
140
RETURN A$[1,6]
150 FNEND
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Event Management
Events

Normal program flow can be interrupted by any of several events: CYCLE, DELAY, END, ERROR, INTR, KBD, KEY, KNOB,
SIGNAL, TIME, and TIMEOUT.
The ON statement defines the action to take when an event occurs. It defines the event type, the servicing priority, the
type of branch used, and the service routine. Event branching occurs between program lines and can be a GOTO, a
GOSUB, a CALL, or a RECOVER.
The destination of a GOTO or GOSUB must be a program line in the present context. If the event occurs while
execution is in a different context, the event is logged and execution continues. When control returns to the proper
context, the branch then takes place.
The destination of a RECOVER must also be a program line in the present context. However, if the event occurs while
execution is in a different context, then SUBEXITs are automatically performed until control is returned to the proper
context.
The destination of a CALL must be a SUB context that defines no parameters. When the event occurs, a CALL is
performed to the SUB context. Upon exit of the SUB context, control is returned to the context that was executing
when the event occurred.

Event Priority

The event priority designates which events can interrupt other event service routines. An event can only interrupt
a lower priority routine. If the present SYSTEM PRIORITY is equal to or larger than the priority of an event handling
routine, the event is logged and serviced later when the SYSTEM PRIORITY allows it. The main context begins running
at a priority of 0, allowing any event to be serviced. The event priority may be specified from 1 to 15 and if it is not
specified, defaults to 1.
If the branch type is a CALL or GOSUB, then when the event is serviced the SYSTEM PRIORITY is changed to the
specified event priority. When a SUBEXIT or RETURN is executed, the SYSTEM PRIORITY is restored to its value before
the event was serviced. If the branch type is a GOTO, the system priority is not changed. If the branch type is a
RECOVER, the automatic SUBEXITs restore the SYSTEM PRIORITY to the value it was when the defining context invoked
another context.
The ON END, ERROR, and TIMEOUT events form a special class and each indicates an error condition. The priority of
the END and TIMEOUT events is 15 so that no normal event can interrupt their service routines. However, they can
interrupt service routines for any event, including another END or TIMEOUT event. The priority of an ERROR event is
17. It cannot be set or changed with the SYSTEM PRIORITY statement.

Event States

The ON/OFF state of an event and the key labels are local to each context. The initial state is inherited from the
invoking context. When returning from a context, the state is restored to what it was when the context was invoked.
CYCLE interval, DELAY time, KBD ALL modifier, KNOB interval, TIME value, and TIMEOUT values are global. Changing
them in a context overrides their values specified in previous contexts. Consider this example:

10
ON KEY 1 LABEL "Done" RECOVER 40
20
CALL S
30 Spin: GOTO Spin
40
END
50
SUB S
60
ON KEY 2 LABEL "More" GOSUB More
70
SUBEXIT
80 More: PRINT "More"
90
RETURN
100
SUBEND
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When Spin is reached, only KEY 1 will be defined. This is because events are local to the defining context and the
contexts called from that context. When the SUBEXIT statement is executed in line 70, the ON KEY 2 in line 60 is
discarded.

DISABLE Events

DISABLE disables all defined event branches except END, ERROR, and TIMEOUT. While disabled, the first event of each
type that occurs is logged.
ENABLE re-enables event branching and all logged events are serviced in the order of their event priorities.
An event branch definition is removed with an OFF statement specifying the matching event type. This may include an
I/O path name, an interface select code, a key number, or a signal number.
The following example illustrates use of two ON event statements to implement an Inkey$ function that inputs one
keystroke. If no key is pressed within ten seconds, an empty string is returned.

A$=FNInkey$
PRINT LEN(A$),A$
END
DEF FNInkey$
! Input one key without echo,
ON KBD GOTO Ret_key ! and a 10 second timeout
ON DELAY 10 GOTO Ret_empty
Here: GOTO Here
Ret_key: RETURN KBD$
Ret_empty: RETURN ""
FNEND
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Error Handling
ON ERROR defines the type of branch used and the service routine line when an error occurs. The branch type can
be a GOTO, a GOSUB, a CALL, or a RECOVER. If no error handler is defined, the error message is displayed and the
program is paused. For example:

ON
ON
ON
ON

ERROR
ERROR
ERROR
ERROR

GOSUB 200
GOTO Fix_it
RECOVER 1510
CALL Handler

An ON ERROR statement is canceled by an OFF ERROR statement and is not disabled by the DISABLE statement.
The destination of a GOTO or GOSUB must be a program line in the present context. If the error occurs while execution
is in a different context, the ON ERROR definition is ignored, the error message is displayed, and the program is
PAUSEd.
The destination of a RECOVER must also be a program line in the present context. However, if the error occurs while
execution is in a different context, then SUBEXITs are automatically performed until control is returned to the proper
context.
The destination of a CALL must be a SUB context that defines no parameters. When the error occurs, a CALL is
performed to the SUB context.
An ON ERROR can interrupt any event service routine since it has a priority of 17 which is higher than any event
branch. It cannot be set or changed with the SYSTEM PRIORITY statement. If another ERROR occurs while the system is
at this priority (a "double fault"), then the program is PAUSEd even though an ON ERROR definition is in effect.

Error Handler Routines

If the branch type is a CALL or GOSUB, then when the error is serviced the system priority is changed to 17.
When a SUBEXIT or RETURN is executed, the system priority is restored to its value before the error was serviced. If the
branch type is a GOTO, the system priority is not changed. If the branch type is a RECOVER, the automatic SUBEXITs
restore the system priority to the value it was when the defining context invoked another context.
If an error occurs in the service routine:
ON ERROR GOSUB or CALL reports the error and pauses the program.
ON ERROR GOTO or RECOVER can cause an infinite loop between the error line and the error routine.
The error handler routine can use the value of the error number (ERRN) and the error line number (ERRLN). If no error
has occurred since start-up or SCRATCH A, then a zero is returned. The ERRL function returns a one if ERRLN is equal
to the specified line and a zero otherwise. The specified line must be in the current context. The ERRL function is not
keyboard executable. The ERRN, ERRLN, and ERRL functions may be used in IF statements to direct program flow in
error handler routines.
ERRM$ returns the line number (ERRLN), the error number (ERRN), and the associated error message string. An empty
string is returned if no error has been generated since start-up, LOAD, GET, SCRATCH, or CLEAR ERROR.
TRANSFER errors are not reported until the associated I/O path variable is accessed. In this case ERRLN is the number
of the program line referencing the I/O path, not the TRANSFER statement. Also, ERRN is not updated.
CLEAR ERROR resets ERRL, ERRLN, ERRM$, and ERRN to their default start-up values.
If an error handler ends (by RETURN, SUBEND, or SUBEXIT) without correcting the cause of the error, the error line will
re-execute and occur again causing an infinite loop until it is corrected. Subroutines ending with ERROR RETURN and
subprograms ending with ERROR SUBEXIT do not re-execute the line in error because they return to the line following
the line that caused the error. For example:
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100 ON ERROR GOSUB 500
. . .
. . .
500 INPUT "Value too Large. Try again: ",N
510 ERROR RETURN
CAUSE ERROR allows you to test your error handlers by generating the error specified as if it actually occurred and the
normal error functions: ERRL, ERRLN, ERRM$, and ERRN are updated.
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Expressions
Numeric, string, and matrix expressions are made up of operands and operators. Operands can be variables, constants,
or the results of expressions. Operators can be infix operators like + and -, built-in functions like COS and EXP, or user
defined functions. This section also describes automatic data type conversions, execution precedence, and the matrix
inversion function.
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String Functions and Conversions
The following table assumes A$="HOTDOG".
Operator

Meaning

Example

Result

&

Concatenation

"HOT"&"DOG"

"HOTDOG"

[s]

Sub-string, start

A$[4]

"DOG"

[s,e]

Sub-string, start, end

A$[1,3]

"HOT"

[s;l]

Sub-string, start, length

A$[2;4]

"OTDO"

COMMAND$

Command line

COMMAND$

"-O -Z 2"

CVT$

Converts alphabets

CVT$(X$,Y$)

ENVIRON$

Environment variable

ENVIRON$("PATH")

"C:\;C:\WINDOWS"

FBYTE

Test for First byte

FBYTE(X$)

0 or 1

LEN

Present length

LEN("AB")

2

LWC$

Lowercase

LWC$("AB")

"ab"

MAXLEN

Dimensioned length

MAXLEN(A$)

18

POS

Position of a sub-string

POS("AB","B")

2

REV$

Reverse

REV$("AB")

"BA"

RPT$
SBYTE

Repeat
Test for Second byte

RPT$("AB",3)
SBYTE(X$)

"ABABAB"
0 or 1

TRIM$

Trim lead/trailing space

TRIM$(" A B ")

"A B"

UPC$

Uppercase

UPC$("ab")

"AB"

A substring defines a portion of a string variable or string array element. This capability replaces the RIGHT$, LEFT$,
MID$, REP$, and SEG$ functions of other Basics. A sub-string is selected by specifying a starting position within the
string value, and optionally, either the length of the sub-string or the ending position within the string value. If only the
starting position is specified, the rest of the string value from that point on is used for the sub-string. String positions
are one-based, i.e., the first character of a string is in position one.
Numeric/String conversions can operate either on ASCII character values (i.e. CHR$(65)) or string representations of
numbers (i.e. "65").
Operator

Meaning

Example

Result

CINT

Real to integer

CINT(16.0)

16

CMPLX

Real/integer to complex

CMPLX(2,1)

2+i

CHR$

Numeric to ASCII string

CHR$(65)

"A"

DVAL

Base N to base 10 (32 bit)

DVAL("A",16)

10

DVAL$

Base 10 to base N (32 bit)

DVAL$(11,16)

"B"

&H

Hexadecimal constant

&H10

16

IVAL

Base N to base 10 (16 bit)

IVAL("A",16)

10

IVAL$

Base 10 to base N (16 bit)

IVAL$(11,16)

"B"

NUM

ASCII character to numeric

NUM("A")

65

&O

Octal constant

&O20
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REAL

Integer/complex to real

REAL(16)

16.0

VAL

String to numeric

VAL("65")

65

VAL$

Numeric to string

VAL$(65)

"65"
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Math and Relational Operators
Math operators provide the standard arithmetic operations as well as the INTEGER division, remainder, and modulo
operators.
Operator
Meaning
Example
Result
+
+

Addition (dyadic/binary)
Positive (monadic/unary)

3+4
+4

7
4

-

Negation (monadic/unary)

-3

-3

*

Multiplication

3*4

12

/

Division

3/4

0.75

^

Exponentiation

3^4

81

DIV

Integer Division

4 DIV 3

1

MOD

Remainder

4 MOD 3

1

MODULO

Modulo

4 MODULO 3

1

-

Subtraction (dyadic/binary)

3-4

-1

Several of these operations can generate errors. The following table outlines the possible errors.
Math Operation Cause of Error
Example
Integer +-* DIV

Result too big

32760+32760

Long +-* DIV

Result too big

2,147,483,647+1

DIV

Divide by zero

1 DIV 0

Real +-*/

Result too big

1E200*1E200

Real +-*/

Result too small

1E-200*1E-200

/

Divide by zero

1/0

MOD/MODULO

MOD by 0

1 MOD 0

A^B

Result too big

1E200^1E200

A^B

A<0 and B non-integer

(-2)^6.5

A^B

A=0 and B<0

0^(-1)

Relational operators can be used on numbers or strings. Relational operators can be used in assignment statements, IF
statements, and any other place a numeric expression is legal. For example:

X = 4*(Y>Z)+J*(A=B AND R<T)
Relational operators may be used on strings to compare the LEXICAL ORDER of the two strings. By default, ASCII
values are used to determine relative order. "A" is less than "B". If two strings of different length are the same up to the
end of the shorter string, then the shorter string is less than the longer string. For example, "ABCDE" < "ABCDEF". The
LEXICAL ORDER IS statement affects the relational ordering of strings.
Operator
Meaning
Example
Result
<

Less than

3<4

1

<=

Less than or equal

3<=4

1

=

Equals

"3"="4"

0

>=

Greater than or equal

3>=4

0

>

Greater than

"3">"4"

0
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<>

Not equal

3<>4

1

Number Manipulation
Operator

Functionality

ABS

Absolute value of an expression

CINT

Convert to Integer

DROUND

The number rounded to specified number of digits

FIX

Discard fractional part of a number

FRACT

Fractional part of a number

INT

Greatest integer part of a real number

MIN

Smallest number from list of values and arrays

MAX

Largest number from list of values and arrays

PROUND

The number rounded to the specified decimal place

RES

Result of last live keyboard expression

RND

Random number

SGN

Arithmetic sign of an expression

Notice the differences among CINT, FIX, and INT. CINT converts a REAL value to an INTEGER by substituting the
closest INTEGER to the value. FIX returns the closest integral value between the REAL value and zero. INT returns the
closest integral value between the REAL value and negative infinity. Also, CINT actually changes the type from REAL to
INTEGER while INT and FIX return integral results, but the type is not changed. The following table helps illustrate the
differences:
X

CINT(x)

FIX(x)

INT(x)

2.6

3

2.0

2.0

2.2

2

2.0

2.0

-2.2

-2

-2.0

-3.0

-2.6

-3

-2.0

-3.0

Automatic Type Conversions

Conversions from REAL to INTEGER or LONG and from INTEGER or LONG to REAL are done automatically in HTBasic.
Basic operations are done in INTEGER math if both operands are INTEGER or LONG. Otherwise, REAL math is used. For
example:

INTEGER J
X = 1.234
J = X
X
X
X
X

=
=
=
=

J
1.0
1
PI DIV 2.0*10

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Execution Precedence

J is now an integer type variable
X is a real number (by default)
The real value of X is converted to
integer and assigned to J.
This conversion is from integer to real
Faster than X=1 (no convert required)
This requires a convert to real
X will equal ten.

Mathematical precedence describes the order in which operators in an expression are evaluated. For example:
1+2*3+4 is evaluated as 1+(2*3)+4 because multiplication (2*3) has a higher precedence than addition (1+2). If the
two operators are on the same row in the precedence chart below, the operations occur in left to right order (i.e.
1+2-3+4).
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Precedence
1

Operators/Functions
Parentheses () and sub-strings []

2

Functions: built in and user defined.

3

Exponentiation Operator ^

4

Multiplicative Operators *,/,DIV,MODULO,MOD

5

Monadic + and -

6

Dyadic + and -

7

String Concatenation &

8

Relational Operators =,<>,<,>,<=,>=

9

Monadic Logical Operator NOT

10

Logical Operator AND

11

Logical Operators OR and EXOR

However, note that for compatibility with HP BASIC, HTBasic has a non-standard definition of a precedence that you
should be aware of. Most computer languages place all monadic operators (operators that operate on one operand)
at a higher precedence than dyadic operators (operators that operate on two operands). However, HTBasic places
monadic + and - below some of the dyadic operators. For exasmple, HTBasic evaluates -4^0.5 as -(4^0.5) which is
equal to -2, while most other computer languages would treat it as (-4)^0.5 and the square root of a negative number
is an illegal operation.
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Trig and Transcendental
The standard transcendental and trigonometric functions are provided along with the ability to specify degree or
radian operations.
Function

Meaning

ACS

Returns the arc cosine of an expression

ASN

Returns the arc sine of an expression

ATN

Returns the arc tangent of an expression

ATN2

Returns the angle to a point

COS

Returns the cosine of an expression

DEG

Statement to set degree mode for trig functions

EXP

Return the exponential of an expression

LGT

Computes common (base 10) logarithms

LOG

Computes natural (base e) logarithms

PI

Returns the numeric value 3.14159...

RAD

Statement to set radian mode for trig functions

SIN

Returns the sine of an expression

SQR

(SQRT) Returns the square root of an expression

TAN

Returns the tangent of an expression
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Logical and Binary
Logical operators can be used on integer or real numbers. The two values are first converted to logical (TRUE=1,
FALSE=0) values, the operation is done, and the result is converted to an integer. When converting numbers to logical
values, zero is converted to FALSE and non-zero is converted to TRUE. When converting the result to an integer, FALSE
is converted to a zero, and TRUE is converted to a one.
Operator

Meaning

Example

Result

AND

Logical "and"

2 AND 3

1

EXOR

Logical "exclusive or"

2 EXOR 3

0

OR

Logical "or"

1 OR 0

1

NOT

Logical "not"

NOT 1

0

Binary functions perform bit-wise operations on integer numeric values. They may be used to manipulate bits or to
perform conditional operations based on their logical result.
Operator

Meaning

Example

Result

BINAND

Bit-wise "AND"

BINAND(3,4)

0

BINCMP

Bit-wise complement

BINCMP(5)

-6

BINEOR

Bit-wise Exclusive Or

BINEOR(3,5)

6

BINEQV

Bit-wise Equivalence

BINEQV(3,5)

-7

BINIMP

Bit-wise Implication

BINIMP(3,5)

-3

BINIOR

Bit-wise "OR"

BINIOR(3,4)

7

BIT

Bit-wise test

BIT(4,2)

1

ROTATE

Bit-wise rotation

ROTATE(3,-4)

48

SHIFT

Bit-wise logical shift

SHIFT(3,-4)

48
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Matrix Operators
One of the powerful features of HTBasic is its ability to do operations on complete arrays without the use of loops. This
means that programs will run much faster. Many operators that can operate on two simple variables can operate on
arrays. Array/array operations or array/scalar (simple variable) operations can be done. Portions or entire arrays can be
transferred to another array or a portion of another array. For example:

DIM
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT

X(10),Y(10),Z(10)
Y=(1)
! defines every element of the array
X=Y*(5)
! array/scalar operation
Z=X+Y
! array/array operation
Z(2:3)=Z(9:10) ! sub-array assignment

The operators + - . / < <= = >= > <> require that the operand arrays have the same RANK and that each dimension
has the same SIZE. The result array will be REDIMed if needed. However, the usual rules for REDIM apply and if the
array cannot be redimensioned, an error is returned. Each of these operators work on the array element by element.
The "." operator does an element by element multiply.
The * operator performs classical matrix multiplication. The definition of matrix multiplication is given in the following
BASIC SUB:

SUB Matmpy(A(*),B(*),C(*)) ! Equivalent to MAT C=A*B
OPTION BASE 1
INTEGER I,J,K,M,N,R
M=SIZE(A,1)
N=SIZE(A,2)
K=SIZE(B,2)
IF N<>SIZE(B,1) THEN CAUSE ERROR 16
REDIM C(M,K)
FOR I=1 TO M
FOR J=1 TO K
Sum=0
FOR R=1 TO N
Sum=Sum+A(I,R)*B(R,J)
NEXT R
C(I,J)=Sum
NEXT J
NEXT I
SUBEND
Matrix Operators with Matrix Result
Operator
Functionality
CSUM

Returns the sum of each column of a 2D array in a vector

IDN

The identity matrix (1’s along diagonal, 0’s elsewhere)

INV

Sets one array to the inverse of another

REORDER

Reorders the elements of an array

RSUM

Returns the sum up each row of a 2D array in a vector

SEARCH

Searches for elements in an array

SORT

Sorts arrays in ascending or descending order

TRN

Transposes a matrix (rows to columns, columns to rows)
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Matrix Operators with Scalar Result
Operator
Functionality
BASE

Returns the lowest legal subscript for a dimension

DET

Returns the determinant of a matrix

DOT

Dot, or inner product of two vectors

MAX

Returns largest element of an array and/or scalars

MIN

Returns smallest element of an array and/or scalars

RANK

Number of dimensions in a matrix

SIZE

Upper bound - lower bound + 1 of a dimension

SUM

Adds up all the elements in an array

Sub-array assignments (sometimes called array slices) require that the number of ranges specified in the source match
the number of ranges specified in the destination. If a complete array is specified, the number of ranges equals the
rank of the array. In corresponding ranges of the source and destination, the number of elements must be the same.
The following examples will help you visualize these rules:

DIM
DIM
MAT
MAT
MAT

X(1:3),Y(1:10)
D(3,4,5),S(4,2,5)
X=Y(2:4)
D(3,*,*)=S(*,2,*)
Y(1:6)=S(0,0,*)

! One range, three elements
! Range 1 has 5 elements, 2 has 6
! One range, 6 elements
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Matrix Searching
The MAT SEARCH statement searches a numeric or string array for certain conditions. The array can be searched for
the following:
1. The location of first element that is less than, greater than, equal to, or not equal to a given value
2. A count of the number of locations that are less than, etc. to a given value
3. The location of the maximum or minimum value in the array
4. The value which is the maximum or minimum value in the array
The syntax for MAT SEARCH is:
MAT SEARCH numeric-array [num-key], rule; return [,start]
MAT SEARCH string-array$ [str-key], rule; return [,start]
Where:
num-key = [search-subscripts] [DES]
str-key = [search-subscripts [sub-string]] [DES]
search-subscripts = ( {subscript|*} [,...] ) The ‘*’ must appear once.
rule = [#]LOC ([relational] value) | LOC MAX | LOC MIN | MIN | MAX
relational = < | <= | = | <> | => | >
return = variable-name
start = numeric-expression
value = string-or-numeric-expression
DES = descending search order.
The optional start value specifies the starting subscript. If not specified, searching begins with the first element for
ascending searches and the last element for DEScending searches. The meaning of the search rule is:
Operator

Functionality

LOC

Subscript of first element satisfying operator

#LOC

Count the number of elements satisfying operator

LOC MAX

Subscript of maximum value

LOC MIN

Subscript of minimum value

MAX

Find and return the maximum value

MIN

Find and return the minimum value
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Matrix Inversion
INV calculate the inverse of a matrix and is one of the more complex matrix functions. Several precautions are in order
when using the INV function.
The inverse of a matrix A is defined to be that matrix B, such that AB = BA = I where I is the identity matrix. For
any matrix A, there is no guarantee that a matrix B exists such that the above relationship can be satisfied. When this is
the case, A is called a singular matrix and has a determinant value of zero and the values assigned to the result matrix
are meaningless.. After using the INV() the DET function will be set and should be tested to determine whether the
matrix was singular or non-singular. In the case of a non-singular matrix, it is faster to do the inversion first (which
automatically does a DET) and then check the DET results. The example below shows both methods:

MAT B=INV(A)
IF NOT DET THEN PRINT "A is singular"

! invert first is the fast way

IF NOT DET(A) THEN PRINT "A is singular" ! DET first is slower
MAT B=INV(A)
Another caution is when the determinant is very near zero compared to the other elements of the matrix because
the inexact arithmetic used by a computer causes errors in the calculation of the inverse. The closer to zero, the more
error is introduced into the result. To test for this condition, multiply the original matrix and its inverse together and
compare the result to the identity matrix. If the difference is greater than what is acceptable for your application, then
you will not be able to use the results.
The following example illustrates a matrix whose determinant is small compared to the elements of the matrix.

REM SMALLDET.BAS
DATA 100,200,100.000000000001,200
DIM A(1,1),B(1,1),Ab(1,1)
READ A(*)
MAT B=INV(A)
MAT Ab=A*B
D2x2: IMAGE K,/,2(2(SD.15DE,2X),/)
PRINT USING D2x2;"A=",A(*)
PRINT USING D2x2;"B=",B(*)
PRINT USING D2x2;"Ab=",Ab(*)
PRINT "DET = ";DET
END
The output from this program is shown below. Although the product AB is not exactly the identity matrix, it is close
enough for many applications.

A=
+1.000000000000000E+02
+1.000000000000010E+02

+2.000000000000000E+02
+2.000000000000000E+02

B=
-1.005267773966630E+12
+5.026338869833190E+11

+1.005267773966630E+12
-5.026338869833140E+11

AB=
+9.956054687500000E-01
-4.394531250000000E-03

+5.371093750000000E-03
+1.005371093750000E+00

DET = -1.98951966013E-10
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Complex Number Functions
Operator

Functionality

+-*/

Operate on complex numbers

=<>

Operate on complex numbers

ABS

Return absolute value (magnitude or modulus)

ATN

Return arctangent of complex number

COS

Return cosine of complex number

ALLOCATE

COMPLEX can be specified

COM

COMPLEX can be specified

DATA

Use rectangular form separated by comma

DISP

Display in rectangular form separated by space

DEF

COMPLEX can be specified

ENTER

Enter in rectangular form separated by non-numeric

EXP

Return "e" raised to complex power

EIMAGE

Treat complex like two REALs

IMPUT

Input in rectangular form

LGT

Return base 10 log of complex number

LOG

Return natural log of complex number

MAT

ABS, ARG, CMPLX, CONJG, IMAG, REAL

MAT REORDER

Reorder complex arrays

MAT SEARCH

Search complex arrays

OUTPUT

Output in rectangular form separated by comma

PRINT

Print in rectangular form separated by space

READ

Read in rectangular form

SIN

Return sine of complex number

SQR

Return square root of complex number

SUB

COMPLEX can be specified

TAN

Return tangent of complex number

Notice that only two of the relational operators, <> and =, are extended for complex numbers. The other relational
operators depend on the linear ordering of the data type. In other words, all REAL, LONG or INTEGER numbers could
be laid out on a number line and, of any two different numbers, one would be closer to positive infinity than the other.
Since linear ordering is not defined for the complex data type, the <, >, <=, and >= operators are also not defined.

Complex and Real Operators
Operator

Functionality

ACSH

Hyperbolic arc-cosine of complex or real

ARG

Argument (angle) of complex number in polar form

ASNH

Hyperbolic arcsine of complex or real

ATNH

Hyperbolic arctangent of complex or real
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CMPLX

Combine two REALs into a complex

COMPLEX

Declare complex variables

CONJG

Conjugate of complex

COSH

Hyperbolic cosine of complex or real

IMAG

Return imaginary part of complex number

REAL

Return real part of complex number

SINH

Hyperbolic sine of complex or real

TANH

Hyperbolic tangent of complex or real
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Date/Time and Environment
Date and time functions read the system time and convert time values in seconds to the familiar human readable
forms and vice versa.
Operator

Meaning

Example

Result

DATE

String to seconds

DATE("1 JAN 1980")

2.11182336E+11

DATE$

Seconds to string

DATE$(2.11182336E+11)

"1 JAN 1980"

TIME

String to seconds

TIME("01:00:00")

3600

TIME$

Seconds to string

TIME$(2.11182336E+11)

"00:00:00"

TIMEDATE

Present time/date

TIMEDATE

seconds

Environment functions return information about the HTBasic environment. The SYSTEM$ function, particularly,
provides a wealth of information and is explained in detail later in this chapter.
Operator

Meaning

Example

Result

CHRX

Character cell width

CHRX

8

CHRY

Character cell height

CHRY

14

COMMAND$

Command line

COMMAND$

"-O -Z 2"

CRT

Display ISC

CRT

1

ENVIRON$

Environment variable

ENVIRON$("PATH")

"C:\;C:\Windows"

FRE

Available Memory

FRE

300000

KBD

Keyboard ISC

KBD

2

MAXREAL

Largest REAL number

MAXREAL

1.798E+308

MINREAL

Smallest REAL number

MINREAL

2.225E-308

NPAR

Number of parameters

NPAR

0

PRT

Printer device selector

PRT

10

RATIO

Graphic screen ratio

RATIO

1.48

SYSTEM$

System information

SYSTEM$("MSI")

"C:\"
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Error and I/O Functions
Error functions give information about the latest error that occurred. This information is useful in an error handling
routine established by ON ERROR.
Operator

Meaning

Example

Result

ERRL

Test for error line

ERRL(100)

0

ERRLN

Line number

ERRLN

10

ERRM$

Error Message

ERRM$

"ERROR 31 IN "...

ERRN

Error Number

ERRN

31

I/O functions complement the regular I/O statements by providing additional information about I/O operations,
devices, and paths.
Operator

Meaning

Example

Result

KBD$

ON KBD, keyboard buffer

KBD$

"A"

KNOBX

ON KNOB, x movement

KNOBX

217

KNOBY

ON KNOB, y movement

KNOBY

-45

PPOLL

Parallel poll on IEEE-488

PPOLL(7)

8

READIO

Read hardware register

READIO(9,0)

7

SC

Select Code in I/O path

SC(@Io)

10

SPOLL

Serial poll on IEEE-488

SPOLL(701)

0

STATUS

Read interface register

STATUS(CRT,1)

1
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Graphics
HTBasic contains an extensive assortment of powerful graphic statements. These allow you to use convenient data
units, not just pixels, in defining your graphic display. Your data units are automatically scaled to the correct graphic
device units. Also, the same program can use a variety of graphic devices (screen, plotter, or printer) without having to
modify the graphics statements.
This section coordinates information and concepts relating to the HTBasic graphics system. The graphics statements
are introduced beginning with the simple statements and progressing to the more complex ones. Several examples are
given to help you see as well as understand the concepts that are presented.
Because of the large number of HTBasic graphic statements, not all of the options and syntax details are explained
in this chapter. For more detailed syntax information or attribute values refer to the statement descriptions in the
Reference Manual as you read through this chapter.
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Simple Graphics Statements
The simplest graphics statements initialize the graphics system, clear the GRAPHICS and ALPHA screens, and control
the pen movement to draw graphic lines. The HTBasic statements used to perform these functions as well as the
graphic coordinate system used by HTBasic are described in the following paragraphs.
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GINIT Statement
The GINIT statement resets all the graphics parameters to their default values. It terminates any graphics input device
or active plotter. If graphics output is directed to a file, the file is closed. It also causes the graphics screen to be
cleared before the next graphics statement is executed. If you enter GINIT followed by a DRAW 50,50 statement the
following occurs: GINIT resets all graphics parameters to their default values. Before the DRAW command is executed
the screen is cleared and then a line is be drawn from the origin to 50,50.
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GCLEAR and CLS Statements
The GCLEAR statement erases both the GRAPHIC and the ALPHA screen, then re-displays the ALPHA screen. To clear
the ALPHA screen, use the CLEAR SCREEN or CLS commands.
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Graphics Coordinate System
The HTBasic graphics system is based on the Cartesian coordinate system. This system uses a pair of values to define
the location of each point in a graph relative to the origin at (0,0). The first value specifies how far the point is to
the right of the origin and the second value specifies how far the point is above the origin. Negative values specify
locations to the left of or below the origin. The horizontal line passing through the origin is called the X axis and a
vertical line passing through the origin is called the Y axis.
The default origin, (0,0), is the lower left corner of the display screen. The default top vertical value is 100. The default
right horizontal value depends upon the display aspect ratio and is usually about 148.
Let us now examine the simple graphic statements used to control the pen movement to generate graphic lines. They
are the MOVE, DRAW, PLOT, and PENUP statements.
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MOVE and DRAW Statements
The MOVE statement raises the pen and then moves it to the specified position. The DRAW statement draws a line
from the current position to the specified position using the current line type and pen number. MOVE always lifts the
pen before moving to the specified position. DRAW always begins with the pen down, draws to the new position, and
ends with the pen down. Let’s now try an example:
10 GINIT
20 DRAW 100,100
30 MOVE 100,0
40 DRAW 0,100
50 END
This example draws a large X on the graphics screen. If you were not already in GRAPHICS mode the display mode
is switched to GRAPHICS mode and any ALPHA text is repainted on the graphics screen. The first DRAW statement
lowers the pen at the current position (0,0 because of the GINIT statement) and draws a line to position 100,100.
The MOVE statement raises the pen and moves it to position 100,0. The next DRAW statement lowers the pen at the
current position 100,0 and draws a line to position 0,100.
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PLOT Statement
The PLOT statement, like the MOVE and DRAW statements, moves the pen to the specified location and optionally
specifies when the pen is to be raised or lowered. For example:
PLOT 45,80,-1
first lowers the pen and then moves it to location 45,80. If the optional pen-control value is not specified, the pen is
lowered after a move. The pen-control value is interpreted as follows.
Pen Control

Action

positive even #, & zero

pen is raised after a move

positive odd #

pen is lowered after a move

negative even #

pen is raised before a move

negative odd #

pen is lowered before a move

Negative values cause the pen action to occur before the move and positive values cause the pen action to occur after
the move. Even numbers cause the pen to be raised, and odd numbers cause the pen to be lowered.
A two or three column numeric array can be used to supply the coordinate and optional pen-control values. If a threecolumn array is specified, the third-column specifies the pen-control value to use for each row. It can also specify
many other operations as covered later in this chapter. The earlier MOVE/DRAW example could have used the PLOT
statement as follows:
10 GINIT
20 DATA 100,100,-1, 100,0,-2, 0,100,-1
30 INTEGER A(2,2)
40 READ A(*)
50 PLOT A(*)
60 END
This example draws the same large X on the screen using the PLOT statement and a three-column data array to specify
the coordinates and the pen-control values.
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PENUP Statement
The PENUP statement raises the pen without changing its position. This is used with plotters when you don’t want the
pen to "bleed" onto the paper while it is not moving.
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User Defined Graphic Units
Up to this point we have been working in the default graphic units. We now turn our attention to specifying the
graphic units that are most convenient for the display of your data values.
The computer screen is, in effect, our viewport into the entire cartesian coordinate system. Only the graphic points
that fall within the viewport will be displayed; all other points are eliminated. Lines that cross through the viewport
are clipped at the boundaries. The portion of the screen that is to be used to display graphics is specified by the
VIEWPORT statement. The CLIP statement allows you to specify clipping boundaries that are different than the
VIEWPORT. The SHOW and WINDOW statements specify which portion of the cartesian coordinate system is mapped
into the VIEWPORT for display.
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VIEWPORT Statement
The VIEWPORT statement specifies the area of the screen or graphic device to be used for graphics output and it also
sets the soft-clip boundary limits to match the viewport bounds. The VIEWPORT parameters control the proportions,
size, and position of the drawing surface. All graphic output is automatically scaled to fit this drawing surface. The
coordinate of the left edge must be less than that of the right edge and the bottom edge must be less than the top
edge. It is specified as follows:
VIEWPORT Left,Right,Bottom,Top
The VIEWPORT boundary parameters are defined in GDUs (Graphic Display Units). GDUs are units that describe the
physical bounds of the display area on the graphic output device. By definition, Graphic Display Units are 1/100 of the
shorter axis of a plotting device. A unit in the X direction and a unit in the Y direction are the same length. The RATIO
function returns the ratio of the X to Y physical bounds for the PLOTTER IS device and can be used to determine the
VIEWPORT soft-clip limits.
If the ratio is less than 1, the X axis is 100 GDUs and the Y axis is (100*RATIO) GDUs long; if the ratio is greater than 1,
the Y axis is 100 GDUs and the X axis is (100*RATIO) GDUs long. The VIEWPORT soft-clip limits should not exceed the
physical bounds of the device. By default the left limit is zero, the right limit is the X axis physical bound, the bottom
limit is zero, and the top limit is the Y axis physical bound.
Changing the VIEWPORT does not affect any currently displayed graphics, only graphics that you subsequently
generate.

Figure 4-1: Simplified Graphics Mapping
As mentioned any graphic points that fall outside the VIEWPORT are eliminated and any lines that cross through the
VIEWPORT are clipped at the boundaries. These boundaries are called the soft-clip bounds. They must be within the
device physical limits or the hard-clip bounds.
The following program outputs the same graphics information to three different VIEWPORTs.
10 GINIT
20 VIEWPORT 10,50,60,85
!Viewport #1
30 GOSUB 100
40 VIEWPORT 60,100,60,85
!Viewport #2
50 GOSUB 100
60 VIEWPORT 10,100,30,50
!Viewport #3
70 GOSUB 100
80 STOP
90 !
100 FRAME
110 AXES 10,10,20,20,2,3
120 RETURN
130 END
The first and second viewports are exactly the same size, they are just located at different sections of the screen. The
third viewport stretches the X axis and compresses the Y axis, causing the image to be distorted.
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CLIP Statement
The CLIP statement allows you to specify new soft-clip limits without changing the current VIEWPORT values and it
enables and disables clipping at the soft-clip boundaries. If no CLIP statement is executed, the soft-clip boundaries are
the most recently defined by either a VIEWPORT (soft-clip) or PLOTTER IS (hard-clip) statement.
Use the CLIP ON statement prior to any graphic statements that might generate points outside the soft-clip area. If
CLIP ON is active, a theoretical move or draw to any point that is outside the defined soft-clip area is executed. If a
draw is executed, then only that portion of the vector which lies inside the soft-clip area is drawn. The portion of the
vector that lies outside the soft-clip area is clipped (chopped off) at the edge of the soft-clip boundary. If both the
current logical position and the specified position are outside the soft-clip area the logical position is updated but no
physical pen movement is made.
Execute a CLIP OFF statement to disable clipping so you may add labels, comments, graphics or any other plotting that
is to be done outside the soft-clip area. When clipping is disabled, clipping will only be done on the physical device
limits. If the soft-clip limits are smaller than the physical device boundaries, then CLIP OFF allows you to generate
graphic coordinates that fall outside the soft-clip limits but inside the device physical boundaries. For example:
10 GINIT
20 VIEWPORT 10,100,50,80
30 FRAME
40 AXES 3,3,0,0,2,3
50 CLIP OFF
60 MOVE 15,-25
70 LABEL "LABEL OUTSIDE CLIP AREA"
80 END
The default WINDOW setting (0,RATIO*100,0,100) is mapped into the new VIEWPORT area of (10,100,50,80). We
enclose the VIEWPORT area with the FRAME statement so you can see the area. Clipping is turned off and we move
outside the soft-clip area to (15,-25) and draw a line.
The difference between the CLIP and VIEWPORT statements can be confusing. The following examples should help
you see the different effects these commands have on graphics scaling and clipping.
Example A
Example B
10 GINIT
10 GINIT
20 VIEWPORT 20,60,20,60
20 CLIP 20,60,20,60
25 WINDOW 0,148,0,100
25 WINDOW 0,148,0,100
30 FRAME
30 FRAME
40 MOVE 10,10
40 MOVE 10,10
50 DRAW 80,70
50 DRAW 80,70
60 CLIP OFF
60 CLIP OFF
70 DRAW 90,70
70 DRAW 90,70
80 END
80 END
In example A, the WINDOW values (0,148,0,100) are mapped into the new VIEWPORT area (20,60,20,60). All the MOVE
and DRAW X,Y values are within the window and thus no clipping is done. In example B, the VIEWPORT remains the
entire screen and the WINDOW values are again mapped into the VIEWPORT area, but the CLIP command specifies
that any line outside the range of the clipping area (20,60,20,60) is not displayed. After CLIP OFF, the final DRAW is
displayed.
You specify the bounds and the units of your coordinate system with either the SHOW or the WINDOW statement.
They both specify a rectangular area with dimensions as large or as small as you like. The units that you thus define are
known as User Defined Units (UDUs) and are used by all the graphic drawing statements. The meaning of each unit is
entirely up to you. They can be any units of measure you wish to work with (inches, miles, years, etc.). For example, if
you are plotting a sine wave that has a domain of 0 to 2*PI and a range of -1 to +1, you would use these values as the
bounds of your coordinate system.
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SHOW Statement
The SHOW statement specifies the bounds of the data values to be displayed within the VIEWPORT in isotropic units
so that the X and Y units are of equal length. You specify the left, right, bottom, and top coordinate bounds as follows:
SHOW Left,Right,Bottom,Top
The SHOW values are manipulated internally to give you isotropic units in both the X and Y directions. The SHOW
statement finds the difference between the X and Y ranges and the smaller range is scaled into the larger, causing the
specified area to be centered within the plotting area. For example:
SHOW -100,100,2,10
For a screen with square pixels the calculations would be: an X difference of 200 and Y difference of 8 is found by
subtracting the lower bound from the upper. The smaller Y range is scaled into the larger X range. The difference
between the X and Y ranges is 192 (200-8), and half of this, 96, is applied to each Y value. The new minimum Y value is
-94 (2-96) and the maximum value is 106 (10+96).
For screens that don’t have square pixels, the values are automatically adjusted to prevent distortion.
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WINDOW Statement
The WINDOW statement specifies the bounds of the data values to be displayed within the VIEWPORT in nonisotropic units where the X and Y units are of different lengths. If not specified, the default WINDOW is equal to the
default VIEWPORT setting. It is specified as follows.
WINDOW Left,Right,Bottom,Top
The SHOW and WINDOW statements only differ in how they map data onto the VIEWPORT.
An image can be "mirrored" about the X or Y axis by reversing the order of the limits for each dimension by specifying
the larger value before the smaller value. This is true for both the SHOW and WINDOW statements. For example:
SHOW 0,RATIO*100,100,0 !Mirror about Y Axis
WINDOW RATIO*100,0,0,100 !Mirror about X Axis
Please note: You do not have to set the WINDOW bounds to whole units. Set them to the units most convenient for
your data. The coordinates are always translated to the units required for the full resolution of your graphic device.
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WINDOW and VIEWPORT Effects
We will now use the RECTANGLE statement to see how it is affected by different WINDOW and VIEWPORT values.
There are several forms of the RECTANGLE statement. The simplest form specifies the desired width and height and
draws only the border lines. For example:
10 GINIT
20 MOVE 10,20
30 RECTANGLE 10,10
40 END
draws a small square near the origin. You can change the WINDOW to a smaller range to cause the square to be
drawn larger. Add the following statement.
24 WINDOW 0,30,0,30
The VIEWPORT is still the entire screen, but the range of values mapped into the VIEWPORT is now smaller. The
WINDOW values are (0,30,0,30) instead of the default (0,Ratio*100,0,100). This creates a larger box when the same
RECTANGLE statement is used. Note that the square is now stretched onto the VIEWPORT. This is because the
VIEWPORT is not square and the WINDOW was not adjusted to compensate. To get a square on the screen either
the VIEWPORT or the WINDOW must be changed. The simplest way is to select a square VIEWPORT by adding the
following statement.
22 VIEWPORT 0,100,0,100
Note that this displays the square again, but it is shifted to the left, since the right side of the screen is inaccessible
with this VIEWPORT. Try experimenting with different WINDOW and VIEWPORT settings to understand how they
interact with each other.
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Annotating Charts and Graphs
Now that you know how to specify a convenient coordinate system and its units of measure we turn our attention to
the HTBasic statements used to annotate charts and graphs.
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AXES and GRID Statements
By including an axis or grid with appropriate tic marks and labels you can make data plots and graphs more readable
and meaningful. The AXES and GRID statements make this easy. The AXES statement draws a single X-Y axis across
the soft-clip area, while the GRID statement generates grid lines across the entire soft-clip area. They are specified as
follows:
AXES [xtic [,ytic [,xorg [,yorg [,xcnt [,ycnt [,size]]]]]]]
GRID [xtic [,ytic [,xorg [,yorg [,xcnt [,ycnt [,size]]]]]]]
Where:
x/ytic = tic spacing
x/yorg = origin of axis
x/ycnt = major tic counts
size = major tic size
The default values for the X and Y tic spacing and the axis or grid location are 0,0,0,0. The X and Y major tic counts
specify the number of tic intervals between major tic marks. Their default values are 1 indicating that every tic interval
is major. The default major tic length is two graphic display units. The minor tic marks are half the length of the major
tic marks.
The AXES statement produces tic marks that are symmetric about the axis and that extend to the soft-clip boundaries.
If the X or Y axis is outside the soft-clip area, tic marks are drawn in the soft-clip area. The AXES lines and tic marks are
drawn in the current line type and pen number. A major tic is placed at the axis origin.
The GRID statement generates major tic marks lines across the entire soft-clip area. Cross tic marks are generated at
the minor tic mark intersections. The grid is drawn with the current line type and pen number. The pen position after a
GRID statement is at the axis origin. For example:
10 GINIT
20 AXES 5,5,50,50,2,3
30 DRAW 60,60
40 END
produces an axis with the origin at 50,50. A tic mark is placed every 5 units in both the X and Y direction. In the X
direction every second tic mark is twice as big as the others, because it is a major tic. Every third tic mark in the Y
direction is a major tic. The DRAW statement shows you the current X,Y location. Now change line 20 to the GRID
statement.
20 GRID 5,5,50,50,2,3
The origin of the GRID is at 50,50 just like the AXES. The major tic marks extend across the entire soft-clip area. Where
the minor tic marks cross, a small tic is placed. The DRAW statement again shows you the current X,Y location.
To create a fully enclosed box with tic marks along the outside use two AXES statements, one with an intercept in the
lower left corner of the screen, and the other in the upper right corner of the screen.
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FRAME Statement
The FRAME statement draws a line around the soft-clip area using the current pen and line type. It ends with the pen
up and is positioned in the lower left corner of the FRAME.
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LABEL Statement
To annotate a graphics image with text the LABEL statement is used. The CSIZE, LDIR, LORG and GFONT IS statements
control the graphic text size, direction, origin and font, respectively.
The LABEL statement draws graphic text beginning at the current pen position, in the current pen number and line
type. Labels are clipped at the soft-clip boundary just like any other graphics. The scaling of the SHOW and WINDOW
statements have no effect on the LABEL statement. This keeps them from becoming distorted by the scaling of graphic
data.
The LABEL statement is similar to the PRINT statement except that the text is drawn on the graphics screen. See the
PRINT statement for an explanation of arrays, numeric and string fields, and numeric and string formats. Also the
following control characters have a special meaning when processed by the LABEL statement:
Keystroke

Character

Action

CTRL-H

CHR$(8)

moves pen left one character cell

CTRL-J

CHR$(10)

moves pen down one character cell

CTRL-M

CHR$(13)

moves pen left length of completed label

CSIZE
The CSIZE statement sets the character size (height) and optionally the expansion factor (width/ height) for the text
generated by the LABEL statement. For example:
CSIZE 10,.8
Both values are specified in graphic display units. The default character height is five and the default expansion factor
is 0.6. These values are in effect at start-up, or when GINIT, or RESET are executed. A negative height or expansionfactor inverts the character in relation to that dimension.

CONFIGURE LABEL
CONFIGURE LABEL defines additional characters for use with the LABEL statement. Characters in the range 33 to
255 may be defined. You may define one character by giving the character number and a simple string or several
characters by giving the starting character number and a string array. To delete a definition, use a zero length string for
the definition. Each character in the definition strings has the form CHR$(Move + x*16+ y), where Move is 0 or 128, x
ranges from 0 (far left) to 7 and y ranges from 0 (bottom) to 15. The baseline is y=5.
The following example defines the character "H":

A$=CHR$(133)&CHR$(14)&CHR$(238)&CHR$(101)&CHR$(138)&CHR$(106)
CONFIGURE LABEL 72 TO A$
More information is presented in "International Language Support" in the User’s Guide.
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LDIR Statement
The LDIR statement specifies the angle of rotation from the X-axis that the LABEL is drawn. A value of zero specifies
drawing along the positive X-axis. Positive values specify a counter-clockwise direction. The current trigonometric
mode (RAD or DEG) determines the units for the angle. The default is radians. For example:
LDIR 0.56
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LORG Statement
The LORG statement specifies the relative position of the LABEL with respect to the current pen position. Its argument
has a range of one through nine. The default LORG origin is one. The values are defined as follows:
Left Values

Middle Values

Right Values

3 - left-top

6 - middle-top

9 - right-top

2 - left-center

5 - middle-center

8 - right-center

1 - left-bottom

4 - middle-bottom

7 - right-bottom

If the LABEL is an odd number of characters, the center of the string is the center of the middle character. The
following program demonstrates all nine LORG values and the effect it has on LABELS.
10 FOR I=1 TO 9
20 GINIT
30 DRAW 50,50
40 LORG I
50 LABEL "LORG ";VAL$(I)
60 WAIT 1
70 NEXT I
80 END
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GFONT IS Statement
The GFONT IS statement specifies the font to use with LABEL statements. This can be set to any valid font in the
Windows font directory. Non-proportional fonts are recommended. Proportionality of proportional fonts is not
maintained.
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Graphic Attributes
We now cover the concepts relating to, and the statements used to specify the graphic attributes that can be used
to modify displays. These are the graphic line types, colors, and writing modes. They are described in the following
paragraphs.
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LINE TYPE Statement
The LINE TYPE statement sets the style or dash pattern and optionally the repeat length of drawn graphic lines. The
repeat factor is the GDU line length before the line pattern is repeated.
The default LINE TYPE is number one, a solid line. Dotted and dashed lines of various types may be specified in a
manner similar to this example:
LINE TYPE 5
When the GRAPHIC device is not the screen, the line types are device dependent. The following example demonstrates
the screen line types.
10 GINIT
20 FOR T=1 TO 10
30 LINE TYPE T
40 Y = T*10
50 MOVE 10,Y
60 DRAW 90,Y
70 NEXT T
80 END
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Color Graphics
HTBasic provides powerful statements for generating color graphic displays. Both the HSL (Hue, Saturation, Lightness)
and the RGB (Red, Green, Blue) color definitions can be used to specify a color. An alternate drawing mode and
many graphics writing modes allow great flexibility in creating graphic displays. Each of these topics is covered in the
following paragraphs.
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HSL Color Space
The HSL color space is designed to be intuitive and follows the model of mixing paints. An artist preparing a color for
a painting, first selects a hue (pure color pigment). He may then add black or white paint to arrive at the desired color.
Adding white serves to wash out the color. In technical terms, we say this affects the saturation of the color. The artist
may then adjust the brightness by adding black paint. This affects the amount of light reflected by the pigment. We
call this the luminosity.
Saturation ranges from zero (white) to one (pure color - no added white). Luminosity ranges from zero (black) to one
(pure color - no added black). Hue ranges from zero to one. The diagram below gives an indication of where several
colors occur in that range:
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RGB Color Space
The RGB color space is designed to match the way in which our eyes work, and in turn, the way in which television and
computer displays are designed. The display has three color guns: Red, Green, and Blue. By specifying a number in the
range zero (corresponding to zero intensity) to one (corresponding to maximum intensity) for each of the three guns,
you can uniquely define all the colors that can be produced by that display.
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Pen Numbers
The graphics color is specified with the PEN statement as shown by this example:
PEN 4
If the current graphic device is the plotter it selects which pen is used to draw the lines. If the current graphic device
is the computer system display, the pen number selects the color in which all graphics lines are drawn. Some display
systems can operate in more than one graphics mode, and the number of available colors depends on the current
graphics mode.
The following table gives the pen number to RGB number assignments. For monochrome displays, only the first two
entries apply.
PEN

COLOR

Red

Green

Blue

0

black

0

0

0

1

white

1

1

1

2

red

1

0

0

3

yellow

1

1

0

4

green

0

1

0

5

cyan

0

1

1

6

blue

0

0

1

7

magenta

1

0

1
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COLOR MAP Mode
The Color Map mode is always set and does not need to be specified in the PLOTTER IS statement. A Color Map mode
allows any color to be assigned to any pen. The SET PEN statement is used to assign colors to pens. The following
table gives the default color to pen assignments.
Pen

Color

Pen

Color

0

black

8

black

1

white

9

olive green

2

red

10

aqua

3

yellow

11

royal blue

4

green

12

maroon

5

cyan

13

brick red

6

blue

14

orange

7

magenta

15

brown
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SET PEN Statement
The SET PEN statement defines part or all of the color map. A color may be specified in either the RGB or the HSL color
space by using the INTENSITY or the COLOR keywords respectively. You may redefine an individual pen by specifying
one HSL or RGB color value or multiple pens by specifying an array. In either case, the pen-number specifies the first
entry in the color map to be defined. For example:
SET PEN pen-number COLOR h, s, l
SET PEN pen-number COLOR numeric-array(*)
SET PEN pen-number INTENSITY r, g, b
SET PEN pen-number INTENSITY numeric-array(*)
The pen-number should be in the range 0 to n-1, where n is the number of colors supported by the map. The closest
possible color will be used if the computer display cannot display the color you select.
Immediate Effect. Any pixels already drawn with the specified pen are changed to the new color. All SET PEN
statements take effect immediately upon execution. The effects of all SET PEN statements last until the next SET PEN
statement of the same pen, or until GINIT, PLOTTER IS, SEPARATE/MERGE ALPHA, or QUIT. In cases where dithering is
used, changing the color map changes the colors available to the dithering process, and changes the colors of areas
already drawn with dithering that use that particular pen as part of the dither pattern.
In addition to the PEN and SET PEN statements the GESCAPE statement can affect the graphics color.
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GESCAPE Statement
The GESCAPE statement exchanges device-specific information with a graphic device. It is specified as follows:
GESCAPE device-selector, code [,param(*)][;return(*)]
The device selector specifies the graphic device. The code value specifies the type of operation. The param array sends
information to the device and the return array receives information from the device. The type, size, and shape of the
arrays must be appropriate for the requested operation.
Code

Description

1

returns number of color map entries

2

returns color map values

3

returns hard-clip values

4

sets normal drawing mode

5

sets alternate drawing mode

6

returns graphic display mask

7

sets graphic display mask

102

returns the current VIEWPORT and WINDOW

103

returns the current PEN and AREA PEN assignments

104

sets PLOTTER device specific variables

105

sets GRAPHICS INPUT device specific variables

106

sets DUMP device specific variables
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Code 1
Code 1 returns the number of color map entries. The return array must be a one dimensional INTEGER array and have
at least one element. The first element is assigned the number of color map entries. The following program shows how
to return the number of color map entries.
10 INTEGER A_return(0)
20 GESCAPE CRT,1;A_return(*)
30 PRINT A_return(0)
40 END
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Code 2
Code 2 returns color map values. The return array must be a two dimensional REAL array, with at least one row and
three columns. The first row contains color information for pen 0, second row for pen 1, etc. If the array does not have
enough rows, only part of the color map is returned. If the array has too many rows, only part of the array will be used.
The first column contains the information for red, the second for green, and the third for blue. The color information
ranges in value from zero to one. Color values are multiples of 1/N,
where N is the number of non-black shades available for each color.
A_return(0,0) - Pen 0 red color map value
A_return(0,1) - Pen 0 green color map value
A_return(0,2) - Pen 0 blue color map value
.... .
.... .
.... .
A_return(15,0) - Pen 15 red color map value
A_return(15,1) - Pen 15 green color map value
A_return(15,2) - Pen 15 blue color map value
The following program shows how to return the color map values.
10 REAL A_return(15,2)
20 GESCAPE CRT,2;A_return(*)
30 PRINT A_return(*)
40 END
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Code 3
Code 3 returns the hard-clip values and GSTORE array size. The values are returned in plotter units or pixels. The return
array must be a one dimensional INTEGER array and must contain at least four elements. The first four elements of the
array are assigned the values, X min, Y min, X max, Y max, respectively. For a CRT, the fifth and sixth elements give the
INTEGER array dimensions needed by the GSTORE command to store the screen image.
A_return(0) - X minimum hard clip value
A_return(1) - Y minimum hard clip value
A_return(2) - X maximum hard clip value
A_return(3) - Y maximum hard clip value
A_return(4) - # of rows that GSTORE requires
A_return(5) - # of columns that GSTORE requires
The following program shows how to return the hard-clip & GSTORE values.
10 INTEGER A_return(5)
20 GESCAPE CRT,3;A_return(*)
30 PRINT A_return(*)
40 END
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Codes 4 & 5
Codes 4 and 5 change the graphics writing mode. If the code is 4, the drawing mode is set to normal. If 5 is specified,
the drawing mode is set to alternate. The graphics writing mode provides a great deal of flexibility in the generation
of graphic displays. It defines the method used to modify the pixel color bits. These include clearing, setting, inclusive
or, exclusive or, complementing, and anding the color bits with the complement of the current pixel color bits. It is
specified by a combination of the drawing mode and the sign of the current pen number.
The writing mode of the pen is specified by the current drawing mode and the sign of the pen number. The following
table defines the different writing modes available. P is a positive pen number, X is the present value of a pixel.
Statement

GESCAPE CRT,4 Normal

GESCAPE CRT,5 Alternate

PENP

P

BINIOR(X,P)

AREA PEN P

P

BINIOR(X,P)

PEN 0

BINCMP(X)*

0

AREA PEN 0

0

0

PEN -P

BINAND(X,BINCMP(P))

BINEOR(X,P)

AREA PEN -P

BINAND(X,BINCMP(P))

BINAND(X,BINCMP(P))

GESCAPE codes 4 and 5 are not supported on monochrome graphic displays such as CGA and Hercules (HGC). The
following statements show how to change the graphics writing mode.
GESCAPE CRT,4 !Set to Normal Drawing Mode
GESCAPE CRT,5 !Set to Alternate Drawing Mode
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Code 6
Code 6 returns the graphics display mask. The return array must be a one dimensional INTEGER array, and must have
at least one element. The first element is assigned the value of the graphics write-enable mask. The second element, if
present, is assigned the value of the graphics display-enable mask. Each bit in the mask corresponds to one of the bit
planes. Bit 0 corresponds to the first plane.
A_return(0) - graphics write enable mask
A_return(1) - graphics display enable mask
The following program shows how to return the graphics enable masks.
10 INTEGER A_return(1)
20 GESCAPE CRT,6;A_return(*)
30 PRINT A_return(*)
40 END
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Code 7
Code 7 sets the graphics display mask. This operation is not supported by HTBasic. The param array must be a one
dimensional INTEGER array, and must have at least one element. The first element is assigned to the graphics writeenable mask. The second element, if present, is assigned to the graphics display-enable mask.
A_param(0) - graphics write enable mask
A_param(1) - graphics display enable mask
The following program shows how to set the graphics enable masks.
10 INTEGER A_param(1)
20 A_param(0)=8
30 A_param(1)=15
40 GESCAPE CRT,7,A_param(*)
50 END
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Basic Window Manipulation Codes
Several GESCAPE codes allow manipulation of the HTBasic window.
Code

Operation

30

Maximize the window

31

Hide the window

32

Restore the window

33

Set interior client of the app window position and size

34

Get interior client of the app window position and size

35

Bring the window to the top

36

Get the screen size

37

Returns the Title Bar enable flag

38

Hide / restore title bar

39

Set the DUMP size (% of paper width)

41

Minimize the window

The following GESCAPE CRT codes have been added for manipulation of the program window.
Code

Operation

46

Turn the Control Toolbar Off

47

Turn the Control Toolbar On

48

Turn the Status Bar Off

49

Turn the Status Bar On

50

Remove Main Menu

51

Restore Main Menu

52

Disable Borders on Parent Window

53

Enable Borders on Parent Window

54

Disable Minimize button on Parent Window

55

Enable Minimize button on Parent Window

56

Disable Maximize button on the Parent Window

57

Enable Maximize button on the Parent Window

58

Disable Close button on the Parent Window

59

Enable Close button on the Parent Window

60

Turn the Bookmark Toolbar Off

61

Turn the Bookmark Toolbar On

62

Turn the Debug Toolbar Off

63

Turn the Debug Toolbar On

64

Filename in titlebar off

65

Filename in titlebar on
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The following GESCAPE CRT codes have been added for manipulation of the program child window.
Code

Operation

130

Maximize the window

131

Hide the window

132

Restore the window

135

Bring the window to the top

137

Returns the Title bar enable flag

138

Hide / Restore the Title bar (Toggle switch)

141

Minimize the window

152

Disable Borders on Child Window

153

Enable Borders on Child Window

The following example shows the syntax for several of the GESCAPES. Note that codes that set information have a
comma before the array name while codes that get information have a semicolon.
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

INTEGER Get4(1:4),Set4(1:4),Get2(1:2),Set1(1:1)
DATA 90,100,500,300
! Position of upper left corner:
! 90,100), Width = 500, Height = 300
READ Set4(*)
GESCAPE CRT,30
! Maximize the window
GESCAPE CRT,31
! Hide the window
GESCAPE CRT,32
! Restore the window
GESCAPE CRT,33,Set4(*) ! Set position and size: X,Y,W,H
GESCAPE CRT,34;Get4(*) ! Get position and size: X,Y,W,H
GESCAPE CRT,35
! Bring the window to the top
GESCAPE CRT,36;Get2(*) ! Get the screen size: W,H
GESCAPE CRT,37;Get3(*) ! Get the title bar enable flag
PRINT Get(2)
! Print the Screen Size
PRINT Get(3)
! Print the title bar enable flag
Set1(1)=50
! Set the DUMP size to 50%
GESCAPE CRT,38
! Hide window Title Bar
GESCAPE CRT,38
! Restore window Title Bar
GESCAPE CRT,39,Set1(*) ! Set the DUMP size (default is 100%)
GESCAPE CRT,41
! Minimize the window
GESCAPE CRT,32
! Restore the window
END
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Code 102
Code 102 returns the current VIEWPORT and WINDOW values. The return array should be a two dimensional REAL
array with two rows and four columns. The first row is assigned the values of the current window. The second row is
assigned the values of the current viewport. For each, the X min, X max, Y min, and Y max values are assigned to the
first through fourth columns, respectively. The following program demonstrates this capability:
10 REAL W(1,3)
20 GESCAPE CRT,102;W(*)
30 PRINT "The current window is";W(0,0),W(0,1),W(0,2),W(0,3)
40 PRINT "The current viewport is";W(1,0),W(1,1),W(1,2),W(1,3)
50 END
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Code 103
Code 103 returns the current PEN and AREA PEN assignments. The return array should be a one dimensional INTEGER
array with two elements. The first element is assigned the current PEN assignment. The second element is assigned the
current AREA PEN assignment. The following program demonstrates this capability:
10 INTEGER P(1)
20 GESCAPE CRT,103;P(*)
30 PRINT "The current
PEN is";P(0)
40 PRINT "The current AREA PEN is";P(1)
50 END
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Code 104
Code 104 sets device-specific information. The param array must be a one dimensional INTEGER array. The number
of elements required depends on the device driver. Conventionally, it contains two elements. The first element is the
operation number and the second element is the value associated with that operation. See the documentation for
each driver for information on any GESCAPE 104 operations supported by that driver.
For the HPGL plotter driver, this code is used to enable HPGL/2 capabilities. When HPGL/2 is used, polygons are sent
to the plotter for rendering. With many plotting devices, this allows the polygons to be filled. When generating an
HPGL file for import into other programs, it is often more desirable for the polygon to import as a single unit, rather
than a series of lines. To enable HPGL/2, use the following code. Substitute the ISC for the HPGL plotter in place of ISC
in line 40.
10
20
30
40

INTEGER Param(1)
Param(0)=1 ! HPGL Operation Number: 1 = HPGL/2 Flag
Param(1)=1 ! Value: 1=enable, 0=disable
GESCAPE Isc,104,Param(*)
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Code 105
Sets device-specific information in the GRAPHICS INPUT IS device. The param array must be a one dimensional
INTEGER array. The number of elements required depends on the device driver. The first element is the operation
number and the subsequent elements are the values associated with that operation.
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Code 106
Sets device-specific information in the DUMP DEVICE IS device. The param array must be a one dimensional INTEGER
array. The number of elements required depends on the device driver. The first element is the operation number and
the subsequent elements are the values associated with that operation.
For the dump drivers, code 106, operation 1 is used to specify a portion of the screen to dump when DUMP GRAPHICS
is executed. The syntax is:
GESCAPE PRT,106,param(*)
The param array must be a one dimensional INTEGER array of five elements. The first element is the operation number.
The remaining elements specify the boundary for the DUMP. The boundary is specified in screen units:
param(1) - 1
param(2) - Beginning row
param(3) - Ending row
param(4) - Must be 0
param(5) - Must be 0
The row parameters will revert back to the default of full screen if any of the following conditions occur:
1. Beginning row greater than ending row
2. A new Plotter, Graphics, or Dump driver is loaded
3. A GINIT, SCRATCH A, PLOTTER IS, GRAPHICS INPUT, or
CONFIGURE DUMP, commands are executed or a Basic
reset is
performed.
The CONFIGURE DUMP statement must be executed before the GESCAPE statement. The following program
demonstrates this capability:
10 INTEGER A(1:5)
20 DUMP DEVICE IS PRT
30 CONFIGURE DUMP TO "PCL"
40 A(1)=1 ! operation code, always 1
50 A(2)=100 ! begin row, screen units
60 A(3)=300 ! end row, screen units
70 A(4)=0 ! reserved, must be 0
80 A(5)=0 ! reserved, must be 0
90 GESCAPE PRT,106,A(*)
100 FRAME
110 MOVE 0,0
120 DRAW 100,100
130 DUMP GRAPHICS
140 END
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Incremental and Relative Graphics
Incremental and relative graphic construction allows you to describe an object or symbol in incremental or relative
coordinates, and then position it repeatedly in various locations on the screen (or output device) simply by performing
an absolute MOVE to the starting location and then executing the incremental or relative graphics statements. The
IMOVE, IDRAW, IPLOT, and RPLOT statements implement incremental and relative graphics.
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IMOVE Statement
The IMOVE statement lifts and moves the pen to the position calculated by adding the specified X and Y displacement
to the current pen position. After the IMOVE statement is executed, the logical pen position is updated and the pen is
left in the up position.
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IDRAW Statement
The IDRAW statement lowers the pen and then moves it to the position calculated by adding the specified X and Y
displacement to the current pen position. After the IDRAW statement executes, the logical pen position is updated and
the pen is left in the down position. IDRAW 0,0 draws a point.
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IPLOT Statement
The IPLOT statement moves the pen from its current position by the specified X and Y displacements. Like the PLOT
statement discussed previously, you can also specify an optional pen control value or a two- or three-column array.
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RPLOT Statement
The RPLOT statement is the same as the IPLOT statement except that it moves the pen relative to the logical pen
position. You specify when the pen is to be raised or lowered with the optional pen-control value.
If the arguments of an IMOVE, IDRAW, IPLOT, or RPLOT statement specify a destination point that is outside the softclip area, the logical position is set to that point but the pen is not moved. Only the portion of the vector that lies
inside the clipping area is plotted. If both the current logical position and the specified position are outside the clip
area the logical position is updated but no physical pen movement is made.
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Arcs, Circles and Rectangles
Special purpose graphic statements are used to generate arcs, circles, and rectangles. They are the POLYGON,
POLYLINE, and RECTANGLE statements. Each is discussed in the following paragraphs.
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POLYGON and POLYLINE Statements
The POLYGON and POLYLINE statements generate variable sided polygons or circles. The pen starts and ends in the
same position, and after execution the pen is up. The radius is the distance between the logical pen position and the
polygon vertices where the first vertex is in the positive X axis direction. A negative radius will rotate the arc by 180
degrees. The PDIR statement can be used the specify the starting angle.
You can specify the number of chord segments in a full circle and the number to draw. By default there are 60
segments in a full circle. Here is an example of an arc and a circle:
POLYGON 10
!Circle with radius 10
POLYLINE 10,20,3 !Arc of 3/20ths circle
For the POLYGON statement, if the number of chords drawn is less than the specified total number of chords, the
polygon closure is affected. If the pen is up when the POLYGON statement is executed, the polygon is closed by
drawing the last vertex to the first vertex. If pen is down, the polygon is closed by drawing the last vertex to the center
of the polygon and then drawing from the center to the first vertex. The following program shows the difference:
10 GINIT
20 MOVE 35,50
30 POLYGON 10,10,8
40 MOVE 65,50
50 DRAW 65,50
60 POLYGON 10,10,8
70 END
For the POLYLINE statement, if the number of chords drawn is less than the specified total number of chords, the
polygon is not closed. If the pen is up when the POLYLINE statement was executed, the first vertex is on the perimeter.
If the pen is down when the POLYLINE statement is executed, the first point (logical pen position) is drawn to the first
point on the perimeter. Change the previous program so that line 30 and 60 use POLYLINE statements. Execute the
program again to see the effect of the pen being up or down.
30 POLYLINE 10,10,8
60 POLYLINE 10,10,8
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RECTANGLE Statement
The RECTANGLE statement generates a four sided polygon described by its width and height displacement from the
current pen position. The signs of the width and height determine the pen position after the RECTANGLE execution: If
the width is positive, the pen position is on the left side of the rectangle. If the width is negative, the pen position is on
the right side of the rectangle. If the height is positive, the pen position is in the lower corner of the rectangle and if it
is negative, the pen position is in the upper corner. The following example will help clarify the last pen position.
10 MOVE 50,50
20 RECTANGLE 3,5
!Pen at lower left
30 RECTANGLE 3,-5
!Pen at upper left
40 RECTANGLE -3,5
!Pen at lower right
50 RECTANGLE -3,-5
!Pen at upper right
60 END
.The POLYGON and RECTANGLE statements may specify the FILL and EDGE options described later in this chapter. If
neither are specified, EDGE is assumed. The POLYLINE statement cannot specify these options.
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User Defined Symbols
The SYMBOL statement uses a two-dimensional two- or three-column array to plot a user-defined symbol. Symbols
are created with moves and draws in the symbol coordinate system; an area nine units wide and fifteen units high. The
symbol may be defined to extend outside of this 9x15 cell; thus allowing you to create any size symbol you wish. The
CSIZE, LDIR, and LORG statements affect the SYMBOL statement, but the SHOW or WINDOW to VIEWPORT scaling
does not. This keeps the labels from becoming distorted by graphic data scaling.
The symbol data is drawn using the current pen control and line type and is clipped at the clip boundary. A move is
always done to the first point and the current pen position is left at the last X,Y position specified in the array and
is not updated to the next symbol position. This allows a SYMBOL to cover a group of character cells. The following
program shows you how to define a SYMBOL to extend outside the character cell.
10 GINIT
20 DIM A(6,2)
30 READ A(*)
40 DATA 1,7,-2,16,7,-1,15,4,-1,21,8,-1,15,12,-1,16,9,-1,1,9,-1
50 DRAW 50,50
60 RECTANGLE 3,5
70 SYMBOL A(*)
80 END
Notice that the symbol is not closed at one end. Another X,Y data point could be added to the DATA statement to
fix this, or the FILL and EDGE commands would also work. Taking the same data points as defined for the SYMBOL
command, change line 70 to either the PLOT or RPLOT statements to see what happens.
70 PLOT A(*) !Absolute Points
or
70 RPLOT A(*) !Relative Points
The array is now affected by the scaling of the WINDOW values, and the data points are mapped onto the WINDOW.
This causes the arrow to become larger. The PLOT statement is in absolute coordinates, that is why it is close to the
origin of 0,0. RPLOT is defined in relative coordinates, being relative to the current position of 50,50.
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AREA Fill Styles and Colors
The area fill styles and colors used by the PLOT, IPLOT, RPLOT, POLYGON, RECTANGLE, and SYMBOL statements are
specified with the AREA statement. Area fills are specified by the FILL and EDGE options. These are described in the
following paragraphs.
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AREA Statement
The AREA statement defines the area fill style and color. It is qualified with either the PEN, COLOR, or INTENSITY
keywords. The area color and style remain in effect until another AREA, GINIT, or SCRATCH A is executed. The IPLOT,
PLOT, RPLOT, and SYMBOL statements can also change the area fill color. This is explained under "Array Specified Pen
Control," later in this chapter.
When you use the AREA PEN statement the fill color is looked up in the color map table, and the fill style is set to nondither (solid).
AREA PEN pen
Pen numbers have the same effect as described in the PEN statement except for the following two conditions. In
normal drawing mode, pen 0 erases; it does not complement. In alternate drawing mode, negative pen values erase;
they do not complement. The default area fill color is PEN one.
When you use the AREA COLOR or AREA INTENSITY statements the fill color is created with dithering when needed
to better approximate the color specified. Use AREA COLOR to specify a color in the HSL color space and AREA
INTENSITY to specify a color in the RGB color space. These are explained earlier in this chapter. Because of the
calculations needed to set up dithering, AREA COLOR/INTENSITY executes slower than AREA PEN.
Run this example program to see how dithered colors look, and to see how the HSL color space works. Change line 90
to AREA INTENSITY to see how the RGB color space works.
10 REM HSL.BAS
20 GINIT
30 GCLEAR
40 KEY LABELS OFF
50 WINDOW 0,1.31,1.31,0
60 FOR L=0 TO 1 STEP .2
70 FOR H=0 TO 1 STEP 1/6
80
FOR S=0 TO 1 STEP .2
90
AREA COLOR H,S,L
100
MOVE H+.11*L,S+.11*L
110
RECTANGLE .09,.1,FILL,EDGE
120
NEXT S
130 NEXT H
140 NEXT L
150 LORG 7
160 MOVE 1.2,1.31
170 LABEL "z = Luminosity"
180 LORG 4
190 MOVE .6,1.31
200 LABEL "x = Hue"
210 LDIR PI/2
220 MOVE 1.31,.6
230 LABEL "y = Saturation"
240 END
When drawing an area in a certain color, it may be possible to produce the color faster and more accurately by
specifying SET PEN followed by AREA PEN, rather than specifying AREA COLOR or AREA INTENSITY.
10 REM AREAPEN.BAS
20 GINIT
30 PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
40 AREA INTENSITY 1/3,2/3,1
50 MOVE 10,50
60 RECTANGLE 20,20,FILL,EDGE
61 !
70 SET PEN 15 INTENSITY 1/3,2/3,1
80 AREA PEN 15
90 MOVE 40,50
100 RECTANGLE 20,20,FILL,EDGE
110 END
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FILL and EDGE Options
The FILL and EDGE options control the filling and edging of an area defined by the following statements: PLOT, IPLOT,
RPLOT, POLYGON, RECTANGLE, or SYMBOL. If the FILL option is specified, the area is filled with the current area fill
color and style. If the EDGE option is specified, the area is edged with the current line type and pen color. When both
are specified the area is both filled and edged. If neither are specified, the area is just edged with the current line type
and pen color.
The following program shows the effect that the FILL and EDGE options have on an area. To see their effect change
line 50 to include the EDGE and then both the FILL and EDGE options.
10 GINIT
20 AREA PEN 2
30 LINE TYPE 4
40 MOVE 50,50
50 RECTANGLE 10,10, FILL
60 END
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Array Specified Pen Control
When large amounts of data are involved, or if you want to draw the same object at various places on the screen, it
is often convenient to use arrays to describe the graphic coordinate values. In the PLOT, IPLOT, RPLOT, and SYMBOL
statements you can specify a two or three column array. The first and second columns of the array specify the
coordinate values. The optional third-column specifies the operation for each row of the array: pen-control, AREA PEN,
AREA INTENSITY, LINE TYPE, PEN, FILL, and EDGE. If a two-column array is specified, the default pen control used on
each row is a one, pen down after move.
This table shows the meaning of each column for each of the operations specified by column 3 of the array.
Column1

Column2

Column 3

Meaning

X value

Y value

< -2

use even/odd pen control

X

Y

-2

Pen up before moving

X

Y

-1

Pen down before moving

X

Y

0

Pen up after moving

X

Y

1

Pen down after moving

X

Y

2

Pen up after moving

pen number

—

3

PEN

line type

repeat value

4

LINE TYPE

color

—

5

AREA INTENSITY

---

—

6

Start polygon mode w/FILL

---

—

7

End polygon mode

---

—

8

End of data for array

---

—

9

No operation, values ignored

---

—

10

Start polygon w/EDGE

---

—

11

Start polygon w/FILL & EDGE

---

—

12

Draw a FRAME

pen number

—

13

AREA PEN

red value

green value

14

AREA INTENSITY

blue value

—

15

AREA INTENSITY

---

—

>15

No operation, values ignored
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AREA Color
Operation 5 in column 3 selects the AREA INTENSITY color. The column 1 value is divided into red, green, and blue
numbers, each five bits in length (the sixteenth bit of column one is ignored). Each five-bit number specifies a value in
the range zero to sixteen. This number is subtracted from sixteen to calculate the intensity value for each of the colors:
red, green, blue. Intensities range in value from zero (darkest) to sixteen (most intense).
For example, if column 1 is set to zero, then each of the three groups in column 1 is set to zero. Sixteen minus zero
yields sixteen for all three groups. Sixteen is full intensity, therefore, the area fill color will be white.
The following equation calculates the value for column 1 given R, G, B values in the range zero to one.
Column1 = 16-16*R + SHIFT(16-16*G,-5) + SHIFT(16-16*B,-10)
The AREA INTENSITY red, green, and blue values can also be selected with operations 14 and 15. The range of intensity
is zero (no color) to 32,767 (full intensity). Operation 14 should be done before 15, and the operation takes effect
when operation 15 is done.
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FILL and EDGE
A polygon is formed from a line sequence of 2 or more points with the optional FILL or EDGE specifiers. A polygon is
drawn by plotting the first point, each successive point, and closed by drawing the final point back to the first point.
If FILL is specified, the polygon is filled with the current AREA fill color, and if EDGE is specified, the polygon is edged
with the current PEN color. The array pen-control instructions supersede any other instructions on pen movement,
LINE TYPE, and FILL and EDGE specifiers.
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Graphics Rotation
The PDIR and PIVOT statements cause rotations to be applied to graphic MOVEs and DRAWs. The angle specifies the
direction and amount of rotation. It is measured in a counter-clockwise direction from the positive X-axis. The current
trigonometric mode (RAD or DEG) determines the units for the angle. The default trigonometric mode is RAD.
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PDIR Statement
The PDIR statement specifies the rotation of IPLOT, RPLOT, POLYGON, POLYLINE, and the RECTANGLE statements. The
rotation takes place about the logical position. The AXES, GRID, LABEL and SYMBOL statements are not affected by
PDIR.
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PIVOT Statement
The PIVOT statement causes the rotation of all lines, except those generated by the AXES, GRID, LABEL and SYMBOL
statements. This includes lines generated by the MOVE, DRAW, IMOVE, IDRAW, PLOT, IPLOT, RPLOT, POLYGON,
POLYLINE, and RECTANGLE statements. This rotation takes place about the logical position. The PIVOT statement
effects only the starting point of the LABEL and SYMBOL statements.
If both the PIVOT and PDIR angles are set, they both have an effect on the lines being generated. The transformation
on the statements affected by the PDIR commands takes place first. Then the transformations on the lines affected by
the PIVOT command are done. A few examples will help demonstrate this.
10 GINIT
20 DEG
30 DRAW 50,50
40 PIVOT 0
50 PDIR 0
60 POLYGON 10,10,8
70 IDRAW 10,10
80 END
No rotations are done since both angles are set to zero. Now change line 50 to have a rotation of 90 degrees.
50 PDIR 90
The rotation of 90 effects the POLYGON statement, but not the IDRAW. This is because PDIR only affects the IPLOT,
RPLOT, POLYGON, POLYLINE, and RECTANGLE statements. Now change line 40 to have a rotation of 45 degrees.
40 PIVOT 45
The POLYGON statement is rotated a total of 135 degrees, by the combination of the PIVOT 45 and the PDIR 90
statements. You will notice that the IDRAW line has been rotated only 45 degrees by the effect of the PIVOT 45
statement. Now change line 50 back to 0 degrees.
50 PDIR 0
The IDRAW line is still rotated by 45 degrees. The POLYGON statement is rotated by 45 degrees as a result of the
PIVOT angle. Hopefully this example will clear up some of the confusion when applying both the PIVOT and PDIR
transforms to graphic lines.
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Screen Raster Images
The GSTORE statement allows you to save the current graphics screen raster image into an array and the GLOAD
statement restores the graphics image to the graphics screen. The device-selector specifies the device, which must be
a bit-mapped device. The CRT is assumed if no device selector is specified.
There are many uses for this capability. Images of various graphs and charts can be stored in different arrays, and then
easily redisplayed. Graphs that may be very slow to generate, need only to be generated once and then displayed very
fast. The graphics information in the arrays can also be written to a file for future use.
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Full Screen
The size of the array necessary to store a complete screen image for each display depends on the resolution and on
the number of colors the display supports. GESCAPE CRT,3 can be used in a program to determine the size necessary:
10 INTEGER S(5)
20 GESCAPE CRT,3;S(*)
30 PRINT "Array size is";S(4);"rows and";S(5);"columns."
40 END
The following table gives the sizes for some PC display adapters. The array may be declared larger or smaller than the
size given. If the array is not large enough to contain a full screen image, GLOAD stops when all the array contents
have been transferred. If the array is too large, only part of the array will be used. If an attempt is made to GLOAD
an image to a display that is different from the GSTORE display, unpredictable results will occur. If the color map has
different values than when the image was GSTOREd, the colors will not match the original image.
Display

Array Size

640x480x16

Image(1:160,1:480)

800x600x16

Image(1:200,1:600)

1024x768x16

Image(1:256,1:768)

640x480x256

Image(1:320,1:480)

800x600x256

Image(1:400,1:600)

1024x768x256

Image(1:512,1:768)

Below is an example of the GSTORE and GLOAD statements for a 1024 x 768 x 256 screen. Change line 10 to the
appropriate size for your resolution.
10 INTEGER Image(1:512,1:768)
20 FRAME
30 DRAW 50,50
40 POLYGON 10,10,FILL
50 GSTORE Image(*)
60 END
Now that the image is stored in the array, clear the graphics screen with the GCLEAR statement. To load the image
back onto the screen, use the following statement:
GLOAD Image(*)
Rectangular Blocks
GSTORE Image(*),Width,Height,Rule,Xorigin,Yorigin
When a Width and Height are specified after the image array, only a rectangular block is transferred between the array
and the display. Width and Height are specified in pixels. Optionally, a Rule can be specified that instructs GLOAD/
GSTORE how to combine the contents of the array with the contents of the screen. Presently, only a value of 3 is
supported. This causes the contents of the array (for GLOAD) or screen (for GSTORE) to totally overwrite the target.
The block will be located with the upper left corner at the current graphic position. Alternately, a position can be
specified with the Xorigin, Yorigin parameters. These parameters should be specified in the current WINDOW units, not
pixels or VIEWPORT units (GDUs).
For displays with 8 planes or less (256 colors or less), the image is stored with one byte per pixel. This makes images
somewhat transportable among different displays. It also means that the number of elements necessary to store the
image is equal to Width*Height/2. If the width is even, the array could be declared as
INTEGER Image( 1:Width/2,1:Height)
If the array is too small, an error is given. If the array is too large, the extra array elements are ignored. If GLOAD is
used to display an image on a display with less colors than the GSTORE display, the results are undefined. If the color
map is different than the color map in effect when the image was GSTOREd, the colors will not match the original
image. The format of the data in the array for full screen images is stored as a bitmap.
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Screen Dumps
The DUMP ALPHA and DUMP GRAPHICS statements and function keys copy the contents of either the ALPHA or the
GRAPHICS screen to the DUMP DEVICE IS printing device.
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DUMP ALPHA Statement
The DUMP ALPHA statement sends alphanumeric characters compatible with any ASCII printer to the current DUMP
DEVICE IS device. If the graphics are visible when this command is executed, an ALPHA ON is executed before the
screen dump occurs. This eliminates the graphics from the information sent to the printer.
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DUMP GRAPHICS Statement
The DUMP GRAPHICS statement sends graphics information to the printer or to a file in the current printer language.
The Getting Started Guide explains how to set the printer language in Chapter 7, "Printer and Pixel Image Device
Drivers."
If the ALPHA and GRAPHICS screens are MERGEd, then the ALPHA text will also be dumped to the printer as part
of the graphics data. If the graphics are not visible when this command is executed, a GRAPHICS ON is executed
before the screen dump occurs. To remove the run indicator character in the bottom-right corner of the screen, use
RUNLIGHT OFF before dumping the screen image.
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DUMP DEVICE IS Statement
The DUMP DEVICE IS statement specifies which device, file, or pipe receives the data when a DUMP ALPHA or a DUMP
GRAPHICS statement is executed without a device selector. The GINIT statement causes the default DUMP DEVICE IS
to be set to the value of PRT. If the optional EXPANDED keyword is included, the image is rotated by 90 degrees. For
example:
DUMP DEVICE IS PRT,EXPANDED
If APPEND is specified and the DUMP is to a file, the file position is moved to the end-of-file before each DUMP. For
some DUMP types, multiple images in a file are not supported. If APPEND is specified in these cases, the result is
undefined. If APPEND is not specified, the file is overwritten with each DUMP.
The output can be sent to a device (usually a printer) or a file. If the destination is a file, it must be a regular file or a
BDAT file.
Many computer displays and most printers do not have square pixels. This results in a distortion when the graphics
image is printed. This is normal and can be partially compensated for, if needed, by adjusting the WINDOW to apply
an inverse distortion to the image drawn on the display. HTBasic partially compensates for non-square pixels by
printing more than one printer pixel for each display pixel in some instances.
In some cases the softkey labels and ALPHA text are dumped along with GRAPHICS by the DUMP GRAPHICS
statement. This depends on whether ALPHA and GRAPHICS are MERGEd or SEPARATE. MERGE and SEPARATE ALPHA
are explained later in this chapter.
This problem can be easily solved using the statement SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS before generating the plot.
If you have not used SEPARATE ALPHA, to solve the problem you should clear the ALPHA screen, turn the runlight off,
and turn the softkey labels off before starting the GRAPHICS plot. For example:
KEY LABELS OFF
RUNLIGHT OFF
CLEAR SCREEN
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Partial Screen Dumps
GESCAPE code 106 specifies a portion of the display screen to dump. The syntax is:
GESCAPE PRT,106,param(*)
The param array must be a one dimensional INTEGER array of five elements. The first element is the operation number
(1 = sets boundaries for the DUMP commands). The remaining elements specify the boundary for the DUMP. The
boundary is specified in screen units.
param(2) - Beginning row
param(3) - Ending row
param(4) - must be zero
param(5) - must be zero
The CONFIGURE DUMP, PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL", and GRAPHICS INPUT IS KBD,"KBD" commands reset the row
parameters back to the defaults, full screen. The CONFIGURE DUMP command must be executed before the GESCAPE
command. The following program demonstrates this capability:
10 INTEGER A(1:5)
20 A(1)=1 ! select code-always 1
30 A(2)=100 ! begin row-screen units
40 A(3)=300 ! End_row-screen units
50
A(4)=0 ! reserved
60 A(5)=0 ! reserved
70 DUMP DEVICE IS PRT
80 CONFIGURE DUMP TO "PCL"
90 GESCAPE PRT,106,A(*)
100 FRAME
110 MOVE 0,0
120 DRAW 480,480
130 DUMP GRAPHICS
140 END
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Graphics Devices
The default graphics output device is the CRT display attached to your computer. The default graphics input device
is the keyboard. If a mouse is installed and active, it may also be used to specify graphic input. HTBasic allows you
to specify alternate graphic devices for both input and output. The graphic output plotter language may also be
specified. You can also send plotter commands directly to the output graphics device.
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PLOTTER IS Statement
The PLOTTER IS statement specifies the graphics output device or file. The default graphics output target is the CRT.
Executing a PLOTTER IS statement directs all subsequent graphics output to the specified device or file. For example:
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
The plotter specifier string specifies the graphics device driver. To re-select the internal CRT graphics display specify
"INTERNAL".
The "HPGL" plotter specifier string specifies the HP graphics language. This specifier can be used in conjunction with
a plotter or disk file. If a file is specified, you must also specify the physical device (hard-clip) limits. If a device is
specified, the device must be able to return the physical device limits when initialized. For example:
PLOTTER IS 705,"HPGL"
specifies an HPGL plotter connected to the IEEE-488 bus on address five. The plotter can be connected to the
computer over the IEEE-488 bus or the serial interface.
The hard-clip limits of the plotter may be specified. If they are not and output is going to a file, they default to ±392.75
mm in the x axis and ±251.5 mm in the y axis. If hard-clip limits are not specified and output is going to a device,
HTBasic asks the device to return the p-points. The hard-clip units are specified using plotter units equal to 0.025
millimeters. The file is positioned to the beginning and is closed when another PLOTTER IS, GINIT, or SCRATCH A
statement is executed. For example:
PLOTTER IS "Pictfile","HPGL",5,250,7,136
The file can be later sent to a plotting device or imported into a word processor or a desktop publishing package that
supports the HP graphics language. To reset your graphic output device to the internal display execute the command:
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"
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GSEND Statement
The GSEND statement sends command strings to the PLOTTER IS device. It is used to send commands (such as the pen
speed, pen force, and character set selection commands) that are not generated by the high level graphics statements.
For example:
GSEND "LBPlotter font characters."&CHR$(3)
sends the HPGL command to draw the specified string using the current plotter internal character font. Virtually any
HPGL command string can be sent to the device using this statement.
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GRAPHICS INPUT IS Statement
The GRAPHICS INPUT IS statement is used to specify the graphic input device. See the Getting Started Guide, Chapter
8, "Graphic Input Drivers" for more information. The default graphics input device is the keyboard. The mouse may
also be used for graphic input. An example GRAPHICS INPUT IS statement is:
GRAPHICS INPUT IS 702,"HPGL"
To perform graphic input, the following statements are used:
DIGITIZE X,Y,Status$ !Wait for Point
READ LOCATOR X,Y,Status$ !Immediate Return Point
Here, X and Y are the target variables for the graphic position, and Status$ is an optional string that receives
information about the state of the GRAPHICS INPUT IS device. The returned coordinates are in the units defined in the
current WINDOW or SHOW statement. The Status$ string contains eight bytes with the following information:
Byte

Meaning

1

Indicates End of Stream for a device supporting continuous point stream digitizing. Byte 1 may be used
as the pen control value in a PLOT. It is "0" if it is the last of a continuous point stream. It is "1" otherwise,
including points from a device supporting only single point digitizing.

2

Comma delimiter character.

3

Clip Indicator - If the character is a "0", then the point is outside the hard-clip limits. If a "1", the point is
inside the hard-clip limits, but outside the soft-clip limits (see CLIP). If a "2" then it is inside the soft-clip
limits.

4

Comma delimiter character

5

Tracking ON/OFF - If the character is a "0", then tracking is off; if a "1", then tracking is on.

6

Comma delimiter character.

7-8

Button Positions. If S$ is the status string and B is the button number you wish to test, then BIT(VAL(S
$[7,8]),B-1) returns one if B is down, and zero if B is up.

A point is digitized and the coordinates of that point are assigned to the variables when the keyboard ENTER or
CONTINUE keys, a mouse button, or a digitizer button is pressed.
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READ LOCATOR Statement
The READ LOCATOR statement immediately reads the graphic position and stores it into the X and Y variables without
waiting for a DIGITIZE operation.
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SET LOCATOR Statement
The SET LOCATOR statement establishes a reference point for any subsequent graphics input statements. SET
LOCATOR is only valid for graphics input devices that use relative locators.
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WHERE Statement
The WHERE statement returns the current logical pen position in the x and y numeric variables and pen status
information in the optional string variable. For example:
WHERE X,Y,Status$
The Status$ string contains three bytes with the following information:
Byte

Meaning

1

Pen Status - Up/Down status of the Pen. If the character is a "1" then pen
is down; if it is a "0" then the pen is up.

2

Comma delimiter character.

3

Clip Indicator - If the character is a "0", then the point is outside the P1,
P2 limits. If a "1", the point is inside the P1, P2 limits, but outside the
viewport. If a "2" then it’s inside the viewport.
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Tracking Graphics Input
The SET ECHO and the TRACK statements allow you to follow the movements of the graphics input device on the
PLOTTER IS device.
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SET ECHO Statement
The SET ECHO statement displays a tracking cross on the screen or moves the plotter pen to the specified location. If
the location is outside the clipping boundaries no action takes place.
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TRACK and DIGITIZE Statements
The TRACK statement controls tracking of the input device. It enables and disables the graphic locator from following
the input device position on the PLOTTER IS device during DIGITIZE statements. Tracking stops when a point is
digitized, and the tracking cross is left at the location of the digitized point. When the display device is a plotter, the
pen position tracks the input device. When it is the CRT, the tracking cross tracks the input device.
Use the arrow keys on the keyboard or the mouse to move the tracking cross around. Run the following two programs
to get a feel for how the DIGITIZE and READ LOCATOR statements differ. Also look at how the TRACK and SET ECHO
statements can be used to follow the input device on the output device. Press the ENTER key or one of the mouse
buttons to read the current X,Y location in program #1. Enter the "STOP" command to terminate program #2.
Program #1
Program #2
10 GINIT
10 GINIT
20 PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"
20 PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"
30 GRAPHICS INPUT IS KBD,"KBD"
30 GRAPHICS INPUT IS KBD,"KBD"
40 FRAME
40 FRAME
50 TRACK CRT IS ON
50 READ LOCATOR X,Y,S$
60 DIGITIZE X,Y,S$
60 SET ECHO X,Y
70 PRINT X,Y,S$
70 GOTO 50
80 END
80 END
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Mixing Output and Input Devices
As shown by the following examples you can do some interesting things with the DIGITIZE statement by mixing the
possible PLOTTER IS and GRAPHICS INPUT IS devices. The first example uses the default PLOTTER and GRAPHICS
devices. Use the mouse to move the tracking cross around. Press the ENTER key or one of the mouse buttons to read
the current tracking cross location.
10 GINIT
20 PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"
30 GRAPHICS INPUT IS KBD,"KBD"
40 TRACK CRT IS ON
50 FRAME
60 DIGITIZE X,Y,S$
70 PRINT X,Y,S$
80 END
If you have an HPGL plotter hooked up to your computer then you can try the following example. Change line
30 in the above program to setup the plotter as the input device. Chose one of the following lines for the type of
communication that your plotter uses. If you are using the serial interface, make sure that the baud rate, parity, stop
bits, and handshaking are setup correctly. For an IEEE-488 plotter, the device address needs to be set correctly.
30 GRAPHICS INPUT IS 9,"HPGL" !Serial Interface
30 GRAPHICS INPUT IS 705,"HPGL" !IEEE-488 Address 5
When this program is run, the tracking cross will appear on the CRT display. By moving the pen around on the plotter,
you will see the tracking cross on the screen follow the plotter movement.
You can also experiment with the other alternatives by setting the PLOTTER device to the HPGL plotter, and then
varying the GRAPHICS device between the keyboard and the HPGL plotter.
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Separate and Merged Alpha
The SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS and MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS statements provide control over how
ALPHA text and graphics are displayed and manipulated on the computer screen. Both statements are presented in the
following section.
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Merged Alpha
The MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS statement causes all bit-planes to be used by both alpha and graphics. Alpha text
is converted to graphic pixels and written into the graphic planes, overwriting any graphics data that might be present.
Also, scrolling alpha text will scroll graphics, dumping either will dump both and the full range of colors are available
for both alpha text and graphic output.
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Separate Alpha
The SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS mode is the opposite of MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS. When separate, one
or more bit plane is reserved for alpha text and the remaining planes are reserved for graphic output. The alpha and
graphic planes can then be turned on or off or DUMPed independently. However, ALPHA text color and graphic pens
are limited as shown in the following table.
The following table shows the colors available when SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS is used, depending on the
total number of colors available.
Total Colors

Graph Pens

Black Alpha

White Alpha

Brown Alpha

Cyan Alpha

16

0-7

0

8

-

-

256

0-63

0

64

128

192
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Input and Output
This chapter discusses the general I/O (input/output) statements of HTBasic. General I/O statements apply equally to
screen, keyboard, printer, files, interfaces, devices, strings, and buffers. The chapters following this one discuss these I/
O destinations/sources in greater detail. You should read the information in this chapter first, and then read any of the
following chapters you need. BEEP, READ, and DATA statements are also presented in this chapter.
There are two pairs of statements that are used in general I/O: ENTER/OUTPUT and STATUS/CONTROL. Some
interfaces also support interrupts, which can be used to force program branching on different interface conditions.
Some interfaces also support background transfers. The TRANSFER statement starts background transfers.
Associated with each I/O operation is an I/O path. An I/O path contains all of the routing information necessary for
the computer to transfer data between your HTBasic program and the target entity (such as a printer, data acquisition
device, string, file, etc.). The ASSIGN statement is used to set up an I/O path for use in later ENTER, OUTPUT, and
TRANSFER statements.
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ASSIGN Statement
The ASSIGN statement is similar to the OPEN statement of other computer languages. ASSIGN makes a connection to
a screen, keyboard, printer, file, interface, device, or buffer. All the information concerning this connection is saved by
the ASSIGN statement in an I/O path variable. A number of attributes can be specified in the ASSIGN statement that
affect how the I/O operation is done.
The I/O path variable is then used in I/O statements to specify the source or destination of the ENTER, OUTPUT,
or TRANSFER. After the initial ASSIGN, subsequent ASSIGN statements can be used to redirect the I/O, change the
attributes, or close the file or connection. Several I/O paths can be set up simultaneously. In fact, any number of I/O
path variables may exist in your program, although some operating systems limit the number of files that can be open
at one time.
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Syntax
The syntax of the ASSIGN statement is:
ASSIGN @io-path [TO target] [;attrib [,attrib...] ]
Where:
@io-path = a legal I/O path variable name
target =
device-selector [, device-selector...] |
file-specifier | pipe-specifier |
BUFFER {string-name$ | numeric-array(*) | ‘[‘buf-size’]’}
attrib =
FORMAT {ON|OFF|MSB FIRST|LSB FIRST} |
{BYTE|WORD} |
EOL eol-chars [END] [DELAY seconds] |
EOL OFF |
APPEND |
RETURN numeric-name
buf-size = size of the buffer in bytes
eol-chars = string expression of up to 8 characters
seconds = numeric-expression rounded to the nearest
0.001 through 32.767 (default is 0)
The following paragraphs give some explanation of how to ASSIGN the different I/O targets: devices, files, and buffers.
Then the different I/O attributes are explained.
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Devices
A device can be the screen, the keyboard, a printer, lab instrument, or data acquisition device. The device is specified
with an interface select code (ISC) or device selector. Each interface, (IEEE-488, serial, parallel, etc.) that is connected
to your computer has a unique number assigned to it. When you load a device driver for an interface, a default ISC is
assigned, or you can specify another ISC. The following table gives some default ISCs.
ISC

Device

1

CRT display

2

Keyboard

3

Graphic display

6

Bit mapped graphic display

7

IEEE-488 Board

8

2nd IEEE-488 Board

9

Serial

10

Windows default printer via Print Manager

11

2nd Serial

12

GPIO Board

17

Various Data Acquisition Boards (no analog capabilities)

18

Various Data Acquisition Boards (with analog capabilities)

26

Parallel port

32

Processor

If multiple devices can be hooked to the interface simultaneously, as they can on the IEEE-488, then the primary
address must be included with the ISC to uniquely identify the device. This is also true of data acquisition boards
having one or more subsystem: A/D, D/A, DIO, etc. Together, the ISC and primary address are called a device selector.
Some IEEE-488 devices also require one or more secondary addresses. Each primary or secondary address should be
specified with two digits. Thus 1 should be specified as 01. The total length of the device selector can be 15 digits. The
following examples illustrate these rules. To perform I/O with an IEEE-488 device (assuming the default ISC) at primary
address 2 and secondary address 6, use this ASSIGN statement:
ASSIGN @Dvm TO 70206
To perform I/O with an IEEE-488 device at primary address 3:
ASSIGN @Scope TO 703
To use analog output with a data acquisition board set to ISC 18 and 02 as the primary address for analog output, use
this ASSIGN:
ASSIGN @Daq TO 1802
To performI/O with a device hooked to a serial port at ISC 9, you could use:
ASSIGN @Dvm TO 9
A device can have more than one I/O path name, each with different attributes, associated with it.
An I/O path name can have more than one IEEE-488 device assigned to it. If multiple devices are specified, they must
be on the same interface. When OUTPUT is made to an I/O path assigned to multiple devices, all the devices receive
the data. When ENTER is made from multiple devices, the first device specified sends data to the computer and to all
the other devices assigned to the I/O path name. When CLEAR, LOCAL, PPOLL CONFIGURE, PPOLL UNCONFIGURE,
REMOTE, or TRIGGER are made on multiple devices, all the devices receive the IEEE-488 message.
It is possible to perform I/O with a device without using an I/O path. But, when an I/O statement does not specify an I/
O path variable, a temporary I/O path is created internally, used for the duration of the statement, and then discarded.
This is usually slower than to ASSIGN an I/O path once and use it throughout the program.
OUTPUT @Scope;A(*) ! Usually faster
OUTPUT 703;A(*)
! Usually slower
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Files
A file is opened when the ASSIGN statement specifies a file-specifier. The file’s position pointer is set to the beginning
if the APPEND option is not specified and set to the end if it is. The file position is updated to point to the next byte to
be written or read after each ENTER or OUTPUT statement. The ASSIGN statement will not CREATE a file if it does not
exist. You should use the CREATE statement before you ASSIGN the file if it does not yet exist.
CREATE "MyData.dat",1
ASSIGN @File TO "MyData.dat"
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Buffers
Buffers are typically used as the source or destination of a TRANSFER. To allocate an unnamed buffer and assign it to
an I/O path name:
ASSIGN @Iopath TO BUFFER [300]
Unnamed buffers can only be accessed through their I/O path. An I/O path name can be assigned to a variable
declared as a buffer in a COM, DIM, INTEGER, LONG or REAL statement:
ASSIGN @Another TO BUFFER X(*)
Numeric data stored in a named buffer should not be accessed through the name of the array if the byte order of the
computer and the byte order of the data is different. In this case, STATUS and CONTROL are the preferred method for
accessing the data.
Buffers specified in ASSIGN statements can be used with ENTER, OUTPUT, or TRANSFER.
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Attributes
The attributes of an I/O path allow you to change certain aspects of how data is transferred. The attributes can be
specified when the initial ASSIGN is made, or the attributes of a previously ASSIGNed I/O path may be individually
changed by omitting the "TO target" portion of the statement:
ASSIGN @Jennifer;FORMAT OFF
Additional attributes of a particular device, such as the baud rate of a serial device, are changed using STATUS,
CONTROL, READIO, and WRITEIO statements. These statements are explained later in this chapter.
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FORMAT Options
One piece of information stored in the I/O path is whether to transfer information in ASCII or binary (internal) format.
ASCII transfers are called FORMAT-ON-format and binary transfers are called FORMAT-OFF-format. If FORMAT is not
explicitly specified in the ASSIGN statement, a default format is used. For interfaces, buffers, devices, and LIF ASCII files
the default is FORMAT ON; for BDAT and regular files, the default is FORMAT OFF.
This example explicitly specifies FORMAT ON:
10 ASSIGN @George TO "TEMP.TXT";FORMAT ON
When FORMAT ON is specified in the ASSIGN statement, data items are output in a readable ASCII format. Numeric
items are output in the standard ASCII numeric format and the ASCII characters in a string are output. If the default
output formats are not acceptable, the USING and IMAGE statements can be used to format the data as needed.
When FORMAT ON is specified, data items are entered with the data expected to be in readable ASCII format. Reading
data with FORMAT ON works with most devices. For other devices, most formats can be handled using IMAGE and
USING statements. Numeric data must be scanned to find legal combinations of characters that make up a numeric
value. String data must be scanned for end-of-string terminators.
When FORMAT OFF is specified in the ASSIGN statement, data is transferred in internal format. LSB/MSB FIRST can be
used in the ASSIGN statement to specify the order in which the data bytes are sent or received. If LSB/MSB FIRST is
not specified, data sent to devices is sent MSB FIRST for compatibility with HP devices; data sent to files, and operating
system devices is stored in the form most natural to the computer’s processor. Of course, LSB/MSB FIRST can always
be used to override these defaults.
20 ASSIGN @Dev1 TO 9;FORMAT LSB FIRST
The internal format for INTEGER numbers is a two byte, two’s complement, binary integer. The internal format for
LONG (integer) numbers is four byte, two’s complement, binary integer. The internal format for REAL numbers is an
eight byte, IEEE compatible floating point number (see IEEE Standard for Binary Floating-Point Arithmetic, ANSI/IEEE
Std. 754-1985). The internal format for COMPLEX numbers is two real numbers. The first eight bytes contain the real
part of the number and the last eight bytes contain the imaginary part.
The format for strings depends on the source or destination of the I/O statement. For regular files the internal format
for strings is a null-terminated string.
The string format for devices and BDAT files consists of a four-byte-integer string length followed by the string
contents. An even number of bytes is always transferred, therefore, if the string is odd in length an extra pad byte is
transferred. The LSB/MSB FIRST option can be used to determine the byte ordering of the four byte string length.
For LIF ASCII files FORMAT OFF has no effect. Data is always transferred as ASCII strings proceeded by a two byte
integer length and padded by a trailing space if necessary to make the string length even. The string length is always
transferred with MSB FIRST.
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BYTE and WORD
When BYTE is included in the ASSIGN statement, the data is sent and received as bytes, even if the interface is capable
of 16-bit transfers. The upper 8 bits are zeros. (Note: The "W" IMAGE specifier will send a word on a 16-bit interface,
even if BYTE is specified in the I/O path.) The WORD attribute can only be included in the ASSIGN statement if the
interface is capable of 16-bit transfers. The data is then transferred a word at a time. The WORD attribute is primarily
intended for transfer of FORMAT OFF data and can have unexpected side effects with FORMAT ON.
When neither BYTE nor WORD is included in the ASSIGN statement, the default is BYTE. Syntax examples including the
BYTE and WORD attributes are:
30 ASSIGN @Gpio TO 15;FORMAT OFF,WORD
40 ASSIGN @Meter TO 711,712;BYTE
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EOL
The default End-Of-Line for OUTPUT is a carriage return (CR) followed by a line feed (LF) sent with no END indication
and followed by no DELAY. Specifying END causes an interface specific END indication to be sent with the EOL. On
the IEEE-488, END causes EOI to be sent with the final character of the EOL. Specifying DELAY causes the computer
to pause for the specified number of seconds after sending the EOL and before allowing the program to continue.
The exact delay time depends on the timing resolution available on the computer you are using. On the PC, the
timing resolution under Windows 95/98/ME is about 55 milliseconds under Windows NT & Windows 2000 it is about
milliseconds. The default EOL (CR/LF) can be restored by specifying EOL OFF.
Examples:
50 ASSIGN @Slow_printer TO 10;EOL CHR$(10) DELAY .1
60 ASSIGN @Jet TO 701;EOL CHR$(13)&CHR$(10) END
70 ASSIGN @Ep TO PRT; EOL OFF ! Restore default
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APPEND
If APPEND is specified, the file position is moved to the end-of-file after the ASSIGN. If it is not specified, the file
position is moved to the beginning of the file. APPEND is supported on BDAT and regular files, but not LIF ASCII files.
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RETURN
RETURN can be used with ASSIGN to test whether the ASSIGN operation was successful. If not successful, the error
number is returned in the variable specified, otherwise a zero is returned. The following example shows one possible
use for this feature: ASSIGNing a file, but creating the file only if it does not exist:
10 INTEGER Result
20 F$="KAREN.TXT"
30 REPEAT
40
ASSIGN @I TO F$;RETURN Error
50
IF Error THEN
60
IF Error=56 THEN
70
PRINT "File not found: creating ";F$
80
CREATE F$,10
90
ELSE
100
CAUSE ERROR Error ! Let the error occur
110
END IF
120 END IF
130 UNTIL NOT Error
140 END
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Closing an I/O Path
Closing an I/O path makes the path invalid. All subsequent ON event statements for the closed I/O path are not acted
upon. If an I/O path name has not been declared in a COM statement it may be closed in the following ways:
1. Explicitly close a path by executing
ASSIGN @Io-path TO *
2. Re-assigning the I/O path
ASSIGN @Io-path TO target
3. Exiting the subprogram with SUBEND, SUBEXIT, ON...RECOVER, or RETURN value
4. Stopping the program with END, GET, LOAD, SCRATCH, SCRATCH A, SCRATCH C, or STOP.
If an I/O path name has been declared in a COM statement it may be closed in the following ways:
1. Explicitly close a path by executing
ASSIGN @Io-path TO *
2. Re-assigning the I/O path with
ASSIGN @Io-path TO target
3. Executing SCRATCH A, SCRATCH C, SUBEND, SUBEXIT, ON...RECOVER, or RETURN value.
4. Executing EDIT, GET, or LOAD in a program that has a COM statement that does not match the COM statement that
contains the I/O path name.
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OUTPUT Statement
OUTPUT can be used to send numeric data, array elements, character strings, sub-strings, or full arrays. Full arrays
are specified with the full array specifier, "(*)", and are output in row major order. Row major order means the rightmost subscript is incremented before the subscript to the left of it. If the default output formats are not acceptable,
USING/IMAGE can be used to format the data as needed. If the data is sent with FORMAT OFF, then just the internal
representations are sent, with no item separators. If the data is output with FORMAT ON, then data is sent in ASCII,
printable characters. Numeric and string items are sent as described below.
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Numeric Items
Numeric items are converted to standard numeric format: The number is rounded to twelve significant digits. If the
absolute value is outside the range 1E-4 to 1E+6, then the number is output in scientific notation. If the number
is negative, a leading minus sign is sent; if the number is positive, a leading space is sent instead. Trailing zeros or
decimal points are not output. If a comma follows the output item, then a comma is sent as an item separator. If
a semicolon follows the output item, then no item separator is sent. If a full array is sent, a comma will be sent to
separate each element unless a semicolon follows the output item (the array).
Complex items are output in rectangular form, real part first, then a comma, and finally, the imaginary part. Real and
imaginary parts are formatted in standard numeric format as explained in the previous paragraph. If a semicolon
follows the complex item then the comma separating the real and imaginary parts is suppressed.
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String Items
String items are sent by sending each character in the string. If a comma follows the output item, then CR/LF are sent
as an item separator. If a semicolon follows the output item, then no item separator is sent. If a full array is sent, an
item separator will be sent to separate each element unless a semicolon follows the output item (the array).
Note: CR/LF is the string item separator and is not affected by the EOL sequence definition in the ASSIGN statement.
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End of Line
After all of the OUTPUT items have been sent and if the statement did not end with a semicolon or comma, then an
End-of-Line (EOL) Sequence is sent. The default EOL is CR/LF, but may be redefined in the ASSIGN statement.
The following examples illustrate most of these rules. For the examples, assume that the following lines have first been
executed:
10 REM OUTPUTEX.BAS
20 DIM R(1),A$(1)[1]
30 R(0)=-1
40 R(1)=+1
50 MAT A$=("A")
60 ASSIGN @I TO some device
In the Characters Output, the EOL (which defaults to CR/LF), is shown as <eol>, the string item separator (which is CR/
LF), is shown as <crlf>. Spaces are shown as underlines, "_", to make them stand out.
Program Lines
Characters Output
70 OUTPUT @I;1.E+5,1.E+7

_100000,_1.E+7<eol>

80 OUTPUT @I;1;-1

_1-1<eol>

90 OUTPUT @I;R(*),

-1,_1,

100 OUTPUT @I;CMPLX(1,1.23456789012345E _1,_1.23456789012E+7<eol>
+7)
110 OUTPUT @I;CMPLX(1,1);

_1_1

120 OUTPUT @I;"B";"C","D"

BC<crlf>D<eol>

130 OUTPUT @I;A$(*);

AA

In line 70, 1.E+7 is listed in scientific notation because it is outside the range 1E-4 to 1E+6. The numbers are both
positive so a leading blank is output before each. The default EOL is output at the end. In line 80, the -1 has no leading
space; the space is replaced with a negative sign. And the semicolon between the two numbers suppresses the comma
that would normally be output between the two.
In line 90, an array is output. Notice the full array specifier. The comma following the array causes an item separator to
be output between each element. The numeric item separator is a comma. Line 120 shows an example of a string item
separator, CR/LF. Line 90 also shows that a trailing comma will suppress the EOL.
Line 100 shows that the real and imaginary parts of a complex number are separated by a comma. This line also shows
the default rounding of numbers to 12 significant digits. Remember that if the default output formats are not suitable
for your application, you may use OUTPUT USING to define your own. Line 110 shows that a semicolon will suppress
the comma between the real and imaginary parts. It also shows that a trailing semicolon will suppress the EOL.
Line 120 demonstrates the effect on string output of commas and semicolons. The semicolon suppresses the item
separator that would normally follow the "B". The comma causes the normal string item separator, CR/LF, to be output
after the "C". And if no semicolon or comma is at the end of the statement, an EOL is output after the final string.
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END
An optional END may be used after the last data item. If USING is not specified, then END: 1) suppresses the EOL
sequence from being output after the last item, 2) sends an EOI signal with the last character of the last item sent to an
IEEE-488 device, and 3) truncates a file. A comma before the END will output an item terminator (a comma for numeric
items or a CR/LF for string items). For example:
OUTPUT @I;"Time: ";TIME$(TIMEDATE) END
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ENTER Statement
The ENTER statement can be used to enter numeric data, array elements, character strings, sub-strings, or full arrays.
Full arrays are specified with the full array specifier, "(*)", and are entered in row major order. If the default ENTER
formats are not acceptable, USING/IMAGE can be used to format the data to the specifications of the I/O device. If the
ENTER is done with FORMAT OFF, then data is expected in the internal representations given above, with no item or
statement terminators. If FORMAT is ON, then data is expected in ASCII printable characters as explained below.
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Numeric Items
The number builder is used with numeric items to change ASCII data to numeric data for assignment to a numeric
variable. Leading non-numeric characters are ignored. Blanks are ignored where ever they occur. The number is
expected to be in the form:
[sign] mantissa [E exponent] item-terminator
Where:
sign = + | mantissa = [digits] [.] [digits]
exponent = [sign] digits
The mantissa must have at least one numeric digit, whether it be before or after a decimal point. Because REAL
numbers have only fifteen digits of precision, any mantissa digits after the 15th digit are considered to be "0". The "E"
before the exponent can be either upper or lower case. The item-terminator is any non-numeric character. The itemterminator can either be an EOI on the last character of the number, or any non-numeric character. The entire ENTER
statement must also be properly terminated.
10 DIM A$[30]
20 A$="hello + 1 2 3 goodbye"&CHR$(13)&CHR$(10)
30 ENTER A$;X,B$
This example will assign 123 to X and "oodbye" to B$. The "g" was used to terminate X and thus is not present in B$.
A complex item is entered in rectangular form, real part first, followed by the imaginary part. The rules for each part
are the same as the rules for numeric items given above.
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String Items
String items are terminated with either a LF, a CR/LF, an EOI signal, or upon filling the dimensioned length of the string.
The LF or CR/LF terminators are not entered into the string.
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Statement Termination
For both string and numeric items, if the last item was not terminated with a LF, CR/LF, or an EOI signal, then additional
characters are read (but thrown away) until one of these terminators is received. If no terminator is found within 255
characters, an error is reported.
10 DIM A$[30],B$[2]
20 A$="hello + 1 2 3 goodbye"&CHR$(13)&CHR$(10)
30 ENTER A$;B$
In this example, because B$ has a dimensioned length of two characters, it is assigned the value "he". The remaining
characters are thrown away, and the CR/LF terminate the ENTER.
Note: LF or CR/LF are always used for the termination of ENTER, regardless of the setting of EOL in the ASSIGN
statement.
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Formatted I/O
OUTPUT, ENTER, PRINT, DISP, and LABEL allow you to control the format of both output and input data. The format is
specified as an IMAGE. The IMAGE string can immediately follow the USING keyword as a string (literal or variable) or
a line number or label can follow the USING keyword to reference an IMAGE statement that contains the format data.
For example:
10 OUTPUT CRT USING "ZZZ.DDD";1.2
20 IMAGE ZZZ.DDD
30 OUTPUT CRT USING 20;1.2
An IMAGE string consists of a list of one or more image items. The items specified in the image list are acted upon as
they are encountered. Each image list item should have a matching output (or enter) item. Processing of the image list
stops when no matching output item is found. However, when the last item in the image list is used, the image list is
reused starting at the beginning to provide matches for all remaining output items. FORMAT ON is used in connection
with USING, even if FORMAT OFF has been specified.
If more decimal places to the left of the decimal point are required to output a numeric item than are specified in
the image specifier, an error is generated. If M or S is not specified, then a minus sign will take up one digit place. If
the number contains more decimal places to the right of the decimal point than are specified in the image field, the
output is rounded to fit.
If the number of characters specified in an image specifier for a string is less than the number of characters in a
string, then the remaining characters are ignored. If the number of characters specified is greater than the number of
characters in a string then trailing blanks are used to fill out the image field.
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IMAGE Interpretation
Each character in the IMAGE string has a special meaning. For example, the letter A means "an alphanumeric character
must be printed here", the letter D means "a decimal numeric value must be printed here", and the letter X means "a
space character must be printed here." The order in which data items are specified in the USING statement must match
the IMAGE string. For Example:
100 PRINT USING 110;"Base Price:",6995
110 IMAGE 11A,X,4D
In this example, the print format is specified in the IMAGE statement in line 110. The IMAGE string 11A,X,4D defines
two "print fields" or "print zones" separated by one extra space (X). The first print field (11A) specifies that the first
data item in the PRINT USING statement must be a character string of not more than eleven characters in length.
The second print field (4D) means that the second data item must be a numeric value of not more than four digits to
the left of the decimal point. The fractional part of the number, if any, is rounded off in this case. Here is the resulting
output:
Base Price: 6995
When line 100 is executed, the alphanumeric string "Base Price:" and the numeric constant "6995" are sent to the
specified output device. The default print format normally used for FORMAT ON output is suppressed.
Notice that each print field specified in the format string has an accompanying data item specified in the PRINT USING
statement. The data items are also of the correct type, a character string for the A field and a numeric value for the
D field. If the data items were reversed in line 100, a data mismatch would occur, and program execution would halt
with an error. If too many data items were specified in line 100 (three data items, for example instead of two), then
the IMAGE string would have been reused and the third data item would need to be a string or an error would occur,
and program execution would again halt. So, it is important that the type of data items specified in a PRINT USING
statement, and the order in which they are specified, match the specifications of the format string.
Complex values and variables are treated as if they were two real variables. Therefore, no special item specifiers are
needed for complex numbers.
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Syntax
Some item specifiers can be preceded by a numeric integer constant from 1 to 32,767 that specifies the size of the
field or the number of repetitions. The exact syntax of the image specifier is:
image-specifier =
# | % | K | -K | H | -H | B | W | Y | + | - |
[repeat-factor] A... |
[repeat-factor] X... |
[repeat-factor] /... |
[repeat-factor] L... |
[repeat-factor] @... |
numeric-specifier |
"string-literal"
numeric-specifier =
[S|M] [left-digits] [.|R] [right-digits] [exp]
left-digits = [repeat-factor] {D|Z|*}...
right-digits = [repeat-factor] D...
exp = E | ESZ | ESZZ | ESZZZ
repeat-factor = integer-constant (1 to 32,767)
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OUTPUT, etc.
IMAGE specifiers have the following meanings in DISP, LABEL, OUTPUT, and PRINT statements:
Specifier

Meaning

#

Suppress automatic output of EOL following the last item.

%

Is ignored in OUTPUT images.

K

Output a number or string in default format, with a period for the radix.

-K

Means the same thing as K.

H

Output a number or string, default format, comma radix.

-H

Means the same thing as H.

Specifier

Meaning

B

Output a byte, like the CHR$ function. If the value is larger than 32767, 255 is sent. If the value is smaller than -3276
sent. If the value is in between, it is rounded to an integer and the least significant byte (CINT(value) MOD 256) is s

W

Output a word in 2’s complement 16-bit integer form. If the value is larger than 32767, 32767 is sent. If the value is
than -32768, -32768 is sent. If the interface is 16-bit, the word is output in one operation (even if the BYTE attribute
used in the I/O path). If the interface is 8-bit, the byte ordering depends on the LSB/MSB attribute of the I/O path.
destination is a string, native byte ordering is always used (LSB FIRST on a PC, MSB FIRST on a Sun or HP Workstati
the WORD attribute was specified in the I/O path, a pad byte will be output before the word when necessary to ach
word alignment.

Y

Means the same as W, except that word alignment is not done, and the BYTE attribute is not ignored.

+

Change the automatic output of EOL to carriage-return after the last item.

-

Change the automatic output of EOL to line-feed after the last item.

M

Output a minus sign if negative, a blank if positive.

S

Output the sign of the number (+ or -).

D

Output one numeric digit character. The leading zeros are replaced by blanks; a minus sign is displayed on negative
numbers.

Z

Means the same thing as D except leading zeros are displayed.

*

Means the same thing as D except leading zeros are replaced with asterisks.

.(period)

Output a decimal-point radix indicator.

R

Output a comma radix indicator.

E

Output an ‘E’, a sign character, and a two-digit exponent.

ESZ

Output an ‘E’, a sign character, and a one-digit exponent.

ESZZ

Output an ‘E’, a sign character, and a two-digit exponent.

ESZZZ

Output an ‘E’, a sign character, and a three-digit exponent.

A

Output an alphanumeric string character.

X

Output a blank.

/

Output a carriage-return and line-feed.

L
@

Output the current EOL sequence. The default is CR/LF.
Output a form-feed character.
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"string
literal"

Output the characters in the string literal. Remember to double the quote marks when the IMAGE is inside a string
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ENTER
IMAGE specifiers have the following meanings in an ENTER statement:
#

Specifier

%
K

-K
H
-H
B
W

Y
+
S
M
D
Z

*
.(period)
R

Meaning
Causes the statement to terminate when the last item is terminated. No statement terminator is needed, EOI
and LF are item terminators, and early termination is not allowed.
Is the same as # except EOI causes early statement termination when it terminates an item.
Allows free-field entry. For numerics, entered characters are sent to the number builder, leading nonnumeric characters and blanks are ignored, trailing non-numeric characters and characters sent with EOI
true are delimiters. For strings, entered characters are sent to the string. A CR may be sent to the string if it
is not followed by a LF. The string is terminated by CR/LF, LF, character received with EOI true, or the string
dimensioned length being filled.
Is like K except LF and CR/LF are not terminators.
Is the same as K except a comma is the radix indicator and a period is a non-numeric character.
Means the same as -K for strings, and H for numbers.
Demands one Byte, like the NUM function.
Demands a 16-bit Word (2’s complement integer). If the interface is 16-bit, the word is entered in one
operation (even if the BYTE attribute was used in the I/O path). If the interface is 8-bit, the byte ordering
depends on the LSB/MSB of the I/O path. If the source is a string, native byte ordering is always used (LSB FIRST
on a PC, MSB FIRST on a Sun or HP Workstation). If the WORD attribute was specified in the I/O path, a pad
byte will be entered before the word when necessary to achieve word alignment.
Is the same as W, except that word alignment is not done, and the BYTE attribute is not ignored.
Indicates an END (EOI) is needed with the last character of the last item to terminate the ENTER statement. LFs
are no longer statement terminators, but are still item terminators.
Indicates a LF is needed to terminate the ENTER statement. EOI is ignored; other END indicators cause an error.
Same meaning as D.
Same meaning as D.
Demands one character for each D, or repeat count. Non-numerics are consumed while fulfilling the count but
also delimit the number. Blanks embedded in the number are ignored.
Same meaning as D.

Same meaning as D.
Same meaning as D.
Has the same meaning as D, plus the number builder is instructed to use a comma as the radix indicator and a
period as a non-numeric character.
E
Is treated the same as 4D.
ESZ
Same as 3D.
ESZZ
Same as 4D.
ESZZZ
Same as 5D.
A
Demands one alphanumeric string character.
X
Enters a character and discards it.
/
Skips all characters to the next LF and EOI is ignored.
L
Ignored in ENTER.
@
Ignored in ENTER.
"string literal" One character is skipped for each character in the string literal. Remember to double the quote marks when the
IMAGE is inside a string literal
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Creating Format Strings
The following examples illustrate how to combine characters into IMAGE strings. These examples use PRINT, but DISP,
LABEL, or OUTPUT could also have been used to direct the output to various destinations.
The A character defines a field for alphanumeric character strings. The operator is specified in the form nA where n is
an integer from 1 through 32767. If n is not specified, then 1 is used.
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PRINT Examples
This example shows creation of an alphanumeric field:
110 A$ = "Greg Doe"
120 IMAGE 15A,2X,24A
130 PRINT USING 120;"Student Name:",A$
In line 120 above, the IMAGE item defines an alphanumeric field with 15 alphanumeric positions, 2 extra spaces, and
then 24 more character positions. In line 130, the string constant "Student Name:" is printed in the first field, and "Greg
Doe" in the last field.
The following shows how the output is printed relative to the field description. The first line shows the fields specified
by the IMAGE string. The second line shows the PRINT output.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAXXAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Student Name: Greg Doe
Notice that the character strings are left justified in the fields. This means that the first character in the string is
printed in the left-most position in the field. The character string "Student Name:" only fills 13 character positions, the
remaining positions are filled with space characters. Greg Doe fills 8 positions and the remaining 16 positions in that
field are filled with space characters. Character strings larger than the specified field will be truncated.
The print position is set to a new line after each line is printed unless the IMAGE format ends with "#" to suppress the
EOL. You would want to do this if you needed to continue output on the same line with another output statement.
Here is another PRINT USING example:
10 IMAGE "ERROR: ",2D,", ",K
20 Esc$=CHR$(27)
30 PRINT USING "A, ""[H"", A, ""[J"", #";Esc$,Esc$
40 PRINT USING 10;ERRN,"in line "&VAL$(ERRLN)
50 PRINT USING 10;19,"Out of range!"
60 PRINT USING 10;Error_code,"Oops!"
70 PRINT USING " ""The value of PI is"",X,1D.10D ";PI
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ENTER Example
The following examples demonstrate how the ENTER USING rules are used to input floating point and integer
numbers.
10 DIM A$[22]
20 A$="Dollars: $34.56 Total"
30 ENTER A$ USING "K";X1
40 ENTER A$ USING "14D";X2
In line 30, the number builder ignores non-numeric characters preceding the number and stops at the first character
that is not part of the number so that X1 equals 34.56. In line 40 the number builder stops after 14 characters ("Dollars:
$34.5") are input so that X2 equals 34.5.
10 A$ = "2XX+3Y"
20 ENTER A$ USING "D,5D";X,Y
In this example, the variable X is assigned the value 2, and Y is assigned 3.
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END
An optional END may be used after the last data item. If USING is specified, then the effect of the END is quite
different than if USING is not specified. An END after the last item in an OUTPUT USING statement will have the
following effect:
1) If the last image specifier does not have an output item (X, /, @, L, and "literals"), then EOL is suppressed, including
alternate EOLs specified by + or -, and no EOI is sent. Exception 1: If the IMAGE specifier is L and END is specified in
the ASSIGN then EOI is sent with the EOL whenever the EOL is sent.
2) If the last image specifier does have an output item (K, H, D, Z, *, A, B, W, and Y) then EOL is unaffected and EOI is
sent with the last byte sent. Exception 2.1: If END is also used in the ASSIGN statement then two EOIs are sent, one
with the last output item and one with the EOL. This is the exception that HTBasic does not emulate; the general rule
2 is followed. Exception 2.2: If the last output item is a string with a length of zero, and the image specifier is K, and #
has suppressed the EOL, then no EOI is sent. As an example, this statement will output one character, "A", with no EOI:

OUTPUT 717 USING "K,K,#";"A","" END
3) If the last image specifier changes the default EOL (#, +, and -), then use the next to last specifier to determine
whether to use rule 1 or 2, above.
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TRANSFER
The TRANSFER statement sets up unformatted data transfers between memory and a device (Serial, GPIB, or file). The
data transfer normally occurs in the "background." That is, the BASIC program continues to run in the "foreground"
simultaneously with the background transfer. Optionally, the TRANSFER statement can wait until the transfer is
complete before continuing. The syntax is:
TRANSFER @source-io-path TO @dest-io-path [; [term-list] [,] [EOR(term-list)] [,] [type] ]
Use ASSIGN to initialize the source and destination I/O paths. The optional commas are only needed when items occur
on both sides of the comma.

TRANSFER
TRANSFER
TRANSFER
TRANSFER

@Device TO @Buffer
@Buff TO @Logger;CONT
@Rs232 TO @Buff;DELIM CHR$(13)
@Path TO @Buff;RECORDS 16,EOR(END)

An outbound transfer has the form:
TRANSFER @Buff TO @Non_buff
If another outbound TRANSFER statement is executed while an outbound TRANSFER is occurring, HTBasic waits for
completion of the first before starting the second. Any EOT/EOR events caused by the first transfer will then be logged
and may be serviced before the next program line.
An inbound transfer has the form:
TRANSFER @Non_buff TO @Buff
If another inbound TRANSFER statement is executed while an inbound TRANSFER is occurring, HTBasic waits for
completion of the first before starting the second. Any EOT/EOR events caused by the first transfer will then be logged
and may be serviced before the next program line.

Buffers

The transfer operation must be between a buffer (memory) and a device. A buffer must be declared as the source
for an outbound transfer, or as the destination of an inbound transfer. One buffer can simultaneously be used for an
outbound transfer and an inbound transfer. A transfer directly between two devices is not supported.
Buffers may be unnamed or named. An unnamed buffer is created, assigned an I/O path, and given its size by the
ASSIGN statement. A named buffer is a previously declared REAL, INTEGER, LONG or COMPLEX array, or a string scalar
(declared in a COM, STATIC, DIM, INTEGER, LONG, REAL, or COMPLEX statement) that has been ASSIGNed to an I/O
path. Unnamed buffers are usually preferred because the size can be as large as available memory and no side-affects
are possible by accessing the buffer through its variable name.
Buffers are circular; each buffer has a fill and empty pointer as well as a count. The fill pointer is used by an inbound
transfer to identify the next location for data to be stored (inserted). The empty pointer is used by an outbound
transfer and points to the next location for data to be output (removed). A value of one for either pointer means the
first byte of the buffer. When the fill and empty pointers have the same value, the count can be examined to determine
whether the buffer is empty or full.
The I/O path assigned to the buffer is called the buffer-I/O path. The I/O path assigned to the device is called the nonbuffer-I/O path. The buffer should be accessed only with the buffer-I/O path. The count, fill, and empty pointers can
be examined using STATUS on the buffer-I/O path. OUTPUT @buf or an inbound transfer are used to place data into
a buffer. ENTER @buf or an outbound transfer are used to read and remove data from a buffer. The variable name of a
named buffer should generally not be used to access the data in the buffer since the data in the buffer is unformatted
and may even have the wrong byte order.

Transfer Type

The type of the transfer can be specified as CONT, WAIT, or left unspecified.
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If WAIT is specified, the transfer executes in foreground mode. Program execution does not proceed beyond the
TRANSFER statement until the transfer terminates. If an error occurs, it is reported with the line number of the
TRANSFER statement. If WAIT is not specified, execution continues past the TRANSFER statement and the transfer
takes place in the background. Then if an error occurs, the error is not reported until the non-buffer-I/O path is
referenced. The error line reported is not that of the TRANSFER, but of the statement where the non-buffer-I/O path
was referenced.
If CONT is specified, TRANSFER executes continuously. For an inbound transfer, execution pauses when the buffer is
full and continues when space is available in the buffer. For an outbound transfer, execution pauses when the buffer
is empty and continues when the buffer has data available. If CONT is not specified, the end-of-transfer occurs when
an outbound transfer empties the buffer or an in-bound transfer fills the buffer. Or if a termination method has been
specified as explained below, the transfer terminates when the condition occurs.
Both WAIT and CONT can be specified together if a transfer is already active for the buffer in the opposite direction.
The transfer will be continuous, but will run in the foreground.
If neither WAIT nor CONT is specified, the transfer occurs in the background. The end-of-transfer occurs when an
outbound transfer empties the buffer or an in-bound transfer fills the buffer. Or if a termination method has been
specified as explained below, the transfer terminates when the condition occurs.

Transfer Method

DMA (direct memory access) is the fastest method and will be used automatically if possible. A DMA channel must
be available, the interface must have the necessary hardware, and DELIM can not have been specified. Otherwise,
interrupts are used.

Transfer Termination

One or more of the following conditions can be used:
COUNT Bytes
DELIM Character
END
RECORDS Number
If COUNT is specified, the transfer terminates after the specified number of bytes has been transferred.
If DELIM is specified for an inbound transfer, then the transfer is terminated after the specified character is detected.
DELIM is not allowed with outbound transfers. If the delimiter string is zero length, delimiter checking is disabled.
DELIM prevents DMA from being used; interrupts will be used instead.
If END is specified for an inbound transfer, the transfer terminates when the device dependent signal is received. On
the IEEE-488 interface, END is the EOI signal. When an inbound transfer is terminated in this way, bit 3 of register 10
is set. For an outbound transfer, END does not specify a termination condition, but rather specifies that the device
dependent signal (EOI) is sent with the last byte sent.
If RECORDS is specified, the transfer terminates when the specified number of records has been transferred. An
EOR(term-list) must be specified, defining what will be considered a record for the purpose of this particular
transfer. For inbound transfers the legal end-of-record termination conditions are COUNT, DELIM, and END, or some
combination of these three. For outbound transfers only COUNT can be used to define a record, although END can be
used to specify that the device dependent ignal (EOI) is sent with the last byte of each record.

ON EOR and ON EOT

ON EOR and ON EOT can be used to generate an event when an end-of-record or end-of-transfer occurs.
WAIT FOR EOR and WAIT FOR EOT can be used to stop further statement execution until an end-of-record or end-oftransfer occurs.

Termination

To terminate a CONT (continuous mode) outbound transfer without leaving data in the buffer, use the following
statements:
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CONTROL @Buff,8;0
WAIT FOR EOT @Non_buff

Hanging and Premature Termination

ABORTIO or RESET will prematurely terminate a transfer and free the computer. The following will also cause the
computer to "hang" until all transfers complete: GET, LOAD, RETURN, STOP, SUBEND, SUBEXIT, or modifying a program
line.
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STATUS, CONTROL, READIO and WRITEIO
I/O paths and many device interfaces have registers that control aspects of their operation and report their status.
For example, screen colors can be controlled by writing to the registers of the CRT interface. The baud rate can be
changed by writing to the registers of the serial interface. The status of an I/O path variable can be read from the I/O
path registers. These and many other attributes can be controlled and read through interface registers.
In general, there are three different kinds of registers: I/O path registers, interface registers, and hardware registers.
The following program shows access to all three types:
10
20
30
40

ASSIGN @Path TO 9
PRINT "I/O Path Register 0:",STATUS(@Path,0)
PRINT "Interface Register 0:",STATUS(9,0)
PRINT "Hardware Register 0:",READIO(9,0)

The CONTROL and STATUS statements are used to access two of the three kinds of registers: I/O path registers and
interface registers. If the statement specifies an I/O path, I/O path registers are accessed. If the statement specifies an
interface select code, interface registers are accessed.
The range of legal register numbers and their definitions differ depending on the I/O path assignment or the type of
interface. I/O path registers are given below. The registers for each interface are given in the chapters that follow this
one, or the documentation that came with the interface.
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CONTROL Statement
The CONTROL statement sends control information to an interface or an I/O path control register. Information is
sent by specifying a starting register number, and a value to be sent to that register. If it is not specified, the starting
register number is zero. If you specify more than one data value, the register number is incremented by one after
sending each value. For example:
CONTROL 2;Column,Line
sends the value of the variable Column to register zero on interface number two and the value of the variable Line to
register one.
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STATUS Statement and Function
The STATUS statement and STATUS() function return control information from an interface or an I/O Path status
register. Using the STATUS statement, the values of several status registers are copied into a list of numeric variables,
starting at the specified register number and continuing until the variable list is exhausted. If it is not specified, the
starting register number is zero. For example:
STATUS 2;Column,Line
gets the value of status register zero on interface number two and stores it into the variable Column and then it gets
the value of status register one and stores it into the variable line.
The STATUS() function complements the STATUS statement. It allows immediate access to a single register without
need for a temporary variable or separate STATUS statement. However, the STATUS() function can only return the value
of one register at a time, while the STATUS statement can return the values of multiple registers in a single statement.
The CONTROL and STATUS registers for I/O paths assigned to devices, files and buffers are described in the following
paragraphs.
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Device I/O Path Registers
No CONTROL registers exist for I/O paths assigned to devices. The STATUS registers for I/O paths assigned to devices
are:
0ASSIGN status: 0 - not assigned, 1 - assigned to a device
1The interface select code
2Number of devices
3Device selector of device 1
4Device selector of device 2 (if two or more devices are present)
n+2 Device selector of device n (if n or more devices are present)
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ASCII File I/O Path Registers
No CONTROL registers exist for I/O paths assigned to ASCII files. The STATUS registers for I/O paths assigned to ASCII
files are:
0ASSIGN status: 0 - not assigned, 2 - assigned to a file
1File type: 3 - ASCII file
2Always 4
3Number of records. Windows files are extendable and so the number of records can be more or less than
the
number given in the CREATE statement for the file
4Record size: 256 bytes
5Current record
6Current byte within record
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BDAT and Regular file I/O Path Registers
For I/O paths assigned to BDAT and regular files, all registers can be read with the STATUS command. Only registers
greater than 4 can be set with the CONTROL command. regular files are listed by CAT with a blank file type or the
name of the operating system.
0ASSIGN status: 0 - not assigned, 2 - assigned to a file. A Windows device looks like a file to HTBasic when
assigned using its Windows name
1File type: 2 - BDAT file, 4 - regular file
2Always 4
3Current number of records. Windows file lengths are extendible, so the number of records can be more or
less than the number given in the CREATE. If the last record is only partially filled, it is still counted
4Record size. For regular files, the record length is always 1
5Current record
6Current byte within record
7EOF record
8Byte within EOF record
EOF record and byte define the position of the first byte after the last byte in the file.
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BUFFER I/O Path Registers
All registers can be read with the STATUS command. The following registers can be set with the CONTROL command:
3, 4, 5, 8, and 9.
0ASSIGN status: 0 - not assigned, 3 - assigned to a buffer
1Buffer named flag: 1 - named, 2 - unnamed
2Buffer size in bytes
3Current fill pointer
4Current number of bytes in buffer
5Current empty pointer
6Interface select code for in-coming TRANSFER
7Interface select code for out-going TRANSFER
8Continuous in-coming TRANSFER flag: zero - not continuous, non-zero - continuous
9Continuous out-going TRANSFER flag: zero - not continuous, non-zero - continuous
10 In-coming TRANSFER status
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Always 0

6

64

Active

5

32

Aborted

4

16

Error

3

8

Device caused termination

2

4

Byte count caused termination

1

2

Record count caused termination

0

1

Match char caused termination

11

-

Out-going TRANSFER termination status. Same meaning as above

12

-

Count of bytes transferred by last in-coming TRANSFER

13

-

Count of bytes transferred by last out-going TRANSFER
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Interface Hardware Registers
Accessing hardware registers can cause your system to crash, data to be lost, or damage to your hardware. TransEra
cannot be held responsible for any consequences.
The READIO and WRITEIO statements allow an HTBasic program to directly manipulate the interface hardware
and physical memory locations. The hardware register numbers and their definitions are dependent on the actual
hardware. The level of access to the computer hardware is also dependent on operating system protection methods.
Do not mix READIO and WRITEIO operations with STATUS and CONTROL operations. In general, you are better off
using STATUS and CONTROL operations and avoiding READIO and WRITEIO.
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READIO Function
The READIO function returns the contents of a hardware register of an interface. The value of the first argument
specifies an interface select code and a valid interface register number is specified as the second argument. That
hardware interface register is read and its contents are returned. For example:
PRINT "Register=";READIO(7,1)
prints the contents of interface register number one on interface number seven.
Extensions to READIO and WRITEIO allow PEEK and POKE operations. Other extensions allow the address of a numeric
variable to be read, and assembly language subroutines to be called. All these extensions are explained later in this
chapter.
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WRITEIO Statement
The WRITEIO statement writes a data value to an interface hardware register. If a valid interface select code and
interface register number are specified, then the data value is written to the hardware interface register. For Example:
WRITEIO 7,3;Regdata
writes the value of the variable Regdata to register number three on interface number seven. Again, extensions to
READIO and WRITEIO are explained below.
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PEEK/POKE Memory
The number 9826 is used to specify a peek or poke operation in a READIO or WRITEIO statement. If positive, a byte
operation is done; if negative, a word operation is done. These combinations are shown in the table below. L specifies
the address of the byte or word. If you specify a word operation and L is odd, the even address L-1 is used. V specifies
the value to store into memory. L specifies an address within the HTBasic process.
READIO(9826,L) PEEK byte
READIO(-9826,L) PEEK word
WRITEIO 9826,L;V POKE byte
WRITEIO -9826,L;V POKE word
WARNING: Use PEEK and POKE only on addresses returned by READIO(9827,I)! Using other locations can cause your
system to crash, data to be lost, or damage to your computer hardware. Use of this function for any other address is
unsupported, and TransEra cannot be held responsible for any consequences.
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IN/OUT Operations
At the lowest level, the CPU in your computer must be able to input or output data. Some CPU’s, like the Motorola
680x0 processors in an HP Workstation, use memory space for all CPU I/O, even for devices. Other CPU’s, like the Intel
80x86 processors in a PC, have an I/O space in addition to memory space. PEEK/POKE access memory space; IN/OUT
access I/O space. The following four statements are available in HTBasic to access I/O space.
INP(L) IN byte
INPW(L) IN word
OUT L,V OUT byte
OUTW L,V OUT word
L specifies the address of the byte or word. V specifies the value to read or write. IN/OUT operations are most typically
used to access a data acquisition board plugged into your computer for which there is no HTBasic driver. Most boards
come with example programs showing how to access them with IN/OUT instructions.
WARNING: Because incorrect use of IN and OUT can cause your system to crash, data to be lost, or damage to your
computer hardware, use this function at your own risk. TransEra cannot be held responsible for any consequences.
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Locating a Numeric Variable
READIO(9827, variable-name ) is used to locate a numeric variable or an element of an array. This operation is useful
in connection with assembly language subroutines because it allows you to identify the starting address of the
subroutine so that the subroutine may be called with the WRITEIO statement.
10 INTEGER A(0:5)
20 Address = READIO(9827,A(0))
30 PRINT "The address of A(*) is ";Address
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Interrupts
Interrupts allow the computer to perform other tasks while you wait for some condition to occur. This eliminates the
need to continually monitor for some event.
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ON INTR Statement
The ON INTR statement defines an event branch to be taken when an interface card generates an interrupt. You
specify the interface select code, an optional priority and the branch type. The branch type may be either a GOTO,
GOSUB, CALL, or RECOVER. For example:
ON INTR 7,4 GOSUB Repair
When an interrupt occurs a DISABLE INTR for the interface is automatically executed. Consequently, an ENABLE INTR
statement must be used to explicitly re-enable interrupts.
The default priority is one. The highest priority that can be specified is fifteen. ON END, ON ERROR, and ON TIMEOUT
have a higher priority than ON INTR. When an INTR initiated branch is taken with a GOTO the system priority is not
changed. When an ON INTR branch specifies a CALL or GOSUB the system priority is changed to the specified priority.
RECOVER causes the program to SUBEXIT from contexts as needed to return to the defining context and resume
execution at the specified program line. ON INTR statements that specify CALL or RECOVER will be serviced even if the
program context has been changed to another subprogram. ON INTR statements that specify GOTO or GOSUB will be
logged and then serviced when control returns to the defining program context.
ON INTR is canceled by OFF INTR, disabled by DISABLE or DISABLE INTR.
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OFF INTR Statement
The OFF INTR statement cancels event branches defined by ON INTR. Any INTR events that have been logged but
not yet serviced are canceled. An OFF INTR statement without the optional interface select code disables eventinitiated branches on all devices. If the interface select code is specified only that interface interrupt will be disabled.
For example:
OFF INTR 7
cancels event branches for the IEEE-488 interface.
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Enabling and Disabling Interrupts
The DISABLE statement disables all defined event branches except END, ERROR, and TIMEOUT. While disabled, the first
event of each type that occurs, is logged. When event branching is re-enabled with the ENABLE statement, all logged
events are serviced in the order of their event priorities.
The DISABLE INTR Statement disables interrupts from just the specified interface. For example:
DISABLE INTR 7
disables interrupts from the IEEE-488 interface.
The ENABLE INTR statement enables interrupts from a specified interface. An optional bit mask is stored in the
interface interrupt-enable register. The default bit mask is the previous bit mask for that interface, or if there is no
previous bit mask then a bit mask of all zeros is used. The meaning of the bit mask depends on the interface; consult
the interface documentation. For example:
ENABLE INTR 9;1
enables interrupts on the RS-232 interface and stores one into the interface interrupt-enable register. For the serial
interface, one happens to mean "interrupt when a character is received."
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Interrupt Routines
When an interrupt occurs, the event handler would typically perform the following steps: 1) find out what action needs
to be taken, 2) perform the needed action, 3) perform whatever interface specific action is necessary to acknowledge
the interrupt, and 4) re-enable interrupts with the ENABLE INTR command. The following example shows the typical
sequence of statements used for interrupt set up and handling:
10 ON KBD CALL To_modem
20 ON INTR 9 CALL From_modem !Tell BASIC to interrupt
30 ENABLE INTR 9;1
!Tell interface to interrupt
40 LOOP
50 DISP TIME$(TIMEDATE)
!Now free to do something
60 END LOOP
!while you wait
70 END
80 SUB From_modem
90 WHILE BINAND(STATUS(9,10),1)
100
PRINT CHR$(STATUS(9,6)); !Interface dependent ack.
110 END WHILE
120 ENABLE INTR 9;1
!re-enable the interrupt
130 SUBEND
140 SUB To_modem
150 OUTPUT 9;KBD$;
160 SUBEND
When an interrupt occurs, the event handler would typically perform the following steps: 1) find out what action needs
to be taken, 2) perform the needed action, 3) perform whatever interface specific action is necessary to acknowledge
the interrupt, and 4) re-enable interrupts with the ENABLE INTR command. The following example shows the typical
sequence of statements used for interrupt set up and handling:
10 ON KBD CALL To_modem
20 ON INTR 9 CALL From_modem !Tell BASIC to interrupt
30 ENABLE INTR 9;1
!Tell interface to interrupt
40 LOOP
50 DISP TIME$(TIMEDATE)
!Now free to do something
60 END LOOP
!while you wait
70 END
80 SUB From_modem
90 WHILE BINAND(STATUS(9,10),1)
100
PRINT CHR$(STATUS(9,6)); !Interface dependent ack.
110 END WHILE
120 ENABLE INTR 9;1
!re-enable the interrupt
130 SUBEND
140 SUB To_modem
150 OUTPUT 9;KBD$;
160 SUBEND
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Specialized I/O Statements
In addition to the general I/O statements explained above, several statements are provided for specialized I/O. PRINT,
DISP, INPUT, and LINPUT allow specialized I/O with the CRT or keyboard. They are explained in Chapter 6, "CRT and
Keyboard." The PRINT statement can also be redirected to a printer. READ and DATA allow data to be stored within the
BASIC program itself. BEEP allows tone generation on computers with the necessary hardware.
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READ/DATA
READ reads values from DATA statements instead of the keyboard. DATA statements contain string and/or numeric
constants separated by commas. This provides a convenient method of embedding known data that your program
requires, right in the program itself. The first READ statement in a context reads the first DATA statement in that
context. A pointer is maintained to the next item in the DATA statement. The DATA pointer can be reset to the
beginning of any DATA statement in the context with the RESTORE statement.
READ statements can be useful for initializing the values of several program variables more compactly than with
individual [LET] assignment statements. It is also handy for table data that you can READ into an array.
The following example shows the use of the DATA, READ and RESTORE statements.
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180

DATA 1,2,"STRING CONSTANT",10
READ A,B,A$,C
! read data from line 100
DATA 13,24,36,42,59
DIM D(4),E(4)
READ D(*)
! read array data from line 120
MAT D=D*(B)
RESTORE 120
READ E(*)
! read data from line 120 again
END

Note that line 160 specifies line 120 as the data statement to be restored since there is a previous data statement
in line 100. If line 120 were the first data statement in the program, line 160 could be simply RESTORE with no line
number.
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BEEP
BEEP frequency,period is used to play music or tones by producing notes of a certain frequency and duration

(period). The frequency value is rounded to a multiple of 81.38 Hz and has a range of 40.7 Hz to 32.767 Khz. The period
is rounded to a multiple of 0.838 micro-seconds.
In the example below, A4 (the "A" note in the fourth octave) is used as the reference note. The program starts by
setting A4=440, which is the standard for the Equal Tempered Chromatic Scale adopted by the American Standards
Association in 1936. But "note" that you can also set A4=435, which is for the International standard adopted in 1891.

! Print table of musical notes and play C-major scale.
A4=440
! Frequency of the reference note
R=2^(1/12) ! One octave doubles the frequency, 12 half-steps in octave
C4=A4/(R^9)! Scale goes from C to B
DATA C,C#,D,D#,E,F,F#,G,G#,A,A#,B
DIM Name$(11)[2]
READ Name$(*)
N=C4/8
! start at C1
CLS
! clear the screen
FOR Octave=1 TO 7
Col=1+(Octave-1)*11
PRINT TABXY(Col,1);"Note Freq|";
PRINT TABXY(Col,2);"—————+";
FOR Note=0 TO 11
OUTPUT A$ USING "3A,X,4D.D,#";Name$(Note)&VAL$(Octave),N
PRINT TABXY(Col,Note+3);A$;"|"
IF Octave>1 AND LEN(Name$(Note))=1 THEN BEEP N,.25
N=N*R
NEXT Note
PRINT TABXY(Col,15);"—————+";
NEXT Octave
BEEP N,.5 ! complete the last scale
END
This example demonstrates BEEP by playing C Major scales for octaves two through seven. At the same time, it
prints a table of musical notes and their associated frequencies. An increase of one octave (A4 to A5) doubles the
frequency, while moving down one octave halves the frequency. Twelve half-steps compose an octave and are equally
spaced geometrically (rather than arithmetically). That is, the ratio of frequencies between any two adjacent notes is a
constant.
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String and Buffer I/O
HTBasic supports I/O to buffers, strings, and a special interface called the "Processor Interface." The OUTPUT and
ENTER statements can be used to write or read data to or from a string. This capability is convenient when you wish to
capture the output for further manipulation, or when converting between different formats.
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ENTER from Strings
ENTER from strings starts at the beginning of the string with each ENTER statement, reads the data from the string
with FORMAT ON, and returns an EOI signal with the last character of the string.
10 A$="12"&CHR$(10)&"34"
20 ENTER A$;B$
30 ENTER A$;C$
40 PRINT B$,C$
In this program, both B$ and C$ will have the value "12", even though the first ENTER did not read all the data from
the string. With strings, each ENTER re-starts from the beginning of the string.
ENTER from a string with the "W" image specifier reads binary data from a string. The data is always read using the
native byte ordering of the computer system, as explained previously in the "OUTPUT to Strings" section.

OUTPUT to Strings
Output to strings starts at the beginning of the string with each OUTPUT statement, outputs the data into the string in
FORMAT ON format, and then sets the string length. A second OUTPUT statement will overwrite the information from
the first.
OUTPUT A$;"1"
OUTPUT A$;"2"
PRINT A$="2"&CHR$(13)&CHR$(10)
This program shows that the second output overwrites the data from the first. It also illustrates that the normal item
and line terminators are output to the string unless suppressed.
OUTPUT to a string with the "W" image specifier writes binary data to a string. The data is always written using the
native byte ordering of the computer system. Intel processors use LSB FIRST ordering. Motorola 68xxx and HP PA-RISC
processors use MSB FIRST ordering.
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Buffers
Buffer I/O is more powerful than String I/O. HTBasic implements circular buffers. Fill and empty pointers remember
where the last OUTPUT, ENTER, or TRANSFER ended allowing the next statement to pick up where the last one left off.
The ASSIGN statement sets up a buffer for I/O.
For example:

ASSIGN @Iopath TO BUFFER [300] !creates an unnamed buffer and assigns it an I/O path
name
ASSIGN @Another TO BUFFER X(*) ! assigns an I/O path name to a previously declared
variable
The buffer specified in ASSIGN may now be used in ENTER, OUTPUT, and TRANSFER statements. Information kept
about a BUFFER includes the current number of bytes in the buffer (initially set to 0), the empty and fill pointers
(initially set to 1), the buffer capacity, and TRANSFER information.
If somehow a BUFFER ceased to exist while the I/O path used to write to it still existed, fatal errors could result. For this
reason, the BUFFER lifetime must equal or exceed the I/O path lifetime. The following table shows the legal and illegal
combinations of BUFFERs and I/O paths. A value of 0 means the combination is legal. A non-zero value gives the error
returned if this combination is used.
Type of BUFFER

Local

Type of I/O Path COM

Parameter

Local

0

602

602

Same COM

-

0

-

-

602

Different COM
Parameter

0

602

0*

Un-named

0

602

602

ALLOCATE

603

603

603

Not a BUFFER

603

603

603

*If the I/O path and BUFFER parameters have been passed through multiple CALL levels, the BUFFER must outlive the
I/O path. Also, if a parameter originated as a COM variable, the rules for COM variables apply.
Unnamed buffers can only be accessed through their I/O path. Named buffers can be directly accessed through their
variable’s name, but this procedure is not recommended since the data in the buffer is unformatted, the data may
have the wrong byte order, and direct access does not automatically update the buffer registers. The data in the buffer
and the string’s current length can be changed, but the buffer registers (empty and fill pointers, current-number-ofbytes register) are not automatically updated. To automatically update the buffer registers use ENTER, OUTPUT, and
TRANSFER statements.
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Buffer STATUS/CONTROL Registers
The STATUS and CONTROL registers of an I/O path assigned to a BUFFER were presented in full in Chapter 5. The
following example shows use of registers 2 through 5. All of these registers can be read, and all but the first can be set.

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140

ASSIGN @Io TO BUFFER [1000];FORMAT
Info("Start",@Io)
OUTPUT @Io;PI,1/3
Info("After OUTPUT",@Io)
ENTER @Io;X
Info("After ENTER",@Io)
END
SUB Info(When$,@Io)
PRINT When$
PRINT " Total buffer size is
PRINT " Fill pointer is
PRINT " # of bytes in buffer is
PRINT " Empty pointer is
SUBEND

OFF

";STATUS(@Io,2)
";STATUS(@Io,3)
";STATUS(@Io,4)
";STATUS(@Io,5)

This program produces the following output:

Start
Total buffer size is
Fill pointer is
# of bytes in buffer is
Empty pointer is
After OUTPUT
Total buffer size is
Fill pointer is
# of bytes in buffer is
Empty pointer is
After ENTER
Total buffer size is
Fill pointer is
# of bytes in buffer is
Empty pointer is

1000
1
0
1
1000
17
16
1
1000
17
8
9
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Processor ISC 32
Interface select code 32 has a special usage and cannot be changed. It allows some system attributes associated with
the computer processor to be set or read. CONTROL and STATUS are the only operations allowed on this interface.
To ease porting of HP BASIC programs, CONTROL operations are supported, but are ignored except as noted. The
following STATUS registers are supported in this version.

STATUS 0 - Parity Checking.

Always 1 (enabled), regardless of the presence or absence of and state of parity checking.

STATUS 1 - External Cache.

Always 0 (disabled), regardless of the presence or absence and state of an external cache.

STATUS 2 - Floating-Point Math Hardware.
Returns 1 if a math coprocessor is present or 0 if not present.

STATUS 3 - Internal (Inside the Processor) Cache.
Always 0 (disabled).

STATUS 4 - Battery-Backed-Up Clock Type.
Presently, always 1.

STATUS 5 - Reports faster timing resolution.
1 = indicates the faster timing resolution is in effect.
0 = indicates the faster timing resolution is not effect.
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CRT, Keyboard and Printer
This section discusses I/O (input/output) facilities for the screen and keyboard. The general I/O statements presented
in Chapter 5 are given, as well as special statements for display, keyboard, and printer support. Controlling various
attributes of the screen and keyboard, including screen colors, is explained. Finally, tables of the CRT and KBD registers
are given.
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Display (CRT)
The CRT is the display on your computer.
The interface select code (ISC) of the CRT is permanently set to 1. This ISC is used so often, a special function, CRT, can
be used to return the value 1, while providing a mnemonic for the ISC.
OUTPUT CRT;"Hello World"
ASSIGN @Output TO CRT
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Display Organization
As explained in Chapter 1, "Language Elements," the computer display is organized in a very particular way by
HTBasic. Different statements affect different parts of the display. To display information in the output area, use the
OUTPUT or PRINT statements. To display information on the Display Line, use the DISP statement. The Input Lines
show the information the user types in response to queries by your programs. Information can be pre-loaded into the
Input Lines by using OUTPUT KBD. The message line shows various system messages as well as live keyboard
calculator results. The softkey menus display the current softkey macros unless an ON KEY is active, in which case
the ON KEY LABEL overwrites the softkey macro for that key. Each of these areas of the screen are discussed in
more detail through out this chapter.
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PRINT and OUTPUT CRT
The PRINT statement by default goes to the screen, but the PRINTER IS statement can be used to redirect its output
to a printer, device, or file.
The PRINTER IS statement can also set the width at which output should wrap, and the characters that should be
sent at the end of a line to support some older printers.
The OUTPUT CRT statement sends information to the output area of the screen using rules consistent with OUTPUT
to other devices and is useful for verifying I/O program correctness. However, the PRINT statement is often better
suited for screen outp
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DISP Statement
The DISP statement is very similar to the PRINT statement. However, DISP output goes to a part of the screen
known as the display line. When the semicolon is used to end display output, the display line will scroll to the left if
output goes off the right end of the display line. Most other aspects of the DISP statement match those of the PRINT
statement.
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PRINT and DISP Statements
With both PRINT and DISP, if you separate arguments in a print list with commas, they will be printed in columns.
The columns are ten characters wide. If you want "compressed" format, substitute a semicolon in place of the
comma. In compressed format, numerics are printed with one additional trailing space and strings are printed with no
additional spaces. You may also end a print list with a semicolon to suppress the usual CR/LF that forces a new line.
Then you can continue output on the same line with another PRINT statement. If the default PRINT/DISP formats are
not acceptable, USING can be specified to format the data as desired.
Numbers are printed with twelve significant digits. If the number is outside the range 1E-4 and 1E+6 then the number
is printed in scientific notation. If the number is positive, it is always preceded by one space, even in the compressed
format. If it is negative, the negative sign is printed in place of the leading space.
Complex numbers are printed in rectangular form, first the real part, then an extra space, and finally the imaginary
part. The real and imaginary parts are printed using the print rules given in the previous paragraph.
You can position text on the screen with TAB(column) and TABXY(column,row). The left-most column is column one,
and the top-most row is row one. TAB can also be used on a printer; TABXY can only be used on the screen. The
following example illustrates use of TABXY.
10
20
30
40
50
60

! Display time in upper-right corner for 30 seconds
St=TIMEDATE ! start time
REPEAT
PRINT TABXY(70,1);TIME$(TIMEDATE)
UNTIL TIMEDATE>St+30
END

A full array can be printed by using the array name with a full array specifier. The elements are printed in row major
order, and in fields determined by the punctuation following the array.
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Display Functions
It is possible to disable the effect of the attribute characters just described, displaying them instead of executing
them. . The
DISPLAY FUNCTIONS ON statement causes all control characters to be displayed but not executed, which is useful
when debugging OUTPUT.
DISPLAY FUNCTIONS OFF returns execution of attribute characters to normal. This function is the equivalent of
pressing the DISPLAY FCTNS key, or executing the CONTROL CRT,4 statement.
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CRT Related Statements
There are several statements that affect the CRT. Consult the Reference Manual or use the HELP statement to
obtain more information on each of these statements.
Statement

What It Does

ALPHA ON/OFF

Controls ALPHA screen visibility

ALPHA HEIGHT

Sets the number of lines in ALPHA screen

ALPHA PEN

Sets the ALPHA display color

CLEAR LINE

Clears the keyboard input line

CLEAR SCREEN

Clears the ALPHA display

CLS

Abbreviation for CLEAR SCREEN

DUMP ALPHA

Prints the contents of the ALPHA display

GRAPHICS ON/OFF

Controls graphics screen visibility

KBD LINE PEN

Sets the color of the input line

MERGE ALPHA

Enables all planes for Alpha and Graphics

PRINT PEN

Sets the output area and display line color

RUNLIGHT ON/OFF

Controls run indicator visibility

SEPARATE ALPHA

Simulates independent alpha and graphics

These statements affect the softkey menus:
Statement

What It Does

EDIT KEY

Edits a softkey macro

KBD CMODE ON/OFF

Changes softkey labels to match HP keyboards

KEY LABELS ON/OFF

Controls the display of the softkey labels

KEY LABELS PEN

Sets the color for the softkey labels

LOAD KEY

Loads softkey macros from a file

ON/OFF KEY

Defines an event branch for a softkey

SCRATCH KEY

Deletes softkey macros

SET KEY

Defines one or more softkey macros

SYSTEM KEY

Displays the System Softkeys Menu

USER KEYS

Displays the specified User Softkey Menu
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ENTER CRT
ENTER CRT enters information from the CRT screen just as if it had been sent to the computer from some external
device. The present print position is the source of the data and is updated as data is entered. Trailing spaces on a line
are ignored. The last character on the line is a line-feed (LF) with an EOI signal.
PRINT TABXY(1,1);"HELLO!";TABXY(1,1);
ENTER CRT;A$
The string variable A$ is assigned "HELLO!"
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KBD (Keyboard Identifier)
The special KBD identifier can be referenced in place of its predefined interface select code (ISC) of 2, as in:
ENTER KBD;A$
ASSIGN @Input TO KBD
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ENTER KBD
**Legacy
ENTER KBD reads information from the keyboard.
The INPUT and LINPUT statements also read information from the keyboard but are designed especially for the
keyboard and provide some features not supported by ENTER.
The number builder rules are not the same for the two.
ENTER KBD uses rules consistent with ENTER from other sources and is useful for verifying I/O program
correctness. Toward this end, an EOI signal can be generated from the keyboard by entering Ctrl-E before the
character to be sent with the EOI signal. This pseudo-EOI must be enabled with CONTROL KBD,12;1. No keystrokes
are entered into ENTER items until the ENTER key is pressed. If ENTER is pressed, the buffer is transmitted with CR/
LF appended to the buffer. If CONTINUE is pressed, the present keyboard buffer is transmitted through the I/O path to
the ENTER statement with no appended end-of-line characters.
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INPUT Statement
INPUT ["prompt",] var [, ["prompt",] var ...]
The INPUT statement allows the user to assign a value to a variable by typing in the value on the keyboard. A prompt
is displayed on the display line. The INPUT statement can specify the prompt, or a question mark (?) will be used by
default. To suppress the prompt, specify a prompt string of "".
INPUT can input values for simple variables, full arrays, array elements, or sub-strings. A full array name must be
followed by the full array specifier, "(*)". Values for the array must be entered in row major order.
Leading and trailing spaces are ignored. Data values may be entered individually or multiple values may be entered at
once. For example:
INPUT A,B$,C(4),D
If multiple values are entered, separate each value with a comma. If too many values are entered, the extra values
are ignored. Both quoted and unquoted strings are allowed. Commas are not allowed in unquoted strings, but may
appear in quoted strings. To embed one quotation mark in a quoted string, type in two quotation marks at the place
you wish to have one appear.
Two consecutive commas cause the corresponding variable to retain its old value. Terminating an input line with a
comma or pressing ENTER without entering any data retains the original values for all remaining variables in the list.
Let’s look at a simple program to INPUT a value and assign it to a variable and then examine how to improve it.
DISP "Enter a file name";
INPUT F$
Now let’s see how to do this in just one statement:
INPUT "Enter a file name: ",F$
To provide a default answer we might do the following:
F$ = "STUDENT.DAT"
INPUT "Enter a file name <STUDENT.DAT>: ",F$
If the default answer is OK with the user, he need only press ENTER to accept the default. If it is not OK, he can enter
the proper value. Of course, this behavior would need to be documented somewhere in the instructions given to the
user.
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LINPUT Statement
The LINPUT ("Line" INPUT) statement reads an entire line up to the end-of-line character into a single string variable,
unlike INPUT which can read multiple delimited values from a line. The input variable must be a simple string, string
element, or sub-string. All characters typed, including commas and quotation marks, are stored in the variable. Only
an end-of-line character will delimit the data.
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PRINTER IS PRT
PRT is a predfined device identifier used to reference the printer. However, unlike CRT and KBD which have
permanent ISCs assigned to them, PRT's default value of 10 can be assigned a different ISC with the CONFIGURE
PRT statement.
CONFIGURE PRT TO 26
PRINTER IS PRT
This way, a printer can be handled just like any other device. The most common device selectors for printers are: 10
(Windows), 9 (serial port), 26 (parallel port), and 701 (GPIB @ primary address 1). These values are default values
and may be different on your system if you specified different values when you loaded the device drivers.
SUB Print4(A$)
OUTPUT 9;A$
PRINTER IS PRT
PRINT A$
PRINTER IS CRT
OUTPUT 26;A$
OUTPUT 701;A$
SUBEND

! subprogram to support 4 printers at once
! first the serial printer
! second the Windows default printer
! back to the CRT
! next the parallel printer
! last the IEEE-488 printer

This example uses four "printers" simultaneously. The CRT, plus one printer on the serial port, one on the parallel port,
and one on the IEEE-488 bus. The Print4 Sub is used to send output to all four.
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PRINTER IS CRT
The default PRINTER IS device is the CRT, so normally all output from CAT, LIST, PRINT, and XREF goes to the
screen, but it can be redirected to an actual printer (or a file or any other device) with the PRINTER IS statement.
Output can be set to wrap at a specified WIDTH, or wrap can be disabled altogether.
When PRINTER IS is set to a file, the file is opened and the previous contents of the file are discarded unless the
APPEND option is used.
The following example program lists itself twice, once to the printer, and once to the CRT.
PRINTER IS 9
! redirect output to the serial printer
LIST
PRINTER IS CRT ! back to the screen
LIST
END
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OUTPUT KBD
OUTPUT KBD sends keystrokes to the keyboard buffer, just as if someone had typed them. This can be useful in
giving a default response for INPUT that a user can edit:
OUTPUT KBD;"STUDENT.DAT";
INPUT "Enter a filename:",F$
Function keys can be invoked by first sending CHR$(255) followed by the function key code. A table giving the
second character codes is found in Chapter 4 of the Getting Started Guide.
OUTPUT KBD;"""AUTOST File Complete"""&CHR$(255)&"E";
WAIT 1
OUTPUT KBD;CHR$(255)&"!"&"SCRATCH"&CHR$(255)&"E";
END
The first line in this example shows how to display your own messages on the message line. The ENTER key is
output to the keyboard with the two characters, CHR$(255)&"E". The semicolon at the end of the line prevents
carriage-return/line-feed characters from being sent to the keyboard. Line 30 is a handy line to execute at the end of
your AUTOST file. The CHR$(255)&"!" characters are the STOP key, followed by a SCRATCH statement. This will
cause your AUTOST file to be SCRATCHed from memory after it is executed.
The CHR$(255) character displays as a reverse-video "K" on an HP BASIC Workstation. On other computers,
it displays differently. PCs using standard PC character sets (code pages) display the character as a space. It is
possible to load an HP compatible character set. See Chapter 12, "International Language Support."
CONTROL KBD and STATUS KBD
The CONTROL KBD statement can be used to control various keyboard attributes, while the STATUS KBD can be
used to read the status of those attributes. A complete list of the CONTROL and STATUS registers for the keyboard is
given at the end of this chapter. The following is an example:
CONTROL KBD,16;1 ! disable all scrolling keys
This is useful if you have displayed a screen image that you wish to prevent the user from scrolling off the screen.
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PRINTALL IS
PRINTALL IS assigns an error and message logging device (printer or file) that works in conjunction with the
PRINTALL mode.
When the PRINTALL mode is on, all messages normally output to the screen's output area, DISP line, keyboard line,
and message line are output to the PRINTALL device.
This is helpful in debugging especially when used to print TRACE messages about program execution. Also, certain
error conditions can produce more than one line of output but only the last message is visible on the message line.
The PRINTALL mode is toggled on and off with the PRT ALL key--or set on/off under program control with CONTROL
KBD,1;1 and CONTROL KBD,1;0.
STATUS(KBD,1) returns a 1 if PRINTALL mode is on, and 0 if it is off.
PRINTALL is set to the default CRT at startup and after a SCRATCH ALL.
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CONTROL/STATUS CRT
The CONTROL CRT statement can be used to control various CRT attributes, while the STATUS CRT can be used
to read the status of those attributes. A complete list of the CONTROL and STATUS registers for the CRT follows this
example:
ON CYCLE 1,15 CALL Time
LOOP
PRINT TABXY(RND*68+1,RND*(STATUS(CRT,13)-)+1);CHR$(32+RND*96);
END LOOP
END
SUB Time
STATUS CRT,0;Col,Row
CONTROL CRT,0;70,1
PRINT TIME$(TIMEDATE);
CONTROL CRT,0;Col,Row
SUBEND
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CONTROL CRT Registers
CONTROL CRT register;value ! sets the status or value for the following registers:
0 - Set the current Print Column. The left most column is one.
1 - Set the current Print Row (line). The output area top line is one.
2 - Set Insert/Replace Mode. 1 = insert mode, 0 = replace mode.
3 - This register is undefined in both HTBasic and HP BASIC.
4 - Set/Reset Display Functions Mode. 1 = Control characters (including attribute characters CHR$(128) to CHR
$(158)) are displayed instead of executed. 0 = control characters execute normally and are not displayed. This
command is equivalent to the DISPLAY FUNCTIONS statement.
5 - Set the default ALPHA screen color (automatically sets registers 15, 16, and 17). This command is equivalent
to the ALPHA PEN statement. For bit-mapped displays (CRTB), specify a pen number, 0 to 15. For alpha displays
(CRTA), specify a color attribute character, 136 to 143:
Value

Color

136

White

137

Red

138

Yellow

139

Green

140

Cyan

141

Blue

142

Magenta

143

Black

6 - This register is undefined in both HTBasic and HP BASIC.
7 - The control register that extends the functionality of the SUSPEND INTERACTIVE
Value

Meaning

0

Enable all keyboard keys.

1

Disable all keyboard keys but RESET key.

2

Disable RESET key only.

3

Disable all keyboard keys.

8 - Set the current print column of the display line. The left most column is one.
9 - This register is undefined in both HTBasic and HP BASIC.
10 - Set cursor visibility. 1 = cursor on. 0 = cursor off.
11 - CRT character mapping is not supported by HTBasic.
12 - Turn Softkey Menus (Function key labels) on or off.
Value

Meaning

0

Same as 2, except that when running the menus are displayed only if an ON KEY is active in the current menu.

1

Softkey menus off. Same as KEY LABELS OFF.

2

Softkey menus on. Same as KEY LABELS ON.

13

Set the CRT Height. Sets the number of rows on the CRT that are actually used. The number includes the softkey
menus, message line, input line, display line, a blank line, and the output area. Thus a value of 9 (the minimum al
provides for two lines in the output area.
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14

The Display Replacement Rule is not supported by HTBasic.

15

Set the PRINT/DISP Color. Like CONTROL 5, but only affects the output area and the display line. This command
equivalent to the PRINT PEN statement.

16

Set the Softkey Menu Color. Like CONTROL 5, but only affects the softkey menu color. This command is equivale
the KEY LABELS PEN statement.

17

Set the Input Line Color. Like CONTROL 5, but only affects the input and message lines. This command is equiva
the KBD LINE PEN statement.

18

The ALPHA Write-enable Mask is not supported by HTBasic. Use SEPARATE or MERGE ALPHA instead.

19

This register is undefined in both HTBasic and HP BASIC.

20

The ALPHA Display-enable Mask is not supported by HTBasic. Use SEPARATE or MERGE ALPHA instead.

21

Select Compatibility Display is not supported by HTBasic. Use PLOTTER IS 3 or 6 instead.

100

Set alternate Attribute Control range. The characters in the range CHR$(128) to CHR$(143) normally control text
attributes and colors.Unfortunately, some character sets, including PC code pages use this range for internationa
character support. This register can be used to reassign the attribute and color control characters to the range CH
$(16) to CHR$(31), leaving the international characters available for display. 1 = Use the alternate range CHR$(1
CHR$(31) for attribute control. 0 = Use the normal range CHR$(128) to CHR$(143) for attribute control. This alter
range applies only to values used with the CHR$ function. Values used with CRT registers and the ALPHA PEN,
statements are left unchanged.

101

Set font size. This register is not supported by HTBasic. Use the -FN command line switch instead.

110

Toggle dithering on or off: 0 = Dither (default), if supported by system or 1 = No dither.
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STATUS CRT Registers
STATUS CRT register;value ! returns status or values for the following registers:
0 - Print Column. Left most column is one.
1 - Print Row. Top line is one.
2 - Insert/Replace Mode. 1 = insert mode, 0 = replace mode.
3 - Number of lines in the extended output area that are above the top line of the screen.
4 - Display Functions Mode. 1 = on, 0 = off.
5 - Default ALPHA screen color. The value does not show changes made using registers 15, 16, 17 and CHR$()
character attributes.
6 - ALPHA ON/OFF flag.
7 - GRAPHICS ON/OFF flag.
8 - Current print column of the display line. The left most column is one.
9 - Screen Width.
10 - Cursor visibility. 1 = cursor on. 0 = cursor off.
11 - CRT character-mapping-disable flag. Always a 0 in HTBasic.
12 - Softkey Menus mode.
13 - CRT Height.
14 - not supported (Display Replacement Rule)
15 - PRINT/DISP Color.
16 - Softkey Menu Color.
17 - Input Line Color.
18 - Alpha write-enable mask. (set by the MERGE ALPHA and SEPARATE ALPHA statements on bit-mapped
displays).
19 - not supported (ALPHA MASK)
20 - not supported (ALPHA display-enable mask)
21 - not supported Compatibility mode. Not supported by HTBasic.
100 - Alternate Attribute Control range. 1 = Alternate range, 0 = normal range.
110 - Dithering status: 0 = Dithering possible; 1 = No Dithering.
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CONTROL KBD Registers
CONTROL CRT register;value ! sets the status or value for the following registers:
0 - CAPS LOCK: 1 = on, 0 = off.
1 - PRINTALL mode: 1 = on, 0 = off. (The PRT ALL key can also be used to toggle the mode on and off)
2 - Softkey Menu: 0 = SYSTEM Softkeys, 1 = User Softkey menu 1, 2 = User Softkey menu 2, 3 = User Softkey menu
3.
3 - not used (keyboard repeat interval set by Windows keyboard control panel)
4 - not used (delay before repeat action starts set by Windows keyboard control panel)
5 - undefined
6 - undefined
7 - Disable Keyboard Interrupts:
Value
Meaning
0

Enable all keyboard keys.

1

Disable all keyboard keys but RESET key.

2

Disable RESET key only.

3

Disable all keyboard keys.

8-10 - undefined
11 - not supported (Knob Pulse mode)
12 - EOI mode: 1 = send EOI with the next character when CTRL-E is entered. 0 = CTRL-E mode off.
13 - not supported (Katakana mode)
14 - Base softkey number to 0 or 1 (no affect with KBD CMODE ON).
15 - KBD CMODE ON/OFF. 1 = KBD CMODE ON, 0 = KBD CMODE OFF (default). ON is for for HP "Nimitz"
compatibility.
16 - Scroll keys: 0 = Enable, 1 = Disable, 2 = Disable, but allow ON KBD capture. Prevents user from scrolling off
screen display with cursor keys.
100 - "Program Modified" warning ([1] = on, 0 = off) when attempting to LOAD, GET, SCRATCH, or QUIT.
101 - "Overwrite Previous Version" warning ([1] = on, 0 = off) for a previous version file format with the converted file
format.
202 - (0 to 32767, default = 4) HTBasic priority vs other Windows applications (including response to mouse and
keyboard).
203 - Mouse move capturing with ON KBD$ (1 = on, 0 = off)
204 - Mouse click capturing with ON KBD$ (1 = on, 0 = off)
206 - ALT key behavior: 0 = Windows default; 1 = HTBasic settings.
207 - [-3 to 3] Graphics Speed vs Mouse response. default = 0. Set to 3 for better ON KNOB or ON CYCLE response,
-3 for higher graphics priority.
210 - QUIT behavior: 0 = normal QUIT (closes the program child window); 1 = QUIT ALL
211 - NUM LOCK: 0 = NUM LOCK OFF; 1 = NUM LOCK ON;
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STATUS KBD Registers
STATUS KBD register;status returns status or values for the following registers:
0 - CAPS LOCK.
1 - Print All mode.
2 - Softkey Menu number.
3 - undefined
4 - undefined
5 - KBD$ Buffer Overflow. 1 = overflow has occurred since the last time register was read. Reset to 0 after read.
6 - Softkey macro expansion overflow. 1 = overflow. Reset to 0 after read.
7 - Keyboard Interrupt Disable Mask.
8 - Keyboard Language. Always 0 = US ASCII.
9 - Keyboard Type. Always 0 = "Other Keyboard."
10 - State of Shift keys at the time of the last KNOB event.
Value
Meaning
0

Neither key pressed

1

SHIFT key pressed

2

CTRL key pressed

3

Both keys pressed

11 - Horizontal/All Pulse Mode. Always 0 = horizontal-pulse mode.
12 - EOI flag.
13 - Katakana flag.
14 - Base Softkey number. 1 = base 0, 0 = base 1.
15 - Keyboard compatibility flag. 0 = ITF, 1 = HP Nimitz.
16 - Scrolling disable flag. 1 = disabled, 0 = enabled.
100 - "Program Modified" dialog status.
202 - Performance tuning register.
203 - Mouse movement interaction with ON KBD$.
204 - Mouse click interaction with ON KBD$.
206 - ALT key: 0 = Windows default; 1 = HTBasic settings.
207 - Graphics Speed tuning
210 - QUIT warning.
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Files
This chapter explains how to perform input and output to files. File management commands are presented. The
different file types are explained, random and sequential file access examples are given, and file formats are
discussed. An example program showing how to convert from one file type to another is shown.
Chapter 5, "General Input and Output," discussed the general principles used for input/output (I/O). These principles
apply to files as well as other I/O targets. In particular, use of ASSIGN, OUTPUT, ENTER, STATUS, and CONTROL
were explained. If you have not yet read that chapter, you should do so before reading this chapter.
A file is a collection of data that is kept on disk rather than in the computer’s memory. When the computer is turned
off, the data in the computer memory is lost but the data in a file is not.
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File Management Commands
Several commands are available for managing files and the file system. It should be remembered that a major
difference between HTBasic and workstation HP BASIC is that HTBasic is the guest of an operating system and HP
BASIC is the operating system. As a guest of an operating system, HTBasic must live by the rules established by that
system.
Please see the Reference Manual for a more detailed description of each of these statements:
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ASSIGN
ASSIGN is the equivalent to the OPEN command in other computer languages. It was explained in Chapter 5.
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

ASSIGN @Io TO "C:\bin\script.BAT";FORMAT ON,RETURN S
IF S THEN
PRINT "Oops, Error";S;"opening the file"
PAUSE
END IF
OUTPUT @Io;"cd \"
OUTPUT @Io;"alt",END
ASSIGN @Io TO *
EXECUTE "script"
END

This example shows the ASSIGN command being used to access a file called "script.BAT". (The file must already exist.
Use CREATE to create a new file.) If the ASSIGN takes place correctly, then OUTPUT is used to send some data to the
file. The END in the last OUTPUT causes the file to be truncated at that point. This is useful if the old file contents were
longer than the new contents. Finally, "ASSIGN ... *" is used to close the I/O path associated with the @Io variable.
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CAT
CAT displays a mass storage device directory (catalog of files), or PROG file subprogram information. Several options
are available. A path-specifier may be included to show which device or part of a file system to catalog. The catalog
may be displayed on the current PRINTER IS device, or sent to another device or a string array. A COUNT of the
entries can be returned. Only the names of the files, or complete information about the files, can be selected. Header
information about the file system can be displayed or suppressed. All or only part of the files can be selected for
display. For example:
CAT "*.BAS"
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COPY
COPY is used to make a copy of a file. If a file already exists with the destination name, an error is normally returned.
To suppress the error the ";PURGE" option may be specified at the end of the statement. An example of the COPY
statement is
COPY "DATA.1" TO "D:DATA.1"
HTBasic does not support the copy of a full disk to another disk. You can use the EXECUTE command and the
Windows "DISKCOPY" or "XCOPY" commands.
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CREATE
CREATE is used to create a new file or directory. Although SAVE and STORE will automatically create a new file to store
a program in, data files must be explicitly created before they can be used in ASSIGN, DUMP DEVICE IS, PRINTALL IS,
or PRINTER IS statements.
The four forms of the CREATE statement are CREATE, CREATE ASCII, CREATE BDAT, and CREATE DIR. The plain CREATE
statement creates a regular file. CREATE ASCII and CREATE BDAT create LIF ASCII or BDAT type files (more on these
later). CREATE DIR creates directories.
The CREATE command specifies the maximum number of records to allocate for the file. However, Windows allows the
maximum size of a file to be extended anytime the maximum number of records is exceeded. The number of records
specified in the CREATE command is ignored and space for the file is allocated only as needed.
CREATE "TEMP.TXT",0
CREATE BDAT "DATA.DAT",12,34
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LINK
LINK creates a new directory entry for an existing file. This is called a hard link. After creating the link, both the old
name and the new name refer to the same file. LINK is not supported by HTBasic.
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LOCK and UNLOCK
LOCK/UNLOCK are used to secure (or release) a file for exclusive use. These commands are designed for use on
multitasking or network systems to prevent two users or two processes from using the same file at the same time,
preventing them from making conflicting transactions.
10 ASSIGN @Path TO "airline.seats"
20 ASSIGN @Travelagency TO 705
30 ENTER @Travelagency;Requested
40 REPEAT
50
LOCK @Path;CONDITIONAL Notlocked
60
Locked= NOT Notlocked
70 UNTIL Locked
80 ENTER @Path;Available,Booked
90 IF Requested>Available THEN
100 UNLOCK @Path
110 OUTPUT @Travelagency;"Only ";Available;" available"
120 ELSE
130 RESET @Path
140 Available=Available-Requested
150 Booked=Booked+Requested
160 OUTPUT @Path;Available,Booked
170 UNLOCK @Path
180 OUTPUT @Travelagency;"OK"
190 END IF
200 ASSIGN @Path TO *
210 END
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MASS STORAGE IS
MASS STORAGE IS and the abbreviations MSI and CD allow you to specify the device and path specifier to be used by
default when no explicit device and path specifier are given. For example, a CAT command without a path specifier will
display files from the default path specifier. As another example, these two programs ASSIGN the same two files:

MSI "D:"
ASSIGN @File1 TO "FILE1"
MSI "E:"
ASSIGN @File2 TO "FILE2"
ASSIGN @File1 TO "D:FILE1"
ASSIGN @File2 TO "E:FILE2"
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PRINT LABEL and READ LABEL
PRINT LABEL and READ LABEL are used to set and read the volume label of a disk drive. HTBasic does not support
PRINT LABEL; you must use the Windows "LABEL" command or the File Manager. This example shows the use of READ
LABEL:
10 MASS STORAGE IS "C:"
20 READ LABEL A$
30 IF A$="No Label" THEN
40
PRINT "The volume in drive C has no label"
50 ELSE
60
PRINT "The volume in drive C is ";A$
70 END IF
80 END
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PROTECT
PROTECT is used to set LIF file passwords under HP BASIC and file attributes under HTBasic.
A special form of PROTECT is used by HTBasic to change file attributes. The syntax is
PROTECT file-specifier, protect-code
where protect-code is a string containing zero or more of the following characters:
Character

Meaning

(none)

no protection

R

Read-only: File cannot be written or deleted.

S

System file: This attribute usually has no meaning.

H

Hidden: File will not be listed by CAT.

If a character is not included, that attribute is cleared. If the string is blank, all attributes are cleared. For example:
PROTECT "FILE1","R"
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PURGE
PURGE is used to delete files and directories.
PURGE "FILE1"
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RENAME
RENAME is used to change the name of a file, but can also be used to move a file from one directory to another
directory or disk.
RENAME "C:\HTB\AUTOST" TO "C:\AUTOST.BAS"
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RESET
When RESET is used with a file, the file position is set to the beginning of the file.
10 ASSIGN @I TO "TEMP.TXT";FORMAT ON
20 OUTPUT @I;"HELLO"
30 RESET @I
40 ENTER @I;A$
50 PRINT A$
60 END
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SYSTEM$("MSI")
SYSTEM$("MSI") allows you to read the present MASS STORAGE IS path specifier.
PRINT "The present MSI is ";SYSTEM$("MSI")
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WILDCARDS
The WILDCARDS statement enables or disables wildcard support. Wildcards are characters that can be used in a
filename as a template to select a group of files to be operated upon. A filename with wildcard characters in it will be
compared with existing filenames using special rules and all filenames that "match" are acted upon. Under HTBasic,
wildcards are supported only in the CAT statement.
If the WILDCARDS statement is executed, it will return an error because wildcarding is always on. The question mark
"?" and the asterisk "*" are the wildcard characters.
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File Types
HTBasic supports several file types. Typed files for data are LIF ASCII and BDAT. HTBasic also supports files without
a file type, which is the default.
BDAT files, by default, are FORMAT OFF and are used to hold binary data. But they may also be ASSIGNed with
FORMAT ON to hold ASCII data. BDAT files may be accessed sequentially or randomly. The record size for random
access is established when the file is CREATEd. If not specified, it defaults to 256 bytes.
By default, files are written as binary with FORMAT OFF, but you can specify FORMAT ON for ASCII printable files with
lines that are terminated with a carriage return, line feed (CR/LF) sequence.

CREATE "TEMP.TXT",512 ! CREATE a file
ASSIGN @X TO "TEMP.TXT";FORMAT ON
INTEGER I
FOR I=1 TO 10
OUTPUT @X;"Line #";I
NEXT I
ASSIGN @X TO *
END
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Windows Files
Standard Windows files do not have a file type and by default are written with FORMAT OFF. But, you can use FORMAT
ON for DOS ASCII files that contain characters that are all in the printable ASCII range, and lines that are terminated
with a carriage return line feed (CR/LF) sequence. Lines in Windows files are terminated with just a line feed.
10 CREATE "TEMP.TXT",512 ! CREATE Ordinary file
20 ASSIGN @X TO "TEMP.TXT";FORMAT ON ! for DOS
30 INTEGER I
40 FOR I=1 TO 10
50 OUTPUT @X;"Line #";I
60 NEXT I
70 ASSIGN @X TO *
80 END
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File Organization
"Random" and "sequential" are not file types, but are methods of organizing and accessing the information in a file. In
fact, a BDAT or standard Windows file can be accessed either way, even in the same program. A file can be organized,
sequentially or randomly, based on how the file will be used.
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Sequential Files
In sequential files, each data item is stored immediately following the previous one. The data in the file is stored in the
order that it is produced. The data is read in the same order that it is stored. You read a sequential file from beginning
to end. This results in a compact data storage structure and ease of programming.
The following example uses three files with sequential organization. The first two contain sorted data. They are merged
to create the third file. Merging two files lends itself well to sequential organization.
10 REM Merge two sorted files
20 CREATE ASCII "merged",10
30 ASSIGN @F1 TO "file1";FORMAT ON
40 ASSIGN @F2 TO "file2";FORMAT ON
50 ASSIGN @M TO "merged";FORMAT ON
60 DIM Key1$[80],Key2$[80]
70 ON END @F1 GOTO Endf1
80 ON END @F2 GOTO Endf2
90 ENTER @F1;Key1$
100 ENTER @F2;Key2$
110 LOOP
120 IF Key1$>Key2$ THEN
130
OUTPUT @M;Key2$
140
ENTER @F2;Key2$
150 ELSE
160
OUTPUT @M;Key1$
170
ENTER @F1;Key1$
180 END IF
190 END LOOP
200 Endf1:! only file2 has any more data
210 ON END @F2 GOTO Alldone
220 LOOP
230 OUTPUT @M;Key2$
240 ENTER @F2;Key2$
250 END LOOP
260 Endf2:! only file1 has any more data
270 ON END @F1 GOTO Alldone
280 LOOP
290 OUTPUT @M;Key1$
300 ENTER @F1;Key1$
310 END LOOP
320 Alldone:! both files are out of data
330 ASSIGN @F1 TO *
340 ASSIGN @F2 TO *
350 ASSIGN @M TO *
360 END
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Random Access Files
As mentioned previously, "random" is not a file type, but a method of organizing and accessing the information in a
file. A file should be organized based on how the file will be used. Files in which the items are accessed in a random
order should be organized as a random file.
BDAT files contain fixed length records that can be accessed by record number. The record number is specified
after the I/O path variable. The record length is specified when creating the file. The record size must be set to
accommodate the largest data item.
10 REM Random file example (BDAT File)
20 DIM C$[56]
30 CREATE BDAT "customer.dat",100,60
40 ASSIGN @C TO "customer.dat"
50 CLEAR SCREEN
60 LOOP
70
DISP "A(dd, D(elete, S(how, Q(uit and take a vacation"
80
ON KBD GOTO Inkey
90
LOOP !endlessly until a key is pressed
100
OUTPUT CRT;TIME$(TIMEDATE);CHR$(13);
110 END LOOP
120 Inkey: K$=KBD$
130 OFF KBD
140 OUTPUT CRT
150 SELECT UPC$(K$)
160 CASE "A"
170
PRINT "Add:"
180
INPUT "Customer Number? ",C
190
INPUT "Information? ",C$
200
OUTPUT @C,C;C$
210
PRINT "Customer number #";C;"added"
220 CASE "D"
230
PRINT "Delete:"
240
INPUT "Customer Number? ",C
250
OUTPUT @C,C;"DELETED"
260
PRINT "Customer number #";C;"deleted"
270 CASE "S"
280
PRINT "Show:"
290
INPUT "Customer Number? ",C
300
ENTER @C,C;C$
310
PRINT "Customer number #";C;":",C$
320 CASE "Q"
330
PRINT "Thank you for using HTBasic!"
340
PRINT "Have a nice vacation."
350
DISP ! clear display line
360
STOP
370 CASE ELSE
380
PRINT CHR$(7);! ring the bell for a bad command
390 END SELECT
400 END LOOP
410 END
This example, of course, is not a complete application. But it does show the important aspects of random file use, as
well as some user interface techniques. Note that the record size was declared to be 60. The length of each record can
never exceed this, since each record consists of C$ (which can never be longer than 56 characters) plus the four byte
length of C$ which we know will be included in the file since we are using a BDAT file with FORMAT OFF (the default).
regular files do not have a physical record length, but you can still use a logical record length. The record number
actually specifies the exact byte position in the file. The first byte is at position 1. To access a logical record, the byte
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position must be calculated based on the logical record length. The following example has the same capabilities as the
previous program, but uses a regular file.
10 REM Random file example (regular file)
20 DIM C$[58]
30 Length=60
! 58 Character string + CR/LF
40 CREATE "customer.dat",100
50 ASSIGN @C TO "customer.dat";FORMAT ON
60 CLEAR SCREEN
70 LOOP
80
DISP "A(dd, D(elete, S(how, Q(uit and take a vacation"
90
ON KBD GOTO Inkey
100 LOOP
!endlessly until a key is pressed
110
OUTPUT CRT;TIME$(TIMEDATE);CHR$(13);
120 END LOOP
130 Inkey: K$=KBD$
140 OFF KBD
150 OUTPUT CRT
160 SELECT UPC$(K$)
170 CASE "A"
180
PRINT "Add:"
190
INPUT "Customer Number? ",C
200
INPUT "Information? ",C$
210
OUTPUT @C,(C-1)*Length+1;C$
220
PRINT "Customer number #";C;"added"
230 CASE "D"
240
PRINT "Delete:"
250
INPUT "Customer Number? ",C
260
OUTPUT @C,(C-1)*Length+1;"DELETED"
270
PRINT "Customer number #";C;"deleted"
280 CASE "S"
290
PRINT "Show:"
300
INPUT "Customer Number? ",C
310
ENTER @C,(C-1)*Length+1;C$
320
PRINT "Customer number #";C;":",C$
330 CASE "Q"
340
PRINT "Thank you for using HTBasic!"
350
PRINT "Have a nice vacation."
360
DISP ! clear display line
370
STOP
380 CASE ELSE
390
PRINT CHR$(7);! ring the bell for a bad command
400 END SELECT
410 END LOOP
420 END
BDAT files give an error if a single OUTPUT is too long for the record length (unless the record length is one). It is the
programmer’s job to make sure that record overflow does not occur.
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GPIB (IEEE-488)
This section discusses the GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus) or IEEE-488 standard which HP calls the HP-IB. This
instrument communication standard transfers data between devices and a host controller. The history of the bus is
presented along with an overview of its signal lines and device addressing. The different levels of IEEE-488 bus data
transfer and control statements are also presented along with the HTBasic statements that enable and control IEEE-488
interrupts. A list of CONTROL, STATUS, READIO, and WRITEIO registers for the IEEE-488 is given. A summary of the bus
actions that each IEEE-488 statement generates is also included.
This chapter does not explain installation of the IEEE-488 board or device driver. The Getting Started Guide contains
the necessary installation and configuration information for device drivers included with HTBasic. For device drivers
sold separately, the documentation included with the driver explains how to load and configure the driver.
This chapter assumes that you already have some familiarity with the operation of IEEE-488 bus and does not include
a detailed bus operation description. Please consult any one of the many available books about the IEEE-488 bus for
more detailed information about its operation.
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IEEE-488 History
The IEEE-488 bus was developed to connect and control programmable instruments and to provide a standard
interface for communication between instruments from different sources. Hewlett-Packard originally developed the
interfacing technique and called it HP-IB. The interface quickly gained popularity in the computer industry. Because
the interface was so versatile, the IEEE committee renamed it GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus). All references to
this interface bus in this chapter will use the name IEEE-488.
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IEEE-488 Overview
Almost any instrument can be used with the IEEE-488 specification, because it says nothing about the function of the
instrument itself, or about the form of the instrument’s data. Instead the specification defines a separate component,
the interface, that can be added to the instrument. The signals passing into the interface from the IEEE-488 bus and
from the instrument are defined in the standard. The instrument does not have complete control over the interface.
Often the bus controller tells the interface what to do. The active controller performs the bus control functions for all
the bus instruments.
At power-up time, the IEEE-488 card that is programmed to be the system controller becomes the active controller
in charge. The system controller has several unique capabilities including the ability to send Interface Clear (IFC) and
Remote Enable (REN) commands. IFC clears all device interfaces and returns control to the system controller. REN
allows devices to respond to bus data once they are addressed to listen. The system controller may optionally Pass
Control to another controller, which then becomes active controller.
There are 3 types of devices that can be connected to the IEEE-488 (Listeners, Talkers, and Controllers). Some devices
include more than one of these functions. The standard allows a maximum of 15 devices to be connected on the same
bus. A minimum system consists of one controller and one talker or listener device (i.e., a PC with a TransEra GPIB-900
board and a voltmeter).
It is possible to have several controllers on the bus but only one may be active at any given time. The active controller
may pass control to another controller which in turn can pass it back or on to another controller. A listener is a device
that can receive data from the bus when instructed by the controller and a talker transmits data on to the bus when
instructed. The controller can set up a talker and a group of listeners so that it is possible to send data between groups
of devices as well.
The IEEE-488 interface system consists of 16 signal lines and 8 ground lines. The 16 signal lines are divided into 3
groups (8 data lines, 3 handshake lines, and 5 interface management lines).
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Data Lines
The lines DIO1 through DIO8 are used to transfer addresses, control information and data. The formats for addresses
and control bytes are defined by the IEEE-488 standard. Data formats are undefined and may be ASCII (with or without
parity) or binary. DIO1 is the Least Significant Bit (note that this will correspond to bit 0 on most computers).
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Handshake Lines
The three handshake lines (NRFD, NDAC, DAV) control the transfer of message bytes among the devices and form the
method for acknowledging the transfer of data. This handshaking process guarantees that the bytes on the data lines
are sent and received without any transmission errors and is one of the unique features of the IEEE-488 bus.
The NRFD (Not Ready for Data) handshake line is asserted by a listener to indicate it is not yet ready for the next data
or control byte. Note that the controller will not see NRFD released (i.e., ready for data) until all devices have released
it.
The NDAC (Not Data Accepted) handshake line is asserted by a listener to indicate it has not yet accepted the data or
control byte on the data lines. Note that the controller will not see NDAC released (i.e., data accepted) until all devices
have released it.
The DAV (Data Valid) handshake line is asserted by the talker to indicate that a data or control byte has been placed
on the data lines and has had the minimum specified stabilizing time. The byte can now be safely accepted by the
devices.
The handshaking process is outlined as follows. When the controller or a talker wishes to transmit data on the bus, it
sets the DAV line high (data not valid) and checks to see that the NRFD and NDAC lines are both low, then it puts the
data on the data lines.
When all the devices that can receive the data are ready, each releases its NRFD (not ready for data) line. When the last
receiver releases NRFD and it goes high, the controller or talker takes DAV low indicating that valid data is now on the
bus.
In response each receiver takes NRFD low again to indicate it is busy and releases NDAC (not data accepted) when it
has received the data. When the last receiver has accepted the data, NDAC will go high and the controller or talker can
set DAV high again to transmit the next byte of data.
Note that if after setting the DAV line high, the controller or talker senses that both NRFD and NDAC are high, an error
will occur. Also, if any device fails to perform its part of the handshake and releases either NDAC or NRFD, data cannot
be transmitted over the bus. Eventually a timeout error will be generated.
The speed of the data transfer is controlled by the response of the slowest device on the bus; for this reason it is
difficult to estimate data transfer rates on the IEEE-488 bus as they are device dependent.
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Interface Management Lines
The five interface management lines (ATN, EOI, IFC, REN, SRQ) manage the flow of control and data bytes across the
interface.
The ATN (Attention) signal is asserted by the controller to indicate that it is placing an address or control byte on the
data bus. ATN is released to allow the assigned talker to place status or data on the data bus. The controller regains
control by reasserting ATN; this is normally done synchronously with the handshake to avoid confusion between
control and data bytes.
The EOI (End or Identify) signal has two uses. A talker may assert EOI simultaneously with the last byte of data to
indicate end-of-data. The controller may assert EOI along with ATN to initiate a parallel poll. Although many devices
do not use parallel poll, all devices should use EOI to end transfers (many currently available devices do not).
The IFC (Interface Clear) signal is asserted only by the system controller in order to initialize all device interfaces to a
known state. After releasing IFC, the system controller becomes the active controller.
The REN (Remote Enable) signal is asserted only by the system controller. Its assertion does not place devices into
remote control mode; REN only enables a device to go into remote mode when addressed to listen. When in remote
mode, a device should ignore its local front panel controls.
The SRQ (Service Request) line is like an interrupt: it may be asserted by any device to request the controller to take
some action. The controller must determine which device is asserting SRQ by conducting a serial poll. The requesting
device releases SRQ when it is polled.
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Device Addresses
The IEEE-488 standard allows up to 15 devices to be interconnected on one bus. Each device is assigned a unique
primary address, ranging from 0-30, by setting the address switches on the device. A secondary address may also be
specified, ranging from 0-30. See the device documentation for more information on how to set the device primary
and optional secondary address.
In the HTBasic statements that access the bus, a device selector is used to specify the interface select code, the
primary device address, and the optional secondary device address. The default IEEE-488 interface select code is 7.
The default primary address of the system controller is 21. The following examples demonstrate how the interface and
device addresses are specified.
Device Selectors

ISC code

Pri. Add

Sec. Add

705

7

5

none

72501

7

25

1

1207

12

7

none

100412

10

4

12

The primary address of the IEEE-488 board can be read using the STATUS statement and changed with the CONTROL
statement. Bits 0-4 of register three specify the primary address.
STATUS 7,3; Pri_add !Read Primary Address
CONTROL 7,3; Pri_add !Set Primary Address
A discussion of the CONTROL and STATUS statements is given later in this chapter.
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IEEE-488 Statement Overview
HTBasic provides five levels of IEEE-488 statements: high level transfer, high level bus control, byte level transfer, low
level bus control, and interface interrupt control.
The high level OUTPUT and ENTER statements allow you to easily send and receive data on the bus. All the necessary
bus addressing commands are automatically generated.
The high level bus control statements allow you to abort transfers, reset the bus interface, clear specific bus devices,
lockout local control of devices, return devices to their local state, pass active control to another, configure the parallel
poll response, request service, perform a group execute trigger, and conduct parallel and serial polls.
The byte level SEND statement allows more detailed control over the bus. Because the user must generate all the
proper bus addressing commands, use of this statement requires a more detailed knowledge about IEEE-488 bus
operations.
The low level bus control statements CONTROL, STATUS, READIO, and WRITEIO allow you to directly access the
IEEE-488 driver status and control registers and the controller hardware registers.
The interrupt control statements enable, control, and disable interrupts generated by the IEEE-488 interface hardware.
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High Level Transfer Statements
The ENTER and OUTPUT statements are used to transfer data between IEEE-488 devices. They automatically generate
all the required bus addressing. For a description of the ENTER and OUTPUT statements, see Chapter 5, "General Input
and Output." It explains how to send or suppress CR/LF line terminators and how to set the EOI signal line on the
output of the last data byte. The following example demonstrates communication with an HP-GL plotter at device
address five.
OUTPUT 705;"OP;"
ENTER 705;P1x,P1y,P2x,P2y
The OUTPUT statement requests the plotter to send its P points. The ENTER statement reads the P point values sent
back by the plotter.
The powerful USING option gives you a high degree of control over the data format used for the transfer operations.
For example:
OUTPUT 705 USING "#,K";Str$
ENTER 705 USING "#,K";Str$
Multiple listeners may also be addressed with the same command. As follows:
ASSIGN @Dev to 705,706,707,708
OUTPUT @Dev; "Data"
The OUTPUT statement listen-addresses the devices with primary addresses 5, 6, 7, and 8 and then sends the string
"Data" to all of them. If the same I/O Path is used for the ENTER statement, the first device is addressed as the talker
and the remaining devices, including the active controller, are addressed as listeners.
Some devices allow the selection of a particular mode of operation by the use of the secondary address. Multiple
secondary addresses may be specified. This extended addressing mode is shown below.
ASSIGN @Dev to 7011011 !Secondary Address 10 and 11
OUTPUT @Dev; Str$
OUTPUT 70501; Str$
!Secondary Address 01
When the device is not the active controller, it cannot do any bus addressing. If only the interface select code is used
for the ENTER and OUTPUT statements, no bus addressing will be performed. The device must make sure that it has
been addressed to talk or listen before it participates in the transfer of data. If it has not been addressed, then the
device will wait until it is addressed before continuing.
OUTPUT 7; Str$
ENTER 7; Str$
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High Level Bus Control Statements
HTBasic provides many high level IEEE-488 bus control statements. The actions taken on the IEEE-488 bus by each
control statement are determined by three things:
1) whether the device issuing the command is the system controller,
2) whether the device is the active controller, and
3) whether the command was issued with only the interface select code or a primary address was specified.
Each statement is discussed in the following paragraphs. Also, a quick bus actions reference is provided at the end of
this chapter.
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ABORT Statement
The ABORT statement stops IEEE-488 bus activity. You specify either an interface select code or an I/O Path. This
statement is only supported by the IEEE-488 interface. For example:
ABORT 7
If the computer is the system controller but not the active controller, ABORT causes the computer to assume active
control.
If a primary address is specified, an error is generated. If the computer is the system controller, the bus action is to
issue IFC for greater than 100 micro-seconds and then to assert REN and de-assert ATN. If the computer is not the
system controller but is the active controller, the bus action is: ATN, MTA, UNL, and de-assert ATN. If it is not the active
controller either, no action is taken.
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CLEAR Statement
The CLEAR statement causes the active controller to send a Device Clear command to one or more devices. The
effect on the device is device-dependent. You specify either an device selector or an I/O Path. This statement is only
supported by the IEEE-488 interface. For example:
ASSIGN @Counter to 7
CLEAR @Counter
If primary addressing is specified, the bus action is: ATN, MTA, UNL, LAG, SDC. If only an interface select code is
specified, the bus action is: ATN, DCL. If the computer is not the active controller, an error is generated.
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LOCAL Statement
The LOCAL statement returns specified IEEE-488 devices to their local (front panel) state. You specify either a device
selector or an I/O Path. This statement is only supported by the IEEE-488 interface. For example:
LOCAL 728
If a primary device address is specified, a Go To Local (GTL) message is sent to all listeners and LOCAL LOCKOUT is not
canceled. If only an interface select code is specified, all devices on the bus are returned to the local state and LOCAL
LOCKOUT is canceled.
If a primary device address is specified and the computer is the active controller, the bus activity is: ATN, MTA, UNL,
LAG, GTL.
If the computer is not the active controller but is the system controller and just an interface select code is specified, the
REN line is set false. If it is also the active controller, the ATN and REN lines are both set false.
When the computer is not the system controller but is the active controller, the bus activity for an Interface Select
Code is to set the ATN line and send a GTL message. When it is not the active controller, an error is generated.
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LOCAL LOCKOUT Statement
The LOCAL LOCKOUT statement sends the LLO message over the IEEE-488 bus. This prevents front panel control of
IEEE-488 devices that are in the remote state. You specify either an interface select code or an I/O Path. This statement
is only supported by the IEEE-488 interface. For example:
LOCAL LOCKOUT 7
If the computer is not the active controller or a primary device address is specified, an error is generated. If only an
interface select code is specified, the bus action is ATN, LLO. If an I/O Path is specified, it must refer to the IEEE-488
interface.
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PASS CONTROL Statement
The PASS CONTROL statement passes active controller capability to the specified IEEE-488 device. You specify either a
device selector or an I/O Path. If an I/O Path is specified, it must be assigned to an IEEE-488 device. For example:
ASSIGN @Dev to 705
PASS CONTROL @Dev
If the computer is the active controller and a primary address is specified, control is passed to the addressed device.
An error is generated if the computer is not the active controller or if only an interface select code is specified.
The specified device is talk addressed, a Take-Control-Message TCT is sent, and the Attention line is set false. The
computer then becomes a bus device, as opposed to a bus controller.
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PPOLL Function
The PPOLL function conducts a Parallel Poll of the IEEE-488 and the 8-bit status message from the IEEE-488 bus is
returned. Each bit corresponds to the status of a device which is configured to respond to a parallel poll. You specify
either an interface select code or an I/O Path as the function argument. This statement is only supported by the
IEEE-488 interface. For example:
ASSIGN @Gpib to 7
Pstatus = PPOLL(@Gpib)
If an interface select code is specified, the bus action is as follows: ATN and EOI are set for greater than or equal to
25 microsec, one byte of data is read from the bus, EOI is released, and ATN is restored to its previous state. If the
computer is not the active controller or a primary device address is specified, an error is generated.
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PPOLL CONFIGURE Statement
The PPOLL CONFIGURE statement configures the parallel poll response for the specified remote IEEE-488 device(s).
You specify either an I/O Path or a device selector that refers to one or more IEEE-488 devices and a parallel poll
configuration value from zero through 15. The three least significant bits of its binary representation select the data
bus line and the fourth bit selects the logical sense of the response. For example:
PPOLL CONFIGURE 702;3
configures device number two on interface number seven to respond on data line DIO4 with a logic sense of zero
when its status bit is set.
If the computer is not the active controller or if only an interface select code is specified, an error is generated. The bus
action is as follows: ATN, MTA, UNL, LAG, PPC, PPE.
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PPOLL RESPONSE Statement
The PPOLL RESPONSE statement enables or disables the local IEEE-488 device parallel poll response to an active
controller parallel poll request. You specify either an interface select code or an I/O Path and an enable value. An
enable value of one enables the parallel poll response, whereas a zero value disables it. This statement is only
supported by the IEEE-488 interface. For example:
ASSIGN @Gpib to 7
PPOLL RESPONSE @Gpib;1
The device must have been previously configured for a parallel poll response with the PARALLEL CONFIGURE
statement.
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PPOLL UNCONFIGURE Statement
The PPOLL UNCONFIGURE statement disables the parallel poll response of the specified IEEE-488 device or devices.
You specify either an I/O Path or a device selector that refers to one or more IEEE-488 devices. If only an interface
select code is specified, all devices are deactivated from the parallel poll response. For example:
ASSIGN @Dev to 7
PPOLL UNCONFIGURE @Dev
If the computer is not the active controller, an error is generated. If a primary device address is specified, the bus
action is: ATN, MTA, UNL, LAG, PPC, PPD; otherwise the bus action is: ATN, PPU.
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REMOTE Statement
The REMOTE statement sets the remote state on an IEEE-488 device by asserting the IEEE-488 bus remote line (REN).
The device will switch to a remote state only after it has been addressed to listen, causing the front panel to be
disabled. You specify either an I/O Path or a device selector that refers to one or more IEEE-488 devices. For example:
REMOTE 702
If the computer is the active controller and primary addresses are specified, the computer listen addresses the devices
to switch them to remote mode. The bus action is: REN, ATN, MTA, UNL, LAG. The remote line is asserted if the
computer is the system controller and ISC select code is specified. If the computer is not the system controller or it is
not the active controller, an error is generated.
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REQUEST Statement
The REQUEST statement sends a Service Request (SRQ) on the IEEE-488 bus. You specify either an interface select code
or an I/O Path and a service value. To request service, the response value must have bit six set. The SRQ line will remain
set until polled by the active controller or another REQUEST statement is executed with bit six clear. For example:
REQUEST 7;Bit3+Bit4+Bit6
If the computer is the active controller or if the device-selector or the I/O Path specifies address information, an error
is generated.
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RESET Statement
The RESET statement resets the IEEE-488 interface. It asserts the IFC line for more than 100 microseconds, clears
interrupts, and if the interface is the system controller, sets it to be the active controller. For example:
RESET 7
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SPOLL Function
The SPOLL function performs a serial poll of an IEEE-488 device and returns the serial poll response, specifying
whether the device is requesting service. You specify either an I/O Path or a device selector. The computer must be
the active controller and a primary device address must be specified, otherwise an error is generated. One secondary
address may also be specified. For example:
Stat = SPOLL(712)
The IEEE-488 bus action is: ATN, UNL, MLA, TAG, SPE not-ATN, Read data byte, ATN, SPD, UNT.
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TRIGGER Statement
The TRIGGER statement allows the active controller to send a trigger message to a specified IEEE-488 device or to all
listen addressed devices on the IEEE-488 bus. You specify either an I/O Path or a device selector that refers to one or
more IEEE-488 devices. For example:
ASSIGN @Gpib to 705
TRIGGER @Gpib
If primary device addresses are specified, the bus action is: ATN, UNL, LAG, GET. If only an interface select code is
specified, the bus action is: ATN, GET. If the computer is not the active controller, an error is generated.
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Byte Level Transfer Statements
If you need more control over the bytes transferred over the bus than the high level OUTPUT and ENTER statements
allow, you can use the SEND statement as described in the following paragraphs. The OUTPUT and ENTER statements
may also be used for byte level transfers under certain circumstances.
Before you can communicate with a device on the IEEE-488 bus, the talker device and the listener device(s) need to be
addressed. The high level OUTPUT and ENTER transfer statements generate the necessary device addressing for you.
When using the SEND statement, you must generate all the proper bus addressing commands yourself. This requires
a more detailed knowledge about IEEE-488 bus operations than is presented here. Please consult any one of the many
available books about the IEEE-488 bus or your IEEE-488 bus device manuals.
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SEND Statement
The SEND statement sends byte level IEEE-488 bus data and commands. Commands are sent with the ATN line
asserted; whereas data bytes are sent without the ATN line asserted. You specify an I/O Path or an interface select code
and a list of messages. The type of message is specified with the keywords CMD, DATA, TALK, LISTEN, SEC, MTA, MLA,
UNT, and UNL. For example:
SEND @Gpib; UNL MLA TALK Primary CMD 24+128
sends the unlisten command, my listen address, the talk address specified by the value of the variable (Primary), and
then the command byte 152.
The CMD message evaluates the following expression values and sends them as command bytes. If the CMD keyword
is given with no expressions, it asserts the ATN line. For example:
SEND 7; CMD 3*5, P, A$, N
The DATA message evaluates the following expression values and sends them as data bytes. If the optional END
keyword is added, EOI is set on the last data byte. For example:
SEND 7; DATA Value*4, ABS(N), Out$ END
The LISTEN message sends the expression values as listen address commands. The TALK message sends the expression
value as a talk address command. The SEC message sends the expression values as secondary address commands.
The MLA message sends the interface’s listen address command. The MTA message sends the interface’s talk address
command. The UNL message sends the unlisten command and the UNT message sends the untalk command.
The computer must be the active controller to use the CMD, TALK, UNT, LISTEN, UNL, SEC, MTA, or MLA messages. Any
talk addressed device may send DATA.
The following table lists the bus commands that can be sent with the CMD message.
Decimal Value

Description

1

GTL - Go to Local

4

SDC - Selected Device Clear

5

PPC - Parallel Poll Configure

8

GET - Group Execute Trigger

9

TCT - Take Control

17

LLO - Local Lockout

20

DCL - Device Clear

21

PPU - Parallel Poll Unconfigure

24

SPE - Serial Poll Enable

25

SPD - Serial Poll Disable

32-62

LAG - Listen Address Group

63

UNL - Unlisten

64-94

TAG - Talk Address Group

95

UNT - Untalk

96-111

PPE - Parallel Poll Enable

112-126

PPD - Parallel Poll Disable

96-126

SCG - Secondary Command Group

Note that the listen and talk address groups (LAG and TAG) consist of 31 different addresses. Each listen and talk
address can be further broken down into a secondary address group (SCG). To find the appropriate listen, talk, or
secondary address to send for a particular device, use the following equations:
Listen Address = Primary Address + 32
Talk Address = Primary Address + 64
Secondary Address = Primary Address + 96
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The examples below show the high level transfer statement OUTPUT followed by four ways to send the exact same
information across the IEEE-488 bus with the SEND statement.
OUTPUT 705 USING "#,K";"gt;"
SEND 7; CMD "?U%" DATA "gt;" END
SEND 7; CMD 32+31, 64+21, 32+5 DATA "gt;" END
SEND 7; UNL MTA LISTEN 5 DATA "gt;" END
SEND 7; UNL TALK 21 LISTEN 5 DATA "gt;" END
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OUTPUT and ENTER Statements
The OUTPUT and ENTER statements can also be used for byte level transfers. If only the interface select code is
specified in the OUTPUT and ENTER statements, no bus addressing is performed.
If the device is the active controller then no addressing needs to be done, as long as the addressing has been done
once. The talker and listener still need to remain addressed for transfers to take place. For example:
10 ENTER 705; Str$
20 FOR I=1 to 10
30 ENTER 7; Str$
40 PRINT Str$
50 NEXT I
60 END
This type of addressing will reduce the bus addressing overhead for each piece of data read. However, we do not
recommend this practice because branching to an interrupt service routine may destroy the current talker or listener
setup.
When the device is not the active controller, it cannot do any bus addressing. The device must make sure that it has
been addressed to talk or listen before it participates in the transfer of data. If it has not been addressed, then the
device will wait until it is addressed before continuing. For example:
OUTPUT 7; Str$ !Waits Until Talker Addressed
ENTER 7; Str$ !Waits Until Listener Addressed
A combination of the SEND and the ENTER statements can emulate any of the high level transfer or bus control
statements. As an example, let’s see how to conduct a serial poll (SPOLL) operation using these statements.
Poll_value = SPOLL(705)
!High level command
SEND 7; CMD "?5E" CMD 24
!Output SPE command
ENTER 7 USING "#,B";Poll_value !Read Poll Value
SEND 7; CMD 25 UNT
!Output SPD command
You are limited in your control of the IEEE-488 bus only by your imagination and skill at combining the SEND and
ENTER statements.
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Low Level Bus Control Statements
The low level bus control statements allow you to access the status and control registers in both the IEEE-488 driver
and in the IEEE-488 controller hardware. The CONTROL and STATUS statements access the IEEE-488 driver registers
while the READIO and WRITEIO statements access the controller hardware registers. The definitions of these registers
are given near the end of this chapter.
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CONTROL and STATUS Statements
The CONTROL and STATUS statements allow you to configure the serial and parallel poll response bytes, change the
primary address, set interrupt mask registers, read the status of the data and bus lines, read the interrupt status, and
read the controller status and address. The following program reads the STATUS registers and prints the values out in
both decimal and binary.
10 STATUS 7;X0,X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7 !Read all Status Registers
20 PRINT X0,X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X67
30 PRINT IVAL$(X0,2),IVAL$(X1,2),IVAL$(X2,2),IVAL$(X3,2)
40 PRINT IVAL$(X4,2),IVAL$(X5,2),IVAL$(X6,2),IVAL(X7,2)
50 END
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READIO and WRITEIO Statements
The READIO and WRITEIO statements directly access the IEEE-488 controller hardware registers. Do not attempt to
use the READIO and WRITEIO registers unless you are very familiar with the hardware. Use the STATUS and CONTROL
registers instead.
Accessing hardware registers can cause your system to crash, data to be lost, or damage to your computer hardware.
TransEra cannot be held responsible for any consequences.
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IEEE-488 Interrupts
Interrupts allow the computer to perform other tasks while you wait for some condition to occur. This eliminates the
need to continually monitor the STATUS register for some event. HTBasic has the capability of monitoring up to 16
different interrupt conditions at once.
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ON INTR Statement
The ON INTR statement defines an event branch to be taken when an interface card generates an interrupt. You
specify the interface select code, an optional priority and the branch type. The branch type may be either a GOTO,
GOSUB, CALL, or RECOVER. For example:
ON INTR 7,4 GOSUB Repair
When an interrupt occurs a DISABLE INTR for the interface is automatically executed. Consequently, an ENABLE INTR
statement must be used to explicitly re-enable interrupts.
The default priority is one. The highest priority that can be specified is 15. ON END, ON ERROR, and ON TIMEOUT
have a higher priority than ON INTR. When an INTR initiated branch is taken with a GOTO, the system priority is not
changed. When an ON INTR branch specifies a CALL or GOSUB, the system priority is changed to the specified priority.
RECOVER causes the program to SUBEXIT from contexts as needed to return to the defining context and resume
execution at the specified program line. ON INTR statements that specify CALL or RECOVER will be serviced even if the
program context has been changed to another subprogram. ON INTR statements that specify GOTO or GOSUB will be
logged and then serviced when control returns to the defining program context.
ON INTR is canceled by OFF INTR, disabled by DISABLE or DISABLE INTR. The following example shows how to detect
the IEEE-488 service request (SRQ).
10 ON INTR 7 GOSUB 80 !Where to Go When Interrupt Occurs
20 ENABLE INTR 7;2 !Enable SRQ Interrupt
30 . . .
40 . . .
50 . . .
60 STOP
70 !
80 Val = SPOLL(701) !Clear SRQ Line
90 ENTER 701;Condition!Read Device Condition
100 PRINT Condition
110 ENABLE INTR 7
!Re-Enable SRQ Interrupt
120 RETURN
130 END
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OFF INTR Statement
The OFF INTR statement cancels event branches defined by ON INTR. Any INTR events that have been logged but
not yet serviced are canceled. An OFF INTR statement without the optional interface select code disables eventinitiated branches on all devices. If the interface select code is specified, only that interface interrupt will be disabled.
For example,
OFF INTR 7
cancels event branches for the IEEE-488 interface.
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Enabling and Disabling Interrupts
The DISABLE statement disables all defined event branches except END, ERROR, and TIMEOUT. While disabled, the first
event of each type that occurs is logged. When event branching is re-enabled with the ENABLE statement, all logged
events are serviced in the order of their event priorities.
The DISABLE INTR statement disables interrupts from just the specified interface. For example,
DISABLE INTR 7
disables interrupts from the IEEE-488 interface.
The ENABLE INTR statement enables interrupts from a specified interface. An optional bit mask is stored in the
interface interrupt-enable register. The default bit mask is the previous bit mask for that interface, or if there is no
previous bit mask then a bit mask of all zeros is used. The meaning of the bit mask depends on the interface; consult
the interface documentation. For example,
ENABLE INTR 7;Bitmask
enables interrupts on the IEEE-488 interface and stores the value of the variable Bitmask into the interface interruptenable register. The interrupt enable register bits are defined as follows:
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Interrupt Enable Register Bit Mask
Bit

Value

Meaning

15

-32768

Active Controller

14

16384

Parallel Poll Config. change

13

8192

My Talk address received

12

4096

My Listen address received

11

2048

EOI received

10

1024

SPAS

9

512

Remote/Local change

8

256

Talker/Listener Address change

7

128

Trigger received

6

64

Handshake Error

5

32

Unrecognized universal command

4

16

Secondary command while addressed

3

8

Clear received

2

4

Unrecognized addressed command

1

2

SRQ received

0

1

IFC received

The interrupt enable register has the same bit values as STATUS registers 4 and 5. STATUS register 4 tells which
condition caused the interrupt. STATUS register 5 tells which interrupts are enabled. To enable more than one interrupt,
add up all the event decimal values and use this value as the ENABLE INTR bit mask.
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Handling Service Requests
HTBasic can be programmed to branch to a service routine when a device requests service. The example at the start
of this chapter shows how to set up and enable an interrupt for the SRQ line. When a device sets the SRQ line, your
service routine needs to perform the following steps: 1) find out which device is requesting service, 2) find out what
action needs to be taken, 3) perform the needed action, and 4) re-enable the IEEE-488 interrupts.
Step 1 uses either the PPOLL command or the SPOLL command. With the SPOLL command you have to start with the
first address and step through all the addresses, until you find the device requesting service. If you only have one or
two devices on the IEEE-488 bus, then this method is quite fast and it eliminates step two.
Step 2 uses a serial poll (SPOLL) to read the device response byte and tells the device that it is being serviced. The
device then removes the request by clearing the SRQ line.
Step 3 is dependent on the response byte value. Its interpretation is determined by the device documentation.
Step 4 re-enables the interrupts with the ENABLE INTR command. Interrupts are disabled by the Controller until the
current request has been serviced. Once serviced, the interrupts need to be re-enabled.
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Parallel Polling Devices
A parallel poll is the fastest way of determining the requesting device. Each device must first be programmed to
respond to a parallel poll request on a unique data line (DIO1 - DIO8). For example,
PPOLL CONFIGURE 705;11
configures device 5 to respond by placing a 1 on data line DIO4. Bit 3 determines the logic sense of the data line when
the device needs service. The data line to use is determined by bits 0-2, offset by one. A value of 3 means use data line
DIO4.
To disable a device from responding to a parallel poll use the following commands.
PPOLL UNCONFIGURE 705 !Disables Device 5
PPOLL UNCONFIGURE 7 !Disables All Devices
To conduct the parallel poll the PPOLL function is used as follows:
Pstatus = PPOLL(7) !Parallel Poll Bus
After the parallel poll the variable Pstatus contains the value of the 8 data lines as set by the devices that have been
configured to respond to the parallel poll.
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IEEE-488 Registers
STATUS and CONTROL registers for IEEE-488 interfaces are given below. READIO and WRITEIO registers are presented
for 9914 and 7210 based IEEE-488 interfaces.
IEEE-488 hardware is not supplied standard with most computers. For HTBasic, TransEra sells the GPIB-900 IEEE-488
Controller. The board fits in any XT or AT bus slot. The board incorporates the NI TMS9914 integrated circuit, the same
controller used in HP BASIC workstations. This board provides compatibility with HP BASIC at all levels, including the
READIO/WRITEIO level which accesses the 9914 registers directly.
HTBasic also supports most PC IEEE-488 boards from other manufacturers. These boards most often use the NEC
PD7210 Chip and consequently are not completely compatible with HP BASIC. STATUS and CONTROL registers for the
9914 and the 7210 are the same, although some bits cannot be supported by the 7210. The READIO/WRITEIO registers
of the 7210 are completely different from the 9914 used by HP BASIC. Different tables are given below for the 7210
and the 9914.
READIO/WRITEIO registers allow direct access to the interface hardware. You should not attempt to use these registers
unless you are familiar with how the IEEE-488 chip is programmed.
The ON INTR 7 and ENABLE INTR 7 statements are supported. The values for the enable mask in the ENABLE INTR
statement are the same as those for STATUS register 5, given below. Some interrupts are not supported by the 7210.
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IEEE-488 CONTROL Registers
The following CONTROL registers are supported.

387

CONTROL 0
Reset. The value must be non-zero.

388

CONTROL 1
Set Serial Poll Response Byte.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Device Dependent Status

6

64

SRQ 1 - It’s me, 0 - It’s not me.

5-0

-

Device Dependent Status
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CONTROL 2
Set Parallel Poll Response Byte.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

DIO8

6

64

DIO7

5

32

DIO6

4

16

DIO5

3

8

DIO4

2

4

DIO3

1

2

DIO2

0

1

DIO1
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CONTROL 3
Set My Bus Address.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7-5

-

Unused

4-0

-

Interface Primary Address
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CONTROL 4
Release NDAC Holdoff. 0 - No Secondary Address, 1 - Accept Secondary.
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CONTROL 5
Set Parallel Poll Response Mask.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7-5

-

Unused

4

16

Unconfigure

3

8

Logic Sense

2-0

-

Bits used for response
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IEEE-488 STATUS Registers
The following STATUS registers are supported.

394

STATUS 0
Return Identification. Always 1.

395

STATUS 1
Return Interrupt and DMA status.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Interrupts Enabled

6

64

Interrupt Requested

5-4

-

Hardware Interrupt Level Switches

3-2

-

Not used

1

2

DMA channel 1 enabled

0

1

DMA channel 0 enabled
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STATUS 2
Return Busy Bits.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7-3

-

Unused

2

4

Handshake in progress

1

2

Interrupts Enabled

0

1

TRANSFER in progress
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STATUS 3
Return Controller Status and Address.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

System Controller

6

64

Active Controller

5

32

Unused

4-0

-

Interface Primary Address
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STATUS 4
Return Interrupt Status. Uses same bit definitions as register 5.
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STATUS 5
Return Interrupt Enable Mask. Use these values with ENABLE INTR to enable interrupts.
Bit

Value

Meaning

15

-32768

Active Controller

14

16384

Parallel Poll Config. change

13

8192

My Talk address received

12

4096

My Listen address received

11

2048

EOI received

10

1024

SPAS

9

512

Remote/Local change

8

256

Talker/Listener Address change

7

28

rigger received

6

64

Handshake Error

5

32

Unrecognized universal command

4

16

Secondary command while addressed

3

8

Clear received

2

4

Unrecognized addressed command

1

2

SRQ received

0

1

IFC received*

*Not supported by the NEC 7210.
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STATUS 6
Return Interface Status. The REM & LOC bits are not always accurate on NEC 7210 cards.
Bit

Value

Meaning

15

-32768

REM

14

16384

LLO

13

8192

ATN True

12

4096

LPAS

11

2048

TPAS

10

1024

LADS

9

512

TADS

8

256

LSB of last address

7

128

System Controller

6

64

Active Controller

5

32

Unused

4-0

-

Primary Interface Address
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STATUS 7
Return Bus Control and Data Lines.
Bit

Value

Meaning

15

-32768

ATN True

14

16384

DAV True*

13

8192

NDAC True*

12

4096

NRFD True*

11

2048

EOI True

10

1024

SRQ True

9

512

IFC True*

8

256

REN True

7

128

DIO8

6

64

DIO7

5

32

DIO6

4

16

DIO5

3

8

DIO4

2

4

DIO3

1

2

DIO2

0

1

DIO1

* Not supported by the NEC 7210.
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9914 READIO Registers
The following READIO registers are supported.
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9914 READIO 1
Return Card Identification. Always 1.

404

9914 READIO 3
Return Interrupt and DMA status.
Bit
7

Value
128

Meaning
Interrupts Enabled

6

64

Interrupt Requested

5-4

-

Hardware Interrupt Level Switches

3-2

-

Not used

1

2

DMA channel 1 enabled

0

1

DMA channel 0 enabled
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9914 READIO 5
Return Controller Status and Address.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

System Controller

6

64

Not Active Controller

5

32

Unused

4-0

-

Interface Primary Address
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9914 READIO 17
Return Interrupt Status Register 0.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Interrupt occurred on ISR 0

6

64

Interrupt occurred on ISR 1

5

32

Byte Received

4

16

Ready for Next Byte

3

8

EOI detected

2

4

SPAS

1

2

Remote/Local Change

0

1

My Address Change
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9914 READIO 19
Return Interrupt Status Register 1.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Trigger Received

6

64

Handshake Error

5

32

Unrecognized Command Group

4

16

Secondary Command While Addressed

3

8

Clear Received

2

4

My Address Received (Listen or Talk)

1

2

SRQ Received

0

1

IFC Received
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9914 READIO 21
Return Interface Status.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

REM - Remote State

6

64

LLO - Local Lockout State

5

32

ATN Line True

4

16

LPAS - Listener Primary Addressed State

3

8

TPAS - Talker Primary Addressed State

2

4

LADS - Listener Addressed State

1

2

TADS - Talker Primary Addressed State

0

1

LSB of Last Address
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9914 READIO 23
Return Control-Line Status.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

ATN True

6

64

DAV True

5

32

NDAC True

4

16

NRFD True

3

8

EOI True

2

4

SRQ True

1

2

IFC True

0

1

REN True
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9914 READIO 29
Return Command Pass Through.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

DIO8

6

64

DIO7

5

32

DIO6

4

16

DIO5

3

8

DIO4

2

4

DIO3

1

2

DIO2

0

1

DIO1
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9914 READIO 31
Return Bus Data Line Status.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

DIO8

6

64

DIO7

5

32

DIO6

4

16

DIO5

3

8

DIO4

2

4

DIO3

1

2

DIO2

0

1

DIO1
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9914 WRITEIO Registers
The following WRITEIO registers are supported.

413

9914 WRITEIO 3
Set Interrupt and DMA Enable.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Enable Interrupt

6-2

-

Unused

1

2

Enable DMA Channel 1

0

1

Enable DMA Channel 0

414

9914 WRITEIO 17
Set Interrupt Mask Register 0.
Bit

Value

7-6

Meaning
Unused

5

32

Byte Received

4

16

Ready for Next Byte

3

8

EOI detected

2

4

SPAS

1

2

Remote/Local Change

0

1

My Address Change
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9914 WRITEIO 19
Set Interrupt Mask Register 1.
Bit
7

Value
128

Meaning
Trigger Received

6

64

Handshake Error

5

32

Unrecognized Command Group

4

16

Secondary Command While Addressed

3

8

Clear Received

2

4

My Address Received (Listen or Talk)

1

2

SRQ Received

0

1

IFC Received
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9914 WRITEIO 23
Set Auxiliary Command Register.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

1 - Set, 0 - Clear

6-5

-

Unused

4-0

-

Auxiliary Command

Auxiliary Command

CLEAR

SET

Software Reset

0

128

Release DAC Holdoff

1

129

Release RFD Holdoff

2

xx

Holdoff on all Data

3

131

Holdoff on EOI only

4

132

New Byte Available False

5

xx

Force Group Execute Trigger

6

134

Return to Local

7

135

Send EOI with Next Byte

8

xx

Listen Only

9

137

Talk Only

10

138

Goto Standby
Take Control Asynchronously

11
12

xx
xx

Take Control Synchronously

13

xx

Request Parallel Poll

14

142

Send Interface Clear

15

143

Send Remote Enable

16

144

Request Control

17

xx

Release Control

18

xx

Disable all Interrupts

19

147

Pass Through Next Secondary

20

xx

Short T1 Settling Time

21

149

Shadow Handshake

22

150

Very Short T1 Delay

23

151

Request Service Bit 2

24

152
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9914 WRITEIO 25
Set Address Register.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Enable Dual Addressing

6

64

Disable Listener Function

5

32

Disable Talker Function

4-0

-

Primary Address
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9914 WRITEIO 27
Set Serial Poll Response.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Device Dependent Status

6

64

1 - Send, 0 - Don’t Send SRQ

5-0

-

Device Dependent Status
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9914 WRITEIO 29
Set Parallel Poll Response.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

DIO8

6

64

DIO7

5

32

DIO6

4

16

DIO5

3

8

DIO4

2

4

DIO3

1

2

DIO2

0

1

DIO1
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9914 WRITEIO 31
Set Bus Data Lines Register.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

DIO8

6

64

DIO7

5

32

DIO6

4

16

DIO5

3

8

DIO4

2

4

DIO3

1

2

DIO2

0

1

DIO1
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7210 READIO Registers
The following READIO registers are supported.

422

7210 READIO 1
Return Card Identification. Always 2.

423

7210 READIO 3
Return Interrupt and DMA status.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Interrupts Enabled

6

64

Interrupt Requested

5-4

-

Hardware Interrupt Level Switches

3-2

-

Not used

1

2

DMA channel 1 enabled

0

1

DMA channel 0 enabled
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7210 READIO 5
Return Controller Status and Address.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

System Controller

6

64

Active Controller

5

32

Unused

4-0

-

Interface Primary Address
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7210 READIO 18
Return Bus Data Lines.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

DIO8

6

64

DIO7

5

32

DIO6

4

16

DIO5

3

8

DIO4

2

4

DIO3

1

2

DIO2

0

1

DIO1
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7210 READIO 20
Return Interrupt Status Register 1.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Command Pass Through

6

64

Address Pass Through

5

32

Device Execute Trigger

4

16

End Received

3

8

Device Clear

2

4

Handshake Error

1

2

Data Out - Send Byte

0

1

Data In - Read Byte

427

7210 READIO 22
Return Interrupt Status Register 2.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Interrupt Occurred on ISR 1 or 2

6

64

SRQ Received

5

32

Device in Lockout State

4

16

Device in Remote State

3

8

Command Output - Send Byte

2

4

Lockout Change

1

2

Remote Change

0

1

Address Status Change
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7210 READIO 24
Return Serial Poll Status.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7-0

-

Echoes Contents of Serial Poll Mode Reg.
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7210 READIO 26
Return Address Status.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Controller in Charge

6

64

ATN Line is High

5

32

Serial Poll Mode State

4

16

Listener Primary Addressed State

3

8

Talker Primary Addressed State

2

4

Listener Addressed

1

2

Talker Addressed

0

1

Talk or Listen Address Received
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7210 READIO 28
Return Command Pass Through.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

DIO8

6

64

DIO7

5

32

DIO6

4

16

DIO5

3

8

DIO4

2

4

DIO3

1

2

DIO2

0

1

DIO1
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7210 READIO 30
Return Address Register 0.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Not Used

6

64

Disable Talker 0.

5

32

Disable Listener 0.

4-0

-

Interface Major Address
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7210 READIO 32
Return Address Register 1.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

EOI Sent on Last Data Byte

6

64

Disable Talker 1.

5

32

Disable Listener 1.

4-0

-

Interface Minor Address
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7210 WRITEIO Registers
The following WRITEIO registers are supported.
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7210 WRITEIO 3
Set Interrupt and DMA Enable.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Enable Interrupt

6-2

-

Unused

1

2

Enable DMA Channel 1

0

1

Enable DMA Channel 0
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7210 WRITEIO 18
Set Bus Command & Data Lines.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

DIO8

6

64

DIO7

5

32

DIO6

4

16

DIO5

3

8

DIO4

2

4

DIO3

1

2

DIO2

0

1

DIO1
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7210 WRITEIO 20
Set Interrupt Mask Register 1.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Command Pass Through

6

64

Address Pass Through

5

32

Device Execute Trigger

4

16

End Received

3

8

Device Clear

2

4

Handshake Error

1

2

Data Out - Send Byte

0

1

Data In - Read Byte
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7210 WRITEIO 22
Set Interrupt Mask Register 2.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Unused

6

64

SRQ Received

5

32

DMA Output - Transfer Data

4

16

DMA Input - Transfer Data

3

8

Command Output - Send Byte

2

4

Lockout Change

1

2

Remote Change

0

1

Address Status Change
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7210 WRITEIO 24
Set Serial Poll Mode Response.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Device Dependent Status

6

64

1 - Send, 0 - Don’t Send SRQ

5-0

-

Device Dependent Status
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7210 WRITEIO 26
Set Address Mode Register.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Talk Only Mode

6

64

Listen Only Mode

5

32

Transmit/Receive Mode 1

4

16

Transmit/Receive Mode 0

3-2

-

Unused

1

2

Address Mode 1

0

1

Address Mode 0
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7210 WRITEIO 28
Set Auxiliary Mode Register. Bits 7 to 5 determine which register is set. Bits 4 to 0 specify the value to write into the
register. Tables giving the values for bits 4 to 0 for each auxiliary mode register follow the main table.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

CNT2 - Control Code 2

6

64

CNT1 - Control Code 1

5

32

CNT0 - Control Code 0

4-0

-

COM4-COM0 - Command Codes 4-0

Auxiliary Command Register. If CNT2-CNT0 are set to 000 (binary), bits 4 to 0 are defined by the following values:
Auxiliary Command
SET
CLEAR
Immediate Execute pon

0

xx

Chip Reset

2

xx

Finish Handshake

3

xx

Trigger

4

xx

Return to Local

5

13

Send EOI

6

xx

Non-Valid/Valid 2nd Cmd./Add.

7

15

Parallel Poll Flag

9

1

Goto Standby

16

xx

Take Control Asynchronously

17

xx

Take Control Synchronously

18

xx

Take Control Synch. on End

26

xx

Listen

19

xx

Listen in Continuous Mode

27

xx

Local Unlisten

28

xx

Execute Parallel Poll

29

xx

Send Interface Clear

30

22

Send Remote Enable

31

23

Disable System Controller

20

xx

Internal Counter Register. If CNT2-CNT0 are set to 001 (binary), bits 4 to 0 specify the State Change Prohibit Times.
Parallel Poll Register. If CNT2-CNT0 are set to 011 (binary), bits 4 to 0 have the following meaning:
Bit
Value
Meaning
4

16

Disables Participation in Parallel Poll

3

8

Logic Sense of Status

2-0

-

Data Line to Assert During Poll

Auxiliary Register A. If CNT2-CNT0 are set to 100 (binary), bits 4 to 0 have the following meaning.
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Bit

Value

Meaning

4

16

Select 8-bit EOS length

3

8

Enable Transmit of EOS

2

4

Enable Receive of EOS

1

2

RFD Hold Off on End

0

1

RFD Hold Off on All Data

Auxiliary Register B. If CNT2-CNT0 are set to 101 (binary), bits 4 to 0 have the following meaning.
Bit
Value
Meaning
4

16

Indicates the Value of ist

3

8

Active Level of The INT Pin

2

4

Sets high speed as T(1)

1

2

Enable Transmit of END in Serial Poll

0

1

Enable Setting of CPT bit if Undefined Cmd.

Auxiliary Register E. If CNT2-CNT0 are set to 110 (binary), bits 4 to 0 have the following meaning.
Bit
Value
Meaning
4-2

-

Unused

1

2

Enable DAC Hold-Off by DCAS State

0

1

Enable DAC Hold-Off by DTAS State
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7210 WRITEIO 30
Set Address Register.
Bit
Value
Meaning
7

128

Address Register 0 or 1

6

64

Disable Talk Function

5

32

Disable Listen Function

4-0

-

Primary Address of 0 or 1
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7210 WRITEIO 32
Set End of String Register.
Bit
Value

Meaning

7-0

EOS Message Byte to Send

-
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Statement Bus Action Summary
The following tables show the bus actions that take place when the various IEEE-488 control statements are executed.
The table is broken down into System and Non-System Controller, then into Active and Non-Active Controller, and
further subdivided into interface select code only or primary address specified. The mnemonics used in the tables are
listed below:
ATN Attention Line
PPD Parallel Poll Disable
DCL Device Clear
PPE Parallel Poll Enable
EOI End or Identify
PPU Parallel Poll Unconfigure
GET Group Execute
Trigger
REN - Remote Enable
GTL Go to Local
SDC Selected Device Clear
IFC Interface Clear
SPD Serial Poll Disable
LAG Listen Address Group
SPE Serial Poll Enable
LLO Local Lockout
TAG Talk Address Group
MLA My Listen Address
TCT Take Control
MTA My Talk Address
UNL Unlisten
PPC Parallel Poll Configure
UNT Untalk
ABORT
System Controller
Not System Controller
Active
Controller

Not Active
Controller

Active Controller

Not Active Controller

ISC
Only

Primary

ISC
Only

Primary

ISC
Only

Primary

ISC Only

Primary

IFC
REN
~ATN

Error

IFC
REN
~ATN

Error

ATN
MTA
UNL
~ATN

Error

No Action

Error

CLEAR
System Controller

Not System Controller

Active
Controller

Not Active
Controller

Active Controller

Not Active Controller

ISC
Primary
Only

ISC
Only

ISC
Only

Primary

ISC Only

Primary

ATN
DCL

Error Error

ATN
DCL

ATN
MTA
UNL
LAG
SDC

Error

Error

ATN
MTA
UNL
LAG
SDC

Primary

LOCAL
System Controller
Active
Controller

Not System Controller
Not Active
Controller

Active Controller

Not Active Controller
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ISC
Only

Primary

ISC
Only

Primary

~REN
~ATN

ATN
MTA
UNL
LAG
GTL

~REN Error

LOCAL LOCKOUT
System Controller

ISC
Only

Primary

ISC Only

Primary

ATN
GTL

ATN
MTA
UNL
LAG
GTL

Error

Error

Not System Controller

Active
Controller

Not Active
Controller

Active Controller

Not Active Controller

ISC
Primary
Only

ISC
Only

ISC
Only

Primary

ISC Only

Primary

ATN
LLO

Error Error

ATN
LLO

Error

Error

Error

Error

Primary

PASS CONTROL
System Controller

Not System Controller

Active
Controller

Not Active
Controller

Active Controller

Not Active Controller

ISC
Only

ISC
Only

ISC
Only

Primary

ISC Only

Primary

Error

ATN
UNL
TAG
TCT
~ATN

Error

Error

Primary

Error ATN
UNL
TAG
TCT
~ATN

Primary

Error Error

PPOLL
System Controller

Not System Controller

Active
Controller

Not Active
Controller

Active Controller

Not Active Controller

ISC
Only

Primary

ISC
Only

ISC
Only

Primary

ISC Only

ATN
EOI
read
~EOI
ATN*

Error

Error Error

ATN
EOI
read
~EOI
ATN*

Error

Error

Primary

*Restore ATN to previous state
PPOLL CONFIGURE
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Primary

System Controller

Not System Controller

Active
Controller

Not Active
Controller

Active Controller

Not Active Controller

ISC
Only

ISC
Only

ISC
Only

Primary

ISC Only

Primary

Error

ATN
MTA
UNL
LAG
PPC
PPE

Error

Error

Primary

Error ATN
MTA
UNL
LAG
PPC
PPE

Primary

Error Error

PPOLL UNCONFIGURE
System Controller

Not System Controller

Active
Controller

Not Active
Controller

Active Controller

Not Active Controller

ISC
Primary
Only

ISC
Only

ISC
Only

Primary

ISC Only

Primary

ATN
PPU

Error Error

ATN
PPU

ATN
MTA
UNL
LAG
PPC
PPD

Error

Error

ATN
MTA
UNL
LAG
PPC
PPD

Primary

REMOTE
System Controller

Not System Controller

Active
Controller

Not Active
Controller

Active Controller

Not Active Controller

ISC
Only

Primary

ISC
Primary
Only

ISC
Only

ISC Only

Primary

REN
~ATN

REN
ATN
MTA
UNL
LAG

REN

Error Error

Error

Error

Error

SPOLL
System Controller
Active
Controller

Not Active
Controller

Primary

Not System Controller
Active Controller

Not Active Controller
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ISC
Only

Primary

Error ATN
UNL
MLA
TAG
SPE
~ATN
read
ATN
SPD
UNT

ISC
Only

Primary

Error Error

TRIGGER
System Controller

ISC
Only

Primary

ISC Only

Primary

Error

ATN
UNL
MLA
TAG
SPE
~ATN
read
ATN
SPD
UNT

Error

Error

Not System Controller

Active
Controller

Not Active
Controller

Active Controller

Not Active Controller

ISC
Primary
Only

ISC
Only

ISC
Only

Primary

ISC Only

Primary

ATN
GET

Error Error

ATN
GET

ATN
MTA
UNL
LAG
GET

Error

Error

ATN
MTA
UNL
LAG
GET

Primary
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GPIO

449

Chapter 1 Overview and Configuration
The function of the General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) interface is to provide a means of communication between a
peripheral device and a computer.

Block Diagram of the GPIO Interface
The GPIO interface uses a 50 pin connector to communicate with the peripheral. Thirty-two lines are used for data
input and output; sixteen for output (DO0 - DO15) and sixteen for input (DI0 - DI15).
Three lines are used for handshaking purposes. They are the Peripheral Control line (PCTL), Peripheral Flag line (PFLG),
and Input/Output line (IO).
The three Special Purpose lines are External Interrupt Request (EIR), Peripheral Status (PSTS), and Peripheral Reset
(PRESET).
The four General Purpose lines are CTL0, CTL1, STI0, and STI1.
Six ground lines are provided for a ground reference and safety.
The last two lines are not connected.
Throughout this manual an output refers to a transfer of data from the computer to the peripheral while an input is a
transfer from the peripheral to the computer. This notation applies to the data bus and the signal lines.
This manual has information to configure both the GPIO 650 and the GPIO 600.
GPIO 650 Hardware Setup
The GPIO 650 board has three switches that are used to configure the board. An understanding of the GPIO interface
is necessary to properly set the switches. If you have not previously used the GPIO interface please study the Interface
Description section before proceeding with the installation.
Switches labeled RES are reserved and currently unused. The switch is ON when it is toward the PC board and OFF
when it is away from the board.
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Location of Switches for the GPIO 650

GPIO 650 Switch 1
GPIO 650 Switch One - Interface Settings
This switch selects the signal polarity, type of handshaking and the state of the output data lines after reset. The table
shows the effect of each switch setting.
Interface Settings for GPIO 650
Name of
Switch
Position
Function

PCTL

PFLG

PSTS

Set
Set
Polarity of PCTL Polarity of PFLG

Set
Polarity of
PSTS

ON

Low = Set
High = Clr

Low = Rdy
High = Bsy

Low = OK
High = OK

OFF

Low = Clr
High = Set

Low = Bsy
High = Rdy

Low = OK
High = OK
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HND

Full/Pulse
Handshake

DIN

DOUT

Set
Polarity of
Data In

Set
Polarity of Data
Out

Full

Low = 1
High = 0

Low = 1
High = 0

Pulse

Low = 0
High = 1

Low = 0
High = 1

D

Clear
on

Y

GPIO 650 Switch 2
GPIO 650 Switch Two - Input Clock Source
Switch two selects the latch source that will clock the data into the input data buffers. The switch for the desired clock
should be off with the other two on. The clocks for the high and low bytes do not need to be the same.
The RD clock source causes the computer to clock the input buffers whenever it is reading the data. The BSY clock
source causes the input buffers to be loaded on the ready-to-busy transition of PFLG. The RDY clock source uses the
busy-to-ready transition of PFLG.
By default these settings select the input clock source. Software can override these settings. If only software control is
used for the input clock source selection this switch does not need to be set.
For more information on GPIO input clocking, refer to the Interface Description section for a more detailed
explanation.

GPIO 650 Switch 3
GPIO 650 Switch Three - I/O Address
This switch is used to select the I/O address of the board. The I/O address is the base address that the computer uses
to communicate with the board. The GPIO 650 board uses 8 address locations above and including the base address.
The address space of the GPIO board cannot be shared with any other peripheral. The default address of the GPIO
board is 380h.
The following table shows the switch settings with the corresponding hexadecimal board address.
Address Selection for GPIO 650
Switches
A9

A3

I/O Address
(hex)

Switches
A9

A3

I/O Address
(hex)

1000000

00

100000

00

1000001

08

100001

08

1000010

10

100010

10

1000011

18

100011

18

1000100

20

100100

20

1000101

28

100101

28
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1000110

30

100110

30

1000111

38

100111

38

1001000

40

101000

40

1001001

48

101001

48

1001010

50

101010

50

1001011

58

101011

58

1001100

60

101100

60

1001101

68

101101

68

1001110

70

101110

70

1001111

78

101111

78

1010000

80

110000

80

1010001

88

110001

88

1010010

90

110010

90

1010011

98

110011

98

1010100

A0

110100

A0

1010101

A8

110101

A8

1010110

B0

110110

B0

1010111

B8

110111

B8

1011000

C0

111000

C0

1011001

C8

111001

C8

1011010

D0

111010

D0

1011011

D8

111011

D8

1011100

E0

111100

E0

1011101

E8

111101

E8

1011110

F0

111110

F0

1011111

F8

111111

F8

GPIO 650 Interrupt and DMA Channels
Interrupts and DMA are used to assist the transferring of data. There are a fixed number of interrupt and DMA
channels on a PC and they cannot be shared with other devices. The GPIO 650 enables the channel(s) for use with
software so no hardware settings are required.
Interrupt Channels
DMA Channels

5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15

5, 6, 7

The board can use one interrupt channel and one DMA channel. An interrupt must be selected for DMA to be used.
These channels numbers are given to the software driver during the initialization procedure. If there are no interrupt
or DMA channels allocated to the board it can still be used to transfer data but it’s performance will decrease and
interrupts will not be available.
The three DMA channels are the 16-bit DMA channels available on a PC. These channels do not support 8-bit
transfers. To handle this limitation the GPIO 650 was designed to pack two 8-bit peripheral handshakes into a single
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DMA transfer. This not only allows 8-bit peripheral transfers but also doubles the effective 8-bit transfer rate of the
GPIO board.
More detailed information on DMA transfers is in Interface Description under DMA Transfers.
GPIO 600 Hardware Setup
The GPIO 600 board has three switches that are set to configure the board. An understanding of the GPIO interface is
necessary to properly set the switches. If you have not previously used the GPIO interface please study the Interface
Description section before proceeding with the installation.
Switches labeled RES are reserved. The switch is ON when it is toward the PC board and OFF when it is away from the
board.

Location of Switches and Jumpers on the GPIO 600

GPIO 600 Switch 1
GPIO 600 Switch One - I/O Address
This switch is used to select the I/O address of the board. The I/O address selected by this switch is the base address
that the computer uses to communicate with the board. The GPIO board uses 16 address locations above the base
address. The address space of the GPIO board cannot be used by any other peripheral. The default address of the
GPIO board is 380h.
The following table shows the switch settings with the corresponding hexadecimal board address.
Address Selection for GPIO 600
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Switches
A10

I/O Address

A4

(hex)

0100000

200

0100001

210

0100010

220

0100011

230

0100100

240

0100101

250

0100110

260

0100111

270

0101000

280

0101001

290

0101010

2A0

0101011

2B0

0101100

2C0

0101101

2D0

0101110

2E0

0101111

2F0

0110000

300

0110001

310

0110010

320

0110011

330

0110100

340

0110101

350

0110110

360

0110111

370

0111000

380

0111001

390
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0111010

3A0

0111011

3B0

0111100

3C0

0111101

3D0

0111110

3E0

0111111

3F0

GPIO 600 Switch 2
GPIO 600 Switch Two - Interface Settings
This switch selects the signal polarity and the type of handshaking that will be used. The chart below shows
the switch settings for handshaking and polarity.
Interface settings for GPIO 600
Name of
Switch
Position

PCTL

PFLG

PSTS

HND

DIN

DOUT

Function

Set Polarity
of PCTL

Set Polarity
of PFLG

Set Polarity
of PSTS

Full/Pulse
Handshake

Set Polarity
of Data In

Set Polarity
of Data Out

ON

Low = Set
High = Clr

Low = Rdy
Higher = Bsy

Low = OK
Low = OK

Full

Low = 1
High = 0

Low =1
High = 0

OFF

Low = Clr
High = Set

Low = Bsy
High = Rdy

Low = OK
High = OK

Pulse

Low = 0
High = 1

Low = 0
High = 1
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Res

GPIO 600 Switch 3
GPIO 600 Switch Three - Input Clock Source
This switch selects the latch source that will clock the data into the input data buffers. The switch for the
desired clock should be off with the other two on. The clocks for the high and low bytes do not need to be the same.
The RD clock source causes the computer to clock the input buffers whenever it is reading the data. The BSY clock
source causes the input buffers to be loaded on the ready-to-busy transition of PFLG. The RDY clock source uses the
busy-to-ready transition of PFLG.
For more information on GPIO input clocking, refer to the Interface Description section for a more detailed
explanation.
Interrupt Jumper
The GPIO 600 supports interrupts 2 through 7. The default interrupt is 5. The location of the interrupt selector pins can
be found on the board diagram at the start of this section. Install the shorting block on the pins that corresponds to
the desired interrupt number.
DOUT Clear Jumper
If the DOUT Clear jumper is set, the output data lines will be set low after a board reset. The location of the DOUT
Clear jumper can be seen on the board diagram at the start of this section.
Board Installation
1. Turn off and unplug the computer
2. Remove the computer cover.
3. Locate an empty slot and take off the slot cover by removing the screw. Keep the screw.
4. Eliminate any static electricity by touching the metal computer case.
5. Remove the GPIO board from the static protection pouch and insert it into the selected slot. The board should be
handled by its edges only.
6. Replace the screw to hold the board in place.
7. Replace the computer cover.
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Chapter 2 Interface Description
This chapter describes the operation of the GPIO interface.

External Connections to GPIO

Signal Descriptions

All of the signal lines of the GPIO board are described below. The numbers in parentheses are the pin numbers on the
connector.
Parallel Data Out
Data Output Lines (2-17) - These are the sixteen data output lines. The computer writes to these lines while the
peripheral reads them. The logic sense of these lines is user configurable.
Parallel Data In
Data Input Lines (27-42) - These are the sixteen data input lines. The peripheral writes to these lines while the
computer reads them. The logic sense of these lines is user configurable.
Handshake
Peripheral Control (19) - PCTL - This is the control line that the computer sets to initiate a transfer of data. The logic
sense of this line is user configurable.
Input Output (20) - IO - This line indicates the direction of data flow to the peripheral. A high signal indicates an input
while a low signal indicates an output.
Peripheral Flag (44) - PFLG - The peripheral uses this line to acknowledge the transfer. The logic sense of this line is
user configurable.
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Special Purpose
Peripheral Status (45) - PSTS - This line can be used to indicate the OK or not OK status of the peripheral. The logic
sense of this line is user configurable.
Peripheral Reset (21) - PRESET - This is the reset line. It pulses low for at least 15 microseconds whenever a reset takes
place.
External Interrupt Request (46) - EIR - This line allows the peripheral to interrupt the computer. The EIR line is active
low.
General Purpose
Control 0 and 1 (22,23) - CTL0, CTL1 - These are general-purpose lines that the computer can set.
Status 0 and 1 (47,48) - STI0, STI1 - These are general-purpose lines that the computer can read.
Grounds
Grounds (18,24,26,43,49) - GND - These are the signal grounds. These pins provide the ground potential for the signal
lines.
Chassis Ground (25) - CHGND - This pin is connected to the IO bracket that screws into the PC chassis. It is usually
used to connect to the cable shield.

Differences Between GPIO 600 and GPIO 650

The GPIO 600 and 650 are both designed to provide the same interface for communication with digital peripherals. All
interaction with the peripheral are essentially the same. The differences come from the interaction between the GPIO
board and the host computer. There are also some configuration differences.
The GPIO 650 has a 16-bit interface with the host computer and can use DMA to transfer data. The GPIO 600 uses
an 8-bit interface and does not support DMA. The wider data path and the available DMA can allow the GPIO 650 to
transfer data significantly faster with fast peripherals than the GPIO 600.
Since the GPIO 650 has a 16-bit interface it has access to the high numbered interrupt sources. These higher sources,
greater than 9, are more available than the lower sources making it easier to locate a free interrupt channel.
The input clock source is set on both boards with a dip switch but on the GPIO 650 the software can override these
settings.
The PCTL delay time is modified on the GPIO 600 by soldering in a capacitor or a resistor. The PCTL delay time for the
GPIO 650 is selected from software. This limits the maximum delay on the GPIO 650 to 1.5μs while the GPIO 600 can
be extended to 100’s of microseconds with the use of a large capacitor.
The DOUT clear jumper on the GPIO 600 and switch on the GPIO 650 clears the DOUT lines on reset. With the GPIO
600 this forces the output lines low regardless of the polarity set for the output lines. The GPIO 650 sets the lines to a
logical 0. This allows the lines to be set low or left high impedance depending on the polarity set for the lines.

Interfacing Circuits

This section gives the electrical requirements for the GPIO interface and some suggestions on interfacing circuits.
Peripheral Driver Circuit
All signal and data input lines are connected to a TTL input. The data lines are pulled up to 3.4V with a 3k/6.2kΩ
resistor divider. The signal lines are pulled up to 3.4V with a 1.5k/3.1kΩ resistor divider. Input voltages above 5.5V or
below -0.5V can result in damage to the GPIO board.
Peripheral Drive Requirements:
Iin low
= 2mA — data lines
= 4.5mA — signal lines (PFLG, PSTS, STI0, STI1)
Vin max
= 5.5V
Vin high
> 2.0V
Vin low
< 0.7V — data lines
< 0.6V — signal lines
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Driver Circuit

Suggestions
Peripheral Receiving Circuit

All of the GPIO outputs, both for signals and data, use open collector output buffers. This means that the line is either
left free for a high signal, high impedance, or being pulled to ground for a low signal. This has two effects: first, the
computer can write to devices running off any voltage up to 30V, second, the driver must be pulled to the high voltage
or the peripheral will probably always read a low.
GPIO16 Output Driver Specifications:
Vout low
= 0.4V max while sinking 16mA
= 0.7V max while sinking 40mA
Vout high
= 30V max
Iout low
= 40mA

Receiver Circuit Suggestions
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Data Settling Times

The data settling time is the time from when the peripheral or the computer writes the data until that data is valid. The
length of the cable and the type of driver affects the settling time for a particular application. If sufficient time is not
provided for the data to settle erratic data errors will occur.
PCTL Delay Time
The PCTL delay time sets the time from when the data is written to the output buffers until the PCTL line is set. The
transition of PCTL from clear to set, indicates to the peripheral that the data is valid.
On the GPIO 650 the PCTL delay time is set with software from 0-100ns to 1.4-1.5μs. Refer to Chapters 3 or 5 for
information on setting the PCTL Delay time.
With the GPIO 600 a resistor is added to shorten the delay time. A capacitor is added to lengthen the delay time. The
resistor or capacitor must be soldered onto the board. The locations for R4 and C2 are shown in the board diagram in
chapter 1.
GPIO 600 Equations for PCTL Delay Time
To decrease time constant:

To increase time constant:

Peripheral Delay Time
The peripheral must also insure that the data is has written is stable at the GPIO board before it latches the data into
the input buffers. The peripheral should delay its response with PFLG until the data has settled.

Data Handshaking

Data handshaking is the process of using signals between the computer and peripheral to inform the other when it is
ready to receive or transmit data. This section describes the use of the handshaking lines and demonstrates the data
flow that these lines allow.
In the following discussion Full and Pulse Mode Handshaking are shown. The selection between Full and Pulse mode is
made with the HND switch described in Chapter 1.
For inputs the computer reads the contents of the input data buffers on the GPIO board and not the actual input lines.
The clock type determines when the data is loaded into these buffers. A RDY clock loads the buffers on a busy-toready transition of PFLG. A BSY clock loads the buffers on a ready-to-busy transition of PFLG. The RD clock loads the
buffers as it is reading them. The setting of the switches that control the clock selection is described in Chapter 1.
Software can override the input clock source switch settings on the GPIO 650 see Chapters 3 and 5 for the registers to
modify.
A BSY or RDY clock would normally be chosen for transfers that use handshaking. These sources allow the user to
know exactly when the data is going to be stored in the input buffers.
If the buffers are read without handshaking the RD clock source would normally be used. With the RD clock source
the data read would be whatever is on the input lines when the computer reads the input buffers. If the clock source is
BSY or RDY and PFLG is not toggled the buffer reads would always return the same value regardless of the input lines
because the buffers would never be loaded with new data.
Handshaking Steps
A complete handshake involves five separate operations that take place in the order listed. The first two are optional
depending on the configuration of the board.
1. A peripheral OK check can be made before the start of a transfer. The peripheral check consists of the computer
reading the PSTS line, if it is a logical 1 the peripheral is considered OK.
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2. A peripheral ready check can be made before proceeding with the transfer of each word of data. In this case the
state of the PFLG line is checked. If PFLG is in the ready state the computer proceeds, if not, the computer waits until
the peripheral puts PFLG in the ready state. The PFLG line is checked if Full-Mode handshakes are selected, it is not for
Pulse-Mode handshakes.
3. The computer initiates the transfer by setting the PCTL and IO lines. The IO line indicates the direction of transfer
while PCTL indicates the start of a handshake.
4. The peripheral reads the data output lines or writes information to the data input lines.
5. The peripheral acknowledges that it has read or written the data. It does this by setting or clearing the PFLG line.
Timing Diagrams
In the following pages the possible configurations for the Full and Pulse Mode input and output handshakes are
illustrated and described. Since the IO line is always set high for a read and low for a write it will not be shown. The
peripheral OK check will not be illustrated.

Full-Mode OUTPUT Handshakes
t0 - The computer waits until PCTL is clear and PFLG is ready before starting the transfer.
t1 - The computer puts the data on the output lines and sets the IO line low.
t2 - After the PCTL delay time has expired, PCTL is set. This indicates to the peripheral that there is valid data.
t3 - The peripheral sets PFLG to busy.
t4 - The ready to busy transition on PFLG clears the PCTL line.
t5 - The peripheral sets PFLG to ready.

Because the interface is set to full-mode the peripheral can read the data at any time from the
falling edge of PCTL until the busy-to-ready transition of PFLG. The data stays valid since the
interface will not change the output data until the interface returns to the ready condition of PCTL
clear and PFLG ready.
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Full-Mode ENTER Handshake, BSY Clock Source
t0 - The computer checks to see if the peripheral is ready. Since PCTL is clear and PFLG is ready the transfer can
proceed.
t1 - The computer sets PCTL to start the transfer. The IO line is simultaneously set high.
t2 - The peripheral places the data on the input lines.
t3 - After the data lines have had time to settle the peripheral sets PFLG. The setting of PFLG clocks the data into the
input buffers on the GPIO board.
t4 - The PCTL line is cleared automatically after PFLG goes busy.
t5 - The peripheral sets PFLG ready. Once PFLG is ready the peripheral is ready to start a new transfer.

Full-Mode ENTER Handshake, RDY Clock Source
t0 - The computer checks to see if the peripheral is ready. Since PCTL is clear and PFLG is ready the transfer can
proceed.
t1 - The computer sets PCTL to start the transfer. The IO line is simultaneously set high if it was not already high.
t2 - The peripheral sets PFLG busy.
t3 - PCTL is cleared in response to PFLG being set to busy.
t4 - The peripheral puts the data on the input lines. This can be done simultaneously with PFLG being set to busy.
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t5 - The peripheral sets PFLG ready after the data lines have had time to settle. The transaction of PFLG from busy to
ready will clock the data into the buffers on the GPIO board. This also puts the interface in the ready state to start a
new transfer.

Busy Pulses, Pulse-Mode OUTPUT Handshakes
With the interface set to pulse-mode transfers, the computer will initiate the transfer if PCTL is clear regardless of the
state of PFLG.
t1 - The computer puts the data on the data out lines and sets the IO line low.
t2 - After the PCTL delay time has expired, the PCTL line is set. This indicates that the data is valid.
t3 - The peripheral reads the data then acknowledges the transfer by setting PFLG to busy.
t4 - The PCTL line is cleared by the PFLG ready-to-busy transition. Once PCTL is clear the computer is ready to start a
new transfer.
t5 - It is not important when PFLG goes ready since the computer will start a new transfer even if it is busy.

Ready Pulses, Pulse-Mode OUTPUT Handshakes
The computer will initiate the transfer if PCTL is clear regardless of the state of PFLG.
t1 - The computer puts the data on the output lines and sets the IO line low.
t2 - After the PCTL delay time has expired, the PCTL line is set. This indicates the presence of valid data on the output
data lines.
t3 - The peripheral puts PFLG in the ready state.
t4 - The peripheral completes the handshake by setting PFLG busy. This ready-to-busy transition clears the PCTL line.
The peripheral should read the data before the PFLG ready-to-busy transition.
t5 - Once PCTL is clear the computer is ready to start a new transfer.
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Busy Pulses, Pulse-Mode ENTER (BSY Clock Source)
The computer will initiate the transfer if PCTL is clear regardless of the state of PFLG.
t1 - The computer sets PCTL and the IO line is set high.
t2 - The peripheral writes the data onto the data input lines.
t3 - After a data settling time the peripheral sets PFLG to busy. This clocks the data into the GPIO board buffers.
t4 - The PCTL line goes clear due to the ready-to-busy transition.
t5 - Some time later the PFLG line returns to ready. The next transfer start will not wait for this action.

Busy Pulses, Pulse-Mode ENTER (RDY Clock Source)
The computer will initiate the transfer if PCTL is clear regardless of the state of PFLG.
t1 - The computer sets PCTL and the IO line is set high.
t2 - The peripheral writes the data onto the data input lines.
t3 - The peripheral sets PFLG to busy.
t4 - The PCTL line goes clear due to the PFLG ready-to-busy transition. At this point the computer considers the
transaction complete and might read the buffers even though the data has not yet been clocked in.
t5 - The PFLG line returns to ready clocking the data into the GPIO board buffers.
Note: DO NOT USE THIS TRANSFER MODE. There is no way to guarantee that the peripheral can clock the data into
the input data buffers before the computer reads the buffers. When the input data buffers are clocked late the data
read will be from the previous handshake.
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Ready Pulses, Pulse-Mode ENTER (BSY Clock Source)
The computer will initiate the transfer if PCTL is clear regardless of the state of PFLG.
t1 - The computer sets PCTL and the IO line is set high.
t2 - The peripheral sets PFLG to ready.
t3 - The peripheral writes its data to the input lines.
t4 - After the data has had time to settle the peripheral sets the PFLG line to busy. This transaction will clock the data
into the input buffers on the GPIO board.
t5 - In response to the ready-to-busy transition on the PFLG line, PCTL is cleared and the interface is ready to initiate
another transfer.

Ready Pulses, Pulse-Mode ENTER (RDY Clock Source)
The computer will initiate the transfer if PCTL is clear regardless of the state of PFLG.
t1 - The computer sets PCTL and the IO line is set high.
t2 - The peripheral writes the data to the input lines.
t3 - After the data has had time to settle the peripheral sets the PFLG line to ready. This transaction will clock the data
into the input buffers on the GPIO board.
t4 - The peripheral will later set PFLG to busy.
t5 - In response to the ready-to-busy transition on the PFLG line, PCTL is cleared and the interface is ready to initiate
another transfer.

General Purpose IO Lines

These lines are not used for handshaking and are available as aids in working with the peripheral. The usual purpose of
each line is described.
PSTS Line
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This is the peripheral status line. It can be used to check that the peripheral is still active or at least that the cable is still
connected. The typical use is to have the peripheral pull the PSTS line to ground. The PSTS polarity is set so that low
represents peripheral OK. If the cable becomes disconnected the line floats high due to the on-board pull-up resistors
which causes the PSTS line to report that the peripheral is not OK.
PRESET Line
This is the peripheral reset line. When the board is reset this line pulses low for at least 15μs. This allows both the GPIO
650 and the peripheral to be reset at the same time. A reset is generally performed every time a new program that
uses the board is run.
EIR line
This is the external interrupt request line. The board can be configured in software to cause an interrupt whenever this
line is low. This lets the peripheral tell the computer when it needs attention. If not used as an interrupt source the EIR
line can be used as a general-purpose input.
CTL0 and CLT1 Lines
These are the control 0 and control 1 lines. They have no predefined purpose but can be set and cleared from software
as desired.
STI0 and STI1 Lines
These are the status 0 and status 1 lines. They have no predefined purpose but can be read from software as desired.

Interrupts

Interrupts are used to interrupt the computations that the computer is performing so that some other action can take
place. The typical action with the GPIO 650 is the start or continuation of the transfer of data. Each interrupt source is
enabled and disabled from software.
Interrupt Sources
• Interface Ready
• External Interrupt Request (EIR)
• DMA Terminal Count (GPIO 650 only)
Interface Ready
This interrupt source becomes active whenever the interface is ready to start a new handshake. The interface is ready if
PCTL is clear with pulse mode handshake or when PCTL is clear and PFLG is ready with full mode handshake.
Software drivers may use this interrupt when controlling transfers. To avoid conflicting with the software drivers do not
enable this source while the driver is performing a transfer.
External Interrupt Request
The EIR line is the source for this interrupt. When the EIR line is low and External Interrupt Request is enabled an
interrupt is be generated. This is generally used by the peripheral to inform the computer that it needs attention.
This interrupt source is not used by the software drivers and may be active at any desired time without conflicting with
the driver.
DMA Terminal Count
This interrupt source is used by the software driver to control DMA transfers on the GPIO 650. Since it is used
exclusively with DMA, TransEra supplied software drivers do not make it available to the user. Information on this
interrupt is in Chapter 5 Programming Guide for GPIO 650.

DMA Transfers

DMA stands for Direct Memory Access. DMA is not supported on the GPIO 600. These transfers use a DMA controller
on the computer to move the data between the GPIO board and the computers memory without using the computers
CPU. DMA transfers are not as subject to the variable delays that exist with Interrupt or Polled (CPU controlled)
transfers.
Using DMA is generally the fastest way to perform large transfers of data. Small transfers may be faster with polled
transfers because of the time it takes to configure the DMA controller. TransEra supplied software drivers selects the
transfer mode that is expected to be the fastest.
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When performing 8-bit transfers with the peripheral the GPIO 650 performs two handshakes and then transfers the
data with a single 16-bit DMA transfer. This doubles the maximum transfer rate with 8-bit peripherals.
The memory structure of a PC and the limitations of the DMA controller, limits the amount of data that can be
transferred with a single DMA controller configuration from 1 to 65536 words. Where in the range a specific transfer
starts depends on the physical location in memory that the data is using. When the DMA controller reaches that
configuration’s limit it needs to be reconfigured. While the DMA controller is being reconfigured transfers with the
peripheral are paused. The user will generally not be able to predict when these pauses will take place.
With the exception of the pause mentioned above, the maximum time that the computer should take to get ready for
the next handshake is 4μs. With polled and interrupt modes the time for the computer to get ready can vary greatly
depending on the speed of the machine and the resources that are in use.

Reset

Before using the GPIO board it is recommended that the board be reset. This puts the board and interface into a
known state before accessing the interface. When the board is reset a reset pulse of at least 15μs is put on the PRESET
line to inform the peripheral that a reset has taken place.
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Chapter 3 HTBasic Software Interface
This chapter explains how to use the GPIO board with HTBasic and the HTBasic software driver. With the introduction
of HTBasic 9.0, Both the GPIO 600 and 650 cards are fully supported under all operating systems supported by the 9.0
release.
The interface is designed to duplicate the operation of the HP GPIO 98622A as close as possible so that few if any
software changes need to be made when using either the GPIO 600 or GPIO 650 boards with HTBasic in place of
the HP GPIO 98622A with RMB. The differences between the two systems are summarized in the section Differences
Between TransEra and HP GPIO.

Differences Between TransEra and HP GPIO

This section gives the differences between the HP GPIO 98622A and the TransEra GPIO Boards.
Setup
TransEra 600 and 650: Board address must be set with dip switches for the PC.
HP: No address needs to be selected.
TransEra 600 and 650: ISC is set in software during the LOAD BIN command.
HP: ISC is selected with a dip switch.
TransEra 600 and 650: The interrupt is selected from software in the LOAD BIN command.
HP: An interrupt priority is selected with a dip switch.
TransEra 600: Identical to HP.
TransEra 650: The PCTL delay time is set from software.
HP: A resistor or capacitor is added to change the PCTL delay time.
TransEra 600: Does not support DMA.
TransEra 650: The DMA channel is selected from software in the LOAD BIN command.
HP: The DMA channel is selected with a DIP switch.
Operation
TransEra: Unused bits in Status and Readio registers are set to zero.
HP: Unused bits in Status registers are set to zero while unused bits in Readio registers are generally set to one.
TransEra 600: Used a DOUT CLEAR jumper but the output lines are set low regardless of the selected polarity.
TransEra 650: When in the on position the DCLR switch causes the data output lines to be set to a logical zero.
HP: Uses the DOUT CLEAR jumper to perform the same function as the GPIO 650.
Registers
TransEra 600: Does not use bits 0-5 of the Interrupt and DMA Status register.
TransEra 650: Does not use bits 1-5 of the Interrupt and DMA Status register and bit 0 reports if DMA is active.
HP: The Interrupt and DMA Status register uses these bits differently.
TransEra 600: Same as HP.
TransEra 650: Defines an Input Clock Source register to override the switch selected input clock sources.
HP: Does not have this register.

Control Registers

This section lists the control registers and explains the purpose of the control bits. These registers should be used
instead of writeio registers for board control. All registers are 8-bit unless otherwise noted.
The value associated with each bit is the decimal representation of that bit being set.
Control Registers
Register
Name
0
Interface Reset
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1
2
3
4
-

Set PCTL
Peripheral Control
Data Out (16-bits)
Input Clock Source (GPIO 650 only)
Interrupt Enable

Reset Interface
CONTROL Register 0
Writing a non-zero value to this register resets the interface.
Set PCTL
CONTROL Register 1
Writing a non-zero value to this register sets PCTL.
Peripheral Control
CONTROL Register 2
Bit 7
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Value=128 Value Value Value Value Value Value Value
= 64 = 32 = 16 = 8 = 4
=2 =1
0

Report Set Set
PSTS CTL1 CTL0
Error Low Low

Bit 0: Set CTL0 Low
When this bit is set the CTL0 line is driven low. When clear, the CTL0 output is in a high impedance state.
Bit 1: Set CTL1 Low
When this bit is set the CTL1 line is driven low. When clear the CTL1 output is in a high impedance state.
Bit 2: Report PSTS Error
When set the interface will check the PSTS line before that start of each transfer. When clear the status of the PSTS line
is ignored.
Data Out (16 bits)
CONTROL Register 3
Bit 15

Bit 14

Bit 13

Bit 12

Bit 11

Bit 10

Bit 9

Bit 8

DO15

DO14

DO13

DO12

DO11

DO10

DO9

DO8

Bit 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit 4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

DO7

DO6

DO5

DO4

DO3

DO2

DO1

DO0

This is the output data buffer. Each bit is output on the corresponding output line. The logic polarity is user selectable
with switch 1.
Interface Parameters
Control Register 4 (not present on GPIO 600 or HP 98622A)
Bit 7
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Value=128 Value Value Value Value Value Value Value
= 64 = 32 = 16 = 8 = 4 = 2
=1
0

Clock
Source
High Byte

Clock Source
Low Byte
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Bits 0,1: Clock Source Low Byte
These bits select the input clock source for the low byte data buffer. These bits are cleared on LOAD BIN or reset.
When clear, the switch 2 setting are used.
Bits 1-0
Clock Source
00
Switch Setting
01
RDY
10
BSY
11
RD
Bits 2,3: Clock Source High Byte
These bits select the input clock source for the high byte data buffer. These bits are cleared on LOAD BIN or reset.
When clear, the switch 2 setting are used.
Bits 3-2
00
01
10
11

Clock Source
Switch Setting
RDY
BSY
RD

Interrupt Enable
Interrupt Enable Register
Bit 7
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2
Bit 1
Bit 0
Value=128 Value Value Value Value Value Value = 2 Value = 1
= 64 = 32 = 16 = 8 = 4
0

Enable
Enable
Interface EIR
Ready
Interrupts
Interrupts

Bit 0: Enable Interface Ready Interrupts
When set, an interrupt is requested when the interface is ready. When clear, this interrupt source is disabled.
Bit 1: Enable EIR Interrupts
When set, an interrupt is requested when the EIR line is low. When clear, this interrupt source is disabled.

Status Registers

This section lists the status registers and explains what each bit returns. These registers should be used instead of
readio registers for board control. All registers are 8-bit unless otherwise noted.
Status Registers
Register
Name
0
Card Identification
1
Interrupt and DMA Status
2
Board Status
3
Data In (16-bit)
4
Interface Ready
5
Peripheral Status
Card Identification
STATUS Register 0
Reading this register returns the ID number of the GPIO driver. The ID number for the GPIO driver is 3.
Interrupt and DMA Status
STATUS Register 1
Bit 7
Bit 6
Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
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Value=128 Value = 64 Value Value Value Value Value Value
= 32 = 16 = 8 = 4 = 2 = 1
Interrupts Interrupt
Are
is
Enabled
Requested

Undefined

DMA
is
Active

Bit 0: DMA is Active
A DMA transfer is being performed. If clear DMA is not active. This bit is undefined on the GPIO 600.
Bit 6: Interrupt is Requested
If set an interrupt is currently requested. If clear no interrupts are requested.
Bit 7: Interrupts are Enabled
If set at least one interrupt source is enabled. If clear no interrupt sources are enabled.
Transfer Status
STATUS Register 2
Bit 7
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3
Bit 2
Value=128 Value Value Value Value Value = 4
= 64 = 32 = 16 = 8
Undefined

Bit 1
Bit 0
Value = 2 Value =
1

Handshake Interrupts Transfer
In
Are
In
Progress
Enabled Progress

Bit 0: Transfer in Progress
If set a transfer is taking place. If clear a transfer is not active.
Bit 1: Interrupts are Enabled
This is the same as bit 7 of the Interrupt and DMA Status register. If set at least one interrupt source is enabled. If clear
no interrupt sources are enabled.
Bit 2: Handshake in Process
If set a handshake is in progress. With pulse mode handshakes that means that PCTL is set. With full mode handshakes
PTCL is set or PFLG is busy. If clear a handshake is not taking place.
Data In (16 bits)
STATUS Register 3
Bit Bit Bit Bit Bit 11
15 14 13 12
DI15 DI14 DI13 DI12 DI11
Bit Bit Bit Bit 4
7 6 5
DI7 DI6 DI5 DI4

Bit 10

Bit 9

Bit 8

DI10

DI9

DI8

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

DI3

DI2

DI1

DI0

This register returns the value stored in the input buffers. The input buffers are updated according to the input clock
source selected for each byte.
Interface Ready
STATUS Register 4
If set the interface is ready for a subsequent data transfer. If clear the interface is busy.
Peripheral Status
STATUS Register 5
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Bit 7
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Value=128 Value Value Value Value Value Value Value
= 64 = 32 = 16 = 8 = 4 = 2
=1
Undefined

PSTS EIR STI1 STI0
OK
Line Line
Line
Low Low
Low

Bit 0: STI0 Line Low
If set the STI0 line is low. If clear the line is high.
Bit 1: STI1 Line Low
If set the STI1 line is low. If clear the line is high.
Bit 2: EIR Line Low
If set the EIR line is low. If clear the EIR line is high.
Bit 3: PSTS OK
If set the PSTS line is OK. The polarity of the PSTS line is user selectable with switch 1. If clear the PSTS line is not OK.

Configuring and Loading

The Device Setup dialog is used for configuration and loading both cards. Once a driver is configured it may be loaded
using the Device Setup, or by including a line like the following in your AUTOST file:
Model 600 Board
LOAD BIN "GPIO600[;ISC Isc][BASE Address][INTERRUPT Int]"

Model 650 Board
LOAD BIN "GPIO650[;ISC Isc][BASE Address][INTERRUPT Int] [DELAY Delay]"
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Options
The legal options for the GPIO drivers are:
BASE AddressINTERRUPT InterruptISC IscDELAY Delay (650 only)
Once the driver is configured, it may be necessary to reboot the machine. Both the Device Setup Dialog and the
LOAD BIN command load the software driver that HTBasic uses to communicate with the GPIO board. The LOAD BIN
command must be executed before any access to the board from HTBasic.
For the DOS version, the driver filenames that the LOAD BIN uses for the GPIO 600 are ‘gpio.d86’ for the PC version
and ‘gpio.d36’ for the 386 version. For the GPIO 650 the filenames are ‘gpio16.d86’ for the PC version and ‘gpio16.d36’
for the 386 version. Note: there is no Device Setup necessary in the DOS version.
If the default value is used that parameter does not need to be specified in the LOAD BIN command.
Parameter

Default Value

Range

BASE

380 (hex)

200-3F0 (hex)

ISC

12

4-32

INT (GPIO 600)

5

0,2,3,4,5,6,7

INT (GPIO 650)

10

0,5,7,9,10,11,12,15

DMA (GPIO 650)

6

0,5,6,7

DELAY (GPIO 650)

1

0-7

The address set with the IO Address switch must match the BASE address value used for LOAD BIN. If these do not
agree the LOAD BIN will give a device not found error.
The default ISC for the GPIO board is 12. This is the same ISC number assigned to the second parallel port. If the
computer has a second parallel port the ISC of the GPIO board should be changed.
Interrupts may be disabled by using a 0 as the interrupt value. If interrupts are disabled the board will not support
TRANSFER commands and ENTER and OUTPUT commands could be slower.
DMA transfers are only supported on the GPIO 650 under DOS. An interrupt channel must be specified for DMA to be
used. DMA is not supported on the GPIO 600.
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The DELAY option controls the PCTL delay time for the GPIO 650. This delay is the time from when the computer
outputs the data onto the GPIO cable until the PCTL line is set. If set to a time shorter than the data settling time there
can be data errors on outputs. A resistor or capacitor is added to the board to change the PCTL delay time for the
GPIO 600.
Value

Delay Time

0

0-100ns

1

200-300ns

2

400-500ns

3

600-700ns

4

800-9 00ns

5

1.0-1.1μs

6

1.2-1.3μs

7

1.4-1.5 μs

An example LOAD BIN for the GPIO 650 with a base address of 220 hex, ISC number of 13, using interrupt channel 15
and with a PCTL delay of 400-500ns.
LOAD BIN "GPIO650; BASE 220 ISC 13 INT 15 DELAY 2"
The LOAD BIN for the GPIO 600 would be the same except the DMA and DELAY parameters would be left off and the
INT parameter must match the jumper location.

Interface Reset

The interface should be reset before use to put the interface into a known state. It is reset when the CLR I/O or BASIC
RESET key is pressed and when the LOAD BIN command is executed. The interface can be also be reset in software by
writing a one to Reset Interface (control register 0).
The following occurs during a reset:
• The Peripheral Reset line (PRESET) is pulsed low for at least 15μs.
• The PCTL line is cleared.
• The interrupt enable bit is cleared. This disables interrupts until re-enabled.
• If the DCLR switch is set, the Data Out lines are set to a logic low on the GPIO 650. If the DOUT CLEAR jumper is set
on the GPIO 600 the Data Out lines are set low.
• For the GPIO 650, the clock source high and low bits of Interface Parameters (control register 4) are set to 0. This
forces the clock source to the switch two settings.
The following lines are unchanged by a reset:
• The CTL0 and CTL1 output lines.
• The IO line.
• The Data Out lines (if DCLR or DOUT CLEAR JUMPER is not set).

Using STATUS and CONTROL Commands for I/O

Reading status register three returns the value of the data buffers in 16-bit 2’s complement (-32768 to 32767). The
value of these buffers depends on the clock source selected. With the RD source the buffers will be clocked just before
reading so that the value read reflects the value on the input data lines. If RDY or BSY source is selected the value will
be whatever was present during the previous handshake. The IO line is set high to indicate that a read is taking place.
The status command does not use handshaking, therefore, it will not set PCTL to initiate a handshake.
STATUS Example

DI15-DI8 DI7-DI0

Gpio=12
STATUS Gpio,3;A

2

3
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STATUS Gpio,3;B

255

255

With the RD clock source A = 515 (i.e.,256×2 +3) and B = -1.
Writing to control register three sets the data lines to the indicated value. The value is represented in 16-bit 2’s
complement (-32768 to 32767). The IO line will be set low to indicate that an output was performed. No handshaking
takes place since PCTL will not be set.
CONTROL Example
DO15-DO8

Gpio=12
CONTROL Gpio,3;5*256+11
CONTROL Gpio,3;-2

DO7-DO0

5
255

11
254

Status and Control registers can be used to control user defined handshaking. The following example demonstrates
the use of the STATUS and CONTROL statements to perform handshaking with the CTL0, STI0, and IO lines. STI0 will
not be able to clock the data into the input buffers since only PFLG is connected to the clocks but it can be used to
indicate when there is valid data on the lines to be read. The RD clock source is required so that a status read will clock
the data line values into the buffers before reading them.
User Handshake Example

Gpio=12
Num_samples=10
DIM Samples(10)
STATUS Gpio,3;Tmp
! Perform a dummy read to set IO high
FOR I=1 TO 10
! This reads 10 data points
CONTROL Gpio,2;1
! Set CTL0 to request communication
Loop1: Status GPIO,5;Stat5
! Wait until peripheral sets STI0
IF NOT BIT(Stat5,0) THEN GOTO Loop1
STATUS Gpio,3;Samples(I) ! Read data point
CONTROL Gpio,2;0
! Clear CTL0 to indicate data has been read
Loop2: STATUS Gpio,5;Stat5
! Wait for STI0 to be cleared
IF BIT(Stat5,0) THEN GOTO Loop2
! For a full handshake
NEXT I

Using OUTPUT and ENTER
Whenever the OUTPUT or ENTER command is used a complete handshake is required. If the handshake does not occur
HTBasic gives one of following two responses: 1) If a timeout is set the interface will wait the allotted time then give a
timeout error. 2) If the timeout period is not set the computer will appear to have locked up. Pressing the CLR I/O key
restores control to the user. The default for the GPIO board is to not have the timeout set.
Most of the examples are of OUTPUT statements. ENTER statements require the same data on the same data lines that
the OUTPUT statements produce.
The GPIO interface defaults to an 8-bit transfer unless otherwise specified.
The ASCII representations for A, B, and C are 65, 66, and 67 respectively. Carriage Return is 13 and Line Feed is 10. All
values shown are in decimal.
OUTPUT String Example
DO15-DO8 DO7-DO0

Gpio=12
OUTPUT Gpio;"AB"

0
0
0

65
66
13
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0

10

Only the low 8 bits are used for default transfers, Carriage Return Line Feed is the default delimiter.
OUTPUT Multiple Strings Example
DO15-DO8

Gpio=12
OUTPUT Gpio;"AB";"C"

DO7-DO0

0
0
0
0
0

65
66
67
13
10

Multiple strings are combined before outputting.
OUTPUT Word Default Delimiter
DO15-DO8 DO7-DO0

Gpio=12
OUTPUT Gpio USING "W";5*256+15

5
0
0

15
13
10

The default delimiter (byte mode) is still in effect.
OUTPUT Word No Delimiter
DO15-DO8 DO7-DO0

Gpio=12
OUTPUT Gpio USING "W,#";5*256+15
OUTPUT Gpio USING "W,#";-1

5
255

15
255

Numbers are output in 2’s complement 16-bit integers (-32768 to 32767).
OUTPUT Strings With Word Example
DO15-DO8 DO7-DO0

ASSIGN @Gpio TO 12;WORD,FORMAT ON
OUTPUT @Gpio;"A";"BC"

65
67
10

66
13
0

This transfer method would normally not be used due to the difficulty of having the peripheral reorganize the data.
OUTPUT Word Format Off Example
DO15-DO8 DO7-DO0

ASSIGN @Gpio TO 12;WORD,FORMAT OFF
OUTPUT @Gpio;5*256+11
OUTPUT @Gpio;-2

5
255

11
254

WORD,FORMAT OFF is equivalent to "W,#". This will execute the transfer of data 5-10 times faster than if the USING
"W,#" were used.
OUTPUT Array Example
DO15-DO8 DO7-DO0

INTEGER I(10)
MAT I=(3*256+7)
ASSIGN @Gpio TO 12;WORD,FORMAT OFF
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OUTPUT @Gpio;I(*)

3
3
ETC.

7
7

Arrays can be output with a single statement. By default HTBasic arrays are 0 based. This causes the above example to
output 11 I(0)-I(10) words of data.
ENTER statements expect the same data, on the same numbered data input lines that a corresponding output
statement produces.
ENTER Array Example
DI15-DI8 DI7-DI0

INTEGER I(10)
ASSIGN @Gpio TO 12;WORD,FORMAT OFF
ENTER @Gpio;I(*)
ETC.

3
3

7
7

Eleven handshakes complete the above transfer since INTEGER I(10) creates an array with eleven elements After the
transfer, all entries of array "i" will contain 775 (i.e.,3X256 + 7).

Using the TRANSFER Command
The TRANSFER command allows data to be exchanged (similar to INPUT and OUTPUT commands) with the GPIO
through I/O paths. The main difference between TRANSFER and INPUT/OUTPUT statements is TRANSFER can allow
other HTBasic commands to be executed as it is executing. A TRANSFER can be thought of as a "background" process.
A complete handshake is required when using TRANSFER. A timeout will only occur if the WAIT parameter is specified
in the TRANSFER statement.
The following program reads 8 bytes using the TRANSFER statement at line 90. Every 4 bytes read will cause the
subroutine at line 170 to be executed. After 2 records are read the transfer will be terminated and the subroutine at
line 190 will be executed. Notice that HTBasic continues to execute after the TRANSFER statement is started.
Input TRANSFER Example

Gpio=12
INTEGER Xx,I,Cnt,Done
DIM X$[8] BUFFER
! Create the buffer
ASSIGN @Buf TO BUFFER X$;FORMAT OFF
ASSIGN @Dev TO Gpio
Done=0
ON EOR @Dev GOSUB L170 ! Set up end of record gosub
ON EOT @Dev GOSUB L190 ! Set up end of transfer gosub
! Transfer 2 four byte records
TRANSFER @Dev TO @Buf;RECORDS 2,EOR (COUNT 4)
L100: IF Done=0 THEN L100
STATUS @Buf,4;Cnt
! Read number of bytes in buffer
FOR I=1 TO Cnt
ENTER @Buf USING "#,B";Xx ! Read data from the buffer
PRINT USING "#,K,B,K,/";"[",Xx,"]"
NEXT I
PAUSE
L170:PRINT "END OF RECORD"
RETURN
L190: PRINT "END OF TRANSFER"
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Done=1
RETURN
END
The following program outputs 8 bytes (4 words) to the GPIO. The ON EOR statement at line 90 will cause the
subroutine at line 160 to be executed every 4 bytes transferred. The ON EOT statement at line 100 causes the
subroutine at line 180 when the transfer is done. The data will be output one word (16 bits) at a time (4 handshake
transfers). The first transfer will output 49 ("1") on D0-D7 and 50 ("2") on D8-D15.
Output TRANSFER Example

Gpio=12
INTEGER Bytes,I,Done
DIM X$[8] BUFFER
! Create the buffer
Bytes=8
ASSIGN @Buf TO BUFFER X$;FORMAT OFF
ASSIGN @Dev TO Gpio;WORD
! Load the buffer with a string
OUTPUT @Buf USING "#,K";"12345678"
Done=0
ON EOR @Dev GOSUB L160 ! Set up the end of record gosub
ON EOT @Dev GOSUB L180 ! Set up the end of transfer gosub
PRINT "START TRANSFER"
! Transfer 2 four byte records
TRANSFER @Buf TO @Dev;EOR (COUNT 4)
WHILE Done=0
END WHILE
PAUSE
L160: PRINT "END OF RECORD"
RETURN
L180: PRINT "END OF TRANSFER"
Done=1
RETURN
END

Maximizing the Speed of I/O Transfers
For many users the transfer rate of the GPIO board is not relevant since they are passing relatively small amounts of
data and the board is fast enough. In other cases transfer rate can be critical. This section lists some ideas to help
increase the transfer rate. These techniques are not always applicable but when used can increase performance 2-10
times verses other methods that perform the same task.
Assign a DMA channel to the GPIO interface if using the GPIO 650. When the board is allowed to use DMA the transfer
will be able to move data at a rate of 250K word/second. Although pauses will occur in the transfer every 64K words to
reinitialize the DMA controller it is still the fastest way to transfer with most machines. Note that timeouts are disabled
during DMA transfers.
Avoid the use of USING statements with OUTPUT and ENTER commands. When USING is defined, HTBasic handles the
transfer in a way that allows it to reformat the data if necessary. This occurs even if it does not reformat the data. This
handling adds a large amount of overhead to the transfer. For an example, assigning FORMAT OFF, WORD to the GPIO
device will execute outputs about 10 times faster than if USING "W,#" were specified in the OUTPUT statement. In both
cases the output data will be the same.
The use of delimiting for ENTER and TRANSFER strings is usually required but the overhead of checking every byte to
see if it is the delimiting character slows the transfer significantly. When the length of the data is known use COUNT
with TRANSFERs. With ENTERs, ALLOCATE the array to the size of the data and then ENTER into that array.
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HTBasic is very flexible when it comes to changing the type of data that is being used. This ability to change the data
type can also result in significant overhead. When possible define arrays as integers and use the FORMAT OFF mode
to transfer numeric data to the peripheral. If not specified the HTBasic default is FORMAT ON which converts the data
into its ASCII representation before outputting it. This results in a large speed penalty.
These techniques are not limited to the exact situations described but the ideas of using DMA, not delimiting, using
FORMAT OFF and avoiding data type changes can increase the data rate for many applications.

GPIO Timeouts
Timeouts are used to prevent the system from appearing to lock up when communication with the peripheral is not
functioning.
The timeout period starts when PCTL is set and continues until the interface is ready. With a Pulse-Mode transfer it
continues until PCTL is clear. For a Full-Mode transfer it continues until PCTL is clear and PFLG is ready.
When a timeout occurs the interface is reset. Refer to Interface Reset for a list of changes on reset. If the error is not
trapped with an ON TIMEOUT instruction the program will terminate and display a timeout error.
When using DMA, timeouts are disabled. If the interface stops communicating during a transfer the computer can
appear to lock up. Pressing the BASIC RESET key will terminate the program and return control to the user. If this is
unacceptable DMA must be disabled by selecting DMA channel 0 when performing the LOAD BIN statement.

General Purpose Lines
There are four general-purpose lines that are available for any use. CTL1 and CTL0 are output lines and STI1 and STI0
are input lines. The lines are read and written to through status and control statements.
Peripheral Control
The CTLx lines are set by writing to Peripheral Control (control register 2). When writing to this register all the bits are
modified. To avoid accidentally clearing other bits a software copy of the register should be kept. When a CTLx line
it to be changed, bit modify the software copy and then write it to the control register. Note that CTLx has low-true
polarity (1 = low). This polarity is not selectable.
CTLx Control Example

Gpio=12
! 12 = Interface Select Code
Pcontrol=BINIOR(Pcontrol,1
! Set CTL0
! Clear a bit by ANDing the register with the compliment
Pcontrol=BINAND(Pcontrol,BINCMP(2))
! Clear CTL1
CONTROL Gpio,2;Pcontrol
! Write out value
This sets the CTL0 bit and clears the CTL1 bit in line 130. Since the outputs are inverted the CTL0 line is then forced low
and the CTL1 line goes to high impedance.
The STIx lines are read by reading Peripheral Status (status register 5). The STIx lines have low-true polarity (1 = low).
This polarity is not selectable.
Check STIx Status Example

Gpio=12
STATUS Gpio,5;Stat5
Sti0=BIT(Stat5,0)
Sti1=BIT(Stat5,1)

! 12 = Interface Select Code
! Read Peripheral Status
! Check the STIx bits

Using PSTS
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The PSTS line is generally used to indicate if peripheral communication is operational. The interface can be enabled to
check it before every OUTPUT, ENTER and TRANSFER command by setting the PSTS Error bit of the Peripheral Control
Register. Its status can be read at any time, whether or not PSTS Checking is enabled, by reading the PSTS OK bit of
Peripheral Status.
If the PSTS input is left floating (not connected to anything), it will read a high. Therefore it is recommended to set the
polarity to low = OK. This way a disconnected cable will return a PSTS not OK signal.
Activate PSTS Checking Example

Gpio=12
Pcontrol=BINIOR(Pcontrol,4)

! 12 = Interface Select Code
! Set PSTS Check

Deactivate PSTS Checking Example

Gpio=12
! Clear a bit by ANDing the register with the compliment
Pcontrol=BINAND(Pcontrol,BINCMP(4))
! Clear CTL1
CONTROL Gpio,2;Pcontrol
! Write out value
Read PSTS Value Example

Gpio=12
STATUS Gpio,5;Pstatus
Psts=BIT(Pstatus,2)

! Read Peripheral Status
! Check Psts bit

HTBasic GPIO Interrupts
The GPIO interface supports Ready interrupts and External Interrupt Request (EIR) interrupts. Both of these interrupts
are level-sensitive, this means that the signal must remain until it can be serviced. The service routine must be able to
distinguish between the interrupts as they both call the same interrupt service routine.
Enabling Interrupts
After LOAD BIN or reset the interrupts are disabled. They are enabled by writing a new mask into the Interrupt Enable
Register. The mask identifies which interrupts will be allowed to cause an interrupt. Set each desired interrupt bit to
enable it.
Interrupt Mask Example

Gpio=12
ON INTR Gpio GOSUB Int
ENABLE INTR Gpio;1

! 12 = Interface Select Code
! Set the mask to 1 for EIR

Interface Ready
When the interface ready bit is set an interrupt occurs whenever the interface becomes ready. In Full-Mode Handshake
the interface is ready whenever PCTL is clear and PFLG is ready. In Pulse-Mode Handshake the interface is ready when
PCTL is clear regardless of the state of PFLG.
External Interrupt Request
When the EIR bit is set an interrupt occurs whenever the EIR line goes low. The polarity of this line cannot be changed.
This line must be kept low until it is inside the service routine or it may be missed by the program.
Interrupt Service Routine
The interrupt service routine is the code that the computer executes if an interrupt occurs. A typical application is
using an EIR interrupt to signal the computer that it has data available to be read. Interrupts are disabled after every
call to the interrupt service routine. If the application requires multiple interrupts, the interrupts must be re-enabled
during the interrupt service routine.
If both EIR and Interface Ready interrupts are enabled the service routine needs to be able to identify what caused the
interrupt. This is accomplished by reading Interface Ready (status register 4) to see if the interface is ready or the EIR
Line Low bit of Peripheral Status (status register 5) to check for an EIR interrupt.
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The following example sets up an interrupt handler called Gpio_int to read one character each time EIR goes low.
Eleven integer values will be read and then stored in the Samples array. In this example the peripheral needs to clear
EIR when the sample point is read.
Interrupt Controlled Input

Gpio=12
Num_samples=10
Count=0
INTEGER Samples(10)
ON INTR Gpio GOSUB Gpio_int
ENABLE INTR Gpio;1
! Enable the EIR interrupt
! The loop below can be replace by useful code while waiting
! for the transfer to be completed
Loop: DISP TIME$(TIMEDATE)
IF Count<Num_samples THEN GOTO Loop ! Wait for transfer
DISP "Transfer is complete"
STOP
Gpio_int:
! This is the interrupt handling routine
STATUS Gpio,5;Stat5
IF BIT(Stat5,2) THEN
! Check if a valid gpio interrupt exists
ENTER Gpio USING "W,#";Samples(Count)
Count=Count+1
ENABLE INTR Gpio
! Peripheral needs to clear EIR before
! this statement
END IF
RETURN
END

READIO and WRITEIO Registers

This section describes the GPIO Interface’s READIO and WRITEIO registers. These registers are made to be as
compatible as possible with the registers from the HP GPIO 98622A. They are not the physical registers that exist on
either of the the GPIO boards. To use these registers the driver must be loaded. The actual physical registers are listed
in the Programming Guide chapters of this manual.
In some cases both the HP and TransEra boards have similar bits but operation is different particularly with DMA
operation. In these cases the control bits are left out of the READIO and WRITEIO registers.
READIO and WRITEIO registers should generally not be used. Most functions are available from STATUS and CONTROL
register. Accessing WRITEIO registers can have undesirable effects by overriding settings that the software driver had
set.
GPIO WRITEIO Registers
WRITEIO Register 0-Set PCTL
WRITEIO Register 1-Reset Interface
WRITEIO Register 2-Interrupt Mask
WRITEIO Register 3-Interrupt and DMA Enable
WRITEIO Register 4-MSB of Data Out
WRITEIO Register 5-LSB of Data Out
WRITEIO Register 6-Undefined
WRITEIO Register 7-Set Control Output Lines
Set PCTL
WRITEIO Register 0
Writing any non-zero numeric value to this register places PCTL in the Set state; writing zero causes no action.
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Reset Interface
WRITEIO Register 1
Writing any non-zero numeric value to this register resets the interface.
Interrupt Mask
WRITEIO Register 2
Bit 7
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2
Bit 1
Bit 0
Value=128 Value Value Value Value Value Value = 2 Value = 1
= 64 = 32 = 16 = 8 = 4
0

Enable
Enable
Interface EIR
Ready
Interrupts
Interrupts

Interrupt and DMA Enable
WRITEIO Register 3
Bit 7
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Value=128 Value Value Value Value Value Value Value
= 64 = 32 = 16 = 8 = 4 = 2
=1
Enable
Interrupts

0

MSB of Data Out
WRITEIO Register 4
Bit 7
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Value=128 Value Value Value Value Value Value Value
= 64 = 32 = 16 = 8 = 4 = 2 = 1
DO15

DO14 DO13 DO12 DO11 DO10 DO9 DO8

LSB of Data Out
WRITEIO Register 5
Bit 7
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Value=128 Value Value Value Value Value Value Value
= 64 = 32 = 16 = 8 = 4 = 2
=1
DO7

DO6 DO5 DO4 DO3 DO2 DO1 DO0

Set Control Output Lines
WRITEIO Register 7
Bit 7
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Value=128 Value Value Value Value Value Value Value
= 64 = 32 = 16 = 8 = 4 = 2
=1
0

Set
CTL1
(1=
Low;
0=
High)

Set
CTL0
(1=
Low;
0=
High)
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GPIO READIO Registers
Register 0-Interface Ready
Register 1-Card Identification
Register 2-Reserved
Register 3-Interrupt Status
Register 4-MSB of Data In
Register 5-LSB of Data In
Register 6-Reserved
Register 7-Peripheral Status
Interface Ready
READIO Register 0
A 1 indicates that the interface is Ready for subsequent data transfers, and 0 indicates Not Ready.
Board ID register
READIO Register 1
This register always contains 3, the identification for GPIO interfaces.
Interrupt Status
READIO Register 3
Bit 7
Bit 6
Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Value=128 Value = 64 Value Value Value Value Value Value
= 32 = 16 = 8 = 4 = 2 = 1
Interrupts Interrupt
Are
is
Enabled
Requested

Undefined

DMA
is
Active

MSB of Data In
READIO Register 4
Bit 7
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Value=128 Value Value Value Value Value Value Value
= 64 = 32 = 16 = 8 = 4 = 2
=1
DI15

DI14 DI13 DI12 DI11 DI10

DI9

DI8

LSB of Data In
READIO Register 5
Bit 7
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Value=128 Value Value Value Value Value Value Value
= 64 = 32 = 16 = 8 = 4 = 2
=1
DI7

DI6

DI5

DI4

DI3

DI2

DI1

DI0

Peripheral Status
READIO Register 7
Bit 7
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Value=128 Value Value Value Value Value Value Value
= 64 = 32 = 16 = 8 = 4 = 2
=1
Undefined

PSTS EIR STI1 STI0
OK
Line Line
Line
Low Low
Low
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Chapter 4 Programming Guide for GPIO 600
This chapter provides the board level information necessary to write a device driver that can control the GPIO board
without TransEra supplied software. This is difficult and not recommended for most users. If a driver is being used,
writing to any of the hardware registers directly can cause undesirable results due to conflicts with the driver.
Throughout this chapter setting a bit refers to changing the bit to a logical one. Clearing a bit refers to changing the
bit to a logical zero.
The control or status register number is the offset added to the base address. This gives the physical IO address
required to access the board. The base address is selected with switch number one. The GPIO 600 has an 8-bit
interface so it only uses 8-bit registers.

Hardware Register Description

A short explanation of the registers is given. Data is written to control register and read from status registers. The
Control or Status register number is the offset from the base address of that register.
Register Summary
Control Registers
Offset
Name
0

Set PCTL

1

Reset Interface

2

Interrupt Mask

3

Enable Interrupts

7

Set CTLx

8

Low Data Output

9

High Data Output

10

High Data Output and Set PCTL After Delay

0

Interface Ready

1

Board ID

2

Interrupt Mask

3

Interrupt Status

7

Peripheral Status

8

Low Byte Data Buffer

9

High Byte Data Buffer

10

Start Read

Status Registers
Offset
Name

Set PCTL
Control Register 0
Writing any value to this register location causes PCTL to be set.
Reset Interface
Control Register 1
Writing any value to this register location resets the interface.
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The following occurs during a reset:
• The PRESET line pulses low for at least 15ms.
• The PCTL line is cleared.
• The output data lines are cleared if the DOUT Clear jumper is intalled.
• Interrupts are disabled.
Interrupt Mask
Control Register 2
Bit Bit Bit Bit Bit 3
7 6 5 4

Bit 2

0

Bit 1

Bit 0

Enable
Interface
Ready
Interrupts

Enable
EIR
Interrupts

Bit 0: Enable EIR Interrupts
When set EIR interrupts are requested when the EIR line goes low as long as the Enable Interrupts bit (register 3 bit 3)
is set. When clear EIR interrupts are disabled.
Bit 1: Enable Interface Ready Interrupts
When set an interrupt is generated whenever the board is ready and the Enable Interrupts bit (register 3 bit 3) is set.
Enable Interrupts
Control Register 3
Bit Bit Bit Bit 4
Bit 3
7 6 5
0
Enable
Interrupts

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

0

Bit 3: Enable Interrupts
This it the board level enable interrupts. When set the interrupt mask determines which interrupts are valid. When clear
all interrupts are disabled.
Set CTLx
Control Register 7
Bit Bit Bit Bit 4 Bit 3
7 6 5
0

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

Set CTL1
Low

Set
CTL0
Low

Bit 0: Set CTL0 Low
When set the CTL0 line is forced low. When clear the CTL0 line goes in a high impedance state.
Bit 1: Set CTL1 Low
When set the CTL1 line is forced low. When clear the CTL1 line goes in a high impedance state.
Low Data Out
Control Register 8
Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

DO7 DO6 DO5 DO4 DO3

DO2

DO1

DO0
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The data written to this register is output to the DO0-DO7 data lines (pins 17-10) and the IO line is forced low. The
polarity of the data depends on the polarity selected by the DOUT switch.
High Data Out
Control Register 9
Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

DO15 DO14 DO13 DO12 DO11 DO10

DO9

DO8

The data written to this register is output to the DO8-DO15 data lines (pins 9-2) and the IO line is forced low. The
polarity of the data depends on the polarity selected by the DOUT switch.
High Data Out With PCTL
Control Register 10
Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

DO15 DO14 DO13 DO12 DO11 DO10

DO9

DO8

The data written to this register is output to the DO8-DO15 data lines (pins 9-2) and the IO line is forced low. The
polarity of the data depends on the polarity selected by the DOUT switch. Writing to this register instead of register 9
causes the PCTL line to be automatically set after the PCTL delay time. This is used to initiate output handshakes.
Interface Ready
Status register 0
Reading this register returns a 1 if the interface is ready. A 0 indicates that the interface is not ready. The conditions
that result in interface ready are described in Chapter 2.
Board ID
Status register 1
This register always returns a 3. It is the board ID for the GPIO 600.
Interrupt Mask
Status register 2
Bit Bit Bit Bit Bit 3
7 6 5 4

Undefined

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

Interface
Ready
Interrupts
Enabled

EIR
Interrupts
Enabled

This register always returns the interrupt mask. It is a copy of what was written to control register 2.
Interrupt Status
Status Register 3
Bit Bit Bit Bit
Bit 3
Bit 2
7 6 5 4
Undefined Interrupts Interrupt is
are
Requested
Enabled

Bit 1

Bit 0

Undefined

Bit 2: Interrupt is Requested
When set an interrupt is currently requested by the GPIO board. When clear no interrupts are beign requested by the
board.
Bit 3: Interrupts are Enabled
This returns the value written to the Enable Interrupt bit (register 3 bit 3).
Pperipheral Status
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Status Register 7
Bit 0: STI0 is Low
When the STI0 line (pin 47) is low this bit is set to one. When the STI0 line is high it is clear.
Bit 1: STI1 is Low
When the STI1 line (pin 48) is low this bit is set to one. When the STI1 line is high it is clear
Bit 2: EIR is Low
If the EIR line (pin 46) is low this bit is set. When the EIR line is high it is clear.
Bit 3: PSTS is OK
This bit is set if the PSTS line (pin 45) is in the OK state. The polarity of OK is user selectable with switch 2.
Low Data In
Status Register 8
Bit Bit Bit Bit 4
7 6 5
DI7 DI6 DI5 DI4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

DI3

DI2

DI1

DI0

This register reads the low byte of the input data buffers. It also sets the IO line to a high impedance state.
High Data In
Status Register 9
Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

DI15 DI14 DI13 DI12 DI11

DI10

DI9

DI8

This register reads the high byte of the input data buffers. It also sets the IO line to a high impedance state.
Start Read
Status Register 10
Reading this register sets the IO line to a high impedance state and sets PCTL to initiate an input read handshake.

IO Line Control

This section discusses the control or access of the IO lines.
CTL0
CTL0 is set or cleared by writing to the Set CTL0 bit (register 7 bit 0). When the CTL0 bit is set the line is driven low.
CTL1
CTL1 is set or cleared by writing to the Set CTL1 bit (register 7 bit 1). When the CTL1 bit is set the line is driven low.
EIR
The status of EIR is found by reading the EIR is Low bit (register 7 bit 3). When EIR is Low returns one the line is low.
IO
Conditions to set IO line
• Reading the Start Read register (register 10).
• Reading Low Data In (register 8) or High Data In (register 9) registers.
Conditions to clear IO line
• Writing to Low Data Out (register 8), High Data Out (register 9), or High Data Out With PCTL (register 10).
PCTL
Conditions to set the PCTL line
• Writing to Set PCTL (register 0).
• Starting a read cycle by reading Start Read (register 10).
• Writing to High Data Out With PCTL (register 10). This sets PCTL after the PCTL delay time.
Conditions to clear the PCTL line
• A ready-to-busy transition on PFLG.
• Writing to Reset Interface (register 1).
PRESET
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The PRESET line is set low for at least 15μs by writing to Reset Interface (register 1).
PSTS
The PSTS line is checked by reading PSTS OK (register 7 bit 3). The polarity of the line is user selectable.
STI0
The status of STI0 is found by reading the STI0 is Low bit (register 7, bit 0). When set, the line is low.
STI1
The status of STI1 is found by reading the STI1 is Low bit (register 7, bit 1). When set, the line is low.

Interrupts

The two interrupt sources are controlled by the mask in Interrupt Mask and the global interrupt enable in Enable
Interrupts. An interrupt source is selected when its corresponding bit is set in the Interrupt Mask. The selected
source(s) can cause an interrupt when the Enable Interrupt bit of the Enable Interrupt register is set.
Which if any interrupt is active can be found by reading the Interrupt is Requested bit (register 3 bit 2). When both
interrupts are enabled the source of the interrupt can be determined by checking the status of Interface Ready
(register 0) and EIR is Low (register 7 bit 2).
Since the interrupt controller on an ISA bus is edge triggered the interrupt source must be cleared at some point in
the interrupt handler before exiting. If it is never cleared the controller will not re-interrupt. This can be done by either
clearing and then resetting the Enable Interrupts bit before exiting or reading Interrupt is Requested and looping back
through the interrupt handler until it is clear.

Transferring Data

This section explains the steps required to transfer data between the board and peripheral. In all of the following
transfer methods handshaking is required. If no handshaking is used, output and input single bytes or words using the
Output Data and Input Data registers.
Input Transfer with Polling
This is the simplest input transfer method. It cannot be run as a background process.
Step 1. Set PCTL and force the IO line high by writing to the Start Read register.
Step 2. Repetitively check the Interface Ready register until it is set to one. This signals the end of the handshake.
Step 3. Read the input data. If an 8-bit transfer read the Low Data In only. For a 16-bit data transfer also read the High
Data In register to get the high data byte.
Step 4. If more data is to be input return to step 1, otherwise, the transfer is completed.
Output Transfer with Polling
This is the simplest output transfer method. It cannot be run as a background process.
Step 1. Output the low byte of data to the Low Data Out register. If it is a 16-bit transfer output the high byte to the
High Data Out With PCTL register. For an 8-bit transfer, output a 0 to the High Data Out With PCTL register. PCTL will
be set automatically after the PCTL Delay time.
Step 2. Repetitively check the Ready Interface register until set to one. This signals the end of the handshake.
Step 3. If more data is to be output return to step 1, otherwise, the transfer is completed.
Interrupt Transfer
An interrupt transfer performs the same steps as a polled transfer with two key differences. During the transfer, instead
of waiting for the Ready bit to go high the program can continue until a ready interrupt occurs. This lets the transfer
proceed as a background process. The second difference is that the input and output of data and control of IO and
PCTL is all done in the interrupt handler.
The ready interrupt is enabled by setting Enable Ready Interrupts (register 2 bit 1) and Enable Interrupts (register 3 bit
3). Clearing either bit disables ready interrupts. After the desired amount of data has been transferred the interrupt
handler should disable ready interrupts as part of completing the transfer.
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Chapter 5 Programming Guide for GPIO 650
This chapter provides the board level information necessary to write a device driver that can control the GPIO board
without TransEra supplied software. This is difficult and not recommended for most users. If a driver is being used,
writing to any of the hardware registers directly can cause undesirable results due to conflicts with the driver.
Throughout this chapter setting a bit refers to changing the bit to a logical one. Clearing a bit refers to changing the
bit to a logical zero.
The Action register (register 0) is so named because setting a bit causes an action to take place. When a one is written
to a bit in this register the specified action takes place and the bit setting is discarded. Writing zeros to bit locations in
the Action register has no effect. All other control registers are latched registers.
Every bit in a latched register assumes the written value. Keep a software copy of latched registers to prevent bits from
being inadvertently cleared. The best way to modify a latched register is to change the software copy and then send
the software copy to the board.
The GPIO board has a mix of 8 and 16 bit registers. For proper operation the data with the correct width must be sent
to the registers. The registers that are indicated as 8 or 16 bits will correctly accept both data widths.

Hardware Register Description

A short explanation of the registers is given. Data is written to control register and read from status registers. The
Control or Status register number is the offset from the base address of that register.
Register Summary
Control Registers
Offset
Name

Width

0

Action

8-bit

1

Board Control

8-bit

2

Board Setup

16-bit

4

Output Data

8/16-bit

5

Output High Data

8-bit

6

Handshake Data Output

16-bit

Status Registers
Offset
Name

Width

0

Board Status

16-bit

2
4

Board ID
Input Data

8-bit
8/16-bit

5

Input High Data

8-bit

Action
Control Register 0 (8-bit)
Bit Bit Bit Bit 4 Bit 3
Bit 2
7 6 5
0
Clear Start Read
TC

Bit 1

Bit 0

Reset
Peripheral

Set
PCTL

Bit 0: Set PCTL
Writing 1 to this bit causes the PCTL line to be set. Writing 0 does nothing.
Bit 1: Reset Peripheral
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Writing 1 to this bit causes the PRESET line to pulse low for about 15us. PCTL is also put in the cleared state. Writing 0
does nothing.
Bit 2: Start Read
Writing 1 to this bit causes the board to start a read handshake cycle. It sets IO high and sets PCTL. Writing 0 does
nothing.
Bit 3: Clear TC
Writing 1 to this bit clears the terminal count latch for channel A. Writing 0 does nothing.
Board Control
Control Register 1 (8-bit)
Bit 7 Bit Bit 5
Bit 4
6
Word 0
Transfers

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

Enable Enable Enable Enable TC Enable
Enable
DMA DMA Interrupts Interrupts Ready
EIR
Outputs Inputs
Interrupts Interrupts

Bit 0: Enable EIR Interrupts
When set, and if interrupts are enabled, an interrupt will be requested when EIR is low. If clear, the EIR line cannot
cause an interrupt.
Bit 1: Enable Ready Interrupts
When set, and if interrupts are enabled, an interrupt will be requested when the interface is ready. If clear, ready
interrupts will not be generated.
Bit 2: Enable TC Interrupts
When set, and if interrupts are enabled, an interrupt will be requested when a DMA terminal count is latched by the
board. If clear, latched terminal counts cannot cause an interrupt.
Bit 3: Enable Interrupts
This is the general board level interrupt enable bit. When set, any enabled interrupts can take place. When clear, no
interrupts will be requested.
Bit 4: Enable DMA Inputs
When set, the board attempts to perform DMA input transfers. When clear input DMA transfers are disabled.
Bit 5: Enable DMA Outputs
When set, the board attempts to perform DMA output transfers. When clear output DMA transfers are disabled.
Bit 7: Word Transfers
This controls the data width for DMA transfers only. When set the board outputs 16-bit data to the peripheral during
DMA transfers. When clear 8-bit data are used with the high byte forced to a logical zero.
Board Setup
Control Register 2
Bit Bit Bit Bit 12 Bit 11
Bit 10
Bit 9
15 14 13
Clock
Clock
PCTL Delay Time
high
Low
Bit Bit Bit Bit 4 Bit 3
Bit 2
7 6 5
0 DMA
Interrupt Select
Select

Bit 8
0

Bit 1

Bit 0

Ctl1 Line
Low

CTL0
Line
Low

Bit 0: CTL0 Line Low
When set, the CTL0 line (pin 22) is driven low. When clear, the CTL0 line output is set to a high impedance state.
Bit 1: Ctl1 Line Low
When set, the Ctl1 line (pin 23) is driven low. When clear, the Ctl1 line output is set to a high impedance state.
Bits 2-4: Interrupt Select
These bits select the physical PC interrupt that the board will use.
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Bits 4-2

Interrupt

000

Disabled

001

IRQ5

010

IRQ7

011

IRQ9

100

IRQ10

101

IRQ11

110

IRQ12

111

IRQ15

Bits 5-6: DMA Select
These bits select the physical PC DMA channel that the boards DMA channel will use.
Bits 6-5
DMA Channel
00

Disabled

01

DMA5

10

DMA6

11

DMA7

Bits 9-11: PCTL Delay
These bits control the settling time for the output data. It is the time from the writing of the data using Handshake
Data Output (register 6) until PCTL is set.
Bits 11-9
Delay Time
000

0-100ns

001

200-300ns

010

400-500ns

011

600-700ns

100

800-900ns

101

1.0-1.1μs

110

1.2-1.3μs

111

1.4-1.5μs

Bits 12-13: Clock Low
These bits select the clock source for the low data byte.
Bits 13-12
Clock Source
00

Switch Setting

01

RDY

10

BSY

11

RD

Bits 14-15: Clock High
These bits select the clock source for the high data byte.
Bits 15-14
Clock Source
00

Switch Setting
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01

RDY

10

BSY

11

RD

Output Data
Control Register 4 (8/16-bits)
Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

DO7 DO6 DO5 DO4 DO3

DO2

DO1

DO0

An 8-bit write is output to the DO0-DO7 lines (pins 17-10). A 16-bit write controls both the Output Low Data Register
and the Output High Data Register (register 5). The low byte is output to the DO0-DO7 lines while the high byte is
output to the DO8-DO15 lines (pins 9-2).
Output High Data
Control Register 5 (8-bits)
Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

DO15 DO14 DO13 DO12 DO11 DO10

DO9

DO8

Writes to this register are output to the DO8-DO15 lines (pins 9-2). 16-bit writes to register 4 also control this register.
Handshake Data Output
Control Register 6 (16-bit)
Bit 15 Bit 14 Bit 13 Bit 12 Bit 11 Bit 10

Bit 9

Bit 8

DO15 DO14 DO13 DO12 DO11 DO10

DO9

DO8

Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

DO7 DO6 DO5 DO4 DO3

DO2

DO1

DO0

Writes to this register are output to the DO0-DO15 lines (pins 17-2). PCTL is then set automatically after the PCTL
delay time to start the handshake.
Board Status
Status Register 0 (16-bit)
Bit 15
Bit 14
Bit
13
Undefined

Bit 7

Bit
12

Bit 11

Bit 9

Bit 8

Word Undefined DMA Undefined Active Interrupt
Transfers
Terminal
DMA
is
Count
Requested

Bit 4 Bit
3
TC
EIR
Ready PSTS EIR
Interrupt Interrupt Interrupt OK is
Low
Bit 0: Ready

Bit 10

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit Bit 1 Bit 0
2
STI1 STI0 Ready
is
is
Low Low
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If set, the interface is ready for an IO transfer. If clear, an IO transfer is in progress.
Bit 1: STI0 is Low
If set, the STI0 line (pin 47) is low. If clear, the STI0 line is high.
Bit 2: STI1 is Low
If set, the STI1 line (pin 48) is low. If clear, the STI1 line is high.
Bit 3: EIR is Low
If set, the EIR line (pin 46) is low. If clear, the EIR line is high.
Bit 4: PSTS OK
If set, the PSTS check reports OK. The actual line polarity is controlled by the PSTS switch. If clear, PSTS check is not OK.
Bit 5: Ready Interrupt
If set, a ready interrupt is requested. If clear, a ready interrupt is not requested.
Bit 6: EIR Interrupt
If set, an EIR interrupt is requested. If clear, an EIR interrupt is not requested.
Bit 7: TC Interrupt
If set, a DMA terminal count interrupt is requested. If clear, a DMA terminal count interrupt is not requested.
Bit 8: Interrupt is Requested
If set, an interrupt is requested. This is a logical OR of the three specific interrupt sources. If clear, no interrupt is
requested.
Bit 9: Active DMA
If set, DMA is currently active. If clear, DMA is not active.
Bit 11: DMA Terminal Count
The DMA controller has sent a terminal count signal to the board while the board was performing a DMA transfer. This
bit remains set until cleared by a Clear TC strobe (register 0 bit 3). If clear, a valid terminal count has not occurred.
Bit 14: Word Transfers
This returns the value of the Word Transfers bit (register 1, bit 7).
Board ID
Status Register 2 (8-bits)
Bit Bit Bit Bit 4 Bit 3
7 6 5
0 1 1
0
0

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

0

1

1

This register returns the board ID number of 99 (63 hex).
Input Data
Status Register 4 (8/16-bits)
Bit Bit Bit Bit 4 Bit 3
7 6 5
DI7 DI6 DI5 DI4
DI3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

DI2

DI1

DI0

An 8-bit read returns the value of the low byte of the input data buffer that is connected to DI0-DI7 lines (pins 42-35).
A 16-bit read returns the value of input low data buffer as the least significant byte and the value of the input high
buffer as the most significant byte.
Input High Data
Status Register 5 (8-bits)
Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

DI15 DI14 DI13 DI12 DI11

DI10

DI9

DI8

Returns the value stored in the input high data buffer that is connected to pins DI8-DI15 (pins 34-17).

IO Line Control

This section discusses the control or access of the IO lines.
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CTL0
CTL0 is set or cleared by writing to the Set CTL0 bit (register 2 bit 0). When the CTL0 bit is set the line is driven low.
CTL1
CTL1 is set or cleared by writing to the Set CTL1 bit (register 2 bit 1). When the CTL1 bit is set the line is driven low.
EIR
The status of EIR is found by reading the EIR is Low bit (register 0, bit 3). When EIR is Low returns one the line is low.
IO
Conditions to set IO line
• Writing a one to Start Read (register 0 bit 2).
• Reading Input Data (register 4) or Input High Data (register 5) registers.
• Enabling an input DMA cycle by setting the Enable DMA Inputs bit
(register 1, bit 4).
Conditions to clear IO line
• Writing to Output Data (register 4), Output High Data (register 5), or Handshake Data Output (register 6).
• Enabling an output DMA cycle by setting the Enable DMA Outputs bit (register 1, bit 5).
PCTL
Conditions to set the PCTL line
• Writing a 1 to Set PCTL (register 0 bit 0).
• Starting a read cycle by writing a 1 to Start Read (register 0 bit 2).
• Writing to Handshake Data Output (register 6). This sets PCTL after the PCTL delay time.
Conditions to clear the PCTL line
• A ready-to-busy transition on PFLG.
• Writing a 1 to Reset Peripheral (register 0 bit 1).
PRESET
The PRESET line is set low for about 15us by writing a 1 to the Reset Peripheral bit (register 0, bit 1).
PSTS
The PSTS line is checked by reading PSTS OK (register 0 bit 4). The polarity of the line is user selectable.
STI0
The status of STI0 is found by reading the STI0 is Low bit (register 0, bit 1). When set, the line is low.
STI1
The status of STI1 is found by reading the STI1 is Low bit (register 0, bit 2). When set, the line is low.

Initializing the Board

Before using the board the input clock source, PCTL delay time, interrupt number, DMA channel(s) and transfer width
should be selected.
Input Clock Source
The input clock source for the high and low byte is controlled by the Clock High and Clock Low bit fields (register 2
bits 12-15).
Bits 13-12

Clock Source

00

Switch Setting

01

RDY

10

BSY

11

RD

Bits 14-15: Clock High
These bits select the clock source for the high data byte.
Bits 15-14
Clock Source
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00

Switch Setting

01

RDY

10

BSY

11

RD

PCTL Delay Time
The PCTL delay time is set with the PCTL Delay Time bit field (register 2, bits 8-10).
Bits 11-9
Delay Time
000

0-100ns

001

200-300ns

010

400-500ns

011

600-700ns

100

800-900ns

101

1.0-1.1us

110

1.2-1.3us

111

1.4-1.5us

Interrupt Number
The board’s interrupt number is selected using the Interrupt Select bit field (register 2 bits 2-4).
Bits 4-2
Interrupt
000

Disabled

001

IRQ5

010

IRQ7

011

IRQ9

100

IRQ10

101

IRQ11

110

IRQ12

111

IRQ15

DMA Channel
The DMA channels are selected with the DMA Channel bit field (register 2 bits 5-6).
Bits 6-5
DMA Channel
00

Disabled

01

DMA5

10

DMA6

11

DMA7

Interrupts

The three interrupt sources are controlled by four bits in the DMA and Interrupt Control register (register 1). Enable
EIR Interrupts, Enable Ready Interrupts and Enable TC Interrupts enable each of these interrupt sources individually.
They make up the interrupt mask. The Enable Interrupt bit is the global enable that must be set for any interrupt to be
enabled.
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Which if any interrupt is active can be found by reading Board Status (register 0). Interrupt is Requested (bit 8)
indicates that at least one interrupt is active. TC Interrupt, EIR Interrupt and Ready Interrupt are set if that particular
interrupt is active.
Since the interrupt controller on an ISA bus is edge triggered the interrupt source must be cleared at some point in
the interrupt handler before exiting. If it is never cleared the controller will not re-interrupt. This can be done by either
clearing and then resetting Enable Interrupts before exit or reading Interrupt is Requested and looping back through
the interrupt handler until it is clear.

Transferring Data without DMA

This section explains the steps required to transfer data between the board and peripheral. In all of the following
transfer methods handshaking is required. If no handshaking is used, output and input single bytes or words using the
Output Data and Input Data registers.
The required board information for controlling transfers with the GPIO board is included. The information necessary to
program the DMA controller, interrupt controller, and properly allocate memory is beyond the scope of this manual.
Input Transfer with Polling
This is the simplest input transfer method. It cannot be run as a background process.
Step 1. Set PCTL and force the IO line high by writing a one to Start Read (register 0 bit 2).
Step 2. Repetitively check Ready (register 0, bit 0) until set. This signals the end of the handshake.
Step 3. Read the input data. Use an 8-bit read of Input Data Register (register4) for byte transfers or a 16-bit read of
the same register for word transfers.
Step 4. If more data is to be input return to step 1, otherwise, the transfer is completed.
Output Transfer with Polling
This is the simplest output transfer method. It cannot be run as a background process.
Step 1. Output the data, set PCTL and set IO low by performing a 16-bit write to the Handshake Data Output register
(register 6). If performing a byte transfer the high byte should be set to zero.
Step 2. Repetitively check Ready (register 0, bit 0) until set. This signals the end of the handshake.
Step 3. If more data is to be output return to step 1, otherwise, the transfer is completed.
Interrupt Transfer
An interrupt transfer performs the same steps as a polled transfer with two key differences. During the transfer, instead
of waiting for the Ready bit to go high the program can continue until a ready interrupt occurs. This lets the transfer
proceed as a background process. The second difference is that the input and output of data and control of IO and
PCTL is all done in the interrupt handler.
The ready interrupt is enabled by setting Enable Ready Interrupts (register 1 bit 1) and Enable Interrupts (register 1 bit
3). Clearing either bit disables ready interrupts. After the desired amount of data has been transferred the interrupt
handler should disable ready interrupts as part of completing the transfer.

DMA Transfers

DMA transfers are performed by the DMA controller on the computer. This allows a background transfer that is faster
and more deterministic than interrupt or polled transfers.
The DMA hardware on the board controls handshaking during the DMA cycles. The IO line is forced high when Enable
DMA Inputs (register 1 bit 4) is set and low when Enable DMA Outputs (register 1 bit 5) is set. This will override any
attempts to change the IO line setting by other software means. The PCTL line is set as needed to carry out the
transfer.
All DMA transfers are 16-bit transfers. If the interface is set for 8-bit transfers the board hardware will perform two 8bit handshakes for every 16-bit DMA transfer. In this mode the low byte is first in the 8-bit data stream. This allows the
bytes to be stored in memory in the same order as the handshakes.
DMA Transfer Steps
If only one DMA controller configuration is required all references to interrupts may be ignored.
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Step 1. Make sure that DMA is disabled by clearing Enable DMA Inputs (register 1 bit 4) and Enable DMA Outputs
(register 1 bit 5). The interface should be set for the desired byte or word transfers with the Word Transfer bit (register
1 bit 7).
Step 2. Configure the DMA controller.
Step 3. Verify that no old terminal counts are latched by writing a one to Clear TC (register 0 bit 3).
Step 4. Start the DMA transfer and enable TC interrupts by setting Enable DMA Inputs (register 1 bit 4) for input
transfers, Enable DMA Outputs (register 1 bit 5) for output transfers, Enable TC Interrupts(register 1 bit 2), and Enable
Interrupts (register 1 bit 3).
The DMA controller will cause a TC interrupt each time the controller has completed the programmed transfer. The
interrupt handler must then reset the DMA controller to transfer more data or clear the bits set in step 4 to end the
transfer. The interrupt handler is discussed in the DMA Interrupt Handler section.
When terminating an input DMA handshake clear Enable DMA Input before clearing the TC latch. When input DMA is
enabled the board automatically performs input handshakes until TC is latched. If cleared in the wrong order the board
will attempt to perform one extra handshake in word mode and two extra in byte mode.
When inputting or outputting odd numbers of byte data the last byte cannot be output with DMA. Since each DMA
transfer moves two bytes of data there is no way to prevent an extra handshake for the second not needed byte. To
avoid this problem set up the DMA controller to stop before the last byte is output or entered. The last byte can then
be easily handled by transferring it from the interrupt handler after DMA has been disabled.
When performing a DMA transfer an potential interrupt is generated each time the DMA controller has finished
transferring the configured amount of data. By interrupting on this event the controller can be reconfigured to transfer
more data or the board’s DMA control bits can be cleared to end the DMA transfer.
DMA Interrupt Handler
Step 1. Verify that it is a TC interrupt by checking to see if TC Interrupt (register 0 bit 7) is set. If it is not a TC interrupt
take care of the interrupt source and leave the interrupt handler. If more data is to be transferred proceed to step 2
otherwise go to step 4.
Step 2. Reprogram the DMA controller to transfer from/to the next block of memory.
Step 3. Clear the terminal count by writing a one to Clear TC (register 0, bit 3). Goto step 5.
Step 4. Clear either Enable DMA Outputs (register 1 bit 5) or Enable DMA Inputs (register 1 bit 4), Enable TC Interrupts
(register 1 bit 2) and, if no other interrupts are active, Enable Interrupts (register 1 bit 3).
Step 5. Check that no interrupts are requested by reading the Interrupt is Requested bit (register 0 bit 8). If an
interrupt is still requested handle it before exiting.
Step 6. Reinitialize the interrupt controller.
Step 7. Exit the interrupt handler.
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Serial (RS-232)
This chapter describes the particulars of performing I/O on the serial (RS-232) interface. If you have not read the
general discussion of I/O presented in the "General Input and Output" chapter, you should do so before reading this
chapter. HTBasic requires a driver before the serial interface can be accessed. The Getting Started Guide explains how
to load the SERIAL driver, how to prevent conflicts with a serial mouse, how to use more than two serial ports, and how
to set driver switches.
This chapter describes the handshaking used for ENTER and OUTPUT, and shows how to select between hardware
and software handshaking. A long discussion is presented on cabling, communication parameters, and data formats.
An in-depth, technical discussion of the RS-232 standard and its omissions is given. Pin assignments for standard
connectors are listed. The register definitions for CONTROL, STATUS, READIO, WRITEIO, and the ENABLE INTR are
presented.
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General I/O
OUTPUT, ENTER, and TRANSFER are explained in the "General Input and Output" chapter. Before data can be
exchanged, the serial driver must be loaded, the computer and device must be cabled together correctly and the
RS-232 communications parameters must be set correctly on both the computer and the device.
The CONTROL and STATUS statements read or set various interface parameters, such as baud rate, character format,
etc. CONTROL and STATUS examples given in this chapter assume that the serial interface has an ISC of 9. This is the
default ISC for the first serial port. If you are using another port, or if you have changed the default ISC, you will use a
value other than 9. The following example reads status register 3 of ISC 9.
PRINT "COM1 baud rate is ";STATUS(9,3)
The READIO and WRITEIO statements read or set hardware registers. These registers are typically quite different than
the hardware registers on an HP BASIC RS-232 Interface. You should not attempt to use these registers unless you
are familiar with the RS-232C hardware. You should also not mix use of READIO/WRITEIO with STATUS/CONTROL
statements. Using STATUS/CONTROL statements is preferred.
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Handshaking
XON/XOFF handshaking capability, not available in HP BASIC, has been added to HTBasic. This capability is turned on
by CONTROL 9,100;1 and turned off by CONTROL 9,100;0. It is on by default. XON is ^Q (DC1) and XOFF is ^S (DC3).
Hardware handshaking is also supported. It is turned on by
CONTROL 9,5;0 ! use DTR and RTS
CONTROL 9,12;0 ! read DSR, CD, and CTS
CONTROL 9,100;0 ! make sure XON/XOFF is disabled
It is turned off by
CONTROL 9,5;3 ! hold DTR and RTS active
CONTROL 9,12;176 ! ignore DSR, CD, and CTS
CONTROL 9,100;1 ! optionally enable XON/XOFF
By default, hardware handshaking is off.
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ENTER Serial
To improve performance in receiving data, a 4096 byte receive buffer is available under NT. The receive buffer provided
in other versions of Windows is a 1024 byte buffer. When a character is received on the serial interface, it is placed
in the receive buffer. This is true regardless of the state of the BASIC program or hardware handshaking signals. The
program need not be in an ENTER statement; nor must DSR or CD be active.
XON/XOFF Handshaking:
1. When the buffer is about full, XOFF is sent.
2. When there is room again in the buffer, XON is sent.
Hardware Handshaking:
1. If the receive buffer is empty, turn on DTR and wait for a character to arrive.
2. Get a character from the receive buffer and turn off DTR.
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OUTPUT Serial
The following outlines the steps used to OUTPUT data for software and hardware handshaking.
XON/XOFF Handshaking:
1. If an XOFF has been received from the device,
then the computer waits for an XON to be received.
2. The data is then sent.
Hardware Handshaking:
1. DTR and RTS are turned on.
2. The computer waits for the device to turn on DSR and CTS.
3. The data is then sent.
4. DTR and RTS are turned off.
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Interrupt Support
The SERIAL driver supports ON INTR and ENABLE INTR. The definition of bits used in the ENABLE INTR statement is
the same as for STATUS register 8, given at the end of this chapter. An example showing use of interrupts with the
SERIAL driver is given in the "Interrupt" section of Chapter 5, "General Input and Output."
When an interrupt occurs, the serial interface hardware requires that it be acknowledged. To handle or acknowledge
the different interrupts, you should do the following:
Interrupt
Error Occurred
Data Available
Tx Reg Empty
Modem Status

Acknowledge by...
STATUS register 10, UART Line Status
ENTER or STATUS register 6, Data In
STATUS register 9, Interrupt ID
STATUS register 11, Modem Status
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Connecting Devices to the Serial Interface
Interfacing computers, peripherals, and instruments with a serial interface is often difficult. Once connected and
configured properly, things work well, but it is not uncommon to lose a day’s labor getting a new connection to work.
The following paragraphs attempt to explain a practical approach to interfacing with an RS-232 interface. An
explanation is not made in every case as to why we do the things we do. For those interested, a technical discussion is
given after the practical approach has been explained.
In the following discussion, we will use the following communications model:
The Practical Communications Model
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"Standard" Cables
One approach to cabling is to have several types of cables around and when an interfacing situation arises, try them all
out and see if one will work. This is not such a bad approach, so we present several common cable diagrams below.
The documentation for the device you wish to communicate with may contain cable diagrams for hooking up the
device to common computers. All but the "Straight Through" cable could be considered "Null Modem" cables because
they attempt to make another non-modem device look like a modem. A phone call to the device manufacturer can
also save a lot of time in determining what cable to use.
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Cabling From the Ground Up
If you wish to identify a cable which should work in a particular application, it can be done using the straight forward
method described here. First, examine the connectors on the computer and the device. The most common connector
is a 25 pin DB connector, but you will also commonly see 9 pin DB connectors. Less commonly, you’ll see connectors
of all shapes and sizes. Connectors almost always have identifying numbers near some of the pins/holes which give
the pin numbers. The DB connector pins are arranged in two rows, with the first row having one more pin than the
second. The pins are numbered beginning with pin 1 on the wider row. You will need to understand the pin numbering
system used in the connectors only if you plan to make your own cable.
Once you have identified the type of connectors you will need, begin drawing a cable diagram using the steps in the
following paragraphs. When your diagram is complete, match it with descriptions of the cables you have available.
Then use, buy, or build the correct cable.
Pin 7 is usually the ground pin on a DB-25 pin connector (or pin 5 on a DB-9 connector). This can be verified by
turning off and unplugging the computer, disconnecting any cables between it and other devices, and measuring
with an ohm meter between the chasis and pin 7. The resistance should be zero. If pin 7 is not the ground, try pin 1,
and then the other pins in turn until a ground is found. Do the same for the device and then start building your cable
diagram by drawing a connection from the ground pin of the computer to the ground pin of the device.

The computer and the device each talk on one pin of the RS-232 connector and listen on another. Pins 2 and 3 (or
pins 3 and 2 on a DB-9) are usually used for talking and listening, respectively; but this is not always the case. Turn
the computer on and with a voltmeter, measure the voltage between the chasis of the computer and pin 2. Then do
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the same for pin 3. Ignore the polarity of the voltage, we are interested in the magnitude only. In the discussion that
follows, we will refer to the larger voltage as the "transmitter" voltage and the smaller voltage as the "receiver" voltage.
The computer talks on the pin with the transmitter voltage and listens on the other. Make the same measurement on
the device. Then on your diagram, hook the talk pin of the computer to the listen pin of the device and vice versa.
You have now defined a "3-wire cable" and in some instances your cabling task is done. It’s probably worth trying,
because if you can use a 3-wire cable, you will save yourself a lot of headaches. If data is lost when using a 3-wire
cable, try enabling software handshaking (XON/XOFF), explained earlier. With software handshaking turned on,
transfer data using the FORMAT ON option of ASSIGN. If software handshaking cannot be used on the device, you
will need a hardware handshaking cable.
Let’s continue defining a hardware handshaking cable. The three wires now hooked up are sufficient for transferring
data. The goal now is to inform the computer and the device when each can and cannot send data to the other. Said
another way, we wish to prevent the sending of data while the other is not ready to receive it. We must identify on
which pins each presents its "I’m ready" signal(s) and on which pins each asks "Are you ready?"
Get out your voltmeter again and measure pins 5, 6, and 8 (DB-9 pins 8, 6, and 1) on the computer. Remember that
we are only interested in the magnitude. Some or all of them should have the "receiver" voltage. The ones that do
are asking "Are you ready?" Now measure pins 5, 6, 8, and 20 on the device. One or more of these should have the
"transmitter" voltage. If only pin 20 has it, it is the "I’m ready" pin of the device. If more than one of these pins have the
"transmitter" voltage, then use 5 if possible as the "I’m ready" pin and any other if 5 is not possible. Draw a connection
between all the "Are you ready?" pins of the computer to a single "I’m ready" pin of the device.
All of the pins 5, 6, 8, and 20 on the device that have the "receiver" voltage are the device’s "Ready?" pins. Pin 20
(DB-9 pin 4) on the computer is usually the "Ready!" pin of the computer. On your cable diagram, draw a connection
between the "Ready!" pin of the computer and the "Ready?" pins of the device.
Your cable diagram is now complete. Match it with descriptions of the cables you have available. Then use, buy, or
build the correct cable. If this cable does not work, you should probably call the manufacturer of the device and get
their help.
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Communication Parameters
Plugging the cable between the computer and the device is not all that is required to make them talk. The devices
must speak the same language in order to understand each other. It doesn’t matter what it is, but it is essential they be
the same! The language consists of the baud rate, data bits, parity, and stop bits. You must determine which of these
parameters can be set on the device, what they can be set to, and how they are set. Typically, you would choose the
highest baud rate that both the device and the computer support, one stop bit, eight data bits, and no parity.
To set these values on the computer running HTBasic, use the serial CONTROL registers 3 and 4, which are listed at the
end of this chapter. For example, if you are using COM1 and the interface select code has not been changed from 9
and you wish to set 9600 baud, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits, and no parity, you would use this statement:
CONTROL 9,3;9600,3
Now plug in the cable, set the values, and give it a try. Remember to set the parameters on both the computer and the
device. Depending on the device, you may have to set some switches, type a command, or do something else.
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Data Formats
Once the computer and device are communicating correctly, it is still possible to get incorrect data if the data is
formatted by the device in one way and interpreted by the computer in another or vice versa. The easiest way to get
things working is to instruct the device to send data in ASCII, with CR/LF terminating each data item. However, the
fastest way to exchange data is to do so in binary. Read the "General Input and Output" chapter carefully to determine
how data is sent and how it is interpreted when it is received. As with communications parameters, it is important to
set both the computer and the device to the same data format.
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Interface Status Errors
An interface status error, Error 167, may occur when the cabling, communication parameters, or data formats are not
correct. The error is not reported when it occurs but when you access the interface with ENTER or OUTPUT. To discover
what the error was, execute the statement:
PRINT IVAL$(STATUS(9,10),2)
This reads the UART line status register. The meaning of the bits is
Bit

Value

Meaning

7

128

Not used

6

64

Transmit Shift Register Empty

5

32

Transmit Holding Register Empty

4

16

Break Detect

3

8

Framing Error

2

4

Parity Error

1

2

Overrun Error

0

1

Data Ready

Only bits 1 to 4 represent errors and bit 4 is not necessarily an error, if the device intended to get your attention
by sending a BREAK indication. If several of the error bits are set, the meaning of the bits may not reflect the actual
problem; you probably have the baud rate or character format set differently on the device and the computer.
If only a single error bit is set, the chances are good that the meaning of that bit reflects the actual error. A framing
error indicates that the character did not end when it was supposed to. You probably have the number of data or stop
bits set differently on the device and computer. A parity error means that the expected parity bit of the character was
different than expected. You probably have the parity set differently on the device and computer. An overrun error
means that a character was sent to the computer when the computer was not ready to receive it. You may not have
handshaking set up correctly. You may not have executed the proper CONTROL statements, wired the cable correctly,
or set up the device to handshake.
Keep in mind that RESET and SCRATCH will reset the communication parameters to the values specified with CONTROL
registers 13 and 14. STATUS(9,3) and STATUS(9,4) may be used at any time to check the values of the baud rate and
character format to see if they are what you expect.
Spurious interface status errors can be caused by turning the power to the computer or device on or off. To prevent an
error on the ENTER or OUTPUT statement, the error can be cleared by STATUS(9,10) or by RESET 9.
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RS-232: The Standard Non-Standard
The following is an in-depth technical discussion of the RS-232 standard and its weaknesses. You do not need to read
it unless you wish a greater understanding of the standard and the issues involved, or if you have a particularly difficult
cabling problem that you are attempting to solve.
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The Standard
RS-232 (Electronic Industries Association Recommended Standard #232) describes a method of connecting a
computer to an instrument by way of a communication channel, most often a modem attached to a phone line. The
RS-232 standard has been revised four times. The current revision is called RS-232-D and was approved on November
12, 1986. The basic communications model is shown in this figure:
The Basic Communications Model

Computers, devices, instruments, terminals, or peripherals are called Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) since they
terminate each end of the communications path. Modems are called Data Communications Equipment (DCE) since
they facilitate the communication across the communication channel. (In RS-232-D, the term Data Communications
Equipment has been replaced with the term Data Circuit-terminating Equipment.) The RS-232 standard describes the
interface between the DTE and the DCE. The interface is made using a 25 pin D shell connector. The female connector
is associated with the DCE and an interface cable with a male connector is offered by the DTE. The standard optionally
allows this cable to be detachable from the DTE, however, no connector type is specified. Only the connection at the
DCE is specified by the standard!
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The Non-Standard
The RS-232 standard has several major omissions. It does not specify the connector that should be used on the DTE if
the required cable is detachable, and it does not specify how to connect two DTEs directly.
If the cable between the DTE and the DCE is detachable from the DTE, the standard only specifies the connector for
the DCE end of the cable: a male 25 pin D shell connector. The connector for the DTE end of the cable is not specified.
The RS-232 port on an IBM AT has a male 9 pin D shell connector. This is not in violation of the standard, so long as a
cable is provided that makes a 25 pin D shell male connector available at the DCE end of the cable. The RS-232 port on
a Hewlett-Packard 98626 Serial Interface has yet another type of connector.
It is however, a de-facto (i.e., "non-standard") standard to use a 25 pin D shell male connector on the DTE. Thus, the
DTE to DCE cable has a female connector on one end, a male connector on the other, and corresponding pins in the
connectors are connected "straight through:" pin 2 to pin 2, pin 3 to pin 3, etc.
While the RS-232 standard describes a straight forward method for connecting a DTE to a DCE (modem), it does not
describe how to connect one DTE directly to another. Unfortunately, many people would like to connect a computer
directly to an instrument — both DTEs. Individual manufacturers have addressed this problem in different ways, and
have inadvertently created a lot of confusion. The general approach is to make each DTE think it is communicating
with a DCE, thus preserving adherence to the RS-232 standard as much as possible. This can be done in several
different ways, none of which are completely compatible with the standard.
The problem is that the standard assumes the communication channel is always slower than the DTE. Thus
handshaking is present to prevent the DTE from writing too quickly to the DCE, but the standard contains no means
for preventing the DCE from writing too quickly to the DTE. The only signal available for the DTE to use to tell the DCE
it is not ready to accept data is DTR. But the standard specifies that "the OFF condition [of DTR] causes the DCE to be
removed from the communication channel." Obviously, character handshaking with DTR is going to cause problems
if the DCE hangs up between every character. Thus, although DTR is commonly used for handshaking, that use is not
completely compatible with the standard.
A less common approach to hooking two DTEs together is to implement a full DCE interface in the instrument, plotter,
or printer even though it is a data terminating equipment. Again, this is not completely compatible with the standard.
The device must always be connected locally to the controlling computer (the DTE), but a standard DTE to DCE cable
can then be used.
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Pin Assignments
The following table gives the complete pin assignments for the RS-232 standard. "Cir" is the official RS-232 name for
the circuit. "CCITT" gives the CCITT standard number for the circuit. ("Dir." is the direction of the circuit relative to the
DCE.)
Pin

Circuit

CCITT

Dir

Description

1

---

---

---

Shield

2

BA

103

To

Transmitted Data

3

BB

104

From

Received Data

4

CA

105

To

Request to Send

5

CB

106

From

Clear to Send

6

CC

107

From

DCE (Data Set) Ready

7

AB

102

Both

Signal Ground

8

CF

109

From

Recvd Line Signal (Carrier) Detect

9

---

---

---

Reserved for Testing

10

---

---

---

Reserved for Testing

11

---

---

---

Unassigned

12

SCF*

122

From

2nd Carrier Detect

13

SCB

121

From

2nd Clear to Send

14

SBA

118

To

2nd Transmitted Data

15

DB

114

From

Transmitter Timing (DCE)

16

SBB

119

From

2nd Received Data

17

DD

115

From

Receiver Timing (DCE)

18

LL

141

To

Local Loopback Test

19

SCA

120

To

2nd Request to Send

20

CD

108.2

To

DTE Ready

21

RL

140

To

Remote Loopback

22

CE

125

From

Ring Indicator

23

CH*

111

To

Rate Select (DTE Source)

24

DA

113

To

Transmit Timing (DTE)

25

TM

142

From

Test Mode

*CI, Rate Select (DCE Source), is assigned to pin 12 only if SCF is not used. Otherwise it is assigned to pin 23.
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Serial Registers
STATUS and CONTROL registers for the serial interface are given below.
READIO and WRITEIO registers for the PC serial interface are also given below. These registers are different than
the hardware registers on an HP BASIC RS-232 Interface. The READIO/WRITEIO registers allow direct access to
the interface hardware. You should not attempt to use these registers unless you are familiar with the PC RS-232C
hardware. You should not mix use of READIO/WRITEIO with STATUS/CONTROL statements. Using STATUS/CONTROL
statements is preferred.
The ON INTR and ENABLE INTR statements are supported by this interface. The values for the enable mask in the
ENABLE INTR statement are the same as those for STATUS register 8, given below.
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Serial CONTROL Registers
The following CONTROL registers are supported. When a table is given to explain the meaning of each bit, to calculate
the value needed in the CONTROL statement add up the values in the Value column for each of the options needed.
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CONTROL 0
Reset. The value must be non-zero.

519

CONTROL 1
BREAK. The value must be non-zero. A 400-millisecond BREAK signal is sent.

520

CONTROL 2
This register is undefined in both HTBasic and HP BASIC.

521

CONTROL 3
Set baud. The baud rate is set to the value you specify. Available baud rates are 110, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600,
14400, 19200, 38400, 57600, and 115200.

522

CONTROL 4
Set character format.
Bits

Value

Meaning

7-6

-

Not used

5,4,3

56

Parity bit is always Zero (111)

40

Parity bit is always One (101)

24

Parity is Even (011)

8

Parity is Odd (001)

0

No parity is sent (000)

4

2 stop bits (1.5 for 5 bit characters)

0

1 stop bits

3

8 bit (11)

2

7 bit (10)

1

6 bit (01)

0

5 bit (00)

2

1,0
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CONTROL 5
Set hardware handshaking output line state.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7-6

-

Not used

4

16

Not used

3

8

Not used (2nd-RTS not supported)

2

4

Not used (DRS not supported)

1

2

2=Tie RTS high, 0=Use RTS in handshaking

0

1

1=Tie DTR high, 0=Use DTR in handshaking
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CONTROL 6
Data Out. The specified character is loaded into the transmit holding register and then transmitted. Handshaking lines
are not changed or read. Normally, you should use the OUTPUT statement.

525

CONTROL 7
Optional Receiver/Driver Status. On this interface, this is ignored.

526

CONTROL 8 to 11
These registers are undefined in both HTBasic and HP BASIC.

527

CONTROL 12
Set hardware handshaking input line state.
Bit
Value
Meaning
7

128

Not used

6

64

Not used

5

32

32=Ignore DSR, 0=Use DSR in handshaking

4

16

16=Ignore CTS, 0=Use CTS in handshaking

3-0

-

Not used

528

CONTROL 13
Set default baud. Each time HTBasic is started, the default is set to 9600. This register cannot be used to change that.
This register can be used to change the default set by SCRATCH or RESET.

529

CONTROL 14
Set default character format. Each time HTBasic is started, the default is set to Parity disabled, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits.
This register cannot be used to change that. This register can be used to change the default set by SCRATCH or RESET.

530

CONTROL 100
XON/XOFF Handshaking. A non-zero value enables XON/XOFF. A zero value disables it. By default it is on.
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Serial STATUS Registers
The following STATUS registers are supported.

532

STATUS 0
Card identification. Returns a 66. This is the same value returned by the HP 98644 Serial Interface. It signifies that the
following differences from the HP 98626 Interface are present:
1. The optional receiver/driver lines are not present.
Register 7 does nothing.
2. Configuration switches are not present. Defaults are
9600 baud, 8 bit, no parity on a PC.
3. The physical connector is a RS-232-C 9 or 25 pin connector.
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STATUS 1
Interrupt Status. If you will be porting programs to an HP BASIC computer, you should be aware that bits 5 to 0 are
defined differently under HP BASIC. Only bits 5 and 4 give the interrupt number, encoded to specify an interrupt in the
range 3 to 6. This does not occur with HTBasic.
Bit
Value
Meaning
7
128
6
64
5-2
1,0
Bit
Value
Meaning
7

128

Interrupts Enabled

6

64

Interrupt waiting service

5-2

-

Interrupt number, 0-15

1,0

-

Not used
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STATUS 2
Interface Activity Status. Bit 2 is always zero in this implementation because HTBasic stops handshaking whenever a
function call may occur.
Bit
Value
Meaning
7-3

-

Not used

2

4

Handshake in progress (always 0)

1

2

Interrupts Enabled (ENABLE INTR)

0

1

Not used
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STATUS 3
Baud rate.

536

STATUS 4
Character format (See CONTROL above).

537

STATUS 5
Read hardware handshaking output line state (See CONTROL above).

538

STATUS 6
Data In. Reads next character from the receive buffer. The character is then removed from the buffer. If no characters
are in the buffer, the character in the UART receive buffer is returned.

539

STATUS 7
Optional Receiver/Driver Status. On this interface, this is always zero.
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STATUS 8
Interrupt Enable Mask. This register is set with the ENABLE INTR statement.
Note: It is recommended that bit 1, Interrupt if Tx Holding Reg. Empty, not be used because any time ENABLE INTR is
executed, this register will be empty and the interrupt will immediately occur. The interrupt-driven receive buffer code
will then immediately acknowledge the interrupt as a side effect of checking for data in the receiver.
Bit
Value
Meaning
7-4

-

Not used

3

8

Interrupt if Modem Status (register 11) changes

2

4

Interrupt on error (register 10, bits 1 to 4)

1

2

Interrupt if Transmit Holding Reg Empty

0

1

Interrupt if data becomes available
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STATUS 9
Current Interrupt ID. If bit 0 is 0, then an interrupt is pending, and bits 2 and 1 indicate the cause. The interrupts are
prioritized by value. Multiple interrupts can be pending. An interrupt handler should read this register repeatedly,
handling each interrupt until this register shows that no interrupt is pending. Also, if a Data Available interrupt is
followed by an Error Occurred interrupt before either is serviced, only the later will be reported. This is different than
HP BASIC. If you enable both interrupts, and an Error interrupt occurs, you should manually check for data available
using bit 0 of register 10.
Bit

Value

Meaning

7-3

-

Not used

2,1

6

Error Occurred (register 10, bits 1 to 4)(11)

4

Data Available (10)

2

Transmit Holding Register is empty (01)

0

Modem Status (register 11) changed (00)

0

1=No interrupt, 0=Interrupt pending

To handle, or acknowledge an interrupt, you should do the following:
Interrupt
Acknowledge by...
Error Occurred

STATUS register 10, UART Line Status

Data Available

ENTER or STATUS register 6, Data In

Tx Reg Empty

STATUS register 9, Interrupt ID

Modern STatus

STATUS register 11, Modem Status
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STATUS 10
UART line status.
Bit
Value

Meaning

7

128

Not used

6

64

Transmit Shift Register Empty

5

32

Transmit Holding Register Empty

4

16

Break Detect

3

8

Framing Error

2

4

Parity Error

1

2

Overrun Error

0

1

Data Ready
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STATUS 11
Modem status.
Bit
Value

Meaning

7

128

Carrier Detect (CD)

6

64

Ring Indicator (RI)

5

32

Data Set Ready (DSR)

4

16

Clear to Send (CTS)

3

8

Delta Carrier Detect

2

4

Trailing Edge Ring Indicator

1

2

Delta Data Set Ready

0

1

Delta Clear to Send
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STATUS 12
Return the hardware handshaking (input lines) state. See CONTROL register 12, above.

545

STATUS 13
Return the current default baud rate.

546

STATUS 14
Return the current default character format.

547

STATUS 100
Return the XON/XOFF enable state. 1 - enabled, 0 - disabled.

548

STATUS 101
Return the number of characters in the receive buffer.

549

STATUS 102
Return the COM port that a particular ISC has been assigned to.
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Serial READIO & WRITEIO Registers
The following READIO & WRITEIO Registers are supported. For more details on any of the following registers, please
see the 32-bit Windows Programmer’s Reference books.
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WRITEIO 1
Baud Rate.

552

WRITEIO 2
Not supported.

553

WRITEIO 5
Specifies the minimum number of bytes allowed in the input buffer before the XON character is sent.

554

WRITEIO 6
Specifies the maximum number of bytes allowed in the input buffer before the XOFF character is sent. The maximum
number of bytes allowed is calculated by subtracting this value from the size, in bytes, of the input buffer.

555

WRITEIO 7
Specifies the number of bits in the bytes transmitted and received.

556

WRITEIO 8
Parity. Specifies the parity scheme to be used.
Bit

Value

Meaning

3

8

Space

2

4

Odd

1

2

Even

0

1

Mark

-

0

No parity
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WRITEIO 9
Stop bits. Specifies the number of stop bits to be used.
Bit

Value

Meaning

1

2

2 Stop Bits

0

1

1.5 Stop Bits

-

0

1 Stop Bit
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WRITEIO 10
Specifies the value of the XON character for both transmission and reception.
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WRITEIO 11
Specifies the value of the XOFF character for both transmission and reception.

560

WRITEIO 12
Specifies the value of the character used to replace bytes received with a parity error.

561

WRITEIO 13
Specifies the value of the character used to signal the end of data.

562

WRITEIO 14
Specifies the value of the character used to signal an event.
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Serial32 WRITEIO Only Registers
The following WRITEIO registers are supported. For more details on any of the following registers, please see the 32bit Windows Programmer’s Reference books.
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WRITEIO 20
Specifies the code of the extended function to perform.
Value

Meaning

1

Set XOFF

2

Set XON

3

SET RTS

4

CLR RTS

5

SET DTR

6

CLR DTR
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Serial32 READIO Only Registers
The following READIO registers are supported. For more details on any of the following registers, please see the 32-bit
Windows Programmer’s Reference books.
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READIO 30
Specifies the port status.
Bit

Value

Meaning

6

64

TX

5

32

EOF

4

16

XOFF Sent

3

8

XOFF Hold

2

4

RLSD Hold

1

2

DSR Hold

0

1

CTS Hold
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READIO 31
Specifies the number of bytes received by the serial provider but not yet read by a readfile operation.

568

READIO 32
Specifies the number of bytes of user data remaining to be transmitted for all write operations.
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READIO 33
Errors.
Bit

Value

Meaning

15

32768

Requested mode not supported

8

256

Output buffer full

4

16

Hardware detected break

3

8

Hardware detected framing error

2

4

Hardware detected parity error

1

2

Character buffer overrun

0

1

Input buffer overflow
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Serial ENABLE INTR Mask
ON INTR and ENABLE INTR are supported on this interface. The definition of bits used in the ENABLE INTR statement
is given above under STATUS register 8.
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DLL Toolkit
The Dynamic Link Library (DLL) Toolkit is provided to permit the use of exterior DLLs in HTBasic programs.
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DLL GET
The first command keyword is DLL GET, which sets up a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) function to use in the program. The
syntax for this command is:
DLL GET "returntype dllname:functionname" AS "alias"
Where:
returntype is one of the following: VOID, SHORT, LONG, DOUBLE, CHAR, CHARPTR, VARIABLE.
dllname must be the name of a loaded DLL.
functionname is the name of the function in the DLL you wish to call, or a variable exported from the DLL. All
Function/Variable names must use valid HTBasic function name conventions or an alias using HTBasic function name
conventions must be provided. The DLL loader will allow you to load two functions with the same name as long as
they are in different DLL’s. However, without an alias specified, there is no way to differentiate which DLL you are trying
to call and the DLL loader will always call the first function by that name. You cannot have an HTBasic function with the
same name as a DLL function.
alias is an optional function/variable name to use within HTBasic.
Examples of this command include:
DLL GET "VOID Pipecalc:Xsection" AS "Cross"
DLL GET "SHORT Pipecalc:Xsection" AS "Cross"
DLL GET "LONG Pipecalc:Xsection" AS "Cross"
DLL GET "DOUBLE Pipecalc:Xsection" AS "Cross"
DLL GET "CHAR Pipecalc:Xsection" AS "Cross"
DLL GET "CHARPTR Pipecalc:Xsection" AS "Cross"
DLL GET "VARIABLE Pipecalc:Xsection" AS "Cross"
Both _cdecl type DLLs and _stdCall DLLs may be called with the DLL Toolkit. They syntax is:
DLL GET "STDCALL VOID DLL:FUNCTION" AS "ALIAS"
DLL GET "CDECL VOID DLL:FUNCTION" AS "ALIAS"
DLL GET "VOID DLL:FUNCTION" AS "ALIAS" ! defaults to cdecl
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DLL LOAD
The DLL LOAD command keyword specifies the Dynamic Link Library (DLL) to LOAD into the program. The keyword
syntax is:
DLL LOAD "dllname"
Where:
dllname must be the name of a DLL to load.
A couple of examples of the command keyword in use would be:
DLL LOAD "Pipecalc"
DLL LOAD "Flowtrak"
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DLL READ
The DLL READ command retrieves a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) variable value to use in the HTBasic program and reads
it into a BASIC variable. Its syntax is:
DLL READ "varname";basic variable
Where:
varname is any variable name within the DLL.
basic variable is any legal variable name to use within HTBasic.
Samples of this command could include:
DLL READ "Xsection";Crosec
DLL READ "Flowrate";Torrant
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DLL UNLOAD
The DLL UNLOAD command specifies the Dynamic Link Library (DLL) to UNLOAD from the HTBasic program. You may
specify a specific DLL to remove or simply remove all of them by using the syntax:
DLL UNLOAD "dllname" or ALL
Where:
dllname must be the name of a DLL to load.
Samples of this command could include:
DLL UNLOAD ALL !Removes all loaded DLLs
DLL UNLOAD "Flowtrak" !Removes only Flowtrack.dll
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DLL WRITE
The DLL WRITE command sets a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) variable to use in the HTBasic program and writes the
value of a BASIC variable into a DLL variable. Its syntax is:
DLL WRITE "varname";value
Where:
varname is any variable name within the DLL.
value is any numeric value.
Samples of this command in operation could include:
DLL WRITE "Xsection";3.559
DLL WRITE "Flowrate";20.9
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LIST DLL
The LIST DLL command lists the name of each Dynamic Link Library (DLL) function and variable currently in memory.
The syntax of the LIST DLL command is simply:
LIST DLL
Samples of the LIST DLL command could include:
LIST DLL !lists the DLLs to the CRT
LIST DLL #PRT !lists the DLLs to a printer
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Export.h
Export.h is a C++ file header for C++ functions and variables exported from HTBasic. The user can use these functions
from a DLL.
NOTE: This is a C++ file. Knowledge of C++ will be helpful in understanding and making use of these functions.
The exported C++ variables include:
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g_hBasicCursor
This is the handle to an alternate cursor for the Basic Window. To use an alternate cursor, set this handle to the desired
cursor or call the SetBasicCursor function.
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g_hBasicWindow
This is the handle to the main HTBasic window.
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Disp
Prints String directly on HTBasic’s display line. The C++ function declaration (or prototype) is:
void Disp(char * Msg,BOOL opt=1);
The example of the command in operation is:
Disp("This is the HTBasic DISP line",(1))
Disp("This is the HTBasic message line",(0))
Where a non zero value sends output to the DISP line. A zero value sneds the output to the message line.
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Signal
Sets an HTBasic signal (0-15). The C++ function declaration is:
int Signal(int num)
An example of the function is:
int success = Signal(15);

583

CheckInt
Check to see if a clear I/O or Basic Reset occurred. The C++ function declaration is:
int CheckInt()
The sample of the function is:
if (CheckInt())
{ // an interrupt occurred
}
Note: This does not work reliably on spawned threads.
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SetBasicCursor
Sets one of the standard Windows cursors for ht Htbasic Window to use. The C++ function declaration is:
Void SetBasicCursor(char * cursor);
A sample of the command is:
SetBasicCursor("hourglass");
Valid parameter strings are: arrow, crosshair, help, hourglass, ibeam, no, sizeall, size nesw, size ns, size nwse, size we,
up arrow, wait arrow. Passing any other sting can and will refresh the cursor.
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PutBuffer
Writes string information into an HTBasic Buffer. The C++ function declaration is:
int PutBuffer(void * IOPath,char* data,short option)
You must have a pointer to a buffer that you have already passed into the DLL. The option parameter if true will cause
a CR/LF to be added to the data. An example of this command would be:
PutBuffer(buffer,"hello",1)
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GetBuffer
Reads string information out of an HTBasic Buffer. The C++ function declaration is:
int GetBuffer(void * IOPath,char * data, long len)
A sample of the command is:
char data[20];
GetBuffer(buffer,data,15)
// read 15 bytes from buffer
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Interactive
See HTBasic Suspend Interactive and resume interactive command. The C++ function declaration is:
void Interactive(short option)
If option is false then interactive is suspended. If option is true interaction is resumed. A sample of the command is:
Interactive(0);
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GetBasicEvents
Requests handles to events that can be monitored for reset and shutdown. The C++ function declaration is:
void GetBasicEvents(LPHANDLE ResetEvent, LPHANDLE ShutdownEvent);
ResetEvent and ShutdownEvent are Event handles that will be signaled if the corresponding event happens on the
HTBasic Thread. A sample of the function is:
HANDLE hResetEvent,hShutdownEvent;
GetBasicEvents(&ResetEvent,&ShutdownEvent);
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Registerthread
Hands HTBasic an event handle that it will wait on before shutting down. The C++ function declaration is:
void Registerthread(LPHANDLE phEvent);
where, phEvent is an Event handle that is created in the DLL and handed to HTBasic. A sample of this is:
HANDLE hEvent;
RegisterThread(&hEvent);
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Unregisterthread
Tells HTBasic that it no longer needs to wait on the previously registered event. The C++ function declaration is:
void Unregisterthread(LPHANDLE phEvent);
A sample of the command is:
HANDLE hEvent;
Unregistered(&hEvent);
where, phEvent is an Event handle that is created in the DLL and previously used to call RegisterThread.
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CSUB Toolkit
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CSUB Overview
The CSUB Toolkit allows one to build compiled subprograms for HTBasic. A compiled subprogram, or CSUB, runs
directly on the processor hardware and has access to all of it’s power and functionality. Many functions can be
performed with CSUBs that otherwise would be impossible with BASIC programs.
Once built, a CSUB may be loaded into HTBasic with LOADSUB and deleted with DELSUB just as any other SUB
program. CSUBs may be stored in a PROG file and loaded along with other subprograms.
Manual Organization
This section of the manual presents the basic information required to write, test, and build a CSUB routine. The
following list explains what each chapter describes.
CSUB Overview, contains information about the required tools, supported CSUB development languages, development
support options, special projects support, distribution media, and installation instructions.
CSUB Environment, describes the CSUB execution environment, error reporting conventions, elements of a CSUB, and
CSUB resource restrictions.
CSUB Parameters, describes how HTBasic passes CALL parameters to the CSUB, data and dimension pointer types, the
dimension table, how to handle OPTIONAL arguments, and the NPAR value.
Building a CSUB, presents the steps required to build a CSUB for use with the HTBasic version.
COM Variables, describes the com_var function, used to locate COM memory variables, the movable nature of COM
data, and the use of COM statements in CSUB prototype definitions. Two program examples are presented that
demonstrate how to use the com_var function.
Display and Keyboard Routines, describes the display and keyboard routines available to a CSUB.
C Examples, provides simple C language CSUB examples. Also included is an example that defines several CSUBs
combined into one CSUB context.
Include File Listings, lists the C language include files.
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CSUB Languages
CSUBs may be written in any language that can handle C type argument pointers. The CSUB object code is linked into
a Windows DLL or dynamic linked library. The HTBasic CSUB utility combines an HTBasic SUB definition file and the
DLL control information to create a PROG file. This help file describes how to use the C language to create CSUBs.
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Pascal CSUB's
Because of major differences in the HTBasic CSUB environment and computer resources, this CSUB Toolkit does not
provide specific help in converting existing HP 9000 Workstation Pascal CSUBs.
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Development Support
Creating an HTBasic Windows CSUB involves some knowledge of the Windows and C language runtime environments.
Windows CSUB Toolkit Files
The HTBasic Windows CSUB Toolkit consists of an include file, the HTBasic CSUB utility program and a C language
example program.
Filename
Description
CSUB.EXE
CSUB.chm
CSUBW.H
EXAMPLE
Filename
Description
CSUB.EXE

Windows CSUB Builder Utility

CSUB.chm

Windows CSUB Builder Help file

CSUBW.H

Windows CSUB include file

EXAMPLE

Windows C language example program directory

WINTEST.MAK

Visual C++ make file

WINTEST.DEF

Linker DEF

WINTEST.DLL

Windows DLL file

WINTEST.C

C source

WINTEST.PRO

CSUB Prototype PROG file

WINTEST.CSB

CSUB PROG file

RUNTEST.BAS

BASIC Test program for Wintest CSUB

The Windows CSUB example program files are located in the \HTBWIN\CSUB\EXAMPLE directory.
Filename
Description
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CSUB Environment
This chapter describes the CSUB execution environment, error reporting conventions, elements of a CSUB, and
resource restrictions.
CSUB routines run directly on the processor and have access to all of its instructions and power. They execute as if they
were internal HTBasic routines using the HTBasic processor stack. Arguments are passed to the CSUB using the normal
C language calling method.
The value returned from the CSUB by the C return statement is used as the BASIC error value. A zero value denotes
no error. Error values should be limited to values in the range 1 through 32760 and should correspond to the HTBasic
error values. If a non-zero value is returned the line number reported will be the line number of the CALL statement.
A floating point exception handler is set up to return control to HTBasic upon any floating point exception. It uses
a longjmp function to return control to HTBasic’s CALL routine and includes the floating-point error code. The line
number reported with the error will be the line number of the CALL statement.
Care must be taken to insure that all user and C runtime library routines function correctly within the CSUB
environment.
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Dynamic Link Libraries
Dynamic Link Library CSUBs
HTBasic can execute certain types of Windows 32-bit DLLs (Dynamic Link Libraries) as CSUBs. This requires the
addition of the DLL and calling information to the CSUB context.
CSUB Elements
A Windows CSUB is identical to a tokenized SUB program with the addition of Windows DLL information. The CSUB
program context is made up of normal tokenized BASIC program lines with the supporting symbol, name, and
dimension tables. There are no relocation table or object code sections. The DLL information section contains the
name of the DLL and other CSUB calling information.
Dynamic Link Library Routines
The Windows 32-bit DLL is generated by a compiler and linker combination that makes DLLs compatible with the
Win32 DLL format for Intel processors. The DLL can access all the standard C library runtime routines as well as those
described in the Microsoft Win32 Programmer’s Reference, with the exceptions noted in the Microsoft Win32s User’s
Guide. A DLL destined to be a CSUB can also use any of the routines documented in the "Display and Keyboard
Routines" section to access the display and keyboard through HTBasic.
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CSUB Call Interface
This chapter describes how HTBasic passes CALL arguments to the CSUB, how to define data and dimension table
pointers, and how to handle OPTIONAL arguments.
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CALL Actions
When a CALL statement is executed, the normal HTBasic parameter matching and expression evaluation occurs up to
the point where the interpreter would execute the first tokenized SUB program line. At that point, the CSUB routine is
called and it executes as if it were another internal HTBasic routine. After control returns to HTBasic the return value is
tested for an error condition and the interpreter continues execution.
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Pass by Reference
All CALL arguments are passed by reference. That is, all user arguments are pointers to the data. Simple numeric
variables generate one pointer that points to the variable data. Strings and Array variables generate two pointers.
The first points to the first element of the data array and the second points to the array dimension table. The array
elements are stored in row-major order. String elements are made up of the current string length followed by the
string character data.
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Pointer Types
The include file csub.h defines the parameter pointer types and data structures. These parameter types and their
pointer names are summarized in the following table.
BASIC

Type C Type_

INTEGER

intptr

REAL

realptr

COMPLEX

cpxptr

Numeric Array

realptr or intptr and dimptr

String

strptr and dimptr

String Array

strptr and dimptr
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Dimension Table
The dimension table is organized as follows:
Name
Size
Description
elen
2 bytes
Element Length
tae
4 bytes
NOD/Total Allocated Elements
cae
4 bytes
Current Allocated Elements
sbs[0]
4 bytes
Base and Size Elements (first subscript)
...
....
sbs[5]
4 bytes
Base and Size Elements (sixth subscript)
The elen item defines the element length. It is 2 for INTEGER, 8 for REAL, 16 for COMPLEX, or the string dimensioned
length. Only the elen item is defined for simple string variables.
The tae item defines the total number of allocated elements in the lower 24 bits and the number of dimensions in the
upper 8 bits. Use the NOD macro defined in csub.h to extract this value.
The cae item defines the current number or elements in use. This value can be different from the value of tae if the
program has executed a REDIM statement.
The sbs item defines the base and size values for each dimension. Only the dimensioned number of sbs items are
allocated and defined. For example: If an array is defined with one subscript, only one sbs item is allocated and
defined.
INTEGER Arguments
For INTEGER arguments the CSUB routine requires a pointer to the integer data value. This is defined as follows:
100 SUB TEST1(INTEGER A)
int test1( int NPAR, intptr a)
Where NPAR is the number of arguments in the CALL and a is a pointer to the integer data.
REAL Arguments
For REAL arguments the CSUB routine requires a pointer to the real data value. This is defined as follows:
110 SUB TEST2(REAL B)
int test2( int NPAR, realptr b)
Where NPAR is the number of arguments in the CALL and b is a pointer to the real data.
COMPLEX Arguments
For COMPLEX arguments the CSUB routine requires a pointer to the complex data value. This is defined as follows:
120 SUB TEST3(COMPLEX C)
int test3( int NPAR, cpxptr c)
Where NPAR is the number of arguments in the CALL and c is a pointer to the complex data.
Array Arguments
For Array arguments the CSUB routine requires two pointers, one for the data and one for the array dimension table.
This is defined as follows:
130 SUB TEST4(INTEGER A(*))
int test4( int NPAR, intptr a, dimptr ad )
Where NPAR is the number of arguments in the CALL, a is a pointer to the array data, and ad is a pointer to the array
dimension table. The array data elements are stored in row-major order.
String Arguments
For string arguments the CSUB routine requires two pointers, one for the string data structure and one for the string
dimension table. This is defined as follows:
140 SUB TEST5( C$ )
int test5( int NPAR, strptr c, dimptr cd )
Where c is a pointer to the string data, cd is a pointer to the string dimension table.
The string data is made up of two parts, the current string length followed by the string data. See the csub.h include
file for detailed information about string data.
String Array Arguments
For string array arguments the CSUB routine requires two pointers, one for the string data structure and one for the
string array dimension table. This is defined as follows:
150 SUB TEST6( D$(*) )
int test6( int NPAR, strptr d, dimptr dd)
Where d is a pointer to the string array data, and dd is a pointer to the string array dimension table. The string array
elements are stored in row-major order.
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Optional Arguments
The int value of NPAR is passed as the first item in the CSUB parameter list so the CSUB can know the number of
arguments in the CALL statement. Omitted OPTIONAL arguments are passed as NULL pointers. The CSUB can use the
value of NPAR to determine the number of passed arguments or it can test the argument pointer values before they
are used. For example:
if( NPAR > 4 )
*b = result;
/* OK for use */
else
return( 143 );
/* missing OPTIONAL argument */
if( b )
*b = result;
/* OK for use */
else
return( 143 );
/* missing OPTIONAL argument */
This chapter described how HTBasic passes CALL arguments to the CSUB, how to define data and dimension table
pointers, and how to handle OPTIONAL arguments.
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Building a CSUB
This chapter presents the steps required to build a Windows 32-bit DLL CSUB for use with HTBasic.
There are six steps used to build a CSUB.
• Define the CALL interface.
• Create the CSUB prototype PROG file.
• Write the CSUB routines.
• Debug the CSUB in a stand-alone environment.
• Link the CSUB, helper routines, and CSUB header.
• Run the HTBasic CSUB utility.
Each of these steps is explained on the following pages.
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Define the CALL Interface
The first step in building a CSUB is to define the CALL interface. This amounts to defining the number, type, and order
of the CSUB arguments. They are defined using the SUB program line syntax and may be of type REAL, INTEGER,
COMPLEX, or String. They may be simple variables or arrays.
Using the HTBasic SUB statement syntax, define the CSUB arguments that are required. INTEGER A, specifies a simple
integer variable, whereas INTEGER A(*) specifies an integer array. A$, specifies a simple string variable, whereas A$(*)
specifies a string array. This information will be used to create the CSUB prototype in the next step.
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Create the CSUB Prototype
Once the CSUB arguments are defined, you can proceed to create the CSUB prototype PROG file. It provides the CSUB
name and argument definitions that will be used later by the CSUB builder utility. It is created from within HTBasic
using the EDIT mode as follows:
• Enter the SUB, any COM, and SUBEND program lines.
• Move back to the SUB line and press INSERT-LINE.
• Enter 1 END.
For example:
1 END
10 SUB Test12( INTEGER A(*), REAL B, C$ )
20 SUBEND
This creates a small main context and a SUB context named Test12. If you are defining several entry points in one
CSUB context then continue to enter the additional SUB definitions after the first. For example:
30 SUB Test13( A$, INTEGER B, C )
40 SUBEND
After all the desired SUBs have been defined you must pre-run the program and then store it as a PROG file as follows:
• Press the STEP key or enter RUN to pre-run the SUB program.
• STORE the program to a PROG file:
STORE "your_routine.pro"
Remember that if you include COM statements in a SUB definition, you must enter the full COM definition in the main
context to allow a prerun. For more information on using COM variables in CSUBs, see the "COM Variables" section.
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Write the CSUB Routines
Once the CSUB prototype PROG file is created, you can proceed to write the CSUB routines. The basic outline of a
CSUB routine in the C language is as follows:
/* Define Static Data Here */
static int saveit;
static char name[20];
int name( int NPAR, parameters.... ) {
code to implement function
return error;
}
static int other_routines( parameters.... ) {
code to implement function
}
Remember that the C language routine receives the value of NPAR as the first argument and that it must return an
error value. Define all global data and routines as static to make the DLL symbol table as small as possible.
CSUB Examples
Complete working C language CSUB examples are given later in this manual.
Routine Name
You may choose any routine name that is unique from any other DLL routine name in use in the Windows system.
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Debug the CSUB
A Windows CSUB may be debugged using any debugger that can work with Windows 32-bit DLLs. Simple debugging
may be done using the Windows sprintf and MessageBox functions.
For large amounts of debugging, it may be better to write a WinMain program and link it directly to the CSUB as a
static object, and then debug the WinMain program with the integrated debugger available with most compilers.
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Compiling the CSUB
The CSUB is compiled using a compiler capable of producing Windows 32- bit DLLs, such as Microsoft Visual C++
version 2.0 or above or Borland C++ version 4.0 or above. These 32-bit DLLs must be compatible with the Win32
calling standard.
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Link the CSUB
The routines in the CSUB are linked to become a Windows 32-bit DLL, by being made into a library and then
converted to a DLL by combining the library and a definitions file using a DLL-builder. The definitions file should
contain, as a minimum, a LIBRARY section naming the library and an EXPORTS section naming each CSUB entry point.
See the example files TEST.DEF and TEST.MAK to see how this is done using the Microsoft 32-bit linker.
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HTBasic CSUB Utility
The HTBasic CSUB utility accepts as input the prototype PROG file with one or more SUB program definitions and
the name of the DLL that contains the routines. It produces an output PROG file that combines all the SUB program
definitions and the DLL information into one CSUB context.
The CSUB utility is run from the Tools menu from within HTBasic.

Input:
Source file
.PRO - HTBasic PROG header file.
Output file
.CSB - file containing CSUB to be loaded into HTBasic.
DLL
DLL file name.
The CSUB is output to the PROG file by the utility. All the SUB prototype routines and the DLL information are
combined and output as one CSUB context.
CSUB DLL Pathname
The CSUB DLL is stored in the CSUB definition and is used to load the DLL when the CSUB is executed. It is normally
specified with a .DLL suffix. Use the exact case of the CSUB DLL file name.
When no path is specified, HTBasic will search for the DLL in the following sequence:
1) The home directory for
HTBasic,
2) The current
directory,
3) The Windows system
directory
4) The Windows
directory
5) The directories listed in the PATH environment
variable.
Please refer to the WIN32 Programmer’s Reference manual for more information on DLLs.
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Loading and Storing the CSUB
The resulting CSUB can now be loaded into HTBasic memory and stored to a PROG file as if it were a normal SUB
program. All CSUBs defined in one CSUB context will be treated as a group by the HTBasic LOADSUB and DELSUB
statements. Use the name of the first CSUB to load or delete the entire CSUB context.
If you SAVE a program that contains a CSUB you will get just the CSUB program lines in the output file. When you
attempt to GET the program, the CSUB program lines will be reported as syntax errors. To fix this problem, delete the
CSUB lines and LOADSUB the CSUBs from a valid PROG file.
Remember that the Windows DLL file is now a part of the HTBasic program. It must be available on the computer
system that is running the program that calls the CSUB.
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Unexpected Operation
Once these steps have been completed, you are ready to test the new CSUB inside HTBasic. If the CSUB operates
unexpectedly inside HTBasic, first check the link map for any library routines that might not operate correctly within
the HTBasic CSUB environment. If you do not see any that look suspicious, perform further testing in a stand-alone
environment to try and find the problem.
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COM Variables
This chapter describes the com_var function, used to locate COM memory variables, the movable nature of COM
data, and the use of COM statements in CSUB prototype definitions. Two example C programs are presented to
demonstrate how to access COM variables.
You may access COM variables from within a CSUB. The com_var function is used to return a pointer to either the
start of the specified COM variable data area, its dimension table, or the start of the specified COM data area. If the
COM area is not defined or if the variable is not defined, or if the variable is not an array, a null pointer is returned. The
function is defined as:
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com_var Function
void *com_var(char *name, int varnum, int ptrtype);
The first argument is a pointer to the COM area name. The name is specified with the first character in upper case and
the rest in lower case. The blank COM area name is specified as a single space.
The second argument is the COM variable number. Its value ranges from zero through the number of defined variables
in the COM area. COM variables are numbered in left to right order starting with 1. If a zero is specified, the start of
the COM data area is returned. If too large a variable number is specified, a null pointer is returned.
The third argument specifies the type of pointer to return. A zero specifies the variable data pointer and a one specifies
the dimension table entry pointer. If a dimension table pointer is requested for a variable that is not a string or an
array, a null pointer is returned.
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Movable COM Data
Because a COM data area may be moved during a RUN, GET, or LOAD statement, you should always call com_var to
get the current address before accessing the data area. Do not save the address for use in a later invocation of the
CSUB.
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Prototype COM Lines
Include COM program lines in the BASIC prototype definition only if you need to insure that the COM data area is left
in memory between LOAD statements. COM program lines are specified after the SUB line and before the SUB END
line. They will be displayed when the CSUB is listed. You must specify the full COM area definition in the Main program
context to allow the SUB prototype to be prerun.
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COM Examples
The following examples show how to access a COM area or individual COM variables from within a CSUB.
This example shows how to access a COM area from a C subprogram.
10 COM /Test/ B, INTEGER I(9), A$[100]
20 MAT I=(10)
30 CALL Tcom1
40 PRINT I(0)
50 END
60 SUB Tcom1
70 COM /Test/B,INTEGER I(*),A$
80 I(0)=I(2)*56
90 SUBEND
Prototype
1 COM /Test/ B,INTEGER I(9),A$[100]
2 END
10 SUB Tcom1
20 COM /Test/ B,INTEGER I(*),A$
30 SUBEND
C Program
#include "csub.h"
struct test
/* COM /Test/ data area def */
{
T_FLT b;
/* REAL B */
T_INT i[10];
/* INTEGER I(0:9) */
T_SUBS l;
/* A$[100] current length */
U_CHAR a[100];
/* A$ string data */
};
tcom1( npar )/* ACCESS FULL COM DATA AREA */
int npar;
/* number of parameters */
{
T_INT c;
/* working variable */
struct test *t;
/* COM data area pointer */
t = com_var("Test", 0, 0); /* get COM /Test/ data ptr */
if( !t )
/* area found? */
return( 47 );
/* no, area not found */
c = t->i[2];
/* yes, get 3rd INTEGER element */
t->i[0] = c * 56; /* set value of first element */
return( 0 );
/* no error */
}
The next example shows how to access individual COM variables and their array descriptions from within a C
subprogram.
BASIC Program
10 COM /Test/ B, INTEGER I(9), A$[100]
20 MAT I=(1)
30 CALL TCOM2
40 PRINT I(0),I(1),I(2),A$
50 END
60 SUB TCOM2
70 COM /Test/ B, INTEGER I(*), A$
80 I(0)=RANK(I)
90 I(1)=BASE(I,1)
100 I(2)=SIZE(I,1)
110 A$="This is a test of strings"
120 SUBEND
Prototype
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1 COM /Test/ B, INTEGER I(9), A$[100]
2 END
10 SUB Tcom2
20 COM /Test/ B, INTEGER I(*), A$
30 SUBEND
C Program
#include "csub.h"
#include <string.h>
tcom2( npar ) /* ACCESS SPECIFIC COM VARIABLES */
int npar;
/* number of parameters */
{
intptr ip;
/* integer pointer */
realptr dp;
/* real pointer */
DIM *ep;
/* dimension pointer */
T_STR *sp;
/* string pointer */
dp = com_var("Test", 1, 0); /* get B data pointer */
ip = com_var("Test", 2, 0); /* get I data pointer */
ep = com_var("Test", 2, 1); /* get I dim entry ptr */
if( !dp || !ip || !ep)
/* variables found? */
return( 47 );
/* no, variable not found */
ip[0] = NOD(ep);
/* return number of subscripts */
ip[1] = ep->sbs[0].base;
/* subscript base */
ip[2] = ep->sbs[0].size;
/* and size values */
sp = com_var("Test", 3, 0); /* get A$ data pointer */
ep = com_var("Test", 3, 1); /* get A$ dim entry ptr */
if( !sp || !ep )
/* variables found? */
return( 47 );
/* no, variable not found */
memcpy( sp->str, "This is a test of strings", 25);
sp->clen = 25;
/* set the length */
return( 0 );
/* no error */
}
This chapter described the com_var function, used to locate COM memory variables, the movable nature of COM
data, and the use of COM statements in CSUB prototype definitions. Two example C programs were presented that
demonstrate how to access COM variables.
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Display and Keyboard Routines
This chapter describes the internal HTBasic routines available to a CSUB to control the Display and Keyboard. The
following table lists the display and keyboard support routines.
Routines
Routine Name
Description
CSB_VER

Version number of Table

kbdcrt_check

Check required Version

kbdcrt_clear_screen

CLEAR SCREEN

kbdcrt_controlcrt

CONTROL CRT

kbdcrt_controlkbd

CONTROL KBD

kbdcrt_crtreadstr

Read Output Area

kbdcrt_crtscroll

Scroll Display

kbdcrt_cursor

Control Cursor

kbdcrt_dispstr

Write to Display

kbdcrt_printstr

Print to Output Area

kbdcrt_readkbd

Read the KBD$ buffer

kbdcrt_scrolldn

Scroll Output Area Down

kbdcrt_scrollup

Scroll Output Area Up

kbdcrt_statuscrt

STATUS CRT

kbdcrt_statuskbd

STATUS KBD

kbdcrt_systemd

SYSTEM$ Function

These routines are called using the C language calling conventions. Most routines return either an HTBasic error code
or a value of zero for no error. A description of each of the routines and a C language calling example are presented on
the following pages.
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Version
CSB_VER
Description
This macro returns the version number of the keyboard and display routine jump table. It can be used by the CSUB to
determine if it is running on a version of HTBasic that includes the required defined entries.
Example
if( CSUB_VER < REQUIRED )
return( 2009 ); /* report the error */
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Check Version
void kbdcrt_check( );
Description
This routine checks the version number of the keyboard and display routine jump table. If the running HTBasic does
not have the required version of the jump table it returns an error number 2009 to HTBasic.
Example
kbdcrt_check( );
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Clear Screen
void kbdcrt_clear_screen( );
Description
This routine performs the same action as the CLR SCR key and the CLEAR SCREEN statement. The return value is either
an HTBasic error code or a zero indicating no error.
Example
kbdcrt_clear_screen( );
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CRT Control
int kbdcrt_controlcrt( int reg, int value );
Where:
reg - register number
value - value to write to control register
Description
This routine performs the same action as the CONTROL CRT statement. The return value is either an HTBasic error
code or a zero indicating no error.
Example
int error;
error = kbdcrt_controlcrt( 13, 15 );
See Also
kbdcrt_statuscrt, kbdcrt_statuskbd
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KBD Control
int kbdcrt_controlkbd( int reg, int value );
Where:
reg - register number
value - value to write to control register
Description
This routine performs the same action as the CONTROL KBD statement. The return value is either a zero indicating no
errors or the HTBasic error code.
Example
int error;
error = kbdcrt_controlkbd( 3, 50 );
See Also
kbdcrt_statuskbd, kbdcrt_statuscrt
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Read Output Area
int kbdcrt_crtreadstr( char *buf, int max, int *len );
Where:
buf - string buffer pointer
max - length of string buffer
0x10000000 - return characters and attributes flag
len - number of bytes written to buf
Description
This routine performs the same action as ENTER CRT;A$. The non-blank 1, 12, 0 );
See Also
kbdcrt_scrolldn, kbdcrt_scrollup
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Cursor
int kbdcrt_cursor( int col, int line, int type );
Where:
col - alpha character column number
line - alpha character row number
type - cursor type 0=Normal, 1=Insert, 2=Off
Description
This routine erases the current cursor and places a new cursor at the specified character location. The values of col and
line are the same as specified by PRINT TABXY(col,line). The return value is either a zero for no errors or an HTBasic
error code.
Any action generated by HTBasic which affects the cursor will move the cursor back to its normal location. You may
wish to trap all keyboard input with ON KBD while using this routine.
Example
int error;
error = kbdcrt_cursor( 1, 10, 0 );
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Write to Display
int kbdcrt_dispstr( int col, int line, char *buf, int len, int clr );
Where:
col - alpha character column number
line - alpha character row number
buf - string pointer
len - string length
clr - color value or enhancement attributes buffer flag
0-255 = text color value (See description)
-1 = buf is a two byte string, first byte character,
second byte color and enhancement attributes
0x00FF - color value (See description)
0x0100 - inverse video attribute bit
0x0200 - blink attribute bit
0x0400 - underline attribute bit
Description
This routine writes a string directly to the display at the specified text location in either the requested color or the
specified attributes. Because this routine bypasses the normal Output Area buffer routines, characters cannot be read
back with the kbdcrt_crtreadstr routine and can not be scrolled back onto the screen with the kbdcrt_scrolldn and
kbdcrt_scrollup routines. Use the kbdcrt_printstr routine to enter characters into the extended Output Area buffer.
The values of col and line are the same as specified by PRINT TABXY(col,line). If the color value is -1 then the string
contains the character to display in the first byte and the enhancement and color attributes in the second byte.
The return value is either a zero for no errors or an HTBasic error code.
Example
int error;
error = kbdcrt_dispstr( 10, 10, "This is a test", 14, 1 );
See Also
kbdcrt_printstr
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Print String
void kbdcrt_printstr( char *buf, int len );
Where:
buf - string pointer
len - string length
0x1000000 - Raw character and color/attribute flag
Description
This routine writes a string to the scrollable Output Area buffer just like a PRINT statement. The characters are
displayed at the current PRINT position using the current color and enhancement attributes. Control characters and
enhancement and color characters (128-143) are handled just like during a PRINT.
If the Raw flag is set in the string length then the string contains two bytes for each display character. The character is
in the first byte and the color and enhancement attributes are in the second byte. This format is the same as used by
the kbdcrt_dispstr routine. The string is copied directly into the Output Area buffer and the characters are displayed
with the specified color and enhancement attributes.
Example
kbdcrt_printstr( "This is a test", 14 );
See Also
kbdcrt_dispstr
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Read KBD$ Buffer
int kbdcrt_readkbd( char *buf, int max, int *len );
Where:
buf - buffer pointer
max - length of buf
len - number of bytes read
Description
This routine returns the contents and then clears the KBD$ buffer. The characters are returned in the buffer pointed to
by buf. It is not null terminated. The number of characters written is returned in len. The return value is either a zero
indicating no errors or an HTBasic error code.
Specify the ON KBD statement before entering the CSUB. If you do not wish closure keys to block the keyboard input
specify the ON KBD ALL option.
int error;
int len;
char buf[160];
error = readkbd( buf, 160, &len );
See Also
crtread
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Scroll Output Down
void kbdcrt_scrolldn( );
Description
This routine scrolls the Output Area down one line. This also scrolls text from and to the extended Output Area.
Example
kbdcrt_scrolldn( );
See Also
kbdcrt_scrollup
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Scroll Output Up
void kbdcrt_scrollup( );
Description
This routine scrolls the Output Area up one line. This also scrolls text from and to the extended Output Area.
Example
kbdcrt_scrollup( );
See Also
kbdcrt_scrolldn
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CRT Status
int kbdcrt_statuscrt( int reg, int *value);
Where:
reg - register number
value - pointer to location for status register value
Description
This routine performs the same action as the STATUS CRT statement. The current value of the specified register is
returned. The return value is either a zero indicating no errors or an HTBasic error code.
Example
int error;
int value;
error = kbdcrt_statuscrt( 13, &value );
See Also
kbdcrt_controlcrt, kbdcrt_statuskbd
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KBD Status
int kbdcrt_statuskbd( int reg, int *value );
Where:
reg - register number to read
value - pointer to location for status register value
Description
This routine performs the same action as the STATUS KBD statement. The current value of the specified register is
returned. The return value is either a zero indicating no errors or an HTBasic error code.
Example
int error;
int value;
error = kbdcrt_statuskbd( 3, &value );
See Also
kbdcrt_controlkbd, kbdcrt_statuscrt
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SYSTEM$ Function
int systemd( char *arg, char *buf, int max, int *len );
Where:
arg - pointer to null terminated request string
buf - string buffer pointer
max - maximum buffer length
len - returned string length
Description
This routine performs a SYSTEM$( ) function and returns a null terminated response in the string buffer and sets len to
the length of the response. The return value is either a zero, indicating no errors, or an HTBasic error code.
Example
int error;
char buf[160];
int len;
error = systemd( "VERSION:HTB", buf, 160, &len );
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C Language Examples
This chapter provides C language CSUB examples for argument types, INTEGER, REAL, Arrays, Strings, and COM data,
and an example that defines several CSUBs combined into one CSUB context. These examples are installed into CSUB
Toolkit directory HTBWIN\CSUB\EXAMPLE
C Overview
C language CSUBs provide few, if any restrictions or requirements on the writer. The compiler takes care of most of
the implementation details. The CSUB routine must return an error value. A value of zero is used for no error, non-zero
values are interpreted as standard BASIC error values as given in Appendix A of the HTBasic Reference Manual.
By examining the following programs you can learn the required details to implement most CSUBs. If you have a large
number of routines, make sure you examine the last example that demonstrates how to package several routines into
one CSUB context.
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INTEGER Variables
An INTEGER variable is defined as a short int in C. You are passed a pointer to the data location. This example shows
how to access an INTEGER from a C routine.
BASIC Program
10 INTEGER I
20 I=256
30 CALL Imp3( I )
40 PRINT I
50 END
60 SUB Imp3( INTEGER A )
70 A = A * 3
80 SUBEND
Prototype
1 END
10 SUB Imp3( INTEGER A )
20 SUBEND
C Program
#include "csub.h"
imp3( npar, a )
int npar;
/* number of parameters */
intptr a;
/* integer data pointer */
{
*a = *a * 3;
/* return a new value */
return( 0 );
/* no errors */
}
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REAL Variables
A REAL variable is defined as a double in C. You are passed a pointer to the data location. This example shows how to
access a REAL variable from a C routine.
BASIC Program
10 REAL R
20 R=512
30 CALL Rdv4( R )
40 PRINT R
50 END
60 SUB Rdv4( A )
70 A = A / 4.0
80 SUBEND
Prototype
1 END
10 SUB Rdv4( A )
20 SUBEND
C Program
#include "csub.h"
rdv4( npar, a )
int npar;
/* number of parameters */
realptr a;
/* real data pointer */
{
*a = *a / 4.0;
/* return a new value */
return( 0 );
/* no errors */
}
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Numeric Arrays
A numeric array variable generates two pointers. The first points to the first element of the data array and the second
points to the array dimension table. The array elements are stored in row-major order.
This example shows how to access an INTEGER array from a C routine.
BASIC Program
10 INTEGER I(20),S
20 MAT I=(2)
30 CALL Isum( I(*),S )
40 PRINT S
50 END
60 SUB Isum( INTEGER A(*), S )
70 S=0
80 FOR I=0 to 20
90 S=S+A(I)
100 NEXT I
110 SUBEND
Prototype
1 END
10 SUB Isum( INTEGER A(*), S )
20 SUBEND
C Program
#include "csub.h"
isum( npar, a, d, s ) /* sum integer array */
int npar; /* number of parameters */
intptr a;
/* array data pointer */
dimptr d;
/* array dim entry pointer */
intptr s;
/* integer sum pointer */
{
int i;
/* element counter */
int max = d->cae; /* get number of elements */
int sum = 0L;
/* clear the sum */
for(i = 0; i < max; ++i) /* scan all elements */
sum += a[i];
*s = (T_INT)sum;
/* return the sum value */
return( 0 );
/* no error */
}
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String Variables
A string variable generates two pointers. The first points to the string data structure and the second points to the
dimension table. For simple strings only the element length is defined in the dimension structure. It specifies the
maximum dimensioned length of the string data.
This example sets a simple string variable from a C routine.
BASIC Program
10 DIM S$[40]
20 CALL Strint( S$ )
30 PRINT LEN(S$),S$
40 END
50 SUB Strint( A$ )
60 A$ = "This is a test of strings"
70 SUBEND
Prototype
1 END
10 SUB Strint( A$ )
20 SUBEND
C Program
#include "csub.h"
#include <string.h>
strint( npar, a, d )
int npar;
/* number of parameters */
strptr a;
/* string data pointer */
dimptr d;
/* string dimension pointer */
{
if( d->elen < 25 )
/* check variable length */
return( 18 );
/* too small, return error */
memcpy( a->str, "This is a test of strings", 25);
a->clen = 25;
/* set the length */
return( 0 );
/* no error */
}
Note: if the strcpy( ) function is used, remember that it will append a NULL.
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String Arrays
A string array generates two pointers. The first points to the string data area and the second points to the array
dimension table. The string data area contains the string elements in row-major order.
A string element is made up of a short int current string length followed by the string data. Each string element is
allocated with enough string data space to contain the maximum dimensioned string length rounded up to an even
length.
This example demonstrates setting a string array element from a C routine.
BASIC Program
10 DIM S$(10)[40]
20 CALL Streint( S$(*), 4)
30 PRINT LEN(S$(4)),S$(4)
40 END
50 SUB Streint( S$(*), INTEGER E )
60 S$(E) = "This is a test of strings"
70 SUBEND
Prototype
1 END
10 SUB Streint( A$(*), INTEGER E )
20 SUBEND
C Program
#include "csub.h"
#include <string.h>
streint( npar, a, d, e )
int npar;
/* number of parameters */
strptr a;
/* string data pointer */
dimptr d;
/* dimension pointer */
intptr e;
/* element number to set */
{
strptr t;
/* string element pointer */
int maxsize = d->elen;/* get element size */
if( *e > d->cae ) /* check element number */
return( 18 );
/* too large, return error */
if( maxsize < 25 ) /* check variable length */
return( 18 );
/* too small, return error */
/* Notice the string element address calculation */
if( maxsize & 1)
/* if odd length */
++maxsize;
/* round up to even length */
t = (strptr)((U_CHAR *)a + ((maxsize + sizeof(T_SUBS)) * *e));
memcpy( t->str, "This is a test of strings", 25);
t->clen = 25;
/* set the length */
return( 0 );
/* no error */
}
Note: Don’t use the strcpy( ) function because it will append an un-wanted NULL.
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Several Routines in one CSUB Context
This example shows how to combine several routines into one CSUB context. It shows five C routines and five HTBasic
SUB routines all defined in one CSUB context. The entire CSUB context can be loaded by one LOADSUB and deleted by
one DELSUB statement that mentions the first CSUB’s name.
Prototype SUB program lines:
BASIC Program
10 ! prototype SUB program lines:
20 END
30 SUB Integ(INTEGER A)
40 SUBEND
50 SUB Real(A)
60 SUBEND
70 SUB Isum(INTEGER A(*),S)
80 SUBEND
90 SUB Strint(A$)
100 SUBEND
110 SUB Streint(A$(*),INTEGER E)
120 SUBEND
C Programs
#include "csub.h"
#include <string.h>
integ( npar, a )
int npar;
intptr a;
{
*a *= 3;
return( 0 );
}
real( npar, a )
int npar;
realptr a;
{
*a /= 4.0;
return( 0 );
}

/* INTEGER C SUB routine */
/* number of parameters */
/* integer data pointer */
/* return the new value */
/* no errors */
/* REAL C SUB routine */
/* number of parameters */
/* real data pointer */
/* return a new value */
/* no errors */

isum( npar, a, d, s ) /* Integer Array C SUB routine */
int npar;
/* number of parameters */
intptr a;
/* array data pointer */
dimptr d;
/* array dim pointer */
intptr s;
/* sum data pointer */
{
int i;
/* element counter */
int max = d->cae;
/* get number of elements */
int sum = 0L;
/* clear the sum */
for(i = 0; i < max; ++i)
/* scan all elements of array */
sum += a[i];
*s = (T_INT)sum;
/* return the sum value */
return( 0 );
/* no error */
}
strint( npar, a, d ) /* String C SUB routine */
int npar;
/* number of parameters */
strptr a;
/* string data pointer */
dimptr d;
/* string dimension pointer */
{
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if( d->elen < 25 )
/* check variable length */
return( 18 );
/* too small, return error */
memcpy( a->str, "This is a test of strings", 25);
a->clen = 25;
/* set the length */
return( 0 );
/* no error */
}
streint( npar, a, d, e )
/* String Array C SUB routine */
int npar;
/* number of parameters */
strptr a;
/* string data pointer */
dimptr d;
/* dimension pointer */
intptr e;
/* element number to set */
{
strptr t;
/* string element pointer */
int maxsize = d->elen;
/* get element size */
int zbe;
/* zero base element number */
zbe = *e - d->sbs[0].base; /* zero based element number */
if( zbe > d-cae )
/* check element number */
return( 18 );
/* too large, return error */
if( maxsize > 25 )
return( 18 );

/* check variable length */
/* too small, return error */

/* Notice the string element address calculation */
if( maxsize & 1)
/* if odd length */
++maxsize;
/* round up to next even length */
t = (strptr)((U_CHAR *)a + ((maxsize + sizeof(T_SUBS)) * zbe));
memcpy( t->str, "This is a test of strings", 25);
t->clen = 25;
/* set the length */
return( 0 );
/* no error */
}
All the preceding C language examples are on the distribution media. The files used to create and test the CSUB are
included for each example. You may use these routines as a model to implement CSUB routines.
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Include File Listings
This chapter lists the include files provided with the CSUB Toolkit. They define the various HTBasic data types,
structures, keyboard and display routines. Include the csubw.h file. For example:
#include "csub.h"
For C language programs that require floating point math include the math.h file if creating a CSUB in the C program
file. For example:
#include "cmath.h"
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Windows C Include File
Windows C Include File
/* CSUBW.H — HTBasic Windows CSUB C Language Include File, 6.0 */
/* (c) Copyright 1989-2021 TransEra Corp. All Rights Reserved */
#define MX_STLEN 32767 /* maximum string length */
#define MX_SUBS 6
/* maximum number of subscripts */
typedef unsigned char U_CHAR;
typedef unsigned short int U_SHORT;
typedef unsigned long U_LONG;
typedef short int T_SUBS;/* subscript value */
typedef struct subs /* SUBSCRIPT BOUNDS DATA */
{
T_SUBS base;
/* subscript lower bound value */
T_SUBS size;
/* number of elements */
} SUBS;
typedef struct dim
/* DIMENSION TABLE ENTRY */
{
U_LONG elen;
/* Element LENgth (string max len) (bytes) */
U_LONG tae;
/* Total Allocated Elements (upper byte nod) */
U_LONG cae;
/* Current Allocated Elements */
SUBS sbs[MX_SUBS]; /* Subscript Bounds */
} DIM;
/* The upper byte of dim.tae is used to store the number of dimensions */
#define NOD(d) ( ((d)->tae > 24) &0xFF) ) /* number of dimensions */
#define TAE(d) ( (d)->tae & 0x00FFFFFF ) /* total array elements */
typedef short int T_INT;
typedef double T_FLT;

/* BASIC INTEGER value */
/* BASIC REAL value */

typedef struct t_cpx
/* BASIC COMPLEX value */
{
T_FLT r;
/* real part */
T_FLT i;
/*imaginary part */
} T_CPX;
typedef struct t_str
/* BASIC STRING Data */
{
T_SUBS clen;
/* current string length */
U_CHAR str[MX_STLEN];
/* string data */
} T_STR;
typedef DIM *dimptr;
typedef T_INT *intptr;
typedef T_FLT *realptr;
typedef T_CPX *cpxptr;
typedef T_STR *strptr;

/* pointer to Dimension Structure */
/* pointer to INTEGER Value */
/* pointer to REAL Value */
/* pointer to COMPLEX Value */
/* pointer to String Structure */

_declspec(dllexport) void *(*_fnd_var)(); /* COM memory finder */
#define com_var(n,v,p) (*_fnd_var)( (char *)(n), (int)(v), (int)(p) )
/* CSUB Jump Table Definition */
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_declspec(dllexport) int (** _cjmptbl)(): /* ptr to csub jump table */
#define CSB_VER ((long)_csbjtbl[ 0])
#define kbdcrt_check if( CSB_VER < 16 ) return( 2009 )
/* Keyboard and Display Routines */
#define kbdcrt_clear_screen
(*_csbjtbl[ 2])
#define kbdcrt_controlcrt(r,v) (*_csbjtbl[ 3])((int)(r),(int)(v))
#define kbdcrt_controlkbd(r,v) (*_csbjtbl[ 4])((int)(r),(int)(v))
#define kbdcrt_crtreadstr(b,m,l) (*_csbjtbl[ 5]) \
((char*)(b),(int)(m),(int*)(l))
#define kbdcrt_crtscroll(f,l,d) (*_csbjtbl[ 6]) \
((int)(f),(int)(l),(int)(d))
#define kbdcrt_cursor(c,l,t) (*_csbjtbl[ 7]) \
((int)(c),(int)(l),(int)(t))
#define kbdcrt_dispstr(c,l,b,s,a) (*_csbjtbl[ 8]) \
((int)(c),(int)(l),(char *)(b), \
(int)(s),(int)(a))
#define kbdcrt_printstr(b,l) (*_csbjtbl[ 9]) \
((char*)(b),(int)(l))
#define kbdcrt_readkbd(b,m,l) (*_csbjtbl[10]) \
((char*)(b),(int)(m),(int*)(l))
#define kbdcrt_scrolldn
(*_csbjtbl[11])
#define kbdcrt_scrollup
(*_csbjtbl[12])
#define kbdcrt_statuscrt(r,v) (*_csbjtbl[13])((int)(r),(int*)(v))
#define kbdcrt_statuskbd(r,v) (*_csbjtbl[14])((int)(r),(int*)(v))
#define kbdcrt_systemd(a,b,m,l) (*_csbjtbl[15]) \
((char*)(a),(int)(b),(int)(m),(int*)(l))
/* end of CSUBW.H */
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Secure Utility
The SECURE utility processes an HTBasic program file for distribution to make it smaller and harder to reverse engineer
by: removing most of the embedded program information; compressing the unused control table space; and setting
the secure flag for all the program lines.
WARNING: Safeguard the original PROG file! There is NO way to recover it once the variable, I/O path, and line label
names have been removed.
This utility removes embedded program information including: Variable names, I/O path names, Line label names, REM
and ! comment text.
Names of variables, I/O paths, and line labels are removed and set to 2 form-feed characters. This can be disabled
with the IOPath Names, Leave Labels, and Leave Variables options. The Specify Hexadecimal Name Value option
converts names to random 8 digit hexadecimal values.
This utility does not remove the COM area, SUB subprogram, or DEF function names. The Scramble Remaining Names
option scrambles any names that are not removed. This allows COM area, SUB subprogram, and DEF function names
to be obscured but to still function correctly. When securing programs that call and use DLL's, it is necessary to
deselect Scramble Remaining Names.
In case it is referenced by another program line, only the REM text is remove. All "!" Comments are removed from the
end of all program lines except DATA statements. This can be disabled with the Leave Comment Text option. If the
program does not branch to any REM or ! Comment lines the entire REM or ! Program line may be deleted with the
Remove Comment Lines option. If the REM or ! Comment line has a line label, only the comment text will be removed.
The secure flag is set for all program lines to make them unlistable. This is disabled with the Allow Program Listing
option.
Use the following sequence to process an HTBasic PROG file.
1. Run HTBasic.
2. GET or LOAD all the program subprograms and functions into memory.
3. PRE-RUN the program by pressing the STEP or F1 function key
4. STORE or RE-STORE the program to disk.
5. Launch the SECURE program from the Tools menu with the desired options.
6. LOAD the new PROG file into memory.
The PROG file is now ready for distribution.
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International Language Support
HTBasic depends on the Windows operating system for keyboard, display, and printer support of different character
sets. HTBasic provides support for collation or lexical ordering and upper and lowercase conversions.
This chapter describes handling attribute/color character conflicts, LEXICAL ORDER (collating sequence), upper/
lowercase conversions, LABEL characters, and user-defined lexical order rules. Lexical order and character set tables are
given at the end of the chapter.
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Character Sets
Character sets are supported through printer and screen fonts and keyboard input methods. The correct combinations
of fonts and input methods are usually installed as part of the system installation.
ASCII is one of the most widely used character sets, but unfortunately, defines characters only up to CHR$(127) and
excludes many characters necessary in languages throughout the world. Other character sets define characters up
to CHR$(255) and include other necessary characters. The following paragraphs describe several of these character
sets. HTBasic has built-in support for one character set, but the capability is present for users to add support for other
character sets.
Japanese-enabled versions of HTBasic, when run in Japanese mode, allow use of two-byte characters using the
ISO-932 and Shift-JIS character sets.
Character set tables for code pages 850, 437, Roman-8, Latin-1, ISO-932 and an overview of the Shift-JIS character set
are given at the end of this chapter.
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Latin-1
The character set used by Microsoft Windows is called Latin-1 or ISO 8859-1.
HTBasic expects the Latin-1 character set to be in use. If it is not, the keyboard may not match the display and upperand lowercase conversions and collating may not function as expected.
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ISO-932 and Shift-JIS
All Japanese-enabled versions of HTBasic use the ISO-932 single-byte and Shift-JIS character double-byte sets for
character representation when run in Japanese mode. These are the same character sets used by HP BASIC. The
ISO-932 character set is the same as the ASCII set for characters whose values are less than 128. Characters whose
values are between CHR$(129) and CHR$(159) or between CHR$(224) and CHR$(252) are used as leading bytes for
two-byte characters using the Shift-JIS character mapping. Characters whose values are between CHR$(161) and CHR
$(223) are half-width katakana characters from the ISO-932 character set. CHR$(160) is a space. CHR$(128) and CHR
$(253) - CHR$(255) are undefined.
Non-ASCII characters are entered into HTBasic programs using the operating system’s Input method. ASCII, katakana,
and hiragana characters are entered using the normal keyboard keys together with special shift keys. Kanji are usually
entered by allowing the user to type a phonetic (ASCII, katakana, or hiragana) representation of the desired character
on the keyboard and pressing a convert key, which displays a list of possible characters at the bottom of the screen or
in a separate window. The user then chooses the desired character from the list.
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Variable Names
HP BASIC limits the international characters in variable names to CHR$(161) to CHR$(254). In HTBasic, this range is
expanded to CHR$(128) to CHR$(254) since many commonly used characters are in the range excluded by HP BASIC.
In Japanese mode, HTBasic allows characters in the range CHR$(161) - CHR$(223) (single-width katakana characters) in
variable names.
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Attribute Character Conflict
HP BASIC uses the range CHR$(128) to CHR$(143) for attribute and color control characters. This range is used by
some character sets for various international characters. To allow use of characters in this range, HTBasic will move
attribute and color control characters from this range to CHR$(16) to CHR$(31) with the statement:
CONTROL CRT,100;1
To restore the normal range, use
CONTROL CRT,100;0
When HTBasic is run in Japanese mode, CONTROL CRT,100;1 is executed automatically.
CONTROL CRT,100 does not affect values used with CONTROL registers, only values PRINTed or OUTPUT to the CRT.
This statement is an enhancement to HTBASIC and will return an error if executed on a Series 200/300 computer.
The following table shows the attribute and color control characters for both the normal and alternate ranges.
Remember that not all attributes are supported on every display.
Attribute

Normal

Alternate

None

128

16

Inverse

129

17

Blinking

130

18

Inverse and Blinking

131

19

Underline

132

20

Underline and Inverse

133

21

Underline and Blinking

134

22

Underline, Inverse, and Blinking

135

23

Attribute

Normal

Alternate

White

136

21

REd

137

25

Yellow

138

26

Green

139

27

Cyan

140

28

Blue

141

29

Magenta

142

30

Black

143

31
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Lexical Order
"Lexical order" is another term for "alphabetical order". A "lexical order" defines an ordering of each character in a
character set. By assigning an order number to each character, strings can be compared in a meaningful way with "<",
">", and MAT SORT. Different languages have different lexical orders.
The statement LEXICAL ORDER IS can be used to specify lexical order rules. The current LEXICAL ORDER is returned by
the SYSTEM$("LEXICAL ORDER IS") function.
Rules for five languages are built into HTBasic: ASCII, FRENCH, GERMAN, SPANISH, and SWEDISH. (In HTBasic, LEXICAL
ORDER IS STANDARD is equivalent to LEXICAL ORDER IS ASCII). These languages are inclusive enough to support
most ordering conventions. If the language you are using is not listed, check the LEXICAL ORDER tables near the end
of this chapter to see which most nearly matches your language. You may define your own ordering rules as explained
later in this chapter.
In Japanese mode, HTBasic defaults to LEXICAL ORDER IS STANDARD.
You must have the correct character set active for the built-in rules to function correctly. Limited support for Roman-8
on operating systems that don’t support it is explained later in this chapter.
Execute one of the following statements to specify lexical ordering rules:
LEXICAL ORDER IS ASCII
LEXICAL ORDER IS FRENCH
LEXICAL ORDER IS GERMAN
LEXICAL ORDER IS SPANISH
LEXICAL ORDER IS SWEDISH
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Upper and Lowercase Conversions
The LEXICAL ORDER IS statement also determines upper/lowercase conversions in addition to ordering rules. Rules for
the built-in languages are given in the table below. Note that Ÿ (uppercase Y umlaut) does not exist in codepage 437,
850 or the Latin-1 character sets. In these cases, Y is used for UPC$("ÿ").
You may define rules for other languages using "LEXICAL ORDER IS Array(*)", which has been enhanced to allow case
conversion rules to be stored in the array along with order rules. HP BASIC does not support these enhancements but
does not return an error if they are present. These enhancements are explained later under "User-Defined UPC$/LWC$
Rules".
In Japanese mode, uppercase and lowercase conversion is limited to ASCII characters; Japanese characters are not
converted.
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Japanese Character Conversions
In Japanese mode, HTBasic supports converting between hirigana and double-width katakana and between singleand double-width katakana and single- and double-width Roman characters. This support is accessed through the CVT
$ command.
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LABEL Character Set
One limitation of most operating system character set support is that it does not contain vector definitions of the
characters for the LABEL statement. Also, like HP BASIC, the HTBasic LABEL statement does not support all the
international language characters above CHR$(127). But unlike HP BASIC, HTBasic has been enhanced to allow the
user to define his own characters, or delete existing characters. The characters that are defined by default are:
Char

Latin-1

PC 850

Roman-8

ü

252

129

207

é

233

130

197

â

226

131

192

ä

228

132

204

à

224

133

200

å

229

134

212

ç

231

135

181

ê

234

136

193

ë

235

137

205

è

232

138

201

ï

239

139

221

î

238

140

209

ì

236

141

217

Ä

196

142

216

Å

197

143

208

É

201

144

220

æ

230

145

215

Æ

198

146

211

ô

244

147

194

ö

246

148

206

ò

242

149

202

û

251

150

195

ù

249

151

203

Ö

214

153

218

Ü

220

154

219

ø

248

155

214

£

163

156

187

Ø

216

157

210

á

225

160

196

í

237

161

213

ó

243

162

198

ú

250

163

199
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ñ

241

164

183

Ñ

209

165

182

¿

191

168

185

¡

161

173

184

¤

164

207

186

ß

223

225

222

`

175

238

176

¢

180

239

168

§

167

245

189

°

176

248

179

Umlaut

168

249

171

When run in Japanese mode, HTBasic allows the user to load a Japanese character set for use with the LABEL
command. This is not done by default because of its memory requirements; the Japanese character set contains
several thousand characters.
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Defining Your Own LABEL Characters
To define your own characters, use one of these two syntaxes:
CONFIGURE LABEL First_char TO String$
CONFIGURE LABEL First_char TO Array$(*)
where First_char is a numeric expression, rounded to an integer, which gives the LABEL character to be defined, and
String$ is a string expression that contains the new definition. If a string array is specified, then one definition is stored
in each element and additional characters following First_char are also defined. Characters in the range 33 to 255 may
be defined.
HTBasic provides 8 kilobytes of definition space. If you run out of space, you can free up space by deleting unused
definitions. To delete the definition of a character, specify a zero length string for the definition.
The LABEL font is defined in a character cell that is 8 units wide and 16 units high. The x units are numbered 0 to 7;
the y units are numbered 0 to 15. The baseline is y=5. The normal descender, such as that for the lower-case "g", goes
down to y=1. Characters are left justified in the character cell. The top of an H is at y=14. The right side of the H is at
x=6.
Each character in the definition gives an x,y coordinate and a flag indicating whether to move or draw to that
coordinate. The flag is stored in bit 7 of the character. If set, MOVE to x,y; otherwise DRAW to x,y. The x coordinate is
stored in bits 6, 5, and 4. The y coordinate is stored in bits 3, 2, 1, and 0.

The following example shows the definition of the character "H":
Val = Move+ x*16 + y
133 = 128 + 0*16 + 5
14 =
0*16 + 14
238 = 128 + 6*16 + 14
101 =
6*16 + 5
138 = 128 + 0*16 + 10
106 =
6*16 + 10
CONFIGURE LABEL 72 TO CHR$(133)&CHR$(14)&CHR$(238)&
CHR$(101)&CHR$(138)&CHR$(106)
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Using LABELCHR.BAS
LABELCHR.BAS is an example program that can be used to examine the definitions of characters, or develop new
definitions. LABELCHR.BAS will not fully automate the task of adding characters, but is presented as an aid in
developing character definitions.
When you run LABELCHR.BAS the screen will be painted with four grids. Grid #1 will be blank and is the current grid.
Grid #2 displays an ASCII table of existing LABEL definitions for characters in the range 128 to 255. (The grid is actually
too small to enclose all the characters. It is normal for the last row and last column to be displayed outside of the grid.)
Grid #3 displays the letter "g", a good example of where a descender is located in the character cell. Grid #4 displays
the letter "H", a good example of where an uppercase letter is located in the character cell.
The softkey menu displays the available choices. Softkey 1 is "Digitize Char", 2 is "Display Char", 3 is "Which Grid?", 4 is
"Erase ON/OFF", 5 is "Show Chars", and 8 is "EXIT". Pressing "EXIT" will cause the program to end; control is returned
to the BASIC system. Pressing "Which Grid?" will specify one of the four grids as the current grid. Pressing "Show
Chars" will display an ASCII table in the current grid. The table is just like the one displayed in grid 2 at start up, unless
you have changed some character definitions.
Pressing "Display Char" will display a character in the current grid. You will be asked to input the character you wish to
display. Type the character and hit ENTER, or type the NUM of the character and hit ENTER. Depending on the Erase
Flag, the character will be displayed on a fresh grid, or it will be displayed on top of the old contents of the grid. This
capability is useful when building a new definition based on existing characters.
Pressing softkey 4, the "Erase ON/OFF" flag is toggled between ON and OFF. When ON, the current grid is cleared
before each character is displayed. When OFF, the current grid is overlaid with each displayed character. An asterisk,
"*", is displayed next to the ON or OFF to show the current state of Erase.
Pressing "Digitize Char" allows you to construct a new character definition. Typically, you would display in one or more
of the grids whatever characters will assist you in creating a new definition, and then you would display in the current
grid a character that is most like the new one you wish to define. Then you would press "Digitize Char" and begin
digitizing the new character. You may use a mouse, or the arrow keys to move the cursor in the grid.
When using a mouse, move the cursor to the desired coordinate and then press the left button to Draw or the right
button to Move there. Click either mouse button with the cursor outside the grid to end the definition. If using
the arrow keys, move to the location you wish to Move/Draw to and press ENTER. The softkey menu will change,
displaying "Draw", "Move", and "Digitize Done". Press "Move" or "Draw". When you are done, press ENTER and then
"Digitize Done".
As each point is digitized, the correct value to use in CHR$ is printed on the display line. You should write these values
down and use them when constructing your definitions. When you are done digitizing a character you are given the
option of immediately assigning it to a character. If you wish to do so, enter the NUM of the character; if you do not
wish to do so, enter -1 for the NUM. If you immediately define the character, you can then see it using "Display Char"
or "Show Chars". The definition lasts until you QUIT HTBasic.
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User-Defined Lexical Orders
The lexical order rules provided with HTBasic are sufficient for most uses. But if needed, you may define your own
rules. The lexical order of each character may be specified. Also, because the lexical order of some languages treat
some letters as if they were two, treat some two-letter combinations as if they were one, and ignore some letters, you
may define certain special cases to handle these situations. User-defined lexical rules are stored in an array and are
activated with the statement:
LEXICAL ORDER IS Array(*)
When user-defined rules are in effect, SYSTEM$("LEXICAL ORDER IS") returns "USER DEFINED".
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Order Table
The main part of user-defined lexical order rules is stored in an order table, which is the first 256 elements of the array.
These elements specify the lexical order for each CHR$ from 0 to 255. The order number is stored in the upper byte of
each element. For example, to assign lexical order number 0 to the letter "A", and lexical order 1 to the letter "B":
10 INTEGER A(0:256)
20 A(NUM("A"))=SHIFT(0,-8)
30 A(NUM("B"))=SHIFT(1,-8)
When "A" is compared to "B", it will be smaller, since 0 is smaller than 1. "A"<B" returns 1.
Any special cases (2-to-1, 1-to-2, ignore) are noted in the lower byte of each element, and if additional information is
needed it is stored in a "Special Case" table that follows after the first 256 elements of the array.
The lower byte of each element in the order table may have a value from 0 to 255. The meaning of each value is given
in the following table:
Value

Meaning

0

No special case

1

Ignore this character

64+index

2-to-1 translation might be needed on this character

128+index

Perform 1-to-2 translation

192-256

Sub-order number exists for this character

In the above table, "index" is a value from 0 to 63 and specifies an index into the special case table.
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Special Case Table
The length of the special case table is stored in the 257th element of the array and can be from 0 to 64 elements. The
length must be stated, even if it is zero. Thus, the smallest the array specified in the LEXICAL ORDER IS statement can
be is 257 elements.
The special case table starts with the 258th element of the array, which is the element immediately following the
length. An index of 0 specifies the 258th element of the array.
Note: In the example, the BASE of the array was 0, and so the 258th element of the array is A(257). Thus, index 0 in the
special case table is A(257). If the BASE of the array had been another value, the element number for the start of the
special case table would have been different, but still at the 258th element.
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Ignore Characters
To expand on our previous example, let’s specify that the letter "C" be ignored:
40 A(NUM("C"))=1
100 A(256)=0
Now "ABC" will be equal to "AB" and "C" will be equal to "". You can see from line 100 that we have also specified
a zero length special case table. As we add to our example, we will add to line 100. Because the array A(*) has been
declared with a length of 257 characters, the array declaration in line 10 will also have to be changed as we add special
cases.
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2-to-1 Translation
A 2-to-1 translation takes a two character combination, and translates it to one character.
Note: The strings involved are not actually changed. The change occurs internally for the string comparison and is then
discarded.
To define 2-to-1 translations starting with a certain character, the order table entry for the starting character is used
to store three things: 1) the order number is stored in the upper byte for use when the character occurs, but not as
part of a two character combination, 2) the value 64 is stored in the lower byte to indicate that this character is the first
character of one or more 2-to-1 translations, 3) an index into the special case table is stored in the lower byte.
The index into the special case table points to a list of two character combinations that all start with the same
first character. The first entry in the list gives the number of two character combinations in the list. The remaining
entries give the second character of each two character combination and the order number to use in place of the
combination. The second character is given in the upper byte and the order number is given in the lower byte.
Note: The first character was given in the order table and need not be repeated in the special case table. Only the
second character of each combination is given in the special case table.
For example, we might want to consider "DX" to be a single character with order number 4 and "DY" to be a single
character with order number 3. For all other occurrences of the letter "D" we want "D" to have order number 2. For our
example,
10 INTEGER A(0:259)
50 A(NUM("D"))=SHIFT(2,-8)+64+0
100 A(256)=0+3
110 A(257)=2
120 A(258)=SHIFT(NUM("X"),-8) + 4
130 A(259)=SHIFT(NUM("Y"),-8) + 3
Line 50 is the order table entry for the letter "D". Order number 2 will be used for "D" unless it is "DX" or "DY". The
value 64 indicates one or more 2-to-1 translations exist that start with the letter "D". The value 0 is the index into the
special case table.
Line 100 is the length of the special case table. Previously in our example, we had set it to zero, but we are now adding
three entries to the special case table.
In line 110, A(257) is at index 0 in the special case table. This is the start of our list of two character combinations
beginning with "D". Since we have two, "DX" and "DY", we set A(257) to two.
Lines 120 and 130 define "DX" and "DY" to have order numbers 4 and 3. Now the following will both be true:
"DY" <"DX" - because 3 <4
"DZ" <"DX" - because 2 < 4 ("D" < "DX").
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1-to-2 Translation
A 1-to-2 translation takes a single character and translates it into two characters. This capability also includes
intelligent handling of upper and lowercase. For example, if "E" is to be translated to "FG" then "Exyz" should be
translated to "Fgxyz", while "EXYZ" should be translated to "FGXYZ".
Note: The strings involved are not actually changed. The change occurs internally for the string comparison and is then
discarded.
To define 1-to-2 translations for a certain character, the order table entry for the character is used to store three things:
1) the first order number is stored in the upper byte, 2) the value 128 is stored in the lower byte to indicate a 1-to-2
translation, 3) an index into the special case table is stored in the lower byte.
The special case table entry contains the second order numbers for both upper and lowercase. The lower byte contains
the lowercase order number, while the upper byte contains the uppercase order number. The uppercase order number
is used if the initial character is uppercase and is not followed by a lowercase character.
For our example, if we want to use an order number of 5 for "F", 6 for "G", and 37 for "g", then:
10 INTEGER A(0:260)
60 A(NUM("E"))=SHIFT(5,-8)+128+3
100 A(256)=0+3+1
140 A(260)=SHIFT(6,-8) + 37
Line 100 is the length of the special case table. Previously in our example, we had set it to three, but we have now
added one more entry to the special case table.
Line 60 is the order table entry for the letter "E" and line 140 is the special case entry for "E". In place of "E", two order
numbers will be used, 5 and 37 for "Fg", or 5 and 6 for "FG". Now the following will all be true:
"E" > "FD"
"E" = "FG"
"E" < "FH"
"EXYZ" = "FGXYZ"
"Exyz" = "Fgxyz"
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Sub-Order Numbers
Sometimes it is useful to assign several characters the same order number, yet still collate them in a specific order.
For example, it might make sense to assign all occurrences of "E", regardless of the accent, the same order number,
but still allow them to be collated in a specific order. This can be accomplished using sub-order numbers. Sub-order
numbers can range from 0 to 63. To assign a sub-order number to a character, set the lower byte of the order table
entry to the sub-order value plus 192.
When strings are compared, if the order numbers of two characters are the same, the sub-order numbers are used
to determine the lexical order. If a sub-order number has not been explicitly assigned to a character, 0 is used. A suborder number can not be assigned to characters that are used in Ignore, 2-to-1, or 1-to-2 translations since the lower
byte of the order table entry is already used.
As an example of sub-order number usage, say we wish to give "H" and "I" the same order number, 7, but wish "H" to
collate before "I" using sub-order numbers. We can give "H" a sub-order number of 0 and "I" a sub-order number of 1:
80 A(NUM("H"))=SHIFT(7,-8)+192+0
90 A(NUM("I"))=SHIFT(7,-8)+192+1
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Putting User-Defined Rules Into Effect
An order number must be assigned to each value, 0 through 255, in the order table. Once this has been done, as well
as assigning all special cases, the array may be specified in a LEXICAL ORDER IS statement to make it take effect. All of
the user-defined order rules explained above are compatible between HTBasic and HP BASIC. HTBasic extensions to
LEXICAL ORDER IS that allow user-defined upper and lowercase conversions are explained in the following paragraphs.
But first, let’s complete our example:
5 REM USERDEF.BAS
10 INTEGER A(0:260)
20 A(65)=0
30 A(66)=256
40 A(67)=1
50 A(68)=576
60 A(69)=1411
65 A(70)=1280
75 A(71)=1536
80 A(72)=1984
90 A(73)=1985
100 A(256)=4
110 A(257)=2
120 A(258)=22532
130 A(259)=22787
140 A(260)=1573
150 FOR I=74 TO 255
160 A(I)=SHIFT(I-66,-8)
170 NEXT I
180 FOR I=0 TO 64
190 A(I)=SHIFT(I+190,-8)
200 NEXT I
210 LEXICAL ORDER IS A(*)
220 END
We have added lines 65, 75, and 150 to 200 to assign the characters that were not yet assigned. We have also sped up
the program by pre-evaluating functions like NUM("A") and SHIFT(0,-8) wherever possible. Finally, line 210 causes all
the changes to take effect.
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User-Defined UPC$/LWC$ Rules
In addition to specifying order rules, HTBasic has been enhanced to let you specify upper and lowercase conversion
rules as well. This capability is an extension to HTBasic and will not work if used with HP BASIC. However, HP BASIC will
not return an error; the UPC$/LWC$ rules will simply be ignored.
Note: There is some danger in specifying meaningless upper/lowercase rules because HTBasic uses these rules in
checking the syntax of a command or program line. For example, when you type "RUN", UPC$("RUN") is compared
against the list of known statements. As long as you take reasonable care in defining your rules, you shouldn’t have
any problems.
Upper/lowercase rules are stored in the LEXICAL ORDER IS array immediately following the special case table. The UPC
$/LWC$ table consists of 257 elements. The first element must have the value 21576 to indicate that the UPC$/LWC
$ table is present. The rules themselves are stored in the next 256 elements, one for each possible character. All 256
characters must be defined. In each element, the upper byte contains the UPC$ value and the lower byte contains the
LWC$ value.
For example, in the USERDEF.BAS example above, the special case table ends at element A(260). Element A(261)
should be assigned a value of 21576 if upper/lowercase rules are also being specified. Elements A(262) through A(517)
would contain the rules for CHR$(0) through CHR$(255). To set the UPC$/LWC$ values for "A" and "a", the following
statements would be used:
A(257+A(256))=21576
A(258+A(256)+NUM("A"))=SHIFT( NUM("A"),-8)+NUM("a")
A(258+A(256)+NUM("a"))=SHIFT( NUM("A"),-8)+NUM("a")
The subscript calculation in this example deserves some explanation. If the array BASE is zero then A(256) is the length
of the special case table, 257+A(256) is the first element after the special case table, and 258+A(256)+NUM("x") is the
UPC$/LWC$ definition for "x".
Of course, it is best to simplify these statements to:
A(261)=21576
A(327)=16737
A(359)=16737
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Example Data Files
If you installed the optional LEXICAL ORDER files during installation, in the LEXICAL subdirectory in the HTBasic
directory there are several examples of user-defined LEXICAL ORDER IS tables that change both the order rules and
the upper/lowercase rules. The files that are included depend on the version of HTBasic. Files for code page 850 have
filenames of PC*.LEX. Files for Roman-8 have filenames of R8*.LEX. Files for the out-dated version of Roman-8 used by
HP BASIC are stored in files with names HP*.LEX. Files for Latin-1 have filenames of L1*.LEX.
The file LEXICAL.BAS contains a SUB named "Lexical" that can be used to load the tables stored in these files. (This SUB
is listed earlier in this chapter.) Line 50 specifies PC*.LEX files stored in the C:\HTB directory, but you may change this
line to fit your needs.
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Roman-8 Character Set Support
Although Roman-8 is a fairly popular character set, especially among users of the European-language versions of HP
BASIC, it is not available under Windows. Since HTBasic depends upon the operating system for character set support,
you should convert from Roman-8 to the native character set of your computer. A conversion program is presented in
the next section.
If you must use the Roman-8 character set, the sections following the translation program section describe solutions
that give most of the capabilities needed. To use a different character set you must 1) change the character set used by
the display, 2) change the character set produced by the keyboard, 3) change the lexical order rules, and 4) change the
LABEL character definitions.
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Roman-8 Translation Program
An example program, HP2PC.BAS, is distributed with HTBasic that can be used to translate ASCII files (including
program files saved in ASCII) from the Roman-8 character set to code page 850 or Latin-1. The program only translates
characters that appear literally or in CHR$(xxx) statements, where "xxx" is a constant above 127. If a character is
specified in any other way (for example, "CHR$(X+3)"), it is not translated. You will have to make those translations
manually.
If any attribute control characters in the range CHR$(128) to CHR$(143) are seen, they are translated to the alternate
range at CHR$(16) to CHR$(31) and you must add the following statement to make attribute characters be recognized
in this new range:
CONTROL CRT,100;1
Several characters that exist in the Roman-8 character set are not found in code page 850 or Latin-1. When translating
to code page 850, the characters in the range CHR$(144) to CHR$(160) are translated to CHR$(219), a rectangular
block, to make them easy to spot and hand translate. When translating to Latin-1, the characters in the range CHR
$(144) to CHR$(160) are unchanged and the Dutch guilder symbol "ƒ", CHR$(190), is translated to "*", CHR$(42), to
make it easy to spot and hand translate. Other characters are translated to similar characters:
From Character

Roman 8

To Character

PC-850

Latin-1

Grave accent

169

‘

96

96

Circumflex

170

^

94

94

Tilde

172

~

Lira

175

Š

235

š

236

Ÿ

236

126

£

156

163

S

83

83

s

115

115

Y

89

89

To translate to code page 437, specify code page 850. The only difference is the translation for CHR$(191), the "¢"
symbol. It is translated to CHR$(189) which is correct for code page 850, but should be CHR$(155) for code page 437.
This minor correction can then be done by hand.
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Display Font
A Windows font containing the Roman-8 character set, HTBGROM8.FON, is supplied with HTBasic. To install the
Roman-8 font, select Control Panel, Fonts, and Add.... Then change the drive and directory to LEXICAL subdirectory
of the HTBasic directory (HTBWIN, default). Then select Roman8 and OK. Roman8 should then be accessible to any
Windows program that uses fixed width fonts.
To select Roman8 for use with HTBasic, use the -fn command line switch, explained in the Getting Started Guide. Select
Program Manager, TransEra HTBasic, File, Properties, and add "-fn Roman8" to the command line. For example,
C:\HTBWIN\HTBWIN.EXE -fn Roman8
Note: Changing the display font without changing the keyboard font causes a mismatch for characters above CHR
$(128). CONFIGURE KBD, explained below, can correct this situation for the most part.
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Keyboard
The statement CONFIGURE KBD has been added to HTBasic to allow simple keyboard character set re-mapping.
(This is different than CONFIGURE KEY, which re-maps function and editor keys.) CONFIGURE KBD is not a complete
keyboard driver. It uses a look-up table to translate characters from one character set to another.
The files PCTOR8.KBD (formerly HP200.KBD) and L1TOR8.KBD contain the necessary keyboard re-mappings from code
page 850 and Latin-1 to Roman-8. The following program will set up the re-mapping. Use either PCTOR8 or L1TOR8 in
line 60, depending on the character set in use by the operating system keyboard driver. Where no translation exists for
a character, CHR$(252) is returned.
10 !SETKBD.BAS
20 DIM Pc2hp$[256]
30 CLEAR SCREEN
40 PRINT "Set up translation string to Roman-8"
60 ASSIGN @Io TO "PCTOR8.KBD" !Use L1TOR8 for Latin-1
70 ENTER @Io;Pc2hp$
80 ASSIGN @Io TO *
90 CONFIGURE KBD 0 TO Pc2hp$
100 END
To enter a character without re-mapping, use the ANY CHAR function.
The syntax of the CONFIGURE KBD statement is:
CONFIGURE KBD First_char TO String$
where First_char is a numeric expression, rounded to an integer, that gives the first keyboard character to be remapped, and the first character in String$ gives the display character that it is re-mapped to. If the length of String$ is
longer than one, then additional characters following First_char are also re-mapped.
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LEXICAL ORDER
When using Roman-8 with other versions, you must load LEXICAL ORDER rules from data files. The data files are
named:
Language

File

ASCII

R8ASCII.LEX

FRENCH

R8FRENCH.LEX

GERMAN

R8GERMAN.LEX

SPANISH

R8SPANIS.LEX

SWEDISH

R8SWEDIS.LEX

The SUB "Lexical", listed previously in this chapter and stored on the distribution disks in the file LEXICAL.BAS, can
be used to set the LEXICAL ORDER using these files. Change line 50 to specify "R8" instead of "PC" and change the
directory as necessary:
50 A$="C:\HTB\R8"&L$[1;6]&".LEX"
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LEXICAL ORDER Tables
The following pages contain LEXICAL ORDER tables for FRENCH, GERMAN, SPANISH and SWEDISH. Different tables
are presented for code page 850, Roman-8 and Latin-1 character sets. No tables are given for ASCII because when the
LEXICAL ORDER IS ASCII, regardless of the character set the order number is the same as the NUM of each character.
For code page 850 and the Latin-1 character sets, the order number for each character was chosen according to the
following guidelines: If the character existed in the Roman-8 character set, it is given the same order number it had
under HP BASIC. New alphabetic characters were added in alphabetical order. New symbol characters were added
after CHR$(127) and given sequentially increasing order numbers.
The order numbers for Roman-8 differ slightly than those in HP BASIC. This is because several characters have been
added to Roman-8 since HP BASIC was created. The new characters are 177, 178 and 242 to 245.
Each table contains the Order number, the NUM, and the CHR$ for each character. If the character is ignored during
comparisons, the order will be blank. For two-character combinations that have a single order number, the two
characters are given in the Chr$ column, but no Num is listed. For characters that are expanded into two characters,
the two characters are listed in the Order column. If the original character is uppercase, two expansions are listed.
Remember that two order numbers are produced, not just one. If the character has a sub-order number, it is given
following a decimal point in the Order column.
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Character Set Tables
The following are character set and LEXICAL ORDER tables for code pages 850, 437, Roman-8 and Latin-1
character sets.
Code Page 437 Character Set

Code Page 850 Character Set
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LEXICAL ORDER IS FRENCH

(Code Page 850)

679

LEXICAL ORDER IS GERMAN (Code Page 850)

680

LEXICAL ORDER IS SPANISH (Code Page 850)

681

LEXICAL ORDER IS SWEDISH (Code Page 850)
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Roman-8 Character Set

683

LEXICAL ORDER IS FRENCH (Roman-8)

684

LEXICAL ORDER IS GERMAN (Roman-8)

685

LEXICAL ORDER IS SPANISH (Roman-8)

686

LEXICAL ORDER IS SWEDISH (Roman-8)
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Latin-1 Character Set
Note in the table below, CHR$(145) and CHR$(146) are extensions to Latin-1 found in Windows fonts and may not be
present in other implementations of Latin-1.
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LEXICAL ORDER IS FRENCH (Latin-1)

689

LEXICAL ORDER IS GERMAN (Latin-1)

690

LEXICAL ORDER IS SPANISH (Latin-1)

691

LEXICAL ORDER IS SWEDISH (Latin-1)
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ISO-932 Character Set
Note in the table below, the characters marked with diamonds are taken to be introductory bytes for two-byte Shift-JIS
characters.
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Overview of the Shift-JIS Character Set
The table below shows the categories of two-byte characters in the Shift-JIS character set. The range values are in
hexadecimal. The second byte in a Shift-JIS character may have values between hexadecimal 40 and FC, excluding 7F.
Range

Type of Character

8140-81FC

Symbols

8240-824E

undefined

824F-8258

Digits

8259-825F

undefined

8260-8278

Uppercase Roman letters

8279-8280

undefined

8281-8299

Lowercase Roman letters

829B-829E

undefined

829F-82F1

Hiragana

82F2-82FC

undefined

8300-8396

Katakana

8397-839E

undefined

839F-83B6

Uppercase Greek letters

83B7-83BE

undefined

83BF-83D6

Lowercase Greek letters

83D7-83FC

undefined

8440-8461

Uppercase Russian Cyrillic

8462

undefined

8463-8491

Lowercase Russian Cyrillic

8492-849E

undefined

849F-84BE

Box drawing

84BF-84FC

undefined

85xx-86xx

undefined

8740-879C

symbols

879D-97FC

undefined

8840-889E

undefined

889F-8FFC

Level 1 kanji

89xx-9872

Level 1 kanji

9873-989E

undefined

989F-9FFC

Level 2 kanji

E0xx-EFxx

Level 2 kanji

F0xx-FCxx

Level 3 kanji (undefined in most
implementations)
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The level 1 kanji are arranged in the order of the hiragana representations of their most common on pronunciation.
The level 2 and level 3 kanji are arranged in order of the stroke count of their principal radical followed by the stroke
count of the remaining portion of the character.
All two-byte characters, including the Roman, Greek, and Russian characters, are twice as wide when displayed as the
one-byte characters. The HTBasic CVT$ function can convert between one- two-byte Roman and katakana characters.
Note that voiced katakana and hiragana characters are represented by a single two-byte character in the shift-JIS
character set while they are represented by a one-byte character plus a separate one-byte voicing mark in the ISO-932
character set.
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Glossary

697

Ancillary files
The set of files needed for proper operation of BuilderPlus.

698

Angle
Angles can be specified in radians or degrees. When specifying angles for graphic statements, the angle is relative to
the positive x axis. Positive angles specify counter-clockwise movement about the origin.
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Array
An array is a multi-dimensional ordered set of values. Each member of the set is called an array element. All the
members of the set have the same simple data type which can be integer, long, real, complex or string. The dimension
of the set is called the RANK of the array. Arrays may have a rank from one to six.
Local array variables are declared using INTEGER, LONG, REAL, COMPLEX, DIM and STATIC. ALLOCATE can be used to
dynamically declare an array. COM can be used to declare a global array. Consult these entries in the Reference Manual
to learn how to declare array variables. OPTION BASE is available to change the default lower bound for indices.
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Array Name
The rules for naming an array are the same as for a variable (see Variable Name). Array variables and simple variables
share the same name space. Thus, you cannot have a simple variable and an array variable with the same name in the
same context.
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Attributes
Qualities of a dialog or a widget. Each attribute has a value or set of values that can be set with CONTROL or read
with STATUS. The values of the attributes determine the function and appearance of the dialogs and/or widgets. Most
attributes have default values.
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Boolean Expression
A boolean expression is simply a numeric expression whose result is tested for zero/non-zero. If the result is zero, the
expression is considered FALSE. If the result is non-zero, the expression is considered TRUE.
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Child widget
A widget that is one level below its parent in the widget hierarchy. Child widgets are contained by their parent widget.
Therefore, they cannot be level-0 widgets. A widget becomes a child when you assign it to a parent with the PARENT
option to the ASSIGN keyword. A widget can be both a parent and child widget at the same time.
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Click
To press and immediately release the mouse button.

705

COM Block
A COM block is a set of one or more variables that may be shared (in "COMmon"), among one or more contexts. Each
COM block is uniquely identified with a name (although one block is allowed to be nameless). COM block names are
explained below.
The value of a COM variable is global in lifetime, however, the name of a COM variable is not global. To access COM
variables, a context must include a COM statement which identifies the COM block and gives the names by which the
variables will be known in that context. Thus, each context can give a different name to the same COM variable. COM
variables are hidden from all contexts which do not include a COM statement accessing that COM block. See COM in
the Reference Manual.
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COM Block Name
Rules for naming a COM block are the same as for a variable (see Variable Name).

707

Common dialog attribute
An attribute of all of the dialogs. See the BuilderPlus Reference Manual for a discussion of common dialog attributes.
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Common widget attribute
An attribute of all of the widgets. See the BuilderPlus Reference Manual for a discussion of common widget attributes.
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COMPLEX
"Complex" is a data type. A complex number is an ordered pair (x, y) denoted by mathematically as: x + iy where x is
the real part of the complex number, y is the imaginary part together with i, which is defined as the square root of -1,
or (-1^(1/2)).
For example, the square root of -9 or, -9^(1/2) could be considered as the -1^(1/2) x 9^(1/2) or 3i.
In HTBasic, complex numbers are stored as two REAL numbers.
Note that MINREAL and MAXREAL are functions which return the smallest and largest positive real numbers. So, the
range for negative numbers is -MINREAL to -MAXREAL.
Use COMPLEX to declare local complex variables and the COM statement to declare global complex variables. Use the
ALLOCATE statement to declare a local complex variable which you can DEALLOCATE dynamically. If a variable is not
declared, it will automatically be declared local and real unless CONFIGURE DIM OFF is used.
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Container widget
The container widget is always a parent widget. Most commonly, it is a PANEL widget in which you place a set of child
widgets. That is, the child widgets are contained in the PANEL widget. A container widget can be, but does not have to
be, a level-0 widget.
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Context
A context is a program unit with its own environment, including local variables, which can be called recursively by
other contexts, and can pass arguments, either by reference or by value. There are four types of contexts: 1) main
context, 2) subprogram context, 3) user defined function context, 4) CSUB context. Context changes occur when
subprograms or functions are invoked or exited.
The main context begins with the first line of the program and ends with the program line containing the "END"
statement. The main context is started by a RUN command.
A subprogram context begins with a SUB statement and ends with a SUBEND statement. It is called with a CALL
statement and terminates with a SUBEND or SUBEXIT statement. Arguments can be passed to a subprogram.
A user defined function begins with a DEF statement and ends with an FNEND statement. It is called from within a
numeric or string expression by referencing its name. It terminates and returns a value with a RETURN statement. The
expression then continues to evaluate, using the value returned in place of the function reference. Arguments can be
passed to a function.
A CSUB is a compiled subprogram created with special tools outside of HTBasic. It is loaded into memory with the
LOADSUB statement and removed from memory with the DELSUB statement. It is called with a CALL statement.
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Context-sensitive Help
Information that is relevant to what the user is doing with a widget or a dialog. When enabled via the attributes HELP
FILE and HELP TOPIC, context-sensitive help is activated by the click of the right mouse button.
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Device Selector
A device selector is a number which specifies a device. It specifies the interface select code (ISC) to which a device
is connected. If more than one device can be connected to that interface (i.e., the GPIB interface), then the address
of the device is appended after the ISC. It can be just a primary address or a primary address and several secondary
addresses. Each address is specified with two digits; thus 1 is specified as 01. A device selector can be up to 15 digits.
Several examples follow: If a printer has a primary address of 1 and is connected to a GPIB interface with ISC 7, then
the device selector for the printer is 701. If an instrument is connected to the RS-232 interface with ISC 9, then the
device selector for the instrument is 9. If a GPIB plotter has a primary address of 2, a secondary address of 11 and is
connected to a GPIB interface with ISC 14, then the device selector for the plotter is 140211.
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Dialog
One of the fundamental BuilderPlus entities. A dialog is created on the computer screen with the DIALOG statement
from an executing BASIC program or from the command line.

715

Windows file type
HTBasic supports regular files as well as typed files. HTBasic file types are LIF ASCII, BDAT, BIN and PROG. In a CAT
listing the file type column blank for standard Windows files. Unlike typed files, no special header or other embedded
information is placed in the file.
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Event
An event is the occurrence of an action or condition which can be trapped by an ON statement that directs program
execution to a service routine. See ON in the Reference Manual.

717

Event-initiated Branching
A programming technique that uses interrupts to redirect program flow.
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File Specifier
A file specifier identifies a file. A file specifier consists of an optional drive letter, an optional path, a filename and an
optional filename extension combined as follows:
d:\path\filename.ext
The drive letter specifies the disk drive, A, B, C, etc. If it is present, it must be followed by a colon, ":". The path is a
series of one or more directory names, separated by the backslash character, "\", leading from the root directory to the
file in question. A legal directory name follows the same rules as a legal filename.
For the FAT 16 file system, the filename consists of 1 to 8 characters. The extension consists of a period, "." followed
by 1 to 3 characters. Case is ignored and when a new filename is specified all lowercase characters are converted to
uppercase. Some characters are not legal in a filename. A period is only legal between the filename and the extension.
Characters less than CHR$(32) are not legal. The characters in the following list are also illegal: "*+,/:;<=>?[\]|.
For the NTFS and FAT 32 file systems, the filename consists of 1 to 256 characters, including one or more extensions.
Case is ignored, although when a new filename is specified, case is preserved for display in a directory listing. Some
characters are not legal in a filename. Characters less than CHR$(31) are not legal. The characters in the following list
are also illegal: "*/:<>?\|. Trailing spaces are ignored; elsewhere spaces are acceptable.
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Focus
When you click the pointer on the screen (with the mouse or with the keyboard) within the border of a dialog or
widget, the dialog or widget "gains the focus". That is, any mouse clicks or keystrokes that you make will be input to
the widget that has the focus. Programmatically, focus can be obtained by using the STACKING ORDER attribute.
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Full Array Specifier
A full array specifier is the symbol "(*)" and is used to reference an entire array rather than an individual element.
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Function Name
The rules for naming a function are the same as for a variable (see Variable Name). A User Defined Function is one of
several types of contexts (see Context).
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Help
The help system that includes information on all HTBasic keywords, programming examples, and other information.
Help topics are linked to one another through hyperlinks.
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HPGL
Hewlett Packard Graphics Language. Used to communicate between HTBasic and plotters.
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I/O PATH
"I/O path" is a data type. Other data types are integer, long, real, complex and string. An I/O path is implicitly declared
whenever you use it in a program. It must be initialized with the ASSIGN statement before it is used. Input and Output
statements use an I/O path to specify the entity (device, file, pipe, buffer, etc.) that the computer communicates with
during the I/O operation. When an input/output statement does not explicitly involve an I/O path, one is created
internally, used for the duration of the statement and then discarded.
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Integer
"Integer" is a data type. Other data types are I/O path, long, real, complex, static and string. Integers are whole
numbers (-1, 35) as opposed to real numbers that can have fractional parts (1.7, 2.34). Integers are stored in two bytes
and have a range of -32,768 to +32,767. Integer operations are faster and integers take less space to store.
Use the INTEGER statement to declare local integer variables, the COM statement to declare global integer variables
and STATIC to declare local persistent variables. Use the ALLOCATE statement to declare a local integer variable which
can be DEALLOCATEd dynamically. If a variable is not declared, it will automatically be declared local and real unless
CONFIGURE DIM OFF is used.
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Integer Array
Each element of an array (see Array) is an integer declared with INTEGER.
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Interface Select Code
Interface select codes (ISC) specify hardware interfaces that connect the computer to devices. Some ISCs are fixed:
ISC
Fixed Devices
1

CRT display

2

Keyboard

3

Graphic display

6

Bit mapped graphic

10

Windows Print Manager

26

Parallel Port

32

Processor

Others can be specified when the device is loaded with LOAD BIN. If the ISC is not specified, the following defaults are
used:
ISC
Loadable Devices
7

GPIB Board

8

2nd GPIB Board

9

RS-232 Port (COM1)

11

2nd RS-232 Port (COM2)

12

GPIO Board

18

Several data acquisition boards
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Level-0
The first level of the widget management software’s hierarchy of widgets. The first level of the hierarchy is the one just
below the screen level.
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Level-0 widget
A level-0 widget has a title bar on top of the widget and a resize border around the widget. You can assign most
widgets to be level-0 widgets. (All dialogs are level-0.) You create a level-0 widget by not using the PARENT option to
the ASSIGN keyword when you create the widget.
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Line Label
Line labels may optionally follow any line number. The use of line labels results in more structured programming. Line
references to labels are unaffected by line numbering. The rules for naming a line label are the same as for variables
(see Variable Names). A colon follows the name in the line that is labeled, but does not follow the name in lines
referencing that line.
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Line Number
Each program line requires a unique line number at the beginning of the line. Line numbers must be in the range of 1
to 4,194,304. HTBasic ignores leading zeros and spaces before line numbers. Optionally, one may elect not to display
line numbers. Line numbers are used to:
•
•
•
•

indicate the order of statement execution
provide control points for branching
help in debugging and updating programs
indicate the location of run-time errors
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Local Variable
All variables are local and are accessible only in the current context unless declared as COM variables. When the
context begins execution, storage space is allocated for all local variables and their values are set to zero. When
execution of the context is completed, the local variable storage space is released and their values are lost.
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LONG
"Long" is a data type. Other data types are I/O path, integer, real, complex and string. Longs are actually "long
integers" and are in all ways identical to the integer data type, except that they have a range of -2,147,483,648 to
2,147,483,647. LONGs are stored in four bytes.
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Matrix
A matrix is a two dimensional numeric array. The RANK of a matrix is two.
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Menu bar
The area just below the title bar in a level-0 widget. The menu bar contains menu widgets.

736

Notepad
A text editing application, one of the Windows accessories.

737

Numeric Array
A numeric array is an array (see Array) in which the data type of each element is either integer, long, real or complex.
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Numeric Array Element
A numeric array element is a simple value, either an integer, long, real, or complex number and is compatible with any
operation which expects a single value. An element is specified by following the array name with a left parenthesis,
"(", a comma-separated list of subscripts and a right parenthesis, ")". The number of subscripts specified must match
the RANK of the array. The value of each subscript must lie in the legal range for that dimension as defined in the
declaration statement (ALLOCATE, COM, COMPLEX, DIM, INTEGER, LONG, REAL, REDIM, STATIC). Some matrix
operations redefine the range of a dimension.
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Numeric Constant
A constant is an entity with a fixed value. There are three types of numeric constants: integer, long and real. An integer
constant is a whole number not specified with a decimal point, ".", nor with scientific notation, which falls in the range
-32,768 to 32,767. Integer constants can be expressed in decimal, octal (base 8) or hexadecimal (base 16). An octal
constant must begin with the characters "&O" or simply "&". A hexadecimal constant must begin with the characters
"&H. A long constant is in all ways identical to an integer constant, except that it can have a range of -2,147,483,648
to 2,147,483,647. A real constant is specified with a decimal point or scientific notation, or is outside the integer
range. Some integer constants are "1", "-20000", "&H7FFF" and "&O377. Some real constants are "-1.0", "1E+10" and
"6000000000".
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Numeric Expression
A numeric expression is any legal combination of operands and operators joined together in such a way that the
expression as a whole can be reduced to a numeric value. The following syntax diagram defines the legal combination
of operands and operators. Precedence rules provide additional constraints on an expression (see Precedence). The
syntax is:
numeric-expression =
{ + | - | NOT } numeric-expression |
( numeric-expression ) |
numeric-expression operator numeric-expression |
numeric-constant | numeric-name |
numeric-array-element |
numeric-function [ ( param [,param...] ) ] |
FN function-name [ ( param [,param...] ) ] |
string-expression compare-operator string-expression
Where:
operator = + | - | * | / | DIV | MOD | MODULO | ^ |
AND | OR | EXOR | compare-operator
compare-operator = <> | = | < | > | <= | >=
numeric-function = a function, like COS, which returns a numeric value.
param = legal parameters for numeric functions and user defined
functions are explained in the Reference Manual.
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Numeric Name
The rules for naming a numeric variable are explained under "Variable Name". A numeric variable is of type integer,
long, real or complex.
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Operator
The person who interacts (using the mouse or keyboard) with the widgets and dialogs on the screen as the program is
running.
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Regular file
HTBasic supports regular files as well as typed files. HTBasic file types are LIF ASCII, BDAT, BIN and PROG. All other files
are regular files. In a CAT listing, the file type column is either blank or indicates the OS. Unlike typed files, no special
header or other embedded information is placed in the file.
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Parent widget
A widget that is one level above all of its children in the widget hierarchy. A parent widget contains its child widgets. A
parent widget can be a level-0 widget, but is not necessarily one.
A widget becomes a parent when you assign child widgets to it using the PARENT option in the child widgets’ ASSIGN
statements. A widget can be both a parent and child widget at the same time.
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Path Specifier
A path specifier in HTBasic is similar to an MSUS (Mass Storage Unit Specifier) in HP BASIC. It identifies a place where
files are stored. Depending on your operating system, the necessary information to uniquely identify such a place
includes: the device, address, volume, unit, and directory path list. A summary of the rules is given here.
Under Windows, a path specifier consists of an optional disk drive letter and an optional directory path. If the disk
drive letter is omitted, the default disk is used. A directory path is composed of the names of the directories which
form the path from the root directory "\", to the directory where you wish to access files. Each directory name is
separated from the others with the backslash, "\", symbol. The rules for each directory name are the same as for a
filename (File Specifier). If the directory path is omitted, the default directory is used.
For example, suppose that you wish to use drive "C:" and a catalog of the root directory "C:\" shows a directory named
"HTB". Suppose that a catalog of "C:\HTB" shows a directory named "FILES.BIN". And suppose that it is this directory
you wish to specify with a path specifier. The correct path specifier is "C:\HTB\FILES.BIN". If drive "C:" is the default
drive, then the "C:" could be omitted. If directory HTB is the default directory, then the "\HTB\" could be omitted.
Please read your operating system manual for a greater understanding of these concepts.
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Pen
Is used to specify the colors in widgets, and may be set to any legal HTBasic pen number. See the PEN keyword for
more information.
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Pen Number
The term "pen number" is used in two different ways. The appropriate range is explained in the text describing the
statement.
The first way in which the term "pen number" is used is for CRT color attribute values. The legal values are:
Pen

Color

136

White

137

Red

138

Yellow

139

Green

140

Cyan

141

Blue

142

Magenta

143

Black

The second way in which the term "pen number" is used is in statements affecting graphic colors. In these instances,
pen numbers begin at zero and go to N-1, where N is the number of colors displayable at the same time on the
computer display.
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Pixel
The image on a computer monitor comprises an array of dots that vary in color and intensity. A single dot is called a
pixel.
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Pointer
The arrow-shaped cursor that appears within widgets and dialogs. You move the focus from one widget to the next by
moving the pointer from one widget to the next.
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Precedence
Mathematical precedence describes the order in which operators in an expression are evaluated. Some cheap
calculators execute each operation as it is entered. If you are used to this type of calculator, you may be confused by
the concept of precedence. For example, the correct answer to the formula:
1+2*3+4
is 11, not 13. This is because multiplication (2*3) has a higher precedence than addition (1+2). If the two operators are
on the same row in the precedence chart, the operations occur in left to right order (i.e. 1+2-3+4).
HP BASIC (and HTBasic) has an odd quirk in its definition of precedence which you should be aware of. Most computer
languages place all monadic operators (operators which operate on one operand) at a higher precedence than dyadic
operators (operators which operate on two operands). However, HTBasic and HP BASIC place monadic + and - below
some of the dyadic operators. The following is one example of an expression that will evaluate differently because of
this:
-4^0.5
With HTBasic, this is equivalent to -(4^0.5) which is equal to -2. With most other computer languages, this is
equivalent to (-4)^0.5 which is an illegal operation.
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Primary Address
A primary address is a numeric expression which can be rounded to an integer in the range 0 to 31. It specifies the
address of a device on the GPIB bus. Usually, GPIB devices have a switch which allows their primary address to be set
to any of the values 0 through 31.
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Priority
Priority is a measure of the relative importance of the currently executing line and allows higher priority events to
interrupt lower priority events, while preventing lower priority events from interrupting higher priority events. Priority
values can range from 0 (least important) to 15 (most important). The ON statement which defines the service routine
for an event also allows the priority for that service to be defined. The system priority is the priority of the currently
executing line and can be changed with the SYSTEM PRIORITY statement.
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PROG file type
PROG files are used to hold binary program images and are the most efficient file type for storing an HTBasic program.
See STORE in the Reference Manual for information about PROG files.
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REAL
REAL is a data type that is a subset of all rational numbers. MINREAL and MAXREAL are functions which return the
smallest and largest positive real numbers. The range for negative numbers is -MINREAL to -MAXREAL.
Use REAL to declare local real variables and the COM statement to declare global real variables. Use the ALLOCATE
statement to declare a local real variable which you can DEALLOCATE dynamically. If a variable is not declared, it will
automatically be declared local and real unless CONFIGURE DIM OFF is used.
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Record Number
The record number is a numeric expression which is rounded to an integer to specify a record within a file. The first
record is one. BDAT and regular files allow random access by specifying a record number in the I/O statement. The
record length for regular files is always one. The record length for BDAT files is defined when the file is created with the
CREATE BDAT statement.
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Resize border
The border that appears around level-0 widgets and dialogs and is used
to resize them. (You cannot use the resize border from the keyboard.) To use the resize border:
•
Use the mouse to move the pointer to the resize
border.
•
When the pointer changes shape, press-and-hold the left mouse button and drag the border to the new
position.
•
Release the left mouse button and the widget will redraw at the new size.
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Scientific Notation
Scientific notation can be used to represent numbers by using the shorthand notation "n.nnnEmmm" instead of "n.nnn
x 10^mmm".
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ScreenBuilder
An application that allows the user to build a user interface by selecting from a menu of graphic objects (dialogs and
widgets) and editing on the screen.
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Screen origin
The upper-left corner of the screen, which has the coordinates (0,0).
NOTE: The screen origin in BuilderPlus is different than for HTBasic. In HTBasic, the screen origin is in the lower-left
corner of the screen.
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Sibling widgets
Sibling widgets are child widgets with the same parent, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the STACKING ORDER attribute value.
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Signal Number
A signal number is a numeric expression rounded to an integer in the range 0 to 15. A signal is an event which can be
generated by the SIGNAL statement and can be handled by a routine set up with the ON SIGNAL statement.
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Softkey Macro
Also called a typing aid, a softkey macro is a sequence of keys assigned to a softkey. When the softkey is pressed, the
sequence is typed into the keyboard buffer just as if you had typed them yourself. The definition of the softkey macro
is user definable.
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STATIC
"Static" is a data condition. A static variable is persistent during a single run of an HTBasic program. Typically, static
variables will only be used in SUB programs and/or FN functions because the MAIN context is usually called only once.
Static variables can effectively take the place of COM variables as they are presently used in many cases. If access to a
COM variable is required in multiple SUBs and/or Functions (DEF FN) and/or the Main context, then a static variable is
not appropriate. The scope of a static variable is limited to the context in which it is declared. In other words, a static
variable declared in a SUB program cannot be accessed anywhere other than within that particular SUB program.
Up to 6 array bounds may be specified, the initial values are optional. Specifying an initial value for an array initializes
each individual element in all dimensions of the array to the initial value specified.
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String
"String" is a data type. Other data types are integer, long, real, complex and I/O path. A string is a combination of
ASCII characters. These are the letters, numbers and symbols that you can type on the keyboard. ASCII characters also
include control characters such as carriage return, etc. A string can be just one character long or it can be one word,
one sentence, one paragraph long or any combination of letters, numbers, spaces and symbols up to a maximum
length of 32,767 characters.
Use the DIM statement to declare a local string variable and define its maximum length. The length of a string variable
can never exceed its declared length. Use the ALLOCATE statement to declare a local string variable which can be
DEALLOCATEd dynamically. Use the COM statement to declare a global string variable. If a string variable is not
declared, it will be automatically declared as an 18 character maximum length local string variable unless CONFIGURE
DIM OFF is used.
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String Array
A string array is an array (see Array) in which the data type of each element is string.
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String Array Element
A string array element is a simple string and is compatible with any function or operation which expects a single
string value. An element is specified by following the array name with a left parenthesis, "(", a comma-separated list of
subscripts and a right parenthesis, ")". The number of subscripts specified must match the RANK of the array.
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String Expression
A string expression is any legal combination of operands and operators joined together in such a way that the
expression as a whole can be reduced to a string value.
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String Literal
A string literal is a string of characters delimited by the quote (") character. To include a quote character in the string,
include two quote characters in the place of the one you wish to include. For example """hello""".
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String Name
The rules for naming a string variable are the same as for a variable (see Variable Name) plus the addition of a trailing
dollar sign, "$". A string variable is a variable whose data type is "string".
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Sub-string
A substring defines a portion of a string variable or string array element. It is selected by specifying a starting position
within the string value and optionally, either the length of the sub-string, or the ending position within the string value.
If only the starting position is specified, the rest of the string value from that point on is used for the sub-string. String
positions are one-based, i.e., the first character of a string is in position one.
The beginning position must be at least one and no greater than the current length plus one. When only the
beginning position is specified, the substring includes all characters from that position to the current end of the string.
The ending position must be no less than the beginning position minus one and no greater than the dimensioned
length of the string. When both beginning and ending positions are specified, the substring includes all characters
from the beginning position to the ending position or current end of the string, whichever is less.
The maximum substring length must be at least zero and no greater than one plus the dimensioned length of the
string minus the beginning position. When a beginning position and substring length are specified, the substring
starts at the beginning position and includes the number of characters specified by the substring length. If there are
not enough characters available, the substring includes only the characters from the beginning position to the current
end of the string.
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Subprogram Name
The rules for naming a subprogram are the same as for a variable (see Variable Name). A subprogram is one type of
context (see Context).
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Subscript
A subscript is a numeric expression rounded to an integer to specify an array dimension. The value of each subscript
must lie in the legal range for that dimension as defined in the declaring statement (ALLOCATE, COM, COMPLEX, DIM,
INTEGER, LONG, REAL, REDIM, STATIC). Some matrix operations automatically redefine the range of a dimension.
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System font
The default font used in dialogs and widgets. It can be changed in the configuration file. The default depends on the
CRT resolution.
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Tab group
A group of like, child widgets that are created within ASSIGN statements, one after the other in the program. You
create a tab group
so that the operator can move the focus from one widget in the group
to the next (and wrap around again), without having to traverse every widget in the PANEL.
Only the widgets that have a TAB STOP attribute can be members of a tab group and can accept the system focus.
Level-0 widgets cannot be members of a tab group.
A common example of a tab group is a row of buttons across the bottom of a PANEL. The buttons present the
operator with a group of related choices, such as YES, NO and CANCEL.
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Title bar
The area at the top of the application and program windows. Also, the area at the top of a level-0 widget that contains
the title text for the widget as well as the window menu button, minimize button, and maximize button.
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Transient widget
A widget that is created from a parent widget as a result of some program or operator action and is used to create a
custom dialog. A transient widget is created using the TRANSIENT option to the ASSIGN keyword.
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Variable Name
A variable name can have up to fifteen characters. The characters can be alphabetic, numerals, underlines and
characters in the range CHR$(128) to CHR$(254). (HP BASIC and some versions of HTBasic use the range CHR$(161) to
CHR$(254).) The first character may not be a numeral or an underline. A variable name can be the same as a keyword
if it is entered partly in upper case and partly in lower case. Variable names are listed with the first character in upper
case and the remaining characters in lower case.
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Vector
A vector is a one dimensional numeric array, i.e., the RANK of the array is one.
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Volume Label
A volume label is present in some operating systems to label a mass storage volume (usually a disk).
A legal volume label is 11 characters long. Legal characters are the same as for file specifiers. The volume label,
however, does not divide the 11 characters with a period between the 8th and 9th characters.
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Volume Specifier
A volume specifier in HTBasic is similar to an MSUS (Mass Storage Unit Specifier) in HP BASIC. However, for disk
volumes with multiple directories, a volume specifier does not completely identify a place to store files (see Path
Specifier).
Two types of volume specifiers are supported by HTBasic. The first is the drive letter such as, "C:". If used with a file
specifier, it is appended onto the front of the filename, "C:DATA".
The second type of volume specifier supported by HTBasic is the HP BASIC compatible msus style. For example,
":CS80,700,0". Support for this type is included for compatibility with old HP programs. To use this type of volume
specifier you must use CONFIGURE MSI to define a connectioin between this type of volume specifier and the HTBasic
Windows system. For example:
CONFIGURE MSI ":,1400,1" TO "C:\HTB\1400\1"
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Widget
One of the fundamental BuilderPlus entities. A widget is created on the computer screen with the ASSIGN statement
from an executing BASIC program. See the BuilderPlus Reference Manual for details on widgets.
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Widget Management Software
The software that controls all widget levels and positions on the computer screen. It maintains a hierarchy for widgets
and dialogs and keeps track of all level-0/parent/child widget relationships.
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Work Area
The area in which the widget performs its essential function. For example, in the PRINTER widget the area that contains
the text is the work area. In the METER widget, the work area is the area that contains the meter arc, needle, tick marks,
limits boxes, and value box.
A level-0 widget surrounds the work area with a title bar, resize border, and (sometimes) a menu bar.
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BuilderPlus User Guide
BuilderPlus and ScreenBuilder

BuilderPlus is an extension to HTBasic that adds code syntax for creating and programming dialog and widget
controls for making GUIs (graphical user interfaces) for virtual instruments, device control, and graphical data
presentation screens.
ScreenBuilder is the companion visual UI design tool.
With these two components, you can design GUis both visually and in code either separately or in combination. This
is like other IDEs that provide both a code window and visual design window and you can choose one or the other
as your main design tool or switch between them. It is often easier to design visually, but some tasks can be more
efficient in code where you can use editing features like copy/paste and search/replace to more rapidly implement
repetitive or similar design features.

Custom Configurations

You can customize certain configurations to optimize BuilderPlus features.
See ScreenBuilder for information on the ScreenBuilder application.
See Custom Configurations for information on customizing HTBasic and BuilderPlus.

BuilderPlus STATUS/CONTROL Registers

Since widget handles are equivalent to I/O path names, you can use STATUS and CONTROL with Registers 0 and 1 to
get and set widget parameters and attributes. For example:
STATUS @io_path, 0; numeric_var ! returns a 5 which means @io_path is a widget:
STATUS @pb_12, 1; numeric_var ! returns a 6 which means @pb_12 is a device associated with the internal graphics
CRT.
Any status register greater than 1 will cause Error 155 - Bad interface register number.
Except for ABORTIO, using ENTER, OUTPUT, TRANSFER, etc. (i.e., all other commands associated with I/O paths
assigned to devices) generates Error 170 - I/O operation not allowed.
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BuilderPlus and HTBasic
Sharing the Graphics Environment

BuilderPlus is an extension to HTBasic that needs to share the graphics environment. This may require adjusting certain
settings in order to avoid unexpected results. For example, it is recommended to use the HTBasic startup command
line switch "-graphics buffering on". Otherwise, whenever a widget or dialog is moved, shrunk, or destroyed, all
underlying HTBasic graphics will be erased (unless that widget or dialog has its RESTORE SCREEN attribute set).
Also, BuilderPlus will reinitialize a portion of the HTBasic COLOR MAP to the values specified in your CONFIG file after
each of the following:

MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS
PLOTTER IS CRT
GINIT
RESET
SCRATCH A
The portion converted depends on how many colors are available to HTBasic as specified with the HTBasic "-colors"
command line switch, and which HTBasic pens are referenced in the logical pen portion of your CONFIG file.

Color Mapping in HTBasic

By default, BuilderPlus uses 16 colors. If less than 256 colors are available to HTBasic, these 16 colors are mapped to
pens 0-15 and pens 0-7 are set the same as the HTBasic default. If 256 colors are available, the 16 default HTBasic
colors are mapped to pens 16-31.
If you subsequently execute any SET PEN command, that definition remains in effect until any of the five events
mentioned above occur:

Improving Display Appearance

The following commands can improve the appearance of the display when running BuilderPlus GUIs.
Turn text cursor off

CONTROL CRT,10;0

Turn run light off

RUNLIGHT OFF

Turn softkey labels off

KEY LABELS OFF

Clear text from the display

CLEAR SCREEN

Clear graphics from the
display

GCLEAR

Keyboard/Mouse Input

BuilderPlus has priority over Mouse, keyboard, or touchscreen input when any widget has the current focus. You can
force the input back to HTBasic by clicking on the HTBasic title bar to give it focus.

Support Files

BuilderPlus requires access to the following support files which must be in a directory that HTBasic searches.
BPLUS.DW6

BuilderPlus binary

CONFIG

Configuration file

BMxxxx or .BMP

Bitmap files

WIxxxx.DLL

Widget files
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HLxxxx or .chm

Help files

GLxxxx or .HPG

HPGL files

SCR

ScreenBuilder files
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CONFIG File Settings
HTBasic/BuilderPlus CONFIG File

The CONFIG file is initially located in the latest install directory (i.e. C:\Program Files (x86)\HTBasic 2021). When
installing an update, SETUP will rename any existing CONFIG file(s) (to CONFIG.001, CONFIG.002, ...) to avoid
overwriting a custom one. On startup (or SCRATCH A), HTBasic searches for the CONFIG file in: 1) the current MSI, 2)
the $HOME environment CONFIG variable setting, or 3) the installation directory.
The CONFIG file is a text file that can be edited to customize a number of settings. But exercise care when making
changes as they can render HTBasic almost unusable and require re-installation.

Custom BuilderPlus Settings

System MSI specifies an alternate location for HTBasic to search for BuilderPlus ancillary files.
System font (width)X(height) format (e.g., 8X16).
SLIDER widget click delays: (by default initial_delay is 500 ms, and repeat_delay is 100 ms)

CONFIG Settings for Widget Context Help
Parameter

Setting

Function

provide_defaults

true

f1_is_help

true

Default widget's HELP TOPIC is widget's
name

rht_ms_btn_is_help true

F1 key provides help for widget with
focus
Right mouse button provides widget
help

Widget HELP TOPIC and HELP FILE Attributes

Each widget has HELP TOPIC and HELP FILE attributes. If provide_defaults is set to true (the default setting), the
widget's HELP TOPIC attribute defaults to the widget's name and the HELP FILE attribute defaults to the NULL string,
which indicates to use HTBasic's help file which shows how to program the widget, whereas a specific Help File might
show how to use your programmed widget.
If provide_defaults is not set (or set to "false"), an INFORMATION dialog appears stating help is not available for that
widget .

Invoking Widget Context Help

Context help is invoked by right-clicking the widget when rht_ms_btn_is_help is set to true, or pressing F1 when the
widget has focus and f1_is_help is set to true. If both are set to false, no context help will be provided regardless of
HELP TOPIC and HELP FILE settings.

ScreenBuilder Widget Order

The list of widgets in CONFIG determines the order and availability of widgets to ScreenBuilder. Only the menu
widgets PULLDOWN MENU, CASCADE MENU, MENU BUTTON, MENU TOGGLE, and MENU SEPARATOR are available
by default. You can customize the order by editing CONFIG.
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Customizing Pens
For compatibility with HP BASIC programs, HTBasic pens can be customized in the CONFIG file including:
• Settable pens are pens shared with BASIC programs that HTBasic is allowed to set.
• Logical pens define the area to be colored and the physical pen to use
• Physical pens provide the color for the specified logical pen
By default all pens are shared. You should minimally allow the pens referenced by the Logical Pens Table. Those pens
are listed in the first column of the Settable Pens Table while the Settable Pens column refers to the physical pen
numbers shown in the Physical Pens Table.

Settable Pens Table
System

Settable Pens

2 - 16 pen system

0-15

17 - 64 pen system

0-15, 54, 55, 62, 16-63

65 - 256 pen system 16-31, 230, 231, 238, 0-15, 32-255
Widgets that require more colors than those defined in the Logical Pens Table create their own private palette that
does not directly conflict with BASIC programs. However, when such a widget receives the input focus, it sets the
system palette to match its private palette. All other applications must map into that palette on a closest match basis.

Logical Pens

Logical pens define the area to be colored and which physical pen to use. The actual color of the physical pen is
specified in the Physical Pens Table. See Logical Pens Table for a list of logical pen numbers and associated physical
pen numbers.
For example, from the Logical Pens Table, Logical Pen number 33 represents the color for Scrollbars. For a 64-color pen
system, the associate physical pen number is 11. From the Physical Pens Table, the actual pen 11 color is interactive
gray.
Note that BuilderPlus logical pens are listed in bold blue in the Logical Pens Table, while the other pens are for
compatibility with previous versions of HP BASIC Plus.

Physical Pens

Physical pens provide the color for the specified logical pen. The Logical Pens Table. specifies which physical pen to
use for a specified logical pen. The actual color of the physical pen is specified in the Physical Pens Table.
The Physical Pens Table specifies the color map value that is set for each physical pen.If an entry for a required pen (a
pen referenced from a logical pen) is not currently provided in the table (e.g., pens 32-47), insert as required.
The actual display's color map is only altered for the pens that are referenced by a logical pen from the Logical Pens
table and are settable as specified above for the current graphics system, either 16-, 64-, or 256-pen.
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Logical Pens Table
This table shows the logical pen numbers and associated physical pen numbers for HTBasic. See Physical Pens Table
for the actual colors of the physicalpen numbers listed. See Settable Pens Table for settable pens for HTBasic. Of the
logical pens listed in the Logical Pens table, only those pens with bold blue entries are referenced in BuilderPlus. The
other pens remain for compatibility with previous versions of HP BASIC Plus.
Pen Pen Name

Physical Pen for n colors
2

0

ActiveBorder

0

14

64 255
14

1

ActiveTitleBar

1

14

14

30

2

ActiveTBarForeground

0

1

1

17

3

AppBackground

0

9

9

25

5

AppTitleBar

0

14

14

30

6
7
8

AppTBarForeground
ButtonBackground
ButtonForeground

1
0
1

1
11
0

1
11
0

17
27
16

10

DialogBoxBorder

1

14

14

30

4

9

AppBorder

DialogBoxBackground

0

0

3 - 63

14

8

14

256
30

30

8

24

11
12

DialogBoxForeground
DialogBoxTitleBar

1
0

1
13

1
13

17
29

13
14
15

DialogBoxTBarForeground
ErrorTitleBar
GrayForeground

1
0
0

1
2
15

1
2
15

17
18
31

16
17

Highlight
HighlightForeground

1
0

13
3

13
3

29
19

18
19
20

HyperText
InactiveBorder
InactiveTitleBar

1
0
0

6
11
11

6
11
11

22
27
27

21
22
23
24
25

Inactive TBarForeground
ITGDisplayTraceBlue
ITGDisplayTraceGreen
ITGPushButton
ITGResetButton

1
1
1
0
0

0
5
4
12
10

0
5
4
12
10

16
21
20
28
26

26
27
28
29

ListBoxForeground
ListBoxBackground
MenuBar
MenuForeground

1
0
0
1

0
15
11
0

0
15
11
0

16
31
27
16
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30

PopupWindowBackground

0

8

8

24

31
32
33
34
35

PopupWindowFrame
PopupWindowForeground
Scrollbars
WindowBackground
WindowFrame

1
1
0
0
1

0
1
11
1
0

0
1
11
1
0

16
17
27
17
16

36

WindowForeground

1

0

0

16

37
38
39
40

Workspace
WorkspaceBorder
WorkspaceTitleBar
WorkspaceTBarForeground

0
0
0
1

15
14
14
0

15
14
14
0

31
30
30
16

41

WidgetGreen

1

4

4

20

42

WidgetYellow

1

3

3

19

43

WidgetRed

1

2

2

18

44

WidgetWhite

1

1

1

17

45

GraphBackground

0

13

13

29

46

GraphTrace1

1

3

3

19

47

GraphTrace2

1

5

5

21

48

GraphTrace3

1

7

7

23

49

GraphTrace4

1

4

4

20

50

GraphTrace5

1

2

2

18

51

GraphTrace6

1

14

14

30

52

GraphTrace7

1

11

11

27

53

GraphTrace8

1

1

1

17

54

RMBBackground

0

0

0

0

55

AppBackgroundCmp

1

6

54

230

56

WindowBackgroundCmp

1

14

62

238

57

PopupBackgroundCmp

1

7

55

231

58

DialogBoxBackgroundCmp

1

7

55

231
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Physical Pens Table
This table shows pen numbers, colors, and red/green/blue values for HTBasic physical pens. See Logical Pens Table for
associated logical pen numbers.See Settable Pens Table for settable pens for HTBasic.
Pen

Color

Red

Green

Blue

0

black

0

0

0

1

white

255

255

255

2

red

255

0

0

3

yellow

255

255

0

4

green

0

255

0

5

cyan

0

255

255

6

blue

0

0

255

7

magenta

255

0

255

8

dialog gray

162

156

146

9

parchment white

220

211

184

10

forest green

70

180

70

11

inactive gray

176

174

169

12

evening gold

150

110

75

13

french gray

105

95

80

14

lavender

119

123

200

15

beige gray

148

139

123

16

black

0

0

0

17

white

255

255

255

18

red

255

0

0

19

yellow

255

255

0

20

green

0

255

0

21

cyan

0

255

255

22

blue

0

0

255
792

23

magenta

255

0

255

24

dialog gray

162

156

146

25

parchment white

220

211

184

26

forest green

70

180

70

27

inactive gray

176

174

169

28

evening gold

150

110

75

29

french gray

105

95

80

30

lavender

119

123

200

31

beige gray

148

139

123

48

black

0

0

0

49

white

255

255

255

50

red

255

0

0

51

yellow

255

255

0

52

green

0

255

0

53

cyan

0

255

255

54

blue

0

0

255

55

magenta

255

0

255

56

dialog gray

162

156

146

57

parchment white

220

211

184

58

forest green

70

180

70

59

inactive gray

176

174

169

60

evening gold

150

110

75

61

french gray

105

95

80

62

lavender

119

123

200

63

beige gray

148

139

123

0

0

0

240 black
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241 white

255

255

255

242 red

255

0

0

243 yellow

255

255

0

244 green

0

255

0

245 cyan

0

255

255

246 blue

0

0

255

247 magenta

255

0

255

248 dialog gray

162

156

146

249 parchment white

220

211

184

250 forest green

70

180

70

251 inactive gray

176

174

169

252 evening gold

150

110

75

253 french gray

105

95

80

254 lavender

119

123

200

255 beige gray

148

139

123
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Using HELP Attributes
"HELP FILE" and "HELP TOPIC" Attributes

If you have created a custom .chm help file for your BuilderPlus GUI, you can access it under program control using
this syntax:
CONTROL @Main;SET ("HELP FILE":help_file_name$,"HELP TOPIC":name.topic$)
For example, to show the Table of Contents in your custom MyHelp.chm file:

CONTROL @Main;SET ("HELP FILE":"MyHelp.chm","HELP TOPIC":"MyHelp.TOC")

Using a Help-Authoring Tool to Builld Your Own Help File

You can use any Windows Help-Authoring system (including the free Microsoft HTML Help Workshop hhw.exe) to
create a Windows .chm file. Then, in your HTBasic program, make sure the "Help Topic":topic_id string matches the
topic for your widget control in your Help File.
In the BuilderPlus example programs install folder there is the program Context-Sensitive Help (shown below) that
accesses a sample user defined help file (weapons.chm) also included in the installation directory. When running this
program, if you right-click on a button like "Fire Phasers", the appropriate Help topic appears. This example program
places three buttons on the main panel:

In this example, Line 200 displays "HELP TOPIC":"weapons.TOC" in the "HELP FILE":"weapons .chm":

CONTROL @Main;SET ("HELP FILE":S$,"HELP TOPIC":"weapons.TOC")
And Line 270 displays "HELP TOPIC":"weapons.phasers" in the "HELP FILE":"weapons .chm":

CONTROL @Phasers;SET ("HELP FILE":S$,"HELP TOPIC":"weapons.phasers")
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Context-Sensitive Help
30 !
40 ! This program displays three pushbuttons (Fire Phasers,
50 ! Fire Photon Torpedoes, and Stand Down). You can display
60 ! the definitions of these pushbuttons by placing the cursor
70 ! on the desired pushbutton and clicking the RIGHT mouse
80 ! button.
90 !
100 ! *********************************************************
110 !
120 DIM S$[256] ! GP string
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130 S$="weapons.chm" ! Help file name
140 !
150 ! Create the PANEL widget
160 !
170 ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
180 CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":50,"Y":25,"WIDTH":300,"HEIGHT":175)
190 CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Context-Sensitive Help","SYSTEM
MENU":"Quit")
200 CONTROL @Main;SET ("HELP FILE":S$,"HELP TOPIC":"weapons.TOC")
210 !
220 ! Set up buttons
230 !
240 ASSIGN @Phasers TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main
250 CONTROL @Phasers;SET ("X":45,"Y":15,"WIDTH":200,"HEIGHT":30)
260 CONTROL @Phasers;SET ("LABEL":"Fire Phasers")
270 CONTROL @Phasers;SET ("HELP FILE":S$,"HELP TOPIC":"weapons.phasers")
280 !
290 ASSIGN @Torps TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main
300 CONTROL @Torps;SET ("X":45,"Y":55,"WIDTH":200,"HEIGHT":30)
310 CONTROL @Torps;SET ("LABEL":"Fire Photon Torpedoes")
320 CONTROL @Torps;SET ("HELP FILE":S$,"HELP TOPIC":"weapons.torp")
330 !
340 ASSIGN @Off TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main
350 CONTROL @Off;SET ("X":45,"Y":100,"WIDTH":200,"HEIGHT":30)
360 CONTROL @Off;SET ("LABEL":"Stand Down")
370 CONTROL @Off;SET ("HELP FILE":S$,"HELP TOPIC":"weapons.off")
380 !
390 ! Set up events and loop
400 !
410 ON EVENT @Phasers,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Phasers
420 ON EVENT @Torps,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Torps
430 ON EVENT @Off,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Off
440 ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
450 !
460 CONTROL @Main;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
470 !
480 LOOP
490 WAIT FOR EVENT
500 END LOOP
510 STOP
520 !
530 ! ********************* Subroutines Start Here ************************
540 !
550 Phasers: !
560 DIALOG "INFORMATION","Fired phasers!"
570 RETURN
580 !
590 Torps: !
600 DIALOG "INFORMATION","Fired photon torpedoes!"
610 RETURN
620 !
630 Off: !
640 DIALOG "INFORMATION","Weapons system standing down."
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650
660
670
680
690

RETURN
!
Finis: !
ASSIGN @Main TO * ! Delete PANEL widget
END
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Dialogs and Widgets
Dialogs Overview

Dialogs are fundamental controls in BuilderPlus. They are used in GUIs to interact with the user and get
input (with a TIMEOUT). From the user's point of view, a dialog appears as a popup panel that disappears
when the user responds. See List of Dialogs for a description of the HTBasic dialogs.

Widgets Overview

Widgets are detailed in the Reference Manual. Widgets are very flexible controls that can be used to build
sophisticated user interfaces. For example, you can create "virtual instruments" that include buttons, sliders,
and text, meters and graphics displays, and pulldown menus.
Widgets can be loosely grouped into five categories, but some widgets may belong to more than one
category. See List of Widgets for an alphabetical listing of each widget. See Functional Widget List for a list of
widgets by functional category.

Dialogs/Widgets Attributes

Dialogs and widgets have common and specific attribute settings that allow you to customize the dialog or
widget. Common attributes includes items such as the position of the object on the screen, the background
color of the object, and the size of the object. Most dialogs and widgets also have attributes specific to that
object.
For example, the STRIPCHART widget has over thirty specific attributes, including number of channels
displayed, color assigned to each channel, and control over the number of points displayed, number of
points in the display buffer, and how the display is updated.

Setting Input Focus

Setting the FOCUS attribute to a value of 0 gives focus to the specified widget. A value of 1 moves focus
from the Widget to the HTBasic program window.

Widget Stacking Order

The value of STACKING ORDER represents the depth of a particular widget in the widget hierarchy on the
screen. The STACKING ORDER of the widget that is popped to the top on the screen is 0, the widget just
below the top widget has a STACKING ORDER of 1, below that 2, and so on.
STACKING ORDER applies to the hierarchy inside the child stack as well as the hierarchy level-0, parent, and
child stacks. To bring a level-0 widget to the top on the screen, do one of the following:
· Set the value of its STACKING ORDER attribute to 0 with a CONTROL command
or
· Click on the title bar of the widget
After you do this, the other level-0 widgets on the screen will have their STACKING ORDER attributes set to
a new value by the widget management software - a value that represents their new order in the hierarchy.
The STACKING ORDER attribute value is dynamic, based on what is happening with other widgets on the
screen. Therefore, you should not assume each widget's STACKING ORDER value. Always get the value
of STACKING ORDER just before you need to use it in your program. New (just created) widgets have a
STACKING ORDER of 0 and therefore will appear on top of the previously created widgets.
Transient widgets have special implications for the STACKING ORDER attribute. A transient widget cannot
be "stacked" under its parent widget. If you attempt to set the STACKING ORDER of a parent of a transient
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widget to 0, the transient widget's STACKING ORDER will be set to 0 and the parent's STACKINGORDER will
be set to 1.
However, it is possible for a transient widget's STACKING ORDER value to be more than one number less
than its parent's: the level-0 transient widget may be "on top" of the screen (STACKING ORDER = 0), while
its parent is covered completely with other level-0 widgets and has a STACKING ORDER of, say, 9.
The HTBasic widget management software is in control of each widget's STACKING ORDER at all times,
except when you set the STACKING ORDER from your program. The widget management software
maintains a hierarchy of widgets. The nature of that hierarchy is:

· There is one and only one widget "on top" on the screen at any one time. That is, with a STACKING ORDER of 0. T
level-0, parent widgets each of which can contain any number of child widgets

· The widget management software maintains a STACKING ORDER hierarchy for the level-0 windows and a separate
ORDER hierarchy for the child widgets within each level-0 widget.

· If you set the STACKING ORDER of a child widget to zero, but it is visually occluded by another level-0 widget, the
will not pop to the top position on the screen. It will pop to the top of its parent widget's hierarchy, but will remain
the level-0 widget.
·

The visual appearance of the screen may or may not accurately represent the state of the widget management s
hierarchy.

For example, if two level-0 widgets are on the screen and they do not visually overlap, it will appear as
if they both have a STACKING ORDER of 0. However, only one of the widgets on the screen can have a
STACKING ORDER of 0. If you move the STACKING ORDER-of-1 widget toward the STACKING ORDER-of-0
widget, it will slide "under" thetrue "on top" widget.
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Dialogs
Dialog Attribute Default Values

Although common attributes have the same type and allowed values for all widgets (or for level-0 widgets or dialogs),
they may have different default values for different widgets (or for level-0 widgets or dialogs).
For example, the WIDTH attribute for Type (numeric) and Allowed Values (any integer number) are the same for both
METER and BARS. However, the METER widget's WIDTH attribute has a default value of 220 pixels, while the BARS
widget's WIDTH attribute has a default value of 250 pixels.

Dialogs Common Attributes Table
Attribute

Allowed Values

Default

BACKGROUND Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number
(0-255)

System
dependent [1]

DEFAULT
BUTTON

Numeric

Any valid index into the DIALOG
BUTTONS array

0

DIALOG
BUTTONS

String Array Any valid string array

Varies

HEIGHT
INSIDE HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
JUSTIFICATION

Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
String

Any integer number (of pixels)
Any integer number (of pixels)
Any integer number (of pixels)
"LEFT","CENTER"

Varies
Varies
Varies
"CENTER"

Numeric

0,1

MINIMIZABLE Numeric

0,1

MOVABLE

Numeric

0,1

RESIZABLE

Numeric

0,1

RESTORE
SCREEN

Numeric

0,1

1(maximizable,
button appears
in title bar)
0(not
minimizable,
button does
not appear in
title bar)
1(movable,
click on title
bar and drag)
1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
dialog)
0(do not
restore the
screen)
Null

MAXIMIZABLE

Type

SYSTEM MENU String or
Any string or string array with
String array 1-64 elements
SYSTEM MENU Numeric
COUNT

0 to number of items in
system menu

0

SYSTEM MENU Numeric
EVENT
TITLE
String

0 to number of items in
system menu - 1
Any valid string

0

USER DATA

Any valid string

Null string

String

Dialog name
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VERSION
WIDTH
X

String
Numeric
Numeric

Y

Numeric

Any valid string
Any integer number(of pixels)
Any integer, number of pixels from
0,0 [2]
Any integer, number of pixels from
0,0 [2]

Current version
Varies
Autoplacement
Autoplacement

[1] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[2] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner

List of Dialogs
Dialog

Function

COMBO

Allows entry by text input or from list

ERROR

LIST

Displays error message, user responds with mouse
button
Allows user to select a file from a directory
Displays information, user responds with mouse
button
Similar to NUMBER, but uses a calculator keypad
for entry
Allows user to select from a list of items

NUMBER

Allows input of numeric data

QUESTION
STRING

Displays question, user responds with mouse
button
Prompts user for text string

WARNING

Displays warning, user responds with mouse button

FILE
INFORMATION
KEYPAD
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Error Dialog - Displays an error message and suspends program execution

Example Program
See ERROR Dialog for an example program that produces a display similar to that shown above.
See the following program for another example using the ERROR dialog.
Dialogs Tests

Attributes
Attribute

Type

BACKGROUND Numeric

Allowed Values

Default

Any valid BASIC pen number
(0-255)
Any valid index into the
DIALOG BUTTONS array

System dependent
[2]
0

DEFAULT
BUTTON

Numeric

DIALOG
BUTTONS

String array Any valid string array

FONT
HEIGHT

String
Numeric

A single-element
array containing OK.

Font [1]
Any integer number (of pixels) Autosizing

JUSTIFICATION String

"LEFT", "CENTER"

"CENTER"

MAXIMIZABLE Numeric

0,1

MINIMIZABLE Numeric

0,1

MOVABLE

Numeric

0,1

1(maximizable,
button appears in
title bar)
0(not minimizable,
button
does not appear in
title bar)
1

PEN

Numeric

RESIZABLE

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number
(0-255)
0,1

RESTORE
SCREEN
TITLE
USER DATA

Numeric

0,1

String
String

Any valid string
Any valid string
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System dependent
[2]
1(resizable, special
border appears
around
the dialog)
0(do not save the
screen)
ERROR
None

VERSION
WIDTH

String
Numeric

Any valid string
Current version
Any integer number (of pixels) Autosizing

X

Numeric

Y

Numeric

Any integer, number of pixels
from 0,0 [3]
Any integer, number of pixels
from 0,0 [3]

Autoplacement
Autoplacement

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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FILE Dialog - Prompts the operator to enter a filename

Example Program

See FILE Dialog for an example program that produces a display similiar to that shown above.
See the following program for another example using the FILE dialog.
Dialogs Tests

Remarks
The FILE dialog provides interactive traversal of existing directories and files.

Attributes
ttribute

Type

Allowed Values

Default
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BACKGROUND
DEFAULT
BUTTON
DIALOG
BUTTONS
DIRECTORY
FONT

Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)
Numeric Any valid index 0
into the DIALOG
BUTTONS array
String
array
String
String

Any valid string A two-element
array
array that
contains
OK.and Cancel
An existing,
current MSI
readable
directory
directory
Font [1]

Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)
String
"LEFT",
JUSTIFICATION
"CENTER"
Numeric 0,1
MAXIMIZABLE
HEIGHT

MINIMIZABLE

MOVABLE
PATTERN

PEN
RESIZABLE

RESTORE
SCREEN
SELECTION
TITLE
USER DATA

Numeric 0,1

Numeric 0,1
String

Autosizing
"CENTER"
1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)
0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)
1

Any legal
* (display all
wildcard pattern files in current
directory)

Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)
Numeric 0,1
1(resizable,
special
border appears
around
the dialog)
Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

String

Any

Null string

String

Any valid string FILE

String

Any valid string None

String

Any valid string Current version
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VERSION
WIDTH
X
Y

Numeric Any integer
Autosizing
number (of
pixels)
Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of pixels
from 0,0 [3]
Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of pixels
from 0,0 [3]

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Information Dialog - Displays information

Example Program
INFORMATION Dialog
Dialogs Tests

Attributes

Information Dialog Attributes

Attribute

Type

Allowed Values

Default

BACKGROUND Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number
(0-255)

System dependent
[1]

CLOSEABLE [4] Numeric

0,1

(not closeable,
button
does not appear in
title bar)

DEFAULT
BUTTON

Numeric

Any valid index into the
DIALOG BUTTONS array

0

DIALOG
BUTTONS

String array Any valid string array

FONT

String

Font [1]

HEIGHT

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels) Autosizing

A single element
array containing
"OK"

JUSTIFICATION String

"LEFT", "CENTER"

"CENTER"

MAXIMIZABLE Numeric

0,1

0(maximizable,
button
appears in title bar)

MINIMIZABLE Numeric

0,1

0(not minimizable,
button
does not appear in
title bar)
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MOVABLE

Numeric

0,1

1

PEN

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number
(0-255)

System dependent
[2]

RESIZABLE

Numeric

0,1

1(resizable, special
border appears
around the dialog)

RESTORE
SCREEN

Numeric

0,1

0(do not restore
the
screen)

TITLE

String

Any valid string

INFORMATION

USER DATA

String

Any valid string

None

VERSION

String

Any valid string

Current version

WIDTH

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels) Autosizing

X

Numeric

Any integer, number of pixels Autoplacement
from 0,0 [3]

Y

Numeric

Any integer, number of pixels Autoplacement
from 0,0 [3]

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Keypad Dialog - Numeric Keypad Entry

KEYPAD Dialog for an example program that produces a display similiar to that shown above.
See the following program for another example using the KEYPAD dialog.
Dialogs Tests

Attributes

Keypad Dialog Attributes
Attribute

Type

Allowed Values Default

BACKGROUND Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)
BORDER [2]
Numeric 0,1
1
CHECK FOR
DONE

Numeric 0,1

1

COLUMNS

Numeric Any non20
negative number
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DEFAULT
BUTTON

Numeric Any valid index 0
into the DIALOG
BUTTONS array

DIALOG
BUTTONS

String
array

EDITABLE

Numeric 0,1

1

FONT

String

System
dependent [2]

FORMAT

String

FORMAT
LENGTH
HEIGHT
INCREMENT

Any valid string
array

Font [1]

A two-element
array that
contains "OK"
and "Cancel"

"REAL", "SHORT "REAL"
INTEGER",
"LONG
INTEGER",
"INTEGER",
"BINARY",
"OCTAL", "HEX"
Numeric 0 to 328
0
Numeric Any integer
Autosizing
number (of
pixels)
Numeric Any non0
negative number

JUSTIFICATION String

"LEFT",
"CENTER"
"CENTER"
KEY
Numeric Any valid BASIC System
BACKGROUND
pen number
dependent [2]
KEY PEN

Numeric Any valid pen
number

System
dependent [2]

MAXIMIZABLE Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button appears
in title bar)

MAXIMUM

MAXREAL

MAXIMUM
LENGTH

Numeric Between
or equal to
FORMAT's
MINIMUM and
MAXIMUM
Numeric 0 to 328

MINIMIZABLE Numeric 0,1

MINIMUM

Numeric Between
or equal to
FORMAT's

328
0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)
MINREAL
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MINIMUM and
MAXIMUM
MODIFIED

Numeric 0,1

0

MOVABLE

Numeric 0,1

1

PEN

Numeric 0 to 255

System
dependent [2]

REAL
NOTATION

String

REAL
RESOLUTION

"FIXED",
"SCIENTIFIC"
"SCIENTIFIC",
"ENGINEERING"
Numeric 0 to 16
12

RESIZABLE

Numeric 0,1

RESTORE
SCREEN

Numeric 0,1

SHOW EDIT

Numeric 0,1

TEXT LENGTH

Numeric Any valid integer Return only

TITLE

String

Any valid string

KEYPAD

USER DATA

String

Any valid string

None

VALUE

Numeric Values allowed 0
or string by "FORMAT",
"MINIMUM",and
"MAXIMUM"

VERSION

String

VISIBLE

Numeric 0,1

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer
Autosizing
number (of
pixels)
Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of pixels
from 0,0 [3]
Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of pixels
from 0,0 [3]

X
Y

Any valid string

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
dialog)
0(do not
restore the
screen)
1

Current version
1

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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List Dialog

Example Program
See LIST Dialog for an example program that produces a display similiar to that shown above.
NOTE
See the following program for another example using the LIST dialog:
Dialogs Tests

Attributes
List Dialog Attributes
Attribute

Allowed
Values
Numeric Any valid BASIC
BACKGROUND
pen number
(0-255)
Numeric Any positive
COLUMNS
integer

DEFAULT
BUTTON
DIALOG
BUTTONS
FONT

Type

Default
System
dependent [2]
20

Numeric Any valid
0
index into
the DIALOG
BUTTONS array
String
Any valid string A two-element
array
array
array that
contains OK
and Cancel
String
Font [1]
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HEIGHT
ITEM COUNT
ITEMS
JUSTIFICATION
MAXIMIZABLE

MINIMIZABLE

MOVABLE

MULTISELECT
PEN
RESIZABLE

RESTORE
SCREEN
ROWS
SELECTION

SENSITIVE
TITLE

Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)
Numeric 0 to 32767

Autosizing

String
array

A zero-element
array

Any

String

0

"LEFT",
"CENTER"
Numeric 0,1

"CENTER"

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)
0(movable,
click on title
bar and drag)

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

0 (one ITEM
only)
Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)
Numeric 0,1
1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
dialog)
Numeric 0,1
0(do not
restore the
screen)
Numeric Any positive
3
integer
Numeric Single Numeric: -1
or
value is any
Numeric valid index
array
into the ITEMS
array, or -1
Numeric array:
the array
contains a 1 in
each element
that represents
a user- selected
ITEM, else 0
Numeric 0,1
1(sensitive)
String

Any valid string LIST
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TOP ITEM
USER DATA
VERSION
WIDTH
X

Y

Numeric Any valid index 0 or 1
into ITEMS
array
String
Any valid string None
String

Any valid string Current version

Numeric Any integer
Autosizing
number (of
pixels)
Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of
pixels from 0,0
[3]
Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of
pixels from
0,0 [3]
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[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Number Dialog - Prompts user to make numeric entries

Example Program
See NUMBER Dialog for an example program that produces a display similar
to that shown above.

Number Dialog Attributes
Attribute
BACKGROUND
BORDER [2]
CHECK FOR
DONE
COLUMNS
DEFAULT
BUTTON
DIALOG
BUTTONS

EDITABLE
FONT
FORMAT

Type

Allowed Values Default

Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)
Numeric 0,1
1
Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any non20
negative
number
Numeric Any valid index 0
into the DIALOG
BUTTONS array
String
array

Any valid string A two-element
array
array that
contains "OK"
and"Cancel"

Numeric 0,1

1

String

System
dependent [2]

Font [1]

String

"REAL", "SHORT "REAL"
INTEGER",
"LONG
INTEGER",
"INTEGER",
"BINARY",
"OCTAL", "HEX"
Numeric 0 to 328
0
816

FORMAT
LENGTH

Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)
Numeric Any nonINCREMENT
negative
number
String
"LEFT",
JUSTIFICATION
"CENTER"
Numeric 0,1
MAXIMIZABLE
HEIGHT

MAXIMUM

MAXIMUM
LENGTH
MINIMIZABLE

MINIMUM

MODIFIED
MOVABLE
PEN
REAL
NOTATION
REAL
RESOLUTION
RESIZABLE

RESTORE
SCREEN
TEXT LENGTH

Autosizing
0
"CENTER"
1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric Between
MAXREAL
or equal to
FORMAT's
MINIMUM and
MAXIMUM
Numeric 0 to 328
328
Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)
MINREAL

Numeric Between
or equal to
FORMAT's
MINIMUM and
MAXIMUM
Numeric 0,1
0
Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0 to 255

System
dependent [2]

String

"FIXED",
"SCIENTIFIC"
"SCIENTIFIC",
"ENGINEERING"

Numeric 0 to 16

12

Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
dialog)
0(do not
restore the
screen)
Return only

Numeric 0,1
Numeric Any valid
integer
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TITLE
USER DATA
VALUE

VERSION
VISIBLE
WIDTH
X

Y

String

Any valid string NUMBER

String

Any valid string None

Numeric Values allowed 0
or string by "FORMAT",
"MINIMUM",
and
"MAXIMUM"
String
Any valid string Current version
Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)
Numeric Any integer,
number of
pixels from 0,0
[3]
Numeric Any integer,
number of
pixels from 0,0
[3]

Autosizing
Autoplacement

Autoplacement

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Question Dialog - Yes/No

Example Program
See QUESTION Dialog for an example program that produces a display similiar to that shown above.

Question Dialog Attributes
Attribute

Allowed
Values
Numeric Any valid BASIC
BACKGROUND
pen number
(0-255)
Numeric Any valid
DEFAULT
index into
BUTTON
the DIALOG
BUTTONS array
String
Any valid string
DIALOG
array
array
BUTTONS
FONT

Type

String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)
String
"LEFT",
JUSTIFICATION
"CENTER"
Numeric 0,1
MAXIMIZABLE
HEIGHT

MINIMIZABLE

MOVABLE
PEN
RESIZABLE

Default
System
dependent [2]
0

A twoelement array
containing Yes
and No
Autosizing
"CENTER"
1(maximizable,
button appears
in title bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(minimizable,
button
not present)

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)
Numeric 0,1
1(resizable,
special border
appears
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RESTORE
SCREEN
TITLE
USER DATA
VERSION
WIDTH
X

Y

Numeric 0,1

around the
dialog)
0(do not
restore the
screen)

String

Any valid string QUESTION

String

Any valid string None

String

Any valid string Current version

Numeric Any integer
Autosizing
number (of
pixels)
Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of
pixels from 0,0
[3]
Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of
pixels from 0,0
[3]

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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String Dialog - Text Box Input

Example Program
See STRING Dialog for an example program that produces a display similiar to that shown above.

String Dialog Attributes
Attribute
AUTOSCROLL
BACKGROUND
COLUMNS
CONVERT
CASE
COPY
SELECTION
CURSOR
POSITION
CUT
SELECTION
DEFAULT
BUTTON
DELETE
SELECTION
DIALOG
BUTTONS

FONT
HEIGHT

Type

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen
number (0-255)

System
dependent [2]

Numeric Any positive integer

20

String

"NONE",
"NONE"
"UPSHIFT" ,"DOWNSHIFT"

Numeric 0,1
Numeric 0 to "LINE LENGTH"-1

0

Numeric 0,1
Numeric Any valid index into the
DIALOG BUTTONS array

0

Numeric 0,1
String
array

Any valid string array

String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer number (of
pixels)

A two-element
array that
contains OK
and Cancel

Autosizing
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HORIZONTAL
SCROLL
JUSTIFICATION
LINE
LINE LENGTH
LINE NUMBER
LINES
MAXIMIZABLE

MAXIMUM
LENGTH
MINIMIZABLE

MODIFIED
MOVABLE

MULTILINE
PASSWORD
CHARACTER
PASTE
PEN
READ FILE
RESIZABLE

RESTORE
SCREEN

Numeric -32767 to 32767
String

"LEFT", "CENTER"

"CENTER"

String

Any

Null

Numeric 0 to 32767

0

Numeric 0 to "LINES"-1

0

Numeric 0 to 32767

0

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric 0 to 65535

0

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

0

Numeric 0,1

1(movable,
click title
bar and drag)

Numeric 0,1

0

String (a Any
single
character)

Null

Numeric 0,1
Numeric Any valid BASIC pen
number (0-255)
String

System
dependent [2]

Existing filename

Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
dialog)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not save
the
screen)
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ROWS
SCROLLBARS
SEARCH
SELECTION
SELECTION
LENGTH
TEXT LENGTH
TITLE
USER DATA
VALUE

VERSION
VERTICAL
SCROLL
WIDTH
WRITE
FILE

Numeric Any positive integer

1

Numeric 0,1

0

String

Any

String

Any

Null

Numeric 0 to 32767

0

Numeric Any

0

String

Any valid string

STRING

String

Any valid string

None

String or Any
string
array

Null

String

Current version

Any valid string

Numeric Any

-

Numeric Any integer number (of
pixels)

Autosizing

String

-

Valid filename

X

Numeric Any integer, number of
pixels from 0,0 [3]

Autoplacement

Y

Numeric Any integer, number of
pixels from 0,0 [3]

Autoplacement

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Warning Dialog - Displays a warning message

Example Program
See WARNING Dialog for an example program that produces a display similiar to that shown above.

Warning Dialog Attributes
Attribute

Allowed
Values
Numeric Any valid BASIC
BACKGROUND
pen number
(0-255)
Numeric Any valid
DEFAULT
index into
BUTTON [3]
the DIALOG
BUTTONS array
String
Any valid string
DIALOG
array
array
BUTTONS
FONT

Type

String

Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)
String
"LEFT",
JUSTIFICATION
"CENTER"
Numeric 0,1
MAXIMIZABLE

MOVABLE
PEN
RESIZABLE

System
dependent [2]
0

A singleelement array
containing OK

Font [1]

HEIGHT

MINIMIZABLE

Default

Numeric 0,1

Numeric 0,1

Autosizing
"CENTER"
1(maximizable,
button appears
in title bar)
0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)
1

Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)
Numeric 0,1
1(resizable,
special border
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appears
around the
dialog)
RESTORE
SCREEN
TITLE
USER DATA
VERSION
WIDTH
X

Y

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

String

Any valid string WARNING

String

Any valid string None

String

Any valid string Current version

Numeric Any integer
Autosizing
number (of
pixels)
Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of
pixels from 0,0
[4]
Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of
pixels from 0,0
[4]

For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
For "MULTILINE:1", this attribute must be set to "-1" so that Return does not terminate the dialog
Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Programming Dialogs
Getting Started With Dialogs

A dialog is an BuilderPlus entity that is created on the screen with the DIALOG statement from an executing
BASIC program or from the command line. From a programming point of view, the DIALOG statement is
similar to the INPUT statement of BASIC. From the user's point of view, a dialog is a popup that disappears
after the user supplies a response.

Using the DIALOG Command

Dialogs are created and modified with the DIALOG command. The DIALOG command consists of a dialog
type (the name of the dialog), a prompt string, a selected button option, optional SET and RETURN
attributes, and a TIMEOUT option. See the DIALOG command description for details on the DIALOG
command.
All DIALOG command statements MUST fit on one line, since the program will wait until the DIALOG
statement is executed before proceeding.
For an overview of using dialogs, copy the example help program Dialogs into your HTBasic Editor and run the
program. Click Dialog Tests to select a dialog. See Copying Example Programs for procedures to copy example
programs.

Creating Dialogs

To show how to create dialogs, we will use the DIALOG command to create an ERROR dialog. The ERROR
dialog displays an error message and halts program execution until the user acknowledges the error. For
the default ERROR dialog state, a single "OK" button is displayed.
When the following lines are typed, the display shown appears. This display remains (and program
execution is halted) until the user clicks the OK button.
! Example: Default ERROR Dialog
DIALOG "ERROR","Input caused overflow!"
END

For this example, the dialog type is "ERROR" (which must be entered in upper case) and the prompt string is
"Input caused overflow!". The SET and RETURN attribute list default values are used.
Since no TIMEOUT timeout value is set, this dialog will remain on the screen until the user selects the OK
button or presses the Spacebar or the Return key. The program then continues.
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Modifying Dialogs

As desired, you can use the SET, RETURN, and TIMEOUT attributes to modify the dialog. To continue the
ERROR dialog example, we will customize the dialog from the previous display to provide the user with
some options.
When the following program is run, the display shown appears. Since TIMEOUT 5 is set, if the user makes
no response within 5 seconds after the dialog appears, the dialog automatically disappears and program
execution resumes.

! Example: Modifying ERROR Dialog
!
DIM S1$(0:1)[10]
INTEGER Btn
S1$(0)="Abort"
S1$(1)="Continue"
DIALOG "ERROR","Input caused overflow!",Btn;SET("DIALOG BUTTONS":S1$(*)),TIMEOUT 5
IF Btn=-1 THEN
! Btn=-1 indicates TIMEOUT
DISP "Timeout"
ELSE
DISP S1$(Btn)
END IF
END
In addition, two new buttons (Abort and Continue) have been added to replace the OK button. The SET
statement invokes the DIALOG BUTTONS attribute and string array S1$. S1$ contains the names of buttons
to use as well as the button value.
When the dialog pops up, the mouse pointer appears on top of the Abort button (the DEFAULT BUTTON for
the ERROR dialog), allowing the user to respond by pressing the Spacebar or the Return key. You can move
the pointer to the Continue button with the Tab key or the mouse and click, at which point the display
disappears.
You can determine which button was selected by the user by querying the value of the selected button
variable "Btn" (0 for Abort, 1 for Continue, or -1 for TIMEOUT). For dialogs, 0 always refers to the leftmost
button, even if the button labels can be changed.
To find out which button the user pressed, DISP S1$(Btn) queries the selected button variable Btn. This
variable contains the index of the button that was selected. For example, if the user clicks on the Abort
button, the dialog disappears and the program displays "Abort". If the user clicks on Continue, the program
displays "Continue".
You can use the Tab key to move from one button to the other and then press the Spacebar or the Return
key to click the button, and you will get an index value back. For two or more buttons, you must use the
DEFAULT BUTTON attribute. You can set this attribute to the value of the button index you want as the
default.
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Using Array Variables
Introduction

As you add attributes to a DIALOG statement, the line may get too long and may become difficult to
read. Since a DIALOG statement must fit in one line, it is good practice to use array variables to set dialog
attributes.

Placing Attribute Values in String Arrays

In general, you can put all attributes that require a numeric value into one string array, and then invoke
them along with a matching numeric array. For example:
DATA "ATTRIBUTE 1","ATTRIBUTE 2","ATTRIBUTE 3","ATTRIBUTE 4","ATTRIBUTE 5"
READ An$(*)
DATA 12,32,100,6,19
READ Vn(*)
...
DIALOG Type$,Prompt$,Btn;SET (An$(*):Vn(*))
You could also make another set of arrays for the attributes that required string values, say As$(*) and Vs
$(*), but mixing the two types is not allowed. For example:
DIALOG Type$,Prompt$,Btn;SET (An$(*):Vn(*),As$(*):Vs$(*))

Example: Using Array Variables

For example, the ERROR dialog program can also be written as follows.
! Example: Using Array Variables
!
DIM T$[16],P$[40],A1$[20],S1$(1:2)[10],A2$[20]
INTEGER Btn
DATA "ERROR","Input caused overflow!"
READ T$,P$
DATA "DIALOG BUTTONS","ABORT","CONTINUE","DEFAULT BUTTON"
READ A1$,S1$(*),A2$
!
DIALOG T$,P$,Btn;SET (A1$:S1$(*),A2$:0),TIMEOUT 5
IF Btn=-1 THEN
DISP "NO ENTRY"
ELSE
DISP S1$(Btn + 1)
END IF
END
With these changes, room is provided to include a TIMEOUT. Adding TIMEOUT also required a change in
the handling of the value of "Btn", since Btn returns a "-1" value if the dialog times out. String variables A1$
and A2$ are the names of two dialog attributes, and a string array S1$() is the name for the attribute values.
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Widgets Displays
A widget is an BuilderPlus object that is created (and destroyed) using the ASSIGN statement.
Typical Widget Display
The widget is displayed on the screen from an executing HTBasic program. A typical widget display follows. Widgets
are created and destroyed (closed) in the same way as for an I/O path. However, ENTERs and OUTPUTs to widgets are
not performed in the same way as for I/O. Also, RESET cannot be used with a widget.

Widget Focus
When one or more widgets are displayed on the screen, you can interact only with the widget that has the focus.
When you click the mouse within the border of a dialog or widget, that dialog or widget "gains the focus". Any mouse
clicks or keystrokes then made are input to the widget that has the focus.
"On Top" Widget
If you create two or more widgets that occupy the same space on the screen, the widget created last in the program
will be "on top" on the screen. The widget(s) created previously will be partially or totally covered by the widget
created last if they occupy part or all of the same space on the screen. To programmatically changefocus use
STACKING ORDER.
For example, as shown in the following figure, the SLIDER widget was created after the METER widget, so the SLIDER
widget appears on top in the display. It is perfectly acceptable to create widgets on top of other widgets. The widget
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management software automatically draws overlapped widgets and repairs covered widgets if you place other widgets
on top of existing widgets.
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Widgets Hierarchy
The HTBasic widget management software controls all widget levels and positions on the screen, and maintains a
hierarchy of widget (and dialogs) levels. There are six categories of widgets:
· level-0
widget
· parent
widget
· child
widget
· sibling
widget
· container
widget
· transient
widget
Click the widget name for a description of the widget categories.
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Level 0 Widget
The first level of the widget hierarchy is the one just below the screen level, and is called level-0. You create a level-0
widget by not using the PARENT option to the ASSIGN command when you create the widget.
A level-0 widget is not constrained to be within another widget and may exist at any place within the HTBasic output
window. The X and Y coordinates of the level-0 widget are relative to the upper-left corner of the HTBasic output
window.
A level-0 widget has a title bar at the top and a resize border around it. You can assign most of the widgets to be
level-0 widgets. (All dialogs are level-0.) Only level-0widgets can have a title bar on top of the widget, and a resize
border around the widget. The title bar and resize border allow you to change the position and size of the widget.
All widgets, with the exception of CASCADE MENU, MENU BUTTON, MENU SEPARATOR, MENU TOGGLE, PULLDOWN
MENU, and SEPARATOR, can be level-0 widgets.
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Parent Widget
A parent widget is one level above all of its children in the widget hierarchy and contains its child widgets. A parent
widget can be a level-0 widget, but is not necessarily one. When a parent widget is a level-0 widget, it has the same
properties as a level-0 widget.
A widget becomes a parent when you assign child widgets to it using the PARENT option in the child widgets' ASSIGN
statements. A widget can be both a parent and child widget at the same time.
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Child Widget
A child widget is a widget that is one level below its parent in the widget hierarchy. A widget becomes a child widget
when you assign it to a parent widget with the PARENT option to the ASSIGN statement. A widget can be both a
parent widget and a child widget at the same time.
If a parent widget is specified, the new widget will be treated as a "child" widget ofits parent. Child widgets are
constrained to be within the parent widget boundaries. If you attempt to move a child widget outside the border of
the parent widget, the child widget will be "clipped" at the parent widget's borders.
The child widget's X and Y coordinates are relative to the upper-left corner of the parent widget. Since child widgets
are contained by their parent widget, child widgets cannot be level-0 widgets.
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Sibling Widgets
Sibling widgets are child widgets with the same parent, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the STACKING ORDER attribute value.
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Container Widget
It is always a parent widget. Most commonly it is a PANEL widget in which you place a set of child widgets. That is, the
child widgets are contained in the PANEL widget. A container widget can be, but does not have to be, a level-0 widget.
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Transient Widget
A transient widget is created using the TRANSIENT option to the ASSIGN command. A transient widget is created from
a parent widget as a result of some program or user action, and is used to create a custom dialog
The TRANSIENT option is primarily used when the resulting widget is to function as a dialog. If you create a transient
widget, other non-transient widgets cannot be placed on top of the transient widget.
If the transient widget has a parent widget, the transient widget is not constrained to lie within the bounds of its
parent as are other child widgets. Visually, the transient widget appears to be a special type of level-0 widget.
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Widget Attributes
This topic provides general information about widget attributes, including:
· Widget Attribute
Definitions
· Setting/Changing Widget
Attributes
· Querying Widget
Attributes
· Widget Attribute Default
Values
· Specifying FONT Attribute
Values
See List of Widgets for descriptions/listings of widgets.See Widgets Format for the format of widgets descriptions.Click
the item name to view each topic item.
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Widget Attribute Definitions
Attributes are qualities or properties of HTBasic widgets (and dialogs) The function and appearance of a widget (or
dialog) is determined by the values of its attributes. There are five types of widget attributes, as shown inWidgets
Attribute Types.
See Widgets Common Attributes for a list of common attributes for dialogs.
Each widget has a set of specific attributes that are specific to the widget and a set of common attributes that are
common to all widgets. In addition, some widgets have a set of attributes that are applicable only when the widget is
used as a level-0 widget.
NOTE
OPTION BASE 0 is used for all array indices. Dialogs and widgets always treat the first element in an array as element 0,
regardless of how you dimension (DIM) or ALLOCATE.
Widget Attributes Characteristics
All widget attributes have a:
· Data type, such as string or numeric
· Range of allowed values, such as ["ENGINEERING", "SCIENTIFIC", "FIXED"]or [0..100]
· Default
value
Appearance related widget attributes control things such as:
· The colors of the various parts of the
widgets
· Whether the widget is visible or has a
border
· Whether the widget is movable, resizable, or
scrollable
· The width, height, and position of the widget on the
screen
Function related widget attributes control things like:
· The widget's
title
· Whether the text is left or center
justified
· Whether the widget's scale is logarithmic or
linear
· The value to be
displayed
Widget Common Attributes
See the Widgets Common Attributes table for widgets common attributes Note that some common attributes are
defined only for level-0 widgets.
NOTE
Although widgets may have the same common attributes, the default values may differ among widgets. See the
appropriate widget for specifics on each attribute.
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Dialogs/Widgets/Attribute Types
Overview
This topic describes the five attribute types for BuilderPlus dialogs and widgets.
NOTE
OPTION BASE 0 is used for all array indices. Dialogs and widgets always treat the first element in an array as element 0,
regardless of how you dimension (DIM)or ALLOCATE.
Dialogs/Widgets Attribute Types
Attribute Type Description
Complex

Equivalent to HTBasic COMPLEX data type
- has a real and imaginary component

Numeric

Allowed values are INTEGER, REAL, or
numeric expression [1]

Numeric Array Allowed values are INTEGER or REAL
arrays
String
Allowed values are string or string
expression [2]
String Array

Allowed values are array of string
expressions

[1] All branches in the numeric expressions syntax diagram are allowed in CONTROL statements, but only the branch
that begins with "numeric variable name" is allowed in STATUS statements.
[2] All branches in the string expressions syntax diagram are allowed in CONTROL statements, but only the branch
that begins with "string variable name" is allowed in STATUS statements.
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Widgets Attribute Default Value
Although common attributes have the same type and allowed values for all widgets (or level-0 widgets or dialogs),
they may have differentdefault values for different widgets (or level-0 widgets or dialogs).
For example, the WIDTH attribute for Type (numeric) and Allowed Values (any integer number) are the same for both
the METER and the BARS widgets. However, the METER widget's WIDTH attribute has a default value of 220 pixels,
while the BARS widget's WIDTH attribute has a default value of 250 pixels.
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Specifying Font Attribute Values
When the term Font appears in the Allowed Values columns, the font string you specify is actually a "suggestion" to
HTBasic. HTBasic will choose the closest font to what you specify from those that are currently loaded. The FONT string
syntax can include both BOLD and UNDERLINE entries, as shown. The default FONT is determined by HTBasic font as
set by its -fncommand line switch.
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Widgets Common Attributes
Overview
This topic lists the common attributes for BuilderPlus widgets. Click theattribute name for a description of the
attribute.
NOTE
Since these common attributes may have different defaults for each widget,this information may be changed for a
specific widget. See the appropriatewidget description for details.
Widgets Common Attributes
Attribute

BACKGROUND

BORDER [2]
FOCUS
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC

Type

Allowed Values

Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [1]
(0-255)
Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

Null

Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)
String
Any valid file
name
String
Any valid index
or topic_id

Varies

Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)
Numeric Any integer
INSIDE WIDTH
number (of
pixels)
Numeric 0,1
MAXIMIZABLE
[4]
INSIDE
HEIGHT

MINIMIZABLE
[4]

MOVABLE [4]

RESIZABLE [4]

Default

Numeric 0,1

Numeric 0,1

Numeric 0,1

Null
Null
Varies
Varies
1(maximizable,
button appears
in title bar)
0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)
1(movable,
click on title
bar and drag)
1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
widget)
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RESTORE
SCREEN
STACKING
ORDER

Numeric 0,1
Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [3]

0(do not
restore the
screen)
0

String
Any string or
Null
SYSTEM MENU or String string array with
[4]
array
1-64 elements
SYSTEM MENU
COUNT [4]

Numeric 0 to number of
items in system
menu

0

SYSTEM MENU
EVENT [4]

Numeric 0 to number of
items in system
menu -1

0

String

Any valid string

Widget name

String

Any valid string

Null string

String

Any valid string

Current version

TITLE [4]
USER DATA
VERSION
VISIBLE
WIDTH
X

Y

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any integer
Varies
number (of
pixels)
Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of pixels
from 0,0 [5]
Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of pixels
from 0,0 [5]

[1] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[2] Child widget only
[3] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget
for which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[4] For level-0 widgets only
[5] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Steps to Create Widget
NOTE
For an example program that creates a METER widget and a SLIDER widget,see Example: Creating a Widget..
Suggested steps to create and modify a widget follow. You can use any or all of the steps, as required for your
application.
· Create/destroy the widget with
ASSIGN
· Set widget attributes (as desired) with ASSIGN or CONTROL
· Query widget attributes (as desired) with STATUS
· Create event-initiated branching paths (as desired) with DISABLE EVENT,
ENABLE EVENT, OFF EVENT, ON EVENT, or WAIT FOR EVENT
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Creating/Modifying Widgets
Overview
This topic gives guidelines to create and modify widgets using the ASSIGN command,
including:
· Creating Widgets With ASSIGN
· Creating a Default
Widget
· Preventing a Widget From
Disappearing
NOTE
You can also create widgets and set widget attributes using the ScreenBuilder Application.
Creating Widgets With ASSIGN
Widgets are created and destroyed with the ASSIGN command. The ASSIGN command operates without suspending
program execution. Therefore, widgets can display information on the screen as the program continues to execute. See
the ASSIGN command for the syntax diagram and command parameters.
Creating a Default Widget
To create a widget with default attributes, use the ASSIGN command without setting any SET set attribute list
parameters. For example:
ASSIGN @Meter TO WIDGET "METER"
creates a METER widget with default attributes, as shown in the following figure. to display this widget, enter the EDIT
mode, type the following lines, and press RUN.
10 ASSIGN @Meter TO WIDGET "METER"
20 END

Preventing a Widget From Disappearing
When you ran the preceding program, you noted that the METER widget appeared, but then almost immediately
disappeared. This is different from the way dialogs react. A dialog will wait indefinitely (unless given a TIMEOUT) for
the user to respond.
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In contrast, a widget appears and then almost immediately disappears when the program terminates. To keep the
widget on the screen to view it, we must prevent the program from ending. For this example, we will insert an empty
loop between lines 10 and 20. After a REN command, the program then looks like this:
10
20
30
40

ASSIGN @Meter TO WIDGET "METER"
LOOP
END LOOP
END

When this program is RUN, the widget will now remain on the screen for viewing. To stop this program from running,
remove the focus from the widget and then press the Stop or Pause key or type stop at the command line.
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Destroying Widgets
Widgets are normally destroyed with ASSIGN, but they are also terminated when the program stops.
ASSIGN @widget handle TO *
where widget handle is the name that was given to this widget in the ASSIGN command that created the widget
For example, to destroy the widget @Meter, insert the following line in your program at a point after the widget has
performed its function:
ASSIGN @Meter to *
Widgets are destroyed automatically when the:
· Context in which they are created
terminates
· Subprogram in which they are created
terminates
· Function in which they are created
terminates
· Program in which they are created stops, because the user presses Shift-Stop or Reset, or through normal program
termination
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Setting/Changing Widget Attributes
This topic gives guidelines to set and change widget attributes using the CONTROL
command, including:
· Setting Widget
Attributes
· Choosing Widget Attribute
Order
· Changing Widget Attribute
Values
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Setting Widget Attributes
Introduction
Widget attributes are set with ASSIGN or CONTROL statements. You can set the values for each attribute through a
combination of keyword syntax use and attribute value specification. Attribute values are returned with the STATUS
statement. You can check the value of any attribute at any time by using STATUS to return the attribute value to a
variable or variable array.
Setting Widget Attributes
After you have created a widget with an ASSIGN command, as desired you can setan attribute value or change the
value of any of its previously-set attributes with aCONTROL command by using the CONTROL command SET syntax.
CONTROL designates the widget to be changed, while SET designates the attribute and value setting for that attribute.
The CONTROL command syntax is:
CONTROL @widget handle;SET (set attribute list)
Most widget attributes allow you to SET values in the widget and to RETURN values from the widget. However, some
widgets allow only setting values with SET, while othersallow only RETURNing values of present settings. See the
appropriate widget descriptionfor SET and RETURN capabilities of each attribute in the widget.
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Choosing Widget Attribute Order
The order in which attributes are specified following SET in a CONTROL or ASSIGN command is the order in which they
are set. Proper ordering of attributes in the statement affects program behavior. Generally, you should SET attributes in
a hierarchy from the general to the specific.
For example, in a BARS widget BAR COUNT should be set before CURRENT BAR, as shown in the following line.
Otherwise, CURRENT BAR might reference a bar that does not exist, causing an error.
CONTROL @Bars;SET ("BAR COUNT":3,"CURRENT BAR":,2)
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Changing Widget Attribute Values
Three ways to change attribute values using the CONTROL command are:
· You can change an attribute value with a single CONTROL statement. For example:
CONTROL @Meter;SET("VALUE":22)
· You can also change multiple attribute values with multiple CONTROL statements.
For example:
CONTROL @Bars;SET("BACKGROUND":5)
CONTROL @Bars;SET("SHOW LIMITS":0)
CONTROL @Bars;SET("VALUE":44)
· You can also change multiple attribute values with a single CONTROL statement.
For example:
CONTROL @Bars;SET("BACKGROUND":5,"SHOW LIMITS":0,"VALUE":44)
Example: Changing Widget Attributes
For example, for a METER widget you can change the value of the common attribute
BACKGROUND using the ASSIGN command as follows, where "2" sets the background
color to red:
10
20
30
40

ASSIGN @Meter TO WIDGET "METER";SET ("BACKGROUND":2)
LOOP
END LOOP
END

Or if you prefer, the BACKGROUND attribute may be SET with the CONTROL statement:
10
20
30
40
50

ASSIGN @Meter TO WIDGET "METER"
CONTROL @Meter;SET ("BACKGROUND":2)
LOOP
END LOOP
END
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Querying Widget Attributes
After you have created a widget with an ASSIGN command, you can use the STATUS
command to query the values of the widget attributes. The STATUS command syntax is:
STATUS @widget handle;RETURN (return attribute list)
Since attribute values may be changed by the user or by some sequence of events,
to ensure correct operation of your program, you may want to query the widget for the
current value of an attribute before using it in your program.
Returning Attribute Values
There are three ways to query and return attribute values using the STATUS command:
·

You can return one attribute value with a single STATUS statement. For example:
STATUS @Meter;RETURN ("VALUE":Meterval)

·

You can also return multiple attribute values with multiple STATUS statements.

For example:
STATUS @Bars;RETURN ("BACKGROUND":Barsbackgnd)
STATUS @Bars;RETURN ("SHOW LIMITS":Status)
STATUS @Bars;RETURN ("VALUE":Bar1val)
· You can also return multiple attribute values with a single STATUS statement. For example:
STATUS @Bars;RETURN ("BACKGROUND":Barsbackgnd,"SHOW LIMITS":Status,
"VALUE":Bar1val)
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Event-Initiating Branching
Introduction
Most widgets have one or more associated events. An event results from an action by the user or from an action
generated from within the program. You can use the DISABLE EVENT, ENABLE EVENT, OFF EVENT, ON EVENT, and
WAIT FOR EVENT commands to generate event-initiated branches for your program. This is called "event-initiated
branching".
For example, the SLIDER widget has three defined events: CHANGED, DONE, and
SYSTEM MENU:

· The CHANGED event is generated every time the user changes the SLIDER VALUE by clicking on the arrows or in the trough o
clicking and dragging the slider
· The DONE event is generated when the user releases the mouse
button
· The SYSTEM MENU event is generated when the user selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
Event-Initiated Branching Commands
Event-initiated branching is a programming technique that uses defined event actions as interrupts to redirect
program flow. The following table summarizes the event-initiated branching commands. Click the command name for
a description of the command.
Command

Description

DISABLE EVENT

Disables program branching upon
receipt of specified event

ENABLE EVENT

Enables program branching upon
receipt of specified event

OFF EVENT

Cancels event branches defined by ON
EVENT

ON EVENT

Defines event branch taken after a
widget generates that event

Suspends program execution until an
WAIT FOR EVENT event occurs
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On Event Command
ON EVENT
Defines an event branch that is taken after a widget generates that event
______________________________________________________________________
NOTE
Click the >> bar for additional information on the ON EVENT command.
Legal Usage
Keyboard Executable
Programmable
Yes
In an IF...THEN...
Yes
Example
Statements

Yes

ON EVENT @Pushbutton_3,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB
Clear_profile
ON EVENT @Slider, "DONE" GOSUB
Change_temphigh
ON EVENT @Sldr,"CHANGED", VAL(SYSTEM$
("SYSTEM PRIORITY"))+1
GOSUB Chg_stpnt
ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM CLOSE" GOTO Finis

Syntax

Item

Description

event name name of an event this widget
can generate

Range
depends on
the widget

line
reference

INTEGER constant identifying a 1 to 32767
program line or line label
or line label

priority

numeric expression,, rounded
to an INTEGER. Default = 1.

1 to 15
(highest)

subprogram name of a SUB or CSUB
name
subprogram

any valid
name

widget
handle

any valid
name

name identifying a widget

Description
855

See Description for the ON EVENT description.
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On Event Command (continued)
Description
The ON EVENT statement not only sets up the ON EVENT branch, but also enables theevent. For an event to cause
branching, the event must be defined AND an event branch must be specified with the ON EVENT command. ON
EVENT defines the event branch that is taken after the specified widget generates the specified event.
For example, the following line causes the program to go to the subroutine Event_handler when the SLIDER widget
event CHANGED occurs (assuming @Slider is the SLIDER widget handle).
ON EVENT @Slider;"CHANGED" GOSUB Event_handler
The most recent ON EVENT (or OFF EVENT) statement for a given widget and event combination overrides any
previous ON EVENT definition for that combination. If the overriding ON EVENT definition occurs in a context different
from the one in which the overridden ON EVENT occurs, the overridden ON EVENT is restored when the calling
context is restored.
Any specified line reference for GOTO or GOSUB must be in the same context as the ON EVENT statement. CALL
and GOSUB will return to the next line that would have been executed if the ON EVENT widget event had not been
serviced. The system priority is restored to that which existed before the ON EVENT branch was taken.
RECOVER forces the program to go directly to the specified line in the context containing that ON EVENT statement.
When RECOVER forces a change of context,the system priority is restored to that which existed in the original
(defining) contextat the time that context was exited.
NOTE
The priority specified in the ON EVENT statement (as in all ON-event statements) must be higher than the current
system priority in order for the event to be recognized.
When you nest ON EVENT statements, be aware that the system priority is raised to the one you specified in the ON
EVENT statement, when that eventis serviced for CALL and GOSUB.
To ensure that the events are recognized for all of your ON EVENT statements, specify a higher priority each time you
go deeper into the nesting. To do this, query for the current system priority and then increase it by one, instead of
specifying the priority as a number between the event name and GOTO, GOSUB, RECOVER, or CALL.
Use the following command sequence within the ON EVENT statement to do this. This technique will cause an error if
the current system priority is 15.)
VAL(SYSTEM$("SYSTEM PRIORITY"))+1
CALL and RECOVER remain active when the context changes to a subprogram or function, unless the change in
context is caused by a keyboard-originated call. GOSUB and GOTO remain active when the context changes to a
subprogram, but the branch cannot be taken until the calling context is restored.
ON EVENT is disabled by DISABLE EVENT or DISABLE, is reenabled by
ENABLE EVENT or ENABLE, and is deactivated by OFF EVENT.
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Off Event Command
OFF EVENT
Cancels event branches defined by ON EVENT
______________________________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Keyboard Executable
Programmable
Yes
In an IF...THEN...
Yes
Example
Statements

Yes

OFF EVENT @Pushbutton_3,"ACTIVATED"
OFF EVENT @Slider, "DONE"

Syntax

Item

Description

Range

event
name

name of an event this widget can depends on
generate
the widget

widget
handle

name identifying a widget

any valid
name

Description
The OFF EVENT statement undefines and disables a widget event that was defined and enabled earlier by an ON
EVENT statement.
In the following example, the first line causes the program to go to the subroutine Event_handler when the SLIDER
widget event CHANGED occurs. Then, the next line cancels the event branch. Thus, after the second line, the
occurrence of the event CHANGED will not cause a branch to Event_handler.
ON EVENT @Slider;"CHANGED" GOSUB Event_handler
.
OFF EVENT @Slider, "CHANGED"

.

There are three important differences between the OFF EVENT and DISABLE EVENT statements:
· DISABLE EVENT temporarily disables the event, whereas OFF EVENT permanently deactivates the event.

· Only one occurrence of the event will be logged if the event is disabled with a DISABLE EVENT statement. Therefore, the bran
taken once the event is reenabled with an ENABLE EVENT statement.
· The event will NOT be logged and the branch will never be taken if the event is deactivated with an OFF EVENT statement.
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Enable Event Command
ENABLE EVENT
Enables HTBasic to branch upon receipt of a specified event
______________________________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Keyboard Executable
Programmable
Yes
In an IF...THEN...
Yes
Example
Statements

Yes

ENABLE EVENT @Myscrollbar, "CHANGED"
ENABLE EVENT @String1, "KEYSTROKE"

Syntax

Item

Description

event
name

name of an event this widget depends on the
can enable (string expression) widget

widget name identifying a widget
handle

Range

any valid name

Description
ENABLE EVENT enables HTBasic to branch upon receipt of a specified event. The branch to be taken and the defined
event are specified by the ON EVENT command. The ON EVENT command automatically creates an ENABLE EVENT for
the specified widget and event.
For example, the following line enables program branching for the event CHANGED. The actual branch taken is
defined by an ON EVENT command.
ENABLE EVENT @Myscrollbar, "CHANGED"
If an ON EVENT statement has been defined for a widget and an event, when the event occurs an event-initiated
branch results. Use DISABLE EVENT to temporarily suspendthe effects an event would have on your program.
For example, you may want the program to accomplish some task without interruption. After that task is
accomplished, you can use ENABLE EVENT to reenable the program's sensitivity to that event.
While the event is disabled, it can still be logged. Then, when it is reenabled, the branch will be taken. Only one
occurrence of the event will be logged. You must have at least one currently defined event branch in your program to
accept inputs from the mouse or keyboard. The events can all be disabled and still accept inputs.
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Disable Event Command
DISABLE EVENT
Prevents HTBasic from branching upon receipt of a
specified event
______________________________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Keyboard Executable
Programmable
Yes
In an IF...THEN...
Yes
Example
Statements

Yes

DISABLE EVENT @Myscrollbar,"CHANGED"
DISABLE EVENT @String1, "KEYSTROKE"

Syntax

Item

Description

event
name

name of an event this widget depends on the
can disable (string expression) widget

widget name identifying a widget
handle

Range

any valid name

Description
DISABLE EVENT disables HTBasic from branching upon receipt of a specified event. You can use DISABLE EVENT to
temporarily suspend the effects an event would have on your program. For example, you may want the program to
accomplish some task without interruption. After that task is accomplished, you can use ENABLE EVENT to reenable
the program's sensitivity to that event.
A disabled event can still be logged. Then, when the event is reenabled, the branch will betaken. Only one occurrence
of the event will be logged. The events can all be disabled and still accept inputs.
There are three important differences between DISABLE EVENT and OFF EVENT:
· DISABLE EVENT temporarily disables the event, while OFF EVENT permanently deactivates the event
· Only one occurrence of the event will be logged if the event is disabled with DISABLE EVENT. Therefore, the specified branch
taken once the event is reenabled with ENABLE EVENT.
· The event will NOT be logged and the branch will never be taken if the event is deactivated with OFF
EVENT.
In the following example, the first statement enables the event ALARM for the METER
widget. Then, the second statement disables the event.
ENABLE EVENT @Meter, ALARM .
.
.
DISABLE EVENT @Meter, ALARM
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Wait for Event Command
WAIT FOR EVENT
Suspends program execution until an event occurs.
______________________________________________________________________
NOTE
Click the next bar for additional information on the WAIT FOR EVENT command.
Legal Usage
Keyboard Executable
Programmable
Yes
In an IF...THEN...
Yes
Example
Statements

Yes

WAIT FOR EVENT
WAIT FOR EVENT; TIMEOUT 30

Syntax

Item

Description

Range

timeout wait up to this many seconds for to any nonvalue
user input, then resume program negative
execution
number
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WAIT FOR EVENT Command_2
Description
WAIT FOR EVENT suspends program execution until a specified event occurs. When an enabled event occurs, WAIT
FOR EVENT terminates and the event triggers the appropriate pending ON EVENT statement. If no events are currently
defined, WAIT FOR EVENT returns immediately.
At the WAIT FOR EVENT statement, program execution is suspended until an event occurs. When an enabled event
occurs, the WAIT FOR EVENT statement terminates and the event triggers the appropriate pending ON EVENT
statement. If no events are currently defined, WAIT FOR EVENT returns immediately.
WAIT FOR EVENT will wait indefinitely for an event unless a TIMEOUT value is specified. The TIMEOUT option specifies
the number of seconds after which program execution resumes if no enabled events occur. The corresponding branch
may or may not be taken, depending on which context has the highest priority - the current context priority or the
defining context priority.
_WAIT FOR EVENT will wait if any events are defined, even if any or all events are disabled or are associated with
widgets that are not visible. If the widgets are not visible, WAIT FOR EVENT will terminate only if the timeout period is
reached, or if you press the Stop or Reset key.
For example, the following lines allow the program to loop continuously, waiting for the specified event to occur,
which allows the computer to do other things while waiting for the event to occur.
LOOP
WAIT FOR EVENT
END LOOP
Since the WAIT FOR EVENT statement suspends program execution, the computer is free to service other processes. In
the following construct, the computer is "busy waiting" (that is, the CPU stays busy doing nothing):
10 GOTO 10
If keeping the CPU free to run other processes is important in your program or computer environment, we recommend
using either of the following two constructs:
10 LOOP
20
WAIT FOR EVENT
30 END LOOP
or:
10 WAIT FOR EVENT
20 GOTO 10
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Example: Initial Creating a Widget
Step 1: Create METER and SLIDER Widgets
The following lines create a SLIDER widget and a METER widget and assign a background color of white to the METER
widget. (The SLIDER widget uses default colors.) The LOOP and END LOOP statements are added so that the widgets
do not disappear when the program .runs A typical display for this program follows. Since the SLIDER widget was
generated last in the program, the SLIDER widget appears on top of the METER widget.
10
20
30
40
50
60

ASSIGN @Meter TO WIDGET "METER"
ASSIGN @Slider TO WIDGET "SLIDER"
CONTROL @Meter;SET ("BACKGROUND":1)
LOOP
END LOOP
END
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Example: Changing a Widget
Step 2: Change Widget Attributes
Since SLIDER was the last widget generated, it appears on top of the METER widget.
To reposition the SLIDER widget and the METER widget, we will modify the program
by adding the positioning attributes "X" and "Y" to each widget so that both widgets are
fully visible. In addition, we will change the SLIDER widget background to green.
A typical display for this modified program follows.
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

ASSIGN @Meter TO WIDGET "METER"
ASSIGN @Slider TO WIDGET "SLIDER"
CONTROL @Slider;SET ("X":0,"Y":0,"BACKGROUND":4)
CONTROL @Meter;SET ("X":150,"BACKGROUND":1)
LOOP
END LOOP
END
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Example: Querying a Widget
Step 3: Query Attributes and Add Event-Initiated Branching
Next, we will add ON EVENT and WAIT for EVENT. We will also query the SLIDER widget VALUE attribute value with the
STATUS command. A typical display for the modified program follows.
Run this program and select the SLIDER button with the mouse. Move the SLIDER control up and down and notice that
the METER will indicate the SLIDER value.
10 ASSIGN @Meter TO WIDGET "METER"
20 ASSIGN @Slider TO WIDGET "SLIDER"
30 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("X":0,"Y":0,"BACKGROUND":4)
40 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("X":150,"BACKGROUND":1)
50 ON EVENT @Slider,"CHANGED" GOSUB Event_handler
60 LOOP
70
WAIT FOR EVENT
80 END LOOP
90 !
100 Event_handler: !
110 STATUS @Slider;RETURN ("VALUE":Value)
120 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("VALUE":Value)
130 RETURN
140 END

For this program, line 50 calls subroutine Event_handler when the event CHANGED occurs for the SLIDER widget. The
CHANGED event is generated every time the user changes the VALUE attribute by clicking on the arrows or in the
trough or by clicking and dragging the slider.
For the Event_handler subroutine, the current VALUE of the SLIDER widget is returned by the STATUS command
RETURN option, and is entered into the METER widget VALUE attribute with the CONTROL command SET option. Thus,
when you move the SLIDER control up and down, the METER widget will indicate the SLIDER widget value.
Lines 60 through 80 continuously loop the program until the event CHANGED occursfor the SLIDER widget. When
WAIT FOR EVENT is included, it allows the computer to do other things while waiting for the event to happen. This is
important so as not to waste CPU resources that could be used for other tasks.
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Using Tab Groups
The Tab keys provide a method to cycle through the input widgets of a user interface. Most input widgets have an
attribute called TAB STOP that is set to 1 by default. When you cycle through a user interface with Tab or Shift-Tab, the
pointer (which may change shape based on the widget that it jumps to) will stop at an input widget if its TAB STOP
attribute is 1. If a widget's TAB STOP is 0, the pointer will not stop at the widget when you press the Tab keys.
Example: Using Tab Groups
For example, when you copy and run the Tab Groups program (see Copying Example Programs for procedures) the
following display appears For this display,the TAB STOP attribute is set to 1 for PUSHBUTTONs on the left column and
is set to 0 for PUSHBUTTONs in the middle and right columns.

When you use the keyboard to cycle through this user interface, as you press Tab or Shift-Tab you can only cycle
through the PUSHBUTTONs on the left (R1_C1 through R4_C1).To get to a particular PUSHBUTTON in the middle or
right columns, you must tab to the appropriate PUSHBUTTON in the left column in the same row and then use the
Arrow keys to cycle through the row.
Each row in this display constitutes a tab group. Physical layout does not define the order of the tab group. Tab group
order is defined by the sequence in which the input widgets are created. If you ASSIGN one widget with a TAB STOP of
1, any following widgets of the same type with a TAB STOP of 0 are part of that tab group, until you ASSIGN another
widget with a TAB STOP of 1.
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Tab Groups Example
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560

! *****************************************************
! Example: Tab Groups
!
! This program creates four tab groups of widgets:
!
! Group 1: R1_C1, R1_C2, R1_C3
! Group 2: R2_C1, R2_C2, R2_C3
! Group 3: R3_C1, R3_C2, R3_C3
! Group 4: R4_C1, R4_C2, R4_C3
!
! You can use the Tab key to traverse the four
! tab groups (from R1_C1 to R2_C1 to R3_C1 to R4_C1).
! You must use the Arrow keys to traverse within
! a tab group (e.g., from R1_C1 to R1_C2 to R1_C3, etc.)
!
! *****************************************************
!
DIM L$[5]
INTEGER D(1:4)
INTEGER Ih,Iw,Pw,Ph,X,Y,Xn,Yn,W,H,Butw,Buth,R,C1,C2,C3
!
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Pw=(D(3)-D(1))/2
Ph=(D(4)-D(2))/2
X=Pw/2
Y=Ph/2
!
CLEAR SCREEN
!
ASSIGN @Tabgp TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
CONTROL @Tabgp;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Tab Groups")
CONTROL @Tabgp;SET ("X":X,"Y":Y,"WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph)
CONTROL @Tabgp;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0,"MOVABLE":0)
CONTROL @Tabgp;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
CONTROL @Tabgp;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
!
STATUS @Tabgp;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
!
Gapw=8
! column gap size
Gaph=8
! row gap size
Butw=(Iw-4*Gapw)/3
! button width
Buth=(Ih-5*Gaph)/4
! button height
C1=Gaph
C2=C1+Butw+Gapw
C3=C2+Butw+Gapw
!
R=Gaph
L$="R1_C1"
CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B1,L$,C1,R,Butw,Buth,1)
!
L$="R1_C2"
CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B2,L$,C2,R,Butw,Buth,0)
!
L$="R1_C3"
CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B3,L$,C3,R,Butw,Buth,0)
!
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570 R=R+Buth+Gaph
580 L$="R2_C1"
590 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B4,L$,C1,R,Butw,Buth,1)
600 !
610 L$="R2_C2"
620 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B5,L$,C2,R,Butw,Buth,0)
630 !
640 L$="R2_C3"
650 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B6,L$,C3,R,Butw,Buth,0)
660 !
670 R=R+Buth+Gaph
680 L$="R3_C1"
690 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B7,L$,C1,R,Butw,Buth,1)
700 !
710 L$="R3_C2"
720 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B8,L$,C2,R,Butw,Buth,0)
730 !
740 L$="R3_C3"
750 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B9,L$,C3,R,Butw,Buth,0)
760 !
770 R=R+Buth+Gaph
780 L$="R4_C1"
790 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B10,L$,C1,R,Butw,Buth,1)
800 !
810 L$="R4_C2"
820 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B11,L$,C2,R,Butw,Buth,0)
830 !
840 L$="R4_C3"
850 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B12,L$,C3,R,Butw,Buth,0)
860 !
870 ON EVENT @Tabgp,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
880 !
890 LOOP
900 WAIT FOR EVENT
910 END LOOP
920 !
930 Finis: !
940 ASSIGN @Tabgp TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
950 END
960 !
970 SUB Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B,L$,INTEGER X,Y,W,H,Ts)
980 ASSIGN @B TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Tabgp,SET ("VISIBLE":0)
990 CONTROL @B;SET ("X":X,"Y":Y,"WIDTH":W,"HEIGHT":H)
1000 CONTROL @B;SET ("LABEL":L$)
1010 CONTROL @B;SET ("TAB STOP":Ts,"VISIBLE":1)
1020 SUBEND
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Creating Pulldown Menus
Overview
This topic gives guidelines to create BuilderPlus pulldown menus using the Menu Creation widgets.
Menu Creation Widgets
The widgets used to build pulldown menu systems for HTBasic BuilderPlus are listed in the following table. Click the
widget name for details on each widget.
Widget
PULLDOWN MENU
CASCADE MENU
MENU BUTTON
MENU TOGGLE
MENU SEPARATOR

Function
Creates an "attachment point" for a pulldown menu
Creates an "attachment point" for a cascade menu
Creates an event when click
Creates an event when clicked and has a VALUE
Draws a line inside a menu

Example: Creating a Pulldown Menu System
We will use an example to show how to use Menu Creation widgets and their attributes to create a pulldown menu
system. As desired, you can copy and run the Menu System example to use as a reference as you go through this
example. Click the >> and << bars to view the steps in this example. SYSTEM MENU is used for this example. SYSTEM
MENU is accessed by clicking on the small button on the upper left corner of the window and is typically used to exit
the program. The SYSTEM MENU is an attribute of many widgets, but is not a widget itself. See Creating System Menus
for details on SYSTEM MENU.
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Creating Pulldown Menus (continued)
Step 1: Describe System Layout
We will begin the design by outlining the desired menu system and the functions to be performed by each of the
menu elements. The menu system resides in a PANEL that contains a PRINTER output widget.
When you select an element of a menu a string indicating the menu selection is dumped to the PRINTER widget. This
feedback mechanism allows you to verify if the menus are working as expected. The following figure shows the desired
main panel with menus and elements of each pulldown menu.
Main Panel Display

The menu widget PullDown_1 expands as follows:
Button_1
Separator
Cascade_1
Item_1
Item_2
Item_3
Cascade_2
Toggle_1
Toggle_2 Toggle_3
Cascade_3
Toggle_1
Button_1
Cascade_1 and Cascade_2 are "attachment points" for other menus. The elements labeled Toggle_1, Toggle_2, etc.
should toggle when selected, which is indicated bythe presence or absence of a "checkmark" in front of the button
label.
The second top-level menu PullDown_2 expands into:
870

· Button_1
· Button_2
The third top-level menu PullDown_3 contains:
·
·
·
·
·

Button_1
Button_2
Button_3
Separator
Quit

The Separator in the first and third pulldown menus performs no other function than
visually separating the entries of those menus.
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Creating Pulldown Menus (continued)
Step 2: Identify the Widgets
The menu system shown in Step 1 (ignoring the SYSTEM MENU) is implemented
with the widgets shown in the following figure. To create the menu system, create all
these widgets and add the appropriate labels for each one. Each widget has its own
name, allowing each to interact individually with the BASIC program that creates it.
These widgets do not need to be created in any particular order. You define parent-child
relationships between the widgets, and HTBasic creates the menu system
based on those relationships, as well as the sequence in which you create the widgets.
Widgets to Implement the Example Pulldown Menu System
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Creating Pulldown Menus (continued)
Step 3: Define the Hierarchy
For this example pulldown menu system, the widgets have the relationships shown in the following table (where the
children of a widget are indented from the parent). This table defines the widgets in the menu system, outlines widget
hierarchical relationships, and assigns a label and widget handle (widget name) to each widget.
Widget Relationships
Widget

Menu Item

PANEL

@P

PRINTER
PULLDOWN
MENU
MENU
BUTTON
MENU
SEPARATOR
CASCADE
MENU
MENU
BUTTON
MENU
BUTTON
MENU
BUTTON
CASCADE
MENU
MENU
TOGGLE
MENU
TOGGLE
MENU
TOGGLE

Label

@Prn
"PullDown_1"
"Button_1"
---------------"Cascade_1"
"Item_1"
"Item_2"
"Item_3"
"Cascade_2"
"Toggle_1"
"Toggle_2"
"Toggle_3"
"Cascade_3"
"Toggle_1"
"Button_1"

@Pd1
@B11
@S12
@C13
@B131
@B132
@B133
@C14
@T141
@T142
@T143
@C144
@T1441
@T1442

"PullDown_2"
"Button_1"
"Button_2"
"Button_3

@Pd2
@B21
@B22
@B23

"PullDown_3"
"Button_1"
"Button_2"
"Button_3"
----------------

@Pd3
@B31
@B32
@B33
@S34

CASCADE MENU
MENU TOGGLE
MENU BUTTON
PULLDOWN
MENU
MENU
BUTTON
MENU
BUTTON
MENU
BUTTON
PULLDOWN
MENU
MENU
BUTTON
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MENU
BUTTON
MENU
BUTTON
MENU
SEPARATOR
MENU
BUTTON

"QUIT"

@Quit

It is the hierarchical relationships of the widgets and the order in which they are created that defines the layout of the
menu system. However, note the requirementfor ordering widgets to make sure they are in the proper sequence on
the display only applies to each level of the menu system.
For example, consider the top-level PULLDOWN MENU widgets. You could create the widgets following the
order in the table, and the three would be in the proper order. Or, you could create the three PULLDOWN MENU
widgets and then go back and populate the lower-level widgets. The only requirement is that PullDown_1 is created
beforePullDown_2, and that PullDown_2 is created before PullDown_3.
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Creating Pulldown Menus (continued)
Step 4: Program the Parts
Program statements follow to create this menu system. The program lines listed refer to the lines in the Menu System
example program.
NOTE
You can also build pulldown menus using the ScreenBuilder Application.
The widgets that are created for this example are (in order):
· Parent PANEL widget
· Topmost PULLDOWN MENU widgets
· PRINTER
widget
· PullDown_3
Menu
· PullDown_1
Menu
· Cascade_1 Menu
· Cascade_2 Menu
· Cascade_3 Menu
Create the Parent PANEL Widget
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710

!
! Note that the main panel is set up so it automatically scales to the
! entire display, except for the DISP, INPUT, and softkeys lines.
!
DIM S$[80],M$(0:2)[80]
INTEGER Cursor,State,N,D(1:4)
INTEGER Dw,Dh,X,Y
INTEGER Panelwidth, Panelheight, Prx, Pry, Prwidth, Prheight, Iw, Ih
!
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*) ! Get display resolution.
Dw=D(3)-D(1)+1
Dh=D(4)-D(2)+1
Panelwidth=Dw*.75 ! Size PANEL.
Panelheight=Dh*.75
X=(Dw-Panelwidth)/2
Y=(Dh-Panelheight)/2
!
STATUS CRT,10;Cursor ! Turn off cursor, etc.
CONTROL CRT,10;0
RUNLIGHT OFF
KEY LABELS OFF
!
! ****************************************************
!
! Create the PANEL widget.
!
CLEAR SCREEN
ASSIGN @P TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
CONTROL @P;SET ("RESIZABLE":1)
CONTROL @P;SET ("X":X,"Y":Y,"WIDTH":Panelwidth,"HEIGHT":Panelheight)
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720 CONTROL @P;SET ("TITLE":"MENU Widget Demo")
730 CONTROL @P;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
740 !
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Creating Pulldown Menus (continued)
Step 4: Program the Parts (continued)
Create Topmost PULLDOWN MENU Widgets
Now that the background is in place, we can start building the menu system itself. First we create the topmost
PULLDOWN MENU widgets as follows:
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880

! ****************************************************
!
! Create the PULLDOWN MENU widgets, using the PANEL widget as parent.
!
S$="PullDown_1"
ASSIGN @Pd1 TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @P,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="PullDown_2"
ASSIGN @Pd2 TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @P,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="PullDown_3"
ASSIGN @Pd3 TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @P,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
! ****************************************************

The top-level menu automatically appears in a bar across the PANEL widget (see the following figure). Telling HTBasic
to create a PULLDOWN MENU widget in a PANEL automatically creates a menu bar, and the PULLDOWN MENU entries
are loaded into the bar in the order in which they are created.
Top-Level Menu Display
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Creating Pulldown Menus (continued)
Step 4: Program the Parts (continued)
Create a PRINTER Widget
Next, we set up the PRINTER widget. We had to wait until the menu bar was created to do this because we could not
get a valid INSIDE WIDTH and INSIDE HEIGHT before that point.
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1010

! ****************************************************
!
! Now that you've set up the PULLDOWN MENU, get interior dimensions
! of the PANEL and set up PRINTER widget accordingly.
!
STATUS @P;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
Prx=Iw*.02
Pry=Ih*.02
Prwidth=Iw*.96
Prheight=Ih*.96
ASSIGN @Prn TO WIDGET "PRINTER";PARENT @P
CONTROL @Prn;SET ("X":Prx,"Y":Pry,"WIDTH":Prwidth,"HEIGHT":Prheight)
!
! ****************************************************

Create Pulldown_2 Menu
Next, we create the pulldown menus themselves. We start with the PullDown_2 menu. The following lines create the
following display.
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110

! ****************************************************
!
! Create menu for "PullDown_2" (using @Pd2 as PARENT).
!
S$="Button_1"
ASSIGN @B21 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd2,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Button_2"
ASSIGN @B22 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd2,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
! ****************************************************
Pulldown_2 Menu Display
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Creating Pulldown Menus (continued)
Step 4: Program the Parts (continued)
Create PullDown_3 Menu
We then create the PullDown_3 menu, which results in the display shown in the
following figure. The "Quit" MENU BUTTON allows you to exit gracefully from this program.
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290

! ****************************************************
!
! Create menu for "PullDown_3" (using @Pd3 as PARENT).
!
S$="Button_1"
ASSIGN @B31 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd3,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Button_2"
ASSIGN @B32 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd3,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Button_3"
ASSIGN @B33 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd3,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
ASSIGN @S34 TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @Pd3
!
S$="Quit"
ASSIGN @Quit TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd3,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
! ****************************************************
Pulldown_3 Menu Display
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Creating Pulldown Menus (continued)
Step 4: Program the Parts (continued)
Create PullDown_1 Menu
The following lines create a MENU SEPARATOR widget and two CASCADE MENU widgets. The MENU SEPARATOR
widgets keeps the MENU BUTTON visually distinct from the CASCADE MENU widgets below it. The MENU SEPARATOR
is created like all other widgets and draws a line through the pulldown menu. These lines produce the following
display.
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470

! ****************************************************
!
! Create menu for "PullDown_1" (using @Pd1 as PARENT).
!
S$="Button_1"
ASSIGN @B11 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd1,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
! Add menu separator.
!
ASSIGN @S12 TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @Pd1
!
! Add CASCADE MENU widgets to "PullDown_1" (using @Pd1 as PARENT).
!
S$="Cascade_1"
ASSIGN @C13 TO WIDGET "CASCADE MENU";PARENT @Pd1,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Cascade_2"
ASSIGN @C14 TO WIDGET "CASCADE MENU";PARENT @Pd1,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
PullDown_1 Menu (CASCADE MENUs) Display
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Creating Pulldown Menus (continued)
Step 4: Program the Parts (continued)
Create Cascade_1 Menu
This still leaves the Cascade_1 and Cascade_2 menus pending. We will
complete Cascade_1 first by assigning its MENU BUTTON entries. This results
in the following display.
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580

! Create menu for "Cascade_1" (using @C1 as PARENT).
!
S$="Item_1"
ASSIGN @B131 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @C13,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Item_2"
ASSIGN @B132 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @C13,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Item_3"
ASSIGN @B133 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @C13,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
Cascade_1 Menu Display

Create Cascade_2 Menu
The Cascade_2 menu is populated using the techniques shown so far, and adding
MENU TOGGLE widgets. This results in the following display.
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710

! Create menu for "Cascade_2" (using @C14 as PARENT).
!
S$="Toggle_1"
ASSIGN @T141 TO WIDGET "MENU TOGGLE";PARENT @C14,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Toggle_2"
ASSIGN @T142 TO WIDGET "MENU TOGGLE";PARENT @C14,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Toggle_3"
ASSIGN @T143 TO WIDGET "MENU TOGGLE";PARENT @C14,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
! Add "Cascade_3" as entry in "Cascade_2".
!
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1720 S$="Cascade_3"
1730 ASSIGN @C144 TO WIDGET "CASCADE MENU";PARENT @C14,SET ("LABEL":S$)
1740 !
Cascade_2 Menu Display
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Creating Pulldown Menus (continued)
Step 4: Program the Parts (continued)
Create Cascade_3 Menu and Completed Menu
To complete the programming of the pulldown menu system, we populate the
menu for Cascade_3 as follows. This results in the following display that shows
the completed pulldown menu system for this example.
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830

! Populate menu for "Cascade_3".
!
S$="Toggle_1"
ASSIGN @T1441 TO WIDGET "MENU TOGGLE";PARENT @C144,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Button_1"
ASSIGN @B1442 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @C144,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
! ***************************************************

Cascade_3 Menu and Completed Pulldown Menu System Display
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Creating System Menus
Generating a System Menu
The SYSTEM MENU is accessed by clicking on the small button on the upper left corner of the window, and is typically
used to exit the program. The SYSTEM MENU is an attribute of many widgets, but is not itself a widget.
Example: Generating a System Menu
For example, the following figure shows a typical SYSTEM MENU for a METER widget. For this example, the SYSTEM
MENU consists of the Quit action to allow the operator to exit this widget.See Menu System (lines 1830 through 2830)
for an example of creating a SYSTEM MENU.
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Example: Menu System
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560

! *******************************************************************
! Example: Menu System
!
! This program demonstrates how to build a pulldown menu system.
! It builds a panel with a menu and a printer widget to tell you
! the menu entry you clicked.
!
! ********************************************************************
!
INTEGER Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Blue,Cyan,Magenta
DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
READ Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Blue,Cyan,Magenta
!
! Define some variables:
!
! S$:
General-purpose string variable
! M$(*):
System menu elements
! State:
Gets state of MENU TOGGLE widgets
! N:
General-purpose INTEGER variable
! D(*):
Array to get hard-clip values
! Dw,Dh:
Display dimensions
! X,Y:
Location of main PANEL
! Panelwidth, Panelheight:
Dimensions for main PANEL
! Prx,Pry,Prwidth,Prheight:
Location & dimensions of main PANEL
! Ih,Iw:
Interior dimensions of PANEL
!
! The main panel is set up so it automatically scales to the
! entire display, except for the DISP, INPUT, and softkeys lines.
!
DIM S$[80],M$(0:2)[80]
INTEGER State,N,D(1:4)
INTEGER Dw,Dh,X,Y
INTEGER Panelwidth,Panelheight,Prx,Pry,Prwidth,Prheight,Iw,Ih
!
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Dw=D(3)-D(1)+1
Dh=D(4)-D(2)+1
Panelwidth=Dw*.75
Panelheight=Dh*.75
X=(Dw-Panelwidth)/2
Y=(Dh-Panelheight)/2
!
! Create the PANEL widget
!
CLEAR SCREEN
ASSIGN @P TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
CONTROL @P;SET ("RESIZABLE":1)
CONTROL @P;SET ("X":X,"Y":Y,"WIDTH":Panelwidth,"HEIGHT":Panelheight)
CONTROL @P;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Menu System")
CONTROL @P;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
!
! Create the PULLDOWN MENU widgets, using the PANEL widget as parent
!
S$="PullDown_1"
ASSIGN @Pd1 TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @P,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
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570 S$="PullDown_2"
580 ASSIGN @Pd2 TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @P,SET ("LABEL":S$)
590 !
600 S$="PullDown_3"
610 ASSIGN @Pd3 TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @P,SET ("LABEL":S$)
620 !
630 ! Now that the PULLDOWN MENU has been set up, get interior dimensions
640 ! of PANEL and set up PRINTER widget accordingly.
650 !
660 STATUS @P;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
670 Prx=Iw*.02
680 Pry=Ih*.02
690 Prwidth=Iw*.96
700 Prheight=Ih*.96
710 ASSIGN @Prn TO WIDGET "PRINTER";PARENT @P
720 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("X":Prx,"Y":Pry,"WIDTH":Prwidth,"HEIGHT":Prheight)
730 !
740 ! Create menu for "PullDown_2" (using @Pd2 as PARENT)
750 !
760 S$="Button_1"
770 ASSIGN @B21 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd2,SET ("LABEL":S$)
780 !
790 S$="Button_2"
800 ASSIGN @B22 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd2,SET ("LABEL":S$)
810 !
820 ! Create menu for "PullDown_3" (using @Pd3 as PARENT)
830 !
840 S$="Button_1"
850 ASSIGN @B31 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd3,SET ("LABEL":S$)
860 !
870 S$="Button_2"
880 ASSIGN @B32 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd3,SET ("LABEL":S$)
890 !
900 S$="Button_3"
910 ASSIGN @B33 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd3,SET ("LABEL":S$)
920 !
930 ASSIGN @S34 TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @Pd3
940 !
950 S$="Quit"
960 ASSIGN @Quit TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd3,SET ("LABEL":S$)
970 !
980 ! Create menu for "PullDown_1" (using @Pd1 as PARENT)
990 !
1000 S$="Button_1"
1010 ASSIGN @B11 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd1,SET ("LABEL":S$)
1020 !
1030 ! Add menu separator
1040 !
1050 ASSIGN @S12 TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @Pd1
1060 !
1070 ! Add CASCADE MENU widgets to "PullDown_1" (using @Pd1 as PARENT)
1080 !
1090 S$="Cascade_1"
1100 ASSIGN @C13 TO WIDGET "CASCADE MENU";PARENT @Pd1,SET ("LABEL":S$)
1110 !
1120 S$="Cascade_2"
1130 ASSIGN @C14 TO WIDGET "CASCADE MENU";PARENT @Pd1,SET ("LABEL":S$)
1140 !
1150 ! Create menu for "Cascade_1" (using @C1 as PARENT)
1160 !
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1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760

S$="Item_1"
ASSIGN @B131 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @C13,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Item_2"
ASSIGN @B132 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @C13,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Item_3"
ASSIGN @B133 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @C13,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
! Create menu for "Cascade_2" (using @C14 as PARENT)
!
S$="Toggle_1"
ASSIGN @T141 TO WIDGET "MENU TOGGLE";PARENT @C14,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Toggle_2"
ASSIGN @T142 TO WIDGET "MENU TOGGLE";PARENT @C14,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Toggle_3"
ASSIGN @T143 TO WIDGET "MENU TOGGLE";PARENT @C14,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
! Add "Cascade_3" as entry in "Cascade_2"
!
S$="Cascade_3"
ASSIGN @C144 TO WIDGET "CASCADE MENU";PARENT @C14,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
! Populate menu for "Cascade_3"
!
S$="Toggle_1"
ASSIGN @T1441 TO WIDGET "MENU TOGGLE";PARENT @C144,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Button_1"
ASSIGN @B1442 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @C144,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
! Create SYSTEM MENU
!
M$(0)="SysMenu1"
M$(1)="SysMenu2"
M$(2)="SysMenu3"
CONTROL @P;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":M$(*))
!
CONTROL @P;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
!
! Set up menu events
!
ON EVENT @B11,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button11
ON EVENT @B21,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button21
ON EVENT @B22,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button22
ON EVENT @B31,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button31
ON EVENT @B32,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button32
ON EVENT @B33,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button33
ON EVENT @B131,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button131
ON EVENT @B132,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button132
ON EVENT @B133,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button133
ON EVENT @T141,"CHANGED" GOSUB Toggle141
ON EVENT @T142,"CHANGED" GOSUB Toggle142
ON EVENT @T143,"CHANGED" GOSUB Toggle143
ON EVENT @T1441,"CHANGED" GOSUB Toggle1441
ON EVENT @B1442,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button1442
!
ON EVENT @P,"SYSTEM MENU" GOSUB Sysmenu
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1770 ON EVENT @Quit,"ACTIVATED" GOTO Finis
1780 !
1790 LOOP
1800 WAIT FOR EVENT
1810 END LOOP
1820 STOP
1830 !
1840 ! *************** End of Main Program **************************
1850 !
1860 ! The following routines are handlers for the various menu buttons.
1870 ! They print the menu item description to the PRINTER widget.
1880 !
1890 Button11: !
1900 S$="PullDown_1 / Button_1"
1910 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
1920 RETURN
1930 !
1940 Button21: !
1950 S$="PullDown_2 / Button_1"
1960 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
1970 RETURN
1980 !
1990 Button22: !
2000 S$="PullDown_2 / Button_2"
2010 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2020 RETURN
2030 !
2040 Button31: !
2050 S$="PullDown_3 / Button_1"
2060 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2070 RETURN
2080 !
2090 Button32: !
2100 S$="PullDown_3 / Button_2"
2110 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2120 RETURN
2130 !
2140 Button33: !
2150 S$="PullDown_3 / Button_3"
2160 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2170 RETURN
2180 !
2190 Button131: !
2200 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_1 / Item_1"
2210 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2220 RETURN
2230 !
2240 Button132: !
2250 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_1 / Item_2"
2260 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2270 RETURN
2280 !
2290 Button133: !
2300 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_1 / Item_3"
2310 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2320 RETURN
2330 !
2340 Toggle141: !
2350 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_2 / Toggle_1: "
2360 STATUS @T141;RETURN ("VALUE":State)
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2370 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$&VAL$(State))
2380 RETURN
2390 !
2400 Toggle142: !
2410 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_2 / Toggle_2: "
2420 STATUS @T142;RETURN ("VALUE":State)
2430 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$&VAL$(State))
2440 RETURN
2450 !
2460 Toggle143: !
2470 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_2 / Toggle_3: "
2480 STATUS @T143;RETURN ("VALUE":State)
2490 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$&VAL$(State))
2500 RETURN
2510 !
2520 Toggle1441: !
2530 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_2 / Cascade_3 / Toggle_1: "
2540 STATUS @T1441;RETURN ("VALUE":State)
2550 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$&VAL$(State))
2560 RETURN
2570 !
2580 Button1442: !
2590 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_2 / Cascade_3 / Button_1"
2600 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2610 RETURN
2620 !
2630 Sysmenu: !
2640 STATUS @P;RETURN ("SYSTEM MENU EVENT":N)
2650 S$="SYSTEM MENU / SysMenu"&VAL$(N+1)
2660 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2670 RETURN
2680 !
2690 Finis: !
2700 ASSIGN @P TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
2710 END
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BuilderPlus Example List
BuilderPlus Example Programs are listed here as links and individually in the Reference manual. They
are also available as files installed by defaut in an installation folder, i.e.: C:\Program Files (x86)\HTBasic
2021\Examples\BPlus Examples

Example Programs Listing
Program
Name
Alarm Clock
Background
Bitmap
Bar Meter
Limits
BARS Test
BARS Widget
BITMAP
Widget
Bomb Squad
(*CREATE)
Bomb Squad
(*LOAD)
Calculator
Changing the
Font
CLOCK Widget
COMBO Dialog
COMBO Test
COMBO
Widget
ContextSensitive Help

Filename
ALARM_CLOCK
PANEL_BACKGROUND_BITMAP
BAR_METER_LIMITS
BARS_TEST
BARS_WIDGET
BITMAP_WIDGET
BOMB_SQUAD_CREATE
BOMB_SQUAD_LOAD
CALCULATOR
CHANGING_FONTS
CLOCK_WIDGET
COMBO_DIALOG
COMBO_TEST
COMBO_WIDGET
CONTEXT_HELP
CYCLICAL_PUSHBUTTON

Program Name

LIST Widget
Menu System
METER Widget
METER/SLIDER
Widgets
NUMBER Dialog
NUMBER Widget
Oven Control
Passwords
PID Controller
PRINTER Widget
PUSHBUTTON
Events
PUSHBUTTON
Widget
QUESTION Dialog
RADIOBUTTON
Widget
Rock-Paper-Scissors
Game
SCROLLBAR Widget
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Filename
LIST_WIDGET
MENU_SYSTEM
METER_WIDGET
METER_SLIDER
NUMBER_DIALOG
NUMBER_WIDGET
OVEN_CONTROL
PASSWORD
PID_CONTROLLER
PRINTER_WIDGET
PUSHBUTTON_EVENTS
PUSHBUTTON_WIDGET
QUESTION_DIALOG
RADIOBUTTON_WIDGET
ROCK_PAPER_SCISSORS
SCROLLBAR_WIDGET

Cyclical
PUSHBUTTON
Dialogs Tests
Engine
Monitor Child
Engine
Monitor Level-0
Engine
Monitor Panel
Environmental
Chamber
ERROR Dialog
FILE Dialog
FILE Widget
Frequency
Response
Function
Generator
Hammer Game
HPGL VIEW in
PANEL
HPGL VIEW
Viewer
HPGL VIEW
Widget
Ice Cream
Sundae
INFORMATION
Dialog
KEYPAD Dialog
KEYPAD
Widget

DIALOGS
ENGINE_MONITOR_CHILD

ENGINE_MONITOR_LEVEL_0

ENGINE_MONITOR_PANEL

CHAMBER
ERROR_DIALOG
FILE_DIALOG
FILE_WIDGET
FREQUENCY_RESPONSE
FUNCTION_GENERATOR
HAMMER
HPGL_PANEL
HPGL_VIEWER
HPBL_WIDGET
ICE_CREAM
INFORMATION_DIALOG
KEYPAD_DIALOG
KEYPAD_WIDGET

SLIDER Test
SLIDER Widget

Slot Machine

STRING Dialog

STRING Editor
STRING Widget
STRIPCHART
(counter)
STRIPCHART(rescale)

SLIDER_TEST
SLIDER_WIDGET

SLOT_MACHINE

STRING_DIALOG

STRING_EDITOR
STRING_WIDGET
STRIPCHART_COUNTER_STATES
STRIPCHART_RESCALE

STRIPCHART_SCROLLING
STRIPCHART(scrolling)
STRIPCHART (sine
waves)
STRIPCHART
Widget
SYSTEM Widget as
a Child
SYSTEM Widget
Event Disabling
SYSTEM Widget
Event Handler
SYSTEM Widget
Event Queuing
Tab Groups
Tic-Tac-Toe
TOGGLEBUTTON
Widget
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STRIPCHART_SINE_WAVE
STRIPCHART_WIDGET
SYSTEM_CHILD
SYSTEM_EVENT_DISABLING
SYSTEM_EVENT_HANDLING
SYSTEM_EVENT_QUEUING
TAB_GROUPS
TIC_TAC_TOE
TOGGLE_BUTTON

LABEL Widget
LIMITS Widget
Lissajous
Patterns
LIST Dialog
BAR Widget

LABEL_WIDGET
LIMITS_WIDGET
LISSAJOUS_PATTERNS

LIST_DIALOG
BAR_WIDGET

Using ON EVENT
WARNING Dialog
Wing Stress/
Vibration Analysis
XY GRAPH Shared
Traces
XY GRAPH Widget
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ON_EVENT
WARNING_DIALOG
STRESS_VIBRATION_ANALYSIS

XYGRAPH_TRACES
XYGRAPH_WIDGET

Reference
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Keywords
The following shows the format of a typical "Keyword Dictionary" entry:

KEYWORD

Keyword Definition

Syntax:
Where:
Usage:
Description:
See Also:

Shows the formal syntax rules and options
Defines any parameters, arguments, and variables in the syntax
Shows an actual code sample
Gives a more detailed but concise description of the KEYWORD. Note that commonly used terms,
such as "numeric-expression," may be found in Definitions
Lists other Keywords related to this one.

Syntax Rule Delimiters and Punctuation

• Vertical bars means "or".
• Braces enclose items you must choose one of (separated by vertical bars)
• Square brackets enclose optional items.
• Ellipses (three dots "...") means that the preceding item can be optionally repeated any number of times.
• Single 'quotes' around square bracket '[' symbols means they should be entered literally.
(Otherwise do not enter braces, brackets or vertical bars or other delimiters used in defining syntax rules).

Optional and Required Choices

{ ON | OFF } means you must choose ON or OFF.
[ ON | OFF ] means you can optionally choose ON or OFF or neither.
For example:
BEEP [frequency, duration] means that BEEP may be entered alone or with both frequency and duration.
ALLOCATE item [,item...] means item can be used one or more times.
DIM string-name$ '['length']' means that the bracket characters are part of the statement to dimension a string.
Italicized text in lowercase, like "length" in the example above, typically denote statement elements (like parameters,
arguments, variables) that are usually defined in the syntax Where and Description blocks, as well as in Definitions.
Keywords are shown in UPPERCASE and should be entered exactly as shown. Multi-keyword statement Keywords must
be separated from one another by spaces. All other symbols should be entered exactly as shown.
Usage examples are shown in a "code" font, such as: DIM A$[50]
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ABORT

Stops IEEE-488 activity.
ABORT { interface-select-code | @io-path }
Usage:

ABORT Isc
ABORT @Code

Example:

ABORT.BAS

Description:

This command is only legal on the IEEE-488 interface. If the computer is the system
controller but not the active controller, ABORT causes the computer to assume active control.
If a primary address is specified, an error is generated. If the computer is the system
controller, the bus action is to issue IFC for greater than 100 micro-seconds and then to
assert REN and de-assert ATN. If the computer is not the system controller but is the active
controller, the bus action is: ATN, MTA, UNL and de-assert ATN. If it is also not the active
controller, no action is taken.

See Also:

CLEAR , LOCAL , PASS CONTROL , PPOLL , REMOTE , REQUEST , SEND , SPOLL , TRIGGER
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ABORTIO

Stops an active TRANSFER.
ABORTIO @io-path

Usage:

ABORTIO @Isc
ABORTIO @Device

Example:

ABORTIO.BAS

Description:

See Also:

The I/O must be assigned to an interface select code or device selector, not the BUFFER. If an
ON EOT branch is enabled, it will be called. If there is no active TRANSFER on the I/O, then
ABORTIO has no effect. If a TRANSFER was stopped because of an error, ABORTIO reports
the error.
BREAK, ON EOR, ON EOT, RESET, TRANSFER, WAIT
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ABS

Returns the absolute value of an expression.
ABS( numeric-expression )

Usage:

J=ABS(X*5)
PRINT "Total losses=";ABS(Sum)
R=ABS(SIN(Theta))

Example:

ABS.BAS

Description:

For REAL, INTEGER,and LONG arguments, the result of the ABS function is the same type as
the argument.
COMPLEX Arguments
For COMPLEX arguments, ABS returns the absolute value (magnitude or modulus) of the
argument. The absolute value of a number CMPLX(X,Y) is the distance from the origin to the
point (X,Y) in the complex plane:
ABS(CMPLX(X,Y)) = SQRT(X^2+Y^2)
Notice that intermediate values generated during the calculation of the function can cause
over or underflow errors for very large or small values of X and Y. Complex numbers are
stored in rectangular form, but may be used in polar form using ABS and ARG. For example:
PRINT "Magnitude = ";ABS(Z),"Angle = ";ARG(Z)
To enter a number in polar form, convert it from polar form to rectangular in this manner:
COMPLEX Z
INPUT Magnitude,Angle
Z=CMPLX( Magnitude*COS(Angle), Magnitude*SIN(Angle))

See Also:

ARG, FRACT, INT, SGN
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ACS

Returns the arc-cosine of an expression.
ACS( numeric-expression )

Usage:

Alpha=ACS(R0)
Angle=ACS(Cosine)
PRINT "Angle = ";ACS(Z)

Example:

ACS.BAS

Description:

ACS returns the arc-cosine of a numeric expression whose value is between -1 and +1
inclusive. The arc-cosine of a number is the angle whose cosine is that number. ACS returns
a value between 0 and PI radians or 180 degrees, depending on the current trigonometric
mode. The default trigonometric mode is radians.
COMPLEX Arguments
ACS accepts either a COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type. For
COMPLEX arguments the angle is returned in radians, regardless of the current trigonometric
mode. ACS returns the principal value, defined (in terms of complex arithmetic) as
ACS(Z) = CMPLX(0,-1)*LOG(Z+CMPLX(0,1)*SQRT(1-Z^2))
which returns a real part in the range 0 to PI. The domain for COMPLEX arguments includes
all points in the complex plane (but for REAL arguments, the domain is still -1 to +1
inclusive). Notice that intermediate values generated during the calculation of the function
can cause over or underflow errors for very large or small values of Z.

See Also:

ASN, ATN, COS, SIN, TAN, ASNH, ACSH, ATNH, COSH, SINH, TANH, DEG, PI, RAD
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ACSH

Returns the hyperbolic arc-cosine of an expression.
ACSH( numeric-expression )

Usage:

Angle=ACSH(Hcosine)
PRINT "Complex Angle = ";ACSH(Z)

Example: ACSH.BAS
Description:

The hyperbolic arc-cosine of a number is the angle whose hyperbolic cosine is that number.
The angle is returned in radians, regardless of the current trigonometric mode. ACSH returns
the principal value, defined (in terms of complex arithmetic) as
ACSH(Z) = LOG(Z+CMPLX(0,1)*SQRT(1-Z^2))
which returns an imaginary part in the range 0 to PI. ACSH accepts either a COMPLEX or
REAL argument and returns a value of the same type. The domain for COMPLEX arguments
includes all points in the complex plane, but for REAL arguments, the domain is only defined
for points ≥ 1. Notice that intermediate values generated during the calculation of the
function can cause over or underflow errors for very large or small values of Z.

See Also:

ACS, ASNH, ATNH, COSH, SINH, TANH
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ALLOCATE

Dynamically allocates memory for string variables and arrays.
ALLOCATE item [,item...]

Where:

item = [type] numeric-array (bounds) | variable-name$ [ (bounds) ] '['length']'
type = REAL | INTEGER | COMPLEX
bounds = [lower-bound:] upper-bound [,bounds...]

Usage:

ALLOCATE
ALLOCATE
ALLOCATE
ALLOCATE

Example:

ALLOCATE.BAS

Description:

Chart(Down:Up)
M$[LEN(N$)+1]
Group$(Section)[50]
INTEGER Myarray(Type,3,5)

The lower and upper bound range is -32,768 through +32,767, with the default lower bound
range being the OPTION BASE (0 or 1). The string length is a numeric expression rounded to
an integer in the range of 1 through 32,767.
ALLOCATE variables cannot appear in COM, COMPLEX, DIM, INTEGER or REAL declaration
statements or be declared in the subprogram parameter list.
DEALLOCATE frees allocated memory, but because of stack requirements the freed memory
does not become available unless all allocated items are also deallocated. In addition,
ON event statements also use the stack and will not allow the deallocated memory to
be available for use until the ON event statements are released from the stack. Memory
ALLOCATEd within a subprogram is DEALLOCATEd upon exit of that subprogram.
After a variable has been deallocated, it can be reallocated with a different size as long as it
has the same type and number of dimensions.

See Also:

COM, COMPLEX, DEALLOCATE, DIM, INTEGER, OPTION BASE, REAL, REDIM
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ALPHA

Controls the visibility of the ALPHA screen area.
ALPHA { ON | OFF }

Usage:
Description:

ALPHA ON
IF Display THEN ALPHA OFF
ALPHA ON makes the alpha screen visible; ALPHA OFF makes it invisible. The current
screen driver has an effect on the execution of this statement as explained in the following
paragraphs. See PLOTTER IS for an explanation of the screen drivers.
ALPHA ON/OFF has no effect when ALPHA and GRAPHICS are MERGEd. SEPARATE ALPHA
must be executed before this statement has any effect.

See Also:

CLEAR SCREEN, GRAPHICS, MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS, PLOTTER IS, SEPARATE ALPHA
FROM GRAPHICS
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ALPHA HEIGHT

Sets the number of lines used for the ALPHA screen.
ALPHA HEIGHT [number-of-lines]

Usage:

ALPHA HEIGHT Num
ALPHA HEIGHT 12

Example: ALPHA HEIGHT.BAS
Description:

The optional number-of-lines is a numeric expression rounded to an integer and must be
nine or greater. The bottom number-of-lines of the CRT are reserved for the alpha display.
This can be useful in reserving the top of the CRT for the display of graphics. This command
is equivalent to a CONTROL CRT,13;lines. If the number-of-lines is not specified, it is reset to
the default.
If you are using SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS, you must specify when and where a
pen-number that intersects with the alpha write enable mask. For example, on a 256 color
display, the mask is 192 when SEPARATE. If pen-numbers of 0 to 7 are used, they won't
intersect the mask and no alpha text will be written.

See Also:

ALPHA PEN, KBD LINE PEN, KEY LABELS PEN, PRINT PEN
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ALPHA PEN

Sets the ALPHA display color.
ALPHA PEN pen-number

Usage:

Example:
Description:

See Also:

ALPHA PEN Color
ALPHA PEN 137
IF Red THEN ALPHA PEN 2
ALPHA PEN.BAS
This statement overrides any ALPHA PEN, PRINT PEN, KBD LINE PEN or KEY LABELS PEN
statements in effect. The pen-number is a numeric expression rounded to an integer. Legal
values are from 0 to 255. This statement is equivalent to CONTROL CRT,5;pen-number.
COLOR, KBD LINE PEN, KEY LABELS PEN, PRINT PEN
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AND

Performs the logical conjunction of two expressions.
numeric-expression AND numeric-expression

Usage:

Example:
Description:

See Also:

IF A AND B THEN C
First=Last AND Ready
A=Age>19 AND Reply$="YES"
AND.BAS
AND returns a value of one (true) or zero (false) from the logical conjunction of two
expressions. The value of j AND k, where j and k are themselves numeric expressions is one
(true) only if both j and k are non-zero. It is zero (false) if either or both j and k are zero. AND
can be used in combination with other logical or math operators in numeric expressions.
EXOR, OR, NOT
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AREA

Sets or defines an AREA fill color.
AREA COLOR hue, saturation, luminosity
AREA INTENSITY red, green, blueA PEN pen-number

Usage:

Description:

AREA
AREA
AREA
AREA

COLOR Hue,Sat,Lum
INTENSITY Red(I),Green(I),Blue(I)
PEN 11
PEN –Numb

AREA allows you to specify the color used to fill areas. See COLOR for an explanation of how
to specify colors with COLOR, INTENSITY and PEN. The effect of different pen numbers is
given in the Drawing Mode Table, below.
If you specify a color with COLOR or INTENSITY which cannot be produced on the
computer system you are using, the color may be approximated by using an available color
which is close to the color specified. On some displays this may include dithering available
colors to produce a color closer to the one you specified. If dithering is used, the statement
will execute slower than an AREA PEN statement.
The default area fill color is PEN one. The color defined by AREA remains the area fill color
until an AREA, GINIT or SCRATCH A is executed. IPLOT, PLOT, RPLOT or SYMBOL can also be
used to change the area fill color.
Drawing Mode Table
The writing mode of the pen is specified by the current drawing mode and the sign of the
pen number. GESCAPECRT,4 is used to change to normal drawing mode. GESCAPECRT,5 is
used to change to alternate drawing mode. The following table defines the different writing
modes available. P is a positive pen number, X is the present value of a pixel.
GESCAPE CRT,4
GESCAPE CRT,5
Statement
Normal
Alternate
AREA PEN P
P
BINIOR(X,P)
AREA PEN 0
0
0
AREA PEN -P
BINAND(X,BINCMP(P))

See Also:

BINAND(X,BINCMP(P))

COLOR, GESCAPE, IPLOT, PEN, PLOT, RPLOT, SYMBOL
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ARG

Returns the Argument (Angle) of a complex number.
ARG( numeric-expression )

Usage:
Example:
Description:

PRINT "Angle = ";ARG(CMPLX(1,2))
ARG.BAS
The Argument of a complex number is the angle in the complex plane between the positive
real axis and a vector to the complex number. Positive angles are counter-clockwise from the
positive real axis. ARG returns the principal value which has a range of -PI to PI radians or
-180 to 180 degrees, depending on the current trigonometric mode. Note that the ARG of
a real number can be either 0 or PI (180), depending on whether the number is positive or
negative. COMPLEX numbers are stored in rectangular form, but may be used in polar form
using ABS and ARG. For example:
PRINT "Magnitude = ";ABS(Z),"Angle = ";ARG(Z)
To enter a number in polar form, convert it from polar form to rectangular in this manner:
INPUT Magnitude,Angle
Z=CMPLX( Magnitude*COS(Angle), Magnitude*SIN(Angle))

See Also:

ABS, CMPLX, DEG, IMAG, RAD, REAL
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ASN

Returns the arcsine of an expression.
ASN( numeric-expression )

Usage:
Example:
Description:

Beta=ASN(T1)
PRINT "Angle = ";ASN(Sine)
ASN.BAS
The arcsine of a number is the angle whose sine is that number. ASN returns a value
between ±PI/2 radians or ±90 degrees. The default trigonometric mode is radians unless
changed with the DEG statement. Its argument must be a value between -1 and 1 inclusive.
COMPLEX Arguments
ASN accepts either a COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type. For
COMPLEX arguments the angle is returned in radians, regardless of the current trigonometric
mode. ASN returns the principal value, defined (in terms of complex arithmetic) as
ACS(Z) = CMPLX(0,-1)*LOG(CMPLX(0,1)*Z+SQRT(1-Z^2))
which returns a real part in the range -PI/2 to PI/2. The domain for COMPLEX arguments
includes all points in the complex plane (but for REAL arguments, the domain is still -1 to 1,
inclusive). Notice that intermediate values generated during the calculation of the function
can cause over or underflow errors for very large or small values of Z.

See Also:

ACS, ATN, COS, SIN, TAN, ASNH, ACSH, ATNH, COSH, SINH, TANH, DEG, PI, RAD
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ASNH

Returns the hyperbolic arcsine of an expression.
ASNH( numeric-expression )

Usage:
Example:
Description:

Beta=ASNH(T1)
PRINT "Angle = ";ASNH(Z)
ASNH.BAS
The hyperbolic arcsine of a number is the angle whose hyperbolic sine is that number. The
angle is returned in radians, regardless of the current trigonometric mode. ASNH returns the
principal value, defined (in terms of complex arithmetic) as
ASNH(Z) = LOG(Z+SQRT(Z^2+1))
which returns an imaginary part in the range -PI/2 to +PI/2. ASNH accepts either a
COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type. ASNH is defined at all
points for both COMPLEX and REAL arguments. However, intermediate values generated
during the calculation of the function can cause over or underflow errors for very large or
small values of Z.

See Also:

ACSH, ASN, ATNH, COSH, SINH, TANH
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ASSIGN

Sets up an I/O path and its attributes, or creates/destroys widgets.
ASSIGN @io-path [TO resource] [;attrib [,attrib...]]
ASSIGN @io-path TO *

Example:

ASSIGN.BAS

Where:

• resource = device-selector [,device-selector...] | file-specifier | pipe-specifier | BUFFER {string-name$
[buf-size]}
• attrib = FORMAT {ON|OFF|MSB FIRST|LSB FIRST} | {BYTE | WORD} | CONVERT {IN|OUT} {OFF | {BY {IN
$}} | PARITY {EVEN | ODD | ONE | ZERO | OFF} | EOL eol-chars [END] [DELAY seconds] | EOL OFF | RETU
APPEND
• buf-size = size of the buffer in bytes
• convert$ = string-name. If INDEX, it can have up to 256 characters. If PAIRS, it must have an even n
• eol-chars = string-expression of up to 8 characters
• seconds = numeric-expression rounded to the nearest 0.001 through 32.767 (default is 0)

Usage:

ASSIGN @Code TO Isc;FORMAT OFF
ASSIGN @Close TO *
ASSIGN @Devices TO 711,712,715
ASSIGN @Buf1 TO BUFFER Str1$
ASSIGN @B TO BUFFER [12800]
ASSIGN @Buffer TO BUFFER Array(*)
ASSIGN @File TO "C:\DATA\FILE2"
ASSIGN @File TO "/unix/CityDir/StFile";APPEND
ASSIGN @T TO 12;WORD,RETURN R,EOL My$ DELAY 1
ASSIGN @Stdout TO "| cat";EOL CHR$(10)
ASSIGN @Pipe TO "finger |"
ASSIGN @Panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET("X":5,"Y":5, "WIDTH":500,"HEIGHT":350,"TITLE"
ASSIGN @Strip TO WIDGET "STRIPCHART";PARENT@Main1,SET ("X":5,"Y":5,"WIDTH":350,"H
NUMBERING":0)
ASSIGN @strip TO * !Destroy the @Strip widget

Description:

ASSIGN makes a connection between a file, buffer, device, or devices and an I/O path name.
An I/O path contains the necessary information to control the input or output of data. It
is used in I/O statements to specify the source or destination of the input or output. An
I/O path name can be placed in a COM statement and can be passed by reference as an
argument to subprograms. I/O operations can be re-directed by re-ASSIGNing the I/O path.
ASSIGN may also be used to change previous I/O path attributes or to close an I/O path.
The ASSIGN statement can be used to:
• Create a new level-0 widget
• Create a widget as a child of an existing widget
• Create a transient widget
• Destroy an existing widget
Within the ASSIGN statement, a "widget handle" (equivalent to an I/O path) is associated
with the new widget. The widget handle can be used in subsequent statements, such as
STATUS, CONTROL, and ON EVENT, to control the appearance and behavior of the widget.
Also, the widget handle names the widget to be destroyed when ASSIGN@widget handle TO
* is used to destroy a widget.
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Devices
To do I/O with an IEEE-488 device which has a primary address of 2, you would use the
ASSIGN statement (assuming the default IEEE-488 interface select code of 7):
ASSIGN @io-path TO 702
To do I/O with a device hooked to the serial port (assuming the port is at the default ISC of
9), you would use:
ASSIGN @io-path TO 9
A device can have more than one I/O path name (each with different attributes) associated
with it.
An I/O path name can have more than one device assigned to it. If multiple devices are
specified, they must be on the same interface. When OUTPUT is made to an I/O path
assigned to multiple devices, all the devices receive the data. When ENTER is made from
multiple devices, the first device specified sends data to the computer and to all the other
devices assigned to the I/O path name. When CLEAR, LOCAL, PPOLL CONFIGURE, PPOLL
UNCONFIGURE, REMOTE or TRIGGER are made on multiple devices, all the devices receive
the IEEE-488 message.
Files
A file is opened when the ASSIGN statement specifies a file-specifier. The file's position
pointer is set to the beginning of the file unless APPEND is specified and is updated to point
to the next byte to be read or written with each ENTER or OUTPUT statement.
Buffers
ASSIGN @Io_path TO BUFFER [300] ! creates an unnamed buffer and assigns it
a named I/O path.
ASSIGN @Io_path TO BUFFER X(*)
statement assigns an I/O path name to a buffer variable previously declared in a COM,
COMPLEX, DIM, INTEGER or REAL statement.
The buffer specified in ASSIGN may now be used in ENTER, OUTPUT or TRANSFER
statements. Buffer control information can be read with the STATUS statement and includes
the current number of bytes in the buffer (initially set to 0), the empty and the fill pointers
(initially set to 1) and the buffer capacity.
An I/O path name must exist for as long as its assigned buffer exists. To insure this, the
following rules are used: Buffers cannot be declared in ALLOCATE statements. For a named
buffer and its associated I/O path name, if either appear in a COM block, then the other
must also. The same is true of subprogram parameters or else the buffer must appear in
a COM block accessible to the subprogram. I/O path names assigned to unnamed buffers
cannot appear in COM blocks or subprogram parameters.
Unnamed buffers can only be accessed through their I/O path names. When the I/O path
of an unnamed buffer is closed, the buffer space is deallocated. Named buffers can be
directly accessed through their variable names, although this is not generally recommended.
It does not perform necessary byte order swapping. And the data in the buffer can be
changed without proper update of the buffer control registers (empty and fill pointers,
current number of bytes). To automatically update the buffer control registers use the ENTER,
OUTPUT, and TRANSFER statements.
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Binary data in a buffer exists in the byte order of the data source. If that order is different
than the byte order of the computer, then accessing the data through the variable name
results in incorrect data. Again, using ENTER, OUTPUT and TRANSFER to access the data
handles the byte order correctly.
FORMAT
The FORMAT option controls whether data is handled in binary or ASCII. If FORMAT is
not explicitly specified a default format is used as specified in the following. In addition to
the HP BASIC compatible FORMAT ON and FORMAT OFF options, HTBasic also allows
the FORMAT MSB FIRST and FORMAT LSB FIRST options. These options allow explicit
specification of the data byte ordering. If LSB FIRST is specified, then numbers are sent and
received with the Least Significant Byte first. If MSB FIRST is specified, then numbers are
sent and received with the Most Significant Byte first.
LSB is the native byte order for HTBasic. If a device is capable of sending binary data in LSB
format, it should be instructed to do so and FORMAT LSB FIRST should be specified instead
of FORMAT OFF.
BYTE and WORD
When BYTE is included in the ASSIGN statement the data is sent and received as 8-bit bytes.
WORD sends and receives data in 16-bit words and can only be used on a 16-bit interface.
The default form if neither BYTE nor WORD is explicitly specified is BYTE.
CONVERT
When CONVERT is included in the ASSIGN statement a character-conversion table is used
during OUTPUT and ENTER operations (OUT converts during OUTPUT and IN converts
during ENTER). The default attribute is no conversion (CONVERT IN OFF and CONVERT
OUT OFF). If CONVERT OUT is specified then conversions are made after EOL characters
are appended but before parity generation (if PARITY specified). If CONVERT IN is specified
then conversions are made after parity check but before item or statement terminators are
checked.
When BY INDEX is included, an index system is used in the conversion process. Each
original character is used as an index into the conversion string. CHR$(1) is replaced by the
1st character, CHR$, (2) is replaced the 2nd character, etc. Note however that CHR$, (0) is
replaced by the 256th character in the conversion string.
When BY PAIRS is included, pairs of characters are used in the conversion process (the
original character and its replacement character). The original characters (odd characters)
are searched in the conversion string. If the original is found it is replaced by the next
(replacement) character. If the original is not found, then no conversion takes place.
PARITY
The most significant bit of the byte is considered the parity bit. On OUTPUT, parity is
calculated after any CONVERT. On ENTER, parity is checked before any CONVERT.
Note: The PARITY option to ASSIGN is not supported in HTBasic. The parity for the serial
interface should be set using the appropriate CONTROL register.
EOL
The default End-Of-Line is a carriage-return (CR) and line-feed (LF) sent with no END
indication and no DELAY. Specifying END causes an interface specific END indication to be
sent with the EOL. On the IEEE-488, END causes EOI to be sent with the final character of the
EOL. Specifying DELAY causes the computer to pause for the specified number of seconds
after sending the EOL and before allowing the program to continue. The delay time depends
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on the timing resolution available on the computer you are using. The default EOL can be
restored by specifying EOL OFF.
Note: LF or CR/LF are always used to terminate ENTER data, regardless of the setting of EOL
in the ASSIGN statement.
RETURN
RETURN can be used with ASSIGN to test whether the ASSIGN operation was successful.
If not successful the error number is returned in the variable specified, otherwise a zero is
returned.
APPEND
If APPEND is specified, the file position is moved to the end-of-file after the ASSIGN. If it is
not specified, the file position is moved to the beginning of the file. APPEND is supported
on BDAT and regular files, but not LIF ASCII files.
Close I/O Paths
Closing an I/O path makes the path invalid. All subsequent ON event statements for the
closed I/O path are not acted upon. If an I/O path name has not been declared in a COM
statement it may be closed in the following ways:
1. Explicitly close a path by executing: ASSIGN @io-path TO *
2. Re-assigning the I/O path: ASSIGN @path TO resource
3. Exiting the subprogram: SUBEND, SUBEXIT, ON...RECOVER, or RETURN...
4. Stopping the program: END, GET, LOAD, SCRATCH, SCRATCH A, SCRATCH C or STOP
If an I/O path name has been declared in a COM statement it may be closed in the following
ways:
1. Explicitly close a path by executing: ASSIGN @io-path TO *
2. Executing SCRATCH A or SCRATCH C
3. Executing EDIT, GET, LOAD in a program that has a COM statement that does not match
the COM statement that contains the I/O path name.
Changing Attributes
The attributes of a previously ASSIGNed I/O path may be individually changed by omitting
"TO resource" in the ASSIGNstatement. To restore all default attributes use ASSIGN@iopath.
PARENT Option
If no parent is specified when creating a new-widget, the widget is said to be a "level-0"
widget. A level-0 (Zero) widget is not constrained to be within another widget, and may
exist at any place in the HTBasic output window. The X and Y coordinates of the widget are
relative to the upper-left corner of the HTBasic output window.
Only level-0 widgets may include a title bar, a resize border, and a system menu. The title
bar and resize border allow you to change the position and size of the widget. If a parent
is specified, the new widget will be treated as a "child widget" of its parent. If you attempt
to move a child widget outside the border of the parent widget, the child will be "clipped"
at the parent widget’s borders. The child widget’s X and Y coordinates are relative to the
upper-left corner of the parent widget.
Not all widgets can be parents, and not all widgets can be children of parent widgets.
TRANSIENT Option
The TRANSIENT option is used primarily when the resulting widget is to function as a dialog.
If you create a widget using the TRANSIENT option, other non-transient widgets cannot be
placed on top of the widget.
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If the transient widget has a parent, the transient widget is not restricted to lie within the
bounds of its parent as are other child widgets. Visually, the transient widget appears to be a
special type of level-0 widget.
SET Option
All widgets have a variety of attributes that control their appearance and behavior. You can
initialize the values of these attributes at the time of creation of the widget by using the SET
option.
Attributes are either scalar (may contain a singel value) of vector (may be assigned an array
of values) and have value of either numeric or string type.
Shorthand: Assigning Attributes
You can use a shorthand method to assign values to several scalar attributes without naming
them individually on the ASSIGN statement. To do this, you store all the attributes in a
string array and all the matching values in another array of the same size.
Then, when you specify both array names in the SET option of the ASSIGN statement, the
attribute named in each element of the string array will be assigned the corresponding value
in the value array. Elements of the string array that contain nothing, or nothing but blanks,
will be ignored.
For example:
Attribs$(1) = "X"
Attribs$(2) = "Y"
Attribs$(3) = "WIDTH"
Attribs$(4) = "HEIGHT"
Values(1) = 5
Values(2) = 5
Values(3) = 500
Values(4) = 300
ASSIGN @Panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET(Attrib$(*):Values(*))
See Also:

CREATE, CREATE ASCII, CREATE BDAT, PURGE, ENTER, OUTPUT
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ATN

Returns the arctangent of an expression.
ATN( numeric-expression )

Usage:
Example:
Description:

C2=ATN(4.5)
PRINT "Angle = ";ATN(Ang1)
ATN.BAS
The arctangent of a number is the angle whose tangent is that number. ATN returns a value
between ±PI/2 radians or ±90 degrees, depending on the current trigonometric mode. The
default trigonometric mode is RAD. Use DEG to change to degrees.
COMPLEX Arguments
ATN accepts either a COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type. For
COMPLEX arguments the angle is returned in radians, regardless of the current trigonometric
mode. ATN returns the principal value, defined (in terms of complex arithmetic) as
ATN(Z) = CMPLX(0,1/2)*LOG((CMPLX(0,1)+Z)/(CMPLX(0,1)-Z))
which returns a real part in the range -PI/2 to PI/2. The domain for COMPLEX arguments
includes all points in the complex plane except CMPLX(0,1). Notice that intermediate values
generated during the calculation of the function can cause over or underflow errors for very
large or small values of Z.

See Also:

ACS, ASN, COS, SIN, TAN, ASNH, ACSH, ATNH, COSH, SINH, TANH, DEG, PI, RAD
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ATN2

Returns the angle to a point.
ATN2( y, x )
Where:

x and y = numeric-expressions

Usage:

PRINT "Angle=";ATN2(1,2)

Example: ATN2.BAS
Description:

ATN2(x,y) returns the angle between the positive real x-axis and a vector to the point (x,y).
Positive angles are counter-clockwise from the x axis. ATN2 returns a value in the range of
-PI to PI radians or -180 to 180 degrees, depending on the current trigonometric mode.
ATN2(0,0) is undefined and causes an error.
ATN2(y,x) is so named because of its similarity to ATN(y/x). However, ATN(y/x) does not
calculate correct angles for points in the 2nd and 3rd quadrants. In some languages, this
function is named ANGLE(x,y). In HTBasic, it is named ATN2(y,x) to match HP Series 80
BASIC.

See Also:

ABS, ARG, DEG, RAD, SQRT
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ATNH

Returns the hyperbolic arctangent of an expression.
ATNH( numeric-expression )
Usage:
Example:
Description:

C2=ATNH(CMPLX(4.5,2))
PRINT "Angle = ";ATNH(Z)
ATNH.BAS
The hyperbolic arctangent of a number is the angle whose hyperbolic tangent is that
number. The angle is returned in radians, regardless of the current trigonometric mode.
ATNH accepts either a COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type.
For REAL arguments the domain is between -1 and 1. For complex arguments, ATNH returns
the principal value, defined (in terms of complex arithmetic) as
ATNH(Z) = 1/2*LOG((1+Z)/(1-Z))
which returns an imaginary part in the range -PI/2 to PI/2. The domain for COMPLEX
arguments includes all points in the complex plane except CMPLX(±1,0). Notice that
intermediate values generated during the calculation of the function can cause over or
underflow errors for very large or small values of Z.

See Also:

ACSH, ASNH, COSH, SINH, TANH
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AXES

Draws x-y axes.
AXES [x1 [,y1 [,x2 [,y2 [,x3 [,y3 [,major]]]]]]]
Where:

x1,y1 = numeric-expressions, x,y tick spacing
x2,y2 = numeric-expressions, x,y origin of axis
x3,y3 = numeric-expressions, rounded to integers, major tick counts (range 1 through 32767)
major = numeric-expression, rounded to an integer, major tick size

Usage:

AXES 5,5,0,100
AXES X,Y,Midx,Midy,Maxx/10,Maxy/10

Example:
Description:

AXES.BAS
The AXES statement draws X-Y axes. You may specify the tic spacing on each axis in
WINDOW units by giving two arguments, one for the x tic spacing and one for the y tic
spacing; the default 0,0 means don't draw ticks. You may then specify the axes origin in
WINDOW units; the default is 0,0. Also, you may specify the number of ticks between major
tick marks; the default is 1,1 meaning that every tick is major. Lastly, you may specify the
major tick size in VIEWPORT units; the default is 2.
The axes extend across the soft-clip area and the tick marks are symmetric about the axes
but are clipped by the soft-clip area. If the x or y axis is outside the clip area, then tick marks
are drawn into the non-clip area. The axes and tick marks are drawn in the current line style
and pen color. A major tick is placed at the axis origin. The minor tick marks are half the size
of the major tick marks.

See Also:

FRAME, GRID, LINE TYPE, PEN
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BASE

Returns the lower bound of an array dimension.
BASE( array-name[$],dimension )
Where:

dimension = integer between 1 and 6 ≤ RANK of array

Usage:

Lwr=BASE(Yarray$,Dim)
Uppr(2)=BASE(A,2)+SIZE(A,2)-2

Example:
Description:

See Also:

BASE.BAS
BASE returns the current lower bound of an array dimension. This might be different than
the DIMensioned value if a REDIM or matrix statement has changed it. This function is also
useful in a subprogram where an array is passed in as one of the parameters.
ALLOCATE, DIM, OPTION BASE, RANK, REDIM, SIZE
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BEEP

Generates music or sound effects.
BEEP [frequency, duration]
Usage:

BEEP
BEEP Tone,Seconds
BEEP Freq,Duration
BEEP 75.5*Freq,Sec

Example: BEEP.BAS
Description:

BEEP generates a frequency for a specified duration in seconds. On computers that do not
provide control for variable frequency sound generation, BEEP generates a beep or bell
sound. The range of the duration is 0 to 2.55 and is rounded to the nearest 0.01 seconds,
subject to the timing resolution of your computer system. The value 2.55 is used for any
duration greater than 2.55. If no frequency or duration is specified, a 1220.7 Hz beep is
generated for 0.2 seconds.
Usage Notes
The period (not the frequency) is rounded to a multiple of 0.838 micro-seconds. The range of
frequencies is 40.7 Hz to 32.767 KHz. (HP BASIC rounds the frequency value to a multiple of
81.38 Hz and supports a range of 81 Hz to 5.208 KHz.)

See Also:

SOUND
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BINAND

Performs a bit by bit logical AND.
BINAND( arg, arg )
Where:

arg = numeric-expression rounded to an INTEGER range -32768 to +32767

Usage:

I=BINAND(J,K)*6
IF BINAND(Low,4) THEN CALL Set

Example: BINAND.BAS
Description:

Use BINAND to clear or test specific bits. BINAND(A,B) converts the values of A and B
to integers. The integer values of A and B are then treated as unsigned binary numbers.
Corresponding bits in A and B are then ANDed together. If both corresponding bits in A and
B are a 1 the resulting bit is set to a 1 otherwise it is set to a 0. The following example:
BINAND(12,6)
performs a bit by bit logical AND of 12 with 6.
12
= 0000000000001100
6
= 0000000000000110
BINAND(12,6) = 0000000000000100
The resulting binary number represents 4.

See Also:

BINCMP, BINEOR, BINEQV, BINIMP, BINIOR, BIT, ROTATE, SHIFT
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BINCMP

Performs a bit by bit complement.
BINCMP( arg )
Where:

arg = numeric-expression rounded to an INTEGER

Usage:

B=BINCMP(A)

Example:
Description:

BINCMP.BAS
The result of BINCMP(A) is calculated by first converting the value of A to an integer. The
integer value of A is then treated as a binary number. Each bit of the result is set to 1 if
the corresponding bit of A is 0 and is set to 0 if the corresponding bit of A is 1. Here is an
example of how BINCMP works:
BINCMP(13)
The number 13 is considered a binary number, then the bitwise complement is performed:
13
= 0000000000001101
BINCMP(13) = 1111111111110010

See Also:

The resulting binary number represents -14.
BINAND, BINEOR, BINEQV, BINIMP, BINIOR, BIT, ROTATE, SHIFT
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BINEOR

Performs a bit by bit exclusive OR (EXOR).
BINEOR( arg, arg )
Where:

arg = numeric-expression rounded to an INTEGER

Usage:

M=BINEOR(J,K)
Toggle=BINEOR(Toggle,4)

Example: BINEOR.BAS
Description:

BINEOR is useful when you want to "toggle" a certain bit or bits. BINEOR(A,B) converts the
values of A and B to integers. The integer values of A and B are then treated as unsigned
binary numbers. Each bit of the result is set to 1 if exactly one of the corresponding bits for
either A or B is 1 and is set to 0 if the corresponding bits of A and B are both 0 or both 1. An
example of BINEOR follows:
BINEOR(12,6)
The numbers 12 and 6 are considered binary numbers, then the bitwise exclusive OR is
performed.
12
= 0000000000001100
6
= 0000000000000110
BINEOR(12,6) = 0000000000001010

See Also:

The resulting binary number represents 10.
BINAND, BINCMP, BINEQV, BINIMP, BINIOR, BIT, ROTATE, SHIFT
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BINEQV

Performs a bit by bit equivalence operation.
BINEQV( arg, arg )
Where:

arg = numeric-expression rounded to an INTEGER

Usage:

J=BINEQV(&HFF00,Var)
I=BINEQV(15,J)

Example:
Description:

BINEQV.BAS
The result of BINEQV(A,B) is calculated by converting A and B to integer values. Then each
bit of the result is set to 1 if the corresponding bits in A and B are equal. This table illustrates
this relationship.
A
0

B
0

BINEQV(A,B)
1

1

0

0

0
1

1
1

0
1

The following example performs a bit by bit equivalence of 12 and 6:
BINEQV(12,6)
12
= 0000000000001100
6
= 0000000000000110
BINEQV(12,6) = 1111111111110101
The resulting binary number represents -11.
See Also:

BINAND, BINCMP, BINEOR, BINIMP, BINIOR, BIT, ROTATE, SHIFT
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BINIMP

Performs a bit by bit implication operation.
BINIMP( arg, arg )
Where:

arg = numeric-expression rounded to an INTEGER

Usage:

K=BINIMP(Var,&O377)
I=BINIMP(12,J)

Example:
Description:

BINIMP.BAS
The result of BINIMP(A,B) is calculated by converting A and B to integer values. Then
each bit of the result is set to 1 or 0 depending on the corresponding bits in A and B. The
following truth table defines the implication operation:
A

B

BINIMP(A,B)

0

1

1

0
1
1

0
0
1

1
0
1

Note that the operation is not commutative. That is, BINIMP(A,B) <> BINIMP(B,A).
The following example performs a bit by bit implication of 12 and 6:
BINIMP(12,6)
12
= 0000000000001100
6
= 0000000000000110
BINIMP(12,6) = 1111111111110111
The resulting binary number represents -9.
See Also:

BINAND, BINCMP, BINEOR, BINEQV, BINIOR, BIT, ROTATE, SHIFT
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BINIOR

Performs a bit by bit inclusive OR.
BINIOR( arg, arg )
Where:

arg = numeric-expression rounded to an INTEGER

Usage:

Set=BINIOR(Byte,Bit)
Msb=BINIOR(-1,2^14)

Example:
Description:

BINIOR.BAS
BINIOR can be used to set specific bits. BINIOR(A,B) converts the values of A and B to
integers. The integer values of A and B are then treated as unsigned binary numbers. Each
bit of the result is set to 1 if the corresponding bit of either or both A or B is 1, and 0 if the
corresponding bits of both A and B are 0. An example of BINIOR is:
BINIOR(12,6)
The numbers 12 and 6 are considered binary numbers, then the bitwise OR is performed.
12
= 0000000000001100
6
= 0000000000000110
BINIOR(12,6) = 0000000000001110

See Also:

The resulting binary number represents 14.
BINAND, BINCMP, BINEQV, BINIMP, BINEOR, BIT, ROTATE, SHIFT
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BIT

Allows any bit in an INTEGER to be tested.
BIT( arg, bit-position )
Where:

arg = numeric-expression rounded to an INTEGER
bit-position = numeric-expression rounded to an INTEGER

Usage:

Db1=BIT(Db1,4)
Flag=BIT(byte,0)
IF BIT(Byte,Abit) THEN PRINT "Bit #"; Abit;"is on"

Example:
Description:

BIT.BAS
Use BIT to test any bit in an integer without having to manually search the integer for the
desired bit value. The bit positions are numbered from 0 to 15 with 0 being the right-most
or least significant bit position. If the bit is set BIT returns a 1, otherwise BIT returns a 0. An
example of BIT follows:
BIT(12,3)
The number 12 is considered a binary number and tested in this manner:
12
= 0000000000001100
Bit 3
= 0000000000001000
BIT(12,3) = 1
The result is 1 because bit 3 is set in the number 12.

See Also:

BINAND, BINCMP, BINEQV, BINIMP, BINEOR, BINIOR, ROTATE, SHIFT
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BREAK

Sends a BREAK on a serial interface.
BREAK { @io-path | interface-select-code }
Usage:
Example:
Description:

See Also:

BREAK 9
BREAK @Serial
BREAK.BAS
A BREAK signal is sent by manipulating the Data Out signal in the following manner: a logic
high of 400-ms is sent followed by a logic low of 60-ms. The BREAK is sent immediately. The
interface must be a serial interface.
ABORTIO, RESET
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CALL

Starts execution of specified SUBprogram or CSUB.
[ CALL ] subprogram-name [(argument [,argument...])]
CALL sub-pointer [WITH (argument [,argument...])]
Where:

sub-pointer = string expression with subprogram name
argument = pass-by-reference | pass-by-value
pass-by-reference = @io-path | variable-name[$][ (*) ] | string-array-element | numeric-array-elem
pass-by-value = ( variable-name[$] ) | numeric-constant | numeric-expression | ( numeric-array-ele
"string-literal" | string-name$[(subscripts)]sub-string| string-expression | ( string-array-element )

Usage:

CALL Deriv(X,Y)
Fft(Array(*))
CALL Test(Ref,(Value),@Source)
CALL A$ WITH (4,1.23,"hello")

Example:
Description:

CALL.BAS
CALL transfers control to the specified SUBprogram. The context is changed to the SUB and
begins running at the statement following the SUB statement. The subprogram continues to
run until it encounters a SUBEND or SUBEXIT, at which point control returns to the statement
after the CALL. If more than one SUB exists with the same name, control is transferred to
the SUB with the lowest line number. The name of the SUB may be specified explicitly or in a
string expression (sub-pointer):
CALL Clayton ! Explicit
CALL "Clay"&"ton" ! String expression
CALL may also pass arguments to the subprogram. The list of arguments in the CALL
statement must match, in type and number, the list of parameters in the SUB statement.
The CALL statement may pass the arguments by reference or value as shown in the syntax
description above. Pass-by-value means that the subprogram receives only the value and
cannot change any variables in the calling subprogram. Pass-by-reference means that the
subprogram is told the variable's location in memory (the variable's address), so that the
subprogram can use and modify the variable itself.
The CALL keyword may be omitted if the CALL statement is alone on a line and the
subprogram name is specified explicitly, but if it is part of another statement, such as an IF,
then it is required.
Subprogram Pointers
If a string expression specifies the subprogram name in the CALL statement, the string
expression is called a subprogram pointer because it "points" to the subprogram rather than
explicitly naming it. As the expression changes, the pointer points to different subprograms.
The following example illustrates how this can be useful.
SUB Xform(X(*))
Method$="Xform"&VAL$(RANK(X))
IF NOT INMEM(Method$) THEN LOADSUB Method$
CALL Method$ WITH(X(*))
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DELSUB Method$
SUBEND
The CALL keyword must be used and the subprogram must be specified with the initial
character in uppercase and subsequent characters in lowercase. Subprogram pointers can
also be used in DELSUB, INMEM, LOADSUB and XREF statements.
Note: If you must write programs portable back to HP BASIC, don't use subprogram pointers
in DELSUB, LOADSUB, and XREF statements. Also, HTBasic allows string expressions to be
used, while HP BASIC is limited to a simple string variable.
See Also:

CSUB, DELSUB, LOADSUB, SUB
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CAT

Displays a catalog of files or PROG file contexts.
CAT [source] [TO destination] [ ; option [,option...] ]
Where:

source = path-specifier | prog-file-specifier
destination = #device-selector | string-array$(*)
option = COUNT number of lines | EXTEND | NAMES | NO HEADER | SELECT begin-characters | SKIP n
begin-characters = string expression

Usage:

CAT
CAT "C:\WP";NO HEADER
CAT "D:" TO #701; SELECT "X",SKIP 1;COUNT Count
CAT "*.TXT"

Example:

CAT.BAS

Description:

Catalogs of Contexts in a PROG file
If a prog-file-specifier is given, a list of the contexts in that file are listed. The different
context types are main context, subprogram contexts, user defined function subprogram
contexts and CSUB contexts. Each context is listed with its name, size and type.
Catalogs of Files in a Directory
CAT is used to produce a catalog of files that are present in a directory of a mass storage
device. CAT can be used as a program command or statement. A header is printed and
information is given about each file. The format of the information depends on the file
system. However, when CAT is directed to a string array, it produces the SRM catalog format
regardless of the file type. The EXTEND option can be used to suppress the SRM format so
that the string array is written with the same format as would be displayed on the screen.
The format for each file system, including SRM, is given later in this entry.
If the file name is too long to give in the space provided by each of the following formats, an
asterisk, "*", will be printed in the last column of the file name field to indicate that the name
has been truncated. For ASCII and BDAT files, the number of records shown is the number
of records specified in the CREATE statement. This behavior was requested by customers for
compatibility with existing programs. The actual number of records may be more or less and
can be determined by examining STATUS register three of an I/O Path ASSIGNed to the file.
Or the file can be CREATEd with zero records; CAT then reports the actual number of records.
Long Filename Format
Windows uses long file names, but CAT can use the classic FAT listing format with:
CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES OFF
Long Year Format
The listing format for CAT may be changed to display a two-digit year with the command
CONFIGURE LONGCATDATES OFF
SRM Format
When CAT is directed to a string array, it produces an HP compatible SRM catalog format.
The elements of the array must be declared to contain at least 80 characters. If the array has
more elements than necessary, the extra elements are set to zero length. If the array doesn't
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have enough elements, information about the additional files is thrown away and no error is
reported.
See the notes earlier about file names and number of records. The Level is always listed
as 1. The system type specifies the kind of file header for typed files. If the file header is
an HTB header, the system type is "HTB". If the file header is an HP LIF header, the system
type is "S300" (or "S500" in the special case of Series 500 BDAT files). If the file is a regular
file, the system type column is blank, since the file has no header. File access permissions
are mapped into SRM permissions in a logical manner from the actual operating system
permissions. In general, the Open Status is undefined.
Selecting a sub-set of files to be displayed
The SKIP option specifies the first N files are to be skipped. You can also use a wildcard filter.
COUNTing the number of lines displayed
The COUNT option gives the number of lines output.
Suppressing the header
The NO HEADER suppresses the header.
Listing filenames only
The NAMES option outputs only filenames.
See Also:

COPY, CONFIGURE SYSTEM, CREATE, CREATE ASCII, CREATE BDAT, MASS STORAGE IS,
PERMIT, PROTECT, PURGE, RENAME, SYSTEM$("MSI")
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CAUSE ERROR

Simulates a specified error.
CAUSE ERROR error-number
Usage:

CAUSE ERROR Err
IF Testing THEN CAUSE ERROR 80

Example:

CAUSE ERROR.BAS

Description:

See Also:

When the statement is executed, it is as though the error specified actually occurred and the
normal error related functions are affected: ERRL, ERRLN, ERRM$ and ERRN. CAUSE ERROR
is useful in debugging error handlers.
CLEAR ERROR, ERRL, ERRLN, ERRM$, ERRN, ERROR RETURN, ERROR SUBEXIT, OFF ERROR,
ON ERROR
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CHANGE

Finds and replaces strings.
CHANGE old TO new [IN first-line [,last-line] ] [;ALL]
Where:

old and new = string-literals
first-line and last-line = line-number | line-label

Usage:

CHANGE
CHANGE
CHANGE
CHANGE

Description:

"Apples" TO "Oranges" IN 1200,1500
"Delete this sentence." TO ""
"better" TO "best";ALL
"unquoted" TO """quoted"""

The CHANGE statement is an editor command that allows you to search and replace
character sequences. The old and new string literals are used exactly as given with the case
being significant.
The CHANGE command from the HTBasic Windows Editor input line brings up the FIND
window and fills fields with old and new values. All other options are ignored.
If ALL is included in the CHANGE statement, then all changes are made automatically. If ALL
is not specified, the computer searches for each occurrence, replaces the item, displays the
line with the change and then asks you if you want this replacement. If you do, press ENTER;
if you don't, press CONTINUE. If you wish to abort the CHANGE statement, press any other
function key. When no further occurrences of the search string can be found a message "old
not found" is displayed.
CHANGE is not allowed while a program is running, but it may be used when the program
is paused. An error message will be displayed if a syntax error occurred during any CHANGE
operation. When the line is corrected the CHANGE command continues. The CHANGE
operation is aborted if a change exceeds the maximum allowable length of a program line or
if a line number is altered.
If first-line doesn't exist, the line immediately after that line number is used. If a non-existent
line label is specified, an error will be reported. If last-line is specified, searching will end
with that line. If the line doesn't exist, the line immediately before that line number is used.
If a non-existent line label is specified, an error will be reported. If last-line is not specified,
searching will end with the last line in the program. This command can only be executed
from the keyboard. It cannot be included in a program.

See Also:

COPYLINES, DEL, DELSUB, EDIT, FIND, INDENT, MOVELINES, REN, SECURE, XREF
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CHR$

Creates ASCII character from decimal value.
CHR$( numeric-expression )
Usage:

Lf$=CHR$(10)
Lowr$=CHR$(NUM(Uppr$)+32)
A$=CHR$(65)

Example:

CHR$.BAS

Description:

See Also:

The argument of the CHR$ function is a numeric expression which is rounded to an integer.
A value within the range 0 to 255 is then extracted from the integer by using the low-order
byte of the 16-bit word. The ASCII character which corresponds to this value is assigned to
the specified string variable. Only one character is assigned to the target string. An ASCII
table is included in Appendix B.
NUM
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CHRX

Returns the width of a character cell.
CHRX
Usage:

Example:
Description:

See Also:

X1=CHRX
ALLOCATE INTEGER Charcell(1:CHRY,1:CHRX)
PRINT "Your Characters are ":CHRX&" Wide"
CHRX.BAS
If your computer display supports multiple display modes or fonts having different character
widths, the value returned by CHRX is the width for the current display mode.
CHRY, SET CHR
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CHRY

Returns the height of a character cell.
CHRY
Usage:

CHRY
ALLOCATE INTEGER Charcell(1:CHRY,1:CHRX)
PRINT "Your Characters are ":CHRY&" High"

Example:

CHRY.BAS

Description:

See Also:

If your computer display supports multiple display modes or fonts having different character
heights, the value returned by CHRY is the height for the current display mode.
CHRX, SET CHR
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CINT

Converts a value to INTEGER.
CINT ( numeric-expression )
Usage:
Example:
Description:

OUTPUT @I;CINT(X*1.1)
CINT.BAS
The CINT function is useful for forcing the type of a variable or value to INTEGER. For
example, suppose you are writing binary integers to a file and one value must be multiplied
by 1.1 before being written. X*1.1 gives a REAL result, which outputs eight bytes to the file.
Even INT(X*1.1) gives a REAL. CINT(X*1.1) forces the value to be INTEGER and two bytes are
written to the file.
Notice the differences among CINT, FIX and INT. CINT converts a REAL value to an INTEGER
value by substituting the closest INTEGER to the value. FIX returns the closest integral value
between the REAL value and zero. INT returns the closest integral value between the REAL
value and negative infinity. Also, CINT actually changes the type from REAL to INTEGER
while INT and FIX return integral results without changing the type. The following table helps
illustrate these differences:
Value x

CINT(x)

FIX(x)

INT(x)

2.2

2

2.0

2.0

2.6

-2.2
-2.6
See Also:

3

-2
-3

2.0

2.0

-2.0

-3.0

-2.0

-3.0

DROUND, FIX, FRACT, INT, PROUND, REAL
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CLEAR

Sends an IEEE-488 bus Device Clear.
CLEAR { device-selector | @io-path }
Usage:

Description:

See Also:

CLEAR
CLEAR
CLEAR
CLEAR

7
701
Adevice
@Path

CLEAR causes the active controller to send a Device Clear to one or more devices. The effect
on the device is device-dependent. If the computer is not the active controller, an error is
generated. If primary addressing is specified the bus action is: ATN, MTA, UNL, LAG, SDC. If
only an interface select code is specified the bus action is: ATN, DCL.
ABORT , LOCAL, PASS CONTROL, PPOLL, REMOTE, REQUEST, SEND, SPOLL, TRIGGER
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CLEAR ERROR

Resets all error indicators.
CLEAR ERROR
Usage:
Example:
Description:
See Also:

CLEAR ERROR
IF Finish THEN CLEAR ERROR
CLEAR ERROR.BAS
CLEAR ERROR resets ERRL, ERRLN, ERRM$ and ERRN to their default start-up values.
CAUSE ERROR, ERRL, ERRLN, ERRM$, ERRN, ERROR RETURN, ERROR SUBEXIT, OFF ERROR,
ON ERROR
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CLEAR LINE

Clears the keyboard input line.
CLEAR LINE
Usage:
Example:
Description:

See Also:

IF Signal THEN CLEAR LINE
CLEAR LINE.BAS
This command is equivalent to pressing the CLR LN key and replaces the non-intuitive
command: OUTPUT KBD;CHR$(255)&"#";.
CLEAR SCREEN
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CLEAR SCREEN

Clears the ALPHA display.
CLEAR SCREEN
CLS
Usage:
Example:
Description:

IF Ready THEN CLEAR SCREEN
CLEAR SCREEN.BAS
CLS is an abbreviated form of CLEAR SCREEN. This command is equivalent to pressing the
CLR SCR key and replaces the non-intuitive command: OUTPUTKBD;CHR$(255)&"K";.
On bit mapped displays with MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS in effect, this command will
also clear the graphic screen.

See Also:

CLEAR LINE
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CLIP

Changes the clipping rectangle.
CLIP left,right,bottom,top
CLIP ON
CLIP OFF
Usage:

CLIP 10,20,5,25

Example:

CLIP.BAS

Description:

CLIP changes the clipping rectangle. Lines, areas and labels are clipped so that portions
outside the clipping rectangle are not displayed. The PLOTTER IS statement sets the clipping
rectangle to the hard-clip limits (which are the user specified values or the maximum allowed
by the device or page size). The VIEWPORT statement sets the clipping rectangle to the edge
of the VIEWPORT.
When values are specified with the CLIP statement, the clipping rectangle is set to the values
specified. The units used are WINDOW (or SHOW) units, not VIEWPORT units.
The CLIP OFF statement sets the clipping rectangle back to the hard-clip limits. The CLIP
ON statement restores the clipping rectangle to the last clipping rectangle set up by CLIP or
VIEWPORT. If no CLIP or VIEWPORT has been executed, CLIP ON sets the clipping rectangle
to the hard-clip limits.
Execute CLIP to add labels, comments, graphics or any other plotting that is to be done
outside the VIEWPORT (assuming the VIEWPORT is less than the hard-clip limits).

See Also:

CLEAR SCREEN, DRAW, MOVE, PLOT, POLYGON, POLYLINE, SHOW, VIEWPORT, WINDOW
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CLS

See CLEAR SCREEN.

See CLEAR SCREEN
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CMPLX

Combines real and imaginary parts to return a complex number.
CMPLX( numeric-expression, numeric-expression )
Usage:

PRINT Z*CMPLX(0,1)
Z=CMPLX(X,Y)

Example:

CMPLX.BAS

Description:

This function allows a complex number to be assembled from two numeric expressions.
The first expression specifies the real part and the second specifies the imaginary part.
This function also allows complex constants, such as CMPLX(PI,6.7), to be expressed in a
program.
To assemble a complex number from magnitude and angle rather than real and imaginary
parts, use this method:
Z = CMPLX( Magnitude*COS(Angle), Magnitude*SIN(Angle))
If a complex number is used as an argument to CMPLX, then only the real part of the
argument is used. For example, CMPLX( CMPLX(1,2), CMPLX(3,4) ) is equal to CMPLX(1,3).

See Also:

ABS, ARG, CONJG, IMAG, REAL
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COLOR

Defines and selects the color for graphics.
AREA COLOR h, s, l
AREA INTENSITY r, g, b
AREA PEN pen-number
PEN pen-number
SET PEN pen-number COLOR h, s, l
SET PEN pen-number COLOR numeric-array(*)
SET PEN pen-number INTENSITY r, g, b
SET PEN pen-number INTENSITY numeric-array(*)
Where:

h,s,l, r,g,b = each is a numeric-expression in the range zero to one.
pen-number = see below.

Usage:

SET PEN 1 COLOR H,S,L
AREA INTENSITY R,G,B
AREA PEN 2
SET PEN Num COLOR H,S,L
PEN 1

Example:
Description:

COLOR.BAS
Specifying a Color using the HSL system
Use the keyword COLOR to specify a color in the HSL (Hue, Saturation, Lightness) color
space. The HSL color space is designed to be intuitive and follows the model of mixing
paints. An artist preparing a color for a painting first selects a hue (pure color pigment).
He may then add black or white paint to arrive at the desired color. Adding white serves to
wash out the color. In scientific terms, we say this affects the "saturation" of the color. The
artist may then adjust the brightness by adding black paint. This affects the amount of light
reflected by the pigment. We call this the luminosity.
Saturation ranges from zero (white) to one (pure color - no added white). Luminosity ranges
from zero (black) to one (pure color - no added black). Hue ranges from zero to one. The
following table gives an indication of where several colors occur in that range:
Hue

Value

Yellow

.167

Red

Green
Cyan
Blue

Magenta
Red

.000
.333
.500
.667
.833
1.00

Specifying a Color using the RGB system
Use the keyword INTENSITY to specify a color using the RGB (Red, Green, Blue) color space.
The RGB color space is designed to match the way in which our eyes work and in turn, the
way in which television and computer displays are designed. The display has three color
guns: Red, Green and Blue. By specifying a number in the range zero (corresponding to zero
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intensity) to one (corresponding to maximum intensity) for each of the three guns, you can
uniquely define all the colors which can be produced by that display.
Pen Numbers
A computer display system is limited in the number of different colors it can display at the
same time. If N is the number of different colors which can be displayed simultaneously, then
legal pen numbers are the integers 0 to N-1.
Drawing Mode Table
The writing mode of the pen is specified by the current drawing mode and the sign of the
pen number. GESCAPECRT,4 is used to change to normal drawing mode. GESCAPECRT,5 is
used to change to alternate drawing mode. The following table defines the different writing
modes available. P is a positive pen number, X is the present value of a pixel.
Statement

GESCAPE CRT,4
Normal

GESCAPE CRT,5
Alternate

PEN P

P

BINIOR(X,P)

PEN 0

BINCMP(X)*

0

AREA PEN P

P

AREA PEN 0

0

PEN -P

BINAND(X,BINCMP(P))

AREA PEN -P

BINAND(X,BINCMP(P))

BINIOR(X,P)
0

BINEOR(X,P)

BINAND(X,BINCMP(P))

*PEN 0 in Normal Drawing Mode will do BINCMP(X) in non-color map mode and 0 in COLOR
MAP mode.
Pen Numbers
The SET PEN statement explains pen color assignments. The following table gives the default
color to pen assignments.
PEN

COLOR

1

white

0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

black
red

yellow
green
cyan
blue

magenta
black

olive green
aqua

royal blue
marron

brick red
orange
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15
See Also:

brown

AREA, GESCAPE, PLOTTER IS, PEN, SET PEN
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COM

Defines global variables.
COM [ / com-block-name / ] item [,item...]
Where:

item = [type] numeric-name [{(bounds)|(*)} [BUFFER] ] | string-name$ [[length]] [BUFFER] | string-nam
type = {REAL | INTEGER | COMPLEX}
bounds = [lower-bound :] upper-bound [,bounds...]
upper bound, lower bound and length = integer constants

Usage:

COM P1,Fft$[1024] BUFFER
COM INTEGER I(5),REAL Array(-365:364)
COM /Block/ Name$,@Source,INTEGER Cross(*)

Example:
Description:

COM.BAS
COM allocates a block of memory where variables can be held in "common" between one or
more program contexts. Any subprogram or main context can access a "common" variable
by including a COM statement which references the correct block of memory. One unnamed
COM block is provided. To reference it, leave off the block name. The unnamed COM block
must be declared in the main context. All other COM blocks are referenced by name. The
name is global to all contexts.
Declaring a COM block
A COM block may contain so many variables that it takes several lines to declare them all.
As long as all the COM statements are in the same context and all reference the same block
name (or all have no block name), it is completely legal to divide the COM block declaration
onto several lines. The following is an example:
COM /Block1/ Var1,Var2
COM /Block1/ Var3,Var4
Furthermore, the statements don't have to be next to each other. In fact, statements
declaring two or more COM blocks can be intermixed. The COM statements must preceed
any OPTION BASE statement that is present.
Parameters are not allowed in COM statements. Numeric variables are considered REAL until
an INTEGER declaration is seen. Variables are then considered INTEGER until a REAL, I/O
path or string is declared. String variables must have their length declared when declared in
a COM block. Buffer variables are declared by specifying BUFFER after each variable's name.
BUFFER variables are used with the TRANSFER statement.
The maximum number of array dimensions is six and the lower bound must be less than
or equal to the upper bound value. In the first context that an array or string is declared,
the COM statement must explicitly specify array subscript bounds and string lengths. In
subsequent contexts, COM statements need only specify the string name or the array name
with a full array specifier "(*)".
Matching COM blocks
The COM blocks in each context must match. In a given COM block, the individual variable
names do not have to match, but the number of variables and their type must agree. The
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boundaries of arrays do not have to be the same, but the RANK (number of dimensions) and
the SIZE must match.
Creation and Deletion of COM blocks
COM variables have a different lifetime than normal variables. When a COM block is created,
the variables are all initialized to zero (or zero length strings). The variables then exist and
retain values assigned to them until the COM block is deleted.
A COM block is initially created when a program context is "prerun" and the context declares
a COM block that does not already exist. A prerun will be done when you:
Press RUN or STEP when no program is running
Execute the RUN command when no program is running
Execute GET or LOAD from a program
Execute GET or LOAD command that begins program execution
During prerun, if a COM block is declared which already exists, the new and old declarations
are compared for compatibility. If they are found to be compatible, then the COM block
is left untouched and the variables retain their previous values. If they are found to be
incompatible then an error is returned. If a REDIM can make arrays compatible, then the
arrays will be REDIMed. A COM block exists until a SCRATCH A or SCRATCH C deletes it.
Even if you delete the program which refers to a COM block, it remains in memory until a
SCRATCH A or C is executed.
When you LOAD a new program, all COM blocks in memory will be checked against the
COM blocks defined in the new program and any unreferenced COM blocks will be deleted.
See Also:

ALLOCATE, DIM, INTEGER, OPTION BASE, REAL, REDIM, TRANSFER
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COMMAND$

Returns a copy of the command line.
COMMAND$
Usage:
Example:
Description:

See Also:

PRINT "Switches: "&COMMAND$
C$[4;10]=LWC$(COMMAND$)
COMMAND$.BAS
The COMMAND$ function returns the command line used to start HTBasic, including any
command line options specified.
HTBasic returns the entire command line. This is useful if symbolic links are made to the
HTBasic executable and the AUTOST program wishes to react differently depending on the
name used to start HTBasic.
ENVIRON$, EXECUTE, SYSTEM$
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COMPLEX

Reserves storage for complex variables and arrays.
COMPLEX variable [,variable...]
Where:

variable = numeric-name [(bounds) [BUFFER]]
bounds = [lower-bound :] upper-bound [,bounds]
lower/upper-bound = integer constant in the range -32768 to 32767.

Usage:

COMPLEX Z, C(-10:10,4)
COMPLEX Tx(512) BUFFER

Example:
Description:

See Also:

COMPLEX.BAS
COMPLEX declares, dimensions and reserves memory for complex variables and arrays.
COMPLEX variables use sixteen bytes of storage space. An array's maximum dimension
is six and each dimension can hold a maximum of 32,767 elements. If a lower bound is
not specified, the default is the OPTION BASE value (0 or 1). A COMPLEX variable may be
declared a buffer by specifying BUFFER after the variable name. Buffer variables are used
with the TRANSFER statement.
ALLOCATE, COM, DEF FN, DIM, INTEGER, REAL, SUB, TRANSFER
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CONFIGURE BDAT

Specifies the byte order for CREATE BDAT

CONFIGURE BDAT {MSB | LSB} FIRST
Usage:
Example:
Description:

CONFIGURE BDAT MSB FIRST
CONFIGURE BDAT LSB FIRST
CONFIGURE BDAT.BAS
CONFIGURE BDAT specifies the byte ordering to use with each BDAT file created after this
statement is executed. By default, BDAT files are created with LSB FIRST for PCs.
See CONFIGURE CREATE.

See Also:

CONFIGURE CREATE, CONFIGURE SAVE, CONFIGURE SYSTEM, CREATE BDAT
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CONFIGURE CREATE

Specifies the kind of file header used with typed files.
CONFIGURE CREATE {"HP" | "HTB"}
Usage:
Example:
Description:

CONFIGURE CREATE "HP"
CONFIGURE CREATE "HTB"
CONFIGURE CREATE.BAS
CONFIGURE CREATE specifies the kind of file header to use when creating a LIF ASCII or
BDAT file. By default, HTBasic creates "HTB" file headers, since they are two or three times
smaller than HP LIF headers. BDAT files with HTB headers can also be created with data in
either LSB or MSB byte ordering (see CONFIGURE BDAT). File operations are much faster
when the byte ordering of the file matches the byte ordering of the computer.
Use CONFIGURE CREATE "HP" if you wish to create data files that are simultaneously
accessed over a network by HTBasic and HP BASIC.

See Also:

CONFIGURE BDAT, CONFIGURE SAVE, CONFIGURE SYSTEM, CREATE BDAT
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CONFIGURE DIM

Turns implicit variable dimensioning on or off.
CONFIGURE DIM { ON | OFF }
Usage:
Example:
Description:

CONFIGURE DIM ON
CONFIGURE DIM OFF
CONFIGURE DIM.BAS
CONFIGURE DIM turns implicit variable and string dimensioning on or off. By default it is
on. If not declared, a numeric variable is assumed to be REAL; arrays will have the number of
subscripts found in its first occurrence with each dimension having the default OPTION BASE
as lower bound and an upper bound of ten; and a string is set with a maximum length of 18.
With CONFIGURE DIM OFF, each variable, string, and array must be explicitly declared
using REAL, INTEGER, LONG, COMPLEX, and DIM statements or they will generate an error
message that is written to the message line. (To see all these error messages turn PRINTALL
IS on during prerun. If a program has already been prerun, CONFIGURE DIM OFF will not
report any undeclared variables until another prerun occurs. To force a prerun to occur,
change a program line and press the STEP key).
Without explicit mode you might have:
Xyz=1
PRINT Xy
Since Xyz and Xy are used without declaration, "Xy" could be a typo error that should have
been "Xyz." This type of program error is extremely difficult to find in a large program.
With CONFIGURE DIM OFF, the above program would throw an error without an explicit
declaration:
REAL Xyz

See Also:

COMPLEX, DIM, INTEGER, OPTION BASE, REAL, LONG
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CONFIGURE DUMP

Specifies the graphic printer language for DUMP.
CONFIGURE DUMP TO language
Where:

language = string expression naming the printer language and driver options

Usage:

CONFIGURE DUMP TO "PCL"

Example:
Description:

CONFIGURE DUMP.BAS
CONFIGURE DUMP specifies what graphic printer language the DUMP statement uses.
The language string expression specifies the name of a driver. When CONFIGURE DUMP
is specified, dumps are directed to that driver. It is recommended that CONFIGURE DUMP
statements be included in your AUTOST file to load any necessary drivers.
The following information is for reference only. See the Getting Started Guide for more
specific information. The following table lists the drivers available at the time of this manual
printing.
Name
For these printers
PCL
Advanced HP-PCL driver
PS-DUMP
Postscript printers, devices and files
GIF
Graphic Interchange Format files
WIN-DUMP
Send the dump to the default Windows printer
As an example, if you wish to use a PCL printer for screen dumps on ISC 26, use the following
command to change to the HP printer control language:
DUMP DEVICE IS 26
CONFIGURE DUMP TO "PCL"
If a DUMP is made before doing a CONFIGURE DUMP, HTBasic automatically loads and
uses the WIN-DUMP driver.
Number of Colors
The number of colors in the DUMP depends on both the dump driver and the display driver.
All dump drivers support black and white dumps. Some dump drivers can also handle 16 or
256 colors. The same is true of display drivers. If both the display and dump drivers support
256 colors, the dump is made in 256 colors. Otherwise if both support 16 colors, the dump is
made in 16 colors. Otherwise, the dump is made in black and white.
Options
It is sometimes necessary to specify options to the drivers. Options are included by
appending a semicolon to the driver name, followed by the options. The following specific
driver sections contain more details on these options.
PCL Driver
The PCL dump driver provides support for devices and software that accept the HewlettPackard PCL printer language. The driver supports both DUMP ALPHA and DUMP GRAPHICS
from bitmapped displays.
The PCL driver is loaded with a line like
CONFIGURE DUMP TO "PCL[;options]"
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Options
The options are listed after the semicolon in the driver name, within the quotes. If more
than one option is specified, the option names are separated by commas. When no options
are given, output from the PCL driver is the same as the HP-PCL driver. The options are as
follows:
ADJUST. Certain display adapters common in the PC environment use pixels that have
different sizes in the horizontal and vertical directions. All pixels are considered to be square
and the dump is made using the aspect ratio of the window running HTBasic.
BW. This option tells the printer to dump using white for the areas on the screen that were
drawn using PEN 0 and black for the areas drawn with any other PEN. This option is the
default; it need not be specified explicitly.
COLOR, CCMY, C16, and C256. These options cause the dump to be done in color to a color
printer. The COLOR option uses the printer's default 8-color solid-color palette (black, white,
red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, and yellow), mapping each color on the screen to the closest
one from the palette. COLOR uses the default RGB palette to dump the screen; CCMY uses
the default CMY palette. The C16 and C256 options use a 16- or 256-color palette on the
printer, and only work with printers that have settable color palettes such as the PaintJet
series and the DeskJet 1200C. With printers that use dithering to print mixed colors, you
may have to specify a coarser resolution than the printer is capable of in order to enable the
dithering; for example, on the original PaintJet printer, C16 and DPI90 together are needed
to produce dithering; C16 and DPI180 cause the printer to use only the 8 default colors when
printing.
Printing using the COLOR and CCMY options swaps black and white colors when printing,
unless the INVERT option is also used.
When using the solid-color palette with older PaintJet printers, the COLOR option should be
used, as these printers do not support the CMY color model. The DeskJet 500C and 550C
models can only generate color screen dumps with the CCMY option.
COMPRESS. The COMPRESS option specifies that the printer being used can do "packbits"style data compression. If this option is specified, the screen dump is transmitted to the
printer using fewer data bytes. The COMPRESS option can be used with all the LaserJet IIP
and IIP+ printers, all LaserJet III and IV series printers, all DeskJet series printers, the PaintJet
XL300 printer (but not the older PaintJets), and the DesignJet printers, as well as other
brands of printers that emulate these. Note, however, that the printers with slower CPU's will
print 2-4 times slower when printing compressed data, so COMPRESS may not be a good
option to use with these printers.
DPInnn. This option tells the driver to use nnn dots per inch when dumping graphics.
Without this option, the printer's default resolution is used. This option is required for the
GRAY option, explained below, and for the ADJUST option. The resolution specified must
be one acceptable by the printer's Raster Graphics Resolution command. For most devices,
DPI75, DPI100, DPI150, and DPI300 are the legal values for this option.
With the COLOR and BW options, this option controls the size of the dump, by mapping
each pixel on the screen to one of the specified-sized dots on the printer; with the GRAY
option, this options controls the size of the sub-pixels used to create the printed image, as
explained in the GRAY option section. On the PC, this option also sets the size of the subpixels used to print the image when the ADJUST option is used, as explained in the ADJUST
option section.
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GRAY. The GRAY option causes the driver to consult the screen's color map and calculate a
gray shade for each color using the NTSC grayscale equation. Screen dumps are produced
using the resulting shades of gray. If the INVERT option is not also specified, white and black
are reversed after the gray shade is calculated, so that lighter colors on the screen become
darker colors on the printer.
When dumps are made using this option, the driver calculates the number of printer
pixels, as specified in the DPInnn option, required to print a single screen pixel to make
a 9 x 6 3/4 inch (23 x 17 mm) plot, up to 4 x 4 printer pixels per screen pixel. The driver
sets the appropriate number of printer pixels to black to represent the gray shade of the
corresponding screen pixel.
The NTSC grayscale equation is
brightness = 11% blue + 59% green + 30% red
The GRAY option is ignored unless the DPInnn option is also specified.
INVERT. By default, the driver makes images with black and white exchanged from the
values used on the screen. If the GRAY option is used, the driver by default reverses the gray
level of all pixels dumped from that seen on the display. This is often suitable for output to a
printer, where printing is done with colored inks on white paper, but may not be suitable for
film output devices, where an exact image of the screen is wanted. The INVERT option causes
the colors or gray levels to be dumped exactly as they are on the screen.
RELATIVE. Normally, the driver begins each dump at the left margin. The RELATIVE option
causes the driver to begin each dump at the printers current print position.
EJECT. Normally, the driver ejects the page after a dump is finished. The EJECT option is
no longer supported. Use CONTROL ISC,113;0 to disable the auto-eject, and CONTROL
ISC,113;1 to re-enable it.
APPEND
If the APPEND keyword is used with the DUMP DEVICE IS command and if the dump device
is a file, the driver appends dumps to the file, separated by form feeds.
ALPHA Dumps
The DUMP ALPHA command from a PC text screen produces a dump at the top of a US
"A" or European A4 sized sheet of paper. The attributes of text on the screen, such as the
reversed colors on the key labels, are lost in this mode.
Note that DUMP ALPHA from bitmapped screens on the PC dumps the text on the screen as
graphics, and attributes are preserved in the dump.
If the APPEND keyword is used, subsequent DUMP ALPHA commands produce similar
dumps, each on a separate sheet of paper.
PS-DUMP Driver
The PostScript dump driver provides support for devices and software that accept the
PostScript graphics language. It provides support for both the DUMP ALPHA and DUMP
GRAPHICS commands. The PostScript dump driver produces a screen image intended to be
rendered on a US "A" size or European A4 size page. It scales the image so that its longest
dimension fits in the shortest dimension of the paper with an adequate margin. When the
EXPANDED keyword is used on the DUMP DEVICE IS statement, screen dumps change from
their normal portrait orientation to landscape orientation.
The PostScript dump driver is loaded with the following statement:
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CONFIGURE DUMP TO "PS-DUMP[;options]"
Options
The options are listed after the semicolon in the driver name, within the quotes. If more than
one option is specified, the option names are separated by commas. The GREY and COLOR
options are ignored in ALPHA dumps. The options are as follows:
BW. This option causes the driver to dump using the paper color for the areas on the screen
that were drawn using pen 0 and the ink color (usually black) for the areas on the screen
drawn with any other pen. This is reversed if the INVERT option is also used. The BW option
need not be specified explicitly; it is the default.
GRAY. This option causes the driver to render colors on the computer screen as shades of
gray on the printer. Each shade of gray is calculated using the NTSC grayscale equation:
brightness = 11% blue + 59% green + 30% red
Unless the INVERT option is used, the resulting brightness is inverted before printing, so that
dark colors on the computer screen print as light colors and vice-versa.
COLOR. The COLOR option causes the driver to output a color image of the screen. The
resulting PostScript screen image can only be rendered on a device that supports Level 2
PostScript or the color extensions of Level 1.
INVERT. By default, the driver makes images with black and white exchanged from the
values used on the screen. If the GRAY option is used, the driver by default reverses the gray
level of all pixels dumped from that seen on the display. This is often suitable for output to a
printer, where printing is done with colored inks on white paper, but may not be suitable for
film output devices, where an exact image of the screen is wanted. The INVERT option causes
the colors or gray levels to be dumped exactly as they are on the screen.
ADJUST. Certain display adapters use pixels that have different sizes in the horizontal and
vertical directions. Without the ADJUST option, the driver dumps from these adapters using
square pixels. This may result in an image that is too wide for its height. The ADJUST option
forces the image to have a 4:3 aspect ratio regardless of its pixel size.
The APPEND Keyword
If the APPEND keyword is used in the DUMP DEVICE IS statement, the dump driver appends
all dump images after the first one to the existing file as new pages. The driver inserts "%
%Page" comments, used by some print spooling software, into the file at the beginning
of each page. If the dumps are done in separate HTBasic sessions, the driver doesn't know
which page it is on, so it starts over with page 1. This may be a problem with some spooling
software. Also note that only one page can be present in a file that will be imported into a
word processor document.
GIF Driver
The GIF dump driver provides support for software that accepts CompuServe Graphics
Interchange Format (GIF) files. The DUMP ALPHA command dumps the alpha planes in
graphics mode and the DUMP GRAPHICS command dumps the graphics planes.
When the EXPANDED keyword is used on the DUMP DEVICE IS statement, graphics screen
dumps are rotated 90 degrees clockwise from their normal orientation.
The GIF dump driver is loaded with the following statement:
CONFIGURE DUMP TO "GIF[;options]"
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Options
The options are listed after the semicolon in the driver name, within the quotes. If more
than one option is specified, the option names are separated by commas. The BW option is
ignored in ALPHA dumps. The options are as follows:
BW. The driver normally produces a 16- or 256-color screen dump when used with a color
screen. The BW option causes the driver to produce a black-and-white screen dump with
color screens. In this dump, pixels of color zero are dumped as black and pixels of any other
color are dumped as white. (This is reversed if the INVERT option is also specified.)
INVERT. The driver normally dumps an image in the colors shown on the screen. The
INVERT option causes the driver to reverse black and white in the dump. All other colors are
unchanged.
The APPEND Keyword
If the APPEND keyword is used in the DUMP DEVICE IS statement, the GIF dump driver
appends all dump images after the first one to the existing file. Note, however, that the
screen type and colormap are stored when the first image is dumped. If the screen type or
colormap changes, the dump images after the first one will not be correct. Also note that
most software that uses the GIF format cannot process multiple images in one file.
WIN-DUMP Driver
The WIN-DUMP dump driver provides support for any printer supported by Windows that
accepts bitmaps. The command to load the WIN-DUMP dump driver is:
CONFIGURE DUMP TO "WIN-DUMP[;options]"
If a DUMP is made before doing a CONFIGURE DUMP, HTBasic automatically loads and uses
the WIN-DUMP driver.
Print Manager
The default interface select code (ISC) for DUMP DEVICE IS is 10, the WIN-PRINT interface.
The WIN-DUMP driver can send dumps to any ISC that is assigned to a WIN-PRINT printer
via Device Setup. If you change the DUMP DEVICE to any other interface, error 150 occurs
when a DUMP is attempted. To send screen dumps to another interface, such as an IEEE-488
printer, use a different dump driver.
Because Windows is a multitasking environment in which several programs may try to print
at once, Print Manager collects printer output into "jobs." Only when a job is done is it
printed. Normally, the WIN-DUMP driver prints a single dump per print job. To mix text and
screen dumps or multiple screen dumps on a single page, output some text to the page
before doing the dump. For example,
CONTROL 10,113;0 ! set DUMP auto eject to off
ASSIGN @I TO 10
OUTPUT @I;"This is a screen dump:"
OUTPUT @I
DUMP GRAPHICS
ASSIGN @I TO *
END
The various settings, such as margins and line height, made in the WIN-PRINT driver are
honored by the WIN-DUMP driver. See the WIN-PRINT driver documentation in the Getting
Started Guide for more information.
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The EXPANDED keyword in the DUMP statement is ignored. The DUMP is made in landscape
or portrait mode depending on the printer settings, as explained in Dump Graphics.
DUMP Size
By default, the screen image is scaled until it fills 100% of the width between the left and
right margins. The size can be changed using GESCAPE code 39. This example sets the
scaling to 20% of the width between the margins:
INTEGER S(1:1)
S(1)=20
GESCAPE CRT,39,S(*)
END
INVERT Option
By default, the driver inverts all colors in the image. Black and white are exchanged as well as
other colors. This is often suitable for output to a black and white printer, where printing is
done with black ink on white paper, but may not be suitable for color output devices, where
an exact image of the screen is wanted. The INVERT option causes the colors or gray levels to
be dumped exactly as they are on the screen.
Graphics Buffering
The DUMP statement is affected by graphics buffering. When graphics buffering is off, parts
of a window that are obscured or off the edge of the screen are not dumped correctly. If the
window is minimized, a dump of the icon is returned. When graphics buffering is on, the
window is correctly dumped in all cases.
See Also:

DUMP, DUMP DEVICE IS
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CONFIGURE KBD

Defines keyboard mappings for character sets.
CONFIGURE KBD first-char TO string-name$
Where:

first-char = numeric-expression rounded to an integer.

Usage:

CONFIGURE KBD 129 TO Mapping$

Example:
Description:

CONFIGURE KBD.BAS
CONFIGURE KBD defines keyboard mappings for character sets not supported by your
operating system. When in effect, CONFIGURE KBD substitutes characters from the given
string in place of characters that come from the keyboard. This remapping is good for
ASCII characters, but does not apply to function keys. (Use CONFIGURE KEY to redefine
function keys.) CONFIGURE KBD is not intended to be a complete keyboard driver, it merely
substitutes one ASCII value for another. The range of ASCII values which are remapped starts
at first-char and extends to (first-char - LEN(string-name$) - 1). The string specifies the ASCII
values which should be substituted for values in that range.
For example, if the keyboard is producing characters from the PC Code Page 850 character
set, but the display has been set up to display the HP Roman-8 character set, the following
program will cause characters from the keyboard to be translated to the display character
set so that characters are displayed with the same glyphs as printed on the keyboard. If the
keyboard is used to produce a character not in the HP Roman-8 character set, it is translated
to CHR$(252), a solid block.
!setkbd2.bas
DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15
DATA 16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31
DATA 32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47
DATA 48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63
DATA 64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79
DATA 80,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93,94,95
DATA 96,97,98,99,100,101,102,103,104,105,106,107,108,109,110,111
DATA 112,113,114,115,116,117,118,119,120,121,122,123,124,125,126,127
DATA 180,207,197,192,204,200,212,181,193,205,201,221,209,217,216,208
DATA 220,215,211,194,206,202,195,203,239,218,219,214,187,210,252,190
DATA 196,213,198,199,183,182,249,250,185,252,252,248,247,184,251,253
DATA 252,252,252,252,252,224,162,161,252,252,252,252,252,191,188,252
DATA 252,252,252,252,252,252,226,225,252,252,252,252,252,252,252,186
DATA 228,227,164,165,163,252,229,166,167,252,252,252,252,252,230,252
DATA 231,222,223,232,234,233,243,241,240,237,174,173,178,177,176,168
DATA 246,254,252,245,244,189,252,252,179,171,242,252,252,252,252,255
DIM Pc2hp$[256]
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Set up PC (Code page 850) to HP (Roman-8) translation string"
FOR I=0 TO 255
READ C
Pc2hp$[I+1;1]=CHR$(C)
NEXT I
CONFIGURE KBD 0 TO Pc2hp$
END
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See Also:

CONFIGURE KEY, CONFIGURE LABEL, LEXICAL ORDER IS
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CONFIGURE KEY

Assigns editor functions to keyboard keys.
CONFIGURE KEY key-number TO function-number
Where:

key-number = numeric-expression
function-number = numeric-expression

Usage:

CONFIGURE KEY 1 TO NUM("<")

Example:
Description:

CONFIGURE KEY.BAS
CONFIGURE KEY specifies what keyboard function a keyboard key generates. The following
example makes the Backspace key generate the LEFT function CHR$(255)&"<":
CONFIGURE KEY 1 TO NUM("<")

See Also:

CONFIGURE KBD
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CONFIGURE LABEL

Defines characters for the LABEL statement.
CONFIGURE LABEL first-char TO string-expression
CONFIGURE LABEL first-char TO string-name$(*)
Where:

first-char = numeric-expression rounded to an integer.

Usage:

CONFIGURE LABEL 128 TO CHR$(128)&CHR$(112)&CHR$(127)&CHR$(15)&CHR$(0)
CONFIGURE LABEL 191 TO Newchars$(*)

Example:
Description:

CONFIGURE LABEL.BAS
CONFIGURE LABEL defines additional characters for use with the LABEL statement. You may
define one character by giving a simple string or string expression or several characters by
giving a string array. The first-char value specifies the first character to define. Characters in
the range 33 to 255 may be defined. To delete a definition, use a zero length string for the
definition. See the Users Guide for a complete explanation of how to use this feature. Each
character in the definition string has the form CHR$(Move + x*16 + y), where Move is 0 or
128, x ranges from 0 (far left) to 7 and y ranges from 0 (bottom) to 15. The baseline is y=5.
The following example defines the character "H":
CONFIGURE LABEL 72 TO CHR$(133)&CHR$(14)&CHR$(238)&
CHR$(101)&CHR$(138)&CHR$(106)

See Also:

CONFIGURE KBD, CONFIGURE KEY, LABEL, LEXICAL ORDER IS
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CONFIGURE LONGCATDATES
Specifies use of long dates in CATalogs.
CONFIGURE LONGCATDATES { ON | OFF }
Usage:
Description:

CONFIGURE LONGCATDATES ON
CONFIGURE LONGCATDATES OFF
By default use of long CAT DATES are enabled. To disable long year display use the
statement:
CONFIGURE LONGCATDATES OFF
With LONGCATDATES ON, four digit years are displayed. With LONGCATDATES turned off,
the four digit year information is still retained, but is just not displayed.

See Also:

CAT
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CONFIGURE ERRORSINMSGBOX

Specifies whether errors will be displayed in a message box.
CONFIGURE ERRORSINMSGBOX { ON | OFF }
Usage:
Description:

CONFIGURE ERRORSINMSGBOX ON
CONFIGURE ERRORSINMSGBOX OFF
By default errors are displayed in the HTBasic window. To display errors in a message box use
the following statement:
CONFIGURE ERRORSINMSGBOX ON
ERRORSINMSGBOX OFF displays errors in the HTBasic window.
ERRORSINMSGBOX ON displays errors in a message box.
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CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES
Specifies use of long filenames.

CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES { ON | OFF }
Usage:
Example:
Description:

CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES ON
CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES OFF
CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES.BAS
Long filenames are allowed in addition to the standard 8.3 names. The filenames can be 256
characters long and can have embedded spaces. With longfilenames off, HTBasic removes
spaces from file specifiers and CAT listings don't have enough room for long filenames. By
default use of long filename is enabled. To disable long filenames use the statement:
CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES OFF
With LONGFILENAMES ON, spaces are not deleted from directory and file specifiers since
they may be significant. Also, the listing format for CAT is changed to accommodate varying
length filenames and four digit years. It is roughly modeled after the NT DIR command
listing format.

See Also:

CAT
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CONFIGURE MSI

Specifies HP style volume specifier translations.
CONFIGURE MSI hp-msus TO path-specifier
CONFIGURE MSI { ON | OFF }
Where:

hp-msus = string expression of an HP BASIC msus.

Usage:

CONFIGURE MSI ":,700,1" TO "c:\TEST\DATA\"
CONFIGURE MSI ":INTERNAL,4,0" TO "/usr/tmp/"
CONFIGURE MSI OFF

Example:
Description:

CONFIGURE MSI.BAS
CONFIGURE MSI specifies a file path-specifier to be substituted for an HP BASIC msus
(mass storage unit specifier or volume specifier). Directory names must end with a directory
separator character. The separator character is the backslash, "\" For example, the following
statements would assign the I/O path, @In, to the file "E:\RUN2\DATA":
CONFIGURE MSI ":,700,1" TO "E:\RUN2\"
ASSIGN @In TO "DATA:,700,1"
Specifying a new path-specifier for a defined hp-msus replaces the previous definition.
Specifying a zero length path-specifier removes the previous definition. Note that file names
of one letter followed by an hp-msus (i.e., C:,702,1) and file names with an embedded
colon (i.e., .xnews.sun:0) will be misinterpreted. MSI translation can be turned off with the
statement CONFIGURE MSI OFF when such conflicts arise. To turn translation back on, use
CONFIGURE MSI ON.

See Also:

MASS STORAGE IS
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CONFIGURE PRT

Specifies the value of PRT.
CONFIGURE PRT TO device-selector
Usage:

CONFIGURE PRT TO 701

Example:
CONFIGURE PRT.BAS
Description:
CONFIGURE PRT specifies the device-selector that the PRT function returns. It also does an implicit
DUMP DEVICE ISPRT. For example, the following statements output the message "Hello There" to the
printer port (assuming 10 is the printer port ISC).

CONFIGURE PRT TO 10
OUTPUT PRT; "Hello There"
See Also:
DUMP DEVICE IS, PRT
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CONFIGURE SAVE

Sets the file type produced by SAVE.
CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII { ON | OFF }
CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII
OFF
Example: CONFIGURE SAVE.BAS
Description:
CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII sets the file type SAVE uses when saving a file to disk. SAVE ASCII ON, the
default, produces a LIF ASCII file. This type of file is useful for exchanging programs with older HP BASIC
workstations that can not GET DOS ASCII or UNIX ASCII program files.
Usage:

CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII OFF produces an ordinary Windows file.
See Also:
CONFIGURE BDAT, CONFIGURE CREATE, RE-SAVE, SAVE
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CONFIGURE SYSTEM

Returns the conjugate of a complex number.
CONFIGURE SYSTEM ("DEVICE; OPTION")
Description:
CONFIGURE SYSTEM sets the system parameters. To set a device to default, omit the option parameter.
Options
CAT RECURSIVE – Using the RECURSIVE option displays file counts during CAT commands.
DUMP PLUS – Normally the DUMP command only copies the contents of the main HTBasic child window.
With this option on, all windows inside the HTBasic parent window will be copied to the DUMP device.
"HPBDAT;READEOF" - for proper reading of BDAT files with HP style headers. The default setting is to
report an error on EOF rather than to read the contents of the file. The default behavior is to disable reading of
the file. This option may be placed back to the default using: CONFIGURE SYSTEM "HPBDAT"
CONFIGURE SYSTEM ("DEVICE SETUP") brings up the Device Setup Programmatically.
WINPRINT COLOR ON/OFF - Turns on/off color printing in the WINPRINT driver.
GLOAD UP/DOWN - Changes were made to the GLOAD command in HTBasic 9.1. In order to change
between the new and old GLOADS, it is necessary to use the GLOAD UP or GLOAD DOWN.
HPSKIP ON/OFF - Allows those that are used to the HP Workstation behavior when doing a CAT command to
switch to the old behavior.
See Also:
CAT, CONFIGURE BDAT, CONFIGURE CREATE, DUMP GRAPHICS
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CONJG

Returns the conjugate of a complex number.
CONJG( numeric-expression )
Usage:
C=SQRT(Z*CONJG(Z))
Example: CONJG.BAS
Description:
CONJG(Z) is defined as
CONJG(Z) = CMPLX( REAL(Z), -IMAG(Z) )
Notice that the real part is unchanged. If the imaginary part is positive, it will be made negative. If the
imaginary part is negative, it will be made positive. The effect in the complex domain is to mirror the number
about the real axis.
See Also:
ABS, ARG, CMPLX, IMAG, REAL
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CONT

Restarts a program which is PAUSEd.
CONT [ line-number | line-label ]
Usage:

Description:

CONT
CONT 550
CONT
Thislabel
A program which is in the Paused state (as indicated by the Run Indicator) can be restarted with the
CONTINUE key, button, menu, or with the CONT command. If you specify a line number or line label, it
must be in the current context or the MAIN context and execution continues at the specified line. If no line
is specified, execution resumes at the next line which would have been executed had the program not been
PAUSEd.
CONT can be used interactively to debug a program or to restart an un-intentionally aborted program.
Variables retain their current values. While the program is PAUSEd, you can see and change the values of
variables and use any commands that do not change the program and then CONTinue the program. If a change
is made to any program statement, the program is stopped and you cannot continue its execution with CONT.
This command can only be executed from the keyboard. It cannot be included in a program.

See Also:
PAUSE, RUNLIGHT
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CONTROL

Sends control information to an interface, I/O path, or widget attribute(s).
CONTROL dest [,register] ; value [,value...]

CONTROL @Path,5;Record
CONTROL 2;Column,Line
CONTROL 1801,19;Gains(*)
CONTROL @Strip2;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X", "RANGE":20)
CONTROL @Slider;SET ("VALUE":Setpoint)
Example: CONTROL.BAS
Description:
Use CONTROL to send control information to an interface or set parameters associated with an I/O
path. Information is sent by specifying a starting register and a value. If no register is specified,
register zero is used. If you specify more than one value, the register number is incremented by one
after writing each value.
If the destination is an I/O Path, information is set in the I/O path rather than being sent to the
device or file. If the destination is an interface select code (ISC), then the information is sent to the
device driver for interpretation. Consult the documentation for a particular device to find the usage
for each register.
The range of legal registers and the meaning of values written to them differ for each
interface. The Users Guide describes the CONTROL and STATUS registers for many of
the interfaces and for I/O paths.
Usage:

Basic Plus
Each widget has a variety of attributes that control its appearance and behavior. The
CONTROL command is used to assign a new value to a widget attribute. The widget must
have been created previously using an ASSIGN statement. Attributes are either scalar
(may contain a single value) or vector (may be assigned an array of values) and have
values of either numeric or string type.
You can use a shorthand method to assign values to several scalar attributes without
naming them individually on the ASSIGN statement. To do this, you store all the attributes
in a string array and all the matching values in another array of the same size.
Then, when you specify both array names in the SET option of the ASSIGN statement, the
attribute named in each element of the string array will be assigned the corresponding
value in the value array. Elements of the string array that contain nothing, or nothing but
blanks, will be ignored. For example:
Attribs$(1)
Attribs$(2)
Attribs$(3)
Attribs$(4)
Values(1) =
Values(2) =
Values(3) =
Values(4) =

= "X"
= "Y"
= "WIDTH"
= "HEIGHT"
5
5>
500
300

CONTROL @Panel;SET (Attribs$(*):Values(*))
Porting to HP BASIC:
TransEra has added capabilities to several of the standard interfaces. The additional registers
resulting from these enhancements are always numbered 100 and above. In some instances
HTBasic can pass arrays to and from a single register. This capability is used for things like gain
control lists in data acquisition drivers. These new features are not available in HP BASIC. They
should not be used in programs that must be ported back to HP BASIC.
See Also:
975

STATUS, READIO, WRITEIO
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COPY

Copies files.
COPY old-file-specifier TO new-file-specifier [;PURGE]
Usage:

COPY "Oldfile" TO A$&VAL$(I)
COPY "/Empl1/AFile" TO "/Empl2/AFile"
COPY A$&B$ TO "D:\DIR\FILE";PURGE

Example: COPY.BAS
Description:

COPY (as a program statement or as a keyboard command) makes a duplicate copy of a file and gives
it a new name. If the new-file-specifier already exists, an error is reported unless the PURGE option is
included.

See Also:
CAT, CREATE, CREATE ASCII, CREATE BDAT, MASS STORAGE IS, PERMIT, PROTECT, PURGE,
RENAME, SYSTEM$("MSI")
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COPYLINES

Copies program lines from one location to another.
COPYLINES start [,end] TO target
Usage:

Description:

COPYLINES 10,100 TO 500
COPYLINES 1500 TO 2222
COPYLINES ALabel,BLabel TO Clabel
Use COPYLINES to copy a block of lines to a new location, while leaving the original lines untouched.
This differs from the MOVELINES statement since the MOVELINES statement deletes the original program
portion. If no ending line is specified, only one line is copied. The target line cannot be in the range specified
by start and end. If start doesn't exist, the line immediately after that line number is used. If end doesn't exist,
the line immediately before that line number is used. If a non-existent line label is specified, an error will be
reported.
Line numbers and labels are renumbered and updated if needed. However, line number references in lines not
being copied remain linked to the original lines rather than the newly created lines. COPYLINES may not copy
lines containing a SUB program or DEF FN definition unless the new line number is greater than any existing
line number. An error will be issued if this is not the case. This is because a SUB or DEF FN must follow all
previous lines. If an error occurs during a COPYLINES, the copy is terminated and the program is left partially
changed.
This command can only be executed from the keyboard while no program is running. It cannot be included in a
program.

See Also:
CHANGE, DEL, DELSUB, EDIT, FIND, INDENT, MOVELINES, REN, SECURE, XREF
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COS

Returns the cosine of an expression.
COS( numeric-expression )
A=COS(B)
Cosine=COS(X+45)
PRINT Cosine
+COS(Angle)
Example: COS.BAS
Description:
The range of the cosine function is -1 and 1 inclusive. The numeric expression is treated as an angle in the
current trigonometric mode: RADians or DEGrees. The default trigonometric mode is RADians.
COMPLEX Arguments
COS accepts either a COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type. For COMPLEX
arguments the angle must be specified in radians, regardless of the current trigonometric mode. The real and
imaginary parts of COS(Z) are calculated (using real arithmetic) as
REAL(COS(Z)) = COS(REAL(Z))*COSH(IMAG(Z))
IMAG(COS(Z)) = -SIN(REAL(Z))*SINH(IMAG(Z))
Notice that intermediate values generated during the calculation of the function can cause over or underflow
errors for very large or small values of Z.
See Also:
ACS, ASN, ATN, SIN, TAN, ASNH, ACSH, ATNH, COSH, SINH, TANH, DEG, PI, RAD
Usage:
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COSH

Returns the hyperbolic cosine of an expression.
COSH( numeric-expression )
A=COSH(B)
Hcosine=COSH(X+PI)
PRINT
COSH(CMPLX(X,Y))
Example: COSH.BAS
Description:
COSH accepts either a COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type. The argument
must be specified in radians, regardless of the current trigonometric mode. The real and imaginary parts of
COSH(Z) are calculated (using real arithmetic) as
REAL(COSH(Z)) = COSH(REAL(Z))*COS(IMAG(Z))
IMAG(COSH(Z)) = SINH(REAL(Z))*SIN(IMAG(Z))
Notice that intermediate values generated during the calculation of the function can cause over or underflow
errors for very large or small values of Z.
See Also:
ACSH, ASNH, ATNH, COS, SINH, TANH
Usage:
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CREATE

Creates a regular file.
CREATE file-specifier,records

Usage:

Description:

CREATE "C:"&Filename$,0
CREATE "/Net2/Users/Lori/AFile",0

The CREATE statement creates a file in the specified or current directory. ASSIGN opens files. Since
Windows supports extendable files, the number of records is ignored and the file is created with a
length of zero.
HTBasic supports typed files as well as regular files. HTBasic file types are LIF ASCII, BDAT, BIN and
PROG. In a CAT listing, the file type column is blank for regular files. Unlike typed files, no special
header or other embedded information is placed in the file.
Do not confuse the terms ASCII (DOS ASCII, Windows ASCII, UNIX ASCII, etc.) and LIF ASCII. A
Windows ASCII file is a regular file which contains only printable characters and the end of each line
is marked with a carriage return and line feed. A UNIX ASCII file is a regular file which contains only
printable characters and the end of each line is marked with a line feed. A LIF ASCII file is a typed file
which contains string items preceded by an item length and followed by a pad byte when the string
length is odd. When the term "ASCII" is used in the HTBasic manual set or in a CAT listing, it refers to
LIF ASCII. When the term is used outside the manual set, you will need to determine for yourself what
kind of ASCII is spoken of.

See Also:
ASSIGN, CAT, COPY, CREATE ASCII, CREATE BDAT, CREATE DIR, MASS STORAGE IS, PURGE,
RENAME, PERMIT, PROTECT, SYSTEM$("MSI")
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CREATE ASCII

Creates a LIF ASCII file.
CREATE ASCII file-specifier,records
Usage:

Example:
Description:

CREATE ASCII "Tables",75
CREATE ASCII "C:"&Text$,Size
CREATE ASCII "/DirX/DirY/DirZ/
AFile",50
CREATE ASCII.BAS
The CREATE ASCII statement creates a LIF ASCII file of specified length on the mass storage media,
in the specified directory or in the current working directory. CREATE ASCII does not open files; use
ASSIGN to open files. Since Windows supports extendable files, the file is created with a length of
zero, but a CAT listing shows the number of records specified in the CREATE.
HTBasic supports typed files as well as regular files. HTBasic file types are LIF ASCII, BDAT, BIN and
PROG. In a CAT listing, LIF ASCII files are listed as "ASCII" files.
A utility program, HPCOPY, is provided for most versions of HTBasic to transfer LIF ASCII files between
HP LIF diskettes and DOS disks. Data can also be transferred between HTBasic and Series 200/300
computers by attaching an interface between the computers and writing a short program on each
computer to transfer the data. Programs can be transferred in ASCII using either of these methods.
Do not confuse the terms ASCII (DOS ASCII, NT ASCII orUNIX ASCII), and LIF ASCII. A Windows ASCII
file is a regular file which contains only printable characters, and the end of each line is marked with a
carriage return and line feed. A UNIX ASCII file is a regular file which contains only printable characters
and the end of each line is marked with a line feed. A LIF ASCII file is a typed file which contains string
items preceded by an item length and followed by a pad byte when the string length is odd. When
the term "ASCII" is used in the HTBasic manual set or in a CAT listing, it refers to LIF ASCII. When the
term is used outside the manual set, you will need to determine for yourself what kind of ASCII is
spoken of.
File Headers
As opposed to regular files, typed files have a header containing necessary information about the
file. The presence of the header is transparent to BASIC programs and no action should be taken to
account for it. HTBasic can work with files that have either an HTB or an HP LIF file header. The HTB file
header is 256 bytes. The HP LIF file header is 512 or 768 bytes.
The CONFIGURE CREATE statement determines which kind of header is created by this statement. By
default, HTB file headers are created.

See Also:

ASSIGN, CAT, COPY, CREATE, CREATE BDAT, CREATE DIR, MASS STORAGE IS, PURGE, RENAME,
PERMIT, PROTECT, SYSTEM$("MSI")
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CREATE BDAT

Creates a BDAT (binary data) file.
CREATE BDAT file-specifier, records [,record-size]

CREATE BDAT "Doc",50
CREATE BDAT Vol$&Rec$,Bytes,1
CREATE BDAT "/usr/bin/Group",10
Example: CREATE BDAT.BAS
Description:
The CREATE BDAT statement creates a binary data file with the specified length and record size on the mass
storage media, in the specified directory or in the current working directory. CREATE BDAT does not open
files; use ASSIGN to open files. Since Windows supports extendable files, the file is created with a zero length,
but a CAT listing shows the number of records specified in the CREATE.
The record-size is a numeric expression, rounded to an integer in the range 1 to 65534 and should be an even
integer or one. This specifies the number of bytes per record. The default is 256 bytes.
A utility program is provided with most versions of HTBasic to transfer BDAT files between HP LIF diskettes
and DOS disks. Data can also be transferred between HTBasic and Series 200/300 computers by attaching an
interface between the computers and writing a short program on each computer to transfer the data.
BDAT files must be written with MSB FIRST in order for the data to be correctly readable by a Series
200/300 computer. CONFIGURE BDAT can be used to specify the default byte ordering of created files. If
CONFIGURE BDAT is not used, HTBasic creates BDAT files using the native byte order of the computer.
File Headers
HTBasic supports typed files as well as regular files. HTBasic file types are LIF ASCII, BDAT, BIN and
PROG. As opposed to regular files, typed files have a header containing necessary information about the file.
The presence of the header is transparent to BASIC programs and no action should be taken to account for it.
HTBasic can work with files that have either an HTB or an HP LIF file header. The HTB file header is 256
bytes. The HP LIF file header is 512 or 768 bytes. The CONFIGURE CREATE statement determines which
kind of header is created by this statement. By default, HTB file headers are created.
See Also:
ASSIGN, CAT, COPY, CREATE, CREATE ASCII, CREATE DIR, MASS STORAGE IS, PERMIT,
PROTECT, PURGE, RENAME, SYSTEM$("MSI")
Usage:
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CREATE DIR

Creates a directory.
CREATE DIR directory-specifier
Usage:

Example:
Description:
See Also:

CREATE DIR "../branch/leaf"
CREATE DIR "C:\ADIR\BDIR"
CREATE DIR "SUB"
CREATE DIR.BAS
CREATE DIR creates a directory and is the equivalent of the DOS MD or MKDIR commands.
CAT, COPY, CREATE, CREATE ASCII, CREATE BDAT, MASS STORAGE IS, PERMIT, PROTECT, PURGE,
RENAME, SYSTEM$("MSI")
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CRT

Returns the integer 1, the CRT interface select code.
CRT
PRINTER IS CRT
ENTER CRT;Array
$(*)
Example: CRT.BAS
Description:
The CRT function always returns the constant 1. It is a useful mnemonic and documentation tool in referring to
the CRT interface select code.
See Also:
KBD, PRT
Usage:
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CSIZE

Sets the character size for LABEL and SYMBOL.
CSIZE height [, expansion-factor]

CSIZE 8
CSIZE 10,0.7
CSIZE Height,Width/Height
Example: CSIZE.BAS
Description:
CSIZE sets the character size (height) and the expansion factor (width/height) of the text generated by the
LABEL and SYMBOL statements. They are specified in graphic display units. A negative height or expansionfactor inverts the character in relation to that dimension. The default character height is 5 and the default
expansion factor is 0.6. These values are in effect at start-up or when GINIT is executed or RESET is pressed.
See Also:
LABEL, LDIR, LORG, SYMBOL
Usage:
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CSUB

Compiled SUBprograms.

Description:
CSUBs are compiled subprograms that are created with special tools. CSUBs are loaded with LOADSUB
and deleted with DELSUB. A CSUB looks like a SUB statement and it is called with a CALL statement. A
CSUB cannot be created or changed in BASIC and therefore any operation that checks for syntax cannot be
used. However, operations that are not syntax checked (renumber, etc.) are allowed on a CSUB
The HTBasic Numeric Compiler is the primary tool for creating CSUBs. This compiler is designed so the
casual HTBasic user can produce fast numerically intensive subprograms. The user writes one or more SUBs
in BASIC which contain the calculation intensive code in his program. The SUB or SUBs are then compiled,
creating CSUBs which execute many times faster than the original BASIC. No additional programming skill is
necessary. Speed of execution of numerically intensive subprograms is the main goal of this compiler.
The CSUB Toolkits allows creation of CSUBs in C++. Creation of CSUBs with the CSUB Toolkit requires
programming experience in C/C++.
See Also:
CALL, DELSUB, LOADSUB, READIO, WRITEIO
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CVT$

Convert strings from one alphabet to another.
CVT$( old-string, cvt-name )
cvt-name = string-expression
Usage:
Description:

A$ = CVT$(B$,"HANKAKU KATAKANA TO HANKAKU HIRAGANA")
A$ = CVT$(B$,"HANKAKU HIRAGANA TO HANKAKU KATAKANA")
The CVT$ string function translates the characters in old-string from one alphabet to another. It converts the
string character by character and handles a mixture of one- and two-byte character strings.
The CVT$ string function is used for two-byte languages like Japanese. The legal values for cvt-name, available
alphabets and character mapping between alphabets depends on the specific version of HTBasic.

See Also:
FBYTE, SBYTE
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DATA

Stores data items in the program.
DATA [data-item] [,data-item...]

DATA 1.9,"Counts",3.14,56,"Number of Events"
DATA item1,item2,item3
DATA "comment-tail: !","comma: ,","quote: """
DATA 1984,Number of Days
Example: DATA.BAS
Description:
DATA and READ statements can quickly and easily provide values for program variables. All DATA
statements in a context form a single data list. Each context (main program and subprograms) has its own data
list. Each variable in the variable list of a READ statement picks up a value from the DATA list, starting in
sequence: the first variable in a READ picks up the first value in the data list, then the next variable picks up
the next value, etc. When a subprogram is called, the current point in the sequence is remembered and restored
when control returns to the calling context.
The DATA items are treated as literals making it necessary for the computer to process the numeric variables
with the VAL function. An error is generated if string values are found in numeric variables, but numeric values
may be placed in string variables. Leading and trailing blanks are deleted from unquoted literals. Unquoted
literals cannot contain quote marks, comment tails or commas. To include one of these characters in a literal,
you must use quotation marks around the literal. A quotation mark is included inside the literal by using two
quote marks in the place where you wish to have one. To include a COMPLEX number in a DATA statement,
list the real and imaginary parts separately, separated by a comma.
You can make a READ start at the beginning of any DATA statement by using a RESTORE command.
See Also:
READ, RESTORE
Usage:
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DATE

Converts a string representing a date to a number of seconds.
DATE( date-string )

SET TIMEDATE DATE("6 NOV 1992")
Cycle=DATE("7 JAN 2021)-DATE("1 JAN 2021")
Example: DATE.BAS
Description:
The date, encoded in a string in the form "DD MMM YYYY" or "DD MONTH YYYY", is converted to the
number of seconds since the start of the Julian Period in 4713 BC.
If DATE is used as the argument for SET TIMEDATE, then the clock will be set to midnight of the date
specified in the DATE argument. The date must be within the legal range supported by your operating system.
Actually, the Rocky Mountain BASIC time base is slightly different than the Julian Period, but can easily be
converted. The following function converts a date in the form "DD MMM YYYY" to the Julian Day:
10 DEF FNJd(A$)
20
RETURN (DATE(A$) DIV 86400)-1
30 FNEND
See Also:
DATE$, SET TIME, SET TIMEDATE, TIME, TIME$, TIMEDATE
Usage:
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DATE$

Takes a numeric value representing seconds and formats it into a date string.
DATE$( seconds )

PRINT DATE
$(TIMEDATE)
A$=DATE$(Newtime)
Example: DATE$.BAS
Description:
If TIMEDATE is used as the argument, DATE$ returns the current date as a string in the form DD MMM
YYYY, where DD is the current day, MMM is the current month in three letter abbreviated form and YYYY is
the current year.
The numeric value specified is loosely based on the Julian Period. To convert a Julian Day number to the string
form "DD MMM YYYY", use the following function:
10 FNJd2date$(Jd)
20
RETURN DATE$((Jd+10)*86400)
30 FNEND
See Also:
DATE, SET TIME, SET TIMEDATE, TIME, TIME$, TIMEDATE
Usage:
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DEALLOCATE

Frees memory space reserved by the ALLOCATE statement.
DEALLOCATE variable-name [$] [(*)] [, ...]
Usage:
DEALLOCATE P1$,Aarray(*),Code$(*)
Example: DEALLOCATE.BAS
Description:
ALLOCATE and ON event statements reserve memory on the BASIC stack; therefore, a DEALLOCATE
request may not immediately free memory for another use if it is not the next area of memory to come off
the stack. Subprogram variables, including those ALLOCATEd, are automatically DEALLOCATEd upon
subprogram exit. If you try to DEALLOCATE a variable which is not currently ALLOCATEd, you get an
error.
See Also:
ALLOCATE, COM, COMPLEX, DIM, INTEGER, OPTION BASE, REAL, REDIM
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DEF FN

Begins a user-defined function subprogram.
DEF FN function-name[$] [(parameter-list)]
statements
RETURN { numeric-expression | string-expression }
statements
FNEND

DEF FNString$(@Path,REAL Array(*),OPTIONAL Factor$)
DEF FNNum(OPTIONAL X(*))
100 DEF FNFactorial(F)
110
IF F<0 THEN CAUSE ERROR 19
120
IF F<=1 THEN RETURN 1
130
RETURN F*FNFactorial(F-1)
140 FNEND
Example: DEFFN.BAS
Description:
When typing in a new user-defined function subprogram, the DEF FN must be the highest numbered line
in the present program. The body of the function then follows. SUB or DEF FN statements are not allowed
inside the body of the function. Lastly, the function definition is completed by a FNEND statement. Optionally,
comments about the function can follow the FNEND statement. At least one RETURN statement must exist in
the function definition. The RETURN statement specifies the value that is to be returned. The type of the value
must match the type of the function name; a string function must return a string value and a numeric function
must return a numeric value. If execution reaches the FNEND statement, an error will result.
When called, a list of arguments can be passed to the function and are associated with the DEF FNparameters.
Parameters to the right of the OPTIONAL keyword are optional and need not be passed in the argument list.
An error results if the function attempts to use an optional parameter with no value passed to it. To avoid this,
use NPAR to check the number of arguments passed to the function.
All variables defined in a subprogram that are not COM variables are local to the subprogram. Upon each entry
to the subprogram they are set to zero.
A parameter may be used as a buffer if declared as a BUFFER in both the calling context argument list and
the DEF FN parameter list. The variables of a parameter list cannot be declared in COM or other variable
declaration statements.
Porting Issues
Nested I/O does not return an error under HTBasic but should not be used because future improvements may
make it illegal. Using nested I/O also prevents the program from running under HP BASIC.
HTBasic limits the depth that recursion can occur. The depth is limited by the size of the processor stack, not
the BASIC workspace size.
See Also:
CALL, FN, NPAR, SUB
Usage:

993

DEG

Sets the trigonometric mode to degrees for all angle measurements.
DEG
Usage:
DEG
Example: DEG.BAS
Description:
All angle arguments and functions that return an angle measurement use the current trigonometric mode which
can be either radians or degrees. DEG sets the trigonometric mode to degrees. The default trigonometric mode
at start-up or after a SCRATCH A is radians.
A subprogram will use the same trigonometric mode as its caller unless it executes a RAD or DEG statement.
Upon returning to the caller the previous trigonometric mode is restored.
See Also:
ACS, ASN, ATN, COS, RAD, SIN, TAN

994

DEL

Deletes program lines.
DEL start [, end]
Usage:

Description:

DEL 100
DEL Go,Stop
DEL
Thislabel,1500
DEL 100,1000
A range of program lines can be deleted by separating the starting and ending line numbers with a comma. If
only one line is specified, only that line is deleted. Once a DEL statement has been executed, the specified lines
cannot be retrieved.
SUB and DEF FN statements can not be deleted unless the entire subprogram is included in the range.
DEL cannot be executed from a running program, but can be executed while the program is PAUSEd (after
DEL executes, the program is placed in a STOP state).

See Also:
CHANGE, COPYLINES, DELSUB, EDIT, FIND, INDENT, MOVELINES, REN, SECURE, XREF

995

DELSUB

Deletes SUB or CSUB subprograms from memory.
DELSUB context [,context...] [TO END]

DELSUB FNProc$
DELSUB Transform TO END
DELSUB Unit1,Unit2,Unit3,Unit4
Example: DELSUB.BAS
Description:
DELSUB can delete one or more subprograms, CSUBs, or user-defined function subprograms from memory. If
TO END is specified in the DELSUB statement, then the specified subprogram plus all following subprograms
are deleted to the end of the program. If you specify a name and two subprograms both have that name, the first
one is deleted. You cannot delete a subprogram if it is currently active or if it is referenced by a currently active
ON event statement.
If a string expression specifies the subprogram name in the DELSUB statement, the string expression is called
a subprogram pointer because it "points" to the subprogram rather than explicitly naming it. As the expression
changes, the pointer points to different subprograms. The following example illustrates how this can be useful.
10
SUB Xform(X(*))
20
Method$="Xform"&VAL$(RANK(X))
30
IF NOT INMEM(Method$) THEN LOADSUB Method$
40
CALL Method$ WITH(X(*))
50
DELSUB Method$
60
SUBEND
The subprogram must be specified with the initial character in uppercase, and subsequent characters in
lowercase. Subprogram pointers can also be used in CALL, INMEM, LOADSUB, and XREF statements.
See Also:
CALL, COPYLINES, CSUB, DEF FN, DEL, EDIT, FIND, INMEM, LOADSUB, MOVELINES, REN,
SECURE, SUB, XREF
Usage:

996

DET

Returns the determinant of a matrix.
DET [( numeric-array )]
Fmatrix=DET
PRINT
DET(Fmatrix)
Example: DET.BAS
Description:
Use the DET function to find the determinant of a matrix. If no argument is given, DET returns the determinant
of the most recently inverted matrix. Zero is returned if no matrix has been inverted since start-up, SCRATCH
or SCRATCH A. If the determinant of a matrix is zero, the matrix does not have a valid inverse. If a very small
value is returned compared to the matrix elements, this may imply the matrix cannot accurately be inverted by
computer methods.
See Also:
DOT, MAT, SUM
Usage:

997

DIALOG

Generates an HTBasic Plus dialog of the specified type.
DIALOG
Description:
One of the fundamental HTBasic Plus entities. A dialog is created on the computer screen with the DIALOG
statement from an executing BASIC program or from the command line.
The DIALOG statement is a shortcut method for requesting input from the operator. The DIALOG statement
functions in a similar fashion to the INPUT and LINPUT statements by collecting operator input without using
more complex statements.
Using the DIALOG statement, you can perform the functional equivalent of the following (lengthier) process
that would otherwise require more statements.
1. You create a PANEL widget that contains a prompt string, a single widget, and some button
widgets.
2. You interact with the contained widget.
3. Then, when you "press" one of the buttons, the system destroys all of the widgets that make up the
"dialog PANEL" after passing the selected values from each of the widgets into the variables you
have specified.
Types of Dialogs
The types of dialogs that may be created with the DIALOG statement are: COMBO, ERROR, FILE,
INFORMATION, KEYPAD, LIST, NUMBER, QUESTION, STRING, and WARNING.
DIALOG/DEFAULT BUTTONS
Use the DIALOG BUTTONS attribute to create the buttons in the dialog. These buttons appear in a single row
at the bottom of the dialog, in the same order (left to right on the screen) in which they appear in the attribute
array.
To specify one of these buttons as the default button, use the DEFAULT BUTTON attribute. Both DIALOG
BUTTONS and DEFAULT BUTTON have different default values, depending on the type of dialog created.
selected button Option
If you specify the optional variable for selected button, when the DIALOG statement completes, the variable
will contain: an index into the DIALOG BUTTONS array that identifies which button the user pushed to
terminate the dialog, or a –1, indicating a timeout has occurred.
The DIALOG BUTTONS array is always treated as OPTION BASE 0, regardless of how it was dimensioned.
SET Option
The SET option is used to specify the initial values for the attributes and to specify the initial values to be
displayed by the contained widget (for example, the contents of the STRING widget in the STRING Dialog).
RETURN Option
The RETURN option is used to specify the variables that will receive the final values of the dialog attributes
just before the dialog is destroyed. These variables are used primarily to communicate the state of the contained
widget back to the program when the user terminates the dialog. For example, to find out what the user typed
into a STRING dialog, you should RETURN the VALUE attribute to a string variable in your program.
Specifying the same variable for the same attribute in both the SET and RETURN attribute lists is acceptable,
and in fact will be a common practice when the dialog’s purpose is to allow the user to modify an existing
quantity. For this purpose, you should supply the existing value in the SET attribute list and use the same
variable in the RETURN attribute list so the user’s modification will change the program variable.
TIMEOUT Option
If you specify the TIMEOUT option in the DIALOG statement, the program will wait only the specified
number of seconds for user input before continuing. If the user does not push a button in the dialog within the
allotted time, the DIALOG statement will:
•Copy the current state of the dialog attributes into the variables specified in return attribute list.
•Destroy the dialog.
•Return a selected button value of –1, if the optional variable that will receive this value has been specified.
See Also:
998

OPTION BASE

999

DIGITIZE

Inputs digitized X and Y coordinates.
DIGITIZE x, y [, string-name$]

DIGITIZE Xcoor,Ycoor,Stat$
IF Ready THEN DIGITIZE X,Y
Example: DIGITIZE.BAS
Description:
A point is digitized from the GRAPHICS INPUT IS device and the coordinates of the point are assigned to
the variables. The coordinates are in default units or the units defined in a WINDOW or SHOW statement. A
DIGITIZE may be completed on the keyboard (if GRAPHICS INPUT IS is from the keyboard) by pressing
CONTINUE or ENTER. The DIGITIZE statement may optionally specify a status string variable. This 8 byte
status variable inputs the status of the GRAPHICS INPUT IS device. The 8 byte status string variable is defined
as follows:
Byte
Meaning
Usage:

1

Indicates End of Stream for a device supporting continuous point stream digitizing. Byte
1 may be used as the pen control value in a PLOT. It is "0" if it is the last of a continuous
point stream. It is "1" otherwise, including points from a device supporting only single point
digitizing.

2

Comma delimiter character.

3

Clip Indicator - If the character is a "0", then the point is outside the hard-clip limits. If a "1",
the point is inside the hard-clip limits, but outside the soft-clip limits (see CLIP). If a "2" then
it is inside the soft-clip limits.

4

Comma delimiter character.

5

Tracking ON/OFF - If the character is a "0", then tracking is off; if a "1", then tracking is on.

6

Comma delimiter character.

7-8

Button Positions. If S$ is the status string and B is the button number you wish to test, then
BIT(VAL(S$[7,8]),B-1) returns one if B is down and zero if B is up.

See Also:
GRAPHICS INPUT IS, READ LOCATOR, TRACK, WHERE

1000

DIM

Dimensions REAL arrays and strings.
DIM item [,item...]

DIM A(100),B(10,10),C(4,2,5,8)
DIM A$[200],B$(6,10)[100]
DIM Array(-64:63,8)
DIM Hold$[365] BUFFER, Array(200) BUFFER
Example: DIM.BAS
Description:
The DIM statement is used to declare REAL numeric array and string variables. The maximum number
of array dimensions is six and the lower bound must be less than or equal to the upper bound value. Each
dimension may contain a maximum of 32,767 elements. The default dimension of an undeclared array is the
number of subscripts found in its first occurrence, with each dimension having the default lower bound of the
value declared in OPTION BASE and an upper bound of ten.
Each numeric array element is REAL and requires eight bytes of storage. Strings require one byte of storage
per character, plus two additional bytes. To declare a variable a BUFFER, follow its name with the BUFFER
keyword. BUFFER variables are used with the TRANSFER statement.
Any number of DIM statements are allowed, anywhere in the program; however, a DIM statement may
not appear before an OPTION BASE statement. Memory allocation is made during prerun and cannot
be dynamically deallocated. However, the dimensions can be changed in a limited way by REDIM. Use
ALLOCATE and DEALLOCATE for dynamic memory allocation.
See Also:
ALLOCATE, COM, COMPLEX, DEALLOCATE, INTEGER, OPTION BASE, REAL, REDIM, TRANSFER
Usage:

1001

DISABLE

Disables event-initiated branches.
DISABLE
Usage:
DISABLE
Example: DISABLE.BAS
Description:
Disables all event-initiated branches, except ON END, ON ERROR, and ON TIMEOUT.
See Also:
DISABLE INTR, ENABLE, ENABLE INTR, ON, OFF

1002

DISABLE EVENT

Prevents HTBasic from branching upon receipt of a specified event.
DISABLE EVENT @Eventname,"Widgethandle"
Description:
Use the DISABLE EVENT keyword to temporarily suspend the effects an event would have on your program.
For example, you may want the program to accomplish some task without interruption. After that task is
accomplished, you can use the ENABLE EVENT keyword to re-enable the program’s sensitivity to that event.
While the event is disabled, it can still be logged. Then, when it is re-enabled the branch will be taken. Only
one occurrence of the event will be logged.
See Also:
DISABLE, DISABLE INTR, ENABLE, ENABLE EVENT, ENABLE INTR

1003

DISABLE INTR

Disables interrupts from the specified interface.
DISABLE INTR interface-select-code
DISABLE INTR 5
DISABLE INTR
Isc
Example: DISABLE INTR.BAS
Description:
DISABLE INTR instructs the interface to disable interrupt generation.
See Also:
DISABLE, ENABLE, ENABLE INTR, ON INTR, OFF INTR
Usage:

1004

DISP

Displays items on the CRT display line.
DISP [ item-list [{,|;}]]
DISP USING image [; item-list]

DISP Display$;
DISP TAB(8),Head,TAB(25),Descrip
DISP USING "5Z.DD";Figures
DISP USING Report;List(2),List(3),List(4)
Example: DISP.BAS
Description:
Without USING
If USING is not specified, the standard numeric format will be used to display items. The standard numeric
format will display a number in floating point form rounded to 12 digits if its absolute value is in the range 1E-4
to 1E+6. The number will be displayed in scientific notation if it is outside this range.
The punctuation following the item to be displayed determines the item's display field. The compact field is
used if a semicolon follows the item; and the default display field is used if a comma follows the item.
In both compact and default display form, numbers are displayed with one leading blank for positive numbers
or the minus sign for negative numbers. In compact field form numeric items are displayed with one trailing
blank and string items are displayed with no leading or trailing blanks. The default display form displays items
with trailing blanks to fill to the beginning of the next 10-character field. A complex number is displayed in
rectangular form, first the real part, then an extra blank and finally the imaginary part.
An array may be displayed in row-major order using the full-array-specifier. If punctuation follows an array
then the array elements are displayed either in compact field (if semicolon) or default display field (if comma)
and additionally the automatic EOL sequence will be suppressed.
With USING
See IMAGE for a complete explanation of the image list. The items specified in the image list are acted upon
as they are encountered. Each image list item should have a matching display item. Processing of the image list
stops when no matching display item is found. Conversely, the image list is re-used starting at the beginning
to provide matches for all remaining display items. The TAB function and any trailing punctuation may not be
specified with USING.
Control Characters
The following control characters have a special meaning when used in DISP statements:
Character
Meaning
CTRL-G, CHR$(7)
sounds the bell.
CTRL-H, CHR$(8)
moves the cursor back 1 space.
CTRL-L, CHR$(12)
clears the display line (form feed).
CTRL-M, CHR$(13)
moves the cursor to column 1 and the display
line is cleared by the next character sent to
the display (unless it is a CR).
Character
Meaning
Usage:

CTRL-G, CHR$(7)

Sounds the bell.

CTRL-H, CHR$(8)

Moves the cursor back 1 space

CTRL-L, CHR$(12)

Clears the display line (form feed),

CTRL-M, CHR$(13)

Moves the cursor to column 1 and the display line is cleared by the next char
sent to the display (unless it is a CR).

Scrolling
If the data displayed on the DISP line is too long, the data is scrolled to the left so that the final portion is
completely displayed. If the DISP statement ends with a comma or semicolon, the next DISP statement
concatenates data on the end of the existing data. Again, the data is scrolled if necessary to display the final
portion of the data.
See Also:

1005

IMAGE, LABEL, OUTPUT, PRINT

1006

DISPLAY FUNCTIONS

Controls the display of control characters on the CRT.
DISPLAY FUNCTIONS { ON | OFF }
DISPLAY FUNCTIONS OFF
IF Ctrlchar THEN DISPLAY FUNCTIONS ON
Example: DISPLAY FUNCTIONS.BAS
Description:
It is possible to disable the effect of the attribute characters on the CRT device, displaying them instead of
executing them. This is useful when debugging OUTPUT. The DISPLAY FUNCTIONS ON statement causes
all control characters to be displayed but not executed. The only exception is carriage return, CHR$(13), which
is first displayed and then the print cursor is moved to column one of the next line. DISPLAY FUNCTIONS
OFF returns execution of attribute characters to normal.
This function is the equivalent to pressing the DISPLAY FCTNS key or to executing the command, CONTROL
CRT,4;State.
See Also:
ALPHA HEIGHT, ALPHA PEN, CLEAR LINE, CLS, KBD CMODE, KEY LABELS
Usage:

1007

DIV

Returns the quotient of an integer divide operation.
dividend DIV divisor

Usage:
PRINT "Miles =";Feet DIV 5280
Example: DIV.BAS
Description:
The result of DIV is an INTEGER if both arguments are INTEGER and REAL otherwise. If the divisor is zero,
an error is returned. The definition of A DIV B is
A DIV B = FIX(A/B).
See Also:
MOD, MODULO

1008

DLL GET

Sets up a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) function to use in the program.
DLL GET "returntype dllname:functionname"
Where:

Usage:

Description:
See Also:

returntype is one of the following: VOID, SHORT, LONG, DOUBLE, CHAR, CHARPTR, VARIABLE.
dllname must be the name of a loaded DLL.
functionname is the name of the function in the DLL you wish to call, or a variable exported from the
DLL.
All Function/Variable names must use valid HTBasic function name conventions or an alias using
HTBasic function name conventions must be provided. The DLL loader will allow you to load two
functions with the same name as long as they are in different DLL’s. However, without an alias
specified, there is no way to differentiate which DLL you are trying to call and the DLL loader will
always call the first function by that name. You cannot have an HTBasic function with the same name
as a DLL function.
alias is an optional function/variable name to use within HTBasic.
DLL
DLL
DLL
DLL
DLL
DLL
DLL

GET "VOID Pipecalc:Xsection" AS "Cross"
GET "SHORT Pipecalc:Xsection" AS "Cross"
GET "LONG Pipecalc:Xsection" AS "Cross"
GET "DOUBLE Pipecalc:Xsection" AS "Cross"
GET "CHAR Pipecalc:Xsection" AS "Cross"
GET "CHARPTR Pipecalc:Xsection" AS "Cross"
GET "VARIABLE Pipecalc:Xsection" AS "Cross"

The DLL GET sets up a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) function to use in the program.
DLL LOAD, DLL READ, DLL UNLOAD, DLL WRITE, LIST DLL

1009

DLL LOAD

Specifies the Dynamic Link Library (DLL) to LOAD into the program.
DLL LOAD "dllname"
Where:
Usage:
Description:
See Also:

dllname must be the name of a DLL to load.
DLL LOAD "Pipecalc"
DLL LOAD "Flowtrak"
The DLL LOAD specifies the Dynamic Link Library (DLL) to LOAD into the program.
DLL GET, DLL READ, DLL UNLOAD, DLL WRITE, LIST DLL

1010

DLL READ

Retrieves a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) variable to use in the program.
DLL READ "varname";basic variable
Where:
Usage:
Description:
See Also:

varname is any variable name within the DLL.
basic variable is any legal variable name to use within HTBasic.
DLL READ "Xsection";Crosec
DLL READ "Flowrate";Torrant
The DLL READ reads a loaded Dynamic Link Library (DLL) variable value into a BASIC variable.
DLL GET, DLL LOAD, DLL UNLOAD, DLL WRITE, LIST DLL

1011

DLL UNLOAD

Specifies the Dynamic Link Library (DLL) to UNLOAD from the program.
DLL UNLOAD "dllname"
DLL UNLOAD ALL
Where:
Usage:
Description:
See Also:

dllname must be the name of a DLL to unload.
DLL UNLOAD ALL
!Removes all loaded DLLs
DLL UNLOAD "Flowtrak" !Removes Flowtrack.dll
The DLL UNLOAD specifies the Dynamic Link Library (DLL) to UNLOAD from the program.
DLL GET, DLL LOAD, DLL READ, DLL WRITE, LIST DLL

1012

DLL WRITE

Sets a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) variable to use in the program.
Syntax:
Where:
Usage:
Description:
See Also:

DLL WRITE "varname";value
varname is any variable name within the DLL.
value is any numeric value.
DLL WRITE "Xsection";3.559
DLL WRITE "Flowrate";20.9
The DLL WRITE writes the value of a BASIC variable into a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) variable.
DLL GET, DLL LOAD, DLL READ, DLL UNLOAD, LIST DLL

1013

DOT

Returns the dot product of two numeric vectors.
DOT( vector, vector )
Dotproduct=DOT(Vecx,Vecy)
PRINT DOT(X,Y)
Example: DOT.BAS
Description:
The dot, scalar or inner product of two vectors is defined to be the product of the magnitudes of the vectors and
the angle between them. This is equivalent to the sum of the products of the components of the two vectors.
See Also:
BASE, DET, DIM, MAT, RANK, REDIM, SIZE, SUM
Usage:

1014

DRAW

Draws a line to the X,Y location.
DRAW x-position, y-position

DRAW
50,50
DRAW
10,75
DRAW
Xx,Yy
Example: DRAW.BAS
Description:
A line is drawn from the current position to the specified coordinates using the current line type and pen
number. The DRAW statement can be used in conjunction with the MOVE statement. DRAW always begins
with the "pen down" and ends with the pen down. MOVE always lifts the pen before moving to the specified
new position. See also PLOT which incorporates pen control into one statement through its syntax. The xposition and y-position arguments express a coordinate in the current SHOW or WINDOW units.
If the arguments of a DRAW statement specify a destination point which is outside the clipping rectangle, a
theoretical draw to that point is executed. Only that portion of the vector which lies inside the clipping rectangle
is drawn. The portion of the vector which lies outside is clipped at the edge of the clipping rectangle.
A DRAW to the current position draws a point. The PIVOT statement affects the DRAW statement.
See Also:
CLIP, IDRAW, IMOVE, IPLOT, LINE TYPE, MOVE, PIVOT, PLOT, RPLOT, SHOW, VIEWPORT,
WINDOW
Usage:

1015

DROUND

Rounds a numeric-expression to the specified number of digits.
DROUND( numeric-expression, digits )

Data=DROUND(Sample,10)
PRINT "Current =";DROUND(Amps,4)
Example: DROUND.BAS
Description:
If the number of digits is greater than fifteen then numeric-expression is not rounded; if the number of digits is
less than one then DROUND returns zero.
See Also:
CINT, FIX, FRACT, INT, PROUND, REAL
Usage:

1016

DUMP

Copies the contents of the display to a printing device.
DUMP ALPHA [source [TO #device-selector]]
DUMP GRAPHICS [source [TO #device-selector]]

DUMP ALPHA
DUMP ALPHA #702
DUMP GRAPHICS #Dev
DUMP GRAPHICS Color TO #701
Example: DUMP.BAS
Description:
The contents of the ALPHA or GRAPHICS screen is copied to a printing device. The source, by default, is
the CRT. If any other device is specified then no DUMP occurs. The DUMP is sent to the device specified or
to the DUMP DEVICE IS device. Either screen can also be dumped by pressing the DUMP GRAPHICS or
DUMP ALPHA keys. To avoid dumping the pseudo-runlight in the lower right-hand corner of the screen, use
RUNLIGHT OFF before dumping the screen.
For a DUMP ALPHA, alphanumeric characters compatible with any ASCII printer are sent to the printer.
For a DUMP GRAPHICS, graphics are sent to the printer in the printer language specified by the
CONFIGURE DUMP statement. If no CONFIGURE DUMP is executed, the "WIN-DUMP" driver is used. If
MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS is current, then ALPHA text will also be dumped to the printer as part of
the graphics data.
Porting Issues
HTBasic supports several types of printers. For this reason, you may need to tell HTBasic what language to use
before doing the DUMP. The default language is "WIN-DUMP." If you are going to make screen dumps to
another type of printer, you must first use the CONFIGURE DUMP statement. You may find it convenient to
include this statement in your AUTOST file. Chapter 7, "Printer and Image File Drivers," of the Getting Started
Guide explains what languages are supported and how to select them.
See Also:
CONFIGURE SYSTEM, CONFIGURE DUMP, DUMP DEVICE IS
Usage:

1017

DUMP DEVICE IS

Defines the printing device used by DUMP.
DUMP DEVICE IS destination [,EXPANDED] [;APPEND]

DUMP DEVICE IS 10
DUMP DEVICE IS "PICTURE.PCX",EXPANDED
DUMP DEVICE IS "| lpr"
Example: DUMP DEVICE IS.BAS
Description:
DUMP DEVICE IS specifies what destination receives the dump data when DUMP ALPHA or DUMP
GRAPHICS is executed without a device selector. GINIT resets the destination to the default, which is PRT.
Use the CONFIGURE DUMP statement to specify the graphic printer language used.
The number of colors produced in the dump depends on both the display and printer drivers. See CONFIGURE
DUMP for more information.
Destinations
The output can be sent to a file or device (usually a printer). If the destination is a file, it must be a regular file
or a BDAT file.
Options
If EXPANDED is included, the image is rotated by 90 degrees. Depending on the screen and printer types, the
image may also be printed larger than when EXPANDED is not included.
If APPEND is specified and the DUMP is to a file, the file position is moved to the end-of-file before each
DUMP. For some DUMP types, multiple images in a file are not supported. For example, the PCX file
definition only supports one image per file. If APPEND is specified in these cases, the result is undefined. If
APPEND is not specified, the file is overwritten with each DUMP.
See Also:
CONFIGURE DUMP, DUMP, PLOTTER IS, RUNLIGHT
Usage:

1018

DVAL

Converts a binary, octal, decimal or hexadecimal string to a real number.
DVAL( string-expression, radix )

Value=DVAL(Binary
$,Two)
PRINT DVAL("EFA50",16)
Example: DVAL.BAS
Description:
DVAL is like VAL, in that a number in string form is converted to numeric form. Unlike VAL, which can only
convert decimal numbers, DVAL can convert numbers in binary, octal, decimal and hexadecimal.
The string expression contains the number to be converted and the radix must be either 2, 8, 10 or 16. The
characters in the string must be legal digits in the specified radix. For example, a binary number can only have
characters "0" and "1". Only decimal numbers are allowed to have a minus sign preceding them.
The number expressed in the string is first converted to a 32 bit integer. If the most significant bit is set, the
result will be negative. Thus, the string must represent a number within the range of a 32 bit signed integer. The
range restrictions are as follows:
Radiz
Legal Range
Usage:

binary

0 through 11111111111111111111111111111111

octal

0 through 37777777777

decimal

-2147483648 through 2147483647

hexadecimal

0 through FFFFFFFF

See Also:
DVAL$, IVAL, IVAL$, VAL, VAL$

1019

DVAL$

Converts a number to a binary, octal, decimal or hexadecimal string.
DVAL$( whole-number, radix )

Hex$=DVAL$(Number,Sixteen)
PRINT DVAL$(Quantity,8)
Example: DVAL$.BAS
Description:
DVAL$ is like VAL$, in that a numeric value is converted to string form. Unlike VAL$, which always
expresses numbers in decimal form, DVAL$ can also express numbers in binary, octal, decimal and
hexadecimal form.
Whole-number contains the number to be converted which must be in the range of a 32 bit two's complement
integer, -2,147,483,648 through 2,147,483,647. Radix must be either 2, 8, 10 or 16.
The converted numbers have leading zeros as necessary to fill unused digit positions. A minus sign is only
produced for decimal numbers. The range of numbers produced is the same as those accepted by DVAL.
See Also:
DVAL, IVAL, IVAL$, VAL, VAL$
Usage:

1020

EDIT

Puts you into program EDIT mode.
EDIT [target [,increment]]
EDIT SUB subprogram-name [,increment]
EDIT FN function-name [,increment]
Usage:

Description:

EDIT
EDIT 100,10
EDIT Alabel
EDIT SUB
Fire62
EDIT FNPete
EDIT FNOranges
In the syntax above, the space between FN and the function-name is shown for readability. When you type the
statement, do not include the space after FN.
The following information applies only to the HTBasic Legacy Editor. For full documentation on the new
HTBasic Windows Editor, please see the Getting Started Guide.
The EDIT command starts the full screen program editor. It automatically generates and maintains the program
line numbers. The default increment for line numbers is 10, but may be specified with the increment value.
If you are editing an existing program, the current edit line will be either the last line edited, the last line with
an error or the line specified in the EDIT command. You may specify either a line number, line label, SUB
program name, or DEF FN function name. If you are editing a new program, the first line number will be 10
unless a line number is specified.
EDIT mode is ended by pressing CLR SCR (HOME on a PC), PAUSE, RUN or STEP keys. It can also be
terminated by entering a CAT or LIST command. EDIT can only be executed from the keyboard. It cannot be
included in a program.
While in EDIT mode, the arrow keys, LEFT WORD, RIGHT WORD, PREV, NEXT, BOL, EOL, BEGIN and
END keys can be used to move around the program. The INS CHR key toggles the overstrike mode to insert
mode and back again. This remains in effect while on the same program line and is reset to overstrike mode
when a new line is displayed. The DEL CHR key deletes the character under the cursor. The DEL LEFT key
deletes the character to the left of the cursor.
Using the Legacy Editor to insert a line between two program lines or before the first line of the program,
position the cursor on the line following the place you wish to insert the new line and then press the INS LN
key. If necessary, the program will be partially renumbered and a new line number will be generated for you.
You may insert as many program lines as is required. To end the insert line mode press the UP, DOWN, PREV,
NEXT, BEGIN, END or INS LN keys. To delete a line, position the cursor on the line you wish to delete and
press the DEL LN key.
In the Legacy Editor, the changes to a line are not made permanent until you press ENTER. If you wish to abort
the changes, press an arrow key or any other key that moves the cursor to another line.
Keyboard commands can still be entered in EDIT mode by first deleting the automatic line number and then
entering the command. To delete the line number, backspace over it and then type over the top of it or use the
BACKSPACE key to delete back over the top of it or use the END key to clear the current line.
Using keyboard commands you can move a block of text from one place in the program to another
(MOVELINES) or copy a block of text from one place to another (COPYLINES). Both of these commands
transparently handle any line reference renumbering.
FIND can be used to search for a string of characters. CHANGE can be used to find a string and replace it with
another string.
INDENT can be used to automatically indent program constructs. REN can be used to renumber part of or the
entire program. DELSUB is used when a subprogram needs to be deleted.
Use "HELP #" to display a list of the keyboard key mappings.

See Also:
CHANGE, COPYLINES, DEL, DELSUB, EDIT KEY, FIND, INDENT, MOVELINES, REN, SECURE,
STORE, XREF
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EDIT KEY

Puts you into softkey EDIT mode.
EDIT KEY key-number
Usage:
Description:

EDIT KEY
3
The EDIT KEY command edits softkey macros. It is entered by typing EDIT KEY n (where n is the softkey
number), or by pressing EDIT, the softkey you wish to edit and then the ENTER key. The current definition for
the requested key is displayed and the normal editing keys are used to modify the definition (see EDIT). When
you are finished press ENTER to save the key definition.
A softkey macro is not available while an ON KEY statement is currently active for that key.

See Also:
EDIT, KBD CMODE, KEY LABELS, KEY LABELS PEN, LIST KEY, LOAD KEY, OFF KEY, ON KEY,
READ KEY, SCRATCH, SET KEY, STORE KEY, USER KEYS
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ENABLE

Enables all event-initiated branches suspended by DISABLE.
ENABLE
Usage:
Description:

ENABLE
ENABLE does not affect ON END, ON ERROR and ON TIMEOUT.

See Also:
DISABLE, DISABLE INTR, ENABLE INTR, ON, OFF
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ENABLE EVENT

Enables HTBasic to branch upon receipt of a specified event.
Syntax:
Usage:
Description:

ENABLE EVENT @Eventname, Widgethandle
ENABLE EVENT @Myscrollbar, "CHANGED"
ENABLE EVENT @String1, "KEYSTROKE"
If an ON EVENT statement has been defined for a widget and an event, when the event occurs an
event-initiated branch results. Use DISABLE EVENT to temporarily suspend the effects an event
would have on your program.
For example, you may want the program to accomplish some task without interruption. After that task
is accomplished, you can use ENABLE EVENT to re-enable the program’s sensitivity to that event.

See Also:

While the event is disabled, it can still be logged. Then, when it is re-enabled, the branch will be
taken. Only one occurrence of the event will be logged. You must have at least one currently defined
event branch in your program to accept inputs from the mouse or keyboard. The events can all be
disabled and still accept inputs.
DISABLE, DISABLE EVENT, DISABLE INTR, ENABLE INTR, ON, OFF
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ENABLE INTR

Enables interrupts from a specified interface.
ENABLE INTR interface-select-code [;enable-mask]

Usage:

Example:
Description:

ENABLE INTR 12
ENABLE INTR
Isc;Bitmask
ENABLE INTR.BAS
This command enables interrupts from a specified interface for event-initiated branching. An optional bit
mask is stored in the interface interrupt-enable register. The default bit mask is the previous bit mask for that
interface, or if there is no previous bit mask then a bit mask of all zeros is used. The meaning of the bit mask
depends on the interface; consult the interface documentation.

See Also:
DISABLE, DISABLE INTR, ENABLE, ON, OFF
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END

Marks the end of the program.
END
Example:
Description:

END.BAS
An END statement is required at the end of the main program. Any subprograms follow the main program
END statement. Comments may also follow the main program END statement.

See Also:
FNEND, SUBEND, PAUSE, STOP
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ENTER

Inputs data and assigns it to variables.
ENTER source [USING image] [;item-list]
subscripts = subscript [,subscript...]

ENTER 702;Numeral,Alph$
ENTER Dev;P1;P2;P3;P4
ENTER @Picto,Pstr;Array(*)
ENTER @Access USING 20;Lexical$(Def)
Example: ENTER.BAS
Description:
Numeric data, array elements or character strings are input from a specified source and the values are assigned
to variables. A number builder changes ASCII data to numeric data for assignment to a numeric variable. The
number builder ignores blanks and leading non-numeric characters and terminates on the first character received
with EOI true or on the first non-numeric character. Arrays may be entered, in row major order, using the full
array specifier, "(*)".
String items are terminated with either a line-feed character, a carriage-return/line-feed character pair, an EOI
signal or upon filling the dimensioned length of the string. The line-feed or carriage-return/line-feed characters
are not entered into the string.
Complex numbers are entered in rectangular form, real part first, followed by imaginary part. The two parts
should be separated by EOI or by a non-numeric character.
Sources
File. A file ASSIGNed to an I/O path may be used as the source. An ASCII file is read as ASCII characters.
With FORMAT ON, BDAT and regular files are also read as ASCII characters. With FORMAT OFF, BDAT
and regular files are in internal format (see OUTPUT for a description of internal formats). All files may be
accessed serially and additionally, BDAT and regular files may be accessed randomly by including a record
number.
String. A string may be used as the source. ENTER begins at the beginning of the string and reads serially.
Data is assumed to be in FORMAT ON format.
Device. A device-selector or I/O path may be used as the source to enter items from a device. The default
system attributes are used if the source is a device-selector. The ASSIGN statement determines the attributes
used if the source is an I/O path. If the device selector is 1, then the source is the CRT. If the device selector is
2, then the source is the keyboard. To terminate a keyboard entry, and append a carriage-return/line-feed, press
ENTER. To terminate an entry, with no characters appended, press CONTINUE.
Buffer. A buffer ASSIGNed to an I/O path may be used as the source. The ASSIGN statement determines the
attributes used. The buffer empty pointer points to the beginning of the data to be removed and ENTER ed. The
empty pointer is updated as data is ENTERed.
With USING
See IMAGE for a complete explanation of the image list. The items specified in the image list are acted upon
as they are encountered. Each image list item should have a matching enter item. Processing of the image list
stops when no matching enter item is found. Conversely, the image list is reused starting at the beginning to
provide matches for all remaining enter items. FORMAT ON is used in connection with ENTER USING, even
if FORMAT OFF has been specified.
Records
When entering from a file, you may specify a record number. The first record in the file is record 1. The record
size for BDAT files is specified when the file is created and defaults to 256 bytes. For other file types the record
size is 1; thus the record number is actually the offset into the file. The first byte of the file is at offset 1. When
a record number is specified and the record size is not 1, if the ENTER requires more data than a single record,
an End of Record error or event occurs.
See Also:
IMAGE, INPUT, LINPUT, OUTPUT, PRINT
Usage:
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ENVIRON$

Returns information from the operating system environment.
ENVIRON$( string-expression | numeric-expression )
PRINT "Your path is ";ENVIRON$("PATH")
LOAD ENVIRON$("HTB")&"\autost",1
A$(I)=ENVIRON$(I)
Example: ENVIRON$.BAS
Description:
The ENVIRON$ function returns the value assigned to an operating system environment variable. You may
choose which environment variable to read in one of two ways. If you know the name of a variable, you can
specify it by name and its definition will be returned. If the variable does not exist or if the definition is blank, a
zero length string is returned. You can also specify a number, in which case both the corresponding variable, an
equal sign and the definition are returned. The first variable is number 1. The names of environment variables
are case insensitive.
Porting to HP BASIC:
ENVIRON$ is a new HTBasic function that is not available in HP BASIC. It should not be used in programs
that must be ported back to HP BASIC.
See Also:
COMMAND$, EXECUTE, SYSTEM$
Usage:
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ERRL

Compares a line number with ERRLN.
ERRL( line-number | line-label )
IF ERRL(850) THEN CALL Route_error
IF ERRL(1260) THEN GOTO 5630
IF NOT ERRL(Record) THEN Lock
Example: ERRL.BAS
Description:
ERRL returns a 1 if ERRLN is equal to the specified line (in the current context) and 0 otherwise. ERRL can
be used in IF statements to direct program flow in an error handling routine. ERRL is not keyboard executable.
See Also:
CAUSE ERROR, CLEAR ERROR, ERRLN, ERRM$, ERRN, ERROR RETURN, ERROR SUBEXIT, OFF
ERROR, ON ERROR
Usage:
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ERRLN

Returns the program line number on which the last error occurred.
ERRLN
Usage:
Example:
Description:

PRINT ERRLN
Error1=ERRLN
ERRLN.BAS
The number of the program line on which the most recent error occurred is returned. If no error has occurred,
the ERRLN function returns 0.

See Also:
CAUSE ERROR, CLEAR ERROR, ERRL, ERRM$, ERRN, ERROR RETURN, ERROR SUBEXIT, OFF
ERROR, ON ERROR
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ERRM$

Returns the error message text of the last error.
ERRM$
OUTPUT @Errorlog;ERRM
$
PRINT ERRM$
Example: ERRM$.BAS
Description:
ERRM$ returns the line number (ERRLN), error number (ERRN) and associated error message text. The null
string is returned if no error has been generated since start-up, LOAD, GET, SCRATCH or CLEAR ERROR.
Porting Issues
HTBasic error messages are usually similar to those in HP BASIC. Programs that depend on ERRM$ returning
the exact same message as HP BASIC should be modified accordingly. In particular, where an HP BASIC error
message has seemed less descriptive than it should be, HTBasic returns a more descriptive message.
See Also:
CAUSE ERROR, CLEAR ERROR, ERRL, ERRLN, ERRN, ERROR RETURN, ERROR SUBEXIT, OFF
ERROR, ON ERROR
Usage:
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ERRN

Returns the last error number.
ERRN
Usage:

Example:

A=ERRN
IF ERRN=75 THEN CALL Exroute
PRINT "Execution Error Number = ";ERRN
10 ON ERROR GOTO 90
20 PRINT X^Y
. . .
80 STOP
90 IF ERRN=27 THEN PRINT "Oops!"
ERRN.BAS

Description:
The last program execution error number is returned; or if no error has occurred, a zero is returned. ERRNmay
be used in IF statements to direct program flow in an error handling routine.
Porting Issues
Any error number of 2000 or greater is an HTBasic extension to Rocky Mountain Basic. Not all errors that can
occur under HP BASIC can occur under HTBasic. Any error number greater than 10,000 is a Windows error
passed to the error handler in HTBasic directly from Windows.
In general, the error numbers returned for errors are the same as those returned by HP BASIC. But in some
instances the operating system or environment in which HTBasic runs makes it impossible or impractical to
return the same number.
Appendix A contains a list of errors that can occur.
See Also:
CAUSE ERROR, CLEAR ERROR, ERRL, ERRLN, ERRM$, ERROR RETURN, ERROR SUBEXIT, OFF
ERROR, ON ERROR
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ERROR RETURN

Returns program execution to the line following the most recent error.
ERROR RETURN
Usage:
IF Done THEN ERROR RETURN
Example: ERROR RETURN.BAS
Description:
ERROR RETURN should only be used in connection with ON ERROR GOSUB. A regular RETURNcauses
the line which generated the error to be re-executed. ERROR RETURN skips the line which generated the
error and continues execution with the next line.
See Also:
CAUSE ERROR, CLEAR ERROR, ERRL, ERRLN, ERRM$, ERRN, ERROR SUBEXIT, OFF ERROR, ON
ERROR,
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ERROR SUBEXIT

Returns subprogram execution to the line following the most recent error.
ERROR SUBEXIT
ERROR SUBEXIT
IF Done THEN ERROR SUBEXIT
Example: ERROR SUBEXIT.BAS
Description:
ERROR SUBEXIT should only be used in connection with ON ERROR CALL. A regular SUBEXIT causes
the line which generated the error to be re-executed. ERROR SUBEXIT skips the error line and continues
execution with the line following the line in error.
See Also:
CAUSE ERROR, CLEAR ERROR, ERRL, ERRLN, ERRM$, ERRN, ERROR RETURN, OFF ERROR, ON
ERROR, SUBEXIT
Usage:
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EXECUTE

Executes an operating system command.
EXECUTE [command] [;option [,option]...]

Usage:
Example:
Description:

EXECUTE "DIR"
EXECUTE "SOL.EXE"
EXECUTE.BAS
The default command interpreter for your operating system is invoked and given the command
specified for execution. When the command has completed, control is returned to HTBasic. If the
command argument is not specified then the default command interpreter is invoked, you are given a
prompt and you may issue one or more commands. You must terminate the command interpreter to
return to HTBasic. To return, type "EXIT".
After the command has completed execution, if the WAIT OFF option is not specified the message
"Hit any key to continue" will be displayed and HTBasic waits until you press any keyboard key. If the
WAIT OFF option is specified, control immediately returns to the next HTBasic statement.
If the SAVE ALPHA OFF option is not specified, the screen is cleared before the command is executed
and the screen is restored after the command has finished. If the SAVE ALPHA OFF option is
specified, the screen is not cleared or restored. Messages written to the screen will write over the
current screen. You can, however, redirect the output messages to a file and use the WAIT OFF option
to prevent writing over the screen.
If the RETURN option is specified, the executed program's termination error value is returned in the
numeric variable. When control is returned to HTBasic, an attempt is made to service any events which
occurred while the command interpreter had control.
When operating under a window system, the WAIT OFF and SAVE ALPHA OFF options are ignored.
To prevent the appearance of a DOS box when running a Windows application use the following
syntax:
EXECUTE CHR$(13) & "appname.exe"

See Also:

Usage Notes
Under Windows, CMD is the command interpreter used if no command is specified. To execute a
built-in command like "DIR", use "cmd /c DIR". An extension of .EXE is assumed for the command; to
execute a .BAT, .CMD or .COM file, include the extension.
QUIT, QUITALL
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EXOR

Performs a Logical exclusive OR of two expressions.
numeric-expression EXOR numeric-expression
I=1 EXOR 0
IF Former EXOR Latter THEN Do
IF A<B EXOR C=D THEN PRINT "ONLY ONE CONDITION IS TRUE"
Example: EXOR.BAS
Description:
A EXOR B returns a one if exactly one of A or B is non-zero and a zero if A and B are both zero or both nonzero.
See Also:
AND, OR, NOT
Usage:
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EXP

Returns "e" raised to a power.
EXP (numeric-expression)
X1=EXP(Y*10)
X2=EXP(Y^3)
Example: EXP.BAS
Description:
EXP returns the value of "e" raised to the power specified by the numeric expression. "e" is the base of the
Naperian or Natural logarithm. Its value is approximately 2.718 281 828 459 05.
COMPLEX Arguments
EXP accepts either a COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type. For COMPLEX
arguments the real and imaginary parts of EXP(Z) are calculated (using real arithmetic) as
REAL(EXP(Z)) = EXP(REAL(Z))*COS(IMAG(Z))
IMAG(EXP(Z)) = EXP(REAL(Z))*SIN(IMAG(Z))
IMAG(Z) specifies radians, regardless of the current trigonometric mode. Notice that intermediate values
generated during the calculation of the function can cause over- or underflow errors for very large or small
values of Z.
See Also:
LOG, LGT
Usage:
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FBYTE

Checks for first byte of a two byte character.
FBYTE( string )
Usage:
Description:

PRINT FBYTE(A$)
IF FBYTE(A$[I]) THEN PRINT "Two Bytes"
FBYTE is used with SBYTE to determine whether a character is one or two bytes long. FBYTE returns a one if
the first byte of the string argument is in the valid range for the first byte of a two byte character.

See Also:
CVT$, SBYTE
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FIND

Searches for specified characters in a program.
FIND "characters" [IN start [,end]]
Usage:
Description:

FIND "PRINT"
FIND "Xx=" IN Math,Result
FIND allows you to search for arbitrary strings in the program. Once found, the program line may be modified
or deleted. The search continues after pressing ENTER or DEL LN. If no modification or deletion is needed,
pressing CONTINUE searches for the next occurrence. You may exit FIND mode by pressing any other
function key. The string literal must match exactly. The case of characters is significant.
The FIND command from the HTBasic Windows editor input line bings up the FIND window and fills fields
with old and new values. All other options are ignored.
If start is specified, the search begins with that line. If the line doesn't exist, the line immediately after that
line number is used. If a non-existent line label is specified, an error will be reported. If start is not specified,
searching will begin with the current line.
If end is specified, the search ends with that line. If the line doesn't exist, the line immediately before that
line number is used. If a non-existent line label is specified, an error will be reported. If end is not specified,
searching will end with the last line.
FIND is not allowed while a program is running, but it may be used when the program is paused. FIND is
aborted if a change exceeds the maximum allowable length of a program line or if a line number is altered.
FIND can only be executed from the keyboard. It cannot be included in a program.

See Also:
CHANGE, COPYLINES, DEL, DELSUB, EDIT, INDENT, MOVELINES, REN, SECURE, XREF
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FIX

Truncates a value to INTEGER.
FIX ( numeric-expression)
DRAW
FIX(X),Y
Example: FIX.BAS
Description:
The effect of FIX is to remove the fractional part of its argument.
Notice the differences among FIX, CINT and INT. FIX returns the closest integral value between the REAL
value and zero. CINT converts a REAL value to an INTEGER by substituting the closest INTEGER to the
value. FIX returns the closest integral value between the REAL value and zero. INT returns the closest integral
value between the REAL value and negative infinity. Also, CINT actually changes the type from REAL to
INTEGER while INT and FIX return integral results without changing the type. The following table helps
illustrate these differences:
Value x
CINT(x)
FIX(x)
INT(x)
Usage:

2.6

3

2.0

2.0

2.2

2

2.0

2.0

-2.2

-2

-2.0

-3.0

-2.6

-3

-2.0

-3.0

Porting to HP BASIC:
FIX is a new HTBasic function that is not available in HP BASIC. It should not be used in programs that must
be ported back to HP BASIC.
See Also:
CINT, DROUND, FRACT, INT, PROUND, REAL
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FN

Executes a user-defined function.
FN function-name[$] [(argument [,argument...] )]

PRINT "New Value is";FNRate(Y)
Result$=FNCheck$(List$)
Pass=FNDecode(Code,(Express),@Line)
Rotate=FNTranslate(Comp(Trans1+Trans2),Table(*))
Example: FN.BAS
Description:
A function subprogram is defined by DEF FN and called by referencing FNname. The supplied arguments, if
any, may be used in the function's calculations. Upon completion it returns either a string or a numeric value
depending on the type of the function name.
Calling a function subprogram changes the program context. Function subprograms may be called recursively.
If there is more than one function with the same name the function with the lowest line number is called.
If an expression is defined and evaluated several times throughout a program, it is convenient to define it as
a function and then specify the function name instead of the expression. A function can be used anywhere
expressions are allowed.
Function subprograms can be included in expressions involved in keyboard calculations. For example, the
return value of a function can be displayed by typing the function name and then pressing ENTER.
The arguments specified in the function reference must be of the same type as the parameters in the defining
DEF FN. Variables passed by reference must exactly match the DEF FN parameters. Numeric values passed by
value are changed to the type (REAL or INTEGER) of the parameter.
See Also:
CALL, DEF FN, SUB
Usage:
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FOR ... NEXT

Executes a loop a fixed number of times.
FOR control-var = start TO end [STEP step]
statements
NEXT control-var

Usage:

10 FOR I=1 TO 100
20
FOR X=1 TO 100
30
PRINT I,X
40
NEXT X
50
FOR J=2*PI TO 0 STEP -PI/100
. . .
80
NEXT J
90 NEXT I

Example:
Description:

FOR NEXT.BAS
The FOR ... NEXT loop is executed a fixed number of times, by incrementing a control variable through a
fixed range. The loop consists of statements between the FOR and corresponding NEXT statement.
When the FOR statement is executed, the initial value is assigned to the control variable. The value is then
tested against the final value. If it exceeds it (in the proper STEP direction) then the FOR loop is not executed
and control transfers to the line following the matching NEXT statement. If there is no STEP modifier, the
default step size is set to one. The step modifier can be positive or negative. If the step modifier is zero, then the
loop is infinitely repeated and no error is generated.
When the NEXT statement is executed, the step value is added to the control variable. If the new control
value variable is larger than the end value and the step value is positive (or if the new control variable value is
smaller than the end value and the step value is negative), the loop terminates and execution continues with the
statement following the NEXT. If the control variable has not exceeded the end value, then control is returned
to the program statement following the corresponding FOR statement.
Jumping from outside the FOR loop into the FOR loop does not give an error but should not be done since
the control variable, end value and step value will not be properly set. Jumping from inside the FOR loop to
outside the FOR loop is permitted.

See Also:
CALL, END, FN, GOSUB, GOTO, IF, LOOP, ON, PAUSE, REPEAT, RETURN, RUN, SELECT, STOP,
SUBEND, SUBEXIT, WAIT, WHILE
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FRACT

Returns the fractional part of an argument.
FRACT (numeric-expression)
Usage:
Description:

PRINT FRACT(5/3)
Fraction = FRACT(Integer+Fraction)

The FRACT function returns a number greater than or equal to zero and less than one. For any value of X, the
formula X=INT(X)+FRACT(X) is true.
Porting to HP BASIC:
HTBasic allows the FRACT of a complex value, returning the fractional part of the real part of the complex
value. HP BASIC gives error 620.
See Also:
INT
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FRAME

Draws a frame around the clipping area.
FRAME
Usage:
Description:

FRAME
This command frames the clipping area using the current pen and line type. FRAME ends with the pen up and
positioned in the lower left corner of the frame.

See Also:
AXES, CLIP, GRID, LINE TYPE, PEN, VIEWPORT
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FRE

Returns the amount of free memory.
FRE
Remaining=FRE-Needed
IF FRE<Wanted then CALL Wolf
Example: FRE.BAS
Description:
This function returns the amount of available memory. To quickly see how much memory is available, type
FRE and press ENTER. The value will be printed on the message line. This is the same value printed at the end
of a LIST statement or returned by the SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY") function.
Command Line Switch
The amount of available memory to give HTBasic when it starts is set with a command line switch. The -w
(workspace) switch specifies how much memory to set aside for your programs and data. The syntax is
-w amount[k|m]
where amount should be replaced with a number specifying the amount of memory. Amount can optionally be
followed by a "k" or an "m". If no "k" or "m" is given, the number specifies bytes. If "k" is given, the number
specifies kilobytes and if "m" is given, the number specifies megabytes.
The default workspace size is sixteen megabytes. Note that the amount of free memory reported can be
somewhat less than that requested because device drivers or other memory users may allocate some of the
memory during startup.
The following example allocates thirty-two megabytes:
-w 32M
Porting to HP BASIC:
FRE is a new HTBasic function that is not available in HP BASIC. It should not be used in programs that must
be ported back to HP BASIC.
See Also:
LIST, SYSTEM$
Usage:
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GCLEAR

Clears the graphics screen.
GCLEAR
Usage:
GCLEAR
Example: GCLEAR.BAS
Description:
If the graphics device is a plotter, GCLEAR advances the paper. If the graphics device is a CRT, all planes
enabled with the current graphics write-mask are cleared. If any alpha data is present in the same planes, the
alpha data is re-written.
For GCLEAR to act as a page eject on some plotters, it is necessary to use HPGL2 mode.
See Also:
CLEAR SCREEN, GRAPHICS, MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS, SEPARATE ALPHA FROM
GRAPHICS
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GESCAPE

Sends device-specific information to a graphic device.
GESCAPE device-selector, code [,param(*)][;return(*)]

GESCAPE Dev,Operation;Array(*)
GESCAPE 14,4
GESCAPE 2,3;Hardclip(*)
GESCAPE Plttr,Select,Send(*);Receive(*)
Example: GESCAPE.BAS
Description:
GESCAPE exchanges device-specific data with a graphic device. The code parameter determines what
operation will be done. The param array sends information to the device. The return array receives information
from the device. The type, size and shape of the arrays must be appropriate for the requested operation. Codes
greater than 99 are extensions to HTBasic which are not present in HP BASIC. Codes in the range 30 to 41
apply to the Windows version only.
Code 1
Return the number of color map entries. The return array must be a one dimensional INTEGER array and have
at least one element. The first element is assigned the number of color map entries.
Code 2
Return the color map values. The return array must be a two dimensional REAL array, must have at least one
row, and must have three columns. The first row contains color information for pen 0, second row for pen
1, etc. If the array does not have enough rows or has too many rows, no error is reported. The first column
contains the information for red, the second for green and the third for blue. The color information ranges in
value from zero to one. Color values are multiples of 1/N, where N is the number of non-black shades available
for each color.
Code 3
Return the hard-clip values. The values are returned in plotter units or pixels. The return array must be a one
dimensional INTEGER array and must contain at least four elements. The first four elements of the array are
assigned the values, X min, Y min, X max, Y max, respectively. For a CRT, the fifth and sixth elements give
the INTEGER array dimensions needed by the GSTORE command to store the screen image. For example:
10 INTEGER A(1:6)
20 GESCAPE CRT,3;A(*)
30 ALLOCATE INTEGER B(1:A(5),1:A(6))
40 GSTORE B(*)
Code 4
Set normal drawing mode. Drawing in normal drawing mode with a positive pen number sets each pixel
to the pen number. Drawing in normal mode with a negative pen number takes the value of each pixel and
clears the bits associated with the pen value. On monochrome displays, the drawing mode is always normal so
GESCAPE 4 and 5 are not supported.
Code 5
Set alternate drawing mode. Drawing in alternate mode with positive pen numbers performs an inclusive
OR on the pen value and the color-map entry number at each pixel. Drawing in alternate mode with negative
pen numbers, performs an exclusive OR on the pen value and the color-map entry number at each pixel. On
monochrome displays, the drawing mode is always normal so GESCAPE 4 and 5 are not supported.
Code 6
Return the graphic display masks. The return array must be a one dimensional INTEGER array and must have
at least one element. The first element is assigned the value of the graphics write-enable mask. The second
element, if present, is assigned the value of the graphics display-enable mask. Each bit in the mask corresponds
to one of the bit planes. Bit 0 corresponds to the first plane.
Code 7
Set the graphic display masks. The param array must be a one dimensional INTEGER array and must have
at least one element. The first element is assigned to the graphics write-enable mask. The second element, if
present, is assigned to the graphics display-enable mask. This code is not supported by HTBasic. Often, where
operation code 7 is used, MERGE or SEPARATE ALPHA can be used instead.
Window Manipulation
Several GESCAPE codes allow manipulation of the HTBasic windows.
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Code

Operation

30

Maximize the window

31

Hide the window

32

Restore the window

33

Set interior client of the app window position and size

34

Get interior client of the app window position and size

35

Bring the window to the top

36

Get the screen size

37

Returns the Title Bar enable flag

38

Hide / restore title bar

39

Set the DUMP size (% of paper width)

41

Minimize the window

The following GESCAPE CRT codes have been added for manipulation of the program window.
Code
Operation
46

Turn the Toolbar Off

47

Turn the Toolbar On

48

Turn the Status Bar Off

49

Turn the Status Bar On

50

Remove Main Menu

51

Restore Main Menu

52

Disable Borders on Parent Window

53

Enable Borders on Parent Window

54

Disable Minimize button on Parent Window

55

Enable Minimize button on Parent Window

56

Disable Maximize button on the Parent Window

57

Enable Maximize button on the Parent Window

58

Disable Close button on the Parent Window

59

Enable Close button on the Parent Window

60

Turn the Bookmark Toolbar Off

61

Turn the Bookmark Toolbar On

62

Turn the Debug Toolbar Off

63

Turn the Debug Toolbar On

64

Turn the filename in the titlebar On

65

Turn the filename in the titlebar Off

The following GESCAPE CRT codes have been added for manipulation of the program child window.
Code
Operation
130

Maximize the window

131

Hide the window
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132

Restore the window

135

Bring the window to the top

137

Returns the Title bar enable flag

138

Hide / Restore the Title bar (Toggle switch)

141

Minimize the window

152

Disable Borders on Child Window

153

Enable Borders on Child Window

The following example shows the syntax for several of the GESCAPES. Note that codes that set information
have a comma before the array name while codes that get information have a semicolon.
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

INTEGER Get4(1:4),Set4(1:4),Get2(1:2),Set1(1:1)
DATA 90,100,500,300
! Position of upper left corner:
! 90,100), Width = 500, Height = 300
READ Set4(*)
GESCAPE CRT,30
! Maximize the window
GESCAPE CRT,31
! Hide the window
GESCAPE CRT,32
! Restore the window
GESCAPE CRT,33,Set4(*)
! Set position and size: X,Y,W,H
GESCAPE CRT,34;Get4(*)
! Get position and size: X,Y,W,H
GESCAPE CRT,35
! Bring the window to the top
GESCAPE CRT,36;Get2(*)
! Get the screen size: W,H
GESCAPE CRT,37;Get3(*)
! Get the title bar enable flag
PRINT Get(2)
! Print the Screen Size
PRINT Get(3)
! Print the title bar enable flag
Set1(1)=50
! Set the DUMP size to 50%
GESCAPE CRT,38
! Hide window Title Bar
GESCAPE CRT,38
! Restore window Title Bar
Set (1)=50
! Set the DUMP size to 50%
GESCAPE CRT,39,Set1(*)
! Set the DUMP size (default is 100%)
GESCAPE CRT,41
! Minimize the window
GESCAPE CRT,32
! Restore the window
END

Code 103
Returns the current PEN and AREA PEN assignments. The return array should be a one dimensional
INTEGER array with two elements. The first element is assigned the current PEN assignment. The second
element is assigned the current AREA PEN assignment. The following program demonstrates this capability:
10 INTEGER P(1)
20 GESCAPE CRT,103;P(*)
30 PRINT "The current
PEN is";P(0)
40 PRINT "The current AREA PEN is";P(1)
50 END
Code 104
Sets device-specific information in the PLOTTER IS device. The param array must be a one dimensional
INTEGER array. The number of elements required depends on the device driver. The first element is the
operation number and the subsequent elements are the values associated with that operation.
For the HPGL plotter driver, code 104, operation 1 is used to enable HPGL/2 capabilities. When HPGL/2 is
used, polygons are sent to the plotter for rendering. With many plotting devices, this allows the polygons to be
filled. When generating an HPGL file for import into other programs, it is often more desirable for the polygon
to import as a single unit, rather than a series of lines. To enable HPGL/2, use the following code. Substitute the
ISC for the HPGL plotter in place of Isc in line 40.
10 INTEGER Param(1)
20 Param(0)=1
! HPGL Operation Number: 1 = HPGL/2 Flag
30 Param(1)=1
! Value: 1=enable, 0=disable
40 GESCAPE Isc,104,Param(*)
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See Also:

Code 105
Sets device-specific information in the GRAPHICS INPUT IS device. The param array must be a one
dimensional INTEGER array. The number of elements required depends on the device driver. The first element
is the operation number and the subsequent elements are the values associated with that operation.
Code 106
Sets device-specific information in the DUMP DEVICE IS device. The param array must be a one dimensional
INTEGER array. The number of elements required depends on the device driver. The first element is the
operation number and the subsequent elements are the values associated with that operation.
For the dump drivers, code 106, operation 1 is used to specify a portion of the screen to dump when DUMP
GRAPHICS is executed. The syntax is:
GESCAPE PRT,106,param(*)
The param array must be a one dimensional INTEGER array of five elements. The first element is the
operation number. The remaining elements specify the boundary for the DUMP. The boundary is specified in
screen units:
param(1) - 1
param(2) - Beginning row
param(3) - Ending row
param(4) - Must be 0
param(5) - Must be 0
The CONFIGURE DUMP, PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL", and GRAPHICS INPUT ISKBD,"KBD"
statements reset the row parameters back to the defaults, full screen. The CONFIGURE DUMP statement must
be executed before the GESCAPE statement. The following program demonstrates this capability:
10
INTEGER A(1:5)
20
DUMP DEVICE IS PRT
30
CONFIGURE DUMP TO "HP-PCL"
40
A(1)=1
! operation code, always 1
50
A(2)=100 ! begin row, screen units
60
A(3)=300 ! end row, screen units
70
A(4)=0
! reserved, must be 0
80
A(5)=0
! reserved, must be 0
90
GESCAPE PRT,106,A(*)
100 FRAME
110 MOVE 0,0
120 DRAW 100,100
130 DUMP GRAPHICS
140 END
COLOR, GSEND, PLOTTER IS
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GET

Loads LIF, DOS or UNIX ASCII program file into memory.
GET file-specifier [,append [,run]]
Usage:

GET
GET
GET
GET

Modprog$,250,20
"D:CODEFILE"
"Sdir/Cdir/Pdir/CorFile"
"GMAT.BAS"

Example: GET.BAS
Description:

When a GET is attempted, the first program line is read from the file and checked for a line number. If
no line number exists, an error is reported. If GET is executed from a running program, this error can
be trapped just like any other error. If the first line of the ASCII file has a valid line number, then the
GET operation first deletes the current program and variables (except for COM variables) and then
attempts to read the ASCII program lines into memory. Each line is syntax checked as normal. If a
syntax error is found, the line is listed to the PRINTER IS device, turned into a comment (by adding "!*
" after the line number) and then saved in memory with the other program lines.
If GET specified an append line, then the current program is deleted starting at the append-line;
the new lines are appended to the current program and are renumbered to start at the append line
number. If GET did not specify an append line, then the program is read in without renumbering.
If GET specifies a run line (line must be in main context), execution resumes automatically at the run
line after a prerun. If GET, executed from a program, does not specify a run line, execution resumes
at the beginning of the program. If GET, executed from the keyboard, does not specify a run line, a
RUN command must be given to start execution. If a syntax error occurred during the GET, the error is
reported and no RUN takes place. These errors cannot be trapped.
GET has been extended to read programs in many different formats: LIF ASCII, DOS ASCII, UNIX ASCII,
Viper-I ASCII and Viper-II ASCII. In DOS and UNIX ASCII files, carriage-returns (CR) are ignored and
line-feeds (LF) are used to terminate lines. Program lines can be terminated with LF, CR/LF or LF/CR.
Files that are terminated with CR only can only be read after an LF is added at the end of each line.

See Also:

CONFIGURE SAVE, LOAD, RE-SAVE, SAVE
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GFONT IS

Specifies the font for LABEL.
Syntax:
Where:
Usage:

GFONT IS Fontname
Fontname is the name of a windows font.

GFONT IS "Courier"
GFONT IS "Lucida Console"
GFONT IS Fontname$
Example: GFONT IS.BAS
Description:
The GFONT IS command allows the user to specify the font that the LABEL command will use on the
graphics screen. GFONT IS "" will reset the font to the default font.
See Also:

Size and rotation of the font are set using the normal label-related commands.
LABEL, SYSTEM$
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GINIT

Initializes graphics parameters to their default values.
GINIT
Usage:
GINIT
Example: GINIT.BAS
Description:
GINIT is a fast way to reset colors and other graphic options without explicitly setting each option. GINIT also
terminates any graphics input device or active plotter. GINITchanges the PLOTTER IS back to "INTERNAL."
If the previous PLOTTER IS was a file, it is closed. GINIT changes the GRAPHICS INPUT IS back to
"KBD." The default values for graphic options are dependent on the current device driver, but are typically:
AREA PEN 1
MOVE 0,0
CLIP OFF
PDIR 0
CSIZE 5,0.6
PEN 1
LDIR 0
PIVOT 0
LINE TYPE 1,5
GESCAPE CRT,4
LORG 1
The WINDOW and VIEWPORT are both set to their initial values which are: top = 100, bottom = 0, left =
0, right = RATIO*100. Note the value of the right viewport setting depends on the aspect ratio of the graphic
device.
See Also:
GRAPHICS INPUT IS, PLOTTER IS
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GLOAD

Loads an integer array into the CRT display buffer.
GLOAD [device-selector,] integer-array(*) [rectangle-params]

GLOAD Image1(*)
IF Abort THEN GLOAD Explode(*)
GLOAD CRT,Image(*),200,200,3,0,100
Example: GLOAD.BAS
Description:
This command displays on the screen an image from an integer array. The image in the array is most frequently
one saved from the screen into the array with the GSTORE command. The device-selector specifies the
destination device, which must be a bit-mapped device. The CRT is assumed if no device selector is specified.
Two forms of the GLOAD statement are supported. The first form is compatible with the GLOAD statement in
HP BASIC and displays an image which fills the entire screen.
The second form displays an image which fills an arbitrary sized rectangular portion of the screen. For users
porting programs from HP BASIC which use the Bstore()/Bload() CSUBs supplied with HP BASIC, the
"Porting HP BASIC Programs to the PC" chapter of the Users Guide, presents Bstore()/Bload() SUBs which
call GSTORE and GLOAD using the integrated syntax.
Full Screen GLOAD
The size of the array necessary to store a complete screen image for each display depends on the resolution and
on the number of colors the display supports. GESCAPECRT,3 can be used in a program to determine the size
necessary. The following table gives the sizes for some display adaptors. The array may be declared larger or
smaller than the size given. If the array is not large enough to contain a full screen image, GLOAD stops when
all the array contents have been transferred to the screen. If the array is too large, only part of the array will
be used. If an attempt is made to GLOAD an image to a display that is different from the GSTORE display,
unpredictable results will occur. If the color map has different values than when the image was GSTOREd, the
colors will not match the original image.
Display
Array Size
Usage:

SVGA16;640x480

Image(1:160,1:480)

SVGA16;800x600

Image(1:200,1:600)

SVGA16;1024x768

Image(1:256,1:768)

SVGA256;640x480

Image(1:320,1:480)

SVGA256;800x600

Image(1:400,1:600)

SVGA256;1024x768

Image(1:512,1:768)

The format of the image data within the array is documented for most displays in the Users Guide.
Rectangular Blocks
When a Width and Height are specified after the image array, only a rectangular block is loaded from the array
onto the display. Width and Height are specified in pixels. Optionally, a Rule can be specified which instructs
GLOAD how to combine the contents of the array with the contents of the screen. Presently, only a value of 3
is supported, which causes the contents of the array to totally overwrite the specified block on the display. The
block will be located with the upper left corner at the current graphic position. Alternately, a position can be
specified with the Xorigin, Yorigin parameters. These parameters should be specified in the current WINDOW
units, not pixels or VIEWPORT units (GDUs).
The image is stored with one byte per pixel. This makes images somewhat transportable among different
displays. It also means that the number of elements necessary to store the image is equal to Width*Height/2. If
the width is even, the array could be declared as
INTEGER Image( 1:Width/2,1:Height)
If the array is too small, an error is given. If the array is too large, the extra elements are ignored. If GLOADis
used to display an image on a display with less colors than the GSTORE display, the results are undefined. If
the color map is different than the color map in effect when the image was GSTOREd, the colors will not match
the original image.
Windows Version Usage Notes
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Not all windows CRT drivers support GLOAD/GSTORE. Full screen GLOAD/GSTORE uses BMP format.
The contents of the array can be saved in a file and modified by most Windows draw/paint programs. The array
contains both palette and image information.
graphics_buffer off. If the graphics_buffer command line switch is off and another window overlaps the
HTBasic window, the overlapping portion of the window will be included in the stored image. If the window is
iconified, the stored image will be the HTBasic icon. If part of the HTBasic window is offscreen, only the part
on screen is stored. To avoid these side-effects, use the "-gr on" command line switch.
COLOR LOSS. If a BMP file is loaded into an array and GLOADed to the screen, some color information
may be lost. Any color in the image that doesn't exist in the destination palette are changed to similar colors that
do exist in the palette.
See Also:
GESCAPE, GSTORE
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GOSUB

Transfers control to a subroutine.
GOSUB subroutine

GOSUB
1000
GOSUB
John
Example: GOSUB.BAS
Description:
A subroutine is any portion of a program context beginning with a line mentioned in and defined in the same
context, as a GOSUB statement and ending with a RETURN statement.
When a running program encounters a GOSUB statement, it saves the current line number and then transfers
control to the specified line. Execution continues normally until a RETURN statement is executed, at which
point the program jumps back and resumes execution at the line after the GOSUB statement. Execution of a
RETURN statement without a GOSUB will give an error.
If the subroutine is called by ON ERROR GOSUB, it can also include ERROR RETURN statements. A
RETURN re-executes the statement which caused the error, while ERROR RETURN skips it.
Porting Issues
Under HTBasic, GOSUB and ALLOCATE use the same stack. Intermixing these statements can cause changes
in available memory that are different from HP BASIC. In practice this causes no problems.
See Also:
ERROR RETURN, GOTO, ON, ON-event GOSUB, RETURN
Usage:
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GOTO

Transfers control to a specified line.
GOTO { line-label | line-number }
GOTO 510
GOTO
Loop
Example: GOTO.BAS
Description:
Program execution continues at the specified line. This line must be in the current context.
See Also:
GOSUB, ON
Usage:
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GRAPHICS

Makes the graphics screen visible or invisible.
GRAPHICS { ON | OFF }
GRAPHICS ON
IF No_show THEN GRAPHICS OFF
Example: GRAPHICS.BAS
Description:
GRAPHICS ON makes the graphics screen visible; GRAPHICS OFF makes it invisible.
GRAPHICS ON/OFF has no effect when ALPHA and GRAPHICS are MERGEd. SEPARATE ALPHA
FROM GRAPHICS must be executed before this statement has any effect.
See Also:
ALPHA, GCLEAR, MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS, PLOTTER IS, SEPARATE ALPHA FROM
GRAPHICS
Usage:
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GRAPHICS INPUT IS

Defines the device to be used for graphic input.
GRAPHICS INPUT IS device-selector, "driver-name [;options]"

GRAPHICS INPUT IS KBD,"KBD"
GRAPHICS INPUT IS 705,"HPGL"
GRAPHICS INPUT IS 705,"TABLET;BIN-2,0,5000,0,5000"
Example: GRAPHICS INPUT IS.BAS
Description:
This statement specifies which device and driver to use for DIGITIZE, READ LOCATOR and SET
LOCATOR statements.
The device-selector specifies the device or interface to use to communicate with the graphic input device. This
is usually KBD, an IEEE-488 device selector or the Serial interface select code. The driver name and options,
shown in literal form in the above syntax diagram, can be specified with a string expression. The string specifies
which driver to use with the device. The default device is KBD and the default driver is "KBD".
Graphics Input Drivers
HTBasic supports loadable graphics drivers. The first time a driver is specified in a GRAPHICS INPUT IS
statement, the driver is loaded and used for graphics input. When the driver is subsequently specified, it is not
loaded again, but is again used for graphics input. The following table lists the drivers available at the time of
this manual printing. (Not all drivers are available in all versions.)
Name
For These Devices
Usage:

KBD

Keyboard arrow keys or Mouse

HPGL

HPGL Plotters or Digitizers

TABLET

Most available digitizing tablets

HTBasic automatically loads the "KBD" driver when it starts. Up to ten graphic and dump drivers can be loaded
at a time.
Driver files can be loaded at any point. It is recommended that GRAPHICS INPUT IS statements be included
in your AUTOST file to load any necessary drivers.
To find the driver file HTBasic takes the driver specified in the GRAPHICS INPUT IS statement and
performs several operations upon it to find the correct file. ".DW6" is appended to the name. Then the following
locations are searched, in the specified order:
1. The directory containing the HTBasic executable.
2. The current directory.
3. The Windows system directory (such as \WINNT\SYSTEM32).
4. The Windows directory.
5. The directories listed in the PATH environment variable.
KBD Driver
The keyboard (KBD) graphics input driver provides support for input of X and Y coordinates from the
keyboard arrow keys or the mouse. The KBD driver is loaded at start up. The command to switch back to the
KBD graphics input driver from another driver is
GRAPHICS INPUT IS KBD,"KBD"
The following example program shows how to set up the KBD driver and get coordinate information from the
input device.
10 PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"
20 GRAPHICS INPUT IS KBD,"KBD"
30 TRACK CRT IS ON
40 FRAME
50 DIGITIZE X,Y,S$
60 PRINT X,Y,S$
70 END
HPGL Driver
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The HPGL graphics input driver provides support for any input device that accepts Hewlett Packard's HPGL
language. Some HPGL compatible devices are the HP 9111A and HPGL plotters.
TABLET Driver
The TABLET graphics input driver provides support for most digitizers currently available. It usually uses
either the serial port or the IEEE-488 (GPIB) bus to communicate with the tablet. The following guidelines will
help you in loading the driver and in selecting the proper tablet configuration and data communication options.
The command to load the TABLET graphics input driver is:
GRAPHICS INPUT IS Isc,"TABLET;[mode[,]][resolution]"
The mode option allows you to specify the method in which the tablet's data is interpreted by the driver. If both
mode and resolution options are specified, specify the mode option first and separate the two by a comma. The
following table gives the legal values for mode:
Mode
Meaning
(None)

Comma separated ASCII

BIN-1

Summagraphics MM Binary Format

BIN-2

Hitachi Binary Format

BIN-3

UIOF Binary Format

If no mode is specified, then the driver assumes the tablet is using a comma separated, CR/LF terminated,
ASCII data format. The data cannot contain any decimal points within the string. ASCII format is preferred
over binary; it tends to be easier to setup and get working. The binary formats are explained in greater detail
in the Getting Started Guide. The resolution option is sometimes necessary to scale X and Y values read from
the tablet. The TABLET driver assumes a default maximum resolution of 11000 units in both the X and Y
directions. This value is used to scale the digitizer coordinates to the display WINDOW coordinates. If this
value is not correct for your digitizer or if you want to adjust for any distortion, you can change the scaling
values with the following command:
GRAPHICS INPUT IS 9,"TABLET;Xmin,Xmax,Ymin,Ymax"
Xmin and Xmax are the digitizer's X values that correspond to the display's minimum and maximum X values
respectively. Ymin and Ymax are the digitizer's Y values that correspond to the display's minimum and
maximum Y values. Please note that these values are specified in device units.
The TABLET driver scales the digitizer X and Y coordinates into the display WINDOW coordinates. For
example, suppose the screen's WINDOW resolution is 0-133 in the X direction and 0-100 in the Y direction
and the digitizer's X and Y resolution is 0-11000. If the digitizer returns 11000,11000 as the current X and Y
location, the DIGITIZE statement will return a value of 100,133 to the user. If you want the X and Y values to
be the same for equal movements in the X and Y directions, specify a square WINDOW. For example:
WINDOW 0,100,0,100
The digitizer has two options that are critical to make it work properly with HTBasic. They are as follows:
• Handshaking Mode
• Absolute coordinates
Some other tablet settings that are not critical, but recommended are as follows:
• Data transmitted only in proximity.
• Disable Increment mode.
• Disable leading zero's.
• Enable RUN mode.
• Enable Maximum report rate.
Please consult your digitizer documentation for the correct switch settings for these options.
Communication
The TABLET and HPGL drivers usually use either the serial port or the IEEE-488 (GPIB) bus to communicate
with the digitizer. This is specified by the device-selector in the GRAPHICS INPUT IS statement. For
example:
GRAPHICS INPUT IS 702,"TABLET" !GPIB Address 2
GRAPHICS INPUT IS 9,"TABLET"
!First Serial Port
Communication with the tablet over the GPIB bus is straight forward. You specify the device-selector (i.e. 702)
and the control and data messages proceed without further setup.
Communication with the tablet over the serial port is more involved because of the many serial configuration
options. The SERIAL driver defaults to 8 Data Bits, No Parity Bit, 1 Stop Bit and a speed of 9600 Baud. Make
sure that the switches on the tablet are set to match these defaults or specify the differences when loading the
SERIAL driver.
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The tablet may support either XON/XOFF handshaking or hardware handshaking. Find out which method your
tablet supports and set the SERIAL driver to use the same handshaking. By default the SERIAL driver uses
XON/XOFF handshaking, the following line is all that is needed to set the driver to this method.
10 LOAD BIN "SERIAL" !Loads SERIAL device driver
If you need to use hardware handshaking, you will have to set a number of other registers within the SERIAL
driver. The following program lines specify hardware handshaking.
10 LOAD BIN "SERIAL" !Loads SERIAL device driver
20 CONTROL 9,5;0
!Use DTR and RTS
30 CONTROL 9,12;0
!Read DSR, CD and CTS
40 CONTROL 9,100;0
!Disable XON/XOFF handshaking
With some digitizers the RTS line must be held active to make the TABLET driver work correctly, otherwise
an error will occur after several successful reads. To hold the RTS line active change program line 20 to
CONTROL 9,5;2. Make sure the tablet is set to hardware handshaking. For some tablets, this is specified as
CTS handshaking.
Porting Issues
Both HP BASIC and HTBasic do an implicit GRAPHICS INPUT IS assignment for you if you attempt to use
graphic input statements before an explicit GRAPHICS INPUT IS statement. The difference is that HTBasic
does the implicit GRAPHICS INPUT IS as soon as HTBasic is started and HP BASIC waits until the first
graphic input statement is executed. The only known effect of the different approach is that under HP BASIC,
a SYSTEM$("GRAPHICS INPUT IS") returns "0" until the first graphic statement is executed and HTBasic
returns the correct value anytime.
See Also:
DIGITIZE, PLOTTER IS, READ LOCATOR, SET LOCATOR, TRACK
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GRID

Draws a grid pattern.
GRID [x1 [,y1 [,x2 [,y2 [,x3 [,y3 [,minor]]]]]]]
GRID 20,20
GRID
20,20,0,0,2,2
Example: GRID.BAS
Description:
With no arguments GRID produces a simple axes. The addition of x1 and y1 cause a grid to be drawn. The
x1,y1 values specify the spacing between grid lines.
A value of zero (the default) disables grid lines in that direction. Grid lines are drawn across the entire soft-clip
area. The values x2,y2 specify the origin of the grid; the defaults are 0,0.
The values of x3,y3 substitute short tick marks in the place of full grid lines. A value of n specifies that only 1
out of n divisions use a full grid line. The other (n-1) divisions use tick marks instead. The defaults are 1,1. This
disables tick marks because full grid lines are drawn for all the divisions.
The minor value specifies the size of tick marks. The default is 2 graphic display units.
See Also:
AXES, FRAME, LINE TYPE, PEN
Usage:
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GSEND

Sends commands to the PLOTTER IS device.
GSEND string-expression
Usage:
Description:

GSEND Msg$
IF Aplotter THEN GSEND "PD;"
This command sends a string to the current PLOTTER IS device. This is sometimes useful in order to send a
command to the PLOTTER IS device which is not normally sent by the graphic statements.

See Also:
GESCAPE, PLOTTER IS
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GSTORE

Stores the CRT display buffer into an integer array.
GSTORE [device-selector,] integer-array(*) [rectangle-params]

GSTORE Diagram(*)
IF Keep THEN GSTORE Current(*)
GSTORE CRT,Image(*),200,200,3,0,100
Example: GSTORE.BAS
Description:
This command saves an image from the screen into an integer array. The image in the array is most frequently
used for re-display with the GLOAD command. The device-selector specifies the source device, which must be
a bit-mapped device. The CRT is assumed if no device selector is specified.
Two forms of the GSTORE statement are supported. The first form is compatible with the GSTORE statement
in HP BASIC and stores an image which fills the entire screen.
The second form stores an image which fills an arbitrary sized rectangular portion of the screen. For users
porting programs from HP BASIC which use the Bstore()/Bload() CSUBs supplied with HP BASIC, the
"Porting HP BASIC Programs to the PC" chapter of the Users Guide, presents Bstore()/Bload() SUBs which
call GSTORE and GLOAD using the integrated syntax.
See Also:
GESCAPE, GLOAD
Usage:
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HELP

Displays Manual pages on the computer screen.
HELP [ manual-entry [second keyword] ]

Usage:

Description:

HELP
HELP SELECT
HELP CONFIGURE
LABEL
The HELP command is used to look up material in this help.
To look up a manual-entry when not in HELP mode, type:
HELP manual-entry
and press ENTER. The first page about that manual entry will be displayed. A primary keyword may have
several manual entries, describing different combinations of the keyword followed by a secondary keyword. For
example, the primary keyword ON has several entries, such as ON, ON CYCLE, ON DELAY, etc. The
HELP ON
command places you at the start of the first entry that talks about ON. The
HELP ON TIMEOUT
command places you at the start of the ON TIMEOUT entry.
Navigating in HELP Mode
To switch to a different manual entry while in HELP mode, type the new keyword and press ENTER. To get
another page of information, press ENTER or CONTINUE. To exit the HELP mode, press CLR SCR. To read
something that has scrolled off the top of the screen, scroll the screen back using PREV and NEXT or the UP
and DOWN arrow keys.
Navigating in Windows Help
The Windows version of HTBasic uses the standard Windows Help system used by most windows programs.
The buttons and menu items at the top of the help system do the following:
Use This
To do this
Contents

View the table of Contents

Search

Search the index

Back

Return to previously viewed topics

Next

View the next page in the manual

Top

Return to the contents page of the help files

Print

Print the current topic

Favorites

View or add topics to the favorites list for rapid access.

Additionally, hyperlinks allow easy navigation among related topics. On most displays, hyperlinks are
underlined in green. Click on a link to show the related topic. Click on Back to return to the previous topic.
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IDRAW

Draws a line an incremental distance.
IDRAW x-displacement, y-displacement
Usage:

Example:
Description:

IDRAW 0,25
IDRAW
DispX,DispY
IDRAW X+10,Y+25
IDRAW.BAS
The pen is lowered and then moved to the position calculated from adding the specified X and Y displacement
to the current pen position. After IDRAW executes, the logical pen position is updated and the pen is left in the
down position. IDRAW 0,0 draws a point.
If you specify a destination which is outside the clipping area, the logical position is set to that point but the pen
is not moved. Only the portion of the vector which lies inside the clipping area is plotted.
The PIVOT statement affects the IDRAW statement.

See Also:
CLIP, DRAW, IMOVE, IPLOT, LINE TYPE, MOVE, PIVOT, PLOT, RPLOT, SHOW, VIEWPORT,
WINDOW
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IF ... THEN

Performs an action if a condition is true.
IF expression THEN action
IF expression THEN
statements
[ELSE
statements]
END IF
10 IF J2=K THEN 1200
20 IF X=Y THEN Y=Z
30 IF A<0 THEN
40
PRINT "Below Limit!"
50 ELSE
60
CALL Convert
70 END IF
Example: IF THEN.BAS
Description:
In a single line IF statement, if the expression is true, the action following the THEN is taken. If the expression
is false, execution continues with the statement following the IF statement.
The following statements are not allowed in single line IF ... THEN statements:
CASE
CASE ELSE
COM
DATA
DEF FN
DIM
ELSE
END
END IF
END LOOP
END SELECT
END WHILE
EXIT IF
FNEND
FOR
IF
IMAGE
INTEGER
LOOP
NEXT
OPTION BASE
REAL
REM
REPEAT
SELECT
SUB
SUBEND
UNTIL
WHILE
To construct a block IF statement, no action is allowed after the THEN on the IF statement and the block
structure must end with an END IF statement. Only the block IF statement allows the optional ELSE
statement. If the expression is true the statements between the IF ... THEN and the ELSE are executed. Control
then continues with the statement following the END IF statement. If the expression is false, the statements
between the ELSE and the END IF are executed.
Although HTBasic does not have an explicit ELSE IF statement, it is possible to accomplish the same thing
using a SELECT statement. See SELECT for an example.
See Also:
CALL, END, FN, FOR, GOTO, GOSUB, LOOP, ON, PAUSE, REPEAT, RETURN, RUN, SELECT, STOP,
SUBEND, SUBEXIT, WAIT, WHILE
Usage:
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IMAG

Returns the imaginary part of a complex number.
IMAG( numeric-expression )
PRINT IMAG(Z)
DRAW
REAL(C),IMAG(C)
Example: IMAG.BAS
Description:
The imaginary part of a complex number is returned with IMAG and the real part with REAL. To express the
parts of a complex number in polar form, use ABS and ARG:
PRINT "Rectangular form: Real = ";REAL(Z),"Imag =";IMAG(Z)
PRINT "Polar form: Magnitude = ";ABS(Z),"Angle = ";ARG(Z)
See Also:
ABS, ARG, CMPLX, CONJG, REAL
Usage:
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IMAGE

Defines the format for data input and output.

IMAGE image-specifier [,image-specifier...]
Where:

image-specifier = # | % | K | -K | H | -H | B | W | Y | + | - |
[repeat-factor] A... | [repeat-factor] X... |
[repeat-factor] /... | [repeat-factor] L... |
[repeat-factor] @... | numeric-specifier |
"string-literal"
numeric-specifier = [S|M] [left-digits] [.|R] [right-digits] [exp]
left-digits = [repeat-factor] {D|Z|*}...
right-digits = [repeat-factor] D...
exp = E | ESZ | ESZZ | ESZZZ
repeat-factor = integer-constant (1 to 32767)
Usage:
IMAGE 4ZZ.DD,3X,K,/
PRINT USING """Results = "",SDDDE,3(XX,ZZ)";R,Array(*)
OUTPUT KBD USING "#,B,A"; 255,"K"
ENTER KBD USING 30;X
Example: IMAGE.BAS

Description:
Executing an IMAGE statement by itself does nothing. The IMAGE statement is used to format data for the
ENTER, OUTPUT, DISP, LABEL and PRINT USING statements. These statements may use an IMAGE
statement as their format by specifying the line number or label name of the IMAGE statement. Alternately,
they can contain a string expression containing the image. To embed quotation marks in a string literal, include
two quotation marks.
A complex number is treated like two real numbers and should be specified with two image specifiers. The
first specifier defines how the real part should be output/entered and the second specifier does the same for the
imaginary part.
The image specifiers in the image list are acted upon as they are encountered. Each specifier should have a
matching OUTPUT/ENTER item. Processing of the image list stops when no matching OUTPUT/ENTER item
is found. Conversely, the image list is reused starting at the beginning to provide matches for all remaining
OUTPUT/ENTER items.
If more decimal places to the left of the decimal point are required to output a numeric item than are specified
in the image specifier, an error is generated. If M or S are not specified, then a minus sign will take up one digit
place. If the number contains more decimal places to the right of the decimal point than are specified in the
image field, the output is rounded to fit.
If the number of characters specified in an image specifier for a string is less than the number of characters
in a string, then the remaining characters are ignored. If the number of characters specified is greater than the
number of characters in a string then trailing blanks are used to fill out the image field.
OUTPUT, etc.
IMAGE specifiers have the following meanings in an ENTER statement:
#

Suppress automatic output of EOL following the last item.

%

Is ignored in OUTPUT images.

K

Output a number or string in default format, with a period for the radix.

-K

Means the same thing as K.

H

Output a number or string, default format, comma radix.

-H

Means the same thing as H.

B

Output a byte, like the CHR$ function. If the value is larger than 32767, 255 is sent. If the value is s
If the value is in between, it is rounded to an integer and the least significant byte (CINT(value) MO

W

Output a word in 2's complement 16-bit integer form. If the value is larger than 32767, 32767 is sen
-32768, -32768 is sent. If the interface is 16-bit, the word is output in one operation (even if the BY
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O path). If the interface is 8-bit, the byte ordering depends on the LSB/MSB attribute of the I/O path
native byte ordering is always used (LSB FIRST on a PC, MSB FIRST on a Sun or HP Workstation
specified in the I/O path, a pad byte will be output before the word when necessary to achieve word

Y

Means the same as W, except that word alignment is not done and the BYTE attribute is not ignored

+

Change the automatic output of EOL to carriage-return after the last item.

-

Change the automatic output of EOL to line-feed after the last item.

M

Output a minus sign if negative, a blank if positive.

S

Output the sign of the number (+ or -).

D

Output one numeric digit character. The leading zero's are replaced by blanks, a minus sign is displa

Z

Means the same thing as D except leading zeros are displayed.

*

Means the same thing as D except leading zeros are replaced with asterisks.

.(period)

Output a decimal-point radix indicator.

R

Output a comma radix indicator.

E

Output an 'E', a sign character and a two-digit exponent.

ESZ

Output an 'E', a sign character and a one-digit exponent.

ESZZ

Output an 'E', a sign character and a two-digit exponent.

ESZZZ

Output an 'E', a sign character and a three-digit exponent.

A

Output an alphanumeric string character.

X

Output a blank.

/

Output a carriage-return and line-feed.

L

Output the current EOL sequence. The default is CR/LF.

@

Output a form-feed character.

"string literal"
Output the characters in the string literal. Remember to double the quote marks when the image is n
ENTER
IMAGE specifiers have the following meanings in an ENTER statement:
#

Causes the statement to terminate when the last item is terminated. No statement terminator is neede
terminators and early termination is not allowed.

%

Is the same as # except EOI causes early statement termination when it terminates an item.

K

Allows free-field entry. For numerics, entered characters are sent to the number builder, leading no
and blanks are ignored, trailing non-numeric characters and characters sent with EOI true are delimi
characters are sent to the string. A CR may be sent to the string if it is not followed by a LF. The str
LF, character received with EOI true or the string dimensioned length being filled.

-K

Is like K except LF and CR/LF are not terminators.

H

Is the same as K except a comma is the radix indicator and a period is a non-numeric character.

-H

Means the same as -K for strings and H for numbers.

B

Demands one Byte, like the NUM function.

W

Demands a 16-bit Word (2's complement integer). If the interface is 16-bit, the word is entered in on
BYTE attribute was used in the I/O path). If the interface is 8-bit, the byte ordering depends on the L
the source is a string, native byte ordering is always used (LSB FIRST on a PC, MSB FIRST on a S
the WORD attribute was specified in the I/O path, a pad byte will be entered before the word when
alignment.

Y

Is the same as W, except that word alignment is not done and the BYTE attribute is not ignored.
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+

Indicates an END (EOI) is needed with the last character of the last item to terminate the ENTER st
statement terminators, but are still item terminators.

-

Indicates a LF is needed to terminate the ENTER statement. EOI is ignored; other END indicators c

M

Same meaning as D.

S

Same meaning as D.

D

Demands one character for each D or repeat count. Non-numerics are consumed while fulfilling the
number. Blanks embedded in the number are ignored.

Z

Same meaning as D.

*

Same meaning as D.

.(period)

Same meaning as D.

R

Has the same meaning as D, plus the number builder is instructed to use a comma as the radix indic
numeric character.

E

Is treated the same as 4D.

ESZ

Same as 3D.

ESZZ

Same as 4D.

ESZZZ

Same as 5D.

A

Demands one alphanumeric string character.

X

Enters a character and discards it.

/

Skips all characters to the next LF. EOI is ignored.

L

Ignored in ENTER.

@

Ignored in ENTER.

"string literal"

One character is skipped for each character in the string literal. Remember to double the quote mark
IMAGE statement.

Porting Issues
Entering data from a string using
ENTER L$ USING "Y"
will always use the internal byte ordering of the computer. For PCs and compatibles, the byte ordering is least
significant byte (LSB) first. For Sun SPARCstations and HP Workstations, the byte ordering is most significant
byte (MSB) first. This limitation applies to ENTER/OUTPUT with strings only. With devices, the byte ordering
can be selected in the ASSIGN statement.
See Also:
ENTER, DISP, LABEL, OUTPUT, PRINT
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IMOVE

Lifts and moves the logical pen position incrementally.
IMOVE x-displacement, y-displacement
IMOVE 25,0
IMOVE
Xdisp,Ydisp
IMOVE Xx+10,Yy
Example: IMOVE.BAS
Description:
The pen is lifted and then moved to the position calculated from adding the specified X and Y displacement to
the current pen position. After IMOVE executes the logical pen position is updated and the pen is left in the up
position.
If you specify a destination which is outside the clipping area, the logical position is set to that point but the pen
is not moved.
The PIVOT statement affects the IMOVE statement.
See Also:
CLIP, DRAW, IDRAW, IPLOT, LINE TYPE, MOVE, PIVOT, PLOT, RPLOT, SHOW, VIEWPORT,
WINDOW
Usage:
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INDENT

Indents a program to reflect its structure.
INDENT [start-column [,increment]]
Usage:

Description:

INDENT
INDENT
10,5
INDENT is an editing command used to insert spaces after the line numbers and before the leading keywords
of a program in order to visually show the structure of the program. The increment value specifies how many
spaces to indent each successive structure. The start-column specifies the column to place un-indented lines.
The default start-column is seven. The default increment value is two. The INDENT statement will move
lines starting with REM or a comment tail (!) but will not move comments appended to other statements with a
comment tail.
The following statements add a level of indentation: DEF FN, FOR, IF ... THEN, LOOP, REPEAT, SELECT,
SUB and WHILE. The following statements are printed one indentation level to the left, but leave the
indentation level unchanged: CASE, CASE ELSE, ELSE, EXIT IF, FNEND and SUBEND. The following
statements subtract one level of indentation: END IF, END LOOP, END SELECT, END WHILE, NEXT and
UNTIL.
This statement can only be executed from the keyboard. It cannot be included in a program.

See Also:
CHANGE, COPYLINES, DEL, DELSUB, EDIT, FIND, MOVELINES, REN, SECURE, XREF
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INMEM

Identifies if a subprogram or DLL is loaded.
INMEM( sub-pointer )

IF INMEM("Operation") THEN CALL Operation
Present = INMEM("Test")
Example: INMEM.BAS
Description:
This function returns one if the specified subprogram has been loaded into memory and zero if it has not. The
subprogram must be specified with the initial character in uppercase and subsequent characters in lowercase.
The string expression specifying the subprogram name is called a subprogram pointer because it "points" to
the subprogram rather than explicitly naming it. As the expression changes, the pointer points to different
subprograms. The following example illustrates how this can be useful.
10
SUB Xform(X(*))
20
Method$="Xform"&VAL$(RANK(X))
30
IF NOT INMEM(Method$) THEN LOADSUB Method$
40
CALL Method$ WITH(X(*))
50
DELSUB Method$
60
SUBEND
In HTBasic, subprogram pointers can also be used in CALL, DELSUB, LOADSUB and XREF statements.
See Also:
CALL, DELSUB, DLL LOAD, LOADSUB, XREF
Usage:
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INP and INPW

Inputs a byte or word from an I/O Port.
INP(port)
INPW(port)

PRINT IVAL$(INPW(&H300),16)
X=INP(Base+3)
Example: INP.BAS
Example: INPW.BAS
Description:
The INP statement inputs a byte from the specified I/O port. The value returned will be an integer in the range 0
to 255. It is equivalent to READIO(8080,Port).
The INPW statement inputs an INTEGER from the specified I/O port. It is equivalent to READIO(-8080,Port).
These statements are useful for doing I/O with devices, data acquisition boards, etc. for which there is no
available device driver.
Some operating systems protect I/O ports; applications are not allowed to read or write them. Under such
operating systems, these functions are not allowed. Windows NT is such an operating system.
Porting to HP BASIC:
INP and INPW are new HTBasic functions that are not available in HP BASIC. They should not be used in
programs that must be ported back to HP BASIC.
See Also:
OUT and OUTW, READIO, WRITEIO
Usage:
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INPUT

Inputs numeric or string data from the keyboard.
INPUT ["prompt",] item [, ["prompt",] item ...]

INPUT A,B$,C(4),D
INPUT Parray(*)
INPUT "",Str$[1;10]
INPUT "Xcoor=",X,"Ycoor=",Y
INPUT "Enter 4 numbers",Y(1),Y(2),Y(3),Y(4)
Example: INPUT.BAS
Description:
The INPUT statement gets information from the user's terminal. The optional prompt string or a question mark
(?) is displayed on the CRT display line. The computer then waits until a reply is entered from the keyboard
and either CONTINUE or ENTER is pressed to enter a line of input. To suppress the prompt, specify a prompt
string of "".
Numeric variables can be simple scalar variables, full array variables, or subscripted array elements. String
variables can be simple string variables, array variables, string array elements or sub-strings. An array may be
entered in row major order using the full array specifier, "(*)". Complex numbers are entered in rectangular
form, first the real part and then the imaginary part.
Leading and trailing spaces are ignored. Data values may be entered individually or multiple values may be
entered at once. If multiple values are entered, separate each value with a comma. If too many values are
entered, the extra values are ignored. Both quoted and unquoted strings are allowed. Commas are not allowed in
unquoted strings, but may appear in quoted strings. To embed one quotation mark in a quoted string, type in two
quotation marks at the place you wish one to appear.
Two consecutive commas cause the corresponding variable to retain its old value. Terminating an input line
with a comma or pressing CONTINUE or ENTER without entering any data retains the original values for all
remaining variables in the list.
Live keyboard operations are not allowed while INPUT is waiting for data. ON KBD, ON KEY and ON
KNOB events are disabled during INPUT.
See Also:
DISP, ENTER, LINPUT, OUTPUT, PRINT, READ
Usage:
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INT

Performs the greatest integer function.
INT( numeric-expression )
J4=INT(2.7)
K=INT(-2.7)
Gif=INT(Number)
PRINT "Greatest Integer Function =";INT(Y)
Example: INT.BAS
Description:
INT obtains the greatest integer that is less than or equal to the value of its argument. For positive numbers the
effect is to truncate the fractional part (if any). For negative numbers, the result is different than you might first
expect. For example, the INT of 4.9 is 4, but the INT of -4.9 is -5 since negative 5 is the largest integer less
than negative 4.9.
Notice the differences among CINT, FIX and INT. CINT converts a REAL value to an INTEGER value by
substituting the closest INTEGER to the value. FIX returns the closest integral value between the REAL value
and zero. INT returns the closest integral value between the REAL value and negative infinity. Also, CINT
actually changes the type from REAL to INTEGER while INT and FIX return integral results without changing
the type. The following table helps illustrate these differences:
Value x
CINT(x)
FIX(x)
INT(x)
Usage:

2.6

3

2.0

2.0

2.2

2

2.0

2.0

-2.2

-2

-2.0

-3.0

-2.6

-3

-2.0

-3.0

See Also:
ABS, CINT, DIV, DROUND, FIX, FRACT, MOD, MODULO, PROUND, SGN
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INTEGER

Declares and dimensions INTEGER variables.
INTEGER item [,item...]

INTEGER I,J,K
INTEGER A,J,Cnt,Point,X(100)
INTEGER Iarray(-128:127,16)
INTEGER Buff(600) BUFFER
Example: INTEGER.BAS
Description:
The INTEGER statement is used to declare scalar and array variables of type integer. An INTEGER variable
uses two bytes of storage space. Integer variables conserve memory and integer operations are faster than
REAL. REAL is the default type. Bit by bit logical operations may be performed on integer variables.
The maximum number of array dimensions is six and the lower bound must be less than or equal to the upper
bound value. Each dimension may contain a maximum of 32,767 elements. An INTEGER variable may be
declared a buffer by specifying the BUFFER keyword after the variable name. Buffer variables are used with
the TRANSFER statement.
Any number of INTEGER statements are allowed, anywhere in the program; however, an INTEGER
statement may not appear before an OPTION BASE statement. Memory allocation is made during prerun and
cannot be dynamically deallocated. However, the dimensions can be changed in a limited way by REDIM. Use
ALLOCATE and DEALLOCATE for dynamic memory allocation.
See Also:
ALLOCATE, COM, COMPLEX, DIM, OPTION BASE, REAL, REDIM, TRANSFER
Usage:
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IPLOT

Moves the pen relative to its present location.
IPLOT x-displacement, y-displacement [,pen-control]
IPLOT numeric-array(*) [,FILL] [,EDGE]
IPLOT 10,0
IPLOT Xdisp,Ydisp,Pen
IPLOT
Picto(*),FILL,EDGE
Example: IPLOT.BAS
Description:
The IPLOT statement moves the pen from its current position by the specified X and Y displacements.
The PIVOT and PDIR statements affect the IPLOT statement. See PLOT for a full explanation of IPLOT
arguments.
See Also:
AREA, CLIP, DRAW, IDRAW, IMOVE, MOVE, PLOT, POLYLINE, POLYGON, RPLOT
Usage:
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IVAL

Converts a binary, octal, decimal or hexadecimal string to an INTEGER.
IVAL( string-expression, radix)

Value=IVAL(Binary
$,Two)
PRINT IVAL("FA50",16)
Example: IVAL.BAS
Description:
IVAL is like VAL, in that a number in string form is converted to numeric form. Unlike VAL, which can only
convert decimal numbers, IVAL can convert numbers in binary, octal, decimal and hexadecimal.
The string expression contains the number to be converted and the radix must be either 2, 8, 10 or 16. The
characters in the string must be legal digits in the specified radix. For example, a binary number can only have
characters "0" and "1". Only decimal numbers are allowed to have a minus sign preceding them.
The number expressed in the string is first converted to a 16 bit integer. If the most significant bit is set, the
result will be negative. Thus, the string must represent a number within the range of a 16 bit signed integer. The
range restrictions are as follows:
Radix
Legal Range
Usage:

binary

0 through 1111111111111111

octal

0 through 177777

decimal

-32768 through 32767

hexadecimal

0 through FFFF

See Also:
DVAL, DVAL$, IVAL$, VAL, VAL$
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IVAL$

Converts an INTEGER to a binary, octal, decimal or hexadecimal string.
IVAL$( number, radix )

Hex$=IVAL$(Number,Sixteen)
PRINT IVAL$(I,8)
Example: IVAL$.BAS
Description:
IVAL$ is like VAL$, in that a numeric value is converted to string form. Unlike VAL$, which always
expresses numbers in decimal form, IVAL$ can also express numbers in binary, octal, decimal and
hexadecimal.
The number must be in the range -32768 to +32767 and the radix must be either 2, 8, 10 or 16.
The converted numbers have leading zeros as necessary to fill unused digit positions. A minus sign is only
produced for decimal numbers. The range of numbers produced is the same as those accepted by IVAL.
See Also:
IVAL, DVAL, DVAL$, VAL, VAL$
Usage:
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KBD

Returns a 2, the device select code of the keyboard.
KBD
STATUS
KBD;Kbdstat
OUTPUT KBD;Clr$;
Example: KBD.BAS
Description:
KBD is an INTEGER function which returns the constant (2), referring to the keyboard interface select code.
When referring to the keyboard, KBD is more mnemonic than the constant two.
See Also:
CRT, PRT
Usage:
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KBD CMODE

Sets softkey compatibility mode.
KBD CMODE {ON | OFF}
KBD CMODE OFF
IF Enable THEN KBD CMODE ON
Example: KBD CMODE.BAS
Description:
KBD CMODE controls the softkey emulation mode. HTBasic emulates the ITF keyboard softkeys by default,
but can be changed to Nimitz keyboard softkey compatibility mode by using the KBD CMODE ON statement.
ITF keyboard softkey emulation can be restored by using the KBD CMODE OFF statement.
The Nimitz keyboard is used on the 9836 system. It has ten softkeys, and the lowest softkey is labeled k0. The
softkey labels are displayed at the bottom of the screen in two rows. Each row contains five labels; each label is
14 characters wide.
See Also:
EDIT KEY, KEY LABELS, KEY LABELS PEN, LIST KEY, LOAD KEY, OFF KEY, ON KEY, READ
KEY, SCRATCH, SET KEY, STORE KEY, USER KEYS
Usage:
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KBD LINE PEN

Sets the pen color for the input line.
KBD LINE PEN pen-number
Syntax:
Usage:

Description:

KBD LINE PEN Pen
KBD LINE PEN 141
IF Green THEN KBD LINE PEN Greenpen
This command sets the pen color for the input line, message line, run indicator and edit screen. KBD LINE
PEN overrides any previous ALPHA PEN for these areas of the screen. The pen-number is a numeric
expression rounded to an integer. If you are using the bit-mapped display driver legal values are from 0 to 15.
(HP BASIC supports values to 255.) If you are using the non-bit-mapped display driver, legal values are from
136 to 143. This statement is equivalent to CONTROL CRT,17;pen-number.

See Also:
ALPHA PEN, KEY LABELS PEN, PRINT PEN
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KBD$

Returns the contents of the ON KBD buffer.
KBD$
PRINT KBD$;
Buff$=Buff$&KBD
$
A$=KBD$
Example: KBD$.BAS
Description:
When ON KBD is enabled all keystrokes are trapped and held in the keyboard buffer. KBD$ returns the
keyboard contents and then clears it. The buffer is also cleared by the commands: OFF KBD, ENTER KBD,
INPUT, LINPUT, SCRATCH and SCRATCH A and by the RESET key. If no key was pressed or if ON KBD
is disabled by OFF KBD, the string length is set to zero.
The keyboard buffer can store up to 256 characters. When the buffer is full entering more characters generates
a beep and discards the character. Function keys generate 2 bytes. The first byte is 255 and the second byte
specifies the function key.
See Also:
OFF KBD, ON KBD
Usage:
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KEY LABELS

Controls the display of the softkey labels.
KEY LABELS { ON|OFF }
KEY LABELS ON
IF Done THEN KEY LABELS OFF
Example: KEY LABELS.BAS
Description:
The softkey labels are turned on and off. KEY LABELS ON is equivalent to CONTROLCRT,12;2. KEY
LABELS OFF is equivalent to CONTROLCRT,12;1.
See Also:
EDIT KEY, KBD CMODE, KEY LABELS PEN, LIST KEY, LOAD KEY, OFF KEY, ON KEY, READ
KEY, SCRATCH, SET KEY, STORE KEY, USER KEYS
Usage:
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KEY LABELS PEN

Sets the color for the softkey labels.
KEY LABELS PEN pen-number
KEY LABELS PEN Pen
IF Crtb THEN KEY LABELS PEN 4
Example: KEY LABELS PEN.BAS
Description:
This statement sets the color for the softkey menu. KEY LABELS PEN overrides any previous ALPHA PEN
for the color of the softkey menu. The pen-number is a numeric expression rounded to an integer. If you are
using the bit-mapped display driver legal values are from 0 to 15. (HP BASIC supports values to 255.) If you
are using the non-bit-mapped display driver, legal values are from 136 to 143. This statement is equivalent to
CONTROLCRT,16;pen-number.
See Also:
ALPHA PEN, KBD LINE PEN, PRINT PEN, OFF KEY, ON KEY, SET KEY
Usage:
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KNOBX

Returns and resets the KNOBX counter value.
KNOBX
Xpulse=KNOBX
IF KNOBX<0 THEN
Back
Example: KNOBX.BAS
Description:
During an ON KNOB sampling interval, KNOBX counts the horizontal mouse pulses generated. Movement of
the mouse to the right gives positive counts. Movement in the opposite direction gives negative counts. Once
read, the count is cleared. If ON KNOB is not active, KNOBX returns a 0.
See Also:
KNOBY, ON KNOB
Usage:
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KNOBY

Returns and resets the KNOBY counter value.
KNOBY
Ypulse=KNOBY
IF KNOBY<0 THEN
Up
Example: KNOBY.BAS
Description:
During an ON KNOB sampling interval, KNOBY counts the vertical mouse pulses generated. Upward mouse
movement gives positive counts. Movement in the opposite direction gives negative counts. Once read, the
count is cleared. If ON KNOB is not active, KNOBY returns a 0.
See Also:
KNOBX, ON KNOB
Usage:
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LABEL

Prints text on graphic devices.
LABEL [items [{,|;}]]
LABEL USING image [;items]

LABEL 6,Foobar$
LABEL Array(*)
LABEL USING 160;X,Y,Z
LABEL USING " ""$"",5*.DD";Money
Example: LABEL.BAS
Description:
Labels are drawn with the pen beginning at the current pen position, in the current PEN color and LINE TYPE.
Labels are clipped at the clip boundary. The starting point for labels is affected by PIVOT, CSIZE, GFONT IS,
LORG, and LDIR affect the output of labels, however WINDOW and SHOW do not.
Control Characters
The following control characters have a special meaning when used in LABEL statements:
Character
Meaning
Usage:

CTRL-H, CHR$(8)

moves pen left one character cell.

CTRL-J, CHR$(10)

moves pen down one character cell.

CTRL-M, CHR$(13)

moves pen left length of completed label.

In other respects, the format of output from the LABEL statement, both with and without USING, is similar to
the PRINT command. See PRINT for an explanation of arrays, numeric and string fields and numeric and string
formats.
See Also:
CSIZE, GFONT IS, IMAGE, LDIR, LINE TYPE, LORG, PEN, PIVOT, PRINT, SYMBOL
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LDIR

Sets the angle for drawing LABELs and SYMBOLs.
LDIR angle
LDIR 270
LDIR
ACS(A)
Example: LDIR.BAS
Description:
The angle is a numeric-expression and is interpreted in the current trigonometric mode, radians or degrees. The
default is radians. A value of zero specifies drawing along the positive x-axis. Positive values specify a counterclockwise direction.
See Also:
CSIZE, DEG, LABEL, LORG, PIVOT, PDIR, RAD, SYMBOL
Usage:
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LEN

Returns the number of characters in a string.
LEN( string-expression )
Example:
Description:

LEN.BAS
The LEN function evaluates the string expression and returns the number of characters in the resulting string. If
there is nothing in the string, the LEN function returns a zero value.

See Also:
CHR$, LWC$, MAXLEN, NUM, POS, REV$, RPT$, TRIM$, UPC$
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LET

Assigns a value to a variable.
[LET] numeric-name [(subscripts)] = numeric-expression
[LET] string-name$ [(subscripts)] [sub-string] = string-expression

LET X=4.2
LET A$="Data Value"
Carray(N+2)=Carray(N)/2
Dat$(5)[1;2]=CHR$(27)&"?"
Example: LET.BAS
Description:
The LET keyword is optional. The variable can be a numeric scalar or a numeric array element, a string, a
string array element or a sub-string. It can appear on both sides of the equals sign. One assignment is performed
in a LET statement. Any other equal signs are relational operators in expressions.
If the variable is of type INTEGER, the value of the numeric expression is rounded to an integer. If the value is
too large for an INTEGER, an error is generated.
If the string expression length is greater than the dimensioned length of the string, an error is generated. If
the assignment is to a sub-string, the string expression length is truncated or blank filled on the right to fit the
destination sub-string. If only the sub-string start position is given, the string expression is assigned to the substring and the length of the string variable is set.
Use the MAT statement for array assignments.
See Also:
ALLOCATE, COM, DEALLOCATE, DIM, INTEGER, OPTION BASE, REAL
Usage:
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LEXICAL ORDER IS

Defines "alphabetical" order for string comparisons.
LEXICAL ORDER IS option
LEXICAL ORDER IS ASCII
LEXICAL ORDER IS Mytable(*)
Example: LEXICAL ORDER IS.BAS
Description:
This statement defines the lexical order of characters to match the alphabets of various languages. The
LEXICAL ORDER IS statement changes rules for collating order and upper/lower case conversions.
Normally, rules for five languages are built into HTBasic: ASCII, FRENCH, GERMAN, SPANISH, and
SWEDISH. (In HTBasic, LEXICAL ORDER IS STANDARD is the same as LEXICAL ORDER IS
ASCII).
The current LEXICAL ORDER can be determined with the SYSTEM$("LEXICAL ORDER IS") function.
You may define your own LEXICAL ORDER rules using the LEXICAL ORDER IS Array(*) syntax. The
array is a one dimension INTEGER array of at least 257 elements which contains the rule definitions. The
Users Guide explains how to set the array elements to the define rules. In addition to collating rules, HTBasic
allows you to also specify upper/lower case conversion rules.
See Also:
LWC$, SYSTEM$, UPC$
Usage:
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LGT

Computes common (base 10) logarithms.
LGT( numeric-expression )
N7=LGT(Xt*4+K)
PRINT "Log of ";Y;"=";LGT(Y)
Db=10*LGT(Watts)
Example: LGT.BAS
Description:
The definition of common or base 10 or Briggsian logarithms is Y = LGT(X) where X = 10^Y. LGT accepts
either a COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type.
COMPLEX Arguments
For COMPLEX arguments LGT(Z) is calculated (using complex arithmetic) as
LGT(Z) = LOG(Z)/LOG(10)
The domain of LGT includes all points in the complex plane except the origin. However, intermediate values
generated during the calculation of the function can cause overflow or underflow errors for very large or small
values of Z.
See Also:
EXP, LOG, SQRT
Usage:
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LINE TYPE

Sets the style or dash pattern and repeat length of lines.
LINE TYPE type [,repeat]
Syntax:
Where:

type and repeat = numeric-expressions, rounded to integers.

LINE TYPE 5
LINE TYPE
Style,Repeat
Example: LINE TYPE.BAS
Description:
At start-up the default LINE TYPE is one (1) for solid lines. When the PLOTTER IS device is not the CRT,
the line types are device dependent. Refer to your device documentation. The repeat factor is the GDU line
length before the line pattern is repeated.
The CRT line types are:
Value
Line Type
Usage:

1

solid line (default setting)

2

dot at end of line

3

loosely spaced dots

4

closely spaced dots

5

dashes

6

dash, dot

7

large dash, small dash

8

dash, dot, dot

9

solid line, short line at end

10

solid line, long line at end

Under Windows not all line types are supported. Also, most drivers ignore the repeat value.
See Also:
DRAW, IDRAW, IPLOT, PLOT, POLYGON, POLYLINE, RECTANGLE, RPLOT
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LINK

Makes a hard link to a file.
LINK path1 TO path2 [;PURGE]
Usage:
Description:

LINK "/diskless1/htb.chm" TO "/diskless2/htb.chm"
LINK Exists$ TO New$;PURGE
Path1 is a file specifier naming an existing file. Path2 is a file specifier naming a new directory entry to be
created. LINK automatically creates a new link (directory entry) for the existing file and increments the link
count of the file by one. If path2 already exists, an error is given unless the PURGE option is included.
With hard links, both files must be on the same file system. Both the old and the new link share equal access
and rights to the underlying object. The super-user may make multiple links to a directory. Unless the caller is
the super-user, the file named by path1 must not be a directory. LINK_MAX specifies the maximum allowed
number of links to the file (see the UNIX man page for pathconf(2V)).
Because a link merely establishes a second name for a single file, operations on that file are effective for all the
links to the file. In other words, if the file is changed using one of the filenames, the changes are visible through
all the other filenames linked to that file. (Note that this general rule is true in all cases under HTBasic, but is
not true under HP BASIC for RE-STORE and RE-SAVE.)
Note: LINK is not supported by HTBasic, it will return an error.

See Also:
COPY, CREATE, PURGE
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LINPUT

Reads alphanumeric keyboard input to a string.
LINPUT ["prompt",] string-name$ [(subscripts)]
[sub-string]

LINPUT "Choice?",D$
LINPUT Iarray$(I)
[4]
Example: LINPUT.BAS
Description:
The LINPUT statement gets one alphanumeric data item from the keyboard and assigns it to the string variable.
LINPUT values may consist of commas, quotation marks and leading and trailing blanks.
The CRT display line will display a prompt while the LINPUT is active. If no prompt string is specified a
question mark is displayed. If a zero length string-literal is specified, "", the question mark is suppressed. After
entry completion, press ENTER.
During an LINPUT the ON KBD, ON KEY, and ON KNOB event definitions are deactivated.
See Also:
DISP, ENTER, INPUT, OUTPUT, PRINT, READ
Usage:
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LIST

Lists the program in memory to the selected device.
LIST [#device-selector [;begin-line [end-line]] ]

LIST
LIST #702
LIST
1500,Endtest
Example: LIST.BAS
Description:
The LIST statement outputs the program to the PRINTER IS device. If a device selector is given the output is
directed to that device. The starting and ending program line numbers may be specified to limit the portion of
the program that is output. If the ending line number is not specified, all lines from the start line number through
the last line number are output.
After LISTing a program, the available memory in bytes is displayed on the message line.
See Also:
GET, LIST BIN, LIST KEY, LOAD, LOADSUB, SAVE, RE-SAVE, STORE, RE-STORE
Usage:
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LIST BIN

Lists each BIN currently in memory.
LIST BIN [#device-selector]
LIST BIN
LIST BIN
#PRT
Example: LIST BIN.BAS
Description:
BIN files implement HTBasic extensions, such as device drivers. The LIST BIN statement prints the name and
version number of each BIN currently in memory. If a device selector is given, the output is directed to that
device, otherwise it is printed on the current PRINTER IS device.
Porting to HP BASIC:
LIST BIN is programmable in HTBasic, but not in HP BASIC.
See Also:
LIST, LIST KEY, LOAD BIN
Usage:
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LIST DLL

Lists the name of each Dynamic Link Library (DLL) currently in memory.
Syntax:
Usage:
Description:
See Also:

LIST DLL
LIST DLL
LIST DLL #PRT
The LIST DLL lists the name of each Dynamic Link Library (DLL) function and variable currently in
memory.
DLL GET, DLL LOAD, DLL READ, DLL UNLOAD, DLL WRITE
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LIST KEY

Lists the softkey macro definitions.
LIST KEY [#device-selector]
LIST
KEY
Example: LIST KEY.BAS
Description:
The LIST KEY statement outputs the softkey definitions to the PRINTER IS device. If a device selector
is given the output is directed to that device. Only defined keys are listed. If the key definition contains an
embedded function key then the definition is printed in a special way. The CHR$(255) of the function key is
printed as "System Key: ", the 2nd character of the function key is printed and then a new line is started. After
all definitions have been printed, the available memory for softkey macros is displayed on the message line.
See Also:
EDIT KEY, KBD CMODE, LOAD KEY, OFF KEY, ON KEY, READ KEY, SCRATCH, SET KEY, STORE
KEY, USER KEYS
Usage:
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LOAD

Loads a user program into memory.
LOAD file-specifier [,run-line]

Usage:

LOAD Story$
LOAD
"Utility",200

Example: LOAD.BAS
Description:
LOAD gets a previously stored BASIC program into memory. When LOADing a program, the current program
and all variables not in COM are deleted. Each COM block in the new program is compared to the old COM
blocks in memory. Any mismatched or unreferenced COM blocks are deleted. If LOAD is used in a program,
the newly loaded program begins running at either the first line or the specified line. If LOAD is used as a
keyboard command and the run line is specified, the program begins running at that line or the next higher line.
PROG files are transportable between different types of computers running HTBasic only if the computers use
the same byte ordering. For example, the DOS and Windows versions of HTBasic can share PROG files.
Porting Issues
HTBasic does not support HP BASIC PROG files. To move programs between HTBasic and HP BASIC,
LOAD the PROG file, SAVE it as an ASCII file, move the program over, GET the ASCII file and STORE it
back.
See Also:
GET, LIST, LOAD BIN, LOAD KEY, LOADSUB, SAVE, RE-SAVE, STORE, RE-STORE
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LOAD BIN

Loads a BIN system program file into memory.
LOAD BIN "bin-name [;options] "

LOAD BIN "GPIBN;BOARD AT-GPIB"
LOAD BIN "SERIAL"
Example: LOAD BIN.BAS
Description:
The LOAD BIN statement loads a BIN system file into memory. BIN files implement HTBasic extensions,
such as device drivers. Up to 16 I/O drivers may be loaded. The following three locations are searched for the
file, in the order given:
1. The directory specified by the HTB environment variable, if an HTB environment variable exists.
2. The current directory.
3. The directory containing the HTBasic executable.
Some BIN files allow options to be specified. The legal options are different for each device driver; consult
the device driver documentation to determine the legal options. Documentation for the standard device drivers
included with HTBasic can be found in the Getting Started Guide. Documentation for separately available
device drivers comes with the driver.
If an error occurs while loading a device driver, it will not be loaded. Often, when an error is detected, more
explicit diagnostic information can be obtained by pressing the PRT ALL key to turn print-all mode on (see
PRINTALL IS) and retrying the statement LOAD BIN.
Under HTBasic, STORE SYSTEM is not an alternative; you must use LOAD BIN.
Usage Notes
The search locations for the windows version are:
1. The directory from which the application loaded.
2. The current directory.
3. The Windows system directory (such as \WINNT\SYSTEM32).
4. The Windows directory.
5. The directories listed in the PATH environment variable.
See Also:
LIST BIN, SCRATCH BIN, STORE SYSTEM
Usage:
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LOAD KEY

Loads softkey macro definitions into memory.
LOAD KEY [file-specifier]
LOAD KEY
"DEF"
Example: LOAD KEY.BAS
Description:
The LOAD KEY statement loads softkey macro definitions into memory from a file. Executing LOAD KEY
without the file specifier resets the softkey definitions to their start-up defaults.
See Also:
EDIT KEY, KBD CMODE, KEY LABELS, KEY LABELS PEN, LIST KEY, OFF KEY, ON KEY, READ
KEY, SCRATCH, SET KEY, STORE KEY, USER KEYS
Usage:
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LOADSUB

Loads a BASIC subprogram into memory.
LOADSUB [context] FROM file-specifier

LOADSUB Peek FROM "PEEK.COM"
LOADSUB FROM "Testfile"
LOADSUB FNSearch$ FROM "Sarfile"
LOADSUB ALL FROM Myfile$
LOADSUB Subptr$ FROM "ROUTINES.LIB"
Example: LOADSUB.BAS
Description:
The LOADSUB statement loads subprograms at the end of the current program. It re-numbers the incoming
subprogram lines. After loading a subprogram it also preruns the subprogram to check for COM block
mismatches.
If ALL is specified, all subprograms in the file are loaded into memory. If a subprogram name is specified
(either explicitly or in a string expression), only that subprogram is loaded into memory. These forms of
LOADSUB are programmable.
LOADSUB FROM (no context specified) looks through a program and loads all subprogram references
not yet in memory. The newly loaded subprograms are also looked through and any additional subprogram
references not yet in memory are located and loaded into memory. After LOADSUB FROM has executed,
if any subprogram references were not loaded into memory, an error is generated along with a listing of the
subprogram names. LOADSUB FROM is not programmable.
Subprogram Pointer
If a string expression specifies the subprogram name in the LOADSUB statement, the string expression is
called a subprogram pointer because it "points" to the subprogram rather than explicitly naming it. As the
expression changes, the pointer points to different subprograms. The following example illustrates how this can
be useful.
10
SUB Xform(X(*))
20
Method$="Xform"&VAL$(RANK(X))
30
IF NOT INMEM(Method$) THEN LOADSUB Method$
40
CALL Method$ WITH(X(*))
50
DELSUB Method$
60
SUBEND
The subprogram pointer must be specified with the initial character in uppercase and subsequent characters in
lowercase. Subprogram pointers can also be used in CALL, DELSUB, INMEM, and XREF statements.
Porting to HP BASIC:
The use of subprogram pointers in LOADSUB is a new HTBasic feature that is not available in HP BASIC. It
should not be used in programs that must be ported back to HP BASIC.
See Also:
CALL, DELSUB, INMEM, RE-STORE, STORE
Usage:
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LOCAL

Returns specified IEEE-488 devices to their local state.
LOCAL {@io-path | device-selector}
Usage:

Description:

LOCAL
@Dvm
LOCAL Isc
LOCAL 728
If a primary device address is specified, a Go To Local (GTL) message is sent to all listeners and LOCAL
LOCKOUT is not canceled. If only an interface select code is specified, all devices on the bus are returned to
the local state and LOCAL LOCKOUT is canceled.
If a primary device address is specified and the computer is the Active Controller, the bus activity is: ATN,
MTA, UNL, LAG, GTL.
If the computer is not the Active Controller but is the System Controller and just an interface select code is
specified, the REN line is set false. If it is also the Active Controller the ATN and REN lines are both set false.
When the computer is not the System Controller but is the active controller, the bus activity for an Interface
Select Code is to set the ATN line and send a GTL message.

See Also:
ABORT , CLEAR, PASS CONTROL, PPOLL, REMOTE, REQUEST, SEND, SPOLL, TRIGGER
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LOCAL LOCKOUT

Sends the IEEE-488 LLO message.
LOCAL LOCKOUT {@io-path | interface-select-code}
Usage:

Description:

LOCAL LOCKOUT 7
LOCAL LOCKOUT Isc
LOCAL LOCKOUT
@Gpib
The local lockout message LLO is sent over the IEEE-488 preventing front panel control of devices in the
remote state.
If the computer is not the active controller or a primary device address is specified, an error is generated. If an I/
O path is specified, it must refer to the IEEE-488 interface.

See Also:
ABORT, CLEAR, LOCAL, PASS CONTROL, PPOLL, REMOTE, REQUEST, SEND, SPOLL, TRIGGER
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LOCK

Secures a file for exclusive access.
LOCK @io-path; CONDITIONAL return
LOCK @Proprietary;CONDITIONAL Result
IF Secure THEN LOCK @Keyfile;CONDITIONAL Ok
Example: LOCK.BAS
Description:
This command attempts to LOCK a file to prevent other users from accessing the file while you are using it.
The return value is zero if the file is successfully LOCKed and non-zero if the LOCK fails. The value returned
is an error number, indicating why the LOCK failed. An ASSIGN @Path TO * will UNLOCK and then close
the file.
File locking capabilities depend on the operating system HTBasic is running on. If the operating system does
not support it, the result value will always indicate failure. Some operating systems require the LOCK request
when the file is opened. On such a system, the file will be closed and re-opened with the LOCK.
A file can have multiple locks on it. The file remains locked until a corresponding number of UNLOCK
statements have been executed. LOCKing a file should be a temporary action of short duration so that fair
access to the file is provided to all network users.
See Also:
ASSIGN, UNLOCK
Usage:
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LOG

Computes natural (base "e") logarithms.
LOG( numeric-expression )
LN=LOG(Dt4)
PRINT "LN(";X;") =";LOG(X)
Example: LOG.BAS
Description:
The definition of natural or base "e" or Naperian logarithms is Y = LOG(X), where X = EXP(Y). "e" is an
irrational number whose value is approximately 2.718 281 828 459 05.
COMPLEX Arguments
LOG accepts either a COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type. For COMPLEX
arguments the real and imaginary parts of LOG(Z) are calculated (using real arithmetic) as
REAL(LOG(Z)) = LOG(ABS(Z))
IMAG(LOG(Z)) = ARG(Z)
which returns an imaginary part in the range -PI to PI, regardless of the current trigonometric mode. The
domain of LOG includes all points in the complex plane except the origin. However, intermediate values
generated during the calculation of the function can cause over or underflow errors for very large or small
values of Z.
See Also:
EXP, LGT, SQRT
Usage:
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LONG

Declares, dimensions and reserves memory for Long integers between -2,147,483,648 and
2,147,483,647.
Syntax:
Where:

Usage:

Description:

See Also:

LONG item [,item...]
item = numeric-name [(bounds) [BUFFER]]
bounds = [lower-bound :] upper-bound [,bounds]
bound = integer constant
LONG
LONG
LONG
LONG

I,J,K
A,J,Cnt,Point,X(100)
Aarray(-128:127,16)
Buff(600) BUFFER

LONG is a data type. Other data types are I/O path, integer, real, complex, and string. LONG
declares, dimensions and reserves memory for integers between -2,147,483,648 and 2,147,483,647.
LONG variables can be declared and used in exactly the same ways that INTEGER variables are
used. The only difference is the range of values allowed.
COMPLEX, INTEGER, REAL
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LOOP

Defines a series of statements to be executed repeatedly.
LOOP
statements
[EXIT IF boolean-expression]
statements
END LOOP

100 LOOP
. . .
170 EXIT IF J=5 OR A$>B$
. . .
180 END LOOP
Example: LOOP.BAS
Description:
When control reaches the END LOOP statement, it is transferred back to the statement following the LOOP
statement until an EXIT IF statement evaluates non-zero. There may be any number of EXIT IF statements in
the LOOP. Branching into a LOOP is legal.
See Also:
CALL, END, FN, FOR, GOTO, GOSUB, IF, ON, PAUSE, REPEAT, RETURN, RUN, SELECT, STOP,
SUBEND, SUBEXIT, WAIT, WHILE
Usage:
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LORG

Specifies the position of a LABEL relative to the current position.
LORG numeric-expression
Usage:

Example:
Description:

LORG
Origin
LORG 2
LORG.BAS
The LORG statement specifies the relative position of the LABEL with respect to the current pen position. The
argument is rounded to an integer and has a range of one through nine. The default LORG origin is one. The
values are as follows:
Left Values
Middle Values
Right Values
3 - left-top

6 - middle-top

9 - right-top

2 - left-center

5 - middle-center

8 - right-center

1 - left-bottom

4 - middle-bottom

7 - right-bottom

If the string length is odd, the horizontal center of the string is the center of the middle character.
See Also:
CSIZE, IMAGE, LABEL, LDIR, LINE TYPE, PDIR, PEN, PIVOT, PRINT, SYMBOL
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LWC$

Converts characters in a string to lowercase.
LWC$( string-expression )
A$=LWC(B$)
PRINT LWC$(Answer
$)
Example: LWC$.BAS
Description:
The upper-case to lower-case correspondence is affected by LEXICAL ORDER IS. If a user-defined table is
used with LEXICAL ORDER IS and the optional upper and lowercase conversion rules are not specified, the
uppercase to lowercase transform is determined by the STANDARD lexical order.
See Also:
CHR$, LEN, LEXICAL ORDER IS, MAXLEN, NUM, POS, REV$, RPT$, TRIM$, UPC$, VAL, VAL$
Usage:
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MASS STORAGE IS

Assigns the current mass storage device and directory.
MASS STORAGE IS path-specifier
MSI path-specifier
MASS STORAGE IS Volspec$&Dir_path$
MSI "D:\DIR1\DIR2\MYDIR"
MSI "/usr/bin" CD "/usr/bin"
Example: MASS STORAGE IS.BAS
Description:
The current MASS STORAGE IS includes both the device, and the current directory. This current directory
is searched first to find any specified files. You may change the current device and directory with the MSI
command. You may determine the current device and directory with the SYSTEM$("MSI") function.
MASS STORAGE IS may be abbreviated MSI or CD.
See Also:
CAT, CONFIGURE MSI, COPY, CREATE, INITIALIZE, PRINT LABEL, PROTECT, PURGE, READ
LABEL, RENAME, SYSTEM$("MSI")
Usage:
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MAT

Specifies an array operation.
MAT string-array$ = string-array$ | (string-expression)
MAT numeric-array = numeric-array [operator numeric-array]
MAT numeric-array = (numeric-expression) [operator numeric-array]
MAT numeric-array = numeric-array operator (numeric-expression)
MAT vector = RSUM(matrix) | CSUM(matrix)
MAT matrix = INV(matrix) | TRN(matrix) | IDN
MAT array-name [sub-array] = array-name [sub-array]
Where:

operator = + | - | . | / | < | <= | = | <> | >= | > | *
sub-array = ( {range | subscript} [, {range | subscript}...] )
range = * | lower-bound : upper-bound

MAT A=A*(Pny*6)
MAT A=B+C
MAT A=C>=(1)
MAT A=(4)
MAT A=CSUM(C)
MAT A=RSUM(D)
MAT A=IDN
MAT A=INV(B)
MAT Destination(3,*,*)=Source(*,2,*)
Example: MAT.BAS
Description:
MAT initializes and performs operations on string and numeric arrays. MAT operations can copy a string
or numeric expression or array into an array, add or subtract an array or numeric expression to an array or
numeric expression, multiply or divide an array or numeric expression by an array or numeric expression,
compare arrays and numeric expressions or perform an identity (IDN), inverse (INV), sum (CSUM or RSUM)
or transpose (TRN) of rows and columns of a matrix. MAT operations can also be used to assign a sub-array to
another array or sub-array.
The REAL, IMAG, ARG, ABS, CONJG and CMPLX functions operate the same with arrays as with scalar
numbers.
Size and Shape Requirements
In general, a matrix must meet certain size and shape requirements for each matrix operation. If it does not, in
certain operations it makes sense to automatically redimension it. If it can't be redimensioned, an error is given.
Sub-array assignments require that the number of ranges specified in the source match the number of ranges
specified in the destination. If a complete array is specified, the number of ranges equals the rank of the array.
In corresponding ranges of the source and destination, the number of elements must be the same. The following
examples will help you visualize these rules:
10 DIM X(1:3),Y(1:10)
20 DIM D(3,4,5),S(4,2,5)
30 MAT X=Y(2:4)
! One range, three elements
40 MAT D(3,*,*)=S(*,2,*) ! Range 1 has 5 elements,2 has 6
50 MAT Y(1:6)=S(0,0,*)
! One range, 6 elements
For the list of operators above, the target array must be the same size and shape as the source array because
numeric operations are performed one array element at a time and the result is returned to the corresponding
element in the target array.
Matrix Multiply
The asterisk "*" operator performs a matrix multiplication when it is between two matrices. If it is between
an array and a numeric expression each element of the array is multiplied by the value of the expression. The
period "." operator is used between two arrays to perform an element by element multiply. Vectors can be
used in a matrix multiplication as if they were two-dimensional matrices. If used as the first matrix, a vector is
treated as a 1 by N matrix. If used as the second matrix, a vector is treated as an N by 1 matrix.
Sum Columns, Rows
Usage:
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The CSUM and RSUM matrix functions sum the columns and rows, respectively, of a matrix and return the
result into a target vector array.
Identity
The IDN matrix function initializes a square matrix to an identity matrix. An identity matrix has zeros in all
elements but the diagonal elements, which have the value one.
Invert
The INV matrix function returns the inverse of a square matrix. It also calculates the DET value. If the matrix
has no inverse, the DET is set to zero, but no error is returned. If the DET is very small in relation to values of
the array, numerical methods for inverting the array fail. Thus, the DET should be checked after using INV.
Transpose
The TRN matrix function returns the transpose of the source matrix by exchanging rows for columns and
columns for rows.
See Also:
DET, DIM, DOT, MAT REORDER, MAT SEARCH, MAT SORT, REDIM, SUM
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MAT REORDER

Reorders array elements by a supplied subscript list.
MAT REORDER array-name[$] BY vector [, subscript]
MAT REORDER Array BY Vector,2
MAT REORDER Elements$ BY New
Example: MAT REORDER.BAS
Description:
The array is reordered according to the values in the vector. The optional subscript is rounded to an integer and
specifies which subscript is to be reordered. If it is not specified it is assumed to be one.
The vector must be a one dimensional array which is the same size as the specified subscript. It contains
integers specifying valid subscript values with no duplicate values. The MAT SORT statement may be used to
generate vector values.
COMPLEX Arrays
MAT REORDER can reorder a complex array, but a reorder vector can not be complex.
See Also:
MAT, MAT SEARCH, MAT SORT, REDIM
Usage:
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MAT SEARCH

Searches an array for user specified conditions.
MAT SEARCH numeric-array [num-key], rule; return [,start]
MAT SEARCH string-array$ [str-key], rule; return [,start]

MAT SEARCH Vector,#LOC(<>PI);Not_pi
MAT SEARCH Temperature,LOC MAX;Hottest
MAT SEARCH Students,LOC(<.33);Flunk,4
MAT SEARCH Titles$(*,2,3) DES,MAX;Last_book$
MAT SEARCH Array$(*), LOC(=Target$);I
Example: MAT SEARCH.BAS
Description:
A numeric or string array is searched for the specified condition and the result is returned in the return variable.
The keyword DES specifies descending search order. The optional start value specifies the starting subscript. If
not specified, searching begins with the first element for ascending searches and the last element for descending
searches. The "rule" specifies the search rules to use and what to return:
Rule
Meaning
Usage:

LOC

Subscript of first element satisfying operator

#LOC

Count the number of elements satisfying operator

LOC MAX

Subscript of maximum value

LOC MIN

Subscript of minimum value

MAX

Find and return the maximum value

MIN

Find and return the minimum value

COMPLEX Arrays
MAT SEARCH can search an array, but since the concept of linear ordering does not apply to the complex
plane, greater than, less than, MIN and MAX operations are not allowed.
See Also:
MAT, MAT REORDER, MAT SORT, REDIM
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MAT SORT

Sorts string or numeric array data.
MAT SORT numeric-array numeric-keys [TO vector]
MAT SORT string-array$ string-keys [TO vector]

MAT SORT A$(*)
MAT SORT Array(Tag,*)
MAT SORT Vals(1,*,3),(2,*,5) DES
MAT SORT String$(*,2)[1;3] TO Order
Example: MAT SORT.BAS
Description:
MAT SORT sorts a numeric or string array along one dimension. The direction of the sort is in ascending order
unless the DES keyword follows the key specifier. For multi-dimensioned arrays, entire rows, columns, etc. are
swapped in the ordering process according to the values in the sort key specifier.
The sort key specifier is made up of subscript values and an asterisk "*". The asterisk specifies the dimension
to be sorted. The subscript values specify which array elements in that subscript are to be used during the sort.
Sub-strings may be specified for string arrays.
The optional "TO vector" syntax stores the new order in a vector, leaving the original array unchanged. The
vector is redimensioned to the size of the array dimension sorted. It is compatible with the MAT REORDER
statement. It is best if the vector is an INTEGER array.
COMPLEX Arrays
MAT SORT can not sort a complex array since the concept of linear ordering does not apply to the complex
plane. A complex array can be sorted indirectly by creating a REORDER vector that sorts the complex array
according to some linear property of complex numbers, such as magnitude. In the following example, lines 90
to 110 sort the complex array C(*) according to magnitude. A similar technique can be used for other sorting
criteria.
10 COMPLEX C(1:8)
20 REAL Abs(1:8)
30 INTEGER I,Order(1:8)
40 FOR I=1 TO 8 !Create array to sort
50
C(I)=CMPLX(INT(RND*10),INT(RND*10))
60 NEXT I
70 PRINT USING "2(K,2X),/";C(*)
80 ! Now sort by magnitude
90 MAT Abs=ABS(C)
100 MAT SORT Abs(*) TO Order
110 MAT REORDER C BY Order
120 ! Print the result
130 FOR I=1 TO 8
140
PRINT C(I),ABS(C(I))
150 NEXT I
160 END
See Also:
MAT, MAT REORDER, MAT SEARCH, REDIM
Usage:
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MAX

Returns the maximum value of a list of expressions.
MAX( item [,item...] )

I=MAX(4,X,Y)
Largest=MAX(numerals(*))
PRINT MAX(First,20,Last/3)
Cost=MAX(Win1,Win2,Lose1)
Example: MAX.BAS
Description:
The MAX numeric function returns the largest value of all the values in the argument list. If an item is an array
it is treated as if each element in the array were an item.
See Also:
MIN
Usage:
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MAXLEN

Gets maximum declared length of a string variable.
MAXLEN( string-name$ [(*)|(subscripts)] )
MAXLEN(Newstring$)
Rows=MAXLEN(Alpharray$(*))
Example: MAXLEN.BAS
Description:
MAXLEN returns the declared length of the string variable as declared in an ALLOCATE, COM or DIM
statement or an implicitly declared string variable.
See Also:
BASE, DIM, RANK, SIZE
Usage:
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MAXREAL

Returns the largest positive REAL number.
MAXREAL
Usage:
IF X>MAXREAL/Y THEN GOTO Overflow
Example: MAXREAL.BAS
Description:
MAXREAL returns the largest positive REAL number that the computer can represent in its floating point
number system. On computer systems that use the IEEE floating point number standard, the largest positive
REAL number is approximately 1.797 693 134 862 32E+308.
See Also:
MINREAL

1123

MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS
Enables all planes for Alpha and Graphics.
MERGE ALPHA [ WITH GRAPHICS ]
Usage:
IF Conf=4 THEN MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS
Example: MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS.BAS
Description:
This statement is the opposite of SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS. When merged, all bit-planes are
used by both alpha and graphics. This means that alpha text is converted to graphic pixels and written into
the graphic planes, overwriting any graphics data that might be present. Also, scrolling alpha text will scroll
graphics, dumping either will dump both and the full range of colors are available for both alpha text and
graphic output. MERGE ALPHA is the default mode.
See Also:
ALPHA, GRAPHICS, PLOTTER IS, SEPARATE ALPHA

1124

MIN

Returns the minimum value of a list of expressions.
MIN( item )

I=MIN(4,3)
Small=MIN(Numerals(*))
PRINT MIN(First,20,Last/3)
Example: MIN.BAS
Description:
The MIN numeric function returns the smallest value of all the items in the argument list. An array is treated as
if all its elements were listed as items.
See Also:
MAX
Usage:

1125

MINREAL

Returns the smallest positive REAL number.
MINREAL
Usage:
IF X<MINREAL*Y THEN GOTO Underflow
Example: MINREAL.BAS
Description:
MINREAL returns the smallest positive REAL number that the computer can represent in its floating point
number system. On computer systems that use the IEEE floating point number standard, the smallest positive
REAL number is approximately 2.225 073 858 507 24E-308.
See Also:
MAXREAL

1126

MOD

Returns remainder after integer division.
dividend MOD divisor
I=D MOD 16
PRINT "Inches"=";Length MOD 12
Example: MOD.BAS
Description:
X MOD Y is the remainder from a division which produces an integral quotient and is defined as X - Y * (X
DIV Y). If one or both of the operands are REAL, the result is REAL; otherwise the result is INTEGER. The
difference between MOD and MODULO is explained in MODULO.
See Also:
DIV, INT, MODULO
Usage:

1127

MODULO

Returns the true mathematical modulus.
dividend MODULO modulus
I=D MODULO 16
PRINT "Inches" =";Length MODULO 12
R=12 MODULO –5
Example: MODULO.BAS
Description:
X MODULO Y is defined as X - Y * INT(X/Y), where INT(X/Y) is the greatest integer less than or equal
to X/Y. MODULO and MOD give the same result if both X and Y have the same sign, but differ if X and
Y do not have the same sign. It can be seen why this is so from the definitions. (X DIV Y) divides and then
converts to integer by truncation toward zero. INT(X/Y) divides and then converts to integer by truncation
toward negative infinity.
See Also:
INT, MOD
Usage:

1128

MOVE

Moves the logical and physical pens to a new position.
MOVE x-position, y-position

MOVE 25,80
MOVE
Newx,Newy
Example: MOVE.BAS
Description:
The pen is raised before being moved to the specified position. If both the current logical position and the
specified position are outside the clip area the logical position is updated but no physical pen movement is
made.
The PIVOT statement affects the MOVE statement.
See Also:
CLIP, DRAW, IDRAW, IMOVE, IPLOT, LINE TYPE, PIVOT, PLOT, RPLOT, SHOW, VIEWPORT,
WINDOW
Usage:

1129

MOVELINES

Moves program lines from one location to another.
MOVELINES start [,end] TO target
Usage:

Description:

MOVELINES 600 TO 1500
MOVELINES 500,1200 TO 4100
MOVELINES First,Second TO Target
MOVELINES moves a block of lines to a new location. This differs from the COPYLINES statement in
that COPYLINES makes a copy of the original program portion. If no ending line is specified, only one
line is moved. The target line cannot be in the range specified by start and end. If start doesn't exist, the line
immediately after that line number is used. If end doesn't exist, the line immediately before that line number is
used. If a non-existent line label is specified, an error will be reported. If the arguments specify a destination
line number or program section that already exists, the old section will be renumbered to make room for the
new program lines.
Line numbers and labels are renumbered and updated if needed. MOVELINES may not move lines containing
a SUB program or DEF FN definition unless the new line number is greater than any existing line number;
otherwise an error is issued because SUB or DEF FN must follow all previous lines. If an error occurs during
a MOVELINES, the copy is terminated and the program is left partially changed. This command can only be
executed from the keyboard. It cannot be included in a program.

See Also:
CHANGE, COPYLINES, DEL, DELSUB, EDIT, FIND, INDENT, REN, SECURE, XREF

1130

NOT

Returns the logical negation of an expression.
NOT numeric-expression
A=NOT 1
A=NOT B
IF NOT File_input THEN PRINT Prompt$
Example: NOT.BAS
Description:
If the argument is zero, NOT returns a one. If the argument is non-zero, NOT returns a zero.
See Also:
AND, OR, EXOR
Usage:

1131

NPAR

Returns number of parameters passed to a subprogram.
NPAR
IF NPAR>5 THEN
More
Global=NPAR-3
Example: NPAR.BAS
Description:
NPAR is useful in subprograms with OPTIONAL parameters. NPAR can be used to determine which
parameters were present in the calling argument list. An attempt to use a parameter which was not present
results in an error. In the main program, NPAR returns a zero.
See Also:
CALL, DEF FN, FN, SUB
Usage:

1132

NUM

Returns the decimal ASCII equivalent of the first character in a string.
NUM( string-expression )
A=NUM(B$)
A=NUM("0")
N=NUM(Alph$)
B=NUM(B
$[V])/16
Example: NUM.BAS
Description:
The range of the returned values is 0 through 255.
See Also:
CHR$, LWC$, REV$, RPT$, POS, TRIM$, UPC$, VAL, VAL$
Usage:

1133

OFF CYCLE

Cancels event branches defined by ON CYCLE.
OFF CYCLE
OFF CYCLE
IF Complete THEN OFF CYCLE
Example: OFF CYCLE.BAS
Description:
Any CYCLE events that have been logged but not yet serviced, are canceled.
Execution of an OFF CYCLE statement within a subprogram will disable the ON CYCLE definition within
the context of the subprogram, but when control is returned to the calling program the ON CYCLE definition is
re-enabled.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, ON CYCLE, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:

1134

OFF DELAY

Cancels event branches defined by ON DELAY.
OFF DELAY
OFF DELAY
IF Finish THEN OFF
DELAY
Example: OFF DELAY.BAS
Description:
Any DELAY events that have been logged but not yet serviced, are canceled.
Execution of an OFF DELAY statement within a subprogram will disable the ON DELAY definition within
the context of the subprogram, but when control is returned to the calling program the ON DELAY definition is
re-enabled.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, ON DELAY, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:

1135

OFF END

Cancels event branches defined by ON END.
OFF END @io-path

OFF END @File
IF Finish THEN OFF END @Input
Example: OFF END.BAS
Description:
Execution of an OFF END statement within a subprogram will disable the ON END definition within the
context of the subprogram, but when control is returned to the calling program the ON END definition is reenabled.
End-of-file and end-of-record errors will be reported if no ON END definition is active.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, ON END, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:

1136

OFF EOR

Cancels event branches defined by ON EOR.
OFF EOR @non-buf-io-path

Usage:
Description:

OFF EOR @Dev
IF Finish THEN OFF EOR @File
Any End-of-Record (EOR) events that have been logged but not yet serviced, are canceled. Executing OFF
EOR within a subprogram disables the ON EOR definition within that subprogram context. When control is
returned to the calling program, any pre-existent ON EOR definition is re-enabled.

See Also:
ABORTIO, ON EOR, ON EOT, TRANSFER, WAIT

1137

OFF EOT

Cancels event branches defined by ON EOT.
OFF EOT @non-buf-io-path

Usage:
Description:

OFF EOT @Dev
IF Finis THEN OFF EOT @File
Any End-of-Transfer (EOT) events that have been logged but not yet serviced, are canceled. Executing OFF
EOT within a subprogram disables the ON EOT definition within that subprogram context. When control is
returned to the calling program, any pre-existent ON EOT definition is re-enabled.

See Also:
ABORTIO, ON EOR, ON EOT, TRANSFER, WAIT

1138

OFF ERROR

Cancels event branches defined by ON ERROR.
OFF ERROR
IF Finish THEN OFF
ERROR
Example: OFF ERROR.BAS
Description:
Execution of an OFF ERROR statement will cause any subsequent errors to be reported to the user and
program execution will PAUSE.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, ON INTR, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:

1139

OFF EVENT

Cancels event branches defined by ON EVENT.
OFF EVENT
Usage:
Description:

See Also:

OFF EVENT @Pushbutton_3,"ACTIVATED"
OFF EVENT @Slider, "DONE"

The OFF EVENT statement undefines and disables a widget event that was defined and enabled
earlier by an ON EVENT statement. There are three important differences between the OFF EVENT
and DISABLE EVENT statements:
•
DISABLE EVENT temporarily disables the event, whereas OFF EVENT permanently deactivates the
event.
•
Only one occurrence of the event will be logged if the event is disabled with a DISABLE EVENT statem
Therefore, the branch will be taken once the event is re-enabled with an ENABLE EVENT statement.
•
The event will NOT be logged and the branch will never be taken if the event is deactivated with an OF
EVENT statement.
ENABLE EVENT, DISABLE EVENT, ON EVENT

1140

OFF INTR

Cancels event branches defined by ON INTR.
OFF INTR [interface-select-code]
OFF INTR
OFF INTR 10
OFF INTR
Gpib
Example: OFF INTR.BAS
Description:
Any INTR events that have been logged but not yet serviced are canceled.
An OFF INTR statement without the optional interface select code disables event-initiated branches on all
devices. If the interface select code is specified, only that interface interrupt will be disabled.
See Also:
ENABLE, ENABLE INTR, DISABLE, DISABLE INTR, ON-EVENT, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:

1141

OFF KBD

Cancels event branches defined by ON KBD.
OFF KBD
IF Finish THEN OFF
KBD
Example: OFF KBD.BAS
Description:
Any KBD events that have been logged but not yet serviced are canceled and the keyboard buffer is cleared.
Execution of an OFF KBD statement within a subprogram will disable the ON KBD definition within the
context of the subprogram, but when control is returned to the calling program the ON KBD definition is reenabled. The keyboard buffer remains cleared.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, KBD$, ON KBD, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:

1142

OFF KEY

Cancels event branches defined by ON KEY.
OFF KEY [key-number]

OFF KEY
OFF KEY 2
OFF KEY Lock
IF Carkey AND NOT Housekey THEN OFF KEY
Example: OFF KEY.BAS
Description:
An OFF KEY statement without the key-number cancels event branches for all softkeys. If the key-number
is specified then only that softkey will be canceled. The key-number range is zero through twenty-three. Any
KEY events for affected softkeys that have been logged but not yet serviced are canceled. OFF KEY also
restores the previous key labels.
Executing OFF KEY within a subprogram disables the ON KEY definitions within the subprogram context.
When control is returned to the calling program the ON KEY definitions are re-enabled.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, ON KEY, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:

1143

OFF KNOB

Cancels event branches defined by ON KNOB.
OFF KNOB
IF Scroll THEN OFF
KNOB
Example: OFF KNOB.BAS
Description:
Any KNOB events that have been logged but not yet serviced are canceled. After OFF KNOB, the knob or
mouse will scroll the screen and move the cursor.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, KNOBX, KNOBY, ON KNOB, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:

1144

OFF SIGNAL

Cancels event branches defined by ON SIGNAL.
OFF SIGNAL [signal-number]

OFF SIGNAL
OFF SIGNAL 5
OFF SIGNAL
Msg
Example: OFF SIGNAL.BAS
Description:
An OFF SIGNAL statement without the signal number will cancel all the ON SIGNAL definitions. If the
signal number is specified then only that signal will be canceled. The signal-number has a range of zero through
fifteen. Any SIGNAL events with the same signal number that have been logged but not yet serviced are
canceled. OFF SIGNAL applies to the current context only.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, ON SIGNAL, SIGNAL, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:

1145

OFF TIME

Cancels event branches defined by ON TIME.
OFF TIME
IF Clock THEN OFF
TIME
Example: OFF TIME.BAS
Description:
Any TIME events that have been logged but not yet serviced are canceled.
Execution of an OFF TIME statement within a subprogram will cancel the ON TIME definition within the
context of the subprogram, but when control is returned to the calling program the ON TIME definition is reenabled.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, ON TIME, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:

1146

OFF TIMEOUT

Cancels event branches defined by ON TIMEOUT.
OFF TIMEOUT [interface-select-code]

OFF TIMEOUT
OFF TIMEOUT 8
OFF TIMEOUT
Gpib
Example: OFF TIMEOUT.BAS
Description:
No more timeouts can occur on the affected interfaces after an OFF TIMEOUT statement.
An OFF TIMEOUT statement without the interface-select-code will cancel the ON TIMEOUT definitions on
all interfaces. If the interface-select-code is specified then only that interface TIMEOUT will be canceled.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, ON TIMEOUT, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:

1147

ON

Transfers control to one of a list of lines.
ON index {GOSUB | GOTO} line [,line...]

ON Choose GOSUB Placea,Placeb
ON X/2 GOTO 700,800,900
Example: ON.BAS
Description:
ON ... GOTO or ON ... GOSUB allows you to perform a multi-way transfer. You can select one of a list of
program line numbers by the computed value of a numeric expression. The numeric expression is rounded to an
integer value and is used as an index to select one of the line numbers from the list.
If the integer value is 1, the first line number is used. If the integer value is 2, the second line number is used
and so on. If the index number is less than one or greater than the number of line numbers in the list, an error is
generated.
If GOSUB is specified the matching RETURN is to the line following the ON statement.
See Also:
GOTO, GOSUB, RETURN
Usage:

1148

ON CYCLE

Defines a repeating event branch.
ON CYCLE seconds [,priority] action

ON CYCLE Seconds,Priority CALL Sub
ON CYCLE Max RECOVER Names
ON CYCLE 1200,3 GOTO 2000
Example: ON CYCLE.BAS
Description:
ON CYCLE defines a repeating event branch. After the specified number of seconds has passed, an event is
generated and the cycle is started again. The value of seconds can range from 0.01 to 167772.16 but is rounded
to the timing resolution of the computer. If short CYCLE values cause events to occur faster than the computer
can service them, some events will be lost.
There is only one CYCLE timer. Executing a new ON CYCLE while another ON CYCLE is still in effect
will cause the CYCLE timer to use the new seconds value. If the ON CYCLE is executed in a different
program context the original ON CYCLE definition is restored when control returns to the calling context. The
old CYCLE time is not restored, however.
ON CYCLE is canceled by OFF CYCLE and disabled by DISABLE. A SUBEXIT, SUBEND, or RETURN
from the defining subprogram also cancels it.
Common Information
The following information is common to the ON CYCLE, DELAY, EOR, EOT, INTR, KBD, KEY, KNOB,
SIGNAL, TIME statements.
The line number or line label following the GOTO, GOSUB or RECOVER or the subprogram name following
the CALL indicates where to transfer control when the event occurs. Line numbers or labels must be in the
same subprogram as the ON statement. When returning from a CALL or GOSUB execution continues with
the line that would have executed next when the event occurred. RECOVER causes the program to SUBEXIT
from subprograms as needed to return to the defining subprogram and then does a GOTO to the specified
program line. (The defining subprogram is the subprogram with the ON statement.)
The event branch can only occur if the current SYSTEM PRIORITY is less than the priority specified in the
ON statement. The default priority is one. The highest priority that can be specified is fifteen. ON END, ON
ERROR and ON TIMEOUT events have a higher priority than all other events. If an event branch can not take
place because of system priority, the event is logged and occurs later when the system priority drops to a level
which allows it.
When an event branch is taken the system priority is changed depending on the branch type. With a GOTO
the system priority is not changed. With a RECOVER the system priority is only changed if any SUBEXITs
are performed, in which case the system priority is restored to the value when the defining subprogram called
another subprogram. With a CALL or GOSUB the system priority is changed to the specified priority. When
returning from the CALL or GOSUB the system priority is restored to the value before the branch was taken.
If other subprograms have been called from the defining subprogram when the event occurs, when the branch
can be taken depends on the branch type. CALL or RECOVER branches can still occur as soon as the event
occurs. (Although branches are not taken in the middle of execution of a line; the branch is taken between
lines.) GOTO or GOSUB branches can not be taken immediately. The event will be logged and then serviced
when control returns to the defining subprogram.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, OFF CYCLE, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:

1149

ON DELAY

Defines an event branch after specified seconds.
ON DELAY seconds [,priority] action

ON DELAY Seconds,Priority CALL Sub1
ON DELAY 3 GOTO 5710
ON DELAY Maxtime,4 GOSUB Branch
Example: ON DELAY.BAS
Description:
ON DELAY defines a one time event branch to take after a specified number of seconds. The value of seconds
can range from 0.01 to 167772.16 but is rounded to the timing resolution of the computer.
There is only one DELAY timer. Executing a new ON DELAY while another ON DELAY is still in effect
will cause the DELAY timer to use the new seconds value. If the ON DELAY is executed in a different
program context, the original ON DELAY definition is restored when control returns to the calling context. The
old DELAY time is not restored, however.
ON DELAY is canceled by OFF DELAY and disabled by DISABLE. A SUBEXIT, SUBEND, or RETURN
from the defining subprogram also cancels it.
More information about ON DELAY can be found under the "Common Information" heading of the ON
CYCLE manual entry.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, OFF DELAY, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:

1150

ON END

Defines an event branch for end-of-file conditions.
ON END @io-path action

ON END @Dat GOTO 750
ON END @Code CALL Find
ON END @File RECOVER
Fix
Example: ON END.BAS
Description:
When you ENTER data and there is no more data in a file, or when a random access OUTPUT or ENTER
requires more bytes than the record size, an end-of-file error occurs which may be caught by the ON END
statement. The ON END statement must be executed before the end-of-file error condition occurs. If an ON
END event handler does not exist, error 59 occurs, which can be trapped like other errors with an ON ERROR
handler.
ON END is canceled by OFF END but is not disabled by DISABLE. A SUBEXIT, SUBEND, or RETURN
from the defining subprogram also cancels it.
When returning from a CALL or GOSUB execution continues with the line following the line causing the endof-file.
Common Information for ON END, ERROR, TIMEOUT
The line number or line label following the GOTO, GOSUB, or RECOVER or the subprogram name following
the CALL indicates where to transfer control when the event occurs. Line numbers or labels must be in the
same subprogram as the ON statement. RECOVER causes the program to SUBEXIT from subprograms as
needed to return to the defining subprogram and then does a GOTO to the specified program line. (The defining
subprogram is the subprogram with the ON statement.)
The ON END and ON TIMEOUT events have a fixed priority of fifteen and ON ERROR has a fixed priority
of seventeen. However, when one of these events occurs, the current SYSTEM PRIORITY is ignored and the
branch occurs immediately. The only exception is when an error occurs when the system priority is already
seventeen; this "double fault" condition can not be trapped.
When an event branch is taken the system priority is changed depending on the branch type. With a GOTO
the system priority is not changed. With a RECOVER the system priority is only changed if any SUBEXITs
are performed, in which case the system priority is restored to the value when the defining subprogram called
another subprogram. With a CALL or GOSUB the system priority is changed to fifteen for ON END and ON
TIMEOUT or seventeen for ON ERROR. When returning from the CALL or GOSUB the system priority is
restored to the value before the branch was taken.
If other subprograms have been called from the defining subprogram when the event occurs, the action taken
depends on the branch type. CALL or RECOVER branches can still occur as soon as the event occurs.
(Although branches are not taken in the middle of execution of a line; the branch is taken between lines.)
GOTO or GOSUB branches can not be taken so an error occurs.
See Also:
ERRL, ERRLN, ERRM$, ERRN, ON ERROR, ON TIMEOUT, OFF END
Usage:

1151

ON EOR

Defines an event branch for end-of-record conditions.
ON EOR @io-path [,priority] action

Usage:
Description:

ON EOR @Dev GOTO 1200
ON EOR @Code,2 CALL Record
The TRANSFER statement can define what is to be considered a record for the purpose of that particular
TRANSFER. When an end-of-record is detected, an EOR event occurs which may be caught by the ON EOR
statement. The ON EOR statement must be executed before the end-of-record condition occurs.
The I/O path must be the I/O path used in the TRANSFER to specify the device. Using the I/O path assigned to
the buffer will cause an error.
If another ON EOR is executed in a different program context, the original ON EOR definition is restored
when control returns to the calling context.
ON EOR is canceled by OFF EOR and is disabled by DISABLE. A SUBEXIT, SUBEND, or RETURN from
the defining subprogram also cancels it. If a context exit is delayed until a TRANSFER terminates, any EOR
events generated during the delay are discarded. Use WAIT FOR EOR to force the event to be serviced before
the subprogram exits.
More information about ON EOR can be found under the "Common Information" heading of the ON CYCLE
manual entry.

See Also:
ABORTIO, OFF EOR, ON EOT, TRANSFER, WAIT

1152

ON EOT

Defines an event branch for end-of-transfer conditions.
ON EOT @io-path [,priority] action

ON EOT @Dev GOTO 1200
ON EOT @Code,2 CALL
Done
Example: ON EOT.BAS
Description:
When a TRANSFER finishes, an end-of-transfer, EOT, event occurs which may be caught by the ON EOT
statement. The ON EOT statement must be executed before the TRANSFER ends.
The I/O path must be the I/O path used in the TRANSFER to specify the device. Using the I/O path assigned to
the buffer will cause an error.
If another ON EOT is executed in a different program context, the original ON EOT definition is restored
when control returns to the calling context.
ON EOT is canceled by OFF EOT and is disabled by DISABLE. A SUBEXIT, SUBEND, or RETURN from
the defining subprogram also cancels it. If a context exit is delayed until a TRANSFER terminates, any EOT
events generated during the delay are discarded. Use WAIT FOR EOT to force the event to be serviced before
the subprogram exits.
More information about ON EOT can be found under the "Common Information" heading of the ON CYCLE
manual entry.
See Also:
ABORTIO, OFF EOT, ON EOR, TRANSFER, WAIT
Usage:

1153

ON ERROR

Defines an event branch for trappable errors.
ON ERROR action

ON ERROR GOTO 2000
ON ERROR CALL Ertrap
ON ERROR RECOVER
Test
Example: ON ERROR.BAS
Description:
The ON ERROR statement specifies an error handling routine to be called when an error occurs during
program execution. The ON ERROR statement must be executed before the error condition occurs. The
routine can evaluate the error condition by using the ERRL, ERRLN and ERRN, functions and any other
pertinent information to determine the corrective action to take. If there is not enough memory to run the
routine, the original error is reported to the user and the program is paused.
If another ON ERROR is executed in a different context, the original ON ERROR definition is restored
when control returns to the calling context. ON ERROR is canceled by OFF ERROR but is not disabled by
DISABLE. A SUBEXIT, SUBEND or RETURN from the defining subprogram also cancels it.
When returning from a CALL or GOSUB execution normally continues with the offending line. If the error
handling routine does not correct the cause of the error, the error will occur again, causing an infinite loop. To
avoid re-execution of the line, use ERROR SUBEXIT instead of SUBEXIT or ERROR RETURN instead of
RETURN.
If an error occurs in an error handling routine called with GOSUB or CALL, it is reported to the user and the
program is paused. If an error occurs in an error handling routine called with GOTO or RECOVER, an infinite
loop can result.
If ON ERROR is not used to handle an error, the program is paused and an error message is displayed on
the message line. Pressing CONTINUE will re-execute the offending line. Type CONT followed by the line
number of the next line to continue execution without re-executing the offending line.
More information about ON ERROR can be found under the "Common Information" heading of the ON END
manual entry.
See Also:
CAUSE ERROR, CLEAR ERROR, ERRL, ERRLN, ERRM$, ERRN, ERROR RETURN, ERROR SUBEXIT,
ON END, ON TIMEOUT
Usage:

1154

ON EVENT

Defines an event branch that is taken after a widget generates that event.
ON EVENT
Where:

action = { GOTO|GOSUB|RECOVER } line | CALL
subprogram
line = line-number | line-label

Usage:

ON EVENT @Pushbutton_3,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Clear_profile
ON EVENT @Slider, "DONE" GOSUB Change_temphigh
ON EVENT @Sldr,"CHANGED", VAL(SYSTEM$("SYSTEM PRIORITY"))
+1 GOSUB Chg_stpnt

Description:

The ON EVENT statement not only sets up the ON EVENT branch, but also enables the event.
The most recent ON EVENT (or OFF EVENT) statement for a given widget and event combination
overrides any previous ON EVENT definition for that combination. If the overriding ON EVENT
definition occurs in a context different from the one in which the overridden ON EVENT occurs, the
overridden ON EVENT is restored when the calling context is restored.
Any specified line reference for GOTO or GOSUB must be in the same context as the ON EVENT
statement. CALL and GOSUB will return to the next line that would have been executed if the ON
EVENT widget event had not been serviced. The system priority is restored to that which existed
before the ON EVENT branch was taken.
RECOVER forces the program to go directly to the specified line in the context containing that ON
EVENT statement. When RECOVER forces a change of context, the system priority is restored to that
which existed in the original (defining) context at the time that context was exited.
NOTE
The priority specified in the ON EVENT statement (as in all ON-event statements) must be higher than
the current system priority in order for the event to be recognized.
When you nest ON EVENT statements, be aware that the system priority is raised to the one you
specified in the ON EVENT statement, when that event is serviced for CALL and GOSUB.
To ensure that the events are recognized for all of your ON EVENT statements, specify a higher priority
each time you go deeper into the nesting. To do this, query for the current system priority and then
increase it by one, instead of specifying the priority as a number between the event name and GOTO,
GOSUB, RECOVER, or CALL.
Use the following command sequence within the ON EVENT statement
to do this. (This technique will cause an error if the current system priority is 15.)

VAL(SYSTEM$("SYSTEM PRIORITY"))+1
CALL and RECOVER remain active when the context changes to a subprogram or function, unless the
change in context is caused by a keyboard-originated call. GOSUB and GOTO remain active when the
context changes to a subprogram, but the branch cannot be taken until the calling context is restored.

See Also:

ON EVENT is disabled by DISABLE EVENT or DISABLE, is re-enabled
by ENABLE EVENT or ENABLE, and is deactivated by OFF EVENT.
DISABLE, DISABLE EVENT, ENABLE, ENABLE EVENT, OFF EVENT

1155

ON INTR

Defines a hardware interrupt initiated branch.
ON INTR interface-select-code [,priority] action

ON INTR 7 GOTO 1000
ON INTR Isc,Priority CALL Sub
ON INTR Gpib,4 GOSUB Repair
Example: ON INTR.BAS
Description:
ON INTR defines an event branch to be taken when an interface card generates an interrupt. Execution of
an ON INTR statement is not sufficient to allow an interrupt to occur. As a minimum, ENABLE INTR must
be executed to establish an interrupt mask. Depending on the interface, additional statements may have to be
executed as well. Refer to the device driver documentation for more information.
When an interrupt occurs a DISABLE INTR for the interface is automatically executed. Consequently, an
ENABLE INTR statement must be used to explicitly re-enable interrupts.
There is only one ENABLE INTR mask per interface select code. Executing a new ENABLE INTR while
another is still in effect will cause the interface or device to use the new mask value. If the ON INTR is
executed in a different program context, the original ON INTR definition is restored when control returns to the
calling context. The ENABLE INTR mask is not restored, however.
ON INTR is canceled by OFF INTR and disabled by DISABLE or DISABLE INTR. A SUBEXIT, SUBEND
or RETURN from the defining subprogram also cancels it.
More information about ON INTR can be found under the "Common Information" heading of the ON CYCLE
manual entry.
See Also:
ENABLE, ENABLE INTR, DISABLE, DISABLE INTR, OFF INTR, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:
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ON KBD

Defines an event branch for when a key is pressed.
ON KBD [ALL] [,priority] action

ON KBD GOTO 2000
ON KBD,Order GOSUB
First
ON KBD ALL RECOVER 500
ON KBD ALL,3 CALL Sub
Example: ON KBD.BAS
Description:
ON KBD defines an event branch to be taken when a key is pressed. ON KBD ALL traps all alpha-numeric
keys and HTBasic function keys except RESET. The following keys are not trapped if ALL is not specified:
CLR I/O, MENU, PAUSE, s-MENU, STOP, EXECUTE, USER and any softkeys.
If ON KBD is active, immediate execution of keyboard editing and display control function keys is suspended.
All keystrokes go into a special KBD$ buffer. The buffer is cleared when it is read. The event handling routine
can selectively execute keys found in KBD$ by including them in an OUTPUT KBD statement:
OUTPUT KBD;Buf$;
Unless an ON KNOB definition is active, movement of the mouse generates ON KBD interrupts and places
UP, DOWN, LEFT or RIGHT keystrokes into the KBD$ buffer. If both ON KBD ALL and ON KEY are
active, ON KBD ALL takes precedence over ON KEY.
Executing a new ON KBD while another ON KBD is still in effect overrides the previous ON KBD definition.
If the ON KBD is executed in a different program context, the original ON KBD definition is restored when
control returns to the calling context.
ON KBD is canceled by OFF KBD, disabled by DISABLE and temporarily disabled by an LINPUT, INPUT,
or ENTER KBD statement. A SUBEXIT, SUBEND, or RETURN from the defining subprogram also cancels
it.
More information about ON KBD can be found under the "Common Information" heading of the ON CYCLE
manual entry.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, KBD$, OFF KBD, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:
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ON KEY

Defines an event branch for when a softkey is pressed.
ON KEY key-number [LABEL label] [,priority] action

ON KEY 1 GOTO 200
ON KEY 5 LABEL Find$ RECOVER 500
ON KEY 2 LABEL "Print",3 CALL Findings
Example: ON KEY.BAS
Description:
ON KEY defines a softkey event branch and optionally a label to be displayed in the softkey menu. When the
softkey is pressed, the event occurs. The key number must be in the range of zero through twenty-three. Only as
many characters as will fit in the menu area softkey label are displayed from the label.
If the label begins with a CLR LN key (CHR$(255) & "#"), only the characters after the CLR LN will be
displayed. If the label begins with a CONTINUE key, the two characters (CHR$(255) & "C") will be replaced
with the string "CONTINUE". If the label begins with a RUN key, the two characters (CHR$(255) & "R") will
be replaced with the string "RUN".
Executing a new ON KEY while another ON KEY for the same softkey is still in effect will override the
previous LABEL and definition. If the ON KEY is executed in a different program context, the original ON
KEY definition is restored when control returns to the calling context.
ON KEY is canceled by OFF KEY, disabled by DISABLE and temporarily disabled by an LINPUT, INPUT,
or ENTERKBD statement. A SUBEXIT, SUBEND, or RETURN from the defining subprogram also cancels it.
More information about ON KEY can be found under the "Common Information" heading of the ON CYCLE
manual entry.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, OFF KEY, SET KEY, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:
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ON KNOB

Defines an event branch for when the KNOB is turned.
ON KNOB seconds [,priority] action

ON KNOB 1 GOTO 500
ON KNOB Seconds,Priority Call Sub
ON KNOB 1/2,4 GOSUB Label
Example: ON KNOB.BAS
Description:
ON KNOB specifies the time interval in seconds for which movement of the KNOB is sampled. Nothing
happens, however, until the first time the KNOB is moved after the ON KNOB statement has been executed.
Once initial movement of the KNOB is detected, a timer begins for the specified interval. When the interval has
expired, KNOBX and KNOBY are set to the distance the KNOB moved during the interval. A KNOB event is
then generated. The value of seconds can range from 0.01 to 2.55 but is rounded to the timing resolution of the
computer.
The KNOBX and KNOBY functions are read to determine the number of increments the KNOB has been
moved in the x and the y directions during the interval.
Executing a new ON KNOB while another ON KNOB is still in effect overrides the previous ON
KNOBdefinition. If the ON KNOB is executed in a different program context, the original ON KNOB
definition is restored when control returns to the calling context.
ON KNOB is canceled by OFF KNOB and disabled by DISABLE. A SUBEXIT, SUBEND, or RETURN from
the defining subprogram also cancels it.
While the syntax of this statement specifies a knob, typically a mouse is used instead; the syntax is for
compatibility with older versions of HP BASIC.
More information about ON KNOB can be found under the "Common Information" heading of the ON
CYCLE manual entry.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, OFF KNOB, KNOBX, KNOBY, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:
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ON SIGNAL

Defines an event branch for SIGNAL statement.
ON SIGNAL signal-number [,priority] action

ON SIGNAL Selector,Priority CALL Sub2
ON SIGNAL RECOVER Trap
ON SIGNAL 8 GOTO 770
Example: ON SIGNAL.BAS
Description:
ON SIGNAL enables an event branch which occurs when a SIGNAL statement is executed using the same
signal-number. The signal-number is a numeric expression rounded to an integer with a range of zero through
fifteen.
Executing ON SIGNAL while another ON SIGNAL is still in effect for that same signal number overrides the
previous ON SIGNAL definition. If the ON SIGNAL is executed in a different program context the original
ON SIGNAL definition is restored when control returns to the calling context.
ON SIGNAL is canceled by OFF SIGNAL and disabled by DISABLE. A SUBEXIT, SUBEND, or RETURN
from the defining subprogram also cancels it.
More information about ON SIGNAL can be found under the "Common Information" heading of the ON
CYCLE manual entry.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, OFF SIGNAL, SIGNAL, SYSTEM PRIORITY
Usage:
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ON TIME

Defines a single event branch for a specific time.
ON TIME time [,priority] action

ON TIME Hour*3600,T_pri CALL Explode
ON TIME (TIMEDATE+3600) MOD 86400 GOTO 2000
Example: ON TIME.BAS
Description:
ON TIME defines an event branch to occur when the real-time-clock reaches a specified time. The time is
specified as the number of seconds since midnight. The time specified is rounded to the resolution of the
computer clock.
There is only one TIME timer. Executing a new ON TIME while another ON TIME is still in effect will
cause the TIME timer to use the new value. If the ON TIME is executed in a different program context, the
original ON TIME definition is restored when control returns to the calling context. The old TIME value is not
restored, however.
ON TIME is canceled by OFF TIME and disabled by DISABLE. A SUBEXIT, SUBEND, or RETURN from
the defining subprogram also cancels it.
More information about ON TIME can be found under the "Common Information" heading of the ON CYCLE
manual entry.
See Also:
ENABLE, DISABLE, OFF TIME, SYSTEM PRIORITY, TIME$, TIMEDATE
Usage:
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ON TIMEOUT

Defines an event branch for an I/O timeout.
ON TIMEOUT interface-select-code, seconds action

ON TIMEOUT 4,5 GOTO 2000
ON TIMEOUT Printer,Sec GOSUB Message
ON TIMEOUT 4,1/2 RECOVER Line
Example: ON TIMEOUT.BAS
Description:
ON TIMEOUT defines an event branch to take when an I/O operation on the specified interface fails to
responded within the specified number of seconds. The value of seconds can range from 0.001 to 32.767 but is
rounded to the timing resolution of the computer. The ON TIMEOUT statement must be executed before the I/
O statement. If an ON TIMEOUT is not specified for a particular interface and a device does not respond to an
I/O action, the computer will wait forever. Pressing the CLR I/O key will abort such an infinite wait.
TIMEOUTs work with the ENTER, OUTPUT, PRINTALL IS, PRINTER IS and PLOTTER IS statements,
but not with the CONTROL, STATUS, READIO or WRITEIO statements or with the CRT or KBD interfaces
or with files.
ON TIMEOUT is canceled by OFF TIMEOUT but is not disabled by DISABLE. A SUBEXIT, SUBEND, or
RETURN from the defining subprogram also cancels it.
When returning from a CALL or GOSUB,execution continues with the line following the line causing the
timeout.
More information about ON TIMEOUT can be found under the "Common Information" heading of the ON
END manual entry.
See Also:
OFF TIMEOUT, ON END, ON ERROR
Usage:
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OPTION BASE

Sets the default lower bound of array subscripts.
OPTION BASE {0 | 1}
OPTION BASE
0
OPTION BASE
1
Example: OPTION BASE.BAS
Description:
The default array subscript lower bound may be specified in each program context with the OPTION
BASEstatement. It must appear in the program context before any COM, COMPLEX, DIM, INTEGER or
REAL statements. There may be only one OPTION BASE statement in any program context. If there is no
OPTION BASE statement then the default lower bound is zero.
See Also:
BASE, COM, DIM, INTEGER, REAL
Usage:
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OR

Returns the logical inclusive OR of two expressions.
numeric-expression OR numeric-expression
A=1 OR 0
IF ProcA OR ProcB THEN Next
IF A=B OR X>Y THEN 1000
X=N+4*(J=1 OR K=2)
Example: OR.BAS
Description:
The result of A OR B is zero only if both A and B are zero. If either or both A and B are non-zero, the result is
one.
See Also:
AND, NOT, EXOR
Usage:
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OUT and OUTW

Outputs a byte or word to an I/O Port.
OUT port-address, byte-value
OUTW port-address, word-value

OUT &H300,64+16
OUTW Base
+3,&HF001
Example: OUT.BAS
Example: OUTW.BAS
Description:
The OUT statement outputs a byte to the specified I/O port. It is equivalent to WRITEIO 8080,Port;Byte. The
OUTW statement outputs a word to the specified I/O port. It is equivalent to WRITEIO -8080,Port;Word.
These statements are useful for doing I/O with devices, data acquisition boards, etc. for which there is no device
driver available.
Some operating systems, such as Windows NT protect I/O ports; applications are not allowed to read or write to
them. Under such operating systems, these functions are not allowed.
Porting to HP BASIC:
OUT and OUTW are new HTBasic statements that are not available in HP BASIC. They should not be used in
programs that must be ported back to HP BASIC.
See Also:
INP and INPW, READIO, WRITEIO
Usage:
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OUTPUT

Outputs items to a specified destination.
OUTPUT dest [USING image] [; items [{,|;}] [END] ]

OUTPUT @Test;Sarray(*)
OUTPUT @Sequence,4 USING SpecA;Part(3)
OUTPUT 10 USING "6A";V$[2;6]
OUTPUT @Printer;Order;SSN;Work$,END
Example: OUTPUT.BAS
Description:
Numeric data, array elements or character strings are output to the specified destination.
Unless USING is specified, numeric items are output in standard numeric format. If the absolute value is in the
range 1E-4 to 1E+6, it is rounded to twelve digits and output in floating point form. Otherwise the number is
output in scientific notation.
Full arrays are output in row major order, using the full array specifier, "(*)". Each element is an item and is
separated by a comma or semicolon if one follows the array name.
Destinations
File. An ASCII, BDAT or regular file may be used as the destination. The file must have been ASSIGNed
to an I/O path. The ASSIGN statement determines the attributes to be used. With FORMAT ON, BDAT
and regular files are written as ASCII characters. With FORMAT OFF, BDAT and regular files are written
in internal format (explained below). An ASCII file is always written as ASCII characters. All files may be
accessed serially and additionally, BDAT and regular files may be accessed randomly by including a record
number.
String. A string may be used as the destination. OUTPUT begins at the beginning of the string and writes it
serially.
Device. A device-selector or I/O path may be used to OUTPUT items to a device. The default system
attributes are used with a device-selector. The ASSIGN statement determines the attributes used with an I/O
path.
If the device selector is one, then the destination is the CRT. If the device selector is two, then the destination
is the keyboard. This can be used to enter the keyboard function key sequences into the keyboard buffer. Each
function sequence is two bytes, a CHR$(255) followed by the function specifier.
Buffer. A buffer assigned to an I/O path may be used as the destination. The buffer fill pointer points to the
buffer location to be written next and is updated as data is OUTPUT. If the empty pointer is encountered, an
error is generated.
FORMAT
If the FORMAT ON attribute is specified in the ASSIGN statement, the output is sent in ASCII format and
the punctuation following each item affects the output. A semicolon causes an item to be sent with nothing
following it, a comma causes a string item to be sent with a CR/LF following it and a numeric item to be sent
with a comma following it. If no punctuation follows the last OUTPUT item, the EOL sequence follows it and
if punctuation follows the last OUTPUT item, the EOL sequence is not output.
A complex number is output in rectangular form, real part first, then a comma and finally, the imaginary part. If
a semicolon follows the complex item then the comma is not output.
If the FORMAT OFF attribute is specified in the ASSIGN statement the output is sent in internal format
(explained below) and the punctuation following each item has no effect on the output.
END
The optional END may be used after the last data item. If USING is not specified, then END: 1) suppresses the
EOL sequence from being output after the last item, 2) sends an EOI signal with the last character of the last
item sent to a IEEE-488 device, and 3) truncates a file.
If USING is specified, then END: 1) suppresses the EOL sequence only when no data is output from the last
output item, 2) sends EOI with the last character of the last item (unless no data is sent from the last item) and
3) truncates a file. A comma before END will output an item terminator (a comma for numeric items or a CR/
LF for string items).
USING
See IMAGE for a complete explanation of the image list. The items specified in the image list are acted upon
as they are encountered. Each image list item should have a matching output item. Processing of the image list
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stops when no matching output item is found. Conversely, the image list is reused starting at the beginning to
provide matches for all remaining output items. FORMAT ON is used in connection with OUTPUT USING,
even if FORMAT OFF has been specified.
OUTPUT USING is not allowed to ASCII files. Use BDAT or regular files or if necessary, do the OUTPUT
USING to a string and then OUTPUT the string to the ASCII file.
Internal Format (FORMAT OFF)
The internal format for an INTEGER is a two byte, two's complement, binary integer. LSB/MSB FIRST (see
ASSIGN) can be used to specify the order in which the two bytes are sent or received. Internally, the order is
stored in the form most natural to the computer's processor.
The internal format for REAL numbers is an eight byte, IEEE compatible floating point number (see IEEE
Standard for Binary Floating-Point Arithmetic, ANSI/IEEE Std. 754-1985). As with integers, LSB/MSB
FIRST can be used to determine the byte ordering during I/O statements.
A COMPLEX number is stored internally as two real numbers.
The internal format for strings depends on the source/destination of the I/O statement. The string format
for devices and BDAT files consists of a string length followed by the string contents. Specifically, a four
byte integer is sent/received first. The integer specifies the length of the string. The actual string is then sent/
received. An even number of bytes is always sent/received, therefore, if the string is odd in length an extra
padding byte is sent/received. As with integers, LSB/MSB FIRST can be used to determine the byte ordering
of the integer length.
For regular files, the internal format for strings is a null-terminated string. For ASCII files FORMAT ON/OFF
has no affect. Data is always stored as ASCII strings proceeded by a two byte length and padded by a space if
necessary to make the string length even. The string length is always stored with MSB FIRST.
Records
When outputing to a file, you may specify a record number. The first record in the file is record 1. The record
size for BDAT files is specified when the file is created and defaults to 256 bytes. For other file types the record
size is 1; thus the record number is actually the offset into the file. The first byte of the file is at offset 1. When
a record number is specified and the record size is not 1, if the OUTPUT produces more data than a single
record, an End of Record error or event occurs.
OUTPUT KBD Porting
Three editor functions have been added to HTBasic and should not be used in programs that will be executed
with HP BASIC: DEL LEFT, NEXT WORD and PREV WORD. Otherwise, all the two-character function key
sequences ( CHR$(255)&CHR$(X) ) used by HP BASIC are compatible with HTBasic. If multiple statements
are output in a single OUTPUT KBD statement, they are all executed before the next BASIC line. HP BASIC
sometimes intermixes the execution with multiple BASIC lines, based on the presence or absence of "closure
keys."
See Also:
ASSIGN, ENTER, IMAGE, INPUT, PRINT
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PASS CONTROL

Passes Active Controller capability.
PASS CONTROL {@io-path | device-selector}
PASS CONTROL 719
PASS CONTROL
@Dev
Example: PASS CONTROL.BAS
Description:
If an IO-path is specified, it must be assigned to a IEEE-488 device. If the computer is the active controller and
a primary address is specified, control is passed to the addressed device. An error is generated if the computer
is not the active controller or only an interface select code is specified. The specified device is talk addressed,
a Take-Control-Message (TCT) is sent and the Attention line is set false. The computer then becomes a bus
device, as opposed to a bus controller.
See Also:
ABORT , CLEAR, LOCAL, PPOLL, REMOTE, REQUEST, SEND, SPOLL, TRIGGER
Usage:
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PAUSE

Pauses program execution.
PAUSE
Usage:
PAUSE
Example: PAUSE.BAS
Description:
PAUSE stops program execution before the next program line. The values of the variables in the current
program context may be examined and modified. The CONTINUE key or the CONT command will resume
program execution. RUN must be used to restart program execution if a program is modified during PAUSE.
See Also:
CONT, TRACE
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PDIR

Sets the rotation angle for IPLOT, RPLOT, POLYGON and RECTANGLE.
PDIR angle
PDIR 45
IF Ready THEN PDIR Graphangle
Example: PDIR.BAS
Description:
The angle is a numeric-expression that specifies the direction and amount of rotation. It is measured in a
counter-clockwise direction from the positive X-axis. Rotation is about the local point of origin. The current
trigonometric mode (RAD or DEG) determines the units for angle. The default mode is RAD.
See Also:
DEG, IPLOT, LDIR, PIVOT, POLYGON, RAD, RECTANGLE, RPLOT
Usage:
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PEN

Sets the line color or physical pen.
PEN pen-number
Example: PEN.BAS
Description:
The PEN statement sets the color which will be used for line drawing. The pen can also be changed with
PLOT, IPLOT, RPLOT and SYMBOL arguments. See COLOR for a complete explanation of pen-numbers for
the CRT.
For a plotter, the PEN statement selects one of the available pens. The PEN number is sent to the plotter
without any range checking. You should specify only values that are legal on your plotter. Note that for HPGL
plotters, a pen number of zero instructs the plotter to put away the pen.
Drawing Mode Table
The writing mode of the pen is specified by the current drawing mode and the sign of the pen number.
GESCAPECRT,4 is used to change to normal drawing mode. GESCAPE CRT,5 is used to change to alternate
drawing mode. The following table defines the different writing modes available. P is a positive pen number, X
is the present value of a pixel.
Statement
GESCAPE CRT,4
GESCAPE CRT,5
Normal
Alternate
PEN P

P

BINIOR(X,P)

PEN 0

BINCMP(X)*

0

PEN -P

BINAND(X,BINCMP(P))

BINEOR(X,P)

*PEN 0 in Normal Drawing Mode will do BINCMP(X) in non-color map mode and 0 in COLOR MAP mode.
See Also:
AREA PEN, COLOR, SET PEN
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PENUP

Raises the PEN on the current plotting device.
PENUP
Usage:
PENUP
Example: PENUP.BAS
Description:
Raises the PEN on the current plotting device.
See Also:
CLIP, SHOW, VIEWPORT, WINDOW
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PERMIT

Changes file protection permissions.
PERMIT specifier [ ; protection [ ; protection...] ]
Usage:

Description:

PERMIT "/home/anita";OWNER : READ,WRITE,SEARCH
PERMIT "/dir/file";GROUP : READ;OTHER : READ;OWNER : READ
PERMIT "file2";OTHER :;GROUP :
On operating systems which support file permissions, PERMIT changes the permissions assigned to a file.
If the operating system does not support this feature or does not support some of the categories or codes you
specify or if you do not have the proper privilege to change the permissions, an error is returned.
This statement is not supported by HTBasic. Use PROTECT instead.

See Also:
CAT, CHOWN, CHGRP, CREATE, PROTECT, TIMEZONE IS
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PI

Returns the value 3.14159265358979.
PI
Theta=PI
Area=PI*Radius^2
Example: PI.BAS
Description:
The function PI returns an approximation of the value of the mathematical constant Pi, which is the ratio of the
circumference of a circle to its diameter.
See Also:
ACS, ASN, ATN, COS, DEG, RAD, SIN, TAN
Usage:
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PIVOT

Rotates the coordinates of all drawn lines.
PIVOT angle
PIVOT 90
IF Adjust THEN PIVOT Lines
Example: PIVOT.BAS
Description:
Angle is a numeric-expression that specifies the amount of rotation for all subsequently drawn lines. The
rotation is done about the logical pen position when the PIVOT statement is executed. Positive values rotate
counter-clockwise. Non-zero values of PIVOT cause the physical and logical pen positions to be different.
Logical pen movement is unaffected. LABELs and AXES statements are unaffected.
The current trigonometric mode (RAD or DEG) determines the units for angle. The default mode is RAD.
See Also:
DEG, IPLOT, LDIR, PDIR, PLOT, POLYGON, POLYLINE, RAD, RECTANGLE, RPLOT
Usage:
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PLOT

Moves the pen to the specified X and Y coordinates.
PLOT x-position, y-position [,pen-control]
PLOT numeric-array(*) [,FILL] [,EDGE]
PLOT 25,50
PLOT Xx,Yy,Pen
PLOT Array(*)
PLOT
Picto(*),FILL,EDGE
Example: PLOT.BAS
Description:
The PLOT statement moves the pen to the specified X and Y position. You may specify when the pen is to be
raised or lowered with the optional pen-control value. A two or three column array may be used to supply the
coordinate and pen-control values.
If you specify a destination which is outside the clipping area, the logical position is set to that point but the pen
is not moved. Only the portion of the vector which lies inside the clipping area is plotted.
The PIVOT statement affects the PLOT statement.
Pen-control
The optional pen-control value controls whether the pen is moved up or down and whether the change occurs
before or after the move:
Pen-control Value
Affect
Usage:

zero and positive even

raise after move

positive odd

lowered after move

negative odd

lowered before move

negative even

raised before move

The default pen-control value, one, specifies the pen is lowered after a move.
Array
PLOT uses a two-dimensional two- or three-column array to plot polygons. The array specifies the polygon
shape using column one for X coordinates and column two for Y coordinates. The optional third-column
specifies the operation (pen-control, AREA PEN, AREA INTENSITY, LINE TYPE, PEN, FILL and EDGE)
for each row of the array. If a two-column array is specified, the default operation on each row is one, pen down
after move.
The table below shows the meaning of columns 1 and 2 for each of the operations specified in column 3. These
operations apply to PLOT, IPLOT, RPLOT and SYMBOL.
Column 1
Column 2
Column 3
Column 3 Meaning
X value

Y value

< -2

use even/odd pen control

X

Y

-2

Pen up before moving

X

Y

-1

Pen down before moving

X

Y

0

Pen up after moving

X

Y

1

Pen down after moving

X

Y

2

Pen up after moving

pen number

---

3

PEN

line type

repeat value

4

LINE TYPE

color

---

5

AREA INTENSITY

---

---

6

Start polygon mode w/FILL

---

---

7

End polygon mode

---

---

8

End of data for array
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---

---

9

No operation, values ignored

---

---

10

Start polygon w/EDGE

---

---

11

Start polygon w/FILL & EDGE

---

---

12

Draw a FRAME

pen number

---

13

AREA PEN

red value

green value

14

AREA INTENSITY

blue value

---

15

AREA INTENSITY

---

---

>15

No operation, values ignored

Select AREA R/G/B color
Operation 5 in column 3 selects the AREA INTENSITY color (see COLOR for an explanation of AREA
INTENSITY colors). The column one value is divided into red, green and blue numbers, each five bits in length
(the sixteenth bit of column one is ignored). Each five-bit number specifies a value in the range zero to sixteen.
This number is subtracted from sixteen to calculate the intensity value for each of the colors: red, green, blue.
Intensities range in value from zero (darkest) to sixteen (most intense).
For example, if column 1 is set to zero, then each of the three groups in column 1 is set to zero. Sixteen minus
zero yields sixteen for all three groups. Sixteen is full intensity, therefore, the area fill color will be white.
The following equation calculates the value for column one given R, G, B values in the range zero to one.
Column1 = 16-16*R + SHIFT(16-16*G,-5) + SHIFT(16-16*B,-10)
Operations 14 and 15 can also be used to select the AREA INTENSITY red, green and blue values. The range
of intensity is zero (no color) to 32,767 (full intensity). Operation 14 should be done before 15 and the operation
takes effect when operation 15 is done.
FILL and EDGE
A polygon is formed from a line sequence of 2 or more points with the optional FILL or EDGE specifiers. A
polygon is drawn by plotting the first point, each successive point and closed by drawing the final point back to
the first point.
If FILL is specified, the polygon is filled with the current AREA fill color and if EDGE is specified,
the polygon is edged with the current PEN color. The array pen-control instructions supersede any other
instructions on pen movement, LINE TYPE , FILL, and EDGE specifiers.
See Also:
AREA, CLIP, DRAW, IPLOT, MOVE, POLYLINE, POLYGON, RPLOT
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PLOTTER IS

Specifies the graphics output device and language.
PLOTTER IS destination, language [,hard-clip] [; { APPEND|COLOR MAP } ]
Where:

destination = file-specifier | device-selector
language = string expression which resolves to the name
of a graphics driver and can include driver options
hard-clip = xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax - four numeric-expressions specifying
the size of the drawing surface

Usage:
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
PLOTTER IS 10,"HPGL",2,268,0,190
PLOTTER IS 26,"PS",2,268,0,190
PLOTTER IS "Pictfile","HPGL",5.75,250.50,7.25,136.875
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"
Example: PLOTTER IS.BAS
Description:
The PLOTTER IS statement directs vector graphics to a device or file. (Use the DUMP DEVICE IS statement
to print bit-mapped graphics from the screen to a device or file.) The default PLOTTER IS device is the CRT.
Executing a PLOTTER IS statement directs all subsequent graphics output to the specified target.
The destination of the PLOTTER IS statement tells the graphic driver where to send output. Output can go
to the display, device or file, although not every driver can send output to all the targets. For example, display
drivers can only send output to the display and it doesn't make sense to send GIF output to anything but a file.
Display
To direct output to the CRT, use the reserved word CRT as the destination or the interface select codes 1, 3 or
6. For most display drivers, the value affects how the driver handles text as explained below.
Devices
To specify a device such as a plotter or a printer capable of vector graphics, use the interface select code of the
interface connecting the device. Use the device-selector if the device is on the IEEE-488 bus. If hard-clip limits
are specified, they are given in the order "xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax" and are specified in millimeters. If the
hard-clip limits are not specified, they are read from the device when this statement is executed. The specified
device must respond to this query or the computer will wait indefinitely for the response. Use the CLR-I/O key
to stop the computer if it gets stuck in this state.
The following example sends HPGL commands to a LaserJet III printer. The first line resets the printer, starts
landscape printing and switches into HPGL mode. The second line directs plotter output to LPT1 and sets the
hard-clip units for an 8-1/2 x 11 sheet of paper:
OUTPUT 26;CHR$(27)&"E"&CHR$(27)&"&l1O"&CHR$(27)&"%1B";
PLOTTER IS 26,"HPGL",2,268,0,190
Files
To send graphics output to a file, the target should be replaced with the file name. The file must be an existing
ordinary or BDAT file. The hard-clip limits may be specified or defaulted to ±392.75 mm in the x axis and
±251.5 mm in the y axis. The hard-clip limits are "xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax" and are specified in millimeters. If
APPEND is not specified, the file is positioned to the beginning and truncated. The file is closed when another
PLOTTER IS, GINIT or SCRATCH A statement is executed. Example:
CREATE "DRAW.PLT",0
PLOTTER IS "DRAW.PLT","HPGL"
Language
HTBasic supports loadable graphics drivers. The language string expression specifies the name of a driver. The
first time a driver is specified in a PLOTTER IS statement, the driver is loaded and graphics are directed to
it. When the plotting language is subsequently specified, the driver is not loaded again, but graphics are again
directed to it. The following table lists the drivers available at the time of this manual printing. (Not all drivers
are available in all versions.)
Name
Type
Display Adapter
INTERNAL

CRT

Reuse last CRT driver specified

WIN

CRT

Windows Display Driver

HPGL

Graphic

Hewlett-Packard Graphic Language
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PS

Graphic

PostScript printers, plotters, and files

"INTERNAL" is a special language string synonymous with the last CRT specified. The following examples
illustrate use of the PLOTTER IS statement in selecting device drivers:
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"
PLOTTER IS 712,"HPGL"
PLOTTER IS "file.ps";"PS"
HTBasic automatically loads the WIN display driver when it starts. It is recommended that PLOTTER IS
statements be included in your AUTOST file to load any necessary drivers. (Drivers can also be loaded in
immediate mode when the BASIC RUNLIGHT is Idle.)
Driver Options
It is sometimes necessary to specify options for the graphic drivers. Options are included by appending a
semicolon to the driver name, followed by the options. The syntax for specifying options in the PLOTTER IS
statement is:
PLOTTER IS target,"driver[;options]"
The specific driver sections contain more details on these options.
WIN Driver
The WIN driver is a CRT driver that uses the Microsoft Windows display drivers.
For compatibility with HP BASIC/UX, options for the WIN driver are specified on the command line.
Command line switches were explained in Chapter 1. These command line switches are passed to the WIN
driver:
Switch
Effect
-colors

Number of Colors to Use

-fn

Use named font

-geometry

Specify initial size of HTBasic window

-title

Specify the window title

Window Resize
Resizing the HTBasic window using the mouse is supported, but has the following effects. If the number of text
columns changes, any text present is discarded. If in edit mode, the screen is redrawn using the new size.
Any graphics present in the window are discarded. The current pen position is left undefined. The VIEWPORT,
WINDOW and hard clip limits are unchanged, although GESCAPECRT,3 returns the new window size. Use
the GINIT statement to set the VIEWPORT, WINDOW and hard clip limits to the new window size. Or use the
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"
statement to activate use of the new hard clip limits without the side effects of GINIT.
HPGL Driver
The HPGL plotter driver generates HP-GL language plots from HTBasic plotting commands. The driver
supports most variations of HP-GL, including HP-GL/2 and the printer form of HP-GL/2 included in PCL-5.
The HPGL2 plotter driver is loaded with a line like
PLOTTER IS device,"HPGL[;options]",[p1x,p2x,p1y,p2y]
or
PLOTTER IS "file","HPGL[;options]",[p1x,p2x,p1y,p2y]
In the above, device refers to an HTBasic device number. File refers to a file in the computer's file system. The
file must already exist when the PLOTTER IS statement is executed.
Plotting Area
The points (p1x,p1y) and (p2x,p2y) determine the lower left and the upper right corners of a rectangular area the
driver will plot to. These points are specified in mm from the lower left corner of the paper. P2x and p2y must
be larger than p1x and p1y, respectively. All of these coordinates must be positive or zero if the PCL5 option is
used (see Options, below). If the plotting area is omitted, the driver reads the plot area from the plotter, if it is
connected to a serial or IEEE-488 port. If output is directed to a file, the driver uses the default values from the
table below.
PCL5 Option
Orientation
(P1x,P1y)
(P2x,P2y)
No

Landscape

(-393, -252)

(393, 252)

No

Portrait

(-252, -393)

(252, 393)

Yes

Landscape

(0,0)

(254, 184)

Yes

Portrait

(0,0)
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(184, 254)

Options
The options are listed after the semicolon in the driver name, within the quotes. If more than one option is
specified, the option names are separated by commas. When no options are specified, the HPGL2 driver
produces the same output as the HPGL driver. A table in the Getting Started Guide may help in choosing from
the options. The options are as follows:
COLOR. This option tells the driver that the device used for plotting is a color printer with plotter functions,
such as the Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 1600C. This option is ignored unless the PCL5 option is also specified.
FILL. This option tells the driver that the plotter being used can do area filling. Area filling produced by the
plotter is generally much faster than that produced by the driver.
GRAY. This option causes the driver to produce grayscale plots when used with a printer. Each color that
normally would be plotted is changed to a brightness using the method explained in the Pen Colors section,
below, before plotting. Note that the brightness level is inverted unless the INVERT option is also used. The
GRAY option need not be specified; it is the default. This option is ignored unless the PCL5 option is also
used.
HPGL2. By default, the driver produces plots for an HP-GL plotter. This option allows the driver to produce
plots for an HP-GL/2 plotter, such as the Hewlett-Packard DraftMaster. Since HP-GL/2 plotters can all do area
filling, the HPGL2 option turns on the FILL option.
INVERT. By default, the driver reverses black and white on color plots and reverses all gray levels on
grayscale plots when the plots are made on a printer. This is suitable for printers that use dark inks on white
paper, but is the opposite of the colors normally shown on the computer screen. The INVERT option causes
colors or gray levels to be represented as they are on the computer screen. This option is ignored unless the
PCL5 option is also used.
PCL5. This option tells the driver that the plotter is a laser or electrostatic printer with built-in plotter emulation
using the PCL-5 language. This causes the driver to send escape sequences at the beginning and end of plots
to enable and disable the plotter emulation. When this option is used, a PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"
statement should be executed at the end of plotting to make the printer eject the page containing the plot. Since
all PCL-5 devices use the HP-GL/2 plotter language, this option turns on the HPGL2 and FILL options.
PORTRAIT. The PORTRAIT option causes the driver to produce plots in portrait orientation, that is, with the
long edge of the paper vertical. Without this option, the driver produces plots in landscape orientation, with the
long edge of the paper horizontal.
Polygons
The HPGL driver, for compatibility with HP BASIC, outputs polygon fills as separate lines. However, the
driver can be instructed to output HPGL/2 polygon fill commands. This is useful if the plotter supports the
polygon fill command or if an HPGL file is produced for import into another program that supports polygons.
To enable polygon mode, use GESCAPE code 104, operation number 1:
10 INTEGER Param(1)
20 Param(0)=1
! HPGL Operation Number 1 is HPGL/2 Flag
30 Param(1)=1
! Set HPGL/2 Flag to 1=enable, 0=disable
40 GESCAPE Isc,104,Param(*)
If output is to a device, substitute the device ISC for Isc in line 40. If output is to a file, substitute 1 for Isc.
Pen Colors
When the HPGL2 driver is used with a pen plotter, the HTBasic PEN command selects the indicated pen on the
plotter. However, when the driver is used with a printer (as indicated by the PCL5 option), the effect of the PEN
command is that described in the following text.
The colors or grayscales produced by each pen depend on the states of the COLOR and INVERT options
used in loading the driver, as well as the state of the COLOR MAP option of the HTBasic CRT driver. If the
COLOR MAP option is off, the following gray levels or colors are used:
PEN
GRAY
COLOR
GRAY INVERT
COLOR INVERT
0

white

white

black

black

1

black

black

white

white

2

30% black

red

70% black

red

3

89% black

yellow

21% black

yellow

4

59% black

green

41% black

green

5

70% black

cyan

30% black

cyan

6

11% black

blue

89% black

blue
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7

40% black

violet

60% black

violet

8

black

black

white

white

9

30% black

red

70% black

red

10

89% black

yellow

21% black

yellow

11

59% black

green

41% black

green

12

70% black

cyan

30% black

cyan

13

11% black

blue

89% black

blue

14

40% black

violet

60% black

violet

15

black

black

white

white

If the COLOR MAP option of the CRT driver is on, the plot is made using the colors in the HTBasic color
map if the COLOR option is used. If the INVERT option is not used, black and white are reversed. If the
COLOR option is not used, the colors in the HTBasic color map are converted to shades of gray using the
NTSC equation:
brightness = 11% blue + 59% green + 30% red
If the INVERT option is not used, the brightness is inverted before plotting is done. With both pen plotters and
printers, the sign of the pen is ignored; the absolute value determines the pen used.
Drawing Mode
When the PCL5 option is specified, the HTBasic statement GESCAPECRT,5 sets alternate drawing mode for
the driver. Normally, the driver replaces anything previously at a location with what is currently drawn. In the
alternate drawing mode, the previous black or colored areas show through the white areas of the new plot. The
HTBasic statement GESCAPECRT,4 returns the driver to normal drawing mode.
Line Thickness
If the PCL5 option is specified, line thicknesses can be set in the driver. Lines default to 0.35 mm thick. The
line thickness for all pens can be changed by the GESCAPECRT,104 statement as in either of the examples
below:
INTEGER Param(1:2)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 10
! line thickness code
Param(2) = thickness
! desired thickness (in 1/100 GDU's)
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send thickness
INTEGER Param(1:2)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 11
! line thickness code
Param(2) = thickness
! desired thickness (in 1/100 mm)
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send thickness
Line Caps and Joins
When the PCL5 option is specified, line cap and join styles can be specified. By default, the device driver uses
round caps to end lines and round joins to connect lines, which simulates the round pens used on pen plotters.
This can be changed with the following statements.
INTEGER Param(1:3)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 12
! line thickness code
Param(2) = cap
! desired line cap
Param(3) = join
! desired line join
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! set cap and join
The values for cap and join can be selected from the following tables.
Cap
Meaning
Join
Meaning
1

butt cap

1

mitered join

2

square cap

2

mitered, beveled if too long

3

triangular cap

3

triangular join

4

round cap

4

round join

5

beveled join

6

no join
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Note that many low-resolution PCL-5 devices use a butt cap and no join with lines less than 0.35 mm thick,
regardless of the cap and join settings.
Crosshatching
The HPGL driver can crosshatch areas meant to be filled. This is its default behavior unless the FILL or PCL5
option is specified, in which case the default is to use solid fills.
If the FILL or PCL5 options are specified, the driver can be made to crosshatch filled areas with the following
statements:
INTEGER Param(1:2)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 1
! set fill type
Param(2) = state
! turn solid filling on or off
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send command
State is 0 to use crosshatching and any other value to use solid filling. For compatibility with older drivers, if
state is nonzero, this command turns on the FILL option if neither the FILL nor the PCL5 option was specified
when the driver was loaded.
When crosshatching is turned on, the following sets of statements can be used to control the crosshatch
parameters. If these statements are not executed, crosshatching is done with solid horizontal lines spaced 0.01
in. (0.25 mm) apart, which is useful on most devices for producing a solid fill.
INTEGER Param(1:2)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 2
! set crosshatch type
Param(2) = type
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send command
Type is 1 for single hatching, 2 for crosshatching.
INTEGER Param(1:2)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 3
! set hatch angle
Param(2) = angle
! desired angle, degrees
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send command
Angle is the angle in degrees (regardless of the HTBasic RAD or DEG setting) for hatching. Angle is rounded to
the nearest multiple of 45 degrees.
INTEGER Param(1:2)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 4
! set line spacing
Param(2) = spacing
! desired spacing (in 1/100 GDU's)
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send command
INTEGER Param(1:2)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 5
! set line spacing
Param(2) = spacing
! desired spacing (in 1/100 mm)
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send command
The above commands are equivalent except that in the first command, spacing is expressed in 1/100 GDU and
in the second in 1/100 mm.
INTEGER Param(1:3)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 6
! set line type for hatching
Param(2) = type
! desired line type for crosshatching
Param(3) = size
! desired pattern repetition size
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send command
Type is the type of line, as listed in the LINE TYPE section of the HTBasic Reference Manual. Size is the
pattern repetition length in 1/100 GDU's. This would be 100 times the pattern repetition length specified in a
LINE TYPE statement.
Pages
The GCLEAR statement causes subsequent plotting to be done on a new page. If the PCL5 option is specified,
the GCLEAR statement causes the printer to eject the old plot. Also, opening a file with
PLOTTER IS "file","HPGL";APPEND
causes the driver to append new pages of plot information to the current file if it exists already. Note that most
word processor programs and other programs that can import files will probably superimpose the plots imported
from a file containing more than one plot.
Ending Plots
If the PCL5 option is used, the HPGL2 driver will not eject a plot until a GCLEAR statement is executed,
HTBasic is ended, or when the PLOTTER IS device is set to a different device. It is recommended that a
statement like
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"
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be placed at the end of each program section that produces a plot using the PCL5 option driver.
PostScript Driver
The PostScript graphics output driver generates PostScript-language files from HTBasic plotting commands.
These files are suitable for printing on PostScript-language printers and photographic equipment and for
importing into documents using the PostScript file format. The PostScript graphics output driver is loaded with
the following statement:
PLOTTER IS destination,"PS[;options]",[p1x,p2x,p1y,p2y]
Destination refers to a device or file. If it is a file, the file must already exist when the PLOTTER IS statement
is executed and it should be a regular file. Otherwise the HTBasic file header will appear as bad data at the start
of the file.
The points (p1x,p1y) and (p2x,p2y) determine the lower left and the upper right corners of a rectangular area
the driver will plot to. These points are specified in mm from the lower left corner of the paper. All of these
coordinates must be positive or zero and p2x and p2y must be larger than p1x and p1y, respectively. If omitted,
the driver uses (p1x,p1y) = (25.4 mm, 25.4 mm) and (p2x,p2y) = (262.7 mm, 190.5 mm) in landscape mode and
(p2x,p2y) = (190.5 mm, 262.7 mm) in portrait mode, which produces a plot with adequate margins on US "A"
or European A4 size paper. Note that most PostScript printers cannot print to the edges of the paper. Because of
this, the points specified should include a small (about 1 cm) margin on each side when the driver is used with a
printer.
Options
The options are listed after the semicolon in the driver name, within the quotes. If more than one option is
specified, the option names are separated by commas. The options are as follows:
COLOR. This option causes the driver to produce color plots. Note that black and white are inverted from their
values on the screen unless the INVERT option is also used. Color plots require a PostScript level 2 output
device or a PostScript level 1 device with color language extensions.
GRAY. This option causes the driver to produce grayscale plots. Each color that normally would be plotted
is changed to a brightness using the method explained in the Pen Colors section, below, before plotting. Note
that the brightness level is inverted unless the INVERT option is also used. The GRAY option need not be
specified; it is the default.
INVERT. By default, the driver reverses black and white on color plots and reverses all gray levels on
grayscale plots. This is suitable for printers that use dark inks on white paper, but is the opposite of the colors
normally shown on the computer screen. The INVERT option causes colors or gray levels to be represented as
they are on the computer screen.
PORTRAIT. The PORTRAIT option causes the driver to produce plots in portrait orientation, that is, with the
long edge of the paper vertical. Without this option, the driver produces plots in landscape orientation, with the
long edge of the paper horizontal.
Pen Colors
The colors or grayscales produced by each pen depend on the states of the COLOR and INVERT options
used in loading the driver, as well as the state of the COLOR MAP option of the HTBasic CRT driver. If the
COLOR MAP option is off, the following gray levels or colors are used:
PEN
GRAY
COLOR
GRAY INVERT
COLOR INVERT
0

white

white

black

black

1

black

black

white

white

2

30% black

red

70% black

red

3

89% black

yellow

21% black

yellow

4

59% black

green

41% black

green

5

70% black

cyan

30% black

cyan

6

11% black

blue

89% black

blue

7

40% black

violet

60% black

violet

8

black

black

white

white

9

30% black

red

70% black

red

10

89% black

yellow

21% black

yellow

11

59% black

green

41% black

green
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12

70% black

cyan

30% black

cyan

13

11% black

blue

89% black

blue

14

40% black

violet

60% black

violet

15

black

black

white

white

If the COLOR MAP option of the CRT driver is on, the plot is made using the colors in the HTBasic color
map if the COLOR option is used. If the INVERT option is not used, black and white are reversed. If the
COLOR option is not used, the colors in the HTBasic color map are converted to shades of gray using the
HTSC equation:
brightness = 11% blue + 59% green + 30% red
If the INVERT option is not used, the brightness is inverted before plotting is done. GESCAPE codes 4 and 5
are ignored as is the sign of the PEN. Graphics always overwrite existing graphics.
Line Thickness
Lines default to 0.35 mm thick. The line thickness can be changed by the GESCAPECRT,104 statement as in
either of the examples below:
INTEGER Param(1:2)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 10
! line thickness code
Param(2) = thickness
! desired thickness (in 1/100 GDU's)
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send thickness
INTEGER Param(1:2)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 11
! line thickness code
Param(2) = thickness
! desired thickness (in 1/100 mm)
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send thickness
Line Caps and Joins
By default, the device driver uses round caps to end lines and round joins to end lines, which simulates the
round pens used on pen plotters. This can be changed with the following statements.
INTEGER Param(1:3)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 12
! set line cap and join
Param(2) = cap
! desired line cap
Param(3) = join
! desired line join
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! set cap and join
The values for cap and join can be selected from the following tables.
Cap
Meaning
Join
Meaning
1

butt cap

1,2

mitered join, beveled if too long

2

square cap

3,4

round join

3,4

round cap

5,6

beveled join

Crosshatching
By default, the PostScript plotter driver fills areas with shades of gray or color (if the COLOR option has been
specified). The driver can be made to crosshatch filled areas with the following statements.
INTEGER Param(1:2)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 1
! set fill type
Param(2) = state
! turn solid filling on or off
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send command
State is 0 to use crosshatching and any other value to use solid filling.
When crosshatching is turned on, the following sets of statements can be used to control the crosshatch
parameters. If these statements are not executed, crosshatching is done with solid horizontal lines spaced 0.01
in. (0.4 mm) apart.
INTEGER Param(1:2)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 2
! set crosshatch type
Param(2) = type
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send command
Type is 1 for single hatching, 2 for crosshatching.
INTEGER Param(1:2)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 3
! set crosshatch angle
Param(2) = angle
! desired angle, degrees
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GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send command
Angle is the angle in degrees (regardless of the HTBasic RAD or DEG setting) for hatching. Angle is rounded to
the nearest integer.
INTEGER Param(1:2)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 4
! set line spacing
Param(2) = spacing
! desired spacing (in 1/100 GDU's)
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send command
INTEGER Param(1:2)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 5
! set line spacing
Param(2) = spacing
! desired spacing (in 1/100 mm)
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send command
The above commands are equivalent except that in the first command, spacing is expressed in 1/100 GDU and
in the second in 1/100 mm.
INTEGER Param(1:3)
! an array for the command
Param(1) = 6
! set line type for hatching
Param(2) = type
! desired line type
Param(3) = size
! desired pattern repetition size
GESCAPE CRT,104,Param(*)
! send command
Type is the type of line, as listed under the LINE TYPE topic in the HTBasic Reference Manual. Size is the
pattern repetition length in 1/100 GDU's. This would be 100 times the pattern repetition length specified in a
LINE TYPE command.
Pages
The GCLEAR statement causes subsequent plotting to be done on a new page. The driver inserts a PostScript
"%%Page" comment at the beginning of each page. The comments are used by some print spooling software.
Also, opening a file with
PLOTTER IS "file","PS";APPEND
causes the driver to append new pages of plot information to the current file if it exists already. Since the driver
doesn't know how many pages are already in the file, it begins its "%%Page" comments with page 1. This may
cause problems with some print spooling software.
Ending Plots
The PostScript language requires information at the end of a plot to cause the plot to be printed. This
information is output when the GCLEAR statement is executed, HTBasic is exited, or when the PLOTTER IS
device is set to a different device. It is recommended that a statement like
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"
be placed at the end of each program section that produces a plot using the PostScript driver.
Driver Loading
Up to ten graphic and dump drivers can be loaded at a time. It is recommended that for each driver needed, a
PLOTTER IS statement is included in your AUTOST file to load it.
Driver files can be loaded at any point. To find the driver file HTBasic takes the driver specified in the
PLOTTER IS statement and performs several operations upon it to find the correct file. ".DW6" is appended to
the name. Then the following locations are searched, in the specified order:
1. The directory containing the HTBasic executable.
2. The current directory.
3. The Windows system directory (such as \WINNT\SYSTEM32).
4. The Windows directory.
5. The directories listed in the PATH environment variable.
Porting Issues
Both HP BASIC and HTBasic do an implicit PLOTTER IS assignment for you if you attempt to use graphic
statements before an explicit PLOTTER IS. The difference is that HTBasic does the implicit PLOTTER IS as
soon as HTBasic is started and HP BASIC waits until the first graphic statement is executed. The only known
effect of the different approaches is that under HP BASIC, a SYSTEM$("PLOTTER IS") returns "0" until the
first graphic statement is executed and HTBasic returns the correct value anytime.
HP BASIC supports only "INTERNAL" and "HPGL" graphic languages. HTBasic supports loadable graphic
device drivers so it is not limited to these two choices. HTBasic also allows clip-limits to be specified when
output is directed to a device, allowing use of plotters or printers that are incapable of returning p-points. Do not
use HTBasic extensions if you wish to execute the same program with HP BASIC.
See Also:
COLOR, CONFIGURE DUMP, DUMP DEVICE IS, GRAPHICS INPUT IS, SET PEN
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POLYGON

Draws a closed regular polygon, circle, or ellipse.
POLYGON radius [,total-chords [,draw-chords]] [,FILL] [,EDGE]
POLYGON Radius,Totside,Drawside
POLYGON -Figure,7,FILL,EDGE
POLYGON 30,65,50
Example: POLYGON.BAS
Description:
The POLYGON statement generates variable sided polygons or circles. The pen starts and ends a POLYGON
execution in the same position and after execution the pen is up. The radius is the distance between the logical
pen position and the polygon vertices where the first vertex is in the positive X axis direction. A negative radius
will rotate the POLYGON 180 degrees.
The total number of chords is rounded to an integer and must be in the range 3 to 32,767. If not specified, sixty
chords are drawn.
The optional number of chords to draw is rounded to an integer and must be in the range of one to 32,767. If not
specified all chords are drawn.
If the number of chords drawn are less than the specified total number of chords, the polygon closure is
affected. If the pen is up when the POLYGON statement is executed, the polygon is closed by drawing the last
vertex to the first vertex. If pen is down, the polygon is closed by drawing the last vertex to the center of the
polygon and then drawing from the center to the first vertex.
The polygon can be filled with the current AREA color and edged with the current PEN color and LINE TYPE.
If neither are specified EDGE is assumed.
The PIVOT statement affects the POLYGON statement.
See Also:
MOVE, DRAW, PIVOT, PLOT, POLYLINE, RECTANGLE
Usage:
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POLYLINE

Draws an open regular polygon.
POLYLINE radius [,total-chords [,draw chords]]
POLYLINE 65,50,45
POLYLINE Radius,Chordtot,Chord
POLYLINE -Size,5
Example: POLYLINE.BAS
Description:
The POLYLINE statement generates variable sided polygons or circles. The pen starts and ends a POLYLINE
execution in the same position and after execution the pen is up.
The radius is the distance between the logical pen position and the polygon vertices where the first vertex is in
the positive X-axis direction. A negative radius will rotate the POLYGON 180 degrees.
The total number of chords is rounded to an integer and must be in the range 3 to 32,767. If not specified, sixty
chords are drawn.
The optional number of chords to draw is rounded to an integer and must be in the range of one to 32,767. If not
specified all chords are drawn.
If the number of chords drawn are less than the specified total number of chords, the polygon is not closed. If
the pen is up when the POLYLINE statement was executed, the first vertex is on the perimeter. If the pen is
down when the POLYLINE statement was executed, the first point (logical pen position) is drawn to the first
point on the perimeter.
The PIVOT statement affects the POLYLINE statement.
See Also:
MOVE, DRAW, PIVOT, PLOT, POLYGON, RECTANGLE
Usage:
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POS

Returns the position of one string within another.
POS( search-string, match-string )
I=POS(A$,B$)
IF POS(A$,B$(5)) THEN Start
P=POS(A$,"PN")
Hyphen=POS(Txt$,"-")
ON POS(Fk$,Key$) GOSUB 1000,2000,3000
Example: POS.BAS
Description:
The POS function returns the character position in the search-string of a match-string. A value of zero is
returned if the match-string is not found in the search-string or if the match-string has a zero length.
If a sub-string is specified for the search-string, the position returned is the position from the beginning of the
sub-string not from the beginning of the full string.
See Also:
CHR$, LWC$, NUM, REV$, RPT$, TRIM$, UPC$, VAL, VAL$
Usage:

1188

PPOLL

Conducts an IEEE-488 Parallel Poll and returns status.
PPOLL( {@io-path | interface-select-code} )
Usage:

Description:

PPOLL(8)
PPOLL(@Gpib)
IF BIT (PPOLL(10),3) THEN Start
A IEEE-488 parallel poll is performed and an 8-bit status message from the IEEE-488 bus is returned. If the
computer is not the active controller an error is generated. The I/O path or interface select code must refer to the
IEEE-488 interface.
The bus action is as follows: ATN and EOI are set for #25 microsec., one byte of data is read from the bus, EOI
is released, and ATN is restored to its previous state.

See Also:
ABORT , CLEAR, LOCAL, PASS CONTROL, REMOTE, REQUEST, SEND, SPOLL, TRIGGER

1189

PPOLL CONFIGURE

Configures remote IEEE-488 device parallel poll response.
PPOLL CONFIGURE {@io-path | device-selector} ; configure-byte
Usage:

Description:

PPOLL CONFIGURE 701;1
PPOLL CONFIGURE 702;3
PPOLL CONFIGURE @Dev;Sense
The device specified by the I/O path or the device selector is configured for a parallel poll response. If the
computer is not the active controller an error is generated. The I/O path or device selector must refer to one or
more IEEE-488 devices.
The configure byte is a numeric-expression rounded to an integer in the range zero to fifteen. The three least
significant bits of its binary representation select the data bus line and the fourth bit selects the logical sense of
the response.
The bus action is as follows: ATN, MTA, UNL, LAG, PPC, PPE.

See Also:
ABORT , CLEAR, LOCAL, PASS CONTROL, PPOLL, REMOTE, REQUEST, SEND, SPOLL, TRIGGER

1190

PPOLL RESPONSE

Configures local IEEE-488 device parallel poll response.
PPOLL RESPONSE {@io-path | interface-select-code} ; service
Usage:
Description:

PPOLL RESPONSE Isc;Answer
PPOLL RESPONSE @Gpib;1
This statement enables or disables this device to respond to a parallel poll request from the IEEE-488 bus
active controller. If an I/O path is specified, it must refer to the IEEE-488 interface. A service value of zero
disables the parallel poll response, whereas a value of one enables the parallel poll response. The device must be
configured for a parallel poll response with the PPOLL CONFIGURE command. It specifies which bus data bit
to respond on and the logical sense of the response.

See Also:
ABORT , CLEAR, LOCAL, PASS CONTROL, PPOLL, REMOTE, REQUEST, SEND, SPOLL, TRIGGER

1191

PPOLL UNCONFIGURE

Disables the parallel poll response of a specified device or devices.
PPOLL UNCONFIGURE {@io-path | device-selector}
Usage:

Description:

PPOLL UNCONFIGURE 5
PPOLL UNCONFIGURE
@Dev
The device specified by the I/O path or the device selector is unconfigured for a parallel poll response. If the
computer is not the active controller an error is generated. The I/O path or device selector must refer to one or
more IEEE-488 devices.
If a primary device address is specified the bus action is: ATN, MTA, UNL, LAG, PPC, PPD; otherwise the bus
action is: ATN, PPU.

See Also:
CLEAR, LOCAL, PASS CONTROL, PPOLL, REMOTE, REQUEST, SEND, SPOLL, TRIGGER

1192

PRINT

Outputs data to the PRINTER IS device.
PRINT [items [{,|;}]]
PRINT USING image [;items]

PRINT "Test Number ";N;
PRINT Values(*)
PRINT String$[1,8],TAB(12),Result
PRINT TABXY(1,1),Title$,TABXY(Col,3),Par$
PRINT USING 1040;R1,R2,R3
PRINT USING Fmt;Ssn,Item$,Weight
Example: PRINT.BAS
Example: TAB.BAS
Example: TABXY.BAS
Description:
PRINT sends numeric data, array elements or character strings to the PRINTER IS device. The default
PRINTER IS device is the CRT. The output may optionally be formatted with the USING image.
Unless USING is specified, numeric items are printed in standard numeric format. If the absolute value is in the
range 1E-4 to 1E+6, it is rounded to twelve digits and printed in floating point form. Otherwise the number is
printed in scientific notation.
If USING is not specified, then the punctuation following the item determines the item's print field width and
suppresses the automatic EOL sequence. The compact field is used if a semicolon follows the item; and the
default print field is used if a comma follows the item.
In both compact and default print form, numeric numbers are printed with one leading blank for positive
numbers or the minus sign for negative numbers. In compact field form numeric items are printed with one
trailing blank and string items are printed with no leading or trailing blanks. The default print field form prints
items with trailing blanks to fill to the beginning of the next ten character field.
A complex number is printed in rectangular form, first the real part, then an extra space and finally the
imaginary part.
Arrays
A full array may be printed in row-major order using the full array specifier, "(*)". If a semi-colon follows an
array then the array elements are printed in compact fields. If a comma follows an array then default print fields
are used. Additionally the automatic EOL sequence will be suppressed if either a semi-colon or a comma is
used.
TAB/TABXY
The TAB function positions the next print character on the print line using the following equation: TAB
column_position = ((column - 1) MOD screenwidth) + 1. The TABXY function positions the next print
character on the CRT with X (column) and Y (row) coordinates. TABXY(1,1) specifies the upper-left of the
CRT. A zero value for either argument specifies the current value for that argument.
If the CRT is not the PRINTER IS device, TABXY is ignored. TAB and TABXY can not be used with
USING.
End-Of-Line
At the end of the list of items to PRINT, an EOL is sent to the PRINTER IS device. This can be suppressed
by using trailing punctuation. EOL is also sent when the print position reaches the WIDTH of the printer.
WIDTH and the EOL characters can be defined with the PRINTER IS command. The default WIDTH is the
width of the screen or window, and the default EOL is CR/LF (CHR$(13) & CHR$(10)).
Control Characters
The following control characters have a special meaning when used in PRINT statements when the CRT is the
PRINTER IS device:
Character
Meaning
CHR$(7)
Ring the bell.
CHR$(8)
Moves print cursor back one space.
CHR$(10)
Moves print cursor down one line.
CHR$(12)
Prints two line-feeds, scrolls output area
buffer so next item goes to the top of the CRT.
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Usage:

CHR$(13)
Moves print cursor to column one.
Character
Meaning
CHR$(128)
All enhancements off.
CHR$(129)
Inverse mode on.
CHR$(130)
Blinking mode on.
CHR$(131)
Inverse and Blinking modes on.
CHR$(132)
Underline mode on.
CHR$(133)
Underline and Inverse modes on.
CHR$(134)
Underline and Blinking modes on.
CHR$(135)
Underline, Inverse, & Blinking modes on.
Character
Meaning
CHR$(136)
White
CHR$(137)
Red
CHR$(138)
Yellow
CHR$(139)
Green
CHR$(140)
Cyan
CHR$(141)
Blue
CHR$(142)
Magenta
CHR$(143)
Black
All other characters less than CHR$(32) are ignored. To print, rather than ignore, the characters in this range,
use DISPLAY FUNCTIONS.
If some characters don't display correctly when you use the PRINT or LIST commands, it may be caused
by conflicts with the attribute control characters in the range of 128 to 143. To move the attribute control
characters from the range 128 to 143 down to the range 16 to 31, use the following command:
CONTROL CRT,100;1
With USING
See IMAGE for a complete explanation of the image list. The items specified in the image list are acted upon
as they are encountered. Each image list item should have a matching print item. Processing of the image list
stops when no matching print item is found. Conversely, the image list is reused starting at the beginning to
provide matches for all remaining print items. FORMAT ON is used in connection with PRINT USING, even
if FORMAT OFF has been specified.
Porting to HP BASIC:
CONTROL CRT, 100 is a new HTBasic feature that is not available in HP BASIC. It should not be used in
programs that must be ported back to HP BASIC.
See Also:
ALPHA, IMAGE, INPUT, OUTPUT, READ

1194

PRINT PEN

Selects the pen color used for the output area and DISP line.
PRINT PEN pen-number
PRINT PEN Value
PRINT PEN 1
IF Green THEN PRINT PEN 2
Example: PRINT PEN.BAS
Description:
This statement overrides any ALPHA PEN statement that may be in effect. The pen-number is a numeric
expression rounded to an integer. If you are using CRTB, the bit-mapped display driver mode, legal values are
from 0 to 15. (HP BASIC supports values to 255.) If you are using CRTA, the non-bit-mapped display driver
mode, legal values are from 136 to 143. This statement is equivalent to CONTROL CRT,15;pen-number.
See Also:
COLOR, ALPHA PEN, KBD LINE PEN, KEY LABELS PEN
Usage:

1195

PRINTALL IS

Assigns a logging device for operator interaction and error messages.
PRINTALL IS destination [;attributes]

PRINTALL IS Centronix
PRINTALL IS PRT;EOL CHR$(10) & CHR$(13) DELAY .5
PRINTALL IS Dev;WIDTH 120,EOL A$ END
Example: PRINTALL IS.BAS
Description:
PRINTALL IS defines where to send output from print-all mode. When print-all mode is on, all messages
output to the screen (including output area, DISP line, keyboard line and message line) are also output to the
PRINTALL device. When print-all mode is off, output appears only in the normal places, and no information
is sent to the PRINTALL target. The PRINTALL device is the CRT after start-up and SCRATCH A.
The print-all mode is toggled between on and off each time the PRT ALL key is pressed. STATUS(KBD,1)
returns a 1 if print-all mode is on and 0 if it is off. A program can turn print-all mode on with CONTROL
KBD,1;1 and off with CONTROL KBD,1;0.
Print-all is a powerful debugging tool. Use it in connection with TRACE to print TRACE messages about
program execution. Also, certain error conditions can produce more than one line of output. Only the last
message is visible on the message line. With print-all on, all the messages can be read on the PRINTALL
device.
Destinations
The output can be sent to a device (usually a printer) or file. If the destination is a file, it must be an existing
regular file or a BDAT file.
Sent to a printer, PRINTALL allows permanent logging of output.
Attributes
The EOL attribute specifies a new end-of-line string of up to eight characters. The END attribute specifies an
EOL to be sent with the last character of the EOL string. The DELAY attribute specifies a time to wait after
sending the EOL string and before continuing with program execution. The delay is in seconds and should be
in the range 0.001 to 32.767 but is rounded to the timing resolution of the computer. The OFF attribute returns
the EOL string to the default CR/LF, no EOL and no DELAY.
The WIDTH attribute specifies the maximum number of characters sent to the printing device before an
automatic EOL sequence is sent. If WIDTH OFF is specified, the width is set to infinity. WIDTH OFF is the
default.
If APPEND is specified and output is to a file, the file position is moved to the end-of-file before any data is
sent to the file. If APPEND is not specified, the file contents are replaced with new data.
See Also:
CAUSE ERROR, CLEAR ERROR, ERRL, ERRLN, ERRM$, ERRN, ERROR RETURN, ERROR SUBEXIT,
TRACE, XREF
Usage:

1196

PRINTER IS

Specifies the system printing device.
PRINTER IS destination [;attributes]

PRINTER IS 701
PRINTER IS "Myfile";WIDTH 80
PRINTER IS 12;EOL A$ DELAY .5
PRINTER IS Dev;WIDTH 120,EOL My$ END
Example: PRINTER IS.BAS
Description:
PRINTER IS specifies the destination for all PRINT, CAT and LIST statements which do not specify a
destination. The PRINTER device is the CRT at start-up and after SCRATCH A.
Destinations
The output can be sent to a device (usually a printer) or a file. If the destination is a file, it must be an existing
regular file or a BDAT file. If a file is specified, it is positioned to the beginning (unless APPEND is specified)
and closed when another PRINTER IS or SCRATCH A statement is executed.
Attributes
The EOL attribute specifies a new end-of-line string of up to eight characters. The END attribute specifies an
EOL to be sent with the last character of the EOL string. The DELAY attribute specifies a time to wait after
sending the EOL string and before continuing with program execution. The delay is in seconds and should be
in the range 0.001 to 32.767, but is rounded to the timing resolution of the computer. The OFF attribute returns
the EOL string to the default CR/LF, no EOL and no DELAY.
The WIDTH attribute specifies the maximum number of characters sent to the printing device before an
automatic EOL sequence is sent. If WIDTH OFF is specified, the width is set to infinity. If WIDTH is not
specified, it defaults to the width of the screen.
If APPEND is specified and output is to a file, the file position is moved to the end-of-file before any data is
sent to the file. If APPEND is not specified, the file contents are replaced with new data.
See Also:
CAT, IMAGE, LIST, PRINT
Usage:

1197

PROTECT

Changes file attributes.
PROTECT file-specifier,protect-code
Usage:

PROTECT Mine$,"H"
PROTECT Name$,"R"

Example: PROTECT.BAS
Description:
PROTECT is used to set file attributes. Three attributes are supported: read-only, system and hidden. The
protect-code should be a numeric expression which contains zero, one or more of the characters "R", "S" and
"H". Any attributes specified are turned on, any attributes not specified are turned off. For example:
PROTECT "file1","" ! turn off all attributes
PROTECT "file2","S" ! System, but not R or H
See Also:
CAT, CHECKREAD, COPY, CREATE, INITIALIZE, MSI, PRINT LABEL PURGE, READ LABEL,
RENAME, SYSTEM$("MSI")

1198

PROUND

Rounds the argument to the specified power of ten.
PROUND( numeric-expression, power-of-ten )
Logic=PROUND(Express,-2)
PRINT PROUND(Amount,Degree)
Example: PROUND.BAS
Description:
The power-of-ten is a numeric expression, which is rounded to an integer. It specifies the digit position where
the number should be rounded. Positive values are to the left of the decimal point and negative values are to the
right. For example, PROUND(PI,0) rounds to the nearest integer (10^0) and PROUND(PI,-2) rounds to the
nearest hundredth (10^(-2)).
See Also:
CINT, DROUND, FIX, FRACT, INT, REAL
Usage:

1199

PRT

Returns the default device selector for the printer.
PRT
PRINTER IS PRT
PRINT "Default PRT is",PRT
Example: PRT.BAS
Description:
The PRT function returns a constant representing the conventional printer interface select code. PRT exists
to provide a useful mnemonic for the most common device selector for a printer. While PRT returns the
conventional device selector for a printer, any legal device selector may be used in place of PRT in the
PRINTER IS command (see PRINTER IS). The following are several common examples:
PRINTER IS 9
!serial printer
PRINTER IS CRT
!the display
PRINTER IS 70102 !2 IEEE-488 printers
PRT returns the constant 10. This is different from HP BASIC, which returns the constant 701. On the PC,
most printers are connected to the parallel printer port, making 10 the most common printer device selector.
With HP BASIC, most printers are connected to the HP-IB interface and have a primary address of 1, making
701 the most common printer device selector. To provide compatibility with existing software, the HTBasic
PRT can be redefined to 701 (or any other value) with the CONFIGURE PRT statement.
See Also:
CONFIGURE PRT, CRT, KBD, PRINTER IS
Usage:

1200

PURGE

Deletes a file or a directory on a mass storage media.
PURGE { file-specifier | directory-specifier }
PURGE "Work"
PURGE "ADir/BDir/
Cdir"
Example: PURGE.BAS
Description:
The PURGE statement is used to delete a file or a directory. All data in the file is lost when the file is purged.
PURGE will not delete a directory unless there are no files in that directory (except "." and ".."). The directory
can not be the root directory and it can not be the current directory.
Neither a file nor a directory can be deleted if it has the read-only attribute. Use the PROTECT statement to
clear the attribute before deleting the file. Windows does not allow an open file to be deleted. To delete a file or
directory you must have the proper permissions.
See Also:
CAT, COPY, CREATE, INITIALIZE, LINK, MASS STORAGE IS, PRINT LABEL , PROTECT, READ
LABEL, RENAME, SYSTEM$("MSI")
Usage:

1201

QUIT

Closes the BASIC child window and returns to blank parent window.
QUIT
Usage:
QUIT
Example: QUIT.BAS
Description:
QUIT is used to close the open program and return to a blank parent window. To close the entire HTBasic
application use QUIT ALL.
See Also:
EXECUTE

1202

QUIT ALL

Quits BASIC and returns to the operating system.
QUIT ALL
QUIT
ALL
Example: QUITALL.BAS
Description:
QUIT ALL is used to leave the BASIC programming environment and return to the computer's operating
system. If the program is in a paused state, a STOP is automatically executed to close any open files before
quitting.
See Also:
EXECUTE
Usage:

1203

RAD

Sets the trigonometric mode to radians.
RAD
Usage:
Example:
Description:

RAD
RAD.BAS
All angle arguments and functions that return an angle measurement use the current trigonometric mode which
can be either radians or degrees. RAD sets the trigonometric mode to radians. The default trigonometric mode
at start-up or after a SCRATCH A is radians. A subprogram will use the same trigonometric mode as its caller
unless it executes a RAD or DEG statement. Upon returning to the caller the previous trigonometric mode is
restored.

See Also:
ACS, ASN, ATN, COS, DEG, SIN, TAN

1204

RANDOMIZE

Selects a seed for the RND function.
RANDOMIZE [seed]
RANDOMIZE
RANDOMIZE
Seed*PI
Example: RANDOMIZE.BAS
Description:
The random number generator starting point is set to the user specified value. If no value is specified, the
starting point is chosen at random. The seed value is a numeric expression rounded to an integer. If it is less
than one, a value of one is used. If it is less than 2^31-2, its value is used. If it is larger, then 2^31-2 is used. The
seed is reset to 37,480,660 at start-up, SCRATCH A, SCRATCH, and program prerun.
See Also:
RND
Usage:

1205

RANK

Returns the number of dimensions in an array.
RANK( array-name[$] )
RANK(Color)
RANK(File$)
IF RANK(A)=2 THEN PRINT "Two Dims"
Example: RANK.BAS
Description:
RANK returns an INTEGER value from one to six that specifies the number of dimensions that are defined for
the array.
See Also:
BASE, DIM, MAXLEN, SIZE
Usage:

1206

RATIO

Returns the ratio of an X to Y hard-clip limits for the PLOTTER IS device.
RATIO
WINDOW 0,RATIO,-1,1
Xmax=100*MAX(1,RATIO)
Ymax=100*MAX(1,1/
RATIO)
Example: RATIO.BAS
Description:
RATIO is useful for VIEWPORT and WINDOW calculations and for knowing the shape of the graphic screen
or plotter paper.
See Also:
CLIP, SHOW, VIEWPORT, WINDOW
Usage:

1207

READ

Reads values from DATA statements.
READ variable [,variable ...]

READ Line,A$
READ Answer$(N)
[20;5]
READ A,B,C(I,J)
READ Array(*)
Example: READ.BAS
Description:
READ and DATA statements can conveniently initialize multiple variables from data embedded in the
program. An array may be read in row-major order using the full array specifier, "(*)". DATA statements are
stored as strings and the VAL function is used to read numeric values. The value is rounded to an integer if an
integer variable is specified.
The first READ statement in a context reads the first DATA statement in that context. Each READ statement
thereafter maintains a DATA pointer that moves to the next item after each is read from the DATA statement.
The DATA pointer can be reset to the beginning of any DATA statement in the context with the RESTORE
statement.
Complex numbers are read in rectangular form, the real part first, followed by the imaginary part. The two parts
should be separated by a comma.
See Also:
DATA, RESTORE
Usage:

1208

READ KEY

Returns one or more softkey macro definitions.
READ KEY key-number, string-variable$ [(subscripts)] [sub-string]
READ KEY key-number, string-array$(*)
READ KEY 2,Keytwo$
READ KEY First_key,Several_keys$(*)
Example: READ KEY.BAS
Description:
Softkey macros defined with EDIT, LOAD or SET KEY can be read with this statement. The key-number is
a numeric expression which is rounded to an integer and should be in the range zero through twenty-three. If
a simple string or array element is specified, then only one key is returned. If a string array is specified, then
successive keys, starting with the key-number specified, are returned into the elements of the string array.
See Also:
EDIT KEY, LIST KEY, LOAD KEY, RE-STORE KEY, SCRATCH, SET KEY, STORE KEY
Usage:

1209

READ LABEL

Reads a volume label.
READ LABEL string-variable$ [FROM volume-specifier]
READ LABEL Id$
READ LABEL Name$ FROM Vol$
Example: READ LABEL.BAS
Description:
The volume label on the specified media is read and returned into the string variable. If no mass storage unit
specifier is given, the MSI device is used.
See Also:
PRINT LABEL
Usage:

1210

READ LOCATOR

Reads the locator device without waiting for a digitize operation.
READ LOCATOR x-variable,y-variable [,string-name$]
READ LOCATOR X,Y
READ LOCATOR Xcoor,Ycoor,Position$
Example: READ LOCATOR.BAS
Description:
The locator device position is read into the X and Y variables without waiting for a digitize operation. The
current GRAPHICS INPUT IS device coordinates are in default units or the units defined in a WINDOW or
SHOW statement. The optional string variable will receive the 8 byte status message defined as follows:
Byte
Meaning
Usage:

1

Button Status - Status of the digitizing button on the locator. If the character is a "1", then the button is presse
a "0", then the button is not pressed.

2

Comma delimiter character.

3

Clip Indicator - If the character is a "0", then the point is outside the hard-clip limits. If a "1", the point is insid
hard-clip limits, but outside the soft-clip limits (clipping rectangle - see CLIP). If a "2" then it's inside the soft
limits

4

Comma delimiter character

5

Tracking ON/OFF - If the character is a "0", then tracking is off; if a "1", then tracking is on.

6

Comma delimiter character.

7-8

Button Positions - If S$ is the status string and B is the button number you wish to test, then BIT( VAL(S$[7,
B-1) returns one if B is down and zero if B is up.

See Also:
DIGITIZE, GRAPHICS INPUT IS, SET ECHO, SET LOCATOR, TRACK, WHERE

1211

READIO

Reads a hardware register or a memory byte/word.
READIO( interface-select-code, hardware-register )
READIO( special-interface, address )
READIO( 9827, simple-var )
Control=READIO(Centronix,2)
Shift_flag=READIO(9826,&H417)
Example: READIO.BAS
Description:
Hardware Registers
The contents of a hardware interface register are read and returned on the specified interface. Do not mix
READIO WRITEIO operations with STATUS/CONTROL operations. Do not attempt to use READIO
WRITEIO registers unless you are very familiar with the hardware; use the STATUS/CONTROL registers
instead. Consult the hardware manuals for your computer for complete documentation on interface hardware.
The Users Guide lists the READIO WRITEIO registers for the interface device drivers included with HTBasic.
For other device drivers, the documentation included with the driver lists the register definitions.
READIO WRITEIO registers in HTBasic are not compatible with HP BASIC READIO WRITEIO registers
when the interface hardware is not the same. TransEra's IEEE-488 and HP's HP-IB use the same IEEE-488
chip; therefore, the READIO WRITEIO registers are identical. The serial interface hardware registers differ
not only if the UART chip is different, but also if the circuitry surrounding the chip is different. The TransEra
GPIO is designed to be READIO WRITEIO compatible with HP's GPIO.
Special Interface Select codes
There are a number of special interface select codes which can be read with the READIO statement. The legal
values for special-interface are given in the following paragraphs. For compatibility with earlier releases of
HTBasic, READIO(8080,L) and READIO(-8080,L) are still supported but have been replaced with INP and
INPW, respectively.
PEEK Memory
READIO(9826,L) and READIO(-9826,L) are used to "peek" at the contents of a memory byte or word,
respectively. L specifies the address of the byte/word to peek. If peeking a word and L is odd, the even address
L-1 is used. Where L specifies an address within the HTBasic process.
Warning: Peek should only be done on addresses returned by READIO(9827,I)! Peeking any other location
can cause your system to crash, data to be lost and damage to your computer hardware. Use of this function for
any other address is unsupported, and TransEra cannot be held responsible for any consequences.
Locating a Numeric Variable
READIO(9827,I) is used to locate the variable I. READIO(9827,A(0)) is used to locate the address of the first
element of A. These operations are useful when a small assembly subroutine is stored in a variable and called
with WRITEIO.
See Also:
CONTROL, INP, OUT, STATUS, WRITEIO
Usage:

1212

REAL

Converts an INTEGER or COMPLEX number to REAL.
REAL(numeric-expression)
PRINT REAL(Z)
DRAW
REAL(C),IMAG(C)
Example: REAL.BAS
Description:
The real part of a complex number is returned with REAL, and the imaginary part with IMAG. To express the
parts of a complex number in polar form, use ABS and ARG:
PRINT "Rectangular form: Real = ";REAL(Z),"Imag =";IMAG(Z)
PRINT "Polar form: Magnitude = ";ABS(Z),"Angle = ";ARG(Z)
See Also:
ABS, ARG, CMPLX, CONJG, IMAG
Usage:

1213

REAL

Reserves storage for floating point variables and arrays.
REAL variable [,variable...]

REAL X,Buf(500)
BUFFER
REAL Volts(-10:10,4)
Example: REAL.BAS
Description:
REAL declares, dimensions and reserves memory for floating point variables and arrays. REAL variables use
eight bytes of storage space. An array's maximum dimension is six and each dimension can hold a maximum of
32,767 elements. If a lower bound is not specified, the default is the OPTION BASE value (0 or 1). A REAL
variable may be declared a buffer by specifying BUFFER after the variable name. BUFFER variables are used
with the TRANSFER statement.
See Also:
ALLOCATE, DEF FN, COM, COMPLEX, DIM, INTEGER, SUB, TRANSFER
Usage:

1214

RECTANGLE

Draws and optionally fills and edges rectangles.
RECTANGLE width,height [,FILL] [,EDGE]

RECTANGLE 10,25
RECTANGLE 8,-10,FILL,EDGE
Example: RECTANGLE.BAS
Description:
A rectangle is a polygon described by its width and height displacement from the current pen position.
The signs of the width and height determine the position of the rectangle relative to the current pen position.
If the width is positive, the pen position is on a left corner of the rectangle. If the width is negative, the pen
position is on a right corner of the rectangle. If the height is positive, the pen position is on a lower corner of the
rectangle. And if the height is negative, the pen position is on an upper corner.
The rectangle can be filled with the current AREA color and edged with the current PEN color and LINE
TYPE. If neither are specified, EDGE is assumed.
The PIVOT and PDIR statements affect the RECTANGLE statement.
See Also:
LINE TYPE, PDIR, PEN, PIVOT, PLOT, POLYGON, POLYLINE
Usage:

1215

REDIM

Redimensions an array by changing the subscript ranges.
REDIM array-name[$](bounds) [,array-name[$](bounds)...]

REDIM Array(Lowbnd:Upbnd)
REDIM Myarray$(I,J,K,L)
Example: REDIM.BAS
Description:
An array can only be redimensioned if the number of dimensions is the same as in the original DIM statement
and the total number of elements does not exceed the total in the DIM statement. Also, to redimension an array
declared in a COM statement, the COM declaration must include subscript information (as opposed to a full
array specifier, "(*)").
REDIM does not change the values presently stored in memory, but because the number of elements in each
dimension might change, the values in each element may appear to "move" to another element.
See Also:
ALLOCATE, COM, COMPLEX, DIM, INTEGER, REAL
Usage:

1216

REM

Begins a REMark or comment line for program documentation.
REM any text
program statement ! any text
REM This statement is not executed
Info=0 ! Clear flag byte
Example: REM.BAS
Description:
A REM statement is used to insert comments into programs. The REM statement may contain any text you
wish. It is useful in explaining what the program is doing. A comment tail, "!", is similar to the REM statement,
however, the comment tail may appear on the same line as a program statement. Any text may appear to the
right of the comment tail and is ignored when the line is executed. When an INDENT command is given, the
position of a comment tail is left unchanged.
See Also:
EDIT, INDENT, REN
Usage:
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REMOTE

Sets the remote state on a IEEE-488 device.
REMOTE {@io-path | device-selector}
Usage:

Description:

REMOTE Dev
REMOTE
@Pwsply
The IEEE-488 bus remote line is asserted. If the computer is the active controller and primary addresses are
specified, it listen addresses the devices to switch them to remote mode. The remote line is asserted if the
computer is the system controller and ISC select code is specified. The IO-path or device-selector must refer to
one or more IEEE-488 devices or to the IEEE-488 interface select code.
If the computer is not the system controller or it is not the active controller and primary addresses are specified,
an error is generated.

See Also:
ABORT , CLEAR, LOCAL, PASS CONTROL, PPOLL, REQUEST, SEND, SPOLL, TRIGGER
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REN

Renumbers program lines.
REN [start-number [,increment]] [IN begin-line [,end-line]]
Usage:

Description:

REN 1000 IN 100,800
REN 1200
REN 100,5
REN 150,1 IN
140,Mark
This statement renumbers program statements, including the line references in all program statements such as
GOSUB and GOTO to coincide with the new line numbers.
You can optionally specify the starting position, the increment between lines or a range of lines to renumber.
The default value for both the start line number and the increment is ten.
Note: You cannot specify a new starting line number that would cause the lines to change position with respect
to other existing program lines. Use MOVELINES or COPYLINES to do this.

See Also:
COPYLINES, MOVELINES
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RENAME

Changes the name of a file.
RENAME old-file-specifier TO new-file-specifier
XT=RENAME "PROG.DAT" TO "CURVE.DAT"
RENAME "X" TO "Xcalc"
RENAME Volume$&Old$ TO New$
Example: RENAME.BAS
Description:
RENAME changes the name of a file. Both the old and the new names may be specified as string expressions.
The new name must not already exist on the mass storage device.
If you are using RENAME to move a file from one place in a hierarchical file system to another, the HTBasic
RENAME requires that both file specifiers be complete and both directories be on the same mass storage
device. HTBasic does not require that the destination be on the same mass storage device.
See Also:
CAT, COPY, CREATE, INITIALIZE, MASS STORAGE IS, PRINT LABEL, PROTECT, PURGE, READ
LABEL, RENAME, SYSTEM$("MSI")
Usage:
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REPEAT ... UNTIL

Defines a loop that is repeated UNTIL a condition is satisfied.
REPEAT
statements
UNTIL numeric-expression

770 REPEAT
780
CALL
Test(X)
790
X=X+Next
800 UNTIL X=Last
Example: REPEAT UNTIL.BAS
Description:
The statements between the REPEAT and UNTIL are first executed. When the UNTIL statement is reached,
the expression is evaluated. If the expression is false (zero), the statements between the REPEAT and UNTIL
are executed again. If the expression is true (non-zero), execution continues with the statement following the
UNTIL.
See Also:
FOR, LOOP, SELECT, WHILE
Usage:
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REQUEST

Sends a Service Request SRQ on the IEEE-488.
REQUEST {@io-path | interface-select-code} ; response-value

Usage:
Description:

REQUEST @Gpib;Serialpoll
REQUEST Isc;BINIOR(Bit3,64)
A Service Request, SRQ, is sent by a non-active controller on the IEEE-488 bus. If the computer is the active
controller or if the device-selector or the IO-path specifies address information, an error is generated.
To request service, the response value must have bit six set. The SRQ line will remain set until polled by the
active controller or another REQUEST statement is executed with bit six clear.

See Also:
ABORT , CLEAR, LOCAL, PASS CONTROL, PPOLL, REMOTE, SEND, SPOLL, TRIGGER
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RES

Returns the result of the last numeric keyboard calculation.
RES
Sum=RES+Sum
PRINT "User Response:";RES
Example: RES.BAS
Description:
Typing in a numeric or string expression and pressing ENTER causes the computer to evaluation the expression
and print the result on the message line. This is called "calculator mode" and allows you to use your computer
as you would a hand calculator. If the result is numeric, it is saved for later recall by using the RES function.
Usage:
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RE-SAVE

Copies the program into the specified ASCII file.
RE-SAVE file-specifier [,start-line [,end-line]]

Usage:

RE-SAVE "Story"
RE-SAVE "CALPROG",1000,2000
RE-SAVE "TREE\BRANCH\FILE",Label1

Description:
RE-SAVE outputs any range of program lines to a file. The resulting program can be re-entered with the GET
statement.
The program is stored out in the same format as the previous file.
See Also:
CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII, GET, LIST, LOAD, RE-STORE, SAVE, STORE
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RESET

Resets an interface or file or buffer pointers.
RESET {@io-path | interface-select-code}
RESET 9
RESET Gpib
RESET
@Buff
Example: RESET.BAS
Description:
The RESET statement directed to an interface performs an interface reset. When directed to a file it sets the file
position pointer to the beginning of the file. When directed to a buffer it sets all buffer control entries to their
initial values with the empty and fill pointers set to one and all other entries set to zero.
Usage:
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RESTORE

Specifies which DATA statement to use for the next READ operation.
RESTORE [{line-number | line-label}]
RESTORE
RESTORE 950
RESTORE
Star
Example: RESTORE.BAS
Description:
The next READ statement gets its data from the current data pointer. RESTORE sets the data pointer to the
specified program line. If that line is not a DATA statement the next higher numbered DATA statement will be
used for the next READ statement. If no line is specified, the data pointer is set to the first DATA statement in
the current context.
See Also:
DATA, READ
Usage:
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RE-STORE

Stores the BASIC program in a file.
RE-STORE file-specifier
RE-STORE "FFT"
RE-STORE Volume$&Myfile
$
Example: RE-STORE.BAS
Description:
The program currently in memory is STOREd in the file in binary form. If the file already exists, it must be a
PROG file. The old contents are discarded and the file is replaced with the current program in memory. If it
does not exist, a new PROG file is created.
See Also:
GET, LIST, LOAD, RE-SAVE, RE-STORE KEY, SAVE, STORE
Usage:
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RE-STORE KEY

Stores the KEY definitions in a file.
RE-STORE KEY file-specifier
Usage:

Example:

RE-STORE KEY "Definition"
RE-STORE KEY "E:KEYS"
RE-STORE KEY.BAS

Description:
Softkey macro definitions are stored into the specified file. If the file already exists, the old contents are
discarded and the present key definitions are stored. If it does not exist, a new BDAT file is created.
Using FORMAT OFF, the definition for each defined softkey is written to the file by outputting two items. The
first item is an integer, specifying the key number. The second item is a string, giving the key definition.
See Also:
EDIT KEY, LIST KEY, LOAD KEY, READ KEY, SCRATCH, SET KEY, STORE KEY
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RESUME INTERACTIVE

Restores the normal functions of program control keys.
RESUME INTERACTIVE
RESUME
INTERACTIVE
Example: RESUME INTERACTIVE.BAS
Description:
The normal functions of the program control keys CLR I/O, ENTER, PAUSE, RESET, STEP and STOP are
enabled. These keys are disabled by SUSPEND INTERACTIVE.
See Also:
SUSPEND INTERACTIVE
Usage:
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RETURN

Returns to the program line following the last GOSUB line.
RETURN
200 GOSUB 300
...
299 STOP
300 PRINT
A,B,C
310 RETURN
Example: RETURN.BAS
Description:
The GOSUB statement transfers control to a subroutine; the RETURN statement transfers control back to the
next statement following the GOSUB. You can have many GOSUBs to the same subroutine and a RETURN
occurring in that subroutine returns control to the statement following the specific GOSUB used to get to
the subroutine. You can only enter a subroutine by using GOSUB. If you don't use GOSUB, the RETURN
statement causes an error when executed.
The RETURN keyword is also used to return values from user-defined functions. See DEF FN for an
explanation of RETURN used in this way.
See Also:
DEF FN, GOSUB
Usage:
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REV$

Reverses the sequence of characters in a string.
REV$( string-expression )
Backward$=REV$(Forward
$)
Print REV$("radaR")
Example: REV$.BAS
Description:
A string that contains the reverse sequence of characters of its argument is returned. This can help when
searching for the last occurrence of a string.
See Also:
CHR$, LWC$, NUM, RPT$, POS, TRIM$, UPC$, VAL, VAL$
Usage:
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RND

Returns a pseudo-random number.
RND
IF RND>0.25 THEN GOTO Start
Percent=RND*100
Example: RND.BAS
Description:
A pseudo-random number greater-than zero and less-than one is returned. A seed value determines the starting
point in the series. The seed can be modified using the RANDOMIZE statement. The default seed at start-up,
SCRATCH, SCRATCH A and prerun is 37,480,660. The series of numbers returned is not guaranteed to be the
same on different versions of HTBasic
See Also:
RANDOMIZE
Usage:
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ROTATE

Shifts a 16 bit binary value with wraparound.
ROTATE( numeric-expression, distance )
B1=ROTATE(B2,5)
Word=ROTATE(Word,Places)
Example: ROTATE.BAS
Description:
The numeric expression is rounded to an integer. The resulting integer, in binary form, is rotated the specified
distance. The distance must be in the range 0 to ±15. If the distance is positive, then bits are moved to the right.
Any bits moved out of the right-most bit (the least significant bit) are moved into the left-most bit (the most
significant bit). If the distance is negative, then bits are moved to the left. Any bits moved out of the left-most
bit are moved into the right-most bit.
For ROTATE(100,5) the number 100 is treated as a binary number and is rotated right five bits as follows:
100
= 0000000001100100
ROTATE(100,5)
= 0010000000000011
The result is returned as the decimal integer, 8195.
See Also:
BINAND, BINCMP, BINEOR, BINEQV, BINIMP, BINIOR, BIT, SHIFT
Usage:
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RPLOT

Moves the pen relative to the current graphic location.
RPLOT x-displacement, y-displacement [,pen-control]
RPLOT numeric-array(*) [,FILL] [,EDGE]
RPLOT 5,2
RPLOT 5,-2,-1
RPLOT Array(*)
RPLOT Vector(*),FILL,EDGE
Example: RPLOT.BAS
Description:
RPLOT is the same as IPLOT except that it moves the pen relative to the local origin. The local origin is the
logical pen position after one of the following statements: AXES, DRAW, FRAME, GINIT, GRID, IDRAW,
IMOVE, IPLOT, LABEL, MOVE, PLOT, POLYGON, POLYLINE, RECTANGLE and SYMBOL. See PLOT
for a full explanation of RPLOT arguments.
The PIVOT and PDIR statements affect the RPLOT statement.
See Also:
AREA, CLIP, DRAW, IPLOT, MOVE, PLOT, POLYGON, POLYLINE
Usage:

1234

RPT$

Returns a string replicated a specified number of times.
RPT$( string-expression, repeat-count )
Example: RPT$.BAS
Description:
The repeat count is a numeric expression rounded to an integer value. If it is zero, a zero length string is
returned. If it is negative or the resulting string would be greater than 32,767 characters, an error is generated.
See Also:
CHR$, LWC$, NUM, REV$, POS, TRIM$, UPC$, VAL, VAL$
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RUN

Starts program execution.
RUN [line-number | line-label]
Description:
RUN is executed in two parts, prerun initialization and program execution.
The prerun part reserves memory space for variables declared in DIM, REAL, INTEGER, COMPLEX and
COM statements or implied in the program context. Numeric variables are set to zero and string variables are
set to zero length strings. Prerun also checks for multi-line syntax errors such as illegal program structure, array
references and mismatched COM statements. If prerun detects any errors, they are reported to the user and the
program halts.
If prerun detects no errors, the MAIN program is run starting at the beginning or if a program line or label is
specified, it starts execution at the specified line. The program line or label must be in the MAIN context. The
program runs normally until it encounters a PAUSE, a STOP or END statement, an error or a TRACE PAUSE
line.
See Also:
CONT, END, LOAD, PAUSE, SCRATCH, STOP
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RUNLIGHT

Controls the display of the pseudo runlight on the display.
RUNLIGHT { ON | OFF }
RUNLIGHT
OFF
Example: RUNLIGHT.BAS
Description:
The pseudo RUNLIGHT is a single character in the lower right-hand corner of the display which indicates the
state of HTBasic. By default, it is displayed. When doing screen dumps, the character can be unsightly so it
is best to do a RUNLIGHT OFF before doing the dump. The meanings of the pseudo runlight characters are
given in the following table.
Character
Meaning
Usage:

?

Input

H

Help

*

Immediate command

R

Running

C

Change

F

Find

E

Edit

S

SUBs

-

Paused

(none)

Idle

See Also:
CLEAR LINE, CLEAR SCREEN, KEY LABELS
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SAVE

Saves the current program into an ASCII file.
SAVE file-specifier [,start-line [,end-line]]

Usage:

SAVE "DRAFTER"
SAVE "Pennies",100,Sort
SAVE "D:MYPROG"

Example: SAVE.BAS
Description:
SAVE outputs any range of program lines to a file. The resulting program can be re-entered with the GET
statement.
If the specified file already exists, SAVE generates an error message; whereas RE-SAVE will reuse an existing
file.
See Also:
GET, LIST, LOAD, RE-SAVE, RE-STORE, STORE
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SBYTE

Checks for second byte of a two byte character.
SBYTE( string )
Usage:
Description:

PRINT SBYTE(A$)
IF SBYTE(A$[I]) THEN PRINT "Two Bytes"
SBYTE is used with FBYTE to determine whether a character is one or two bytes long. SBYTE returns a one if
the second byte of the string argument is in the valid range for the second byte of a two byte character.
This function is only available and enabled in specific versions of HTBasic.

See Also:
CVT$, FBYTE
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SC

Returns the interface select code associated with an I/O path name.
SC( @io-path )
Usage:
Code=SC(@Dev)
Example: SC.BAS
Description:
Only the interface code is returned if the IO-path is assigned to a device-selector with primary addressing
specified. A zero is returned if the IO-path name is assigned to a buffer.
See Also:
ASSIGN

1240

SCRATCH

Clears user memory.
SCRATCH [ A|ALL | B|BIN | C|COM | KEY [key-number] |
R|RECALL ]
SCRATCH
SCRATCH KEY
2
SCRATCH C
Example: SCRATCH.BAS
Description:
SCRATCH allows you to clear the BASIC program, program variables, COM variables, softkey macro
definitions and the recall buffer. The following paragraphs explain each variation of SCRATCH:
SCRATCH
Deletes the current BASIC program and any variables not in COM.
SCRATCH A or ALL
SCRATCH A clears the BASIC program, all variables, including those in COM and all softkey macro
definitions. Internal parameters are set to their default, start-up values. SCRATCH ALL is synonymous with
SCRATCH A.
SCRATCH B or BIN
In HTBasic, SCRATCH B is equivalent to SCRATCH A. In HP BASIC, it deletes all BINs except the CRT
driver in use. In HTBasic, BINs are used for device drivers which can't be SCRATCHed. SCRATCH B is
synonymous with SCRATCH BIN.
SCRATCH C or COM
SCRATCH C clears all variables including those in COM, but leaves the BASIC program and the softkey
macro definitions intact. SCRATCH COM is synonymous with SCRATCH C.
SCRATCH KEY [key-number]
Without the optional key number, this command clears all the softkey macro definitions. With the key number,
only the specified key is cleared. The key-number may be a numeric expression which is rounded to an integer
and must be in the range zero through twenty-three.
SCRATCH R or RECALL
SCRATCH R clears the keyboard RECALL buffer. SCRATCH RECALL is synonymous with SCRATCH
R.
See Also:
EDIT KEY, LIST KEY, LOAD KEY, READ KEY, RE-STORE KEY, SET KEY, STORE KEY
Usage:
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SECURE

Protects programs lines.
SECURE [start-line-number [,end-line-number]]

Usage:

Description:

SECURE
SECURE
Payrolla,Payrollb
The SECURE command protects programs lines so they cannot be listed. Secured lines are listed as a line
number followed by an asterisk "*" character. If no program lines are specified, all program lines are secured. If
no end-line is specified, only the start-line is secured.
Warning: Once a line has been secured it can not be un-secured! Make sure that you have another copy of the
program before you use the SECURE command.

See Also:
EDIT, LIST
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SELECT ... CASE

Defines a CASE block structure.
SELECT string-or-numeric-expression
CASE case-expression
statements
[CASE ELSE]
statements
END SELECT

10 SELECT Option$
20 CASE "B"
30
A=1
40 CASE "0" TO "9","y","n"
50
A=2
60 CASE ELSE
70
A=0
80 END SELECT
Example: SELECT CASE.BAS
Description:
The SELECT and END SELECT statements enclose a SELECT structure. The SELECT statement specifies
a numeric or string expression. Within the SELECT structure, CASE statements introduce alternative program
sections to be executed based on the value of the SELECT statement expression. Each CASE statement type
must match the type of expression in the SELECT statement. If a case-expression contains multiple values, the
values are tested from left to right until a match is found. Any remaining expressions are not tested.
The SELECT expression value is used to test against each CASE statement value or range of values. The
program statements following the first CASE statement to match are executed. Execution then continues at the
line following the END SELECT statement. If none of the CASE statements match and there is an optional
CASE ELSE statement, the program statements following the CASE ELSE will be executed, otherwise the
entire SELECT structure is skipped.
While doing so is not encouraged, jumping into a SELECT structure with a GOTO is legal. Program
statements are executed normally until a CASE statement is encountered. Execution then continues at the line
following the END SELECT statement.
If there is an expression evaluation error in either the SELECT statement or one of the CASE statements the
SELECT statement line number is reported with the error value.
Implementing ELSE IF
Although HTBasic does not have an explicit ELSE IF statement, it is possible to accomplish the same thing
using a SELECT statement. Suppose you wish an ELSE IF construct like this:
10 IF X<-1 THEN
20
!do something here
30 ELSE IF Z=0 THEN
40
!do something else here
50 ELSE
60
!and something else here
70 END IF
This example can be accomplish using the SELECT statement as follows:
5
SELECT 1
10 CASE X<-1
20
!do something here
30 CASE Z=0
40
!do something else here
50 CASE ELSE
60
!and something else here
70 END SELECT
Line 5 states that the first case which evaluates to one will be executed. Since the result of a logical operator is 0
or 1, the first case with a logical expression that evaluates true will be executed.
Usage:
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See Also:
FOR, IF, LOOP, REPEAT, WHILE
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SEND

Sends messages on the IEEE-488 bus.
SEND dest ;message [message ...]

Usage:
Description:

SEND 7;UNL MTA LISTEN 2 DATA "Bye" END
SEND @Gpib;UNL MLA TALK Primary CMD 24+128
The SEND statement sends low level IEEE-488 commands and data bytes. IEEE-488 commands are sent with
the ATN line asserted; whereas data bytes are sent without the ATN line asserted. The computer must be the
active controller to use CMD, TALK, UNT, LISTEN, UNL, SEC, MTA or MLA. Any talk addressed device
may send DATA.
Message
Action Taken
CMD

Sends the expression values as command bytes. CMD with no items asserts the ATN line.

DATA

Sends the expression values as data bytes. If END is added, EOI is set on the last data byte.

LISTEN

Sends the expression values as listen address commands.

MLA

Sends the Interface's Listen Address command.

MTA

Sends the Interface's Talk Address command.

SEC

Sends the expression values as secondary address commands.

TALK

Sends the expression value as a talk address command.

UNL

Sends the unlisten command.

UNT

Sends the untalk command.

See Also:
ABORT, CLEAR, LOCAL, PASS CONTROL, PPOLL, REMOTE, REQUEST, SPOLL, TRIGGER
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SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS

On a bit-mapped display, simulates 9836 style alpha/graphics hardware.
SEPARATE ALPHA [ FROM GRAPHICS ]
Usage:
IF Display=8 THEN SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS
Example: SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS.BAS
Description:
SEPARATE ALPHA is the opposite of MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS. When separate, one or more bit
plane is reserved for alpha text and the remaining planes are reserved for graphic output. The alpha and graphic
planes can then be turned on or off or DUMPed independently. However, ALPHA text color and graphic pens
are limited as shown in the table below.
The following table shows the colors available when SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS is used,
depending on the total number of colors available.
Total Colors
Graph Pens Black Alpha White Alpha
Brown Alpha Cyan Alpha

See Also:

16

0-7

0

8

-

-

256

0-63

0

64

128

192

Porting Issues
HP BASIC assigns green to the first pen; HTBasic assigns white. If you prefer green or some other color,
you must explicitly set a range of pen values to the color desired. The range starts with the white alpha pen
value from the table above and continues to one less than the value of the brown alpha pen value. For 16 color
systems, the last value should be 15. For example, the following code changes the alpha pen from white to
green on a 16 color display:
10 SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS
20 PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
30 FOR I=8 TO 15
40
SET PEN I INTENSITY 0,1,0
50 NEXT I
60 END
MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS
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SET ALPHA MASK

Determines which plane(s) can be modified by ALPHA display operations.
SET ALPHA MASK numeric-expression
Description:
The numeric expression value specifies which display bit planes are modified by alpha display operations. This
statement does not affect monochrome displays. This statement is equivalent to CONTROL CRT,18.
This statement is not supported by HTBasic. Use MERGE ALPHA or SEPARATE ALPHA.
See Also:
ALPHA HEIGHT, ALPHA PEN, CLEAR SCREEN, MERGE ALPHA, SEPARATE ALPHA, SET DISPLAY
MASK
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SET CHR

Defines the bit-patterns for one or more characters.
SET CHR first-character, integer-array(*)
Usage:

Description:

ALLOCATE INTEGER Onechar(1:CHRY,1:CHRX)
SET CHR 65,Onechar(*)
ALLOCATE INTEGER Several(1:5;1:CHRY,1,:CHRX)
SET CHR 66,Several(*)
This command can be used to redefine the appearance of one or more characters. The computer display must
support redefinition of alpha characters or an error will be returned.
This statement is not supported by HTBasic.

See Also:
CHRX, CHRY, SYMBOL
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SET DISPLAY MASK

Specifies which planes can be seen on the alpha display.
SET DISPLAY MASK numeric-expression
Description:
The numeric expression value specifies which display bit planes are displayed. This statement does not affect
monochrome displays. This statement is equivalent to CONTROL CRT,20;m.
This statement is not supported by HTBasic. Use MERGE ALPHA or SEPARATE ALPHA.
See Also:
ALPHA HEIGHT, ALPHA PEN, CLEAR SCREEN, MERGE ALPHA, SEPARATE ALPHA, SET ALPHA
MASK
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SET ECHO

Sets the echo location on the PLOTTER IS device.
SET ECHO x-coordinate,y-coordinate
SET ECHO Xx,Yy
SET ECHO
120,240
Example: SET ECHO.BAS
Description:
The SET ECHO statement specifies a location for the PLOTTER IS echo indicator. If the PLOTTER IS
device is a display, the echo is a cross-hair. If the PLOTTER IS device is a plotter, the echo is the pen or device
pointer.
The cross-hair is displayed at the specified location if it is within the device limits. If the specified location is
outside the device limits the cross-hair is not displayed. Thus, to turn off the cross-hair, specify a position off
screen.
The plotter pen is moved (with the pen up) to the specified location if it is within the clip limits. If the specified
location is outside the clip limits the pen is moved to and then along the clip limit.
The location returned by the READ LOCATOR statement can be used with the SET ECHO statement to cause
the echo to track the GRAPHICS INPUT IS location.
Use SET LOCATOR to specify a new GRAPHICS INPUT IS location.
See Also:
DIGITIZE, GRAPHICS INPUT IS, PLOTTER IS, READ LOCATOR, SET LOCATOR, TRACK, WHERE
Usage:
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SET KEY

Defines one or more softkey macros.
SET KEY key-number, {string-expression | string-array$(*)}
SET KEY 2,Keytwo$
SET KEY First_key,Several_keys$(*)
Example: SET KEY.BAS
Description:
Softkey macros may be defined with the SET KEY statement. The key-number is a numeric expression which
is rounded to an integer and should be in the range zero through twenty-three. If a string expression is specified,
then only one key is defined. If a string array is specified, then successive keys, starting with the key-number
specified, are defined from the elements of the string array.
Once defined, the key definition is displayed in the softkey menu. Pressing the softkey (when no ON KEY is
defined for that key) will type the characters specified in the definition, just as if they had been typed on the
keyboard. The definition can include function keys, such as CLEAR SCR.
If the definition begins with a CLR LN key (CHR$(255) & "#"), only the characters after the CLR LN will
be displayed. If the definition begins with a CONTINUE key, the two characters (CHR$(255) & "C") will
be replaced with the string "CONTINUE". If the definition begins with a RUN key, the two characters (CHR
$(255) & "R") will be replaced with the string "RUN".
See Also:
EDIT KEY, LIST KEY, LOAD KEY, READ KEY, SCRATCH KEY, STORE KEY
Usage:
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SET LOCATOR

Sets a new graphic locator position on the GRAPHICS INPUT IS device.
SET LOCATOR x-position,y-position
SET LOCATOR
20,30
SET LOCATOR
Xx,Yy
Example: SET LOCATOR.BAS
Description:
The SET LOCATOR statement specifies the current location for the GRAPHICS INPUT IS device.
Subsequent movement of the GRAPHICS INPUT IS device will be relative to the new location specified. SET
LOCATOR only works with graphic input devices that use relative locators (i.e. mouse, arrow-keys) and not
with those that use absolute locators (i.e. tablets).
Use SET ECHO to specify a new PLOTTER IS echo location.
See Also:
DIGITIZE, GRAPHICS INPUT IS, READ LOCATOR, SET ECHO, TRACK, WHERE
Usage:
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SET PEN

Defines part or all of the color map.
SET PEN pen-number COLOR { h, s, l | numeric-array(*) }
SET PEN pen-number INTENSITY { r, g, b | numeric-array(*) }

SET PEN Num COLOR H,S,L
SET PEN Crayons COLOR Hslarray(*)
SET PEN Name INTENSITY Red,Green,Blue
SET PEN 1 INTENSITY 3/15,5/15,9/15
Example: SET PEN.BAS
Description:
The SET PEN statement changes the color map values used for each available pen number. A color may be
specified in either RGB or HSL color space (see COLOR for an explanation about RGB and HSL color spaces).
Redefine multiple pens using the array specifier or redefine individual pens by specifying one HSL or RGB
color value. In either case, the pen-number specifies the first entry in the color map to be defined. The pennumber is a numeric expression which is rounded to an integer and should be in the range 0 to n-1, where n is
the number of colors.
The closest possible color will be used if the computer display cannot display the color you select. When
drawing an area in a certain color, it may be possible to produce the color more accurately by specifying SET
PEN followed by AREA PEN, rather than specifying AREA COLOR or AREA INTENSITY.
Any pixels already drawn with the specified pen are changed to the new. All SET PEN statements take effect
immediately upon execution. The effects of all SET PEN statements last until the next SET PEN statement of
the same type, or until GINIT or QUIT. In cases where dithering is used, changing the color map changes the
colors available to the dithering process.
Array
If an array is used to set more than one pen, the array must be 2-dimensional and have 3 columns. The number
of rows determines the number of pens set. For example,
1!RE-SAVE"WINCLR.BAS"
10
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
20
DATA .5,.5,.5
! 8 = dark grey
30
DATA .75,.75,.75
! 9 = light grey
40
DATA .5, 0, 0
! 10 = dark red
50
DATA .5,.5, 0
! 11 = dark yellow
60
DATA 0,.5, 0
! 12 = dark green
70
DATA 0,.5,.5
! 13 = dark cyan
80
DATA 0, 0,.5
! 14 = dark blue
90
DATA .5, 0,.5
! 15 = dark magenta
180
!
190
DIM Palette(8:15,1:3)
200
READ Palette(*)
210
SET PEN 8 INTENSITY Palette(*)
220
END
See Also:
AREA PEN, COLOR, PEN, PLOTTER IS
Usage:
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SET TIME

Sets the time of day clock.
SET TIME seconds
Usage:

SET TIME 43200
SET TIME Hrs*3600+Min*60

Example: SET TIME.BAS
Description:
This command sets the time, but not the date. The seconds value is a numeric expression which specifies the
number of seconds past midnight. If it includes a fraction, the fraction is rounded to match the clock hardware
of the system you are using. The time can be specified to the nearest hundredth of a second.
NT Usage Notes
To set the time, you must have the "Change the system time" user right or belong to a group that has this right.
Usually the Administrators and Power Users groups have this right.
See Also:
DATE, DATE$, TIME, TIME$, SET TIMEDATE, TIMEDATE
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SET TIMEDATE

Sets the date and time of the computer's clock.
SET TIMEDATE time-value
Usage:

SET TIMEDATE TIMEDATE+3600
SET TIMEDATE DATE("6 Nov 1959")
SET TIMEDATE DATE("17 Sep 1987")+TIME("10:00:00")

Example: SET TIMEDATE.BAS
Description:
The time-value is a numeric expression and represents a time and date. Use the DATE and TIME functions
to convert a time expressed in the familiar formats to the time-value required by this command. If the DATE
function is used and the TIME function is not, the time is set to midnight of that date. The date must be within
the legal range supported by your operating system. The time may include a fraction, in which case it is rounded
to match the clock hardware of the system you are using. The time can be specified to the nearest hundredth of a
second. The legal range of dates is 1 Jan 1980 to 31 Dec 2099.
NT Usage Notes
To set the time, you must have the "Change the system time" user right or belong to a group that has this right.
Usually the Administrators and Power Users groups have this right.
See Also:
DATE, DATE$, TIME, TIME$, SET TIME, TIMEDATE
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SGN

Returns the arithmetic sign of an expression.
SGN (numeric-expression)
Xsgn=SGN(X)
Discriminate=SGN(B*B-4*A*C)
Example: SGN.BAS
Description:
SGN returns a value of 1 if the numeric expression is positive, a value of -1 if it is negative and 0 if it is zero.
See Also:
ABS, FRACT, INT, MAXREAL, MINREAL, MOD, MODULO
Usage:
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SHIFT

Shifts a 16 bit binary value.
SHIFT( numeric-expression, distance )
Check=SHIFT(Word1,Place)
K=SHIFT(100,-6)
Example: SHIFT.BAS
Description:
The numeric expression is rounded to an integer. The resulting integer, in binary form, is shifted the specified
distance. The distance must be in the range ±15. If the distance is positive, bits are moved to the right. Any bits
moved out of the right-most bit (the least significant bit) are discarded and zero bits are shifted into the leftmost bit (the most significant bit). If the distance is negative, bits are moved to the left. Any bits moved out of
the left-most bit are discarded and zero bits are shifted into the right-most bit.
For SHIFT(100,5) the number 100 is treated as a binary number and is shifted right five bits as follows:
100
= 0000000001100100
SHIFT(100,5)
= 0000000000000011
The result is returned as the decimal integer, 3.
See Also:
BINAND, BINCMP, BINEOR, BINEQV, BINIMP, BINIOR, BIT, ROTATE
Usage:
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SHOW

Defines the graphics unit-of-measure isotropically.
SHOW left,right,bottom,top
Usage:
Description:

SHOW -10,20,0,75
SHOW Left,Right,Bottom,Top
SHOW, like WINDOW, specifies the values to be displayed within the VIEWPORT or the hard-clip
boundaries. They can be any units of measure you wish to work with (inches, miles, years, etc.).
The SHOW and WINDOW statements differ in how they map data onto the viewport. SHOW uses isotropic
units (the X and Y units are of equal length); whereas WINDOW may use non-isotropic units (the X and Y
units are of different lengths).
A SHOW image can be "mirrored" about the X or Y axes by reversing the order of the limits for each
dimension by specifying the high value before the low value.

See Also:
CLIP, VIEWPORT, WINDOW
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SIGNAL

Initiates a software interrupt.
SIGNAL signal-number
Usage:

Description:

SIGNAL
Post
SIGNAL 15
The signal number may be a numeric expression which is rounded to an integer and should be in the range of
zero through fifteen. If an ON SIGNAL statement has defined a branch for this signal number and the priority
allows, the branch is executed.

See Also:
DISABLE, ENABLE, OFF SIGNAL, ON SIGNAL
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SIN

Returns the sine of the argument.
SIN( argument )
A=SIN(B)
Sine=SIN(Angle)
Example: SIN.BAS
Description:
The range of the sine function is -1 to 1 inclusive. The numeric expression is treated as an angle in the current
trigonometric mode: RADians or DEGrees. The default trigonometric mode is radians.
COMPLEX Arguments
SIN accepts either a COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type. For COMPLEX
arguments the angle must be specified in radians, regardless of the current trigonometric mode. The real and
imaginary parts of SIN(Z) are calculated (using real arithmetic) as:
REAL(SIN(Z)) = SIN(REAL(Z))*COSH(IMAG(Z))
IMAG(SIN(Z)) = COS(REAL(Z))*SINH(IMAG(Z))
Notice that intermediate values generated during the calculation of the function can cause over or underflow
errors for very large or small values of Z.
See Also:
ACS, ASN, ATN, COS, TAN, ASNH, ACSH, ATNH, COSH, SINH, TANH, DEG, PI, RAD
Usage:
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SINH

Returns the hyperbolic sine of an expression.
SINH( argument )
I=SINH(Z)
Hsine=SINH(Angle)
Example: SINH.BAS
Description:
SINH accepts either a COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type. The argument must
be specified in radians, regardless of the current trigonometric mode. The real and imaginary parts of SINH(Z)
are calculated (using real arithmetic) as:
REAL(SINH(Z)) = SINH(REAL(Z))*COS(IMAG(Z))
IMAG(SINH(Z)) = COSH(REAL(Z))*SIN(IMAG(Z))
Notice that intermediate values generated during the calculation of the function can cause over or underflow
errors for very large or small values of Z.
See Also:
ACSH, ASNH, ATNH, COSH, TANH
Usage:
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SIZE

Returns the number of elements of an array dimension.
SIZE( array-name[$],dimension )

SIZE(A$,X)
Total=SIZE(S$,1)
Upper=BASE(Z,2)+SIZE(Z,2)-1
Example: SIZE.BAS
Description:
The SIZE is the difference between the upper and lower bounds plus one. The dimension argument may be a
numeric expression which is rounded to an integer and should be in the range of one through six. If the array
does not have as many dimensions as the dimension you specify, an error will be generated.
See Also:
BASE, DIM, MAXLEN, RANK
Usage:
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SOUND

Produces tones on the computer speaker.
SOUND numeric-array(*)
SOUND voice-number, frequency, volume, duration
Usage:

Description:

SOUND
Voice,Freq,Vol,Dur
SOUND 2,440,10,0.70
SOUND Maryhadalittle(*)
This statement is not supported by HTBasic. Use BEEP

See Also:
BEEP
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SPOLL

Performs a serial poll of a IEEE-488 device.
SPOLL( {@io-path | device-selector} )
Usage:
Description:

Stat=SPOLL(712)
SPOLL(@Dev)
The SPOLL function returns the integer serial poll response of the specified IEEE-488 device. The computer
must be the active controller and a primary device address must be specified. One secondary address may be
specified.
The IEEE-488 bus action is: ATN, UNL, MLA, TAD, SPE not-ATN, Read data byte, ATN, SPD, UNT.

See Also:
ABORT , CLEAR, LOCAL, PASS CONTROL, PPOLL, REMOTE, REQUEST, SEND, TRIGGER
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SQRT

Returns the square root of an expression.
SQRT( numeric-expression )
SQR( numeric-expression )
Root=SQRT(10*X)
PRINT "Square Root of";Y;"=";SQR(Y)
Example: SQRT.BAS
Description:
The square root function may be entered as either SQRT or SQR.
COMPLEX Arguments
SQRT accepts either a COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type. SQRT(Z) returns
the principal value, defined (in real arithmetic) as:
REAL(SQRT(Z)) = SQRT((SQRT(REAL(Z)^2+IMAG(Z)^2)+REAL(Z))/2)
Usage:

IMAG(SQRT(Z)) = SGN(Y)*
SQRT((SQRT(REAL(Z)^2+IMAG(Z)^2)-REAL(Z))/2)
which returns a real part = 0. The domain of SQRT includes all points in the complex plane. However,
intermediate values generated during the calculation of the function can also cause over or underflow errors for
very large or small values of Z.
See Also:
EXP, LOG, LGT
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STATIC

Reserves storage for STATIC variables and arrays.
STATIC item [,item...]
Where:

Usage:

Description:

item = numeric-name[(bounds)] [=initial numeric value] [BUFFER] | string-name
$[(bounds)]’[’length’]’ [=initial string value] [BUFFER]
bounds = [lower-bound:]upper-bound [,bounds...]
STATIC INTEGER Myint
STATIC REAL Myreal=5.7
STATIC INTEGER Intarray(100)
STATIC LONG Longarray(100)=10
STATIC A1$[100] BUFFER
STATIC A2$[100]="This is a test"
STATIC A3$(100)[100]
STATIC A4$(100)[100]="This is a test" BUFFER
STATIC INTEGER J1,J2=1,J3(100,200,400,500,600),LONG J4(100)=0 BUFFER
STATIC is a data condition. STATIC variables are persistent during a single run of an HTBasic program.
Typically, STATIC variables will only be used in SUB programs and/or FN functions because the MAIN
context is usually called only once.
STATIC variables can effectively take the place of COM variables as they are presently used in many
cases. If access to a COM variable is required in multiple SUBs and/or Functions (DEF FN) and/or the
Main context, then a STATIC variable is not appropriate. The scope of a STATIC variable is limited to the
context in which it is declared. In other words, a STATIC variable declared in a SUB program cannot be
accessed anywhere other than within that particular SUB program, however, it will retain the variable
value between calls to that subroutine.

See Also:

Up to 6 bounds may be specified, the initial values are optional. Specifying an initial value for an array
initializes each individual element in all dimensions of the array to the initial value specified.
COMPLEX, INTEGER, I/O PATH, LONG, REAL, STRING
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STATUS

Returns control information from an interface or I/O path.
STATUS source [,register] ;variable [,variable...]
STATUS( source, register )
STATUS @widgethandle;RETURN(return attribute list)
Usage:

STATUS CRT;Col,Row
STATUS @Io,1;Type
IF STATUS(CRT,6) THEN ALPHA OFF
PRINT "Baud rate is ";STATUS(9,3)
STATUS 1801,19;Gains(*)
STATUS @Field1;RETURN ("VALUE":Limit$)
STATUS @Input;RETURN ("VALUE":Setpoint)
STATUS @Meter1;RETURN ("LOW LIMIT":Low_lim,
"HIGH LIMIT":High_lim)

Example: STATUS.BAS
Description:
The I/O path or interface register contents are copied into the numeric variables, starting at the specified register
number and continuing until the variable list is exhausted. The default register number is zero.
The range of legal registers and the meaning of values read from them differ for each interface. The Users
Guide describes the CONTROL and STATUS registers for each interface and for I/O paths. Typically, registers
return integer values and if you specify real values, they are rounded to integers. However, some drivers return
real values or even arrays, so the documentation should be consulted.
The function form of STATUS complements the STATUS statement. It allows immediate access to
a single register without need for a temporary variable or separate STATUS statement. However,
the STATUS function can only return one value at a time, while the STATUS statement can return
multiple registers in a single statement.
Each widget has a variety of attributes that control its appearance and behavior. The STATUS
statement is used to query the value of a widget attribute. The widget must have been created
previously using an ASSIGN statement. Attributes are either scalar (may contain a single value) or
vector (may be assigned an array of values) and have values of either numeric or string type.

A shorthand method is available that permits you to query values of several attributes without
naming them individually on the STATUS statement. (Only scalar attributes may be queried with this
shorthand method.)
• You store all the attributes in a string array and supply an
array
to receive attribute values.
• Then, when you supply the array names to the STATUS statement, the value of each attribute named in ea
element of the attribute array will be returned in the corresponding element of
the value array.
• Elements of the attribute array that contain nothing, or nothing but blanks, will be ignored and the correspo
element of the value array will remain unchanged.
Since widget handles are equivalent to I/O path names, you may use the STATUS statement to query
the value of registers, which provide information about the widget. For widgets, Status Register 0 and
Status Register 1 are defined.
Status Register 0 is defined for all I/O paths. For example:
STATUS @Io_path,0;Numeric_var
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For widgets, this returns a 5 to numeric_var (5 means @Io_path is a widget). Status Register 1 is
defined for all I/O paths assigned to a device. For example:
STATUS @Pb_12,1;Numeric_var
For widgets, this will return a 6 to numeric_var (6 means @Pb_12 is a device associated with the
internal graphics CRT).
Any status register greater than 1 will cause Error 155 - Bad interface register number. Using ENTER,
OUTPUT, TRANSFER, etc., (all other commands associated with I/O paths assigned to devices)
generates Error 170 - I/O operation not allowed.
Porting to HP BASIC:
STATUS @Iopath,2 always returns a 4. STATUS @File,3 returns the current length, not the CREATE length.
This is because files are extendable Windows.
The STATUS() function is an addition to HTBasic. Any STATUS or CONTROL registers greater than 99 are
also additions. As in HP BASIC, STATUS register 0 of interface cards contains the card ID. Interface cards
that are available on a PC, but not on an HP BASIC Workstation are identified with ID numbers greater than or
equal to 300. These new features should not be used in programs that must be ported back to HP BASIC.
See Also:
CONTROL, READIO, WRITEIO
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STOP

Terminates program execution.
STOP
STOP
IF Finish THEN
STOP
Example: STOP.BAS
Description:
When STOP is encountered, the program quits execution, I/O paths not in COM are closed and all variables
are discarded. CONT cannot be used after STOP. To restart the program you must use the RUN statement. Use
PAUSE to temporarily halt program execution and CONT to resume program execution.
See Also:
CONT, PAUSE, RUN
Usage:
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STORE

Stores the BASIC program in a file.
STORE file-specifier
STORE Vol$&Name
$
STORE "Fullprg"
Example: STORE.BAS
Description:
A new file of type PROG is created and the BASIC program currently in memory is written to the file in binary
form. If the file already exists, an error is reported. Use RE-STORE to update an existing file. Use LOAD to reenter the program into the computer.
Porting to HP BASIC:
HP BASIC PROG files and HTBasic PROG files are not compatible. To move programs between the two
environments, use ASCII program files.
See Also:
GET, LIST, LOAD, RE-SAVE, RE-STORE, SAVE, STORE KEY
Usage:
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STORE KEY

Stores the softkey definitions in a file.
STORE KEY file-specifier
STORE KEY Path$&"MACROS.HTB"
STORE KEY "/usr/htb/keys"
Example: STORE KEY.BAS
Description:
A new file of type BDAT is created with the name specified. If the file already exists, an error is reported. Use
RE-STORE KEY to update an existing file.
Using FORMAT OFF, the definition for any defined softkey is written to the file by outputting two items. The
first item is an integer, specifying the key number. The second item is a string, giving the key definition. Use
LOAD KEY to re-enter the softkey macros into the computer.
FORMAT MSB FIRST is used to write the file. This makes key definitions compatible with HP Workstations
and can easily be used with HP BASIC.
See Also:
EDIT KEY, LIST KEY, LOAD KEY, READ KEY, RE-STORE KEY, SCRATCH KEY, SET KEY
Usage:
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STORE System

Stores BASIC and loaded BINs into a file.
STORE SYSTEM file-specifier
Description:
In HP BASIC, this statement stores a copy of the operating system with all loaded BINs already linked in.
Under HTBasic, this statement is not supported. Use the HTBasic AUTOST file to load HTBasic device
drivers.
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SUB

Defines a subprogram and specifies formal parameters.
SUB subprogram-name [ (parameter-list) ]
statements
[SUBEXIT]
statements
SUBEND

SUB Unit1
SUB Link(String$)
SUB Procm(INTEGER Array(*),OPTIONAL @Lpr,Name$)
SUB Plot(Buff$ BUFFER,Coor)
Example: SUB.BAS
Description:
SUB subprograms must follow the MAIN program's END statement. The first line must be a SUB statement
and the last line a SUBEND statement. The lines between SUB and SUBEND statements define a subprogram
which can be called by other parts of the program with the CALL statement.
Unless the OPTIONAL keyword is specified, the number of CALL arguments must match the number of SUB
parameters; each argument must be of the same type (numeric or string) as the corresponding parameter. Any
parameters to the right of the OPTIONAL keyword are optional in the CALL statement. NPAR returns the
number of arguments in the current CALL statement. All variables defined in a subprogram that are not COM
variables are local to the subprogram. Upon each entry to the subprogram they are set to zero.
A CALL to a subprogram, transfers control to the first statement of that subprogram and starts executing from
there. Execution proceeds normally until either a SUBEND or SUBEXIT statement is executed, at which point
control returns to the statement after the CALL. The SUBEXIT statement allows a return from the subprogram
at points other than the SUBEND. Multiple SUBEXITs are allowed in a subprogram. SUBEXIT may appear in
an IF statement, SUBEND can not.
See Also:
CALL, DEF FN, FN
Usage:
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SUM

Returns the sum of all elements in a numeric array.
SUM( numeric-array )
S1=SUM(A2)
PRINT
SUM(Array)
Example: SUM.BAS
Description:
If the array has type REAL, then SUM returns a REAL value. If the array has type INTEGER, then SUM
returns an INTEGER value and the possibility of INTEGER overflow exists during the summing of an array.
See Also:
CSUM, RSUM
Usage:
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SUSPEND INTERACTIVE
Deactivates program control keys.
SUSPEND INTERACTIVE [,RESET]
Usage:
SUSPEND INTERACTIVE,RESET
Example: SUSPEND INTERACTIVE.BAS
Description:
The normal functions of the program control keys CLR I/O, ENTER, PAUSE, STEP and STOP, are disabled.
The RESET key may also be disabled by specifying the optional RESET keyword. The keys are only disabled
while the program is running.
RESUME INTERACTIVE, END, GET, LOAD, RUN, SCRATCH or STOP will re-enable the program control
keys as well as the RESET key.
See Also:
RESUME INTERACTIVE
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SYMBOL

Allows the user to define label symbols.
SYMBOL numeric-array(*) [,FILL] [,EDGE]
SYMBOL Code(*)
SYMBOL Hieroglyph(*),FILL,EDGE
Example: SYMBOL.BAS
Description:
SYMBOL uses a two-dimensional two-column or three-column array to plot a User-defined symbol. They are
created with moves and draws in the LABEL font coordinate system, an area nine units wide and fifteen units
high. Unlike LABEL, SYMBOL allows coordinates outside the character cell.
The symbol is drawn using the current pen control and line type and will be clipped at the clip boundary. A
move is always done to the first point and the current pen position is left at the last X,Y position specified in
the array and is not updated to the next character position. The CSIZE, LDIR and LORG statements affect the
SYMBOL statement.
See PLOT for an explanation of FILL, EDGE, and array operations supported by SYMBOL. See the Users
Guide for more information about the SYMBOL coordinate system.
Porting to HP BASIC:
LORG 5 moves the symbol origin from (0,0) to (5,8). In HP BASIC it moves the origin to (4.5,7.5).
See Also:
CSIZE, LABEL, LDIR, LORG, PEN, PLOT, SET CHR
Usage:
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SYSBOOT

Reboots the computer.
SYSBOOT
Description:
HTBasic does not support SYSBOOT, which under HP BASIC reboots the computer. Since HTBasic runs as
a guest of an operating system, it is considered inappropriate to reboot the computer. Under some operating
systems, rebooting the computer inappropriately can cause loss of data. To terminate HTBasic, use the QUIT
ALL statement.
See Also:
EXECUTE, QUIT ALL
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SYSTEM KEYS

Displays the System Softkeys Menu.
SYSTEM KEYS
SYSTEM KEYS
IF Menu THEN SYSTEM
KEYS
Example: SYSTEM KEYS.BAS
Description:
This statement has no effect if KBD CMODE is on. This statement is equivalent to CONTROL KBD,2;0.
See Also:
KBD CMODE, KEY LABELS, KEY LABELS PEN, USER KEYS
Usage:
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SYSTEM PRIORITY

Sets the system priority to a specified level.
SYSTEM PRIORITY priority
SYSTEM PRIORITY
Degree
SYSTEM PRIORITY 2
Example: SYSTEM PRIORITY.BAS
Description:
The priority may be a numeric expression and is rounded to an integer in the range of zero (the lowest priority)
through fifteen (the highest priority). The default priority is zero. ON END, ON ERROR, and ON TIMEOUT
have higher priorities than the highest user SYSTEM PRIORITY.
Any events defined at an equal or lower priority will be logged and not executed until the system priority is
lowered.
If the system priority is changed within a subprogram, it will be restored when the subprogram ends.
See Also:
ON, SYSTEM$("SYSTEM PRIORITY")
Usage:
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SYSTEM$

Returns system status and configuration information.
SYSTEM$( information )

Usage:

M=VAL(SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY"))
PRINT "Version "&SYSTEM$("VERSION:HTBasic")
PRINT SYSTEM$("PRINTER NAME")

Example: SYSTEM$.BAS
Description:
SYSTEM$ returns system information in a string. The information returned depends on which of the following
strings is specified in the SYSTEM$ command.
Porting to HP BASIC. Minor differences in some SYSTEM$ responses exist where appropriate to reflect
hardware or operating system differences.
AVAILABLE MEMORY
Returns the available memory in bytes. In most cases the FRE function is easier to use. The amount of available
memory when HTBasic is started can be specified with a command line switch. See FRE.
CRT ID
Returns a twelve character CRT identification string. A space in a position indicates that capability is not
present.
Bytes

Meaning

1

always "6".

2

always ":".

3-5

CRT width, for example " 80".

6

"H" if at least one display enhancement is supported, i.e. inverse, blink, underline. Not all CRTs support a
enhancements.

7

"C" if colors are available in at least one screen mode.

8

"G" if graphics are available.

9

"B" if the display is bit-mapped.

10-12

Maximum value for ALPHA PEN.

DISP LINE
The present content of the display line is returned. This allows you to write subroutines that temporarily save
off the display line content, DISP something else and then restore the display line.
SYSTEM$("DISP LINE") is a new HTBasic function that is not available in HP BASIC. It should not be used
in programs that must be ported back to HP BASIC.
DUMP DEVICE IS
Returns a string specifying the current DUMP DEVICE.
GRAPHICS INPUT IS
Returns a string specifying the current GRAPHICS INPUT IS device.
GFONT IS
Returns a string specifying the current GFONT IS font.
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KBD LINE
Returns a string whose content is the same as the current keyboard input line.
KEYBOARD LANGUAGE
Returns a string identifying foreign language keyboards. On some computers, it is not possible for HTBasic to
know the keyboard type. On these systems "ASCII" is returned regardless of the actual keyboard.
LEXICAL ORDER IS
Returns the current language set by the LEXICAL ORDER IS command. "ASCII" is the default.
MASS MEMORY
Returns a sixteen character string identifying types and numbers of mass storage devices attached. On some
computers, this information is not available to HTBasic. On these systems, "0" is returned for each device type.
If the number of devices of any type exceeds nine, "*" is returned in that byte position.
Bytes

Meaning

1

number of internal disk drives.

2-4

not assigned.

5

number of initialized EPROM cards (always 0).

6

number of bubble memory cards (always 0).

7-16

not assigned.

MASS STORAGE IS or MSI
Returns the current device and directory. MSI is an abbreviation for MASS STORAGE IS and returns the same
information.
PLOTTER IS
Returns a string specifying the current PLOTTER IS device.
PRINTALL IS
Returns a string specifying the current PRINTALL IS device.
PRINTER IS
Returns a string specifying the current PRINTER IS device.
PRINTER NAME
Returns the current description of the driver currently assigned as the PRINTER IS device. If this driver is the
WIN-PRINT driver, it returns the printer description.
PROCESS ID
Under multitasking operating systems such as NT, this call returns the process ID of HTBasic. Under singletasking operating systems such as DOS, this call always returns "0".
SERIAL NUMBER
Returns a string containing the serial number. The number is unique for that class of hardware. On a PC, the
serial number is an eleven character string read from the ID Module connected to the parallel port. If the serial
number can not be found, the string "11111111111" is returned.
SYSTEM ID
A string identifying the hardware system is returned.
SYSTEM PRIORITY
Returns a string containing the current system priority. Use VAL(SYSTEM$("SYSTEM PRIORITY")) to
retrieve the priority as a numeric value.
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TIMEZONE IS
Under operating systems like Windows, which store the local time in the real time clock, this call always
returns "0". Under operating systems like UNIX, which store Greenwich Mean Time in the real time clock, this
call returns the number of seconds difference between your local time and GMT. Negative values represent
timezones west of Greenwich.
TRIG MODE
Returns the current trigonometric mode, "DEG" for degrees and "RAD" for radians.
VERSION:BASIC
Returns a string containing the HP BASIC version number emulated, i.e., "5.1", "6.2", etc.
VERSION:HTB
Returns a string containing HTBasic version information. This is the same information printed on the first line
of the CRT when HTBasic starts.
This function can be useful for programs that run on both HP BASIC and HTBasic systems, enabling them to
determine which system they are currently running on. The following example sets a variable according to the
system running the program:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

SUB Which_system
COM /Which_system/Htbasic,Hpbasic
IF SYSTEM$("VERSION:HTB")="0" THEN
Hpbasic=1
ELSE
Htbasic=1
END IF
SUBEND

VERSION:OS
Returns a string containing operating system revision information. The string is of the form "x.yy Windows"
and under NT it is "x.yy Windows NT". X is the major revision and yy is the minor revision.
VERSION:bin-name
Returns a string containing the version number of the binary named. Replace bin-name with the name of the
binary of interest. LIST BIN can be used to see the version numbers for all loaded binaries.
WILDCARDS
Returns "OFF:" if wildcarding is turned off. This function always returns "ON:". See WILDCARDS.
WINDOW SYSTEM
Returns "Console" under most versions of HTBasic. Under some versions it returns the name of the current
screen driver. See PLOTTER IS for an explanation of screen drivers.
See Also:
DEG, DUMP DEVICE IS, GRAPHICS INPUT IS, PLOTTER IS, LEXICAL ORDER IS, MSI, PRINTALL
IS, PRINTER IS, RAD, SYSTEM PRIORITY
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TAN

Returns the tangent of an expression.
TAN( argument )
A=TAN(B)
Tangent=TAN(X)
PRINT "Tangent of";Angle;"=";TAN(Angle)
Example: TAN.BAS
Description:
The tangent of an angle is the sine of the angle divided by the cosine of the angle. The numeric expression is
treated as an angle in the current trigonometric mode: RADians or DEGrees. The default units are radians. TAN
is defined for all real numbers except ±PI/2 (±90 degrees) and other odd multiples of PI/2 (90 degrees).
COMPLEX Arguments
TAN accepts either a COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type. For COMPLEX
arguments the angle must be specified in radians, regardless of the current trigonometric mode. The real and
imaginary parts of TAN(Z) are calculated (using real arithmetic) as:
REAL(TAN(Z)) = SIN(2*REAL(Z))/D
IMAG(TAN(Z)) = SINH(2*IMAG(Z))/D
Where:
D = COS(2*REAL(Z))+COSH(2*IMAG(Z))
The domain of TANH includes all points in the complex plane except CMPLX(PI/2,0) and other odd multiples
of PI/2. Also, intermediate values generated during the calculation of the function can also cause over or
underflow errors for very large or small values of Z.
See Also:
ACS, ASN, ATN, COS, SIN, ASNH, ACSH, ATNH, COSH, SINH, TANH, DEG, PI, RAD
Usage:

1283

TANH

Returns the hyperbolic tangent of an expression.
TANH( numeric-expression )
A=TANH(B)
Htangent=TANH(X)
PRINT "Hyperbolic Tangent of";Angle;"=";TANH(Angle)
Example: TANH.BAS
Description:
TANH accepts either a COMPLEX or REAL argument and returns a value of the same type. The argument
must be specified in radians, regardless of the current trigonometric mode. The real and imaginary parts of
TANH(Z) are calculated (using real arithmetic) as
REAL(TANH(Z)) = SINH(2*REAL(Z))/D
IMAG(TANH(Z)) = SIN(2*IMAG(Z))/D
Where:
D = COSH(2*REAL(Z))+COS(2*IMAG(Z))
The domain of TANH includes all points except CMPLX(0,PI/2+PI*K), where K can be any integer. However,
intermediate values generated during the calculation of the function can cause over or underflow errors for very
large or small values of Z.
See Also:
ACSH, ASNH, ATNH, COSH, SINH
Usage:

1284

TIME

Converts a time-of-day string to seconds after midnight.
TIME( string-expression )
Seconds=TIME(Clock$)
SET TIME TIME("3:56:30")
ON TIME TIME("17:00") RECOVER Athome
Example: TIME.BAS
Description:
A string expression in the form HH:MM[:SS] is converted into an equivalent number of seconds past midnight
in the range 0 through 86,399. Leading blanks and non-numeric characters are ignored.
See Also:
DATE, DATE$, TIME$, SET TIME, SET TIMEDATE, TIMEDATE
Usage:

1285

TIME$

Returns a formatted time of day string.
TIME$( numeric-expression )
PRINT TIME$(TIMEDATE)
Later$=TIME$(Sec
+3600)
Example: TIME$.BAS
Description:
TIME$ takes a numeric-expression representing seconds past midnight and forms a time of day string with the
format HH:MM:SS. If TIMEDATE is used as the argument, then TIME$ returns the current time of day.
See Also:
DATE, DATE$, TIME, SET TIME, SET TIMEDATE, TIMEDATE
Usage:

1286

TIMEDATE

Returns the current time and date from the clock.
TIMEDATE
Usage:

PRINT "The operation took ";TIMEDATE-Start;" seconds"
DISP TIME$(TIMEDATE),DATE$(TIMEDATE)
DISP "Seconds since midnight = ";TIMEDATE MOD 86400

Example: TIMEDATE.BAS
Description:
A real number, representing the present time and date is returned. To convert the number to the familiar date
and time formats, use TIME$ and DATE$. The value returned is loosely based on the Julian Period, which
began in 4713 B.C. To return the current Julian Day, use the following function. Remember that the Julian Day
changes at noon.

See Also:

10
20
30

DEF FNJd_now
RETURN ((TIMEDATE-4300) DIV 86400)-1
FNEND

DATE, DATE$, TIME, TIME$, SET TIME, SET TIMEDATE

1287

TRACE

Controls the display of information about a running program.
TRACE ALL [start-line [,end-line]]
TRACE OFF
TRACE PAUSE [line]

TRACE ALL
1000,1200
TRACE OFF
TRACE PAUSE 250
Example: TRACE.BAS
Description:
TRACE ALL traces program flow and variable assignments. Either the entire program or just a range of
program lines may be traced. The trace output is sent to the message line and displays the program line numbers
and any modified simple numeric or string variable and its new value. If a full array is modified the entire array
is not displayed. If print-all mode is on, then the trace output is also sent to the PRINTALL IS device.
TRACE OFF turns off all tracing functions.
TRACE PAUSE will PAUSE program execution before the specified line and will display the next program
line to be executed. If no line is specified, the program pauses before the next line is executed and the current
TRACE PAUSE line is deactivated. Tracing slows program execution.
See Also:
CAUSE ERROR, CLEAR ERROR, PRINTALL IS, XREF
Usage:

1288

TRACK

Enables or disables tracking of the locator position on the display device.
TRACK device-selector IS {ON | OFF}
TRACK Plot IS
ON
TRACK 702 IS
OFF
Example: TRACK.BAS
Description:
ON enables tracking of the current locator on the PLOTTER IS device during DIGITIZE statements. Tracking
stops when a point is digitized and the echo is left at the location of the digitized point. When the display device
is a plotter, the pen position tracks the locator. When the CRT is the display device, a crosshair tracks the
locator. OFF disables tracking of the current locator. To turn off the crosshair, use SET ECHO with coordinates
that are off screen
The current locator is defined by a GRAPHICS INPUT IS statement and the current display device is defined
by a PLOTTER IS statement. If the device-specifier is not the same as the current PLOTTER IS device, an
error is generated.
See Also:
DIGITIZE, GRAPHICS INPUT IS, PLOTTER IS, READ LOCATOR, SET ECHO, SET LOCATOR, WHERE
Usage:

1289

TRANSFER

Performs an unformatted I/O transfer.
TRANSFER @source-io-path TO @dest-io-path [; parameters ]

TRANSFER @Device TO @Buffer
TRANSFER @Buff TO @Logger;CONT
TRANSFER @Rs232 TO @Buff;DELIM CHR$(13)
TRANSFER @Path TO @Buff;RECORDS 16,EOR(END)
Example: TRANSFER.BAS
Description:
The TRANSFER statement sets up unformatted data transfers between memory and a device. The data
transfer normally occurs in the "background." That is, the BASIC program continues to run in the "foreground"
simultaneously with the background transfer. Optionally, the TRANSFER statement can wait until the transfer
is complete before continuing.
TRANSFER is not supported on all interfaces. The interface hardware must have the necessary circuitry and
the device driver must have the proper software support.
Buffers
The transfer operation must be between a buffer and a device. A buffer must be declared as the source for an
outbound transfer or as the destination of an inbound transfer. One buffer can simultaneously be used for an
outbound transfer and an inbound transfer. A transfer directly between two devices is not supported.
Buffers may be unnamed or named. An unnamed buffer is created, assigned an I/O path and given its size
by the ASSIGN statement. A named buffer is a previously declared REAL, INTEGER or COMPLEX array
or a string scalar (declared in a COM, DIM, INTEGER, REAL or COMPLEX statement) which has been
ASSIGNed to an I/O path. Unnamed buffers are usually preferred because the size can be as large as available
memory and no side-effects are possible by accessing the buffer through its variable name.
Buffers are circular; each buffer has a fill and empty pointer as well as a count. The fill pointer is used by an
inbound transfer to identify the next location for data to be stored (inserted). The empty pointer is used by an
outbound transfer and points to the next location for data to be output (removed). A value of one for either
pointer means the first byte of the buffer. When the fill and empty pointers have the same value, the count can
be examined to determine whether the buffer is empty or full.
The I/O path assigned to the buffer is called the buffer-I/O path. The I/O path assigned to the device is called
the non-buffer-I/O path. The buffer should be accessed only with the buffer-I/O path. The count, fill and empty
pointers can be examined using STATUS on the buffer-I/O path. OUTPUT @buf or an inbound transfer are
used to place data into a buffer. ENTER @buf or an outbound transfer are used to read and remove data from a
buffer. The variable name of a named buffer should generally not be used to access the data in the buffer since
the data in the buffer is unformatted and may even have the wrong byte order.
Transfer Type
The type of the transfer can be specified as CONT, WAIT, or left unspecified.
If WAIT is specified, the transfer executes in foreground mode. Program execution does not proceed beyond
the TRANSFER statement until the transfer terminates. If an error occurs, it is reported with the line number
of the TRANSFER statement. If WAIT is not specified, execution continues past the TRANSFERstatement
and the transfer takes place in the background. Then if an error occurs, the error is not reported until the nonbuffer-I/O path is referenced. The error line reported is not that of the TRANSFER, but of the statement where
the non-buffer-I/O path was referenced.
If CONT is specified, TRANSFER executes continuously. For an inbound transfer, execution pauses when the
buffer is full and continues when space is available in the buffer. For an outbound transfer, execution pauses
when the buffer is empty and continues when the buffer has data available. If CONT is not specified, the endof-transfer occurs when an outbound transfer empties the buffer or an in-bound transfer fills the buffer. Or if a
termination method has been specified as explained below, the transfer terminates when the condition occurs.
Both WAIT and CONT can be specified together if a transfer is already active for the buffer in the opposite
direction. The transfer will be continuous, but will run in the foreground.
If neither WAIT nor CONT is specified, the transfer occurs in the background. The end-of-transfer occurs
when an outbound transfer empties the buffer or an in-bound transfer fills the buffer. Or if a termination method
has been specified as explained below, the transfer terminates when the condition occurs.
Transfer Termination
Usage:

1290

An eot-term-list can be used to specify a list of conditions which cause the transfer to end. The following endof-transfer termination conditions, eot-term, can be used:
If COUNT is specified, the transfer terminates after the specified number of bytes has been transferred.
If DELIM is specified for an inbound transfer, then the transfer is terminated after the specified character
is detected. DELIM is not allowed with outbound transfers. If the delimiter string is zero length, delimiter
checking is disabled. DELIM prevents DMA from being used; interrupts will be used instead.
If END is specified for an inbound transfer, the transfer terminates when the device dependent signal is
received. On the IEEE-488 interface, END is the EOI signal. When an inbound transfer is terminated in this
way, bit 3 of register 10 is set. For an outbound transfer, END does not specify a termination condition, but
rather specifies that the device dependent signal (EOI) is sent with the last byte sent.
If RECORDS is specified, the transfer terminates when the specified number of records has been transferred.
An eor-term-list must be specified, defining what will be considered a record for the purpose of this particular
transfer. For inbound transfers the legal end-of-record termination conditions, eor-term, are COUNT, DELIM
and END or some combination of these three. For outbound transfers only COUNT can be used to define a
record, although END can be used to specify that the device dependent signal (EOI) is sent with the last byte of
each record.
The ON EOR and ON EOT statements can be used to generate an event when an end-of-record or end-oftransfer occurs. The WAIT FOR EOR and WAIT FOR EOT statements can be used to stop further statement
execution until an end-of-record or end-of-transfer occurs.
To terminate a CONT, continuous mode, outbound transfer without leaving data in the buffer, use the following
sequence of statements:
CONTROL @Buff,8;0
WAIT FOR EOT @Non_buff
Hanging and Premature Termination
HTBasic will not enter a stopped state until all transfers are completed. Likewise, HTBasic will not exit a
program context until transfers started in that context are finished. The following statements also cause the
computer to "hang" until all transfers complete: GET, LOAD, RETURN, STOP, SUBEND, SUBEXIT or
modifying a program line.
The ABORTIO statement can be used to prematurely terminate a transfer and free the computer. The RESET
key will also terminate any active transfers, but ABORTIO is preferred.
Outbound TRANSFER
An outbound transfer has the form:
TRANSFER @Buff TO @Non_buff
If another outbound TRANSFER statement is executed while an outbound TRANSFER is occurring, HTBasic
waits for completion of the first before starting the second. Any EOT/EOR events caused by the first transfer
will then be logged and may be serviced before the next program line.
Inbound TRANSFER
An inbound transfer has the form:
TRANSFER @Non_buff TO @Buff
If another inbound TRANSFER statement is executed while an inbound TRANSFER is occurring, HTBasic
waits for completion of the first before starting the second. Any EOT/EOR events caused by the first transfer
will then be logged and may be serviced before the next program line.
See Also:
ABORTIO, ASSIGN, ENTER, ON EOR, ON EOT, OUTPUT, RESET, STATUS, WAIT

1291

TRIGGER

Sends a trigger message to all or selected devices on the IEEE-488.
TRIGGER {@io-path | device-selector}
Usage:

Description:

TRIGGER
@Gpib
TRIGGER 712
TRIGGER Dev
TRIGGER sends a trigger message to a specified device or to all LISTEN addressed devices on the IEEE-488
bus. The computer must be the active controller. If an I/O path is specified, it must be assigned to the IEEE-488
interface or to one or more IEEE-488 devices.
If primary device addresses are specified bus action is: ATN, UNL, LAG, GET. If only an interface select code
is specified the bus action is: ATN, GET.

See Also:
ABORT , CLEAR, INTR, LOCAL, PASS CONTROL, PPOLL, REMOTE, REQUEST, SEND, SPOLL

1292

TRIM$

Removes leading and trailing spaces from a string.
TRIM$( string-expression )
Usage:
Example:
Description:

A$=TRIM$(B$)
Heading$=TRIM$("
TRIM$.BAS

Title

")

The TRIM$ string function removes leading and trailing spaces from a string. The embedded spaces are not
affected.
See Also:
CHR$, LWC$, NUM, REV$, POS, RPT$, UPC$, VAL, VAL$

1293

UNLOCK

Removes exclusive access protection from a LOCKed file.
UNLOCK @io-path

Usage:

UNLOCK @Proprietary
IF Unsecure THEN UNLOCK @File

Example: UNLOCK.BAS
Description:
File locking capabilities depend on the operating system HTBasic is running on. If the operating system does
not support it, this command is ignored. An ASSIGN @PathTO * will UNLOCK and then close the file.
A file can have multiple locks on it. The file remains locked until a corresponding number of UNLOCK
statements have been executed. LOCKing a file should be a temporary action of short duration so that fair
access to the file is provided to all users.
Under Windows, SHARE may need to be loaded in order to share, lock and unlock files.
See Also:
ASSIGN, LOCK

1294

UPC$

Converts characters in a string to uppercase characters.
UPC$( string-expression )
A$=UPC$(B$)
Capital$=UPC$(Names
$)
Example: UPC$.BAS
Description:
LEXICAL ORDER IS determines the lowercase to uppercase correspondence. If the lexical order is a userdefined table and the optional upper and lowercase conversion rules were not specified, the upper to lowercase
correspondence is determined by the standard lexical order.
See Also:
CHR$, LWC$, NUM, POS, REV$, RPT$, TRIM$, VAL, VAL$
Usage:

1295

USER KEYS

Displays the specified User Softkey Menu.
USER menu-number KEYS
USER Menu KEYS
IF Two THEN USER 2
KEYS
Example: USER KEYS.BAS
Description:
The menu number may be a numeric expression and is rounded to an integer. It should be in the range one to
three.
See Also:
KBD CMODE, KEY LABELS, KEY LABELS PEN, SYSTEM KEYS
Usage:

1296

VAL

Converts a string into a numeric value.
VAL( string-expression )
I=VAL(Response$)
IF VAL(SYSTEM$("VERSION:OS"))<3 THEN CALL Alternate
Example: VAL.BAS
Description:
There must be a digit, a plus or minus sign or a decimal point as the first non-blank character of the string. The
remaining characters are scanned until a non-numeric character is seen. If an E is present the characters must
form a valid number in scientific notation format. VAL is the opposite of the VAL$ function.
See Also:
DVAL, DVAL$, IVAL, IVAL$, NUM, POS, VAL$
Usage:

1297

VAL$

Converts a number into its string representation.
VAL$( numeric-expression )
A$=VAL$(12345)
CREATE "DATA."&VAL$(Version)
Example: VAL$.BAS
Description:
The returned string is in default print format, except that no trailing blanks are attached to the string and no
leading blank is attached to positive numbers. VAL$ is the opposite of the VAL function.
See Also:
DVAL, DVAL$, IVAL, IVAL$, NUM, POS, VAL
Usage:

1298

VIEWPORT

Defines the area of the graphic device used for output.
VIEWPORT left,right,bottom,top
VIEWPORT Left,Right,Bottom,Top
VIEWPORT 0,75,10,30
Example: VIEWPORT.BAS
Description:
VIEWPORT selects the area of the screen (or device) to be used for graphics output and sets the soft-clip
boundary limits. The coordinate system defined by WINDOW or SHOW will be mapped into this area. The left
limit must be less than the right limit and the bottom limit must be less than the top limit. The default viewport
is the entire surface.
By changing the VIEWPORT parameters, you change the proportions, size and position of the drawing
surface. Graphic output is automatically scaled to fit this drawing surface. Changing the viewport does not
affect any currently displayed graphics, only graphics that you subsequently generate.
Graphic Display Unit Parameters
VIEWPORT soft-clip boundary parameters are defined in GDUs (Graphic Display Units). GDUs are units
that describe the physical bounds of the display area on the graphic output device. By definition, Graphic
Display Units are 1/100 of the Y axis of a plotting device. A unit in the X direction and the Y direction is of
the same length. The RATIO function returns the X to Y hard-clip limits ratio and can be used to determine the
VIEWPORT soft-clip limits.
The VIEWPORT soft-clip limits should not exceed the hard-clip limits. By default the left limit is zero, the
right limit is the X axis hard-clip limit, the bottom limit is zero and the top limit is the Y axis hard-clip limit.
Porting Issues
In HTBasic, GDUs are always 100 in the Y direction. In HP BASIC, if the ratio is less than 1, the X axis is 100
GDUs and the Y axis is (100*RATIO) GDUs long; if the ratio is greater than 1, the Y axis is 100 GDUs and the
X axis is (100*RATIO) GDUs long.
See Also:
CLIP, RATIO, SHOW, WINDOW
Usage:

1299

WAIT

Waits a specified time or for TRANSFER events.
WAIT seconds
WAIT FOR {EOR|EOT} @io-path

WAIT Sec/7
WAIT FOR EOR @Device WAIT FOR EOT @Non-buffer
Example: WAIT.BAS
Description:
If seconds are specified, the computer pauses execution for the length of time specified. The seconds argument
must be in the range 0 to 2,147,483.648 seconds. The number is rounded to the nearest millisecond, or to the
resolution of the computer clock.
The WAIT FOR EOR statement waits until an end-of-record event occurs during a TRANSFER. Similarly,
the WAIT FOR EOT statement waits until any TRANSFER active on the I/O path is complete. The I/O path
must be the I/O path used in the TRANSFER to specify the device. Using the I/O path assigned to the buffer
will cause an error. If the I/O path is not involved in an active TRANSFER, the statement has no effect.
See Also:
ON DELAY, PAUSE
Usage:

1300

WAIT FOR EVENT

Suspends program execution until an event occurs.
WAIT FOR EVENT [; TIMEOUT timeout value]
Usage:
Description:

WAIT FOR EVENT
WAIT FOR EVENT; TIMEOUT 30
At the WAIT FOR EVENT statement, program execution is suspended until an event occurs. When
an enabled event occurs, the WAIT FOR EVENT statement terminates and the event triggers the
appropriate pending ON EVENT statement. If no events are currently defined, WAIT FOR EVENT
returns immediately.
WAIT FOR EVENT will wait indefinitely for an event to occur unless you use the TIMEOUT option with
it. The TIMEOUT option specifies the number of seconds after which program execution resumes if no
event has occurred.
The corresponding branch may or may not be taken, depending which has the highest priority: the
current context and its priority or the defining context and its priority.
Since the WAIT FOR EVENT statement suspends program execution, the computer is free to service
other processes. In the following construct, the computer is "busy waiting" (that is, the CPU stays busy
doing nothing):

GOTO 10
If keeping the CPU free to run other processes is important in your program or computer
environment, we recommend using either of the following two constructs:

10
20
30

LOOP

WAIT FOR EVENT
END LOOP

or

WAIT FOR EVENT
GOTO 10
NOTE
WAIT FOR EVENT will wait if any events are defined, even if any or all events are disabled or are
associated with widgets that are not visible. If the widgets are not visible, WAIT FOR EVENT will
terminate only if the timeout period is reached, or if you press the Stop or Reset keys.
See Also:

ON DELAY, PAUSE

1301

WHERE

Returns the logical pen position.
WHERE x-variable, y-variable [,string-name$]
WHERE X,Y
WHERE Time,Temp,Status
$
Example: WHERE.BAS
Description:
The WHERE statement returns the current logical pen position in the x and y numeric variables and pen status
information in the optional string variable.
The optional string variable must be dimensioned to a length of at least three bytes. The three string characters
are interpreted as follows:
Byte
Meaning
Usage:

1

Pen Status - Up/Down status of the Pen. If the character is a "1" then pen is down; if it is a "0"
then the pen is up

2

Comma delimiter character.

3

Clip Indicator - If the character is a "0", then the point is outside the P1, P2 limits. If a "1", the
point is inside the P1, P2 limits, but outside the viewport. If a "2" then it's inside the viewport.

See Also:
DIGITIZE, GRAPHICS INPUT IS, PLOTTER IS, READ LOCATOR, SET ECHO, SET LOCATOR, TRACK

1302

WHILE

Repeats an action while a condition is true.
WHILE numeric-expression
statements
END WHILE

100 WHILE
X<1000
. . .
200 END WHILE
Example: WHILE.BAS
Description:
The WHILE expression is evaluated and if false (zero), execution continues with the statement following
the END WHILE. If true (non-zero), then the statements in the WHILE loop are executed. When the END
WHILE is reached, execution branches back to the WHILE statement where the expression is again evaluated.
See Also:
FOR, LOOP, REPEAT
Usage:

1303

WILDCARDS

Enables or disables wildcard support.
WILDCARDS [OFF | DOS ; ESCAPE char ]

Usage:

WILDCARDS OFF
WILDCARDS DOS

Example: WILDCARDS.BAS
Description:
Wildcards are characters which can be used in a filename as a template to select a group of files to be operated
upon. A filename with wildcard characters in it will be compared with existing filenames using special rules
and all filenames that "match" are acted upon. It is necessary in HP BASIC/WS to support wildcards in many
commands since no operating system is available. Under HTBasic, wildcards can be used directly in operating
system commands using the EXECUTE statement. However for convenience, wildcards are supported in the
CAT statement.
The question mark "?" and the asterisk "*" are the wildcard characters. If the WILDCARDS statement is
executed it will return an error because wildcarding is always on. SYSTEM$("WILDCARDS") always returns
"ON:". Wildcarding never needs to be turned off because the wildcard characters are not legal filename
characters.
These are the rules used to match an actual filename with wildcards:
1. The "?" character will match any one character in the same position of an actual filename. For example, the
string "?AT" will match the strings "CAT", "BAT", "MAT" or any other string three letters long which has an
"A" as the second letter and "T" as the third letter.
2. The "*" character will match zero or more characters. For example, "*" will match all filenames. "F*" will
match all filenames starting with the letter "F". "*.BAS" will match all filenames which have the ".BAS"
extension.
FAT file systems with long file names exhibit an unexpected behavior. If the wildcards match either the 8.3
name or the long name, the file is considered to match. The state of CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES has no
effect.
See Also:
CAT, SYSTEM$

1304

WINDOW

Sets the bounds for displayable graphics data in user defined units.
WINDOW left,right,bottom,top
Usage:

Description:

WINDOW 0,X,-100,100*X*RATIO
WINDOW -10,10,0,50
WINDOW 10,-10,50,0
WINDOW defines the units to be displayed within the VIEWPORT or the hard-clip boundaries. They can be
any units of measure you wish to work with (inches, miles, years, etc.). The default WINDOW setting is equal
to the default VIEWPORT setting.
The WINDOW and SHOW statements differ in how they map data onto the viewport. WINDOW may use
non-isotropic units (the X and Y units are of different lengths); whereas SHOW uses isotropic units (the X and
Y units are of equal length).
An image can be "mirrored" about the X or Y axes by reversing the order of the limits for each dimension by
specifying the high value before the low value.

See Also:
CLIP, SHOW, VIEWPORT

1305

WRITEIO

Writes to a hardware register or a memory byte/word.
WRITEIO interface-select-code, hardware-register; data
WRITEIO special-interface, address; data

Usage:

Description:

WRITEIO Centronix,0;&HAA
WRITEIO -9826,Address;New_value
WRITEIO 8080,Ioadd;BINIOR(Oldata,&H80)
Hardware Registers
The specified data value is written to a hardware interface register. READIO/WRITEIO operations should not
be mixed with STATUS/CONTROL operations. Do not attempt to use READIO/WRITEIO registers unless
you are very familiar with the hardware. Use the STATUS/CONTROL registers instead. The hardware manuals
for your computer should be consulted for complete documentation on the interface hardware. The Users Guide
lists READIO/WRITEIO registers for the interface device drivers included with HTBasic. Optional interface
device drivers include documentation for the registers.
READIO/WRITEIO registers in HTBasic are not compatible with HP BASIC READIO/WRITEIO registers
when the interface hardware is not the same. TransEra's IEEE-488 card uses the same IEEE-488 chip as HP's
HP-IB, therefore the READIO/WRITEIO registers are identical. The serial interface hardware registers differ
not only if the UART chip is different, but also if the circuitry surrounding the chip is different. The TransEra
GPIO interface is READIO/WRITEIO compatible with HP's GPIO.
Special Interface Select Codes
There are a number of special interface select codes which can be used with the WRITEIO statement. The
legal values for special-interface are given in the following paragraphs. For compatibility with earlier releases
of HTBasic, WRITEIO 8080,L and WRITEIO -8080,L are still supported but should be replaced with OUT
and OUTW, respectively.
POKE Memory
WRITEIO 9826,L;V and WRITEIO -9826,L;V are used to "poke" the value V into a byte or word of
memory, respectively. L specifies the address of the byte/word to poke. If L is odd when doing a word
operation, the even address L-1 is used. L specifies an address within the HTBasic process.
Warning: Poke should only be done on addresses returned by READIO(9827,I)! Poking any other location
can cause your system to crash, data to be lost and damage to your computer hardware. Use of this function for
any other address is unsupported, and TransEra cannot be held responsible for any consequences. Under some
protected mode operating systems like Windows NT, some of these operations are not allowed.

See Also:
CONTROL, INP, OUT, READIO, STATUS

1306

XREF

Generates a cross reference of a program.
XREF [ [SUB] sub-name] [: option]
XREF [#device-selector [; [SUB] sub-name]] [: option]

Usage:

Description:

XREF
XREF Trigger:NV
XREF
#701;Launch
XREF generates a cross reference list of line labels and numbers, io-path names, numeric and string variables,
subprograms, functions and COM block names. It also lists the number of unused symbol table entries. The
listing is sent to the PRINTER IS device unless a device selector is specified.
Optional parameters include:
Option

Meaning

CM

Common Block Names

IO

I/O Path Names

LL

Line Labels

LN

Line Numbers

NF

Numeric Functions

NV

Numeric Variables

SB

SUB Subprograms

SF

String Functions

SV

String Variables

UN

Unused Entries

If a reference is a SUB parameter, declared in a COM, COMPLEX, DIM, REAL or INTEGER statement or a
line label, it is marked by the "<-DEF" marker. After each program context, the number of unused symbol table
entries is displayed. If the subprogram name is specified as MAIN, the MAIN context is cross-referenced.
If the program has been pre-run, array variables will be noted as Array next to the defination line
number.
Subprogram Pointer
If a string expression specify the subprogram name in the XREF statement, the string expression is called a
subprogram pointer because it "points" to the subprogram rather than explicitly naming it. As the expression
changes, the pointer points to different subprograms. The subprogram must be specified with the initial
character in uppercase, and subsequent characters in lowercase. Subprogram pointers can also be used in
CALL, DELSUB, INMEM, and LOADSUB statements.
See Also:
PRINTALL IS, TRACE

1307

Advanced Math Functions
Advanced Math Library

The HTBasic Math Library is a collection of precompiled higher mathematical and signal processing functions that can
be called from HTBasic programs to enhance execution speed and save users the trouble of writing them.

Higher mathematical functions

• Cylindrical and spherical Bessel and Hankel functions of real arguments of integer and half-integer order.
• Airy and Kelvin functions of real arguments.
• Error function and complementary error function of real and complex arguments, and Dawson's integral.
• Elliptical integrals of real arguments.
• Fresnel integrals.
• Exponential, log, sine, and cosine integrals of real arguments.
• Gamma and beta functions of real and complex arguments.
• Incomplete gamma and beta functions of real arguments.
• LeGendre, Hermite, and Chebyshev polynomials of real arguments and integer orders.

Statistics and data reduction

• Probability density functions and probability integrals for many probability distributions.
• Mean, median, standard deviation, and variance of sets of data.
• Curve fitting using both linear regression and higher-order polynomial functions.
• Polar/rectangular conversion of sequences of complex numbers.

Signal processing

Fourier transforms and inverse Fourier transforms of both real and complex sequences.
Digital filtering, correlation, convolution, autocorrelation, and power spectral density of sequences of data.
Windowing using cosine, triangular, and Bessel windows.
Built-in waveforms.

Numerical analysis

Solutions to linear systems of equations having both real and complex coefficients.
Polynomial evaluation.
Numerical integration.
Roots of equations of the form f(x) = 0.
Derivatives and antiderivatives of polynomials.

Loading the Subroutines

The subroutines in the Advanced Math Library are grouped into modules that share common program sections.
Therefore, when a function is loaded, the entire module gets loaded. For example, the FNAi Airy function is in the
module AIRY. When this module is loaded, all the other functions in the module, FNAie, FNBi, and FNBie, become
available to the program also. The MATHLIB.HTS file in the HTBasic install folder contains all the modules.
Compiled subroutines appear in program listings as a single CSUB line listing its name and arguments. After the
subroutine is loaded, the program should be saved using the RE-STORE command. The subroutine will thereafter be
loaded together with the program. However, using SAVE to save the program in an ASCII file will remove any compiled
subroutines from the program.
One or more modules may be loaded under program control by placing the appropriate LOADSUB line in the
program. Re-running the program does not load them a second time.

LOADSUB ALL FROM "AIRY.HTS" ! from the current directory:
LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS" ! all from the current directory:
LOADSUB ALL FROM "C:\HTB386\MATHLIB\AIRY.HTS" ! from the install directory:
LOADSUB FROM "C:\HTB386\MATHLIB\MATHLIB.HTS" ! all from the current directory:
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Ai

Airy function of the first kind.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "AIRY.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNAi(X)
FNAi returns the value of the Airy function of the first kind of x. Note that sometimes Airy functions
are written with an order, as in Ai3(x). In this notation, the function FNAi returns the value of Ai0(x).
Ai(x) is defined for any real value x.
FNAi causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL.
Aie, Ai_Bi, Bi
Ai(x)
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Aie

Scaled Airy function of the first kind.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "AIRY.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNAie(X)
FNAie returns the value of e2xx/3Ai(x). X must be positive or zero. Ai is the Airy function of the first
kind. This subroutine is useful for determining the value of Ai(x) for large positive values of x, where
the related FNAi function returns values near zero.
FNAie causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if x is negative.
Ai
e2xx/3Ai(x)
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Ai_bi

Airy functions of the first and second kinds.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "AIRY.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNAi_bi(X)
FNAi_bi returns the values of the Airy functions of the first and second kinds of the real value x. The
real part of the return value C is the value of Ai(x) and the imaginary part of C is the value of Bi(x).
Although it is defined for all real values of x, this function is usually used with negative values of x,
since the Airy functions of the first and second kinds behave somewhat like damped cosine and sine
functions in this region.
FNAi_bi causes an HTBasic error if its first argument is not of type COMPLEX or its second
argument is not of type REAL. It also causes an error if the value of the imaginary component of the
value returned (Bi) would be larger than MAXREAL, the largest number representable.
Ai, Bi
Ai(x) + iBi(x)

Arg[Ai(x) + iBi(x)], degrees
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Autocorrelate

Autocorrelation of a sequence.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.HTS"
or LOADSUB Autocorrelate FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER Logn
REAL A(*),C(*)
CALL Autocorrelate(Logn,A(*),C(*))
Autocorrelate calculates the autocorrelation of the sequence in the array A and returns the result in
the array C. Logn is the base-2 logarithm of the number of points in the sequence to be correlated.
The array A must have at least 2Logn elements and the array C must have at least 2Logn+1
elements; if they have more than the required number of elements, the extra elements are ignored
and unmodified. The number of elements in A denoted by each permitted value of Logn is shown in
the table below:
Logn
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

No. Elements (2Logn)
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192
16384

The number of elements required in C for each value of Logn is twice the value given in the table
above.
The autocorrelation is a measure of a function's similarity to itself as the abscissa is shifted. If a(x)
is the function being tested and the interval of interest is x (0,T), and if a is zero outside this interval,
then the autocorrelation, c(x), is defined by the relation
Note that,
while a(x) is
nonzero on
the interval x
(0,T), c(x) is nonzero on the interval x (-T,T).
If the function a is only defined at regularly-spaced discrete points x = (k+½)T/N, k = {0,1,2,...,N-1},
the integration can be approximated by assuming that a(x) is constant and equal to a([k+½]T/N)
between x = kT/N and x = (k+1)T/N. The expression above can then be replaced by

In this case, c([k+½]T/N) is defined for k = {-N,-(N-1),...,0,...,N-1}.
Autocorrelate returns the values of c([k+½]T/N) in the array C. The first N elements of C represent k
= {0,1,...,N-1} and the last N elements in C represent
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k = {-N,-(N-1),...,-1}.
Errors

See Also

Autocorrelate causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE
section, above, if Logn is not between 2 and 15, inclusive, or if the size of A or C is smaller than the
values described above.
Correlate, Convolve, Fft, Power_spectrum, Fft
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Be

Complex Kelvin function of the first kind of a real argument.

Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "KELVIN.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNBe(X)
FNBe returns the values of the real and imaginary Kelvin functions of the first kind of the value x.
The real part of the value returned is the value of ber(x) and the imaginary part is the value of bei(x).
Although ber(x) and bei(x) are defined for all real values of x, large positive values of x may produce
results greater than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
FNBe causes an HTBasic error if it argument is not of type REAL. It also causes an error if the value
of either component of the value returned would be larger than MAXREAL.
Ber, Bei, Ke
ber(x) + ibei(x)

Arg[ber(x) + ibei(x)], degrees
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Bei

Imaginary Kelvin function of the first kind of a real argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "KELVIN.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNBei(X)
FNBei returns the value of the imaginary Kelvin function of the first kind of the value x. Although
bei(x) is defined for all real values of x, large positive or negative values of x may produce results
greater in magnitude than MAXREAL, the largest value representable. Note that sometimes Kelvin
functions are written with an order, as in bei3(x). In this notation, the function FNBei returns the value
of bei0(x).
FNBei causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if the value returned would be
larger in magnitude than MAXREAL.
Be, Ber
bei(x)
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Ber

Real Kelvin function of the first kind of a real argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "KELVIN.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNBer(X)
FNBer returns the value of the real Kelvin function of the first kind of the value x. Although ber(x) is
defined for all real values of x, large positive or negative values of x may produce results greater in
magnitude than MAXREAL, the largest value representable. Note that sometimes Kelvin functions
are written with an order, as in ber3(x). In this notation, the function FNBer returns the value of
ber0(x).
FNBer causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if the value returned would be
larger in magnitude than MAXREAL.
Be, Bei

ber(x)
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Beta

Beta function.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "GAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A,B,Y
Y=FNBeta(A,B)
FNBeta returns the value of B(a,b), where B represents the beta function. B(a,b) is defined as (a)(b)/
(a+b) (see Gamma). B(a,b) is only defined for a > 0 and b > 0.
FNBeta causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if either a or b is
negative or zero.
Cbeta, Gamma, Logbeta
B(a,b)
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Bi

Airy function of the second kind.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "AIRY.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNBi(X)
FNBi returns the value of the Airy function of the second kind of x. Note that sometimes Airy functions are
written with an order, as in Bi3(x). In this notation, the function FNBi returns the value of Bi0(x). Although Bi(x)
is defined for all real values of x, large positive values of x may produce results greater than MAXREAL, the
largest value representable.
FNBi causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if its result would be larger than
MAXREAL.
Ai, Ai_Bi, Bie
Bi(x)
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Bie

Scaled Airy function of the second kind.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "AIRY.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNBie(X)
FNBie returns the value of e-2xx/3Bi(x). X must be positive or zero. Bi is the Airy function of the
second kind. This subroutine is useful for determining the value of Bi(x) for large positive values of x,
where the related Bi function returns large values or produces BASIC Errors for values too large to
represent.
FNBie causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if x is negative.
Bi
e-2xx/3Bi(x)
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Binom

Binomial coefficients.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FACT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER M,N
REAL Y
Y=FNBinom(N,M)
FNBinom returns the binomial coefficient

In terms of factorials,

Errors

See Also

FNBinom causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of type INTEGER or if the value returned
would have a magnitude larger than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
Fact
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C

Fresnel cosine integral of a real argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FRESNEL.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNC(X)
FNC returns the value of the Fresnel cosine integral of x, C(x). C(x) is defined by the relation

FNC causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL.
S
C(x)
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Cbeta

Complex beta function of a complex argument.

Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
COMPLEX A,B,C
C=FNCbeta(A,B)
FNCbeta returns the value of the beta function of the complex values a and b, B(a,b). B(a,b) is
defined as (a)(b)/(a+b) (see Gamma). B(a,b) is only defined for e(a) > 0 and e(b) > 0.
FNCbeta causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type COMPLEX, or if the real part of
either a or b is negative or zero.
Beta, Cgamma, Clogbeta
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Cdigamma

Complex digamma function of a complex argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CDIGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
COMPLEX Z,C
C=Cdigamma(Z)
FNCdigamma returns the value of the digamma function (sometimes called the psi function) of the
complex value z, #(z). The value of #(z) approaches ± as z approaches a real negative integer value
or zero.
FNCdigamma causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type COMPLEX or if the magnitude
of either the real or imaginary component of #(z) exceeds MAXREAL, the largest number
representable.
Cgamma, Digamma
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Cerf

Complex error function of a complex argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CERF.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
COMPLEX Z,C
C=FNCerf(Z)
FNCerf returns the value of the error function of the complex value z, erf(z). The imaginary part of the
value of erf(z) approaches ± if the real part of z is zero and the magnitude of the imaginary part of z
becomes large.
FNCerf causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type COMPLEX or if the magnitude of either
the real or imaginary component of erf(z) exceeds MAXREAL, the largest number representable.
Cerfc, Erf
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Cerfc

Complex complementary error function of a complex argument.

Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CERF.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
COMPLEX Z,C
C=FNCerfc(Z)
FNCerfc returns the value of the complementary error function of the complex value z, erfc(z). The
imaginary part of the value of erfc(z) approaches if the real part of z is zero and the magnitude of the
imaginary part of z becomes large.
Erfc(z) is related to the error function returned by the FNCerf function, erf(z), by the expression

Errors

See Also

FNCerfc causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type COMPLEX or if the magnitude of
erfc(z) exceeds MAXREAL, the largest number representable.
Cerf, Erf
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Cfft

Complex discrete Fourier transform.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.HTS"
or LOADSUB Cfft FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER Logn
COMPLEX A(*),C(*)
CALL Cfft(Logn,A(*),C(*))
Cfft calculates the discrete Fourier transform of the sequence in the array A and stores the result
in the array C. Logn is the base-2 log of the number of points in the sequences. The arrays A and
C must contain at least 2Logn elements; if they have more than this number of elements, the extra
elements are ignored and unmodified. The number of elements denoted by each permitted value of
Logn is shown in the table below:
Logn
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

No. Elements (2Logn)
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192
16384

If the values in A are taken to be values of a continuous complex signal, a(t), sampled at constant
intervals of T (time, distance, or whatever units apply), and if the signal sampled contained no
terms at or above the frequency 1/2T, then the coefficients in the array C are the coefficients of the
complex Fourier series that describes a(t). A(t) can be reconstructed from the elements of C through
the following formula:

where
The first N/2 elements in the array C represent k = {0,1,...,N/2-1} and the last N/2 elements in C
represent k = {-N/2,-(N/2-1),...,-1}.
If the signal a(t) contains components at or above the frequency 1/2T, the situation is complicated by
aliasing, which is explained in most signal processing textbooks.
Some of the more common operations done using discrete Fourier transforms, such as convolution,
correlation, and filtering, are available as separate CSUBs; see the entries for Autocorrelate,
Convolve, Correlate, Filter, Rfilter, and Power_Spectrum for details on their use. The inverse of Cfft
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is computed by the Icfft subroutine. A discrete Fourier transform for real sequences is done by the
Fft subroutine. Fft is approximately twice as fast as Cfft for a given real sequence and uses half the
storage.
Errors

Examples

See Also
Note

Cfft causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above, if Logn is not between 2 and 15, inclusive, or if the size of A or C is smaller than 2Logn.
The manual entry for the Fft routine contains two examples that explain some of the uses and
limitations of the discrete Fourier transform. Although the programs in the examples use the real
discrete Fourier transform calculated by the Fft subroutine, the principles explained there are valid for
the complex discrete Fourier transform also.
Convolve, Correlate, Fft, Filter, Icfft, Power_spectrum, Rfilter
Some discrete Fourier transforms view the input array as a series of multipliers of Dirac delta
operators. The values output from such transforms are the same as those output by Cfft except that
each value is multiplied by N.
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Cgamma

Complex gamma function of a complex argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
COMPLEX Z,C
C=FNCgamma(Z)
FNCgamma returns the value of the gamma function of the complex value z, #(z). The value of #(z)
approaches ± as z approaches a real negative integer or zero. The gamma function is related to the
factorial of a nonnegative integer n, by the relation

This relation is often used to define a factorial function for all complex numbers except negative real
integers and zero, by replacing n in the above expression with a complex variable.
Errors

See Also

FNCgamma causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type COMPLEX or if the magnitude
of either the real or the imaginary component of #(z) exceeds MAXREAL, the largest number
representable.
Cloggamma, Gamma
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Chi

Hyperbolic cosine integral.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "EI.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNChi(X)
FNChi returns the value of the hyperbolic cosine integral of x, Chi(x). Chi(x) is defined by the relation

where # is Euler's number; # = 0.57721566490153...
The real version of Chi(x) is only defined for positive values of x. Large positive values of x may
produce results greater than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
Chi(x)

Errors

See Also

FNChi causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL. It also causes an error if the
value of x is negative or zero or if Chi(x) would be greater than MAXREAL.
Ei, Ci, Shi, Si
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Ci

Cosine integral.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "EI.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNCi(X)
FNCi returns the value of the cosine integral of x, Ci(x). Ci(x) is defined by the relation

where # is Euler's number; # = 0.57721566490153...
The real version of Ci(x) is only defined for positive values of x. Large positive values of x may
produce results greater than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
Ci(x)

Errors

See Also

FNCi causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL. It also causes an error if the value
of x is negative or zero or if Ci(x) would be greater than MAXREAL.
Ei, Ci, Shi, Si
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Clogbeta

Complex logarithm of the beta function of a complex argument
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
COMPLEX A,B,C
C=FNClogbeta(A,B)
FNClogbeta returns the value of the logarithm of the beta function of the complex values a and b,
log[B(a,b)]. B(a,b) is defined as #(a)#(b)/#(a+b) (see Gamma). B(a,b) is only defined for #(a) > 0 and
#(b) > 0.
FNClogbeta causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not both of type COMPLEX or if the real
part of either a or b is negative or zero.
Beta, Cbeta, Cgamma, Logbeta
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Cloggamma

Complex logarithm of the beta function of a complex argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
COMPLEX Z,C
C=FNCloggamma(Z)
FNCloggamma returns the value of the logarithm of the gamma function of the complex value z,
log[#(z)]. The value of log[#(z)] approaches ± as z approaches a negative real integer or zero.
FNCloggamma causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type COMPLEX or if the magnitude
of either the real or imaginary component of log[#(z)] exceeds MAXREAL, the largest number
representable.
Cgamma, Gamma, Loggamma
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Cmul2

Multiply outputs of Fft function.
Loading

Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Cmul2 FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
COMPLEX A(*),B(*),C(*)
CALL Cmul2(A(*),B(*),C(*))
Cmul2 multiplies each element in A by the corresponding element in B and stores the result in the
corresponding element of C. The elements are in the form of the Fourier series coefficients output by
the Fft subroutine. A special routine for multiplying these coefficients is necessary because the basis
functions of the Fourier sine series are not normal, since

and

for k a positive integer. When the coefficients of two such series are multiplied, the result for each
term having k > 0 needs to be scaled by dividing by 2 to make the resultant series have the same
basis functions as the original series.
Two series output by the related Cfft subroutine can be multiplied using the HTBasic matrix dot (".")
operator, since the basis function for Cfft, e2#ikt (i =# -1), is normal.
Errors

See Also

Cmul2 causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above, or if the size of A, B, or C is smaller than 2Logn.
Fft
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Convolve

Convolution of two sequences.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Convolve FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER Logn
REAL A(*),B(*),C(*),S(*)
CALL Convolve(Logn,A(*),B(*),C(*),S(*))
Convolve calculates the convolution of the sequences in the arrays A and B and places the result
in the array C. Logn is the base-2 log of the number of points in the sequences to be convolved.
The arrays A and B must have at least 2Logn elements and the arrays C and S must have at least
2Logn+1 elements; if they have more than the required number of elements, the extra elements are
ignored and unmodified. S is a scratch array of at least the size C. It contains nothing useful after
the function has run, but is needed to store intermediate results within the function. The number of
elements in A and B denoted by each permitted value of Logn is shown in the table below:
Logn
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

No. Elements (2Logn)
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192
16384

The number of elements required in C and S for each value of Logn is twice the value given in the
table above. S is used internally by Convolve and contains no usefule data after Convolve has run.
If a(x) and b(x) are the functions being tested, if the interval of interest is x (0,T), and if a and
b are zero outside this interval, the convolution of a and b, c(x), is defined by the relation

\
Note that, while f(x) and b(x) are nonzero on the interval x (0,T), c(x) is nonzero on the interval x
(0,2T).
If the functions a and b are only defined at regularly-spaced discrete points x = [k+½]T/N, k =
{0,1,2,...,N-1}, the integration can be approximated by assuming that a(x) and b(x) are constant and
equal to a([k+½]T/N) and b([k+½]T/N) between x = kT/N and x = (k+1)T/N. The expression above
can then be replaced by

In this case, c([k+½]T/N) is defined for k = {0,...,2N-1}.
Convolve returns the values of c([k+½]T/N) in the array C.
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Errors

See Also

Convolve causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE
section, above, if Logn is not between 2 and 15, inclusive, or if the size of A, B, or C is smaller than
the values described above.
Conv, Correlate, Filter, Fft, Power_spectrum
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Correlate

Correlation of two sequences.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Correlate FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER Logn
REAL A(*),B(*),C(*),S(*)
CALL Correlate(Logn,A(*),B(*),C(*),S(*))
Correlate calculates the correlation of the sequences in the arrays A and B and places the result in
the array C. Logn is the base-2 log of the number of points in the sequences to be correlated. The
arrays A and B must have at least 2Logn elements and the array C must have at least 2Logn+1
elements; if they have more than the required number of elements, the extra elements are ignored
and unmodified. S is a scratch array of at least the size of C. It contains nothing useful after the
function has run, but is needed to store intermediate results within the function. The number of
elements in A and B denoted by each permitted value of Logn is shown in the table below:
Logn
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

No. Elements (2Logn)
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192
16384

The number of elements required in C and S for each value of Logn is twice the value given in the
table above. S is used internally by Correlate and contains no usefule data after Correlate has run.
Correlation is a measure of two functions' similarities to each other as the abscissa is shifted. If a(x)
and b(x) are the functions being tested, if the interval of interest is x (0,T), and if a and b are zero
outside this interval, the correlation, c(x) of f and g is defined by the relation

Note that, while a(x) and b(x) are nonzero on the interval x (0,T), c(x) is nonzero on the interval x
(-T,T).
If the functions a and b are only defined at regularly-spaced discrete points x = [k+½]T/N, k =
{0,1,2,...,N-1}, the integration can be approximated by assuming that a(x) and b(x) are constant and
equal to a([k+½]T/N) and b([k+½]T/N) between x = kT/N and x = (k+1)T/N. The expression above
can then be replaced by

In this case, c([k+½]T/N) is defined for k = {-(N-1),...,0,...,N-1}.
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Correlate returns the values of c([k+½]T/N) in the array C. The first N elements in C represent k =
{0,1,...,N-1} and the last N elements in C represent k = {-N,-(N-1),..,-1}.
Errors

See Also

Correlate causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above, if Logn is not between 2 and 15, inclusive, or if the size of A, B, or C is smaller than the
values described above.
Autocorrelate, Convolve, Corr, Fft, Power_spectrum
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Cpoly

Evaluate a polynomial.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CPOLY.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
COMPLEX Z,Y,C(*)
Y=FNCPoly(N,C(*),Z)
FNCpoly evaluates a polynomial of degree n whose coefficients are given in the elements of C at
argument z. The first element in C is the constant term in the polynomial, the second element is the
first-degree term (the multiplier of z^2), the third element is the second-degree term (the multiplier
of z^2), etc. C must contain at least n+1 elements; if it contains more than n+1 elements, the extra
elements are ignored.
FNCpoly causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, or if the array C has fewer than n+1 elements.
Poly
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Crossing

Find the point in an array that crosses a threshold.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CROSS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER K,N,S
REAL A(*),T
K=FNCrossing(A(*),T,S,N)
FNCrossing finds the nth time that the values in the array A, beginning with element s, cross the
threshold value t and returns the index of the crossing. If n is negative, the search is done backwards
from the sth element for the nth crossing; otherwise, the search is done forward from the sth
element.
The values in A are considered to cross t when an element of A is equal to t and the previous
element was not equal to t, when the first element in A equals t, when an element in A is greater than
t and the previous element was less than t, or when an element in A is less than t and the previous
element was greater than t. In the latter two cases, the crossing occurs between two elements in A;
the value returned is the index of the element after the crossing.
The value of s and the value returned are with reference to the lower bound specified when A was
dimensioned or the value specified in the OPTION BASE in effect when A was dimensioned, if no
lower bound was specified.
If the portion of A from s to the end of A (n > 0) or the portion of A from s to the beginning of A (n < 0)
contains fewer than n crossings of the value of t, -1 is returned.

Errors

FNCrossing causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE
section, above, or if s is not in the range of the subscripts of A.
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Csolve

Solve a system of linear equations with complex coefficients.
Loading

Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CSOLVE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Csolve FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
COMPLEX A(*),B(*)
CALL Csolve(A(*),B(*))
Csolve finds the solution to the system of linear equations represented by A and B and returns
the solution in B. A must be square, that is, it must have the same number of rows as columns. B
must have the same number of rows as A and usually is a one-dimensional array (a vector). If A
represents the matrix whose entries are stored in A and b represents the vector whose entries are
stored in B, Csolve finds the solution vector, z, for the matrix equation
Az = b
and returns the solution in B, replacing the former contents of B. The contents of the array A are also
destroyed by Csolve.
The array B may be two-dimensional. In this case, after Csolve executes, each column in B contains
the solution vector for the case when the input values in that column were used as b in the above
equation.
Csolve is equivalent to the BASIC lines
MAT Temp=INV(A)
MAT Z=Temp*B
MAT B=Z
except that the arrays Temp and Z are not needed; the intermediate results overwrite some of the
elements of A. Csolve is faster than the above BASIC fragment, because the matrix inversion is not
needed.

Errors

See Also

Csolve causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not both of type COMPLEX, if A is not square or
B doesn't have the same number of rows as A, or if A is singular.
Solve
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Cw

Complex alternate error function of a complex argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CERF.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
COMPLEX Z,C
C=FNCw(Z)
FNCw returns the value of the alternate error function of the complex value z, w(z). W(z) is defined
by the relation

The value of w(z) approaches + if the real part of z is zero and the magnitude of the imaginary part of
z becomes large in the negative direction.
The alternate error function is related to the complementary error function evaluated by the FNCerfc
function by the expression
where i = -1.
Errors

See Also

FNCw causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type COMPLEX or if the magnitude of w(z)
exceeds MAXREAL, the largest number representable.
Cerf, Dawson, Erf
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Dawson

Dawson's integral.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "DAWSON.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNDawson(X)
FNDawson returns the value of Dawson's integral of x, Daws(x). Dawson's integral is defined by the
formula

Dawson's integral is related to the alternate error function computed by the FNCw function, w(x), by
the formula

where i = -1.
Dawson's integral is defined for all values of x.
Daws(x)

Errors
See Also

FNDawson causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL.
Cw, Erf
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Digamma

Digamma function of a real argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "DIGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL Y,X
Y=FNDigamma(X)
FNDigamma returns the value of the digamma function (sometimes called the psi function) of x, #(x).
The value of #(x) approaches ± as x approaches a negative integer value or zero.
FNDigamma causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if the magnitude of #(x)
exceeds MAXREAL, the largest number representable.
Cdigamma, Gamma
(x)
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E1

Exponential integral.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "EI.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNE1(X)
FNE1 returns the value of the first-order exponential integral of x, E1(x). E1(x) is defined by the
relation

The integration represents the value obtained by integrating in the complex plane along a path that
excludes the origin and that does not cross the negative part of the real axis. The value of E1(x) is
infinite at x = 0.
E1(x) is related to the exponential integral computed by the FNEi function, Ei(x), by the expression
E1(x)

Errors

See Also

FNE1 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if the magnitude of E1(x) would
be greater than MAXREAL, the largest value that can be represented.
Ei
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Ei

Exponential integral.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "EI.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNEi(X)
FNEi returns the value of the exponential integral of x, Ei(x). Ei(x) is defined by the relation

The integration represents the value obtained by integrating in the complex plane along a path that
excludes the origin and that does not cross the negative part of the real axis. The value of Ei(x) is - at
x = 0 and becomes large for large positive values of x.
Ei(x)

Errors

See Also

FNEi causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if the magnitude of Ei(x) would
be greater than MAXREAL.
Ci, E1, Li, Si
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Erf

Error function of a real argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "ERF.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNErf(X)
FNErf returns the value of the error function of x, erf(x). Erf(x) is defined for all real values of x and
has values between -1 and +1. Erf(x) is defined by the formula

erf(x)

Errors
See Also

FNErf causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL.
Cerf, Erfc
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Erfc

Complementary error function of a real argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "ERF.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNErfc(X)
FNErfc returns the value of the complementary error function of x, erfc(x). Erfc(x) is defined and has
values between -1 and +1 for all real values of x. Erfc(x) is defined by the formula

Erfc(x) is related to the error function returned by the FNErf function, erf(x), by the expression

erfc(x)

Errors
See Also

FNErfc causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL.
Cerf, Erfc
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Fact

Factorial.

Loading
Usage

Description
Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FACT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL Y
Y=FNFact(N)
FNFact returns the value of the factorial of n, n!. N must be a positive integer or zero.
FNFact causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of types INTEGER or if the value of n! is
greater than MAXREAL, the largest number representable.
Binom, Gamma
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Ffit

Fit a curve to a function.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFIT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X(*),Y(*),Tol,P(*),Yt(*)
INTEGER M,N,Status
Status=FNFfit(M,N,F$,X(*),Y(*),Tol,P(*),Yt(*))
FNFfit attempts to find the values of the parameters to the subroutine named in F$ that cause
the function computed by the subroutine to best fit the data contained in X and Y. X contains the
abscissas of the data points and Y contains the ordinates. M is the number of points in X and Y and
N is the number of parameters in P to adjust. Before calling FNFFit, set P to the initial estimates for
the parameters and Tol to the tolerance to use in determining when the parameters fit the data. After
Ffit runs, Yt contains the values of the function being fit at each of the points in X using the final set
of parameters. P contains the set of parameters.
The return value of FNFfit indicates why FNFfit finished searching for a solution. These reasons are
summarized below:
Return Value Reason
1 The average square (the L-2 norm) of the differ ences between the values in Yt and those
in Y is less than Tol.
2 The average absolute value (the L-1 norm) of the differences between the values in Yt and
those in Y is less than Tol.
3 Both the averages mentioned above are less than Tol.
4 The algorithm in FNFfit found values in Yt that caused the solution to stop growing closer
to the values in Y.
5 The number of iterations in the algorithm used by FNFfit exceeded 200(N + 1) before the
solution was found.
6 or 7 The solution in Yt converged to a value that had both norms described under values 1
and 2, above, greater than Tol. Probably Tol is too small for the data and function used.
Usually, if FNFfit returns a value of 1, 2, or 3, the solution returned in P is considered to be correct
and if it returns a value of 4, 5, 6, or 7, the solution is considered to be incorrect.
F$ should contain the name of an HTBasic subroutine. The subroutine should take three REAL
parameters. The second parameter is an array and the others are scalars. The subroutine should
evaluate the function to be fit using the parameters described in the array at the argument in the third
parameter and return its value in the first parameter. For example, if F$ = "Test", then the subroutine
Test should begin with the definition line
SUB Test(REAL Y,P(*),X)
where X, P, and Y may be replaced by the names of any REAL variables. The subroutine Test
should evaluate the desired function of parameters P at the value X and return the value in Y. When
the subroutine is called, P will be the array P mentioned in the description of the FNFfit function,
above.
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The recommended minimum value for Tol is about 1.5 × 10-8.
FNFfit uses the Levenberg-Marquardt method as modified by Moré to fit the data to the function.
FNFfit requires n integers and (m + 5)n + m real values of temporary storage. FNFfit causes an
HTBasic error if it cannot allocate this much storage.
Errors

FNFfit causes BASIC Errors if the dimension of X, Y, or Yt is less than m, if the dimension of P is less
than n, if Tol < 0, or if it cannot allocate enough memory to run. The subroutine named in F$ may
also cause BASIC Errors when called.

Example

An electronic filter circuit is built with an inductor (represented by the symbol L in the drawing), a
capacitor (represented by C), and a 15# resistor (represented by Rt) in series. The series resistance
in the inductor (represented by RL) is measured to be 3# . A sinusoidal voltage, Vin with amplitude
10 V (peak-to-peak) is applied to the circuit and the peak-to-peak voltage across Rt, Vout is
measured at several frequencies, yielding the data shown in the table below.
Frequency, kHz
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130

Vout, V
1.48591
2.67114
4.46957
6.79728
8.06452
5.86735
4.49784
3.55642
2.99302
2.60036
2.29451
2.05200
1.87589

The values of L and C are related to the ratio Vout/Vin by the expression

where R is the sum of RL and Rt.
The following program uses FNFfit to estimate the values of L and C from the data in the table.
It uses the FNNorm function (described under the Norm topic in this manual) to calculate the
average error in the fit. The data in lines 150 - 170 is the ratio Vout/Vin. The initial values for L and C
(represented in the program by P(1) and P(2)) are the values marked on the components.
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10 LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFIT.HTS"
20 LOADSUB ALL FROM "NORM.HTS"
30 REAL P(1:2),Fvec(1:13)
40 REAL Freq(1:13),Vratio(1:13)
50 INTEGER I,Info
60 FOR I=1 TO 13
70 READ Freq(I)
80 NEXT I
90 FOR I=1 TO 13
100 READ Vratio(I)
110 NEXT I
120 DATA 10000.0,20000.0,30000.0,40000.0,50000.0
130 DATA 60000.0,70000.0,80000.0,90000.0,100000.0
140 DATA 110000.0,120000.0,130000.0
150 DATA 0.148591,0.267114,0.446957,0.679728,0.806452
160 DATA 0.586735,0.449784,0.355642,0.299302,0.260036
170 DATA 0.229451,0.205200,0.187589
180 P(1)=1.0E-4 ! initial value for L
190 P(2)=1.0E-7 ! initial value for C
200 Info=FNFfit(13,2,"Rlc",Freq(*),Vratio(*),1.5E-8, P(*),Fvec(*))
210 PRINT "Final average error "; FNNorm(Fvec(*))/SQR(13.0)
220 PRINT "Exit parameter ";Info
230 PRINT "L =";PROUND(P(1)*1.0E+6,0);CHR$(230);"Hy"
240 PRINT "C =";PROUND(P(2)*1.0E+6,-3);CHR$(230);"Fd"
250 END
260 SUB Rlc(REAL Y,P(*),X)
270 REAL Omega
280 INTEGER I
290 Omega=6.28318530717959*X
300 Y=(15.0/18.0)/ABS(CMPLX(1.0,Omega*P(1)/18.0 1.0/(Omega*18.0*P(2))))
310 SUBEND
When run, the program produces the output
Final average error .0226436510548
Exit parameter 1
L = 112 µHy
C = .105 µFd.
The value of Vout is plotted below over a range of frequencies for the calculated values L and C. The
symbols on the plot are the measured values.
Vout

Frequency, kHz
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Fft

Discrete Fourier transform of a real sequence.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Fft FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER Logn
REAL A(*)
COMPLEX F(*)
CALL Fft(Logn,A(*),F(*))
Fft calculates the discrete Fourier transform of the sequence in the array A and stores the result
in the array F. Logn is the base-2 log of the number of points in the sequence. The array A must
contain at least 2Logn elements and the array F must contain at least 2Logn-1 elements. If they have
more than the required number of elements, the extra elements are ignored and unmodified. The
number of elements in A denoted by each permitted value of Logn is shown in the table below:
Logn
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

No. Elements (2Logn)
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192
16384

If the values in A are taken to be values of a continuous signal, a(t), sampled at constant intervals of
T (time, distance, or whatever units apply), and if the signal sampled contained no terms at or above
the frequency 1/2T, then the coefficients in the array C are the coefficients of the Fourier sine series
that describes a(t). A(t) can be reconstructed from the elements of Fthrough the following formula:

where
If the signal a(t) contains components at or above the frequency 1/2T, the situation is complicated by
aliasing, which is explained in most signal processing textbooks.
Some of the more common operations done using discrete Fourier transforms, such as convolution,
correlation, filtering, and finding power spectral densities are available as separate CSUBs; see
the entries for Autocorrelation, Convolve, Correlate, Filter, Rfilter, and Power_Spectrum for details
on their use. The inverse of Fft is performed by the Ifft subroutine. A discrete Fourier transform for
complex sequences is computed by the Cfft routine.
Errors

Fft causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above, if Logn is not between 2 and 15, inclusive, if the size of A is smaller than 2Logn, or if the size
of F is smaller than 2Logn-1.
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Examples

Often, the discrete Fourier transform calculated by the Fft and Cft Math Library subroutines are
used to obtain frequency information about continuous signals that have been sampled at discrete
points. Such is the case with signal brought into the computer by an A/D converter or by an image
scanner. The examples in this section use HTBasic Math Library subroutines to explain some of the
pitfalls that arise when a continuous signal is represented by discrete samples and how they are
commonly avoided. These pitfalls happen because the samples presented to the computer contain
no information about the continuous signal's behavior between the sample points or outside the
interval covered by the array of samples.
The frequency spectrum of a continuous, periodic signal, a(t), of period P can be represented by a
set of coefficients, ck, such that

The coefficients ck are called the complex Fourier series.

The Nyquist criterion. Consider a periodic sawtooth wave. One period of the wave is shown in the
figure 1. If the sampling interval is one period of the waveform, the waveform can be represented
in a computer by the 16 samples shown as diamonds in the figure. Note that the samples contain
no information about what happens to the wave between samples, so the same samples could
represent an infinite number of other waveforms.
The complex Fourier sine/cosine transform of the sawtooth can be calculated or found in a math
table. The coefficients, ck, of the sine/cosine transform are

where i is the square root of -1.
The following BASIC program calculates the discrete Fourier transform of the sampled waveform.
10
20
30
40
50
60

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.CSB"
LOADSUB ALL FROM "WAVEFORM.CSB"
INTEGER I
REAL A(0:15),Anew
COMPLEX B(0:7)
CALL Waveform(16.0,1.0,0.,0.,3,A(*))
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70 CALL Fft(4,A(*),B(*))
80 FOR I=0 TO 7
90 PRINT I,B(I)
100 NEXT I
110 END

The values produced by the discrete Fourier transform are plotted in figure 2 as diamonds. The first
four nonzero values of the complex Fourier sine/cosine transform are plotted in the same figure as
squares. Note that the plot is on a logarithmic scale.
The coefficients fk of the discrete Fourier transform are related to those of the complex sine/cosine
transform by the following formula:

where "*" represents the complex conjugate operation and N represents the number of samples in
the sampling interval (16 in the above example). Therefore, the spectrum calculated by the discrete
Fourier transform represents the ordinary Fourier spectrum only when the signal in question has
nonzero spectral components for one value of m or n. This is called the Nyquist criterion. Application
of this criterion resolves the ambiguity mentioned earlier of which of the infinite number of possible
waveforms the samples represent.
Usually, this criterion is satisfied by allowing nonzero spectral components only for m = 0. The
Nyquist criterion can then be stated as requiring samples to be taken at twice the highest frequency
present in the signal being sampled. Note that the sawtooth waveform used in this example does not
obey the Nyquist criterion, since is has spectral components for an infinite number of frequencies.
The following BASIC program produces two continuous waveforms that have the same 16 samples
as the sawtooth waveform shown at the beginning of this example. The first waveform has nonzero
spectral components for m = 0 and the second for n = 0. The waveforms are plotted after the
program listing.
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.HTS"
LOADSUB ALL FROM "WAVEFORM.HTS"
INTEGER I,J
REAL A(0:15),Anew1,Anew2,Theta1,Theta2
COMPLEX B(0:7)
RAD
CALL Waveform(16.0,1.0,0.,0.,3,A(*))
CALL Fft(4,A(*),B(*))
FOR I=0 TO 1024
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100
120
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200

Anew1=0.
Anew2=0.
FOR J=0 TO 7
Theta1=2.0*PI*I*J/1024.0
Theta2=2.0*PI*I*(16-J)/1024.0
Anew1=Anew1+REAL(B(J))*COS(Theta1)+ IMAG(B(J))*SIN(Theta1)
Anew2=Anew2+REAL(B(J))*COS(Theta2)- IMAG(B(J))*SIN(Theta2)
NEXT J
PRINT I/1024.0*16.0,Anew1,Anew2
NEXT I
END

Windowing. Consider the function
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Obviously, this function contains no frequency components above 14/T, in radians per unit time,
distance, or whatever. If the waveform described by this function is sampled every 5T/4096 units,
the sample frequency is 24096/5T or 8192/5T radians per unit, which is well above twice the highest
frequency component in the waveform, so the Nyquist criterion is satisfied with this sample spacing.
A sampling interval of 1024 samples of this waveform is shown in figure 5.

When this waveform is sampled for use in the computer, no information is provided on the behavior
before or after the sample interval. When a discrete Fourier transform is done on the test waveform,
the discrete Fourier transform algorithm assumes that the data set presented to it represents one
period of a periodic waveform. Because the set of samples did not cover exactly one period of the
waveform, the discrete Fourier transform connects the last sample in the data set with the first;
that is, it computes the transform of a function like that shown by the solid line in figure 6. This
introduces high-frequency components in the frequency spectrum. The discrete Fourier transform
for this waveform is calculated by the BASIC program below and is plotted in figure 8 on the next
page. Figure 7 shows the Fourier sine/cosine transform of the original, continuous waveform for
comparison purposes.
10 LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.CSB"
20 LOADSUB ALL FROM "POLAR.CSB"
30 INTEGER I,J
40 REAL A(0:1023),Amp(0:511),Phase(0:511),Anew,Theta
50 COMPLEX B(0:511)
60 RAD
70 FOR I=0 TO 1023
80 Theta=2.0*PI*I*1.25/1024.0
90 A(I)=(SIN(Theta)-SIN(3.0*Theta)/9+
SIN(5.0*Theta)/25-SIN(7.0*Theta)/49)*8.0/(PI*PI)
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100
110
120
130
140
150
160

NEXT I
CALL Fft(10,A(*),B(*))
CALL Polar(B(*),"D",Amp(*),Phase(*))
FOR I=0 TO 511
PRINT I,Amp(I),Phase(I)
NEXT I
END

One way to reduce the high-frequency components in the spectrum of the sampled signal is to
multiply the signal by a window function, such as one of the several provided in the math library. The
following BASIC program windows the test function using the Kaiser-Bessel window with parameter
4.0 and calculates the discrete Fourier transform of the windowed waveform. The dashed line in
figure 6 shows the windowed function and figure 9 shows the discrete transform of the windowed
function.
10 LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.HTS"
20 LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
30 LOADSUB ALL FROM "POLAR.HTS"
40 INTEGER I
50 REAL A(0:1023),Amp(0:511),Phase(0:511)
60 COMPLEX F(0:511)
70 FOR I=0 TO 1023
80 Theta=2.0*PI*I*1.25/1024.0
90 A(I)=(SIN(Theta)-SIN(3.0*Theta)/9+
SIN(5.0*Theta)/25-SIN(7.0*Theta)/49)*8.0/(PI*PI)
100 NEXT I
110 CALL W_kaiser(A(*),4.0,A(*))
120 FOR I=0 TO 1023
130 PRINT I,A(I)
140 NEXT I
150 CALL Fft(10,A(*),F(*))
160 CALL Polar(F(*),"D",Amp(*),Phase(*))
170 FOR I=0 TO 511
180 PRINT I,Amp(I),Phase(I)
190 NEXT I
200 END

Fig 7. The Fourier sine/cosine transform of the test waveform.
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Fig 8. The discrete Fourier transform of the test waveform shown in figure 5.

Fig. 9. The discrete Fourier transform of the windowed function.
Note that the magnitudes of the high-frequency components of the spectrum shown in figure 9 are
greatly reduced. Note also the wildly-varying phases of the values shown in figure 9. Windowing
functions usually reduce the spurious high-frequency components in a sample at the expense of
inaccuracies in the phase.
See Also
Notes

Cfft, Convolve, Correlate, Filter, Ifft, Power_spectrum, Rfilter
If the related Cfft subroutine is applied to a sequence of real values, it outputs twice as many
coefficients as the Fft routine. For a real input sequence, the real parts of these coefficients are
symmetric about the N/2-1st and N/2th coefficients (beginning subscripts with the 0th coefficient) and
the imaginary parts are antisymmetric around these same coefficients. The coefficients output by Fft
for the same input sequence are double the first N/2 coefficients output by Cfft except for the 0th or
d. c. coefficient, which have the same value.
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Fftz

Dransform of a real sequence lengthened with zeros.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Fftz FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER Logn
REAL A(*)
COMPLEX F(*)
CALL Fftz(Logn,A(*),F(*))
Fftz calculates the discrete Fourier transform of the sequence in the array A lengthened with 2Logn
zeros and stores the result in the array F. Logn is the base-2 log of the number of points in the
sequence in A. The arrays A and F must contain at least 2Logn elements. If they have more than
the required number of elements, the extra elements are ignored and unmodified. The number of
elements denoted by each permitted value of Logn is shown in the table below:
Logn
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

No. Elements (2Logn)
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192
16384

Except for the lengthening of the input sequence, the values returned by Fftz have the same
meaning as those returned by Fft; see the entry for Fft for an explanation of the meaning of the
values returned.
Fftz has been provided as a separate CSUB because lengthened sequences are often used when
implementing convolutions and correlations and when implementing multiple-window operations
on long streams of data. Such operations often have results that are twice as long in the time or
space domain as either of their inputs. This results in their Fourier transforms having twice as many
frequency components as the transforms of their inputs, with the extra components halfway between
the components in the transforms in the input sequences.
Errors

See Also

Fftz causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above, if Logn is not between 2 and 15, inclusive, or if the size of A or F is smaller than the values
described above.
Convolve, Correlate, Fft, Filter, Rfilter
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Filter

Filter a sequence.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Filter FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER Logn
REAL A(*),C(*)
COMPLEX F(*)
CALL Filter(Logn,A(*),F(*),C(*))
Filter calculates the sequence produced by filtering the time-domain (or space-domain) sequence in
A by the filter whose frequency-domain coefficients are in F. It returns the resulting sequence in the
array C. Logn is the base-2 log of the number of points in the sequences in A and F. The arrays A
and F must contain at least 2Logn elements. The array C must contain at least 2Logn+1 elements. If
the arrays have extra elements, the extra elements are ignored and unmodified.
The values in F are the amounts by which to scale the corresponding frequency components of A
to produce the resultant sequence. These values are stored in (real,imaginary) [rectangular] form. If
filter coefficients are to be used that are specified in the more usual (magnitude,angle) [polar] form,
they must be converted to rectangular form when stored in the elements of F (the Polar routine can
do this conversion). If filter coefficients are to be used that have all zero phase, the related Rfilter
function can be used to save converting the phase data to complex form.
The first element in F represents the amount by which the zero-frequency (d. c.) term in A is to
be scaled, the second the amount by which the 1/N frequency component is scaled, the third the
amount by which the 2/N frequency component is scaled, etc. The meaning of each frequency
component is the same for Filter as for Fft and is explained in the entry for the Fft routine.
If the sequence to be used as a filter is specified as an impulse response, the Convolve function may
be used instead of Filter to filter using the impulse response as input.

Errors

See Also

Filter causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above, if Logn is not between 2 and 15, inclusive, if the size of A or C is smaller than 2Logn, or if the
size of F is smaller than 2Logn-1.
Cfft, Convolve, Rfilter, Fft
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Fit

Fit a polynomial curve to a series of data points.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FIT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Fit FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER M,N
REAL X(*),Y(*),C(*)
CALL Fit(M,X(*),Y(*),N,C(*))
Fit calculates the coefficients of the polynomial of degree n that gives the closest fit to the points
whose coordinates are (xk,yk), where k is an index into the m values in the arrays X and Y. The
"closest fit" is that which gives the smallest sum of squares of the differences between each point yk
and the corresponding p(xk), where p is the polynomial generated from the coefficients returned in
C. The first element in C contains the constant or zero-order coefficient, the second element the firstorder coefficient, etc. The polynomial described by the coefficients of C can be evaluated by Poly,
described in its own entry.
N must be between zero and 10, inclusive. M may be any positive integer. The dimensions of X and
Y must be at least m. If either X or Y has more than m data points, the extra points are neither used
nor modified by Fit. Similarly, C must contain at least n+1 data points; if C has more than n+1 data
points, the extra points are not modified by Fit.
If n is zero, Fit returns the average value of the elements in Y, which is the zero-order polynomial
that most closely approximates the points in X and Y. If N is 1, Fit returns the coefficients of the linear
polynomial that most closely approximates the points in x and y, and so on for higher values of n.
Note that polynomials higher than degree 2 or 3 tend to have extreme values outside the region
defined by the smallest and largest xk, although they give more accurate approximations of the
values of yk inside this region. In addition, higher-order polynomials may oscillate between adjacent
values of xk. If such oscillations occur, a smaller-degree polynomial would probably give a better
approximation than a larger-degree one. Because of this, checking higher-order fitting functions with
a graph is advisable.

Errors

Example

Fit causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above, if n is not between 0 and 10, inclusive, if the size of X or Y is smaller than M, or if the size of
C is smaller than N+1.
The percentage of automobiles in the United States with at least one passenger suffering extreme
injury or death in collisions was tabulated in 1970 and categorized by weight of the automobiles
involved. The data was distributed as shown in the table below.
Weight of Automobile
1900 lb.
2800
3400
3700
4800

Percent Injury or Death
9.6%
6.4
5.2
4.0
3.1

If w is the weight of the automobile and p is the percent of injury or death, the following BASIC
program finds the coefficients that relate p to w assuming the relation has the form
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p = c1w + c0
or
p = c1/w + c0.
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FIT.CSB"
REAL Weight(1:5),Pct(1:5),C(0:1)
READ Weight(*),Pct(*)
DATA 1900,2800,3400,3700,4800
DATA 9.6,6.4,5.2,4.0,3.1
CALL Fit(5,Weight(*),Pct(*),1,C(*)) ! linear fit
PRINT USING """1. Rate = "",2D.1D,""% -"",1D.6D,
""%/pound x Weight""";C(0),-C(1)
80 MAT Weight=(1)/Weight
90 CALL Fit(5,Weight(*),Pct(*),1,C(*)) ! inverse fit
100 PRINT USING """2. Rate = "",6D,
""% pound / Weight -"",2D.1D,""%""";C(1),-C(0)
110 END
The figure below shows the data from the table and curves drawn from the parameters c1 and c0
computed by the program.
Percent Injury or Death

Weight of Automobile, lb.
See Also

Ffit, Poly
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Froot

Find a root of an equation of the form f(x) = 0.

Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FROOT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB FNFroot FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A,B,Eps,X
INTEGER N
X=FNFroot(F$,A,B,N,Eps)
FNFroot attempts to find a value of x that satisfies the relation f(x) = 0, where f is the HTBasic
function named in F$. A and b contain two distinct initial estimates for x as near to the root as
possible. N and Eps contain stopping criteria. If the number of iterations within FNFroot exceeds n,
FNFroot stops and returns MAXREAL (approximately 1.7×10308) to indicate failure. If f(x) Eps for a
value of x, FNFroot considers the value to be a solution and returns that value of x.
F$ should contain the name of an HTBasic subroutine. The subroutine should take two REAL
parameters. It should evaluate the function to be integrated at the second parameter and return its
value in the first parameter. For example, if F$ = "Test", then the subroutine Test should begin with
the definition line
SUB Test(REAL Y,X)
where X and Y may be replaced by the names of any REAL parameters. The subroutine Test would
evaluate the desired function at the value X and return the value in Y.
FNFroot uses the secant method to find the root. If it finds a situation where f(a) and f(b) have
opposite signs, it uses the bisection method to find the value of x between a and b that makes f(x) be
0. These methods are described in most texts on numerical mathematical methods.

Errors

Example

FNFroot causes HTBasic Errors if a = b, if N < 2, or if Eps < 0. It also causes an error if the
subroutine named in F$ is undefined. The subroutine named in F$ may also cause HTBasic Errors
when it is evaluated.
The following program finds the roots of the equation x - ¼e-x = 0.
10 LOADSUB ALL FROM "FROOT.HTS"
20 X=FNFroot("Func",0,1,100,1.0E-100)
30 CALL Func(Y,X)
40 PRINT "Root 1: (";X;",";Y;")"
50 X=FNFroot("Func",2,3,100,1.0E-100)
60 CALL Func(Y,X)
70 PRINT "Root 2: (";X;",";Y;")"
80 END
90 SUB Func(REAL Y,X)
100 Y=X-EXP(X)*.25
110 SUBEND
It produces the output
Root 1: ( .357401956181 , 0 )
Root 2: ( 2.15329236411 , 4.4408920985E-16 ).
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The function x - ¼e-x is plotted below.
x - ¼e-x

1367

F_beta

Probability density for beta distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,A,B,Y
Y=FNF_beta(A,B,X)
FNF_beta returns the value of the univariate beta probability density function with parameters a and
b, f(x;a,b). F(x;a,b) is defined only for a 0 and b 0.
F(x;a,b) is defined by the expression

f(x;a,b)

Errors
See Also

FNF_beta causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if a or b is negative.
P_beta, Q_beta
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F_cauchy

Probability density for Cauchy distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CAUCHY.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,A,B,Y
Y=FNF_cauchy(A,B,X)
FNF_cauchy returns the value of the probability density function of the Cauchy distribution with
parameters a and b at x. This density, f(x;a,b), is defined by the expression

B must be greater than zero.
f(x;a,b)

Errors

See Also

FNF_cauchy causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if b is negative or
zero.
P_cauchy, Q_cauchy
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F_chi2

Probability density for chi-squared distribution.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNF_chi2(N,X)
FNF_chi2 returns the value of the probability density function of the univariate chi-squared
(#²) distribution with parameter n at x. This density, f(x;n), is defined by the expression

X is often written as X²; among other uses, this notation emphasizes the fact that this distribution
is only nonzero for values of x 0. Although f is sometimes defined for n < 0, most implementations,
including this one, restrict f to being defined for n 0.
f(x;n)

Errors

See Also

FNF_chi2 causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the usage section,
above, or if n is negative.
P_chi2, Q_chi2
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F_exp

Probability density for exponential distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "EXP.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,A,Y
Y=FNF_exp(A,X)
FNF_exp returns the value of the probability density function of the exponential
probability distribution with parameter a at x, f(x;a). F(x;a) is defined by the expression

F(x;a) is defined for positive values of a.
Errors

FNF_exp causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if a is negative or
zero.
f(x;a)

See Also

P_exp, Q_exp

1371

F_f

Probability density for F distribution.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER M,N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNF_f(M,N,X)
FNF_f returns the value of the probability density function of the univariate F probability distribution
with parameters m and n at x, f(x;m,n). This function is defined for m and n positive or zero.
f(x;1,2)

Errors

See Also

FNF_f causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, or if either m or n is negative.
P_f, Q_f
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F_gauss

Probability density for Gaussian distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "ERF.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,M,S,Y
Y=FNF_gauss(M,S,X)
FNF_gauss returns the value of the probability density function of the Gaussian, or normal,
probability distribution of mean m and standard deviation s (represented below by ) at x, f(x;m,#).
F(x;m,#) is defined by the expression

F is defined for all values of x and m and for positive values of .
f(x;0,#)

Errors

See Also

FNF_gauss causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if the value of S is
negative or zero.
P_gauss, Q_gauss
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F_laplace

Probability density for LaPlace distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "LAPLACE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,A,B,Y
Y=FNF_laplace(A,B,X)
FNF_laplace returns the value of the probability density function of the Laplace
distribution of parameters a and b at x, f(x;a,b). F(x;a,b) is defined by the expression

F is defined for all positive values of b.
Errors

FNF_laplace causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if the value of b is
negative or zero.
f(x;0,b)

See Also

P_laplace, Q_laplace
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F_pareto

Probability density for Pareto distribution.
Loading

LOADSUB ALL FROM "PARETO.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"

Usage

REAL X,X0,T,Y
Y=FNF_pareto(X0,T,X)

Description

FNF_pareto returns the value of the probability density function of the Pareto distribution of
parameters X0 (here written as x0) and t at x, f(x;x0,t). F(x;x0,t) is defined by the expression

F is defined for positive values of x0 and t.
f(x;1,t)

Errors
FNF_pareto causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if the value
of x0 or t is negative or zero.
See Also

P_pareto, Q_pareto
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F_rayleigh

Probability density for Rayleigh distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "RAYLEIGH.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL Beta,X,Y
Y=FNF_rayleigh(Beta,X)
FNF_rayleigh returns the value of the probability density function of the Rayleigh distribution of
parameter Beta (here written as ) at x, f(x;). F(x;) is defined by the expression
F is
defined for all
positive
values of .
f(x;#)

Errors

See Also

FNF_rayleigh causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if the value of is
negative or zero.
P_rayleigh, Q_rayleigh
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F_student

Probability density function for Student's t distribution.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNF_student(N,X)
FNF_student returns the value of the probability density of the Student's t distribution of parameter at
x, f(x;n). F is defined for all positive values of n.
f(x;n)

Errors

See Also

FNF_student causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE
section, above, or if the value of n is negative or zero.
P_student, Q_student
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F_variance

Variance of an array.

Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "MEAN.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),Y
CALL F_Variance(Y,A(*))
FNVariance returns the variance of the elements in the array A. The variance is the average value
of the square of the differences between the elements in the array and the mean value of the
elements. This version of the variance uses the number of points in the array A, n, as the divisor in
the averaging calculation, instead of the value n - 1 used in some formulas for variance.
FNVariance causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not a REAL array.
Mean, Std
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Gamic

Complementary incomplete gamma function.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A,X,Y
Y=FNGamic(A,X)
FNGamic returns the value of the complementary incomplete gamma function of a and x, (a,x).
Although the complementary incomplete gamma function is defined for all values of x, this subroutine
only works with values of x > 0 or x = 0 and a > 0.
(a,x) is defined by the expression

(a,x)

Errors

See Also
Note

FNGamic causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL, if x < 0, or if x = 0 and a
0.
Gamit, Gamma, Igamma
The notation (a,x) causes this function to be confused with the gamma function, (x).
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Gamit

Tricomi's form of the incomplete gamma function.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A,X,Y
Y=FNGamit(A,X)
FNGamit returns the value of Tricomi's form of the incomplete gamma function of a and x, *(a,x).
*(a,x) is defined by the expression

This function is defined for all values of a and x.
*(a,x)

Errors
See Also

FNGamit causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL.
Gamic, Gamma, Igamma
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Gamma

Gamma function of a real argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "GAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNGamma(X)
FNGamma returns the value of the gamma function at x, (x). This function is defined for all real
values of x except for x zero or a negative integer, at which points (x) becomes infinite.
If x is equal to a positive integer, n, the gamma function is related to the factorial by the relation
This relationship is often used to define a factorial for any real number, by using the definition
(x)

Errors
See Also

FNGamma causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if x 0 and x is an integer.
Fact, Cgamma
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H10

Hankel function of the first kind, order zero.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNH10(X)
FNH10 returns the value of the Hankel function of the first kind and order zero of x, H0(1)(x). For
positive values of x, the real component of the value returned contains J0(x) and the imaginary
component contains Y0(x). For negative values of x, the real component contains -J0(x) and the
imaginary component contains Y0(x).
H0(1)(x)

Arg[H0(1)(x)], degrees

Errors

See Also

FNH10 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL. It also causes an error if the
value of x is zero, since the imaginary component of H0(1)(0) is -.
H11, H20, J0, Y0
1383
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H11

Hankel function of the first kind, order one.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNH11(X)
H11 returns the value of the Hankel function of the first kind and order one of x, H1(1)(x). For positive
values of x, the real component of the value returned contains J1(x) and the imaginary component
contains Y1(x). For negative values of x, the real component contains J1(x) and the imaginary
component contains -Y1(x).
H11 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL. It also causes an error if the value
of x is near zero, since the imaginary component of H1(1)(0) is -.
H10, H21, J1, Y1
H1(1)(x)

Arg[H1(1)(x)], degrees
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H1n

Hankel function of the first kind, order n.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also
Note

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNH1n(N,X)
FNH1n returns the value of the Hankel function of the first kind and order n of x, Hn(1)(x). For
positive values of x, the real component of the value returned contains Jn(x) and the imaginary
component contains Yn(x). For negative values of x, the real component contains (-1)n+1Jn(x) and
the imaginary component contains (-1)nYn(x).
FNH1n causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE
section, above. It also causes an error if the value of x is near zero, since the imaginary component
of Hn(1)(0) is -.
H10, H11, H2n, J0, J1, Y0, Y1
The algorithm used computes the value of Hn(1) using a recursion from the values of H0(1) and
H1(1). The computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
Hn(1)(x)

Arg[Hn(1)(x)], degrees
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H20

Hankel function of the second kind, order zero.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNH20(X)
FNH20 returns the value of the Hankel function of the second kind and order zero of x, H0(2)(x).
For positive values of x, the real component of the value returned contains J0(x) and the imaginary
component contains Y0(x). For negative values of x, the real component contains 3J0(x) and the
imaginary component contains -Y0(x).
H0(2)(x)

Arg[H0(2)(x)], degrees

Errors

See Also

FNH20 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL. It also causes an error if the
value of x is near zero, since the imaginary component of H0(2)(0) is -.
H10, H21, J0, Y0
1389
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H21

Hankel function of the second kind, order one.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNH21(X)
FNH21 returns the value of the Hankel function of the second kind and order one of x, H1(2)(x).
For positive values of x, the real component of the value returned contains J1(x) and the imaginary
component contains Y1(x). For negative values of x, the real component contains -3J1(x) and the
imaginary component contains Y1(x).
H1(2)(x)

Arg[H1(2)(x)], degrees

Errors

See Also

FNH21 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL. It also causes an error if the
value of x is near zero, since the imaginary component of H1(2)(0) is -.
H11, H20, J1, Y1
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H2n

Hankel function of the second kind, order n.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also
Note

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNH2n(N,X)
FNH2n returns the value of the Hankel function of the second kind and order n of x, Hn(2)(x). For
positive values of x, the real component of the value returned contains Jn(x) and the imaginary
component contains Yn(x). For negative values of x, the real component contains (-1)n+13Jn(x) and
the imaginary component of C contains (-1)n+1Yn(x).
FNH2n causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above. It also causes an error if the value of x is near zero, since the imaginary component of Hn(2)
(0) is infinite.
H1n, H20, H21, J0, J1, Y0, Y1
The algorithm used computes the value of Hn(2) using a recursion from the values of H0(2) and
H1(2). The computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
Hn(2)(x)

Arg[Hn(2)(x)], degrees
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Hh1n

Hankel function of the first kind, order n+½.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNHh1n(N,X)
FNHh1n returns the value of the cylindrical Hankel function of the first kind and order n+½ of x,
Hn+½(1)(x). Hn+½(1)(x) is defined for all values of n and for all positive values of x.
Hn+½(1)(x) is sometimes also called the cylindrical Bessel function of the third kind, order n+½.

Errors

See Also
Note

FNHh1n causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above, or if x is negative or zero.
Hh2n
The algorithm used computes the value of Hn+½(1) using a recursion from the values of H½(1) and
H1½(1). The computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
Hn+½(1)(x)

Arg[Hn+½(1)(x)], degrees
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Hh2n

Hankel function of the second kind, order n+½.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also
Note

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNHh2n(N,X)
Hh2n returns the value of the cylindrical Hankel function of the second kind and order n+½ of x,
Hn+½(2)(x). Hn+½(2)(x) is defined for all values of n and for all positive values of x.
Hh2n causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above, or if x is negative or zero.
Hh1n
The algorithm used computes the value of Hn+½(2) using a recursion from the values of H½(2) and
H1½(2). The computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
Hn+½(2)(x)

Arg[Hn+½(2)(x)], degrees
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Histogram

Histogram of a real array.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "HIST.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Histogram FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N,Hist(*)
REAL Xmin,Xmax,A(*)
CALL Histogram(A(*),Xmin,Xmax,N,Hist(*))
Histogram divides the region of values between xmin and xmax into n equal intervals and counts the
number of elements in the array A whose values lie in each interval. If a value in A lies below xmin
or at or above xmax, it is not counted. If a value is exactly the value that separates two intervals, it is
counted in the higher of the two intervals.
Histogram counts in the following manner: Let s be the width of an
interval in which values are counted. Sis defined by the expression

If a value in A falls between xmin, inclusive, and xmin+s, exclusive, the count in the first element of
Hist is increased. If the value falls between xmin+s, inclusive, and xmin+2s, exclusive, the count in
the second element of Hist is increased, etc.
Hist must contain at least n elements.
Errors

Histogram causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE
section, above, if xmin xmax, if n is negative or zero, or if Hist contains fewer than n elements.
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Hn

Hermite polynomial.
Loading
Usage

Description
Errors

Note

LOADSUB ALL FROM "HERMITE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNHn(N,X)
FNHn returns the value of the Hermite polynomial of order n of x, Hn(x). N must be positive or zero.
FNHn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, if n is negative, or if the polynomial's absolute value would be larger than MAXREAL, the
largest value representable.
For n > 12, the algorithm used computes the value of Hn using a recursion from the values of H11
and H12. The computation time increases with n-11 and the computation accuracy decreases with
n-11.
Hn(x)

1400

I0

Modified Bessel function of the first kind, order zero.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNI0(X)
FNI0 returns the value of the modified cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind and order zero of
x, I0(x). I0(x) is defined for all values of x, but large absolute values of x may cause the result to be
larger than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
FNI0 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if the result would be larger than
MAXREAL.
I1, In, K0
I0(x)
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I0e

Solve a system of linear equations with complex coefficients.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNI0e(X)
FNI0e returns the value of the modified cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind and order zero
of x scaled by e-|x|, e-|x|I0(x). The scaling is done so that the value of I0(x) can be evaluated for
arguments of large absolute value, where the value of I0(x) may be larger than MAXREAL, the
largest value representable. The value of e-|x|I0(x) is moderate for arguments of large absolute
value.
FNI0e causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL.
I0, I1e, In
e-|x|I0(x)
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I1

Modified Bessel function of the first kind, order one.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNI1(X)
FNI1 returns the value of the modified cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind and order one of x,
I1(x). I1(x) is defined for all values of x, but large absolute values of x may cause the magnitude of
the result to be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
FNI1 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if the magnitude of the result
would be larger than MAXREAL.
I0, I1e, In, K0
I1(x)
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I1e

Scaled modified Bessel function of the first kind, order one.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNI1e(X)
FNI1e returns the value of the modified cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind and order one
of x scaled by e-|x|, e-|x|I1(x). The scaling is done so that the value of I1(x) can be evaluated for
arguments of large absolute value, where the absolute value of I1(x) may be larger than MAXREAL,
the largest value representable. The absolute value of e-|x|I1(x) is moderate for arguments of large
absolute value.
FNI1e causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL.
I0e, I1, In
e-|x|I1(x)
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Ibeta

Incomplete beta function.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A,B,X,Y
Y=FNIbeta(A,B,X)
Ibeta returns the value of the incomplete beta function of a, b, and x, Bx(a,b). This function is only
defined for values of a 0, b 0, and 0 x 1.
Bx(a,b) is defined by the expression

Another form of the incomplete beta function, Ix(a,b), is defined by the expression

This function is evaluated by the routine P_beta.
Errors
See Also

Ibeta causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL, if x < 0, x > 1, a 0, or b 0.
P_beta
Bx(a,2.5)
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Icfft

Complex discrete inverse Fourier transform.

Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Icfft FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER Logn
COMPLEX A(*),F(*)
CALL Icfft(Logn,F(*),A(*))
Icfft calculates the discrete inverse Fourier transform of the sequence in the array F and stores the
result in the array A. Logn is the base-2 log of the number of points in the sequences. The arrays
A and F must contain at least 2Logn elements; if they have more than this number of elements, the
extra elements are ignored and unmodified. The number of elements denoted by each permitted
value of Logn is shown in the table below:
Logn
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

No. Elements (2Logn)
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192
16384

The meaning of the values input to Icfft is the same as that for the values output by the Cfft routine;
see the entry for the Cfft routine for a detailed explanation of the meaning of the values input to Icfft.
Errors

See Also

Icfft causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above, if Logn is not between 2 and 15, inclusive, or if the size of A or C is smaller than 2Logn.
Cfft, Ifft
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Ifft

Discrete inverse Fourier transform.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Ifft FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER Logn
REAL A(*)
COMPLEX F(*)
CALL Ifft(Logn,F(*),A(*))
Ifft calculates the discrete inverse Fourier transform of the sequence in the array F and stores the
result in the array A. Logn is the base-2 log of the number of points in the sequences. The array
F must contain at least 2Logn-1 elements; the array A must contain at least 2Logn elements. If
the arrays have more than the required number of elements, the extra elements are ignored and
unmodified. The number of elements in A denoted by each permitted value of Logn is shown in the
table below:
Logn
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

No. Elements (2Logn)
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192
16384

The values input to Ifft are in the same format as those output by the Fft routine. See the entry for Fft
for a detailed explanation of the meaning of the values returned by Ifft.
Errors

See Also

Ifft causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above, if Logn is not between 2 and 15, inclusive, or if the size of A or F is smaller than the values
explained above.
Fft, Icfft
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Igamma

Incomplete gamma function.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A,X,Y
Y=FNIgamma(A,X)
FNIgamma returns the value of the incomplete gamma function of a and x, #(a,x). Although the
incomplete gamma function is defined for all values of x, this subroutine only works with values of x >
0 or x = 0 and a > 0.
#(a,x) is defined by the expression

In the above expression, x must be positive or zero and a must be positive.
When x # 0 and a > 0, the other forms of the incomplete gamma function present in this subroutine
library, the complementary form, #(a,x) and Tricomi's form, #*(a,x), are related to the incomplete
gamma function by the following expressions:

Errors

See Also

FNIgamma causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not both of type REAL, if x < 0, or if x = 0
and a # 0.
Gamma, Gamic, Gamit
(a,x)
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Ihn

Modified Bessel function of the first kind, order n+½.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNIhn(N,X)

FNIhn returns the value of the modified cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind and order n+½ of x, In+½(x).
is defined for all values of n and all positive values of x. If n is positive or zero, In+½(x) is also defined for x = 0
FNIhn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section, above, or if
the range of definition explained above.
In, Khn
In+½(x)

Note

The algorithm used computes the value of In+½ using a recursion from the values of I½ and I1½. The comput
increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.

1409

In

Modified Bessel function of the first kind, order n.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNIn(N,X)
FNIn returns the value of the modified cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind and order n of x,
In(x). In(x) is defined for all values of n and all values of x, but large absolute values of x may cause
the absolute value of the result to be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
FNIn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, or if the result would be larger than MAXREAL.
In(x)

See Also
Note

I0, I1e, In, K0
The algorithm used computes the value of In using a recursion from the values of I0 and I1. The
computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
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Ine

Scaled modified Bessel function of the first kind, order one.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNIne(N,X)

FNIne returns the value of the modified cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind and order n of x scaled by e|
e-|x|In(x). The scaling is done so that the value of In(x) can be evaluated for arguments of large absolute value
the absolute value of In(x) may be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value representable. The absolute value
e-|x|In(x) is moderate for arguments of large absolute value.
FNIne causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section, above.
e-|x|In(x)

See Also
Note

I0, I0e, In, K0
The algorithm used computes the value of In using a recursion from the values of I0 and I1. The computation
increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
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Invgamma

Inverse of the gamma function.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "GAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNInvgamma(X)
FNInvgamma returns the value of 1/(x). Unlike (x), 1/(x) is defined at negative integral values of x
and at x = 0. This function is provided for use in expressions that involve dividing by (x), where the
regular gamma function, FNGamma, would cause Errors when evaluated at values of x equal to
negative integers or zero.
FNInvgamma causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL.
Gamma
1/(x)
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J0

Bessel function of the first kind, order zero.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNJ0(X)
FNJ0 returns the value of the cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind and order zero of x, J0(x).
J0(x) is defined for all values of x.
FNJ0 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL.
J1, Jn, Y0
J0(x)
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J1

Bessel function of the first kind, order one.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNJ1(X)
FNJ1 returns the value of the cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind and order one of x, J1(x).
J1(x) is defined for all values of x.
FNJ1 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL.
J0, Jn, Y0
J1(x)
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Jhn

Bessel function of the first kind, order n+½.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNJhn(N,X)
FNJhn returns the value of the cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind and order n+½ of x,
Jn+½(x). Jn+½(x) is defined for all values of n and for all positive values of x. If n is positive or zero,
Jn+½(x) is also defined for x = 0.
FNJhn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above, or if x is out of the range of definition explained above.
Hh1n, Hh2n, Jn, Yhn
Jn+½(x)

The algorithm used computes the value of Jn+½ using a recursion from the values of J½ and J1½.
The computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
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Jn

Bessel function of the first kind, order n.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

Note

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNJn(N,X)
FNJn returns the value of the cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind and order n of x, Jn(x). Jn(x)
is defined for all values of n and x.
FNJn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above.
The algorithm used computes the value of Jn using a recursion from the values of J0 and J1. The
computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
Jn(x)
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K0

Modified Bessel function of the second kind, order zero.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNK0(X)
FNK0 returns the value of the modified cylindrical Bessel function of the second kind and order
zero of x, K0(x). K0(x) is defined for all positive values of x, but values of x near zero may cause the
absolute value of the result to be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
FNK0 causes an HTBasic error if its arguments is not of type REAL, if x is not positive, or if the result
would be larger than MAXREAL.
I0, K0e, K1, Kn
K0(x)
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K0e

Scaled modified Bessel function of the second kind, order zero.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNK0e(X)
FNK0e returns the value of the modified cylindrical Bessel function of the second kind and order
zero of x scaled by ex, exK0(x). Although exK0(x) is defined for all positive values of x, values of x
near zero may cause the absolute value of the result to be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value
representable. The scaling is done so that the value of K0(x) can be evaluated for large arguments,
where the value of K0(x) may be near zero.
FNK0e causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL, if x is not positive, or if the result
would be larger than MAXREAL.
exK0(x)

See Also

K0, K1e, Kn
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K1

Modified Bessel function of the second kind, order one.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNK1(X)
FNK1 returns the value of the modified cylindrical Bessel function of the second kind and order
one of x, K1(x). K1(x) is defined for all positive values of x, but values of x near zero may cause the
absolute value of the result to be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
FNK1 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL, if x is not positive, or if the result
would be larger than MAXREAL.
I1, K0, K1e, Kn
K1(x)
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K1e

Scaled modified Bessel function of the second kind, order one.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNK1e(X)
K1e returns the value of the modified cylindrical Bessel function of the second kind and order one
of x scaled by ex, exK1(x). Although exK1(x) is defined for all positive values of x, values of x near
zero may cause the absolute value of the result to be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value
representable. The scaling is done so that the value of K1(x) can be evaluated for large arguments,
where the absolute value of K1(x) may be near zero.
K1e causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL, if x is not positive, or if the result
would be larger than MAXREAL.
exK1(x)

See Also

K0e, K1, Kn
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Ke

Complex Kelvin function of the second kind of a real argument.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "KELVIN.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNKe(X)
FNKe returns the values of the real and imaginary Kelvin functions of the second kind of the value
x. The real part of the value returned is the value of ker(x) and the imaginary part is the value of
kei(x). Although ker(x) and kei(x) are defined for all values of x except zero, values of x near zero
may produce results greater than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
FNKe causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL. It also causes an error if x is zero
or the value of either the real or imaginary component of the value returned would be larger than
MAXREAL.
Ker, Kei, Be
ker(x) + ikei(x)

Arg[ker(x) + ikei(x)], degrees

1421

1422

Kei

Complex Kelvin function of the second kind of a real argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "KELVIN.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNKei(X)
FNKei returns the value of the imaginary Kelvin function of the second kind of the value x. Although
kei(x) is defined for all values of x except zero, values of x near zero may produce results greater
than MAXREAL, the largest value representable. Note that sometimes Kelvin functions are written
with an order, as in kei3(x). In this notation, the function FNKei returns the value of kei0(x).
FNKei causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL, if x is negative or zero, or if the
value returned would be larger than MAXREAL.
Ke, Ker
kei(x)
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Ker

Real Kelvin function of the second kind.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "KELVIN.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNKer(X)
FNKer returns the value of the real Kelvin function of the second kind of the value x. Although ker(x)
is defined for all values of x except zero, values of x near zero may produce results greater than
MAXREAL, the largest value representable. Note that sometimes Kelvin functions are written with an
order, as in ker3(x). In this notation, the function FNKer returns the value of ker0(x).
FNKer causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL, if x is negative or zero, or if the
value returned would be larger than MAXREAL.
Ke, Ker
ker(x)
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Khn

Modified Bessel function of the second kind, order n+½.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNKhn(N,X)

FNKhn returns the value of the modified cylindrical Bessel function of the second kind and order n+½ of x, Kn+
Kn+½(x) is defined for all values of n and for all positive values of x.

FNKhn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section, above, or i
negative or zero.
Ihn, Kn
Kn+½(x)

Note

The algorithm used computes the value of Kn+½ using a recursion from the values of K½ and K1½. The comp
time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
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Kn

Modified Bessel function of the second kind, order n.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNKn(N,X)
FNKn returns the value of the modified cylindrical Bessel function of the second kind and order
n of x, Kn(x). Kn(x) is defined for all values of n and all positive values of x, but values of x close
to zero may cause the absolute value of the result to be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value
representable.
FNKn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, if x is not positive, or if the result would be larger than MAXREAL.
Kn(x)

See Also
Note

In, K0, K1, Kn, Kne
The algorithm used computes the value of Kn using a recursion from the values of K0 and K1. The
computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
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Kne

Scaled modified Bessel function of the second kind, order n.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNKne(N,X)
FNKne returns the value of the modified cylindrical Bessel function of the second kind and order
n of x scaled by ex, exKn(x). Although exKn(x) is defined for all positive values of x, values of x
near zero may cause the absolute value of the result to be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value
representable. The scaling is done so that the value of Kn(x) can be evaluated for arguments of large
absolute value, where the value of Kn(x) may be near zero.
FNKne causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, if x is not positive, or if the result would be larger than MAXREAL.
exKn(x)

See Also
Note

I0e, In, K0e, K1e, Kn
The algorithm used computes the value of Kn using a recursion from the values of K0 and K1. The
computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
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Li

Log integral.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "LI.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNLi(X)
FNLi returns the value of the log integral of x, Li(x). Li(x) is defined by the relation

The path of integration must not include the points x = 0 and x = 1 and must not cross the real axis.
The real version of Li(x) is only defined for x positive or zero.
Errors

FNLi causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if it is negative.
Li(x)

See Also

Ci, Ei, Si
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Logbeta

Logarithm of the beta function of a real argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "GAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A,B,Y
Y=FNLogbeta(A,B)
FNLogbeta returns the value of the logarithm of the beta function of a and b, log[B(a,b)]. B(a,b) is
defined as (a)(b)/(a+b) (see Gamma). B(a,b) is only defined for a > 0 and b > 0.
FNLogbeta causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not both of type REAL or if either a or b is
negative or zero.
Beta, Clogbeta, Gamma
log[B(a,b)]
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Loggamma

Logarithm of the gamma function of a real argument.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "GAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNLoggamma(X)
FNLoggamma returns the value of the logarithm of the gamma function of x, log[#(x)]. The value of
log[#(x)] approaches ± as x approaches a negative integer or zero.
FNLoggamma causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if the magnitude of
log[#(x)] exceeds MAXREAL, the largest number representable.
Cgamma, Gamma, Loggamma
log[#(x)]
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Mean

Mean of values in an array.

Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "MEAN.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),Y
Y=FNMean(A(*))
FNMean returns the mean value of the elements in the array A. The mean is the average value of
the elements in the array, which is computed by adding the values of the elements in the array and
dividing the sum by the number of elements.
FNMean causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not a REAL array.
Median, Std, F_variance
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Median

Median of values in an array.
Loading

Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "MEAN.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB FNMedian FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),X
X=FNMedian(A(*))
FNMedian returns the median value or values of the elements in the array A. The median is the
value which half the points in A are less than and half the points in A are greater than.
FNMedian computes the median by sorting the elements in the array A. If A has an even number
of points, there are two central values in the return value in A. In this case, FNMedian returns the
average of the two central values.

Errors
See Also

When it executes, FNMedian creates a temporary integer array to hold values used in sorting. This
requires 2 bytes of memory per point in the array A. FNMedian causes an error if this amount is
memory is not available.
FNMedian causes an HTBasic error if its arguments is not a REAL array.
Mean, MAT SORT (in the HTBasic Reference Manual)
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Norm

Euclidean or F-norm of a vector.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "NORM.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL Y,A(*)
Y=FNNorm(A(*))
FNNorm returns the value of the Euclidean norm of the vector represented in A. This norm is
computed by summing the squares of the elements and taking the square root of the sum. This norm
is also called the L-2 norm or the F-norm.
FNNorm causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not a REAL array.
Norm1, Norminf
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Norm1

L-1 norm of a vector.

Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "NORM.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL Y,A(*)
Y=FNNorm1(A(*))
FNNorm1 returns the value of the L-1 norm of the vector represented in A. This norm is computed by
summing the absolute values of the elements in A.
FNNorm1 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not a REAL array.
Norm, Norminf
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Norminf

L- norm of a vector.

Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "NORM.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL Y,A(*)
Y=FNNorminf(A(*))
FNNorminf returns the value of the L- (L-infinity) norm of the vector represented in A. This norm is
computed by finding the absolute value of the element of A with the largest absolute value.
FNNorminf causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not a REAL array.
Norm, Norm1
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P1n

LeGendre function of the first kind, degree one.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "LEGENDRE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNP1n(N,X)

FNP1n returns the value of the Legendre function of the first kind, degree one, and order n of x, Pn1(x), into th
variable Y. N must be positive or zero.

FNP1n causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section, above, if n <
the polynomial's absolute value would be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
Pn, Q1n
Pn1(x)

Note

For n > 12, the algorithm used computes the value of Pn1 using a recursion from the values of P
P21. The computation time increases with n - 1 and the computation accuracy decreases with n - 1.
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Paderiv

Antiderivative of a polynomial.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "PADERIV.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Paderiv FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL P(*),A(*)
CALL Paderiv(N,P(*),A(*))
Paderiv calculates the polynomial that is the antiderivative of that described in n and P. It returns the
coefficients of the antiderivative in A.
The first element in the arrays P and A represents the constant term in the polynomial. In the case
of A, this element is set to zero, as the constant term in an antiderivative may take any value.
The second element in P and A represents the linear term; the third the quadratic term, etc. The
interpretation of the elements in P and A is without regard to the OPTION BASE in effect or any
lower bound specified when P and A were declared. N is the degree of the polynomial whose
coefficients are in P.

Errors

See Also

Paderiv causes an HTBasic error if n > 10, if P contains fewer than n + 1 elements, or if A contains
fewer than n + 2 elements.
Pderiv, Pinteg
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Pderiv

Derivative of a polynomial.

Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "PDERIV.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Pderiv FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL P(*),D(*)
CALL Pderiv(N,P(*),D(*))
Pderiv calculates the polynomial that is the derivative of that described in P. It returns the coefficients
of the derivative in D.
The first element in the arrays P and D represents the constant term in the polynomial. The second
element in P and D represents the linear term; the third the quadratic term, etc. The interpretation
of the elements in P and D is without regard to the OPTION BASE in effect or any lower bound
specified when P and D were declared. N is the degree of the polynomial whose coefficients are in P.

Errors

See Also

Pderiv causes an HTBasic error if n > 10, if P contains fewer than n + 1 elements, or if D contains
fewer than n elements.
Paderiv
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Pinteg

Integral of a polynomial.

Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "PDERIV.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL A,B,P(*),Y
Y=FNPinteg(N,P(*),A,B)
FNPinteg calculates the definite integral of the real polynomial function p(x) over the interval x (a,b).
It does this by using the polynomial antiderivative function used by the Paderiv subroutine and
returning the difference of the antiderivatives at the points b and a.
The first element in the array P represents the constant term in the polynomial; the second element
represents the linear term; the third the quadratic term, etc. The interpretation of the elements in P is
without regard to the OPTION BASE in effect or any lower bound specified when P was declared.

Errors
See Also

Pinteg causes an HTBasic error if n > 10 or if P contains fewer than n + 1 elements.
Paderiv
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Pn

LeGendre function of the first kind.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "LEGENDRE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNPn(N,X)
FNPn returns the value of the Legendre function of the first kind, degree zero, and order n of x, Pn(x), into the
variable Y. N must be positive or zero.
FNPn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section, above, if n <
polynomial's absolute value would be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
P1n, Qn
Pn(x)

Note

For n > 12, the algorithm used computes the value of Pn using a recursion from the values of P1 and P2. The
computation time increases with n - 11 and the computation accuracy decreases with n - 11.
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Polar

Polar form of a complex array.
Loading

Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "POLAR.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Polar FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
COMPLEX C(*)
REAL A(*),P(*)
CALL Polar(C(*),T$,A(*),P(*))
Polar changes the elements of the array C into polar form. The magnitude of each element in C is
placed into the corresponding element of array A and the phase of each element is placed into the
corresponding element of array P. The elements of C remain unchanged. If the first character in T$ is
"D" or "d", the angles in P are output in degrees; if T$ is null or begins with any character other than
"d" or "D", the angles in P are output in radians. A and P must contain at least as many elements as
C. If A or P contains more elements than C, the extra elements are unchanged or ignored.
Polar causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, or if A or P contain fewer elements than C.
Rect
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Poly

Evaluate a polynomial.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "POLY.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y,C(*)
Y=FNPoly(N,C(*),X)
FNPoly evaluates a polynomial of degree n whose coefficients are given in the elements of C at
argument x. The first element in C is the constant term in the polynomial, the second element is
the first-degree term (the multiplier of x), the third element is the second-degree term (the multiplier
of x2), etc. C must contain at least n+1 elements; if it contains more than n+1 elements, the extra
elements are ignored.
FNPoly causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, or if the array C has fewer than n+1 elements.
Cpoly, Paderiv, Pderiv, Pinteg, Proots
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Power_spectrum

Calculate power spectral density.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.HTS"
or LOADSUB Power_spectrum FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER Logn
REAL A(*),B(*)
CALL Power_spectrum(Logn,A(*),B(*))
Power_spectrum calculates the power spectral density of the data in the array A and returns the
information in the array B. Logn is the base-2 logarithm of the number of points in the sequence to
be correlated. The array A must have at least 2Logn elements; if it has more than this number of
elements, the extra elements are ignored. The array B must have at least 2Logn+1 elements; if it has
more than this number of elements, the extra elements are unmodified. The number of elements in A
denoted by each permitted value of Logn is shown in the table below:
Logn
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

No. Elements (2Logn)
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192
16384

If N = 2Logn, after Power_spectrum has run, the first N/2 elements in the array B contain the power
spectral density of A. The second N/2 elements in B contain zeros.
If the values in A are taken to be values of a continuous complex signal, a(t), sampled at constant
intervals of T (time, distance, or whatever units apply), and if the signal sampled contained no terms
at or above the frequency 1/2T, then the first N/2 elements in the array B are proportional to the
power at the frequencies k/2NT, where k is the position in B, beginning with k = 0.
The power spectral density of a set of data is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation of that set
of data.
Errors

See Also

Power_spectrum causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE
section, above, if Logn is not between 2 and 15, inclusive, or if the size of A or B is smaller than the
values described above.
Autocorrelate, Power_spectrum
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Proots

Find the roots of a polynomial.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "PROOTS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Proots FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER M,N
REAL P(*)
COMPLEX Z(*)
CALL Proots(N,P(*),M,Z(*))
Proots attempts to finds all values of z that satisfy the relation p(z) = 0, where p is a polynomial of
degree n, which must be 10 or less. The roots will usually be returned in Z in order of increasing
modulus. Since the coefficients of p are real, complex roots returned in Z will occur in conjugate
pairs.
If a root is not found after m iterations of the algorithm, that root is set to CMPLX(MAXREAL,0.0) to
indicate an error and Proot returns without attempting to find more roots.
The first element in the array P represents the constant term in the polynomial; the second element,
the linear term; the third the quadratic term, etc. The interpretation of the elements in P is without
regard to the OPTION BASE in effect or any lower bound specified when P was declared.
The array Z must contain enough elements to hold all the solutions to the expression p(z) = 0, that is,
Z should contain at least n elements.
Proots uses LaGuerre's method to find a real root or a conjugate pair of roots to the equation p(z)
= 0. It then reduces the equation by dividing p(z) by the term z - zn for a real root zn or z – 2#(zn) +
|zn|2 for a complex root and repeats the procedure for the reduced polynomial. This stops when all
the roots are found or when the algorithm fails to find a new root after m iterations.
Typical values for m might be 50, 100, or 200.

Errors

Example

Proots causes an HTBasic error if n < 2, n > 10, if P contains fewer than n + 1 elements, if Z contains
fewer than n elements, or if an evaluation of the polynomial being used results in a value greater in
magnitude than MAXREAL.

The following BASIC program calculates the roots of the function
x3 - 3x2 + 3x - 2 = 0.
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

LOADSUB ALL FROM "PROOTS.HTS"
INTEGER I
REAL C(0:3)
COMPLEX Z(1:3)
READ C(*)
DATA -2.0,3.0,-3.0,1.0
CALL Proots(3,C(*),100,Z(*))
FOR I=1 TO 3
PRINT USING """("",MZ.6D,"","",MZ.6D,"")""";Z(I)
1446

100 NEXT I
110 END
When run, it prints
( 0.500000,-0.866025)
( 0.500000, 0.866025)
( 2.000000, 0.000000).
The roots of the equation can be found by hand. They are

See Also

Froot, Paderiv, Pderiv, Pinteg, Poly
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Pulse

Generate a pulse waveform.
Loading

Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "PULSE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Pulse FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL P,A,B,S,C,Y(*)
CALL Pulse(P,A,B,S,C,Y(*))
Pulse fills the elements of the array Y with a pulse of duty cycle c, period p, start point s, and
high and low values a and b, respectively. P and S are expressed in units of the number of array
elements, although they need not be integers. P must be positive and c must be between 0 and 1,
inclusive.
If Yk refers to an element Yk for a=+1, b=-1, c=0.25, and p=100

of array Y, beginning with k = 0, the expression for Yk is:

In the above expressions, fract(x) is the fractional part of x, calculated by finding the difference
between x and the next lower integer from x. Fract(x) is between 0, inclusive, and 1, exclusive.
If p or s is contained in a variable of type INTEGER, be sure to use the BASIC REAL command to
change the variable to a REAL value when passing it to the Pulse routine.
Errors

See Also

Pulse causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, if p is negative or zero, or if c is not between 0 and 1, inclusive.
Waveform
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P_beta

Probability integral for beta distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,A,B,Y
Y=FNP_beta(A,B,X)
FNP_beta returns the value of the probability integral of the univariate beta probability density
function with parameters a and b at x, P(x;a,b). P(x;a,b) is defined only for a 0 and b 0.
P(x;a,b) is defined by the expression

When 0 x 1, P(x;a,b) is related to the incomplete beta function returned by FNIbeta, Bx(a,b), by the
expression

P(x;a,b)

The function P(x;a,b) is sometimes written Ix(a,b).
Errors
See Also

FNP_beta causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if a or b is negative.
Beta, Ibeta, F_beta, Q_beta
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P_cauchy

Probability integral for Cauchy distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CAUCHY.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,A,B,Y
Y=FNP_cauchy(A,B,X)
FNP_cauchy returns the value of the integral of the Cauchy probability density function
with parameters a and b at x. This integral, P(x;a,b), is defined by the expression

which reduces to

B must be greater than zero.
P(x;0,b)

Errors
See Also

FNP_cauchy causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if b is negative or
zero.
F_cauchy, Q_cauchy
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P_chi2

Probability integral for Chi-squared distribution.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNP_chi2(N,X)

FNP_chi2 returns the value of the probability integral of the univariate chi-squared (#²) probability density funct
parameter n. This integral, P(x;n), is defined by the expression

X is often written as ²; among other uses, this notation emphasizes the fact that this integral is only nonzero for
x 0. Although P is sometimes defined for n < 0, most implementations, including this one, restrict P to being de
0.
P(x;n)

Errors
See Also

FNP_chi2 causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section, above, o
negative.
F_chi2, Q_chi2
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P_exp

Probability integral for exponential distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "EXP.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,A,Y
Y=FNP_exp(A,X)
FNP_exp returns the value of the integral of the exponential probability density function with
parameter a at x, P(x;a). P(x;a) is defined by the expression

P(x;a) is defined for positive values of a.
P(x;a)

Errors
See Also

FNP_exp causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if a is zero or
negative.
F_exp, Q_exp
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P_f

Probability integral for F distribution.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER M,N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNP_f(M,N,X)
FNP_f returns the value of the probability integral of the univariate F probability density function with
parameters m and n at x, P(x;m,n). This integral is defined for m and n positive or zero.
FNP_f causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE
section, above, or if either m or n is negative.
F_f, Q_f
P(x;1,2)
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P_gauss

Probability integral for Gaussian distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "ERF.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,M,S,Y
Y=FNP_gauss(M,S,X)

FNP_gauss returns the value of the integral of the Gaussian, or normal, probability density function of mean m
and standard deviation s (represented below by #) at x. The integral, P(x;m,#), is defined by the expression

P is defined for all values of x and m and for positive values of #.
P(x;0,#)

Errors
See Also

FNP_gauss causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if the value of S is negative o
zero.
F_gauss, Q_gauss
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P_laplace

Probability integral for LaPlace distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "LAPLACE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,A,B,Y
Y=FNP_laplace(A,B,X)

FNP_laplace returns the value of the integral of the LaPlace probability density function of parameters a and b
x, P(x;a,b). P(x;a,b) is defined by the expression

P is defined for all positive values of b.
P(x;0,b)

Errors
See Also

FNP_laplace causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if the value of b is negative
zero.
F_laplace, Q_laplace
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P_pareto

Probability integral for Pareto distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "PARETO.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,X0,T,Y
Y=FNP_pareto(X0,T,X)

FNP_pareto returns the value of the integral of the Pareto probability density function of parameters X0 (here w
as x0) and t at x, P(x;x0,t). P(x;x0,t) is defined by the expression

P is defined for positive values of x0 and t.
P(x;1,t)

Errors
See Also

FNP_pareto causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if the value of x0 or t is nega
zero.
F_pareto, Q_pareto
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P_rayleigh

Probability integral for Rayleigh distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "RAYLEIGH.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL Beta,X,Y
Y=FNP_rayleigh(Beta,X)
FNP_rayleigh returns the value of the integral of the Rayleigh probability density function of parameter Beta
(here written as #), at x, P(x;). P is defined by the expression

which reduces to

P is defined for all positive values of .
P(x;)

Errors
See Also

FNP_rayleigh causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if the value of is negative o
zero.
F_rayleigh, Q_rayleigh
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P_student

Probability integral for Student's t distribution.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNP_student(N,X)
FNP_student returns the value of the integral of the Student's t probability density function of
parameter n at x, P(x;n). P is defined for all positive or zero values of x and all positive values of n.
FNP_student causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE
section, above, or if the value of n is negative or zero.
F_student, Q_student
P(x;n)
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Q1n

LeGendre function of the second kind, degree one.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "LEGENDRE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNQ1n(N,X)
FNQ1n returns the value of the Legendre function of the second kind, degree one, and order n of x, Qn1(x). N
positive or zero.

FNQ1n causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the usage section, above, or if th
polynomial's absolute value would be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
P1n, Qn
Qn1(x)

Note

For n > 2, the algorithm used computes the value of Qn1 using a recursion from the values of Q11 and Q21. T
computation time increases with n-1 and the computation accuracy decreases with n-1.
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Qn

LeGendre function of the second kind.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "LEGENDRE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNQn(N,X)

FNQn returns the value of the Legendre function of the second kind, degree zero, and order n of x, Qn(x). N m
positive or zero.

FNQn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the usage section, above, if n is n
or if the polynomial's absolute value would be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
Pn, Q1n
Qn(x)

Note

For n > 2, the algorithm used computes the value of Qn using a recursion from the values of Q1 and Q2. The
computation time increases with n-1 and the computation accuracy decreases with n-1.
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Q_beta

Complementary probability integral for beta distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,A,B,Y
Y=FNQ_beta(A,B,X)
FNQ_beta returns the value of the complementary probability integral of the univariate beta
probability density function with parameters a and b, Q(x;a,b). Q(x;a,b) is defined only for a 0 and b
0.
Q(x;a,b) is defined by the expression

When 0 # x # 1, Q(x;a,b) is related to the incomplete beta function returned by FNIbeta, Bx(a,b) by
the expression

Q(x;a,b)

Errors
See Also

FNQ_beta causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if a or b is
negative.
Beta, Ibeta, F_beta, P_beta
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Q_cauchy

Complementary probability integral for Cauchy distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CAUCHY.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,A,B,Y
Y=FNQ_cauchy(A,B,X)
FNQ_cauchy returns the value of the complementary integral of the Cauchy probability density
function with parameters a and b. This integral, Q(x;a,b), is defined by the expression

which reduces to

B must be greater than zero.
Q(x;0,b)

Errors
See Also

FNQ_cauchy causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if b is negative or
zero.
F_cauchy, P_cauchy
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Q_chi2

Complementary probability integral for Cauchy distribution.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNQ_chi2(N,X)

FNQ_chi2 returns the value of the complementary probability integral of the univariate chi-squared (#²) probab
density function with parameter n. This integral, Q(x;n), is defined by the expression

X is often written as #²; among other uses, this notation emphasizes the fact that this integral is only less than o
values of x # 0. Although Q is sometimes defined for n < 0, most implementations, including this one, restrict Q
defined for n # 0.
Q(x;n)

Errors
See Also

FNQ_chi2 causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section, above, o
negative.
F_chi2, P_chi2
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Q_exp

Complementary probability integral for Cauchy distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "EXP.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,A,Y
Y=FNQ_exp(A,X)
FNQ_exp returns the value of the complementary integral of the exponential probability density
function with parameter a at x, Q(x;a). Q(x;a) is defined by the expression

Q(x;a) is defined for positive values of a.
Q(x;a)

Errors
See Also

FNQ_exp causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if a is negative or
zero.
F_exp, P_exp
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Q_f

Complementary probability integral for F distribution.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER M,N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNQ_f(M,N,X)
FNQ_f returns the value of the complementary probability integral of the univariate F probability
density function with parameters m and n at x, Q(x;m,n). This integral is defined for m and n positive
or zero.
FNQ_f causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the usage section,
above, or if either m or n is negative.
F_f, P_f
Q(x;1,2)
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Q_gauss

Complementary probability integral for Cauchy distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "ERF.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,M,S,Y
Y=FNQ_gauss(M,S,X)

FNQ_gauss returns the value of the complementary integral of the Gaussian, or normal, probability density
function of mean m and standard deviation s (represented below by #) at x. The integral, Q(x;m,#), is defined b
the expression

Q is defined for all values of x and m and for positive values of .
Q(x;0,#)

Errors
See Also

FNQ_gauss causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if the value of S is negative o
zero.
F_gauss, P_gauss
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Q_laplace

Probability integral for LaPlace distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "LAPLACE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,A,B,Y
Y=FNQ_laplace(A,B,X)
FNQ_laplace returns the value of the complementary integral of the LaPlace probability density function of
parameters a and b at x, Q(x;a,b). Q(x;a,b) is defined by the expression

Q is defined for all positive values of b.
Q(x;0,b)

Errors
See Also

FNQ_laplace causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if the value of b is negative
zero.
F_laplace, P_laplace
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Q_pareto

Complementary probability integral for Pareto distribution.
Loading

LOADSUB ALL FROM "PARETO.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"

Usage

REAL X,X0,T,Y
Y=FNQ_pareto(X0,T,X)

Description

FNQ_pareto returns the value of the complementary integral of the Pareto probability density function of param
X0 (here written as x0) and t at x, Q(x;x0,t). Q(x;x0,t) is defined by the expression

Q is defined for positive values of x0 and t.
Q(x;1,t)

Errors
See Also

FNQ_pareto causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if the value of x0 or t is nega
zero.
F_pareto, P_pareto
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Q_rayleigh

Complementary probability integral for Rayleigh distribution.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "RAYLEIGH.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL Beta,X,Y
Y=FNQ_rayleigh(Beta,X)
FNQ_rayleigh returns the value of the integral of the Rayleigh probability density function of
parameter Beta (here written as #), at x, Q(x;#). Q is defined by the expression

which reduces to

Q is defined for all positive values of #.
Q(x;#)

Errors
FNQ_rayleigh causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if the value of is
negative or zero.
See Also

F_rayleigh, P_rayleigh
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Q_student

Probability integral for Student's t distribution.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "IGAMMA.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNQ_student(N,X)
FNQ_student returns the value of the complementary integral of the Student's t probability density
function of parameter n, Q(x;n). Q is defined for all positive values of n.
FNQ_student causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE
section, above, or if the value of n is negative or zero.
F_student, P_student
Q(x;n)
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Rect

Rectangular form of a complex array.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "RECT.HTS"
or LOADSUB Rect FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),P(*)
COMPLEX C(*)
CALL Rect(A(*),P(*),T$,C(*))
Rect changes the elements of the arrays A and P into rectangular form. The magnitude of each
element is in A and the phase of each element is in the corresponding position in P. The rectangular
form of the data in A and P is placed into the corresponding element of array C. The elements of A
and P remain unchanged. If the first character in T$ is "D" or "d", the angles in P are taken to be in
degrees; if T$ is null or begins with any character other than "d" or "D", the angles in P are taken
to be in radians. A and P must contain the same number of elements; C must contain at least as
many element as A and P. If C contains more than this number of elements, the extra elements are
unchanged or ignored.
Rect causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section, if A
and P contain different numbers of elements or if C contains fewer elements than A and P.
Polar

1471

Rfilter

Filter a real sequence.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FFT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Rfilter FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER Logn
REAL A(*),B(*),F(*)
CALL Rfilter(Logn,A(*),F(*),B(*))
Rfilter calculates the sequence produced by filtering the time-domain (or space-domain) sequence in
A by the filter whose frequency-domain coefficients are in F. It returns the resulting sequence in the
array B. Logn is the base-2 log of the number of points in the sequences in A and B. The arrays A
and B must contain at least 2Logn elements. The array F must contain at least 2Logn-1 elements. If
the arrays have extra elements, the extra elements are ignored and unmodified.
The values in F are the amounts by which to scale the corresponding frequency components in
A to produce the resultant sequence. These values are magnitudes; Rfilter assumes that all filter
coefficients have zero phase; use Filter to use a filter function having both magnitude and phase.
The first element in F represents the amount by which the d. c. term in A is to be scaled, the second
the amount by which the 1/N frequency component is scaled, the third the amount by which the 2/N
frequency component is scaled, etc. The meaning of each frequency component is the same for
Rfilter as for Fft and is explained in the entry for Fft.
If the sequence to be used as a filter is specified as an impulse response, the Convolve function may
be used to filter using the impulse response as input.

Errors

See Also

Rfilter causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above, if Logn is not between 2 and 15, inclusive, or if the size of A or B is smaller than 2Logn, or if F
is smaller than 2Logn-1.
Cfft, Convolve, Filter, Fft

1472

Romberg

Integrate a function using Romberg's method.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "ROMBERG.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB FNRomberg FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A,B,X,Eps
INTEGER Nmin,Nmax
X=FNRomberg(F$,A,B,Eps,Nmin,Nmax)
FNRomberg estimates the integral of the function named in F$ between the points a and b. Eps,
Nmin, and Nmax control when the estimating process stops. FNRomberg evaluates the integral
using successively more points in the function, doing at least Nmin evaluations of the integral.
When the difference between successive values of the integral is less than Eps, integration stops.
If FNRomberg does more than Nmax evaluations of the integral without successive evaluations
differing by less that Eps, FNRomberg stops evaluating the integral and returns MAXREAL to
indicate failure to evaluate the integral.
F$ should contain the name of an HTBasic subroutine. The subroutine should take two REAL
parameters. It should evaluate the function to be integrated at the second parameter and return its
value in the first parameter. For example, if F$ = "Test", then the subroutine Test should begin with
the definition line
SUB Test(REAL Y,X)
where X and Y may be replaced by the names of any REAL parameters. The subroutine Test would
evaluate the desired function at the value X and return the value in Y.

Errors

FNRomberg causes an HTBasic error if the subroutine named in F$ is undefined. The subroutine
named in F$ may also cause HTBasic Errors when it is evaluated.

1473

S

Fresnel sine integral of a real argument.
Loading
Usage

REAL X,Y
Y=FNS(X)

Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "FRESNEL.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"

FNS returns the value of the Fresnel sine integral of x. S(x) is defined by the relation

FNS causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL.

See Also

C
S(x)

1474

Shi

Hyperbolic sine integral.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "EI.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNShi(X)
FNShi returns the value of the hyperbolic sine integral of x, Shi(x). Shi(x) is defined by the relation

Large absolute values of x may produce results greater in magnitude than MAXREAL.
Shi(x)

Errors
See Also

FNShi causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL. It also causes an error if Shi(x) would be g
than MAXREAL.
Chi, Ei, Si

1475

Si

Sine integral.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "EI.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNSi(X)
FNSi returns the value of the sine integral of x, Si(x). Si(x) is defined by the relation

Si(x) is defined for all values of x.
Si(x)

Errors
See Also

Si causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL.
Ei, Ci, Shi

1476

Simpson

Integrate a function using Simpson's rule.

Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "SIMPSON.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB FNSimpson FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A,B,X
INTEGER N
X=FNSimpson(F$,A,B,N)
FNSimpson estimates the integral of the function named in F$ between the points a and b where N is
the number of divisions between a and b. The estimate is exact for functions that can be represented
as polynomials of degree 2 or less.
F$ should contain the name of an HTBasic subroutine. The subroutine should take two REAL
parameters. It should evaluate the function to be integrated at the second parameter and return its
value in the first parameter. For example, if F$ = "Test", then the subroutine Test should begin with
the definition line
SUB Test(REAL Y,X)
where X and Y may be replaced by the names of any REAL parameters. The subroutine Test would
evaluate the desired function at the value X and return the value in Y.

Errors

FNSimpson causes an HTBasic error if the subroutine named in F$ is undefined. The subroutine
named in F$ may also cause HTBasic Errors when it is evaluated.

1477

Solve

Solve a system of linear equations.
Loading

Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "SOLVE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Solve FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),B(*)
CALL Solve(A(*),B(*))
Solve finds the solution to the system of linear equations represented by A and B and returns the
solution in B. A must be square, that is, it must have the same number of rows as columns. B
must have the same number of rows as A and usually is a one-dimensional array (a vector). If A
represents the matrix whose entries are stored in A and b represents the vector whose entries are
stored in B, Solve finds the solution vector, x, for the matrix equation
Ax = b
and returns the solution in B, replacing the former contents of B. The contents of the array A are also
destroyed by Solve.
The array B may be two-dimensional. In this case, after solve is called, each column in B contains
the solution vector for the case when the input values in that column were used as b in the above
equation.
Solve is equivalent to the BASIC lines
MAT Temp=INV(A)
MAT X=Temp*B
MAT B=X
except that the arrays Temp and X are not needed; the intermediate results overwrite some of the
elements of A. Solve is faster than the above BASIC fragment, because the matrix inversion is not
needed.

Errors

See Also

Solve causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are both REAL arrays, if A is not square, if B doesn't
have the same number of rows as A, or if A is singular.
Csolve

1478

Std

Standard deviation of an array.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "MEAN.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),Y
Y=FNStd(A(*))
FNStd returns the standard deviation of the elements in the array A. The standard deviation is the
square root of the average value of the squares of the differences between the elements in the array
and the mean value of the elements. This version of the standard deviation uses the number of
points in the array A, n, as the divisor in the averaging calculation, instead of the value n - 1 used in
some formulas for standard deviation.
The F_variance subroutine returns the square of the standard deviation.

Errors

See Also

FNStd causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above.
Mean, F_variance

1479

S_h10

Spherical Hankel function of the first kind, order zero.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNS_h10(X)
FNS_h10 returns the value of the spherical Hankel function of the first kind and order zero of x, h0(1)
(x). The real component returned contains j0(x) and the imaginary component returned contains
y0(x).
H0(1)(x) is sometime also called the spherical Bessel function of the third kind, order 0.

Errors

See Also

FNS_h10 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL. It also causes an error if the
value of x is zero, since the imaginary component of h0(1)(0) is infinite.
S_h11, S_h20, S_j0, S_y0

h0(1)(x)

Arg[h0(1)(x)], degrees

1480

1481

S_h11

Spherical Hankel function of the first kind, order one.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNS_h11(X)
FNS_h11 returns the value of the spherical Hankel function of the first kind and order one of x, h1(1)
(x). The real component returned contains j1(x) and the imaginary component returned contains
y1(x).
H1(1)(x) is sometimes also called the spherical Bessel function of the third kind, order 1.

Errors

See Also

FNS_h11 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL. It also causes an error if the
value of x is near zero, since the imaginary component of h1(1)(0) is -.
S_h10, S_h21, S_j1, S_y1
h1(1)(x)

Arg[h1(1)(x)], degrees

1482

1483

S_h1n

Spherical Hankel function of the first kind, order n.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNS_h1n(N,X)
FNS_h1n returns the value of the spherical Hankel function of the first kind and order n of x, hn(1)(x).
The real component returned contains jn(x) and the imaginary component returned contains yn(x).
Hn(1)(x) is sometime also called the spherical Bessel function of the third kind, order n.

Errors

See Also
Note

FNS_h1n causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE
section, above. It also causes an error if the value of x is near zero, since the imaginary component
of hn(1)(0) is infinite.
S_h10, S_h11, S_h2n, S_j0, S_j1, S_y0, S_y1
The algorithm used computes the value of hn(1) using a recursion from the values of h0(1) and
h1(1). The computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
hn(1)(x)

Arg[hn(1)(x)], degrees

1484

1485

S_h20

Spherical Hankel function of the second kind, order zero.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNS_h20(X)
FNS_h20 returns the value of the spherical Hankel function of the second kind and order zero of x,
h0(2)(x). The real component returned contains j0(x) and the imaginary component returned contains
-y0(x).
FNS_h20 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL. It also causes an error if the
value of x is near zero, since the imaginary component of h0(2)(0) is -.
S_h10, S_h21, S_j0, S_y0
h0(2)(x)

Arg[h0(2)(x)], degrees

1486

S_h21

Spherical Hankel function of the second kind, order one.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNS_h21(X)
FNS_h21 returns the value of the Hankel function of the second kind and order one of x, h1(2)(x).
The real component returned contains j1(x) and the imaginary component returned contains -y1(x).
FNS_h21 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL. It also causes an error if the
value of x is near zero, since the imaginary component of h1(2)(0) is infinite.
S_h11, S_h20, S_j1, S_y1
h1(2)(x)

Arg[h1(2)(x)], degrees

1487

S_h2n

Spherical Hankel function of the second kind, order n.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also
Note

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNS_h2n(N,X)
FNS_h2n returns the value of the spherical Hankel function of the second kind and order n of x,
hn(2)(x). The real component returned contains jn(x) and the imaginary component returned contains
-yn(x).
FNS_h2n causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE
section, above. It also causes an error if the value of x is near zero, since the imaginary component
of hn(2)(0) is infinite.
S_h1n, S_h20, S_h21, S_j0, S_j1, S_y0, S_y1
The algorithm used computes the value of hn(2) using a recursion from the values of h0(2) and
h1(2). The computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
hn(2)(x)

Arg[hn(2)(x)], degrees

1488

1489

S_hh1n

Spherical Hankel function of the first kind, order n+½.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNS_hh1n(N,X)
FNS_hh1n returns the value of the spherical Hankel function of the first kind and order n+½ of x,
hn+½(1)(x). Hn+½(1)(x) is defined for all values of n and for all positive values of x.
Hn+½(1)(x) is sometimes also called the spherical Bessel function of the third kind, order n+½.

Errors

See Also
Note

FNS_hh1n causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE
section, above, or if x is negative or zero.
S_hh2n
The algorithm used computes the value of hn+½(1) using a recursion from the values of h½(1) and
h1½(1). The computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
hn+½(1)(x)

Arg[hn+½(1)(x)], degrees

1490

1491

S_hh2n

Spherical Hankel function of the second kind, order n+½.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also
Note

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X
COMPLEX C
C=FNS_hh2n(N,X)
FNS_hh2n returns the value of the spherical Hankel function of the second kind and order n+½ of x,
hn+½(2)(x). Hn+½(2)(x) is defined for all values of n and for all positive values of x.
FNS_hh2n causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE
section, above, or if x is negative or zero.
S_hh1n
The algorithm used computes the value of hn+½(2) using a recursion from the values of h½(2) and
h1½(2). The computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
hn+½(2)(x)

Arg[hn+½(2)(x)], degrees

1492

1493

S_i0

Modified spherical Bessel function of the first kind and order zero.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_i0(X)
FNS_i0 returns the value of the modified spherical Bessel function of the first kind and order zero of
x, i0(x). I0(x) is defined for all values of x, but large positive values of x may cause the result to be
larger in magnitude than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
FNS_i0 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if the result would be larger
than MAXREAL.
i0(x)

See Also

S_i1, S_im0, S_in, S_k0

1494

S_i1

Spherical Hankel function of the first kind, order one.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_i1(X)
FNS_i1 returns the value of the modified spherical Bessel function of the first kind and order one of
x, i1(x). I1(x) is defined for all values of x, but large absolute values of x may cause the result to be
larger in magnitude than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
FNS_i1 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if the result would be larger
than MAXREAL.
i1(x)

See Also

S_i0, S_im1, S_in, S_k1

1495

S_ihn

Spherical Hankel function of the first kind, order n.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_ihn(N,X)
FNS_ihn returns the value of the modified spherical Bessel function of the first or second kind and
order n+½ of x, in+½(x). The function is called a function of the first kind if n is positive and a function
of the second kind if n is negative. In+½(x) is defined for all values of n and for all positive values of
x. If n is positive or zero, in+½(x) is also defined for x = 0.
FNS_ihn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section,
above, or if x is out of the range of definition explained above.
in+½(x)

See Also
Note

S_in, S_khn
The algorithm used computes the value of in+½ using a recursion from the values of i½ and i1½. The
computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.

1496

S_in

Modified spherical Bessel function of the first and second kinds and order n.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_in(N,X)
FNS_in returns the value of the modified spherical Bessel function of order n of x, in(x). The function
is called a function of the first kind if n is positive and a function of the second kind if n is negative.
In(x) is defined for all values of n and for all values of x, but large absolute values of x may cause the
result to be larger in magnitude than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
FNS_in causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, or if the result would be larger than MAXREAL.
in(x)

See Also
Note

S_i0, S_i1, S_ihn, S_kn
The algorithm used computes the value of in using a recursion from the values of i0 and i1. The
computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.

1497

S_j0

Spherical Bessel function of the first kind, order zero.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_j0(X)
FNS_j0 returns the value of the spherical Bessel function of the first kind and order zero of x, j0(x).
J0(x) is defined for all values of x.
J0(x) is defined by the expression

This function is also often called the sinc function.
Errors

FNS_j0 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL.

See Also

j0(x)

See Also

S_j1, S_jn, S_y0

1498

S_j1

Spherical Bessel function of the first kind, order one.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_j1(X)
FNS_j1 returns the value of the spherical Bessel function of the first kind and order one of x, j1(x).
J1(x) is defined for all values of x.
FNS_j1 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL.
S_j0, S_jn, S_y1
j1(x)

1499

S_jhn

Spherical Bessel function of the first kind, order n+½.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_jhn(N,X)

FNS_jhn returns the value of the spherical Bessel function of the first kind and order n+½ of x, jn+½(x). Jn+½(x
defined for all values of n and for all positive values of x. If n is positive or zero, jn+½(x) is also defined for x = 0

FNS_jhn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section, above, o
of the range of definition explained above.
S_jn, S_yh1n, S_hh1n, S_hh2n, S_yhn
jn+½(x)

Note

The algorithm used computes the value of jn+½ using a recursion from the values of j½ and j1½. The computa
increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.

1500

S_jn

Spherical Bessel function of the first kind, order n.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_jn(N,X)

FNS_jn returns the value of the spherical Bessel function of the first kind and order n of x, jn(x). Jn(x) is defined
values of x. For n < 0, large negative values of x or values of x near zero may cause jn(x) to be larger in magni
MAXREAL, the largest value representable.

FNS_jn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section, above, or if
would be larger than MAXREAL.
jn(x)

See Also
Note

S_j0, S_j1, S_yn

The algorithm used computes the value of jn using a recursion from the values of j0 and j1. The computation t
increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.

1501

S_k0

Modified spherical Bessel function of the third kind and order zero.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMS.HTS"
or LOADSUB S_k0 FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_k0(X)
FNS_k0 returns the value of the modified spherical Bessel function of the third kind and order zero
of x, k0(x). K0(x) is defined for all values of x except zero, but large negative values of x or values
of x near zero may cause the result to be larger in magnitude than MAXREAL, the largest value
representable.
FNS_k0 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL, if x is zero, or if the result
would be larger than MAXREAL.
k0(x)

See Also

S_i0, S_im0, S_k1, S_kn

1502

S_k1

Modified spherical Bessel function of the third kind and order one.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_k1(X)
FNS_k1 returns the value of the modified spherical Bessel function of the third kind and order one
of x, k1(x). K1(x) is defined for all values of x except zero, but large negative values of x or values
of x near zero may cause the result to be larger in magnitude than MAXREAL, the largest value
representable.
FNS_k1 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL, if x is zero, or if the result
would be larger than MAXREAL.
k1(x)

See Also

S_i0, S_im0, S_k0, S_kn

1503

S_khn

Modified spherical Bessel function of the third kind, order n+½.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_khn(N,X)

FNS_khn returns the value of the modified spherical Bessel function of the third kind and order n+½ of x, kn+½
Kn+½(x) is defined for all values of n and for all positive values of x.

FNS_khn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE section, above, o
negative or zero.
S_ihn, S_kn
kn+½(x)

Note

The algorithm used computes the value of kn+½ using a recursion from the values of k½ and k1½. The compu
time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.

1504

S_kn

Modified spherical Bessel function of the third kind, order n.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_kn(N,X)
FNS_kn returns the value of the modified spherical Bessel function of the third kind and order n of x,
kn(x). Kn(x) is defined for all values of x and n except x = 0, but large negative values of x or values
of x near zero may cause the result to be larger in magnitude than MAXREAL, the largest value
representable.
FNS_kn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the usage section,
above, if x is zero, or if the result would be larger than MAXREAL.
kn(x)

See Also
Note

S_in, S_imn, S_k0, S_k1
The algorithm used computes the value of kn using a recursion from the values of k0 and k1. The
computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.

1505

S_y0

Spherical Bessel function of the second kind, order zero.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_y0(X)
FNS_y0 returns the value of the spherical Bessel function of the second kind and order zero of x,
y0(x). Y0(x) is defined for all values of x except zero, but values of x near zero may cause the result
to be larger in magnitude than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
FNS_y0 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL, if x is zero, or if the result
would be larger in magnitude than MAXREAL.
S_y1, S_yn
y0(x)

1506

S_y1

Spherical Bessel function of the second kind, order one.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_y1(X)
FNS_y1 returns the value of the spherical Bessel function of the second kind and order one of x,
y1(x). Y1(x) is defined for all values of x except zero, but values of x near zero may cause the result
to be larger in magnitude than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
FNS_y1 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL, if x is zero, or if the result
would be larger in magnitude than MAXREAL.
S_y0, S_yn
y1(x)
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S_yhn

Spherical Bessel function of the second kind, order n+½.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_yh1(N,X)
FNS_yhn returns the value of the spherical Bessel function of the second kind and order n+½ of x,
yn+½(x). Yn+½(x) is defined for all values of n and for all positive values of x.
FNS_yhn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE
section, above, or if x is negative or zero.
S_jhn, S_yh1n, S_hh1n, S_hh2n, S_yhn, S_yn
yn+½(x)

Note
The algorithm used computes the value of yn+½ using a recursion from the values of y½ and y1½.
The computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
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S_yn

Spherical Bessel function of the second kind and order n.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNS_yn(N,X)
FNS_yn returns the value of the spherical Bessel function of the second kind and order n of x,
yn(x). For n < 0, yn(x) is defined for all values of x. For n 0, yn(x) is defined for all values of x except
zero, but large negative values of x or values n of x near zero may cause the result to be larger in
magnitude than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
FNS_yn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, if x is zero, if n is not in the range described above, or if the result would be larger than
MAXREAL.
yn(x)

See Also
Note

S_jn, S_y0, S_y1
The algorithm used computes the value of yn using a recursion from the values of y0 and y1. The
computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
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Tolinear

Conversion from log to linear representation.

Loading

Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "TOLINEAR.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Tolinear FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),B(*),X
CALL Tolinear(A(*),X,B(*))
Tolinear converts the data in the array A into linear representation and returns the results in the
array B. The factor x is used to scale the data in the array A before it is converted; each point in
A is divided by x before conversion is done. Tolinear is usually used to convert data in decibel
representation into linear form. Tolinear is equivalent to the following BASIC lines
INTEGER I
FOR I=1 TO size(A)
B(I)=10^(A(I)/X)
NEXT I
where size(A) is the number of elements in the array A. In most cases, x is either 10 or 20.

Errors

Tolinear causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL, if x is zero, or if A and B
do not have the same number of elements.
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Tolog

Conversion from linear to logarithmic representation.
Loading

Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "TOLOG.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB Tolog FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),B(*),X
CALL Tolog(A(*),X,B(*))
Tolog converts the data in the array A into logarithmic representation and returns the results in
the array B. The factor x is used to scale the data in the array A after it is converted; each point
in A is multiplied by x after conversion is done. Tolog is usually used to convert data to decibel
representation. Tolog is equivalent to the following BASIC lines
INTEGER I
FOR I=1 TO size(A)
B(I)=LOG(A(I))*X
NEXT I
where size(A) is the number of elements in the array A. In most cases, x is either 10 or 20.

Errors

Tolog causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not all of type REAL or if A and B do not have the
same number of elements.
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Tn

Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind.
Loading
Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CHEBY.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNTn(N,X)

FNTn returns the value of the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind and order n of x, Tn(x). N must be positive
Tn(x) is defined for all values of x, although it is most commonly used only with values of x between -1 and +1.

There are other, less used, types of Chebyshev polynomials defined that are not included in the Math Library. T
easily calculated from Tn(x) and Un(x) by using the following formulas:

Tn(x)

Errors
See Also

Note

FNTn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section, above, or if th
polynomial's absolute value would be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value representable.
Un

For n > 12, the algorithm used computes the value of Tn using a recursion from the values of T11 and T12. Th
computation time increases with n-11 and the computation accuracy decreases with n-11.
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Trapezoid

Integration using the Trapezoid Rule.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "TRAPEZOID.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),S,Y
Y=FNTrapezoid(A(*),S)
FNTrapezoid approximates the integral of the function whose samples are in the array A. The
elements of A are assumed to be equally-spaced. The parameter s contains the value of the distance
between adjacent elements of A.
The integral is calculated by summing half the value of the first and last points in A and the values of
the interior points in A. This sum is multiplied by s. This method is often called the trapezoid rule, and
is described in most texts on numerical mathematical methods.

Errors
See Also

FNTrapezoid causes an HTBasic error if the array A contains fewer than 2 points.
Simpson
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Un

Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

LOADSUB ALL FROM "CHEBY.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNUn(N,X)
FNUn returns the value of the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind and order n of x, Un(x). N
must be positive or zero. Un(x) is defined for all values of x, although it is most commonly used only
with values of x between -1 and +1.
FNUn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, or if the polynomial's absolute value would be larger than MAXREAL, the largest value
representable.
Un(x)

See Also
Note

Tn
For n > 12, the algorithm used computes the value of Un using a recursion from the values of U11
and U12. The computation time increases with n-11 and the computation accuracy decreases with
n-11.
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V_cdot

Scalar, or dot, product of two complex vectors.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "VDOT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
COMPLEX A(*),B(*),Z
Z=FNV_cdot(A(*),B(*))
FNV_cdot computes the scalar, or dot, product of the vectors a and b. This is done by multiplying
each element of a by the complex conjugate of the corresponding element b and summing the
products.
FNV_cdot causes an HTBasic error if A and B are not both of type COMPLEX or if they do not have
the same number of elements.
V_dot
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V_cosine

Cosine of angle between two vectors.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "VCOSINE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),B(*),Y
Y=FNV_cosine(A(*),B(*))
FNV_cosine computes the cosine of the angle between the vectors a and b. This is done by
evaluating

where "" denotes the dot, or scalar, product and a and b denote the L-2 norm of the vectors a and b.
Errors

See Also

V_cosine causes an HTBasic error if A and B are not both of type REAL, if they do not have the
same number of elements, or either A or B contain all zeros.
Norm, V_dot, V_proj
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V_dot

Scalar, or dot, product of two real vectors.

Loading
Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "VDOT.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),B(*),Y
Y=FNV_dot(A(*),B(*))
FNV_dot computes the scalar, or dot, product of the vectors a and b. This is done by multiplying
each element of a by the corresponding element b and summing the products.
FNV_dot causes an HTBasic error if A and B are not both of type REAL or if they do not have the
same number of elements.
V_cosine, V_cdot, V_prod
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V_prod

Vector or cross product.
Loading

Usage
Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "VPROD.HTS"
or LOADSUB V_prod FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),B(*),P(*)
CALL V_prod(A(*),B(*),P(*))
V_prod computes the vector, or cross, product of the real vectors a and b and returns the result in c.
A, b, and c must have exactly three elements each.
V_prod causes an HTBasic error if A, B, or C are not all of type REAL or do not all have exactly three
elements.
V_dot, V_proj
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V_proj

Projection of one vector on another.
Loading
Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "VPROJ.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),B(*),Y
Y=FNV_proj(A(*),B(*))
FNV_proj computes the length of the projection of vector a onto the direction of vector b. This is done
by evaluating

where "•" denotes the dot, or scalar, product and b denotes the L-2 norm of the vector b.
Errors

See Also

V_proj causes an HTBasic error if A and B are not both of type REAL, if they do not have the same
number of elements, or if B contains all zeros.
V_cosine, V_dot, V_prod
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Waveform

Fill an array with a periodic waveform.
Loading

LOADSUB ALL FROM "WAVEFORM.HTS"
or LOADSUB Waveform FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"

Usage

INTEGER N
REAL P,A,B,S,Y(*)
CALL Waveform(P,A,B,S,N,Y(*))

Description

Waveform fills the array Y with a periodic waveform of type n having the period p, amplitude a, bias
b, and starting point s. If Yk refers to an element of array Y, beginning with k = 0, the table below
shows the expression for Yk for each value of n.
n

Type

1

sine

2

square

3

triangle

4

sawtooth

Expression

In the above expressions, fract(x) is the fractional part of x, calculated by finding the difference
between x and the next lower integer from x. Fract(x) is between 0, inclusive, and 1, exclusive.
All the parameters may take any value except the period, p, which must be positive. P refers to the
number of elements in the array Y between repetitions of the waveform. P and s do not need to be
integers. The type, n, must be between 1 and 4, inclusive.
If p or s is contained in a variable of type INTEGER, be sure to use the BASIC REAL command to
change the variable to a REAL value when passing it to the Pulse routine.
Other periodic waveforms can be produced using these four types. For example, a cosine wave can
be produced from the sine waveform by setting s to -p/4. A falling sawtooth wave can be produced
from the sawtooth waveform by using a negative value for a.
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The four types of waveform are plotted on the following pages for a = 1, b = 0, s = 0, and p = 100.
Errors

See Also

Waveform causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, or if p is not positive, or if n is not between 1 and 4, inclusive.
Pulse
n=1

n=2

n=3
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n=4
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W_bartlett

Bartlett window.
Loading

Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "W_TRAPEZ.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB W_bartlett FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),B(*)
CALL W_bartlett(A(*),B(*))

W_bartlett multiplies the sequence in array A by a Bartlett window function and returns the product in array B.
Array A is unmodified. If N is the number of elements in the array A and k is the position in the array B, the form
for the window function, wk, is

In the above formula, k ranges in value from 0 to N - 1.
If the array B contains more elements than A, the extra elements in B are unmodified.
The Bartlett window is a special case of the window generated by the W_trapezoid routine.
Bartlett window for N=128

Errors
See Also

W_bartlett causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not both REAL arrays or if B contains fewer elements
than A.
Waveform, W_blackman, W_cosine, W_hamming, W_hanning, W_trapezoid
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W_blackman

Blackman window.
Loading

Usage
Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BLACKMAN.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB W_blackman FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),B(*)
CALL W_blackman(A(*),B(*))

W_blackman multiplies the sequence in array A by a Blackman window function and returns the product in arra
B. Array A is unmodified. If N is the number of elements in the array A and k is the position in the array B, the
formula for the window function, wk, is

In the above formula, k ranges in value from 0 to N - 1.
If the array B contains more elements than A, the extra elements in B are unmodified.
Blackman window for N=128

Errors
See Also

W_blackman causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are both REAL arrays or if B contains fewer elements
than A.
Waveform, W_bartlett, W_cosine, W_hamming, W_hanning
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W_cosine

Cosine window.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "W_COSINE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB W_cosine FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),B(*)
REAL R
CALL W_cosine(A(*),R,B(*))
W_cosine multiplies the sequence in array A by a cosine window function of parameter r and returns
the product in array B. Array A is unmodified. R is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the cosine portion of
the window; it must be between 0 and 1, inclusive. If N is the number of elements in the array A and
k is the position in the array B, the formula for the window function, wk, is

In the above formula, k ranges in value from 0 to N - 1.
If the array B contains more elements than A, the extra elements in B are unmodified.
Cosine windows for N=128

Special cases of the cosine window are the Hamming and Hanning windows; these are available as
separate subroutines.
Errors

See Also

W_cosine causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, if r is not between 0 and 1, inclusive, or if B contains fewer elements than A.
Waveform, W_bartlett, W_blackman, W_hamming, W_hanning
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W_hamming

Hamming window.
Loading

LOADSUB ALL FROM "W_COSINE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB W_hamming FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"

Usage

REAL A(*),B(*)
CALL W_hamming(A(*),B(*))

Description

W_hamming multiplies the sequence in array A by the Hamming window function and returns the product in ar
Array A is unmodified. If N is the number of elements in the array A and k is the position in the array B, the form
for the window function, wk, is

In the above formula, k ranges in value from 0 to N - 1.
The Hamming window is the same as the cosine window with the parameter r set to 0.46.
Hamming window for N=128

Errors
See Also

W_hamming causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not both REAL arrays or if B contains fewer elemen
than A.
Waveform, W_bartlett, W_blackman, W_cosine, W_hanning
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W_hanning

Hanning window.
Loading

LOADSUB ALL FROM "W_COSINE.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB W_hanning FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"

Usage

REAL A(*),B(*)
CALL W_hanning(A(*),B(*))

Description

W_hanning multiplies the sequence in array A by the Hanning window function and returns the
product in array B. Array A is unmodified. If N is the number of elements in the array A and k is the
position in the array B, the formula for the window function, wk, is

In the above formula, k ranges in value from 0 to N - 1.
The Hanning window is the same as the cosine window with the parameter r set to 0.5.
Hanning window for N=128

Errors
W_hanning causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE
section, above, or if B contains fewer elements than A.
See Also

Waveform, W_bartlett, W_blackman, W_cosine, W_hamming
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W_kaiser

Kaiser-Bessel window.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESMC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB W_kaiser FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),B(*)
REAL P
CALL W_kaiser(A(*),P,B(*))
W_kaiser multiplies the sequence in array A by a Kaiser-Bessel window function of parameter p and
returns the product in array B. Array A is unmodified. P controls the width of the central portion of the
window; it must be positive, and is usually between 4 and 9. If N is the number of elements in the
array A and k is the position in the array B, the formula for the window function, wk, is

In the above formula, k ranges in value from 0 to N - 1. I0 is the modified cylindrical Bessel function
of the first kind (see I0).
P is often expressed in Kaiser-Bessel window for N=128

terms of a radian frequency parameter, a, using the expression

Errors

Example
See Also

W_kaiser causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE section,
above, if p is negative or zero, or if B contains fewer elements than A.

The section on the Fft subroutine contains an example of windowing using the W_kaiser routine.
I0, W_cosine, W_trapezoid
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W_trapezoid

Trapezoid window.
Loading

Usage

Description

LOADSUB ALL FROM "W_TRAPEZ.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
or LOADSUB W_trapezoid FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL A(*),B(*)
REAL H,P
CALL W_trapezoid(A(*),H,P,B(*))
W_trapezoid multiplies the sequence in array A by a trapezoid window function of parameters p and
h and returns the product in array B. Array A is unmodified. H is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the
untruncated trapezoid portion of the window. P is the value of the pedestal portion of the window. H
and p must be between 0 and 1, inclusive.
The window generated by the W_bartlett routine is a special case of the trapezoid window, with p = 0
and h = 1.

Errors

Trapezoid window for h=0.875 and N=128

W_trapezoid causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types listed in the USAGE
section, above, or if h and p are not in the ranges discussed above.
See Also

Waveform, W_bartlett
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Y0

Bessel function of the second kind, order zero.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNY0(X)
FNY0 returns the value of the cylindrical Bessel function of the second kind and order zero of x,
Y0(x). Y0(x) is defined for all positive values of x.
FNY0 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if x is negative or zero.
J1, Jn, Y0
Y0(x)
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Y1

Bessel function of the second kind, order one.
Loading
Usage
Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
REAL X,Y
Y=FNY1(X)
FNY1 returns the value of the cylindrical Bessel function of the second kind and order one of x,
Y1(x). Y1(x) is defined for all positive values of x.
FNY1 causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if x is negative or zero.
J0, Jn, Y0
Y1(x)
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Yhn

Bessel function of the second kind, order n+½.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors

See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRS.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNYhn(N,X)
FNYhn returns the value of the cylindrical Bessel function of the second kind and order n+½ of x,
Yn+½(x). Yn+½(x) is defined for all values of n and for all positive values of x.
FNYhn causes an HTBasic error if its arguments are not of the types shown in the USAGE
section, above, or if x is negative or zero.
Hh1n, Hh2n, Jhn, Yn
Yn+½(x)

Note
The algorithm used computes the value of Yn+½ using a recursion from the values of Y½ and Y1½.
The computation time increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n.
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Yn

Bessel function of the second kind, order n.
Loading
Usage

Description

Errors
See Also

LOADSUB ALL FROM "BESRC.HTS"
or LOADSUB FROM "MATHLIB.HTS"
INTEGER N
REAL X,Y
Y=FNYn(N,X)

FNYn returns the value of the cylindrical Bessel function of the second kind and order n of x, Yn(x). Yn(x) is de
all positive values of x.
FNYn causes an HTBasic error if its argument is not of type REAL or if x is negative or zero.
Y0, Y1
Yn(x)

Note

The algorithm used computes the value of Yn using a recursion from the values of Y0 and Y1. The computatio
increases with n and the computation accuracy decreases with n - 1.
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ASSIGN

Creates/destroys widgets

Example
ASSIGN @Panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("X":5, "Y":5,"WIDTH":500,"HEIGHT":350,"TITLE": "Engine Monitor")
ASSIGN @Strip TO WIDGET "STRIPCHART";PARENT @Main1,SET ("X":5,"Y":5,"WIDTH":350, "HEIGHT":250,"SHOW
NUMBERING":0)
ASSIGN @Strip TO * ! Destroy the @Strip widget

Syntax
ASSIGN @w_hndl TO { WIDGET w_type; { { PARENT @w_hndl | TRANSIENT | SET (set_atr_list) } [, ...] } | * }
where: set_atr_list = { sstr_exp: { num_exp | str_exp } | mstr_exp:{num_ary | str_ary} | atr_ary(*):{num_ary | str_ary}(*) }
[, ...]
Item
atr_ary

Description

Range
*depends on
*widget

num_ary

single-valued array attributes: accompanying
num_ary or str_ary must have identical
dimensions
numeric array of attribute values

num_exp

numeric expression attribute value

*attribute

sstr_exp
str_ary

single-valued string expression attribute
string array of attribute values

*widget
*attribute(s)

mstr_exp

*widget

w_hndl

multi-valued string expression of attribute
values
widget handle name (string expression)

w_type

widget type string expression

see Description

str_exp

string expression containing attribute value

*attribute(s)

*attribute

any valid name

Description

ASSIGN is used to:
• Create a new level-0 or child widget
• Create a transient widget
• Destroy an existing widget
ASSIGN associates a "widget handle" (equivalent to an I/O path) with a new widget to be used with commands like
STATUS, CONTROL, and ON EVENT to control the appearance and behavior of the widget.
Widgets are destroyed by assigning them to nothing: ASSIGN @widget handle TO *
This table shows widget types that can be created with ASSIGN.
Widget

Description

BITMAP
CASCADE MENU

Displays and creates pixmap files
Menu within PULLDOWN MENU or CASCADE MENU

CLOCK

Graphically displays time

BAR
BARS

Displays a numeric value with a rectangular bar
Displays a bank of numeric values
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COMBO

Combination of string and list widgets

FILE

Allows selection of disk volume, directory, or file

HPGL VIEW

Displays HPGL graphics files

KEYPAD

Method to enter numbers without using a keyboard

LABEL

Displays text or can be placed as label of another widget

MENU BUTTON

Appears in PULLDOWN MENU or CASCADE MENU

MENU SEPARATOR

Line between items in PULLDOWN or CASCADE MENU

MENU TOGGLE

Menu button that toggles between states

METER

Displays numeric values with a needle

NUMBER
PANEL

Can enter and format numbers with specified limits
Used as a "container" or "parent" widget

PRINTER

Used to display blocks of test

PULLDOWN MENU

Provides a menu of selections

PUSHBUTTON

Button that can be placed on the screen or in a PANEL

RADIOBUTTON

Bank of buttons - only one button at a time can be set

SCROLLBAR

Used to input a relative position

SEPARATOR
SLIDER
STRING
STRIPCHART
SYSTEM
TOGGLEBUTTON

Line used to visually separate areas of a PANEL
Slider pad that moves from minimum to maximum value
Can enter or display string or array of strings of text
Displays data in a two-dimensional scrolling graph
Displays and modifies screens built with ScreenBuilder
Used to input or display binary data

XYGRAPH

Used to plot data on an X-Y coordinate plane

LIMITS
LIST

Graphically displays numeric values
Scrollable list of textual items

PARENT Option

If no parent is specified when creating a new widget, the widget is said to be a "level-0" widget. A level-0 widget is
not constrained to be within another widget, and may exist at any place in the HTBasic output window. The X and Y
coordinates of the widget are relative to the upper-left corner of the HTBasic output window.
Only level-0 widgets may include a title bar, a resize border, and a system menu. The title bar and resize border allow
you to change the position and size of the widget.
If a parent is specified, the new widget will be treated as a "child" widget of its parent. If you attempt to move a child
widget outside the border of the parent widget, the child will be "clipped" at the parent widget's borders. The child
widget's X and Y coordinates are relative to the upper-left corner of the parent widget.
Not all widgets can be parents and not all widgets can be children of parent widgets.

TRANSIENT Option

The TRANSIENT option is used primarily when the resulting widget is to function as a dialog. If you create a widget
using the TRANSIENT option, other non-transient widgets cannot be placed on top of the widget.
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If the transient widget has a parent, the transient widget is not restricted to lie within the bounds of its parent as are
other child widgets. Visually the transient widget appears to be a special type of level-0 widget.

SET Option

All widgets have a variety of attributes that control their appearance and behavior. You can initialize the values of these
attributes at the time of creation of the widget by using the SET option. Attributes are either scalar (may contain a
single value) or vector (may be assigned an array of values) and have value of either numeric or string type.

Shorthand: Assigning Attributes

You can use a shorthand method to assign values to several scalar attributes without naming them individually on
the ASSIGN statement. To do this, you store all the attributes in a string array and all the matching values in another
array of the same size. Then, you specify both array names in the SET option of the ASSIGN statement. Elements of the
string array that contain nothing are ignored. For example:

Attribs$(1)
Attribs$(2)
Attribs$(3)
Attribs$(4)
Values(1) =
Values(2) =
Values(3) =
Values(4) =

= "X"
= "Y"
= "WIDTH"
= "HEIGHT"
5
5
500
300

ASSIGN @Panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET (Attrib$(*):Values(*))
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CONTROL

Sets the value(s) of specified attribute(s) for the specified widget

Example

CONTROL @Strip2;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X", RANGE":20)
CONTROL @Slider;SET ("VALUE":Setpoint)

Syntax
CONTROL @w_hndl; SET ( set_atr_list )
set_atr_list = { sstr_exp: { num_exp | str_exp } | mstr_exp:{num_ary | str_ary} | atr_ary(*):{num_ary | str_ary}(*) } [, ...]
Item
atr_ary

Description

Range
*depends on
*widget

num_ary

single-valued array attributes: accompanying
num_ary or str_ary must have identical
dimensions
numeric array of attribute values

num_exp

numeric expression attribute value

*attribute

sstr_exp
str_ary

single-valued string expression attribute
string array of attribute values

*widget
*attribute(s)

mstr_exp

*widget

w_hndl

multi-valued string expression of attribute
values
widget handle name (string expression)

w_type

widget type string expression

see Description

str_exp

string expression containing attribute value

Description

*attribute(s)

*attribute

any valid name

CONTROL sets attributes of widgets previously created with ASSIGN. Attributes are either scalar (may contain a single
value) or vector (may be assigned an array of values) and have values of either numeric or string type. You can use a
shorthand method to assign values to several scalar attributes at once in one string array and all the matching values
in another array of the same size. Then you specify both array names in the SET option of the ASSIGN statement
(elements of the string array that contain nothing will be ignored). For example:

Attribs$(1)
Attribs$(2)
Attribs$(3)
Attribs$(4)
Values(1) =
Values(2) =
Values(3) =
Values(4) =

= "X"
= "Y"
= "WIDTH"
= "HEIGHT"
5
5>
500
300

CONTROL @Panel;SET (Attribs$(*):Values(*))
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STATUS

Returns the value of each listed attribute for the specified widget.

Example

STATUS @Field1;RETURN ("VALUE":Limit$)
STATUS @Input;RETURN ("VALUE":Setpoint)
STATUS @Meter1;RETURN ("LOW LIMIT":Low_lim,"HIGH LIMIT":High_lim)

Syntax
STATUS @w_hndl; RETURN ( ret_atr_list )
ret_atr_list = { sstr_exp: { num_exp | str_exp } | mstr_exp:{num_ary | str_ary} | atr_ary(*):{num_ary | str_ary}(*) } [, ...]
Item
atr_ary

Description

Range
*depends on
*widget

num_ary

single-valued array attributes: accompanying
num_ary or str_ary must have identical
dimensions
numeric array of attribute values

num_exp

numeric expression attribute value

*attribute

sstr_exp
str_ary

single-valued string expression attribute
string array of attribute values

*widget
*attribute(s)

mstr_exp

*widget

w_hndl

multi-valued string expression of attribute
values
widget handle name (string expression)

w_type

widget type string expression

see Description

str_exp

string expression containing attribute value

*attribute(s)

*attribute

any valid name

Description

STATUS gets the attribute value of a widget previously created by ASSIGN. Attributes contain a single value or an array
of values of either numeric or string type. A shorthand method is to use two string arrays where one contains all the
attribute settings, and the other receives attribute values. Elements of the attribute array that contain nothing will be
ignored and the corresponding element of the value array will remain unchanged.
STATUS gets widget values by using widget "handles" instead of I/O paths to access registers 0 and 1 which are
defined for widgets..
Status Register 0 is defined for all I/O paths. For example:

STATUS @Io_path,0;Numeric_var ! returns a 5 which means @Io_path is a widget
STATUS @Pb_12,1;Numeric_var ! returns a 6 meaning @Pb_12 is a CRT device
Any status register greater than 1 will cause Error 155 - Bad interface register number.
Error 170 - I/O operation not allowed occurs when using ENTER, OUTPUT, TRANSFER, etc., (all other commands
associated with I/O paths assigned to devices.
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ENABLE EVENT

Enables HTBasic to branch upon receipt of a specified event

Example

ENABLE EVENT @Myscrollbar, "CHANGED"
ENABLE EVENT @String1, "KEYSTROKE"

Syntax
ENABLE EVENT @w_hndl, event_name
Item

Description

Range

event_name name of an event this widget can enable (string
expression)
w_hndl
widget handle name

depends on the widget
any valid name

Description

ENABLE EVENT enables branching upon receipt of an event specified by ON EVENT. ON EVENT automatically performs
an ENABLE EVENT for the specified widget and event. For example, the following line enables program branching for
the event CHANGED. The actual branch taken is defined by an ON EVENT command.

ENABLE EVENT @Myscrollbar, "CHANGED"
If an ON EVENT statement has been defined for a widget and an event, when the event occurs an event-initiated
branch results. Use DISABLE EVENT to temporarily suspend branching. For example, you may want the program to
accomplish some task without interruption. After that task is accomplished, you can use ENABLE EVENT to re-enable
the program's sensitivity to that event.
While the event is disabled, it can still be logged. Then, when it is re-enabled, the branch will be taken. Only one
occurrence of the event will be logged. You must have at least one currently defined event branch in your program to
accept inputs from the mouse or keyboard. The events can all be disabled and still accept inputs.
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DISABLE EVENT

Prevents HTBasic from branching upon receipt of a specified event

Example

DISABLE EVENT @Myscrollbar,"CHANGED"
DISABLE EVENT @String1, "KEYSTROKE"

Syntax
DISABLE EVENT @w_hndl, event_name
Item

Description

Range

event_name name of an event this widget can disable (string
expression)
w_hndl
widget handle name

depends on the widget
any valid name

Description

DISABLE EVENT temporarily suspend responding to events. For example, you may want the program to accomplish
some task without interruption. After that task is accomplished, you can use ENABLE EVENT to re-enable event
branching. A disabled event can still be logged so that when the event is re-enabled, the branch will be taken. Only
one occurrence of the event will be logged. The events can all be disabled and still accept inputs.
Note that DISABLE EVENT temporarily disables the event, while OFF EVENT permanently deactivates it. Therefore, only
one occurrence of the event will be logged if the event is disabled with DISABLE EVENT and the specified branch will
be taken once the event is re enabled with ENABLE EVENT, whereas the event will NOT be logged and the branch will
never be taken if the event is deactivated with OFF EVENT.
For example:

ENABLE EVENT @Meter, ALARM .
DISABLE EVENT @Meter, ALARM
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ON EVENT

Defines an event branch to take after a widget generates that event

Example

ON EVENT @Pushbutton_3,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Clear_profile
ON EVENT @Slider, "DONE" GOSUB Change_temphigh
ON EVENT @Sldr,"CHANGED", VAL(SYSTEM$("SYSTEM PRIORITY"))+1
GOSUB Chg_stpnt
ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM CLOSE" GOTO Finis

Syntax
ON EVENT @w_hndl, event_name [, priority] { { GOTO | GOSUB | RECOVER } line_ref | CALL sub_name }
Item

Description

line_ref

line label or a program line number

priority
sub_name

numeric expression,, rounded to an INTEGER.
Default = 1.
name of a SUB or CSUB subprogram

w_hndl

widget handle name

event_name

name of an event this widget can generate

Range

depends on the
widget
to 32767 or line
label
to 15 (highest)
any valid name
any valid name

Description

ON EVENT enables the event and sets up the branch to take when the specified widget generates an event.
For example:

ON EVENT @Slider;"CHANGED" GOSUB Event_handler
The most recent ON EVENT (or OFF EVENT) for a given widget and event combination overrides any previous
definition for that combination. If the overriding ON EVENT definition occurs in a different context from the overridden
one, the overridden ON EVENT is restored when the calling context is restored.
Any specified line reference for GOTO or GOSUB must be in the same context as the ON EVENT statement. CALL
and GOSUB will return to the next line that would have been executed if the ON EVENT widget event had not been
serviced. The system priority is restored to that which existed before the ON EVENT branch was taken.
RECOVER forces the program to go directly to the specified line in the context containing that ON EVENT statement.
When RECOVER forces a change of context,the system priority is restored to that which existed in the original
(defining) contextat the time that context was exited.
NOTE
The priority specified in the ON EVENT statement (as in all ON-event statements) must be higher than the current
system priority in order for the event to be recognized.
When you nest ON EVENT statements, be aware that the system priority is raised to the one you specified in the ON
EVENT statement, when that event is serviced for CALL and GOSUB. To ensure that the events are recognized for all
of your ON EVENT statements, specify a higher priority each time you go deeper into the nesting. To do this, query
for the current system priority and then increase it by one, instead of specifying the priority as a number between the
event name and GOTO, GOSUB, RECOVER, or CALL. For example:
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VAL(SYSTEM$("SYSTEM PRIORITY"))+1 !will cause an error if current system priority is
15
CALL and RECOVER remain active when the context changes to a subprogram or function, unless the change in
context is caused by a keyboard-originated call. GOSUB and GOTO remain active when the context changes to a
subprogram, but the branch cannot be taken until the calling context is restored.
ON EVENT is disabled by DISABLE EVENT or DISABLE. It is reenabled by ENABLE EVENT or ENABLE, and is deactivated
by OFF EVENT.
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OFF EVENT

Cancels event branches defined by ON EVENT

Example
OFF EVENT @Pushbutton_3,"ACTIVATED"
OFF EVENT @Slider, "DONE"

Syntax
OFF EVENT @w_hndl, event_name
Item

Description

Range

event
name

name of an event this widget can depends on
generate
the widget

widget
handle

name identifying a widget

any valid
name

Description

The OFF EVENT statement undefines and disables a widget event that was defined and enabled earlier by an ON
EVENT statement.
In the following example, the first line causes the program to go to the subroutine Event_handler when the SLIDER
widget event CHANGED occurs. Then, the next line cancels the event branch. Thus, after the second line, the
occurrence of the event CHANGED will not cause a branch to Event_handler.

ON EVENT @Slider;"CHANGED" GOSUB Event_handler
OFF EVENT @Slider, "CHANGED"

.

Note that DISABLE EVENT temporarily disables the event, whereas OFF EVENT permanently deactivates the event.
Only one occurrence of the event will be logged if the event is disabled with DISABLE EVENT. Therefore, the branch will
be taken once the event is re-enabled with ENABLE EVENT.
The event will NOT be logged and the branch will never be taken if the event is deactivated with an OFF EVENT
statement.
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WAIT FOR EVENT

Suspends program execution until an event occurs.

Example

WAIT FOR EVENT
WAIT FOR EVENT; TIMEOUT 30

Syntax
WAIT FOR EVENT [ ;TIMEOUT timeout_value ]
Item

Description

timeout_value wait up to this many seconds for user
input, then resume program execution

Range
to any nonnegative number

Description

WAIT FOR EVENT suspends program execution until a specified event occurs. When an enabled event occurs, WAIT
FOR EVENT terminates and the event triggers the appropriate pending ON EVENT statement. If no events are currently
defined, WAIT FOR EVENT returns immediately.
WAIT FOR EVENT will wait indefinitely for an event unless a TIMEOUT value (in seconds) is specified after which
program execution resumes if no enabled events occur. The corresponding branch may or may not be taken,
depending on whether the current or defining context has priority.
_WAIT FOR EVENT will wait if any events are defined, even if disabled or associated with widgets that are not visible.
If the widgets are not visible, WAIT FOR EVENT will terminate only if the timeout period is reached, or if you press the
Stop or Reset key.
For example, the following lines allow the program to loop continuously, which allows the computer to do other things
while waiting for the event to occur.

LOOP
WAIT FOR EVENT
END LOOP
Since the WAIT FOR EVENT statement suspends program execution, the computer is free to service other processes as
opposed to the following which ties up the processor:

10 GOTO 10
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DIALOG

Generates a dialog of the specified type

Example

DIALOG "WARNING","Reactor Meltdown Imminent",Btn;SET ("BACKGROUND":2)
DIALOG "STRING","Enter your Operator ID:";RETURN ("VALUE":Resp$),TIMEOUT 10
DIM Speeds$(0:2)[20]
Speeds$(1)="Slow"
DIALOG "LIST","Pick your speed:",Btn;SET ("WIDTH":250,"HEIGHT":80,"ITEMS":Speeds$(*)),
RETURN (SELECTION":Resp)

Syntax
DIALOG dialog_type, prompt_str, selected_btn [; { SET (set_atr_list ) | RETURN ( ret_atr_list) | TIMEOUT timeout_val ] [, ...]
set_atr_list = { sstr_exp: { num_exp | str_exp } | mstr_exp:{num_ary | str_ary} | atr_ary(*):{num_ary | str_ary}(*) } [, ...]
ret_atr_list = { sstr_exp: { num_exp | str_exp } | mstr_exp:{num_ary | str_ary} | atr_ary(*):{num_ary | str_ary}(*) } [, ...]
Item
atr_ary

Description

Range
*depends on
*widget

num_ary

single-valued array attributes: accompanying
num_ary or str_ary must have identical
dimensions
numeric array of attribute values

num_exp

numeric expression attribute value

*attribute

sstr_exp
str_ary

single-valued string expression attribute
string array of attribute values

*widget
*attribute(s)

mstr_exp

*widget

w_hndl

multi-valued string expression of attribute
values
widget handle name (string expression)

w_type

widget type string expression

see Description

str_exp

string expression containing attribute value

*attribute(s)

*attribute

any valid name

Description

You create a DIALOG from a PANEL widget that contains a prompt string, a single widget, and some button widgets.

Types of Dialogs
Dialog

Description

COMBO

Used to enter a string from either an existing list or a string entry
field
Use to display an error message and halt program execution until
the operator acknowledges the error

ERROR
FILE

Prompts the operator to select a file name from a list of file names

INFORMATION

Used to display a piece of information and halt program execution
until the operator acknowledges the information

KEYPAD

Used to enter numbers from a keypad

LIST

Prompts the operator to select an item or set of items from a list of
items
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NUMBER

Prompts the operator to enter a number into a panel

QUESTION

Used to prompt the operator with a question and halt program
execution until the operator answers the question

STRING

Used to prompt the operator for information that the programmer
needs to use within the BASIC program

WARNING

Used to display a warning message and halt program execution until
the operator acknowledges the warning

DIALOG Buttons

Use the DIALOG BUTTONS attribute to create the buttons in the dialog. These buttons appear in a single row at the
bottom of the dialog, in the same order (left to right on the screen) in which they appear in the attribute array. Use
the DEFAULT BUTTON attribute to specify one of these buttons as the default button,. Both DIALOG BUTTONS and
DEFAULT BUTTON have different default values, depending on the type of dialog created.

Selected button Option

If you specify the optional variable for selected button, the DIALOG will return theindex number of the button pressed
or -1 to indicate a timeout occurred. The DIALOG BUTTONS array is always treated as base 0 regardless of how it was
dimensioned.

SET Option

The SET option specifies the initial values for the attributes and the initial values to be displayed by the contained
widget (for example, the contents of the STRING widget in the STRING dialog).

RETURN Option

The RETURN option includes the variables that will receive the final values of the dialog attributes just before the
dialog is destroyed. These variables are used primarily to communicate the state of the contained widget back to the
program when the user terminates the dialog. For example, you can find out what the user typed into a STRING dialog
from the RETURN VALUE attribute to a string variable in your program.
Specifying the same variable for the same attribute in both the SET and RETURN attribute lists is a common practice
when the dialog's purpose is to allow the user to modify an existing quantity. If you use the same variable in the
RETURN attribute list, the user's modification will change the program variable.

TIMEOUT Option

TIMEOUT will wait the specified number of seconds for user input before continuing. If the user does not push a
button in the dialog within the allotted time, the DIALOG statement will: copy the current state of the dialog attributes
(and -1 for the selected button) into the variables specified in return attribute list, and then dismiss (destroy) the
dialog.
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BuilderPlus Controls
BuilderPlus is an extension to HTBasic that adds code syntax for creating and programming dialog and widget
controls for making GUIs (graphical user interfaces) for virtual instruments, device control, and graphical data
presentation screens.
ScreenBuilder is the companion visual UI design tool. So you can design GUis both visually and in code either
separately or in combination. This is like other IDEs that provide both a code window and visual design window and
you can choose one or the other as your main design tool or switch between them. It is often easier to design visually,
but some tasks can be more efficient in code where you can use editing features like copy/paste and search/replace to
more rapidly implement repetitive or similar design features.

ScreenBuilder/Custom Configurations

You can also perform custom configurations on some BuilderPlus features.
See ScreenBuilder for information on the ScreenBuilder application.
See Custom Configurations for information on customizing HTBasic and BuilderPlus.
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Dialog and Widget Controls
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Dialog Controls
# See Dialogs Attributes for information on BuilderPlus dialogs attributes.
# See Dialogs Format for a BuilderPlus dialogs format and structure.
List of Dialogs
Dialog
COMBO
ERROR
FILE

Function
Allows entry by text input or from list
Displays error message, user responds with
mouse button
Allows user to select a file from a directory

INFORMATION

Displays information, user responds with
mouse button

KEYPAD

Similar to NUMBER, but uses a calculator
keypad for entry

LIST
NUMBER
QUESTION
STRING
WARNING

Allows user to select from a list of items
Allows input of numeric data
Displays question, user responds with
mouse button
Prompts user for text string
Displays warning, user responds with
mouse button
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Widget Controls
List of Widgets - Alphabetical
Widget

Description

BAR
BARS

Graphically displays a numeric value with a rectangular bar

BITMAP

Displays and creates pixmap files

CASCADE MENU

Menu of selections within PULLDOWN MENU or other CASCADE MENU

Graphically displays a bank of numeric values

CLOCK
COMBO

Graphically displays time
Combination of string and list widgets that is used to enter a string

FILE

Allows selection of disk volume, directory, or file

HPGL VIEW
KEYPAD

Displays HPGL graphics files

LABEL

Displays a string of text or can be placed as the label of another widget

LIMITS
LIST
MENU BUTTON

Graphically displays numeric values

MENU SEPARATOR

Horizontal line between items in PULLDOWN MENU or CASCADE
MENU

MENU TOGGLE

Provides a method for entering numbers without using a keyboard

Scrollable list of textual items
Appears in PULLDOWN MENU or CASCADE MENU after menu is
activated

Menu button that toggles between states

METER

Graphically displays numeric values with a needle

NUMBER
PANEL
PRINTER

Used to enter and format numbers with specified limits and increments
Used as a "container" or "parent" widget to help group other widgets
Used to display blocks of test (with the option to scroll the text)

PULLDOWN MENU
PUSHBUTTON

Provides a menu of selections from which the user can choose

RADIOBUTTON
SCROLLBAR

Bank of buttons in which only one button at a time can be depressed

SEPARATOR
SLIDER

Line used to visually separate areas of a PANEL

STRING

Used to enter or display an arbitrary string or array of strings of text

STRIPCHART
SYSTEM

Displays data in a two-dimensional scrolling graph

TOGGLEBUTTON
XYGRAPH

Used to input or display binary data

Standalone button that can be placed on the screen or in a PANEL
Used to input a relative position

Slider pad that moves in a trough from minimum value to maximum value

Retrieves and modifies screens built with ScreenBuilder application
Used to plot data on an X-Y coordinate plane

List of Widgets By Group
Group

Widget

Description

Text
Display

LABEL
LIST

Allows labels to be placed on user interface
Allows a selection from a list of items
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PRINTER

Allows output of multiple lines of text

Data
Output

BAR
BARS
BITMAP
CLOCK
HPGL VIEW
LIMITS
METER
STRIPCHART
XY GRAPH

Single-bar bargraph
Multiple-bar bargraph
Allows display of XWD or BMP bitmap files
Displays time information
Allows viewing of HPGL files
Similar to METER widget
An arc-shaped scale with a sweeping needle
Allows drawing of stripcharts
Allows drawing of XY graphs

Data
Input

COMBO
FILE
KEYPAD
NUMBER
PUSHBUTTON
RADIOBUTTON
SCROLLBAR
SLIDER
STRING
TOGGLEBUTTON

Allows entry or selection from a list of items
Allows selection of disk volume, directory, or
file
Similar to NUMBER widget
Allows input of numeric data
Provides a "pushbutton"
A button that acts like a car radio button
Simplified version of SLIDER
Allows numeric input with mouse
Allows a string to be entered from user
interface
A button that can be toggled between two
states

Menu
CASCADE MENU
Creation MENU BUTTON
MENU SEPARATOR
MENU TOGGLE
PULLDOWN MENU

Used for cascading multiple pulldown menus
Menu selection in pulldown or cascade menus
Draws line in menus as item separator
Toggles between two states
Used for building pulldown menu systems

Special

Provides a "panel" in which to place other
widgets
Draws a line to separate regions on PANEL
Used to build user interfaces and widget array

PANEL
SEPARATOR
SYSTEM
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Dialog/Widgets Attribute Types
Overview
This topic describes the five attribute types for BuilderPlus dialogs and widgets.
NOTE

OPTION BASE 0 is used for all array indices. Dialogs and widgets always treat the first element in an array as
element 0, regardless of how you dimension (DIM)or ALLOCATE.

Dialogs/Widgets Attribute Types
Attribute Type

Description

Complex

Equivalent to HTBasic COMPLEX data type has a real and imaginary component
Allowed values are INTEGER, REAL, or numeric expression [1]
Allowed values are INTEGER or REAL arrays
Allowed values are string or string expression [2]
Allowed values are array of string expressions

Numeric
Numeric Array
String
String Array

[1] All branches in the numeric expressions syntax diagram are allowed in CONTROL statements, but only the
branch that begins with "numeric variable name" is allowed in STATUS statements.
[2] All branches in the string expressions syntax diagram are allowed in CONTROL statements, but only the branch
that begins with "string variable name" is allowed in STATUS statements.
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Specifying FONT Attribute Values
When the term Font appears in the Allowed Values columns, the font string you specify is actually a "suggestion"
to HTBasic. HTBasic will choose the closest font to what you specify from those that are currently loaded. The
FONT string syntax can include both BOLD and UNDERLINE entries, as shown. The default FONT is determined by
HTBasic font as set by its -fncommand line switch.
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Dialogs Common Attributes
This topic lists the common attributes for BuilderPlus dialogs. Click theattribute name for a description of the attribute.
NOTE

Since these common attributes may have different defaults for each dialog,this information may be changed for a
specific dialog. See the appropriatedialog description for details.
Attribute
BACKGROUND
DEFAULT
BUTTON
DIALOG
BUTTONS
HEIGHT
INSIDE HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
JUSTIFICATION
MAXIMIZABLE

MINIMIZABLE

MOVABLE

RESIZABLE

RESTORE
SCREEN
SYSTEM MENU

Type

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System dependent [1]

Numeric

Any valid index into the DIALOG
BUTTONS array

0

String Array

Any valid string array

Varies

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

String

"LEFT","CENTER"

"CENTER"

Numeric

0,1

1(maximizable, button
appears in title bar)

Numeric

0,1

0(not minimizable,
button does not
appear in title bar)

Numeric

0,1

1(movable, click on
title bar and drag)

Numeric

0,1

(resizable,
specialborder appears
around the dialog)

Numeric

0,1

(do not restore the
screen)

String or
String array

Any string or string array with 1-64
elements

Null

Numeric

to number of items in system menu

0
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SYSTEM MENU
COUNT
SYSTEM MENU
EVENT
TITLE
USER DATA
VERSION
WIDTH
X
Y

Numeric

0 to number of items in system menu - 0
1

String

Any valid string

Dialog name

String

Any valid string

Null string

String

Any valid string

Current version

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

Numeric

Any integer, number of pixels from 0,0 Autoplacement
[2]

Numeric

Any integer, number of pixels from 0,0 Autoplacement
[2]

[1] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[2] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Widgets Common Attributes
Overview

This topic lists the common attributes for BuilderPlus widgets. Click theattribute name for a description of the attribute.
NOTE

Since these common attributes may have different defaults for each widget,this information may be changed for a
specific widget. See the appropriatewidget description for details.
Widgets Common Attributes
Attribute
BACKGROUND

BORDER [2]
FOCUS
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INSIDE HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
MAXIMIZABLE
[4]
MINIMIZABLE
[4]
MOVABLE [4]

RESIZABLE [4]

RESTORE
SCREEN
STACKING

Type

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number
(0-255)

System dependent [1]

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

0,1

Null

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or topic_id

Null

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

Numeric

0,1

1(maximizable, button
appears in title bar)

Numeric

0,1

0(not minimizable, button
does not appear in title bar)

Numeric

0,1

1(movable, click on title bar
and drag)

Numeric

0,1

1(resizable, special border
appears around the widget)

Numeric

0,1

0(do not restore the screen)

Numeric

0 to number of siblings [3]

0
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ORDER
String or
Any string or string array with
SYSTEM MENU String array 1-64 elements
[4]

SYSTEM MENU
COUNT[4]
SYSTEM MENU
EVENT [4]
TITLE [4]
USER DATA
VERSION
VISIBLE
WIDTH
X

Y

Null

Numeric

0 to number of items in system
menu

0

Numeric

0 to number of items in system
menu -1

0

String

Any valid string

Widget name

String

Any valid string

Null string

String

Any valid string

Current version

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

Numeric

Any integer, number of pixels
from 0,0 [5]

Autoplacement

Numeric

Any integer, number of pixels
from 0,0 [5]

Autoplacement

[1] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[2] Child widget only
[3] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent, or at the same level in the widget
hierarchy, as the widget for which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[4] For level-0 widgets only
[5] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES
The COLUMNS attribute, FONT attribute, and WIDTH common attribute are interdependent.
If You Set:

Then:

COLUMNS

The value of WIDTH will be automatically
adjusted to provide the number of specified
COLUMNS based on the value of the
FONT attribute.
The value of COLUMNS will be
automatically adjusted to provide the
specified WIDTH based on the value of the
FONT attribute.
The value of COLUMNS will be
automatically adjusted to fit into the size of
the widget (WIDTH does not change)

WIDTH

FONT

For Constant Widget Size:

If you want to place a widget in a PANEL or otherwise so that it will not grow to encroach on its neighbor widgets, set
the value of WIDTH to the desired numbers of pixels. COLUMNS will adjust based on the value of the FONT attribute.
Setting the value of FONT will not change the size of a widget. WIDTH set the exterior dimensions of the widget,
whereas COLUMNS affect only the work area dimensions.
Incompatible Attribute Values:

You do not have to worry about setting these values incompatibly, because the attribute you set last in your program
will take precedence, as discussed in the table above.
For example, if you set COLUMNS, FONT, and WIDTH in that order in your program, the widget will use your FONT
and WIDTH values and will ignore your COLUMNS value. Instead of using your value, the widget will automatically
set the COLUMNS attribute value.
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INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES
The COLUMNS attribute, FONT attribute, and WIDTH common attribute are interdependent. Similarly, the ROWS
attribute, FONT attribute, and HEIGHT common attribute are interdependent.
If You Set:

Then:

ROWS

The value of HEIGHT will be automatically
adjusted to provide the number of specified
ROWS based on the value of the FONT
attribute. Applies only to the listbox portion.
Selection field is not included in the ROWS
attribute's argument.
The value of WIDTH will be automatically
adjusted to provide the number of specified
COLUMNS based on the value of the FONT
attribute.
The value of COLUMNS will be
automatically adjusted to provide the
specified WIDTH based on the value of
the FONTattribute. Specifying a -1 yields a
default value.
The value of ROWS will be automatically
adjusted to provide the specified HEIGHT
based on the value of the FONT attribute.
Applies only to the listbox portion. Display
and edit are not included in the ROWS
attribute's argument. Specifying a -1 yields
a default value.
The values of ROWS and COLUMNS will
be automatically adjusted to fit into the size
of the widget (that is, WIDTH by HEIGHT
does not change).

COLUMNS

WIDTH

HEIGHT

FONT

For Constant Widget Size:

If you want to place a widget in a PANEL or otherwise so that it will not grow to encroach on its neighbor widgets, set
the values of WIDTH and HEIGHT to the desired numbers of pixels. ROWS and COLUMNS will adjust based on the
value of the FONT attribute.
Setting the value of FONT will not change the size of a widget. WIDTH and HEIGHT set the exterior dimensions of the
widget, whereas ROWS and COLUMNS affect only the work area dimensions.
Incompatible Attribute Values:

You do not have to worry about setting these values incompatibly, because the attribute you set last in your program
will take precedence, as shown in the table above.
For example, if you set ROWS, COLUMNS, FONT, WIDTH, and HEIGHT in that order in your program, the widget
will use your FONT, WIDTH, and HEIGHT values and will ignore your ROWS and COLUMNS values. Instead of using
your values, the widget will automatically set the ROWS and COLUMNS attribute values.
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Background
Dialogs and Widgets. The value of this attribute specifies the pen to be used for the background area of the widget or
dialog. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.
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Border
Child Widgets and Dialogs Only. When this attribute is set to 1, a border will be drawn around the periphery of the
child widget or the dialog.
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Closeable
Level-0 Widgets Only. If the value of this attribute is set to 1, An X will be drawn at the far-right in the title bar of the
widget When the user clicks on that button, the widget will send a message to the ON EVENT handler. If there is an
ON EVENT setup to process theCLOSEABLE attribute for that widget, the widget will close.
If the value of this attribute is set to 0, no button appears in the title bar and the widget is not closeable. You cannot
close the dialog or widget from the keyboard (without a mouse interface).
Sample syntax:
CONTROL @Main;SET ("CLOSEABLE":1)
ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM CLOSE" GOTO Finis
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Default Button
Dialogs Only. The pushbutton that has the input focus is activated when the operator presses the Spacebar or the
Return key or clicks on the button. If no pushbutton has the input focus when the user presses Return, the DEFAULT
BUTTON is activated.
This attribute specifies which of the DIALOG BUTTONS will act as the default button in the dialog. That is, which
button will be activated when the user presses Return while the input focus is on this dialog, but not on another of
this dialog's buttons. Set the value of DEFAULT BUTTON to -1 if you do not want any action to occur when the user
presses Return while no button has the focus.
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Dialog Buttons
Dialogs Only. The values in the string array are the button labels that will be displayed on the dialog. The first element
of each array is "0", regardless of what you declare in your DIM statement.
For example, if you have DIM Button$ (10:29)[20] and specify a default button of 10, Button$(10) (actually the 11th
element of the array) will bethe default. To prevent confusion, you should use OPTION BASE 0 for all arrays used with
HTBasic.
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Focus
Widgets Only. A value of 0 gives focus to the specified widget. A value of 1 moves focus from the Widget to the Basic
window. Using the FOCUSattribute it is possible to change focus to a particular widget or to the Basic window.
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Help File
Widgets Only. The HELP FILE attribute provides access to user-developed help files or to HTBasic-provided help
files. If both HELP FILE and HELP TOPIC are turned off in the CONFIG file, access to all help is turned off. If HELP
FILE or HELP TOPIC is turned off locally, a screen indicating that no help is available will be displayed when the right
mouse button or the F1 key is pressed.
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Help Topic
Widgets Only. The HELP TOPIC attribute provides access to an HTBasic index or topic_id from a file. If both HELP
FILE and HELP TOPIC are turned off in the CONFIG file, access to all help is turned off. If HELP FILE or HELP
TOPIC is turned off locally, a screen indicating no help is available will be displayed when the right mouse button or
the F1 key is pressed.
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Height
Dialogs and Widgets. The value of this attribute specifies the height of the dialog or widget, in units of pixels. The
value of HEIGHT is set automatically when you set the ROWS attribute on some widgets. See INTERDEPENDENT
ATTRIBUTES for information on how HEIGHT interacts with the ROWS,COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT attributes for
some widgets.
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Inside Height
Widgets. Return-only Attribute. The value of INSIDE HEIGHT is the height of the work area of the widget. The work
area is the area of the widget excluding the title bar and resize border. Get the value of this attribute with a STATUS
command and use the value for positioning child widgets
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Inside Width
Widgets. Return-Only Attribute. The value of INSIDE WIDTH is the width of the work area of the widget. The work
area is the area of the widget excluding the title bar and resize border. Get the value of this attribute with a STATUS
command and use the value for positioning child widgets.
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Justification
Dialogs and LABEL Widget Only. The value of this attribute specifies whether to left justify or center justify the "prompt
string" text in the dialog or LABELwidget text area.
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Maximizable
Dialogs and Level-0 Widgets Only. If the value of this attribute is set to 1, a button will be drawn at the far-right in the
title bar of the widget When the user clicks on that button, the dialog or widget will expand to the maximum size of the
screen. The dialog or widget will return to its original size if the user clicks on that button again.
If the value of this attribute is set to 0, no button appears in the title bar and the dialog or widget is not maximizable.
You cannot maximize the dialog or widget from the keyboard (without a mouse interface).
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Minimizable
Dialogs and Level-0 Widgets Only. If the value of this attribute is set to 1,a button will be drawn at the far-right in the
title bar of the widget or dialog(left of the maximizable button). When the user clicks on that button, the widget or
dialog will be changed to an icon.
The widget or dialog will return to its original size if the user double-clicks on its icon. If the value of this attribute is set
to 0, no button appears in the title bar and the widget or dialog is not minimizable. You cannot minimize the widget or
dialog from the keyboard (without a mouse interface).
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Movable
Dialogs and Level-0 Widgets Only. If the value of this attribute is set to 1, the operator can press-and-hold the left
mouse button when the cursor is in the title bar and can drag the dialog or widget to the new position. When the
mouse button is released, the dialog or widget is placed at the new position. You cannot move the dialog or widget
from the keyboard (without a mouse interface).
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Resizable
Dialogs and Level-0 Widgets Only. If the value of this attribute is set to 1, a special "resize border" will be drawn
around the widget or dialog. If the value of this attribute is set to 0, no border appears around the widget or dialog and
it is not resizable. You cannot resize the widget or dialog from the keyboard (without a mouse interface). To use the
resize border:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Move the mouse until the pointer-cursor is on the border (the pointer-cursor changes into the resize-cursor)
Press and hold the left mouse button
Move the mouse to resize the widget
Release the mouse button. The widget will redraw to the new size.
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Restore Screen
This attribute provides the capability to save the HTBasic screen under the dialog or widget. If RESTORE SCREEN
is set to 1, the widget management software will save a "snapshot" of the BASIC screen area where the dialog or
widget will appear, with whatever graphics or text the screen area contains.
When the widget is destroyed or the dialog terminates, the screen area under the widget or dialog will be restored to
its original appearance. If the value is set to 0, nothing is saved and the area under the dialog or widget will be black
when the widget is destroyed or the dialog terminates.
When you set RESTORE SCREEN to 1, the MOVABLE attribute is automatically set to 0. That way, the operator
will be unable to move the widget and cause the screen to be restored improperly. It is highly recommended that the
RESIZABLE attribute also be set to 0.
NOTE

Because your program will use a significantly larger amount of memory when you set RESTORE SCREEN to 1, do so
only when it is important to save the text or graphics that are already displayed on the screen.
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Stacking Order
Widgets Only. The value of STACKING ORDER represents the depth of a particular widget in the widget hierarchy on
the screen. The Stacking order
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System Menu
Level-0 Widgets Only. The SYSTEM MENU attribute creates a system menu box in the upper-left corner of the title
bar. The SYSTEM MENU will contain the equivalent of a MENU BUTTON for each non-null element in the string
array, and all elements after the first null string are ignored. Only one MENU BUTTON is created if the type is a scalar
string. The label(s) for the MENU BUTTON(s) are the contents of the string or string array.
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System Menu Count
Level-0 Widgets Only. Return-Only Attribute. The SYSTEM MENU COUNT attribute returns the number of items
currently in the system menu.
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System Menu Event
Level-0 Widgets Only. Return-Only Attribute. The SYSTEM MENU EVENT attribute returns the offset of the system
menu item that generated the last SYSTEM MENU event (the first item is always offset 0). If there is only one item in
the SYSTEM MENU, there is no need to query this attribute.
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Title
Dialogs and Level-0 Widgets Only. The value of this attribute is the string that will appear in the title bar of the
dialog or level-0 widget. If you set this attribute to the null string, the title bar will disappear, and the MAXIMIZABLE,
MOVABLE, and SYSTEM MENU attributes are disabled.
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User Data
The contents of this attribute are left to the programmer and are never changed by HTBasic. It is a way to associate
program-specific data with a specific widget or dialog.
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Version
Return-Only Attribute. VERSION can only be used in a STATUS statement. VERSION returns the current software
revision of the individual widget or dialog as a string consisting of seven characters in the format:: A.XX.XX
Where: "A" is a letter
"." is always a decimal point (period)
"X" is a digit
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Visible
This attribute provides a flag that determines whether or not the widget or dialogis visible to the user. For a widget
or dialog to be visible, its VISIBLE attribute value must be 1 and, if it is a child widget, its parent widget must also be
visible.
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Width
The value of this attribute specifies the width of the dialog or widget, in units of pixels. The value of WIDTH is set
automatically when you set the COLUMNS attribute on some widgets. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for
information on how WIDTH interacts with the FONT and COLUMNS attributes.
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Height
The value of X specifies the horizontal location of the left side of the dialog or widget. The units of X are pixels. For
level-0 widgets and for dialogs, the value of X is relative to the left side of the HTBasic outside window client area. If
the widget is a child widget, the value of X is relative to the left side of the parent widget's client area.
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Y
The value of Y specifies the vertical location of the top of the dialog or widget. The units of Y are pixels. For level-0
widgets and for dialogs, the value of Y is relative to the top of the HTBasic outside window client area. If the widget is
a child widget, the value of Y is relative to the top of theparent widget's client area.
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Widgets Format
This topic shows the format for BuilderPlus widgets descriptions.
# See Widgets Attributes for information on widgets
attributes
# See List of Widgets for descriptions/listings of dialogs/
widgets
NOTE

Each widget description has the general structure shown. However, see the appropriate widget description for details
on each widget.
BuilderPlus Widgets Format

______________________________________________________

BAR Widget

Graphically displays numeric values
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See BAR Widget for a program that creates a BAR widget similar to the one
displayed above.
NOTE

See the following program for another example using the BAR widget:
Bar Meter Limits
Attributes
See BAR Widget Attributes for the BAR widget attribute list.
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Remarks
The BAR widget graphically displays numeric values using a single bar.
........................................
Events
Events for the BAR widget are:
ALARM
SYSTEM MENU
ALARM

This event is generated when the VALUE attribute is set to a value
.................................
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BAR Widget
______________________________________________________

BAR Widget

Graphically displays numeric values
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage

Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See BAR Widget for a program that creates a BAR widget similar to the one
displayed above.
NOTE

See the following program for another example using the BAR widget:
Bar Meter Limits
Attributes
See BAR Widget Attributes for the BAR widget attribute list.
Remarks
The BAR widget graphically displays numeric values using a single bar.
If your computer has a monochrome monitor, the BAR widget will handle the situation automatically. There are no
attributes related to color to set for that special case. If you have a monochrome monitor, you will automatically get a
frame around the BAR.
A frame consists of an outline around the BAR and lines at the LOW LIMIT and HIGH LIMIT values. The frame pen
will be the inverse of the background pen. The background pen and the BAR pen will be the same. For information on
creating composite bar displays, see the BARS widget.
The bar size is controlled by writes to the VALUE attribute. The BARwidget does not operate independently. You
must write VALUEs to the widget. An event can be generated on any or all of the three ranges: "LOW", "MIDDLE", or
"HIGH".
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BAR widget events are level-triggered, not edge-triggered. An event is generated any time a VALUE is within the
designated ALARM RANGE,not only when the VALUE transitions from one range to the other. You must specifically
set the ALARM TYPE to event before an event can be generated. Otherwise, only beeps are generated.
Events
Events for the BAR widget are:
# ALARM
# SYSTEM
MENU
ALARM

This event is generated when the VALUE attribute is set to a value within one of the ranges named in the ALARM
RANGES attribute and the ALARM TYPE is "EVENT". The only time an ALARM event is generated is when the value
of VALUE is set to one, several, or all of the following:
# To or above HIGH LIMIT and the value of ALARM RANGES is
"HIGH".
# Between LOW LIMIT and HIGH LIMIT and the value of ALARM
RANGES
is "MIDDLE".
# To or below LOW LIMIT and the value of ALARM RANGES is
"LOW".
Redraw activities, such as changing the ORIENTATION attribute value, will not generate an ALARM event.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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BAR Widget Attributes
AttributeType

Allowed Values
Any comma-separated combination of:
"LOW", "MIDDLE", "HIGH", or the null
string

Default

"BEEP", "EVENT"

"BEEP"

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System dependent [1]

Any positive integer

25

0,1

1

0,1

0(not closeable, button does
not appear in title bar)

Any valid file name

Null

Any valid index or topic_id

Null

LOGARITHMIC is 0: any real number
LOGARITHMIC is 1: any positive real
number

MAXREAL

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System dependent [1]

Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

0,1

0

0,1
LOGARITHMIC is 0: any real number
LOGARITHMIC is 1: any positive real
number

0(linear)

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System dependent [1]

MAXIMIZABLE
Numeric

0,1

MAXIMUM
Numeric

LOGARITHMIC is 0: any real number
LOGARITHMIC is 1: any positive real
number

1(maximizable, button
appears in title bar)

ALARM
String
RANGES
ALARM
String
TYPE
BACKGROUND
Numeric
BAR
Numeric
WIDTH
BORDER
Numeric
[2]
CLOSEABLE
Numeric
[4]
HELP
String
FILE
HELP
String
TOPIC
HIGH
Numeric
LIMIT
HIGH
Numeric
PEN
INSIDE
Numeric
HEIGHT
INSIDE
Numeric
WIDTH
LIMITS
Numeric
LINE
LOGARITHMIC
Numeric
LOW
Numeric
LIMIT
LOW
PEN

Numeric

MIDDLE
Numeric
PEN
MINIMIZABLE
Numeric
[4]
MINIMUM
Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)
0,1
LOGARITHMIC is 0: any real number
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The null string

MAXREAL

100
System dependent [1]
1(not minimizable, button
does not appear in title bar)
1

MOVABLE
Numeric
[4]
ORIENTATION
String
ORIGIN Real
ORIGIN
Numeric
PEN
RESIZABLE
Numeric
[4]
RESTORE
Numeric
SCREEN
STACKING
Numeric
ORDER
SYSTEM
String or
MENU
String array
[4]
SYSTEM
MENU
Numeric
COUNT
[4]
SYSTEM
MENU
Numeric
EVENT
[4]
TITLE
String
[4]
USER
String
DATA

LOGARITHMIC is 1: any positive real
number
"UP", "VERTICAL", "RIGHT",
"HORIZONTAL"
Any

1(movable, click on title bar
and drag)
"VERTICAL" (max value at
top)
- MAXREAL

Any valid BASIC pen number

Black (0)

0,1

1(resizable, special border
appears around the widget)

0,1

0(do not restore the screen)

to number of siblings [3]

0

Any valid string or string array

Null

to number of items in system menu

0

to number of items in system menu -1

0

Any valid string

BAR

Any valid string

None

0,1

LOGARITHMIC is 0: any real number
LOGARITHMIC is 1: any positive real
1
number
VERSION
String
Any valid string
Current version
VISIBLENumeric
0,1
1
WIDTH Numeric
Any integer number (of pixels)
150 pixels
X
Numeric
Any integer, number of pixels from 0,0 [5] Autoplacement
Y
Numeric
Any integer, number of pixels from 0,0 [5] Autoplacement
[1] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[2] Child widget only
[3] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget
hierarchy, as the widget for which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[4] For level-0 widgets only
[5] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
VALUE Numeric
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ALARM RANGES
This attribute specifies which ranges of the bar, if any, will cause an alarm to be generated when the value of VALUE
enters that range.
For example, setting this attribute to "LOW,HIGH" will cause an alarm to be generated any time the VALUE attribute
moves out of the MIDDLE range. What actually occurs when an alarm is triggered depends on the value of the
ALARM TYPE attribute.
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BAR WIDGET - ALARM TYPE
You can set this attribute to one of two values: "BEEP" or "EVENT". If you set it to "BEEP", a beep will be generated
any time the VALUE attribute is set to a value which lies in one of the ranges specified in the ALARM RANGES
attribute. If you set it to "EVENT", an ALARM event will be generated instead.
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BAR WIDGET - Bar Width
This attribute specifies the width of the visible portion of the BAR. BAR WIDTH should be less than or equal to
WIDTH. If BAR WIDTH is greater than WIDTH, the widget sets the value of BAR WIDTH to the value of WIDTH. The
extra space between BAR WIDTH and WIDTH will be equally allocated as background color on either side of the
BAR.
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BAR WIDGET - High Limit
If this attribute is set, the portion of the BAR above this limit will be painted using the pen color specified by the HIGH
PEN attribute. On a monochrome monitor, a line is drawn at the HIGH LIMIT.
To have HIGH LIMIT appear on the BAR, HIGH LIMIT must be less than or equal to MAXIMUM and must be greater
than or equal to MINIMUM, and must be greater than or equal to LOW LIMIT.
The value of HIGH LIMIT acts as a trip point between the alarm ranges on the BAR. It is the trip point between the
middle range and the high range. The programmer can use HIGH LIMIT, LOW LIMIT, ALARM RANGES, and ALARM
TYPE to specify the alarm behavior of the BAR.
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BAR WIDGET - High Pen
If the HIGH LIMIT attribute is set, the portion of the bar that exceeds that limit will be painted using this pen color. This
attribute has no effect on monochrome monitors. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.
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BAR WIDGET - Limits Line
LIMITS displays two lines showing the upper and lower limits of the given BAR.
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BAR WIDGET - Logarithmic
If the value of this attribute is 1, the BAR operates in a logarithmic mode. If the value is 0, the bar operates in a linear
mode.
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BAR WIDGET - Low Limit
If this attribute is set, the portion of the BAR below this limit will be painted using the pen color specified by the LOW
PEN attribute. On a monochrome monitor, a line is drawn at the LOW LIMIT.
To have LOW LIMIT appear on the BAR, LOW LIMIT must be greater than or equal to MINIMUM and must be less
than or equal to MAXIMUM, and must be less than or equal to HIGH LIMIT.
The value of LOW LIMIT acts as a trip point between the alarm ranges on the BAR. It is the trip point between the
middle range and the low range. The programmer can use HIGH LIMIT, LOW LIMIT, ALARM RANGES, and ALARM
TYPE to specify the alarm behavior of the BAR.
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BAR WIDGET - Low Pen
If the LOW LIMIT attribute is set, the portion of the bar below that limit will be painted using this pen color. This
attribute has no effect on monochrome monitors. For a discussion of allowed pens,see Settable Pens Table
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BAR WIDGET - Maximum
The value of this attribute specifies the upper bound on the displayed value of the VALUE attribute. That is, when the
value of VALUE equals the value of MAXIMUM, the BAR will reach the top or right (depending on the ORIENTATION)
of the widget.
MAXIMUM must be greater than MINIMUM. If the ORIGIN attribute is set greater than or equal to MAXIMUM and the
VALUE attribute is set greater than or equal to MAXIMUM, no bar is drawn.
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BAR WIDGET - MIDDLE PEN
The portion of the bar that lies between the values of the LOW LIMIT and HIGH LIMIT attributes will be painted using
this pen color. This attribute has no effect on monochrome monitors. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable
Pens Table.
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BAR WIDGET - MINIMUM
The value of this attribute specifies the lower bound on the displayed value of the VALUE attribute. That is,
when the value of VALUE equals the value of MINIMUM, the BAR will reach the bottom or left (depending on the
ORIENTATION) of the widget. MINIMUM must be less than MAXIMUM.
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BAR WIDGET - ORIENTATION
This attribute determines the direction or layout of the BAR.
ORIENTATION Attribute Values
Allowed Value

Description

"UP",
"VERTICAL"

The BAR will be oriented vertically and
the VALUE
attribute will increase in the up direction

"RIGHT",
"HORIZONTAL"

The BAR will be oriented horizontally
and the
VALUE attribute will increase toward
the right
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BAR WIDGET - ORIGIN
This attribute specifies the origin of the bar, the point from which the bar is drawn until it reaches the level of VALUE.
For example, a BAR widget with a MINIMUM of 0, MAXIMUM of 100, VALUE of 50, and ORIGIN of 40 will generate a
bar height of 10 (VALUEminus ORIGIN, or 50-40 in this case) with the bottom of the bar at 40 and the top at 50. A line
is drawn to show the newly established ORIGIN.
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BAR WIDGET - ORIGIN PEN
ORIGIN PEN sets the color or the ORIGIN line.
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BAR WIDGET - VALUE
This attribute reflects the current value of the BAR. If the value of VALUE exceeds MAXIMUM or MINIMUM, the value
that is displayed will be "clipped" by MAXIMUM or MINIMUM. However, the actual value of VALUE will not be clipped.
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BARS Widget
_______________________________________________________

BARS Widget

Graphically displays a bank of numeric values
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage

Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See BARS Widget for a program that creates a BARS widget with one bar similar to the display shown above. This
display is similar to a BAR widget, enhanced with some features of the METER widget such as the limits boxes to the
left of the bar and the value and label boxes beneath it.
See the following programs for other examples using the BARS widget:
BARS Test
Engine Monitor - Level-0
Attributes
See BARS Widget Attributes for the BARS widget attribute list.
Remarks
The BARS widget is a variation of the BAR widget, except that the BARS widgetcan contain several BAR widgets.
If your computer has a monochrome monitor, the BARS widget will handle the situation automatically. There are no
attributes related to color to set for that special case. If you have a monochrome monitor, you will automatically get a
frame around each single bar.
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A frame consists of a border around the single-bar and lines at the LOW LIMIT and HIGH LIMIT values. The frame
pen will be the inverse of the background pen. The background pen and the single-bar pen will be the same.
An event can be generated on any or all of the three ranges: "LOW", "MIDDLE", or "HIGH". BARS widget events are
level-triggered, not edge-triggered. An event is generated any time a VALUE is within the designated ALARM RANGE,
not only when the VALUE transitions from one range to the other. You must specifically set the ALARM TYPE to event
before an event can be generated. Otherwise, only beeps are generated.
If you set an event for one of the bars, you set that event for all of the bars in the widget. if an event occurs, you
must check all bars to see which bar generated the event. You can set the HIGH, MIDDLE, and LOW limits and the
corresponding PEN colors for each individual bar. However, the MAXIMUM and MINIMUM range is the same for all
bars.
You cannot individually set the colors for the BACKGROUND and PENS in the LABEL and VALUE boxes for the bars.
You cannot turn on LABEL or VALUE boxes for certain bars and not for others.
Events
Events for the BARS widget are:
#

ALARM

#

SYSTEM
MENU

ALARM

This event is generated when the VALUE attribute is set to a value within one of the ranges named in the ALARM
RANGES attribute and the ALARM TYPE is "EVENT".
The only time an ALARM event is generated is when the value of VALUE is set to one, several, or all of the following:
# To or above HIGH LIMIT and the value of ALARM RANGES is
"HIGH"
# Between LOW LIMIT and HIGH LIMIT and the value of ALARM RANGES is
"MIDDLE"
# To or below LOW LIMIT and the value of ALARM RANGES is
"LOW"
Redraw activities, such as changing the ORIENTATION attribute value, will not generate an ALARM event.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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Bars Widget attributes
Attribute
ALARM
RANGES

ALARM TYPE
AUTOPOSITION
AUTOSCALE
BACKGROUND

Type

Allowed Values Default

String

Any combination Null String
of: "LOW",
"MIDDLE",
"HIGH"

String

"BEEP",
"EVENT"

"BEEP"

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)

BAR
BACKGROUND

Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)

BAR COUNT

Numeric Any positive
integer

1

String

Any

Value of
CURRENT BAR

Numeric Any positive
integer

Depends on
WIDTH and BAR
WIDTH

Numeric Any positive
integer

25

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

0(not closeable,
button
does not appear
in title bar)

Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)

300 pixels

Numeric 1 to 32767

1

BAR LABEL
BAR
SEPARATION
BAR WIDTH
BORDER [3]
CLOSEABLE [4]

HEIGHT

FIRST BAR
FONT
HEIGHT

HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
HIGH LIMIT

String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)

300 pixels

String

Any valid file
name

Null

String

Any valid index
or topic_id

Null

Numeric LOGARITHMIC
is 0: any real
number

MAXREAL
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LOGARITHMIC
is 1: any positive
real number

HIGH PEN

Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)

INSIDE HEIGHT

Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)

Varies

INSIDE WIDTH

Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)

Varies

LABEL
BACKGROUND
LABEL PEN

Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)
Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)

LABEL WIDTH

Numeric Any positive
integer

LIMITS
BACKGROUND

Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)

LIMITS LINE
LIMITS PEN

LIMITS WIDTH
LOGARITHMIC
LOW LIMIT

LOW PEN

MAXIMIZABLE
[5]

MAXIMUM

MIDDLE PEN

Numeric 0,1

Autosizing

0

Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)
Numeric Any positive
integer

Autosizing

Numeric 0, 1

0(linear)

Numeric LOGARITHMIC MAXREAL
is 0: any real
number
LOGARITHMIC
is 1: any positive
real number
Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)
Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric LOGARITHMIC 100
or
is 0: any real
String
number
LOGARITHMIC
is 1: any positive
real number
Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)
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MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MINIMUM

MOVABLE [5]

ORIENTATION

ORIGIN
ORIGIN PEN

RESIZABLE [5]

RESTORE
SCREEN
SCROLL
INCREMENT
SCROLLABLE
SHOW LABELS
SHOW LIMITS
SHOW VALUES
STACKING
ORDER

Numeric 0,1

(not minimizable,
button
does not appear
in title bar)

Numeric LOGARITHMIC 1
or
is 0: any real
String
number
LOGARITHMIC
is 1: any positive
real
number
Numeric 0,1

1(movable, click
title
bar and drag)

String

"VERTICAL" (max
value at top)

"UP",
"VERTICAL",
"RIGHT",
"HORIZONTAL"

Numeric Any

-MAXREAL

Numeric Any valid BASIC Black (0)
pen number
(0-255)
Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears around
the widget)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not restore
the screen)

String

"BAR"

"BAR", "PIXEL"

Numeric 0,1

0

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [4]

0

String or Any valid string
SYSTEM MENU string
or string array
[5]
array

Null

SYSTEM MENU
COUNT [5]

Numeric 0 to number of
items in system
menu

0

SYSTEM MENU
EVENT [5]

Numeric 0 to number of
items in system
menu -1

0

String

BARS

Any valid string
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TITLE [5]
USER DATA
VALUE

VALUE
BACKGROUND
VALUE PEN

VALUE WIDTH
VALUES

VERSION

String

Any valid string

None

Numeric LOGARITHMIC 1
or
is 0: any real
String
number
LOGARITHMIC
is 1: any positive
real number
Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)
Numeric Any valid BASIC System
pen number
dependent [2]
(0-255)
Numeric Any positive
number

Autosizing

Numeric
array or
String
array

LOGARITHMIC An array of one
is 0: any real
element
number
which contains 1.0
LOGARITHMIC
is 1: any positive
real number

String

Any valid string

Current version

Numeric 0,1

1

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)

250 pixels

X

Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of pixels
from 0,0 [6]

Y

Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of pixels
from 0,0 [6]

VISIBLE

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Bars Widget - Alarm Ranges
This attribute specifies which ranges of the bar, if any, will cause an alarm to be generated when the value of VALUE
enters that range. For example, setting this attribute to "LOW,HIGH" will cause an alarm to be generated any time the
value of the VALUE attribute strays out of the MIDDLE range. What occurs when an alarm is triggered depends on the
value of the ALARM TYPE attribute.
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Bars Widget - Alarm Type
You can set this attribute to one of two values: "BEEP" or "EVENT". If you set it to "BEEP", a beep will be generated
any time the VALUE attribute is set to a value which lies in one of the ranges specified in the ALARM RANGES
attribute. If you set it to "EVENT", an ALARM event will be generated instead.
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Bars Widget - Autoposition
When AUTOPOSITION is set to 1, the BARS widget will automatically adjust the value of the BAR SEPARATION
attribute so that the single-bars evenly fill the area designated for the BARS work area.
If the value of this attribute is 1, any time you change the value of either theWIDTH or the BAR WIDTH attribute, the
widget will automatically adjust the value of the BAR SEPARATION attribute so that the single-bars evenly fill the area
designated for the BARS work area. SCROLLABLE and AUTOPOSITION are mutually exclusive - setting one turns
off the other.
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Bars Widget - Autoscale
If the value is 1, when VALUE exceeds MAXIMUM or is lower than MINIMUM, MAXIMUM and/or MINIMUM will be
adjusted on the displayin order to keep the value between MINIMUM and MAXIMUM.
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Bars Widget - Bar Background
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color that will be used to paint all of the single-bar backgrounds.
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Bars Widget - Bar Count
The value of BAR COUNT is the number of single-bars in the BARS widget.
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Bars Widget - Bar Label
The string that appears in the label box that is adjacent to each single-bar in the BARS widget. The BAR LABEL string
will be centered in the label box.
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Bars Widget - Bar Separation
This integer value specifies the space in pixels between the single-bars in the BARS widget. When BAR
SEPARATION is set to any value, thewidget sets its AUTOPOSITION attribute value to 0.
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Bars Widget - Bar Width
This attribute specifies the width of the visible portion of the single-bars. The BAR WIDTH and BAR SEPARATION
attributes work together to set the appearance of the BARS widget work area.
If you set the value of BAR WIDTH and AUTOPOSITION is set to 1, the widget will recalculate and set the value of
BAR SEPARATION so that the single-bars evenly fill the area designated for the BARS work area.
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Bars Widget - Current Bar
The value of this attribute selects the single-bar on which the "Single-Bar" attributes work. Use the value of CURRENT
BAR in STATUS and CONTROL commands to get or set individual single-bar attributes.
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Bars Widget - First Bar
FIRST BAR is operational only when the SCROLLABLE attribute is set. The BARS area is scrolled so that the
specified bar is at the left edge for VERTICAL ORIENTATION and the bottom for HORIZONTAL orientation.
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Bars Widget - Font
This attribute specifies the font to be used for the labels, limits, and values. For a description of allowed fonts, see
Specifying FONT Attribute Values.
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Bars Widget - High Limit
If this attribute is set, the portion of the single-bar above this limit will be painted using the pen color specified by the
HIGH PEN attribute. On a monochrome monitor, a line is drawn at the HIGH LIMIT.
To have HIGH LIMIT appear on the bar, HIGH LIMIT must be less than or equal to MAXIMUM and must be greater
than or equal to MINIMUM, and must be greater than or equal to LOW LIMIT.
The value of HIGH LIMIT acts as a trip point between the alarm ranges on the single-bar. It is the trip point between
the middle range and the high range. The programmer must use HIGH LIMIT, LOW LIMIT, ALARM RANGES, and
ALARM TYPE to specify the alarm behavior of the single-bar.
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Bars Widget - High Pen
If the HIGH LIMIT attribute is set, the portion of the bar that exceeds that limit will be painted using this pen color. This
attribute has no effect on monochrome monitors. For a discussion of allowed pens,see Settable Pens Table.
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Bars Widget - Label Background
The label background will be painted using this pen color.
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Bars Widget - Label Pen
The label will be painted using this pen color. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.
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Bars Widget - Label Width
The value of this attribute specifies the width of the label box near each single-bar. This attribute is significant only
when the ORIENTATION attribute has the value "RIGHT" or "HORIZONTAL".
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Bars Widget - Limits Background
The limits background will be painted using this pen color.
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Bars Widget - Limits Line
LIMITS displays two lines showing the upper and lower limits of the given bar.
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Bars Widget - Limits Pen
The limits will be painted using this pen color. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.
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Bars Widget - Limits Width
The value of this attribute specifies the width of the limits boxes. This attribute is significant only when the
ORIENTATION attribute has the value "UP" or "VERTICAL".
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Bars Widget - Logarithmic
This attribute sets the scale of the bars to either logarithmic or linear. If the value is 1, all of the bars in the BARS
widget operate in logarithmic mode. If the value is 0, all of the bars in the BARS widget operate in linear mode.
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Bars Widget - Low Limit
If this attribute is set, the portion of the single-bar below this limit will be painted using the pen color specified by the
LOW PEN attribute. On a monochrome monitor, a line is drawn at the LOW LIMIT. To have LOW LIMIT appear on the
bar, LOW LIMIT must be greater than or equal to MINIMUM and must be less than or equal to MAXIMUM, and must
be less than or equal to HIGH LIMIT.
The value of LOW LIMIT acts as a trip point between the alarm ranges on the single-bar. It is the trip point between
the middle range and the low range. The programmer must use HIGH LIMIT, LOW LIMIT, ALARM RANGES, and
ALARM TYPE to specify the alarm behavior of the single-bar.
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Bars Widget - Low Pen
If the LOW LIMIT attribute is set, the portion of the bar below that limit will be painted using this pen color. This
attribute has no effect on monochrome monitors. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.
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Bars Widget - Maximum
The value of this attribute specifies the upper bound of the display for the values of either the single-bar VALUE
attribute or the multiple-bars VALUES attribute. That is, when any single-bar value equals the value of MAXIMUM, the
bar will reach the top or right (depending on the ORIENTATION) of the widget.
If the value is set MAXIMUM or becomes less than MINIMUM and AUTOSCALE, the BARS widget will automatically
adjust MAXIMUM and/or MINIMUM to accommodate the new value. MAXIMUM must be greater than MINIMUM. If
the ORIGIN attribute is set greater than or equal to MAXIMUM and the VALUE attribute is set greater than or equal to
MAXIMUM, no bar is drawn.
The value of MAXIMUM will be displayed with only one digit to the right of the decimal point. For example, if you set
the value of MAXIMUM to 123.4567, the display will show 123.5. If you set the value of MAXIMUM to 0.0001375, the
display will show 1.4E-4.
If you need to display numbers in a different way for your application, you can set the value of MAXIMUM as a string.
For example, if you want to display 0.000237 or 4.167E-4, set the value of MAXIMUM to the string "0.000237" or
"4.167E-4" in the ASSIGN or CONTROL statement.
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Bars Widget - Middle Pen
The portion of the bar that lies between the values of the LOW LIMIT and HIGH LIMIT attributes will be painted using
this pen color. This attribute has no effect on monochrome monitors. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable
Pens Table.
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Bars Widget - Minimum
The value of this attribute specifies the lower bound of the display for the values of either the single-bar VALUE
attribute or the multiple-bars VALUES attribute. That is, when any single-bar value equals the value of MINIMUM, the
bar will reach the bottom or left (depending on the ORIENTATION) of the widget.
If the value is set MAXIMUM or becomes less than MINIMUM and AUTOSCALE, the BARS widget will automatically
adjust MAXIMUM and/or MINIMUM to accommodate the new value. MINIMUM must be less than MAXIMUM.
The value of MINIMUM will be displayed with only one digit to the right of the decimal point. For example, if you set
the value of MINIMUM to 123.4567, the display will show 123.5. If you set the value of MINIMUM to 0.0001375, the
display will show 1.4E-4.
If you need to display numbers in a different way for your application, you can set the value of MINIMUM as a
string. For example, if you want to display 0.000237 or 4.167E-4, set the value of MINIMUM to the string "0.000237"
or"4.167E-4" in the ASSIGN or CONTROL statement.
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Bars Widget - Orientation
This attribute determines the direction or layout of the BARS widget.
ORIENTATION Attribute Values
Allowed Value

Description

"UP",
"VERTICAL"

The BARS widget will be oriented
vertically and
the values of VALUES will increase in
the up direction

"RIGHT",
The BARS will be oriented horizontally
"HORIZONTAL" and
the values of VALUES will increase
towards the right
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Bars Widget - Origin
This attribute specifies the origin of the bar, the point from which the bar is drawn until it reaches the level of VALUE.
For example, a BAR widget with a MINIMUM of 0, MAXIMUM of 100, VALUE of 50, and ORIGIN of 40 will generate
a bar height of 10 (VALUE minus ORIGIN, or 50-40 in this case) with the bottom of the bar at 40 and the top at 50. A
line is drawn to show the newly established ORIGIN.
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Bars Widget - Origin Pen
ORIGIN PEN sets the color or the ORIGIN line.
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Bars Widget - Scroll Increment
When SCROLLABLE is set, this attribute determines whether scrolling takes place in increments of PIXELs or entire
BARs.
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Bars Widget - Scrollable
This attribute, when set to 1, enables the BARS area of the widget to scroll. If a combination of BAR COUNT, BAR
WIDTH, and BAR SEPARATION is greater than the BARS area, a scrollbar appears. Use the scrollbar to scroll the
desired bar into view.
Scrolling occurs in increments of pixels or bars as determined by the SCROLL INCREMENT attribute. Only the bars
and their labels scroll - the limits labels remain stationary. SCROLLABLE and AUTOPOSITION are mutually exclusive
- setting one turns off the other.
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Bars Widget - Show Labels
This attribute is used to turn on and off the labels boxes near the single-bars. If its value is 1, all label boxes are
visible. If its value is 0, all label boxes are invisible.
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Bars Widget - Show Limits
This attribute is used to turn on and off the limits boxes near the single-bars. If its value is 1, all limits boxes are
visible. If its value is 0, all limits boxes are invisible.
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Bars Widget - Show Values
This attribute is used to turn on and off the values boxes nearthe single-bars. If its value is 1, all values boxes are
visible. If its value is 0, all values boxes are invisible.
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Bars Widget - Value
This attribute reflects the current value of the single-bar. The value of VALUE will be displayed with only one digit to
the right of the decimal point. For example, if you set the value of VALUE to 123.4567, the display will show 123.5. If
you set the value of VALUE to 0.0001375, the display will show 1.4E-4.
If you need to display numbers in a different way for your application, you can set the value of VALUE as a string. For
example, if you want to display 0.000237 or 4.167E-4, set the value of VALUE to the string "0.000237" or "4.167E-4"
in the ASSIGN or CONTROL statement.
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Bars Widget - Value Background
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color that will be used to paint all of the value box backgrounds.
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Bars Widget - Value Pen
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color that will be used to paint all of the single-bar values in the value
boxes. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.
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Bars Widget - Value Width
The value of this attribute specifies the width of the value box adjacent to each single-bar. This attribute is significant
only when the ORIENTATION attribute has the value "RIGHT" or "HORIZONTAL". Otherwise, the width of the value
box is related to the BAR WIDTH and BAR SEPARATION attributes. That is, VALUE WIDTH is approximately equal to
BAR WIDTH plus BAR SEPARATION.
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Bars Widget - Values
This attribute is a numeric or string array of bar values that is used to fill in the single-bar values in the BARS widget.
The values of VALUES are updated from bar number 1 through the number of elements in your VALUES array or the
number of single-bars, whichever is the smaller number.
The values of VALUES will be displayed with only one digit to the right of the decimal point. For example, if you set
a value in the VALUES array to 123.4567, the display will show 123.5. If you set one of the values of VALUES to
0.0001375, the display will show 1.4E-4.
If you need to display numbers in a different way for your application, you can set the values of VALUES as strings in
the string array. For example, if you want to display 0.000237 or 4.167E-4, set the appropriate value in the VALUES
array to the string "0.000237" or "4.167E-4" in the ASSIGN or CONTROL statement. For example, if you execute
OUTPUT ITEMS$(0) USING "#,ZZZ";5.23456
CONTROL @W;SET ("VALUES":ITEMS$(*))

HTBasic will put "005" in the VALUE attribute for the first bar.
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Bitmap Widget
______________________________________________________________________

BITMAP Widget

Displays pixmap files in "xwd" or "*.BMP" format
______________________________________________________________________

Legal Usage

Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See the BITMAP Widget program for an example program that allows you to read in and display a bitmap file similar
to that shown above, and to store elements back to a file. It also demonstrates the PANEL widget's SCROLLABLE
attribute.
The BITMAP Widget program creates a PANEL for the BITMAP widget. The SCROLL WIDTH and HEIGHT are set to
a small value so that scroll bars will not appear initially. The actual heights are set later to fit the bitmap that has been
loaded.
To demonstrate the SCROLLABLE attribute, load a bitmap file and then reduce the size of the panel until the bitmap
does not fit in the panel's work area. At that point, scrollbars on the panel's right side or bottom, or both, will appear to
allow you to scroll the bitmap in and out of the work area.
NOTE

See the following program for another example using the BITMAP widget:
Wing Stress/Vibration Analysis
Attributes
See BITMAP Widget Attributes for the BITMAP widget attribute list.
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Remarks

The BITMAP widget displays pixmap files in .BMP format. The widget can also create an XWD or BMP file from an
entire window in either X11 Window Dump (XWD) or a user-defined area of the screen.
The BITMAP widget detects mouse clicks in the displayed pixmap and generates an event from which you can
determine the mouse coordinates at the time of the click. BITMAP can create files from an entire window or from a
user-defined area of the screen.
After you create a pixmap file, the file is read into the widget using the BITMAP FILE attribute:
ASSIGN @Bitmap TO WIDGET "BITMAP"
CONTROL @Bitmap;SET ("BITMAP FILE":"COVER.BMP")
If you set the DUMP WINDOW attribute to a filename (as shown) and then click on the user interface, the user
interface will be saved in the file (with a .BMP format).
CONTROL @Bitmap;SET ("DUMP FORMAT":"BMP","DUMP WINDOW": "BITSAVE.BMP")
DUMP AREA allows you to store a region of the user interface (as defined by a mouse click-and-drag operation) to a
file.
You can set a MOUSE CLICKED event to trap a mouse click on a bitmap, and then use the MOUSE CLICK attribute
to return the X,Y coordinates of the pixel clicked on. For an example of this, see the Wing Stress/Vibration Analysis
program.
When the BITMAP widget is used to view bitmaps with a large number of colors, color changes may occur in the
display. For example, color bitmaps usually have 16 or 256 colors. You can display a color bitmap of 16 colors on a
display that supports 256 colors. However, if you try to display a color bitmap of 256 colors on one that only supports
16 colors, some unexpected colorations may occur.
Two bitmap files with 256 colors may not have the same 256 colors. Since the display can be reprogrammed to select
the 256 colors from a much larger set of colors, this "color mapping" may change from bitmap file to bitmap file.
For example, suppose you load two bitmap files consecutively that have different color mappings (such as
"BMAZTEC" and "BMASTRO"). In this case, the second file loaded will change the display's color map to the colors
it requires, regardless of the first file's colors. The colors of the first bitmap may then change to a set of unexpected
colors.
Events
Events for the BITMAP widget are:
# MOUSE
CLICKED
# SYSTEM
MENU
MOUSE CLICKED

The MOUSE CLICKED event is generated when the left-mouse button is released over the bitmap. If there is no
bitmap, this event cannot be generated.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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Bitmap Widget Attributes
Attribute
AUTO SIZE
BACKGROUND

BITMAP FILE
BITMAP
HEIGHT
BITMAP
WIDTH
BORDER [3]
CLOSEABLE
[4]

DUMP AREA
DUMP
FORMAT
DUMP
WINDOW
FONT
FRAME
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
LABEL

Type

Allowed Values

Numeric 0,1

Default

1

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
String

Existing filename

Null

Numeric Return only, depends 0
on bitmap size
Numeric Return only, depends 0
on bitmap size
Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

0(not
closeable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

String

Valid filename

Null

String

"XWD" or "BMP"

"XWD"

String

Valid filename

Null

String

Font [1]

System
dependent [2]

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

300 pixels

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

String

Same as
TITLE attribute

Any string
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MAX PENS
MAXIMIZABLE
[5]

Numeric 1 to 256

256

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,

0,1

MINIMIZABLE
[5]

TwoValid integer
MOUSE CLICK element
Integer
array
MOVABLE [5]

PEN
PENS NEEDED

RESIZABLE [5]

RESTORE
SCREEN
RETAIN
RASTER
STACKING
ORDER
SYSTEM
MENU
[5]
SYSTEM
MENU
COUNT [5]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [5]
TITLE [5]

button
appears in title
bar)
0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)
0,0

Numeric 0,1

1(movable,
click on
title bar and
drag)

Numeric 0 to 255

System
dependent [2]

Numeric 1 to 256

0, determined
by
pixmap

Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
widget)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

Numeric 0, 1

0

Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [4]

0

String
Any valid string or
or string string array
array

0

Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in system menu

Numeric to number of items in 0
system menu-1

String

Any valid string

BITMAP

String

Any valid string

None
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USER DATA
VERSION

String

Any valid string

Current
version

Numeric 0,1

1

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

150 pixels

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

VISIBLE

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Bitmap Widget - Auto Size
The AUTO SIZE attribute, when set to 1 automatically resizes the widget to the size of the bitmap.
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Bitmap Widget - Background
The BACKGROUND attribute specifies the pen number that determines the color of the frame.
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Bitmap Widget - Bitmap File
The BITMAP FILE attribute specifies the name of the bitmap file that is to be displayed. BITMAP FILE must be in
XWindows Dump File (.XWD) or Microsoft Windows .BMP format.
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Bitmap Widget - Bitmap Height
Return-Only Attribute. BITMAP HEIGHT returns the value in pixels of the height of the bitmap. BITMAP HEIGHT is 0 if
there is no bitmap.
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Bitmap Widget - Bitmap Width
Return-Only Attribute. BITMAP WIDTH returns the value in pixels of the width of the bitmap. BITMAP WIDTH is 0 if
there is no bitmap.
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Bitmap Widget - Dump Area
Set-Only Attribute. DUMP AREA can be used only with ASSIGN or CONTROL. This attribute specifies a file to which
a DUMP of the pixmap of an area of a screen is made. Setting this attribute initiates the area definition phase as
follows:
# The cursor changes its shape to a crosshair
# The operator moves the mouse to the upper-left of the area to be
dumped
# The operator presses and holds the left mouse
button
# The operator drags the cross-hair to the lower-right corner of the area to be dumped, generating a box on the screen that
encloses the area to be dumped
# The operator releases the mouse to generate the area
dump
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Bitmap Widget - Dump Format
DUMP FORMAT is the format of the BITMAP file created when the DUMP WINDOW and DUMP AREA attributes are
invoked. It must be XWD or BMP.
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Bitmap Widget - Dump Window
Set-Only Attribute. DUMP WINDOW specifies a file to which aDUMP of the pixmap of an indicated window is made.
Setting this attribute changes the cursor shape to a pointing finger. Click on any visible window to dump that window
to the specified BITMAP file.
Clicking on a non-client area (the area of the window with title bar, menu bar, borders, etc.) dumps the entire window.
Clicking on a client area (the central area in which information is presented or entered) dumps only that client area.
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Bitmap Widget - Font
The FONT attribute specifies which font is used for the widget LABEL. For a description of allowed fonts, see
Specifying FONT Attribute Values.
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Bitmap Widget - Frame
The FRAME attribute, when set to 1, draws a picture frame around the bitmap.
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Bitmap Widget - Label
The LABEL attribute specifies the text that will be displayed on the bottom section of the FRAME. When set nonNULL, the bottom section of this frame is enlarged to accommodate the text. If set to NULL, the bottom section is
reduced to that of the top section. If the FRAME is set to "0", no label is displayed.
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Bitmap Widget - Max Pens
The MAX PENS attribute specifies the maximum number of pens a BITMAP can change and use. Each system
has a finite number of pens: 2, 16, 64, 256, etc. Each BITMAP widget has its own logical color map with each map
containing up to the same number of pens as the physical color map.
The BITMAP widget that has the focus will set the physical color map to its color map. All other Windows
applications, including the remaining BITMAP widgets, will redefine their pen usage to best use the new physical color
map on a closest match basis.
Since it is computationally expensive to remap the color map and pen usage, each BITMAP widget will use a nonoverlapping portion of the physical color map. Therefore, remapping will not occur if the sum of all BITMAP widgets'
MAX PENS is less than the physical pens available.
If a BITMAP requires 100 different colors (see the "PENS NEEDED" attribute) and MAX PENS is set to "70", the 30
least frequently-used pens of that BITMAP will be mapped into the 70 on a closest-match basis. Setting MAX PENS to
"0" makes the BITMAP widget map to the Windows default colors so that remapping never occurs.
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Bitmap Widget - Mouse Click
Return-Only Attribute. MOUSE CLICK returns the X and Ycoordinates of the last MOUSE CLICK event, relative to the
displayed bitmap's upper-left corner.
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Bitmap Widget - Pen
The PEN attribute specifies the pen color to used for LABEL.
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Bitmap Widget - Pens Needed
Return-Only Attribute. PENS NEEDED indicates the number of pens the BITMAP requires.
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Bitmap Widget - Retain Raster
RETAIN RASTER, when set to "0", rereads the file when it repaints. When set to "1", RETAIN RASTER keeps a copy
of the bitmap and color map in memory, allowing faster repainting.
NOTE

Because your program will use a significantly larger amount of memory when you set RETAIN RASTER to 1, do so
only when it is important to redraw the BITMAP widget quickly.
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Cascade Menu Widget
____________________________________________________________

CASCADE MENU Widget

Provides a menu of selections within a PULLDOWN MENU (or other CASCADE MENU) from which the user can
choose
____________________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
No
MENU BUTTON, MENU TOGGLE,
MENU SEPARATOR, CASCADE MENU
PULLDOWN MENU, CASCADE MENU

Example Image

Example Program
See the Menu System program for an example program that shows how to create a CASCADE MENU widget.
NOTE

See the following programs for other examples using the CASCADE MENU widget:
Environmental Chamber
Function Generator
Attributes
See CASCADE MENU Widget Attributes for CASCADE MENU widget attribute list.
Remarks
The CASCADE MENU widget is used to provide a menu (within the PULLDOWN MENU or other CASCADE MENU)
of selections from which the user can choose.
The CASCADE MENU header does not appear in the menu bar, but does appear as one of the selections in a
PULLDOWN MENU or other CASCADE MENU. To activate a CASCADE MENU, use one of these two procedures:
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# Press the mouse button when the cursor is in the boundary of the PULLDOWN MENU's label area and hold. Then, release t
cursor is within the CASCADE MENU borders

# Press the mouse button when the cursor is in the boundary of the PULLDOWN MENU's label area and release. Then, click t
cursor is within the CASCADE MENU borders.
Events
None.
.
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Cascade Menu Widget Attributes
Attribute
HELP FILE
HELP
TOPIC
LABEL

SENSITIVE
USER
DATA

Type

Allowed Values

Default

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

String

Any

Null String

Numeric 0,1

1

String

None

Any valid string
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Cascade Menu Widget - Label
The value of this attribute is a string that is used as the header on the CASCADE MENU.
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Cascade Menu Widget - Sensitive
This attribute provides you with the capability to keep the LABEL of the CASCADE MENU widget visible, but make it
unresponsive to user input. If the value of SENSITIVE is 1, the widget is responsive to user input. If the value is 0, the
widget will not respond to user input, and will appear "grayed out" to indicate its unresponsive status.
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Cascade Menu Widget - User Data
The contents of this attribute are left to the programmer and are never changed by HTBasic. It is simply a way to
associate program-specific data with a specific widget.
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Clock Widget
_______________________________________________________________
CLOCK Widget
Graphically displays time information in 24-hour clock or count up/count down timer mode
_______________________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Level-0 Widget
Parent to:
None
Child of:
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See CLOCK Widget for an example program that provides a display similar to that shown above.
NOTE
See the following programs for other examples using the CLOCK widget:
Alarm Clock
Bomb Squad (*LOAD)
Attributes
See CLOCK Widget Attributes for the CLOCK widget attribute list.
Remarks
The CLOCK widget graphically displays time information in 24-hour clock or count up/count down timer mode. CLOCK

generate analog, digital, mixed, or timer displaygenerate analog,
digital, mixed, or timer displays.s.
can

The mode of operation is set by the TYPE attribute, which can be ANALOG, DIGITAL, MIXED (both ANALOG and
DIGITAL), or TIMER. You can set an ALARM event on the CLOCK and specify an ALARM TIME (in the form of an
"HH:MM:SS" string) for the event to occur.
In TIMER mode, a digital timer is created that counts from a time in milliseconds down to 0, or the reverse. You can:
·
·
·
·

Specify the count direction with TIMER DIRECTION
Specify the initial count with TIMER VALUE
Start the count by setting TIMER STATE to RUNNING
Stop the count by setting TIMER STATE to STOPPED
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· Clear the timer by setting TIMER STATE to RESET
A TIMER event occurs when the count completes. You can perform TIMER actions
cyclically by setting TIMER REPEAT to 1.
Events
Events for the CLOCK widget are:
· ALARM
· SYSTEM MENU
· TIMER
ALARM
This event is generated when the time specified by the ALARM TIME attribute is reached
by the CLOCK.
SYSTEM MENU
This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
TIMER
This event is generated each time the TIMER expires (reaches "0" in the countdown mode
or TIMER VALUE in the count up mode).
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Clock Widget Attributes
Attribute

ALARM TIME
BACKGROUND
BORDER [3]
CLOSEABLE
[4]

FONT
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
MAXIMIZABLE
[4]
MILITARY TIME
MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MOVABLE [5]

PEN
RESIZABLE [5]

Type
String

Allowed Values
Valid time format

Default

0

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

1(not
closeable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

String

System
dependent [2]

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

300 pixels

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button appears
in title bar)

Numeric 0,1

0

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button does
not appear in
title bar)

Numeric 0,1

1(movable,
click on title
bar and drag)

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
widget)
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RESTORE
SCREEN
SECONDS
VISIBLE
STACKING
ORDER
SYSTEM
MENU
[5]
SYSTEM
MENU
COUNT [5]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [5]
TIMER
DIRECTION
TIMER
REPEAT
TIMER STATE

TIMER
UPDATE

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

Boolean 0,1

1

Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [4]

0

String or Any valid string or
String
string array
array

Null

Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in system menu

Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in system menu -1

Discrete "DOWN","UP"
string

"DOWN"

Boolean 0,1

0

Discrete "RESET",
string
"STOPPED",
"RUNNING"

"RESET"

Numeric 1 to 32767

1000

Long
TIMER VALUE integer
TITLE [5]
TYPE

USER DATA
VERSION

String

0 to 2147483647

0

Any valid string

CLOCK

Discrete "ANALOG",
"MIXED"
string
"DIGITAL", "MIXED",
"TIMER"
String

Any valid string

None

String

Any valid string

Current
version

Numeric 0,1

1

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

150 pixels

X

Numeric Any integer, number
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

Y

Numeric Any integer, number
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

VISIBLE

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
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[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Clock Widget - Alarm Time
This attribute sets the time that the alarm will be generated. This time has the format "hh:mm:ss" and uses a 24 hour
clock. Setting an alarm time enables the alarm. To disable the alarm, this attribute should be set to the value "0".
When the alarm time is reached, this attribute is set to "0" and the alarm is disabled.
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Clock Widget - Font
The value is the font that will be used for the text in the CLOCK widget. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for
details on how ROWS, HEIGHT, COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT interact. For a description of allowed fonts, see
Specifying FONT Attribute Values.
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Clock Widget - Military Time
Sets clock time interval. 0 = standard time (12-hour interval),1 = military time (24-hour interval).

1697

Clock Widget - Pen
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color that will be used to paint the CLOCK. For a discussion of allowed
pens, see Settable Pens Table.
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Clock Widget - Seconds Visible
This attribute controls the visibility of the seconds time information of the CLOCK.
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Clock Widget - Timer Direction
This attribute specifies whether the timer counts up or down.

1700

Clock Widget - Timer Repeat
This attribute specifies whether the timer repeats after the TIMER
VALUE expires.

1701

Clock Widget - Timer State
This attribute determines the state of the timer:
# "RUNNING" starts the
timer
# "STOPPED" stops the
timer
# "RESET" returns it to its original value, either "0" or "TIMER
VALUE".

1702

Clock Widget - Timer Update
This attribute sets the update rate of the timer in milliseconds.

1703

Clock Widget - Timer Value
This attribute specifies the duration of the timer in milliseconds.

1704

Clock Widget - Type
This attribute sets the type of clock to be displayed.
# The ANALOG clock has major tick marks at 5 minute intervals and minor tick marks at 1 minute
intervals.
# The DIGITAL clock displays a digital clock
readout.
# The MIXED clock displays both ANALOG and DIGITAL
presentation.
# The TIMER clock displays either a countdown or count up digital
timer.
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Combo Dialog
_______________________________________________________________

COMBO Dialog

Prompts the user to select from a list of entries or to enter a selection
_______________________________________________________________
Example Image

Example Program
See COMBO Dialog for an example program that produces a display similar to that shown above.
NOTE

See the following program for another example using the COMBO dialog.
Dialogs Tests
Attributes
See COMBO Dialog Attributes for the COMBO dialog attribute list
Remarks
None.
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Combo Dialog Attributes
Attribute

Type

Allowed Values

Default

BACKGROUD

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

0(not
closeable,
button does
not appear in
title bar)

COLUMNS

Numeric 0 to 32767
(characters)

10

DEFAULT
BUTTON

Numeric Any valid index
into the DIALOG
BUTTONS array

0

BORDER [3]
CLOSEABLE [4]

DIALOG
BUTTONS

DROPDOWN
BUTTON
EDITABLE
FONT
HEIGHT
ITEM COUNT
ITEMS
JUSTIFICATION
LIST
BACKGROUND
LIST PEN
MAXIMIZABLE

String
array

Any valid string array A two-element
array that
contains "OK"
and "Cancel"

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

1

String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

Numeric 0 to 32767

0

String
array

Any

A zero element
array

String

"LEFT", "CENTER"

"CENTER"

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)
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MINIMIZABLE

MOVABLE
PEN
RESIZABLE

RESTORE
SCREEN
ROWS
SCROLLBAR
SELECTION

SENSITIVE
SHOW LIST
TEXT
TITLE
USER DATA
VERSION

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
dialog)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not

Numeric 0 to 32767
(characters)

5

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Valid index into the
ITEMS array, or -1
for no selection.
Always 0 based.

-1

Numeric 0,1

1(sensitive)

Numeric 0,1

0

String

Any

Null string

String

Any valid string

COMBO

String

Any valid string

None

String

Any valid string

Current
version

restore the
screen)

Numeric 0,1

1

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [3]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [3]

VISIBLE

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Combo Widget
_______________________________________________________

COMBO Widget

Creates a scrollable list of items
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See COMBO Widget for an example program that creates a COMBO widget with a display similar to that shown
above. In this program, the SELECTION and RETURN events are used to call a handler routine that gets the TEXT
returned by the widget, while the handler searches through the ITEMS array attempting to find a match.
NOTE

See the following program for another example using the COMBO widget:
COMBO Test
Attributes
See COMBO Widget Attributes for the COMBO widget attribute list.
Remarks
The COMBO widget is a combination of the STRING widget and the LIST widget that creates a scrollable list of items.
The COMBO widget is similar to the LIST widget in that the current selection is displayed in the listbox.
The COMBO widget allows you to present a list of ITEMS to the user, and to return text through the TEXT attribute
from that list or a string input by the user.The COMBO widget uses events to detect when it is activated.
When a selection from the listbox is complete, the listbox is hidden, leaving only the selection field and the listbox
actuator remaining.
The vertical resize borders act differently for this widget than it does for others. Instead of changing the widget's
height, the listbox proportion changes. The same is true for HEIGHT and ROWS attributes.
To employ the COMBO display resizing corners, pull the rubberband box to the size you choose, and release the
mouse button. When the listbox appears, it will appear at that size. Only the vertical scrollbar appears in this widget there is no horizontal scrollbar.
Events
Events for the COMBO widget are:
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# KEYSTROKE
# RETURN
# SELECTION
# SYSTEM
MENU
KEYSTROKE

Occurs when you type a character in the selection field.
RETURN

Occurs when you press the Return key.
SELECTION

Occurs when you select an item from the listbox.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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Combo Widget Attributes
Attribute

Type

Allowed Values

Default

BACKGROUND Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
BORDER [3]
CLOSEABLE
[4]

COLUMNS
DROPDOWN
BUTTON
EDITABLE
FONT
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
ITEM COUNT
ITEMS
LIST
BACKGROUND
LIST PEN
MAXIMIZABLE
[5]
MINIMIZABLE
[5]

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

1(not
closeable,
button does
not appear in
title bar)

Numeric 0 to 32767
(characters)

10

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

1

String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric 0 to 32767

0

String
array

A zero element
array

Any

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,

Numeric 0,1

1(not
minimizable,
button

button appears
in title bar)
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does not
appear in title
bar)

MOVABLE [5]

PEN
RESIZABLE [5]

RESTORE
SCREEN
ROWS
SCROLLBAR
SELECTION

SENSITIVE
SHOW LIST
STACKING
ORDER
SYSTEM
MENU
[5]
SYSTEM
MENU
COUNT [5]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [5]
TAB STOP
TEXT
TITLE [5]

USER DATA

Numeric 0,1

1(movable,

click on title
bar and drag)

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around
the widget)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not

Numeric 0 to 32767
(characters)

5

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Valid index into the
ITEMS array, or -1
for no selection.
Always 0 based.

-1

Numeric 0,1

1(sensitive)

Numeric 0,1

0

Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [4]

0

String or Any valid string or
String
string array
array

Null

restore the
screen)

Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in system menu

Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in system menu -1

Numeric 0,1

0

String

Any

Null string

String

Any valid string

COMBO

String

Any valid string

None
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VERSION

String

Any valid string

Current
version

Numeric 0,1

1

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

VISIBLE

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Combo Widget - Columns
This attribute specifies the number of columns (that is, the number of character cells) that will appear in the COMBO
widget or dialog. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how ROWS, HEIGHT, COLUMNS, WIDTH,
and FONT interact.
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Combo Widget - Dropdown Button
This attribute specifies the presence of a button that controls the visibility of the listbox. Without this button, the listbox
is always displayed.

1717

Combo Widget - Editable
This attribute determines whether the listbox is editable or not.
# If set to "1", you can type into the edit box at the top
# If set to "0", it displays the function selected from the listbox.

1718

Combo Widget - Font
This attribute changes the font in the listbox. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how ROWS,
HEIGHT, COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT interact. For a description of allowed fonts, see Specifying FONT Attribute
Values.
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Combo Widget - Item Count
Return-Only Attribute. ITEM COUNT returns the number of items in the listbox.

1720

Combo Widget - Items
This array is used to populate the listbox with items. Each string in the array becomes a separate item (line) in the
listbox portion of the widget or dialog.

1721

Combo Widget - List Background
This attribute determines the color of the list background. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1722

Combo Widget - List Pen
This attribute determines the color of the list items. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1723

Combo Widget - Pen
This attribute determines the color of text in the selection field of the widget or dialog. For a discussion of allowed
pens, see Settable Pens Table
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Combo Widget - Rows
The number of rows specifies the number of character cells that fit within the height of the listbox. ROWS does not
affect or include the selection field. It only affects widget or dialog height if DROPDOWN BUTTON is set to "0". See
INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how ROWS, HEIGHT, and FONT interact.
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Combo Widget - Scrollbar
This attribute specifies whether the listbox has its scrollbar displayed.

1726

Combo Widget - Selection
This attribute is the index of the element in the ITEMS array that the operator has selected. "-1" indicates no selection.
For example, "SELECTION":X directs HTBasic to return the operator's selection in the variable "X".
Because all arrays are treated as a single-dimension, BASE 0 array, the SELECTION attribute specifies an offset, not
necessarily the actual subscript, of the selected element in the ITEMS array.
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Combo Widget - Sensitive
This attribute provides the capability to keep the COMBO widget or dialog visible, but make it unresponsive to user
input. If the value of SENSITIVE is 1, the widget or dialog is responsive to user input. If the value is 0, the widget or
dialog will not respond to user input, and will appear "grayed out" to indicate its unresponsive status.
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Combo Widget - Show List
Set-Only Attribute. SHOW LIST determines whether or not the listbox is shown. Setting SHOW LIST to "1" makes the
COMBO widget or dialogbehave as if the operator had clicked the DROPDOWN button.

1729

Combo Widget - Tab Stop
This attribute allows you to establish "tab groups" of widgetswhen you fill a parent PANEL widget with child widgets.

1730

Combo Widget - Text
The TEXT attribute sets and returns the string in the selection field.
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Error Dialog
_______________________________________________________

ERROR Dialog

Displays an error message and suspends program executionuntil the operator acknowledges the error
_______________________________________________________
Example Image

Example Program
See ERROR Dialog for an example program that produces a display similiar to that shown above.
NOTE

See the following program for another example using the ERROR dialog.
Dialogs Tests
Attributes
See ERROR Dialog Attributes for the ERROR dialog attribute list.
Remarks
None.
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Error Dialog Attributes
Attribute

Type

BACKGROUND

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]

DEFAULT
BUTTON

Numeric Any valid index
into the DIALOG
BUTTONS array

DIALOG
BUTTONS
FONT
HEIGHT
JUSTIFICATION
MAXIMIZABLE

MINIMIZABLE

MOVABLE
PEN
RESIZABLE

RESTORE
SCREEN
TITLE
USER DATA
VERSION
WIDTH

Allowed Values

Default

0

String
array

Any valid string array A singleelement array
containing OK.

String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

String

"CENTER"

"LEFT", "CENTER"

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button appears
in title bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(not

Numeric 0,1

1

minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special
border
appears
around
the dialog)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not save
the screen)

String

Any valid string

ERROR

String

Any valid string

None

String

Any valid string

Current
version

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing
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X
Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [3]
Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels
from 0,0 [3]

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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File Dialog
_______________________________________________________
FILE Dialog
Prompts the operator to enter a filename
_______________________________________________________
Example Image

Example Program
See FILE Dialog for an example program that produces a display similiar to that shown above.
NOTE
See the following program for another example using the FILE dialog.
Dialogs Tests
Attributes
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See FILE Dialog Attributes for the FILE dialog attribute list.
Remarks
The FILE dialog provides interactive traversal of existing directories and files.
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File Dialog Attributes
Attribute

Type

Allowed Values

Default

BACKGROUND Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
DEFAULT
BUTTON
DIALOG
BUTTONS

DIRECTORY
FONT
HEIGHT
JUSTIFICATION
MAXIMIZABLE

MINIMIZABLE

MOVABLE
PATTERN

PEN
RESIZABLE

RESTORE
SCREEN

SELECTION

Numeric Any valid index
into the DIALOG
BUTTONS array

0

String
array

Any valid string array A two-element
array that
contains
OK.and
Cancel

String

An existing, readable current MSI
directory
directory

String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

String

"CENTER"

"LEFT", "CENTER"

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button appears
in title bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

1

String

* (display all
files in
current
directory)

Any legal wildcard
pattern

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
dialog)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

String

Any

Null string

String

Any valid string

FILE
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TITLE
USER DATA
VERSION
WIDTH

String

Any valid string

None

String

Any valid string

Current
version

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from
0,0 [3]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from
0,0 [3]

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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File Dialog - Directory
This attribute is a valid directory and MSVS name. DIRECTORY specifies the directory to be CATalogued in the
"Directories" and "Files" COMBO boxes. Users can also change this directory interactively by entering a new directory
in the "Current Directory" by typing it in or selecting a directory
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File Dialog - Font
Specifies the font to be used for any text in the FILE dialog. For a description of allowed fonts, see Specifying FONT
Attribute Values. This attribute is accepted for compatibility with previous versions of HTBasic, but will not change the
appearance of the dialog except for the prompt and buttons.
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File Dialog - Pen
Specifies the color to be used for the TEXT in the dialog. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1743

File Dialog - Selection
Specifies the current file selection. It includes the directory, filename, and MSVS Users can also change the file
interactively in the "File selection:" panel by typing it in or selecting a file name from the "Files"listbox.
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File Widget
FILE Widget

Provides interactive traversal of existing directories and files.
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See FILE Widget for a program creates a FILE widget and provides a display similar to that shown above.
Attributes
See FILE Widget Attributes for the FILE widget attribute list.
Remarks
The FILE widget is the input device for entering filenames. This widget provides interactive traversal of existing
directories and files. FILE is the input device for filename.
The DIRECTORY attribute is a valid directory and MSVS name. DIRECTORY specifies the directory to be
CATalogued in the "Directories" and "Files" LIST boxes. You can also change this directory interactively by entering a
new directory by typing it in the File Name field or selecting a directory from any of the following: directories list box,
drives, COMBO box, or Network dialog.
Events
Events for the FILE widget are:
# SELECTION
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# SYSTEM
MENU
SELECTION

This event is generated any time the user makes a selection from the Files:COMBO box or presses Return after
entering a filename in the edit field.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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File Widget Attributes
Attribute

BACKGROUND
BORDER [3]
CLOSEABLE
[4]

DIRECTORY
FONT
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
MAXIMIZABLE
[5]

MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MOVABLE [5]

PATTERN

PEN

Type

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen
number (0-255)

System
dependent [2]

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

0(not

String

An existing, readable
directory

current MSI
directory (".")

String

Font [1]

closeable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric Any integer number (of Varies
pixels)
String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

Numeric Any integer number (of Varies
pixels)
Numeric Any integer number (of Varies
pixels)
Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in
title bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

1(movable,
click on title
bar and drag)

String

* (display all
files in
current
directory)

Any legal wildcard
pattern

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen
number (0-255)

System
dependent [2]
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RESIZABLE [5]

RESTORE
SCREEN
SELECTION
STACKING
ORDER
SYSTEM
MENU
[5]
SYSTEM
MENU
COUNT [5]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [5]
TITLE [5]
USER DATA
VERSION
VISIBLE
WIDTH

Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special
border
appears
around the
widget)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

String

Null string

Any

Numeric 0 to the number of
siblings [4]

0

String or Any valid string or
string
string array
array

Null

Numeric 0 to number of items in 0
system menu

Numeric 0 to number of items in 0
system menu - 1

String

Any valid string

FILE

String

Any valid string

None

String

Any valid string

Current
version

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any integer number (of Varies
pixels)

X

Numeric Any integer, number of 0
pixels from
0,0 [6]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number of 0
pixels from
0,0 [6]

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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File Widget - Font
Specifies the font to be used for any text in the FILE widget. For a description of allowed fonts, see Specifying FONT
Attribute Values. This attribute is accepted for compatibility with previous versions of HTBasic, but will not change the
appearance of the widget.
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File Widget - Pen
Specifies the color to be used for the TEXT in the widget. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.
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HPGL View Widget
_______________________________________________________

HPGL VIEW Widget

Displays HPGL graphics files
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See HPGL VIEW Widget for an example program that provides a display similar to that shown above.
NOTE

See the following programs for other examples using the HPGL VIEW widget:
HPGL VIEW Viewer
HPGL VIEW in PANEL
Attributes
See HPGL VIEW Widget Attributes for the HPGL VIEW widget attribute list.
Remarks
The HPGL VIEW widget displays HPGL graphics files. HPGL VIEW supports the following (most frequently used)
HPGL commands. HPGL commands that are not implemented are ignored by the HPGL VIEW widget.
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# IP
# IW
# PA
# PD
# PR
# PU
# SP
The HPGL VIEW widget provides functionality similar to the PRINTER widget, but allows you to display plotter
graphics commands instead of text. For example, execute the following code to create an HPGL VIEW widget and set
it to display the file "Graffile" (an arbitrary HPGL graphics file). If the file is not found or it is not an HPGL file, an error
message is generated.
ASSIGN @Hpgl TO WIDGET "HPGL VIEW" CONTROL @Hpgl;SET ("HPGL FILE":"Graffile")
For an HPGL VIEW widget to display graphics generated by an HTBasic program, you first redirect the output to a file
with PLOTTER IS statement, and then set the widget to that file.
The HPGL VIEW widget supports only a subset of all HPGL commands. For example, area fills are not supported and
files that include them will not display correctly.Since the RETAIN RASTER attribute default setting is 0, any repainting
will require rereading the file. However, if you set RETAIN RASTER to 1, HTBasic will take a snapshot of the pixels
and retain them. Thus, repaints will be drawn from memory instead of from the file.
Events
The event for the HPGL VIEW widget is:
# SYSTEM
MENU
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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HPGL View Widget - Widget Attributes
Attribute

Type

BACKGROUND

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [1]

BORDER [2]
CLOSEABLE
[4]

HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
HPGL FILE

INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
MAXIMIZABLE
[4]

MINIMIZABLE
[4]

MOVABLE [4]

RESIZABLE [4]

RESTORE
SCREEN

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

0(not
closeable,
button does
not appear in
title bar)

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

300 pixels

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

String

The string value must None
point to an existing,
readable file

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

1(movable,

Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
widget)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore
thescreen)

Numeric 0,1

0

click on title
bar and drag)
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RETAIN
RASTER
STACKING
ORDER
SYSTEM
MENU
[4]
SYSTEM
MENU
COUNT [4]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [4]
TITLE [4]
USER DATA
VERSION

Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [3]

0

String or Any valid string or
String
string array
array

Null

Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in
system menu
Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in
system menu -1
String

Any valid string

HPGL VIEW

String

Any valid string

None

String

Any valid string

Current
version

Numeric 0,1

1

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

pixels

X

Numeric Any integer, number
of pixels from 0,0 [5]

Autoplacement

Y

Numeric Any integer, number
of pixels from 0,0 [5]

Autoplacement

VISIBLE

[1] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[2] Child widget only
[3] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[4] For level-0 widgets only
[5] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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HPGL View Widget - HPGL File
The contents of the named file will be interpreted as HPGL commands with which to paint the contents of the HPGL
VIEW widget.
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HPGL View Widget - Retain Raster
When RETAIN RASTER is set (value of 1), the HTBasic widget management software will pop the widget to the "top"
on the screen, draw it in its entirety, take a "snapshot" of it, and retain the pixel map. Hence, the HPGL VIEW widget
will be redrawn quickly each time it is moved or repaired.
Thereafter, if you change the widget's HEIGHT, WIDTH, BACKGROUND, or HPGL FILE attribute values, the widget
management software will pop the widget to the "top" on the screen, draw it in its entirety, take a "snapshot" of it, and
retain the pixel map.
NOTE

Because your program will use a significantly larger amount of memory when you set RETAIN RASTER to 1, do so
only when it is important to redraw the HPGL widget quickly.
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Information Dialog
_______________________________________________________
INFORMATION Dialog
Displays information and suspends program execution until the operator acknowledges the information
_______________________________________________________
Example Image
Example Program
See INFORMATION Dialog for an example program that produces a display similiar to that shown above.
NOTE
See the following program for another example using the INFORMATION dialog.
Dialogs Tests
Attributes
See INFORMATION Dialog Attributes for the INFORMATION dialog attribute list.
Remarks
None.
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Information Dialog - Attributes
Attribute

BACKGROUND

CLOSEABLE [4]

DEFAULT
BUTTON
DIALOG
BUTTONS
FONT
HEIGHT
JUSTIFICATION
MAXIMIZABLE

MINIMIZABLE

MOVABLE
PEN

RESIZABLE

RESTORE
SCREEN

TITLE

Type

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric Any valid BASIC
System
pen number (0-255) dependent [1]
Numeric 0,1

0(not

Numeric Any valid index
into the DIALOG
BUTTONS array

0

String
array

Any valid string
array

A single
element array
containing "OK"

String

Font [1]

closeable,
button does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric Any integer number Autosizing
(of pixels)
String

"LEFT", "CENTER" "CENTER"

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any valid BASIC
System
pen number (0-255) dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears around
the dialog)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not restore
the
screen)

String

Any valid string

INFORMATION

String

Any valid string

None
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USER DATA
VERSION

String

Any valid string

Current version

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number Autosizing
(of pixels)

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [3]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [3]

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Information Dialog - Font
Specifies the font to be used for any text in the INFORMATION dialog. For a description of allowed fonts, see
Specifying FONT Attribute Values.
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Information Dialog - Pen
Specifies the color to be used for the foreground area of the dialog. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable
Pens Table.
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Keypad Dialog
_______________________________________________________

KEYPAD Dialog

Prompts the user to make numeric entries using a mouse, a touchscreen, or a keyboard
_______________________________________________________
Example Image

See KEYPAD Dialog for an example program that produces a display similiar to that shown above.
NOTE

See the following program for another example using the KEYPAD dialog.
Dialogs Tests
Attributes
See KEYPAD Dialog Attributes for the KEYPAD dialog attribute list.
Remarks
None.
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Keypad Dialog Attributes
Attribute

Type

Allowed Values

Default

BACKGROUND Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

1

COLUMNS

Numeric Any non-negative
number

20

DEFAULT
BUTTON

Numeric Any valid index
into the DIALOG
BUTTONS array

0

BORDER [2]
CHECK FOR
DONE

DIALOG
BUTTONS

EDITABLE
FONT
FORMAT

String
array

Any valid string array A two-element
array that
contains "OK"
and "Cancel"

Numeric 0,1

1

String

Font [1]

System
dependent [2]

String

"REAL", "SHORT
"REAL"
INTEGER",
"LONG INTEGER",
"INTEGER",
"BINARY", "OCTAL",
"HEX"

Numeric 0 to 328

0

HEIGHT

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

INCREMENT

Numeric Any non-negative
number

0

String

"CENTER"

FORMAT
LENGTH

JUSTIFICATION
KEY
BACKGROUND
KEY PEN
MAXIMIZABLE

"LEFT", "CENTER"

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number
dependent [2]
Numeric Any valid pen
number

System
dependent [2]

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)
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MAXIMUM

MAXIMUM
LENGTH
MINIMIZABLE

MINIMUM

MODIFIED
MOVABLE
PEN
REAL
NOTATION
REAL
RESOLUTION
RESIZABLE

RESTORE
SCREEN

SHOW EDIT
TEXT LENGTH
TITLE
USER DATA
VALUE

VERSION
VISIBLE

Numeric Between or equal
to FORMAT's
MINIMUM and
MAXIMUM

MAXREAL

Numeric 0 to 328

328

Numeric 0,1

0(not

minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric Between or equal to MINREAL
FORMAT's
MINIMUM and
MAXIMUM
Numeric 0,1

0

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0 to 255

System
dependent [2]

String

"SCIENTIFIC"

"FIXED",
"SCIENTIFIC",
"ENGINEERING"

Numeric 0 to 16

12

Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
dialog)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any valid integer

Return only

String

Any valid string

KEYPAD

String

Any valid string

None

Numeric Values allowed
or string by "FORMAT",
"MINIMUM",and
"MAXIMUM"

0

String

Current
version

Any valid string

Numeric 0,1

1
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WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [3]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [3]

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Keypad Dialog - Editable
This attribute determines whether the listbox is editable or not.
# If set to "1", you can type into the edit box at the top
# If set to "0", it displays the function selected from the listbox.
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Keypad Dialog - Font
This attribute determines which font will be used to display text on the KEYPAD dialog. See INTERDEPENDENT
ATTRIBUTES for the interactions among the COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT attributes. For a description of allowed
fonts, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values.
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Keypad Dialog - Format
The FORMAT attribute specifies which numeric formatting type is used
for the KEYPAD dialog. Allowable types are:
# REAL: the default (-1.79769313486 E +308 to +1.79769313486 E
+308)
# SHORT INTEGER: two-byte integer (-32768 to 32767
range)
# LONG INTEGER: four-byte integer (-2147483648 to 2147483647
range)
# BINARY: four-byte integer; two's complement (no "-"
allowed)
# OCTAL: four-byte integer; two's complement (no "-"
allowed)
# HEX: four-byte integer; two's complement (no "-"
allowed)
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Keypad Dialog - Key Background
This attribute determines the pen color used for the background of the buttons on the keypad. For a discussion of
allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table. This attribute is accepted for compatibility with previous versions, but will not
change the appearance of the dialog.
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Keypad Dialog - Key Pen
This attribute determines the pen color used for the characters on the buttons. For a discussion of allowed pens,
see Settable Pens Table. This attribute is accepted for compatibility with previous versions, but will not change the
appearance of the dialog.
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Keypad Dialog - Maximum
The MAXIMUM attribute determines the maximum value the KEYPAD dialog will accept. When changing from one
FORMAT to another, KEYPAD will use the lesser of the current maximum value and FORMAT's intrinsic maximum (for
positive values).
For example, switching formats from LONG INTEGER to SHORT INTEGER will reduce the maximum KEYPAD value
from a four-byte integer to a two-byte integer (see the FORMAT attribute for ranges).
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Keypad Dialog - Maximum Length
The MAXIMUM LENGTH attribute specifies the maximum number of characters you can enter into the dialog: "0"
means no limit. (Reformatting may generate a longer display than the MAXIMUM LENGTH, however.)
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Keypad Dialog - Minimum
The MINIMUM attribute determines the minimum value the KEYPAD dialog will accept. When changing from one
FORMAT to another, KEYPAD will use the greater of the current minimum value and FORMAT's intrinsic MINIMUM
(for negative values).
For example, switching formats from LONG INTEGER to SHORT INTEGER will reduce the minimum KEYPAD value
from a four-byte integer to a two-byte integer (see the FORMAT attribute for ranges).
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Keypad Dialog - Modified
The MODIFIED attribute indicates the operator has changed the contents of the KEYPAD dialog. When responding to
the DONE/RETURN event, check the MODIFIED attribute to see if it has been modified, then set MODIFIED=0 for the
next cycle.
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Keypad Dialog - Value
This attribute reflects the current value of the KEYPAD dialog. It is always greater than or equal to MINIMUM and less
than or equal to MAXIMUM and rounded to the nearest INCREMENT.
When using string to set VALUE, the string is verified to be a valid number within range and increment. If the value of
VALUE exceeds MAXIMUM or MINIMUM, Error 565 is generated.
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Keypad Widget
_______________________________________________________

KEYPAD Widget

Provides a graphical keypad presentation from which you can make entries with a mouse, a touchscreen, or a
keyboard
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See KEYPAD Widget for a program that generates a KEYPAD widget and provides a display similar to that shown
above.
Attributes
See KEYPAD Widget Attributes for the KEYPAD widget attribute list.
Remarks
The KEYPAD widget is an enhanced version of the NUMBER widget. KEYPAD provides a graphical keypad
presentation from which you can make entries with a mouse, touchscreen, or keyboard. The keys on the keypad
provide these functions:
# Keys A through F are used when formatting
"HEX"
# Key E is used when formatting
"REAL"
# Keys that do not apply to the current format are grayed and made non-sensitive. For example, if you choose the "OCTAL"
format, the only active numbered keys available will be 0 through 7.
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# ENT provides a return
key
#
# - provides negative numbers or
exponents
# CLR clears digits from the text cursor to the
end
# DEL deletes the current selection, either all highlighted characters or the character immediately under the
cursor
# INS toggles to the insert
mode.
Additional attributes for the KEYPAD widget are KEY BACKGROUND and KEY PEN to set key colors, and SHOW
EDIT which allows you to turn off the edit box on the KEYPAD. The KEYPAD widget requires that a number be
entered in an acceptable format, so you cannot enter an incorrect character.
The KEYPAD widget also provides the ability to translate numbers entered in binary, octal, or hex directly into BASIC
numeric variables using the FORMAT attribute. FORMAT can have values of REAL, SHORT INTEGER, LONG
INTEGER, BINARY, OCTAL, and HEX.
The following FORMAT LENGTH attribute gives a default field of 4 hexadecimal digits for the user to enter:
CONTROL @Num;SET ("FORMAT":"HEX","FORMAT LENGTH":4)
You can specify a round-off INCREMENT and (for REAL numbers) the number of fractional digits displayed (using
REAL RESOLUTION) and the format for REAL numbers (using REAL NOTATION which can be set to FIXED,
SCIENTIFIC, or ENGINEERING).
The KEYPAD widget supports a RETURN event, which occurs when the user presses the Enter key to enter a
number and a DONE event, which occurs when the user changes input focus to another window.
Events
Events for the KEYPAD widget are:
# DONE
# INVALID
NUMBER
# KEYSTROKE
# RETURN
# SYSTEM
MENU
DONE

This event is generated when the widget loses focus and CHECK FOR DONE is set.
INVALID NUMBER

This event is generated when an entry causes the current display to be unable to build a number in the current
FORMAT. This event also occurs when DONE or RETURN generates a number outside MINIMUM or MAXIMUM.
KEYSTROKE

Occurs when you enter a character that could change the display.
RETURN
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Occurs when you press the Return key or the Enter key.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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Keypad Widget Attributes
Attribute
BACKGROUND
BORDER [3]
CHECK FOR
DONE
CLOSEABLE
[4]

COLUMNS
FONT
FORMAT

FORMAT
LENGTH
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INCREMENT
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
KEY
BACKGROUND
KEY PEN
MAXIMIZABLE
[5]

MAXIMUM

Type

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen number
(0-255)

System
dependent [2]

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

0(not
closeable,
button does
not appear in
title bar)

Numeric Any non-negative number

20

String

Font [1]

System
dependent [2]

String

"REAL", "SHORT INTEGER",
"REAL"
"LONG INTEGER", "INTEGER",
"BINARY", "OCTAL", "HEX"

Numeric 0 to 328

0

Numeric Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or topic_id

Null

Numeric Any non-negative number

0

Numeric Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen number

System
dependent [2]

Numeric Any valid pen number

System
dependent [2]

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric Between or equal to FORMAT's MAXREAL
MINIMUM and MAXIMUM
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MAXIMUM
LENGTH
MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MINIMUM
MODIFIED
MOVABLE [5]

PEN
REAL
NOTATION
REAL
RESOLUTION
RESIZABLE [5]

RESTORE
SCREEN
SHOW EDIT
STACKING
ORDER
SYSTEM
MENU [5]
SYSTEM
MENU COUNT
[5]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [5]
TAB STOP
TEXT LENGTH

Numeric 0 to 328

328

Numeric 0,1

0(not

minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric Between or equal to FORMAT's MINREAL
MINIMUM and MAXIMUM
Numeric 0,1

0

Numeric 0,1

1(movable,

Numeric 0 to 255

System
dependent [1]

String

click on title
bar and drag)

"FIXED",
"SCIENTIFIC"
"SCIENTIFIC","ENGINEERING"

Numeric 0 to 16

12

Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
widget)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0 to number of siblings [4]

0

String
Any valid string or string array
or String
array

Null

Numeric 0 to number of items in
system menu

0

Numeric 0 to number of items in
system menu -1

0

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any valid integer

Return only
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TITLE [5]
USER DATA
VALUE

VERSION

String

Any valid string

KEYPAD

String

Any valid string

None

Numeric Values allowed by
or string "FORMAT","MINIMUM", and
"MAXIMUM"

0

String

Current
version

Any valid string

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

X

Numeric Any integer, number of pixels
from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

Y

Numeric Any integer, number of pixels
from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

VISIBLE
WIDTH

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Keypad Widget - Check For Done
This attribute, when non-zero, enables loss of focus formatting and the "DONE" event.
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Keypad Widget - Columns
The COLUMNS attribute specifies the width of the widget or dialog display field in units of character cells. See
INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for the interactions among the COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT attributes.
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Keypad Widget - Font
This attribute determines which font will be used to display text on the KEYPAD widget. See INTERDEPENDENT
ATTRIBUTES for the interactions among the COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT attributes.For a description of allowed
fonts, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values.
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Keypad Widget - Format
The FORMAT attribute specifies which numeric formatting type is used
for the KEYPAD widget. Allowable types are:
# REAL: the default (-1.79769313486 E +308 to +1.79769313486 E
+308)
# SHORT INTEGER: two-byte integer (-32768 to 32767
range)
# LONG INTEGER: four-byte integer (-2147483648 to 2147483647
range)
# BINARY: four-byte integer; two's complement (no "-"
allowed)
# OCTAL: four-byte integer; two's complement (no "-"
allowed)
# HEX: four-byte integer; two's complement (no "-"
allowed)
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Keypad Widget - Format Length
The FORMAT LENGTH determines the minimum number of characters used to display formatted numbers (padded
with 0s on the left for integer and real formats).
The output is never truncated and the actual length may be greater. (See the TEXT LENGTH attribute.) FORMAT
LENGTH is primarily intended for BINARY, OCTAL, and HEX formats to force formatting to a greater number of bytes.
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Keypad Widget - Increment
The INCREMENT attribute rounds the VALUE attribute to the nearest specified INCREMENT when programmatically
settingVALUE, pressing Return, or loss of focus when CHECK FOR DONE is set. Declaring an INCREMENT of "0"
directs HTBasic to not alter the VALUE. "0" is the default.
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Keypad Widget - Key Background
This attribute determines the pen color used for the background of the buttons on the keypad. For a discussion of
allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table. This attribute is accepted for compatibility with previous versions, but will not
change the appearance of the widget.
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Keypad Widget - Key Pen
This attribute determines the pen color used for the characters on the buttons. For a discussion of allowed pens,
see Settable Pens Table This attribute is accepted for compatibility with previous versions, but will not change the
appearance of the widget.
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Keypad Widget - Maximum
The MAXIMUM attribute determines the maximum value the KEYPAD widgetwill accept. When changing from one
FORMAT to another, KEYPAD will use the lesser of the current maximum value and FORMAT's intrinsic maximum (for
positive values).
For example, switching formats from LONG INTEGER to SHORT INTEGER will reduce the maximum KEYPAD value
from a four-byte integer to a two-byte integer (see the FORMAT attribute for ranges).

1795

Keypad Widget - Maximum Length
The MAXIMUM LENGTH attribute specifies the maximum number of characters you can enter into the widget: "0"
means no limit. (Reformatting may generate a longer display than the MAXIMUM LENGTH, however.)

1796

Keypad Widget - Minimum
The MINIMUM attribute determines the minimum value the KEYPAD widget will accept. When changing from one
FORMAT to another, KEYPAD will use the greater of the current minimum value and FORMAT's intrinsic MINIMUM
(for negative values).
For example, switching formats from LONG INTEGER to SHORT INTEGER will reduce the minimum KEYPAD value
from a four-byte integer to a two-byteinteger (see the FORMAT attribute for ranges).

1797

Keypad Widget - Modified
The MODIFIED attribute indicates the operator has changed the contents of KEYPAD. When responding to the
DONE/RETURN event, check the MODIFIED attribute to see if it has been modified, then set MODIFIED=0 for the
next cycle.

1798

Keypad Widget - Pen
This attribute determines the pen color used for the characters in the display field. For a discussion of allowed pens,
see Settable Pens Table.

1799

Keypad Widget - Real Notation
The REAL NOTATION attribute can be used in conjunction with the
"FORMAT":"REAL" attribute only. REAL NOTATION allows you to
select the "FORMAT:REAL" presentation in one of these notations:
# FIXED (Example:
12345.6789)
# SCIENTIFIC (Example: 1.233456789E
+04)
# ENGINEERING (Example: 12.3456789E
+03)

1800

Keypad Widget - Real Resolution
The REAL RESOLUTION attribute can be used in conjunction with the "FORMAT":"REAL" attribute only. REAL
RESOLUTION allows you to select the number of digits to be displayed to the right of the decimal point.

1801

Keypad Widget - Show Edit
This attribute determines whether or not the display is shown.

1802

Keypad Widget - Tab Stop
This attribute allows you to establish "tab groups" of widgets when you fill a parent PANEL widget with child widgets.

1803

Keypad Widget - Text Length
Return-Only Attribute. TEXT LENGTH returns the length in characters of the current formatted number.

1804

Keypad Widget - Value
This attribute reflects the current value of the KEYPAD. It is always greater than or equal to MINIMUM and less than
or equal to MAXIMUM and rounded to the nearest INCREMENT. When using string to set VALUE, the string is verified
to be a valid number within range and increment. If the value of VALUE exceeds MAXIMUM or MINIMUM, Error 565 is
generated.

1805
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Label Widget
_______________________________________________________

LABEL Widget

Displays a string of text
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See LABEL Widget for a program shows how to build a table of text items using the LABEL widget. In this program,
you create a multi-line LABEL widget and then set its VALUE attribute to a string with embedded line feed characters
(using CHR$(10)) to separate it into multiple lines.
NOTE

See the following programs for other examples using the LABEL widget:
Calculator
Changing the Font
Engine Monitor - Child
Engine Monitor - Level-0
Engine Monitor - Panel
Environmental Chamber
Hammer Game
Ice Cream Sundae
Passwords
Rock-Paper-Scissors Game
SLIDER Test
Tic-Tac-Toe
TOGGLEBUTTON Widget
Wing Stress/Vibration Analysis
Attributes
See LABEL Widget Attributes for the LABEL widget attribute list.
Remarks
1807

The LABEL widget allows you to specify the justification (LEFT, RIGHT, etc.) of the information in the LABEL. You can
also give it a numeric variable or value, instead of a string. For example:
ASSIGN @Lbl TO WIDGET "LABEL"; SET ("VALUE":"Hi There")
Many widgets have a LABEL attribute that allows you to specify some describing text, but the LABEL widget itself
uses a VALUE attribute to display its information. The LABEL widget has no LABEL attribute. The LABEL widget can
be placed as the label of another widget.
Events
The event for the LABEL widget is:
# SYSTEM
MENU
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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Label Widget Attributes
Attribute

Type

Allowed Values

Default

BACKGROUND Numeric Any valid BASIC
System
pen number (0-255) dependent [2]
BORDER [3]
CLOSEABLE [4]

COLUMNS
FONT
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

0(not
closeable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric Any positive integer 20
String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer number One row
(of pixels)
String

Any valid file name Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

INSIDE HEIGHT

Numeric Any integer number Varies
(of pixels)

INSIDE WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number Varies
(of pixels)

JUSTIFICATION
MAXIMIZABLE
[5]

MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MOVABLE [5]

PEN
RESIZABLE [5]

String

"LEFT", "CENTER" "CENTER"

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

1(movable,

click on title
bar and drag)

Numeric Any valid BASIC
System
pen number (0-255) dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears

1809

around the
widget)

RESTORE
SCREEN

ROWS
STACKING
ORDER

Numeric 0,1

0(do not

restore the
screen)

Numeric Any positive integer 1
Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [4]

String or Any valid string or
SYSTEM MENU String
string array
[5]
array

0

Null

SYSTEM MENU
COUNT [5]

Numeric 0 to number of
items in system
menu

0

SYSTEM MENU
EVENT [5]

Numeric 0 to number of
items in
system menu -1

0

String

Any valid string

LABEL

String

Any valid string

None

TITLE [5]
USER DATA
VALUE

VERSION
VISIBLE
WIDTH
WORD WRAP

String,
Any
Numeric,
Complex

The null string

String

Current
version

Any valid string

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any integer number 20 columns
(of pixels)
Numeric 0,1

0

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner

1810

Label Widget - Columns
This attribute specifies the number of columns (number of character cells) that will appear in the LABEL widget. See
INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how ROWS, HEIGHT, COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT interact.

1811

Label Widget - Font
The value is the font that will be used for the text in the LABEL widget. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for
details on how ROWS, HEIGHT, COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT interact. For a description of allowed fonts, see
Specifying FONT Attribute Values.

1812

Label Widget - Justification
The value of VALUE (the LABEL string) will be positioned in the widget according to the value you enter here.

1813

Label Widget - Pen
The value of the VALUE attribute will be painted using this pen color. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable
Pens Table.

1814

Label Widget - Rows
The number of rows specifies the number of character cells that fit within the LABEL HEIGHT. You specify the number
of rows that you want to appear in the LABEL widget. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how
ROWS, HEIGHT, COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT interact.

1815

Label Widget - Value
The string numeric or complex value you enter for this attribute will be displayed in the LABEL widget.

1816

Label Widget - Word Wrap
Use this attribute to specify the end-of-line behavior in the LABEL widget. If the value is 1, the lines will wrap when the
line length exceeds the window size. Lines will wrap on a white space character only (space, tab, return, line feed). If
the value is 0 (the default), the lines will extend beyond the window size.

1817
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Limits Widget
_______________________________________________________

LIMITS Widget

Graphically displays numeric values
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See LIMITS Widget for a program that creates a LIMITS widget with a display similar to that shown above.
NOTE

See the following program for another example using the LIMITS widget.
Bar Meter Limits
Attributes
See LIMITS Widget Attributes for the LIMITS widget attribute list.
Remarks
The LIMITS widget displays a range of values as a marker moves through the range.The LIMITS widget is another
form of the BAR or METER widget. However, the LIMITSwidget differs from the BAR and METER widgets in that it
does not support LOW PEN/MIDDLE PEN/HIGH PEN. Instead, it supports only OUTSIDE PEN (the color outside
the limits)and INSIDE PEN (the color inside the limits). You cannot set the upper and lower color bounds to different
colors.
If your computer has a monochrome monitor, the LIMITS widget will handle the situation automatically. There are no
attributes related to color to set for this special case. If you have a monochrome monitor, the LIMITS background is
shaded light and the value marker and limit lines are black.
1819

Events
Events for the LIMITS widget are:
# ALARM
# SYSTEM
MENU
ALARM

This event is generated when the VALUE attribute is set to a value within one of the ranges named in the ALARM
RANGES attribute and ALARM TYPE is "EVENT". Redraw activities, such as changing the ORIENTATION attribute
value, will not generate an ALARM event.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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Limits Widget Attributes
Attribute
ALARM RANGES

ALARM TYPE
AUTOSCALE
BACKGROUND
BAR WIDTH
BORDER [3]
CLOSEABLE [4]

FONT
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
HIGH LIMIT

INSIDE HEIGHT
INSIDE PEN
INSIDE WIDTH
LIMITS
BACKGROUND
LIMITS PEN
LIMITS WIDTH
LOGARITHMIC
LOW LIMIT

MARKER PEN
MARKER WIDTH

Type

Allowed Values

Default

String

"OUTSIDE" ("O"), "INSIDE" ("I"),
"OUTSIDE,INSIDE" ("I, O")

The null string

String

"BEEP", "EVENT"

"BEEP"

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System dependent [2]

Numeric

Any positive integer

30

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

0,1

0(not closeable, button
does not appear in title
bar)

String

Font [1]

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

180 pixels

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or topic_id

Null

Numeric or
String

LOGARITHMIC is 0: any real number
LOGARITHMIC is 1: any positive real
number

70

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System dependent [2]

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System dependent [2]

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System dependent [2]

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

300

Numeric

0, 1

0(linear)

Numeric

LOGARITHMIC is 0: any real number
LOGARITHMIC is 1: any positive real
number

30

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System dependent [2]

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

5
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MAXIMIZABLE [5]
MAXIMUM

MINIMIZABLE [5]

MINIMUM

MOVABLE [5]
ORIENTATION
OUTSIDE PEN
RESIZABLE [5]

RESTORE SCREEN
STACKING ORDER
SYSTEM MENU [5]
SYSTEM MENU
COUNT [5]
SYSTEM MENU
EVENT [5]
TITLE [5]
USER DATA
VALUE

VALUE
BACKGROUND
VALUE PEN
VERSION
VISIBLE
WIDTH

Numeric

0,1

1(maximizable, button
appears in title bar)

Numeric or
String

LOGARITHMIC is 0: any real number
LOGARITHMIC is 1: any positive real
number

100

Numeric

0,1

0(not minimizable, button
does not appear in title
bar)

Numeric or
String

LOGARITHMIC is 0: any real number
LOGARITHMIC is 1: any positive real
number

0

Numeric

0,1

1(movable, click on

String

"UP", "VERTICAL", "RIGHT",
"HORIZONTAL"

"HORIZONTAL" (max
value at right)

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System dependent [2]

Numeric

0,1

1(resizable, special
border appears around
the widget)

Numeric

0,1

0(do not restore the

Numeric

0 to the number of siblings [4]

0

String or
string array

Any valid string or string array

Null

Numeric

0 to number of items in
system menu

0

Numeric

0 to number of items in
system menu -1

0

String

Any valid string

LIMITS

String

Any valid string

None

Numeric or
String

LOGARITHMIC is 0: any real number
LOGARITHMIC is 1: any positive real
number

50

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System dependent [2]

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System dependent [2]

String

Any valid string

Current version

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

300 pixels

title bar and drag)

screen)
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X
Y

Numeric

Any integer, number of pixels from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

Numeric

Any integer, number of pixels from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Limits Widget - Alarm Ranges
This attribute specifies which ranges of the LIMITS bar, if any, will cause an alarm to be generated when VALUE
enters that range. For example, setting this attribute to "OUTSIDE,INSIDE" (or "INSIDE,OUTSIDE") will cause an
alarm to be generated any time the VALUE attribute is set. What actually occurs when an alarm is triggered depends
on the value of the ALARM TYPE attribute.
VALUE is INSIDE if it is greater than or equal to, low, and less than or equal to, high. VALUE is OUTSIDE if it is less
than low, and greater than high. "I" and "O" can be substituted for "INSIDE" and "OUTSIDE". Setting the null string
turns off the ALARM RANGES attribute.

1824

Limits Widget - Alarm Type
You can set this attribute to one of two values: "BEEP" or "EVENT". If you set it to "BEEP", a beep will be generated
any time the VALUE attribute is set to a value which lies in one of the ranges specified in the ALARM RANGES
attribute. If you set it to "EVENT", an ALARM event will be generated instead.

1825

Limits Widget - Autoscale
If the value is 1, when VALUE exceeds MAXIMUM or is lower than MINIMUM, MAXIMUM and/or MINIMUM will be
adjusted on the display to keep the value between MINIMUM and MAXIMUM.

1826

Limits Widget - Bar Width
This attribute specifies the width of the limits bar. The extra space between BAR WIDTH and HEIGHT for
ORIENTATION: HORIZONTAL, WIDTH for ORIENTATION:RIGHT will be equally allocated as background color on
either side of the limits bar.

1827

Limits Widget - Font
This attribute specifies the font to be used for the labels, limits, and values. For a description of allowed fonts, see
Specifying FONT Attribute Values.

1828

Limits Widget - High Limit
If this attribute is set, the portion of the LIMITS bar above this limit will be painted using the pen color specified by the
OUTSIDE PEN attribute. On a monochrome monitor, a line is drawn at the HIGH LIMIT.
To have HIGH LIMIT appear on the LIMITS bar, HIGH LIMIT must be less than or equal to MAXIMUM, greater than
or equal to MINIMUM, and greater than or equal to LOW LIMIT. A VALUE equal to HIGH LIMIT is inside the limits
boundary.
A VALUE greater than HIGH LIMIT is outside the limits boundary. HIGH LIMIT, LOW LIMIT, ALARM RANGES, and
ALARM TYPE can be used to specify the alarm behavior of the LIMITS bar.
The value of HIGH LIMIT will be displayed with only one digit to the right of the decimal point. For example, if you set
the value of HIGH LIMIT to 123.4567, thedisplay will show 123.5. If you set the value of HIGH LIMIT to 0.0001375, the
display will show 1.4E-4.
If you need to display numbers in a different way for your application, you can set the value of HIGH LIMIT as a string.
For example, if you want to display 0.000237 or 4.167E-4, set the value of HIGH LIMIT to the string "0.000237" or
"4.167E-4" in the ASSIGN or CONTROL statement.

1829

Limits Widget - Inside Pen
This attribute sets the pen color of the inside portion of the bar (the portion between the limits). For a discussion of
allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1830

Limits Widget - Limits Background
This attribute sets the background color of the labels displaying thelimits. For a discussion of allowed pens, see
Settable Pens Table.

1831

Limits Widget - Limits Pen
This attribute sets the color of the text of the limits labels.

1832

Limits Widget - Limits Width
This attribute sets the width of the limits labels. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1833

Limits Widget - Logarithmic
If the value of this attribute is 1, the LIMITS bar operates in a logarithmic mode. If the value is 0, the LIMITS bar
operates ina linear mode.

1834

Limits Widget - Low Limit
This attribute sets the lower limit of the LIMITS bar. Below this limit, the LIMITS bar will be painted using the pen color
specified by the OUTSIDE PEN attribute. On a monochrome monitor, a line is drawn at the LOW LIMIT.
To have LOW LIMIT appear on the bar, LOW LIMIT must be greater than or equal to MINIMUM, less than or equal
to MAXIMUM, and less than or equal to HIGH LIMIT. A VALUE equal to LOW LIMIT is inside the range. A value less
than LOW LIMIT is outside the range.
HIGH LIMIT, LOW LIMIT, ALARM RANGES, and ALARM TYPE can be used to specify the alarm behavior of the
LIMITS. The value of LOW LIMIT will be displayed with only one digit to the right of the decimal point. For example,
if you set the value of LOW LIMIT to 123.4567, the display will show 123.5. If you set the value of LOW LIMIT to
0.0001375, the display will show 1.4E-4.
If you need to display numbers in a different way for your application, you can set the value of LOW LIMIT as a string.
For example, if you want to display 0.000237 or 4.167E-4, set the value of LOW LIMIT to the string "0.000237" or
"4.167E-4" in the ASSIGN or CONTROL statement.

1835

Limits Widget - Marker Pen
This attribute sets the color of the VALUE marker on the LIMITS bar. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable
Pens Table.

1836

Limits Widget - Marker Width
The marker displays the relative position of VALUE on the LIMITS bar. This attribute sets the thickness of that marker.
You can remove the MARKER bar by setting a MARKER WIDTH of "0".

1837

Limits Widget - Maximum
The value of this attribute specifies the upper bound on the displayed value of the VALUE attribute. When the value of
VALUE equals the value of MAXIMUM, the BAR will reach the top or right (depending on the ORIENTATION) of the
widget. MAXIMUM must be greater than MINIMUM.
The value of MAXIMUM will be displayed with only one digit to the right of the decimal point. For example, if you set
the value of MAXIMUM to 123.4567, the display will show 123.5. If you set the value of MAXIMUM to 0.0001375, the
display will show 1.4E-4.
If you need to display numbers in a different way for your application, you can set the value of MAXIMUM as a string.
For example, if you want to display 0.000237 or 4.167E-4, set the value of MAXIMUM to the string "0.000237" or
"4.167E-4" in the ASSIGN or CONTROL statement.

1838

Limits Widget - Minimum
The value of this attribute specifies the lower bound on the displayed value of the VALUE attribute. When the value of
VALUE equals the value of MINIMUM, the BAR will reach the bottom or left (depending on the ORIENTATION) of the
widget. MINIMUM must be less than MAXIMUM.
The value of MINIMUM will be displayed with only one digit to the right of the decimal point. For example, if you set
the value of MINIMUM to 123.4567, the display will show 123.5. If you set the value of MINIMUM to 0.0001375, the
display will show 1.4E-4.
If you need to display numbers in a different way for your application, you can set the value of MINIMUM as a string.
For example, if you want to display 0.000237 or 4.167E-4, set the value of MINIMUM to the string "0.000237" or
"4.167E-4" in the ASSIGN or CONTROL statement.

1839

Limits Widget - Orientation
This attribute determines the direction or layout of the BAR.
ORIENTATION Attribute Values
Allowed Value

Description

"VERTICAL",
"UP"

The bar will be oriented vertically and
the VALUE
attribute will increase in the up direction

"HORIZONTAL"
"RIGHT"

The bar will be oriented horizontally and
the
VALUE attribute will increase toward
the right

1840

Limits Widget - Outside Pen
This attribute sets the pen color of the areas outside the LOW and HIGH LIMITs on the LIMITS bar. For a discussion
of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1841

Limits Widget - Value
This attribute specifies the current value of the bar. If VALUE exceeds MAXIMUM or MINIMUM, the value that is
displayed will be "clipped" by MAXIMUM or MINIMUM. However, the actual value of VALUE will not be clipped.
The value of VALUE will be displayed with only one digit to the right of the decimal point. For example, if you set the
value of VALUE to 123.4567, the display will show 123.5. If you set the value of VALUE to 0.0001375, the display will
show 1.4E-4.
If you need to display numbers in a different way for your application, you can set the value of VALUE as a string. For
example, if you want to display 0.000237 or 4.167E-4, set the value of VALUE to the string "0.000237" or "4.167E-4"
in the ASSIGN or CONTROL statement.

1842

Limits Widget - Value Background
This attribute sets the background color of the labels displaying thevalue. For a discussion of allowed pens, see
Settable Pens Table.

1843

Limits Widget - Value Pen
This attribute sets the color of the text of the value labels.

1844
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List Dialog
________________________________________________________

LIST Dialog

Prompts the operator to select a specific item or set of items from a list of items
________________________________________________________
Example Image

Example Program
See LIST Dialog for an example program that produces a display similiar to that shown above.
NOTE

See the following program for another example using the LIST dialog:
Dialogs Tests
Attributes
See LIST Dialog Attributes for the LIST dialog attribute list.
Remarks
None.
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List Dialog Attributes
LIST Dialog Attributes
Attribute

BACKGROUND
COLUMNS

DEFAULT
BUTTON
DIALOG
BUTTONS

FONT
HEIGHT
ITEM COUNT
ITEMS
JUSTIFICATION
MAXIMIZABLE

MINIMIZABLE

MOVABLE

MULTISELECT
PEN
RESIZABLE

Type

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric Any positive integer

20

Numeric Any valid index
into the DIALOG
BUTTONS array

0

String
array

Any valid string array A two-element
array that
contains OK
and Cancel

String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

Numeric 0 to 32767

0

String
array

Any

A zeroelement array

String

"LEFT", "CENTER"

"CENTER"

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(not

Numeric 0,1

1(movable,

Numeric 0,1

0(one ITEM
only)

minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)
click on
title bar and
drag)

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
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around the
dialog)

RESTORE
SCREEN

ROWS
SELECTION

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

Numeric Any positive integer

3

Numeric
or
Numeric
array

Single Numeric:
-1
value is any valid
index
into the ITEMS array,
or -1
Numeric array: the
array contains a 1 in
each element that
represents a userselected ITEM, else
0

SENSITIVE
TITLE
TOP ITEM
USER DATA
VERSION

Numeric 0,1

1(sensitive)

String

LIST

Any valid string

Numeric Any valid index into
ITEMS array

0 or 1

String

Any valid string

None

String

Any valid string

Current
version

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [3]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [3]

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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List Dialog - Columns
This attribute specifies the number of columns (number of character cells) that will appear in the LIST dialog. See
INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how ROWS, HEIGHT, COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT interact.

1849

List Dialog - Font
This attribute specifies the font to be used for the text in the LIST dialog. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES
for details on how ROWS, HEIGHT, COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT interact.For a description of allowed fonts, see
Specifying FONT Attribute Values.

1850

List Dialog - Items
This array is used to populate the LIST dialog with items. Each stringin the array becomes a separate item (line) in the
LIST dialog.

1851

List Dialog - Rows
The number of rows specifies the number of character cells that fit within the LIST dialog's HEIGHT. You specify the
number of rows that you want to appear in the LIST dialog. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how
ROWS, HEIGHT, COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT interact.

1852

List Dialog - Sensitive
This attribute provides you with the capability to keep the LIST dialog
visible, but make it unresponsive to user input.
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 1, the dialog is responsive to user
input.
#
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 0, the dialog will not respond to user input, and will appear "grayed out" to indicate its
unresponsive status.
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List Widget
________________________________________________________

LIST Widget

Provides a scrollable list of textual items
________________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program

See LIST Widget for a program that provides a LIST widget similar to the display shown above.
NOTE

See the following program for another example using the LIST widget.
Ice Cream Sundae
Attributes
See LIST Widget Attributes for the LIST widget attribute list.
Remarks
The LIST widget is similar to a COMBO widget except the LIST widget does not allow you to enter a string, but only to
select from a list of items. A vertical scrollbar always appears in this widget. There is no horizontal scrollbar.
Events
Events for the LIST widget are:
# SELECTION
# SYSTEM
SELECTION

This event will be generated any time the user changes selections in the list. If the user clicks the mouse anywhere
that is not a valid list item entry, a SELECTION event will be generated and -1 is returned for the SELECTION
attribute.
SYSTEM MENU
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This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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List Widget Attributes
Attribute

Type

BACKGROUND

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]

BORDER [3]
COLUMNS
CLOSEABLE
[4]

HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
ITEM COUNT
ITEMS
MAXIMIZABLE
[5]

MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MOVABLE [5]

MULTISELECT
PEN

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any positive integer

10

Numeric 0,1

0(not
closeable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric 0 to 32767

0

String
array

A zeroelement array

Any

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

1(movable,
click on
title bar and
drag)

Numeric 0,1

0(one ITEM
only)

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
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RESIZABLE [5]

RESTORE
SCREEN

ROWS
SELECTION

Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special
border
appears
around
the widget)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

Numeric Any positive integer

5

Numeric
or
Numeric
array

Single Numeric:
-1
value is any valid
index into the ITEMS
array, or -1
Numeric array: the
array contains a 1
in each element that
represents a userselected ITEM, else 0

SENSITIVE
STACKING
ORDER
SYSTEM
MENU [5]

SYSTEM
MENU
COUNT [5]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [5]
TAB STOP
TITLE [5]
TOP ITEM

USER DATA
VERSION
VISIBLE
WIDTH

Numeric 0,1

1(sensitive)

Numeric 0 to the number of
siblings [4]

0

String or Any valid string or
string
string array
array

Null

Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in
system menu
Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in
system menu -1
Numeric 0,1

1

String

LIST

Any valid string

Numeric Any valid index into
ITEMS array

0

String

Any valid string

None

String

Any valid string

Current
version

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing
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X

Numeric Any integer, number
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

Y

Numeric Any integer, number
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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List Widget - Columns
This attribute specifies the number of columns (number of character cells) that will appear in the LIST widget. See
INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how ROWS, HEIGHT, COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT interact.
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List Widget - Font
This attribute specifies the font to be used for the text in the LIST widget. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES
for details on how ROWS, HEIGHT, COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT interact. For a description of allowed fonts, see
Specifying FONT Attribute Values.
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List Widget - Item Count
Return-Only Attribute. ITEM COUNT returns the numberof items in the listbox.

1862

List Widget - Items
This array is used to populate the LIST with items. Each string in the array becomes a separate item (line) in the LIST
widget.
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List Widget - Multiselect
Use this attribute to enable the selection of either one item or multiple
items from a list.
# If you set MULTISELECT to 0, the user can select only one item from the list (either with the mouse or with keyboard
selection).
#

# If you set MULTISELECT to 1, the user can select multiple items, contiguous or not, from the list. You can select or de-select
items from the list.
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List Widget - Pen
The list items will be painted using this pen color. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1865

List Widget - Rows
The number of rows specifies the number of character cells that fit within the LIST HEIGHT. You specify the number of
rows that you want to appear in the LIST widget. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how ROWS,
HEIGHT, COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT interact.
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List Widget - Selection
If the value of the MULTISELECT attribute is 0, the variable associated with SELECTION must be a single numeric
variable. That variable specifies the index of the element in the ITEMS array that is selected. A value of "-1" indicates
no selection.
If the value of the MULTISELECT attribute is "1", the variable associated with SELECTION must be a numeric array.
That array must be at least as large as the ITEMS array. Each element of the SELECTION array will return either
a "1" (indicating that the corresponding items element is selected) or a "0" (indicating that the corresponding items
element is not selected).
Because all arrays are treated as a single-dimension, BASE 0 array, the SELECTION attribute used in LIST returns
an integer that specifies an offset, not necessarily the actual subscript, of the selected element in the ITEMS array.

1867

List Widget - Sensitive
This attribute provides you with the capability to keep the LIST widget
visible, but make it unresponsive to user input.
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 1, the widget is responsive to user
input.
#
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 0, the widget will not respond to user input, and will appear "grayed out" to indicate its
unresponsive status.
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List Widget - Tab Stop
This attribute allows you to establish "tab groups" of widgets when you fill a parent PANEL widget with child widgets.
Arrow-Key Behavior When The LIST Widget Has The Input Focus
Vertical Arrow-Key Behavior

Horizontal Arrow-Key
Behavior

scroll

do nothing
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List Widget - Top Item
You can use TOP ITEM to set or get the item that appears as the top item in the listbox. That is, you can use TOP
ITEM to "place" a window (that is, the listbox) over a long list of items. You set the value of TOP ITEM to the index in
the ITEMS array of the item that you want on the top of the displayed list.
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Menu Button Widget
_______________________________________________________

MENU BUTTON Widget

Appears in a PULLDOWN MENU or a CASCADE MENU after the operator activates the menu
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
No
None
PULLDOWN MENU,
CASCADE MENU

Example Image

Example Program
See the Menu System program for an example program that shows how to create a MENU BUTTON widget.
NOTE

See the following programs for other examples using the MENU BUTTON widget:
Environmental Chamber
Function Generator
HPGL VIEW Viewer
Passwords
SLIDER Test
STRING Editor
Attributes
See MENU BUTTON Widget Attributes for for the MENU BUTTON widget attribute list.
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Remarks
The MENU BUTTON widget is a widget that appears in a PULLDOWN MENU or a CASCADE MENU after the user
activates the menu.
To activate a MENU BUTTON, follow one of these procedures:
#

Press the mouse button when the cursor is in the boundary of the PULLDOWN MENU label area and hold. Then release th
cursor is within the borders of the MENU BUTTON.

#

Press the mouse button when the cursor is in the boundary of the PULLDOWN MENU label area and release. Then click th
cursor is within the borders of the MENU BUTTON.

Events
The event for MENU BUTTON is:

/0

ACTIVATED

This event occurs only when the mouse button is pushed and released
while the cursor is within the border of the MENU BUTTON.
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Menu Button Widget Attributes
Attribute

Type

HELP FILE String
HELP
TOPIC
LABEL
SENSITIVE
USER
DATA

Allowed Values

Default

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or topic_id Null

String

Any

The null string

Numeric 0,1

1

String

The null string

Any
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Menu Button Widget - Label
The string you enter for this attribute will be entered on the MENU BUTTON.
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Menu Button Widget - Sensitive
This attribute provides you with the capability to keep the MENU
BUTTON widget visible, but make it unresponsive to user input.
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 1, the widget is responsive to user
input.
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 0, the widget will not respond to user input, and will appear "grayed out" to indicate its
unresponsive status.
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Menu Button Widget - User Data
The contents of this attribute are left to the programmer and are never changed by HTBasic. It is simply a way to
associate program-specific data with a specific widget or dialog.
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Menu Separator Widget
_______________________________________________________

MENU SEPARATOR Widget

Provides a horizontal line between the widgets in a PULLDOWN MENU or CASCADE MENU
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
No
None
PULLDOWN MENU,
CASCADE MENU

Example Image

Example Program
See the Menu System program for an example program that shows how to create a MENU SEPARATOR widget. See
the following programs for other examples using the MENU SEPARATOR widget:
HPGL VIEW Viewer
SLIDER Test
STRING Editor
Attributes
See MENU SEPARATOR Widget Attributes for the MENU SEPARATOR widget attribute list.
Remarks
The MENU SEPARATOR widget is a horizontal line between the widgets in a PULLDOWN MENU or a CASCADE
MENU.
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The only attribute for MENU SEPARATOR is USER DATA. The contents of this attribute are left to the user, and are
never changed by HTBasic.
Events
None.
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Menu Separator Widget Attributes
Attribute Type

Allowed Values

Default

USER
DATA

Any

The null string

String
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Menu Toggle Widget
______________________________________________________________

MENU TOGGLE Widget

Appears in a PULLDOWN MENU or a CASCADE MENU after the operator activates the menu
______________________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
No
None
PULLDOWN MENU,
CASCADE MENU

Example Image

Example Program
See the Menu System program for an example program that shows how to create a MENU TOGGLE widget.
NOTE

See the following program for another example using the MENU TOGGLE widget:
Function Generator
Attributes
See MENU TOGGLE Widget Attributes for the MENU TOGGLE widget attribute list.
Remarks
The MENU TOGGLE widget is a widget that appears in a PULLDOWN MENU or a CASCADE MENU after the user
activates the menu. To activate a MENU TOGGLE, follow one of these procedures:
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#

Press the mouse button when the cursor is in the boundary of the PULLDOWN MENU label area and hold. Then release th
mouse cursor is within the borders of the MENU TOGGLE.

#

Press the mouse button when the cursor is in the boundary of the PULLDOWN MENU label area and release. Then click th
mouse cursor is within the borders of the MENU TOGGLE.

Events
The event for MENU TOGGLE widget is:
# CHANGED
CHANGED

This event is generated when the user clicks on the MENU TOGGLE widget.
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Menu Toggle Widget Attributes
Attribute

HELP FILE
HELP
TOPIC
LABEL
SENSITIVE
USER
DATA
VALUE

Type

Allowed Values

Default

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

String

Any

The null
string

Numeric

0,1

1(is
sensitive)

String

Any

The null
string

Numeric

0,1

0
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Menu Toggle Widget - Label
The value of this attribute is the text that appears to the right of the MENU TOGGLE.
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Menu Toggle Widget - Sensitive
This attribute provides you with the capability to keep the LABEL text visible, but make the MENU TOGGLE
unresponsive to user input.
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 1, the widget is responsive to user
input.
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 0, the widget will not respond to user input, and will appear "grayed out" to indicate its
unresponsive status.
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Menu Toggle Widget - Value
The value of this attribute specifies the state of the MENU TOGGLE. If the value is 1, the MENU TOGGLE is
depressed. If the value is 0, the MENU TOGGLE is released.
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Meter Widget
_______________________________________________________

METER Widget

Graphically displays a numeric value with a needle that sweeps along an arc
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See METER Widget for a program that creates a METER widget with a display similar to that shown above, except
that the needle sweep is 360 degrees.
NOTE

See the following programs for other examples using the METER widget:
Bar Meter Limits
Engine Monitor - Level-0
Engine Monitor - Panel
Environmental Chamber
METER/SLIDER Widgets
Oven Control
PID Controller
Attributes
See METER Widget Attributes for the METER widget attribute list.
Remarks
The METER widget graphically displays a numeric value with a needle that sweeps along an arc.The METER widget
programming operation is virtually identical to BAR widget programming. The METER widget displays its MINIMUM
1890

limit, MAXIMUM limit, and CURRENT VALUE in boxes. You can set the SWEEP ANGLE to 360 degrees to give this
widget a tachometer-like appearance.
An event can be generated on any or all of the three ranges: "LOW", "MIDDLE", or "HIGH". METER widget events are
level-triggered, not edge-triggered. An event is generated any time a VALUE is within the designated ALARM RANGE,
not only when the VALUE transitions from one range to the other. You must specifically set the ALARM TYPE to event
before an event can be generated. Otherwise, only beeps are generated.
Events
Events for the METER widget are:
# ALARM
# SYSTEM
MENU
ALARM

This event is generated when the VALUE attribute is set to a value within one of the ranges named in the ALARM
RANGES attribute and ALARM TYPE is EVENT. The only time an ALARM event is generated is when the value of
VALUE is set to one of the following:
# To or above HIGH LIMIT and the value of ALARM RANGES is
"HIGH"
# Between and including LOW LIMIT and HIGH LIMIT and the value of ALARM RANGES is
"MIDDLE"
# To or below LOW LIMIT and the value of ALARM RANGES is
"LOW"
Redraw activities, such as changing the ORIENTATION attribute value, will not generate an ALARM event.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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Meter Widget Attributes
Attribute

ALARM
RANGES
ALARM TYPE
ARC WIDTH
AUTOSCALE
BACKGROUND
BORDER [3]
CENTER
CLOSEABLE
[4]

HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
HIGH LIMIT

HIGH PEN
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
LIMITS
BACKGROUND
LIMITS PEN

Type

Allowed Values

Default

String

Any combination of:
"LOW", "MIDDLE",
"HIGH"

The null string

String

"BEEP", "EVENT"

"BEEP"

Numeric 1 to 10

2 (pixels)

Numeric 0,1

0

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

0(not
closeable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

180 pixels

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

Numeric LOGARITHMIC is 0: MAXREAL
any real number
LOGARITHMIC is 1:
any positive real
number
Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
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LOGARITHMIC
LOW LIMIT

LOW PEN
MAXIMIZABLE
[5]

MAXIMUM

METER
BACKGROUND
MIDDLE PEN
MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MINIMUM

MOVABLE [5]

NEEDLE PEN
NEEDLE
WIDTH
ORIENTATION

RESIZABLE [5]

Numeric 0, 1

0(linear)

Numeric LOGARITHMIC is 0: MAXREAL
any real number
LOGARITHMIC is 1:
any positive real
number
Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric LOGARITHMIC is 0: 100
or
any real number
string
LOGARITHMIC is 1:
any positive real
number
Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric LOGARITHMIC is 0: 1
any real number
LOGARITHMIC is 1:
any positive real
number
Numeric 0,1

1(movable,
click on title
bar and drag)

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric Non-negative integer 1(pixel)

String

"UP", "VERTICAL",
"DOWN", "LEFT",
"HORIZONTAL",
"RIGHT"

Numeric 0,1

"UP" (max
value
at top)

1(resizable,
special
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border
appears
around
the widget)

RESTORE
SCREEN

SHOW LIMITS
SHOW VALUE
STACKING
ORDER
SWEEP
ANGLE
SYSTEM
MENU
[5]
SYSTEM
MENU
COUNT [5]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [5]
TICK LENGTH
TICK
LOCATION
TICK PEN
TITLE [5]
USER DATA
VALUE

VALUE
BACKGROUND
VALUE PEN
VERSION

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

Numeric 0,1

1(show limits
in boxes)

Numeric 0,1

1(show value
in a box)

Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [4]

0

Numeric Any integer from 1 to 60(degrees)
359 (degrees)
String or Any valid string or
String
string array
array

Null

Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in system menu

Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in system menu -1

Numeric 0 to 100

12(pixels)

String

"CENTER"

"CENTER",
"INSIDE",
"OUTSIDE"

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
String

Any valid string

METER

String

Any valid string

None

Numeric LOGARITHMIC is 0: 1
any real number
LOGARITHMIC is
1: any positive real
number
Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
String

Any valid string

Current
version
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Numeric 0,1

1

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

220 pixels

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

VISIBLE

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Meter Widget - Alarm Ranges
This attribute specifies which ranges of the METER, if any, will cause an alarm to be generated when the value of the
VALUE attribute enters those ranges.
For example, setting this attribute to "LOW,HIGH" will cause an alarm to be generated any time the VALUE attribute
moves out of the MIDDLE range. What occurs when an alarm is triggered depends on the value of theALARM TYPE
attribute.
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Meter Widget - Alarm Type
You can set this attribute to one of two values: "BEEP" or "EVENT". If you set it to "BEEP", a beep will be generated
any time the VALUE attribute is set to a value which lies in one of the ranges specified in the ALARM RANGES
attribute. If you set it to "EVENT", an ALARM event will be generated instead.
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Meter Widget - Arc Width
The value of this attribute sets the width in pixels of the line that draws the arc.

1898

Meter Widget - Autoscale
This attribute enables the METER's autoscaling. If the value is 1, when the value of VALUE exceeds MAXIMUM or is
lower than MINIMUM, MAXIMUM and/or MINIMUM will be automatically adjusted on the display to keep the value of
VALUE between MINIMUM and MAXIMUM.

1899

Meter Widget - Center
Centers the meter in the middle of the panel. This is especially for sweep angles greater than 180 degrees providing
additional flexibility in the meter's appearance.

1900

Meter Widget - Font
This attribute specifies the font to be used for the limits and value. For a description of allowed fonts, see Specifying
FONT Attribute Values.

1901

Meter Widget - High Limit
An indicator appears along the METER's arc at the point specified by this value. For this indicator to appear, HIGH
LIMIT must be greater than or equal to MINIMUM, less than or equal to MAXIMUM, and greater than or equal to LOW
LIMIT.

1902

Meter Widget - High Pen
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color that will be used to draw the arc line between the HIGH LIMIT tick
mark and the MAXIMUM value. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1903

Meter Widget - Limits Background
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color used to paint the background of the limits boxes of the METER. For
a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1904

Meter Widget - Limits Pen
This value of this attribute specifies the pen color used to paint the limits characters. For a discussion of allowed pens,
seeSettable Pens Table.

1905

Meter Widget - Logarithmic
If the value of this attribute is 1, the METER operates in a logarithmic mode. If the value is 0, the METER operates in
a linear mode.

1906

Meter Widget - Low Limit
An indicator appears along the METER's arc at the point specified by this value. To appear, LOW LIMIT must be
greater than or equal to MINIMUM, less than or equal to MAXIMUM, and less than or equal to HIGH LIMIT.

1907

Meter Widget - Low Pen
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color that will be used to draw the arc line between the MINIMUM value
and the LOW LIMIT tick mark. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1908

Meter Widget - Maximum
This attribute specifies the value that VALUE will have when the needle is at the maximum end of the METER.
MAXIMUM must be greater than MINIMUM. The value of MAXIMUM will be displayed with only one digit to the right of
the decimal point.
For example, if you set the value of MAXIMUM to 123.4567, the display will show 123.5. If you set the value of
MAXIMUM to 0.0001375, the display will show 1.4E-4.
If you need to display numbers in a different way for your application, you can set the value of MAXIMUM as a string.
For example, if you want to display 0.000237 or 4.167E-4, set the value of MAXIMUM to the string 0.000237 or
4.167E-4 in the ASSIGN or CONTROL statement.

1909

Meter Widget - Meter Background
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color used to paint the background of the METER's work area. For a
discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1910

Meter Widget - Middle Pen
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color that will be used to draw the arc line between the LOW LIMIT and
HIGH LIMIT tick marks. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1911

Meter Widget - Minimum
This attribute specifies the value that VALUE will have when the needle is at the extreme left or bottom end of the
METER. MINIMUM must be less than MAXIMUM. The value of MINIMUM will be displayed with only one digit to the
right of the decimal point.
For example, if you set the value of MINIMUM to 123.4567, the display will show 123.5. If you set the value of
MINIMUM to 0.0001375, the display will show 1.4E-4.
If you need to display numbers in a different way for your application, you can set the value of MINIMUM as a string.
For example, if you want to display 0.000237 or 4.167E-4, set the value of MINIMUM to the string "0.000237" or
"4.167E-4" in the ASSIGN or CONTROL statement.

1912

Meter Widget - Needle Pen
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color that will be used to paint the needle. For a discussion of allowed
pens, see Settable Pens.

1913

Meter Widget - Needle Width
The value of this attribute specifies the width in pixels of the needle.

1914

Meter Widget - Orientation
This attribute determines the direction or layout of the METER.
ORIENTATION Attribute Values
Allowed Value

Description

"UP", "VERTICAL" The METER will be oriented vertically,
MINIMUM at left, MAXIMUM at right,
and the value of VALUE will increase
in the clockwise direction.
"DOWN"

The METER will be oriented vertically,
MINIMUM at left, MAXIMUM at right,
and the value of VALUE will increase
in the counterclockwise direction.

"RIGHT",
"HORIZONTAL"

The METER will be oriented
horizontally, MINIMUM at bottom,
MAXIMUM at top, and the value
of VALUE will increase in the
counterclockwise direction.
The METER will be oriented
horizontally, MINIMUM at bottom,
MAXIMUM at top, and the value of
VALUE will increase in the clockwise
direction.

"LEFT"

1915

Meter Widget - Show Limits
This attribute is used to turn on and off the limits boxes on the meter. If its value is 1, all limits boxes are visible. If the
value is 0, all limits boxes are invisible.

1916

Meter Widget - Show Value
This attribute is used to turn on and off the value box that appears under (assuming ORIENTATION is set to "UP" or
"VERTICAL") the METER needle. If the value is 1, the value box is visible. If the value is 0, the value box is invisible.

1917

Meter Widget - Sweep Angle
This attribute specifies the angle subtended by the sweep of the needle from MINIMUM to MAXIMUM along the arc.
The value of SWEEP ANGLE can vary from 1 to 359 degrees.
Use this attribute to position the METER within its window. The METER widget uses an autoposition algorithm that
positions the "meter movement" based on the specified WIDTH, HEIGHT, and SWEEP ANGLE attribute values. The
needle pivot point, needle length, and centering of the arc within the window are positioned automatically.

1918

Meter Widget - Tick Length
The value of this attribute specifies the length in pixels of the tick marks that appear along the METER's arc between
the LOW LIMIT, MIDDLE, and HIGH LIMIT bands. Set the value of TICK LENGTH to 0 to turn the tick marks
completely off (make them invisible).

1919

Meter Widget - Tick Location
The value of this attribute determines whether the meter's tick marks will lie INSIDE, OUTSIDE, or CENTERED upon
the meter's arc.

1920

Meter Widget - Tick Pen
This value of this attribute specifies the pen color used to paint the lines of the tick marks. For a discussion of allowed
pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1921

Meter Widget - Value
This attribute reflects the current reading of the METER. The value of VALUE will be displayed with only one digit to
the right of the decimal point.
For example, if you set the value of VALUE to 123.4567, the display will show 123.5. If you set the value of VALUE to
0.0001375,the display will show 1.4E-4.
If you need to display numbers in a different way for your application, you can set the value of VALUE as a string. For
example, if you want to display 0.000237 or 4.167E-4, set the value of VALUE to the string 0.000237 or 4.167E-4 in
the ASSIGN or CONTROL statement.

1922

Meter Widget - Value Background
This value of this attribute specifies the pen color used to paint the background of the value box. For a discussion of
allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1923

Meter Widget - Value Pen
This value of this attribute specifies the pen color used to paint the value characters. For a discussion of allowed
pens, see Settable Pens Table.

1924
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Number Dialog
_______________________________________________________

NUMBER Dialog

Prompts the user to make numeric entries with the keyboard
_______________________________________________________
Example Image

Example Program
See NUMBER Dialog for an example program that produces a display similar to that shown above.
NOTE

See the following program for another example using the NUMBER dialog:
Dialogs Tests
Attributes
See NUMBER Dialog Attributes for the NUMBER dialog attribute list.
Remarks
None.
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Number Dialog Attributes
Attribute

Type

BACKGROUND

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen number
(0-255)

System
dependent [2]

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any non-negative number

20

BORDER [2]
CHECK FOR
DONE
COLUMNS
DEFAULT
BUTTON
DIALOG
BUTTONS

EDITABLE
FONT
FORMAT

FORMAT
LENGTH
HEIGHT
INCREMENT
JUSTIFICATION
MAXIMIZABLE

MAXIMUM

MAXIMUM
LENGTH
MINIMIZABLE

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric Any valid index into the DIALOG 0
BUTTONS array
String
array

Any valid string array

A two-element
array that
contains "OK"
and "Cancel"

Numeric 0,1

1

String

Font [1]

System
dependent [2]

String

"REAL", "SHORT INTEGER",
"REAL"
"LONG INTEGER",
"INTEGER","BINARY","OCTAL",
"HEX"

Numeric 0 to 328

0

Numeric Any integer number (of pixels)

Autosizing

Numeric Any non-negative number

0

String

"CENTER"

"LEFT", "CENTER"

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button appears
in title bar)

Numeric Between or equal to FORMAT's
MINIMUM and MAXIMUM

MAXREAL

Numeric 0 to 328

328

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button

1927

does not
appear in title
bar)

MINIMUM

MODIFIED
MOVABLE
PEN
REAL
NOTATION
REAL
RESOLUTION
RESIZABLE

RESTORE
SCREEN

TEXT LENGTH
TITLE
USER DATA
VALUE
VERSION

Numeric Between or equal to FORMAT's
MINIMUM and MAXIMUM

MINREAL

Numeric 0,1

0

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0 to 255

System
dependent [2]

String

"SCIENTIFIC"

"FIXED", "SCIENTIFIC",
"ENGINEERING"

Numeric 0 to 16

12

Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
dialog)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

Numeric Any valid integer

Return only

String

Any valid string

NUMBER

String

Any valid string

None

Numeric Values allowed by "FORMAT",
or string "MINIMUM", and "MAXIMUM"

0

String

Current
version

Any valid string

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any integer number (of pixels)

Autosizing

X

Numeric Any integer, number of pixels
from 0,0 [3]

Autoplacement

Y

Numeric Any integer, number of pixels
from 0,0 [3]

Autoplacement

VISIBLE
WIDTH

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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1929

Number Dialog - Check for Done
This attribute, when non-zero, enables loss of focus formatting and the "DONE" event.

1930

Number Dialog - Columns
The COLUMNS attribute specifies the width of the dialog display field in units of character cells.

1931

Number Dialog - Font
The FONT attribute determines which font will be used to displaytext on the dialog.

1932

Number Dialog - Format
FORMAT

The FORMAT attribute specifies which numeric formatting type is used
for the NUMBER dialog. Allowable types are:
# REAL: the default (-1.79769313486 E +308 to +1.79769313486 E
+308)
# SHORT INTEGER: two-byte integer (-32768 to 32767
range)
# LONG INTEGER: four-byte integer (-2147483648 to 2147483647
range)
# BINARY: four-byte integer; two's complement (no "-"
allowed)
# OCTAL: four-byte integer; two's complement (no "-"
allowed)
# HEX: four-byte integer; two's complement (no "-"
allowed)

1933

Number Dialog - Format Length
The FORMAT LENGTH determines the minimum number of characters used to display formatted numbers (padded
with 0s on the left for integer and realformats). The output is never truncated and the actual length may be greater.
(See the "TEXT LENGTH" attribute.) FORMAT LENGTH is primarily intended for BINARY, OCTAL, and HEX formats
to force formatting to a greater number of bytes.

1934

Number Dialog - Increment
The INCREMENT attribute rounds the VALUE to the nearest specified INCREMENT when programmatically setting
VALUE, pressing the Return key, or loss of focus when CHECK FOR DONE is set. Declaring an INCREMENT of "0"
directs HTBasic not to alter the VALUE. "0" is the default.

1935

Number Dialog - Maximum
The MAXIMUM attribute determines the maximum value the NUMBER dialog will accept. When changing from one
FORMAT to another, NUMBER will use the lesser of the current maximum value and FORMATs intrinsic maximum (for
positive values).
For example, switching formats from LONG INTEGER to SHORT INTEGER will reduce the maximum NUMBER value
from a four-byte integer to a two-byte integer (see "FORMAT" attribute for ranges).

1936

Number Dialog - Maximum Length
The MAXIMUM LENGTH attribute specifies the maximum number of characters you can enter into the dialog - "0"
means no limit. (Reformatting may generate a longer display than the MAXIMUM LENGTH, however.)

1937

Number Dialog - Minimum
The MINIMUM attribute determines the minimum value the NUMBER dialog will accept. When changing from one
FORMAT to another, NUMBER will use the greater of the current minimum value and FORMATs intrinsic MINIMUM
(for negative values).
For example, switching formats from LONG INTEGER to SHORT INTEGER will reduce the minimum NUMBER value
from a four-byte integer to a two-byte integer (see "FORMAT" attribute for ranges).

1938

Number Dialog - Modified
The MODIFIED attribute indicates the operator has changed the contents of NUMBER. When responding to the
DONE/RETURN event, check the MODIFIED attribute to see if it has been modified, then set MODIFIED=0 for the
next cycle.

1939

Number Dialog - Pen
This attribute determines the pen color used for the characters in the display field. For a discussion of allowed pens,
see Settable Pens Table.

1940

Number Dialog - Real Notation
The REAL NOTATION attribute can be used in conjunction with the "FORMAT":"REAL" attribute only. REAL
NOTATION allows you to select your "FORMAT:REAL" presentation in one of the following notations:
# FIXED (Example:
12345.6789)
# SCIENTIFIC (Example: 1.233456789E
+04)
# ENGINEERING (Example: 12.3456789E
+03)

1941

Number Dialog - Real Resolution
The REAL RESOLUTION attribute can be used in conjunction with the "FORMAT":"REAL" attribute only. REAL
RESOLUTION allows you to select the number of digits to be displayed to the right of the decimal point.

1942

Number Dialog - Text Length
Return-Only Attribute. TEXT LENGTH returns the lengthin characters of the current formatted number.

1943

Number Dialog - Value
This attribute reflects the current value of the NUMBER. It is always greater than or equal to MINIMUM and less than
or equal to MAXIMUM and rounded to the nearest INCREMENT. When using string to set VALUE, the string is verified
to be a valid number within range and increment. If the value of VALUE exceeds MAXIMUM or MINIMUM, Error 565 is
generated.

1944
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Number Widget
_______________________________________________________

NUMBER Widget

Provides an input/output environment for building and formatting numbers
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See NUMBER Widget for a program that provides a display similar to that shown above.
NOTE

See Environmental Chamber for another example using the NUMBER widget.
Attributes
See NUMBER Widget Attributes for the NUMBER widget attribute list.
Remarks
The NUMBER widget provides an input/output environment for building and formatting numbers.
The NUMBER widget enforces that a number be entered in an acceptable format, so you cannot enter an incorrect
character. The NUMBER widget also provides the ability to translate numbers entered in binary, octal, or hex directly
into BASIC numeric variables using the FORMAT attribute.
FORMAT can have values of REAL, SHORT INTEGER, BINARY, OCTAL, and HEX. In the following example, the
FORMAT LENGTH attribute gives a default field of 4 hex digits for the user to enter.
CONTROL @Num;SET ("FORMAT":"HEX","FORMAT LENGTH":4)
You can specify a round-off INCREMENT and, for REAL numbers, the number of fractional digits displayed (using the
REAL RESOLUTION attribute) and the format for REAL numbers (using the REAL NOTATION attribute which can be
set to FIXED, SCIENTIFIC, or ENGINEERING).
Input is restricted to valid numbers within the limits, formats, and increments that have been specified. Once a number
is entered or the view panel loses its focus, this display is reformatted to the current format increment. MINIMUM,
MAXIMUM, REAL NOTATION, and REAL RESOLUTION are verified. If you exceed MINIMUM or MAXIMUM, the
previous value is restored.
Events
Events for the NUMBER widget are:
# DONE
1946

# INVALID
NUMBER
# KEYSTROKE
# RETURN
# SYSTEM
MENU
DONE

This event is generated when the widget loses focus and CHECK FOR DONE is set.
INVALID NUMBER

This event is generated when an entry causes the current display to be unable to build a number in the current
"FORMAT". This event also occurs when "DONE" or "RETURN" generates a number outside "MINIMUM" or
"MAXIMUM".
KEYSTROKE

Occurs when you enter a character that could change the display.
RETURN

Occurs when the Return key or Enter key is pressed.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.

1947

Number Widget Attributes
Attribute

Type

BACKGROUND

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]

BORDER [3]
CHECK FOR
DONE
COLUMNS
CLOSEABLE
[4]

FORMAT

FORMAT
LENGTH
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INCREMENT
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
MAXIMIZABLE
[5]

MAXIMUM

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any non-negative
number

20

Numeric 0,1

0(not
closeable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

String

"REAL", "SHORT
"REAL"
INTEGER",
"LONG INTEGER",
"INTEGER",
"BINARY", "OCTAL",
"HEX"

Numeric 0 to 328

0

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

Numeric Any non-negative
number

0

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric Between or equal
to FORMAT's
MINIMUM and
MAXIMUM

MAXREAL

Numeric 0 to 328

328
1948

MAXIMUM
LENGTH
MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MINIMUM

MODIFIED
MOVABLE [5]

PEN
REAL
NOTATION
REAL
RESOLUTION
RESIZABLE [5]

RESTORE
SCREEN

STACKING
ORDER
SYSTEM
MENU
[5]
SYSTEM
MENU
COUNT [5]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [5]
TAB STOP
TEXT LENGTH
TITLE [5]

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric Between or equal
to FORMAT's
MINIMUM and
MAXIMUM

MINREAL

Numeric 0,1

0

Numeric 0,1

1(movable,
click on title
bar and drag)

Numeric 0 to 255

System
dependent [1]

String

"SCIENTIFIC"

"FIXED",
"SCIENTIFIC",
"ENGINEERING"

Numeric 0 to 16

12

Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [4]

0

String or Any valid string or
String
string array
array

Null

special border
appears
around the
widget)

Numeric to number of items in 0
system menu

Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in
system menu -1
Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any valid integer

Return only

String

Any valid string

NUMBER

String

Any valid string

None

1949

USER DATA
VALUE

VERSION

Numeric Values allowed by
or string "FORMAT",
"MINIMUM",and
"MAXIMUM"

0

String

Current
version

Any valid string

Numeric 0,1

1

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

VISIBLE

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner

1950

Number Widget - Check for Done
This attribute, when non-zero, enables loss of focus formatting and the "DONE" event.

1951

Number Widget - Columns
The COLUMNS attribute specifies the width of the widget display field in units of character cells.

1952

Number Widget - Font
This attribute determines which font will be used to display text on the NUMBER widget.For a description of allowed
fonts, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values.

1953

Number Widget - Format
The FORMAT attribute specifies which numeric formatting type is used
for the NUMBER widget. Allowable types are:
# REAL: the default (-1.79769313486 E +308 to +1.79769313486 E
+308)
# SHORT INTEGER: two-byte integer (-32768 to 32767
range)
# LONG INTEGER: four-byte integer (-2147483648 to 2147483647
range)
# BINARY: four-byte integer; two's complement (no "-"
allowed)
# OCTAL: four-byte integer; two's complement (no "-"
allowed)
# HEX: four-byte integer; two's complement (no "-"
allowed)

1954

Number Widget - Format Length
FORMAT LENGTH determines the minimum number of characters used to display formatted numbers (padded with
0s on the left for integer and real formats). The output is never truncated and the actual length may be greater. (See
the "TEXT LENGTH" attribute.) FORMAT LENGTH is primarily intended for BINARY, OCTAL, and HEX formats to
force formatting to a greater number of bytes.

1955

Number Widget - Increment
The INCREMENT attribute rounds the VALUE to the nearest specified INCREMENT when programmatically setting
VALUE, pressing the Return key, or loss of focus when CHECK FOR DONE is set. Declaring an INCREMENT of "0"
directs HTBasic not to alter the VALUE. "0" is the default.

1956

Number Widget - Maximum
The MAXIMUM attribute determines the maximum value the NUMBER widget will accept. When changing from one
FORMAT to another, NUMBER will use the lesser of the current maximum value and FORMAT's intrinsic maximum
(for positive values).
For example, switching formats from LONG INTEGER to SHORT INTEGER will reduce the maximum NUMBER value
from a four-byte integer to a two-byte integer (see "FORMAT" attribute for ranges).

1957

Number Widget - Maximum Length
The MAXIMUM LENGTH attribute specifies the maximum number of characters you can enter into the widget - "0"
means no limit. (Reformatting may generate a longer display than the MAXIMUM LENGTH, however.)

1958

Number Widget - Minimum
The MINIMUM attribute determines the minimum value the NUMBER widget will accept. When changing from one
FORMAT to another, NUMBER will use the greater of the current minimum value and FORMAT's intrinsic MINIMUM
(for negative values).
For example, switching formats from LONG INTEGER to SHORT INTEGER will reduce the minimum NUMBER value
from a four-byte integer to a two-byte integer (see "FORMAT" attribute for ranges).

1959

Number Widget - Modified
The MODIFIED attribute indicates the operator has changed the contents of NUMBER. When responding to the
DONE/RETURN event, check the MODIFIED attribute to see if it has been modified. Then, set MODIFIED=0 for the
next cycle.

1960

Number Widget - Pen
This attribute determines the pen color used for the characters in the edit field. For a discussion of allowed pens, see
Settable Pens Table.

1961

Number Widget - Real Notation
The REAL NOTATION attribute can be used in conjunction with the "FORMAT":"REAL" attribute only. REAL
NOTATION allows you to select your "FORMAT:REAL" presentation in one of the following
notations:
# FIXED (Example:
12345.6789)
# SCIENTIFIC (Example: 1.233456789E
+04)
# ENGINEERING (Example: 12.3456789E
+03)

1962

Number Widget - Real Resolution
The REAL RESOLUTION attribute can be used in conjunction with the "FORMAT":"REAL" attribute only. REAL
RESOLUTION allows you to select the number of digits to be displayed to the right of the decimal point.

1963

Number Widget - Tab Stop
This attribute allows you to establish "tab groups" of widgetswhen you fill a parent PANEL widget with child widgets.

1964

Number Widget - Text Length
Return-Only Attribute. TEXT LENGTH returns the lengthin characters of the current formatted number.

1965

Number Widget - Value
This attribute reflects the current value of the NUMBER widget. It is always greater than or equal to MINIMUM, less
than or equal to MAXIMUM, and rounded to the nearest INCREMENT. When using string to set VALUE, the string is
verified to be a valid number within range and increment. If the value of VALUE exceeds MAXIMUM or MINIMUM,
Error 565 is generated.

1966
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Panel Widget
_______________________________________________________

PANEL Widget

Used as a "container" or "parent" widget to most other widgets
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:

Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
Yes
All widgets except:
MENU BUTTON,
MENU TOGGLE,
MENU SEPARATOR,
and CASCADE MENU
PANEL

Example Image

Example Program
See the BITMAP Widget program for an example of the PANEL features. This program provides a display similar to
that shown above when theappropriate bitmap file is included in the PANEL widget.
NOTE

See the following programs for other examples using the PANEL widget:
Background Bitmap
Calculator
Context-Sensitive Help
Engine Monitor - Child
Engine Monitor - Panel
Environmental Chamber
1968

Function Generator
HPGL VIEW Viewer
HPGL VIEW in PANEL
Ice Cream Sundae
Menu System
Oven Control
Passwords
PID Controller
PUSHBUTTON Events
RADIOBUTTON Widget
Rock-Paper-Scissors Game
SLIDER Test
STRING Editor
SYSTEM Widget as a Child
Tab Groups
TOGGLEBUTTON Widget
Wing Stress/Vibration Analysis
Attributes
See PANEL Widget Attributes for the PANEL widget attribute list.
Remarks
The PANEL widget is used as a "container" or "parent" widget in which you can place other widgets. A PANEL widget
can be both a parent and child widget at the same time. The PANELs "client area" is the central area of the panel
window into which child widgets are placed.
PANEL introduces the concept of a "virtual client area". This allows you to create a scrollable client area that is larger
than the actual client area (the area currently displayed). With a virtual client area, you can easily manage big child
widgets or a number of child widgets that would not normally fit on the screen.
A PANEL widget provides a convenient way to manage a group of component (children) widgets that logically belong
together as part of some user interface. The PANEL widget can be defined as a parent widget, with each of the
widgets placed on the PANEL defined as a child widget. When the PANEL is hidden, the child widgets are also hidden
also. When the PANEL is moved, the child widgets are moved together, as a group. Child widgets cannot extend
beyond the border of their PANEL parent.
When a PANEL widget is a level-0 widget (it can be a child of another PANEL), it can be MOVABLE, MAXIMIZABLE,
MINIMIZABLE, RESIZABLE, and it can be given a TITLE. You can set its origin and dimensions and make it visible
or invisible. If the PANEL widget disappears, all of its child widgets also disappear. You can make the PANEL invisible
when you create it, populate it with child widgets, and then make the whole assemblage visible at one time.
The PANEL has a SIZE CONTROL attribute that allows it to automatically resize its child widgets or to provide a
scrollable client area. The default setting is NONE. However, if you set it to RESIZE CHILDREN, all the child widgets
are automatically rescaled when you resize the PANEL.
If you set SIZE CONTROL to SCROLLABLE and then resize the PANEL so that it is smaller than a defined "scroll
area", scroll bars appear to allow you to scroll the user interface in the PANEL. A set of related attributes allow you to
specify the:
#
#
#
#

Scroll increments in pixels (SCROLL WIDTH UNITS and SCROLL HEIGHT
UNITS)
Corner of the PANEL to which the scrolling is relative (SCROLL
JUSTIFICATION)
Current scroll origin (SCROLL X ORIGIN and SCROLL Y
ORIGIN)
Size of the scroll area (SCROLL WIDTH and SCROLL
HEIGHT).
1969

SCROLL WIDTH UNITS and SCROLL HEIGHT UNITS specify the number of pixels to scroll the PANEL work area.
However, the SCROLL WIDTH and the SCROLL HEIGHT are not in pixels, but in multiples of SCROLL WIDTH
UNITS and SCROLL HEIGHT UNITS.
For example, if you set SCROLL WIDTH UNITS to 20 (pixels) and then set SCROLL WIDTH to 100, the width over
which the PANEL interior scrolls is not 100 pixels, but is 2000 pixels (or 20 * 100). If SCROLL WIDTH or SCROLL
HEIGHT evaluates to over 32,767 pixels, an error message is generated.
When placing child widgets into a scrollable PANEL, the origin of the child widgets is relative to the virtual client area,
not the actual client area. The SIZE CONTROL attribute allows you to create a scrollable virtual client area. Use
SCROLL WIDTH and SCROLL HEIGHT to define the size of the virtual client area.
Events
Events for the PANEL widget are:
#

REPAINT

#

RESIZED

#

SYSTEM
MENU

REPAINT

When anything happens on the screen that causes the PANEL to be repainted or redrawn,
a REPAINT event is generated. Two examples of events that cause a REPAINT event to be
generated are:
#
#

When a dialog comes up over the PANEL, is answered, and then goes
away
When the operator moves or resizes a widget on top of the
PANEL

Use the REPAINT event to notify other parts of the program that HTBasic has
changed the screen. The REPAINT event lets other HTBasic graphics know that they need
to repaint.
RESIZED

Since a PANEL widget may contain child widgets, resizing it will affect the positioning of the
child widgets. Therefore, the PANEL widget will generate a RESIZED event whenever the user
resizes it.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.

1970

Panel Widget - Attributes
Attribute
BACKGROUND
[2]
BACKGROUND
BITMAP
BORDER [3]
CLOSEABLE [4]

HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC

Type

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [1]
String

Existing filename

Null

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

0(not
closeable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

250 pixels

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

INSIDE HEIGHT

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

INSIDE WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric 0 to -32768 pixels

-3624 pixels

Numeric 0 to -32768 pixels

-2293 pixels

Numeric 0,1

1(movable,
click on title
bar and drag)

Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,

MAXIMIZABLE
[5]

MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MINIMUM X
ORIGIN
MINIMUM Y
ORIGIN
MOVABLE [5]

RESIZABLE [5]

special border
appears

1971

around the
widget)
RESTORE
SCREEN
SCROLL
HEIGHT

SCROLL
HEIGHT UNITS
SCROLL
JUSTIFICATION
SCROLL
WIDTH

SCROLL
WIDTH UNITS
SCROLL X
ORIGIN
SCROLL Y
ORIGIN
SIZE CONTROL

STACKING
ORDER

Numeric 0,1

0(do not

restore the
screen)

Numeric In SCROLL HEIGHT 10*initial
UNITS such that
height
1 <=(SCROLL
HEIGHT*SCROLL
HEIGHT UNITS) <=
32767
Numeric 1 to 32767

1

String

"TOP"

"BOTTOM", "TOP"

Numeric In SCROLL WIDTH
UNITS such that
1 <= (SCROLL
WIDTH*SCROLL
WIDTH UNITS) <=
32767

10*initial width

Numeric 1 to 32767

1

Numeric -32768 to 0

0

Numeric -32768 to 0

0

String

"NONE"

"NONE",
"SCROLLABLE",
"RESIZE
CHILDREN"

Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [4]

String
Any valid string or
SYSTEM MENU or String string array
[5]
array

0

Null

SYSTEM MENU
COUNT [5]

Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in
system menu

SYSTEM MENU
EVENT [5]

Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in
system menu -1

TITLE [5]
USER DATA
VERSION

String

Any valid string

PANEL

String

Any valid string

None

String

Any valid string

Current
version

Numeric 0,1

1
1972

VISIBLE

400 pixels

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [5]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [5]

[1] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[2] Only used when BACKGROUND BITMAP is NULL or specified file is not found
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner

1973

Panel Widget - Background Bitmap
This attribute specifies the name of a bitmap file for tiling the PANELs background instead of a solid color. BITMAP
FILE must be in X Windows Dump File (xwd) or Microsoft Windows *.BMP format. This is the same as using the
BITMAP widget with "FRAME":0, "BORDER":0, and "MAX PENS":0.

1974

Panel Widget - Minimum X Origin
Read-Only Attribute. Maximum offset, based on the current panel size, of SCROLL X ORIGIN.

1975

Panel Widget - Minimum Y Origin
Read-Only Attribute. Maximum offset, based on the current panel size, of SCROLL Y ORIGIN.

1976

Panel Widget - Scroll Height
This attribute specifies the virtual client area height in increments of "SCROLL HEIGHT UNITS."
SCROLL HEIGHT * SCROLL HEIGHT UNITS
must be <= 32767.

1977

Panel Widget - Scroll Height Units
This attribute specifies the number of pixels per unit of scroll height. That is, each increment of the vertical scroll bar
will scroll the client area by this many pixels.

1978

Panel Widget - Scroll Justification
SCROLL JUSTIFICATION is used with "SIZE CONTROL": "SCROLLABLE" when current client area height is not an
integral of "SCROLL HEIGHT UNITS". This attribute specifies with which edge of the work area to align "SCROLL
HEIGHT UNITS".

1979

Panel Widget - Scroll Width
This attribute specifies the virtual client area width in increments of SCROLL WIDTH UNITS.
SCROLL WIDTH * SCROLL WIDTH UNITS
must be <= 32767.

1980

Panel Widget - Scroll Width Units
This attribute specifies the number of pixels per unit of scroll width. That is, each increment of the horizontal scroll bar
will scroll the client area by this many pixels.

1981

Panel Widget - Scroll X Origin
This attribute specifies the virtual client area origin relative to the upper left of the displayed area in increments of
"SCROLL WIDTH UNITS." The maximum offset equals
(actual client width - virtual client width) -OR- 0
whichever is less ("actual client width" is determinable with the INSIDE WIDTH attribute). If the panel is resized, either
programmatically or by the operator, so that SCROLL X ORIGIN exceeds the maximum offset, SCROLL X ORIGIN
will be changed to maximum offset.

1982

Panel Widget - Scroll Y Origin
This attribute specifies the virtual client area origin relative to the upper left of the displayed area in increments of
"SCROLL HEIGHT UNITS." The maximum offset equals
(actual client height-virtual client height)-OR- 0
whichever is less ("actual client height" is determinable with the INSIDE HEIGHT attribute). If the panel is resized,
either programmatically or by the operator, so that SCROLL Y ORIGIN exceeds the maximum offset, SCROLL Y
ORIGIN will be changed to maximum offset.

1983

Panel Widget - Size Control
This attribute specifies what the PANEL does to the client area or child widgets when the panel is resized.
# If "NONE", no action
occurs
# If "SCROLLABLE", scroll bars will appear IF the virtual client area is greater than the displayed
size
# If "RESIZE CHILDREN", child widgets will automatically be resized
proportionally.

1984

1985

Pulldown Menu Widget
_______________________________________________________

PULLDOWN MENU Widget

Provides a menu of selections from which the operator can choose
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:

Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
Yes
MENU BUTTON,
MENU TOGGLE,
MENU SEPARATOR,
CASCADE MENU
PANEL

Example Image

Example Program
See the Menu System program for an example program that shows how to create a PULLDOWN MENU widget.
NOTE

See the following programs for other examples using the PULLDOWN MENU widget:
Environmental Chamber
Function Generator
HPGL VIEW Viewer
Passwords
SLIDER Test
STRING Editor
Attributes
1986

See PULLDOWN MENU Widget Attributes for the PULLDOWN MENU widget attribute list.
Remarks
The PULLDOWN MENU widget is used to provide a menu of selections from which
the user can choose. To activate a PULLDOWN MENU with a mouse, perform one
of these procedures:
# Depress the left mouse button when the cursor is in the boundary of the PULLDOWN MENUs label area and hold, dragging
releasing to access that topic.

# Depress the left mouse button when the cursor is in the boundary of the PULLDOWN MENUs label area and release, showin
move the cursor to the desired available topic, depress the mouse button and release to access that topic.
To activate a PULLDOWN MENU using just the keyboard:
# Capture and hold the focus by depressing the Alt or Extend char key. Keep holding the key
down.
# Press and release the Tab key. This focuses the cursor onto the menu
bar.
# Move through the panel selections with the arrow
keys.
# When you have reached the item you want, select it by pressing the Return
key
# Release the Alt or Extend char
key
Events
None.

1987

Pulldown Menu Widget - Attributes
Attribute
HELP FILE
HELP
TOPIC
LABEL

SENSITIVE
USER
DATA

Type

Allowed Values

Default

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or topic_id Null

String

Any

Null String

Numeric 0,1

1

String

None

Any valid string

1988

Pulldown Menu Widget - Label
The value of this attribute is a string that is used as the header on the PULLDOWN MENU. The string is placed in the
PANELs menu bar.

1989

Pulldown Menu Widget - Sensitive
This attribute provides you with the capability to keep the LABEL of the PULLDOWN MENU widget visible, but make it
unresponsive to user input.
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 1, the widget is responsive to user
input.
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 0, the widget will not respond to user input and will appear "grayed out" to indicate its
unresponsive status.

1990

Pulldown Menu Widget - User Data
The contents of this attribute are left to the programmer and are never changed by HTBasic. It is simply a way to
associate program-specific data with a specific widget.

1991

1992

Printer Widget
_______________________________________________________

PRINTER Widget

Displays lines of text
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program

See PRINTER Widget for a program that produces a display similar to that
shown above.
NOTE

See the following programs for other examples using the PRINTER widget.
Engine Monitor - Level-0
Environmental Chamber
Menu System
RADIOBUTTON Widget
Slot Machine
SYSTEM Widget as a Child
SYSTEM Widget Event Handler
Using ON EVENT
Attributes
See PRINTER Widget Attributes for the PRINTER widget attribute list.
Remarks
The PRINTER widget emulates the behavior of a printer by dumping linesof text to a display and scrolling the lines.
The PRINTER widget normally has a text buffer of 100 lines, as given by the sum of the ROWS attribute (which gives
the space for lines to be displayed) and the HIDDEN LINES attribute (which gives the space for the remainder that
cannot be seen).
The VALID LINES attribute gives the number of lines that are actually used, and you can reposition the text in the
display to any line in the buffer with the TOP LINE attribute. The APPEND TEXT attribute prints a new line of text in
the widget every time it is used. To skip a line, use APPEND TEXT with a null string. You can also invoke it with a
string array as a parameter.
1993

Events
The event for the PRINTER widget is:
# SYSTEM
MENU
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.

1994

Printer Widget - Attributes
Attribute

Type

Allowed Values

APPEND TEXT String
Any
or string
array
BACKGROUND

Default
The null string

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

0(not
closeable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric Any positive integer

50

Numeric 0 to VALID LINES

0

CURRENT
TEXT

String
Valid string or string
or string array
array

Null

DELETE LINES

Numeric 0 to VALID LINES CURRENT LINE +1

BORDER [3]
CLOSEABLE
[4]

COLUMNS
CURRENT
LINE

DISPLAY TEXT
ENABLE
CLEAR DISP
FONT
HEIGHT

HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
HIDDEN LINES
HIGHLIGHT
CURRENT
INSERT TEXT

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

1

String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing
based on
(16*font
height)

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

Numeric 0 to 32767-ROWS

84(total is 100)

Numeric 0,1

0

String
Any valid string
or string
array

Null

1995

INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
LINE WRAP
MAXIMIZABLE
[5]

MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MOVABLE [5]

PEN
RESIZABLE [5]

RESTORE
SCREEN

ROWS
STACKING
ORDER
SYSTEM
MENU
[5]
SYSTEM
MENU COUNT
[5]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [5]
TAB STOP
TEXT

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric 0,1

0

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

1(movable,
click on title
bar and drag)

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special
border
appears
around
the widget)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

Numeric Any positive integer

16

Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [4]

0

String
Any valid string or
or String string array
array

Null

Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in
system menu
Numeric 0 to number of items 0
in
system menu -1
Numeric 0,1

1

String
Any
or string
array

Null string

1996

TITLE [5]
TOP LINE
USER DATA
VALID LINES
VERSION

String

Any valid string

PRINTER

Numeric 1 through VALID
LINES

0(no lines)

String

None

Any valid string

Numeric Any non-negative
number
String

Any valid string

Current
version

Numeric 0,1

1

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing
based on
(50*font width)

X

Numeric Any integer, number
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

Y

Numeric Any integer, number
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

VISIBLE

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner

1997

Printer Widget - Append Text
The value of the APPEND TEXT attribute is the text that is appended to the text provided by the TEXT attribute. That
is, APPEND TEXT is used to update the PRINTER widget with new lines of text.
If you execute a STATUS command using a string variable, the last line of the APPEND TEXT will be returned to that
string variable. If you execute a STATUS command using a string array (with n elements) that has fewer elements
than VALID LINES, the last n lines will be returned to that string array.

1998

Printer Widget - Columns
This attribute specifies the number of columns (number of character cells) that will fit across PRINTER widget WIDTH.
See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how ROWS, HEIGHT, COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT interact.
If a text line in PRINTER is longer than is specified by this attribute and the value of LINE WRAP is 0, a horizontal
scrollbar appears. If the value of LINE WRAP is 1 and there are more characters than specified, the lines wrap around
on character cell-boundaries. If a vertical scrollbar is displayed, it consumes some of the COLUMNS space.

1999

Printer Widget - Current Line
The CURRENT LINE attribute is used as a point of reference for the actions of the CURRENT TEXT, DELETE LINES,
HIGHLIGHT CURRENT, and INSERT LINE attributes.

2000

Printer Widget - Current Text
Return-Only Attribute. CURRENT TEXT reads text beginningwith CURRENT LINE.

2001

Printer Widget - Delete Lines
Set-Only Attribute. DELETE LINES deletes a specified number of lines, starting with the CURRENT LINE.

2002

Printer Widget - Display Text
DISPLAY TEXT specifies whether or not text sent to the PRINTER is displayed. This allows you to perform many
text operations (APPEND, INSERT, DELETE) without updating the display and then do one paint, thus saving
considerable overhead.

2003

Printer Widget - Enable Clear Disp
This attribute specifies whether or not the Clear Display key will clear the contents of PRINTER.

2004

Printer Widget - Font
The value of this attribute specifies the font used for the text. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on
how ROWS, HEIGHT, COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT interact. For a description of allowed fonts, see Specifying FONT
Attribute Values.

2005

Printer Widget - Hidden Lines
The PRINTER widget maintains a total number of lines of text at any one time. The total number is equal to
the number of ROWS plus the number of HIDDEN LINES. Since the PRINTER-widget size is adjustable both
programmatically and by the operator, the number of visible ROWS can change. If you adjust the size of the
PRINTER widget, there are three cases of interest :
# If you have a widget with 3 visible ROWS and 3 HIDDEN LINES (for a total of 6 lines) and you resize it such that only 2
ROWS are visible, HIDDEN LINES is set to 4.
# If you have a widget with 3 visible ROWS and 3 HIDDEN LINES (for a total of 6 lines) and you resize it such that 5 ROWS
are visible, HIDDEN LINES is set to 1.
# If you have a widget with 3 visible ROWS and 3 HIDDEN LINES (for a total of 6 lines) and you resize it such that 8 ROWS
are visible, HIDDEN LINES is set to 0 and the total number of lines is increased to 8. Now if you resize the widget such that
3 ROWS are visible, HIDDEN LINES is set to 5.
If HIDDEN LINES is set to a value that is less than the value of VALID LINES - ROWS, the oldest lines are lost.
Whenever there is off-screen text in the PRINTER widget, a vertical scrollbar appears so that the operator can scroll
the window to read the text.

2006

Printer Widget - Highlight Current
This attribute specifies whether or not the CURRENT LINE is displayed in inverse video. When set to "1", the operator
can change the CURRENT LINE by pointing and clicking the mouse.

2007

Printer Widget - Insert Text
Set-Only Attribute. INSERT TEXT inserts text above the CURRENT LINE.

2008

Printer Widget - Line Wrap
If the value of this attribute is 1, the text in the PRINTER widget will wrap around at the border of the widget and no
horizontal scrollbar will appear. If the value of this attribute is 0, a horizontal scrollbar will appear and you can read the
text that exceeds the window-WIDTH by scrolling.

2009

Printer Widget - Pen
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color in which the text will be painted. For a discussion of allowed pens,
see Settable Pens Table.

2010

Printer Widget - Rows
The number of rows specifies the number of character cells that fit vertically in the PRINTER HEIGHT. You specify
the number of rows that you want to appear in the PRINTER widget. If a horizontal scrollbar appears, it consumes
some of the ROWS space. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how ROWS, HEIGHT, COLUMNS,
WIDTH, and FONT interact.

2011

Printer Widget - Tab Stop
This attribute allows you to establish "tab groups" of widgets when
you fill a parent PANEL widget with child widgets.
Arrow-Key Behavior When The PRINTER Widget Has The Input Focus
Vertical Arrow-Key Behavior

Horizontal Arrow-Key
Behavior

scroll

scroll, if enabled

In addition to the arrow keys, the following keys also work:
#

Clear
display

#

Prev

#

Next

#

Home

All of the above keys and the arrow keys can be preceded by a Shift key

2012

Printer Widget - Text
The value of the TEXT attribute is the text that is to be initially displayed in the PRINTER widget. When you set this
attribute, all existing lines in the PRINTER are cleared. If you execute a STATUS command using a scalar, the first
line of the TEXT will be returned to that scalar.
If you execute a STATUS command using an array (with n elements) that has fewer elements than VALID LINES, the
first n lines will be returned to that string array.

2013

Printer Widget - Top Line
This attribute sets which line will be the first line displayed in the viewing work area of the PRINTER. For example, if
you set the value of TOP LINE to 5, the line that is displayed at the top of the work area is line 5. Line 1 is the first line
that is available to be displayed.
The PRINTER widget may adjust your request for displaying the top line to prevent displaying blank lines. You may
not set the value of TOP LINE to 0. If you execute a STATUS command to get the value of TOP LINE, and it returns 0,
that means that there are no lines in the PRINTER widget.

2014

Printer Widget - Valid Lines
This attribute is primarily intended to be used as a RETURN-only attribute. It returns the number of lines present in the
PRINTER widget. In SET mode, the VALID LINES attribute may be used to eliminate unwanted lines.
For example, if you set the value of VALID LINES to 10, the "oldest" 10 lines will remain and the most recently
appended lines will be lost.
To clear the PRINTER widget, set the value of VALID LINES to 0. If you attempt to set VALID LINES to a value greater
than the total number of lines, a "Value out of range" error will result.

2015

2016

Pushbutton Widget
_______________________________________________________

PUSHBUTTON Widget

A stand-alone button that can be placed anywhere on the screen or in a PANEL
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See PUSHBUTTON Widget for a program that creates a PUSHBUTTON widget and provides a display similar to that
shown above.
See the following programs for other examples using the PUSHBUTTON widget:
Alarm Clock
Calculator
Context-Sensitive Help
Cyclical PUSHBUTTON
Environmental Chamber
Function Generator
Hammer Game
Ice Cream Sundae
PID Controller
PUSHBUTTON Events
Rock-Paper-Scissors Game
Slot Machine
Tab Groups
Tic-Tac-Toe
Using ON EVENT
Wing Stress/Vibration Analysis
Attributes
See PUSHBUTTON Widget Attributes for the PUSHBUTTON widget attribute list.
Remarks
The PUSHBUTTON widget is a stand-alone button that can be placed anywhere on the screen or in a PANEL.
Clicking the mouse button (or pressing the Spacebar or the Return key) while the focus in on the PUSHBUTTON
causes an ACTIVATED event to be generated. For example, if you execute the following statements, when you click
on the "Push Me" button the "Handler" routine will be executed.
ASSIGN @Btn TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON"; SET ("LABEL":"Push Me")
2017

ON EVENT @Btn, "ACTIVATED" GOSUB Handler
If you specify a string array as a parameter to LABELS, and specify the number of elements in the array with the
STATES attribute, PUSHBUTTON will cycle through the different labels. You can query the current PUSHBUTTON
label setting with the STATE attribute.
Clicking the mouse button (or pressing the Spacebar or the Return key) while the focus is on the PUSHBUTTON
causes an ACTIVATED event to be generated. PUSHBUTTON can be a multi-state device (see LABEL and STATES
attributes) where each push of the button cycles to the next state.
Events
Events for the PUSHBUTTON widget are:
# ACTIVATED
# SYSTEM
MENU
ACTIVATED

This event occurs only when the mouse button is pushed and released
while the the cursor is within the border of the PUSHBUTTON.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.

2018

Pushbutton Widget - Attributes
Attribute

Type

Allowed Values

Default

BACKGROUND Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
BORDER [3]
COLUMNS

CLOSEABLE
[4]

FONT
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
LABEL
LABELS

MAXIMIZABLE
[5]

MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MOVABLE [5]

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any positive integer

10

Numeric 0,1

0(not
closeable,
button does not
appear in title
bar)

String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Varies

String

Any valid string

Initial title

String
array

Any valid string array One-element
array
containing
initial title

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

1(movable,

Numeric 0,1

0

click on title bar
and drag)

2019

PANEL
DEFAULT
PEN
RESIZABLE [5]

RESTORE
SCREEN
SENSITIVE
STACKING
ORDER
STATE
STATES
SYSTEM
MENU [5]
SYSTEM
MENU
COUNT [5]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [5]
TAB STOP
TITLE [5]

USER DATA
VERSION

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
widget)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [4]

0

Numeric 0 to 255

0

Numeric 1 to 256

1

String
Any valid string or
or String string array
array

Null

restore the
screen)

Numeric to number of items in 0
system menu

Numeric to number of items in 0
system menu -1

Numeric 0,1

1

String

Any valid string

PUSHBUTTON

String

Any valid string

None

String

Any valid string

Current version

Numeric 0,1

1

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [6]

VISIBLE

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only

2020

[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner

2021

Pushbutton Widget - Columns
This attribute specifies the number of columns (number of character cells) that will fit across the PUSHBUTTON width.
See INTERDEPENDENTATTRIBUTES for details on how COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT interact.

2022

Pushbutton Widget - Font
Specifies the font to be used for the text in the LABEL attribute. For a description of allowed fonts, see Specifying
FONT Attribute Values.

2023

Pushbutton Widget - Label
The string you enter for this attribute will be displayed on the PUSHBUTTON. That is, it sets the label for the current
state(see the STATE attribute).

2024

Pushbutton Widget - Labels
The LABELS attribute sets labels for multiple button states. For example, if three labels are sent to the
PUSHBUTTON, it will have three potential states (the actual number is set by the STATES attribute).
When you click on the PUSHBUTTON, the current label reflects the current state, and the PUSHBUTTON advances
to subsequent states with more clicks. A LABELS string array can have less or more labels than there are states,
although usually the number is the same.

2025

Pushbutton Widget - Panel Default
This attribute takes effect for non-level-0 PUSHBUTTON widgets only. If the value is 1, this PUSHBUTTON is the
default for this PANEL. Pressing Return when the focus is anywhere in the PANEL will activate this PUSHBUTTON.
Only one PUSHBUTTON can be the default button in a level-0 PANEL. If you set one, all others are reset.

2026

Pushbutton Widget - Pen
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color that will be used to paint the LABEL text on the PUSHBUTTON. For
a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

2027

Pushbutton Widget - Sensitive
This attribute provides you with the capability to keep the PUSHBUTTON widget visible, but make it unresponsive to
user input.
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 1, the widget is responsive to user
input.
# If the value is 0, the widget will not respond to user input, and will appear "grayed out" to indicate its unresponsive
status.

2028

Pushbutton Widget - State
STATE represents the current state of the button. When set, STATE will change the label to the string represented by
an index into the LABELS attribute. The index is assumed to be OPTION BASE 0.

2029

Pushbutton Widget - States
STATES sets the number of states, from 1 to 256.

2030

Pushbutton Widget - Tab Stop
This attribute allows you to establish "tab groups" of widgets when you fill a parent PANEL widget with child widgets.
Arrow-Key Behavior When PUSHBUTTON Widget Has Input Focus
Vertical Arrow-Key Behavior

Horizontal Arrow-Key
Behavior

move to next widget

move to next widget

2031

2032

Question Dialog
___________________________________________________________
QUESTION Dialog
Prompts the operator with a question and suspends program execution until the operator answers the question
___________________________________________________________
Example Image
Example Program
See QUESTION Dialog for an example program that produces a display similiar to that shown above.
NOTE
See the following program for another example using the QUESTION dialog:
Dialogs Tests
Attributes
See QUESTION Dialog Attributes for the QUESTION dialog attribute list.
Remarks
None

2033

Question Dialog - Attributes
Attribute

Type

BACKGROUND

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]

DEFAULT
BUTTON

Numeric Any valid index
into the DIALOG
BUTTONS array

DIALOG
BUTTONS

FONT
HEIGHT
JUSTIFICATION
MAXIMIZABLE

MINIMIZABLE

MOVABLE
PEN
RESIZABLE

RESTORE
SCREEN
TITLE
USER DATA
VERSION

Allowed Values

Default

0

String
array

Any valid string array A twoelement array
containing Yes
and No

String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

String

"CENTER"

"LEFT", "CENTER"

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button appears
in title bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(minimizable,
button not
present)

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

String

Any valid string

QUESTION

String

Any valid string

None

String

Any valid string

Current
version

special border
appears
around the
dialog)

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [3]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [3]

2034

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner

2035

Question Dialog - Font
Specifies the font to be used for any text in the QUESTION dialog.For a description of allowed fonts, see Specifying
FONT Attribute Values.

2036

Question Dialog - Pen
Specifies the color to be used for the foreground area of the dialog. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable
Pens Table.

2037

2038

Radiobutton Widget
_______________________________________________________

RADIOBUTTON Widget

Provides a bank of buttons in which only one button at a time can be depressed
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See RADIOBUTTON Widget for an example program that produces a displaysimilar to that shown above.
Attributes
See RADIOBUTTON Widget Attributes for the RADIOBUTTON widget attribute list.
Remarks
The RADIOBUTTON widget displays a bank of buttons, only one of which can be depressed at a time. The
RADIOBUTTON widget exhibits the properties of an old automobile radio's buttons. That is, when you press one
button, the others pop out or are released. The RADIOBUTTON widget works correctly only when it is a member of a
"tab group".
2039

The RADIOBUTTON widget is an extension of the TOGGLEBUTTON concept. Like a TOGGLEBUTTON, a
RADIOBUTTON has a VALUE attribute. Click on the button once, and VALUE is set to 1. Click on it again, and VALUE
is cleared back to 0.
A CHANGED event can be enabled to occur whenever you click on it. Each RADIOBUTTON has a circle in it. Set the
RADIOBUTTON and the circle appears filled. Clear the RADIOBUTTON and the circle is cleared.
If you set or clear a TOGGLEBUTTON it has no direct effect on anything else in the user interface. However, if you
create a tab group of RADIOBUTTONs, only one RADIOBUTTON in the group can be set at a time. If you set a
different RADIOBUTTON in the tab group, any other RADIOBUTTON already set will be cleared.
The RADIOBUTTON widget operation is as described here only when it is a member of a "tab group".If one
RADIOBUTTON in a tab group has been set to 1 and you set another RADIOBUTTON to 1, TWO CHANGED events
occur - one for the original button as it is cleared, and another for the new button as it is set.
When you click on a RADIOBUTTON, an event is generated for the button and the program lists the state (set or 1,
clear or 0) of the button in the PRINTER widget. If you set a button, and there is already a button set in the same tab
group, the "old" button will be cleared, generating an event to have its cleared state listed in the PRINTER widget.
Also, the "new" button will be set, generating a second event to have its set state listed in the PRINTER widget.
Clicking on a button in a tab group causes that button's circle to be set, with no other effects in any other group.
However, if you then click on another button in a tab group, the first button's circle in that group will be cleared and the
new button's circle will be set.RADIOBUTTON behavior is convenient for selecting a value from a set of members that
are mutually exclusive. That is, a set where you can choose one of several, but never more than one at a time.
Events
Events for the RADIOBUTTON widget are:
# CHANGED
# SYSTEM
MENU
# CHANGED
An event is generated when the user "presses" the RADIOBUTTON by clicking on it with the left mouse button or by
pressing the Spacebar while the focus is on the RADIOBUTTON. Within a tab group of RADIOBUTTON widgets, two
CHANGED events will be generated when you click on one of the RADIOBUTTON widgets:
# First, the previously selected button generates a CHANGED event as it is
deselected.
# Second, the button you select now generates a CHANGED
event
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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Radiobutton Widget - Attributes
Attribute

Type

BACKGROUND

Numeric Any valid BASIC
System
pen number (0-255) dependent [2]

BORDER [3]
CLOSEABLE
[4]

COLUMNS
FONT
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
LABEL
MAXIMIZABLE
[5]
MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MOVABLE [5]

PEN
RESIZABLE [5]

RESTORE
SCREEN

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

0(not closeable,

button
does not appear
in title bar)

Numeric Any positive integer 10
String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer number Autosizing
(of pixels)
String

Any valid file name Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

Numeric Any integer number Varies
(of pixels)
Numeric Any integer number Varies
(of pixels)
String

Any valid string

Null string

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button appears
in title bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not appear
in title bar)

Numeric 0,1

1(movable, click
on title
bar and drag)

Numeric Any valid BASIC
System
pen number (0-255) dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears around
the widget)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not restore
the screen)
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SENSITIVE
STACKING
ORDER
SYSTEM
MENU [5]
SYSTEM
MENU
COUNT [5]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [5]
TAB STOP
TITLE [5]
USER DATA
VALUE
VERSION
VISIBLE
WIDTH

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [4]

0

String
Any valid string or
or String string array
array

Null

Numeric 0 to number of
items in system
menu

0

Numeric 0 to number of
items in system
menu -1

0

Numeric 0,1

1

String

Any valid string

RADIOBUTTON

String

Any valid string

None

Numeric 0,1

0

String

Current version

Any valid string

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any integer number Autosizing
(of pixels)

X

Numeric Any integer,
number of pixels
from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

Y

Numeric Any integer,
number of pixels
from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Radiobutton Widget - Columns
This attribute specifies the number of columns (number of character cells) that will fit across the LABEL attribute in the
RADIOBUTTON WIDTH. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how COLUMNS, WIDTH, and FONT
interact.
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Radiobutton Widget - Font
Specifies the font to be used for the text in the LABEL attribute. For a description of allowed fonts, see Specifying
FONT Attribute Values.
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Radiobutton Widget - Label
The string you enter for this attribute will be displayedin the RADIOBUTTON.
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Radiobutton Widget - Pen
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color that will be used to paint the LABEL text in the RADIOBUTTON. For
a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.
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Radiobutton Widget - Sensitive
This attribute provides you with the capability to keep the RADIOBUTTON widget visible, but make it unresponsive to
user input.
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 1, the widget is responsive to user
input.
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 0, the widget will not respond to user input, and will appear "grayed out" to indicate its
unresponsive status.
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Radiobutton Widget - Tab Stop
This attribute allows you to establish "tab groups" of widgets when you fill a parent PANEL widget with child widgets.
To use the RADIOBUTTON widget in a bank of buttons in which only one button at a time can be depressed, you
must establish a tab group of RADIOBUTTON widgets.
Arrow-Key Behavior When RADIOBUTTON Widget Has Input Focus
Vertical Arrow-Key Behavior

Horizontal Arrow-Key
Behavior

move to next widget

move to next widget
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Radiobutton Widget - Value
The value of this attribute specifies the state of the RADIOBUTTON.
# If the value is 1, this RADIOBUTTON is the one in the bank of RADIOBUTTONs that has been "pushed" or selected by the
operator.
# If the value is 0, this RADIOBUTTON is not the one in the bank of RADIOBUTTONs that has been "pushed" or selected by
the operator.
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Scrollbar Widget
_______________________________________________________

SCROLLBAR Widget

Inputs a relative position between a minimum and maximum value
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See SCROLLBAR Widget for a program that provides a display.similar to that shown above.
NOTE

See the following programs for other examples using the SCROLLBAR widget:
Alarm Clock
Oven Control
Attributes
See SCROLLBAR Widget Attributes for the SCROLLBAR widget attribute list.
Remarks
The SCROLLBAR widget is used to input a relative position between a minimum and a maximum value. For a vertical
scrollbar, the minimum value is at the top. For a horizontal scrollbar, the minimum value is at the left. Clicking and
holding on arrows will autorepeat.
The SCROLLBAR widget is a modified version of the SLIDER widget. The purpose of the SCROLLBAR widget is to
allow you to "scroll" a PANEL that is too large for the display.
The SCROLLBAR widget has no LOGARITHMIC mode. It can only be operated in a linear fashion. It also counts
in the reverse direction from a SLIDER. If you move the slide up in a SLIDER, the VALUE increments, but in a
SCROLLBAR, the VALUE decrements.
The SCROLLBAR widget consists of a trough with a slide, with arrows at each end. The SCROLLBAR WIDTH cannot
be set, as it has a fixed WIDTH on a given display. To position the SCROLLBAR properly you must read its WIDTH
and then move the widget accordingly.
Events
Events for the SCROLLBAR widget are:
#

CHANGED

#

DONE
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#

SYSTEM
MENU

CHANGED

This event is generated every time the user changes the VALUE by clicking on arrows or in trough or by clicking and
dragging the slider.
DONE

This event is generated only when the user releases the mouse button.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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Scrollbar Widget - Attributes
Attribute

Type

Allowed Values

BACKGROUND Numeric Any valid BASIC pen
number (0-255)
BORDER [2]
CLOSEABLE
[4]

HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
MAJOR
INCREMENT
MAXIMIZABLE
[4]
MAXIMUM
MINIMIZABLE
[4]

MINIMUM
MINOR
INCREMENT
MOVABLE [4]

ORIENTATION

RESIZABLE [4]

Default
System dependent [1]

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

0(not closeable, button
does not appear in title
bar)

Numeric Any integer number (of
pixels)

Autosizing

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

Numeric Any integer number (of
pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any integer number (of
pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any non-negative real
number

10

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable, button

Numeric Any real number

100

Numeric 0,1

0(not minimizable,
button
does not appear in title
bar)

Numeric Any real number

0

Numeric Any non-negative real
number

1

Numeric 0,1

1(movable, click on title
bar and drag)

String

appears in title bar)

"UP", "VERTICAL",
"VERTICAL" (minimum
"RIGHT","HORIZONTAL" value at top)

Numeric 0,1

1(resizable, special
border appears around
the widget)
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RESTORE
SCREEN
STACKING
ORDER
SYSTEM
MENU [4]
SYSTEM
MENU
COUNT [4]
SYSTEM
MENU EVENT
[4]
TAB STOP
TITLE [4]
USER DATA
VALUE
VERSION

Numeric 0,1

0(do not restore the
screen)

Numeric 0 to number of siblings
[3]

0

String
Any valid string or string
or String array
array

Null

Numeric 0 to number of items in
system menu

0

Numeric 0 to number of items in
system menu -1

0

Numeric 0,1

1

String

Any valid string

SCROLLBAR

String

Any valid string

None

Numeric Any real number

0

String

Current version

Any valid string

Numeric 0,1

1

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number (of
pixels)

Autosizing

X

Numeric Any integer, number of
pixels from 0,0 [5]

Autoplacement

Y

Numeric Any integer, number of
pixels from 0,0 [5]

Autoplacement

VISIBLE

[1] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[2] Child widget only
[3] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[4] For level-0 widgets only
[5] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Scrollbar Widget - Direct Move
If the value is 1, you can click at any location in the SCROLLBAR trough and the indicator jumps to that location.
Setting DIRECT MOVE to 1 overrides the MAJOR INCREMENT attribute.
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Scrollbar Widget - Major Increment
The value of this attribute specifies the increment by which the VALUE of the SCROLLBAR jumps each time the user
clicks in the SCROLLBAR trough. This value should be less than MAXIMUM - MINIMUM.
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Scrollbar Widget - Maximum
This attribute specifies the value that VALUE will have when the slider is at the extreme right or bottom of the
SCROLLBAR. MAXIMUM may be less than MINIMUM, in which case the sense of the SCROLLBAR is reversed. That
is, for a vertical SCROLLBAR, values are larger for positions nearer the bottom, and for a horizontal SCROLLBAR,
values are larger for positions nearer the right.
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Scrollbar Widget - Minimum
This attribute specifies the value that VALUE will have when the slider is at the extreme left or top of the
SCROLLBAR. MINIMUM may be greater than MAXIMUM, in which case the sense of the SCROLLBAR is reversed.
That is, for a vertical SCROLLBAR, values are larger for positionsnear the top, for a horizontal SCROLLBAR, values
are larger for positions nearer the left.
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Scrollbar Widget - Minor Increment
The value of this attribute specifies the increment by which the value of the VALUE attribute of the SCROLLBAR
jumps each time the user clicks on the SCROLLBAR arrows. This value should be less than MAJOR INCREMENT.
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Scrollbar Widget - Orientation
This attribute determines the direction or layout of the SCROLLBAR.
ORIENTATION Attribute Values
Allowed Value

Description

"UP",
"VERTICAL"

The SCROLLBAR will be oriented
vertically and the
VALUE attribute will decrease in the up
direction

"RIGHT",
The SCROLLBAR will be oriented
"HORIZONTAL" horizontally and the
VALUE attribute will increase towards
the right
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Scrollbar Widget - Tab Stop
This attribute allows you to establish "tab groups" of widgets when you fill a parent PANEL widget with child widgets.
Arrow-Key Behavior When SCROLLBAR Widget Has Input Focus
Vertical Arrow-Key Behavior

Horizontal Arrow-Key
Behavior

scroll

scroll
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Scrollbar Widget - Value
This attribute reflects the current setting of the SCROLLBAR slider. It can be outside the range MINIMUM through
MAXIMUM.
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Separator Widget
_______________________________________________________

SEPARATOR Widget

Provides a line that is used to visually separate areas of a PANEL
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

No

Example Image

Example Program
See Rock-Paper-Scissors Game for an example program using the SEPARATOR widget. The program provides a
display similar to that shown above.
NOTE

See the following program for another example using the SEPARATOR widget:
RADIOBUTTON Widget
Attributes
See SEPARATOR Widget Attributes for the SEPARATOR widget attribute list.
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Remarks
The SEPARATOR widget is a line that is used to visually separate areas of a PANEL. The SEPARATOR widget
provides a useful accessory to a PANEL. It can only be a child of a PANEL. The SEPARATOR widget draws a line
across portions of the PANEL to allow separation of logical areas. You can set a HEIGHT on the SEPARATOR to give
it a more distinctive appearance.
Events
None.
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Separator Widget - Attributes
Attribute

Type

Allowed Values

Default

BACKGROUND Numeric Any valid BASIC
System
pen number (0-255) dependent [1]
BORDER [2]
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
ORIENTATION

PEN
STACKING
ORDER
USER DATA
VERSION
VISIBLE

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any integer number 15 pixels
(of pixels)
String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

Numeric Any integer number Varies
(of pixels)
Numeric Any integer number Varies
(of pixels)
String

"UP", "DOWN",
"VERTICAL",
"LEFT","RIGHT",
"HORIZONTAL"

"HORIZONTAL"

Numeric Any valid BASIC
System
pen number (0-255) dependent [1]
Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [3]

0

String

Any valid string

None

String

Any valid string

Current version

Numeric 0,1

1

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number Width of the
(of pixels)
parent widget

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [4]

Y

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [4]

[1] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[2] Child widget only
[3] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[4] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Separator Widget - Orientation
This attribute determines the direction or layout of the SEPARATOR.
NOTE

There is no difference between "UP", "DOWN", and "VERTICAL" orientation for the SEPARATOR. Similarly, there is
no difference between "LEFT", "RIGHT", and "HORIZONTAL" orientation for the SEPARATOR.
ORIENTATION Attribute Values
Allowed Value

Description

"LEFT", "RIGHT", The SEPARATOR will be oriented
"HORIZONTAL"
horizontally.
"UP", "DOWN",
"VERTICAL"

The SEPARATOR will be oriented
vertically.
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Separator Widget - Pen
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color that will be used to paint the SEPARATOR. For a discussion of
allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.
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Slider Widget
_______________________________________________________

SLIDER Widget

Provides a slider pad that moves in a trough from a minimum value to a maximum value
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See SLIDER Widget for a program that provides a display similar to that
shown above.
NOTE

See the following programs for other examples using the SLIDER widget:
Bar Meter Limits
Environmental Chamber
Hammer Game
METER/SLIDER Widgets
PID Controller
SLIDER Test
Attributes
See SLIDER Widget Attributes for the SLIDER widget attribute list.
Remarks
The SLIDER widget is used to display and set a numeric value with a slider pad that moves in a trough from a
minimum value to a maximum value.The SLIDER widget is used to display and set a numeric value in the style of an
audio mixing-panel slider. For a vertical slider, the maximum value is at the top. For a horizontal slider, the maximum
value is at the right.
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You can use the mouse to move the slidebar in the center of the SLIDER widget. The value on the slidebar will
change to reflect its position along the scale of minimum to maximum, and the event generated in this program will
DISP that value.
You can change maximum range as required, using the MINIMUM and MAXIMUM attributes. You can click the
mouse on the arrows at the ends of the scale and the slidebar will move in the appropriate direction by the MINOR
INCREMENT setting. Click on the scale between an arrow and the slidebar, and the slidebar will move in that
direction by the MAJOR INCREMENT setting.
You can change the MINOR INCREMENT and MAJOR INCREMENT setting from their defaults of 1 and 10 as
required. If you click at the ends of the scale, the SLIDER only increments once. You can use AUTO REPEAT to
allows the SLIDER to increment as long as the mouse button is depressed (or the slider runs into the end). You can
also move the slidebar using these keys:
Key(s)

Action

Up Arrow/Right Arrow

Increment by MINOR
INCREMENT
Decrement by MINOR
INCREMENT

Down Arrow/Left Arrow
Shift-Up Arrow/Shift-Right
Arrow

Move to MAXIMUM

Shift-Down Arrow/Shift-Left Move to MINIMUM
Arrow
Prev

Decrement by MAJOR
INCREMENT

Next

Increment by MAJOR
INCREMENT

If DIRECT MOVE is set to 1, when you click on the space between an arrow and the slidebar the slidebar will move
directly to that position. DIRECT MOVE disables MAJOR INCREMENT.
You can set LOGARITHMIC to 1 and the slidebar will increment in a logarithmic fashion. You can set ORIENTATION
to HORIZONTAL as an alternative to the default orientation of VERTICAL, and the SLIDEBAR will have a horizontal
format. You can turn the limits boxes on and off and specify (to an extent) numeric formats.
Events
Events for the SLIDER widget are:
#

CHANGED

#

DONE

#

SYSTEM
MENU

CHANGED

This event is generated every time the user changes the VALUE by clicking on arrows or in trough or by clicking and
dragging the slider.
DONE

This event is generated only when the user releases the mouse button.
SYSTEM MENU
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This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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Slider Widget Attribute

Type

Allowed Values

0

AUTO REPEAT Numeric 0,1
BACKGROUND
BORDER [3]
CLOSEABLE
[4]

COLUMNS
DECIMAL
DIGITS
DIRECT MOVE

DISPLAY
BACKGROUND
EXPONENTIAL
FORMAT
FONT
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
LOGARITHMIC
MAJOR
INCREMENT
MAXIMIZABLE
[5]

Default

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen
number (0-255)

System
dependent [2]

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0

,1

0(not closeable,

button
does not appear
in title bar)

Numeric Any positive integer

7

Numeric 0 through 15

1

Numeric 0,1

0(use major and
minor
increments)

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen
value (0-255)

System
dependent [2]

Numeric 0,1

0(fixed format)

String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer number (of
pixels)

Autosizing

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or
topic_id

Null

Numeric Any integer number (of
pixels)

Varies

Numeric Any integer number (of
pixels)

Varies

Numeric 0, 1

0(linear)

Numeric Any real number

10

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button appears in
title bar)

Numeric Any real number

0
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MAXIMUM
MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MINIMUM
MINOR
INCREMENT
MOVABLE [5]

ORIENTATION
PEN
RESIZABLE [5]

RESTORE
SCREEN

SHOW LIMITS
SHOW VALUE
STACKING
ORDER
SYSTEM
MENU[5]

SYSTEM
MENU
COUNT [5]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [5]
TAB STOP
TITLE [5]
USER DATA
VALUE

Numeric 0,1

0(not minimizable,
button
does not appear
in title bar)

Numeric Any real number

0

Numeric Any real number

1

Numeric 0,1

1(movable, click
title
bar and drag)

String

"UP", "VERTICAL",
"VERTICAL" (max
"RIGHT","HORIZONTAL" value at top)

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen
number (0-255)

System
dependent [2]

Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,

Numeric 0,1

0(do not restore
the
screen)

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0 to number of siblings
[4]

0

String or Any valid string or string
string
array
array

Null

Numeric to number of items in
system menu

0

Numeric to number of items in
system menu -1

0

Numeric 0,1

1

String

Any valid string

SLIDER

String

Any valid string

None

special border
appears around
the widget)

Numeric Any real number

1

String

Current version

Any valid string
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VERSION
Numeric 0,1

1

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number (of
pixels)

Autosizing

X

Numeric Any integer, number of
pixels from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

Y

Numeric Any integer, number of
pixels from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

VISIBLE

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Slider Widget - Auto Repeat
The AUTO REPEAT attribute moves the SLIDER continuously whenthe user presses the arrows or trough on the
SLIDER display. The speed of the SLIDERs movement is controlled by its setting in the CONFIG file. The speed can
be changed using the initial_delay and repeat_delay variables in the "@scrollbar" section.
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Slider Widget - Columns
This attribute specifies the number of columns (number of character cells) that will fit across the SLIDER widget's
VALUE box (the SLIDER pad).
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Slider Widget - Decimal Digits
The value of this attribute sets the number of digits after the decimal point that you want to display in the slider bar.
The physical width of the SLIDER widget (controlled by the WIDTH attribute) limits the number of digits that can
actually be displayed.
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Slider Widget - Direct Move
If the value is 1, you can click at any location in the SLIDER trough and the indicator jumps to that location. Setting
DIRECT MOVE to 1 overrides the MAJOR INCREMENT attribute.
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Slider Widget - Display Background
This attribute changes the color of the minimum, maximum, and value backgrounds. For a discussion of allowed pens,
see Settable Pens Table.
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Slider Widget - Exponential Format
If you set this attribute to 1, the value of VALUE will be displayed with an exponent in the slider bar. If the value is 0,
the value of VALUE will be displayed as a fixed REAL number.
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Slider Widget - Font
Specifies the font to be used for the text in the VALUE and LIMITS attributes. For a description of allowed fonts, see
Specifying FONT Attribute Values.
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Slider Widget - Logarithmic
If the value is 1, the SLIDER operates in a logarithmic mode.If the value is 0, the SLIDER operates in a linear mode.
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Slider Widget - Major Increment
The value of this attribute specifies the increment by which the VALUE of the SLIDER jumps each time the user clicks
in the SLIDER trough.
# If LOGARITHMIC is 0, MAJOR INCREMENT is in the same units as
VALUE.
# If LOGARITHMIC is 1, MAJOR INCREMENT is in units of one one-hundredth of a
decade.
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Slider Widget - Maximum
This attribute specifies the value that VALUE will have when the slider is at the extreme top or right of the SLIDER.
MAXIMUM may be less than MINIMUM, in which case the sense of the SLIDER is reversed. That is, for a vertical
SLIDER, values are larger for positions nearer the bottom, and for a horizontal SLIDER, values are larger for positions
nearer the right.
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Slider Widget - Minimum
This attribute specifies the value that VALUE will have when the slider is at the extreme bottom or left of the SLIDER.
MINIMUM may be greater than MAXIMUM, in which case the sense of the SLIDER is reversed. That is, for a vertical
SLIDER, values are larger for positions near the top, and for a horizontal SLIDER, values are larger for positions
nearer the left.
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Slider Widget - Minor Increment
The value of this attribute specifies the increment by which the VALUE of the SLIDER jumps each time the user clicks
on the slider arrows. If LOGARITHMIC is 0, MINOR INCREMENT is in the same units as VALUE and the SLIDER
arrows are turned off. If LOGARITHMIC is 1, MINOR INCREMENT is in units of one one-hundredth of a decade.
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Slider Widget - Orientation
This attribute determines the direction or layout of the SLIDER.
ORIENTATION Attribute Values
Allowed Value

Description

"UP",
"VERTICAL"

The SLIDER will be oriented vertically
and the
VALUE attribute will increase in the up
direction
The SLIDER will be oriented
horizontally and
the VALUE attribute will increase
toward the right

"RIGHT",
"HORIZONTAL"
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Slider Widget - Pen
PEN controls the color of the text and slot border. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.
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Slider Widget - Show Limits
This attribute is used to turn on and off the limits boxes on the SLIDER. If its value is 1, the limits boxes are visible. If
its value is 0, the limits boxes are invisible.
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Slider Widget - Show Value
This attribute is used to turn on and off the value box in the SLIDER bar. If its value is 1, the value box is visible. If its
value is 0, the value box is invisible.
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Slider Widget - Tab Stop
This attribute allows you to establish "tab groups" of widgets when you fill a parent PANEL widget with child widgets.
Arrow-Key Behavior When The SLIDER Widget Has The Input Focus
Vertical Arrow-Key Behavior

Horizontal Arrow-Key
Behavior

slide

slide
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Slider Widget - Value
This attribute reflects the current setting of the SLIDER. It is always displayed and is always greater than or equal to
MINIMUM and less than or equal to MAXIMUM.
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Slider Widget - Widget Delays
When clicking and holding on an arrow of a SLIDER widget, you can specify when repeat starts and the interval
between repeats. SLIDERparameters that can be customized are listed in the following table.
Parameter

Default (msec)

Function

initial_delay 500

Delay before auto-repeat
starts

repeat_delay 100

Delay between auto-repeat
scrolls
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String Dialog
_______________________________________________________

STRING Dialog

Prompts the operator for textual input
_______________________________________________________
Example Image

Example Program

See STRING Dialog for an example program that produces a display similiar to that shown above.
NOTE

See the following program for another example using the STRING dialog:
Dialogs Tests
Attributes
See STRING Dialog Attributes for the STRING dialog attribute list.
Remarks
The STRING dialog responds to the special keyboard keys as follows:
Key

Action

End

Clears from cursor to end of line

End

Clears entire line

Shift-Insert

Inserts a line, if MULTILINE:1

Shift-Delete

Deletes entire line

Insert

Toggles between insert (bar cursor) and
overwrite (underline cursor)

Delete

Deletes current selection if highlighted.
Otherwise, deletes character at current cursor
position.

Home

Deletes from current character to last
character in last line
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Left Arrow,
Right Arrow,
Up Arrow,
Down Arrow

Moves cursor and scrolls if necessary

Shift-Left

Moves and scrolls (if necessary) to the first
character in the line

Shift-Right

Moves and scrolls (if necessary) to the last
character in the line

Shift-Up

Moves and scrolls (if necessary) to the first
character in the first line

Shift-Down

Moves and scrolls (if necessary) to the last
character in the last line

Page Up/
Page Down

Scrolls one screen, if MULTILINE:1
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String Dialog - Attributes
Attribute

AUTOSCROLL
BACKGROUND
COLUMNS
CONVERT
CASE
COPY
SELECTION
CURSOR
POSITION
CUT
SELECTION
DEFAULT
BUTTON
DELETE
SELECTION
DIALOG
BUTTONS

FONT
HEIGHT
HORIZONTAL
SCROLL
JUSTIFICATION
LINE
LINE LENGTH
LINE NUMBER
LINES

Type

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen
number (0-255)

System
dependent [2]

Numeric

Any positive integer

20

String

"NONE",
"NONE"
"UPSHIFT" ,"DOWNSHIFT"

Numeric

0,1

Numeric

0 to "LINE LENGTH"-1

Numeric

0,1

Numeric

Any valid index into the
DIALOG BUTTONS array

Numeric

0,1

String
array

Any valid string array

String

Font [1]

Numeric

Any integer number (of
pixels)

Numeric

-32767 to 32767

String

"LEFT", "CENTER"

"CENTER"

String

Any

Null

Numeric

0 to 32767

0

Numeric

0 to "LINES"-1

0

Numeric

0 to 32767

0

0

0

A two-element
array that
contains OK
and Cancel

Autosizing
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MAXIMIZABLE

MAXIMUM
LENGTH
MINIMIZABLE

MODIFIED
MOVABLE

MULTILINE
PASSWORD
CHARACTER

PASTE
PEN

READ FILE
RESIZABLE

RESTORE
SCREEN
ROWS
SCROLLBARS
SEARCH
SELECTION
SELECTION
LENGTH
TEXT LENGTH

Numeric

0,1

1(maximizable,
button appears
in title bar)

Numeric

0 to 65535

0

Numeric

0,1

0(not

Numeric

0,1

0

Numeric

0,1

1(movable,
click title
bar and drag)

Numeric

0,1

0

String (a Any
single
character)

minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Null

Numeric

0,1

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen
number
(0-255)

String

Existing filename

Numeric

0,1

1(resizable,

Numeric

0,1

0(do not save

Numeric

Any positive integer

1

Numeric

0,1

0

String

Any

String

Any

Null

Numeric

0 to 32767

0

Numeric

Any

0

String

Any valid string

STRING

System
dependent [2]

special
border
appears
around
the dialog)

the screen)
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TITLE
USER DATA
VALUE

VERSION
VERTICAL
SCROLL
WIDTH
WRITE
FILE
X
Y

String

Any valid string

None

String or
string
array

Any

Null

String

Any valid string

Current
version

Numeric

Any

-

Numeric

Any integer number (of
pixels)

Autosizing

String

Valid filename

-

Numeric

Any integer, number of
pixels from 0,0 [3]

Autoplacement

Numeric

Any integer, number of
pixels from 0,0 [3]

Autoplacement

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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String Dialog - Autoscroll
When the AUTOSCROLL attribute is set to "1," the operator can enter characters in the STRING (which are entered
into the VALUE attribute) up to the value of MAXIMUM LENGTH. As soon as the operator enters more characters
than the STRING dialog will hold, the text scrolls to the left.

2101

String Dialog - Columns
This attribute specifies the number of columns (number of character cells) that will fit across the STRING dialog's
WIDTH. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how COLUMNS interacts with FONT and WIDTH.

2102

String Dialog - Cut Selection
Set-Only Attribute. CUT SELECTION copies the current selection into the clipboard and deletes it from the STRING
dialog. The current selection is the text portion of the STRING that has been highlighted (selected) by pressing,
dragging, and releasing the left mouse button.

2103

String Dialog - Font
Specifies the font to be used for the text (the string value of the VALUE attribute) in the STRING dialog. See
INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how FONT interacts with COLUMNS, ROWS, HEIGHT, and WIDTH.
For a description of allowed fonts, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values.

2104

String Dialog - Horizontal Scroll
Set-Only Attribute. HORIZONTAL SCROLL specifies how many horizontal characters to scroll the contents of the
dialog display. Negative numbers scroll left, and positive numbers scroll right.

2105

String Dialog - Lines
Return-Only Attribute. LINES returns the number of lines in the dialog.

2106

String Dialog - Rows
The number of rows specifies the number of character cells that make the STRING height. You specify the number
of rows that you want to appear in the STRING dialog. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how
ROWS interacts with FONT and HEIGHT.

2107

String Dialog - Scroll Bars
This attribute specifies whether or not to create horizontal and vertical scrollbars automatically when the dialog
contains more text than can be displayed.

2108

String Dialog - Text Length
Return-Only Attribute. TEXT LENGTH returns the number of characters in the dialog. It includes <CR><LF> for every
line except the last one.

2109

String Dialog - Value
The value of this attribute is the text that will be displayed in the STRING dialog. When the MULTILINE attribute is set
to "1", the embedded <CR><LF> in scalar string indicates the end of the line - subsequent text starts a new line.
Each element of a string array is displayed as a separate line. When the MULTILINE attribute is set to "0", only the
last line of a string array or scalar string containing <CR><LF> is displayed.

2110

String Dialog - Vertical Scroll
Set-Only Attribute. VERTICAL SCROLL specifies how many vertical lines to scroll the contents of the dialog. Negative
numbers scroll up and positive numbers scroll down.

2111

String Dialog - Write File
Set-Only Attribute. WRITE FILE writes the dialog's contents to the specified file.
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String Widget
_______________________________________________________

STRING Widget

Allows the user to enter a string of text
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See STRING Widget for a program that creates a STRING widget with a display similar to that shown above.See the
following programs for other examples using the STRING widget.
Lissajous Patterns
Passwords
PID Controller
Slot Machine
STRING Editor
Tic-Tac-Toe
Attributes
See STRING Widget Attributes for the STRING widget attribute list.
Remarks
The STRING widget allows the user to enter a string of text. The STRING widget can be used as a rudimentary editor,
providing file read/write functionsin addition to cut, copy, delete and paste.
The CUT SELECTION, COPY SELECTION, DELETE SELECTION, and PASTE attributes are not meant to be
interactive from the mouse. You must add a button or other interactive widget to create a fully interactive editor.
The STRING widget allows the user interface to accept strings of text from the user. The MULTILINE attribute allows
the STRING widget to accept multiline inputs.
Cut, copy, and delete work on the current selection:
# To make a selection, click and drag the mouse on the desired area to highlight
it.

# To highlight a selection that takes more than one screen To display, click on an area and drag the mouse offscreen, either ab
below the window, and the highlighted area will scroll until you release the mouse button or move the cursor back on the scre
Cut, Copy, and Paste work with a global "clipboard" buffer area shared by all
widgets and applications:
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# Text cut or copied from a STRING replaces the buffer
contents.

# Paste copies the buffer contents to the widget or application at the current cursor position. In this way, text can be cut or copi
one STRING to another.
# Clicking the mouse over text positions the cursor at the
text.
STRING responds to the special keyboard keys as follows:
Key

Action

End

Clears from cursor to end of line

Shift-End

Clears entire line

Shift-Insert

Inserts a line, if MULTILINE:1

Shift-Delete

Deletes entire line

Insert

Toggles between insert (bar cursor) and
overwrite (underline cursor)

Delete

Deletes current selection if highlighted.
Otherwise, deletes character at current
cursor position.

Home

Deletes from current character to last
character in last line

Left Arrow,
Right Arrow,
Up Arrow,
Down Arrow

Moves cursor and scrolls if necessary

Shift-Left

Moves and scrolls (if necessary) to the first
character in the line

Shift-Right

Moves and scrolls (if necessary) to the last
character in the line

Shift-Up

Moves and scrolls (if necessary) to the first
character in the first line

Shift-Down

Moves and scrolls (if necessary) to the last
character in the last line

Page Up/
Page Down

Scrolls one screen, if MULTILINE:1

Events
Events for the STRING widget are:
# DONE
# KEYSTROKE
# RETURN
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# SYSTEM
MENU
DONE

This event is generated when the widget loses the focus.
KEYSTROKE

When the focus is in the STRING widget, this event is generatedas you depress a key that changes the contents of
STRING.
RETURN

This event is generated when the operator presses the Return key.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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String Widget - attributes
Attribute

Type

Allowed Values Default

AUTOSCROLL Numeric 0,1
BACKGROUND

BORDER [3]
CLOSEABLE [4]

COLUMNS
CONVERT
CASE
COPY
SELECTION
CURSOR
POSITION
CUT
SELECTION
DELETE
SELECTION
FOCUS
FONT
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
HORIZONTAL
SCROLL
INSIDE
HEIGHT

1

Numeric Any valid
BASIC pen
number
(0-255)
Numeric 0,1

System
dependent [2]

Numeric 0,1

0(not
closeable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)
20

1

Numeric Any positive
integer
String
"NONE",
"NONE"
"UPSHIFT" ,
"DOWNSHIFT"
Numeric 0,1
Numeric 0 to "LINE
LENGTH"-1

0

Numeric 0,1
Numeric 0,1
Numeric 0,1
String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer
Autosizing
number (of
pixels)
String
Any valid file Null
name
String
Any valid index Null
or topic_id
Numeric -32767 to
32767
Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)

Varies
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INSIDE WIDTH
LINE
LINE LENGTH
LINE NUMBER
LINES
MAXIMIZABLE
[5]
MAXIMUM
LENGTH
MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MODIFIED
MOVABLE [5]
MULTILINE
PASSWORD
CHARACTER
PASTE
PEN

READ FILE
RESIZABLE [5]

RESTORE
SCREEN
ROWS
SCROLLBARS

Numeric Any integer
number (of
pixels)
String
Any

Varies

Numeric 0 to 32767

0

Null

Numeric 0 to "LINES"-1 0
Numeric 0 to 32767

0

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button appears
in title bar)

Numeric 0 to 65535

0

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)
0

Numeric 0,1
Numeric 0,1
Numeric 0,1
String (a Any
single
character)

1(movable,
click title bar
and drag)
0
Null

Numeric 0,1
Numeric Any valid
BASIC pen
number
(0-255)
String
Existing
filename
Numeric 0,1

System
dependent [2]

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

Numeric Any positive
integer
Numeric 0,1

1

1(resizable,
special
border appears
around
the widget)

0
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SEARCH
SELECTION
SELECTION
LENGTH
STACKING
ORDER

String

Any

-

String

Any

Null

Numeric 0 to 32767

0

Numeric 0 to number of 0
siblings [4]

String or Any valid
Null
SYSTEM MENU string
string or string
[5]
array
array
SYSTEM MENU
COUNT [5]
SYSTEM MENU
EVENT [5]
TAB STOP
TEXT LENGTH
TITLE [5]
USER DATA
VALUE

VERSION
VERTICAL
SCROLL
VISIBLE
WIDTH
WRITE FILE
X

Y

Numeric 0 to number of 0
items in
system menu
Numeric to number
of items in
system menu
-1
Numeric 0,1

0

Numeric Any

0

String

Any valid
string
String
Any valid
string
String or Any
string
array

STRING

String

Any valid
string
Numeric Any

Current version

Numeric 0,1

1

1

None
Null

-

Numeric Any integer
Autosizing
number (of
pixels)
String
Valid filename Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of
pixels from 0,0
[6]
Numeric Any integer,
Autoplacement
number of
pixels from 0,0
[6]

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
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[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the
widget for which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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String Widget - Autoscroll
When the AUTOSCROLL attribute is set to "1," the operator can enter characters in the STRING (which are entered
into the VALUE attribute) up to the value of MAXIMUM LENGTH. As soon as the operator enters more characters
than the STRING widget will hold, the text scrolls to the left.

2121

String Widget - Columns
This attribute specifies the number of columns (number of character cells) that will fit across the STRING widget's
WIDTH. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how COLUMNS interacts with FONT and WIDTH.

2122

String Widget - Convert Case
This attribute provides for case conversion of all letters. "NONE" provides for no case conversion. "UPSHIFT" converts
all letters to capital letters. "DOWNSHIFT" converts all capital letters to lower-case letters. Pre-existing text will not be
changed.

2123

String Widget - Copy Selection
Set-Only Attribute. COPY SELECTION copies the current selection to the clipboard. The current selection is the
text portion of the STRING that has been highlighted (selected) by pressing, dragging, and releasing the left mouse
button.

2124

String Widget - Cursor Position
The CURSOR POSITION attribute specifies the position of the cursor in the current line. The first character's position
is 0.

2125

String Widget - Cut Selection
Set-Only Attribute. CUT SELECTION copies the current selection into the clipboard and deletes it from the STRING
widget. The current selection is the text portion of the STRING that has been highlighted (selected) by pressing,
dragging, and releasing the left mouse button.

2126

String Widget - Delete Selection
Set-Only Attribute. DELETE SELECTION deletes the current selection and does not copy the current selection into
the clipboard. The current selection is the text portion of the STRING that has been highlighted (selected) by pressing,
dragging, and releasing the left mouse button.

2127

String Widget - Font
Specifies the font to be used for the text (the string value of the VALUE attribute) in the STRING widget. See
INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how FONT interacts with COLUMNS, ROWS, HEIGHT, and WIDTH.
For a description of allowed fonts, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values.

2128

String Widget - Focus Attribute
Gives focus to the STRING Widget. Accepts any non-zero value.

2129

String Widget - Horizontal Scroll
Set-Only Attribute. HORIZONTAL SCROLL specifies how many horizontal characters to scroll the contents of the
widget display. Negative numbers scroll left, while positive numbers scroll right.

2130

String Widget - Line
Return-Only Attribute. LINE returns the text of thecurrent line, including any <CR> <LF>.

2131

String Widget - Line Length
Return-Only Attribute. LINE LENGTH returns thelength of the current line, including any <CR> <LF>.

2132

String Widget - Line Number
This attribute specifies which line the cursor is on, scrolling the display (if necessary) to bring that line into view. The
first line number is 0.

2133

String Widget - Lines
Return-Only Attribute. LINES returns the number of lines in the widget.

2134

String Widget - Maximum Length
The value of this attribute specifies the number of characters that are allowed in the STRING. This includes the <CR>
<LF> at the end of each line in a multi line STRING. A value of 0 means no limit.

2135

String Widget - Modified
The MODIFIED attribute indicates the operator has changed the contents of STRING. When responding to the DONE/
RETURN event, check the MODIFIED attribute to see if it has been modified, then set MODIFIED=0 for the next
cycle.

2136

String Widget - Multiline
This attribute specifies whether or not STRING will accept morethan one line of text. When set to "1", pressing Return
advances one line in overwrite mode or insert one line in insert mode.

2137

String Widget - Password Character
The PASSWORD CHARACTER attribute allows you to select the character to be displayed on the view panel when
you enter text. For example, if you select x as your password character, when you type a six-character string, the view
panel will display "xxxxxx". This has no effect on the VALUE attribute.

2138

String Widget - Paste
Set-Only Attribute. PASTE inserts the contents of the clipboard before the cursor position.

2139

String Widget - Pen
The text will be painted using this pen color. For a discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.

2140

String Widget - Read File
Set-Only Attribute. READ FILE specifies the name of a file toread. The read file is inserted before the current cursor
position. Set MULTILINE to "1" when using READ FILE if the file being readhas more than one line.

2141

String Widget - Rows
The number of rows specifies the number of character cells that make the STRING height. You specify the number
of rows that you want to appear in the STRING widget. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how
ROWS interacts with FONT and HEIGHT.

2142

String Widget - Scrollbars
This attribute specifies whether or not to create horizontal and vertical scrollbars automatically when the widget
contains more text than can be displayed.

2143

String Widget - Search
Set-Only Attribute. SEARCH searches from the current cursor position toward the end of the text for the specified
string. The search is not case sensitive. That is, upper-case and lower-case characters are not viewed differently. For
example, both "Now" and "now" would be found.
When a match is found, the view panel is positioned to the match. The match is highlighted and it becomes the
current selection. If no match is found, Error 59: End of file or buffer found is generated.

2144

String Widget - Selection
The SELECTION attribute is the text of the current selection including any <CR><LF>s. The current selection is the
contents of the view panel that have been highlighted (selected) by pressing, dragging, and releasing the left mouse
button on the view panel's contents, set programmatically by CURSOR POSITION and SELECTION LENGTH, or a
previous set of SELECTION.
If there is no current selection (SELECTION LENGTH is 0), setting this attribute inserts the text at the current
CURSOR POSITION.

2145

String Widget - Selection Length
SELECTION LENGTH specifies the length (in characters) of the current selection, including any <CR><LF>s. The
current selection is the contents of the view panel that have been highlighted (selected) by pressing, dragging, and
releasing the left mouse button on the view panel's contents.

2146

String Widget - Tab Stop
This attribute allows you to establish "tab groups" of widgets when you fill a parent PANEL widget with child widgets.
Arrow-Key Behavior When The STRING Widget Has The Input Focus
Vertical Arrow-Key Behavior

Horizontal Arrow-Key
Behavior

move cursor and scroll, if
necessary

move cursor and scroll, if
necessary

2147

String Widget - Text Length
Return-Only Attribute. TEXT LENGTH returns the number of characters in the widget. It includes <CR><LF> for every
lineexcept the last one.

2148

String Widget - Value
The value of this attribute is the text that will be displayed in the STRING widget. When the MULTILINE attribute is set
to "1", the embedded <CR><LF> in scalar string indicates the end of the line - subsequent text starts a new line.
Each element of a string array is displayed as a separate line. When the MULTILINE attribute is set to "0", only the
last line of a string array or scalar string containing <CR><LF> is displayed.

2149

String Widget - Vertical Scroll
Set-Only Attribute. VERTICAL SCROLL specifies how many vertical lines to scroll the contents of the widget.
Negative numbers scroll up and positive numbers scroll down.

2150

String Widget - Write File
Set-Only Attribute. WRITE FILE writes the widget's contents to the specified file.

2151
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Stripchart Widget
_______________________________________________________

STRIPCHART Widget

Displays data in a two-dimensional scrolling graph
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See STRIPCHART Widget for a program that creates a STRIPCHART widget with
three traces, and traces a pattern of triangle waves similar to the display shown
above.
See the following programs for other examples using the STRIPCHART widget:
Environmental Chamber
PID Controller
STRIPCHART (counter)
STRIPCHART (rescale)
STRIPCHART (scrolling)
STRIPCHART (sine waves)
Attributes
See STRIPCHART Widget Attributes for the STRIPCHART widget attribute list.
Remarks
The STRIPCHART widget displays data in a two-dimensional scrolling graph. It models a physical stripchart.
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The STRIPCHART widget allows you to trace up to 100 different streams of values on a scrolling graphics display.
You can set ranges and tick styles, labels and numeric formats along both the X and Y axes, and different colors for
the traces. The STRIPCHART widget has three classes of attributes:
# Those that apply to the entire widget ("global"
attributes)
# Those that apply to either the X or Y
axis
# Those that apply to an individual
trace
Attributes that apply to the entire widget are ORIENTATION (VERTICAL or HORIZONTAL), TRACE BACKGROUND
(sets the PEN color of the trace display area) and TRACE COUNT which gives the number of traces that you want to
display.
MINIMUM SCROLL tells how much the traces scrolling across the STRIPCHART display will scroll at one time,
in terms of a percent of the X-axis. A small value (for example, one that defines one pixel of the width) will give a
very smooth scroll, but usually is not useful. For example, if your X-axis range is 10, and you perform updates in
increments of 1, you should set MINIMUM SCROLL to 10 (percent).
You can write each trace independently, but it is usually more practical to set up the STRIPCHART so that you can
write a single X value (using the POINT LOCATION attribute) and then update all the traces at one time using an
array (using the VALUES attribute). The SHARED X attribute is set to 1 to allow updating all the traces in parallel.
Use the CURRENT AXIS attribute to select one of the two STRIPCHART display axes, X or Y. When an axis is
selected, you can define its ORIGIN and RANGE (if the axis is LOGARITHMIC-scaled), an AXIS LABEL, and various
formats for TICK SPACING and appearance, various NUMBER FORMATs (AUTOmatic, FIXED, ENGINEERING, and
SCIENTIFIC, and time formats such as CLOCK12).
If you do not want to scale the axes, set the axes to AUTOSCALE and STRIPCHART will adjust the axes to the data
displayed. If you do not want to set numbering and tickmarks, set SHOW NUMBERING and SHOW TICKS to 0
The SHOW GRID attribute allows a grid to be displayed on the graphic surface. The MARKER attribute allows
"markers" to be displayed on one or two traces. The markers can be moved with the mouse and interrogated for the
trace values.
MARKER can be set to NONE (no markers), ONE marker, TWO markers, DELTA (difference between X and Y
marker values), and RATIO (ratio of marker values). When markers are turned on, the appropriate marker values are
displayed at the bottom of the STRIPCHART.
Traces to be marked are designated with the attributes MARKER1 TRACE and MARKER2 TRACE. The positions of
the markers on the trace can be set or queried using the attributes MARKER1 X / MARKER1 Y, and MARKER2 X /
MARKER2 Y. You can trap marker movements with the MARKER1 MOVED and MARKER2 MOVED events.
Events
Events for the STRIPCHART widget are:
#
#
#

MARKER1 MOVED, MARKER2
MOVED
SCROLLED
SYSTEM
MENU

MARKER1 MOVED, MARKER2 MOVED

This event is generated when a marker is moved.
SCROLLED
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This event is generated when the operator scrolls the STRIPCHART with the internal scrollbar. That is, when the
mouse button is released after moving the scrollbar slider or after moving the scrollbar slider with the arrow keys from
the keyboard.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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Stripchart Widget - Attributes
Attribute

TypeAllowed

AUTOSCALE
[3]

Numeric

0,1

0

Numeric

0,1

1

String

Any string

Null string

Numeric

Any valid BASIC
pen number
(0-255)

System
dependent [1]

Numeric

0,1

Not Supported.
Available
only for
compatibility.

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

0,1

0(not
closeable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric

0,1

1

String

"X", "Y"

"X"

Numeric

0 to value of
TRACE COUNT

1

Numeric

1 to 18

6

Numeric

0 to 255

0

Numeric

Any integer
300 pixels
number (of pixels)

String

Any valid file
name

String

Any valid index or Null
topic_id

Numeric

Any integer
Varies
number (of pixels)

Numeric

Any integer
Varies
number (of pixels)

Numeric

1 to 5

AUTOTICK [3]
AXIS LABEL [3]
BACKGROUND

BIG
NUMBERING

BORDER [2]
CLOSEABLE
[4]

COMPRESS X,
COMPRESS Y
[4]
CURRENT
AXIS
CURRENT
TRACE
DIGITS [3]
GRID PEN
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH

Default

Values

Null

5
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LOG TICKS [3]
LOGARITHMIC
[3]
MARKER

MARKER1
TRACE,
MARKER2
TRACE
MARKER1 X,
MARKER1 Y,
MARKER2 X,
MARKER2 Y
MAXIMIZABLE
[6]
MINIMIZABLE
[6]

MINIMUM
SCROLL
MINOR TICKS
[4]
MOVABLE [6]

NUMBER
FORMAT [3]

ORIENTATION
ORIGIN [3]
PEN
POINT
CAPACITY [4]
POINT
LOCATION

0

Numeric

0,1

String

"NONE", "ONE", "NONE"
"TWO", "DELTA",
"RATIO"

Numeric

1 to value of
TRACE COUNT

Numeric

Any real or integer 0
number

Numeric

0,1

1(maximizable,

Numeric

0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric

0 to 100

5

Numeric

0 to 100

Auto adjusted

Numeric

0,1

1(movable,
click on title
bar and drag)

String

"AUTO", "FIXED", "AUTO"
"ENGINEERING",
"SCIENTIFIC",
"MINUTES",
"HOURS",
"DAYS",
"CLOCK12",
"CLOCK24"

String

"UP", "DOWN",
"UP"
"LEFT", "RIGHT"

Numeric

Any real number

0.0

Numeric

0 to 255

System
Dependent [1]

Numeric

0 to the system's 100
memory capacity

Numeric

Any real or integer 1
number

1

button appears
in title bar)
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POINT
SYMBOL [4]

RANGE [3]
RESIZABLE [6]

RESTORE
SCREEN
SHARED X
SHOW GRID

SHOW
NUMBERING
[3]
SHOW TICKS
[3]
STACKING
ORDER
SYSTEM
MENU
[6]
SYSTEM
MENU
COUNT [6]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [6]
TAB STOP
TICK ORIGIN
[3]
TICK SPACING
[3]
TITLE [6]

Numeric

0 to 15

- Color
monitor: 0 (off)
- Monochrome
monitor:
(value of
CURRENT
TRACE + 1)

Numeric

Any non-zero real 1
number

Numeric

0,1

1(resizable,
special
border
appears
around
the widget)

Numeric

0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

Numeric

0,1

0

String

"NONE",
"MAJOR",
"MINOR"

"NONE"

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

0 to number of
siblings [5]

0

String or
String array

Any valid string or Null
string array

Numeric

0 to number of
items in
system menu

0

Numeric

0 to number of
items in
system menu -1

0

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

Any real number

0

Numeric

Any non-zero real 1
number

String

Any valid string

STRIPCHART
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TRACE
BACKGROUND
TRACE COUNT
TRACE LABEL
[4]
TRACE PEN [4]

TRACE
VISIBLE [4]
USER DATA
USER SCROLL
[3]
VALID POINTS
[4]
VALUE [4]
VALUES
VERSION
VISIBLE
WIDTH
X

Y

Numeric

Any valid BASIC
pen number
(0-255)

System
dependent [1]

Numeric

1 to 100

4

String

Any string

Null string

Numeric

Any valid BASIC
pen number
(0-255)

System
dependent [1]

Numeric

0,1

1

String

Any valid string

None

Numeric

0,1

0

Numeric

0 to the value
of POINT
CAPACITY

0

Numeric

Any real or integer Empty
number

Numeric array Any real or integer Empty array
numbers
String

Any valid string

Current
version

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

Any integer
400 pixels
number (of pixels)

Numeric

Any integer,
number of pixels
from 0,0 [7]

Autoplacement

Numeric

Any integer,
number of pixels
from 0,0 [7]

Autoplacement

[1] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[2] Child widget only
[3] This is a STRIPCHART Per Axis attribute. To set or get this Per Axis attribute, you must first set the value of CURRENT AXIS
to the axis for which you want to set or get this attribute.
[4] This is a STRIPCHART Per Trace attribute. To set or get this Per Trace attribute, you must first set the value of CURRENT
TRACE to the trace for which you want to set or get this attribute If you set CURRENT TRACE to 0, the specific Per Trace attribute
will be set for all traces.
[5] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for which you
are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[6] For level-0 widgets only
[7] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Stripchart Widget - Autoscale
The AUTOSCALE function is limited to the Y axis on the STRIPCHART. If a data point is added whose Y value is
beyond the edge of the chart and the AUTOSCALE mode for the Y axis is on (value of 1), the window is rescaled to
make room for that data point.
This mode should not be used in time-critical STRIPCHART applications because it can cause a delay at an
unpredictable time while the entire chart is redrawn. The use of this limited AUTOSCALE feature on a STRIPCHART
does not eliminate the need to set the ORIGIN and RANGE attributes to reasonable initial values for both X and Y
axes.
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Stripchart Widget - Autotick
This attribute automatically enables the setting of tick attributes to reasonable values. If you set TICK SPACING,
AUTOTICK is turned off (set to 0).
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Stripchart Widget - Axis Font
You can specify the font to be used for the axis label with this attribute. The default value of the AXIS FONT attribute
is not the system font but " " or null, which implicitly specifies an small English font.
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Stripchart Widget - Axis Label
The string value of this attribute appears adjacent to the axis.
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Stripchart Widget - Big Numbering
This attributes a bigger font for the axis labels when set to 1. If set to 0, the font will be changed to the default, smaller
size.
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Stripchart Widget - Compress X
The COMPRESS X/COMPRESS Y attributes store data with or without compression. In the default (1) mode, data is
stored with compression, and values read by the VALUES or MARKERS attributes may be different than the original
values set. In the uncompressed (0) mode, data is stored without compression and values read are the same as
values set.
In the "SHARED X" mode, X data is interdependent with other traces. Therefore, "COMPRESS X" must be set after
the "SHARED X" attribute is set if you want to store the original X data in "SHARED X" mode. The trace is erased
when either "COMPRESS X" or "COMPRESS Y" is changed.
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Stripchart Widget - Current Axis
The string value of this attribute specifies the axis to which all of the "Per Axis" attributes apply. Therefore, to set the
attributes of an individual axis, you must first set the value of CURRENT AXIS to that individual axis.
The allowed values for CURRENT AXIS are "X" and "Y". The X axis is always the one that scrolls. If the
ORIENTATION attribute is set to "LEFT" or "RIGHT", the X axis will be the vertical one.
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Stripchart Widget - Current Trace
The integer value of this attribute specifies the trace to which all of the "Per Trace" attributes apply. Therefore, to set
the attributes of an individual trace, you must first set the value of CURRENT TRACE to the number of that individual
trace.
The value of CURRENT TRACE sets which trace is read or written by STATUS or CONTROL calls. If the value of
CURRENT TRACE is 0 and then you set a "Per Trace" attribute with a CONTROL statement, the widget will set that
attribute in all traces. If you try to get the value of any "Per Trace" attribute with a STATUS statement while CURRENT
TRACE is 0, an error will be generated.
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Stripchart Widget - Digits
The DIGITS attribute tells the chart how many character positions to make room for in the axis numbering windows.
For example, if you want a time format like "12:40:51", set the value of DIGITS to 8. This attribute is needed only for
the X axis. The number of character positions for the Y axis is set automatically, because the Y axis does not scroll.
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Stripchart Widget - Grid Pen
Specifies the color of a grid to make it visible. Its default value is 0 (black), which is not visible if TRACE
BACKGROUND is set to 0.
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Stripchart Widget - Log Ticks
This attribute sets the style of ticks to be used for log-scaled axes. Thereare five styles available, ranging from style
1, the most sparse to style 5, the most dense. In this table, major ticks are shown in larger type and minor ticks are
shown as smaller subscripts. The minor ticks are displayed only if the MINOR TICKS attribute value is non-zero.
Style Number

Log Ticks at:

style 1

1 3 10

style 2

1 2 5 10

style 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

style 4

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

style 5

1 1.5 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Stripchart Widget - Logarithmic
If the value is 1, the axis is set to logarithmic scale. If thevalue is 0, the axis is set to linear scale.
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Stripchart Widget - Marker
Determines the type and number of trace markers.
# "NONE" displays no markers on the
trace.
# "ONE" displays one marker on the
trace.
# "TWO" displays two markers on the
trace.
# "DELTA" provides two markers - the difference between them is displayed below the
trace.
# "RATIO" provides two markers - the ratio between them is displayed below the
trace.
NOTE

For mouse operation, the left button grabs and moves the closer marker to the cursor. The right button grabs and
moves the further marker to the cursor when these are two markers on the trace.
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Stripchart Widget - MARKER1 TRACE
This attribute specifies the trace on which the markers are displayed. Trace selection can be changed by clicking on
the graph's MARKER button.
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Stripchart Widget - MARKER1 X
This attribute specifies the X and Y position of the 2 markers.
Marker1/Marker2

The Spacebar or Return key changes the trace to which the marker tracks.
Delta/Ratio

The Space or Return key toggles between the Delta display and Delta ratio displays.
Marker1/Marker2 Value Fields

The cursor keys move the markers. When the marker is tracking to a trace, the Up or Right keys move the marker
toward the end of the data, and the Down or Left keys move the marker toward the top of the data. The Home key
moves the marker to the data point that is nearest to the upper left corner on the trace area.
When there are no traces for the marker to move toward, the cursor keys move the marker in each direction and the
Home key (or your keyboard equivalent) moves the marker to the upper-left corner on the trace area.
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Stripchart Widget - Minimum Scroll
The value of MINIMUM SCROLL sets the minimum amount that the plot surface is scrolled, in units of percent of
plot area width. MINIMUM SCROLL provides flexible and efficient scrolling capabilities to the STRIPCHART. Since
scrolling consumes computer time, you may want to have the window scroll a greater distance than the distance it
takes to fit a new data point on the chart.
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Stripchart Widget - Minor Ticks
The value of this attribute specifies the number of minor ticks per major tick interval. A value of 1 puts one minor tick
halfway between major ticks. A value of 2 puts minor ticks at 1/3 and 2/3 of the way between major ticks, etc. With a
value of 0, there are no minor ticks. If LOGARITHMIC mode is on (value of 1), the value of MINOR TICKS must be
non-zero for minor ticks to be displayed.
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Stripchart Widget - Number Format
This attribute offers a choice between different ways to format the numbersthat are drawn adjacent to major tick
marks. The time formats allow almost any representation of a time value you might want. In all cases, the numbers
are drawn using only as much precision as is needed to distinctly identify the value of each tick mark.
For example, if the "HOURS" format is chosen and the TICK SPACING attribute is set to 60 (seconds), the numbers
will be drawn as HH:MM. The seconds field is dropped because it is not needed in order to accurately represent the
tick values.
Allowed Values For NUMBER FORMAT
Allowed Value

Description

AUTO

Selects between FIXED, ENGINEERING, and
SCIENTIFIC to represent the number with the
smallest number of characters

FIXED

Displays fixed-point number format

SCIENTIFIC

Displays standard scientific notation, for
example: 3.38E-12

ENGINEERING Uses engineering format with the exponent
represented
by the following single letter designators (listed
with their
equivalent scientific notation exponents):
Letter Designator Equivalent Scientific Notation
m

E-03

u

E-06

n

E-09

p

E-12

f

E-15

a

E-18

k

E+03

M

E+06

G

E+09

T

E+12

P

E+15

E

E+18

The following time formats all assume that the POINT LOCATION values are in seconds, as given by the HTBasic
TIMEDATE function. The STRIPCHART does the conversion from seconds to the formats in the following table.
NOTE

The allowed values for the "MINUTES", "HOURS", and "DAYS" formats do not wrap around as the values for
"CLOCK12" and "CLOCK24" do. Instead, the most significant fields accumulate indefinitely. For example, if the value
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of NUMBER FORMAT is "DAYS", the seconds, minutes, and hours fields will have maximum values of 59, 59, and 23,
respectively, but the days field can accumulate indefinitely.
Time-related Allowed Values for NUMBER FORMAT
Allowed Value

Format Displayed in Tick Labels

MINUTES

minutes:seconds

HOURS

hours:minutes:seconds

DAYS

days:hours:minutes:seconds

CLOCK12

hours:minutes:secondsA (AM) OR
hours:minutes:secondsP (PM)
- The display wraps around to 1:00 after
12:59.
- Any tick labels representing negative time
values will display
the time as if the clock were turned back from
midnight. For
example, a tick at -20 seconds would be
labeled as 11:59:40P.

CLOCK24

hours:minutes:seconds
- The display wraps around to 00:00 after
23:59.
- Any tick labels representing negative time
values will display
the time as if the clock were turned back
from midnight. For
example, a tick at -20 seconds would be
labeled as 23:59:40.
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Stripchart Widget - Orientation
The value of this attribute sets the orientation of the chart in its window. This transformation is the LAST to be applied,
so it affects all of the other directional attributes equally. "UP" is the standard orientation in which:
# The data origin is in the lower-left corner of the display
window
# The STRIPCHART data-surface scrolls only to the
left
# The X axis is
horizontal
# The Y axis is
vertical
If the ORIENTATION is changed, the normal top of the chart now points in the new direction. For example, an
orientation of "LEFT" causes:
# The data origin to be in the lower right corner of the display
window
# The STRIPCHART surface to scroll only
down
# The X axis to be
vertical
# The Y axis to be
horizontal
If you want to flip one of the axes over, use a negative value for the RANGE attribute and choose an appropriate value
for the ORIGIN attribute.
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Stripchart Widget - Origin
The application of the value of this attribute depends on the value of the CURRENT AXIS attribute. If CURRENT
AXIS is "X", the value of ORIGIN specifies the location in the coordinate plane of the left edge of the viewing window
(assuming that ORIENTATION is "UP" or "VERTICAL").
If CURRENT AXIS is "Y", the value of ORIGIN specifies the location in the coordinate plane of the bottom edge of the
viewing window (assuming that ORIENTATION is "UP" or "VERTICAL").
If the LOGARITHMIC attribute is turned on (value is 1), the value of ORIGIN is required to be non-zero and positive.
When you set the value of LOGARITHMIC to 1, if the current value of ORIGIN is zero or negative, the value of
ORIGIN will be set to 1.
The value of ORIGIN can be changed by the operator if the USER SCROLL attribute value is set to 1. In this case, the
new value can be read back from ORIGIN by the HTBasic program.
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Stripchart Widget - Pen
The PEN attribute specifies the pen color to used for all labeling and axis numbering.
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Stripchart Widget - Point Capacity
The POINT CAPACITY value specifies the total number of points that will be stored for each trace in the
STRIPCHART. The value of POINT CAPACITY is also the size of the data "container" or "internal buffer" in memory.
Memory consumption of STRIPCHART varies according to the setting of "COMPRESS X" and "COMPRESS Y". This
table shows the levels of memory consumption according to different settings.
COMPRESS X/Y Memory Consumption
COMPRESS COMPRESS Y
X

bytes/point

1

1

4(default)

1

0

10

0

1

10

0

0

16

For example, if you set the value of POINT CAPACITY to 1000, you have reserved 4000 bytes of memory as an
internal buffer. Setting the SHARED X attribute value to 1 reduces the amount of memory used by the STRIPCHART.
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Stripchart Widget - Point Location
The value of POINT LOCATION is used as the X coordinate for a point (a point is an X-Y pair). Whenever you set the
values of the VALUES attribute (for multiple traces) or the value of the VALUE attribute (the Per Trace attribute), you
provide the Y coordinate for the point.
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Stripchart Widget - Point Symbol
This attribute selects the symbol to be used to display data points. Normally on a color display, color is used to
distinguish traces. However, on a monochrome display, something else is needed. The point symbols are drawn using
a 6x6 grid of pixels, with the following available shapes:

If you set the value of POINT SYMBOL to be the negative of the desired symbol value, (for example, to -5 for diamond
symbols), no line segments will be drawn between the point symbols. On a color display, POINT SYMBOL defaults to
off (value of 0). On a monochrome display, the default is the value of CURRENT TRACE plus one.
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Stripchart Widget - Range
The value of RANGE specifies the range of data values to be shown, starting from the ORIGIN value. The value
of RANGE specifies the relative location in the coordinate plane of the right (if CURRENT AXIS is "X") or top (if
CURRENT AXIS is "Y") edge of the viewing window (assuming that the value of the ORIENTATION attribute is "UP"
or "VERTICAL").
The value of RANGE can be either positive or negative and the chart will be drawn appropriately. As such, this
attribute can be used to effectively flip the chart over. If the LOGARITHMIC attribute is turned on (value is 1), the value
of RANGE specifies the number of decades that the window will display. Do not set the value of RANGE to 0. Doing
this will cause an error.
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Stripchart Widget - Shared X
This mode conserves memory in the case where all STRIPCHART traces are updated in lock step and the X
coordinates of each new set of points are identical. Only one X coordinate is maintained for each set of Y coordinates.
When in this mode, the POINT LOCATION attribute is used to set the X coordinate and the VALUES attribute is used
to input an array of data values, one for each trace.
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Stripchart Widget - Show Grid
This attribute displays solid and dotted grid lines. If SHOW GRID is set to "NONE", no grid is displayed. If SHOW
GRID is set to "MAJOR", a solid grid is displayed.
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Stripchart Widget - Show Numbering
This attribute turns on or off the numbering window for the current axis.
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Stripchart Widget - Show Ticks
This attribute turns on or off the edge scale windows for the current axis.
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Stripchart Widget - Tab Stop
This attribute allows you to establish "tab groups" of widgets when you fill a parent PANEL widget with child widgets.
Arrow-Key Behavior When STRIPCHART Widget Has Input Focus
Vertical Arrow-Key Behavior

Horizontal Arrow-Key
Behavior

scroll

scroll
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Stripchart Widget - Tick Origin
The value of this attribute sets the starting point for major ticks. If ticks are to be placed at values of 5, 15, 25, etc.,
TICK ORIGIN is set to 5 and TICK SPACING is set to 10. If the value of LOGARITHMIC is 1, the value of TICK
ORIGIN is forced to 0 and cannot be changed.
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Stripchart Widget - Tick Spacing
The value of TICK SPACING specifies the spacing between major ticks. Do not set the value of TICK SPACING to
0. Doing this will cause an error. If the value of LOGARITHMIC is 1, the value of TICK SPACING is forced to 1 and
cannot be changed. If you set TICK SPACING, AUTOTICK is turned off (set to 0).
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Stripchart Widget - Trace Background
The value of this attribute is the pen used for the background of the trace area and the trace label area. For a
discussion of allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.
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Stripchart Widget - Trace Count
The value of this attribute is the number of traces in the graph. This attribute significantly affects the computer's
memory usage.
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Stripchart Widget - Trace Label
The value of this attribute specifies the name of the trace tobe used in the key drawn along the bottom of the graph.
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Stripchart Widget - Trace Pen
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color that will be used for the current trace. For a discussion of allowed
pens, see Settable Pens Table.
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Stripchart Widget - Trace Visible
This attribute controls the visibility of the trace and its label. You can still add data to an invisible trace. If you set the
value of TRACE VISIBLE to 1, the trace and its label will be visible. If you set the value of TRACE VISIBLE to 0, the
trace and its label will disappear.
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Stripchart Widget - User Scroll
This attribute functions only on the X axis. If the value is 1, a scrollbar appears that scrolls the X axis. If the value is
0, no scrollbar appears. If the operator scrolls the window away from the leading edge (the point where new data is
being added to the chart), the data in the window stops scrolling and the window stays in the same location over the
data. Later, if the operator scrolls back to the leading edge of the data, the data again starts scrolling in the window.
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Stripchart Widget - Valid Points
The value of this attribute represents the number of points that have been added to the trace. The widget will
automatically increment the value of VALID POINTS when points are added to the trace. To clear the trace, set the
value of VALID POINTS to 0. The value of VALID POINTS will always be less than or equal to the value of POINT
CAPACITY.
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Stripchart Widget - Value
The value of VALUE is a single Y axis value to be paired with the most recently set X axis value of the POINT
LOCATION attribute to form a data point on the trace that is specified by the CURRENT TRACE attribute.
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Stripchart Widget - Values
The STRIPCHART uses the data in this array for Y values to add points to the traces, using the most recent X value.
The X value is set using the "POINT LOCATION" attribute. The first value in the VALUES array is used for trace 1, the
second for trace 2, etc. The process stops when it runs out of traces or array values.
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System Widget
_______________________________________________________
SYSTEM Widget
Acts as a container and manager for the widgets specified in files generated by the ScreenBuilder application
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Level-0 Widget:
Parent to:
None
Child of:
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See SYSTEM Widget as a Child for an example program that generates a display similar to that shown above.
NOTE
See the following programs for other examples using the SYSTEM widget:
Bomb Squad (Using ScreenBuilder)
Bomb Squad (Using SYSTEM Widget)
SYSTEM Widget as a Child
SYSTEM Widget Event Disabling
SYSTEM Widget Event Handler
SYSTEM Widget Event Queuing
Attributes
See SYSTEM Widget Attributes for the SYSTEM widget attribute list.
Remarks
The SYSTEM widget acts as a container and manager for the widgets specifiedin files generated by the ScreenBuilder
application. The SYSTEM widget is a unique widget in that it does not create a window. Rather, it manages other
widgets. The SYSTEM widget can also manage a queue of events generated by the widgets it contains.
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The SYSTEM widget provides attributes to select and modify the attributes of the widgets it manages or to manage
their events. It also provides the ability to programmatically create new widgets.
The convention used to name the widgets of a SYSTEM widget is similar to that used for hierarchical file systems. The
top-level widgets have simple names while their child widgets always have the names of their parents affixed to the
beginning of their simple names. For example:
"Meter1"
"Panel0/Panel2/Meter0"
The SYSTEM widget does not have any of the generic attributes usually associated with other widgets. The SYSTEM
widget has only the following SYSTEM-specific attributes which have the "*" prefix. Any other attribute will be
forwarded to one of the managed widgets as specified by the most recent *NAME attribute.
The ScreenBuilder is used to generate a file that describes a user interface, and the SYSTEM widget is used to integrate
this file into a program. The SYSTEM widget's only function is to help control a system of widgets.
The SYSTEM widget has no attributes that control its appearance. However, it has a set of specific attributes that are
used to change the widgets it controls. Because the special nature of these attributes, their names are prefixed with
an asterisk. For example, "*NAME" is the SYSTEM widget attribute used to select one of its widgets. You can use the
SYSTEM widget in one of two ways:
·
·

Using ScreenBuilder (*LOAD)
Using SYSTEM Widget Alone (*CREATE)

Using ScreenBuilder (*LOAD)
The ScreenBuilder generates a file containing the names and specified attributes of the widgets defined with that
application. This file is read by the SYSTEM widget to connect it to a program, using the "*LOAD" attribute:
ASSIGN @Sys TO WIDGET "SYSTEM";SET("*LOAD":<filename>)
This must be done every time you run the program. The file must be present, or the program will stop with an error.
Once the ScreenBuilder file has been loaded, any of the widgets defined in the file can be controlled via the SYSTEM
widget by selecting it with the *NAME attribute. For example, if a main PANEL is defined in the file with the name
"Main", it can be accessed with:
CONTROL @Sys;SET("*NAME":"Main", "WIDTH":10, "HEIGHT":20)
Once a widget has been selected with *NAME, all subsequent widget CONTROL and STATUS statements are passed
through the SYSTEM widget and affect that widget and that widget only until a different *NAME is set. Similarly, if, for
example, "Main"has a child widget named "Meter2", that child can be accessed with:
CONTROL @Sys;SET("*NAME":"Main/Meter2", "X":10, "Y":20)
This scheme implies that widgets - at least those defined by the ScreenBuilder application - can now be defined in
string (or string array) variables:
W$="Main/Bar1" STATUS @Sys;RETURN("*NAME":W$, "X":I, "Y":J)
Events can be trapped through the SYSTEM widget as well, although all you can specify is the event type to be
trapped, not the particular event source:
ON EVENT @Sys,"CLICKED" GOTO Handler
ON EVENT @Sys,"DONE" GOTO Handler
ON EVENT @Sys "SYSTEM CLOSE" GOTO Handler
You can determine the source by using the *QUEUED EVENT attribute:
Ev$(1:2)[50]
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STATUS @Sys;RETURN("*QUEUED EVENT":Ev$(*))
PRINT "Widget name: ";Ev$(1);" Widget event: ";Ev$(2)
By default, the SYSTEM widget only keeps track of the latest event. That is, if you do not read the events as they
happen, you will lose all but the last event.
In some cases this is not a problem. The user clicks on a button, the program traps the event and does something, and
then the user does something else. However, in user interfaces that contain multiple widgets that have the same event
name, you must arrange for the SYSTEM widget to queue up events.
You can set up event queuing by setting the *QUEUE EVENTS attribute to 1. The SYSTEM widget will then store all
events that happen within it in the order they occur. You can determine the number of events in the queue with the
*QUEUED EVENTS attribute:
STATUS @Sys;RETURN ("*QUEUED EVENTS":Numevents)
and then read each event in sequence using the *QUEUED EVENT attribute. The SYSTEM widget has three attributes
that have similar names:
·

QUEUE EVENTS
to set event handling

--

QUEUE EVENTS
-- to set event
· QUEUED EVENT
-- to get the last event
· QUEUED EVENTS
-- to get the number of events in the queue
You may want to get all events of a certain type at the same time, however, to allow you to sort them out. The SYSTEM
widget has two attributes to allow you to specify which widget and event type will be read from the queue (leaving all
the others remaining):
· EVENT NAME FILTER
· EVENT WIDGET FILTER
Using SYSTEM Widget Alone (*CREATE)
The SYSTEM widget can also be used without a ScreenBuilder file by using the *CREATE attribute. For example, to
create a PANEL named "Main", execute thefollowing (*NAME must be specified before *CREATE can create the widget):
CONTROL @Sys; SET("*NAME":"Main","*CREATE":"PANEL")
You can specify widget pathnames to define a parent-child relationship. For example, to create a child CLOCK widget
named "Clock", execute:
CONTROL @Sys; SET("*NAME":"Main/Clock","*CREATE":"CLOCK")
Creating an entire user interface with the SYSTEM widget using *CREATE can have some disadvantages. For example,
if all widgets are different, it takes more work than building the user interface in the normal fashion. The advantage of
doing this, however, is when you have a set of widgets that are exactly the same - say, a grid of PUSHBUTTON,STRING,
or LABEL widgets. Since you define the widgets using names given as strings in a string variable or string array you
avoid the normal HTBasic restriction of having a widget handle for each widget and a separate ON EVENT handler for
each event.
Events
The SYSTEM widget has no events of its own, but inherits the events defined by its widgets. ON EVENT branches for
each of the contained widgets must be set up using the SYSTEM widget's I/O path.
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For widgets that share the same event name (e.g., "CHANGED"), only one ON EVENT branch can be established for
all of them. Once the branch has been taken, use the "*QUEUED EVENT" attribute to determine which widget and/or
which event caused the branch.
The SYSTEM widget accepts the "SYSTEM CLOSE" event for programmatically closing System Widgets.
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System Widget - Attributes
Attribute

Type

Allowed Values

Default

*CREATE

String

Valid widget name

Null

String

Existing event name

Null

String

Existing widget *NAME

Null

Long
integer

Number of managed
widgets

Null

String

Any ScreenBuilder file
name

Null

String

User-defined name

Null

Numeric

0 or 1

0

*EVENT
NAME
FILTER
*EVENT
WIDGET
FILTER
*FLUSH
QUEUED
EVENTS
*LOAD
*NAME
*QUEUE
EVENTS

TwoElement 1: widget name
*QUEUED element
Element 2: widget event
EVENT
string array

0

Long
*QUEUED integer
EVENTS

0

*WIDGET
NAMES
*WIDGETS

Number of events in
queue

String array Names of managed
widgets

Null

Numeric

Null

Number of managed
widgets
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System Widget - *Create
Set-Only Attribute. *CREATE is used to create the specified widget and associate it with the previously specified
"*NAME". If the previously specified "*NAME" is already associated with a widget, the create fails. If the SYSTEM
widget is a child widget, all root widgets through the SYSTEM widget will appear as children of the SYSTEM widget's
parent. Each new widget in a SYSTEM widget must have a unique name. For example:
ASSIGN @A TO WIDGET "SYSTEM"
CONTROL @A;SET("*NAME":"Panel1","*CREATE":"PANEL")
CONTROL @A;SET("*NAME":"Panel1/Meter1","*CREATE":"METER")
.
.
.
CONTROL @A;SET("*NAME":"Panel1","VISIBLE"1)
CONTROL @A;SET("*NAME":"Panel1/Meter1","VALUE":50.1,
"ARC WIDTH":10)
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System Widget - *Event Name Filter
This attribute specifies the name of the event to retrieve from the "*QUEUED EVENTS" or "*FLUSH QUEUED
EVENTS".
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System Widget - *Event Widget Filter
This attribute specifies the "*NAME" of the widget for which to retrieve "*QUEUED EVENTS" or "*FLUSH QUEUED
EVENTS".

2210

System Widget - *Flush Queued Events
Read-Only Attribute. *FLUSH QUEUED EVENTS returns "0", if queuing is off. When queuing is on, it deletes all
queued events specified by the "*EVENT WIDGET FILTER" and "*EVENT NAME FILTER" attributes fromthe queue
and returns the number deleted.
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System Widget - *Load
Set-Only Attribute. *LOAD loads, creates, and initializes the widgets named in the specified screen file (created by the
ScreenBuilder). The *LOAD attribute can only be used with level-0 SYSTEM widgets.
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System Widget - *Name
This attribute is used to specify the name of the widget you want to access inside a SYSTEM widget. All subsequent
attributes in any STATUS or CONTROL statements will be applied to the named widget until an attribute that begins
with "*" is specified, at which point "*NAME" must be respecified. The SYSTEM widget will accept names that do not
exist to allow creation of new widgets using the "*CREATE" attribute.
When "*NAME" is used in a STATUS statement and the associated string variable is not NULL, the contents of that
string variable will actually be used to SET the current widget name. This allows you to use a single statement to both
specify the widget to query and the attribute to retrieve. However, if the string variable associated with "*NAME" in a
STATUS statement is NULL, the name of the current widget is returned. For example:
ASSIGN @A TO WIDGET "SYSTEM":SET("*LOAD":"screen")
CONTROL @A;SET("*NAME":"Panel1","VISIBLE":1)
CONTROL @A;SET("*NAME":"Panel1/Meter1","VALUE":50.1,
"ARC WIDTH":10)
.
.
.
P$="Panel1/Meter1"
STATUS @A;RETURN("*NAME":P$,"NEEDLE WIDTH":I)
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System Widget - *Queue Events
This attribute specifies whether or not to maintain a queue of events generated by the managed widgets. An event
queue is required when either multiple events managed by the SYSTEM widget have the same event handler or the
SYSTEM widget manages a number of widgets that have the same event name.
The event queue prevents the loss of events generated while servicing others. The only limit on queue size is
the available memory. When event queuing is enabled, you must empty the queue with some combination of the
"*QUEUED EVENT" and "*FLUSH QUEUED EVENTS" attributes. Setting "*QUEUE EVENTS" to "0" destroys an
existing event queue.
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System Widget - *Queued Event
Read-Only Attribute. *QUEUED EVENT returns a two-element string array in which the first element is the widget
name (*NAME), and the second element is the event name from the triggered ON EVENT statement.
When queuing is on, it returns the oldest event specified by the "*EVENT WIDGET FILTER" and the "*EVENT
WIDGET NAME" attributes, and removes that event from the queue. When queuing is on and none of the specified
events are in the queue, NULL strings are returned.
When queuing is on and the queued event is "SYSTEM MENU", the string returned is actually "SYSTEM MENU:n",
where n is the offset of the system menu item that generated the event.
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System Widget - *Queued Events
Read-Only Attribute. *QUEUED EVENTS returns the number of events currently in the event queue.
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System Widget - *Widget Names
Read-Only Attribute. *WIDGET NAMES returns the names of all widgets contained in the SYSTEM widget.
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System Widget - *Widgets
Read-Only Attribute. *WIDGETS returns the number of widgets contained in the SYSTEM widget.
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Togglebutton Widget
_______________________________________________________

TOGGLEBUTTON Widget

Inputs or displays binary data
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See TOGGLEBUTTON Widget for an example program that generates a TOGGLEBUTTON widget with a display
similar to that shown above. For this program, when you click on the TOGGLEBUTTONs, the LABEL section reflects
the VALUE.
NOTE

See the following programs for other examples using the TOGGLEBUTTON widget:
Alarm Clock
Bomb Squad (*LOAD)
SYSTEM Widget Event Handler
Attributes
See TOGGLEBUTTON Widget Attributes for the TOGGLEBUTTON widget attribute list.
Remarks
The TOGGLEBUTTON widget is used to input or display binary data. Clicking the mouse button (or pressing the
Spacebar or the Return key) while the focus is on the TOGGLEBUTTON causes a CHANGED event to be generated.
The TOGGLEBUTTON widget is similar to the PUSHBUTTON widget in that when you click on the widget, an event is
generated. The TOGGLEBUTTON is useful for emulating a two-position switch, or for setting a mode of operation.
For the TOGGLEBUTTON widget, the event is called CHANGED and theTOGGLEBUTTON VALUE attribute is
toggled between 0 and 1 every time you click on the widget. A small box changes highlighting to reflect the value. The
default is 0.
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Events
Events for the TOGGLEBUTTON widget are:
# CHANGED
# SYSTEM
MENU
CHANGED

This event is generated when the user "presses" the TOGGLEBUTTON either by clicking on it with the left mouse
button or by pressing the Spacebar or the Return key.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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Togglebutton Widget - Attributes
Attribute

Type

BACKGROUND

Numeric Any valid BASIC
pen number
(0-255)

System dependent
[2]

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric 0,1

0(not closeable,
button
does not appear in
title bar)

Numeric Any positive
integer

10

BORDER [3]
CLOSEABLE
[4]

COLUMNS
FONT
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH
LABEL
MAXIMIZABLE
[5]

MINIMIZABLE
[5]

MOVABLE [5]

PEN

RESIZABLE [5]

String

Allowed Values

Default

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer
Autosizing
number (of pixels)
String

Any valid file
name

Null

String

Any valid index or Null
topic_id

Numeric Any integer
Varies
number (of pixels)
Numeric Any integer
Varies
number (of pixels)
String

Any valid string

Null string

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(not minimizable,

Numeric 0,1

1(movable, click

Numeric Any valid BASIC
pen number
(0-255)

System dependent
[2]

Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears around
the widget)

button
does not appear in
title bar)

on title
bar and drag)
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RESTORE
SCREEN
SENSITIVE
STACKING
ORDER
SYSTEM
MENU
[5]
SYSTEM
MENU
COUNT [5]
SYSTEM
MENU
EVENT [5]
TAB STOP
TITLE [5]
USER DATA
VALUE
VERSION
VISIBLE
WIDTH

Numeric 0,1

0(do not restore
the screen)

Numeric 0,1

1(sensitive)

Numeric 0 to number of
siblings [4]

0

String or Any valid string or Null
String
string array
array
Numeric 0 to number of
items in system
menu

0

Numeric 0 to number of
items in system
menu -1

0

Numeric 0,1

1

String

Any valid string

TOGGLEBUTTON

String

Any valid string

None

Numeric 0,1

0

String

Current version

Any valid string

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any integer
Autosizing
number (of pixels)

X

Numeric Any integer,
number of pixels
from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

Y

Numeric Any integer,
number of pixels
from 0,0 [6]

Autoplacement

[1] For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
[2] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[3] Child widget only
[4] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent widget, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[5] For level-0 widgets only
[6] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Togglebutton Widget - Columns
This attribute specifies the number of columns (number of character cells) that will fit across the LABEL attribute in
the TOGGLEBUTTON WIDTH. See INTERDEPENDENT ATTRIBUTES for details on how COLUMNS, WIDTH, and
FONT interact.
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Togglebutton Widget - Font
Specifies the font to be used for the text in the LABEL attribute. For a description of allowed fonts, see Specifying
FONT Attribute Values.
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Togglebutton Widget - Label
The value of this attribute is the text that appearsto the right of the TOGGLEBUTTON.
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Togglebutton Widget - Pen
The value of this attribute specifies the pen color used to paint the text in the LABEL attribute. For a discussion of
allowed pens, see Settable Pens Table.
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Togglebutton Widget - Sensitive
This attribute provides you with the capability to keep the LABEL text visible, but make the TOGGLEBUTTON
unresponsive to operator input.
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 1, the widget is responsive to operator
input.
# If the value of SENSITIVE is 0, the widget will not respond to operator input, and will appear "grayed out" to indicate its
unresponsive status.
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Togglebutton Widget - Tab Stop
This attribute allows you to establish "tab groups" of widgets when you fill a parent PANEL widget with child widgets.
Arrow-Key Behavior When TOGGLEBUTTON Widget Has Input Focus
Vertical Arrow-Key Behavior

Horizontal Arrow-Key
Behavior

move to next widget

move to next widget
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Togglebutton Widget - Value
The value of this attribute specifies the state of the TOGGLEBUTTON. If the value is 1, the TOGGLEBUTTON is
depressed. If the value is 0, the TOGGLEBUTTON is released.
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Warning Dialog
__________________________________________________________
WARNING Dialog
Displays a warning message and suspends program execution until the operator acknowledges the information
__________________________________________________________
Example Image
Example Program
See WARNING Dialog for an example program that produces a display similiar to that shown above.
NOTE
See the following program for another example using the WARNING dialog.
Dialogs Tests
Attributes
See WARNING Dialog Attributes for the WARNING dialog attribute list.
Remarks
None.
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Warning Dialog Attribute

Type

BACKGROUND

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]

DEFAULT
BUTTON [3]

Numeric Any valid index
into the DIALOG
BUTTONS array

DIALOG
BUTTONS

FONT
HEIGHT
JUSTIFICATION
MAXIMIZABLE

MINIMIZABLE

MOVABLE
PEN
RESIZABLE

RESTORE
SCREEN
TITLE
USER DATA
VERSION

Allowed Values

Default

0

String
array

Any valid string array A singleelement array
containing OK

String

Font [1]

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

String

"CENTER"

"LEFT", "CENTER"

Numeric 0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)

Numeric 0,1

1

Numeric Any valid BASIC pen System
number (0-255)
dependent [2]
Numeric 0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
dialog)

Numeric 0,1

0(do not
restore the
screen)

String

Any valid string

WARNING

String

Any valid string

None

String

Any valid string

Current
version

WIDTH

Numeric Any integer number
(of pixels)

Autosizing

X

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [4]
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Y
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Numeric Any integer, number Autoplacement
of pixels from 0,0 [4]
For an explanation of Font and the default value, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values
Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
For "MULTILINE:1", this attribute must be set to "-1" so that Return does not terminate the dialog
Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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Warning Dialog - Font
Specifies the font to be used for the text (the string value of the VALUE attribute) in the WARNING dialog. For a
description of allowed fonts, see Specifying FONT Attribute Values.

2234

Warning Dialog - Pen
The string value of the VALUE attribute will be painted using this pen color. For a discussion of allowed pens, see
Settable Pens Table.
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XY Graph Widget
_______________________________________________________

XY GRAPH Widget

Used to plot data on X-Y coordinate plane
_______________________________________________________
Legal Usage
Parent to:
Child of:

Level-0 Widget:
None
PANEL

Yes

Example Image

Example Program
See XY GRAPH Widget for an example program that generates a display similar to that shown above.See the
following programs for other examples using the XY GRAPH widget:
Frequency Response
Lissajous Patterns
Wing Stress/Vibration Analysis
XY GRAPH Shared Traces
Attributes
See XY GRAPH Widget Attributes for the XY GRAPH widget attribute list.
Remarks
The XY GRAPH widget plots data on an X-Y coordinate plane. The XY GRAPHwidget has most of the same attributes
as the STRIPCHART widget. However, the XY GRAPH is intended to display sets of X,Y data points.
For the STRIPCHART widget, you assign an X-coordinate POINT LOCATION along the axis and then load an array
of Y-coordinate VALUES for that X-coordinate. As you keep incrementing the POINT LOCATION and writing an array
with new Y-coordinate VALUES, the STRIPCHART display scrolls and all the traces are updated in parallel.
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For the XY GRAPH widget, the display appears the same and is set up the same, but it does not scroll (the X axis is
fixed). Also, instead of setting an X value and then updating the Y values of all traces, you simultaneously provide ALL
the X and Y coordinates for a trace to plot that trace along its entire path. For example:
CONTROL @Xy; SET ("CURRENT TRACE":3,"X DATA":X3(*),"Y DATA":Y3(*))
CONTROL @Xy; SET ("CURRENT TRACE":4,"X DATA":X4(*),"Y DATA":Y4(*))
CONTROL @Xy; SET ("CURRENT TRACE":5,"X DATA":X5(*),"Y DATA":Y5(*))
If all your data sets have the same X coordinates, you can set SHARED X and only load the X data set once. For
example:
CONTROL @Xy; SET ("SHARED X":1,"CURRENT TRACE":1,"X DATA":X(*))
CONTROL @Xy; SET ("CURRENT TRACE":3,"Y DATA":Y3(*))
CONTROL @Xy; SET ("CURRENT TRACE":4,"Y DATA":Y4(*))
CONTROL @Xy; SET ("CURRENT TRACE":5,"Y DATA":Y5(*))
For SHARED X mode on the XY GRAPH, the X DATA array is associated with trace 1. Everything else - format
options, CURRENT AXIS, CURRENT TRACE, etc. - is the same as for the STRIPCHART widget
The MARKER attribute allows you to set the operation of one or two trace markers that the user can move along the
specified trace. MARKER can be set to several modes: NONE (no markers), ONE marker, TWO markers, DELTA
(difference between X & Y marker values), and RATIO (ratio of marker values). When markers are turned on, the
appropriate marker values are displayed on the bottom of the XY GRAPH widget.
Traces to be marked are designated with the attributes MARKER1 TRACE and MARKER2 TRACE. The positions of
the markers on the trace can be set or queried using the attributes MARKER1 X / MARKER1 Y, and MARKER2 X /
MARKER2 Y.You can trap marker movements with the MARKER1 MOVED and MARKER2 MOVED events.
Events
Events for the XY GRAPH widget are:
#
#

MARKER1 MOVED, MARKER2
MOVED
SYSTEM
MENU

MARKER1 MOVED, MARKER2 MOVED

This event is generated when a marker is moved.
SYSTEM MENU

This event is generated when the operator selects items from the SYSTEM MENU.
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XY Graph Widget - Attributes
Attribute
AUTOSCALE
[3]
AUTOTICK [3]
AXIS LABEL [3]
BACKGROUND
BIG
NUMBERING

BORDER [2]
CLOSEABLE [4]

COMPRESS X,
COMPRESS Y
[4]
CURRENT AXIS
CURRENT
TRACE
GRID PEN
HEIGHT
HELP FILE
HELP TOPIC
INSIDE
HEIGHT
INSIDE WIDTH

Type

Allowed Values

Default

Numeric

0,1

0

Numeric

0,1

1

String

Any string

Null string

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System
dependent [1]

Numeric

0,1

Not
Supported.
Available
only for
compatibility.

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

0,1

Numeric

0,1

0(not
closeable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)
1

String

"X", "Y"

"X"

Numeric

0 to value of TRACE COUNT

1

Numeric

0 to 255

0

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

Autosizing

String

Any valid file name

Null

String

Any valid index or topic_id

Null

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

Varies
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LOG TICKS [3]
LOGARITHMIC
[3]
MARKER
MARKER1
TRACE,
MARKER2
TRACE
MARKER1 X,
MARKER1 Y,
MARKER2 X,
MARKER2 Y
MAXIMIZABLE
[6]

MINIMIZABLE
[6]

MINOR TICKS
[3]
MOVABLE [6]

NUMBER
FORMAT [3]

ORIENTATION
ORIGIN [3]
PEN
POINT
CAPACITY [4]
POINT
SYMBOL [4]

Numeric

4 to 5

4

Numeric

0,1

0

String

"NONE", "ONE", "TWO", "DELTA", "RATIO"

"NONE"

Numeric

1 to value of TRACE COUNT

1

Numeric

Any real or integer number

None

Numeric

0,1

1(maximizable,
button
appears in title
bar)

Numeric

0,1

Numeric

1 to 100

0(not
minimizable,
button
does not
appear in title
bar)
1

Numeric

0,1

1(movable,
click on title
bar and drag)

String

"AUTO", "FIXED", "ENGINEERING", "SCIENTIFIC", "MINUTES",
"HOURS", "DAYS", "CLOCK12", "CLOCK24"

"AUTO"

String

"UP", "DOWN", "LEFT", "RIGHT"

"UP"

Numeric

Any real number

0.0

Numeric

0 to 255

System
Dependent [1]

Numeric

0 to the system's memory capacity

100

Numeric

0 to 15

- Color
monitor: 0 (off)
- Monochrome
monitor:
(value of
CURRENT
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TRACE + 1)

RANGE [3]
RESIZABLE [6]

RESTORE
SCREEN
SHARED X
SHOW GRID
SHOW
NUMBERING
[3]
SHOW TICKS
[3]
STACKING
ORDER

Numeric

Any non-zero real number

1

Numeric

0,1

Numeric

0,1

1(resizable,
special border
appears
around the
widget)
0(do not
restore the
screen)

Numeric

0,1

0

String

"NONE", "MAJOR", "MINOR"

"NONE"

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

0 to number of siblings [5]

0

String or String Any valid string or string array
SYSTEM MENU array
[6]
SYSTEM MENU
COUNT [6]
SYSTEM MENU
EVENT [6]
TAB STOP
TICK ORIGIN
[3]
TICK SPACING
[3]
TITLE [6]
TRACE
BACKGROUND

Null

Numeric

0 to number of items in
system menu

0

Numeric

0 to number of items in
system menu -1

0

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

Any real number

0

Numeric

Any non-zero real number

1

String

Any valid string

XY GRAPH

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System
dependent [1]

Numeric

1 to 100

4
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TRACE COUNT
TRACE
LABEL [4]
TRACE PEN [4]
TRACE VISIBLE
[4]
USER DATA
VALID POINTS
[4]
VERSION
VISIBLE
WIDTH
X
X DATA [4]
Y
Y DATA [4]

String

Any string

Null string

Numeric

Any valid BASIC pen number (0-255)

System
dependent [1]

Numeric

0,1

1

String

Any valid string

None

Numeric

0 to the value of POINT CAPACITY

0

String

Any valid string

Current version

Numeric

0,1

1

Numeric

Any integer number (of pixels)

Autosizing

Numeric

Any integer, number of pixels from 0,0 [7]

Autoplacement

Numeric
array

An array of real or integer numbers

None

Numeric

Any integer, number of pixels from 0,0 [7]

Autoplacement

Numeric array An array of real or integer numbers

None

[1] Read the CONFIG file or query for the default with a STATUS command
[2] Child widget only
[3] This is an XY GRAPH Per Axis attribute. To set or get this Per Axis attribute, you must first set the value of CURRENT
AXIS to the axis for which you want to set or get this attribute.
[4] This is an XY GRAPH Per Trace attribute. To set or get this Per Trace attribute, you must first set the value of
CURRENT TRACE to the trace for which you want to set or get this attribute. If you set CURRENT TRACE to 0, the
specific Per Trace attribute will be set for all traces.
[5] A sibling is another child widget with the same parent, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget
for which you are setting the value of the STACKING ORDER
[6] For level-0 widgets only
[7] Screen or parent work area upper-left corner
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XY Graph Widget - Autoscale
With the AUTOSCALE mode on (value of 1), the graph will be automatically sized to encompass all of the data points
currently in the graph.
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XY Graph Widget - MARKER1 X
This attribute specifies the X and Y position of the 2 markers.

2244

XY Graph Widget - Number Format
This attribute offers a choice between different ways to format the numbersthat are drawn adjacent to major tick
marks. The time formats allow almost any representation of a time value you might want. In all cases, the numbers
are drawn using only as much precision as is needed to distinctly identify the value of each tick mark.
For example, if the "HOURS" format is chosen and the TICK SPACING attribute is set to 60 (seconds), the numbers
will be drawn as HH:MM. The seconds field is dropped because it is not needed in order to accurately represent the
tick values.
Allowed Values For NUMBER FORMAT
Allowed Value Description
AUTO

Selects between FIXED, ENGINEERING, and
SCIENTIFIC to represent the number with the
smallest number of characters

FIXED

Displays fixed-point number format

SCIENTIFIC

Displays standard scientific notation, for
example: 3.38E-12

ENGINEERING Uses engineering format with the exponent
represented
by the following single letter designators (listed
with their
equivalent scientific notation exponents):
Letter Designator Equivalent Scientific Notation
m

E-03

u

E-06

n

E-09

p

E-12

f

E-15

a

E-18

k

E+03

M

E+06

G

E+09

T

E+12

P

E+15

E

E+18

The following time formats all assume that the POINT LOCATION values arein seconds, as given by the HTBasic
TIMEDATE function. The XY GRAPH does the conversion from seconds to the formats in the following table.
NOTE

The allowed values for the "MINUTES", "HOURS", and "DAYS" formats do not wrap around as the values for
"CLOCK12" and "CLOCK24" do. Instead, the most significant fields accumulate indefinitely. For example, if the value
of NUMBER FORMAT is "DAYS", the seconds, minutes, and hours fields will have maximum values of 59, 59, and 23,
respectively, but the days field can accumulate indefinitely.
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Time-related Allowed Values for NUMBER FORMAT
Allowed Value

Format Displayed in Tick Labels

MINUTES

minutes:seconds

HOURS

hours:minutes:seconds

DAYS

days:hours:minutes:seconds

CLOCK12

hours:minutes:secondsA (AM) OR
hours:minutes:secondsP (PM)
- The display wraps around to 1:00 after
12:59.
- Any tick labels representing negative time
values will display
the time as if the clock were turned back from
midnight. For
example, a tick at -20 seconds would be
labeled as 11:59:40P.

CLOCK24

hours:minutes:seconds
- The display wraps around to 00:00 after
23:59.
- Any tick labels representing negative time
values will display
the time as if the clock were turned back
from midnight. For
example, a tick at -20 seconds would be
labeled as 23:59:40.
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XY Graph Widget - Orientation
The value of this attribute sets the orientation of the XY GRAPH in its window. This transformation is the LAST to be
applied, so it affects all of the other directional attributes equally. "UP" is the standard orientation in which:
# The data origin is in the lower-left corner of the display
window
# The XY GRAPH data-surface scrolls only to the
left
# The X axis is
horizontal
# The Y axis is
vertical
If the ORIENTATION is changed, the normal top of the graph now points in the new direction. For example, an
orientation of "LEFT" causes:
# The data origin to be in the lower right corner of the display
window
# The X axis to be
vertical
# The Y axis to be
horizontal
If you want to flip one of the axes over, use a negative value for the RANGE attribute and choose an appropriate value
for the ORIGIN attribute.
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XY Graph Widget - Origin
The application of the value of this attribute depends on the value of the CURRENT AXIS attribute. If CURRENT
AXIS is "X", the value of ORIGIN specifies the location in the coordinate plane of the left edge of the viewing window
(assuming that ORIENTATION is "UP" or "VERTICAL").
If CURRENT AXIS is "Y", the value of ORIGIN specifies the location in the coordinate plane of the bottom edge of the
viewing window (assuming that ORIENTATION is "UP" or "VERTICAL").
If the LOGARITHMIC attribute is turned on (value is 1), the value of ORIGIN is required to be non-zero and positive.
When you set the value of LOGARITHMIC to 1, if the current value of ORIGIN is zero or negative, the value of
ORIGIN will be set to 1.
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XY Graph Widget - Pen
The PEN attribute specifies the pen color to used for all labeling and axis numbering.
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XY Graph Widget - Point Capacity
The POINT CAPACITY value specifies the total number of points on the XY GRAPH. The value of POINT CAPACITY
is also the size of the data "container" in memory. This buffer is where the X DATA and Y DATA attributes store their
values.
That is, if you set the X DATA attribute array with values from an array in your program, those values will be stored in
the "container" or internal buffer that was created according to the POINT CAPACITY value. Memory consumption of
XY GRAPH varies according to the setting of "COMPRESS X" and "COMPRESS Y". The following table shows the
levels of memory consumption according to different settings:
COMPRESS X/Y Memory Consumption
COMPRESS COMPRESS Y
X

bytes/point

1

1

4(default)

1

0

10

0

1

10

0

0

16

For example, if you set the value of POINT CAPACITY to 1000 and COMPRESS X:1 and COMPRESS Y:1, you have
reserved 4000 bytes of memory as an internal buffer. Setting the SHARED X attribute value to 1 reduces the amount
of memory used by the XY GRAPH.
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XY Graph Widget - Shared X
This mode conserves memory in the case where all traces share the same set of X axis values. When it is turned on,
all traces will use trace 1's X DATA value. Any existing X DATA values in traces 2 and up will be erased.
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XY Graph Widget - Tab Stop
The TAB STOP attribute allows you to control some XY GRAPH functions from the keyboard. Markers can be used
without a mouse. When the widget is active, the Tab key moves the cursor around the marker buttons and the marker
value fields. On each field, the marker is controlled as follows:
Arrow-Key Behavior When XY GRAPH Widget Has Input Focus
Vertical Arrow-Key Behavior

Horizontal Arrow-Key
Behavior

scroll

scroll

2252

XY Graph Widget - X Data
This attribute is an array of X data values to be entered into the trace designated by CURRENT TRACE. These X
values will be matched up with Y values supplied by the Y DATA attribute. Nothing will happen to the value of X DATA
if, when you try to set it, SHARED X mode is on and CURRENT TRACE is not equal to 1.
If you try to set the X DATA array with an array smaller than the value of POINT CAPACITY for the trace, X DATA will
accept all of the values from the smaller array. If you try to set the X DATA array with an array larger than the value of
POINT CAPACITY for the trace, X DATA will accept the low-index values from the larger array and the highest-index
values will be lost.

2253

XY Graph Widget - Y Data
This attribute is an array of Y data values to be entered into the trace designated by CURRENT TRACE. These Y
values will be matched up with X values supplied by the X DATA attribute. If SHARED X mode is on, trace 1's X
values will be used.

2254

Error Messages
Nbr

Title

Description

2

Memory overflow

There is not enough free memory for the requested operation. The -w command
switch may solve the problem.

28

LOG or LGT of nonpositive number

The argument to the LOG and LGT functions cannot be negative or zero.

56

File or Path not found

No file or directory exists with this name. You may not have included the proper
device or path specifiers. Use CREATE or CREATE DIR if you want to create a
new file or directory with this name.

58

Improper file type

The file type is incorrect for the requested operation or an attempt was made to
LOAD an old revision PROG file, or a widget create attempt tried to load a nonwidget file

59

End of file or buffer

The end-of-file or end-of-buffer was unexpectedly reached during this operation.

170

I/O operation not allowed

An attempt was made to do an illegal operation. Some problems to consider are:
- Attempt to use a widget's I/O path in a non-widget I/O command or vice-versa
- The device may not support the operation
- A primary address is specified and should not be
- The operation requires the controller to be or not be the active/system
controller
- USING is not allowed with a LIF ASCII file
For more information, check the documentation for the device driver being
accessed.

177

Undefined I/O path name

The I/O path name has not been ASSIGNed to a device, file, or buffer.

347

Structures improperly
matched

- The attributes array and values array in a SET or RETURN are not the same
size
- The FOR...NEXT, LOOP...END LOOP, REPEAT...UNTIL, SELECT...END
SELECT, or WHILE...END WHILE program structures are nested improperly or
there is a missing structured statement.

553

Cannot load object file

The widget could not be loaded. Check the file permissions and the directory
where the file should be located. Check in all the possible locations which
HTBasic will try to load the file. Also, the file may be corrupt.

554

Object file not a widget

The file did not have a header which could be recognized as a widget.

557

Undefined widget

The widget specified does not have internal (within HTBasic) or external (WI
prefixed file) code which the binary could locate.

558

Undefined widget attribute The widget attribute specified in conjunction with SET or RETURN is not valid.
See the list of valid attributes for the widget in question.

559

Wrong parameter type for
attribute

The parameter being passed to an attribute is of the wrong type. See the list of
valid attributes for the widget in question.

560

Menu not allowed in child
widget

Menus are not allowed in a child widget. Menus can only be children of a level-0
panel, or of another menu.

561

Widget must have aparent Widget cannot be created without a parent.

562

Parent widget does not
support this type of child

The parent widget does not allow this type of widget to be a child. See if the
widget can be used as a level-0 widget or as a child of another widget.

563

SET not allowed for
attribute

SET not allowed for attribute.

564

RETURN not allowed for
attribute

RETURN not allowed for attribute.
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565

VALUE out of range for
attribute

Value out of range for attribute. Check the list of possible values for the attribute
on the widget.

566

Invalid value for attribute

Invalid value for attribute. The value may be in range, but this particular value is
not allowed.

567

Too few elements in array
for attribute

Too few elements in array for attribute. Make the array size larger.

569

Invalid font specification

Invalid font specification. See the FONT attribute for the widget being used.
Typical font specs look like "10 BY 20, BOLD", etc.

570

Undefined dialog type

A DIALOG type must be one of several predefined dialog box types. Typical
types are "INFORMATION", "WARNING", and "STRING".

571

Widget has no events to
set

The widget has no events to set. Some widgets have no events associated with
them. The widget causing this error is such a widget.

572

Undefined widget event

The event specified is not one of the valid events for that particular widget. See
the list of events for the widget in question.

573

Attribute not available to
child widget

Attribute not available to child widget. See if the widget can be made a level-0
widget or if the attribute can be deleted.

574

Attribute not available to
level-0 widget

Attribute not available to level-0 widget. See if the widget can be made a child of
another widget or if the attribute can be deleted.
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BuilderPlus Glossary
A

H

C

L-N

ancillary file
attributes

child widget
click
common dialog
attribute
common widget
attribute
container widget
context
context-sensitive
help

D-F

dialog
event-initiated
branching
focus

Help
HPGL

S

ScreenBuilder
screen origin
sibling widgets
string expression
substring
system font

level-0
level-0 widget
menu bar
T-W
Notepad
numeric expression tab group
title bar
transient widget
O-R
widget
operator
widget management
parent widget
software
pen
work area
pixel
pointer
resize border

2257

Attributes
Qualities of a dialog or a widget. Each attribute has a value or set of values that the programmer sets or gets with
CONTROL or STATUS, respectively. The values of the attributes determine the function and appearance of the
dialogs and/or widgets. Most attributes have default values.

2258

Child Widget
A child widget is a widget that is one level below its parent in the widget hierarchy. A widget becomes a child widget
when you assign it to a parent widget with the PARENT option to the ASSIGN statement. A widget can be both a
parent widget and a child widget at the same time.
If a parent widget is specified, the new widget will be treated as a "child" widget ofits parent. Child widgets are
constrained to be within the parent widget boundaries. If you attempt to move a child widget outside the border of the
parent widget, the child widget will be "clipped" at the parent widget's borders.
The child widget's X and Y coordinates are relative to the upper-left corner of the parent widget. Since child widgets
are contained by their parent widget, child widgets cannot be level-0 widgets.

2259

Container Widget
It is always a parent widget. Most commonly it is a PANEL widget in which you place a set of child widgets. That is,
the child widgets are contained in the PANEL widget. A container widget can be, but does not have to be, a level-0
widget.

2260

Context
An instance of an environment consisting of a specific instance of all data types and system parameters that may be
accessed by a program at a specific point in the program's execution. Context changes occur when subprograms or
functions are invoked or exited.

2261

Context-Sensitive Help
Information that is relevant to what the user is doing with a widget or a dialog. When enabled via the attributes HELP
FILE and HELP TOPIC, context-sensitive help is activated by clicking the right mouse button.

2262

Dialog
One of the fundamental HTBasic entities that is created on the computer screen with the HTBasic DIALOG command
from an executing BASIC program, or from the command line.
A dialog acts, from a program's point of view, as an INPUT statement with a TIMEOUT. From the user's point of view, a dialog
appears as a popup panel that disappears when the user supplies a response. See List of Dialogs for an overview description of
each dialog.

2263

Event-Initiated Branching
A programming technique that uses interrupts to redirect program flow.

2264

Focus
When you click the pointer on the screen (with the mouse or with the keyboard) within the border of a dialog or widget,
the dialog or widget "gains the focus". That is, any mouse clicks or keystrokes that you make will be input to the
widget that has the focus.
Common Widget Attribute allowing for programatic change of focus to a particular widget or to the Basic window.
See also STACKING ORDER, FOCUS

2265

HPGL
Hewlett Packard Graphics Language is commonly used in plotters and compatible printers.

2266

Level-0
The first level of the widget management software's hierarchy of widgets. The first level of the hierarchy is the one just
below the screen level.

2267

Level-0 Widget
The first level of the widget hierarchy is the one just below the screen level, and is called level-0. You create a level-0
widget by not using the PARENT option to the ASSIGN command when you create the widget.
A level-0 widget is not constrained to be within another widget and may exist at any place within the HTBasic output
window. The X and Y coordinates of the level-0 widget are relative to the upper-left corner of the HTBasic output
window.
A level-0 widget has a title bar at the top and a resize border around it. You can assign most of the widgets to be
level-0 widgets. (All dialogs are level-0.) Only level-0widgets can have a title bar on top of the widget, and a resize
border around the widget. The title bar and resize border allow you to change the position and size of the widget.
All widgets, with the exception of CASCADE MENU, MENU BUTTON, MENU SEPARATOR, MENU TOGGLE,
PULLDOWN MENU, and SEPARATOR, can be level-0 widgets.

2268

Menu Bar
The area just below the title bar in a level-0 widget. The menu bar contains menu widgets.

2269

Numeric Expression
An expression that evaluates to a number. The syntax is:
[ [ + | - | NOT ] num-expr operator ] num-expr
num-variable
keyword-numeric-function | FN
str-expr comparison str-expr
Where:
num-expre = numeric expression
str-expr = string expression

2270

Parent Widget
A parent widget is one level above all of its children in the widget hierarchy and contains its child widgets. A parent
widget can be a level-0 widget, but is not necessarily one. When a parent widget is a level-0 widget, it has the same
properties as a level-0 widget.
A widget becomes a parent when you assign child widgets to it using the PARENT option in the child widgets' ASSIGN
statements. A widget can be both a parent and child widget at the same time.

2271

Pen
Is used to specify the colors in widgets, and may be set to any legal HTBasic pen number.

2272

Pixel
The image on a computer monitor comprises an array of dots that vary in color and intensity. A single dot is called a
pixel, which is an acronym for "picture element".

2273

Pointer
The arrow-shaped cursor that appears within widgets and dialogs. You move the focus from one widget to the next by
moving the pointer from one widget to the next.

2274

Resize Border
The border that appears around level-0 widgets and dialogs can be resized by dragging them.

2275

ScreenBuilder
Visual design app with dialog and widget controls for on screen building of a user interface in its own window.

2276

Screen Origin
The screen origin is at coordinate (0,0), which for HTBasic is the lower-left corner of the screen as opposed to the older
convention used in HP Basic which was the upper-left corner.

2277

Sibling Widgets
Sibling widgets are child widgets with the same parent, or at the same level in the widget hierarchy, as the widget for
which you are setting the STACKING ORDER attribute value.

2278

String Expression
An expression that evaluates to a string. The syntax is:

Item

Description

literal

A string constant composed of any
characters available on the keyboard,
including those generated with the ANY
CHAR key
The name of a string variable or the name
of a string array from which a string is
extracted using subscripts

string variable
name
subscript

A numeric expression used to select an
element of an array

beginning
position

A numeric expression specifying the
position of the first character in a
substring (see substring)
ending position A numeric expression specifying the
position of the last character in a
substring (see substring)
substring
A numeric expression specifying the
length
maximum number of characters to be
included in a substring (see substring)
string function A keyword that invokes a machinekeyword
resident function which returns a string
value. String function keywords always
end with a dollar sign ($).
string function The name of a user-defined function that
name
returns a string value
parameter

A numeric expression, string expression,
or I/O path that is passed to a function

2279

Substring
A substring is a contiguous series of characters that comprises all or part of a string. Substrings may be accessed
by specifying a beginning position, or a beginning position and an ending position, or a beginning position and
maximum substring length. The syntax is:

The beginning position must be at least one and no greater than the current length plus one. When only the
beginning position is specified, the substring includes all characters from that position to the current end of the string.
The ending position must be no less than the beginning position minus one and no greater than the dimensioned
length of the string. When both beginning and ending positions are specified, the substring includes all characters
from the beginning position to the ending position or current end of the string, whichever is less.
The maximum substring length must be at least zero and no greater than one plus the dimensioned length of the
string minus the beginning position. When a beginning position and substring length are specified, the substring
starts at the beginning position and includes the number of characters specified by the substring length. If there are
not enough characters available, the substring includes only the characters from the beginning position to the current
end of the string.

2280

System Font
The default font used in dialogs and widgets. It can be changed in the configuration file. The default depends on the
CRT resolution.

2281

Tab Group
A group of like, child widgets that are created within ASSIGN statements, one after another in the program. You create
a tab group so the operator can move the focus from one widget in the group to the next (and wrap around again),
without having to traverse every widget in the PANEL.
Only the widgets that have a TAB STOP attribute can be members of a tab group and can accept the system focus.
Level-0 widgets cannot be members of a tab group.
A common example of a tab group is a row of buttons lined up across the bottom of a PANEL. The buttons present the
operator with a group of related choices, such as YES, NO and CANCEL.

2282

Title Bar
The area at the top of a level-0 widget that contains the title text for the widget, as well as the window menu button,
minimize button, and maximize button.

2283

Transient Widget
A transient widget is created using the TRANSIENT option to the ASSIGN command. A transient widget is created from
a parent widget as a result of some program or user action, and is used to create a custom dialog.
The TRANSIENT option is primarily used when the resulting widget is to function as a dialog. If you create a transient
widget, other non-transient widgets cannot be placed on top of the transient widget.
If the transient widget has a parent widget, the transient widget is not constrained to lie within the bounds of its
parent as are other child widgets. Visually, the transient widget appears to be a special type of level-0 widget.

2284

Widget
One of the fundamental HTBasic entities. A widget is created on the computer screen with the ASSIGN statement from
an executing BASIC program.
Widgets are very flexible items that can be used to build sophisticated user interfaces. For example, you can create
"virtual instruments" that include pushbuttons, sliders, and text, meters and graphics displays, and pulldown menus
that can be controlled by a mouse.
Widgets can be loosely grouped into five categories, but some widgets may belong to more than one category. See
List of Widgets for an overview description of each widget.

2285

Widget Management Software
The software that controls all widget levels and positions on the computer screen. It maintains a hierarchy for widgets
and dialogs and keeps track of all level-0/parent/child widget relationships.

2286

Work Area
The area in which the widget performs its essential function. For example, in the PRINTER widget, the area that
contains the text is the work area. In the METER widget, the work area is the area that contains the meter arc, needle,
tick marks, limits boxes, and value box. A level-0 widget surrounds the work area with a title bar, resize border, and
(sometimes) a menu bar.

2287

HTBasic Definitions

2288

Angle
Angles can be specified in radians or degrees. When specifying angles for graphic statements, the angle is relative to
the positive x axis. Positive angles specify counter-clockwise movement about the origin.

2289

Array
An array is a multi-dimensional ordered set of values. Each member of the set is called an array element. All the
members of the set have the same simple data type which can be integer, long, real, complex, or string. The
dimension of the set is called the RANK of the array. Arrays may have a rank from one to six.
Local array variables are declared using INTEGER, LONG, REAL, STATIC, COMPLEX and DIM. ALLOCATE can be used
to dynamically declare an array. COM can be used to declare a global array. Consult these entries in Chapter 4, the
"Keyword Dictionary," to learn how to declare array variables. OPTION BASE is available to change the default lower
bound for indices.

2290

Array Name
The rules for naming an array are the same as for a variable (see Variable Name). Array variables and simple variables
share the same name space. Thus, you cannot have a simple variable and an array variable with the same name in the
same context.

2291

BDAT file type
BDAT files are used to hold binary data and can be used to exchange data with HP BASIC. See CREATE BDAT in Chapter
4, the "Keyword Dictionary." Regular files can also be used to hold binary data.

2292

Boolean Expression
A boolean expression is simply a numeric expression whose result is tested for zero/non-zero. If the result is zero, the
expression is considered FALSE. If the result is non-zero, the expression is considered TRUE.

2293

COM Block
A COM block is a set of one or more variables that may be shared (in "COMmon"), among one or more contexts. Each
COM block is uniquely identified with a name (although one block is allowed to be nameless). COM block names are
explained below.
The value of a COM variable is global in lifetime, however, the name of a COM variable is not global. To access COM
variables, a context must include a COM statement which identifies the COM block and gives the names by which the
variables will be known in that context. Thus, each context can give a different name to the same COM variable. COM
variables are hidden from all contexts which do not include a COM statement accessing that COM block. See COM in
Chapter 4, the "Keyword Dictionary."

2294

COM Block Name
Rules for naming a COM block are the same as for a variable (see Variable Name).

2295

COMPLEX
"Complex" is a data type. Other data types are integer, real, string, and I/O path. The Complex data type is a subset of
all rational numbers. The particular subset depends on your computer. Most computers, including the IBM PC, use IEEE
Std 754-1985 for Binary Floating point numbers. This gives the Complex data type an approximate range of 2E-308
to 1E+308 and 15 decimal digits of precision. Both positive and negative numbers are represented. MINREAL and
MAXREAL are functions which return the smallest and largest positive real numbers. The range for negative numbers is
-MINREAL to -MAXREAL.
Use the COMPLEX statement to declare local complex variables and the COM statement to declare global complex
variables and use the static variables to declare local persistent complex variables. Use the ALLOCATE statement
to declare a local complex variable which can be DEALLOCATEd dynamically. If a variable is not declared, it will
automatically be declared local and real unless CONFIGURE DIM OFF is used.

2296

Context
A context is a program unit with its own environment, including local variables, which can be called recursively by
other contexts, and can pass arguments, either by reference or by value. There are four types of contexts: 1) main
context, 2) subprogram context, 3) user defined function, 4) CSUB context.
The main context begins with the first line of the program and ends with the program line containing the "END"
statement. The main context is started by a RUN command.
A subprogram context begins with a SUB statement and ends with a SUBEND statement. It is called with a CALL
statement and terminates with a SUBEND or SUBEXIT statement. Arguments can be passed to a subprogram.
A user defined function begins with a DEF statement and ends with an FNEND statement. It is called from within a
numeric or string expression by referencing its name. It terminates and returns a value with a RETURN statement. The
expression then continues to evaluate, using the value returned in place of the function reference. Arguments can be
passed to a function.
A CSUB is a compiled subprogram created with special tools outside of HTBasic. It is loaded into memory with the
LOADSUB statement and removed from memory with the DELSUB statement. It is called with a CALL statement.

2297

Device Selector
A device selector is a number which specifies a device. It specifies the interface select code (ISC) to which a device
is connected. If more than one device can be connected to that interface (i.e., the GPIB interface), then the address
of the device is appended after the ISC. It can be just a primary address or a primary address and several secondary
addresses. Each address is specified with two digits; thus 1 is specified as 01. A device selector can be up to 15 digits.
Several examples follow: If a printer has a primary address of 1 and is connected to a GPIB interface with ISC 7, then
the device selector for the printer is 701. If an instrument is connected to the RS-232 interface with ISC 9, then the
device selector for the instrument is 9. If a GPIB plotter has a primary address of 2, a secondary address of 11 and is
connected to a GPIB interface with ISC 14, then the device selector for the plotter is 140211.

2298

Event
An event is the occurrence of an action or condition which can be trapped by an ON statement that directs program
execution to a service routine. See ON in Chapter 4, the "Keyword Dictionary."

2299

File Specifier
A file specifier identifies a file. Legal file specifiers depend on the operating system and are summarized here. Consult
your operating system manuals for complete rules.
A file specifier consists of an optional drive letter, an optional path, a filename and an optional filename extension
combined as follows:
d:\path\filename.ext
The drive letter specifies the disk drive, A, B, C, etc. If it is present, it must be followed by a colon, ":". The path is a
series of one or more directory names, separated by the backslash character, "\", leading from the root directory to the
file in question. A legal directory name follows the same rules as a legal filename.
The filename consists of 1 to 256 characters, including one or more extensions. Case is ignored by NT although when
a new filename is specified, case is preserved for display in a directory listing. Some characters are not legal in a
filename. Characters less than CHR$(31) are not legal. The characters in the following list are also illegal: "*/:<>?\|.
Trailing spaces are ignored; elsewhere spaces are acceptable.

2300

Full Array Specifier
A full array specifier is the symbol "(*)" and is used to reference an entire array rather than an individual element.

2301

Function Name
The rules for naming a function are the same as for a variable (see Variable Name). A User Defined Function is one of
several types of contexts (see Context).

2302

I/O PATH
"I/O path" is a data type. Other data types are integer, long, real, complex and string. An I/O path is implicitly
declared whenever you use it in a program. It must be initialized with the ASSIGN statement before it is used. Input
and Output statements use an I/O path to specify the entity (device, file, buffer, etc.) that the computer communicates
with during the I/O operation. When an input/output statement does not explicitly involve an I/O path, one is created
internally, used for the duration of the statement and then discarded.

2303

Integer
"Integer" is a data type. Other data types are I/O path, real, long, complex, and string. Integers are whole numbers (-1,
35) as opposed to real numbers that can have fractional parts (1.7, 2.34). Integers are stored in two bytes and have a
range of -32768 to +32767. Integer operations are faster and integers take less space to store.
Use the INTEGER statement to declare local integer variables, the COM statement to declare global integer variables,
and the STATIC statement to declare local persistent variables. Use the ALLOCATE statement to declare a local integer
variable which can be DEALLOCATEd dynamically. If a variable is not declared, it will automatically be declared local
and real unless CONFIGURE DIM OFF is used.

2304

Integer Array
Each element of an array (see Array) is an integer declared with INTEGER.

2305

Interface Select Code
Interface select codes (ISC) specify hardware interfaces that connect the computer to devices. Some ISCs are fixed:
ISC

Fixed Devices

1

CRT display

2

Keyboard

3

Graphic display

6

Bit mapped graphic

10

Windows Print Manager

26

Parallel Port

32

Processor

7

GPIB Board

8

2nd GPIB Board

9

RS-232 Port (COM1)

11

2nd RS-232 Port (COM2)

12

GPIO Board

18

Several data acquisition boards

Others can be specified when the device is loaded with LOAD BIN. If the ISC is not specified, the following defaults are
used:
ISC
Loadable Devices

2306

Line Label
Line labels may optionally follow any line number. The use of line labels results in more structured programming. Line
references to labels are unaffected by line numbering. The rules for naming a line label are the same as for variables
(see Variable Names). A colon follows the name in the line that is labeled, but does not follow the name in lines
referencing that line.

2307

Line Number
Each program line requires a unique line number at the beginning of the line. Line numbers must be in the range of 1
to 4,194,304. HTBasic ignores leading zeros and spaces before line numbers. Line numbers are used to:
• indicate the order of statement execution
• provide control points for branching
• help in debugging and updating programs
• indicate the location of run-time errors

2308

Local Variable
All variables are local and are accessible only in the current context unless declared as COM variables. When the
context begins execution, storage space is allocated for all local variables and their values are set to zero. When
execution of the context is completed, the local variable storage space is released and their values are lost.

2309

Long
Long is a data type. Other data types are I/O path, integer, real, complex, and string. Longs are whole numbers (-1, 35)
as opposed to real numbers that can have fractional parts (1.7, 2.34). Longs are stored in two bytes and have a range
of -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647.
Use the LONG statement to declare local integer variables, the COM statement to declare global integer variables, and
the STATIC statement to declare local persistent variables. Use the ALLOCATE statement to declare a local long variable
which can be DEALLOCATEd dynamically. If a variable is not declared, it will automatically be declared local and real
unless CONFIGURE DIM OFF is used.

2310

Matrix
A matrix is a two dimensional numeric array. The RANK of a matrix is two.

2311

Numeric Array
A numeric array is an array (see Array) in which the data type of each element is either integer, long, real or complex.

2312

Numeric Array Element
A numeric array element is a simple value, either an integer, real, or complex number and is compatible with any
operation which expects a single value. An element is specified by following the array name with a left parenthesis,
"(", a comma-separated list of subscripts and a right parenthesis, ")". The number of subscripts specified must match
the RANK of the array. The value of each subscript must lie in the legal range for that dimension as defined in the
declaration statement (ALLOCATE, COM, STATIC, COMPLEX, DIM, INTEGER, LONG, REAL, REDIM). Some matrix
operations redefine the range of a dimension.

2313

Numeric Constant
A constant is an entity with a fixed value. There are three types of numeric constants: integer, long and real. An integer
constant is a whole number not specified with a decimal point, ".", nor with scientific notation, which falls in the range
-2,147,483,647 to 2,147,483,647. Integer constants can be expressed in decimal, octal (base 8) or hexadecimal (base
16). An octal constant must begin with the characters "&O" or simply "&". A hexadecimal constant must begin with
the characters "&H. A real constant is specified with a decimal point or scientific notation, or is outside the integer
range. Some integer constants are "1", "-20000", "&H7FFF" and "&O377. Some real constants are "-1.0", "1E+10" and
"40000.5".

2314

Numeric Expression
A numeric expression is any legal combination of operands and operators joined together in such a way that the
expression as a whole can be reduced to a numeric value. The following syntax diagram defines the legal combination
of operands and operators. Precedence rules provide additional constraints on an expression (see Precedence).
numeric-expression =
{ + | - | NOT } numeric-expression |
( numeric-expression ) |
numeric-expression operator numeric-expression |
numeric-constant | numeric-name |
numeric-array-element |
numeric-function [ ( param [,param...] ) ] |
FN function-name [ ( param [,param...] ) ] |
string-expression compare-operator string-expression
Where:
operator = + | - | * | / | DIV | MOD | MODULO | ^ |
AND | OR | EXOR | compare-operator
compare-operator = <> | = | < | > | <= | >=
numeric-function = a function, like COS, which returns a numeric value.
param = legal parameters for numeric functions and user defined
functions are explained in Chapter 4, the "Keyword Dictionary"

2315

Numeric Name
The rules for naming a numeric variable are explained under "Variable Name". A numeric variable is of type integer,
long, real or complex.

2316

Standard Windows file
In addition to standard Windows files, HTBasic supports typed files including LIF ASCII, BDAT, BIN and PROG. In a CAT
listing, the file type column is either blank for Windows files or the operating system is shown. Typed file information is
embedded in the file header. See CREATE in the "Keyword Dictionary."

2317

Path Specifier
A path specifier in HTBasic is similar to an MSUS (Mass Storage Unit Specifier) in HP BASIC. It identifies a place where
files are stored. Depending on your operating system, the necessary information to uniquely identify such a place
includes: the device, address, volume, unit, and directory path list. A summary of the rules is given here. Consult your
operating system manuals for complete rules.
A path specifier consists of an optional disk drive letter and an optional directory path. If the disk drive letter is
omitted, the default disk is used. A directory path is composed of the names of the directories which form the path
from the root directory "\", to the directory where you wish to access files. Each directory name is separated from the
others with the backslash, "\", symbol. The rules for each directory name are the same as for a filename (File Specifier).
If the directory path is omitted, the default directory is used.
For example, suppose that you wish to use drive "C:" and a catalog of the root directory "C:\" shows a directory named
"HTB". Suppose that a catalog of "C:\HTB" shows a directory named "FILES.BIN". And suppose that it is this directory
you wish to specify with a path specifier. The correct path specifier is "C:\HTB\FILES.BIN". If drive "C:" is the default
drive, then the "C:" could be omitted. If directory HTB is the default directory, then the "\HTB\" could be omitted.
Please read your operating system manual for a greater understanding of these concepts.
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Pen Number
The term "pen number" is used in two different ways. The appropriate range is explained in the text describing the
statement.
The first way in which the term "pen number" is used is for CRT color attribute values. The legal values are:
Pen
Color
Pen
Color
136

White

140

Cyan

137

Red

141

Blue

138

Yellow

142

Magenta

139

Green

143

Black

The second way in which the term "pen number" is used is in statements affecting graphic colors. In these instances,
pen numbers begin at zero and go to N-1, where N is the number of colors displayable at the same time on the
computer display.

2319

Pipe Specifier

A pipe specifier is a string beginning and/or ending with the pipe character. Under UNIX, the pipe character is the
vertical bar, "|". The remainder of the string specifies one or more processes to be executed. If the pipe-specifier begins
with the "|" pipe character, then OUTPUT can be used to send information to the process. If the pipe-specifier ends
with the pipe character, then ENTER can be used to get information from the process. Pipes are not supported by
HTBasic.

2320

Precedence

Mathematical precedence describes the order in which operators in an expression are evaluated. Some cheap
calculators execute each operation as it is entered. If you are used to this type of calculator, you may be confused by
the concept of precedence. For example, the correct answer to the formula:
1+2*3+4
is 11, not 13. This is because multiplication (2*3) has a higher precedence than addition (1+2). If the two operators are
on the same row in the precedence chart, the operations occur in left to right order (i.e. 1+2-3+4).
HP BASIC (and HTBasic) has an odd quirk in its definition of precedence which you should be aware of. Most computer
languages place all monadic operators (operators which operate on one operand) at a higher precedence than dyadic
operators (operators which operate on two operands). However, HTBasic and HP BASIC place monadic + and - below
some of the dyadic operators. The following is one example of an expression that will evaluate differently because of
this:
-4^0.5
With HTBasic, this is equivalent to -(4^0.5) which is equal to -2. With most other computer languages, this is
equivalent to (-4)^0.5 which is an illegal operation.
Precedence Table
1

Parentheses () and sub-strings []

2

Functions: built in and user defined.

3

Exponentiation Operator ^

4

Multiplicative Operators *,/,DIV,MODULO,MOD

5

Monadic + and -

6

Dyadic + and -

7

String Concatenation &

8

Relational Operators =,<>,<,>,<=,>=

9

Monadic Logical Operator NOT

10

Logical Operator AND

11

Logical Operators OR and EXOR

2321

Primary Address
A primary address is a numeric expression which can be rounded to an integer in the range 0 to 31. It specifies the
address of a device on the GPIB bus. Usually, GPIB devices have a switch which allows their primary address to be set
to any of the values 0 through 31.

2322

Priority
Priority is a measure of the relative importance of the currently executing line and allows higher priority events to
interrupt lower priority events, while preventing lower priority events from interrupting higher priority events. Priority
values can range from 0 (least important) to 15 (most important). The ON statement which defines the service routine
for an event also allows the priority for that service to be defined. The system priority is the priority of the currently
executing line and can be changed with the SYSTEM PRIORITY statement.

2323

PROG file type
PROG files are used to hold binary program images and are the most efficient file type for storing an HTBasic program.
See STORE in Chapter 4, the "Keyword Dictionary" for information about PROG files.

2324

Real
"Real" is a data type. Other data types are integer, long, complex, string, and I/O path. The Real data type is a subset
of all rational numbers. The particular subset depends on your computer. Most computers, including the IBM PC, use
IEEE Std 754-1985 for Binary Floating point numbers. This gives the Real data type an approximate range of 2E-308
to 1E+308 and 15 decimal digits of precision. Both positive and negative numbers are represented. MINREAL and
MAXREAL are functions which return the smallest and largest positive real numbers. The range for negative numbers is
-MINREAL to -MAXREAL.
Use the REAL statement to declare local real variables and the COM statement to declare global real variables and
STATIC variables to declare persistent variables. Use the ALLOCATE statement to declare a local real variable which
can be DEALLOCATEd dynamically. If a variable is not declared, it will automatically be declared local and real unless
CONFIGURE DIM OFF is used.
Please Note: Internally real numbers are represented in a binary format (explained in the Users Guide). You need not
understand this format, but you should understand its implications. It is possible to have two different numbers in
this format whose 15 digit decimal representations are the same. However, when comparing or subtracting these two
"look-equal" numbers, you will find they are not equal. Also, when the result of an arithmetic operation is a number
not representable in the binary format, an approximation must be used instead. You should take this into account and
keep track of the error bounds as approximate numbers are used in further calculations.

2325

Record Number
The record number is a numeric expression which is rounded to an integer to specify a record within a file. The first
record is one. BDAT and regular files allow random access by specifying a record number in the I/O statement. The
record length for regular files is always one. The record length for BDAT files is defined when the file is created with the
CREATE BDAT statement.

2326

Scientific Notation
Scientific notation can be used to represent numbers by using the shorthand notation "n.nnnEmmm" instead of "n.nnn
x 10^mmm".

2327

Signal Number
A signal number is a numeric expression rounded to an integer in the range 0 to 15. A signal is an event which can be
generated by the SIGNAL statement and can be handled by a routine set up with the ON SIGNAL statement.

2328

Softkey Macro
Also called a typing aid, a softkey macro is a sequence of keys assigned to a softkey. When the softkey is pressed, the
sequence is typed into the keyboard buffer just as if you had typed them yourself. The definition of the softkey macro
is user definable.

2329

Static
STATIC is a data condition. STATIC variables are persistent during a single run of an HTBasic program. Typically, STATIC
variables will only be used in SUB programs and/or FN functions because the MAIN context is usually called only once.
STATIC variables can effectively take the place of COM variables as they are presently used in many cases. If access
to a COM variable is required in multiple SUBs and/or Functions (DEF FN) and/or the Main context, then a STATIC
variable is not appropriate. The scope of a STATIC variable is limited to the context in which it is declared. In other
words, a STATIC variable declared in a SUB program cannot be accessed anywhere other than within that particular
SUB program.
Up to 6 bounds may be specified, the initial values are optional. Specifying an initial value for an array initializes each
individual element in all dimensions of the array to the initial value specified.

2330

String
"String" is a data type. Other data types are integer, real, complex, and I/O path. A string is a combination of ASCII
characters. These are the letters, numbers and symbols that you can type on the keyboard. ASCII characters also
include control characters such as carriage return, etc. A string can be just one character long or it can be one word,
one sentence, one paragraph long or any combination of letters, numbers, spaces and symbols up to a maximum
length of 32767 characters.
Use the DIM statement to declare a local string variable and define its maximum length. The length of a string variable
can never exceed its declared length. Use the ALLOCATE statement to declare a local string variable which can be
DEALLOCATEd dynamically. Use the COM statement to declare a global string variable or use the STATIC statement to
declare a local persistent STRING variable. If a string variable is not declared, it will be automatically declared as an 18
character maximum length local string variable unless CONFIGURE DIM OFF is used.

2331

String Array
A string array is an array (see Array) in which the data type of each element is string.

2332

String Array Element
A string array element is a simple string and is compatible with any function or operation which expects a single
string value. An element is specified by following the array name with a left parenthesis, "(", a comma-separated list of
subscripts and a right parenthesis, ")". The number of subscripts specified must match the RANK of the array.

2333

String Expression
A string expression is any legal combination of operands and operators joined together in such a way that the
expression as a whole can be reduced to a string value. The following syntax diagram defines the legal combination of
operands and operators.
string-expression =
( string-expression ) |
string-expression & string-expression |
"string-literal" |
string-name |
string-array-element |
sub-string |
string-function [ ( param [,param...] ) ] |
FN function-name$ [ ( param [,param...] ) ]
Where:
string-function = a function, like UPC$, which returns a string value.
param = legal parameters for string functions and user defined
functions are explained in Chapter 4, the "Keyword Dictionary."

2334

String Literal
A string literal is a string of characters delimited by the quote (") character. To include a quote character in the string,
include two quote characters in the place of the one you wish to include. For example " ""hello"" ".

2335

String Name
The rules for naming a string variable are the same as for a variable (see Variable Name) plus the addition of a trailing
dollar sign, "$". A string variable is a variable whose data type is "string".

2336

Sub-string
A substring defines a portion of a string variable or string array element. It is selected by specifying a starting position
within the string value and optionally, either the length of the sub-string, or the ending position within the string value.
If only the starting position is specified, the rest of the string value from that point on is used for the sub-string. String
positions are one-based, i.e., the first character of a string is in position one. The syntax is as follows:
sub-string =
'[' start-pos ']' |
'[' start-pos, end-pos ']' |
'[' start-pos; length ']'
Where:
start-pos and end-pos = numeric expression rounded to an integer in the
range 1 to 32767.
length = numeric expression rounded to an integer
in the range 0 to 32767.

2337

Subprogram Name
The rules for naming a subprogram are the same as for a variable (see Variable Name). A subprogram is one type of
context (see Context).

2338

Subscript
A subscript is a numeric expression rounded to an integer to specify an array dimension. The value of each subscript
must lie in the legal range for that dimension as defined in the declaring statement (ALLOCATE, COM, COMPLEX, DIM,
INTEGER, LONG, REAL, REDIM). Some matrix operations automatically redefine the range of a dimension.

2339

Variable Name
A variable name can have up to fifteen characters. The characters can be alphabetic, numerals, underlines and
characters in the range CHR$(128) to CHR$(254). (HP BASIC and some versions of HTBasic use the range CHR$(161) to
CHR$(254).) The first character may not be a numeral or an underline. A variable name can be the same as a keyword
if it is entered partly in upper case and partly in lower case. Variable names are listed with the first character in upper
case and the remaining characters in lower case.

2340

Vector
A vector is a one dimensional numeric array, i.e., the RANK of the array is one.

2341

Volume Label
A volume label is present in some operating systems to label a mass storage volume (usually a disk). The rules for legal
volume labels differ from system to system.

2342

Volume Specifier
A volume specifier in HTBasic is similar to an MSUS (Mass Storage Unit Specifier) in HP BASIC. However, for disk
volumes with multiple directories, a volume specifier does not completely identify a place to store files (see Path
Specifier).
Two types of volume specifiers are supported by HTBasic. The first is the native type used by your operating system.
For Windows, a volume specifier is the drive letter followed by a colon. For example, "C:". If used with a file specifier, it
is appended onto the front of the filename, "C:DATA".
The second type of volume specifier supported by HTBasic is the HP BASIC compatible msus style. For example,
":CS80,700,0". Support for this type is included for compatibility with old HP programs. To use this type of volume
specifier you must use the CONFIGURE MSI statement to define a translation between this type of volume specifier
and the native type used by your system. For example:
CONFIGURE MSI ":CS80,700,0" TO "D:"
CONFIGURE MSI ":A" TO "E:"
CONFIGURE MSI ":,1400,1" TO "C:\HTB\1400\1"
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HTBasic Error Codes
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Error Codes 1 to 25
Error 1
Error 2
Error 3
Error 4
Error 5
Error 6
Error 7
Error 8
Error 9
Error 10
Error 11
Error 12
Error 13
Error 14
Error 15
Error 16
Error 17
Error 18
Error 19
Error 20
Error 22
Error 24
Error 25

Missing Option or Configuration
Error.
Memory
Overflow.
Line not Found in Current
Context.
Improper RETURN.
Improper Context
Terminator.
Improper FOR/NEXT
Matching.
Undefined Function or
Subprogram.
Improper Parameter
Matching.
Improper Number of
Parameters.
String Type Required.
Numeric Type Required.
Attempt to Re-declare Variable.
Array Dimensions not Specified.
OPTION BASE not allowed here.
Invalid
bounds.
Improper or Inconsistent
Dimensions.
Subscript out of Range.
String Overflow or Sub-string
Error.
Improper Value or out of
Range.
INTEGER overflow.
REAL overflow.
Trig argument too
large.
Magnitude of ASN or ACS >> 1.0
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Error Codes 26 to 49
Error 26
Error 27
Error 28
Error 29
Error 30
Error 31
Error 32
Error 33
Error 34
Error 35
Error 36
Error 38
Error 40
Error 41
Error 43
Error 44
Error 46
Error 47
Error 49

Zero to negative
power
Negative base to non-integer
power.
LOG or LGT of a non-positive number.
Illegal floating point
number.
SQR/SQRT of a negative number.
Division (or MOD) by
zero.
String is not a valid
number.
Improper arg for NUM or RPT
$.
Line not an IMAGE Statement.
Improper IMAGE Statement.
Out of data in READ.
TAB or TABXY not allowed here.
Improper COPYLINES, MOVELINES or renumber.
First line number greater than second.
Non-square
Matrix.
Result cannot be an operand.
No program in
memory.
Incorrect or inconsistent COM declarations.
Branch destination not
Found.
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Error Codes 50 to 99
Error 51
Error 52
Error 53
Error 54
Error 55
Error 56
Error 58
Error 59
Error 60
Error 64
Error 65
Error 67
Error 68
Error 72
Error 80
Error 82
Error 83
Error 84
Error 85
Error 88
Error 89
Error 90

File not currently Assigned.
Improper MSUS.
Improper File
Name.
Duplicate File Name.
Directory
Overflow.
File or Path not
found.
Improper File
Type.
End of File or Buffer.
End of Record.
Mass Storage Media Overflow.
Incorrect Data Type.
Illegal Mass Storage Parameter.
Syntax Error during GET.
Drive Not
Found.
Disk changed or not in
Drive.
Mass Storage unit not present.
Write Protected.
Sector not Found.
Media not
Initialized.
READ Data Error.
Checkread error.
Mass storage system error.
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Error Codes 100 to 149
Error 100
Error 101
Error 102
Error 103
Error 105
Error 106
Error 107
Error 117
Error 118
Error 120
Error 122
Error 128
Error 131
Error 133
Error 134
Error 136
Error 141
Error 142
Error 143
Error 145
Error 146

Numeric IMAGE field for String
Item.
String IMAGE field for Numeric
Item.
Numeric Field specifier is too Large.
Data item has no corresponding IMAGE specifier.
Numeric Field specifier is too Small.
IMAGE exponent field too Small.
IMAGE sign specifier missing.
Too many nested structures.
Too many structures in context.
Not allowed while program
running.
Program is not
Continuable.
Line too long during GET or a CHANGE.
Unrecognized Keycode.
DELSUB of non-existent or busy subprogram.
Improper Scratch Statement
REAL underflow.
Variable already allocated.
Variable not Allocated.
Reference to missing OPTIONAL Parameter.
May not build COM at this
time.
Duplicate Line label in this Context.
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Error Codes 150 to 299
Error 150
Error 153
Error 155
Error 157
Error 158
Error 159
Error 163
Error 164
Error 167
Error 168
Error 170
Error 171
Error 172
Error 173
Error 177
Error 183
Error 186
Error 187
Error 188
Error 189
Error 190
Error 191
Error 193
Error 194
Error 195
Error 196
Error 290

Bad select code or device specifier.
Insufficient data for ENTER.
Improper Interface Register
number.
No ENTER terminator
found.
Improper IMAGE specifier or
nesting.
Numeric data not
received.
Interface not
present.
Illegal BYTE/WORD operation.
Interface Status Error.
Device
Timeout.
I/O operation not
allowed.
Illegal I/O addressing sequence.
Peripheral Error.
Active or System Controller Required.
Undefined I/O Path
Name.
Permission denied.
Cannot open the specified
directory.
Cannot link across devices.
Cannot rename with "." or "..".
Too many open files.
File size too big.
Too many links to a file.
Resource deadlock would occur.
Operation would
block.
Too many levels of symbolic link.
Target device busy.
Invalid ESCAPE character
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Error Codes 300 to 459
Error 313
Error 330
Error 331
Error 332
Error 333
Error 334
Error 335
Error 338
Error 340
Error 341
Error 342
Error 343
Error 344
Error 346
Error 347
Error 401
Error 427
Error 435
Error 453
Error 455
Error 456
Error 459

Receive Buffer
Overflow.
LEXICAL ORDER IS array too small.
Repeated subscript in REORDER vector.
Non-existent dimension
given.
Improper subscript in REORDER vector.
REORDER vector has wrong size.
Indirection array is not a Vector.
Key subscript out-ofrange.
Table Length Error.
Order Table Lower Byte Error.
Not a One-dimensional INTEGER Array.
Special Case Index is Too Big.
2-to-1 List Length Error.
INDENT parameter out of
range.
Structures improperly matched.
Bad system function argument.
Priority may not be
lowered.
EXEC not allowed on this Binary.
File in Use.
Possibly corrupt file.
Unsupported directory
operation.
Specified file is not a directory.
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Error Codes 460 to 699
Error 460
Error 462
Error 465
Error 471
Error 481
Error 482
Error 485
Error 511
Error 543
Error 553
Error 602
Error 603
Error 604
Error 606
Error 609
Error 611
Error 612
Error 620
Error 623
Error 624
Error 625

Directory not
empty.
Invalid Password.
Invalid rename across volumes.
TRANSFER not supported by Interface.
File locked or open Exclusively.
Not allowed with a
directory.
Invalid Volume Copy.
MAT INV result array must be REAL.
Improper Dimensions for
REDIM.
Cannot load object
file.
Improper BUFFER Lifetime.
Variable not declared BUFFER.
Bad TRANSFER source or destination.
Improper TRANSFER parameters.
IVAL/DVAL result too large.
Premature TRANSFER termination.
BUFFER pointers in use.
Complex value not allowed
here.
ATN is undefined at +/i.
ACSH/ATNH argument out of
range.
Bad SEARCH condition on Complex.
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Error Codes 700 to 899
Error 700
Error 704
Error 705
Error 708
Error 713
Error 730
Error 731
Error 733
Error 810
Error 815
Error 826
Error 827
Error 831
Error 832
Error 833
Error 841
Error 863
Error 898
Error 899

Improper Plotter
specifier.
Upper bound not greater than lower
bound.
VIEWPORT/CLIP Beyond Hard Clip Limits.
Device not
initialized.
Request not supported by
device.
Internal error occurred in library
call.
Sicl library call failed.
GESCAPE opcode not recognized.
Feature not supported on this system.
Cannot access system time.
EXECUTE process status failure.
String too long for EXECUTE.
Write to a broken
pipe.
Cannot seek on a pipe.
Wrong direction data transfer in
pipe.
CSUB run-time error.
Not in a window system.
Softkey Macro is too long.
Key number out of
range.
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Error Codes 900 to 999
Error 900
Error 901
Error 902
Error 903
Error 905
Error 906
Error 909
Error 910
Error 935
Error 936
Error 937
Error 940
Error 949
Error 951
Error 956
Error 962
Error 963
Error 977
Error 980
Error 985
Error 987

Undefined softkey
macro.
Softkey Macro memory
overflow.
Must delete entire
context.
No line number room to
renumber.
CHANGEd line too long.
SUB or DEF FN not allowed here.
May not replace SUB or DEF FN.
Identifier not found in
context.
Identifier too
long.
Unrecognized Character.
Invalid OPTION BASE.
Duplicate formal parameter
name.
Syntax error at cursor.
Incomplete Statement or
Command.
Source/destination mismatch.
Programmable
only.
Command
only.
Statement or Command too complex.
Too many symbols in context.
Invalid Quoted
String.
Invalid Line
Number.
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Error Codes 1000-2099
Error 1100
Error 1101
Error 1102
Error 1103
Error 1104
Error 1105
Error 1106
Error 1107
Error 1108
Error 1109
Error 1110
Error 2000
Error 2001
Error 2002
Error 2003
Error 2004
Error 2005
Error 2006
Error 2007
Error 2008
Error 2009
Error 2010
Error 2011
Error 2012

DLL.
DLL.

Unable to load
Unable to unload

DLL is already loaded.
Unable to load
function.
Function is already loaded.
Alias previously used.
Invalid or no return type
specified.
Invalid or no DLL name
specified.
Insufficient Dimension for passing string by
reference.
Unsupported Number of
Parameters.
Possible HTBasic Memory Corruption
Stack Overflow.
Too many Open Files.
HELP file not
found.
Bad Device Driver
number.
Bad Key Function number.
Illegal in Run-only
Version.
Illegal DUMP device.
Wrong Object Type.
May not modify CSUB.
Wrong
Revision.
May Not load driver
Here.
Exceeded Graphics Driver Limit.
Illegal CALL in CSUB.
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Error Codes 10,000+
Errors over 10,000 are errors passed through HTBasic from the Windows Operating System.

2355

Error 1
Missing Option or Configuration Error
The operation you were attempting is not available in this version. Because of the limitations of some computer
systems, not all statements and functions are available in every version of HTBasic. When porting HP BASIC programs
to HTBasic, if this error occurs, check the Reference Manual entry for more information.
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Error 2
Memory Overflow
There is not enough free memory for the requested operation. The -w switch, explained in the Getting Started Guide,
may solve the problem.

2357

Error 3
Line not Found in Current Context
The specified program line could not be found in this context.

2358

Error 4
Improper RETURN
A RETURN or ERROR RETURN was executed while not inside a subroutine or a user defined function.

2359

Error 5
Improper Context Terminator
No END statement was found for the MAIN context, SUBEND statement for a subprogram or RETURN and FNEND
statements for a user defined function.

2360

Error 6
Improper FOR/NEXT Matching
Either FOR...NEXT loops overlap or a FOR or NEXT statement is missing.

2361

Error 7
Undefined Function or Subprogram
The specified user defined function or subprogram is not currently in memory or could not be found in the file.

2362

Error 8
Improper Parameter Matching
The data type of an argument in a CALL/FN did not match the data type of the associated parameter in the SUB/DEF
FN statement.

2363

Error 9
Improper Number of Parameters
There are either too many or too few parameters in the CALL or FNxxx statement.

2364

Error 10
String Type Required
A numeric value was specified in a place where a string value is required.

2365

Error 11
Numeric Type Required
A string value was specified in a place where a numeric value is required.

2366

Error 12
Attempt to Redeclare Variable
The variable has already appeared in an ALLOCATE, DIM, REAL, INTEGER, COM, SUB or DEF FN statement and cannot
be redeclared.

2367

Error 13
Array Dimensions not Specified
An attempt was made to use an array which is not dimensioned. Press the PRT ALL key and try the operation again to
see the names of all arrays in the program which are not dimensioned.

2368

Error 14
OPTION BASE not allowed here
A DIM, REAL, INTEGER, COM or OPTION BASE statement has already been processed. The OPTION BASE statement
must appear before any of these statements. Only one OPTION BASE is allowed per context.

2369

Error 15
Invalid bounds
The array bounds specified are not valid. The lower bound must be less than the upper bound. Each bound must be
between -32768 and 32767. The size of a dimension cannot be larger than 32767.

2370

Error 16
Improper or Inconsistent Dimensions
Several conditions return this error: The number of subscripts specified conflicts with the RANK of the array. The size
of a dimension cannot be larger than 32767. The dimension specified in a function such as BASE is less than one or
greater than the RANK of the array. This array has not been declared. The number of dimensions or elements in this
array are not proper for the attempted operation.
If CONFIGURE DIM is OFF, this error also occurs if the variable has not been declared.

2371

Error 17
Subscript out of Range
A subscript value is outside the specified dimension bounds.

2372

Error 18
String Overflow or Sub-string Error
The string value is either too long to fit or the sub-string is incorrectly specified. An overflow can occur when a
string becomes longer than 32767, longer than the declared length of the variable it is assigned to, or when a string
becomes too long for the internal buffers used in an operation.

2373

Error 19
Improper Value or out of Range
The specified value is not within the valid range. Consult the "Keyword Dictionary" chapter for this operation to find
the valid range of values.

2374

Error 20
INTEGER overflow
The value calculated exceeds the range that an INTEGER variable can hold: -32768 through +32767.

2375

Error 22
REAL overflow
The value calculated is too big to be represented by the REAL data type. See MINREAL and MAXREAL in the "Keyword
Dictionary" chapter.

2376

Error 24
Trig argument too large
If the argument to a trigonometric function gets too large, it can not be evaluated correctly. If you get this error, you
may wish to examine your algorithm or use range reduction.

2377

Error 25
Magnitude of ASN or ACS > 1
The argument to the ASN and ACS functions must be less than one.

2378

Error 26
Zero to negative power
The number zero can only be raised to positive powers or to the zeroth power.

2379

Error 27
Negative base to non-integer power
An attempt was made to raise a negative number to a fractional power.

2380

Error 28
LOG or LGT of a non-positive number
The argument to the LOG and LGT functions can not be negative or zero.

2381

Error 29
Illegal floating point number
The number encountered was not a valid REAL number.

2382

Error 30
SQR/SQRT of a negative number
You cannot take the square root of a negative number.

2383

Error 31
Division (or MOD) by zero
The divisor specified was zero or an operation was attempted that resulted in a division by zero (for example, SHOW
1,1,1,1).

2384

Error 32
String is not a valid number
The characters in the string do not represent a valid numeric value.

2385

Error 33
Improper arg for NUM or RPT$
The resultant string must be less than 32767 characters in length, and the original string must be greater than 0
characters in length.

2386

Error 34
Line not an IMAGE Statement
The program line specified for the USING image was not an IMAGE statement.

2387

Error 35
Improper IMAGE Statement
The IMAGE string or statement is zero length.

2388

Error 36
Out of data in READ
There are no DATA statements that have not been read. Use the RESTORE statement if you wish to re-read existing
DATA statements.

2389

Error 38
TAB or TABXY not allowed here
The tab functions are not allowed in this statement.

2390

Error 40
Improper COPYLINES, MOVELINES or renumber
The line numbers specified cannot be used for this operation because: the program sections overlap, line number is
not in the range 1 to 4,194,304, the renumber increment is zero, there is not enough room to renumber or a SUB/DEF
statement is included, or the destination is not the last program line.

2391

Error 41
First line number greater than second
In a line number range the first line number must be smaller than the second.

2392

Error 43
Non-square Matrix
The array specified does not have the same dimension size in the first and second dimensions, i.e., it is not "square."

2393

Error 44
Result cannot be an operand
The result matrix is not allowed to be one of the operand matrices.

2394

Error 46
No program in memory
There are no program lines in memory or in the range specified.

2395

Error 47
Incorrect or inconsistent COM declarations
The COM statement specifies either a different number of variables or different dimensions than a previous COM
statement specified.

2396

Error 49
Branch destination not Found
The ON statement branch destination specified is not defined.

2397

Error 51
File not currently Assigned
The I/O path involved in this operation must be ASSIGNed to a file.

2398

Error 52
Improper MSUS
The Path Specifier (formerly Mass Storage Unit Specifier) is invalid.

2399

Error 53
Improper File Name
The file name specified contains illegal characters or is not of the proper format for this operating system.

2400

Error 54
Duplicate File Name
A file, directory or device, already exists with this name. If you are trying to save a program, use the RE-SAVE or RESTORE statements to overwrite the existing file. Use the PURGE statement to remove the file.

2401

Error 55
Directory Overflow
The specified mass storage device directory is full. You must either remove an existing file, PURGE or change the size
of the directory.

2402

Error 56
File or Path not found
No file or directory exists with this name. You may have forgotten to include the proper device or path specifiers. Use
CREATE or CREATE DIR if you wish to create a new file or directory with this name.

2403

Error 58
Improper File Type
The file type is incorrect for the requested operation or an attempt was made to LOAD an old revision PROG file.
A widget create attempt tried to load a non-widget file.

2404

Error 59
End of File or Buffer
The end-of-file or end-of-buffer was reached unexpectedly during this operation.

2405

Error 60
End of Record
The end-of-record was reached unexpectedly during a random file operation. Either the record size specified in the
CREATE BDAT was too small, or the program is attempting to write too much into one record.

2406

Error 64
Mass Storage Media Overflow
The mass storage device is full. This error is also returned when accessing a device through its operating system name
(rather than an interface select code) and the device refuses to accept output for any reason.

2407

Error 65
Incorrect Data Type
The array data type is incorrect for this operation. Consult the "Keyword Dictionary" chapter to see if the required type
is INTEGER, REAL, or string. Some versions of HTBasic require specific data formats for full-screen GLOADs. Refer to the
Getting Started Guide.

2408

Error 67
Illegal Mass Storage Parameter
A mass storage parameter, such as the record number, was illegal. Record numbers start at one, not zero.

2409

Error 68
Syntax Error during GET
At least one of the incoming program lines has invalid syntax.

2410

Error 72
Drive Not Found
The specified drive was not found. You must either specify a drive which is legal for your operating system or specify
an HP style volume and define a translation for it using the CONFIGURE MSI statement.

2411

Error 80
Disk changed or not in Drive
The disk drive is not ready. The disk drive door may be open or a disk has just been inserted and the drive is not yet
ready.

2412

Error 82
Mass Storage unit not present
The specified device is not available. Specifying a non-existent device can cause this error. The unit number is
unknown.

2413

Error 83
Write Protected
The disk, device, directory or file is write protected.

2414

Error 84
Sector not Found
The disk may have been initialized in a non-standard way. If an attempt is made to use an HP LIF disk, this error will be
returned in most cases, since the disk format is different. You must use disks which have been formatted (initialized)
for your operating system.

2415

Error 85
Media not Initialized
The disk drive was not able to find any format information on the disk. The disk has not been initialized or it was
initialized on a system whose disk format is alien to your operating system. A "General Failure" reported by a device
driver will also cause this error.

2416

Error 88
READ Data Error
The disk controller reported a READ error. This is usually caused by physical or magnetic damage to the data recorded
on the disk.

2417

Error 89
Checkread error
A verify check of the data on the disk failed. The disk may be physically or magnetically damaged.

2418

Error 90
Mass storage system error
The operating system reported that it could not complete the requested operation.

2419

Error 100
Numeric IMAGE field for String Item
For example, PRINT USING "D";S$.

2420

Error 101
String IMAGE field for Numeric Item
For example, PRINT USING "A";X.

2421

Error 102
Numeric Field specifier is too Large
The resulting number would be too long for the internal buffers to handle.

2422

Error 103
Data item has no corresponding IMAGE specifier
For example, PRINT USING "X";PI.

2423

Error 105
Numeric Field specifier is too Small
The number will not fit in the specified field width. For example, PRINT USING "D";12.

2424

Error 106
IMAGE exponent field too Small
The exponent value will not fit in the specified field width. For example, PRINT USING "3DEE";1E200.

2425

Error 107
IMAGE sign specifier missing
A negative data item corresponds to an IMAGE specifier that does not include a sign specifier. For example, PRINT
USING "D";-1.

2426

Error 117
Too many nested structures
There are too many nested program structures in the program.

2427

Error 118
Too many structures in context
There are too many FOR/NEXT loops in the program context.

2428

Error 120
Not allowed while program running
FIND, CHANGE, COPYLINES, MOVELINES, REN, RUN, CONT, SCRATCH, EDIT, and adding, deleting or changing a
program line are not allowed while a program is running.

2429

Error 122
Program is not Continuable
The program must be paused to be able to continue running.

2430

Error 128
Line too long during GET or a CHANGE
Program lines are limited to 256 characters in a LIF ASCII input file or the result of a CHANGE makes the program line
longer than 256 characters.

2431

Error 131
Unrecognized Keycode
The specified keycode is not valid. The key pressed has not been assigned to a function or keycodes OUTPUT to the
KBD device were illegal.

2432

Error 133
DELSUB of non-existent or busy subprogram
The specified subprogram either does not exist in memory, has been called or is specified in an active ON statement.

2433

Error 134
Improper Scratch Statement
The second keyword was not A, ALL, B, BIN, C, COM, KEY, R or RECALL.

2434

Error 136
REAL underflow
The value specified or calculated is too small to be represented by the REAL data type. MINREAL is the smallest
absolute value representable by the REAL data type.

2435

Error 141
Variable already allocated
This variable has already been ALLOCATEd and cannot be ALLOCATEd again until it is first DEALLOCATEd.

2436

Error 142
Variable not Allocated
This variable has not been allocated memory space. An ALLOCATE statement must be executed before this operation
can be done.

2437

Error 143
Reference to missing OPTIONAL Parameter
The CALL to the subprogram or function did not specify an argument for this parameter.

2438

Error 145
May not build COM at this time
New COM blocks may not be built during a LOADSUB but must be specified in the MAIN context or a subprogram
when the program is first run.

2439

Error 146
Duplicate Line label in this Context
Two line labels have the same name in a context. Make one a different name.

2440

Error 150
Bad select code or device specifier
The interface select code or device specifier is invalid.

2441

Error 153
Insufficient data for ENTER
Not enough values were found in the input data before a terminator was found.

2442

Error 155
Improper Interface Register number
This register number is not supported by this interface or I/O path.

2443

Error 157
No ENTER terminator found
The proper termination was not received during the ENTER. Depending on the operation, terminators might be the
line-feed character or the EOI signal. ENTER USING can be used to accept data from sources which do not use the
default terminators.

2444

Error 158
Improper IMAGE specifier or nesting
The IMAGE specifier is either invalid or incorrectly nested. See IMAGE in the "Keyword Dictionary" chapter for the
correct syntax.

2445

Error 159
Numeric data not received
No numeric value was found in the input data. Make sure that the device is sending ASCII digits before it sends an EOI.

2446

Error 163
Interface not present
There is no interface with the interface select code specified. For some interfaces, a driver must be loaded with
the LOAD BIN statement before the interface is available to HTBasic. Consult the Getting Started Guide for more
information.

2447

Error 164
Illegal BYTE/WORD operation
The specified operation is not allowed for a BYTE or WORD value.

2448

Error 167
Interface Status Error
An error condition has occurred on the interface, such as a UART error on a serial interface.

2449

Error 168
Device Timeout
The device did not respond to the I/O operation within the timeout specified.

2450

Error 170
I/O operation not allowed
An attempt was made to do an illegal operation. The following are some problems to consider. The device may not
support the operation. Or a primary address was specified and shouldn't be. Or the operation requires the controller
to be or not be active/system controller. USING is not allowed with a LIF ASCII file. For more information, check the
"Keyword Dictionary" chapter for the statement being executed and check the documentation for the device driver
being accessed.

2451

Error 171
Illegal I/O addressing sequence
IEEE-488 talk, listen and secondary addresses must be in the range 0 to 31. DAQ secondary addresses must be set.
DAQ secondary addresses must be set.

2452

Error 172
Peripheral Error
A hardware error occurred. Refer to the driver documentation for more information.

2453

Error 173
Active or System Controller Required
The system must be the active or system controller for this operation.

2454

Error 177
Undefined I/O Path Name
The I/O path name has not been ASSIGNed to a device, file or buffer.

2455

Error 183
Permission denied
You do not have the correct permissions for the operation attempted. Common problems are: Search permission is
denied for a component of the path. You do not have read/write permission for the file specified or for the directory
the file/directory exists in. The first part of the file is locked so an ASSIGN statement can't complete.

2456

Error 186
Cannot open the specified directory
An error was returned by the operating system when one of the specified directories was accessed.

2457

Error 187
Cannot link across devices
The operating system requires that this type of LINK refer to a file that is on the same mass storage device. If you have
multiple devices and are not sure where they are mounted in the directory tree, ask your system administrator.

2458

Error 188
Cannot rename with "." or ".."
An attempt was made to rename "." or "..". These names are fixed and can not be renamed.

2459

Error 189
Too many open files
The limit to the number of simultaneously open files has been reached.

2460

Error 190
File size too big
The operating system has a maximum limit to the size of a file and that limit has been exceeded.

2461

Error 191
Too many links to a file
The link count of the file/directory would exceed the maximum allowed.

2462

Error 193
Resource deadlock would occur
An attempt was made to lock a system resource that would have resulted in a deadlock situation.

2463

Error 194
Operation would block
The device is in use. Attempting this operation at this time would suspend HTBasic.

2464

Error 195
Too many levels of symbolic link
Too many symbolic links were encountered in translating the pathname specified.

2465

Error 196
Target device busy
The file/directory could not be deleted or renamed because it is the mount point for a mounted file system, is being
used by another process, or is the current directory, ".".

2466

Error 290
Invalid ESCAPE character
The set of valid wildcard escape characters is explained in the "Keyword Dictionary" chapter entry for WILDCARDS.

2467

Error 313
Receive Buffer Overflow
The receive buffer is full.

2468

Error 330
LEXICAL ORDER IS array too small
The array specified in the LEXICAL ORDER statement must have at least 257 elements. If the length specified in the
257th element is not zero, there must be that many more elements in the array. Remember the OPTION BASE when
figuring the number of elements.

2469

Error 331
Repeated subscript in REORDER vector
The "MAT REORDER..BY X,D" statement requires that the subscripts specified in X be unique.

2470

Error 332
Non-existent dimension given
The dimension specified in a BASE, SIZE or MAT REORDER statement is less than one or greater than the RANK of the
array.

2471

Error 333
Improper subscript in REORDER vector
The "MAT REORDER..BY X,Dim" statement requires that the subscripts specified in X be legal subscripts for the
specified dimension (i.e., in range BASE(Dim) to BASE(Dim)+SIZE(Dim)-1).

2472

Error 334
REORDER vector has wrong size
The MAT REORDER..BY X statement requires that the SIZE of X be the same as the SIZE of the array dimension being
acted upon.

2473

Error 335
Indirection array is not a Vector
The MAT REORDER..BY X and MAT SORT...TO X statements require that X be a vector.

2474

Error 338
Key subscript out-of-range
In a MAT SORT key, the "*" must be present in the same dimension of each sort key.

2475

Error 340
Table Length Error
The length of the Special Case Table, stored in the 257th element of the LEXICAL ORDER array, must be in the range
zero to sixty-three.

2476

Error 341
Order Table Lower Byte Error
In a LEXICAL ORDER array, the lower byte of the first 256 entries indicates a special case. Legal values are explained in
the Users Guide.

2477

Error 342
Not a One-dimensional INTEGER Array
The array specified in the LEXICAL ORDER statement must be INTEGER and must have a RANK of one.

2478

Error 343
Special Case Index is Too Big
The index points past the end of the special case table, whose length is specified in the 257th element of the array.

2479

Error 344
2-to-1 List Length Error
In the special case table, a 2-to-1 list must start with a length. The length gives the number of entries in the list. You
will get this error if the length is negative, zero or longer than the special case table.

2480

Error 346
INDENT parameter out of range
The values specified in the INDENT statement are not legal.

2481

Error 347
Structures improperly matched
The FOR...NEXT, LOOP...END LOOP, REPEAT...UNTIL, SELECT...END SELECT, WHILE...END WHILE, program structures are
either nested improperly or there is a missing structured statement.

2482

Error 401
Bad system function argument
A value passed to a system function was out of range or otherwise illegal. See the "Keyword Dictionary" chapter for
this function for a description of legal values.

2483

Error 427
Priority may not be lowered
When executing an error handling routine, the priority cannot be changed.

2484

Error 435
EXEC not allowed on this Binary
The file is not an executable file or is corrupt.

2485

Error 453
File in Use
The file or device is in use and this operation can not occur at this time.

2486

Error 455
Possibly corrupt file
The executable file specified by EXECUTE is corrupt or is not an executable file, the file was locked, or the operating
system is no longer recognizing the file as a valid, ASSIGNed file.

2487

Error 456
Unsupported directory operation
The directory was specified in an illegal way, usually involving "." or "..".

2488

Error 459
Specified file is not a directory
The specifier must refer to a directory, not a regular file. Or if the specifier includes a path, one of the directories
specified in the path is not a directory.

2489

Error 460
Directory not empty
The directory could not be deleted because files or sub-directories still exist in it.

2490

Error 462
Invalid Password
An HP LIF style file password was started with the "<" character but no ">" character was found.

2491

Error 465
Invalid rename across volumes
RENAME can not be used to move a file from one disk to another.

2492

Error 471
TRANSFER not supported by Interface
TRANSFER is only supported on some devices. It is not supported on CRT, KBD, or parallel ports. If the device or
interface is supposed to support TRANSFER, make sure the device driver is the current revision.

2493

Error 481
File locked or open Exclusively
The file has already been ASSIGNed by yourself or another user and the file or part of the file is LOCKed for exclusive
access. You may want to write a loop which tries the operation several times, waiting in between for the file to be
UNLOCKed. Or you may want to LOCK the file yourself so that no one else can deny your access to it.

2494

Error 482
Not allowed with a directory
ASSIGN cannot be used with a directory.

2495

Error 485
Invalid Volume Copy
The reasons for this error depend on your operating system. Copying a volume may not be supported on some
systems.

2496

Error 511
MAT INV result array must be REAL
The destination of a matrix invert operation must be a REAL array.

2497

Error 543
Improper Dimensions for REDIM
The destination matrix could not be implicitly re-dimensioned by the MAT statement because the RANK of the
destination matrix is not the same as the number of ranges specified in the array to the right of the equal sign.

2498

Error 553
Cannot load object file
The object file being LOADed does not exist, has an invalid parameter, one of the library files needed to run this
application could not be found, or the driver is not supported on the current Operating System.

2499

Error 554
Object file not a widget
The file did not have a header which could be recognized as a widget.

2500

Error 557
Undefined widget
The widget specified does not have internal (within HP BASIC) or external (WI prefixed file) code which the binary
could locate.

2501

Error 558
Undefined widget attribute
The widget attribute specified in conjunction with SET or RETURN is not valid. See the list of valid attributes for the
widget in question.

2502

Error 559
Wrong parameter type for attribute
The parameter being passed to an attribute is of the wrong type. See the list of valid attributes for the widget in
question.

2503

Error 560
Menu not allowed in child widget
Menus are not allowed in a child widget. Menus can only be children of a level-0 panel, or of another menu.

2504

Error 561
Widget must have a parent
Widget cannot be created without a parent.

2505

Error 562
Parent widget does not support this type of child
The parent widget does not allow this type of widget to be a child. See if the widget can be used as a level-0 widget
or as a child of another widget.

2506

Error 563
SET not allowed for attribute
SET not allowed for attribute.

2507

Error 564
RETURN not allowed for attribute
RETURN not allowed for attribute.

2508

Error 565
VALUE out of range for attribute
Value out of range for attribute. Check the list of possible values for the attribute on the widget.

2509

Error 566
Invalid value for attribute
Invalid value for attribute. The value may be in range, but this particular value is not allowed.

2510

Error 567
Too few elements in array for attribute
Too few elements in array for attribute. Make the array size larger.

2511

Error 569
Invalid font specification
Invalid font specification. See the FONT attribute under the widget being used. Typical font specs look like "10 BY 20,
BOLD", etc.

2512

Error 570
Undefined dialog type
A DIALOG type must be one of several pre-defined dialog box types. Typical types are "INFORMATION", "WARNING",
AND "STRING".

2513

Error 571
Widget has no events to set
The widget has no events to set. Some widgets have no events associated with them. The widget causing this error is
such a widget.

2514

Error 572
Undefined widget event
The event specified is not one of the valid events for that particular widget. See the list of events for the widget in
question.

2515

Error 573
Attribute not available to child widget
Attribute not available to child widget. See if the widget can be made a level-0 widget or if the attribute can be
deleted.

2516

Error 574
Attribute not available to level-0 widget
Attribute not available to level-0 widget. See if the widget can be made a child of another widget or if the attribute
can be deleted.

2517

Error 602
Improper BUFFER Lifetime
It is an error to ASSIGN an I/O Path to a BUFFER if the BUFFER can cease to exist before the I/O Path. If the I/O Path
is local, the BUFFER's lifetime will always equal or exceed the I/O Path's. If the I/O Path is in a COM block, the BUFFER
must be in the same COM. If the I/O Path is a parameter, then the BUFFER must be in a COM block or must be a
parameter also.

2518

Error 603
Variable not declared BUFFER
The variable specified in the ASSIGN...TO BUFFER statement must be declared with the BUFFER keyword following it
in the DIM, INTEGER, REAL or COM statement. If the buffer variable is a parameter, it must be passed with the BUFFER
keyword following it in the DEF or SUB statement.

2519

Error 604
Bad TRANSFER source or destination
Either the source or the destination, but not both, must be a BUFFER.

2520

Error 606
Improper TRANSFER parameters
One of the following problems exists in the TRANSFER statement: DELIM can not be used on outbound transfers or if
the I/O path has the WORD attribute. Or EOT was set to RECORD but no EOR was given to define a record.

2521

Error 609
IVAL/DVAL result too large
The value in the string represents a number which is too large for the function to convert.

2522

Error 611
Premature TRANSFER termination
An error occurred which caused the transfer to terminate abnormally.

2523

Error 612
BUFFER pointers in use
The buffer pointer or count couldn't be changed because of an active transfer.

2524

Error 620
Complex value not allowed here
This function does not handle complex values.

2525

Error 623
ATN is undefined at +/- i
The ATN function is undefined at CMPLX(0,1) and CMPLX(0,-1).

2526

Error 624
ACSH/ATNH argument out of range
The value specified is not within the legal range for the ACSH or ATNH functions.

2527

Error 625
Bad SEARCH condition on Complex
This search condition is not allowed for complex arrays.

2528

Error 700
Improper Plotter specifier
This plotter specifier is not supported or this interface is not legal for graphics output.

2529

Error 704
Upper bound not greater than lower bound
The value of the upper clipping bound specified is lower than the value of the lower clipping bound.

2530

Error 705
VIEWPORT/CLIP Beyond Hard Clip Limits
A value specified in the CLIP or VIEWPORT statement is too large or too small for the current graphic device.

2531

Error 708
Device not initialized
The device is not the current PLOTTER IS or other active graphic device.

2532

Error 713
Request not supported by device
This device does not support the requested operation.

2533

Error 730
Internal error occurred in library call
A library or system call returned an unexpected error.

2534

Error 731
SICL library call failed
A call to the Sicl library returned an unexpected error.

2535

Error 733
GESCAPE opcode not recognized
The opcode specified is not supported on this device.

2536

Error 810
Feature not supported on this system
This feature is not included in this release of HTBasic.

2537

Error 815
Cannot access system time
The call to read the system time failed unexpectedly.

2538

Error 826
EXECUTE process status failure
The process no longer exists and can not be killed.

2539

Error 827
String too long for EXECUTE
Shorten the string and try again.

2540

Error 831
Write to a broken pipe
OUTPUT on this I/O path is no longer allowed because the pipe to the process has been broken. The process probably
terminated.

2541

Error 832
Cannot seek on a pipe
The use of a record number with this I/O path is not allowed because the path refers to a pipe.

2542

Error 833
Wrong direction data transfer in pipe
You can not ENTER from a pipe unless the pipe-specifier ends with the pipe character, "|". You can not OUTPUT to a
pipe unless the pipe-specifier starts with the pipe character.

2543

Error 841
CSUB run-time error
The CSUB called at this line encountered an error. Contact the supplier of the CSUB for more information.

2544

Error 863
Not in a window system
This statement is not supported unless HTBasic is executing under a windowing system.

2545

Error 898
Softkey Macro is too long
The length of the string must be less than 256 characters and there must be enough available macro memory to store
it. LIST KEY reports the current amount of available softkey macro memory.

2546

Error 899
Key number out of range
The specified key number is outside the legal range. See the CONFIGURE KEY statement.

2547

Error 900
Undefined softkey macro
The key which you pressed does not presently have a softkey macro definition.

2548

Error 901
Softkey Macro memory overflow
The available memory reserved for user defined Softkey Macro definitions is full.

2549

Error 902
Must delete entire context
To delete a subprogram context or the SUB or FN statement of a subprogram context, all program lines in the SUB of
DEF context must be deleted.

2550

Error 903
No line number room to renumber
A renumber operation would create line numbers larger than 4,194,304. (Note: The HP BASIC limit was 32766.)

2551

Error 905
CHANGEd line too long
The CHANGE operation could not be completed because it would have created a line which is longer than 255
characters.

2552

Error 906
SUB or DEF FN not allowed here
A new SUB or DEF FN must be created with a line number greater than all existing program lines.

2553

Error 909
May not replace SUB or DEF FN
The SUB or DEF FN line delimits a context and so the SUB or DEF FN keywords can not be changed. Create a new
context at the end of the program if necessary and use MOVELINES to move program lines to another context.

2554

Error 910
Identifier not found in context
The specified identifier was not found in the current context. This error can also occur if an attempt is made to access
a main context variable after adding a program line. Adding a program line causes the values of all variables to be
discarded.

2555

Error 935
Identifier too long
An identifier may be up to 15 characters in length.

2556

Error 936
Unrecognized Character
A character in the program line was not legal. You probably mistyped an option in the LOAD BIN statement or that
particular BIN doesn't support the option specified.

2557

Error 937
Invalid OPTION BASE
The value specified was not zero or one.

2558

Error 940
Duplicate formal parameter name
The parameter appears more than once in the formal parameter list.

2559

Error 949
Syntax error at cursor
The item pointed to by the cursor is not valid in this position for this statement. See the "Keyword Dictionary" chapter
entry for the correct syntax.

2560

Error 951
Incomplete Statement or Command
There are more required items for this statement. See the "Keyword Dictionary" chapter entry for the correct syntax.

2561

Error 956
Source/destination mismatch
The number of array elements do not match in the source and destination arrays.

2562

Error 962
Programmable only
This statement may not be executed from the keyboard. It may only be stored and executed in a program.

2563

Error 963
Command only
This statement may be executed from the keyboard only. It may not be stored or executed in a program.

2564

Error 977
Statement or Command too complex
An expression in the statement is too complex. Either simplify the expression or split it into two or more expressions.

2565

Error 980
Too many symbols in context
There are too many variables, I/O Paths and labels in the program context. Break the program into two or more SUBs
or DEF FNs.

2566

Error 985
Invalid Quoted String
The closing quote character is missing.

2567

Error 987
Invalid Line Number
The program line number is outside the range of 1 through 4,194,304. (The HP BASIC limit was 32768.)

2568

Error 1100
Unable to load DLL
The attempt to load the DLL specified failed. Either the DLL name given was incorrect (spelling) or The DLL is not
located in the correct directory.

2569

Error 1101
Unable to unload DLL
The system was unable to unload the DLL.

2570

Error 1102
DLL is already loaded
A DLL by the specified name is already loaded. The DLL may have been loaded in a previous program or some error
aborted the program before the UNLOAD command executed. It is not possible to load two DLL’s of the same name
even if they have different functions.

2571

Error 1103
Unable to load Function
Basic was unable to load the specified function from the specified DLL. Verify that the DLL name and function names
are correct. If you’re writing your own DLL, make sure function is exported.

2572

Error 1104
Function is already loaded
A function by that name for the specified DLL is already loaded.

2573

Error 1105
Alias previously used
The alias specified is already being used by another loaded function. Aliases must be unique across all loaded DLL
functions.

2574

Error 1106
Invalid or no return type specified
A valid return type must be specified when doing the DLL Get. See the DLL Loader document for a list of valid return
types.

2575

Error 1107
Invalid or no DLL name specified
When doing a DLL GET, the correctly loaded DLL must be specified.

2576

Error 1108
Insufficient Dimension for passing string by reference
When passing a string by reference it must be dimensioned at least one byte larger than it will ever be. If the string is
using all of it’s dimensioned space you get this error.

2577

Error 1109
Unsupported Number of Parameters
The amount of data set up as parameters exceeds the 80-byte limit.

2578

Error 1110
Possible HTBasic Memory Corruption
When a string is passed out by reference it is possible to write a string into HTBasic memory that exceeds the
maximum dimension for the HTBasic variable. When HTBasic regains control from a Call to a DLL function that passes
strings by reference, it attempts to detect occurrences of this and returns this error if any are found.

2579

Error 1111
INVALID CALLING CONVENTION
The calling convention used is not a supported calling convention.

2580

Error 2000
Stack Overflow
The processor stack has grown beyond the available memory. This is usually caused by user defined functions that are
nested too deep.

2581

Error 2001
Too many Open Files
HTBasic used to return 2001 for this condition. Now that HP BASIC has added error 189 for this condition, HTBasic has
been changed to return 189 for compatibility.

2582

Error 2002
HELP file not found
The HTB.chm file was not found in the directory specified by the environment variable "HTB=xxx", in the current
directory or in the same directory as HTB.EXE.

2583

Error 2003
Bad Device Driver number
The CONFIGURE DEVICE statement, which returned this error, is no longer necessary and thus this error is not currently
returned by HTBasic.

2584

Error 2004
Bad Key Function number
The key function number specified is outside the legal range. See the CONFIGURE KEY statement.

2585

Error 2005
Illegal in Run-only Version
This error is not currently returned by HTBasic.

2586

Error 2006
Illegal DUMP device
This error is not currently returned by HTBasic. Error 56, "File Not Found," is returned when a CONFIGURE DUMP
specifies a language for which no device driver file exists.

2587

Error 2007
Wrong Object Type
An attempt was made to execute object code which is not supported.

2588

Error 2008
May not modify CSUB
An attempt was made to change a CSUB definition.

2589

Error 2009
Wrong Revision
The PROG or BIN file you attempted to LOAD, LOADSUB or CAT was created with an earlier release of HTBasic and is
not compatible with the current release. For 1.x/2.x PROG files, use the HT2SAVE utility (explained in the Users Guide)
to convert your PROG files to the current format. This can also be done by LOADing and SAVEing the file with the old
release of HTBasic and then GETting and STOREing the file with the new release. For old BIN files, you must contact the
supplier of the BIN file for information about upgrading.

2590

Error 2010
May Not load driver Here
You must load all drivers from the MAIN program or as an immediate command when HTBasic is in the Idle condition.
It is recommended that PLOTTER IS, CONFIGURE DUMP and GRAPHICS INPUT IS statements to load drivers be
duplicated in the AUTOST file to insure the proper drivers are loaded before your programs begin to execute. LOAD
BIN statements should also be executed in the AUTOST file.

2591

Error 2011
Exceeded Graphics Driver Limit
There is a limit to the number of device drivers which can be loaded with the CONFIGURE DUMP, GRAPHICS INPUT IS
and PLOTTER IS statements. You have exceeded that limit, which is 10. Use LIST BIN to see a list of the currently loaded
drivers.

2592

Error 2012
Illegal CALL in CSUB
The CSUB attempted to CALL an interpreted SUB, which is not supported. Use "XREF sub-name : SB" to list the SUBs
called by sub-name. Then make sure they are compiled or that no interpreted SUBs of the same name exist before the
compiled SUBs.
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ASCII/GPIB Code Tables

IEEE 488 Command Messages and Address Table
Hex
00

Dec
0

ASCII
NUL

Message/Address
—

01

1

SOH

GTL

02

2

STX

—

03

3

ETX

—

04

4

EOT

SDC

05

5

ENQ

PPC

06

6

ACK

—

07

7

BEL

—
2594

08

8

BS

GET

09

9

HT

TCT

0A

10

LF

—

0B

11

VT

—

0C

12

FF

—

0D

13

CR

—

0E

14

SO

—

0F

15

SI

—

10

16

DLE

—

11

17

DC1

LLO

12

18

DC2

—

13

19

DC3

—

14

20

DC4

DCL

15

21

NAK

PPU

16

22

SYN

—

17

23

ETB

—

18

24

CAN

SPE

19

25

EM

SPD

1A

26

SUB

—

1B

27

ESC

—

1C

28

FS

—

1D

29

GS

—

1E

30

RS

—

1F

31

US

CFE

20

32

SP

MLA0
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21

33

!

MLA1

22

34

"

MLA2

23

35

#

MLA3

24

36

$

MLA4

25

37

%

MLA5

26

38

&

MLA6

27

39

'

MLA7

28

40

(

MLA8

29

41

)

MLA9

2A

42

*

MLA10

2B

43

+

MLA11

2C

44

,

MLA12

2D

45

-

MLA13

2E

46

.

MLA14

2F

47

/

MLA15

30

48

0

MLA16

31

49

1

MLA17

32

50

2

MLA18

33

51

3

MLA19

34

52

4

MLA20

35

53

5

MLA21

36

54

6

MLA22

37

55

7

MLA23

38

56

8

MLA24
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39

57

9

MLA25

3A

58

:

MLA26

3B

59

;

MLA27

3C

60

<

MLA28

3D

61

=

MLA29

3E

62

>

MLA30

3F

63

?

UNL

40

64

@

MTA0

41

65

A

MTA1

42

66

B

MTA2

43

67

C

MTA3

44

68

D

MTA4

45

69

E

MTA5

46

70

F

MTA6

47

71

G

MTA7

48

72

H

MTA8

49

73

I

MTA9

4A

74

J

MTA10

4B

75

K

MTA11

4C

76

L

MTA12

4D

77

M

MTA13

4E

78

N

MTA14

4F

79

O

MTA15

50

80

P

MTA16

51

81

Q

MTA17
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52

82

R

MTA18

53

83

S

MTA19

54

84

T

MTA20

55

85

U

MTA21

56

86

V

MTA22

57

87

W

MTA23

58

88

X

MTA24

59

89

Y

MTA25

5A

90

Z

MTA26

5B

91

[

MTA27

5C

92

\

MTA28

5D

93

]

MTA29

5E

94

^

MTA30

5F

95

–

UNT

60

96

`

MSA0, PPE

61

97

a

MSA1, PPE, CFG1

62

98

b

MSA2, PPE, CFG2

63

99

c

MSA3, PPE, CFG3

64

100

d

MSA4, PPE, CFG4

65

101

e

MSA5, PPE, CFG5

66

102

f

MSA6, PPE, CFG6

67

103

g

MSA7, PPE, CFG7

68

104

h

MSA8, PPE, CFG8

69

105

i

MSA9, PPE, CFG9
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6A

106

j

MSA10, PPE, CFG10

6B

107

k

MSA11, PPE, CFG11

6C

108

l

MSA12, PPE, CFG12

6D

109

m

MSA13, PPE, CFG13

6E

110

n

MSA14, PPE, CFG14

6F

111

o

MSA15, PPE, CFG15

70

112

p

MSA16, PPD

71

113

q

MSA17, PPD

72

114

r

MSA18, PPD

73

115

s

MSA19, PPD

74

116

t

MSA20, PPD

75

117

u

MSA21, PPD

76

118

v

MSA22, PPD

77

119

w

MSA23, PPD

78

120

x

MSA24, PPD

79

121

y

MSA25, PPD

7A

122

z

MSA26, PPD

7B

123

{

MSA27, PPD

7C

124

|

MSA28, PPD

7D

125

}

MSA29, PPD

7E

126

~

MSA30, PPD

7F

127

DEL

—

Message Definitions
CFE

Configuration Enable (This multiline interface message is part of the IEEE 488.1-2003 specification and supports the HS
protocol.)

CFG

Configure (This multiline interface message is part of the IEEE 488.1-2003 specification and supports the HS488 high-sp
2599

DCL

Device Clear

GET

Group Execute Trigger

GTL

Go To Local

LLO

Local Lockout

MLA

My Listen Address

MSA

My Secondary Address

MTA

My Talk Address

PPC

Parallel Poll Configure

PPD

Parallel Poll Disable

PPE

Parallel Poll Enable

PPU

Parallel Poll Unconfigure

SDC

Selected Device Clear

SPD

Serial Poll Disable

SPE

Serial Poll Enable

TCT

Take Control

UNL

Unlisten

UNT

Untalk

2600

Example Programs
Here is a list of example programs for most of the HTBasic commands, functions, and keywords. Besides using as a
reference, you can copy and paste them into the editor to try them out.

2601

ABORT EXAMPLE
CLEAR SCREEN
RESET 7
PRINT STATUS(7,3)
PASS CONTROL 720
WAIT .1
PRINT STATUS(7,3)
ABORT 7
PRINT STATUS(7,3)
END

! 213 indicates active system controller at address 21
! pass control to another machine with notsys
! 149 indicates system controller but not active controller
! should restore system controller status
! 213 indicates active system controller at address 21

2602

ABORTIO Example
DIM Buff$[2000] BUFFER
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** ABORTIO TEST ****"
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT " Press F1 to cause an ABORTIO"
ASSIGN @Test TO BUFFER [50]
ASSIGN @In TO 9
TRANSFER @In TO @Test
I=0
LOOP
WAIT .1
ON KEY 1 GOTO Abrt
GOTO Actv
Abrt: ABORTIO @In
Actv: IF (STATUS(@Test,10))=64 THEN
DISP "Transfer status is: Active"
ELSE
DISP "Transfer status is: Inactive"
GOTO Done
END IF
I=I+1
Done: END LOOP
END

2603

ABS EXAMPLE
CLEAR SCREEN
X=-7
PRINT "The absolute value of ";X;"is:";ABS(X) !Takes the absolute value.
PRINT
COMPLEX C
A=4
B=3
C=CMPLX(A,B)
PRINT "The magnitude of the complex number:";A;"+";B;"i"
PRINT "is:";ABS(C) !Takes the magnitude of the complex number.
END

2604

ACHS EXAMPLE
COMPLEX C
C=CMPLX(4,7)
CLEAR SCREEN
X=ACSH(C)
Y=LOG(C+CMPLX(0,1)*SQR(1-C^2))
PRINT X;"=";Y;"?"
IF X=Y THEN
PRINT "True"
ELSE
PRINT "False"
END IF
END

2605

ACS EXAMPLE
! Test triangle leg 1 = 3 units, leg 2 = 4 units, hyp. = 5
! units. Find the
! angle between leg 2 and hyp. /|
!
5 / |3
!
/ |
!
----!
4
!
The ACS function returns the angle between, in this case
! leg 2 and the hyp. Take the adjacent leg (4) over the
! hyp. (5) -- which is the cosine. ACS is the opposite
! of COS.
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "The angle, using arc-cosine function."
RAD
PRINT "is";ACS(4/5);"radians."
DEG
PRINT "or";ACS(4/5);"degrees."
END

2606

ALLOCATE EXAMPLE
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Total Memory "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
PRINT "***ALLOCATE TEST #4***"
ALLOCATE A$[32000],B(1000),INTEGER C(10)
PRINT "Memory after allocation "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
DEALLOCATE A$,C(*),B(*)
PRINT "Memory freed "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
ALLOCATE A$[32000],B(1000)
PRINT "Memory allocated without the integer array "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
PRINT
PRINT "Memory before SUB call "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
PRINT "Calling SUB..."
Yahoo
PRINT "Memory after SUB call "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
PRINT
ALLOCATE Str$[90]
PRINT "Memory after allocated string "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
ALLOCATE REAL D(8)
PRINT "Memory after allocated REAL array "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
END
!
SUB Yahoo
PRINT "Memory in SUB call "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
ALLOCATE COMPLEX Y(4)
PRINT "Memory after allocation of COMPLEX array "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
SUBEND

2607

ALPHA HEIGHT EXAMPLE
CLEAR SCREEN
ALPHA HEIGHT 10! error in documentation
FOR Loop=1 TO 30
PRINT Loop
NEXT Loop
PRINT "Paused...",STATUS(CRT,3) !Get the # of lines in the extended output area.
PAUSE
DISP "Test complete"
ALPHA HEIGHT ! return to normal
END

2608

ALPHA PEN EXAMPLE
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP !Turn on color map mode.
CLEAR SCREEN
FOR Loop=0 TO 15
ALPHA PEN Loop
!This prints out the ALPHA PEN # in its proper color.
PRINT Loop
NEXT Loop
PRINT "Test complete"
END

2609

AND EXAMPLE
DATA 0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1
RESTORE
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "AND test"
PRINT " J"," K","J AND K"
FOR L=1 TO 4
READ J,K
!Reads in the DATA values into J and K.
PRINT J,K,J AND K !Performs the AND operation, then prints it out.
NEXT L
END

2610

AREA COLOR EXAMPLE
GINIT
GCLEAR
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
WINDOW 0,1.31,1.31,0
FOR L=0 TO 1 STEP .2
FOR H=0 TO 1 STEP 1/6
FOR S=0 TO 1 STEP .2
AREA COLOR H,S,L
MOVE H+.11*L,S+.11*L
RECTANGLE .09,.1,FILL,EDGE
NEXT S
NEXT H
NEXT L
LORG 7
MOVE 1.2,1.31
LABEL "z = Luminosity"
LORG 4
MOVE .6,1.31
LABEL "x = Hue"
LDIR PI/2
MOVE 1.31,.6
LABEL "y = Saturation"
END

2611

AREA PEN EXAMPLE

GINIT
GCLEAR
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP !Set it to color map mode.
MOVE 40,40
FOR L=1 TO 40
AREA PEN L
!Show the different AREA PEN colors.
RECTANGLE 90,30,FILL,EDGE
LABEL L;
MOVE 40,40
WAIT 1
GCLEAR
NEXT L
END

2612

ARG EXAMPLE

! The ARG function returns the ANGLE of a complex number.
20
! This program computes the angle and compares it with the result of ARG.
30
DEG
40
CLEAR SCREEN
50
COMPLEX A
60
A=CMPLX(3,4)
70
Mag=ABS(A)
80
Angle=ARG(A)
90
X=Mag*COS(Angle)
100
Y=Mag*SIN(Angle)
110
PRINT "Complex number a + bi: ";A
120
PRINT "Magnitude: ";Mag,"Angle: ";Angle
130
PRINT "Your complex number was: ";X;"+";Y;"i"
140
END

2613

ASNH EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130

COMPLEX C
C=CMPLX(4,7)
CLEAR SCREEN
X=ASNH(C)
Y=LOG(C+SQR(C^2+1))
PRINT X;"=";Y;"?"
IF X=Y THEN
PRINT "True"
STOP
ELSE
PRINT "False"
END IF
END

!Takes the hyperbolic arcsine of complex number C.
!Uses the mathematical approach to the hyperbolic arcsine.
!Compare X and Y to verify ASNH.

2614

ASSIGN EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

ON ERROR GOTO 50
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** output TEST ****"
PURGE "test.txt"
CREATE "test.txt",0
ASSIGN @File TO "test.txt";FORMAT ON
A$="This is a test."
OUTPUT @File;A$
RESET @File
ENTER @File;Test$
ASSIGN @File TO *
IF A$=Test$ THEN
PRINT "Test passed."
PURGE "test.txt"
ELSE
PRINT "Test failed."
PRINT "Output string did not equal input string."
END IF
END

2615

ASN EXAMPLE

10! Test triangle leg 1 = 3 units, leg 2 = 4 units, hyp. = 5
20! units. Find the
30! angle between leg 2 and hyp. /|
40!
5 / |3
50!
/ |
60!
----70!
4
80!
The ASN function returns the angle between, in this case
90! leg 2 and the hyp. Take the opposite leg (3) over the
100! hyp. (5) -- which is the sine. ASN is the opposite
110! of SIN.
120
CLEAR SCREEN
130
PRINT "The angle, using arcsine function."
140
RAD
150
PRINT "is";ASN(3/5);"radians."
160
DEG
170
PRINT "or";ASN(3/5);"degrees."
180
END

2616

ATN2 EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

!ATN2 returns the angle of the vector from the origin to a point.
!In this case, -4 is the y-value and 3 is the x-value.
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT ATN2(-4,3)
END

2617

ATN EXAMPLE

10! Test triangle leg 1 = 3 units, leg 2 = 4 units, hyp. = 5
20! units. Find the
30! angle between leg 2 and hyp. /|
40!
5 / |3
50!
/ |
60!
----70!
4
80!
The ATN function returns the angle between, in this case
90! leg 2 and the hyp. Take the opposite leg (3) over the
100! adjasent (4) -- which is the tangent. ATN is the opposite
110! of TAN.
120
CLEAR SCREEN
130
PRINT "The angle, using arctangent function."
140
RAD
150
PRINT "is";ATN(3/4);"radians."
160
DEG
170
PRINT "or";ATN(3/4);"degrees."
180
END

2618

ATNH EXAMPLE

10
COMPLEX C
20
C=CMPLX(4,7)
30
CLEAR SCREEN
40
X=ATNH(C)
!Returns the hyperbolic arctangent of a complex number.
50
Y=1/2*LOG((1+C)/(1-C)) !Performs the mathematical value for hyperbolic
arctangent.
60
PRINT X;"=";Y;"?"
70
IF X=Y THEN
!Verifies ATNH function.
80
PRINT "True"
90
ELSE
100
PRINT "False"
110
END IF
120
END

2619

AXES EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
19
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330

KEY LABELS OFF
CLEAR SCREEN
AXES
PRINT "Default Axes"
Holdit
AXES 5
PRINT "Ticks on X axes"
Holdit
AXES 5,5
!X,Y tick spacing.
PRINT "with 5,5 tick spacing"
Holdit
AXES 5,5,20
PRINT "X origin at 20"
Holdit
AXES 5,5,20,20
!20,20 is the X,Y origin of axis on the screen.
PRINT "X and Y Origins at 20,20"
Holdit
AXES 2,5,20,20,5
PRINT "X tick spacing 2 Y tick spacing 5, Origin at 20,20 major tick size 5"
Holdit
AXES 2,2,20,20,5,5
!5,5 is the spacing of major ticks on X and Y axis.
PRINT "5,5 major tick spacing"
Holdit
AXES 2,2,20,20,5,5,2
!2 is the size of major ticks.
PRINT "Major tick size of 2"
KEY LABELS ON
END
SUB Holdit
PRINT TABXY(50,50);"Press Continue"
PAUSE
CLEAR SCREEN
DISP
SUBEND

2620

BASE EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
15

OPTION BASE 1
DIM A(16,6)
CLEAR SCREEN
Pass_a(A(*))
PRINT "After REDIM"
REDIM A(7,3)
Pass_a(A(*))
END
SUB Pass_a(REAL A(*))
L=RANK(A)
PRINT "The array passed in, has the following dimensions."
PRINT "Rank: ";L
PRINT "Base: ";BASE(A,L)
PRINT "Size: ";SIZE(A,L)
SUBEND

2621

BDAT EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
81
90

CLEAR SCREEN
CREATE BDAT "stuff1.BDT",67
CREATE BDAT "stuff2.BDT",67,78
CAT "*.BDT"
PRINT "Press CONTINUE to purge
PAUSE
PURGE "stuff1.BDT"
PURGE "stuff2.BDT"
CAT "*.BDT"
END

!Create a BDAT file.
!Create a BDAT file.
!Make sure the files were created.
files..."

2622

BEEP EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

CLEAR SCREEN
BEEP
PRINT "*** BEEP test ***"
Duration=.01
FOR Frequency=81 TO 5208 STEP 10
BEEP Frequency, Duration
NEXT Frequency
PRINT "Done."
END

!Test BEEP at different frequencies.

2623

BINAND EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130

INTEGER X,Y,Z
X=12
Y=6
Z=BINAND(X,Y) !Do a binary AND of X and Y.
PRINT X;" & ";Y
See(Z)
END
SUB See(INTEGER X)
FOR Loop=15 TO 0 STEP -1
Temp=BIT(X,Loop) !Print out the answer in bits.
PRINT Temp;
NEXT Loop
SUBEND

2624

BINCMP EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

INTEGER X,Y
X=13
Y=BINCMP(X) !Binary Complement of X.
PRINT "Compliment of X"
See(Y)
END
SUB See(INTEGER X)
FOR Loop=15 TO 0 STEP -1
Temp=BIT(X,Loop)
PRINT Temp;
NEXT Loop
SUBEND

2625

BINEOR EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

INTEGER X,Y
X=12
Y=BINEOR(X,6) !Binary EXOR of X and 6.
PRINT "X EXOR 6"
See(Y)
END
SUB See(INTEGER X)
FOR Loop=15 TO 0 STEP -1
Temp=BIT(X,Loop)
PRINT Temp;
NEXT Loop
SUBEND

2626

BINEQV EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

INTEGER X,Y
X=12
Y=BINEQV(X,6) !Performs a bit by bit equivalence operation.
PRINT "Equivalence test"
See(Y)
END
SUB See(INTEGER X)
FOR Loop=15 TO 0 STEP -1
Temp=BIT(X,Loop)
PRINT Temp;
NEXT Loop
SUBEND

2627

BIN EXAMPLE

10
20
30

CLEAR SCREEN
LIST BIN
!List the binaries loaded in your computer.
END

2628

BINIMP EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

INTEGER X,Y
X=12
Y=BINIMP(X,6)
!Performs a bit by bit implication operation.
PRINT "Implication test"
See(Y)
END
SUB See(INTEGER X)
FOR Loop=15 TO 0 STEP -1
Temp=BIT(X,Loop)
PRINT Temp;
NEXT Loop
SUBEND

2629

BINIOR EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

INTEGER X,Y
X=12
Y=BINIOR(X,6) !Performs an OR operation of 12 and 6.
PRINT "12 OR 6"
See(Y)
END
SUB See(INTEGER X)
FOR Loop=15 TO 0 STEP -1
Temp=BIT(X,Loop)
PRINT Temp;
NEXT Loop
SUBEND

2630

BIT EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

INTEGER X
X=12
PRINT "The bits for ";X;":"
See(X)
END
SUB See(INTEGER X)
FOR Loop=15 TO 0 STEP -1
Temp=BIT(X,Loop)
PRINT Temp;
NEXT Loop
SUBEND

2631

BREAK EXAMPLE

Assumes two com ports connected via null modem cable.
FOR COM2
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

! LOAD BIN "SERIAL32;DR 2 DIS"
LOOP
PRINT STATUS (11,10) ! WILL BE 96 WHEN IDLE
IF BIT(STATUS (11,1),4) THEN GOTO 60
END LOOP
PRINT "BREAK" ! Break Detected
END

FOR COM1
10
20
30

! LOAD BIN "SERIAL32; DR 1 DIS"
CONTROL 9,1;1 ! SENDS 400 MS BREAK
END

2632

BUFFER EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** Assign Buffer TEST ****"
ASSIGN @Test TO BUFFER [2000]
A$="This is a test."
OUTPUT @Test;A$
!Output to the Buffer string.
ENTER @Test;Msg$
!Enter from the Buffer string.
IF A$=Msg$ THEN PRINT "Test passed."
PRINT "All done."
END

2633

BYTE EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
61
70
80
90
100
110

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** output TEST ****"
CREATE "test.txt",0
ASSIGN @File TO "test.txt";BYTE
!Send the data out as 8-bit bytes.
A$="This is a test."
OUTPUT @File;A$
RESET @File
ENTER @File;Test$
IF A$=Test$ THEN PRINT "Test passed."
ASSIGN @File TO *
PURGE "test.txt"
END

2634

OFF event

Manual entries document each event separately.
See:
OFF CYCLE
Cancels a repeating event branch.
OFF DELAY
Cancels a single event branch after a specified number of
seconds.
OFF END
Cancels an event branch for end-of-file
conditions.
OFF EOR
Cancels an event branch for end-of-record
conditions.
OFF EOT
Cancels an event branch for end-of-transfer
conditions.
OFF ERROR
Cancels an event branch for trappable errors.
OFF EVENT
Cancels event branches defined by ON EVENT.
OFF INTR
Cancels a hardware interrupt initiated branch.
OFF KBD
Cancels an event branch for when a key is
pressed.
OFF KEY
Cancels an event branch for when a softkey is
pressed.
OFF KNOB
Cancels an event branch for when the KNOB is turned.
OFF SIGNAL
Cancels an event branch for when a SIGNAL statement is
executed.
OFF TIME
Cancels a single event branch for a specific
time.
OFF TIMEOUT
Cancels an event branch for an I/O timeout.

2635

CALL EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

CLEAR SCREEN
CALL Msg("Hello world",1) !These parameters will be passed down to the SUB.
Msg("This is line two",2)
CALL "Msg" WITH ("Line three",3)
END
SUB Msg(Msg$,INTEGER X)
PRINT PEN X
PRINT Msg$
SUBEND

2636

CASE EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
INPUT "Please enter your age:",Age
30
SELECT Age
40
CASE <1,>100
50
PRINT "Congratulations - Movie is free!"
60
CASE <12
70
Price=2.00
80
CASE 12 TO 59
90
Price=6.50
100
CASE 60
110
PRINT "Special movie rate"
120
Price=3.00
130
CASE ELSE
140
Price=4.50
150
END SELECT
160 Image: IMAGE "Movie price is $", D.2D
170
PRINT USING Image;Price
180 End: END

2637

CAUSE ERROR EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
ON ERROR RECOVER Here
30
PRINT "Calling Force error SUB."
40
Force_error
50
PRINT "If it reaches here, it didn't work."
60 Here: PRINT "It works!"
70
END
80
!
90
SUB Force_error
100
PRINT "Forcing error 1"
110
CAUSE ERROR 1
120
SUBEND

2638

CD EXAMPLE

10 ! Comments: MASS STORAGE IS, MSI, CD work good. Both MSI
20 ! and CD convert to MASS STORAGE IS.
30
ON ERROR CALL Testerror
40
CLEAR SCREEN
50
PRINT "*** CD or MSI TEST ****"
60
PRINT "Current directory is: ";SYSTEM$("MSI")
70
PRINT "Changing directory to C:\"
80
MASS STORAGE IS "C:\"
90
PRINT "MSI: ",SYSTEM$("MSI")
100
PRINT "Changing directory to D:\"
110
MASS STORAGE IS "D:\"
120
PRINT "MSI: ",SYSTEM$("MSI")
130
PRINT "Test passed."
140
END
150
SUB Testerror
! Error Handler for
160
PRINT "* Error: ";ERRN
! unexpected test program errors.
170
STOP
180
SUBEND

2639

CHR$ EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

CLEAR SCREEN
DISPLAY FUNCTIONS ON
FOR Loop=0 TO 255
DISP Loop;
PRINT CHR$(Loop);
NEXT Loop
PRINT CHR$(128)
PRINT CHR$(136)
END

!Make sure you can see all the characters.
!Display all the different characters.

2640

CHRX EXAMPLE

10
20

PRINT CHRX,CHRY,RATIO
END

!Width and height of the characters.
!RATIO returns the ratio of the x-y axis.

2641

CHRY EXAMPLE

10
PRINT CHRX,CHRY,RATIO
used.
20
END

!Returns the width and height of the character font
!RATIO returns the ratio of the x-y axis.

2642

CINT EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

DATA 2.6, 2.2, -2.2, -2.6
RESTORE
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Variable value conversion test"
PRINT "Value","CINT(X)","FIX(X)","INT(X)"
FOR L=1 TO 4
READ X
PRINT X,CINT(X),FIX(X),INT(X)
NEXT L
END

2643

CLEAR ERROR EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
ON ERROR RECOVER Here
30
Force_error
40 Here: !
50
PRINT "The error received was:"
60
PRINT ERRM$
70
CLEAR ERROR
80
PRINT "Error Cleared"
90
PRINT "If another error message appears, the test failed."
100 END
110
120 SUB Force_error
130
PRINT SYSTEM$("HTBasic")!gives error 401
140 SUBEND

2644

CLEAR EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

! Use bus analyzer to verify commands; response is device specific
RESET 7
PAUSE
CLEAR 720
END

2645

CLEAR LINE EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

OUTPUT KBD;"I can clear this line with CLEAR LINE.";
WAIT 3
CLEAR LINE !This clears the input line.
END

2646

CLEAR SCREEN EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

PRINT "I can clear the screen."
AREA PEN 6
MOVE 30,30
RECTANGLE 20,20,FILL
MOVE 50,50
AREA PEN 4
POLYGON 20,FILL
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
END

2647

CLIP EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

GINIT
CLEAR SCREEN
AREA PEN 4
CLIP 10,25,5,15
RECTANGLE 40,40,FILL
WAIT 2
PRINT "Now we will turn off the clip"
WAIT 2
CLIP OFF
RECTANGLE 40,40,FILL
END

2648

CLS EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

GINIT
CLEAR SCREEN
AREA PEN 4
CLIP 10,25,5,15
RECTANGLE 40,40,FILL
WAIT 2
PRINT "Now we will turn off the clip"
WAIT 2
CLIP OFF
RECTANGLE 40,40,FILL
END

2649

CMPLX EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

CLEAR SCREEN
COMPLEX A,B(1:10)
A=CMPLX(2,1)
!Makes a complex number 2+i.
FOR X=1 TO 10
B(X)=CMPLX(X,X/(-4)) !Makes various complex numbers depending on loop.
PRINT B(X)
NEXT X
PRINT A
END

2650

COLOR EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

GINIT
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
AREA COLOR .8,.8,.8
!Change the FILL color
RECTANGLE 45,45,FILL,EDGE
MOVE 30,30
AREA COLOR .2,.9,.5
!Change the FILL color
RECTANGLE 45,45,FILL,EDGE
END
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COM EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
111
120
150
160
170
180
181
190
200
210
220
230

COM A$[20],Number
COM /Test/B$[40],Counter
A$="Hello"
B$="World"
Number=7
Counter=78
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "In main"
PRINT "A$=";A$,"Number=";Number
PRINT "B$=";B$,"Counter=";Counter
Subit
PRINT
PRINT "If SUB and MAIN variables are equal, then test passes."
END
SUB Subit
COM A$,Number
COM /Test/B$,Counter
PRINT
PRINT "In SUB"
PRINT "A$=";A$,"Number=";Number
PRINT "B$=";B$,"Counter=";Counter
Number=2
SUBEND

2652

COMMAND$ EXAMPLE

10
20
30

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT COMMAND$
END

2653

COMPLEX EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

CLEAR SCREEN
COMPLEX A,B(1:10)
A=CMPLX(2,1)
!Makes a complex number 2+i.
FOR X=1 TO 10
B(X)=CMPLX(X,X/(-4)) !Makes various complex numbers depending on loop.
PRINT B(X)
NEXT X
PRINT A
END
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CONFIGURE BDAT EXAMPLE
CONFIGURE BDAT MSB FIRST ! Will create bdat files for HP BASIC Workstation
CREATE BDAT "test.bdt",20
CAT "test.bdt"
PURGE "test.bdt"
END

2655

CONFIGURE CREATE EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

CONFIGURE CREATE "HTB"
CREATE "test1.txt",0
CONFIGURE CREATE "HP"
CREATE "test2.txt",0
PURGE "test1.txt"
PURGE "test2.txt"
END

!This sets the file being created to an HTB header.
!This sets the file being created to an HP header.

2656

CONFIGURE DIM EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

!Before you run this program,
!go to a command line and type
!the command CONFIGURE DIM OFF.
!If you don't, it won't work properly.
!The test should produce ERROR 16.
!Error 16 is produced because the
!variable A$ was not dimensioned first.
!With CONFIGURE DIM ON, you do not
!need to dimension a variable first.
ON ERROR GOTO 70
A$="Hello"
END

2657

CONFIGURE DUMP EXAMPLE

10
CONFIGURE DUMP TO "WIN-DUMP" !Use windows print driver for dumps to the
printer.
20
DUMP DEVICE IS 10
!Use windows default printer for dumps.
30
CALL Text
40
PRINT "Hello"
50
DUMP ALPHA
60
WAIT 2
70
CALL Graphic
80
DUMP GRAPHICS #10
90
END
100
SUB Text
110
CLEAR SCREEN
120
PRINT "*** Print TEST ****"
130
PRINT "[TAB]";TAB(15);"15 spaces"
140
PRINT TABXY(5,5);"Cool, gotoxy()"
150
PRINT "It is all good!!!"
160
SUBEND
170
SUB Graphic
180
CLEAR SCREEN
190
GINIT
200
MOVE 40,40
210
RECTANGLE 10,20
220
DISP "1"
230
AREA PEN 3
240
RECTANGLE 10,-20,FILL
250
DISP "2"
260
PEN 2
270
RECTANGLE -10,-20,EDGE
280
DISP "3"
290
AREA PEN 7
300
PEN 8
310
RECTANGLE -10,20,FILL,EDGE
320
DISP "4"
330
DISP
340
SUBEND
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CONFIGURE KBD EXAMPLE

10
CONTROL KBD,203;1
!Turn off detection of mouse movements.
20
CLEAR SCREEN
30
PRINT "Mapping key '4' to '7'."
40
DISP "Press 'e' to stop"
50
Nustr$="0123756789"
60
Normstr$="0123456789"
70
PRINT "Type 4 and notice that it is now 7."
80
CONFIGURE KBD 48 TO Nustr$ !Change 4 to 7.
90
ON KBD GOTO Here
100
REPEAT
110 Loop: GOTO Loop
120 Here: Ch$=KBD$
130
PRINT Ch$
140
UNTIL Ch$="e"
150
CONFIGURE KBD 48 TO Normstr$
!Change 4 back to 4.
160
PRINT "Now 4 is back to normal."
170
DISP "All done."
180
END

2659

CONFIGURE KEY EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

CLEAR SCREEN
CONFIGURE KEY 51 TO NUM("<") ! Changes key "3" to a left-arrow.
PRINT "Configuring key 3 to a left-arrow."
PRINT "Verify that this is true."
PRINT "Press continue to quit."
PAUSE
END

2660

CONFIGURE LABEL EXAMPLE

10 ! This program configures the letter H to a "u" with two dots over it when using
LABEL.
20
CONFIGURE LABEL 72 TO CHR$(134)&CHR$(10)&CHR$(218)&CHR$(86)&CHR$(69)&CHR
$(21)&CHR$(6)&CHR$(140)&CHR$(14)&CHR$(220)&CHR$(94)
30
MOVE 50,50
40
LABEL "Hello" !The H in Hello should be a "u" with two dots over it.
50
END

2661

CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
CREATE "CONFIGUREA234567890",1
30
CREATE
"CONFIGUREA234567890A234567890A234567890A234567890A234567890A234567890A234567890A234567890A23
40
CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES ON
50
DISP "Long filename format. Program paused.."
60
CAT "configure*"
70
PAUSE
80
CLEAR SCREEN
90
DISP "Short filename format. Program paused.."
100 CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES OFF
110
CAT
"config*"
111
PAUSE
120 PURGE "CONFIGUREA234567890"
130 PURGE
"CONFIGUREA234567890A234567890A234567890A234567890A234567890A234567890A234567890A234567890A23
140 CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES ON
150 END

2662

CONFIGURE MSI EXAMPLE

10
20
30
50
60
80
90

CONFIGURE MSI ON
CONFIGURE MSI ":,720,1" TO "c:\"
MASS STORAGE IS ":,720,1"
PRINT SYSTEM$("MSI")
CONFIGURE MSI OFF
PRINT SYSTEM$("MSI")
END

2663

CONFIGURE PRT EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

CONFIGURE PRT TO CRT
OUTPUT PRT;"Hello"
CONFIGURE PRT TO 10
END

!Change PRT from a printer to the screen.
!Change PRT back to a printer.

2664

CONFIGURE SAVE EXAMPLE

10
CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII ON
20
CLEAR SCREEN
30
PRINT "SAVE test"
40
SAVE "save.txt"
!With CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII ON, notepad will read the
file as garbage.
50
EXECUTE "notepad save.txt"
60
PRINT "Program paused."
70
PURGE "save.txt"
80
PRINT "All done"
90
CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII OFF
!With CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII OFF, notepad will read the
file as normal text.
100
CLEAR SCREEN
110
PRINT "SAVE test"
120
SAVE "save.txt"
130
EXECUTE "notepad save.txt"
140
PRINT "Program paused."
150
PURGE "save.txt"
160
PRINT "All done"
170
END

2665

CONJG EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

CLEAR SCREEN
COMPLEX A,B,Y
A=CMPLX(2,1)
B=CONJG(A)
!Returns the conjugate of A.
PRINT "a = 2 + i :";A
PRINT "b = conjugate of a: ";B
END

2666

CAT EXAMPLE

10
DIM Files$(80)[80]
20
CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES OFF
25
CONFIGURE LONGCATDATES OFF
30
Directory$="C:\"
40
CLEAR SCREEN
50
PRINT "Major CAT test program instructions: "
60
PRINT
70
PRINT
80
PRINT "Type CONT to continue"
90
PRINT "when paused."
100 DISP "*** Cat TEST ****"
110 New("Regular CAT")
120 CAT Directory$
130
140 New("CAT to printer")
150 CAT Directory$ TO #10 !CAT to the Windows default printer.
160 PRINTER IS CRT
170
180 CAT Directory$;NO HEADER
!CAT without the header.
190
200 New("Just the file names")
210 CAT Directory$;NAMES
!CAT the names of the files only.
220
230 New("Extend option")
240 CAT Directory$;EXTEND
!CAT with the EXTEND option to suppress the SRM
format.
250
260 New("Long file names")
270 CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES ON
280 CAT Directory$
!CAT with longfilenames on.
290 CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES OFF
300
310 New("CAT *.txt files.")
320 CAT Directory$&"*.txt"
!Look for only the files with *.txt extensions.
330
340 New("CAT *.txt to string test")
350 CAT Directory$&"*.txt" TO Files$(*)
!CAT to a file.
360 PRINT "The first 10 text files in "&Directory$
370 FOR Loop=1 TO 10
380
PRINT Loop,File$(Loop)
390 NEXT Loop
400
410 New("Number of files")
420 CAT Directory$;NAMES,COUNT Count !Find the number of files in the directory.
430 PRINT "The number of files in "&Directory$&" is";Count
440
450 New("CAT the file names, skiping the first 10")
460 CAT Directory$;NAMES,SKIP 10
!CAT skipping the first ten files.
470
480 New("Files that start with 'T'")
490 CAT Directory$;SELECT "T"
!CAT only the files starting with T.
500 New("Test complete")
2667

510
520
530
540
550
560

END
SUB New(Msg$)
PAUSE
CLEAR SCREEN
DISP Msg$
SUBEND

2668

CONTROL EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

!LOAD BIN "SERIAL32"
CONTROL 9,3;19200 !Set the Serial baud rate to 19200.
PRINT STATUS(9,3) !Make sure it was set correctly.
END

2669

COPY EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

Filename$="JUNK.XXX"
CLEAR SCREEN
SAVE Filename$
COPY Filename$ TO "JUNK.jnk"
DISP "Copied "&Filename$&" to JUNK.jnk - program paused"
CAT "Junk.*"
PAUSE
PURGE Filename$
PURGE "JUNK.jnk"
PRINT "Junk files were purged."
END

2670

COS EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390

!
This example demonstrates the usage of the trigonometric
! functions. The following triangle will be used:

!
|\
!
| a\
Given C = 4 units and angle
!
C|
\B
c = 53.1301023542 degrees
!
|b
c\
Note: angle b = 90 degrees.
!
+-------!
A
CLEAR SCREEN
DEG ! get in degree mode
REAL A,B,C
! Given:
C=4
Angle_c=53.1301023542
Angle_b=90
! Angle a can be found by simply subtracting the total given
! angles by 180 degrees. Every triangle only has 180
! degress.
Angle_a=180-(Angle_c+Angle_b)
! The sine of angle c is defined as C over B. Solving for
! B gives us:
B=C/SIN(Angle_c)
! The cosine of angle c is defined as A over B. Solving for
! A gives us:
A=B*COS(Angle_c)
! To double check the answers, one possible way is:
! Given: A^2 + C^2 = B^2 and solving for C
IF SQR(B^2-A^2)=C THEN
PRINT "The leg A =";A;"units."
PRINT "The leg B =";B;"units."
PRINT "The leg C =";C;"units."
PRINT "Angle a is = ";Angle_a;"degrees."
PRINT "Angle b is = ";Angle_b;"degrees."
PRINT "Angle c is = ";Angle_c;"degrees."
ELSE
PRINT "An error has occurred."
END IF
END

2671

COSH EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

COMPLEX C
C=CMPLX(4,7)
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT COSH(80)
X=REAL(COSH(C))
Y=COSH(REAL(C))*COS(IMAG(C))
PRINT X,Y
IF X=Y THEN
PRINT "True"
ELSE
PRINT "False - error in documentation."
END IF
X=IMAG(COSH(C))
Y=SINH(REAL(C))*SIN(IMAG(C))
PRINT X,Y
IF X=Y THEN
PRINT "True"
ELSE
PRINT "False - error in documentation."
END IF
END

2672

COUNT EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

Directory$="C:\"
CAT Directory$;NAMES,COUNT Count
PRINT "The number of files in "&Directory$&" is";Count
END

2673

CREATE ASCII EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** output TEST ****"
CREATE ASCII "test.txt",0
ASSIGN @File TO "test.txt";FORMAT ON
A$="This is a test."
OUTPUT @File;A$
RESET @File
ENTER @File;Test$
IF A$=Test$ THEN
PRINT "Test passed."
ELSE
PRINT "Test failed. Output string did not equal input string."
END IF
ASSIGN @File TO *
PURGE "test.txt"
END

2674

CREATE BDAT EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CLEAR SCREEN
CREATE BDAT "stuff1.XXX",67
CREATE BDAT "stuff2.XXX",67,78
CAT "*.XXX"
PRINT "CONT to purge files..."
PAUSE
PURGE "stuff1.XXX"
PURGE "stuff2.XXX"
PRINT "Files purged."
END

2675

CREATE DIR EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

CLEAR SCREEN
CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES ON
CREATE DIR "New directory"
!Create the directory.
PRINT "I created a directory called"
CAT "New*";NAMES
!Make sure the directory was created.
PAUSE
PURGE "New directory"
PRINT "I removed it, now."
END

2676

CREATE EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** output TEST ****"
CREATE "test.txt",0
ASSIGN @File TO "test.txt";FORMAT ON
A$="This is a test."
OUTPUT @File;A$
RESET @File
ENTER @File;Test$
IF A$=Test$ THEN
PRINT "Test passed."
ELSE
PRINT "Test failed. Output string did not equal input string."
END IF
ASSIGN @File TO *
PURGE "test.txt"
END

2677

CRT EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT CRT
PRINTER IS CRT
PRINT "Hello"
END

2678

CSIZE EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CLEAR SCREEN
FOR Height=1 TO 20
MOVE 0,40
DISP Height
CSIZE Height,1
!Change the size of the label font.
LABEL "Hello World!"
WAIT 1
CLEAR SCREEN
NEXT Height
END

2679

CSUM EXAMPLE

10
OPTION BASE 1
20
DIM Matrix(3,3)
30
DIM Vector(3)
40
DATA 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
50
RESTORE
60
READ Matrix(*)
70
CLEAR SCREEN
80
PRINT "The matrix looks like: "
90
Prtmat(Matrix(*),3,3)
100
MAT Vector=CSUM(Matrix)
110
PRINT "The sum of each column is as follows"
120
PRINT Vector(*)
130
END
140
SUB Prtmat(A(*),Lenarr,Widarr)
150! This sub prints out a matrix length of Lenarr and wide as widarr.
160! A 3x3 matrix would print like:
170!
[ 1 2 3 ] Widarr = 3
180!
[ 4 5 6 ]
190!
[ 7 8 9 ]
200!
Lenarr = 3
210
ASSIGN @Out TO CRT
220
FOR Col=1 TO Lenarr
230
OUTPUT @Out;" [";
240
FOR Row=1 TO Widarr
250
OUTPUT @Out;A(Col,Row);
260
NEXT Row
270
OUTPUT @Out;" ]"
280
NEXT Col
290
ASSIGN @Out TO *
300
SUBEND

2680

CYCLE EXAMPLE

10
ON CYCLE 5 GOTO Here
20
CLEAR SCREEN
30
PRINT "Loop until It is time."
40
LOOP
50
PRINT "Still waiting"
60
WAIT .5
70
END LOOP
80 Here: PRINT "It worked!"
90
PRINT "On cycle interrupts after 5 seconds."
100
END

2681

DATA EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

DIM Array(4)
DATA 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, "Hello user"
RESTORE
!Set pointer back to beginning of DATA statement.
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Reading the data."
READ Array(*)
!Read in the numerics from DATA.
PRINT "The array: "
PRINT Array(*)
READ Str$
!Read in the string from DATA.
PRINT "and the string was:",Str$
END

2682

DATE EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT DATE$(TIMEDATE)
PRINT "The number in seconds from 4713 B.C. is",FNJd(DATE$(TIMEDATE))
END
DEF FNJd(A$)
RETURN (DATE(A$) DIV 86400)-1
FNEND

2683

DATE$ EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "The date today is ";DATE$(TIMEDATE)
PRINT "The number of seconds from 4713 B.C. is",FNJd(DATE$(TIMEDATE))
END
DEF FNJd(A$)
RETURN (DATE(A$) DIV 86400)-1
FNEND

2684

polygon EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CLEAR SCREEN
MOVE 40,40
POLYGON 5
POLYGON 10,6
POLYGON 15,12,5
MOVE 80,40
POLYGON 20,FILL
MOVE 30,80
POLYGON 15,FILL,EDGE
END

2685

DEALLOCATE EXAMPLE

10
! *****************************************
20
!
30
! TEST STACK MANIPULATIONS FOR ALLOCATE #4
40
!
50
! *****************************************
60
CLEAR SCREEN
70
PRINT "Total Memory "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
80
ON ERROR GOTO L140
90
ALLOCATE A$[32000],B(1000),INTEGER C(10)
100
PRINT "Memory after allocation "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
110
DEALLOCATE A$,C(*),B(*)
120
PRINT "Memory freed "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
130
ALLOCATE A$[32000],B(1000)
140
PRINT "Memory allocated again without the integer array "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE
MEMORY")
150
PRINT
160
PRINT "Memory before SUB call "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
170
PRINT "Calling SUB..."
180
Yahoo
190
PRINT "Memory after SUB call "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
200
PRINT
210
ALLOCATE Str$[90]
220
PRINT "Memory after allocated string "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
230
ALLOCATE REAL D(8)
240
PRINT "Memory after allocated REAL array "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
250
STOP
260 L140: PRINT "Test failed"
270
END
280
!
290
SUB Yahoo
300
PRINT "Memory in SUB call "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
310
ALLOCATE COMPLEX Y(4)
320
PRINT "Memory after allocation of COMPLEX array "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
330
SUBEND

2686

Default FORMAT Chart
Target

Regular file

ASSIGN
(no FORMAT
option)
Ordinary *
Binary

ASSIGN;
FORMAT ON

ASSIGN;
FORMAT OFF

Ordinary
ASCII

Ordinary *
Binary

ASSIGN;
FORMAT LSB
FIRST
Ordinary LSB
Binary

ASSIGN;
FORMAT MSB
FIRST
Ordinary MSB
Binary

ASCII File

LIF ASCII

LIF ASCII

LIF ASCII

LIF ASCII

LIF ASCII

BDAT File

BDAT ASCII

Device

BDAT †
Binary
ASCII

ASCII

BDAT †
Binary
MSB Binary

BDAT LSB
Binary
LSB Binary

BDAT MSB
Binary
MSB Binary

BUFFER

ASCII

ASCII

* Binary

LSB Binary

MSB Binary

String ‡
† The byte order used with a BDAT file is established when the file is
created and FORMAT OFF should be used to specify binary data. CONFIGURE
BDAT is used to set the byte order for CREATE BDAT.
‡ Although you can't ASSIGN to a non-BUFFER string, you can OUTPUT/ENTER
to any string. In these cases, the format is always ASCII.
* The native byte order for the computer is used. Using the native byte
order for a computer results in faster throughput.
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DEF FN EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Calling Add function to do the following:"
PRINT "5 + 8 =";FNAdd(5,8)
PRINT "Calling Message function."
PRINT FNMessage$("Hello")
END
DEF FNAdd(A,B)
RETURN A+B
FNEND
DEF FNMessage$(OPTIONAL String$)
RETURN String$&" was passed as a parameter."
FNEND

2688

DEG EXAMPLE

10
Angle=80
!Degrees
20
Mode=1
30! DEG (degree) mode = 1
40! RAD (radian) mode = 0
50
CLEAR SCREEN
60
IF Mode THEN
70
DEG
80
PRINT "The sine of ";Angle;"degress is: ";SIN(Angle)
90
ELSE
100
RAD
110
PRINT "The sine of";Angle*(PI/180);"radians is: ";SIN(Angle)
120
END IF
130
END

2689

DELAY EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
ON DELAY 3 GOTO Here
30
PRINT "I will wait 3 seconds, sit back and watch."
40 Loop: GOTO Loop
50
PRINT "Go on!"
60 Here: PRINT "Alright, I waited 3 seconds."
70
END

2690

DELSUB EXAMPLE

10!
This program deletes an important SUB,
20! DO NOT save after you run!!!!!
30!
Notice in the code SUB's One and Two. SUB One
40! will be deleted with the DELSUB command.
50!
After you read the instructions comment out the
60! STOP statement.
70
CLEAR SCREEN
80
PRINT "Please read the instructions."
90
STOP
100
One
110
Two
120
DELSUB One
130
PRINT "SUB One deleted"
140
PRINT "Now, exit and do not save the file!"
150
END
160
SUB One
170
PRINT "Hello, in Sub one"
180
SUBEND
190
SUB Two
200
PRINT "Hello, in Sub two"
210
SUBEND

2691

DET EXAMPLE

10
DIM Matrix(1:3,1:3)
20
DATA 1, 2, 3, 4, -5, 6, 7, 8, 9
30
RESTORE
40
CLEAR SCREEN
50
READ Matrix(*)
60
PRINT "The matrix looks like: "
70
Prtmat(Matrix(*),3,3)
!Print out the matrix used.
80
PRINT "The determinant is: ";DET(Matrix)
90
END
100
SUB Prtmat(A(*),Lenarr,Widarr)
110! This sub prints out a matrix length of Lenarr and wide as widarr.
120! A 3x3 matrix would print like:
130!
[ 1 2 3 ] Widarr = 3
140!
[ 4 5 6 ]
150!
[ 7 8 9 ]
160!
Lenarr = 3
170
ASSIGN @Out TO CRT
180
FOR Col=1 TO Lenarr
190
OUTPUT @Out;" [";
200
FOR Row=1 TO Widarr
210
OUTPUT @Out;A(Col,Row);
220
NEXT Row
230
OUTPUT @Out;" ]"
240
NEXT Col
250
ASSIGN @Out TO *
260
SUBEND
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DIGITIZE EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

!Click the mouse button and it will show you where you are on the screen.
CLEAR SCREEN
WHILE I<>45
DIGITIZE X,Y,Stat$
PRINT "Loop";I;"x:";X,"y:";Y
PRINT "Status: ";Stat$;" - length: ";LEN(Stat$)
I=I+1
END WHILE
END
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DIM EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

OPTION BASE 0
DIM B$(55,2)[25]
DIM A$(155,2)[25]
DIM C$(25,2)[25]
MAT B$=("E")
PRINT B$(*)
MAT C$=("T")
MAT A$=B$(1:25,*)
MAT A$(1:4,*)=C$(1:4,*)
PRINT A$(*)
END
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DISABLE EXAMPLE

10
ON KEY 1 GOTO Here
20
SET KEY 1,"LIST"
30
DISP "Hit F1"
40
WHILE Count<>5
50
Count=Count+1
60
WAIT 1
70
IF Count=2 THEN DISABLE !Once count=2, then pressing F1 will do nothing.
80
END WHILE
90 Here: PRINT "Reached Here! Count = ";Count
100
SET KEY 1,"EDIT"
110
END
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DISABLE INTR EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
30
RESET 7
40
ENABLE INTR 7;2! RESPONDS TO SRQ
50
ON INTR 7,1 GOTO Intrr
60
ON DELAY 10 GOTO Stopp
70
LOOP
80
OUTPUT 720;"HELLO, you."
90
DISP Counter
100
IF Counter=100 THEN
110
DISABLE INTR 7
120
END IF
130
Counter=Counter+1
140
END LOOP
150
STOP
160 Stopp:!
170
PRINT "TIMED OUT"
180
STOP
190 Intrr:!
200
PRINT "INTERRUPTED"
210
OUTPUT 720;"stop"
220
END
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DISP EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "look at the display line."
DISP "I can clear this line."
WAIT 3
DISP
END
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DISPLAY FUNCITONS EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
61
62
70

DISPLAY FUNCTIONS OFF
FOR I=1 TO 32
PRINT CHR$(I);I
NEXT I
DISPLAY FUNCTIONS ON
FOR I=1 TO 32
PRINT CHR$(I);I
NEXT I
END
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DIV EXAMPLE

10
20

IF (8 DIV 3.0)=(FIX(8/3.0)) THEN PRINT "Good."
END
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DOT EXAMPLE

10
DATA 1,2,3,4,5,6
20
RESTORE
30 Vector: IMAGE 3("[",DD,"]",/)
!Printing format.
40 Row_vector: IMAGE 3("[",DD,"]") !Printing format.
50
OPTION BASE 1
60
INTEGER A(3),B(3)
70
CLEAR SCREEN
80
READ A(*),B(*)
90
PRINT "Vector a = "
100
PRINT USING Row_vector;A(*)
110
PRINT "Vector b = "
120
PRINT USING Vector;B(*)
130
PRINT "The DOT product is ";DOT(A,B)
140
END
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DRAW EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

CLEAR SCREEN
GINIT
PRINT "Program pauses a lot, press CONT."
PEN 6
FOR Loop=1 TO 10
MOVE 10+(Loop*10),40
DRAW 10+(Loop*10),80
DISP "Line type: ";Loop
PAUSE
LINE TYPE Loop
NEXT Loop
END
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DROUND EXAMPLE

10
Number=656576
20
CLEAR SCREEN
30
FOR Roundto=1 TO 6
40
PRINT Roundto,DROUND(Number,Roundto) !Round to significant digits indicated by
Roundto.
50
NEXT Roundto
60
END
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DUMP DEVICE IS EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350

CONFIGURE DUMP TO "WIN-DUMP" !Use the windows print driver for dumps.
DUMP DEVICE IS PRT
!Set dump device to windows default printer.
Text
PRINT "Hello"
DUMP ALPHA
!Dump out the text on the screen.
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Press CONT"
PAUSE
Graphic
DUMP GRAPHICS #10
!Dump out the graphics on the screen.
END
SUB Text
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** Print TEST ****"
PRINT "[TAB]";TAB(15);"15 spaces"
PRINT TABXY(5,5);"TAB test"
SUBEND
SUB Graphic
CLEAR SCREEN
GINIT
MOVE 40,40
RECTANGLE 10,20
DISP "1"
AREA PEN 3
RECTANGLE 10,-20,FILL
DISP "2"
PEN 2
RECTANGLE -10,-20,EDGE
DISP "3"
AREA PEN 7
PEN 8
RECTANGLE -10,20,FILL,EDGE
DISP "4"
DISP
SUBEND
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DUMP EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350

CONFIGURE DUMP TO "WIN-DUMP" !Use the windows print driver for dumps.
DUMP DEVICE IS PRT
!Set dump device to windows default printer.
Text
PRINT "Hello"
DUMP ALPHA
!Dump out the text on the screen.
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Press CONT"
PAUSE
Graphic
DUMP GRAPHICS #10
!Dump out the graphics on the screen.
END
SUB Text
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** Print TEST ****"
PRINT "[TAB]";TAB(15);"15 spaces"
PRINT TABXY(5,5);"TAB test"
SUBEND
SUB Graphic
CLEAR SCREEN
GINIT
MOVE 40,40
RECTANGLE 10,20
DISP "1"
AREA PEN 3
RECTANGLE 10,-20,FILL
DISP "2"
PEN 2
RECTANGLE -10,-20,EDGE
DISP "3"
AREA PEN 7
PEN 8
RECTANGLE -10,20,FILL,EDGE
DISP "4"
DISP
SUBEND
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DVAL EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CLEAR
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
END

SCREEN
"DVAL conversion test."
DVAL("00000000000000000000000001100010",2)! From Binary to Decimal.
DVAL("142",8) ! From Octal to Decimal.
DVAL("98",10) ! From base 10 to Decimal.
DVAL("62",16) ! From Hex to Decimal.
"See DVAL$.prg as well."
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DVAL$ EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Number=98
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "DVAL$ conversion test."
PRINT
PRINT "Convert";Number;"to... "
PRINT "binary: ",DVAL$(Number,2)! to binary
PRINT "octal: ",DVAL$(Number,8)! to octal
PRINT "base ten: ",DVAL$(Number,10)! to base 10
PRINT "hex: ",DVAL$(Number,16)! to hex
END
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ECHO EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
CLEAR SCREEN
SET ECHO 65,50
!Set the crosshair to the middle of the screen.
READ LOCATOR X,Y !Read where the mouse pointer is at.
PRINT X,Y
END
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EDGE EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

CLEAR SCREEN
GINIT
MOVE 40,40
RECTANGLE 10,20
DISP "1"
WAIT 1
AREA PEN 3
RECTANGLE 10,-20,FILL
DISP "2"
WAIT 1
PEN 2
RECTANGLE -10,-20,EDGE
DISP "3"
WAIT 1
AREA PEN 7
PEN 8
RECTANGLE -10,20,FILL,EDGE
DISP "4"
WAIT 1
DISP
END
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ELSE EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

IF NOT 1 THEN
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT 5
BEEP
ELSE
PRINT "NOT 1"
STOP
END IF
PRINT "all good"
END
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ENABLE INTR EXAMPLE

10
RESET 7
30
ENABLE INTR 7;2
! RESPONDS TO SRQ
40
ON INTR 7,1 GOTO Intrr
50
ON TIMEOUT 7,30 GOTO Stopp
60
LOOP
70
OUTPUT 720;"HELLO"
80
END LOOP
90
STOP
100 Stopp:!
110
PRINT "TIMED OUT"
120
STOP
130 Intrr:!
140
PRINT "INTERRUPTED"
150
END
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END EXAMPLE

10
20

CLEAR SCREEN
END
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END IF EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

IF 1 THEN
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT 5
BEEP
ELSE
PRINT "NO"
STOP
END IF
PRINT "all good"
END
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END LOOP EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CLEAR SCREEN
LOOP
PRINT "Iterarion:";Counter
PRINT Counter MOD 3
Counter=Counter+1
EXIT IF Counter=5 OR (Counter MOD 4)=3
PRINT "Not finished."
END LOOP
PRINT "All done."
END
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END SELECT EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
INPUT "Please enter your age:",Age
30
SELECT Age
40
CASE <1,>100
50
PRINT "Congratulations - Movie is free!"
60
GOTO End
70
CASE <12
80
Price=2.00
90
CASE 12 TO 59
100
Price=6.50
110
CASE 60
120
PRINT "Special movie rate"
130
Price=3.00
140
CASE ELSE
150
Price=4.50
160
END SELECT
170 Image: IMAGE "Movie price is $", D.2D
180
PRINT USING Image;Price
190 End: END
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END WHILE EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

Good=6
WHILE Good
PRINT Good
Good=Good-1
END WHILE
END
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ENTER EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** output TEST ****"
CREATE "test.txt",0
PRINT "Created file:"
CAT "*.txt";NAMES
ASSIGN @File TO "test.txt";FORMAT ON
OUTPUT @File;"Hello world."
PRINT "Wrote to file."
RESET @File
ENTER @File;Test$
PRINT "Read string from file: ";Test$
ASSIGN @File TO *
PRINT "CONT to purge file."
PAUSE
PURGE "test.txt"
PRINT "File purged."
END
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ENVIRON$ EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

CLEAR
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
END

SCREEN
"Some environment variables are defined as:"
"PATH:"
ENVIRON$("PATH")
"TEMP:"
ENVIRON$("TEMP")
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EOL EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** Assign Buffer TEST ****"
ASSIGN @Test TO 720;EOL OFF
ASSIGN @Out TO CRT
OUTPUT @Test;"Hello, how are you?"
PRINT "All done."
END
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ERRL EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
ON ERROR GOTO 50
30
!force error
40 Here: PRINT SYSTEM$("NON EXISTAT ") !gives error 401
50
PRINT "Testing line label for error."
60
IF ERRL(Here) THEN CALL Testerr
!See if the error occurred on line 40.
70
PRINT "If you see this line, the test failed."
80
END
90
SUB Testerr
100
BEEP
110
PRINT "Error *";ERRN;"on line";ERRLN
120
STOP
130
SUBEND
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ERRLN EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140

CLEAR SCREEN
ON ERROR CALL Testerr
Forceerr
PRINT "If you see this line, the test failed."
END
SUB Forceerr
!force error
PRINT SYSTEM$("NON EXISTAT")!gives error 401
SUBEND
SUB Testerr
BEEP
PRINT "Error *";ERRN;"on line";ERRLN
STOP
SUBEND
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ERRM$ EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
ON ERROR CALL Testerr
30
Forceerr
40
PRINT "If you read this message, the test failed."
50
END
60
SUB Forceerr
70 !force error
80
PRINT SYSTEM$("NON EXISTAT ")!gives error 401
90
SUBEND
100
SUB Testerr
110
BEEP
120
PRINT "*";ERRM$
130
STOP
140
SUBEND
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ERRN EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
ON ERROR CALL Testerr
30
Forceerr
40
PRINT "If you read this message, the test failed."
50
END
60
SUB Forceerr
70 !force error
80
PRINT SYSTEM$("NON EXISTAT ") !gives error 401
90
SUBEND
100
SUB Testerr
110
BEEP
120
PRINT "Error *";ERRN;"on line";ERRLN
130
STOP
140
SUBEND
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ERROR EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
ON ERROR CALL Testerr
30
Forceerr
40
PRINT "You should never see this line."
50
END
60
SUB Forceerr
70 !force error
80
PRINT SYSTEM$("NON EXISTAT ")
!gives error 401
90
SUBEND
100
SUB Testerr
110
BEEP
120
PRINT "Error *";ERRN;"on line";ERRLN
130
STOP
140
SUBEND
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ERROR RETURN EXAMPLE

10
ON ERROR GOSUB Here
20
CLEAR SCREEN
30
CAUSE ERROR 0
40
PRINT "Skip error"
50
STOP
60 Here: PRINT "On";I;"- Intercepted error";ERRN
70
ERROR RETURN
80
PRINT "This line is never reached."
90
END
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ERROR SUBEXIT EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

ON ERROR CALL Here
CLEAR SCREEN
CAUSE ERROR 0
PRINT "Skip error, and continue..."
PRINT "test complete"
END
SUB Here
PRINT "On cause error ";I;"- Intercepted error";ERRN
ERROR SUBEXIT
PRINT "Should have exited before this statement."
SUBEND
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EXECUTE EXAMPLE

10
20
30
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150

DIM S$[40]
REPEAT
CLEAR SCREEN
INPUT "Enter command to run:",S$
IF S$<>"exit" THEN
EXECUTE S$
END IF
UNTIL S$="exit"
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Good bye!"
END
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EXIT IF EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CLEAR SCREEN
LOOP
PRINT "Iteration:";Counter
PRINT Counter MOD 3
Counter=Counter+1
EXIT IF Counter=5 OR (Counter MOD 4)=3
PRINT "Not finished."
END LOOP
PRINT "All done."
END
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EXOR EXAMPLE

10 ! This program prints the truth table for an EXOR function.
20
DATA 0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1
30
RESTORE
40
CLEAR SCREEN
50
PRINT "EXOR test"
60
PRINT " J"," K","J EXOR K"
70
FOR L=1 TO 4
80
READ J,K
90
PRINT J,K,J EXOR K
100
NEXT L
110
END
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EXPANDED EXAMPLE

10
CONFIGURE DUMP TO "WIN-DUMP" !Use the windows print driver for dumps.
20
DUMP DEVICE IS PRT,EXPANDED !Set dump device to windows default printer.
30
Text
!EXPANDED option rotates the picture 90 degrees on
the page.
40
PRINT "Hello"
50
DUMP ALPHA
!Dump out the text on the screen.
60
CLEAR SCREEN
70
PRINT "Press CONT"
80
PAUSE
90
Graphic
100
DUMP GRAPHICS #10
!Dump out the graphics on the screen.
110
END
120
SUB Text
130
CLEAR SCREEN
140
PRINT "*** Print TEST ****"
150
PRINT "[TAB]";TAB(15);"15 spaces"
160
PRINT TABXY(5,5);"TAB test"
170
SUBEND
180
SUB Graphic
190
CLEAR SCREEN
200
GINIT
210
MOVE 40,40
220
RECTANGLE 10,20
230
DISP "1"
240
AREA PEN 3
250
RECTANGLE 10,-20,FILL
260
DISP "2"
270
PEN 2
280
RECTANGLE -10,-20,EDGE
290
DISP "3"
300
AREA PEN 7
310
PEN 8
320
RECTANGLE -10,20,FILL,EDGE
330
DISP "4"
340
DISP
350
SUBEND
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EXP EXAMPLE

10
Begin_balance=2000
20
Rate=.08
30
Years=8
40
Balance=Begin_balance*EXP(Rate*Years)
50 Money: IMAGE "$", 5DD.DD
60 Percent: IMAGE "%", DD
70
CLEAR SCREEN
80
PRINT "By putting"
90
PRINT USING Money;Begin_balance
100
PRINT "in an account which is compounded continuously at"
110
Rate=Rate*100
120
PRINT USING Percent;Rate
130
PRINT "At the end of";Years;"years you will have"
140
PRINT USING Money;Balance
150
END
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Exported Functions

2731

FILL EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

CLEAR SCREEN
GINIT
MOVE 40,40
RECTANGLE 10,20
DISP "1"
WAIT 1
AREA PEN 3
RECTANGLE 10,-20,FILL
DISP "2"
WAIT 1
PEN 2
RECTANGLE -10,-20,EDGE
DISP "3"
WAIT 1
AREA PEN 7
PEN 8
RECTANGLE -10,20,FILL,EDGE
DISP "4"
WAIT 1
DISP
END
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FIX EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

DATA 2.6, 2.2, -2.2, -2.6
RESTORE
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Variable value conversion test"
PRINT "Value","CINT(X)","FIX(X)","INT(X)"
FOR L=1 TO 4
READ X
PRINT X,CINT(X),FIX(X),INT(X)
NEXT L
END
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FNEND EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "5 + 8 =";FNAdd(5,8)
PRINT FNMessage$("Hello")
END
DEF FNAdd(A,B)
RETURN A+B
FNEND
DEF FNMessage$(OPTIONAL String$)
IF NPAR=0 THEN RETURN "You didn't use the OPTIONAL parameter."
RETURN String$&" was a good choice."
FNEND
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FN EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "5 + 8 =";FNAdd(5,8)
PRINT FNMessage$("Hello")
END
DEF FNAdd(A,B)
RETURN A+B
FNEND
DEF FNMessage$(OPTIONAL String$)
IF NPAR=0 THEN RETURN "You didn't use the OPTIONAL parameter."
RETURN String$&" was a good choice."
FNEND
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FORMAT EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
CREATE "test.txt",0
30
PRINT "Created file: ";
40
CAT "*.txt";NAMES
50
ASSIGN @File TO "test.txt";FORMAT ON !FORMAT ON means it's an ordinary ASCII
file.
60
OUTPUT @File;"This is a test"
70
PRINT "Output a string to the file."
80
RESET @File
90
PRINT "Reset the file to the beginning and read string."
100 ENTER @File;Test$
110 PRINT "The string read was: ";Test$
120 ASSIGN @File TO *
130 PURGE "test.txt"
140 PRINT "File purged."
150 END
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FOR ... NEXT EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "For loop demo."
PRINT "Count from 40 to 500 by 20."
FOR J=40 TO 500 STEP 20
PRINT TAB(5),J
WAIT .25
NEXT J
PRINT "test complete"
END
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FRE EXAMPLE

10
20
30

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Amount of free memory: ";FRE
END
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FROM EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

CLEAR SCREEN
MASS STORAGE IS "d:"
READ LABEL Id$
!Reads the LABEL on the drive.
READ LABEL Id2$ FROM "c:"
PRINT SYSTEM$("MSI");Id$
PRINT "C:\ ";Id2$
END
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GCLEAR EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

RECTANGLE 20,40,FILL,EDGE
PRINT "In two seconds, I will GCLEAR"
WAIT 2
GCLEAR
END
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GESCAPE EXAMPLE

10
CALL Code1
20
CALL Code2
30
CALL Code3
40
CALL Code4_5
50
CALL Code6
60
CALL Code102
70
CALL Code103
80 ! CALL Code104
90
CALL Code106
100
CALL Code130
110
CALL Code131
120
CALL Code132
130
CALL Code135
140
CALL Code138
150
CALL Code137
160
CALL Code141
170
CALL Code30
180
CALL Code31
190
CALL Code32
200
CALL Code33
210
CALL Code34
220
CALL Code35
230
CALL Code36
240
CALL Code37
250
CALL Code38
260
CALL Code39
270
CALL Code41
280
END
290
!
300
! Gescape code 1 returns the number of color map entries.
310
! A typical computer will return 256 as the answer.
320
!
330
SUB Code1
340
INTEGER A_return(0)
350
GESCAPE CRT,1;A_return(*)
360
PRINT "There are";A_return(0);"color map entries."
370
WAIT 2
380
CLEAR SCREEN
390
SUBEND
400
!
410
! Gescape code 2 returns color map values. For example, the first
420
! row of the array contains information for pen 0, the second
430
! for pen 1, and so on. The first column of the array is the
440
! red value, the second green, and the third blue.
450
!
460
SUB Code2
470
REAL B_return(15,2)
480
GESCAPE CRT,2;B_return(*)
490
PRINT "PEN","RED","GREEN","BLUE"
500
FOR I=0 TO 15
510
PRINT
I,DROUND(B_return(I,0),1),DROUND(B_return(I,1),1),DROUND(B_return(I,2),1)
2741

520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
mask.
860
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1010
1020
1030

NEXT I
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 3 returns the hard-clip values and GSTORE array size.
! The return array must be a one dimensional INTEGER array and must
! contain at least four elements. The first four elements of the array
! are assigned the values Xmin, Ymin, Xmax, and Ymax. For a CRT, the fifth
! and sixth elements give the INTEGER array dimensions needed by the GSTORE
! command to store the screen image.
!
SUB Code3
INTEGER C_return(5)
GESCAPE CRT,3;C_return(*)
PRINT "Xmin","Ymin","Xmax","Ymax","Rows","Columns"
PRINT C_return(0),C_return(1),C_return(2),C_return(3),C_return(4),C_return(5)
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
SUBEND
!
! Gescape codes 4 and 5 change the graphics writing mode. If the code is 4,
! the drawing mode is set to normal. If the code is 5, the drawing mode
! is set to alternate. See the Users Guide for specific information.
!
SUB Code4_5
GESCAPE CRT,5 !Set to alternate drawing mode.
GESCAPE CRT,4 !Set to normal drawing mode.
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 6 returns the graphics display mask. The return array must be a
! one dimensional INTEGER array, and must have at least one element. The first
! element is assigned the value of the graphics write-enable mask. The second
! element, if present, is assigned the value of the graphics display enable
!
SUB Code6
INTEGER D_return(1)
GESCAPE CRT,6;D_return(*)
PRINT "Graphics write enable mask :";D_return(0)
PRINT "Graphics display enable mask :";D_return(1)
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 102 returns the current VIEWPORT and WINDOW values. The return
! array should be a two dimensional REAL array with two rows and four columns.
!
SUB Code102
REAL W(1,3)
GESCAPE CRT,102;W(*)
PRINT "The current window is ";W(0,0),W(0,1),W(0,2),W(0,3)
PRINT "The current viewport is";W(1,0),W(1,1),W(1,2),W(1,3)
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1040
WAIT 2
1050
CLEAR SCREEN
1060 SUBEND
1070 !
1080 ! Gescape code 103 returns the current PEN and AREA PEN assignments. The return
1090 ! array should be a one dimensional INTEGER array with two elements. The first
1100 ! element is assigned the current PEN assignment. The second element is assigned
the
1110 ! current AREA PEN assignment.
1120 !
1130 SUB Code103
1140
INTEGER P(1)
1150
GESCAPE CRT,103;P(*)
1160
PRINT "The current
PEN is";P(0)
1170
PRINT "The current AREA PEN is";P(1)
1180
WAIT 2
1190
CLEAR SCREEN
1200 SUBEND
1210 !
1220 ! Gescape code 104 sets device-specific information. The param array must be a
one
1230 ! dimensional INTEGER array. The number of elements required depends on the
device
1240 ! driver. Conventionally, it contains two elements. The first element is the
operation
1250 ! number and the second element is the value associated with that operation.
1260 !
1270 SUB Code104
1280
INTEGER Param(1)
1290
Param(0)=1
!HPGL Operation Number: 1 = HPGL/2 Flag
1300
Param(1)=1
!Value: 1=enable, 0=disable
1310
GESCAPE 7,104,Param(*) !7 is the ISC. You can use any ISC.
1320 SUBEND
1330 !
1340 ! Gescape code 105 sets device-specific information in the GRAPHICS INPUT IS
device.
1350 ! It is the same as the gescape code 104 shown above. The only difference is
that you
1360 ! are sending codes specific for the GRAPHICS INPUT IS device you are using.
1370 !
1380 !
1390 ! Gescape code 106 sets device-specific information in the DUMP DEVICE IS
device.
1400 ! The param array must be a one dimensional INTEGER array. The number of
elements
1410 ! required depends on the device driver. The first element is the operation
1420 ! number and the subsequent elements are the values associated with that
1430 ! operation.
1440 !
1450 SUB Code106
1460 PAUSE
1470
INTEGER A(1:5)
1480
CONTROL 26,102;2
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1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010

CONFIGURE DUMP TO "PCL"
DUMP DEVICE IS 26
A(1)=1
! operation code, always 1
A(2)=100 ! begin row, screen units
A(3)=300 ! end row, screen units
A(4)=0
! reserved, must be 0
A(5)=0
! reserved, must be 0
GESCAPE 26,106,A(*)
FRAME
MOVE 0,0
DRAW 100,100
DUMP GRAPHICS
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 130 maximizes the Basic child window.
!
SUB Code130
GESCAPE CRT,130
WAIT 2
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 131 hides the Basic child window.
!
SUB Code131
PRINT "The Basic child window will now be hidden."
WAIT 2
GESCAPE CRT,131
WAIT 2
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 132 restores the Basic child window once it has been hidden.
!
SUB Code132
GESCAPE CRT,132
PRINT "The Basic child window has been restored."
WAIT 2
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 135 brings the Basic child window to the top.
!
SUB Code135
GESCAPE CRT,135
WAIT 2
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 138 Hides/Restores the title bar of the child window.
!
SUB Code138
GESCAPE CRT,138
PRINT "The title bar has been hidden."
WAIT 2
GESCAPE CRT,138
PRINT "The title bar has been restored."
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2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540

CLEAR SCREEN
SUBEND
!
! Gescape 137 returns the Title Bar enable flag of the child window.
!
SUB Code137
INTEGER X(0)
GESCAPE CRT,138
GESCAPE CRT,137;X(*)
DISP "The Title Bar enable flag is";X(*);"with the Title Bar hidden."
GESCAPE CRT,138
WAIT 2
GESCAPE CRT,137;X(*)
PRINT "The Title Bar enable flag is";X(*);"with the Title Bar restored."
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 141 minimizes the Basic child window.
!
SUB Code141
GESCAPE CRT,141
WAIT 2
GESCAPE CRT,130
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 30 maximizes the Basic parent window.
!
SUB Code30
GESCAPE CRT,30
PRINT "The parent window is maximized."
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 31 hides the Basic parent window.
!
SUB Code31
PRINT "The parent window will now be hidden."
WAIT 2
GESCAPE CRT,31
WAIT 2
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 32 restores the Basic parent window once it has been hidden.
!
SUB Code32
GESCAPE CRT,32
PRINT "The parent window has been restored."
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
SUBEND
!
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2550
2560
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2680
2690
2700
2710
2720
2730
2740
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
2800
2810
2820
2830
2840
2850
2860
2870
2880
2890
2900
2910
2920
2930
2940
2950
2960
2970
2980
2990
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3050
3060
3070

! Gescape code 33 is used to set the parent window position and size.
!
SUB Code33
INTEGER Set(1:4)
DATA 90,100,500,300
READ Set(*)
GESCAPE CRT,33,Set(*)
PRINT "The parent window is now at position";Set(1);",";Set(2)
PRINT "Its width is";Set(3);"and its height is";Set(4)
WAIT 2
GESCAPE CRT,41
GESCAPE CRT,30
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 34 gets the parent window position and size.
!
SUB Code34
INTEGER Get(1:4)
GESCAPE CRT,34;Get(*)
PRINT "The parent window is located at";Get(1);",";Get(2)
PRINT "Its width is";Get(3);"and its height is";Get(4)
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 35 brings the parent window back to the top of the screen.
!
SUB Code35
GESCAPE CRT,35
WAIT 2
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 36 gets the screen size.
!
SUB Code36
INTEGER G(1:2)
GESCAPE CRT,36;G(*)
PRINT "The screen dimensions are";G(1);"by";G(2)
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 37 returns the Title Bar enable flag of the parent window.
!
SUB Code37
INTEGER X(0)
GESCAPE CRT,38
GESCAPE CRT,37;X(*)
PRINT "The Title Bar enable flag is";X(*);"with the Title Bar hidden."
WAIT 2
GESCAPE CRT,38
2746

3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
3160
3170
3180
3190
3200
3210
3220
3230
3240
3250
3260
3270
3280
3290
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
3350
3360
3370
3380
3390
3400
3410
3420
3430

GESCAPE CRT,37;X(*)
PRINT "The Title Bar enable flag is";X(*);"with the Title Bar restored."
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 38 Hides/Restores the Title Bar of the parent window.
!
SUB Code38
GESCAPE CRT,38
PRINT "The title bar has been hidden."
WAIT 2
GESCAPE CRT,38
PRINT "The title bar has been restored."
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 39 sets the DUMP size (% of paper width).
!
SUB Code39
INTEGER S(1:1)
S(1)=50
GESCAPE CRT,39,S(*)
DUMP DEVICE IS 10
CONFIGURE DUMP TO "WIN-DUMP"
DUMP GRAPHICS
SUBEND
!
! Gescape code 41 minimizes the parent window.
!
SUB Code41
GESCAPE CRT,41
WAIT 2
GESCAPE CRT,32
SUBEND
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GET EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "CONT to GET file."
PAUSE
GET "print.prg"
END

2748

GFONT IS EXAMPLE
10
11
20
30
40
50

MOVE 10,50
GFONT IS ""
LABEL "Default label text"
GFONT IS "courier"
LABEL "label text after GFONT IS ""COURIER"""
END
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GINIT EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS
PRINT TABXY(30,13);"hello"
AREA PEN 2
MOVE 50,50
POLYGON 30,FILL
WAIT 2
GINIT
MOVE 50,50
PEN 5
POLYGON 20
END
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GLOAD EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150

INTEGER A(1:6)
GESCAPE CRT,3;A(*)
ALLOCATE INTEGER B(1:A(5),1:A(6))
GINIT
GCLEAR
CLEAR SCREEN
MOVE 40,40
AREA PEN 7
RECTANGLE 20,20,FILL
GSTORE B(*)
WAIT 3
CLEAR SCREEN
MOVE 30,40
GLOAD B(*)
END
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GOSUB EXAMPLE

10
Y=3
20
Z=4
30
GOSUB Calc_x
40
PRINT "X = ";X
50
STOP
60 Calc_x: X=Y*45/Z
70
RETURN
80
END
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GOTO EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
PRINT "This is the wacky GOTO example."
30
GOTO L5
40 L1: PRINT "Now, I am at line 1 (L1)."
50
PRINT "L1 - GOTO L3"
60
GOTO L3
70 L2: PRINT "At L2 - Please wait 3 seconds."
80
WAIT 3
90
GOTO L4
100 L3: PRINT "L3 - GOTO L2"
110
GOTO L2
120 L4: PRINT "L4 - Program stopped."
130
STOP
140 L5: PRINT "Hello, you are at L5."
150
GOTO L1
160
END
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GRAPIHCS EXAMPLE

10 ! CRT Register: 7
20 ! Gets the graphics mode status.
30
CLEAR SCREEN
40
GRAPHICS OFF
50
PRINT "Graphics Mode flag is";STATUS(CRT,7)
60
WAIT 1.5
70
SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS
80
GRAPHICS OFF
90
IF STATUS(CRT,7)=0 THEN
100
GRAPHICS ON
110
END IF
120
MOVE 50,50
130
POLYGON 10,FILL
140
END
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GRAPIHCS INPUT IS EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL"
GRAPHICS INPUT IS KBD,"KBD"
TRACK CRT IS ON
FRAME
DIGITIZE X,Y,S$
PRINT X,Y,S$
END
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GRID EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

CLEAR SCREEN
GRID
New
GRID 20
New
GRID 20,10
New
GRID 10,20,20
New
GRID 20,10,20,10
New
GRID 10,10,10,10,20
New
GRID 20,20,10,10,20,20
New
GRID 10,20,10,20,10,20,10
END
SUB New
WAIT 1.5
CLEAR SCREEN
SUBEND
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GSTORE EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150

INTEGER A(1:6)
GESCAPE CRT,3;A(*)
ALLOCATE INTEGER B(1:A(5),1:A(6))
GINIT
GCLEAR
CLEAR SCREEN
MOVE 40,40
AREA PEN 7
RECTANGLE 20,20,FILL
GSTORE B(*)
WAIT 3
CLEAR SCREEN
MOVE 30,40
GLOAD B(*)
END
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IDN EXAMPLE

10
DIM Matrix(1:3,1:3)
20
DATA 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
30
RESTORE
40
READ Matrix(*)
50
CLEAR SCREEN
60
PRINT "The matrix looks like: "
70
Prtmat(Matrix(*),3,3)
80
MAT Matrix=IDN
90
PRINT "Matrix idenity"
100
Prtmat(Matrix(*),3,3)
110
END
120
SUB Prtmat(A(*),Lenarr,Widarr)
130! This sub prints out a matrix length of Lenarr and wide as widarr.
140! A 3x3 matrix would print like:
150!
[ 1 2 3 ] Widarr = 3
160!
[ 4 5 6 ]
170!
[ 7 8 9 ]
180!
Lenarr = 3
190
ASSIGN @Out TO CRT
200
FOR Col=1 TO Lenarr
210
OUTPUT @Out;" [";
220
FOR Row=1 TO Widarr
230
OUTPUT @Out;A(Col,Row);
240
NEXT Row
250
OUTPUT @Out;" ]"
260
NEXT Col
270
ASSIGN @Out TO *
280
SUBEND
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IDRAW EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

CLEAR SCREEN
GCLEAR
MOVE 0,0
DRAW 50,50
DRAW 10,50
DISP "Program paused."
PAUSE
CLEAR SCREEN
MOVE 0,0
IDRAW 50,50
IDRAW 10,50
END
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if_then EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN20
X= NOT 0 ! x is non zero, so it is true.30
true...?"40
IF X THEN50
PRINT "X is true."
60
ELSE
70
PRINT "NO, x is not true."
80
END IF
90
END
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PRINT "Is x

image EXAMPLE
10
OPTION BASE 1
20
DIM A(3,3)
30
DATA -4, 36, 2.3, 5, 89, 17, -6, -12, 42, 1, 2, 3
40
RESTORE
50 ! Format (Fmt) for specified matrix (3x3)
60 Fmt3x3: IMAGE 3("[",3DD.DD,3DD.DD,3DD.DD,"]",/)
70
CLEAR SCREEN
80
READ A(*)
90
PRINT "Print the array using the 3x3 matrix format/image"
100
PRINT USING Fmt3x3;A(*)
110
END
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imag EXAMPLE

10
COMPLEX C,Z20
C=CMPLX(3,4)30
PRINT REAL(C),IMAG(C)60
END

Z=CMPLX(3453,4444)40

2762

PRINT IMAG(Z)50

imove EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230

CLEAR SCREEN
GCLEAR
MOVE 0,50
PEN 4
AREA PEN 1
IMOVE 10,10
RECTANGLE 5,5,FILL
AREA PEN 2
IMOVE 30,30
RECTANGLE 5,5,FILL
PRINT "Press CONTINUE..."
PAUSE
GINIT
CLEAR SCREEN
MOVE 0,50
PEN 4
AREA PEN 1
MOVE 10,10
RECTANGLE 5,5,FILL
AREA PEN 2
MOVE 30,30
RECTANGLE 5,5,FILL
END
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suspend interactive EXAMPLE

10
X=5
20
ON TIME (TIMEDATE+X) MOD 86400 GOTO Here
30
PRINT "I'll wait";X;"seconds. Keys disabled."
40
SUSPEND INTERACTIVE
50 Loop: GOTO Loop
60 Here: RESUME INTERACTIVE
70
PRINT "Test done."
80
END
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inmem EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

CLEAR SCREEN
Str$="FNZtest"
IF INMEM(Str$) THEN
PRINT "Procedure ";Str$;" is in memory"
ELSE
PRINT "No such procedure ";Str$;" in memory."
END IF
END
SUB Test
SUBEND
DEF FNZtest
FNEND
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inp EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT INP(&H3F8)
PRINT INP(&H3E8)
PRINT INPW(&H3F8)
PRINT INPW(&H3E8)
OUT (&H3F8),3
PRINT INP(&H3F8)
OUTW (&H3F8),45
PRINT INPW(&H3F8)
END
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input EXAMPLE
10
20
30
40
50
60

PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
END

"Enter your name."
B$
"Enter your age."
A
"Hello ";B$&",";" you are";A;"years old."
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inpw EXAMPLE

10
20

PRINT IVAL$(INPW(&H3F80),16)
END

2768

integer EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

INTEGER A,B
A=10
B=5
PRINT "A = ";A
PRINT "B = ";B
END

2769

interactive EXAMPLE

1
! The normal functions of the program control keys CLR I/O, ENTER, PAUSE, STEP
2
! and STOP, are disabled. The RESET key may also be disabled by specifying the
3
! optional RESET keyword. The keys are only disabled while the program is
running.
4
10
X=5
20
ON TIME (TIMEDATE+X) MOD 86400 GOTO Here
30
PRINT "I'll wait";X;"seconds. Keys are disabled."
40
SUSPEND INTERACTIVE
50 Loop: GOTO Loop
60 Here: RESUME INTERACTIVE
70
PRINT "Keys re-enabled."
80
END
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int EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

J=INT(2.7)
PRINT J
K=INT(-2.7)
PRINT K
Number=34.8
Gif=INT(Number)
PRINT Gif
Y=44.54
PRINT "greatest integer function=";INT(Y)
END
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inv EXAMPLE

10
DIM Matrix(1:3,1:3)
20
DATA 0, 2, 0, -1, 2, 0, 2, 0, 2
30
RESTORE
40
READ Matrix(*)
50
CLEAR SCREEN
60
PRINT "The matrix looks like: "
70
Prtmat(Matrix(*),3,3)
80
MAT Matrix=INV(Matrix)
90
PRINT "Matrix inverse"
100
Prtmat(Matrix(*),3,3)
110
END
120
SUB Prtmat(A(*),Lenarr,Widarr)
130! This sub prints out a matrix length of Lenarr and wide as widarr.
140! A 3x3 matrix would print like:
150!
[ 1 2 3 ] Widarr = 3
160!
[ 4 5 6 ]
170!
[ 7 8 9 ]
180!
Lenarr = 3
190
ASSIGN @Out TO CRT
200
FOR Col=1 TO Lenarr
210
OUTPUT @Out;" [";
220
FOR Row=1 TO Widarr
230
OUTPUT @Out;A(Col,Row);
240
NEXT Row
250
OUTPUT @Out;" ]"
260
NEXT Col
270
ASSIGN @Out TO *
280
SUBEND
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iplot EXAMPLE

10 ! Using IPLOT statements, this program draws an arrow.
20
GINIT
30
IPLOT 50,50
40
IPLOT 10,0
50
IPLOT 0,-10
60
IPLOT -3,3
70
IPLOT -20,-20
80
IPLOT -4,4
90
IPLOT 20,20
100
IPLOT -3,3
110
END
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ival1 EXAMPLE
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140

CLEAR SCREEN
I$="270F"
OUTPUT CRT;"converting
PRINT IVAL(I$,16)
J$="9999"
OUTPUT CRT;"converting
PRINT IVAL(J$,10)
K$="23417"
OUTPUT CRT;"converting
PRINT IVAL(K$,8)
L$="0010011100001111"
OUTPUT CRT;"converting
PRINT IVAL(L$,2)
END

hex ";I$;" to integer";
base 10 ";J$;" to integer";
octal ";K$;" to integer";
binary ";L$;" to integer";
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ival$ EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

CLEAR SCREEN
I=9999
PRINT TAB(5),"Convert ";I;"to:"
FOR X=1 TO 4
DATA 2,8,10,16
READ N
SELECT N
CASE 2
PRINT "Binary"
CASE 8
PRINT "Octal"
CASE 10
PRINT "Base ten."
CASE 16
PRINT "Hex."
END SELECT
PRINT TAB(5),IVAL$(I,N)
NEXT X
END

2775

kbd1 EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140

!While the program is running, type a key and its # will be returned to you.
CONTROL KBD,203;1
CONTROL KBD,204;1
PRINT "to quit type q"
ON KBD GOSUB Printit
LOOP
WAIT .01
END LOOP
Printit:
!
K$=KBD
IF K$="q" THEN STOP
PRINT NUM(K$)
!Prints out the # of the key pressed.
RETURN
END
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kbd cmode EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

CLEAR SCREEN
KBD CMODE ON ! Changes softkey compatibility mode to Nimitz
Keyten$="KEY 10"
SET KEY 10,Keyten$! Defines softkey 10 as the text: "KEY 10"
END

2777

kbd$ EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
PRINT "Type ""A"""
30
ON KBD ALL GOSUB Keyhit
!
40
REPEAT
50
UNTIL Buf$="A"
60
STOP
70 Keyhit:
!
80
Buf$=KBD$
!
90
IF Buf$="A" THEN PRINT "Thank You"
100
RETURN
110
END

defines event branch for keyboard input

Branch taken upon key press
KBD$ returns key to Buf$

2778

kbd line pen EXAMPLE

10
DIM Sometext$[30]
20
CLEAR SCREEN
30
Pencolor=6
40
KBD LINE PEN Pencolor ! Sets the keyboard line pen color
50
PRINT "Input line is in Blue!"! Output in default ALPHA PEN color
60
INPUT "Input some text",Sometext$
! Input should appear in Blue for
Pencolor 6
70
PRINT Sometext$
80
PRINT "Output is in default color"! All output appears in default ALPHA PEN
color
90
END

2779

key EXAMPLE

10
20
30

CLEAR SCREEN
LIST KEY
END

2780

key labels EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150

CLEAR SCREEN
FOR I=1 TO 100
IF I=20 OR I=60 THEN
KEY LABELS OFF
PRINT "Soft Key Labels are off"
WAIT 1
END IF
IF I=40 OR I=80 THEN
KEY LABELS ON
PRINT "Soft Key Labels are on"
WAIT 1
END IF
WAIT .025
NEXT I
END

!

Turn key labels off

!

Turn key labels on
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key labels pen EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Watch Softkey 1"
Blue=6
White=1
FOR I=1 TO 100
IF I=20 OR I=60 THEN
KEY LABELS PEN Blue
SET KEY 1,"BLUE"
PRINT "Key Labels are Blue"
END IF
IF I=40 OR I=80 THEN
KEY LABELS PEN White
SET KEY 1,"WHITE"
PRINT "Key Labels are White"
END IF
WAIT .025
NEXT I
SET KEY 1,"EDIT"
END

2782

!
!

sets blue
sets white

!
!

sets pen color to blue
sets softkey text to "Blue"

!
!

sets pen color to white
sets softkey text to "White"

knob EXAMPLE

10
ON KNOB 1 GOSUB Here
20
CLEAR SCREEN
30
FOR Loop=1 TO 10
40
WAIT 1
!Move the mouse to run program properly.
50
NEXT Loop
60
STOP
70 Here: PRINT KNOBX,KNOBY !Print out the amount moved in the x and y directions.
80
RETURN
90
END

2783

knobx EXAMPLE

10
ON KNOB 1 GOSUB Here
20
CLEAR SCREEN
30
FOR Loop=1 TO 10
40
WAIT 1
!Move the mouse when the program is run.
50
NEXT Loop
60
STOP
70 Here: PRINT KNOBX,KNOBY !Indicates the amount the mouse moved in the x-y plane.
80
RETURN
90
END
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knoby EXAMPLE

10
ON KNOB 1 GOSUB Here
20
CLEAR SCREEN
30
FOR Loop=1 TO 10
40
WAIT 1
!Move the mouse when the program is run.
50
NEXT Loop
60
STOP
70 Here: PRINT KNOBX,KNOBY !Indicates the amount the mouse moved in the x-y plane.
80
RETURN
90
END

2785

label EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CLEAR SCREEN
FOR Height=1 TO 12
MOVE 40,40
DISP Height
CSIZE Height
!Change the size of the label.
LABEL "Hello World!"
WAIT 1
CLEAR SCREEN
NEXT Height
END
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ldir EXAMPLE

10
GINIT
20
MOVE 40,40
21
Mode=1
30 !LABEL "Hello" prints huge
40
IF Mode THEN
50
DEG ! defaults to radians
60
PEN 7
70
Circ
80
END IF
90
END
100 SUB Circ
110
FOR X=0 TO 360 STEP 10
120
LDIR X
130
LABEL "Hello" ! small print
140
NEXT X
150 SUBEND

2787

len EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

DIM Name$[20]
CLEAR SCREEN
Name$="Hello"
Len_name=LEN(Name$)
PRINT Name$;" is";Len_name;"chars long - using LEN"
END

2788

let EXAMPLE

10
20
30

LET X=8
PRINT X
END

2789

lexical order is EXAMPLE

10
20
30

LEXICAL ORDER IS ASCII
PRINT SYSTEM$("LEXICAL ORDER IS")
END

2790

lgt EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

X=10000
COMPLEX C
C=CMPLX(3,5)
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "The Log (base 10) of";X;"is";LGT(X)
END

2791

line type EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

GINIT
PEN 6
FOR Loop=1 TO 10
MOVE 40+(Loop*10),40
DRAW 40+(Loop*10),80
DISP "Line type: ";Loop
PAUSE
LINE TYPE Loop
NEXT Loop
END

2792

linput EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

DIM Array$(3)[100]
LINPUT "Please enter a name",Array$(I)
PRINT Array$(*)
END

2793

list bin EXAMPLE

10
20
30

CLEAR SCREEN
LIST BIN
END

2794

list EXAMPLE

10
20
30

CLEAR SCREEN
LIST 20,30
END

2795

list key EXAMPLE

10
20
30

CLEAR SCREEN
LIST KEY
END

2796

load bin EXAMPLE

10
20
30

LOAD BIN "SERIAL"
LIST BIN
END

2797

load EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "CONT to LOAD file."
PAUSE
LOAD "print.prg"
END

2798

load key EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CLEAR SCREEN
STORE KEY "keys2"
READ KEY 1,Str$
PRINT "Key 1 was ";Str$;" now is QUIT -- Please type CONT"
SET KEY 1,"QUIT"
PAUSE
LOAD KEY "keys2"
PRINT "Keys are returned to normal."
PURGE "keys2"
END
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loadsub EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

LOADSUB "New" FROM "grid.prg"
PAUSE
PRINT "Paused. Press CONT"
New
PRINT "All finished."
END

2800

locator EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

CLEAR SCREEN
SET LOCATOR 0,0
WHILE KBD$=""
READ LOCATOR X,Y,Stat$
PRINT X,Y
PRINT "Status: ";Stat$;" - length: ";LEN(Stat$)
WAIT 1
END WHILE
END
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lock EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
PRINT "*** Lock Test ****"
30
PRINT
40
CREATE "test.txt",100
50
DIM Test$[100]
60
ASSIGN @File TO "test.txt";FORMAT ON
70
PRINT "CAT after assignment..."
80
CAT "test.txt";NO HEADER
90
OUTPUT @File;"This is the contents of test.txt"
100
RESET @File
110
ENTER @File;Test$
120
PRINT
130
PRINT Test$
140
PRINT
150
LOCK @File;CONDITIONAL Error
you are working on it.
160
PRINT "CAT after lock..."
170
CAT "test.txt";NO HEADER
180
PRINT
190
PRINT "Lock result is";Error
200
UNLOCK @File
210
PRINT
220
PRINT "CAT after unlock..."
230
CAT "test.txt";NO HEADER
240
ASSIGN @File TO *
file. Comment out the unlock
250
PRINT
260
PRINT "CAT after file is closed..."
270
CAT "test.txt";NO HEADER
280
PURGE "test.txt"
290
END

2802

!This locks a file while

!This unlocks the file.

!This will also unlock the
!statement to show this.

log EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

CLEAR SCREEN
IF LOG(EXP(65))<>65 THEN PRINT "Test failed."
RAD
! Complex calculations are always done in radians!
COMPLEX C
C=CMPLX(4,7)
X=REAL(LOG(C))
Y=LOG(ABS(C))
PRINT X;"=";Y;"?"
IF X=Y THEN
PRINT "True"
ELSE
PRINT "False - error in documentation."
END IF
X=IMAG(LOG(C))
Y=ARG(C)
PRINT X;"=";Y;"?"
IF X=Y THEN
PRINT "True"
ELSE
PRINT "False - error in documentation."
END IF
END

2803

loop EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CLEAR SCREEN
LOOP
PRINT "Iterator: ";Counter
PRINT Counter MOD 3
Counter=Counter+1
EXIT IF Counter=5 OR (Counter MOD 4)=3
PRINT "Not finished."
END LOOP
PRINT "All done."
END

2804

lorg EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

GINIT
CLEAR SCREEN
FOR X=1 TO 9
MOVE 70,40
LORG X
LABEL RPT$(" ",5)&VAL$(X)&"Hi"&RPT$(" ",5)
NEXT X
END

2805

lwc$ EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

CLEAR SCREEN
Test$="HELLO"
PRINT Test$;" is in all caps."
Test$=LWC$(Test$)
PRINT "LCW$ turns them all lower case: ";Test$
END

2806

mass storage is EXAMPLE

10 ! Comments: MASS STORAGE IS, MSI, CD
20 ! and CD convert to MASS STORAGE IS.
30
CLEAR SCREEN
40
PRINT "*** CD or MSI TEST ****"
50
PRINT "MSI: ",SYSTEM$("MSI")
60
MASS STORAGE IS "C:\"
70
PRINT "MSI: ",SYSTEM$("MSI")
80
MASS STORAGE IS "d:\"
90
PRINT "MSI: ",SYSTEM$("MSI")
100
END

work correctly. Both MSI

2807

mat EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** TEST ****"
DIM A(1:4)
DATA 5, 9, 2, 8
RESTORE
READ A(*)
PRINT "A = ";A(*)
MAT SORT A(*)
PRINT "Array A sorted"
PRINT "A = ";A(*)
MAT SORT A(*) DES
PRINT "Array A sorted in descending order."
PRINT "A = ";A(*)
END

2808

mat reorder EXAMPLE

10
OPTION BASE 1
20
DIM Matrix(3,3),Vector(3)
30
DATA 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 3, 2, 1
40
RESTORE
50
READ Matrix(*),Vector(*)
60
CLEAR SCREEN
70
PRINT "The matrix looks like: "
80
Prtmat(Matrix(*),3,3)
90
MAT REORDER Matrix BY Vector,2
100
PRINT "MAT reorder"
110
Prtmat(Matrix(*),3,3)
120
END
130
SUB Prtmat(A(*),Lenarr,Widarr)
140! This sub prints out a matrix length of Lenarr and wide as widarr.
150! A 3x3 matrix would print like:
160!
[ 1 2 3 ] Widarr = 3
170!
[ 4 5 6 ]
180!
[ 7 8 9 ]
190!
Lenarr = 3
200
ASSIGN @Out TO CRT
210
FOR Col=1 TO Lenarr
220
OUTPUT @Out;" [";
230
FOR Row=1 TO Widarr
240
OUTPUT @Out;A(Col,Row);
250
NEXT Row
260
OUTPUT @Out;" ]"
270
NEXT Col
280
ASSIGN @Out TO *
290
SUBEND

2809

mat search EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270

CLEAR SCREEN
OPTION BASE 1
DIM Numbers(11)
DATA 6, 1, 9, 2, 8, 3, 8, 9, 1, 7, 5
RESTORE
READ Numbers(*)
PRINT "The numbers read:"
PRINT Numbers(*)
PRINT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT

SEARCH
SEARCH
SEARCH
SEARCH
SEARCH
SEARCH
SEARCH

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
END

Numbers,MAX;Max
Numbers,LOC MAX;Loc_max
Numbers,MIN;Min
Numbers,LOC MIN;Loc_min
Numbers,# LOC (Max);Num_max
Numbers,# LOC (Min);Num_min
Numbers,LOC (<2);Loc_num,4

"Maximum value: ";Max
"It first occurs in element: ";Loc_max
"It occurs ";Num_max;" times."
"Minimum value: ";Min
"It is found in element: ";Loc_min
"And occurs ";Num_min;" times."
"First occurence of a number < 2 starting from element 4"
"is in array element: ";Loc_num

2810

mat sort EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** TEST ****"
DIM A(1:4),B(3)
DATA 5, 9, 2, 8, 6, 9, 0, 1
RESTORE
READ A(*)
PRINT "A = ";A(*)
MAT SORT A(*)
PRINT "Array A sorted"
PRINT "A = ";A(*)
MAT SORT A(*) DES
PRINT "Array A sorted in descending order."
PRINT "A = ";A(*)
PRINT
READ B(*)
PRINT "B = ";B(*)
MAT SORT B(*) TO B
PRINT "Sorting B to A gives:"
PRINT "B = ";B(*)
END

2811

max EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

! This is your basic array usage.
DIM A(1:4)
DATA 5, 6, 7, 3
RESTORE
READ A(*)
PRINT "The maximum value in the array is";MAX(A(*))
END

2812

maxlen EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
DIM.
50
60
70
80

DIM Name$[20]
CLEAR SCREEN
Name$="Hello"
Len_name=MAXLEN(Name$)

!Returns the max length the string can be according to

PRINT Name$;" is";Len_name;"chars long - using MAXLEN"
Len_name=LEN(Name$)
PRINT Name$;" is";Len_name;"chars long - using LEN"
END

2813

maxreal EXAMPLE

10
20
30

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "The largest positive real number is";MAXREAL
END

2814

merge alpha EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "With Alpha and Graphics merged, the text and"
PRINT "graphics should disappear with a CLEAR SCREEN"
PAUSE
MOVE 0,60
AREA PEN 4
RECTANGLE 30,30,FILL
WAIT 2
SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "This text should disappear with a CLEAR SCREEN"
PRINT "The square should not be erased"
MOVE 0,60
AREA PEN 7
RECTANGLE 30,30,FILL
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
WAIT 1
PRINT "Notice how the square was not erased!"
END

2815

min EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

! This is your basic array usage.
DIM A(1:4)
DATA 5, 6, 7, 3
RESTORE
READ A(*)
PRINT "The minimum value in the array is";MIN(A(*))
END

2816

minreal EXAMPLE

10
20
30

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "The smallest positive real number is";MINREAL
END

2817

mod EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

CLEAR SCREEN
X=5
Y=5
PRINT "The";X;"MOD";Y;"is";X MOD Y
PRINT "The";X;"MODULO";Y;"is";X MODULO Y
END

2818

modulo EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
41
50
60
70

CLEAR SCREEN
INTEGER X,Y
X=5
Y=-85
PRINT X-Y*(INT(X/Y))
PRINT "The";X;"MOD ";Y;"is ";X MOD Y
PRINT "The";X;"MODULO ";Y;"is ";X MODULO Y
END

2819

move EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

CLEAR SCREEN
GINIT
MOVE 20,20
RECTANGLE 10,10
MOVE 50,50
POLYGON 10
PRINT "test complete."
END

2820

msi EXAMPLE

10 ! Comments: MASS STORAGE IS, MSI, CD
20 ! and CD convert to MASS STORAGE IS.
30
CLEAR SCREEN
40
PRINT "*** CD or MSI TEST ****"
50
PRINT "MSI: ",SYSTEM$("MSI")
60
MASS STORAGE IS "C:\"
70
PRINT "MSI: ",SYSTEM$("MSI")
80
MASS STORAGE IS "D:\"
90
PRINT "MSI: ",SYSTEM$("MSI")
100
END

work correctly. Both MSI

2821

next EXAMPLE
10
20
30
40

FOR J=40 TO 500 STEP 20
PRINT J
NEXT J
END

2822

not EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Not 1 is";NOT 1
PRINT "Not 0 is";NOT 0
END

2823

npar EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** Optional parameter TEST ****"
Bigparams(1,2)
STOP
!NPAR counts the # of parameters sent to a SUB.
END
SUB Bigparams(A,B, OPTIONAL C,D)
PRINT NPAR;"parameters sent to SUB"
SUBEND

2824

num1 EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

CLEAR SCREEN
Str$="Hello"
PRINT "NUM returns the ASCII value of the "
PRINT "first character in a string."
PRINT
PRINT "For example, the string: ";Str$
X=NUM(Str$)
PRINT "The value returned was: ";X;"or: ";CHR$(X)
END

2825

off cycle1 EXAMPLE

10
ON CYCLE 5 GOTO Here !Wait 5 seconds then go to line 160.
20
Start=TIMEDATE
30
CLEAR SCREEN
40
LOOP
50
PRINT "Waiting"
60
WAIT 1
70
IF TIMEDATE-5>Start THEN !If it waits longer than 5 seconds, then test will
fail.
80
PRINT "Cycle is off."
90
OFF CYCLE
100
END IF
110
IF TIMEDATE-6>Start THEN
120
PRINT "Forcing stop."
130
STOP
140
END IF
150
END LOOP
160 Here: PRINT "OFF CYCLE worked correctly."
170
END

2826

off delay EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
ON DELAY 3 GOTO Here !Wait 3 seconds and then go to line 100.
30
PRINT "ON Delay"
40
WAIT 2
50
OFF DELAY
!Turn off the branch event to line 100.
60
PRINT "OFF Delay"
70
WAIT 2
80
PRINT "Test passed."
90
STOP
100 Here: PRINT "OFF DELAY did not work properly."
110
END

2827

off end EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
PRINT "*** output TEST ****"
30
CREATE "test.txt",0
40
ASSIGN @File TO "test.txt";FORMAT ON
50
ON END @File GOTO Here
60
OUTPUT @File;"This is a test"
70
OUTPUT @File;"This is a test - line 2"
80
RESET @File
90
FOR Loop=1 TO 5
100
ENTER @File;Test$
110
PRINT Test$,Loop
120
ON ERROR GOTO 190
130
IF Loop=1 THEN OFF END @File !This causes an error after first loop iteration.
140
NEXT Loop
150 Here: !
160
PRINT "OFF END command did not work properly"
170
ASSIGN @File TO *
180
STOP
190
OFF ERROR
200
ASSIGN @File TO *
210
PRINT "Test Passed"
220
PURGE "test.txt"
230
END

2828

off error EXAMPLE

10
!This program should cause an error.
20
ON ERROR GOTO Here
30
PRINT "I want to get an error."
40
CAUSE ERROR 80
50
STOP
60 Here: PRINT "Program should reach here when it errors."
70
CLEAR ERROR
80
END

2829

off EXAMPLE

10 ! CRT Register: 7
20 !
Get the graphics mode status.
30
CLEAR SCREEN
40
GRAPHICS OFF
50
PRINT "Graphics Mode flag is";STATUS(CRT,7)
60
END
!Should print out 0.

2830

off intr EXAMPLE

10
RESET 7
30 Topp: ENABLE INTR 7;2
! RESPONDS TO SRQ
40
ON INTR 7,1 GOTO Intrr
50
ON TIMEOUT 7,30 GOTO Stopp
60
LOOP
70
OUTPUT 720;"HELLO"
80
END LOOP
90
STOP
100 Stopp:!
110
PRINT "TIMED OUT"
120
STOP
130 Intrr:!
140
PRINT "INTERRUPTED"
150
OFF INTR
160
GOTO Topp
170
END

2831

off kbd EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
PRINT "Type ""A"""
30
ON KBD ALL GOSUB Keyhit
!
40
REPEAT
50
IF Buf$="x" THEN
!
60
OFF KBD
70
Disabled=500
80
PRINT "OFF KBD."
90
Buf$="A"
100
ELSE
110
DISP Buf$
120
END IF
130
UNTIL Buf$="A"
140
STOP
150 Keyhit:
!
160
Buf$=KBD$
!
170
IF Buf$="A" THEN PRINT "Thank You"
180
RETURN
190
END

defines event branch for keyboard input
Type x to use OFF KBD.

Branch taken upon key press
KBD$ returns key to Buf$

2832

off key EXAMPLE

10
ON KEY 7 GOTO Here
20
ON DELAY 10 GOTO Stophere
30
PRINT "Press F7 ONLY three times in 10 seconds."
40
LOOP
50 Loop: GOTO Loop
60 Here: PRINT "F7 pressed"
70
Counter=Counter+1
80
IF Counter=3 THEN OFF KEY
90
END LOOP
100 Stophere: PRINT "OFF KEY works properly."
110
END

2833

off knob EXAMPLE

10
ON KNOB 1 GOSUB Here
20
DISP "Move the mouse"
30
CLEAR SCREEN
40
FOR Loop=1 TO 10
50
WAIT 1
60
IF Loop=5 THEN
70
OFF KNOB
80
PRINT "OFF KNOB - no more mouse movements accepted."
90
END IF
100
PRINT Loop
110
NEXT Loop
120
STOP
130 Here: PRINT KNOBX,KNOBY
140
RETURN
150
END

2834

off signal EXAMPLE

10
ON SIGNAL 5 GOTO Here
20 Loop:!
30
FOR X=1 TO 10
40
PRINT X
50
IF X=9 THEN SIGNAL 5
60
IF X=5 THEN OFF SIGNAL
70
NEXT X
80 Here: IF X=11 THEN
90
PRINT "OFF SIGNAL worked."
100
ELSE
110
PRINT X
120
PRINT "OFF SIGNAL did not function properly."
130
END IF
140
PRINT "Test complete"
150
END

2835

off time EXAMPLE

10
X=5
20
ON TIME (TIMEDATE+X) MOD 86400 GOTO Here !After 5 seconds, go to line 80.
30
PRINT "I'll wait";X;"seconds."
40
WAIT 2
50
OFF TIME
60
PRINT "OFF TIME worked properly."
70
STOP
80 Here: PRINT "Should never reach this point."
90
END

2836

off timeout EXAMPLE

10
! LOAD BIN "SERIAL32"
20
ON TIMEOUT 9,5 GOTO L50
30
ON DELAY 3 GOTO L22
40 L20: PRINT "WAITING..."
50 L21: ENTER 9;X$
60 L22: OFF TIMEOUT
70
PRINT "Off time out."
80
STOP
90
PRINT X$
100
GOTO L20
110 L50: PRINT "IT TIMED OUT"
120
END

2837

on cycle EXAMPLE

10
ON CYCLE 5 GOTO Here !After 5 seconds, go to line 70.
20
CLEAR SCREEN
30
LOOP
40
PRINT "Still waiting"
50
WAIT 1
60
END LOOP
70 Here: PRINT "ON CYCLE worked."
80
END

2838

on delay EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
ON DELAY 3 GOTO Here ! Wait 3 seconds.
30
PRINT "I shall wait 3 seconds."
40 Loop: GOTO Loop
60 Here: PRINT "ON DELAY worked."
70
END

2839

on end EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
PRINT "*** output TEST ****"
30
CREATE "test.txt",0
40
ASSIGN @File TO "test.txt";FORMAT ON
50
ON END @File GOTO Here
60
OUTPUT @File;"This is a test","Second line"
70
RESET @File
80
FOR Loop=1 TO 5
90
ENTER @File;Test$
100
PRINT Test$,Loop
110
NEXT Loop
120 Here: !
130
PRINT "End of file reached."
140
ASSIGN @File TO *
150
PURGE "test.txt"
160
END

2840

on eot EXAMPLE

10
DIM Buff$[60] BUFFER !for this program, you need to be hooked up serialy to
another
20
DIM A$[60]
!computer with one running this program, and the other
sending
30
CLEAR SCREEN
!data to this program through an output statement.
40
RESET 9
50
PRINT "*** End Of Transfer Test ***"
60
ASSIGN @Buf TO BUFFER Buff$
70
ASSIGN @In TO 9
80
ON EOT @In GOTO Alldone
90
TRANSFER @In TO @Buf
100
ENTER Buff$;A$
110
PRINT A$
120 Loop: GOTO Loop
130 Alldone: PRINT "The transfer is completed."
140
PRINT "This is the contents of the buffer"
150
PRINT Buff$
160
END

2841

on error EXAMPLE

10
ON ERROR GOTO Here
20
CAUSE ERROR 0
30
PRINT "ON ERROR did not work."
40
STOP
50 Here: PRINT "ON ERROR functioned properly."
60
END

2842

on EXAMPLE

10
X=2
20
ON X GOTO L1,L2
30 L1: PRINT "Line one."
40 L2: PRINT "Line two."
50
END

2843

on intr EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
30
PRINT "Press the SRQ"
40
RESET 7
50
ENABLE INTR 7;2
! RESPONDS TO SRQ
60
ON INTR 7,1 GOTO Intrr
70
ON DELAY 30 GOTO Stopp
80
LOOP
90
OUTPUT 720;"HELLO"
100
END LOOP
110
STOP
120 Stopp:!
130
PRINT "TIMED OUT"
140
STOP
150 Intrr:!
160
PRINT "INTERRUPTED"
170
END

2844

on kbd1 EXAMPLE
10
CONTROL KBD,203;1
20
CONTROL KBD,204;1
30
ON KBD ALL GOSUB Keyhit
!
40
CLEAR SCREEN
50
PRINT "Type A"
60
REPEAT
70
UNTIL Buf$="A"
80
STOP
90 Keyhit:
!
100
Buf$=KBD$
!
110
IF Buf$="A" THEN
120
PRINT "Thank You"
130
DISP "Test complete."
140
RETURN
150
ELSE
160
BEEP
170
DISP Buf$
180
RETURN
190
END IF
200
END

defines event branch for keyboard input

Branch taken upon key press
KBD$ returns key to Buf$

2845

on key EXAMPLE

10
ON KEY 7 GOTO Here
20
LOOP
30
PRINT "Press F7"
40 Loop: GOTO Loop
50 Here: PRINT "ON KEY worked properly."
60
Counter=Counter+1
70
EXIT IF Counter=1
80
END LOOP
90
END

2846

on knob EXAMPLE

10
ON KNOB 1 GOSUB Here
20
CLEAR SCREEN
30
FOR Loop=1 TO 10
40
WAIT 1
!Move the mouse when the program is run.
50
NEXT Loop
60
STOP
70 Here: PRINT KNOBX,KNOBY !Indicates the amount the mouse moved in the x-y plane.
80
RETURN
90
END

2847

on signal EXAMPLE

10
ON SIGNAL 5 GOTO Here
20 Loop:!
30
FOR X=1 TO 10
40
PRINT X
50
IF X=5 THEN SIGNAL 5
60
NEXT X
70 Here: IF X=5 THEN PRINT "ON SIGNAL worked."
80
PRINT "Test complete"
90
END

2848

on time EXAMPLE

10
X=5
20
ON TIME (TIMEDATE+X) MOD 86400 GOTO Here
30
PRINT "I'll wait";X;"seconds."
40 Loop: GOTO Loop
50 Here: PRINT "ON TIME worked properly."
60
END

2849

on timeout EXAMPLE

10
! LOAD BIN "SERIAL32"
20
ON TIMEOUT 9,5 GOTO L50
30 L20: PRINT "WAITING..."
40
ENTER 9;X$
50
PRINT X$
60
GOTO L20
70 L50: PRINT "IT TIMED OUT"
80
END

! Wait 5 seconds and then timeout.

2850

optional EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "5 + 8 =";FNAdd(5,8)
PRINT FNMessage$
PRINT FNMessage$("Hello")
END
DEF FNAdd(A,B)
RETURN A+B
FNEND
DEF FNMessage$(OPTIONAL String$)
IF NPAR=0 THEN RETURN "OPTIONAL parameter not used."
RETURN "OPTIONAL parameter used."
FNEND

2851

option base EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

DATA 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
CLEAR SCREEN
OPTION BASE 0
PRINT "Option base is 0"
REAL A(5)
PRINT "Declared array 5 elements."
READ A(*)
PRINT A(*)
PRINT "Printed 6 items."
PRINT
New
END
SUB New
DATA 1, 2, 3
OPTION BASE 1
PRINT "Option base is 1"
REAL A(3)
PRINT "Declared array of 3."
READ A(*)
PRINT A(*)
SUBEND

2852

Options

2853

or EXAMPLE

10 ! This program prints the truth table for an OR funtion.
20
DATA 0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1
30
RESTORE
40
CLEAR SCREEN
50
PRINT TAB(10),"OR test"
60
PRINT " J"," K","J OR K"
70
FOR L=1 TO 4
80
READ J,K
90
PRINT J,K,J OR K
100
NEXT L
110
END

2854

out EXAMPLE

10
20

OUT &H300,64+16
END

2855

outp EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT INP(&H3F8)
PRINT INP(&H3E8)
PRINT INPW(&H3F8)
PRINT INPW(&H3E8)
OUT (&H3F8),3
PRINT INP(&H3F8)
OUTW (&H3F8),45
PRINT INPW(&H3F8)
END

2856

output EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130

DIM R(1),A$(1)[1]
R(0)=-1
R(1)=+1
MAT A$=("A")
ASSIGN @I TO CRT
OUTPUT @I;1.E+5,1.E+7
OUTPUT @I;1;-1
OUTPUT @I;R(*),
OUTPUT @I;CMPLX(1,1.23456789012345E+7)
OUTPUT @I;CMPLX(1,1);
OUTPUT @I;"B";"C","D"
OUTPUT @I;A$(*);
END

2857

outw EXAMPLE

10
20

OUTW Base+3,&HF001
END

2858

pass control EXAMPLE

10
20

PASS CONTROL 720
END

2859

pause EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

PRINT "Pausing. Press CONT to continue..."
PAUSE
PRINT "I'm done"
END

2860

pdir EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

CLEAR SCREEN
GINIT
MOVE 40,40
PDIR PI/4 !radians
RECTANGLE 10,20
DISP "1"
WAIT 1
AREA PEN 3
RECTANGLE 10,-20,FILL
DISP "2"
WAIT 1
PEN 2
RECTANGLE -10,-20,EDGE
DISP "3"
WAIT 1
AREA PEN 7
PEN 8
RECTANGLE -10,20,FILL,EDGE
DISP "4"
WAIT 1
DISP
END

2861

pen EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

GINIT
GCLEAR
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
MOVE 40,40
AREA PEN 6
FOR L=-5 TO 5
DISP L
PEN L
RECTANGLE 90,30,FILL,EDGE
WAIT 1
NEXT L
END

2862

penup EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

CLEAR SCREEN
PLOT 40,40,-1
PENUP
PLOT 80,80,2
PLOT 80,90
END

2863

pi EXAMPLE

10
20

PRINT "The value of pi is close to ";PI
END

2864

pivot EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230

CLEAR SCREEN
GINIT
MOVE 40,40
DEG
PIVOT 45
RECTANGLE 10,20
DISP "1"
WAIT 1
AREA PEN 3
RECTANGLE 10,-20,FILL
DISP "2"
WAIT 1
PEN 2
RECTANGLE -10,-20,EDGE
DISP "3"
WAIT 1
AREA PEN 7
PEN 8
RECTANGLE -10,20,FILL,EDGE
DISP "4"
WAIT 1
DISP
END

2865

plot EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CLEAR SCREEN
PLOT 40,10,-1 ! lower pen before move
PENUP
PLOT 80,80
! lower after move, default is 1
PLOT 80,90,0 ! raise after move
PLOT 90,80! pen is down
PLOT 100,60,-1 ! lower pen before move
PLOT 85,40! pen is down
PLOT 0,0,-2 ! raise before move
END

2866

plotter is EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
AREA PEN 6
RECTANGLE 30,40,FILL,EDGE
END

2867

polyline EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

CLEAR SCREEN
MOVE 40,40
POLYLINE 5
POLYLINE 10,6
POLYLINE 15,12,5
END

2868

pos EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

CLEAR SCREEN
Name$="Hello"
PRINT "Using the string ";Name$
PRINT "The position where 'll' is located is"
PRINT POS(Name$,"ll")
END

2869

PRINTALL EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CREATE "test.txt",0
CONTROL KBD,1;1
PRINTALL IS "test.txt"
PRINT "Hello, this is a test."
PAUSE
PRINTALL IS CRT
PURGE "test.txt"
PRINT "File purged."
CONTROL KBD,1;0
END

2870

printer is EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT PRT
PRINTER IS PRT
PRINT "Hello"
PRINTER IS CRT
PRINT "Hello"
END

2871

print EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

CLEAR
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
END

SCREEN
"*** Print TEST ****"
"[TAB]";TAB(15);"15 spaces"
TABXY(5,5);"TABXY test"

2872

print pen EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

CLEAR SCREEN
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
PRINT "*** TEST ****"
FOR Numloop=0 TO 25
PRINT PEN Numloop
PRINT "*";Numloop
NEXT Numloop
END

2873

priority EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140

CLEAR SCREEN
FOR Loop=0 TO 15
SYSTEM PRIORITY Loop
PRINT "System Priority: "&SYSTEM$("SYSTEM PRIORITY")
NEXT Loop
Testme
PRINT "Back in main."
PRINT "Priority: "&SYSTEM$("SYSTEM PRIORITY")
END
SUB Testme
PRINT "In test SUB; setting priority to 1"
SYSTEM PRIORITY 1
PRINT "Priority: "&SYSTEM$("SYSTEM PRIORITY")
SUBEND

2874

protect EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160

CLEAR SCREEN
MASS STORAGE IS "C:\"
PRINT "Creating file"
SAVE "junk.XXX"
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
PROTECT "junk.XXX","R" !Protect the file as a read-only file.
PRINT "Making junk.XXX a read-only file."
WAIT 3
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Unprotecting junk.XXX"
PROTECT "junk.XXX",""
WAIT 2
PURGE "junk.XXX"
PRINT "File purged"
END

2875

pround EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

Number=656576.2346516
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Rounding the number:";Number
FOR Roundto=-6 TO 6
PRINT Roundto,PROUND(Number,Roundto)
NEXT Roundto
END

2876

prt EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT PRT
PRINTER IS PRT
PRINT "Hello"
END

2877

purge EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Saving code. Creating file"
SAVE "file.txt"
CAT "*.txt";NAMES
PRINT "Press CONT to purge file."
PAUSE
PRINT "Now, I will purge it."
PURGE "file.txt"
CAT "*.txt";NAMES
PRINT "File purged."
END

2878

quit all EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

PRINT "If this works right after you CONT,
PRINT "Program paused..."
PAUSE
QUIT ALLr
END

2879

HTBasic will quit."

quit EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

PRINT "If this works right after you CONT, the HTBasic child window will close."
PRINT "Program paused..."
PAUSE
QUIT
END

2880

rad EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Testing the trigonometry mode."
OUTPUT CRT;"We are currently in";
OUTPUT CRT;" radian ";
PRINT "mode."
PRINT
PRINT "Please enter the desired input as mentioned below."
INPUT "Radians to convert to degrees",A
A=A*180/PI
PRINT "That is ";A;"degrees."
END

2881

randomize EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

Count=0
RANDOMIZE
CLEAR SCREEN
REPEAT
WAIT .5
Number=INT(RND*100)
PRINT Number
Count=Count+1
UNTIL Count=10
PRINT "Random number test done."
END

2882

rank EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

OPTION BASE 1
DIM A(16,6)
DIM B(5,7,3)
CLEAR SCREEN
Pass_a(A(*))
Pass_a(B(*))
END
SUB Pass_a(REAL A(*))
L=RANK(A)
PRINT "The array passed in has the following rank."
PRINT "Rank: ";L
SUBEND

2883

ratio EXAMPLE

10
20
30

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "X width:",CHRX,"y height:",CHRY,"Ratio:",RATIO
END

2884

read EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

DIM Array(4)
DATA 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
RESTORE
CLEAR SCREEN
READ Array(*)
PRINT "The data read into the array: "
PRINT Array(*)
END

2885

readio EXAMPLE

10 ! LOAD BIN "SERIAL32"
20
LIST BIN
30
WAIT 1
40
CLEAR SCREEN
50
ON ERROR GOTO Recover
60
FOR I=0 TO 6
70
PRINT READIO(9,I);I
80
DISP I
90 Recover: DISP I
100
NEXT I
110
OFF ERROR
120
WRITEIO 9,1;2400
130
PRINT READIO(9,1)
140
END

2886

read key EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140

! Comments: Uncomment the SET KEY option if no
! softkeys have been defined. WARNING: Do not
! uncomment if you do not want your softkeys
! changed!!!
DIM A$[30]
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** TEST ****"
FOR Nloop=1 TO 22
!SET KEY Nloop,"CLS"
READ KEY Nloop,A$
PRINT Nloop,A$
WAIT 1
NEXT Nloop
END

2887

read label EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

CLEAR SCREEN
MASS STORAGE IS "d:"
READ LABEL Id$
READ LABEL Id2$ FROM "c:"
PRINT SYSTEM$("MSI");Id$,"C:\";Id2$
END

2888

read locator EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

CLEAR SCREEN
SET LOCATOR 0,0
WHILE KBD$=""
READ LOCATOR X,Y,Stat$
PRINT X,Y
PRINT "Status: ";Stat$;" - length: ";LEN(Stat$)
WAIT 1
END WHILE
END

2889

real EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

COMPLEX C
C=CMPLX(5,7)
PRINT "The real part of C is";REAL(C)
INTEGER A
A=7
PRINT INT(A*PI)
PRINT REAL(A*PI)
END

2890

recover EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
PRINT "Testing the ON ERROR RECOVER statement."
30
ON ERROR RECOVER Here
40
Forceerr
50 Here: PRINT "RECOVER works properly."
60
END
70
SUB Forceerr
80
PRINT "Forcing an error"
90
PRINT SYSTEM$("WHO IS BILL GATES") !gives error 401
100
SUBEND

2891

rectangle EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

CLEAR SCREEN
GINIT
MOVE 40,40
RECTANGLE 10,20
DISP "1"
WAIT 1
AREA PEN 3
RECTANGLE 10,-20,FILL
DISP "2"
WAIT 1
PEN 2
RECTANGLE -10,-20,EDGE
DISP "3"
WAIT 1
AREA PEN 7
PEN 8
RECTANGLE -10,20,FILL,EDGE
DISP "4"
WAIT 1
DISP
END

2892

redim EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

DIM Array(14)
DATA 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 4, 56, 678, 678, 65, 4, 8, 6, 0, 12, 2
RESTORE
CLEAR SCREEN
READ Array(*)
PRINT "The sum of the array: ";SUM(Array)
REDIM Array(4:10)
PRINT "Array redimensioned to values 4 to 10. Sum:";SUM(Array)
END

2893

rem EXAMPLE
1
2
3
10
20
30
40
50

REM A REM statement is used to insert comments into
programs.
REM The REM statement may contain any text you
wish.
REM It is useful in explaining what the program is doing.

CLEAR SCREEN
REM Means, I can stick a remark here.
PRINT "Notice the REM statement in the code?"
!It works just like the "!" symbol.
END

2894

rename EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Creating file"
SAVE "file.XXX"
CAT "*.XXX";NAMES
WAIT 2
PRINT "Now, I will rename it to"
RENAME "file.XXX" TO "file.ZZZ"
CAT "*.ZZZ";NAMES
WAIT 2
PURGE "file.ZZZ"
PRINT "File purged."
END

2895

reorder EXAMPLE

10
OPTION BASE 1
20
DIM Matrix(3,3),Vector(3)
30
DATA 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 3, 2, 1
40
RESTORE
50
READ Matrix(*),Vector(*)
60
CLEAR SCREEN
70
PRINT "The matrix looks like: "
80
Prtmat(Matrix(*),3,3)
90
MAT REORDER Matrix BY Vector,2
100
PRINT "MAT reorder"
110
Prtmat(Matrix(*),3,3)
120
END
130
SUB Prtmat(A(*),Lenarr,Widarr)
140! This sub prints out a matrix length of Lenarr and wide as widarr.
150! A 3x3 matrix would print like:
160!
[ 1 2 3 ] Widarr = 3
170!
[ 4 5 6 ]
180!
[ 7 8 9 ]
190!
Lenarr = 3
200
ASSIGN @Out TO CRT
210
FOR Col=1 TO Lenarr
220
OUTPUT @Out;" [";
230
FOR Row=1 TO Widarr
240
OUTPUT @Out;A(Col,Row);
250
NEXT Row
260
OUTPUT @Out;" ]"
270
NEXT Col
280
ASSIGN @Out TO *
290
SUBEND

2896

repeat_until EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

Count=0
REPEAT
Count=Count+2
PRINT Count
UNTIL Count=10
PRINT "Test done."
END

2897

reset EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** output TEST ****"
CREATE "test.txt",0
ASSIGN @File TO "test.txt";FORMAT ON
OUTPUT @File;"This is a test"
RESET @File
ENTER @File;Test$
PRINT Test$
ASSIGN @File TO *
PURGE "test.txt"
END

2898

res EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Demonstrating the RES command. It returns the answer "
PRINT "last calculated."
DISP "Enter a calculation (i.e. 2+2) and then press CONT"
PAUSE
PRINT "The result was:";RES
END

2899

restore EXAMPLE
DIM Array(4)
Here: DATA 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
RESTORE !RESTORE moves the pointer back to the beginning of the DATA.
CLEAR SCREEN
FOR Loop=1 TO 3
READ Array(*)
RESTORE Here
PRINT "The array: "
PRINT Array(*)
NEXT Loop
END

2900

resume interactive EXAMPLE

10
X=5
20
ON TIME (TIMEDATE+X) MOD 86400 GOTO Here
30
PRINT "I'll wait";X;"seconds. Keys disabled."
40
SUSPEND INTERACTIVE
50 Loop: GOTO Loop
60 Here: RESUME INTERACTIVE
70
PRINT "Test done."
80
END

2901

return EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
GOSUB Here
30
PRINT "Test done."
40
STOP
50 Here: PRINT "Currently in the SUB."
60
RETURN
70
END

2902

rev$ EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

DIM Test$[30]
Test$="This is the string to reverse"
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT Test$
PRINT
PRINT REV$(Test$) !Reverse the string.
END

2903

re-save EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Saving code. Creating file"
RE-SAVE "file.txt"
CAT "*.txt";NAMES
PAUSE
PRINT "Now, I will purge it."
PURGE "file.txt"
CAT "*.txt";NAMES
PRINT "File purged."
END

2904

re-store EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
41
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

CLEAR SCREEN
RE-STORE "junk.XXX"
PRINT "Storing code"
PRINT "Program paused"
PRINT "Press CONT"
PAUSE
PURGE "junk.XXX"
ON ERROR GOTO 110
CAT "junk.XXX";NAMES
PRINT "The file was not purged correctly"
STOP
PRINT "File purged"
END

2905

re-store key EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

RE-STORE KEY "keys2"
READ KEY 1,Str$
PRINT "Key 1 was ";"EDIT";" now is QUIT -- Please type CONT"
SET KEY 1,"QUIT"
PAUSE
LOAD KEY "keys2"
PRINT "Keys are restored to normal."
PURGE "keys2"
END

2906

rnd EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Yhatzee"
RANDOMIZE
FOR Loop=1 TO 5
PRINT "Die";Loop;":";INT(RND*6)+1
NEXT Loop
END

2907

rotate EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180

INTEGER X,Y
X=100
Msg("Original bits")
See(X)
PRINT
Y=ROTATE(X,5)
Msg("ROTATE shifts the bits with wrap-around")
See(Y)
END
SUB See(INTEGER X)
FOR Loop=15 TO 0 STEP -1
Temp=BIT(X,Loop)
PRINT Temp;
NEXT Loop
SUBEND
SUB Msg(Str$)
PRINT Str$
SUBEND

2908

rplot EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

CLEAR SCREEN
GINIT
MOVE 40,40
RECTANGLE 10,20
DISP "1"
WAIT 1
AREA PEN 3
RPLOT 5,2
RECTANGLE 10,-20,FILL
DISP "2"
WAIT 1
PEN 2
RECTANGLE -10,-20,EDGE
DISP "3"
WAIT 1
AREA PEN 7
PEN 8
RECTANGLE -10,20,FILL,EDGE
DISP "4"
WAIT 1
DISP
END

2909

rpt$ EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

DIM Test$[80]
Test$=RPT$("*",20)
PRINT RPT$("=",3),Test$
END

2910

rsum EXAMPLE

10
OPTION BASE 1
20
DIM Matrix(3,3)
30
DIM Vector(3)
40
DATA 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
50
RESTORE
60
READ Matrix(*)
70
CLEAR SCREEN
80
PRINT "The matrix looks like: "
90
Prtmat(Matrix(*),3,3)
100
MAT Vector=RSUM(Matrix)
110
PRINT "The RSUM vector is [";Vector(*);"]"
120
END
130
SUB Prtmat(A(*),Lenarr,Widarr)
140! This sub prints out a matrix length of Lenarr and wide as widarr.
150! A 3x3 matrix would print like:
160!
[ 1 2 3 ] Widarr = 3
170!
[ 4 5 6 ]
180!
[ 7 8 9 ]
190!
Lenarr = 3
200
ASSIGN @Out TO CRT
210
FOR Col=1 TO Lenarr
220
OUTPUT @Out;" [";
230
FOR Row=1 TO Widarr
240
OUTPUT @Out;A(Col,Row);
250
NEXT Row
260
OUTPUT @Out;" ]"
270
NEXT Col
280
ASSIGN @Out TO *
290
SUBEND

2911

runlight EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

CLEAR SCREEN
RUNLIGHT OFF
FOR J=1 TO 5
WAIT 1
PRINT J
NEXT J
END

2912

save EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Saving code. Creating file"
SAVE "file.txt"
PRINT "Program paused."
PAUSE
PURGE "file.txt"
PRINT "File purged."
END

2913

sc EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

CLEAR SCREEN
ASSIGN @Out TO CRT
PRINT "The ISC for @Out is ";SC(@Out);"."
ASSIGN @Out TO *
END

2914

scratch EXAMPLE

10 ! SCRATCH
20 ! SCRATCH
30 ! SCRATCH
40 ! SCRATCH
50 ! SCRATCH
60 ! SCRATCH
70 ! SCRATCH
intact.
80 ! SCRATCH
90 ! SCRATCH
100 ! SCRATCH
110
END

KEY 2
A
ALL
B
BIN
C

!This
!This
!This
!This
!This
!This
!This

command
command
command
command
command
command
command

will clear the current program out of memory.
will clear the F2 softkey.
clears all variables and the program also.
is synonymous with SCRATCH A.
is synonymous with SCRATCH A.
is synonymous with SCRATCH A.
clears all variables, but leaves the program

COM
!This command is synonymous with SCRATCH C.
R
!This command clears the keyboard RECALL buffer.
RECALL !This command is synonymous with SCRATCH R.

2915

select_case EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
INPUT "Please enter your age:",Age
30
SELECT Age
40
CASE <1,>100
50
PRINT "Congratulations - Movie is free!"
60
GOTO End
70
CASE <12
80
Price=2.00
90
CASE 12 TO 59
100
Price=6.50
110
CASE 60
120
PRINT "Special movie rate"
130
Price=3.00
140
CASE ELSE
150
Price=4.50
160
END SELECT
170 Image: IMAGE "Movie price is $", D.2D
180
PRINT USING Image;Price
190 End: END

2916

separate alpha EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "With Alpha and Graphics merged, the text and"
PRINT "graphics should disappear with a CLEAR SCREEN"
PAUSE
MOVE 0,60
AREA PEN 4
RECTANGLE 30,30,FILL
WAIT 2
SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "This text should disappear with a CLEAR SCREEN"
PRINT "The square should not be erased"
MOVE 0,60
AREA PEN 7
RECTANGLE 30,30,FILL
WAIT 2
CLEAR SCREEN
WAIT 1
PRINT "Notice the square is not erased!"
END

2917

set echo EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
CLEAR SCREEN
SET ECHO 65,50
!Set the crosshair to the middle of the screen.
READ LOCATOR X,Y !Read where the mouse pointer is at.
PRINT X,Y
END

2918

set key EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Program shows soft key control statements."
STORE KEY "keys2"! store softkey definitions
READ KEY 1,Str$! read current key label
PRINT "Key 1 was ";Str$;" now is QUIT -- Please type CONT"
SET KEY 1,"QUIT"! change key label
PAUSE
LOAD KEY "keys2"! load original sofkey definitions
PRINT "Key 1 is back to normal."
PURGE "keys2"! delete file.
END

2919

set locator EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

CLEAR SCREEN
SET LOCATOR 0,0
WHILE KBD$=""
READ LOCATOR X,Y
PRINT X,Y
WAIT 1
END WHILE
END

!Move the mouse around.

2920

set pen EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250

DATA .5,.5,.5
! 8 = dark grey
DATA .75,.75,.75 ! 9 = light grey
DATA .5, 0, 0
! 10 = dark red
DATA .5,.5, 0
! 11 = dark yellow
DATA 0,.5, 0
! 12 = dark green
DATA 0,.5,.5
! 13 = dark cyan
DATA 0, 0,.5
! 14 = dark blue
DATA .5, 0,.5
! 15 = dark magenta
RESTORE
DIM Palette(8:15,1:3)
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "*** SET PEN TEST ****"
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
READ Palette(*)
SET PEN 8 INTENSITY Palette(*)
X=0
Y=85
FOR Loop=8 TO 15
MOVE X,Y
AREA PEN Loop
RECTANGLE 10,10,FILL,EDGE
WAIT 1
X=X+10
NEXT Loop
END

2921

set timedate EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

Current_time=TIMEDATE
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Setting time to 12:00 P.M. June 11, 1976"
SET TIMEDATE TIME("12:00:00")+DATE("11 Jun 1976")
PRINT "Press CONT to continue..."
PAUSE
SET TIMEDATE Current_time
PRINT "The time might be off a bit."
END

2922

set time EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

Current_time=TIMEDATE
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Setting time to 1:00 P.M."
SET TIME TIME("13:00:00")
PRINT "Press CONT to continue..."
PAUSE
SET TIMEDATE Current_time
!Change the timedate to Current_time.
PRINT "The time might be off a bit."
END

2923

sgn EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

CLEAR SCREEN
IF SGN(-87)=-1 THEN PRINT "-87 is negative"
IF SGN(9)=1 THEN PRINT "9 is positive"
IF SGN(0)=0 THEN PRINT "0 is zero"
END

2924

shift EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

INTEGER Y
Y=1000
CLEAR SCREEN
Msg("Original bits")
See(Y)
Y=SHIFT(Y,5) !Shift the bits of Y over by 5 bits.
PRINT
Msg("Shift the bits over by 5")
See(Y)
END
SUB See(INTEGER X)
FOR Loop=15 TO 0 STEP -1
Temp=BIT(X,Loop)
PRINT Temp;
NEXT Loop
SUBEND
SUB Msg(Str$)
PRINT Str$
SUBEND

2925

sin EXAMPLE

10!
This example deminstrates the usage of the trigonometric
20! functions. The following triangle will be used:
30!
40!
|\
50!
|a \
Given C = 5 units and angle c = 35 degrees
60!
C|
\B
70!
|b
c\
Note: angle b = 90 dgrees.
80!
+-------90!
A
100
CLEAR SCREEN
110
DEG ! get in degree mode
120
REAL A,B,C
130! Given:
140
C=5.0
150
Angle_b=90
160
Angle_c=35
170! Angle a can be found by simply subtracting the total given
180! angles by 1800 degrees. Every triangle only has 180
190! degress.
200
Angle_a=180-(Angle_c+Angle_b)
210! The sine of angle c is definded as C over B. Solving for
220! B gives us:
230
B=C/SIN(Angle_c)
240! The cosine of angle c is definded as A over B. Solving for
250! A gives us:
260
A=B*COS(Angle_c)
270! To double check the answers, onte posible way is:
280! Given: A^2 + C^2 = B^2 and solving for C
290
X=SQR(B^2-A^2)
300
X=DROUND(X,1)
310
IF X=C THEN
320
PRINT "The leg A =";A;"units."
330
PRINT "The leg B =";B;"units."
340
PRINT "The leg C =";C;"units."
350
PRINT "Angle a is = ";Angle_a;"degrees."
360
PRINT "Angle b is = ";Angle_b;"degrees."
370
PRINT "Angle c is = ";Angle_c;"degrees."
380
ELSE
390
PRINT "An error has occured."
400
END IF
410
END

2926

sinh EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

COMPLEX C
C=CMPLX(4,7)
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "SINH of 80 is:";SINH(80)
X=REAL(SINH(C))
Y=SINH(REAL(C))*COS(IMAG(C))
PRINT "x=";X,"y=";Y
IF X=Y THEN
PRINT "True"
ELSE
PRINT "False - error in documentation."
END IF
X=IMAG(SINH(C))
Y=COSH(REAL(C))*SIN(IMAG(C))
PRINT "x=";X,"y=";Y
IF X=Y THEN
PRINT "True"
ELSE
PRINT "False - error in documentation."
END IF
END

2927

size EXAMPLE

10
OPTION BASE 1
20
DIM A(16,6)
30
CLEAR SCREEN
40
Pass_a(A(*))
50
PRINT "After REDIM"
60
REDIM A(7,3)
70
Pass_a(A(*))
80
END
90
SUB Pass_a(REAL A(*))
100
L=RANK(A)
110
PRINT "The number of elements in each dimension of A is
(";SIZE(A,1);",";SIZE(A,2);")"
120
SUBEND

2928

spanish EXAMPLE

10
20
30

LEXICAL ORDER IS SPANISH
PRINT SYSTEM$("LEXICAL ORDER IS")
END

2929

sqr EXAMPLE

10! Please note SQRT and SQR are exactly the same. In fact,
20! SQRT is parced to mean SQR.
30
Number=49
40
COMPLEX Z
50
Z=CMPLX(4,7)
60
CLEAR SCREEN
70
PRINT "The squre root of ";Number;" is:";SQR(Number)
80
PRINT
90
PRINT "Testing the square root of complex numbers."
100
X=REAL(SQR(Z))
110
Y=SQR((SQR(REAL(Z)^2+IMAG(Z)^2)+REAL(Z))/2)
120
PRINT X;"=";Y
130
IF (X=Y) THEN PRINT "Check"
140
X=IMAG(SQR(Z))
150
Y=SGN(Z)*SQR((SQR(REAL(Z)^2+IMAG(Z)^2)-REAL(Z))/2)
160
PRINT X;"=";Y
170
IF (X=Y) THEN
180
PRINT "Check"
190
ELSE
200
PRINT "What a minute. What is the Y for?"
210
END IF
220
PRINT
230
Drawtriangle
240
PRINT "Given a^2 + b^2 = c^2, then c = sqr(a^2 + b^2)"
250
A=3
260
B=4
270
C=SQR(A^2+B^2)
280
PRINT "a = ";A
290
PRINT "b = ";B
300
PRINT "c = ";C
310
END
320
SUB Drawtriangle
330
PRINT " |\"
340
PRINT "a| \ c"
350
PRINT " +++++"
360
PRINT "
b"
370
SUBEND

2930

sqrt EXAMPLE

10! Please note SQRT and SQR are exactly the same. In fact,
20! SQRT is parced to mean SQR.
30
Number=49
40
COMPLEX Z
50
Z=CMPLX(4,7)
60
CLEAR SCREEN
70
PRINT "The squre root of ";Number;" is:";SQR(Number)
80
PRINT
90
PRINT "Testing the square root of complex numbers."
100
X=REAL(SQR(Z))
110
Y=SQR((SQR(REAL(Z)^2+IMAG(Z)^2)+REAL(Z))/2)
120
PRINT X;"=";Y
130
IF (X=Y) THEN PRINT "Check"
140
X=IMAG(SQR(Z))
150
Y=SGN(Z)*SQR((SQR(REAL(Z)^2+IMAG(Z)^2)-REAL(Z))/2)
160
PRINT X;"=";Y
170
IF (X=Y) THEN
180
PRINT "Check"
190
ELSE
200
PRINT "What a minute. What is the Y for?"
210
END IF
220
PRINT
230
Drawtriangle
240
PRINT "Given a^2 + b^2 = c^2, then c = sqr(a^2 + b^2)"
250
A=3
260
B=4
270
C=SQR(A^2+B^2)
280
PRINT "a = ";A
290
PRINT "b = ";B
300
PRINT "c = ";C
310
END
320
SUB Drawtriangle
330
PRINT " |\"
340
PRINT "a| \ c"
350
PRINT " +++++"
360
PRINT "
b"
370
SUBEND

2931

standard EXAMPLE

10
20
30

LEXICAL ORDER IS STANDARD
PRINT SYSTEM$("LEXICAL ORDER IS")
END

2932

status EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

PRINT STATUS(CRT,9)
PRINT STATUS(CRT,13)
PRINT STATUS(CRT,17)
END

!Gets the screen width.
!Gets the screen height.
!Gets the input line color.

2933

step EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

FOR J=40 TO 500 STEP 20
PRINT J
NEXT J
END

2934

stop EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "I can stop the program before it is finished."
STOP
END

2935

store EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130

CLEAR SCREEN
STORE "junk.XXX"
PRINT "Saving code as"
CAT "junk.XXX";NAMES
PRINT "Program paused."
PAUSE
PURGE "junk.XXX"
ON ERROR GOTO 120
CAT "junk.XXX";NAMES
PRINT "The file was not purged properly"
STOP
PRINT "File purged"
END
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store key EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

CLEAR SCREEN
STORE KEY "keys2"
READ KEY 1,Str$
PRINT "Key 1 was ";Str$;" now is QUIT -- Please type CONT"
SET KEY 1,"QUIT"
PAUSE
LOAD KEY "keys2"
PRINT "Key 1 returned to normal."
PURGE "keys2"
END
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subend EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

CLEAR SCREEN
Mysub
END
SUB Mysub
PRINT "In My SUB"
SUBEND
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sub EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

CLEAR SCREEN
Mysub
END
SUB Mysub
PRINT "In My SUB"
SUBEND
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sum EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

DIM Array(4)
DATA 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
RESTORE
CLEAR SCREEN
READ Array(*)
PRINT "The sum of the array: "
PRINT Array(*)
PRINT "is";SUM(Array);"."
END
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swedish EXAMPLE

10
20
30

LEXICAL ORDER IS SWEDISH
PRINT SYSTEM$("LEXICAL ORDER IS")
END

2941

symbol EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

DIM A(6,2)
DATA 1, 7, -2, 16, 7, -1, 15, 4, -1, 21, 8, -1, 15, 12, -1, 16, 9, -1, 1, 9, -1
RESTORE
CLEAR SCREEN
GINIT
READ A(*)
MOVE 50,50
PEN 6
AREA PEN 7
SYMBOL A(*),FILL,EDGE
END
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system$ EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250

CLEAR
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
END

SCREEN
"*** System$ TEST ****"
"Memory "&SYSTEM$("AVAILABLE MEMORY")
"CRT ID: "&SYSTEM$("CRT ID")
"DISP line: "&SYSTEM$("DISP LINE")
"Dump devices: "&SYSTEM$("DUMP DEVICE IS")
"Graphics: "&SYSTEM$("GRAPHICS INPUT IS") !401
"Input line is: "&SYSTEM$("KBD LINE")
"Lexical order: "&SYSTEM$("LEXICAL ORDER IS")
"Mss memory: "&SYSTEM$("MASS MEMORY")
"Mass storage: "&SYSTEM$("MSI")
"Plotter: "&SYSTEM$("PLOTTER IS")
"Printer: "&SYSTEM$("PRINTER IS")
"Process ID: "&SYSTEM$("PROCESS ID")
"Serial number: "&SYSTEM$("SERIAL NUMBER")
!401
"System ID: "&SYSTEM$("SYSTEM ID")
"Priority: "&SYSTEM$("SYSTEM PRIORITY")
"Timezone: "&SYSTEM$("TIMEZONE IS")
"Trig mode: "&SYSTEM$("TRIG MODE")
"BASIC ver: "&SYSTEM$("VERSION:BASIC")
SYSTEM$("VERSION:HTB")
"OS ver: "&SYSTEM$("VERSION:OS")
"Wild cards are: "&SYSTEM$("WILDCARDS")
"Window system: "&SYSTEM$("WINDOW SYSTEM")
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system keys EXAMPLE

10
20

SYSTEM KEYS
END

2944

system priority EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

CLEAR SCREEN
SYSTEM PRIORITY 1
PRINT "Priority: "&SYSTEM$("SYSTEM PRIORITY")
END

2945

tab EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

CLEAR
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
END

SCREEN
"*** Print TEST ****"
"[TAB]";TAB(15);"15 spaces"
TABXY(5,5);"TABXY test"
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tabxy EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

CLEAR
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
END

SCREEN
"*** Print TEST ****"
"[TAB]";TAB(15);"15 spaces"
TABXY(5,5);"TABXY test"
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tan EXAMPLE

10!
This example deminstrates the usage of the trigonometric
20! functions. The following triangle will be used:
30!
40!
|\
50!
|a \
Given C = 5 units and angle c = 35 degrees
60!
C|
\B
70!
|b
c\
Note: angle b = 90 dgrees.
80!
+-------90!
A
100
CLEAR SCREEN
110
DEG ! get in degree mode
120
REAL A,B,C
130! Given:
140
C=4
150
Angle_c=60
160
Angle_b=90
170! Angle a can be found by simply subtracting the total given
180! angles by 180 degrees. Every triangle only has 180
190! degress.
200
Angle_a=180-(Angle_c+Angle_b)
210! The sine of angle c is definded as C over B. Solving for
220! B gives us:
230
B=C/SIN(Angle_c)
240! The tangent of angle c is definded as C over A. Solving for
250! A gives us:
260
A=C/TAN(Angle_c)
270! To double check the answers, one possible way is:
280! Given: A^2 + C^2 = B^2 and solving for C
290
IF SQR(B^2-A^2)=C THEN
300
PRINT "The leg A =";A;"units."
310
PRINT "The leg B =";B;"units."
320
PRINT "The leg C =";C;"units."
330
PRINT "Angle a is = ";Angle_a;"degrees."
340
PRINT "Angle b is = ";Angle_b;"degrees."
350
PRINT "Angle c is = ";Angle_c;"degrees."
360
ELSE
370
PRINT "An error has occured."
380
END IF
390
END
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tanh EXAMPLE

10
20
30

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "The TANH of 80 is:";TANH(80)
END

!Returns the hyperbolic tangent of 80.

2949

then EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

IF 1 THEN
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT 5
BEEP
ELSE
PRINT "NO"
STOP
END IF
END

2950

time1 EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "There have been";TIME(TIME$(TIMEDATE));"seconds pass"
PRINT "since midnight"
END

2951

timedate EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT DATE$(TIMEDATE),TIME$(TIMEDATE)
PRINT "Number of seconds since midnight:";TIMEDATE MOD 86400
PRINT "The number of seconds from 4713 B.C. is",FNJd(DATE$(TIMEDATE))
END
DEF FNJd(A$)
RETURN (DATE(A$) DIV 86400)-1
FNEND
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time$ EXAMPLE

10
20
30

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT TIME$(TIMEDATE)
END

2953

timeout EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

!LOAD BIN "SERIAL32"
ON TIMEOUT 9,1 GOTO 60
PRINT "WAITING..."
ENTER 9;X$
GOTO 30
PRINT "IT TIMED OUT"
END
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to EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

FOR J=40 TO 500 STEP 20
PRINT J
NEXT J
END

2955

trace EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

TRACE ALL
FOR J=40 TO 100 STEP 10
PRINT J
IF J=60 THEN TRACE OFF
NEXT J
END
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track EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

CLEAR SCREEN
TRACK CRT IS ON
DIGITIZE X,Y,Stat$
!Move the mouse around the screen.
PRINT "x:";X,"y:";Y !It should be traced wherever it goes.
PRINT "Status: ";Stat$
PRINT "Track is ";Stat$[5,5]
IF Stat$[5,5]="1" THEN
PRINT "ON"
ELSE
PRINT "OFF"
END IF
END
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transfer EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
by
20
PRINT "*** Transfer Test ****"
and
30
DIM A$[50]
one.
40
ASSIGN @Buf TO BUFFER [2000]
50
ASSIGN @In TO 9
60
TRANSFER @In TO @Buf
70
ENTER @Buf;A$
80
PRINT A$
90
GOTO 70
100 END

!This test requires two machines connected
!serial cables.

One running this program,

!the other outputing information to this
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trim$ EXAMPLE

10
20
30

Test$=TRIM$("hello
") !Trim off the extra spaces.
PRINT "'";Test$;"' is of length";LEN(Test$)
END
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trn EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280

DIM Matrix(1:3,1:3),M(1:3,1:3)
DATA 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
RESTORE
READ Matrix(*)
CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "The matrix looks like: "
Prtmat(Matrix(*),3,3)
MAT M=TRN(Matrix)
PRINT "Transpose matrix"
Prtmat(M(*),3,3)
END
SUB Prtmat(A(*),Lenarr,Widarr)
! This sub prints out a matrix length of Lenarr and wide as Widarr.
! A 3x3 matrix would print like:
!
[ 1 2 3 ] Widarr = 3
!
[ 4 5 6 ]
!
[ 7 8 9 ]
!
Lenarr = 3
ASSIGN @Out TO CRT
FOR Col=1 TO Lenarr
OUTPUT @Out;" [";
FOR Row=1 TO Widarr
OUTPUT @Out;A(Col,Row);
NEXT Row
OUTPUT @Out;" ]"
NEXT Col
ASSIGN @Out TO *
SUBEND
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unlock EXAMPLE

10
CLEAR SCREEN
20
PRINT "*** Unlock Test ****"
30
PRINT
40
CREATE "test.txt",100
50
DIM Test$[100]
60
ASSIGN @File TO "test.txt";FORMAT ON
70
PRINT "CAT after assignment..."
80
CAT "test.txt";NO HEADER
90
OUTPUT @File;"This is the contents of test.txt"
100
RESET @File
110
ENTER @File;Test$
120
PRINT
130
PRINT Test$
140
PRINT
150
LOCK @File;CONDITIONAL Error
you are working on it.
160
PRINT "CAT after lock..."
170
CAT "test.txt";NO HEADER
180
PRINT
190
PRINT "Lock result is";Error
200
UNLOCK @File
210
PRINT
220
PRINT "CAT after unlock..."
230
CAT "test.txt";NO HEADER
240
ASSIGN @File TO *
file. Comment out the unlock
250
PRINT
260
PRINT "CAT after file is closed..."
270
CAT "test.txt";NO HEADER
280
PURGE "test.txt"
290
END
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!This locks a file while

!This unlocks the file.

!This will also unlock the
!statement to show this.

until EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

CLEAR SCREEN
Loop=0
REPEAT
Loop=Loop+1
PRINT Loop
WAIT 1
UNTIL Loop=10
PRINT "If the last number printed is 10, then the test passed."
END
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upc$ EXAMPLE

10
20
30

Test$=UPC$("hello")
PRINT Test$
END

!Convert the string to all uppercase letters.

2963

user keys EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

KBD CMODE OFF
FOR Loop=1 TO 3
USER Loop KEYS
WAIT 2
NEXT Loop
USER 1 KEYS
END

2964

using EXAMPLE

10
OPTION BASE 1
20
DIM A(3,3)
30
DATA -4, 36, 2.3, 5, 89, 17, -6, -12, 42, 1, 2, 3
40
RESTORE
50
! Format (Fmt) for specified matrix (3x3)
60 Fmt3x3: IMAGE 3("[",3DD.DD,3DD.DD,3DD.DD,"]",/)
70
CLEAR SCREEN
80
READ A(*)
90
PRINT USING Fmt3x3;A(*)
100
END
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val1 EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
END

VAL("1")
VAL("34")
VAL("-674")
VAL(VAL$(3.14))
VAL(VAL$(4567349765))
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val$ EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

DIM A$[80]
A$=VAL$(34)
PRINT A$
A$=VAL$(-674)
PRINT A$
A$=VAL$(3.14)
PRINT A$
A$=VAL$(4567349765)
PRINT A$
END
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viewport EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60

CLEAR SCREEN
VIEWPORT 40,80,40,80
FRAME
RECTANGLE 10,10,FILL,EDGE
GRID 10,10
END

2968

wait EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40

PRINT "I'll wait 5 seconds."
WAIT 5
PRINT "I'm done"
END

2969

where EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250

CLEAR SCREEN
DIM Stat$[3],Msg$[40]
PRINT "*** TEST ****"
PRINT "Returning the logical pen position."
WHERE X,Y,Stat$
PRINT "X = ";X
PRINT "Y = ";Y
IF Stat$[1,1]="1" THEN
PRINT "Pen is down"
ELSE
PRINT "Pen is up"
END IF
PRINT "Comma delimitor character: ";Stat$[2,2]
SELECT Stat$[3,3]
CASE "0"
Msg$="outside the limits"
CASE "1"
Msg$="inside the limits, but outside the viewport"
CASE "2"
Msg$="inside limits and viewport"
CASE ELSE
Msg$="junk"
END SELECT
PRINT "Clip indicator - the point is "&Msg$
END

2970

while EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

Good=6
PRINT "Count down using WHILE loop."
WHILE Good
PRINT Good
Good=Good-1
END WHILE
PRINT "All finished."
END

2971

width EXAMPLE

10
20
30
40
50

CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT "Hello world, I am the computer."
PRINTER IS CRT;WIDTH 8
PRINT "Hello world, I am the computer."
END

!Prints sentence across screen
!Changes text width of screen
!Prints sentence using new text width
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wildcards EXAMPLE

10 WILDCARDS OFF !Turns wildcard usage off
20 CAT "*a*.*"
!Does a catalog
30 END
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2974

Example: Alarm Clock
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560

! *********************************************************************
! Example: Alarm Clock
!
! This program builds a digital alarm clock. You can set an alarm
! time using a SCROLLBAR. A TOGGLEBUTTON allows you to disable
! or enable alarm operation. A PUSHBUTTON allows you to turn off
! the alarm.
!
! *********************************************************************
!
CLEAR SCREEN
OPTION BASE 1
!
INTEGER Alarmval,Hour,Minute,N,Noisy
Noisy=0
!
DIM A$[8],T$[8]
!
INTEGER Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
!
Black=0
White=1
Red=2
Yellow=3
Green=4
Cyan=5
Blue=6
Magenta=7
!
INTEGER A(6),Nlines
REAL Dw,Dh,Vh,Pw,Ph,Px,Py
!
GESCAPE CRT,3;A(*)
! Get display bounds
Dw=A(3)-A(1)+1
! Compute display width in pixels
Dh=A(4)-A(2)+1
! Compute display height in pixels
STATUS CRT,13;Nlines
! Get number of text lines on display
Vh=Dh*(1-6/Nlines)
! Height above DISP line
!
Pw=320
! PANEL width is half display width
Ph=240
! Same for PANEL height
Px=(Dw-Pw)/2
! Center panel horizontally
Py=(Vh-Ph)/2
! Center panel above DISP line
!
! Build the main PANEL
!
ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":Px,"Y":Py,"WIDTH":1.2*Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Alarm Clock")
CONTROL @Main;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("BACKGROUND":Blue)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
!
! Dimensions and coordinates for child widgets
!
REAL Ih,Iw
! Inside height and width
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570 REAL Gw,Gh,Lw,Bw,Lh,Sw,Sh,Bgap
! Child widget dimensions
580 REAL Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,X1,X2
! Child widget coordinates
590 !
600 STATUS @Main;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
610 !
620 Gh=Ih*.05
! Arbitrary height of vertical gap
630 Gw=Iw*.02
! Arbitrary width of horizontal gap
640 Wh=Ih*.3
! Arbitrary height of LABEL & BUTTON widgets
650 Lw=Iw*.6
! Arbitrary width of LABEL widgets
660 !
670 X1=Gw
! Right side of LABELs & SCROLLBAR
680 X2=X1+Lw+Gw
! Right side of BUTTONs
690 Bw=Iw-(X2+Gw)
! BUTTON width
700 Sw=Iw-2*Gw
! SCROLLBAR width
710 !
720 Y1=Gh
! Position of first row of widgets
730 Y2=Y1+Wh+Gh
! Position of second row of widgets
740 Y3=Y2+Wh
! Position of bottom of second row of widgets
750 Bgap=Ih-Y3
! Height of bottom gap on PANEL
760 !
770 ! Create LABEL for time value
780 !
790 ASSIGN @Clock TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
800 CONTROL @Clock;SET ("X":X1,"Y":Y1,"WIDTH":Lw,"HEIGHT":Wh)
810 CONTROL @Clock;SET ("FONT":"18 BY 30,BOLD")
820 CONTROL @Clock;SET ("BACKGROUND":Black,"PEN":Red,"BORDER":0)
830 !
840 ! Create TOGGLEBUTTON to enable/disable alarm
850 !
860 ASSIGN @Toggle TO WIDGET "TOGGLEBUTTON";PARENT @Main
870 CONTROL @Toggle;SET ("X":X2,"Y":Y1,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Wh)
880 CONTROL @Toggle;SET ("FONT":"18 BY 16,BOLD","LABEL":" ENABLE ALARM")
890 !
900 ! Create LABEL for alarm value
910 !
920 ASSIGN @Alarm TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
930 CONTROL @Alarm;SET ("X":X1,"Y":Y2,"WIDTH":Lw,"HEIGHT":Wh)
940 !
950 ! Create PUSHBUTTON to stop alarm
960 !
970 ASSIGN @Stop TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main
980 CONTROL @Stop;SET ("X":X2,"Y":Y2,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Wh)
990 CONTROL @Stop;SET ("FONT":"18 BY 16,BOLD","LABEL":" STOP ALARM")
1000 CONTROL @Stop;SET ("LABEL":"STOP ALARM")
1010 !
1020 ! Create SCROLLBAR, then center
1030 !
1040 ASSIGN @Scroll TO WIDGET "SCROLLBAR";PARENT @Main
1050 CONTROL @Scroll;SET ("ORIENTATION":"HORIZONTAL")
1060 STATUS @Scroll;RETURN ("HEIGHT":Sh)
1070 Y4=Y3+(Bgap-Sh)/2
1080 CONTROL @Scroll;SET ("X":X1,"Y":Y4,"WIDTH":Sw)
1090 !
1100 ! Set scale on SCROLLBAR to run through minutes of day.
1110 ! Allow slider to be incremented by hour and minute values.
1120 !
1130 CONTROL @Scroll;SET ("MINIMUM":0,"MAXIMUM":1439)
1140 CONTROL @Scroll;SET ("MINOR INCREMENT":1,"MAJOR INCREMENT":60)
1150 !
1160 ! Set initial time and alarm
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1170 !
1180 GOSUB Update
1190 GOSUB Newalarm
1200 !
1210 ! Make application visible
1220 !
1230 CLEAR SCREEN
1240 CONTROL @Main;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1250 !
1260 ! Enable widget event
1270 !
1280 ON EVENT @Scroll,"CHANGED" GOSUB Newalarm
1290 ON CYCLE 1 GOSUB Update
1300 !
1310 ! Loop until the user presses a key, then exit
1320 !
1330 LOOP
1340 WAIT FOR EVENT
1350 END LOOP
1360 !
1370 ! ***************** End of Main Program **************************
1380 !
1390 ! This routine updates the clock time. If the alarm is on,
1400 ! (Noisy=1), it will beep.
1410 !
1420 ! Once it updates the time, it checks the time for a match against the
1430 ! alarm. If there is a match, it sets Noisy to cause an alarm, causes
1440 ! a beep, enables an event on the PUSHBUTTON to turn off the alarm,
1450 ! and turns the PUSHBUTTON red.
1460 !
1470 Update:!
1480 IF Noisy=1 THEN BEEP 3000,.15
1490 T$=TIME$(TIMEDATE)
1500 CONTROL @Clock;SET ("VALUE":T$)
1510 !
1520 STATUS @Toggle;RETURN ("VALUE":N)
! Is alarm enabled?
1530 IF N=1 THEN
! Yes -1540 IF A$=T$ THEN
! Compare time
1550
Noisy=1
1560
BEEP 3000,.15
1570
ON EVENT @Stop,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Killnoise
1580
CONTROL @Stop;SET ("BACKGROUND":Red)
1590 END IF
1600 END IF
1610 RETURN
1620 !
1630 ! This routine turns off the alarm
1640 !
1650 Killnoise:!
1660 OFF EVENT @Stop,"ACTIVATED"
1670 CONTROL @Stop;SET ("BACKGROUND":Blue)
1680 Noisy=0
1690 RETURN
1700 !
1710 ! This routine updates the alarm value. The value provided by
1720 ! the SCROLLBAR is converted into a time strng that matches
1730 ! that provided by TIME$(TIMEDATE).
1740 !
1750 Newalarm:!
1760 STATUS @Scroll;RETURN ("VALUE":Alarmval)
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1770 !
1780 Hour=Alarmval DIV 60
1790 SELECT Hour
1800 CASE 0
1810 A$="12"
1820 CASE 1 TO 9
1830 A$="0"&VAL$(Hour)
1840 CASE ELSE
1850 A$=VAL$(Hour)
1860 END SELECT
1870 A$=A$&":"
1880 !
1890 Minute=Alarmval MOD 60
1900 SELECT Minute
1910 CASE 0 TO 9
1920 A$=A$&"0"&VAL$(Minute)
1930 CASE ELSE
1940 A$=A$&VAL$(Minute)
1950 END SELECT
1960 A$=A$&":00"
1970 !
1980 CONTROL @Alarm;SET ("VALUE":A$)
1990 RETURN
2000 !
2010 Finis:!
2020 ASSIGN @Main TO *
2030 CLEAR SCREEN
2040 END

! Delete PANEL widget
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Example: Bar Widget
10 ! **********************************************************
20 ! Example: BAR Widget
30 !
40 ! This program creates a BAR widget with three ranges.
50 ! As the bar height progesses from the LOW range through
60 ! the middle range to the HIGH range, the bar color changes
70 ! from green to yellow to red. When the bar is in the LOW
80 ! or the HIGH range, the program beeps throughout the range.
90 !
100 ! **********************************************************
110 !
120 INTEGER N,M
130 ASSIGN @Bar TO WIDGET "BAR"
140 CONTROL @Bar;SET ("TITLE":" Example: BAR Widget")
150 CONTROL @Bar;SET ("X":100,"Y":20,"WIDTH":225,"HEIGHT":200)
160 CONTROL @Bar;SET ("ALARM RANGES":"LOW,HIGH","ALARM TYPE":"BEEP")
170 CONTROL @Bar;SET ("LOW LIMIT":20,"HIGH LIMIT":80)
180 CONTROL @Bar;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
190 ON EVENT @Bar,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
200 !
210 FOR M=1 TO 3
220 FOR N=1 TO 100
230
WAIT .05
240
CONTROL @Bar;SET ("VALUE":N)
250 NEXT N
260 WAIT 1
270 NEXT M
280 !
290 Finis: !
300 ASSIGN @Bar TO *
! Delete BAR widget
310 END
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Example: Bars Test
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: BARS Test
30 !
40 ! This program creates a BARS widget with three bars and
50 ! displays the square root (Root) and natural logarithm
60 ! (Ln) of numbers (Number) from 0 to 100.
70 !
80 ! **************************************************
90 !
100 INTEGER M,N
110 REAL Barval(0:2)
120 ASSIGN @Bars TO WIDGET "BARS"
130 CONTROL @Bars;SET ("TITLE":" Example: BARS Test","HEIGHT":300,"WIDTH":300)
140 CONTROL @Bars;SET ("X":50,"Y":25)
150 CONTROL @Bars;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
160 ON EVENT @Bars,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
170 !
180 CONTROL @Bars;SET ("BAR COUNT":3)
190 CONTROL @Bars;SET ("CURRENT BAR":1)
200 CONTROL @Bars;SET ("BAR LABEL":"Number")
210 CONTROL @Bars;SET ("CURRENT BAR":2)
220 CONTROL @Bars;SET ("BAR LABEL":"Root")
230 CONTROL @Bars;SET ("CURRENT BAR":3)
240 CONTROL @Bars;SET ("BAR LABEL":"Ln")
250 !
260 FOR M=1 TO 5
270 FOR N=1 TO 100
280
Barval(0)=N
290
Barval(1)=SQR(N)
300
Barval(2)=LOG(N)
310
CONTROL @Bars;SET ("VALUES":Barval(*))
320
WAIT .05
330 NEXT N
340 NEXT M
350 Finis: !
360 ASSIGN @Bars TO *
! Delete BARS widget
370 END
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Example: Bars Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: BARS Widget
30 !
40 ! This program creates a BARS widget with one bar
50 ! and displays voltage values from 1 to 100 volts.
60 !
70 ! ***************************************************
80 !
90 INTEGER M,N
100 ASSIGN @Bars TO WIDGET "BARS"
110 CONTROL @Bars;SET ("TITLE":" Example: BARS Widget")
120 CONTROL @Bars;SET ("X":50,"Y":25)
130 CONTROL @Bars;SET ("BAR LABEL":"Voltage")
140 CONTROL @Bars;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
150 ON EVENT @Bars,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
160 !
170 FOR M=1 TO 5
180 FOR N=1 TO 100
190
CONTROL @Bars;SET ("VALUE":N)
200
WAIT .05
210 NEXT N
220 NEXT M
230 Finis: !
240 ASSIGN @Bars TO *
! Delete BARS widget
250 END
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Example: Bitmap Widget
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
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290
300
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350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560

! *********************************************************************
! Example: BITMAP Widget
!
! This program demonstrates the use of the BITMAP widget. It
! allows you to bring in and display bitmaps, as well as select
! portions of them and save them in a file.
!
! It also demonstrates the SCROLLABLE attribute for the PANEL,
! such as the various operations needed to make SCROLL WIDTH
! and SCROLL HEIGHT as correct as possible.
!
! ***********************************************************
!
! Variables used:
!
! S$:
General-purpose string
! N:
General-purpose variable
! Btn:
Returns button value from dialogs
! Sc:
Scroll factor
! Bitfile$:
Name of bitmap file to be read
! Dirname$:
Directory name returned from FILE dialog
! B1$(*):
Stores MENU BUTTONS
! A1$,A2$:
Stores dialog attributes
!
DIM S$[256]
INTEGER N,Btn,Sc
DIM Bitfile$[100],Dirname$[100],Btns$(1:3)[50],A1$[50],A2$[50]
!
DATA "BMP File","XWD File","Cancel","DIALOG BUTTONS","SELECTION",20
READ Btns$(*),A1$,A2$,Sc
!
! Widget dimensions
!
INTEGER Pw,Ph,Px,Py,Iw,Ih,Ww,Wh,Wx,Wy
!
! Variables for display scaling
!
INTEGER Cursor,D(1:4),Dw,Dh
!
! Get display size
!
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Dw=D(3)-D(1)
Dh=D(4)-D(2)
!
CLEAR SCREEN
!
Pw=Dw*.7
! PANEL width
Ph=Dh*.7
! PANEL height
Px=(Dw-Pw)/2
! Center PANEL
Py=(Dh-Ph)/2
!
! Create PANEL for BITMAP widget. The SCROLL WIDTH and
! HEIGHT are set to a small value so that scroll bars
! will not appear initially. The actual heights are set
! later to fit the bitmap that has been loaded.
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570 !
580 ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
590 CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":Px,"Y":Py,"WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph)
600 CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: BITMAP Widget")
610 CONTROL @Main;SET ("SIZE CONTROL":"SCROLLABLE","MINIMIZABLE":1)
620 CONTROL @Main;SET ("SCROLL WIDTH":1,"SCROLL WIDTH UNITS":Sc)
630 CONTROL @Main;SET ("SCROLL HEIGHT":1,"SCROLL HEIGHT UNITS":Sc)
640 !
650 ! Build menu
660 !
670 ASSIGN @Menu TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @Main
680 CONTROL @Menu;SET ("LABEL":"Menu")
690 ASSIGN @Getfile TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu
700 CONTROL @Getfile;SET ("LABEL":"Get Bitmap File")
710 ASSIGN @Savefile TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu
720 CONTROL @Savefile;SET ("LABEL":"Cut Bitmap To File")
730 ASSIGN @Cd TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu
740 CONTROL @Cd;SET ("LABEL":"Change Directory")
750 ASSIGN @S TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @Menu
760 ASSIGN @Quit TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu
770 CONTROL @Quit;SET ("LABEL":"Quit")
780 !
790 ! Create and size BITMAP widget. (Setting RETAIN RASTER makes
800 ! the widget redraw quickly when overwritten by a dialog.)
810 !
820 ASSIGN @Bitmap TO WIDGET "BITMAP";PARENT @Main
830 CONTROL @Bitmap;SET ("RETAIN RASTER":1,"AUTO SIZE":1)
840 STATUS @Main;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
850 Wx=Iw*.01
860 Wy=Ih*.01
870 Wh=Ih*.98
880 Ww=Iw*.98
890 CONTROL @Bitmap;SET ("X":Wx,"Y":Wy,"WIDTH":Ww,"HEIGHT":Wh)
900 !
910 ! Set events
920 !
930 ON EVENT @Getfile,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Getbitfile
940 ON EVENT @Savefile,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Savebits
950 ON EVENT @Cd,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Chdir
960 ON EVENT @Quit,"ACTIVATED" GOTO Finis
970 !
980 CONTROL @Main;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
990 !
1000 ! Loop and wait for input
1010 !
1020 LOOP
1030 WAIT FOR EVENT
1040 END LOOP
1050 STOP
1060 !
1070 ! ************** End of Main Program **********************
1080 !
1090 ! This routine gets a bitmap file and displays it. It gets
1100 ! the bitmap size and sets up PANEL scrolling accordingly.
1110 ! Also, it makes the BITMAP widget invisible so the display
1120 ! will "thrash" as little as possible.
1130 !
1140 Getbitfile: !
1150 S$="Please enter the name of a bitmap (.XWD or .BMP) file:"
1160 DIALOG "FILE",S$,Btn;RETURN ("SELECTION":Bitfile$)
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1170 !
1180 IF Btn=0 THEN
1190 CLEAR ERROR
1200 ON ERROR GOSUB Errtrap
1210 CONTROL @Bitmap;SET ("VISIBLE":0,"BITMAP FILE":Bitfile$)
1220 OFF ERROR
1230 IF ERRN<>0 THEN
1240
DIALOG "ERROR","Can't open file / invalid bitmap file."
1250
CONTROL @Bitmap;SET ("BITMAP FILE":"","VISIBLE":1)
1260 ELSE
1270
CONTROL @Bitmap;SET ("VISIBLE":0)
1280
STATUS @Bitmap;RETURN ("BITMAP HEIGHT":Wh,"BITMAP WIDTH":Ww)
1290
CONTROL @Main;SET ("SCROLL HEIGHT":2+INT(Wh/Sc))
1300
CONTROL @Main;SET ("SCROLL WIDTH":2+INT(Ww/Sc))
1310
CONTROL @Bitmap;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1320
DIALOG "INFORMATION","File read completed"
1330 END IF
1340 END IF
1350 RETURN
1360 !
1370 ! This routine allows you to cut a section of a bitmap and
1380 ! save it in a file. String variables are used in the FILE
1390 ! dialog to specify the DIALOG BUTTONS attribute and the
1400 ! SELECTION attribute to keep a compact statement length.
1410 !
1420 Savebits: !
1430 S$="Enter file name, then click-and-drag image to save:"
1440 DIALOG "FILE",S$,Btn;SET (A1$:Btns$(*)),RETURN (A2$:Bitfile$)
1450 !
1460 SELECT Btn
1470 CASE 0
1480 S$="BMP"
! Dump format is MS-Windows .BMP file.
1490 CASE 1
1500 S$="XWD"
! Dump format is X11 XWD format.
1510 CASE 2
1520 RETURN
1530 END SELECT
1540 !
1550 CLEAR ERROR
1560 ON ERROR GOSUB Errtrap
1570 CONTROL @Bitmap;SET ("DUMP FORMAT":S$,"DUMP AREA":Bitfile$)
1580 OFF ERROR
1590 IF ERRN<>0 THEN
1600 DIALOG "ERROR","Can't open file."
1610 ELSE
1620 DIALOG "INFORMATION","Bitmap saved to "&S$&" file."
1630 END IF
1640 !
1650 RETURN
1660 !
1670 ! This routine changes directories
1680 !
1690 Chdir: !
1700 S$="Please enter the name of a directory:"
1710 DIALOG "FILE",S$,Btn;RETURN ("DIRECTORY":Dirname$)
1720 !
1730 Err=0
1740 CLEAR ERROR
1750 ON ERROR GOSUB Errtrap
1760 MASS STORAGE IS Dirname$
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1770 OFF ERROR
1780 IF ERRN<>0 THEN
1790 DIALOG "ERROR","Can't change directory"
1800 END IF
1810 RETURN
1820 !
1830 ! Dummy routine for trapping errors
1840 !
1850 Errtrap: ERROR RETURN
1860 !
1870 Finis: !
1880 ASSIGN @Main TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
1890 CLEAR SCREEN
1900 END
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Example: Background Bitmap
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Background Bitmap
30 !
40 ! This program demonstrates the BACKGROUND BITMAP attribute
50 ! of the PANEL widget by allowing you to bring in a bitmap
60 ! file and use it to tile the PANEL.
70 !
80 ! ******************************************************************
90 !
100 ! Some variables:
110 !
120 ! S$:
String variable
130 ! M$:
SYSTEM MENU array
140 ! F$:
Bitmap file name
150 ! N:
INTEGER variable
160 ! Btn:
Variable to get button inputs from dialogs
170 ! D(*):
Array to get display dimensions
180 ! Dw,Dh:
Display dimensions
190 !
200 DIM S$[256],M$(0:1)[32],F$[50]
210 INTEGER N,Btn,D(1:4),Dw,Dh
220 !
230 ! Get display size
240 !
250 GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
! Gets display lines
260 Dw=D(3)-D(1)
270 Dh=(D(4)-D(2))
280 !
290 ! Set up SYSTEM MENU array
300 !
310 M$(0)="Get Bitmap File"
320 M$(1)="Quit"
330 !
340 ! Create the PANEL widget, add a toaster menu
350 !
360 CLEAR SCREEN
370 ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
380 CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":50,"Y":20,"WIDTH":.8*Dw,"HEIGHT":.8*Dh)
390 CONTROL @Main;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
400 CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Background Bitmap")
410 CONTROL @Main;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":M$(*),"VISIBLE":1)
420 !
430 ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM MENU" GOSUB Handler
440 LOOP
450 WAIT FOR EVENT
460 END LOOP
470 STOP
480 !
490 ! ***************** End of Main Program ***********************
500 !
510 Handler: !
520 STATUS @Main;RETURN ("SYSTEM MENU EVENT":N)
530 SELECT N
540 CASE 0
550 S$="Please enter bitmap file name:"
560 DIALOG "FILE",S$,Btn;RETURN ("SELECTION":F$)
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570 IF Btn=0 THEN
580
CLEAR ERROR
590
ON ERROR GOSUB Errtrap
600
CONTROL @Main;SET ("BACKGROUND BITMAP":F$)
610
OFF ERROR
620
IF ERRN<>0 THEN DIALOG "ERROR",ERRM$
630 END IF
640 CASE 1
650 GOTO Finis
660 END SELECT
670 RETURN
680 !
690 Errtrap: ERROR RETURN
700 !
710 Finis: !
720 ASSIGN @Main TO *
! Delete PANEL Widget
730 END
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Example: Bar Meter Limits
10
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: Bar/Meter/Limits
!
! This program demonstrates the use of the BAR, METER, and LIMITS
! widgets.
!
! The program creates three widgets and sets them up and down through
! their default range of 1 through 100. You can set the LOW LIMIT
! and HIGH LIMIT thresholds on both the widgets using a pair of SLIDER
! widgets. As the program passes through the thresholds, it changes
! the color and string on a LABEL via use of events.
!
! The program sets up the widgets, sets up events on the SLIDERS and
! BAR (no event is set up on other widgets, since the method is the
! same), and then goes through a loop from 1 to 100 and then back
! down again, changing the widgets with each count.
!
! A routine called "Lobound" handles the SLIDER that sets the lower
! trip limit, a routine called "Hibound" that handles the LIMIT that
! sets the higher trip limit, and a routine called "Trip" that handles
! the BAR events.
!
! Some features of this program are:
!
! - The program will NOT allow you to set the HIGH LIMIT below the
! LOW LIMIT, or the inverse. Try to scroll into these regions and
! the slidebar will pop back.
!
! - Normally a BAR event is "level sensitive": if you set an event
! to happen on the "HIGH" ALARM RANGE, you get an event each and
! every time you write a value to that range. For this program,
! however, an event occurs only on transition between ALARM RANGEs.
!
! *******************************************************************
!
! Variables used:
!
! N:
Loop counter
! Hibound:
Stores METER HIGH LIMIT
! Lobound:
Stores METER LOW LIMIT
! Sts:
Used to RETURN items from widgets
!
INTEGER N,Hibound,Lobound,Sts
Hibound=100
Lobound=1
!
! Define colors
!
INTEGER Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
READ Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
!
! Declare variables for display handling
!
INTEGER D(1:4),Dw,Dh,Cursor
INTEGER Pw,Ph,Px,Py,Iw,Ih,Gx,Gy
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570 INTEGER Mx,My,Mh,Mw,Brx,Bry,Brh,Brw
580 INTEGER Lmx,Lmy,Lmh,Lmw,Lx,Ly,Lh,Lw
590 INTEGER Lshx,Lshy,Lshw,Lshh,S2x,S2y,S2w,S2h
600 INTEGER Lslx,Lsly,Lslw,Lslh,Slx,Sly,Slw,Slh
610 !
620 ! Get display dimensions
630 !
640 GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
650 Dw=D(3)-D(1)
660 Dh=D(4)-D(2)
670 !
680 ! Set up PANEL dimensions, so that PANEL scales to display
690 !
700 Pw=Dw*.8
! PANEL width
710 Ph=Dh*.9
! PANEL height
720 Px=(Dw-Pw)/2
! Center PANEL along width
730 Py=(Dh-Ph)/2
! Center PANEL above DISP line
740 !
750 ! Build main PANEL
760 !
770 CLEAR SCREEN
780 !
790 ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
800 CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":Px,"Y":Py,"WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph)
810 CONTROL @Main;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
820 CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Bar Meter Limits")
830 CONTROL @Main;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
840 !
850 ! Get interior dimensions of PANEL
860 !
870 STATUS @Main;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
880 !
890 ! Set up widget dimensions
900 !
910 Gx=Iw*.02
! Gap between widgets
920 Gy=Gx
930 !
940 Mw=Iw*.45
! METER parameters
950 Mh=Ih*.5
960 Mx=Gx
970 My=Gy
980 !
990 Brw=(Iw-(Mw+2*Gx))*.3
! BAR parameters
1000 Brh=Mh
1010 Brx=Mx+Mw+Gx
1020 Bry=My
1030 !
1040 Lmw=Mw+Gy+Brw
! LIMITS parameters
1050 Lmh=Ih-(Mh+3*Gy)
1060 Lmx=Gx
1070 Lmy=My+Mh+Gy
1080 !
1090 Lw=Iw-(Mw+Brw+4*Gy)
! Indicator LABEL parameters
1100 Lh=Lw*.5
1110 Lx=Iw-(Lw+Gx)
1120 Ly=Gy
1130 !
1140 Lshw=(Lw-Gy)/2
! High limit LABEL
1150 Lshh=Lshw*.4
1160 Lshx=Lx
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1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760

Lshy=Ly+Lh+Gy
!
Shw=Lshw
! High limit SLIDER
Shh=(Ih-(4*Gy+Lh+Lshh))
Shx=Lx
Shy=Lshy+Lshh+Gy
!
Lslw=Lshw
! Low limit LABEL
Lslh=Lshh
Lslx=Lshx+Lshw+Gx
Lsly=Lshy
!
Slw=Shw
! Low limit SLIDER
Slh=Shh
Slx=Lslx
Sly=Shy
!
! Build rest of PANEL
!
! Create METER. (There is no need to set ALL these
! attributes, but this is an example program).
!
! The three METER ranges are assigned as red, white and blue ! an arbitrary choice.
!
ASSIGN @Meter TO WIDGET "METER";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @Meter;SET ("X":Mx,"Y":My,"WIDTH":Mw,"HEIGHT":Mh)
CONTROL @Meter;SET ("HIGH PEN":Red,"MIDDLE PEN":White,"LOW PEN":Blue)
CONTROL @Meter;SET ("VALUE BACKGROUND":Yellow,"VALUE PEN":Black)
CONTROL @Meter;SET ("LIMITS BACKGROUND":Blue,"LIMITS PEN":White)
CONTROL @Meter;SET ("NEEDLE PEN":Blue,"METER BACKGROUND":Green)
CONTROL @Meter;SET ("SWEEP ANGLE":175)
!
! Create BAR. Basically the same, but not as many options.
!
ASSIGN @Bar TO WIDGET "BAR";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @Bar;SET ("X":Brx,"Y":Bry,"WIDTH":Brw,"HEIGHT":Brh)
CONTROL @Bar;SET ("HIGH PEN":Red,"MIDDLE PEN":White,"LOW PEN":Blue)
!
! Create LIMITS
!
ASSIGN @Lim TO WIDGET "LIMITS";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @Lim;SET ("X":Lmx,"Y":Lmy,"WIDTH":Lmw,"HEIGHT":Lmh)
CONTROL @Lim;SET ("INSIDE PEN":White,"OUTSIDE PEN":Magenta)
!
! Create LABEL to indicate METER range
!
ASSIGN @Label TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @Label;SET ("X":Lx,"Y":Ly,"WIDTH":Lw,"HEIGHT":Lh)
CONTROL @Label;SET ("BORDER":0,"BACKGROUND":White,"VALUE":"NORM")
!
! Create LABEL for HIGH LIMIT SLIDER
!
ASSIGN @Lsh TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @Lsh;SET ("X":Lshx,"Y":Lshy,"WIDTH":Lshw,"HEIGHT":Lshh)
CONTROL @Lsh;SET ("VALUE":"High")
!
! Create SLIDER to set HIGH LIMIT
!
ASSIGN @Sh TO WIDGET "SLIDER";PARENT @Main
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1770 CONTROL @Sh;SET ("X":Shx,"Y":Shy,"WIDTH":Shw,"HEIGHT":Shh)
1780 CONTROL @Sh;SET ("DIRECT MOVE":1,"AUTO REPEAT":1)
1790 CONTROL @Sh;SET ("VALUE":100)
1800 !
1810 ! Create LABEL for LOW LIMIT SLIDER
1820 !
1830 ASSIGN @Lsl TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
1840 CONTROL @Lsl;SET ("X":Lslx,"Y":Lsly,"WIDTH":Lslw,"HEIGHT":Lslh)
1850 CONTROL @Lsl;SET ("VALUE":"Low")
1860 !
1870 ! Create SLIDER to set LOW LIMIT
1880 !
1890 ASSIGN @Sl TO WIDGET "SLIDER";PARENT @Main
1900 CONTROL @Sl;SET ("X":Slx,"Y":Sly,"WIDTH":Slw,"HEIGHT":Slh)
1910 CONTROL @Sl;SET ("DIRECT MOVE":1,"AUTO REPEAT":1)
1920 !
1930 ! Call bounds handlers to set up initial bounds, then
1940 ! make main PANEL visible. (The bounds handlers will
1950 ! both call the "Trip" routine to initialize the BAR event.)
1960 !
1970 GOSUB Hibound
1980 GOSUB Lobound
1990 CONTROL @Main;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
2000 !
2010 ! Set up the event handlers
2020 !
2030 N=1
2040 ON EVENT @Sl,"DONE" GOSUB Lobound
! Event for LOW LIMIT SLIDER
2050 ON EVENT @Sh,"DONE" GOSUB Hibound
! Event for HI LIMIT SLIDER
2060 ON EVENT @Bar,"ALARM" GOSUB Trip
! Event for BAR
2070 ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
! Event for QUIT toaster menu
2080 !
2090 ! Count from 1 to 100 and back down, and set METER and
2100 ! BAR as this is done.
2110 !
2120 LOOP
2130 FOR N=1 TO 100
2140
CONTROL @Meter;SET ("VALUE":N)
2150
CONTROL @Bar;SET ("VALUE":N)
2160
CONTROL @Lim;SET ("VALUE":N)
2170 NEXT N
2180 FOR N=100 TO 1 STEP -1
2190
CONTROL @Meter;SET ("VALUE":N)
2200
CONTROL @Bar;SET ("VALUE":N)
2210
CONTROL @Lim;SET ("VALUE":N)
2220 NEXT N
2230 END LOOP
2240 !
2250 ! ********************* End of Main Program ************************
2260 !
2270 ! Handler for LOW LIMIT SLIDER:
2280 !
2290 Lobound: !
2300 DISABLE
2310 STATUS @Sl;RETURN ("VALUE":Lobound)
! Get SLIDER VALUE
2320 IF Lobound>Hibound THEN
! If higher than HIGH LIMIT:
2330 Lobound=Hibound
! Make sure it is not
2340 CONTROL @Sl;SET ("VALUE":Lobound)
2350 END IF
2360 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("LOW LIMIT":Lobound)
! Set limit on widgets
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2370 CONTROL @Bar;SET ("LOW LIMIT":Lobound)
2380 CONTROL @Lim;SET ("LOW LIMIT":Lobound)
2390 GOSUB Trip
! Adjust BAR event handling
2400 ENABLE
2410 RETURN
2420 !
2430 ! HIGH LIMIT SCROLL BAR event handler
2440 !
2450 Hibound: !
2460 DISABLE
2470 STATUS @Sh;RETURN ("VALUE":Hibound)
! Get SLIDER VALUE
2480 IF Hibound<Lobound THEN
! If HIGH LIMIT < LOW LIMIT:
2490 Hibound=Lobound
! Make sure it is not
2500 CONTROL @Sh;SET ("VALUE":Hibound)
2510 END IF
2520 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("HIGH LIMIT":Hibound) ! Reflect on METER & LIMITS
2530 CONTROL @Bar;SET ("HIGH LIMIT":Hibound)
2540 CONTROL @Lim;SET ("HIGH LIMIT":Hibound)
2550 GOSUB Trip
! Adjust event handling
2560 ENABLE
2570 RETURN
2580 !
2590 ! BAR event handler.
2600 ! You get the current value being sent to the BAR and determine
2610 ! the range it is in. Then, you set the event to occur on the
2620 ! adjoining range(s). This ensures that you only get an event when
2630 ! you transition between ranges.
2640 !
2650 ! As noted, the bounds handlers call Trip to adjust events. Since
2660 ! you are changing the HIGH & LOW LIMITs with the bounds handlers,
2670 ! you want to make sure that the events are rearranged accordingly.
2680 !
2690 Trip: !
2700 DISABLE
2710 SELECT N
2720 CASE <Lobound
2730 CONTROL @Bar;SET ("ALARM RANGES":"MIDDLE","ALARM TYPE":"EVENT")
2740 CONTROL @Label;SET ("BACKGROUND":Blue,"VALUE":"LOW")
2750 CASE <=Hibound
2760 CONTROL @Bar;SET ("ALARM RANGES":"LOW,HIGH","ALARM TYPE":"EVENT")
2770 CONTROL @Label;SET ("BACKGROUND":White,"VALUE":"NORM")
2780 CASE >Hibound
2790 CONTROL @Bar;SET ("ALARM RANGES":"MIDDLE","ALARM TYPE":"EVENT")
2800 CONTROL @Label;SET ("BACKGROUND":Red,"VALUE":"HIGH")
2810 END SELECT
2820 ENABLE
2830 RETURN
2840 !
2850 Finis: !
2860 ASSIGN @Main TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
2870 END
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Example: Bomb Squad (*Create Version)
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: Bomb Squad (*CREATE Version)
!
! This program demonstrates the use of the CLOCK widget in TIMER mode
! by playing a game in which the user has to disarm a bomb by cutting
! wires. There are 10 wires - you must cut the correct four to disarm
! the bomb. Of the six wires left, four are don't-cares and two wires
! cause the bomb go off immediately.
!
! The wires are represented by 10 TOGGLEBUTTONs. This program uses the
! SYSTEM widget to create the TOGGLEBUTTONs. This is convenient since
! otherwise you would have to have some degree of separate code for
! each TOGGLEBUTTON. The fact that you only get one event for all
! 10 TOGGLEBUTTONs is all right, too, since each time a TOGGLEBUTTON
! event happens, the program scans through all the TOGGLEBUTTONs to
! check their VALUEs.
!
! ********************************************************************
!
RANDOMIZE INT(10^7*FRACT(TIMEDATE)) ! Set random seed
!
! Miscellaneous general-purpose variables
!
INTEGER N,V
DIM S$[256],B$(1:1)[64],Eol$[2]
Eol$=CHR$(13)
!
! Variables for display and widget handling
!
INTEGER Nlines,D(1:4)
! Used for display setup
REAL Dw,Dh
! Display dimensions
REAL Px,Py,Pw,Ph,Iw,Ih
! Main PANEL parameters
REAL Gap,Bh,Bw,Ch,Cw,Cx,Cy
! Button/Clock dimensions
REAL Prh,Prw,Prx,Pry
! Printer widget dimensions
!
! Various variables for playing the game
!
INTEGER Playgame
! Indicates game in progress
INTEGER Wires(1:10)
! Designates wire settings
INTEGER Live,Kill,Dontcare,Cut
! Wire values
DATA 1,2,3,4
READ Live,Deadly,Dontcare,Cut
INTEGER Livewires,Lethal
! Number of live/deadly wires
!
! Set up display
!
CLEAR SCREEN
STATUS CRT,13;Nlines
! Get number of display lines
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
! Get BASIC display size
Dw=D(3)-D(1)
! Display width
Dh=(D(4)-D(2))*((Nlines-7)/Nlines)
! Display height above softkeys
!
! Set up PANEL coordinates
!
Pw=Dw*.7
Ph=Dh*.9
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570 Px=(Dw-Pw)/2
580 Py=(Dh-Ph)/2
590 !
600 ! Create a SYSTEM widget
610 !
620 COM @Sys
630 ASSIGN @Sys TO WIDGET "SYSTEM"
640 !
650 ! Create a PANEL on the SYSTEM widget with SYSTEM MENU attribute
660 !
670 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main","*CREATE":"PANEL","VISIBLE":0)
680 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("RESIZABLE":0,"MAXIMIZABLE":0)
690 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("X":Px,"Y":Py,"WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph)
700 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Bomb Squad (*CREATE)")
710 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
720 !
730 ! Get interior dimensions of PANEL
740 !
750 STATUS @Sys;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
760 !
770 ! Set up widget coordinates and dimensions
780 !
790 Gap=Ih*.03
! Vertical gap
800 Bh=Ih*.1
! Button height
810 Bw=Iw*.2
! Button width
820 !
830 Ch=Iw*.20
! Clock height
840 Cw=Ch
! Clock Width
850 Cx=Bw+((Iw-Bw)-Cw)/2
! Clock X location
860 Cy=Gap
! Clock Y coordinate
870 !
880 Prh=Ih-(Ch+3*Gap)
! Printer height
890 Prw=((Iw-Bw)-2*Gap)
! Printer width
900 Prx=Bw+Gap
! Printer X coordinate
910 Pry=Ch+2*Gap
! Printer Y coordinate
920 !
930 ! Set up buttons in PANEL. The SYSTEM widget is used
940 ! to good advantage here, since the same code can
950 ! create all ten TOGGLEBUTTONS.
960 !
970 FOR N=1 TO 10
980 S$=VAL$(N)
990 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/T"&S$,"*CREATE":"TOGGLEBUTTON")
1000 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("X":0,"Y":(N-1)*Bh,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
1010 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("LABEL":"Wire "&S$)
1020 NEXT N
1030 !
1040 ! Create CLOCK, set up as down-counting TIMER. The TIMER
1050 ! limit does not have to be set - it is 0 by default.
1060 !
1070 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/Clock","*CREATE":"CLOCK")
1080 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("X":Cx,"Y":Cy,"WIDTH":Cw,"HEIGHT":Ch)
1090 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("TYPE":"TIMER","TIMER DIRECTION":"DOWN")
1100 !
1110 ! Create PRINTER
1120 !
1130 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/Printer","*CREATE":"PRINTER")
1140 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("X":Prx,"Y":Pry,"WIDTH":Prw,"HEIGHT":Prh)
1150 !
1160 ! Set up events for SYSTEM MENU, TOGGLEBUTTONS, and CLOCK
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1170 !
1180 ON EVENT @Sys,"SYSTEM MENU",15 GOTO Finis
1190 ON EVENT @Sys,"CHANGED" GOSUB Cutwire
1200 ON EVENT @Sys,"TIMER" GOSUB Boomboom
1210 !
1220 ! Turn on panel
1230 !
1240 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main","VISIBLE":1)
1250 !
1260 ! Display instructions using a DIALOG
1270 !
1280 S$="Disarm the bomb before the clock times out"&Eol$
1290 S$=S$&Eol$
1300 S$=S$&"The bomb has ten wires:"&Eol$
1310 S$=S$&Eol$
1320 S$=S$&" - 4 wires are inert."&Eol$
1330 S$=S$&" - 4 wires must be cut to disarm the bomb."&Eol$
1340 S$=S$&" - 2 wires are triggers: cut both, "&Eol$
1350 S$=S$&"
and the bomb goes off."&Eol$
1360 S$=S$&Eol$
1370 S$=S$&"GOOD LUCK!"&Eol$
1380 !
1390 B$(1)="Click Here To Begin Game"
1400 !
1410 DIALOG "INFORMATION",S$;SET ("TITLE":" Bomb Squad
Instructions","JUSTIFICATION":"LEFT","BACKGROUND":9,"PEN":0,"DIALOG BUTTONS":B$(*))
1420 !
1430 ! Main game loop
1440 !
1450 LOOP
1460 !
1470 ! Clear PRINTER widget, set up all the "wires"
1480 !
1490 DISABLE
1500 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/Printer","TEXT":"")
1510 CALL Pr(" Welcome to BOMB SQUAD.")
1520 CALL Pr("")
1530 !
1540 FOR N=1 TO 10
1550
Wires(N)=Dontcare
1560
S$=VAL$(N)
1570
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/T"&S$)
1580
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("SENSITIVE":1,"VALUE":0)
1590 NEXT N
1600 !
1610 ! Set up the deadly wires
1620 !
1630 Lethal=0
1640 REPEAT
1650
N=1+INT(10*RND)
1660
IF Wires(N)=Dontcare THEN
1670
Wires(N)=Deadly
1680
Lethal=Lethal+1
1690
END IF
1700 UNTIL (Lethal=2)
1710 !
1720 ! Set up the live wires
1730 !
1740 Livewires=0
1750 REPEAT
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1760
N=1+INT(10*RND)
1770
IF Wires(N)=Dontcare THEN
1780
Wires(N)=Live
1790
Livewires=Livewires+1
1800
END IF
1810 UNTIL (Livewires=4)
1820 !
1830 ! Set the timer to 30 seconds, and start it running
1840 !
1850 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/Clock")
1860 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("TIMER VALUE":30000,"TIMER STATE":"RUNNING")
1870 !
1880 ! Loop until game over. Note how the "Playgame" variable is
1890 ! set to 1 by EVENT-driven routines to tell the main routine
1900 ! that the game is over and that a new one should be started
1910 ! (by returning to the top of the loop).
1920 !
1930 ENABLE
1940 Playgame=0
1950 REPEAT
1960 UNTIL (Playgame=1)
1970 !
1980 END LOOP
1990 STOP
2000 !
2010 ! This routine checks the status of the "wire" togglebuttons.
2020 ! It relies on the "Wires" array to track the condition
2030 ! of the wire set at any time.
2040 !
2050 ! The following comments may help explain the routine.
2060 !
2070 Cutwire: !
2080 !
2090 ! Check status of all ten wires
2100 !
2110 FOR N=1 TO 10
2120 !
2130 ! Ignore the wire if it has been cut
2140 !
2150 IF Wires(N)<>Cut THEN
2160 !
2170 ! Otherwise, query the togglebutton value
2180 !
2190
S$=VAL$(N)
2200
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/T"&S$)
2210
STATUS @Sys;RETURN ("VALUE":V)
2220 !
2230 ! Ignore the button if it is not set, otherwise ...
2240 !
2250
IF V=1 THEN
2260 !
2270 ! ... disable the button ...
2280 !
2290
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
2300 !
2310 ! ... and take the appropriate measures for the wire value
2320 !
2330
SELECT Wires(N)
2340 !
2350 ! Don't care, just say so
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2360 !
2370
CASE Dontcare
2380
CALL Pr("Inert wire.")
2390 !
2400 ! Live wire: decrement the live-wire count - if it reaches 0,
2410 ! you win. Use a DIALOG to indicate the matter and query to see
2420 ! if the user wants to play another game. If it is not 0,
2430 ! announce the wire has been cut and list the number of wires
2440 ! remaining.
2450 !
2460
CASE Live
2470
Livewires=Livewires-1
2480
IF Livewires=0 THEN
2490
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/Clock")
2500
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("TIMER STATE":"STOPPED")
2510
S$="Play another game?"
2520
DIALOG "QUESTION",S$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Bomb Disarmed !!")
2530
SELECT Btn
2540
CASE 0
2550
Playgame=1
! Start new game
2560
RETURN
2570
CASE 1
2580
GOTO Finis
! Quit program
2590
END SELECT
2600
ELSE
2610
S$=VAL$(Livewires)
2620
CALL Pr("LIVE WIRE -- "&S$&" wires left.")
2630
END IF
2640 !
2650 ! Is deadly -- count down deadly wires, if zero, you are dead
2660 !
2670
CASE Deadly
2680
Lethal=Lethal-1
2690
IF Lethal=0 THEN
2700
GOSUB Boomboom
2710
RETURN
2720
ELSE
2730
CALL Pr("DANGER -- trigger wire, one left!")
2740
END IF
2750
END SELECT
2760 !
2770 ! If you have not either won or been killed, mark this wire as
2780 ! being "cut".
2790 !
2800
Wires(N)=Cut
2810 !
2820
END IF
2830 END IF
2840 NEXT N
2850 RETURN
2860 !
2870 ! This routine tells you that you are dead
2880 !
2890 Boomboom: !
2900 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/Clock","TIMER STATE":"STOPPED")
2910 S$="YOU'RE DEAD!"
2920 S$=S$&Eol$&Eol$
2930 S$=S$&"Play another game?"
2940 DIALOG "QUESTION",S$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Bomb Exploded !!")
2950 IF Btn=0 THEN
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2960 Playgame=1
2970 RETURN
2980 ELSE
2990 GOTO Finis
3000 END IF
3010 RETURN
3020 !
3030 ! Go here when done
3040 !
3050 Finis: !
3060 ASSIGN @Sys TO *
! Delete SYSTEM widget
3070 END
3080 !
3090 ! *************** End of Main Program ***********************
3100 !
3110 ! Routine to print string in PRINTER widget
3120 !
3130 SUB Pr(S$)
3140 COM @Sys
3150 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/Printer","APPEND TEXT":S$)
3160 SUBEND
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Example: Bomb Squad (*Load Version)
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560

! *********************************************************************
! Example: Bomb Squad (*LOAD Version)
!
! This program demonstrates the use of the CLOCK widget in TIMER mode
! by playing a game in which the user has to disarm a bomb by cutting
! wires. There are 10 wires. You must cut the correct four to disarm
! the bomb. Of the six wires left, four are don't-cares and two cause
! the bomb go off immediately.
!
! The wires are represented by 10 TOGGLEBUTTONs. This program uses the
! SYSTEM widget to create the TOGGLEBUTTONs. This is convenient, since
! otherwise you would have to have some degree of separate code for
! each TOGGLEBUTTON. The fact that you only get one event for all
! 10 TOGGLEBUTTONs is OK, too, since each time a TOGGLEBUTTON event
! happens the program scans through all the TOGGLEBUTTONs to check
! their VALUEs.
!
! ********************************************************************
!
RANDOMIZE INT(10^7*FRACT(TIMEDATE)) ! Set random seed
!
! Miscellaneous general-purpose variables
!
INTEGER N,V
DIM S$[256],B$(1:1)[64],Eol$[2]
Eol$=CHR$(13)
!
! Variables for playing the game
!
INTEGER Playgame
! Indicates game in progress
INTEGER Wires(1:10)
! Designates wire settings
INTEGER Live,Kill,Dontcare,Cut
! Wire values
DATA 1,2,3,4
READ Live,Deadly,Dontcare,Cut
INTEGER Livewires,Lethal
! Number of live/deadly wires
!
CLEAR SCREEN
!
! Create a SYSTEM widget and load ScreenBuilder file
!
COM @Sys
ASSIGN @Sys TO WIDGET "SYSTEM"
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*LOAD":"BSQUAD.SCR")
!
! Set up events for SYSTEM MENU, TOGGLEBUTTONS, and CLOCK
!
ON EVENT @Sys,"SYSTEM MENU",15 GOTO Finis
ON EVENT @Sys,"CHANGED" GOSUB Cutwire
ON EVENT @Sys,"TIMER" GOSUB Boomboom
!
! Turn on panel
!
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main","VISIBLE":1)
!
! Display instructions using a DIALOG
!
2999

570 S$="Disarm the bomb before the clock times out"&Eol$
580 S$=S$&Eol$
590 S$=S$&"The bomb has ten wires:"&Eol$
600 S$=S$&Eol$
610 S$=S$&" - 4 are inert."&Eol$
620 S$=S$&" - 4 must be cut to disarm the bomb."&Eol$
630 S$=S$&" - 2 are triggers: cut both, "&Eol$
640 S$=S$&"
and the bomb goes off."&Eol$
650 S$=S$&Eol$
660 S$=S$&"GOOD LUCK!"&Eol$
670 !
680 B$(1)="Click Here To Begin Game"
690 !
700 DIALOG "INFORMATION",S$;SET ("TITLE":" Bomb Squad
Instructions","BACKGROUND":9,"PEN":0,"JUSTIFICATION":"LEFT","DIALOG BUTTONS":B$(*))
710 !
720 ! Main game loop.
730 !
740 LOOP
750 !
760 ! Clear PRINTER widget, set up all the "wires".
770 !
780 DISABLE
790 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/Printer","TEXT":"")
800 CALL Pr("Welcome to BOMB SQUAD.")
810 CALL Pr("")
820 !
830 FOR N=1 TO 10
840
Wires(N)=Dontcare
850
S$=VAL$(N)
860
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/T"&S$)
870
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("SENSITIVE":1,"VALUE":0)
880 NEXT N
890 !
900 ! Set the deadly wires.
910 !
920 Lethal=0
930 REPEAT
940
N=1+INT(10*RND)
950
IF Wires(N)=Dontcare THEN
960
Wires(N)=Deadly
970
Lethal=Lethal+1
980
END IF
990 UNTIL (Lethal=2)
1000 !
1010 ! Set up the live wires.
1020 !
1030 Livewires=0
1040 REPEAT
1050
N=1+INT(10*RND)
1060
IF Wires(N)=Dontcare THEN
1070
Wires(N)=Live
1080
Livewires=Livewires+1
1090
END IF
1100 UNTIL (Livewires=4)
1110 !
1120 ! Set the timer to 30 seconds, start it running.
1130 !
1140 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/Clock")
1150 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("TIMER VALUE":30000,"TIMER STATE":"RUNNING")
3000

1160 !
1170 ! Loop until game over. Note how the "Playgame" variable is
1180 ! set to 1 by EVENT-driven routines to tell the main routine that
1190 ! the game is over and that a new one should be started (by
1200 ! returning to the top of the loop).
1210 !
1220 ENABLE
1230 Playgame=0
1240 REPEAT
1250 UNTIL (Playgame=1)
1260 !
1270 END LOOP
1280 STOP
1290 !
1300 ! This routine checks the status of the "wire" togglebuttons.
1310 ! It relies on the "Wires" array to track the condition of
1320 ! the wire set at any time.
1330 !
1340 Cutwire: !
1350 !
1360 ! Check status of all ten wires.
1370 !
1380 FOR N=1 TO 10
1390 !
1400 ! Ignore the wire if it has been cut.
1410 !
1420 IF Wires(N)<>Cut THEN
1430 !
1440 ! Otherwise, query the togglebutton value.
1450 !
1460
S$=VAL$(N)
1470
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/T"&S$)
1480
STATUS @Sys;RETURN ("VALUE":V)
1490 !
1500 ! Ignore the button if it is not set, otherwise ...
1510 !
1520
IF V=1 THEN
1530 !
1540 ! ... disable the button ...
1550 !
1560
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
1570 !
1580 ! ... and take the appropriate measures for the wire value.
1590 !
1600
SELECT Wires(N)
1610 !
1620 ! Don't care, just say so.
1630 !
1640
CASE Dontcare
1650
CALL Pr("Inert wire.")
1660 !
1670 ! Live wire: decrement the live-wire count -- if it reaches 0,
1680 ! you win. Use a DIALOG to indicate the matter and query to see
1690 ! if the user wants to play another game. If it is not 0,
1700 ! announce the wire has been cut and list the number of wires
1710 ! remaining.
1720 !
1730
CASE Live
1740
Livewires=Livewires-1
1750
IF Livewires=0 THEN
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1760
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/Clock")
1770
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("TIMER STATE":"STOPPED")
1780
S$="Play another game?"
1790
DIALOG "QUESTION",S$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Bomb Disarmed !! ")
1800
SELECT Btn
1810
CASE 0
1820
Playgame=1
! Start new game.
1830
RETURN
1840
CASE 1
1850
GOTO Finis
! End the program.
1860
END SELECT
1870
ELSE
1880
S$=VAL$(Livewires)
1890
CALL Pr("LIVE WIRE -- "&S$&" wires left.")
1900
END IF
1910 !
1920 ! Is deadly -- count down deadly wires, if zero, you are dead.
1930 !
1940
CASE Deadly
1950
Lethal=Lethal-1
1960
IF Lethal=0 THEN
1970
GOSUB Boomboom
1980
RETURN
1990
ELSE
2000
CALL Pr("DANGER -- trigger wire, one left!")
2010
END IF
2020
END SELECT
2030 !
2040 ! If you have not won or been killed, mark this wire as
2050 ! being "cut".
2060 !
2070
Wires(N)=Cut
2080 !
2090
END IF
2100 END IF
2110 NEXT N
2120 RETURN
2130 !
2140 ! This routine tells you that the bomb exploded and you are dead
2150 !
2160 Boomboom: !
2170 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/Clock","TIMER STATE":"STOPPED")
2180 S$="YOU'RE DEAD!"
2190 S$=S$&Eol$&Eol$
2200 S$=S$&"Play another game?"
2210 DIALOG "QUESTION",S$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Bomb Exploded !! ")
2220 IF Btn=0 THEN
2230 Playgame=1
2240 RETURN
2250 ELSE
2260 GOTO Finis
2270 END IF
2280 RETURN
2290 !
2300 ! Go here when done.
2310 !
2320 Finis: !
2330 ASSIGN @Sys TO *
! Delete SYSTEM widget
2340 END
2350 !
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2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430

! ***************** End of Main Program ***********************
!
! Routine to print string in PRINTER widget.
!
SUB Pr(S$)
COM @Sys
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":"Main/Printer","APPEND TEXT":S$)
SUBEND
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Example: Bomb Squad (Using SYSTEM Widget)
This example is a modified version of the Bomb Squad (*LOAD) program, and uses the SYSTEM widget rather than
the ScreenBuilder application to build the widgets for the game. See Bomb Squad (*CREATE) for a program listing. A
typical display for the program follows.

3004

Example: Clock Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: CLOCK Widget
30 !
40 ! This program creates a default CLOCK widget.
50 !
60 ! ***************************************************
70 !
80 ASSIGN @Clock TO WIDGET "CLOCK"
90 CONTROL @Clock;SET ("TITLE":" Example: CLOCK Widget")
100 CONTROL @Clock;SET ("HEIGHT":150,"WIDTH":250)
110 CONTROL @Clock;SET ("X":50,"Y":25)
120 CONTROL @Clock;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
130 ON EVENT @Clock,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
140 LOOP
150 WAIT FOR EVENT
160 END LOOP
170 Finis: !
180 ASSIGN @Clock TO *
! Delete CLOCK widget
190 END
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Example: Combo Dialog
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200

! *********************************************************************
! Example: COMBO Dialog
!
! This program creates a COMBO dialog. The user can select
! an item from the supplied list (COSMOPOLITAN, etc.) or
! can enter a name from the keyboard. The user selection is
! displayed after a selection is made and Enter is pressed.
!
! *********************************************************
!
DIM M$(1:7)[20],S$[25],P$[50]
INTEGER Btn
P$="What is your favorite magazine?"
DATA "COSMOPOLITAN","ENQUIRER","DISCOVER","TIME"
DATA "HEALTH","SPORTS","NEW YORKER"
READ M$(*)
!
DIALOG "COMBO",P$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: COMBO Dialog","ITEMS":M$(*)),RETURN ("TEXT":S$)
DISP "Magazine selected:";S$
END
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Example: Combo Test
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: COMBO Test
30 !
40 ! This program creates a COMBO widget and allows the
50 ! user to select an animal name from a defined list
60 ! of names or to enter a name from the keyboard. The
70 ! program displays an error message if the name entered
80 ! is not in the defined list.
90 !
100 ! ********************************************************
110 !
120 DIM L$(1:5)[26],S$[50]
130 INTEGER N
140 !
150 DATA " Aardvark"," Sidewinder"," Kiwi"," Pangolin"," Marmoset"
160 READ L$(*)
170 !
180 ASSIGN @Combo TO WIDGET "COMBO";SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
190 CONTROL @Combo;SET ("TITLE":" Example: COMBO Test - Select an Animal")
200 CONTROL @Combo;SET ("BACKGROUND":1,"LIST BACKGROUND":1,"ITEMS":L$(*))
210 CONTROL @Combo;SET ("X":50,"Y":25,"WIDTH":325)
220 CONTROL @Combo;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
230 !
240 ON EVENT @Combo,"SELECTION" GOSUB Handler
250 ON EVENT @Combo,"RETURN" GOSUB Handler
260 ON EVENT @Combo,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
270 !
280 LOOP
290 WAIT FOR EVENT
300 END LOOP
310 STOP
320
!
330 Handler: !
340 STATUS @Combo;RETURN ("TEXT":S$)
350 FOR N=1 TO 5
360 IF S$=L$(N) THEN
370
S$="List item #"&VAL$(N)&": "&S$
380
DIALOG "INFORMATION",S$
390
RETURN
400 END IF
410 NEXT N
420 S$="Animal not in list: "&S$
430 DIALOG "ERROR",S$;SET ("TITLE":" Invalid Selection")
440 RETURN
450
!
460 Finis: !
470 ASSIGN @Combo TO *
! Delete COMBO widget
480 END
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Example: Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: COMBO Widget
30 !
40 ! This program creates a COMBO widget and allows
50 ! the user to select an item from a supplied list
60 ! or to enter text via the keyboard.
70 !
80 ! ***********************************************
90 !
100 DIM Items$(0:15)[26],Sel$[1000]
110 INTEGER I,Sel,Fg,Bg,Lb_fg,Lb_bg
120 Items$(0)=" 6 BY 12"
130 Items$(1)=" 8 BY 16"
140 Items$(2)=" 10 BY 20"
150 Items$(3)=" EDITABLE"
160 Items$(4)=" NOT EDITABLE"
170 Items$(5)=" USE DROPDOWN BUTTON"
180 Items$(6)=" NO DROPDOWN BUTTON"
190 Items$(7)=" SHOW LIST"
200 Items$(8)=" HIDE LIST"
210 Items$(9)=" SHOW SCROLLBAR"
220 Items$(10)=" HIDE SCROLLBAR"
230 Items$(11)=" SET COLORS"
240 FOR I=BASE(Items$,1)+12 TO BASE(Items$,1)+SIZE(Items$,1)-1
250 Items$(I)="item "&VAL$(I)
260 NEXT I
270 ASSIGN @Combo TO WIDGET "COMBO";SET ("ITEMS":Items$(*),"TITLE":" Example: COMBO
Widget","COLUMNS":MAXLEN(Items$(0)))
280 CONTROL @Combo;SET ("X":100,"Y":50,"WIDTH":250,"BACKGROUND":1,"LIST BACKGROUND":1)
290 CONTROL @Combo;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
300 ON EVENT @Combo,"SELECTION" GOSUB Disp_sel
310 ON EVENT @Combo,"KEYSTROKE" GOSUB Disp_keystroke
320 ON EVENT @Combo,"RETURN" GOSUB Disp_return
330 ON EVENT @Combo,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
340 LOOP
350 WAIT FOR EVENT
360 END LOOP
370 !
380 Disp_sel: !
390 STATUS @Combo;RETURN ("SELECTION":Sel)
400 STATUS @Combo;RETURN ("TEXT":Sel$)
410 DISP
420 DISP "selection: ";Sel;"""";Sel$;""""
430 SELECT Sel
440 CASE 0,1,2
450 CONTROL @Combo;SET ("FONT":Sel$,"COLUMNS":MAXLEN(Items$(0)))
460 CASE 3,4
470 CONTROL @Combo;SET ("EDITABLE":Sel=3)
480 CASE 5,6
490 CONTROL @Combo;SET ("DROPDOWN BUTTON":Sel=5)
500 CASE 7,8
510 CONTROL @Combo;SET ("SHOW LIST":Sel=7)
520 CASE 9,10
530 CONTROL @Combo;SET ("SCROLLBAR":Sel=9)
540 CASE 11
550 CONTROL @Combo;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
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560 STATUS @Combo;RETURN ("PEN":Fg,"BACKGROUND":Bg,"LIST PEN":Lb_fg,"LIST BACKGROUND":Lb_bg)
570 IF FNQuery_colors(Fg,Bg,Lb_fg,Lb_bg) THEN
580
CONTROL @Combo;SET ("PEN":Fg,"BACKGROUND":Bg,"LIST PEN":Lb_fg,"LIST BACKGROUND":Lb_bg)
590 END IF
600 CONTROL @Combo;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
610 END SELECT
620 RETURN
630 !
640 Disp_keystroke: !
650 STATUS @Combo;RETURN ("TEXT":Sel$)
660 DISP
670 DISP "keystroke: """;Sel$;""""
680 RETURN
690 !
700 Disp_return: !
710 STATUS @Combo;RETURN ("TEXT":Sel$)
720 DISP
730 DISP "return: """;Sel$;""""
740 RETURN
750 Finis: !
760 ASSIGN @Combo TO *
! Delete COMBO widget
770 END
780 !
790 DEF FNQuery_colors(INTEGER Fg,Bg,Lb_fg,Lb_bg)
800 INTEGER Num_pens(0:0),Max_pen,Xoffset,Nw_height,Yoffset,Demo_offset
810 GESCAPE CRT,1;Num_pens(*)
820 Max_pen=Num_pens(0)
830 Xoffset=10+17*CHRX
840 Demo_offset=Xoffset+7*CHRX
850 Yoffset=10
860 !
870 ! Edit colors
880 !
890 ASSIGN @Panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("TITLE":"Select COMBO Colors","X":10,"Y":10,"VISIBLE":0),TRANSIENT
900 ASSIGN @Fg_label TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("VALUE":"Edit
Pen","JUSTIFICATION":"RIGHT","X":10,"Y":Yoffset,"COLUMNS":15,"BORDER":0),PARENT @Panel
910 ASSIGN @Fg TO WIDGET "NUMBER";SET ("X":Xoffset,"Y":Yoffset,"COLUMNS":4,"FORMAT":"SHORT
INTEGER","MINIMUM":0,"MAXIMUM":Max_pen,"VALUE":Fg),PARENT @Panel
920 STATUS @Fg;RETURN ("HEIGHT":Nw_height)
930 ASSIGN @Edit_demo TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("VALUE":"Edit
Colors","X":Demo_offset,"Y":Yoffset,"COLUMNS":15,"HEIGHT":2*Nw_height,"PEN":Fg,"BACKGROUND":Bg),PARENT
@Panel
940 Yoffset=Yoffset+Nw_height
950 ASSIGN @Bg_label TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("VALUE":"Edit
Background","JUSTIFICATION":"RIGHT","X":10,"Y":Yoffset,"COLUMNS":15,"BORDER":0),PARENT @Panel
960 ASSIGN @Bg TO WIDGET "NUMBER";SET ("X":Xoffset,"Y":Yoffset,"COLUMNS":4,"FORMAT":"SHORT
INTEGER","MINIMUM":0,"MAXIMUM":Max_pen,"VALUE":Bg),PARENT @Panel
970 !
980 ! List colors
990 !
1000 Yoffset=Yoffset+Nw_height
1010 ASSIGN @Lb_fg_label TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("VALUE":"List
Pen","JUSTIFICATION":"RIGHT","X":10,"Y":Yoffset,"COLUMNS":15,"BORDER":0),PARENT @Panel
1020 ASSIGN @Lb_fg TO WIDGET "NUMBER";SET ("X":Xoffset,"Y":Yoffset,"COLUMNS":4,"FORMAT":"SHORT
INTEGER","MINIMUM":0,"MAXIMUM":Max_pen,"VALUE":Lb_fg),PARENT @Panel
1030 ASSIGN @List_demo TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("VALUE":"List
Colors","X":Demo_offset,"Y":Yoffset,"COLUMNS":15,"HEIGHT":2*Nw_height,"PEN":Fg,"BACKGROUND":Lb_bg),PARENT
@Panel
1040 Yoffset=Yoffset+Nw_height
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1050 ASSIGN @Lb_bg_label TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("VALUE":"List
Background","JUSTIFICATION":"RIGHT","X":10,"Y":Yoffset,"COLUMNS":15,"BORDER":0),PARENT @Panel
1060 ASSIGN @Lb_bg TO WIDGET "NUMBER";SET ("X":Xoffset,"Y":Yoffset,"COLUMNS":4,"FORMAT":"SHORT
INTEGER","MINIMUM":0,"MAXIMUM":Max_pen,"VALUE":Lb_bg),PARENT @Panel
1070 Yoffset=Yoffset+Nw_height+10
1080 STATUS @List_demo;RETURN ("WIDTH":W)
1090 STATUS @Panel;RETURN ("WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph,"INSIDE WIDTH":Piw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Pih)
1100 Pw=Pw-Piw
1110 Piw=Demo_offset+W+10
1120 Pw=Pw+Piw
1130 ASSIGN @Sep TO WIDGET "SEPARATOR";SET ("X":10,"Y":Yoffset,"WIDTH":Piw-20,"HEIGHT":5),PARENT @Panel
1140 Yoffset=Yoffset+10
1150 ASSIGN @Done TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET
("X":10+5*CHRX,"Y":Yoffset,"COLUMNS":10,"LABEL":"DONE"),PARENT @Panel
1160 ASSIGN @Cancel TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET
("X":Demo_offset,"Y":Yoffset,"COLUMNS":10,"LABEL":"CANCEL"),PARENT @Panel
1170 STATUS @Cancel;RETURN ("HEIGHT":H)
1180 Ph=Ph-Pih
1190 Pih=Yoffset+H+10
1200 Ph=Ph+Pih
1210 CONTROL @Panel;SET ("WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph,"VISIBLE":1)
1220 !
1230 ON EVENT @Fg,"RETURN",2 GOSUB Set_edit
1240 ON EVENT @Fg,"DONE",2 GOSUB Set_edit
1250 ON EVENT @Bg,"RETURN",2 GOSUB Set_edit
1260 ON EVENT @Bg,"DONE",2 GOSUB Set_edit
1270 ON EVENT @Lb_fg,"RETURN",2 GOSUB Set_list
1280 ON EVENT @Lb_fg,"DONE",2 GOSUB Set_list
1290 ON EVENT @Lb_bg,"DONE",2 GOSUB Set_list
1300 ON EVENT @Done,"ACTIVATED",2 GOTO Done
1310 ON EVENT @Cancel,"ACTIVATED",2 GOTO Cancel
1320 !
1330 LOOP
1340
WAIT FOR EVENT
1350 END LOOP
1360 Set_edit:!
1370 STATUS @Fg;RETURN ("VALUE":Fg)
1380 STATUS @Bg;RETURN ("VALUE":Bg)
1390 CONTROL @Edit_demo;SET ("PEN":Fg,"BACKGROUND":Bg)
1400 RETURN
1410 !
1420 Set_list:!
1430 STATUS @Lb_fg;RETURN ("VALUE":Lb_fg)
1440 STATUS @Lb_bg;RETURN ("VALUE":Lb_bg)
1450 CONTROL @List_demo;SET ("PEN":Lb_fg,"BACKGROUND":Lb_bg)
1460 RETURN
1470 !
1480 Done: RETURN 1
1490 Cancel: RETURN 0
1500 FNEND
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Example: Calculator
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Calculator
30 !
40 ! This program creates a calculator using PUSHBUTTON widgets.
50 !
60 ! **********************************************************
70 !
80 COM /Stack_com/ INTEGER Max_stack,Stack_ptr,REAL Stack(100)
90 ASSIGN @Calc TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("TITLE":" Example: Calculator","X":20,"Y":20,"WIDTH":300,"HEIGHT":400)
100 STATUS @Calc;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw)
110 CONTROL @Calc;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
120 ON EVENT @Calc,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
130 ASSIGN @Display TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET
("X":5,"Y":5,"WIDTH":Iw-10,"HEIGHT":40,"BACKGROUND":0,"PEN":2,"VALUE":0,"JUSTIFICATION":"RIGHT"),PARENT @Calc
140 Xpos=5
150 Ypos=80
160 Item=1
170 RAD
180 ON EVENT @Calc,"RESIZED" GOSUB Resized
190 DIM Val$[64],Tmp$[64]
200 DIM Modes$(1:2)[80]
210 REAL Mem(10)
220 Modes$(1)="DEGREES"
230 Modes$(2)="RADIANS"
240 Val$=""
250 Fkey=0
260 Max_stack=100
270 Stack_ptr=0
280 Base=10
290 Store_mode=0
300 Recall_mode=0
310 !
320 ASSIGN @Button10 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+0*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+0*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
330 ASSIGN @Label10 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+0*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+0*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
340 CONTROL @Button10;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"7","VISIBLE":1)
350 CONTROL @Label10;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"A")
360 ASSIGN @Button11 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+0*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+1*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
370 ASSIGN @Label11 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+0*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+1*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
380 CONTROL @Button11;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"4","VISIBLE":1)
390 CONTROL @Label11;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"D")
400 ASSIGN @Button12 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+0*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+2*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
410 ASSIGN @Label12 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+0*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+2*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
420 CONTROL @Button12;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"1","VISIBLE":1)
430 CONTROL @Label12;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"","VISIBLE":1)
440 ASSIGN @Button13 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+0*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+3*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
450 ASSIGN @Label13 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+0*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+3*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
460 CONTROL @Button13;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"0","VISIBLE":1)
470 CONTROL @Label13;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"STO","VISIBLE":1)
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480 ASSIGN @Button14 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+0*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+4*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
490 ASSIGN @Label14 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+0*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+4*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
500 CONTROL @Button14;SET ("WIDTH":(Iw-20)/2.5-10)
510 CONTROL @Label14;SET ("WIDTH":(Iw-20)/2.5-10)
520 CONTROL @Button14;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"ENTER","VISIBLE":1)
530 CONTROL @Label14;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"QUIT","VISIBLE":1)
540 ASSIGN @Button15 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+1*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+0*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
550 ASSIGN @Label15 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+1*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+0*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
560 CONTROL @Button15;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"8","VISIBLE":1)
570 CONTROL @Label15;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"B")
580 ASSIGN @Button16 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+1*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+1*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
590 ASSIGN @Label16 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+1*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+1*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
600 CONTROL @Button16;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"5","VISIBLE":1)
610 CONTROL @Label16;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"E")
620 ASSIGN @Button17 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+1*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+2*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
630 ASSIGN @Label17 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+1*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+2*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
640 CONTROL @Button17;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"2","VISIBLE":1)
650 CONTROL @Label17;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"e","VISIBLE":1)
660 ASSIGN @Button18 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+1*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+3*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
670 ASSIGN @Label18 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+1*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+3*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
680 CONTROL @Button18;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":".","VISIBLE":1)
690 CONTROL @Label18;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"RCL","VISIBLE":1)
700 ASSIGN @Button20 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+2*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+0*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
710 ASSIGN @Label20 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+2*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+0*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
720 CONTROL @Button20;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"9","VISIBLE":1)
730 CONTROL @Label20;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"C")
740 ASSIGN @Button21 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+2*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+1*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
750 ASSIGN @Label21 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+2*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+1*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
760 CONTROL @Button21;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"6","VISIBLE":1)
770 CONTROL @Label21;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"F")
780 ASSIGN @Button22 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+2*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+2*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
790 ASSIGN @Label22 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+2*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+2*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
800 CONTROL @Button22;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"3","VISIBLE":1)
810 CONTROL @Label22;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"PI","VISIBLE":1)
820 ASSIGN @Button23 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+2*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+3*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
830 ASSIGN @Label23 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+2*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+3*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
840 CONTROL @Button23;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"CHS","VISIBLE":1)
850 CONTROL @Label23;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"ANGL","VISIBLE":1)
860 ASSIGN @Button24 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+2*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+4*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
870 ASSIGN @Label24 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+2*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+4*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
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880 CONTROL @Button24;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"CLX","VISIBLE":1)
890 CONTROL @Label24;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"","VISIBLE":1)
900 ASSIGN @Button25 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+3*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+0*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
910 ASSIGN @Label25 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+3*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+0*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
920 CONTROL @Button25;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"/","VISIBLE":1)
930 CONTROL @Label25;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"HEX","VISIBLE":1)
940 ASSIGN @Button26 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+3*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+1*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
950 ASSIGN @Label26 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+3*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+1*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
960 CONTROL @Button26;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"*","VISIBLE":1)
970 CONTROL @Label26;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"DEC","VISIBLE":1)
980 ASSIGN @Button27 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+3*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+2*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
990 ASSIGN @Label27 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+3*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+2*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
1000 CONTROL @Button27;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"-","VISIBLE":1)
1010 CONTROL @Label27;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"OCT","VISIBLE":1)
1020 ASSIGN @Button28 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+3*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+3*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
1030 ASSIGN @Label28 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+3*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+3*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
1040 CONTROL @Button28;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"+","VISIBLE":1)
1050 CONTROL @Label28;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"BIN","VISIBLE":1)
1060 ASSIGN @Button29 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+3*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+4*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
1070 ASSIGN @Label29 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+3*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+4*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
1080 CONTROL @Button29;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"f","VISIBLE":1)
1090 CONTROL @Label29;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"","VISIBLE":1)
1100 CONTROL @Button29;SET ("BACKGROUND":3,"PEN":0)
1110 ASSIGN @Button30 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+4*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+0*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
1120 ASSIGN @Label30 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+4*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+0*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
1130 CONTROL @Button30;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"SIN","VISIBLE":1)
1140 CONTROL @Label30;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"ASN","VISIBLE":1)
1150 ASSIGN @Button31 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+4*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+1*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
1160 ASSIGN @Label31 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+4*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+1*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
1170 CONTROL @Button31;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"COS","VISIBLE":1)
1180 CONTROL @Label31;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"ACS","VISIBLE":1)
1190 ASSIGN @Button32 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+4*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+2*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
1200 ASSIGN @Label32 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+4*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+2*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
1210 CONTROL @Button32;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"TAN","VISIBLE":1)
1220 CONTROL @Label32;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"ATN","VISIBLE":1)
1230 ASSIGN @Button33 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+4*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+3*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
1240 ASSIGN @Label33 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+4*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+3*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
1250 CONTROL @Button33;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"10^X","VISIBLE":1)
1260 CONTROL @Label33;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"LOG","VISIBLE":1)
1270 ASSIGN @Button34 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":Xpos+4*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+4*(250-20)/4,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":30,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
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1280 ASSIGN @Label34 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":Xpos+4*(Iw-10)/5,"Y":Ypos+4*(250-20)/4-25,"WIDTH":
(Iw-20)/5-10,"HEIGHT":25,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT @Calc
1290 CONTROL @Button34;SET ("BACKGROUND":6,"PEN":1,"LABEL":"EEX","VISIBLE":1)
1300 CONTROL @Label34;SET ("PEN":0,"VALUE":"LN","VISIBLE":1)
1310 ON ERROR GOTO Process_error
1320 ON EVENT @Button10,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button10
1330 CONTROL @Label16;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1340 ON EVENT @Button11,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button11
1350 ON EVENT @Button12,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button12
1360 ON EVENT @Button13,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button13
1370 ON EVENT @Button14,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button14
1380 ON EVENT @Button15,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button15
1390 ON EVENT @Button16,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button16
1400 ON EVENT @Button17,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button17
1410 ON EVENT @Button18,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button18
1420 ON EVENT @Button20,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button20
1430 ON EVENT @Button21,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button21
1440 ON EVENT @Button22,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button22
1450 ON EVENT @Button23,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button23
1460 ON EVENT @Button24,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button24
1470 ON EVENT @Button25,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button25
1480 ON EVENT @Button26,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button26
1490 ON EVENT @Button27,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button27
1500 ON EVENT @Button28,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button28
1510 ON EVENT @Button29,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button29
1520 ON EVENT @Button30,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button30
1530 ON EVENT @Button31,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button31
1540 ON EVENT @Button32,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button32
1550 ON EVENT @Button33,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button33
1560 ON EVENT @Button34,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button34
1570 LOOP
1580 WAIT FOR EVENT
1590 END LOOP
1600 Button10: !
1610 Number=7
1620 GOSUB Check_storcl
1630 IF Store_mode=0 AND Recall_mode=0 THEN
1640 GOSUB Getval
1650 IF Fkey=0 OR Base<>16 THEN
1660
Modval(Val$,Number)
1670 ELSE
1680
Modval(Val$,0,"A")
1690 END IF
1700 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":Val$)
1710 ELSE
1720 GOSUB Enable_base
1730 END IF
1740 GOSUB Check_fkey
1750 RETURN
1760 Button11: !
1770 Number=4
1780 GOSUB Check_storcl
1790 IF Store_mode=0 AND Recall_mode=0 THEN
1800 GOSUB Getval
1810 IF Fkey=0 OR Base<>16 THEN
1820
Modval(Val$,Number)
1830 ELSE
1840
Modval(Val$,0,"D")
1850 END IF
1860 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":Val$)
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1870 ELSE
1880 GOSUB Enable_base
1890 END IF
1900 GOSUB Check_fkey
1910 RETURN
1920 Button12: !
1930 Number=1
1940 GOSUB Check_storcl
1950 IF Store_mode=0 AND Recall_mode=0 THEN
1960 GOSUB Getval
1970 Modval(Val$,Number)
1980 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":Val$)
1990 ELSE
2000 GOSUB Enable_base
2010 END IF
2020 GOSUB Check_fkey
2030 RETURN
2040 Button13: !
2050 Number=0
2060 GOSUB Check_storcl
2070 IF Store_mode=0 AND Recall_mode=0 THEN
2080 GOSUB Getval
2090 IF Fkey=0 THEN
2100
Modval(Val$,Number)
2110 ELSE
2120
Store_mode=1
2130
GOSUB Enable_all
2140
GOSUB Clear_fn_keys
2150
GOSUB Clear_hex_keys
2160
RETURN
2170 END IF
2180 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":Val$)
2190 ELSE
2200 GOSUB Enable_base
2210 END IF
2220 GOSUB Check_fkey
2230 RETURN
2240 Button14: !
2250 IF Fkey=0 THEN
2260 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val)
2270 Push_val(Val,@Display)
2280 Restart=1
2290 ELSE
2300 STOP
2310 END IF
2320 GOSUB Check_fkey
2330 RETURN
2340 Button15: !
2350 Number=8
2360 GOSUB Check_storcl
2370 IF Store_mode=0 AND Recall_mode=0 THEN
2380 GOSUB Getval
2390 IF Fkey=0 OR Base<>16 THEN
2400
Modval(Val$,Number)
2410 ELSE
2420
Modval(Val$,0,"B")
2430 END IF
2440 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":Val$)
2450 ELSE
2460 GOSUB Enable_base
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2470 END IF
2480 GOSUB Check_fkey
2490 RETURN
2500 Button16: !
2510 Number=5
2520 GOSUB Check_storcl
2530 IF Store_mode=0 AND Recall_mode=0 THEN
2540 GOSUB Getval
2550 IF Fkey=0 OR (Base<>16 AND Base<>10) THEN
2560
Modval(Val$,Number)
2570 ELSE
2580
IF Base=10 THEN
2590
GOSUB Process_e
2600
ELSE
2610
Modval(Val$,0,"E")
2620
END IF
2630 END IF
2640 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":Val$)
2650 ELSE
2660 GOSUB Enable_base
2670 END IF
2680 GOSUB Check_fkey
2690 RETURN
2700 Button17:
!
2710 Number=2
2720 GOSUB Check_storcl
2730 IF Store_mode=0 AND Recall_mode=0 THEN
2740 GOSUB Getval
2750 IF Fkey=0 THEN
2760
Modval(Val$,Number)
2770 ELSE
2780
Tentobase(Base,EXP(1),Val$,Error)
2790 END IF
2800 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":Val$)
2810 ELSE
2820 GOSUB Enable_base
2830 END IF
2840 GOSUB Check_fkey
2850 RETURN
2860 Button18:
!
2870 IF Fkey=0 THEN
2880 STATUS @Display;RETURN ("VALUE":Val$)
2890 IF (POS(Val$,".")=0) THEN Val$=Val$&"."
2900 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":Val$)
2910 ELSE
2920 Recall_mode=1
2930 GOSUB Enable_all
2940 GOSUB Clear_fn_keys
2950 GOSUB Clear_hex_keys
2960 END IF
2970 GOSUB Check_fkey
2980 RETURN
2990 Button19:
!
3000 Button20:
!
3010 Number=9
3020 GOSUB Check_storcl
3030 IF Store_mode=0 AND Recall_mode=0 THEN
3040 GOSUB Getval
3050 IF Fkey=0 OR Base<>16 THEN
3060
Modval(Val$,Number)
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3070 ELSE
3080
Modval(Val$,0,"C")
3090 END IF
3100 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":Val$)
3110 ELSE
3120 GOSUB Enable_base
3130 END IF
3140 GOSUB Check_fkey
3150 RETURN
3160 Button21:
!
3170 Number=6
3180 GOSUB Check_storcl
3190 IF Store_mode=0 AND Recall_mode=0 THEN
3200 GOSUB Getval
3210 IF Fkey=0 OR Base<>16 THEN
3220
Modval(Val$,Number)
3230 ELSE
3240
Modval(Val$,0,"F")
3250 END IF
3260 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":Val$)
3270 ELSE
3280 GOSUB Enable_base
3290 END IF
3300 GOSUB Check_fkey
3310 RETURN
3320 Button22:
!
3330 Number=3
3340 GOSUB Check_storcl
3350 IF Store_mode=0 AND Recall_mode=0 THEN
3360 GOSUB Getval
3370 IF Fkey=0 THEN
3380
Modval(Val$,Number)
3390 ELSE
3400
Tentobase(Base,PI,Val$,Error)
3410 END IF
3420 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":Val$)
3430 ELSE
3440 GOSUB Enable_base
3450 END IF
3460 GOSUB Check_fkey
3470 RETURN
3480 Button23:
!
3490 IF Fkey=0 THEN
3500 STATUS @Display;RETURN ("VALUE":Val$)
3510 IF Base=10 THEN
3520
IF Val$[1;1]="-" THEN
3530
Val$=Val$[2]
3540
ELSE
3550
Val$="-"&Val$
3560
END IF
3570 ELSE
3580
Twos_comp(Base,Val$)
3590 END IF
3600 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":Val$)
3610 ELSE
3620 !* DIALOG "LIST","Trigonometric Mode",Button;SET ("ITEMS":Modes$(*),"SELECTED ITEM":Item),
3630 IF Button=0 AND Item<>-1 THEN
3640
IF Item=0 THEN DEG
3650
IF Item=1 THEN RAD
3660 END IF
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3670 END IF
3680 GOSUB Check_fkey
3690 RETURN
3700 Button24:
!
3710 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":0)
3720 GOSUB Check_fkey
3730 RETURN
3740 Button25:
!
3750 IF Fkey=0 THEN
3760 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
3770 Val2=FNPop_val(@Display)
3780 Val$=VAL$(Val2/Val1)
3790 Set_dispval(@Display,Base,VAL(Val$))
3800 Push_val(VAL(Val$),@Display)
3810 Restart=1
3820 ELSE
3830 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
3840 Base=16
3850 Set_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
3860 CONTROL @Label10;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
3870 CONTROL @Label11;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
3880 CONTROL @Label15;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
3890 CONTROL @Label16;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
3900 CONTROL @Label20;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
3910 CONTROL @Label21;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
3920 GOSUB Enable_all
3930 END IF
3940 GOSUB Check_fkey
3950 RETURN
3960 Button26:
!
3970 IF Fkey=0 THEN
3980 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
3990 Val2=FNPop_val(@Display)
4000 Val$=VAL$(Val2*Val1)
4010 Set_dispval(@Display,Base,VAL(Val$))
4020 Push_val(VAL(Val$),@Display)
4030 Restart=1
4040 ELSE
4050 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
4060 Base=10
4070 Set_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
4080 GOSUB Enable_all
4090 GOSUB Clear_hex_keys
4100 CONTROL @Label16;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
4110 END IF
4120 GOSUB Check_fkey
4130 RETURN
4140 Button27:
!
4150 IF Fkey=0 THEN
4160 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
4170 Val2=FNPop_val(@Display)
4180 Val$=VAL$(Val2-Val1)
4190 Set_dispval(@Display,Base,VAL(Val$))
4200 Push_val(VAL(Val$),@Display)
4210 Restart=1
4220 ELSE
4230 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
4240 Base=8
4250 Set_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
4260 GOSUB Enable_all
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4270 GOSUB Clear_nonoct
4280 END IF
4290 GOSUB Check_fkey
4300 RETURN
4310 Button28:
!
4320 IF Fkey=0 THEN
4330 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
4340 Val2=FNPop_val(@Display)
4350 Val$=VAL$(Val1+Val2)
4360 Push_val(VAL(Val$),@Display)
4370 Set_dispval(@Display,Base,VAL(Val$))
4380 Restart=1
4390 ELSE
4400 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
4410 Base=2
4420 Set_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
4430 GOSUB Enable_all
4440 GOSUB Clear_nonbin
4450 END IF
4460 GOSUB Check_fkey
4470 RETURN
4480 Button29:
!
4490 Fkey=(Fkey+1) MOD 2
4500 IF Fkey=1 THEN
4510 CONTROL @Display;SET ("PEN":3)
4520 GOSUB Enable_pi
4530 ELSE
4540 CONTROL @Display;SET ("PEN":2)
4550 GOSUB Enable_base
4560 END IF
4570 RETURN
4580 Button30:
!
4590 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
4600 IF Fkey=0 THEN
4610 Val$=VAL$(SIN(Val1))
4620 ELSE
4630 Val$=VAL$(ASN(Val1))
4640 END IF
4650 Set_dispval(@Display,Base,VAL(Val$))
4660 Push_val(VAL(Val$),@Display)
4670 Restart=1
4680 GOSUB Check_fkey
4690 RETURN
4700 Button31:
!
4710 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
4720 IF Fkey=0 THEN
4730 Val$=VAL$(COS(Val1))
4740 ELSE
4750 Val$=VAL$(ACS(Val1))
4760 END IF
4770 Set_dispval(@Display,Base,VAL(Val$))
4780 Push_val(VAL(Val$),@Display)
4790 Restart=1
4800 GOSUB Check_fkey
4810 RETURN
4820 Button32:
!
4830 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
4840 IF Fkey=0 THEN
4850 Val$=VAL$(TAN(Val1))
4860 ELSE
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4870 Val$=VAL$(ATN(Val1))
4880 END IF
4890 Set_dispval(@Display,Base,VAL(Val$))
4900 Push_val(VAL(Val$),@Display)
4910 Restart=1
4920 GOSUB Check_fkey
4930 RETURN
4940 Button33:
!
4950 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
4960 IF Fkey=0 THEN
4970 Val$=VAL$(10^Val1)
4980 ELSE
4990 Val$=VAL$(LGT(Val1))
5000 END IF
5010 Set_dispval(@Display,Base,VAL(Val$))
5020 Push_val(VAL(Val$),@Display)
5030 Restart=1
5040 GOSUB Check_fkey
5050 RETURN
5060 Button34:
!
5070 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
5080 IF Fkey=0 THEN
5090 Val$=VAL$(EXP(Val1))
5100 ELSE
5110 Val$=VAL$(LOG(Val1))
5120 END IF
5130 Set_dispval(@Display,Base,VAL(Val$))
5140 Push_val(VAL(Val$),@Display)
5150 Restart=1
5160 GOSUB Check_fkey
5170 RETURN
5180 Clear_nonbin: !
5190 CONTROL @Button17;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5200 CONTROL @Button22;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5210 CONTROL @Button11;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5220 CONTROL @Button16;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5230 CONTROL @Button21;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5240 CONTROL @Button10;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5250 Clear_nonoct: !
5260 CONTROL @Button15;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5270 CONTROL @Button20;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5280 Clear_hex_keys: !
5290 CONTROL @Label10;SET ("VISIBLE":0)
5300 CONTROL @Label11;SET ("VISIBLE":0)
5310 CONTROL @Label15;SET ("VISIBLE":0)
5320 CONTROL @Label16;SET ("VISIBLE":0)
5330 CONTROL @Label20;SET ("VISIBLE":0)
5340 CONTROL @Label21;SET ("VISIBLE":0)
5350 RETURN
5360 Clear_fn_keys: !
5370 CONTROL @Button29;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5380 CONTROL @Button23;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5390 CONTROL @Button30;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5400 CONTROL @Button32;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5410 CONTROL @Button31;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5420 CONTROL @Button24;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5430 CONTROL @Button34;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5440 CONTROL @Button33;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5450 CONTROL @Button26;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5460 CONTROL @Button14;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
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5470 CONTROL @Button28;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5480 CONTROL @Button27;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5490 CONTROL @Button18;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5500 CONTROL @Button25;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
5510 RETURN
5520 Enable_all: !
5530 CONTROL @Button13;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5540 CONTROL @Button12;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5550 CONTROL @Button17;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5560 CONTROL @Button22;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5570 CONTROL @Button11;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5580 CONTROL @Button16;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5590 CONTROL @Button21;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5600 CONTROL @Button10;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5610 CONTROL @Button15;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5620 CONTROL @Button20;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5630 CONTROL @Button29;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5640 CONTROL @Button23;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5650 CONTROL @Button30;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5660 CONTROL @Button32;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5670 CONTROL @Button31;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5680 CONTROL @Button24;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5690 CONTROL @Button34;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5700 CONTROL @Button33;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5710 CONTROL @Button26;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5720 CONTROL @Button14;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5730 CONTROL @Button28;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5740 CONTROL @Button27;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5750 CONTROL @Button18;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5760 CONTROL @Button25;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5770 RETURN
5780 Enable_e: !
5790 CONTROL @Label16;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
5800 RETURN
5810 Enable_pi: !
5820 CONTROL @Button22;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5830 CONTROL @Button17;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
5840 RETURN
5850 Enable_base: !
5860 Recall_mode=0
5870 Store_mode=0
5880 GOSUB Enable_all
5890 IF Base=2 THEN GOSUB Clear_nonbin
5900 IF Base=8 THEN GOSUB Clear_nonoct
5910 IF Base=10 THEN
5920 GOSUB Clear_hex_keys
5930 GOSUB Enable_e
5940 END IF
5950 RETURN
5960 Check_storcl: !
5970 IF Store_mode THEN
5980 Get_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
5990 Mem(Number)=Val1
6000 ELSE
6010 IF Recall_mode THEN
6020
Val1=Mem(Number)
6030
Set_dispval(@Display,Base,Val1)
6040 END IF
6050 END IF
6060 RETURN
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6070 Resized: RETURN
6080 Process_e: !
6090 IF (POS(Val$,"E")=0) THEN Val$=Val$&"E"
6100 RETURN
6110 Process_error: !
6120 IF Fkey=1 THEN CONTROL @Display;SET ("PEN":2)
6130 Fkey=0
6140 STATUS @Display;RETURN ("VALUE":Tmp$)
6150 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":ERRM$)
6160 WAIT 2
6170 CONTROL @Display;SET ("VALUE":Tmp$)
6180 RETURN
6190 Getval: !
6200 IF Restart THEN
6210 Restart=0
6220 Val$="0"
6230 ELSE
6240 STATUS @Display;RETURN ("VALUE":Val$)
6250 END IF
6260 RETURN
6270 Check_fkey: !
6280 IF Fkey=1 THEN
6290 CONTROL @Display;SET ("PEN":2)
6300 GOSUB Enable_base
6310 END IF
6320 Fkey=0
6330 RETURN
6340 Finis: END
6350 !
6360 SUB Push_val(REAL Val,@Disp)
6370 COM /Stack_com/ INTEGER Max_stack,Stack_ptr,REAL Stack(*)
6380 Stack(Stack_ptr)=Val
6390 IF Stack_ptr<=Max_stack THEN
6400
Stack_ptr=Stack_ptr+1
6410 ELSE
6420
BEEP
6430
STATUS @Disp;RETURN ("VALUE":Tmpval$)
6440
CONTROL @Disp;SET ("VALUE":"ERROR: STACK OVERFLOW!!!")
6450
WAIT 2
6460
CONTROL @Disp;SET ("VALUE":Tmpval$)
6470
SUBEXIT
6480 END IF
6490 SUBEND
6500 DEF FNPop_val(@Disp)
6510 COM /Stack_com/ INTEGER Max_stack,Stack_ptr,REAL Stack(*)
6520 IF Stack_ptr>0 THEN
6530
Stack_ptr=Stack_ptr-1
6540 ELSE
6550
BEEP
6560
STATUS @Disp;RETURN ("VALUE":Tmpval$)
6570
CONTROL @Disp;SET ("VALUE":"ERROR: STACK UNDERFLOW!!!")
6580
WAIT 2
6590
CONTROL @Disp;SET ("VALUE":Tmpval$)
6600
RETURN 0
6610 END IF
6620 RETURN Stack(Stack_ptr)
6630 FNEND
6640 DEF FNGetval(A$)
6650 IF NUM(A$)>=NUM("0") AND NUM(A$)<=NUM("9") THEN
6660
RETURN VAL(A$)
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6670
6680
6690
6700
6710
6720
6730
6740
6750
6760
6770
6780
6790
6800
6810
6820
6830
6840
6850
6860
6870
6880
6890
6900
6910
6920
6930
6940
6950
6960
6970
6980
6990
7000
7010
7020
7030
7040
7050
7060
7070
7080
7090
7100
7110
7120
7130
7140
7150
7160
7170
7180
7190
7200
7210
7220
7230
7240
7250
7260

ELSE
RETURN NUM(A$)-55
END IF
FNEND
DEF FNGetval$(A)
IF A>=10 THEN
RETURN CHR$(A+NUM("A")-10)
ELSE
RETURN VAL$(A)
END IF
FNEND
SUB Basetoten(Base,Value,Str$)
IF Base=10 THEN
Value=VAL(Str$)
SUBEXIT
END IF
Sign=0
IF LEN(Str$)=MAXLEN(Str$) AND FNGetval$(Base-1)=Str$[1;1] THEN
Sign=1
Twos_comp(Base,Str$)
END IF
Value=0.
Max=LEN(Str$)
IF POS(Str$,".")<>0 THEN Max=POS(Str$,".")-1
FOR I=1 TO Max
Value=Base*Value+FNGetval(Str$[I;1])
NEXT I
IF POS(Str$,".")<>0 THEN
J=0
FOR I=Max+2 TO LEN(Str$)
J=J+1
Value=Value+FNGetval(Str$[I;1])*Base^(-J)
NEXT I
END IF
IF Sign=1 THEN
Value=-Value
Twos_comp(Base,Str$)
END IF
SUBEND
SUB Tentobase(Base,Value,Str$,Error)
Error=0
Str$=""
IF Base=10 THEN
Str$=VAL$(Value)
SUBEXIT
END IF
Sign=0
IF Value<0 THEN
Sign=1
Value=-Value
END IF
Divisor1=Value DIV 1
I=1
WHILE Divisor1<>0
IF I>=MAXLEN(Str$) THEN GOTO Length_err
Str$[I;1]=FNGetval$(Divisor1 MOD Base)
I=I+1
Divisor1=Divisor1 DIV Base
END WHILE
Str$=REV$(Str$)
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7270 Divisor2=(Value-Value DIV 1)
7280 I=1
7290 IF Divisor2<>0 THEN
7300
Str2$[I;1]="."
7310
I=I+1
7320 END IF
7330 WHILE Divisor2<>0
7340
Divisor2=Divisor2*Base
7350
Str2$[I;1]=FNGetval$(Divisor2 DIV 1)
7360
Divisor2=Divisor2-Divisor2 DIV 1
7370
I=I+1
7380
IF I>MAXLEN(Str2$) THEN Divisor2=0
7390 END WHILE
7400 IF LEN(Str$)+LEN(Str2$)>MAXLEN(Str$) THEN GOTO Length_err
7410 Str$=Str$&Str2$
7420 IF Sign=1 THEN
7430
Value=-Value
7440
Twos_comp(Base,Str$)
7450 END IF
7460 IF Value=0 THEN Str$="0"
7470 SUBEXIT
7480 Length_err: !
7490 Error=1
7500 IF Sign=1 THEN Value=-Value
7510 SUBEND
7520 SUB Get_dispval(@Disp,Src_base,Value)
7530 DIM Str$[64]
7540 STATUS @Disp;RETURN ("VALUE":Str$)
7550 IF Dest_base<>10 THEN
7560
Basetoten(Src_base,Value,Str$)
7570 ELSE
7580
Value=VAL(Str$)
7590 END IF
7600 SUBEND
7610 SUB Set_dispval(@Disp,Dest_base,Value)
7620 DIM Value$[64]
7630 IF Dest_base<>10 THEN
7640
Tentobase(Dest_base,Value,Value$,Error)
7650 ELSE
7660
Value$=VAL$(Value)
7670 END IF
7680 IF Error=0 THEN
7690
CONTROL @Disp;SET ("VALUE":Value$)
7700 ELSE
7710
CONTROL @Disp;SET ("VALUE":"ERROR: Value out of range.")
7720
WAIT 3
7730
CONTROL @Disp;SET ("VALUE":0)
7740 END IF
7750 SUBEND
7760 SUB Twos_comp(Base,Str$)
7770 DIM Tmpstr$[64]
7780 Tmpstr$=RPT$(FNGetval$(Base-1),64)
7790 FOR I=1 TO LEN(Str$)
7800
IF Str$[I;1]<>"." THEN
7810
Tmpstr$[MAXLEN(Str$)-LEN(Str$)+I]=FNGetval$(Base-FNGetval(Str$[I;1])-1)
7820
ELSE
7830
Tmpstr$[MAXLEN(Str$)-LEN(Str$)+I]=Str$[I;1]
7840
END IF
7850 NEXT I
7860 Carry=1
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7870 Str$=""
7880 FOR I=MAXLEN(Tmpstr$) TO 1 STEP -1
7890
IF Tmpstr$[I;1]<>"." THEN
7900
Num=FNGetval(Tmpstr$[I;1])
7910
Nextnum=(Num+Carry) MOD Base
7920
Str$=FNGetval$(Nextnum)&Str$
7930
Carry=(Num+Carry) DIV Base
7940
IF Carry=0 THEN GOTO Bail_out
7950
ELSE
7960
Str$="."&Str$
7970
END IF
7980 NEXT I
7990 SUBEXIT
8000 Bail_out: Str$=Tmpstr$[1,I-1]&Str$
8010 SUBEND
8020 SUB Modval(Val$,Value,OPTIONAL Str$)
8030 IF NPAR>2 THEN
8040
IF Val$="0" THEN Val$=""
8050
Val$=Val$&Str$
8060 ELSE
8070
IF Val$="0" THEN Val$=""
8080
Val$=Val$&VAL$(Value)
8090 END IF
8100 SUBEND
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Example: Changing the Font
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Changing the Font
30 !
40 ! This program shows how to change the font on displayed
50 ! text. The numbers shown in (), such as 6 BY 12, show
60 ! the number of pixels wide X number of pixels high.
70 !
80 ! *******************************************************
90 !
100 DIM Font$[100],Text$[100]
110 !
120 DATA "6 BY 12",
"Example Text (6 BY 12)"
130 DATA "6 BY 12,BOLD", "Example Text (6 BY 12, BOLD)"
140 DATA "8 BY 16",
"Example Text (8 BY 16)"
150 DATA "8 BY 16,BOLD", "Example Text (8 BY 16, BOLD)"
160 DATA "9 BY 15",
"Example Text (9 BY 15)"
170 DATA "9 BY 15,BOLD", "Example Text (9 BY 15, BOLD)"
180 DATA "10 BY 20",
"Example Text (10 BY 20)"
190 DATA "10 BY 20,BOLD", "Example Text (10 BY 20, BOLD)"
200 DATA "18 BY 30",
"Example Text (18 BY 30)"
210 DATA "18 BY 30,BOLD", "Example Text (18 BY 30, BOLD)"
220 DATA "end","end"
230 !
240 ASSIGN @Disp TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":50,"Y":25,"WIDTH":500,"HEIGHT":100,"TITLE":" Example: Changing
the Font")
250 CONTROL @Disp;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
260 ON EVENT @Disp,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
270 Top: !
280 RESTORE
290 LOOP
300 READ Font$,Text$
310 EXIT IF Font$="end"
320 CONTROL @Disp;SET ("VALUE":Text$,"FONT":Font$)
330 WAIT .75
340 END LOOP
350 GOTO Top
360 Finis: !
370 ASSIGN @Disp TO *
! Delete LABEL widget
380 END
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Example: Context Sensitive Help
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Context-Sensitive Help
30 !
40 ! This program displays three pushbuttons (Fire Phasers,
50 ! Fire Photon Torpedoes, and Stand Down). You can display
60 ! the definitions of these pushbuttons by placing the cursor
70 ! on the desired pushbutton and clicking the RIGHT mouse
80 ! button.
90 !
100 ! *********************************************************
110 !
120 DIM S$[256]
! GP string
130 S$="weapons.chm"
! Help file name
140 !
150 ! Create the PANEL widget
160 !
170 ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
180 CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":50,"Y":25,"WIDTH":300,"HEIGHT":175)
190 CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Context-Sensitive Help","SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
200 CONTROL @Main;SET ("HELP FILE":S$,"HELP TOPIC":"weapons.TOC")
210 !
220 ! Set up buttons
230 !
240 ASSIGN @Phasers TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main
250 CONTROL @Phasers;SET ("X":45,"Y":15,"WIDTH":200,"HEIGHT":30)
260 CONTROL @Phasers;SET ("LABEL":"Fire Phasers")
270 CONTROL @Phasers;SET ("HELP FILE":S$,"HELP TOPIC":"weapons.phasers")
280 !
290 ASSIGN @Torps TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main
300 CONTROL @Torps;SET ("X":45,"Y":55,"WIDTH":200,"HEIGHT":30)
310 CONTROL @Torps;SET ("LABEL":"Fire Photon Torpedoes")
320 CONTROL @Torps;SET ("HELP FILE":S$,"HELP TOPIC":"weapons.torp")
330 !
340 ASSIGN @Off TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main
350 CONTROL @Off;SET ("X":45,"Y":100,"WIDTH":200,"HEIGHT":30)
360 CONTROL @Off;SET ("LABEL":"Stand Down")
370 CONTROL @Off;SET ("HELP FILE":S$,"HELP TOPIC":"weapons.off")
380 !
390 ! Set up events and loop
400 !
410 ON EVENT @Phasers,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Phasers
420 ON EVENT @Torps,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Torps
430 ON EVENT @Off,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Off
440 ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
450 !
460 CONTROL @Main;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
470 !
480 LOOP
490 WAIT FOR EVENT
500 END LOOP
510 STOP
520 !
530 ! ********************* Subroutines Start Here ************************
540 !
550 Phasers: !
560 DIALOG "INFORMATION","Fired phasers!"
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570 RETURN
580 !
590 Torps: !
600 DIALOG "INFORMATION","Fired photon torpedoes!"
610 RETURN
620 !
630 Off: !
640 DIALOG "INFORMATION","Weapons system standing down."
650 RETURN
660 !
670 Finis: !
680 ASSIGN @Main TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
690 END
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Example: Creating a Widget
This shows how to create METER and SLIDER widgets using the process outlined in Steps to Create Widgets. When this
program is run, you can move the SLIDER button with the mouse and the METER widget will indicate the SLIDER value.
To run this program, copy METER/SLIDER Widgets into the HTBasic Editor (see Copying Example Programs for
procedures). If you want to experiment with changing other attributes, see the METER and SLIDER widget descriptions.
Step 1: Create METER and SLIDER Widgets
The following lines create a SLIDER widget and a METER widget and assign a
background color of white to the METER widget. (The SLIDER widget uses default
colors.) The LOOP and END LOOP statements are added so that the widgets do
not disappear when the program .runs A typical display for this program follows.
Since the SLIDER widget was generated last in the program, the SLIDER widget
appears on top of the METER widget.
10
20
30
40
50
60

ASSIGN @Meter TO WIDGET "METER"
ASSIGN @Slider TO WIDGET "SLIDER"
CONTROL @Meter;SET ("BACKGROUND":1)
LOOP
END LOOP
END

Step 2: Change Widget Attributes
Since SLIDER was the last widget generated, it appears on top of the METER widget.
To reposition the SLIDER widget and the METER widget, we will modify the program
by adding the positioning attributes "X" and "Y" to each widget so that both widgets are
fully visible. In addition, we will change the SLIDER widget background to green.
A typical display for this modified program follows.
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

ASSIGN @Meter TO WIDGET "METER"
ASSIGN @Slider TO WIDGET "SLIDER"
CONTROL @Slider;SET ("X":0,"Y":0,"BACKGROUND":4)
CONTROL @Meter;SET ("X":150,"BACKGROUND":1)
LOOP
END LOOP
END
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Step 3: Query Attributes and Add Event-Initiated Branching
Next, we will add ON EVENT and WAIT for EVENT. We will also query the
SLIDER widget VALUE attribute value with the STATUS command. A typical
display for the modified program follows.
Run this program and select the SLIDER button with the mouse. Move the SLIDER
control up and down and notice that the METER will indicate the SLIDER value.
10 ASSIGN @Meter TO WIDGET "METER"
20 ASSIGN @Slider TO WIDGET "SLIDER"
30 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("X":0,"Y":0,"BACKGROUND":4)
40 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("X":150,"BACKGROUND":1)
50 ON EVENT @Slider,"CHANGED" GOSUB Event_handler
60 LOOP
70
WAIT FOR EVENT
80 END LOOP
90 !
100 Event_handler: !
110 STATUS @Slider;RETURN ("VALUE":Value)
120 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("VALUE":Value)
130 RETURN
140 END
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For this program, line 50 calls subroutine Event_handler when the event CHANGED
occurs for the SLIDER widget. The CHANGED event is generated every time the user
changes the VALUE attribute by clicking on the arrows or in the trough or by clicking
and dragging the slider.
For the Event_handler subroutine, the current VALUE of the SLIDER widget is returned
by the STATUS command RETURN option, and is entered into the METER widget
VALUE attribute with the CONTROL command SET option. Thus, when you move the
SLIDER control up and down, the METER widget will indicate the SLIDER widget value.
Lines 60 through 80 continuously loop the program until the event CHANGED occurs
for the SLIDER widget. When WAIT FOR EVENT is included, it allows the computer to
do other things while waiting for the event to happen. This is important so as not to waste
CPU resources that could be used for other tasks.
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Example: Cyclical Pushbutton
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Cyclical PUSHBUTTON
30 !
40 ! This example implements an object which cycles through its values
50 ! each time it is pushed. It uses a PUSHBUTTON widget. When the button
60 ! is pressed, the "LABEL" and "STATE" change. Any number of choices
70 ! could be used. This type of control, however, works best if the
80 ! number of choices is kept small.
90 !
100 ! ***************************************************************
110 !
120 INTEGER Tab_1,Tab_1_cols,Tab_2,Tab_2_cols,Width
130 INTEGER States,State,I
140 DIM Labels$(0:10)[10]
150 !
160 Tab_1=10
170 Tab_1_cols=25
180 Tab_2=Tab_1+(Tab_1_cols+1)*CHRX
190 Tab_2_cols=10
200 Width=Tab_2+(Tab_2_cols+3)*CHRX+Tab_1
210 States=5
220 !
230 ! Create labels for each state
240 !
250 FOR I=BASE(Labels$,1) TO BASE(Labels$,1)+SIZE(Labels$,1)-1
260 Labels$(I)="State "&VAL$(I)
270 NEXT I
280 !
290 ! Create widgets
300 !
310 ASSIGN @Panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("X":100,"Y":50,"WIDTH":Width,"HEIGHT":10*CHRY,"TITLE":" Example:
Cyclical PUSHBUTTON")
320 CONTROL @Panel;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
330 ON EVENT @Panel,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
340 !
350 ASSIGN @Cyclic_label TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Panel,SET
("X":10,"Y":Tab_1,"COLUMNS":Tab_1_cols,"BORDER":0)
360 CONTROL @Cyclic_label;SET ("VALUE":"Multi-state PUSHBUTTON: ","JUSTIFICATION":"RIGHT")
370 ASSIGN @Cyclic TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Panel,SET ("X":Tab_2,"Y":10,"COLUMNS":Tab_2_cols)
380 CONTROL @Cyclic;SET ("STATES":States,"LABELS":Labels$(*),"PANEL DEFAULT":1)
390 !
400 ASSIGN @States_label TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Panel,SET
("X":Tab_1,"Y":3*CHRY,"COLUMNS":Tab_1_cols,"BORDER":0)
410 CONTROL @States_label;SET ("JUSTIFICATION":"RIGHT","VALUE":"Number of States (1-"&VAL$(SIZE(Labels
$,1))&"): ")
420 ASSIGN @States TO WIDGET "NUMBER";PARENT @Panel,SET ("X":Tab_2,"Y":3*CHRY,"COLUMNS":Tab_2_cols)
430 CONTROL @States;SET ("FORMAT":"SHORT INTEGER","MINIMUM":1,"MAXIMUM":SIZE(Labels$,1),"VALUE":States)
440 !
450 ASSIGN @State_label TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Panel,SET
("X":Tab_1,"Y":5*CHRY,"COLUMNS":Tab_1_cols,"BORDER":0)
460 CONTROL @State_label;SET ("JUSTIFICATION":"RIGHT","VALUE":"Current State: ")
470 ASSIGN @State TO WIDGET "NUMBER";PARENT @Panel,SET ("X":Tab_2,"Y":5*CHRY,"COLUMNS":Tab_2_cols)
480 CONTROL @State;SET ("FORMAT":"SHORT INTEGER","MINIMUM":0,"MAXIMUM":States-1,"VALUE":0)
490 !
500 ! Define events
510 !
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520 ON EVENT @Cyclic,"ACTIVATED",1 GOSUB Disp_state
530 ON EVENT @States,"RETURN" GOSUB Set_states
540 ON EVENT @States,"DONE" GOSUB Reset_states
550 ON EVENT @State,"RETURN" GOSUB Set_state
560 ON EVENT @State,"DONE" GOSUB Reset_state
570 !
580 LOOP
590 WAIT FOR EVENT
600 END LOOP
610 !
620 ! Event branches
630 !
640 Set_states: !
650 STATUS @States;RETURN ("VALUE":States)
660 CONTROL @State;SET ("MAXIMUM":States-1)
670 CONTROL @Cyclic;SET ("STATES":States)
680 RETURN
690 !
700 Reset_states: !
710 STATUS @Cyclic;RETURN ("STATES":States)
720 CONTROL @States;SET ("VALUE":States)
730 RETURN
740 !
750 Set_state: !
760 STATUS @State;RETURN ("VALUE":State)
770 CONTROL @Cyclic;SET ("STATE":State)
780 RETURN
790 !
800 Reset_state: !
810 STATUS @Cyclic;RETURN ("STATE":State)
820 CONTROL @State;SET ("VALUE":State)
830 RETURN
840 !
850 Disp_state: !
860 STATUS @Cyclic;RETURN ("STATE":State)
870 CONTROL @State;SET ("VALUE":State)
880 RETURN
890 !
900 Finis: END
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Example: Dialog Tests
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: Dialogs Tests
!
! This program tests HTBasic dialogs.
!
! *******************************************************************
!
! Seed random-number generator with current time (manipulating to
! produce a seed that varies rapidly over a wide range, ensuring
! diversity in random-number sequences):
!
CLEAR SCREEN
RANDOMIZE INT(FRACT(TIMEDATE)*10^7)
OPTION BASE 0
!
! Variables to store PEN colors:
!
INTEGER Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
READ Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
!
! Some other variables:
!
! S$:
String variable
! P$:
Stores a prompt
! D$:
Returns directory from FILE dialog
! F$:
Returns file from FILE dialog
! N:
INTEGER variable
! X:
REAL vaiable
! Btn:
Variable to get button inputs from dialogs
! D(*):
Array to get display dimensions for BASIC
!
DIM S$[256],P$[100],M$(0:6)[50]
INTEGER N,Btn,D(1:4)
REAL X
!
DATA "COSMOPOLITAN","ENQUIRER","DISCOVER","TIME","HEALTH"
DATA "SPORTS ILLUSTRATED","NEW YORKER"
READ M$(*)
!
! Variables to store widget & display coordinates and dimensions:
!
INTEGER Px,Py,Pw,Ph
! Main PANEL
INTEGER Iw,Ih
! Inside dimensions of main PANEL
INTEGER Dw,Dh
! Display dimensions
!
! Get display size
!
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Dw=D(3)-D(1)
Dh=D(4)-D(2)
!
CLEAR SCREEN
!
! Set default coordinates for main PANEL
!
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570 Pw=Dw*.75
580 Ph=Dh*.75
590 Px=(Dw-Pw)/2
600 Py=(Dh-Ph)/2
610 !
620 ! Create the PANEL widget
630 !
640 ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
650 CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":Px,"Y":Py,"WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph)
660 CONTROL @Main;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
670 CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Dialogs")
680 !
690 ! Set up menu
700 !
710 S$="Dialog Tests"
720 ASSIGN @Menu TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @Main,SET ("LABEL":S$)
730 !
740 S$="ERROR"
750 ASSIGN @Errtest TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu,SET ("LABEL":S$)
760 !
770 S$="INFORMATION"
780 ASSIGN @Infotest TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu,SET ("LABEL":S$)
790 !
800 S$="QUESTION"
810 ASSIGN @Qtest TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu,SET ("LABEL":S$)
820 !
830 S$="WARNING"
840 ASSIGN @Warntest TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu,SET ("LABEL":S$)
850 !
860 ASSIGN @S1 TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @Menu
870 !
880 S$="STRING"
890 ASSIGN @Stringtest TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu,SET ("LABEL":S$)
900 !
910 S$="NUMBER"
920 ASSIGN @Numtest TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu,SET ("LABEL":S$)
930 !
940 S$="KEYPAD"
950 ASSIGN @Keytest TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu,SET ("LABEL":S$)
960 !
970 ASSIGN @S2 TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @Menu
980 !
990 S$="LIST"
1000 ASSIGN @Listtest TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu,SET ("LABEL":S$)
1010 !
1020 S$="COMBO"
1030 ASSIGN @Combotest TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu,SET ("LABEL":S$)
1040 !
1050 ASSIGN @S3 TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @Menu
1060 !
1070 S$="FILE"
1080 ASSIGN @Filetest TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu,SET ("LABEL":S$)
1090 !
1100 ASSIGN @S4 TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @Menu
1110 !
1120 S$="Quit"
1130 ASSIGN @Quit TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu,SET ("LABEL":S$)
1140 !
1150 ! Build PRINTER widget
1160 !
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1170 COM @Prn
1180 ASSIGN @Prn TO WIDGET "PRINTER";PARENT @Main
1190 STATUS @Main;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
1200 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("X":0,"Y":0,"WIDTH":Iw,"HEIGHT":Ih)
1210 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("BACKGROUND":Blue,"PEN":White)
1220 !
1230 ! Set up events for menu entries and PANEL resize, then loop.
1240 !
1250 ON EVENT @Errtest,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Errtest
1260 ON EVENT @Infotest,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Infotest
1270 ON EVENT @Qtest,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Qtest
1280 ON EVENT @Warntest,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Warntest
1290 ON EVENT @Stringtest,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Stringtest
1300 ON EVENT @Numtest,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Numtest
1310 ON EVENT @Keytest,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Keytest
1320 ON EVENT @Listtest,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Listtest
1330 ON EVENT @Combotest,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Combotest
1340 ON EVENT @Filetest,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Filetest
1350 !
1360 ON EVENT @Quit,"ACTIVATED" GOTO Finis
1370 !
1380 CONTROL @Main;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1390 CALL Printit("Click Dialog Tests to select a test from the menu.")
1400 !
1410 LOOP
1420 WAIT FOR EVENT
1430 END LOOP
1440 !
1450 ! ******************* End of Main Program **************************
1460 !
1470 Errtest: !
1480 P$="Input caused overflow"
1490 DIALOG "ERROR",P$;SET ("TITLE":" Example: ERROR Dialog")
1500 RETURN
1510 !
1520 Infotest: !
1530 P$="Here is the information required"
1540 DIALOG "INFORMATION",P$;SET ("TITLE":" Example: INFORMATION Dialog")
1550 RETURN
1560 !
1570 Qtest: !
1580 P$="Do you want to exit?"
1590 DIALOG "QUESTION",P$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: QUESTION Dialog")
1600 SELECT Btn
1610 CASE 0
1620 CALL Printit("QUESTION Dialog: Btn = 0: YES")
1630 CASE 1
1640 CALL Printit("QUESTION Dialog: Btn = 1: NO")
1650 END SELECT
1660 RETURN
1670 !
1680 Warntest: !
1690 P$="Core meltdown in one minute!!"
1700 DIALOG "WARNING",P$;SET ("TITLE":" Example: WARNING Dialog")
1710 RETURN
1720 !
1730 Stringtest: !
1740 P$=" Please enter your name:"
1750 DIALOG "STRING",P$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: STRING Dialog"),RETURN ("VALUE":S$)
1760 SELECT Btn
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1770 CASE 0
1780 CALL Printit("STRING Dialog: "&S$)
1790 CASE 1
1800 CALL Printit("STRING Dialog: No string input")
1810 END SELECT
1820 RETURN
1830 !
1840 Numtest: !
1850 P$="Please input a number:"
1860 DIALOG "NUMBER",P$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: NUMBER Dialog"),RETURN ("VALUE":X)
1870 SELECT Btn
1880 CASE 0
1890 CALL Printit("NUMBER Dialog: "&VAL$(X))
1900 CASE 1
1910 CALL Printit("NUMBER Dialog: No number input")
1920 END SELECT
1930 RETURN
1940 !
1950 Keytest: !
1960 P$="Please input a number:"
1970 DIALOG "KEYPAD",P$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: KEYPAD Dialog"),RETURN ("VALUE":X)
1980 SELECT Btn
1990 CASE 0
2000 CALL Printit("KEYPAD Dialog: "&VAL$(X))
2010 CASE 1
2020 CALL Printit("KEYPAD Dialog: No number input")
2030 END SELECT
2040 RETURN
2050 !
2060 Listtest: !
2070 P$="What is your favorite magazine?"
2080 DIALOG "LIST",P$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: LIST Dialog","ITEMS":M$(*)),RETURN ("SELECTION":N)
2090 IF Btn=0 AND N=-1 THEN CALL Printit("LIST Dialog: No selection from list")
2100 IF Btn=0 AND N<>-1 THEN CALL Printit("LIST Dialog: "&M$(N))
2110 RETURN
2120 !
2130 Combotest: !
2140 P$="What is your favorite magazine?"
2150 DIALOG "COMBO",P$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: COMBO Dialog","ITEMS":M$(*)),RETURN ("TEXT":S$)
2160 IF Btn=0 AND S$="" THEN CALL Printit("COMBO Dialog: No selection from list")
2170 IF Btn=0 AND S$<>"" THEN CALL Printit("COMBO Dialog: "&S$)
2180 RETURN
2190 !
2200 Filetest: !
2210 P$="Please select a file:"
2220 DIALOG "FILE",P$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: FILE Dialog"),RETURN ("SELECTION":S$)
2230 SELECT Btn
2240 CASE 0
2250 CALL Printit("FILE Dialog: "&S$)
2260 CASE 1
2270 CALL Printit("FILE Dialog: No file input")
2280 END SELECT
2290 RETURN
2300 !
2310 Finis: !
2320 ASSIGN @Main TO *
! Delete main panel
2330 END
2340 !
2350 ! Subprogram to print text to PRINTER widget
2360 !
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2370 SUB Printit(S$)
2380 COM @Prn
2390 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2400 SUBEND
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Example: Error Dialog
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: ERROR Dialog
!
! This program creates an ERROR dialog. If the user selects
! a button (ABORT or CONTINUE) within 10 seconds, the program
! displays the choice. If the user does not make a choice
! within 10 seconds, "Timeout occurred - no entry" is displayed.
!
! ****************************************************
!
DIM T$[16],P$[40],A1$[20],S1$(1:2)[10],A2$[20]
INTEGER Btn
DATA "ERROR","Input caused overflow "
READ T$,P$
DATA "DIALOG BUTTONS","ABORT","CONTINUE","DEFAULT BUTTON"
READ A1$,S1$(*),A2$
!
DIALOG T$,P$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: ERROR Dialog",A1$:S1$(*),A2$:0),TIMEOUT 10
IF Btn=-1 THEN
DISP "Timeout occurred - no entry"
ELSE
DISP S1$(Btn+1)
END IF
END
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Example: Engine Monitor - Child Panel
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Engine Monitor - Child PANEL
30 !
40 ! This program creates a simulated engine monitor display
50 ! that shows Torque, Pressure, Dwell, Timing, and RPM for
60 ! a theoretical engine. A status log for updated values is
70 ! also included.
80 !
90 ! *********************************************************
100 !
110 DIM Buf$[200]
120 !
130 ! Create the main panel widget
140 !
150 ASSIGN @Panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("X":100,"Y":30,"WIDTH":400,"HEIGHT":320,"TITLE":" Example: Engine
Monitor - Child PANEL","MAXIMIZABLE":1)
160 CONTROL @Panel;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
170 ON EVENT @Panel,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
180 !
190 ASSIGN @M1lbl TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET
("X":5,"Y":5,"WIDTH":90,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":"Torque","BORDER":0),PARENT @Panel
200 ASSIGN @Meter1 TO WIDGET "METER";SET ("X":5,"Y":25,"WIDTH":90,"HEIGHT":160,"ARC
WIDTH":3,"ORIENTATION":"RIGHT","SHOW LIMITS":0),PARENT @Panel
210 !
220 ASSIGN @B2lbl TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET
("X":125,"Y":5,"WIDTH":80,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":"Pressure","BORDER":0),PARENT @Panel
230 ASSIGN @Bar2 TO WIDGET "BAR";SET ("X":130,"Y":25,"WIDTH":60,"HEIGHT":100),PARENT @Panel
240 ASSIGN @B2dsp TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":130,"Y":125,"WIDTH":60,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0),PARENT @Panel
250 !
260 ! Create a child PANEL that contains a bank of engine measurements
270 !
280 ASSIGN @Subpanel TO WIDGET "PANEL";PARENT @Panel,SET ("X":260,"Y":5,"WIDTH":95,"HEIGHT":145)
290 !
300 ASSIGN @Lbl1 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Subpanel,SET
("X":10,"Y":0,"WIDTH":75,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0,"VALUE":"Dwell")
310 ASSIGN @Disp1 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Subpanel,SET ("X":10,"Y":20,"WIDTH":75,"HEIGHT":20)
320 !
330 ASSIGN @Label2 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Subpanel,SET
("X":10,"Y":50,"WIDTH":75,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0,"VALUE":"Timing")
340 ASSIGN @Disp2 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Subpanel,SET ("X":10,"Y":70,"WIDTH":75,"HEIGHT":20)
350 !
360 ASSIGN @Label3 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Subpanel,SET
("X":10,"Y":100,"WIDTH":75,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0,"VALUE":"RPM")
370 ASSIGN @Disp3 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Subpanel,SET ("X":10,"Y":120,"WIDTH":75,"HEIGHT":20)
380 !
390 ASSIGN @Lbl TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":130,"Y":150,"WIDTH":240,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":"Status
Log","BORDER":0),PARENT @Panel
400 ASSIGN @Text TO WIDGET "PRINTER";SET ("X":130,"Y":170,"WIDTH":240,"HEIGHT":100),PARENT @Panel
410 !
420 Value=50
430 Siz=15
440 Loop_val: !
450 FOR I=1 TO 10000
460 IF Value<25 OR Value>=85 THEN Value=50
470 Torq=INT(Value+Siz*RND)
480 Pres=INT(Value+Siz*RND)
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490 Dwell=INT(Value+Siz*RND)
500 Timing=INT(Value+Siz*RND)
510 Rpm=INT(Value+Siz*RND)
520 Value=INT(Value+Siz*(RND-.5))
530 !
540 CONTROL @Meter1;SET ("VALUE":Torq)
550 CONTROL @Bar2;SET ("VALUE":Pres)
560 CONTROL @B2dsp;SET ("VALUE":Pres)
570 CONTROL @Disp1;SET ("VALUE":Dwell)
580 CONTROL @Disp2;SET ("VALUE":Timing)
590 CONTROL @Disp3;SET ("VALUE":Rpm)
600 !
610 OUTPUT Buf$ USING "#,K,DDDD,3X,DDD,DDD,DDD";"Update #";I,Torq,Pres,Dwell
620 CONTROL @Text;SET ("APPEND TEXT":Buf$)
630 NEXT I
640 GOTO Loop_val
650 STOP
660 Finis: END
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Example: Engine Monitor - Level -0 Widgets
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Engine Monitor - Level-0 Widgets
30 !
40 ! This program displays a simulated engine monitor for
50 ! a theoretical engine. Torque, pressure, and dwell are
60 ! displayed, as well as a Status Log.
70 !
80 ! ********************************************************
90 !
100 DIM Buf$[200]
110 !
120 ! Create the widgets
130 !
140 ASSIGN @Meter1 TO WIDGET "METER";SET ("X":200,"Y":10,"WIDTH":150,"HEIGHT":175,"TITLE":"Torque","ARC
WIDTH":3)
150 ASSIGN @Bars1 TO WIDGET "BARS";SET ("X":375,"Y":10,"WIDTH":150,"HEIGHT":250,"TITLE":"Pressure","SHOW
LIMITS":0)
160 ASSIGN @Dispdwell TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":200,"Y":200,"WIDTH":150,"HEIGHT":60,"TITLE":"Dwell")
170 ASSIGN @Logtext TO WIDGET "PRINTER";SET ("X":200,"Y":275,"WIDTH":325,"HEIGHT":100,"TITLE":"Status Log")
180 ASSIGN @Label TO WIDGET "LABEL"
190 CONTROL @Label;SET ("X":10,"Y":10,"WIDTH":150,"HEIGHT":25,"TITLE":" Quit ","SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
200 ON EVENT @Label,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
210 !
220 ! Run the widgets for the engine monitor
230 !
240 Value=50
250 Siz=15
260 Loop_val: !
270 FOR I=1 TO 10000
280
!
290 IF Value<25 OR Value>=85 THEN Value=50
300 Torq=INT(Value+Siz*RND)
310 Pres=INT(Value+Siz*RND)
320 Dwell=INT(Value+Siz*RND)
330 Value=INT(Value+Siz*(RND-.5))
340
!
350 CONTROL @Meter1;SET ("VALUE":Torq)
360 CONTROL @Bars1;SET ("VALUE":Pres)
370 CONTROL @Dispdwell;SET ("VALUE":Dwell)
380 OUTPUT Buf$ USING "#,K,DDDD,X,DDD,DDD,DDD";"Update #";I,Torq,Pres,Dwell
390 CONTROL @Logtext;SET ("APPEND TEXT":Buf$)
400 NEXT I
410 GOTO Loop_val
420 !
430 STOP
440 Finis: END
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Example: Engine Monitor - Panel Widgets
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Engine Monitor - Panel of Widgets
30 !
40 ! This program displays a simulated engine monitor for
50 ! a theoretical engine. Torque, pressure, and dwell are
60 ! displayed, as well as a Status Log. V
70 !
80 ! ********************************************************
90 !
100 DIM Buf$[200]
110 !
120 ASSIGN @Panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("X":5,"Y":5,"WIDTH":400,"HEIGHT":320,"TITLE":" Example: Engine
Monitor - Panel of Widgets","MAXIMIZABLE":1)
130 CONTROL @Panel;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
140 ON EVENT @Panel,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
150 !
160 ASSIGN @M1lbl TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET
("X":5,"Y":5,"WIDTH":90,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":"Torque","BORDER":0),PARENT @Panel
170 ASSIGN @Meter1 TO WIDGET "METER";SET ("X":5,"Y":30,"WIDTH":90,"HEIGHT":160,"ARC
WIDTH":3,"ORIENTATION":"RIGHT","SHOW LIMITS":0),PARENT @Panel
180 !
190 ASSIGN @B2lbl TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET
("X":150,"Y":5,"WIDTH":80,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":"Pressure","BORDER":0),PARENT @Panel
200 ASSIGN @Bar2 TO WIDGET "BAR";SET ("X":160,"Y":30,"WIDTH":60,"HEIGHT":90),PARENT @Panel
210 ASSIGN @B2dsp TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":160,"Y":125,"WIDTH":60,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0),PARENT @Panel
220 !
230 ASSIGN @Lbl1 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET
("X":270,"Y":5,"WIDTH":75,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0,"VALUE":"Dwell"),PARENT @Panel
240 ASSIGN @Disp1 TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":270,"Y":30,"WIDTH":75,"HEIGHT":20),PARENT @Panel
250 ASSIGN @Lbl TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":130,"Y":155,"WIDTH":240,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":"Status
Log","BORDER":0),PARENT @Panel
260 ASSIGN @Text TO WIDGET "PRINTER";SET ("X":130,"Y":185,"WIDTH":240,"HEIGHT":100),PARENT @Panel
270 !
280 Value=50
290 Siz=15
300 Loop_val: !
310 FOR I=1 TO 10000
320 IF Value<25 OR Value>=85 THEN Value=50
330 Torq=INT(Value+Siz*RND)
340 Pres=INT(Value+Siz*RND)
350 Dwell=INT(Value+Siz*RND)
360 Value=INT(Value+Siz*(RND-.5))
370 !
380 CONTROL @Meter1;SET ("VALUE":Torq)
390 CONTROL @Bar2;SET ("VALUE":Pres)
400 CONTROL @B2dsp;SET ("VALUE":Pres)
410 CONTROL @Disp1;SET ("VALUE":Dwell)
420 OUTPUT Buf$ USING "#,K,DDDD,3X,DDD,DDD,DDD";"Update #";I,Torq,Pres,Dwell
430 CONTROL @Text;SET ("APPEND TEXT":Buf$)
440 NEXT I
450 GOTO Loop_val
460 !
470 STOP
480 Finis: END
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Example: Environmental Chamber
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Environmental Chamber
30 !
40 ! This program shows how a user can build a custom display
50 ! panel. This program uses a strip chart, labels, menus,
60 ! dialog box, buttons, string input, and meters to simulate
70 ! a temperature/humidity chamber that can be programmed for
80 ! different temperature/humidity profiles.
90 !
100 ! *********************************************************
110 !
120 REAL Points(0:1)
130 DIM Buf$[100]
140 DIM Btn$(1:1,1:3)[80]
150 DIM Time(50),Temp(50),Humid(50),Ramp(50)
160 Btn$(1,1)="Options, Temperature"
170 Btn$(1,2)="Options, Humidity"
180 Btn$(1,3)="Options, Profile Manager"
190 Logimage: IMAGE #,K,K,K,K,K,DDDD.D,K,DDD.D
200 Logimage2: IMAGE #,K,DDDD,K,DDDD.D,K,DDD.D,K,DDD
210 !
220 ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("X":0,"Y":0,"WIDTH":600,"HEIGHT":425,"TITLE":" Example: Environmental
Chamber","SIZE CONTROL":"RESIZE CHILDREN")
230 CONTROL @Main;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
240 ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
250 !
260 ASSIGN @Pulldown1 TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @Main,SET ("LABEL":"Chart","SENSITIVE":0)
270 ASSIGN @Pd_btn1 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pulldown1,SET ("LABEL":"Temperature")
280 ASSIGN @Pd_btn2 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pulldown1,SET ("LABEL":"Humidity")
290 ASSIGN @Pd_btn3 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pulldown1,SET ("LABEL":"Profile Manager")
300 ASSIGN @Pulldown2 TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @Main,SET ("LABEL":"Operation","SENSITIVE":0)
310 ASSIGN @Pd_btn4 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pulldown2,SET ("LABEL":"Manual")
320 ASSIGN @Pd_cscd TO WIDGET "CASCADE MENU";PARENT @Pulldown2,SET ("LABEL":"Automatic")
330 ASSIGN @Pd_btn5 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd_cscd,SET ("LABEL":"(Re)start")
340 ASSIGN @Pd_btn6 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd_cscd,SET ("LABEL":"Continue")
350 !
360 ON EVENT @Pd_btn1,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Btn1
370 ON EVENT @Pd_btn2,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Btn2
380 ON EVENT @Pd_btn3,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Btn3
390 ON EVENT @Pd_btn4,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Btn4
400 ON EVENT @Pd_btn5,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Btn5
410 ON EVENT @Pd_btn6,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Btn6
420 !
430 ! Create the widgets for the temperature profile.
440 !
450 ASSIGN @Main1 TO WIDGET "PANEL";PARENT @Main,SET
("X":0,"Y":0,"WIDTH":600,"HEIGHT":279,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0,"SIZE CONTROL":"RESIZE CHILDREN")
460 ASSIGN @Strip TO WIDGET "STRIPCHART";PARENT @Main1,SET ("X":5,"Y":5,"WIDTH":350,"HEIGHT":250,"SHOW
NUMBERING":0)
470 ASSIGN @Lbl0 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main1,SET
("X":5,"Y":260,"WIDTH":350,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0,"VALUE":"Event History -- Temperature")
480 ASSIGN @Lbl1 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main1,SET
("X":365,"Y":15,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0,"VALUE":"Curr Temp")
490 ASSIGN @Disp1 TO WIDGET "METER";PARENT @Main1,SET
("X":365,"Y":35,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":150,"MINIMUM":-75,"MAXIMUM":+75)
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500 ASSIGN @Lbl2 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main1,SET
("X":365,"Y":200,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0,"VALUE":"Set Point")
510 ASSIGN @Disp2 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main1,SET ("X":365,"Y":220,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":25)
520 ASSIGN @Slider TO WIDGET "SLIDER";PARENT @Main1,SET
("X":505,"Y":5,"HEIGHT":250,"WIDTH":60,"MINIMUM":-50,"MAXIMUM":50)
530 !
540 ! Set up the strip chart
550 !
560 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y","TICK SPACING":10,"ORIGIN":-50,"RANGE":100)
570 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","RANGE":20)
580 CONTROL @Disp1;SET ("LOW LIMIT":-45,"HIGH LIMIT":+45,"ALARM RANGES":"LOW,HIGH")
590 STATUS @Disp1;RETURN ("LOW PEN":Low_pen,"HIGH PEN":High_pen)
600 CONTROL @Disp1;SET ("LOW PEN":High_pen,"MIDDLE PEN":Low_pen)
610 !
620 ! Create the widgets for the humidity profile
630 !
640 ASSIGN @Main2 TO WIDGET "PANEL";PARENT @Main,SET
("X":0,"Y":0,"WIDTH":600,"HEIGHT":279,"VISIBLE":0,"SIZE CONTROL":"RESIZE CHILDREN")
650 ASSIGN @Strip2 TO WIDGET "STRIPCHART";PARENT @Main2,SET ("X":5,"Y":5,"WIDTH":350,"HEIGHT":250,"SHOW
NUMBERING":0)
660 ASSIGN @Lbl02 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main2,SET
("X":5,"Y":260,"WIDTH":350,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0,"VALUE":"Event History -- Humidity")
670 ASSIGN @Lbl12 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main2,SET
("X":365,"Y":15,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0,"VALUE":"Curr Humidity")
680 ASSIGN @Disp12 TO WIDGET "METER";PARENT @Main2,SET
("X":365,"Y":35,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":150,"MINIMUM":0)
690 ASSIGN @Lbl22 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main2,SET
("X":365,"Y":200,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0,"VALUE":"Set Point")
700 ASSIGN @Disp22 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main2,SET ("X":365,"Y":220,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":25)
710 ASSIGN @Slider2 TO WIDGET "SLIDER";PARENT @Main2,SET ("X":505,"Y":5,"HEIGHT":250,"WIDTH":60)
720 !
730 ! Set up the strip chart
740 !
750 CONTROL @Strip2;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y","TICK SPACING":10,"ORIGIN":0,"RANGE":100)
760 CONTROL @Strip2;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","RANGE":20)
770 CONTROL @Disp12;SET ("LOW LIMIT":5,"HIGH LIMIT":95,"ALARM RANGES":"LOW,HIGH")
780 STATUS @Disp12;RETURN ("LOW PEN":Low_pen,"HIGH PEN":High_pen)
790 CONTROL @Disp12;SET ("LOW PEN":High_pen,"MIDDLE PEN":Low_pen)
800 !
810 ! Create widgets for profile manager
820 !
830 ASSIGN @Main3 TO WIDGET "PANEL";PARENT @Main,SET
("X":0,"Y":0,"WIDTH":600,"HEIGHT":279,"BORDER":0,"VISIBLE":0,"SIZE CONTROL":"RESIZE CHILDREN")
840 ASSIGN @Lbl3 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":255,"Y":200,"WIDTH":90,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0,"VALUE":"Low Limit")
850 ASSIGN @Lbl4 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":255,"Y":230,"WIDTH":90,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0,"VALUE":"High Limit")
860 ASSIGN @Meter1 TO WIDGET "METER";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":345,"Y":35,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":150,"MINIMUM":-75,"MAXIMUM":+75)
870 ASSIGN @Meter2 TO WIDGET "METER";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":465,"Y":35,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":150,"MINIMUM":0)
880 ASSIGN @Lmeter1 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":345,"Y":15,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0,"VALUE":"Curr Temp")
890 ASSIGN @Lmeter2 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":465,"Y":15,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":20,"BORDER":0,"VALUE":"Curr Humidity")
900 ASSIGN @Temp_low TO WIDGET "NUMBER";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":345,"Y":200,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":20,"REAL NOTATION":"FIXED","REAL RESOLUTION":1)
910 ASSIGN @Temp_high TO WIDGET "NUMBER";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":345,"Y":230,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":20,"REAL NOTATION":"FIXED","REAL RESOLUTION":1)
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920 ASSIGN @Humid_low TO WIDGET "NUMBER";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":465,"Y":200,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":20,"REAL NOTATION":"FIXED","REAL RESOLUTION":1)
930 ASSIGN @Humid_high TO WIDGET "NUMBER";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":465,"Y":230,"WIDTH":120,"HEIGHT":20,"REAL NOTATION":"FIXED","REAL RESOLUTION":1)
940 ASSIGN @Time TO WIDGET "NUMBER";PARENT @Main3,SET ("X":10,"Y":50,"WIDTH":75,"HEIGHT":20,"REAL
NOTATION":"FIXED","REAL RESOLUTION":1)
950 ASSIGN @Temp TO WIDGET "NUMBER";PARENT @Main3,SET ("X":95,"Y":50,"WIDTH":50,"HEIGHT":20,"REAL
NOTATION":"FIXED","REAL RESOLUTION":1)
960 ASSIGN @Humid TO WIDGET "NUMBER";PARENT @Main3,SET ("X":155,"Y":50,"WIDTH":50,"HEIGHT":20,"REAL
NOTATION":"FIXED","REAL RESOLUTION":1)
970 ASSIGN @Slope TO WIDGET "NUMBER";PARENT @Main3,SET ("X":215,"Y":50,"WIDTH":50,"HEIGHT":20,"REAL
NOTATION":"FIXED","REAL RESOLUTION":1)
980 ASSIGN @Save_me TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":275,"Y":50,"WIDTH":60,"HEIGHT":24,"LABEL":"Set","BORDER":0)
990 ASSIGN @Kill_me TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":275,"Y":80,"WIDTH":60,"HEIGHT":24,"LABEL":"Clear","BORDER":0)
1000 ASSIGN @Time_disp TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":10,"Y":30,"WIDTH":75,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":"Time")
1010 ASSIGN @Temp_disp TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":95,"Y":30,"WIDTH":50,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":"Temp")
1020 ASSIGN @Humid_disp TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":155,"Y":30,"WIDTH":50,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":"Humid")
1030 ASSIGN @Ramp_disp TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":215,"Y":30,"WIDTH":50,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":"Ramp")
1040 ASSIGN @Save_disp TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main3,SET
("X":275,"Y":30,"WIDTH":60,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":"Config")
1050 ASSIGN @Text2 TO WIDGET "PRINTER";PARENT @Main3,SET ("X":5,"Y":80,"WIDTH":250,"HEIGHT":200)
1060 CONTROL @Meter1;SET ("LOW LIMIT":-45,"HIGH LIMIT":+45,"ALARM RANGES":"LOW,HIGH")
1070 STATUS @Meter1;RETURN ("LOW PEN":Low_pen,"HIGH PEN":High_pen)
1080 CONTROL @Meter1;SET ("LOW PEN":High_pen,"MIDDLE PEN":Low_pen)
1090 CONTROL @Meter2;SET ("LOW LIMIT":5,"HIGH LIMIT":95,"ALARM RANGES":"LOW,HIGH")
1100 STATUS @Meter2;RETURN ("LOW PEN":Low_pen,"HIGH PEN":High_pen)
1110 CONTROL @Meter2;SET ("LOW PEN":High_pen,"MIDDLE PEN":Low_pen)
1120 GOSUB Setup_profile
1130 !
1140 ! Printer Widget appears in all subpanels.
1150 !
1160 ASSIGN @Text TO WIDGET "PRINTER";PARENT @Main,SET ("X":5,"Y":280,"WIDTH":580,"HEIGHT":80)
1170 !
1180 ! From here to "Afteron" represents: ON EVENT @Btn1 GOSUB Servicebtn
1190 !
1200 ON EVENT @Slider,"CHANGED" GOSUB Changesetpt
1210 ON EVENT @Slider,"DONE" GOSUB Changesetpt
1220 ON EVENT @Slider2,"CHANGED" GOSUB Changesetpt
1230 ON EVENT @Slider2,"DONE" GOSUB Changesetpt
1240 ON EVENT @Temp_low,"DONE" GOSUB Change_tlow
1250 ON EVENT @Temp_high,"DONE" GOSUB Change_thigh
1260 ON EVENT @Humid_low,"DONE" GOSUB Change_hlow
1270 ON EVENT @Humid_high,"DONE" GOSUB Change_hhigh
1280 ON EVENT @Save_me,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Modify_profile
1290 ON EVENT @Kill_me,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Clear_profile
1300 Afteron:!
1310 !
1320 ! Get down to work
1330 !
1340 Setpt=23
1350 Setpt2=30
1360 Curtemp=0
1370 Curhumid=10
1380 Siz=2
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1390 Index=1
1400 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("VALUE":Setpt)
1410 CONTROL @Slider2;SET ("VALUE":Setpt2)
1420 CONTROL @Time;SET ("VALUE":0)
1430 CONTROL @Temp;SET ("VALUE":Setpt)
1440 CONTROL @Humid;SET ("VALUE":Setpt2)
1450 CONTROL @Slope;SET ("VALUE":0)
1460 CONTROL @Main1;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1470 CONTROL @Pulldown1;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
1480 CONTROL @Pulldown2;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
1490 !
1500 Gotnewsetpt:!
1510 Reloop=0
1520 CONTROL @Disp2;SET ("VALUE":Setpt)
1530 CONTROL @Disp22;SET ("VALUE":Setpt2)
1540 Evt=Evt+1
1550 OUTPUT Buf$ USING Logimage;"#";Evt;": Time = ";TIME$(TIMEDATE);" Setpoint changed to ";Setpt;" Deg. C,
";Setpt2;" % Hum."
1560 CONTROL @Text;SET ("APPEND TEXT":Buf$)
1570 LOOP
1580 !
1590 IF Auto=1 THEN GOSUB Get_next_setpt
1600 Diff=Setpt-Curtemp
1610 Diff2=Setpt2-Curhumid
1620 Noise=Siz*(RND-.5)*2
1630 Delta=Diff/20+Noise
1640 Delta2=Diff2/20+Noise
1650 Curtemp=Curtemp+Delta
1660 Curhumid=Curhumid+Delta2
1670 !
1680 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("POINT LOCATION":I)
1690 CONTROL @Strip2;SET ("POINT LOCATION":I)
1700 Points(0)=Curtemp
1710 Points(1)=Setpt
1720 I=I+1
1730 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("VALUES":Points(*))
1740 CONTROL @Disp1;SET ("VALUE":Curtemp)
1750 CONTROL @Meter1;SET ("VALUE":Curtemp)
1760 Points(0)=Curhumid
1770 Points(1)=Setpt2
1780 CONTROL @Strip2;SET ("VALUES":Points(*))
1790 CONTROL @Disp12;SET ("VALUE":Curhumid)
1800 CONTROL @Meter2;SET ("VALUE":Curhumid)
1810 !
1820 EXIT IF Reloop
1830 END LOOP
1840 GOTO Gotnewsetpt
1850 !
1860 Servicebtn: !
1870 STATUS @Str1;RETURN ("VALUE":Buf$)
1880 Setpt=VAL(Buf$)
1890 Reloop=1
1900 RETURN
1910 STOP
1920 Btn1:! Temperature
1930 GOSUB Turn_off_setup
1940 GOSUB Turn_off_humid
1950 GOSUB Turn_on_temp
1960 RETURN
1970 Btn2:! Humidity
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1980 GOSUB Turn_off_setup
1990 GOSUB Turn_off_temp
2000 GOSUB Turn_on_humid
2010 RETURN
2020 Btn3:!
2030 GOSUB Turn_off_humid
2040 GOSUB Turn_off_temp
2050 GOSUB Turn_on_setup
2060 RETURN
2070 Btn4:! Manual
2080 Auto=0
2090 STATUS @Strip;RETURN ("VISIBLE":Temp_vis)
2100 STATUS @Strip2;RETURN ("VISIBLE":Humid_vis)
2110 CONTROL @Slider2;SET ("VALUE":Setpt2)
2120 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("VALUE":Setpt)
2130 IF Temp_vis THEN CONTROL @Slider;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
2140 IF Humid_vis THEN CONTROL @Slider2;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
2150 RETURN
2160 Btn5:!
2170 Auto=1
2180 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("VISIBLE":0)
2190 CONTROL @Slider2;SET ("VISIBLE":0)
2200 Index=1
2210 Time_start=TIMEDATE
2220 RETURN
2230 Btn6:!
2240 Auto=1
2250 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("VISIBLE":0)
2260 CONTROL @Slider2;SET ("VISIBLE":0)
2270 RETURN
2280 !
2290 Turn_off_temp:!
2300 CONTROL @Main1;SET ("VISIBLE":0)
2310 RETURN
2320 Turn_off_humid:!
2330 CONTROL @Main2;SET ("VISIBLE":0)
2340 RETURN
2350 Turn_on_temp:!
2360 CONTROL @Main1;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
2370 IF (Auto=0) THEN CONTROL @Slider;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
2380 RETURN
2390 Turn_on_humid:!
2400 CONTROL @Main2;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
2410 IF (Auto=0) THEN CONTROL @Slider2;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
2420 RETURN
2430 Turn_off_setup:!
2440 CONTROL @Main3;SET ("VISIBLE":0)
2450 RETURN
2460 Turn_on_setup:!
2470 CONTROL @Main3;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
2480 STATUS @Meter1;RETURN ("LOW LIMIT":Low_lim,"HIGH LIMIT":High_lim)
2490 CONTROL @Temp_low;SET ("VALUE":Low_lim)
2500 CONTROL @Temp_high;SET ("VALUE":High_lim)
2510 STATUS @Meter2;RETURN ("LOW LIMIT":Low_lim,"HIGH LIMIT":High_lim)
2520 CONTROL @Humid_high;SET ("VALUE":High_lim)
2530 CONTROL @Humid_low;SET ("VALUE":Low_lim)
2540 RETURN
2550 Changesetpt:!
2560 IF Auto=0 THEN
2570 STATUS @Slider;RETURN ("VALUE":Setpt)
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2580 STATUS @Slider2;RETURN ("VALUE":Setpt2)
2590 CONTROL @Disp2;SET ("VALUE":Setpt)
2600 CONTROL @Disp22;SET ("VALUE":Setpt2)
2610 Evt=Evt+1
2620 OUTPUT Buf$ USING Logimage;"#";Evt;": Time = ";TIME$(TIMEDATE);" Setpoint changed to ";Setpt;" Deg. C,
";Setpt2;" % Hum."
2630 CONTROL @Text;SET ("APPEND TEXT":Buf$)
2640 END IF
2650 RETURN
2660 Change_tlow:!
2670 STATUS @Temp_low;RETURN ("VALUE":Low_tlim)
2680 CONTROL @Disp1;SET ("LOW LIMIT":Low_tlim)
2690 CONTROL @Meter1;SET ("LOW LIMIT":Low_tlim)
2700 RETURN
2710 Change_thigh:!
2720 STATUS @Temp_high;RETURN ("VALUE":High_tlim)
2730 CONTROL @Disp1;SET ("HIGH LIMIT":High_tlim)
2740 CONTROL @Meter1;SET ("HIGH LIMIT":High_tlim)
2750 RETURN
2760 Change_hlow:!
2770 STATUS @Humid_low;RETURN ("VALUE":Low_hlim)
2780 CONTROL @Disp12;SET ("LOW LIMIT":Low_hlim)
2790 CONTROL @Meter2;SET ("LOW LIMIT":Low_hlim)
2800 RETURN
2810 Change_hhigh:!
2820 STATUS @Humid_high;RETURN ("VALUE":High_hlim)
2830 CONTROL @Disp12;SET ("HIGH LIMIT":High_hlim)
2840 CONTROL @Meter2;SET ("HIGH LIMIT":High_hlim)
2850 RETURN
2860 Modify_profile:!
2870 STATUS @Time;RETURN ("VALUE":Time(Next))
2880 STATUS @Temp;RETURN ("VALUE":Temp(Next))
2890 STATUS @Humid;RETURN ("VALUE":Humid(Next))
2900 STATUS @Slope;RETURN ("VALUE":Ramp(Next))
2910 OUTPUT Buf$ USING Logimage2;"Time = ";Time(Next);" Temp=";Temp(Next);" Deg. C, Humid=";Humid(Next);"
% Ramp=";Ramp(Next)
2920 CONTROL @Text2;SET ("APPEND TEXT":Buf$)
2930 Next=Next+1
2940 RETURN
2950 Clear_profile:!
2960 Next=1
2970 CONTROL @Text2;SET ("TEXT":"")
2980 RETURN
2990 Setup_profile: !
3000 DATA 0,15,35,55,75
3010 DATA 10,50,0,-30,23
3020 DATA 10,90,10,15,20
3030 DATA 2, 5, 7, 5, 10
3040 READ Time(1),Time(2),Time(3),Time(4),Time(5)
3050 READ Temp(1),Temp(2),Temp(3),Temp(4),Temp(5)
3060 READ Humid(1),Humid(2),Humid(3),Humid(4),Humid(5)
3070 READ Ramp(1),Ramp(2),Ramp(3),Ramp(4),Ramp(5)
3080 FOR I=1 TO 5
3090 OUTPUT Buf$ USING Logimage2;"Time = ";Time(I);" Temp=";Temp(I);" Deg. C, Humid=";Humid(I);" %
Ramp=";Ramp(I)
3100 CONTROL @Text2;SET ("APPEND TEXT":Buf$)
3110 NEXT I
3120 Next=6
3130 RETURN
3140 Get_next_setpt: !
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3150 Delta_time=TIMEDATE-Time_start
3160 Time(Next)=Time(Next-1)+Ramp(Index)+10
3170 WHILE (Delta_time>Time(Index+1) AND Index<>Next)
3180 Index=Index+1
3190 END WHILE
3200 IF Index=Next THEN
3210 Auto=0
3220 DIALOG "INFORMATION","The Temperature/Humidity profile has completed!";SET ("X":200,"Y":300)
3230 GOTO Btn4
3240 END IF
3250 IF (Delta_time<Time(Index)+Ramp(Index) AND Delta_time>Time(Index)) THEN
3260 IF (Index=1) THEN STATUS @Disp2;RETURN ("VALUE":Foo)
3270 IF (Index=1) THEN Temp(0)=Foo ! Cannot put Temp(0) in place of Foo
3280 IF (Index=1) THEN STATUS @Disp22;RETURN ("VALUE":Foo)
3290 IF (Index=1) THEN Humid(0)=Foo
3300 Mult=(Delta_time-Time(Index))/Ramp(Index)
3310 Setpt=Temp(Index-1)+(Temp(Index)-Temp(Index-1))*Mult
3320 Setpt2=Humid(Index-1)+(Humid(Index)-Humid(Index-1))*Mult
3330 ELSE
3340 Setpt=Temp(Index)
3350 Setpt2=Humid(Index)
3360 END IF
3370 CONTROL @Disp22;SET ("VALUE":Setpt2)
3380 CONTROL @Disp2;SET ("VALUE":Setpt)
3390 IF (Setpt<>Prevst) OR (Setpt2<>Prevst2) THEN
3400 Evt=Evt+1
3410 OUTPUT Buf$ USING Logimage;"#";Evt;": Time = ";TIME$(TIMEDATE);" Setpoint changed to ";Setpt;" Deg. C,
";Setpt2;" % Hum."
3420 CONTROL @Text;SET ("APPEND TEXT":Buf$)
3430 END IF
3440 Prevst=Setpt
3450 Prevst2=Setpt2
3460 RETURN
3470 Finis: END
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Example: File Dialog
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

! *********************************************************************
! Example: FILE Dialog
!
! This program produces a FILE Dialog. A file name,
! which the user selects from the list or types in,
! is returned through the S$ string variable. The
! button selected (OK or Cancel) is also displayed.
!
! ***************************************
!
CLEAR SCREEN
INTEGER Btn
DIM S$[64]
DIALOG "FILE","Please select a file:",Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: FILE Dialog"),RETURN ("SELECTION":S$)
PRINT "Button
File"
PRINT
IF Btn=0 THEN
PRINT " OK",S$
ELSE
PRINT "Cancel",S$
END IF
END
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Example: File Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: FILE Widget
30 !
40 ! This program generates a FILE widget.
50 !
60 ! *************************************************
70 !
80 ASSIGN @File TO WIDGET "FILE";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
90 CONTROL @File;SET ("TITLE":" Example: FILE Widget")
100 CONTROL @File;SET ("DIRECTORY":"C:/DOC","PATTERN":"*.TXT")
110 CONTROL @File;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
120 CONTROL @File;SET ("X":100,"Y":50,"VISIBLE":1)
130 ON EVENT @File,"SELECTION" GOSUB Get_selection
140 ON EVENT @File,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
150 LOOP
160 WAIT FOR EVENT
170 END LOOP
180 Get_selection: DIM File_name$[256]
190 STATUS @File;RETURN ("SELECTION":File_name$)
200 DISP File_name$
210 RETURN
220 Finis: END
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Example: Frequency Response
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Frequency Response
30 !
40 ! This program generates a theoretical frequency response
50 ! display (response in dB vs. frequency in Hz) for two channels.
60 !
70 ! ************************************************************
80 !
90 REAL Freq(1:31),Channel_1(1:31),Channel_2(1:31)
100 !
110 ! Define test frequencies.
120 !
130 DATA 20,25,32,40,50,63,80,100,125,160
140 DATA 200,250,320,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1600
150 DATA 2000,2500,3200,4000,5000,6300,8000,e,12500,16000,20000
160 READ Freq(*)
170 !
180 ! Take voltage measurements for both channels, convert to dB.
190 !
200 FOR I=1 TO 31
210 Channel_1(I)=20*LGT(FNMeasure(Freq(I),1))
220 Channel_2(I)=20*LGT(FNMeasure(Freq(I),2))
230 NEXT I
240 !
250 ! Create and set up the graph
260 !
270 ASSIGN @Graph TO WIDGET "XY GRAPH";SET ("SHARED X":1,"VISIBLE":0,"TITLE":" Example: Frequency
Response","WIDTH":400,"HEIGHT":300)
280 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
290 ON EVENT @Graph,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
300 !
310 ! Set X axis attributes
320 !
330 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","AUTOSCALE":1,"LOGARITHMIC":1,"AXIS LABEL":"Frequency (Hz)")
340 !
350 ! Set Y axis attributes
360 !
370 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y","AUTOSCALE":1,"AXIS LABEL":"Response (dB)")
380 !
390 ! Enter the data into the graph
400 !
410 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("X DATA":Freq(*))
420 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":1,"Y DATA":Channel_1(*),"TRACE LABEL":"Channel 1")
430 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":2,"Y DATA":Channel_2(*),"TRACE LABEL":"Channel 2")
440 !
450 ! Display the graph
460 !
470 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
480 LOOP
490 WAIT FOR EVENT
500 END LOOP
510 Finis: END
520 !
530 ! This function simulates some data for the use of this program
540 !
550 DEF FNMeasure(Freq,Chan)
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560
570
580
590
600
610

!
! Simulate measured data for second order lowpass filters
!
F=Freq*(.8+Chan/5)
RETURN 1/(1-F/(3000-Chan*400)+(F/3000)^2)
FNEND
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Example: Function Generator
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Function Generator
30 !
40 ! This program shows how a panel, menu, and pushbuttons can be
50 ! used to construct a front panel for a function generator.
60 !
70 ! *********************************************************************
80 !
90 ! This part of the program creates a panel with one menu selection.
100 ! Four menu buttons are put into the menu. When any of these menu
110 ! items is selected, an appropriate subroutine is called.
120 !
130 DIM Attr$(3)[15],Attr(3)
140 COM /Fgen/
Freq,Ampl,Ampl_unit,Func,Offset,@Freq_disp,@Ampl_disp,@Offs_disp,@Func_disp,@Amplitude,@Am,@Pm
150 ASSIGN @Fgen_panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("TITLE":" Example: Function
Generator","X":150,"Y":80,"WIDTH":240,"HEIGHT":200,"MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
160 CONTROL @Fgen_panel;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
170 ON EVENT @Fgen_panel,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
180 !
190 ASSIGN @Fgen_main TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";SET ("LABEL":"Control Menu"),PARENT @Fgen_panel
200 ASSIGN @Frequency TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";SET ("LABEL":"Frequency"),PARENT @Fgen_main
210 ASSIGN @Amplitude TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";SET ("LABEL":"Amplitude"),PARENT @Fgen_main
220 ASSIGN @Dc_offset TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";SET ("LABEL":"DC Offset"),PARENT @Fgen_main
230 ASSIGN @Function TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";SET ("LABEL":"Function"),PARENT @Fgen_main
240 ASSIGN @Modulation TO WIDGET "CASCADE MENU";SET ("LABEL":"Modulation"),PARENT @Fgen_main
250 ASSIGN @Am TO WIDGET "MENU TOGGLE";SET ("LABEL":"AM"),PARENT @Modulation
260 ASSIGN @Pm TO WIDGET "MENU TOGGLE";SET ("LABEL":"PM"),PARENT @Modulation
270 !
280 ! Initial values for the controls
290 !
300 Freq=1000
310 Ampl=.001
320 Ampl_unit=0
330 Offset=0
340 Func=0
350 !
360 ! Displays for the values of the controls. The displays are actually
370 ! pushbuttons and the label for each button is used to display its
380 ! current value.
390 !
400 Attr$(0)="X"
410 Attr$(1)="Y"
420 Attr$(2)="WIDTH"
430 Attr$(3)="HEIGHT"
440 Attr(0)=30
! X position
450 Attr(1)=8
! Y position
460 Attr(2)=178
! width
470 Attr(3)=33
! height
480 !
490 ASSIGN @Freq_disp TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr$(*):Attr(*),"LABEL":VAL$(Freq)&" Hz"),PARENT
@Fgen_panel
500 Attr(1)=Attr(1)+Attr(3)
510 ASSIGN @Ampl_disp TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr$(*):Attr(*),"LABEL":VAL$(Ampl)&" V p-p"),PARENT
@Fgen_panel
520 Attr(1)=Attr(1)+Attr(3)
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530 ASSIGN @Offs_disp TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr$(*):Attr(*),"LABEL":VAL$(Offset)&" V offset"),PARENT
@Fgen_panel
540 Attr(1)=Attr(1)+Attr(3)
550 ASSIGN @Func_disp TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr$(*):Attr(*),"LABEL":"SINE"),PARENT @Fgen_panel
560 !
570 ! When either the menu is pulled down, or the display is clicked, call
580 ! a routine to change that control.
590 !
600 ON EVENT @Frequency,"ACTIVATED",1 CALL Set_frequency
610 ON EVENT @Function,"ACTIVATED",1 CALL Set_function
620 ON EVENT @Amplitude,"ACTIVATED",1 CALL Set_amplitude
630 ON EVENT @Dc_offset,"ACTIVATED",1 CALL Set_offset
640 ON EVENT @Freq_disp,"ACTIVATED",1 CALL Set_frequency
650 ON EVENT @Func_disp,"ACTIVATED",1 CALL Set_function
660 ON EVENT @Ampl_disp,"ACTIVATED",1 CALL Set_amplitude
670 ON EVENT @Offs_disp,"ACTIVATED",1 CALL Set_offset
680 !
690 ! Event handling for modulation toggles in the menu
700 !
710 ON EVENT @Am,"CHANGED",1 CALL Toggle_am
720 ON EVENT @Pm,"CHANGED",1 CALL Toggle_pm
730 !
740 LOOP
750 WAIT FOR EVENT
760 END LOOP
770 Finis: END
780 SUB Set_frequency
790 !
800 ! This routine sets the value of frequency.
810 !
820 COM /Fgen/
Freq,Ampl,Ampl_unit,Func,Offset,@Freq_disp,@Ampl_disp,@Offs_disp,@Func_disp,@Amplitude,@Am,@Pm
830 !
840 ! The user is allowed to enter the new frequency in any of three units.
850 ! A cancel button is included in case the user makes a mistake.
860 !
870 DIM Btn$(3)[6],Freq$[20]
880 Btn$(0)="Hz"
890 Btn$(1)="kHz"
900 Btn$(2)="MHz"
910 Btn$(3)="Cancel"
920 !
930 ! Use a STRING dialog to get the new frequency. This dialog returns
940 ! a string so a conversion must be done.
950 !
960 DIALOG "STRING","",Btn;SET ("VALUE":VAL$(Freq),"TITLE":"Enter Frequency","DIALOG BUTTONS":Btn
$(*),"DEFAULT BUTTON":0),RETURN ("VALUE":Freq$)
970 !
980 IF Btn=3 THEN SUBEXIT
! Cancel was clicked
990 ON ERROR GOTO Cant_convert
1000 Freq=VAL(Freq$)
! convert to a number
1010 OFF ERROR
1020 !
1030 ! The value is checked for validity. The valid range might depend on
1040 ! function, but that case is not handled.
1050 !
1060 Freq=DROUND(Freq*10^(3*Btn),11) ! apply the suffix and round
1070 IF Freq>2.0E+7 THEN Frequ=2.0E+7
1080 CONTROL @Freq_disp;SET ("LABEL":VAL$(Freq)&" Hz")
1090 !
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1100 ! If actual instruments were being controlled, the OUTPUT statement
1110 ! would be here.
1120 !
1130 SUBEXIT
1140 Cant_convert: !
1150 !
1160 ! The string could not be converted to a number. Display an error
1170 ! message and ask again.
1180 !
1190 DIALOG "ERROR",Freq$&CHR$(10)&"is not recognizable as a number.";SET ("TITLE":"Can't convert to a
number")
1200 OFF ERROR
1210 GOTO 960
1220 SUBEND
1230 SUB Set_function
1240 COM /Fgen/
Freq,Ampl,Ampl_unit,Func,Offset,@Freq_disp,@Ampl_disp,@Offs_disp,@Func_disp,@Amplitude,@Am,@Pm
1250 DIM Func$(5)[10]
1260 Func$(0)="SINE"
1270 Func$(1)="SQUARE"
1280 Func$(2)="TRIANGLE"
1290 Func$(3)="POS RAMP"
1300 Func$(4)="NEG RAMP"
1310 Func$(5)="DC only"
1320 !
1330 ! The button value is placed in a temporary variable in case Cancel
1340 ! is clicked. Only if OK is clicked is the value transferred to
1350 ! the actual variable which contains the function.
1360 !
1370 DIALOG "LIST","",Btn;SET ("TITLE":"Select Function","ITEMS":Func$(*),"SELECTION":Func,"DEFAULT
BUTTON":0),RETURN ("SELECTION":A)
1380 IF Btn=1 THEN SUBEXIT
1390 Func=A
1400 CONTROL @Func_disp;SET ("LABEL":Func$(Func))
1410 !
1420 ! If DC only function is selected then the amplitude control has
1430 ! no effect. The button and menu are deactivated.
1440 !
1450 IF Func=5 THEN
1460
CONTROL @Ampl_disp;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
1470
CONTROL @Amplitude;SET ("SENSITIVE":0)
1480 ELSE
1490
CONTROL @Ampl_disp;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
1500
CONTROL @Amplitude;SET ("SENSITIVE":1)
1510 END IF
1520 SUBEND
1530 SUB Set_amplitude
1540 COM /Fgen/
Freq,Ampl,Ampl_unit,Func,Offset,@Freq_disp,@Ampl_disp,@Offs_disp,@Func_disp,@Amplitude,@Am,@Pm
1550 DIM Btn$(5)[7],Ampl$[20]
1560 Btn$(0)=" V p-p"
1570 Btn$(1)=" mV p-p"
1580 Btn$(2)=" V RMS"
1590 Btn$(3)=" mV RMS"
1600 Btn$(4)=" dBm"
1610 Btn$(5)="Cancel"
1620 DIALOG "STRING","",Btn;SET ("VALUE":VAL$(Ampl),"TITLE":"Enter Amplitude","DIALOG BUTTONS":Btn
$(*),"DEFAULT BUTTON":0),RETURN ("VALUE":Ampl$)
1630 IF Btn=5 THEN SUBEXIT
! Cancel was clicked
1640 ON ERROR GOTO Cant_convert
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1650 Ampl=VAL(Ampl$)
1660 OFF ERROR
1670 Ampl_unit=Btn
1680 IF Btn=1 OR Btn=3 THEN
1690
Ampl=Ampl*.001
! A mV button was selected
1700
Ampl_unit=Ampl_unit-1
! Change to V unit
1710 END IF
1720 IF Btn<4 THEN
1730
!
1740
! A volt button was used. Round and check for limits. The limit
1750
! might also depend on the dc offset.
1760
!
1770
Ampl=ABS(PROUND(Ampl,-3))
1780
IF Ampl>5 THEN Ampl=5
1790 ELSE
1800
!
1810
! dBm was selected. Round and check for limits.
1820
!
1830
Ampl=PROUND(Ampl,-2)
1840
IF Ampl>13 THEN Ampl=13
1850
IF Ampl<-60 THEN Ampl=-60
1860 END IF
1870 CONTROL @Ampl_disp;SET ("LABEL":VAL$(Ampl)&Btn$(Ampl_unit))
1880 SUBEXIT
1890 Cant_convert: !
1900 DIALOG "ERROR",Ampl$&CHR$(10)&"is not recognizable as a number.";SET ("TITLE":"Can't convert to a
number")
1910 GOTO 1620
1920 SUBEND
1930 SUB Set_offset
1940 COM /Fgen/
Freq,Ampl,Ampl_unit,Func,Offset,@Freq_disp,@Ampl_disp,@Offs_disp,@Func_disp,@Amplitude,@Am,@Pm
1950 DIM Btn$(2)[6],Offs$[20]
1960 Btn$(0)=" V"
1970 Btn$(1)=" mV"
1980 Btn$(2)="Cancel"
1990 DIALOG "STRING","",Btn;SET ("VALUE":VAL$(Offset),"TITLE":"Enter DC Offset","DIALOG BUTTONS":Btn
$(*),"DEFAULT BUTTON":0),RETURN ("VALUE":Offs$)
2000 IF Btn=2 THEN SUBEXIT ! Cancel was selected
2010 ON ERROR GOTO Cant_convert
2020 Offset=VAL(Offs$)
2030 OFF ERROR
2040 IF Btn=1 THEN Offset=Offset*.001
! mV button
2050 Offset=PROUND(Offset,-3)
! Round to 3 digits
2060 !
2070 IF ABS(Offset)>5 THEN Offset=SGN(Offset)*5 ! no more than 5 V offset
2080 CONTROL @Offs_disp;SET ("LABEL":VAL$(Offset)&" V offset")
2090 SUBEXIT
2100 Cant_convert: !
2110 DIALOG "ERROR",Offs$&CHR$(10)&"is not recognizable as a number.";SET ("TITLE":"Can't convert to a
number")
2120 GOTO 1990
2130 SUBEND
2140 SUB Toggle_am
2150 COM /Fgen/
Freq,Ampl,Ampl_unit,Func,Offset,@Freq_disp,@Ampl_disp,@Offs_disp,@Func_disp,@Amplitude,@Am,@Pm
2160 !
2170 ! The menu widgets handle displaying whether modulation is on or
2180 ! off automatically. This routine determines what the state is and
2190 ! does the appropriate I/O.
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2200 !
2210 STATUS @Am;RETURN ("VALUE":State)
2220 IF State THEN
2230 !
2240 ! Send the command to turn AM on
2250 !
2260 ELSE
2270 !
2280 ! Send the command to turn AM off
2290 !
2300 END IF
2310 SUBEND
2320 SUB Toggle_pm
2330 COM /Fgen/
Freq,Ampl,Ampl_unit,Func,Offset,@Freq_disp,@Ampl_disp,@Offs_disp,@Func_disp,@Amplitude,@Am,@Pm
2340 !
2350 ! The menu widgets handle displaying whether modulation is on or
2360 ! off automatically. This routine determines what the state is and
2370 ! then does the appropriate I/O.
2380 !
2390 STATUS @Pm;RETURN ("VALUE":State)
2400 IF State THEN
2410 !
2420 ! Send the command to turn PM on
2430 !
2440 ELSE
2450 !
2460 ! Send the command to turn PM off
2470 !
2480 END IF
2490 SUBEND
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Example: HPGL View Viewer
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: HPGL VIEW Viewer
!
! This program demonstrates the use of the HPGL VIEW widget.
! You can use the Menu to import any HPGL file (files with
! a .gl extension).
!
! ***************************************************
!
! Variables Used:
!
! S$:
General-purpose string
! N:
General-purpose variable
! Btn:
Returns button value from dialogs
! Glfile$:
Name of HPGL file to be read
! Dirname$:
Directory name returned from FILE dialog
!
DIM S$[256]
INTEGER N,Btn,Err
DIM Glfile$[100],Dirname$[100]
!
! Widget dimensions
!
INTEGER Pw,Ph,Px,Py,Iw,Ih,Hw,Hh,Hx,Hy
!
! Variables for display scaling
!
INTEGER Dw,Dh,D(1:4)
!
! Get display size
!
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Dw=D(3)-D(1)
Dh=D(4)-D(2)
!
Pw=Dw*.7
! PANEL width
Ph=Dh*.7
! PANEL height
Px=(Dw-Pw)/2
! Center PANEL
Py=(Dh-Ph)/2
!
! Create PANEL for HPGL widget
!
ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":Px,"Y":Py,"WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: HPGL Viewer")
CONTROL @Main;SET ("SIZE CONTROL":"RESIZE CHILDREN")
CONTROL @Main;SET ("MINIMIZABLE":1)
!
! Build menu
!
ASSIGN @Menu TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @Menu;SET ("LABEL":"Menu")
ASSIGN @Getfile TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu
CONTROL @Getfile;SET ("LABEL":"Get HPGL File")
ASSIGN @Cd TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu
CONTROL @Cd;SET ("LABEL":"Change Directory")
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570 ASSIGN @S TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @Menu
580 ASSIGN @Quit TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu
590 CONTROL @Quit;SET ("LABEL":"Quit")
600 !
610 ! Create and size HPGL VIEW widget. (Setting RETAIN RASTER
620 ! redraws the widget quickly when overwritten by a dialog.)
630 !
640 ASSIGN @Hpgl TO WIDGET "HPGL VIEW";PARENT @Main
650 CONTROL @Hpgl;SET ("BACKGROUND":0)
660 CONTROL @Hpgl;SET ("RETAIN RASTER":0)
670 STATUS @Main;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
680 Hx=Iw*.01
690 Hy=Ih*.01
700 Hh=Ih*.98
710 Hw=Iw*.98
720 CONTROL @Hpgl;SET ("X":Hx,"Y":Hy,"WIDTH":Hw,"HEIGHT":Hh)
730 !
740 ! Set events
750 !
760 ON EVENT @Getfile,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Gethpgl
770 ON EVENT @Cd,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Chdir
780 ON EVENT @Quit,"ACTIVATED" GOTO Finis
790 !
800 CONTROL @Main;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
810 !
820 ! Loop and wait for input
830 !
840 LOOP
850 WAIT FOR EVENT
860 END LOOP
870 STOP
880 !
890 ! This routine gets an HPGL file and displays it
900 !
910 Gethpgl: !
920 S$="Please enter the name of an HPGL file:"
930 DIALOG "FILE",S$,Btn;RETURN ("SELECTION":Glfile$)
940 !
950 IF Btn=0 THEN
960 CLEAR ERROR
970 ON ERROR GOSUB Seterr
980 CONTROL @Hpgl;SET ("HPGL FILE":Glfile$)
990 OFF ERROR
1000 IF ERRN<>0 THEN
1010
DIALOG "ERROR","Cannot open file/invalid HPGL file"
1020 ELSE
1030
DIALOG "INFORMATION","File read completed"
1040 END IF
1050 END IF
1060 RETURN
1070 !
1080 ! This routine changes directories
1090 !
1100 Chdir: !
1110 S$="Please enter the name of a directory:"
1120 DIALOG "FILE",S$,Btn;RETURN ("DIRECTORY":Dirname$)
1130 CLEAR ERROR
1140 ON ERROR GOSUB Seterr
1150 MASS STORAGE IS Dirname$
1160 OFF ERROR
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1170 IF ERRN<>0 THEN
1180 DIALOG "ERROR","Cannot change directory"
1190 END IF
1200 RETURN
1210 !
1220 ! Dummy routine for error traps
1230 !
1240 Seterr: ERROR RETURN
1250 !
1260 Finis: !
1270 ASSIGN @Main TO *
! Deletes PANEL widget
1280 END
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Example: HPGL View Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: HPGL VIEW Widget
30 !
40 ! This program displays five example HPGL File Drawings.
50 ! You can bring any of the drawings to the front by clicking
60 ! the drawing.
70 !
80 ! ********************************************************
90 !
100 ASSIGN @Hpgl1 TO WIDGET "HPGL VIEW";SET ("X":0,"Y":0,"BACKGROUND":0,"TITLE":" Mechanical
Drawing","HPGL FILE":"MECH.GL","RETAIN RASTER":1)
110 CONTROL @Hpgl1;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
120 ON EVENT @Hpgl1,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
130 !
140 ASSIGN @Hpgl2 TO WIDGET "HPGL VIEW";SET ("X":20,"Y":20,"TITLE":" Heat Radiation","HPGL
FILE":"GSTORE.GL","BACKGROUND":0,"RETAIN RASTER":1)
150 CONTROL @Hpgl2;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
160 ON EVENT @Hpgl2,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
170 !
180 ASSIGN @Hpgl3 TO WIDGET "HPGL VIEW";SET ("X":40,"Y":40,"TITLE":" Ice Berg Flows","HPGL
FILE":"ICE.GL","BACKGROUND":6,"RETAIN RASTER":1)
190 CONTROL @Hpgl3;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
200 ON EVENT @Hpgl3,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
210 !
220 ASSIGN @Hpgl4 TO WIDGET "HPGL VIEW";SET ("X":60,"Y":60,"TITLE":" Topographical Map","HPGL
FILE":"CONTOR.GL","BACKGROUND":0,"RETAIN RASTER":1)
230 CONTROL @Hpgl4;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
240 ON EVENT @Hpgl4,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
250 !
260 ASSIGN @Hpgl5 TO WIDGET "HPGL VIEW";SET ("X":80,"Y":80,"TITLE":" Space Shuttle","HPGL
FILE":"SHUTTLE.GL","BACKGROUND":0,"RETAIN RASTER":1)
270 CONTROL @Hpgl5;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
280 ON EVENT @Hpgl5,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
290 !
300 LOOP
310 WAIT FOR EVENT
320 END LOOP
330 Finis: !
340 ASSIGN @Hpgl1 TO *
! Delete HPGL VIEW widget #1
350 ASSIGN @Hpgl2 TO *
! Delete HPGL VIEW widget #2
360 ASSIGN @Hpgl3 TO *
! Delete HPGL VIEW widget #3
370 ASSIGN @Hpgl4 TO *
! Delete HPGL VIEW widget #4
380 ASSIGN @Hpgl5 TO *
! Delete HPGL VIEW widget #5
390 END
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Example: HPGL View Widget in Panel
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: HPGL VIEW Widget in PANEL
30 !
40 ! This program first displays a mechanical drawing and
50 ! then displays a "Parts Dimension" display of the drawing.
60 ! You can use the scrollbars to look at any part of the
70 ! drawing.
80 !
90 ! **********************************************************
100 !
110 INTEGER Screen(1:4),S_width,S_height,Width,Height
120 GESCAPE CRT,3;Screen(*)
130 ASSIGN @Panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("X":0,"Y":0,"WIDTH":Screen(3)+1,"HEIGHT":Screen(4)+1,"TITLE":" Part
Dimensions")
140 CONTROL @Panel;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
150 ON EVENT @Panel,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
160 STATUS @Panel;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":S_width,"INSIDE HEIGHT":S_height)
170 ASSIGN @Hpgl1 TO WIDGET "HPGL VIEW";SET
("BACKGROUND":0,"X":0,"Y":0,"WIDTH":S_width,"HEIGHT":S_height,"BORDER":0,"HPGL FILE":"MECH.GL","RETAIN
RASTER":1),PARENT @Panel
180 Width=(Screen(3)+1)/3
190 Height=(Screen(4)+1)/3
200 CONTROL @Panel;SET ("X":(Screen(3)-Width)/2,"Y":(Screen(4)-Height)/2,"WIDTH":Width,"HEIGHT":Height)
210 CONTROL @Panel;SET ("BACKGROUND":0,"SIZE CONTROL":"SCROLLABLE","SCROLL WIDTH":S_width,"SCROLL
HEIGHT":S_height)
220 ON EVENT @Panel,"RESIZED" GOTO Looping
230 Looping: LOOP
240 WAIT FOR EVENT
250 END LOOP
260 Finis: END
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Example: Hammer Game
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Hammer Game
30 !
40 ! The object of this game is to click the pushbutton before it moves.
50 ! How often the button moves and how large it is are adjustable with
60 ! sliders. Every time the button is successfully clicked, the score
70 ! increases by one point.
80 !
90 ! *********************************************************************
100 !
110 ! Move the button every two seconds
120 !
130 Speed=2
140 ASSIGN @Speed TO WIDGET "SLIDER";SET ("ORIENTATION":"HORIZONTAL","X":415,"Y":10,"TITLE":" Speed
","LOGARITHMIC":1,"VALUE":Speed,"WIDTH":250,"HEIGHT":60)
150 CONTROL @Speed;SET ("MAXIMUM":2,"MINIMUM":.2)
160 ON EVENT @Speed,"DONE",3 GOSUB Speed_change
170 !
180 ! Set button size to 25 pixels on a side
190 !
200 Size=25
210 ASSIGN @Size TO WIDGET "SLIDER";SET ("ORIENTATION":"HORIZONTAL","X":150,"Y":10,"TITLE":" Size
","LOGARITHMIC":1,"VALUE":Size,"WIDTH":250,"HEIGHT":60)
220 CONTROL @Size;SET ("MAXIMUM":100,"MINIMUM":10)
230 ON EVENT @Size,"DONE",3 GOSUB Size_change
240 !
250 ! Set up the score
260 !
270 Score=0
280 ASSIGN @Score TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("VALUE":VAL$(Score),"TITLE":"
Hits","X":10,"Y":10,"WIDTH":125,"HEIGHT":60)
290 !
300 ! Draw the moving widget
310 !
320 ASSIGN @Button TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("WIDTH":50,"HEIGHT":30,"LABEL":"","TITLE":"","X":300)
330 !
340 ! When the button is pushed, score a hit
350 !
360 ON EVENT @Button,"ACTIVATED",3 GOSUB Hit
370 !
380 ! Provide a button to stop the game
390 !
400 ASSIGN @Stop TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET
("RESIZABLE":0,"WIDTH":125,"HEIGHT":30,"LABEL":"Quit","TITLE":"","X":10,"Y":80)
410 ON EVENT @Stop,"ACTIVATED",3 GOTO Stop_game
420 !
430 ! Move the button on a regular basis
440 !
450 ON CYCLE Speed GOSUB Move_button
460 LOOP
470 WAIT FOR EVENT
480 END LOOP
490 Hit:
! Button was hit
500 Score=Score+1
510 CONTROL @Score;SET ("VALUE":VAL$(Score))
520 GOSUB Move_button
! Too easy to hit again
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530 RETURN
540 Move_button:
! Move the button to new location
550 !
560 ! The scaling should depend on the size of the display
570 !
580 CONTROL @Button;SET ("X":RND*500+60,"Y":RND*400)
590 RETURN
600 Speed_change:
! Speed slider was moved
610 !
620 STATUS @Speed;RETURN ("VALUE":Speed)
630 ON CYCLE Speed GOSUB Move_button
640 RETURN
650 Size_change:
! Size slider was moved
660 STATUS @Size;RETURN ("VALUE":Size)
670 CONTROL @Button;SET ("WIDTH":Size,"HEIGHT":Size)
680 RETURN
690 Stop_game: !
700 OFF CYCLE
710 ASSIGN @Button TO *
720 ASSIGN @Size TO *
730 ASSIGN @Speed TO *
740 ASSIGN @Score TO *
750 ASSIGN @Stop TO *
760 STOP
770 END
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Example: Information Dialog
10
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: INFORMATION Dialog
!
! This program provides an INFORMATION dialog.
!
! *************************************************
!
DIM P$[26]
P$="Here is the information"
DIALOG "INFORMATION",P$;SET ("TITLE":" Example: INFORMATION Dialog")
END
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Example: Ice Cream Sundae
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: Ice Cream Sundae
!
! This program is an example of the use of the LIST widget.
! It displays a panel that contains two LIST widgets -- one in which
! the MULTISELECT attribute is not set, and another in which the
! MULTISELECT attribute is set.
!
! If MULTISELECT is not set (0), only one element can be selected
! from the widget. If you click on a LIST widget in that mode and then
! read it, you will get the number of the entry into the LIST.
!
! If MULTISELECT is set (1), several elements can be selected from
! the widget. You give the widget an array of a size that matches the
! number of elements in the LIST. When you click on the LIST entries,
! as they are selected their corresponding array entries are set to 1.
! The unselected array entries are set to 0. (If you click again on a
! selected entry, its array value is cleared back to 0.)
!
! The MULTISELECT:0 LIST allows you to select a flavor of ice cream
! while the MULTISELECT:1 LIST allows you to select all the toppings
! you like. When you are done, you press the "GIMME!" button to get
! your selection. (Actually, all you get when you press the button is
! an INFORMATION DIALOG that tells you you are out of luck.)
!
! *********************************************************************
!
CLEAR SCREEN
OPTION BASE 1
!
! Set color values:
!
INTEGER Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Blue,Magenta
Black=0
White=1
Red=2
Yellow=3
Green=4
Blue=6
Magenta=7
!
! Some variables:
!
! Buffer$:
Used to display values from MULTISELECT:1 list
! Select(*):
Gets status of selections from MULTISELECT list
! A(*):
Gets values from GESCAPE statement to find display size.
! Nlines:
Gets number of lines of text on display
! N:
General-purpose variable
!
DIM Buffer$[32]
INTEGER Select(9),A(6),Nlines,N
!
! Get display resolution
!
REAL Dw,Dh,Vh
GESCAPE CRT,3;A(*)
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570 Dw=A(3)-A(1)+1
580 Dh=A(4)-A(2)+1
590 STATUS CRT,13;Nlines
600 Vh=Dh*(1-6/Nlines)
610 !
620 ! Set up dimensions and location for main panel
630 !
640 REAL Pw,Ph,Px,Py,Iw,Ih
650 Pw=340
660 Ph=310
670 Px=(Dw-Pw)/2
680 Py=(Vh-Ph)/2
690 !
700 ! Set up the main panel
710 !
720 ASSIGN @P TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
730 CONTROL @P;SET ("X":Px,"Y":Py,"WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph)
740 CONTROL @P;SET ("TITLE":" Coyote's Ice Cream Emporium")
750 CONTROL @P;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
760 STATUS @P;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
770 !
780 ! The panel contains the two list widgets, with a title
790 ! LABEL and a value LABEL for both. There are also two
800 ! PUSHBUTTONs, one to "GIMME" your ice cream, and another
810 ! to exit the program. The following variables assign
820 ! assign sizes to these widgets and their locations in
830 ! the panel.
840 !
850 ! These assignments are arranged interdependently, so if
860 ! you change one the others are adjusted automatically.
870 !
880 REAL Gaph,Btnw,Lblh,Listw,Listh,C1,C2,R1,R2,R3,R4,R5
890 !
900 Gaph=Ih*.02
! Vertical gap
910 Listw=Iw*.44
! Width of LISTS (and corresponding LABELs)
920 Listh=Ih*.6
! Height of LIST widgets
930 Btnw=Iw*.2
! Width of the two buttons
940 Lblh=Ih*.1
! Height of the four labels
950 !
960 C1=(Iw/2-Listw)/2
! Column 1 is the location for the MULTISELECT:0 LIST
970 C2=(Iw/4)-Btnw/2
! Column 2 is the location for the GIMME button
980 C3=Iw/2+C1
! Column 3 is the location for the MULTISELECT:1 widget
990 C4=Iw/2+C2
! Column 4 is the location of the EXIT button
1000 !
1010 R1=Gaph
! Row 1 is the location for the title LABELs
1020 R2=R1+Lblh+Gaph
! Row 2 is the location for the LIST widgets
1030 R3=R2+Listh+Gaph
! Row 3 is the location of the value LABELs
1040 R4=R3+Lblh
! Row 4 is the bottom of the value LABELs
1050 R5=R4+((Ih-R4)-Lblh)/2
! Row 5 is location of the buttons
1060 !
1070 DIM Menu$(9)[20],Topping$(9)[20]
! Entry arrays for LIST widgets
1080 !
1090 ! Entry array for MULTISELECT:0 widget
1100 !
1110 Menu$(1)=" VANILLA"
1120 Menu$(2)=" CHOCOLATE"
1130 Menu$(3)=" STRAWBERRY"
1140 Menu$(4)=" NEAPOLITAN"
1150 Menu$(5)=" FUDGE RIPPLE"
1160 Menu$(6)=" HEATH BAR"
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1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760

Menu$(7)=" BUTTERFINGER"
Menu$(8)=" MOCHA"
Menu$(9)=" PEPPERMINT"
!
! Entry array for MULTISELECT:1 widget
!
Topping$(1)=" NUTS"
Topping$(2)=" BANANAS"
Topping$(3)=" CHOCOLATE"
Topping$(4)=" HOT FUDGE"
Topping$(5)=" STRAWBERRIES"
Topping$(6)=" WHIPPED CREAM"
Topping$(7)=" SPRINKLES"
Topping$(8)=" CHERRY"
Topping$(9)=" BUTTERSCOTCH"
!
! The following variables provide attributes for
! the INFORMATION dialog. Since you must declare
! everything for a dialog in the statement that
! creates it, it is convenient to define attributes
! by putting the attribute names in a string array
! and the values in a matching array. You can then
! use the arrays to set up the values in a dialog
! declaration without having to put everything on
! one line.
!
! One thing to remember is that you can match your
! attribute array to a numeric or string value array ! but you CANNOT mix the types in the value array.
! So, if you want to set attributes with numeric or
! string values, you must segregate the attributes
! into separate attribute arrays and then use them
! attribute arrays and then use them with the
! appropriate value arrays.
!
! Since all the attributes but one invoked with the
! DIALOG command have numeric values, only one array
! is set up. (A font is set as well, but that is
! done in the DIALOG invocation itself.)
!
! The X and Y origin of the DIALOG is relative to the
! 0,0 coordinate of the display, NOT to the parent
! widget. Declaring a dialog box with a parent has
! the effect that a user will not be able to click
! the parent widget back over the top of the DIALOG.
!
DIM Ds$(6)[12],Pr$[32],F$[16]
DIM Dv(6)
!
Ds$(1)="WIDTH"
Dv(1)=Pw*.75
Ds$(2)="HEIGHT"
Dv(2)=Ph*.65
Ds$(3)="X"
Dv(3)=Px+(Pw-Dv(1))/2
Ds$(4)="Y"
Dv(4)=Py+(Ph-Dv(2))/2
Ds$(5)="BACKGROUND"
Dv(5)=Blue
Ds$(6)="PEN"
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1770
1780
1790
1800
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1870
1880
1890
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1910
1920
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1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
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2150
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2180
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2200
2210
2220
2230
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2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360

Dv(6)=White
Pr$="Sorry, all out!"
F$="12 BY 14,BOLD"
!
! Set up the label for the MULTISELECT:0 LIST. The border is
! turned off on the LABELs, so they will not look like buttons.
!
ASSIGN @Lbl1 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @P
CONTROL @Lbl1;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R1,"WIDTH":Listw,"HEIGHT":Lblh)
CONTROL @Lbl1;SET ("BACKGROUND":White,"PEN":Black)
CONTROL @Lbl1;SET ("BORDER":0)
CONTROL @Lbl1;SET ("FONT":"14 BY 14,BOLD")
CONTROL @Lbl1;SET ("VALUE":"PICK YOUR FLAVOR:")
!
! Set up the MULTISELECT:0 LIST
!
ASSIGN @L1 TO WIDGET "LIST";PARENT @P
CONTROL @L1;SET ("FONT":"10 BY 16,BOLD")
CONTROL @L1;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R2,"WIDTH":Listw,"HEIGHT":Listh)
CONTROL @L1;SET ("BACKGROUND":White,"PEN":Blue)
CONTROL @L1;SET ("ITEMS":Menu$(*))
!
! Set up the MULTISELECT:0 value LABEL
!
ASSIGN @Lbl2 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @P
CONTROL @Lbl2;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R3,"WIDTH":Listw,"HEIGHT":Lblh)
CONTROL @Lbl2;SET ("BACKGROUND":White,"PEN":Blue)
CONTROL @Lbl2;SET ("BORDER":0)
CONTROL @Lbl2;SET ("FONT":"10 BY 16,BOLD")
CONTROL @Lbl2;SET ("VALUE":"")
!
! Set up the MULTISELECT:1 title LABEL
!
ASSIGN @Lbl3 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @P
CONTROL @Lbl3;SET ("X":C3,"Y":R1,"WIDTH":Listw,"HEIGHT":Lblh)
CONTROL @Lbl3;SET ("BACKGROUND":White,"PEN":Black)
CONTROL @Lbl3;SET ("BORDER":0)
CONTROL @Lbl3;SET ("FONT":"14 BY 14,BOLD")
CONTROL @Lbl3;SET ("VALUE":"SELECT YOUR TOPPINGS:")
!
! Set up the MULTISELECT:1 LIST
!
ASSIGN @L2 TO WIDGET "LIST";PARENT @P
CONTROL @L2;SET ("FONT":"10 BY 16,BOLD")
CONTROL @L2;SET ("X":C3,"Y":R2,"WIDTH":Listw,"HEIGHT":Listh)
CONTROL @L2;SET ("BACKGROUND":White,"PEN":Blue)
CONTROL @L2;SET ("ITEMS":Topping$(*))
CONTROL @L2;SET ("MULTISELECT":1)
!
! Set up the MULTISELECT:1 value LABEL
!
ASSIGN @Lbl4 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @P
CONTROL @Lbl4;SET ("X":C3,"Y":R3,"WIDTH":Listw,"HEIGHT":Lblh)
CONTROL @Lbl4;SET ("BACKGROUND":White,"PEN":Blue)
CONTROL @Lbl4;SET ("BORDER":0)
CONTROL @Lbl4;SET ("FONT":"10 BY 16, BOLD")
CONTROL @Lbl4;SET ("VALUE":"0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0")
!
! Set up the GIMME button
!
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2370 ASSIGN @B1 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @P
2380 CONTROL @B1;SET ("X":C2,"Y":R5,"WIDTH":Btnw,"HEIGHT":Lblh)
2390 CONTROL @B1;SET ("BACKGROUND":Red,"PEN":Black)
2400 CONTROL @B1;SET ("FONT":"10 BY 12")
2410 CONTROL @B1;SET ("LABEL":"GIMME!")
2420 !
2430 ! Set up the EXIT button
2440 !
2450 ASSIGN @B2 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @P
2460 CONTROL @B2;SET ("X":C4,"Y":R5,"WIDTH":Btnw,"HEIGHT":Lblh)
2470 CONTROL @B2;SET ("BACKGROUND":Green,"PEN":Black)
2480 CONTROL @B2;SET ("FONT":"10 BY 12")
2490 CONTROL @B2;SET ("LABEL":"EXIT")
2500 !
2510 ! Turn on the panel and show the widgets
2520 !
2530 CLEAR SCREEN
2540 CONTROL @P;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
2550 !
2560 ! Set events and wait for an event to happen
2570 !
2580 ON EVENT @L1,"SELECTION" GOSUB Onesel
! MULTISELECT:0 LIST select
2590 ON EVENT @L2,"SELECTION" GOSUB Multisel
! MULTISELECT:1 LIST select
2600 ON EVENT @B1,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Icecream
! Click on GIMME button
2610 ON EVENT @B2,"ACTIVATED" GOTO Finis
! Click on EXIT button
2620 !
2630 LOOP
2640 WAIT FOR EVENT
2650 END LOOP
2660 !
2670 ! ********** End of Main Program **************************
2680 !
2690 ! This routine handles a mouse click on the MULTISELECT:0 LIST.
2700 ! list. This routine gets the SELECTION value from the LIST
2710 ! widget and then puts it into the corresponding value LABEL.
2720 !
2730 ! The SELECTION value is the index into the entry array. The
2740 ! index assumes a base array index of 0 even if OPTION BASE 1
2750 ! is set (as it is in this program). This means that if you
2760 ! selected the entry corresponding to array element 1, you
2770 ! would get a value back of 0.
2780 !
2790 Onesel:!
2800 STATUS @L1;RETURN ("SELECTION":N)
2810 CONTROL @Lbl2;SET ("VALUE":N)
2820 RETURN
2830 !
2840 ! This is the handler routine for the MULTISELECT:1 LIST.
2850 ! This routine gets the SELECTION array and then lists ALL
2860 ! the values in the array in the corresponding LABEL.
2870 ! The array entry will be 1 for a selected entry, and 0
2880 ! for an unselected entry.
2890 !
2900 Multisel:!
2910 STATUS @L2;RETURN ("SELECTION":Select(*))
2920 Buffer$=""
2930 FOR N=1 TO 9
2940 Buffer$=Buffer$&VAL$(Select(N))&" "
2950 NEXT N
2960 CONTROL @Lbl4;SET ("VALUE":Buffer$)
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2970 RETURN
2980 !
2990 ! This is the handler for the GIMME button. It displays a
3000 ! a DIALOG and tells the user that he or she is out of luck.
3010 ! (It is for display only and for an example of using a
3020 ! DIALOG box.) A timeout is set so that the DIALOG
3030 ! disappears after 5 seconds if the user does nothing.
3040 !
3050 Icecream: !
3060 BEEP 10000,.01
3070 DIALOG "INFORMATION",Pr$;SET (Ds$(*):Dv(*),"FONT":F$),TIMEOUT 5
3080 RETURN
3090 !
3100 ! This code closes the main panel, clears the screen, and displays "DONE"
3110 !
3120 Finis:!
3130 ASSIGN @P TO *
! Closes widget
3140 CLEAR SCREEN
3150 DISP "DONE"
3160 END
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Example: Keypad Dialog
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: KEYPAD Dialog
30 !
40 ! This program produces a KEYPAD dialog and
50 ! displays the number entered by the user.
60 !
70 ! ***************************************
80 !
90 DIM P$[25]
100 INTEGER Btn
110 P$="Please enter a number:"
120 DIALOG "KEYPAD",P$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: KEYPAD Dialog"),RETURN ("VALUE":X)
130 SELECT Btn
140 CASE 0
150 DISP " Number entered:",VAL$(X)
160 CASE 1
170 DISP " Numeric input canceled."
180 END SELECT
190 END
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Example: Keypad Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: KEYPAD Widget
30 !
40 ! This program uses the KEYPAD widgt to generate
50 ! a keypad you can use to enter numbers.
60 !
70 ! **********************************************************
80 !
90 ASSIGN @Keypad TO WIDGET "KEYPAD";SET ("REAL NOTATION":"FIXED")
100 CONTROL @Keypad;SET ("TITLE":" Example: KEYPAD Widget")
110 CONTROL @Keypad;SET ("MINIMUM":0,"MAXIMUM":1000)
120 CONTROL @Keypad;SET ("X":100,"Y":50,"WIDTH":250,"HEIGHT":300)
130 CONTROL @Keypad;SET ("CHECK FOR DONE":1)
140 CONTROL @Keypad;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
150 ON EVENT @Keypad,"RETURN" GOSUB Get_number
160 ON EVENT @Keypad,"DONE" GOSUB Get_number
170 ON EVENT @Keypad,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
180 LOOP
190 WAIT FOR EVENT
200 END LOOP
210 Get_number: STATUS @Keypad;RETURN ("MODIFIED":New_number,"VALUE":Value)
220 IF New_number THEN
230 DISP "New number: ";Value
240 CONTROL @Keypad;SET ("MODIFIED":0)
250 END IF
260 RETURN
270 Finis: !
280 ASSIGN @Keypad TO *
! Delete KEYPAD widget
290 END
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Example: Label Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: LABEL Widget
30 !
40 ! This program generates a LABEL widget.
50 !
60 ! ********************************************************
70 !
80 INTEGER N
90 DIM S$[256]
100 ASSIGN @L TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
110 CONTROL @L;SET ("COLUMNS":28,"ROWS":8,"TITLE":" Example: LABEL Widget")
120 CONTROL @L;SET ("X":100,"Y":50,"JUSTIFICATION":"TOP,LEFT","WORD WRAP":1)
130 CONTROL @L;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
140 !
150 FOR N=1 TO 8
160 S$=S$&" ITEM "&VAL$(N)&": VALUE "&VAL$(N)&" "
170 IF N<8 THEN S$=S$&CHR$(10)
180 NEXT N
190 CONTROL @L;SET ("VALUE":S$,"VISIBLE":1)
200 ON EVENT @L,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
210 LOOP
220 WAIT FOR EVENT
230 END LOOP
240 !
250 Finis: !
260 ASSIGN @L TO * ! Deletes LABEL widget
270 END
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Example: Limits Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: LIMITS Widget
30 !
40 ! This program generates a LIMITS widget. In the program,
50 ! the value is increased from 1 to 99. The LOW limit is
60 ! set to 20 and the HIGH limit is set to 80. Since the
70 ! ALARM RANGES is set to "OUTSIDE" ("O"), and ALARM TYPE
80 ! is "BEEP", the alarm sounds when the pointer is in the
90 ! red ranges.
100 !
110 ! **********************************************************
120 !
130 DIM Value(1:100)
140 ASSIGN @Lim TO WIDGET "LIMITS"
150 CONTROL @Lim;SET ("TITLE":" Example: LIMITS Widget")
160 CONTROL @Lim;SET ("LOW LIMIT":20,"HIGH LIMIT":80)
170 CONTROL @Lim;SET ("ALARM TYPE":"BEEP","ALARM RANGES":"O")
180 CONTROL @Lim;SET ("MINIMUM":0,"MAXIMUM":100)
190 CONTROL @Lim;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
200 ON EVENT @Lim,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
210 LOOP
220 FOR I=1 TO 99
230
Value(I)=I
240
CONTROL @Lim;SET ("VALUE":Value(I))
250
WAIT .1
260 NEXT I
270 END LOOP
280 Finis: !
290 ASSIGN @Lim TO *
! Delete LIMITS widget
300 END
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Example: List Dialog
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290

! *********************************************************************
! Example: LIST Dialog
!
! This program shows a way to use the MULTISELECT attribute.
! For example, if you click on COSMOPOLITAN, TIME, and SPORTS
! ILLUSTRATED, then click on OK the program displays
! OK 1 0 0 1 0 1 0. The '1's correspond to the selected items.
!
! ********************************************************
!
CLEAR SCREEN
INTEGER Btn,Sel(1:7),V(1:2)
DIM L$(1:7)[20],P$[40],A$(1:2)[16],S$[16]
DATA "COSMOPOLITAN","ENQUIRER","DISCOVER","TIME"
DATA "HEALTH","SPORTS ILLUSTRATED","NEW YORKER"
READ L$(*)
!
DATA "MULTISELECT","COLUMNS",1,30, "SELECTION"
READ A$(*),V(*),S$
P$="Which magazines do you read?"
DIALOG "LIST",P$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: LIST Dialog","ITEMS":L$(*),A$(*):V(*)),RETURN (S$:Sel(*))
PRINT " Button
Selection"
PRINT
IF Btn=0 THEN
PRINT USING "8A,3X,7(D,X)";" OK",Sel(*)
ELSE
PRINT USING "8A,3X,7(D,X)";"Cancel",Sel(*)
END IF
END
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Example: List Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: LIST Widget
30 !
40 ! This program creates a LIST widget with a defined
50 ! list of animals. When the user selects an animal's
60 ! name, an INFORMATION dialog appears that displays
70 ! the name of the animal selected.
80 !
90 ! *******************************************************
100 !
110 DIM L$(1:5)[26]
120 INTEGER N
130 !
140 DATA " Aardvark"," Sidewinder"," Kiwi"," Pangolin"," Marmoset"
150 READ L$(*)
160 !
170 ASSIGN @List TO WIDGET "LIST";SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
180 CONTROL @List;SET ("X":100,"Y":50,"WIDTH":400,"BACKGROUND":1)
190 CONTROL @List;SET ("TITLE":"Example: LIST Widget - Select Your Favorite Animal")
200 CONTROL @List;SET ("ITEMS":L$(*))
210 !
220 ON EVENT @List,"SELECTION" GOSUB Handler
230 ON EVENT @List,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
240 !
250 LOOP
260 WAIT FOR EVENT
270 END LOOP
280 STOP
290 !
300 Handler: !
310 STATUS @List;RETURN ("SELECTION":Sel)
320 DIALOG "INFORMATION",L$(Sel+1);SET ("TITLE":" Animal Selected")
330 RETURN
340 !
350 Finis: !
360 ASSIGN @List TO *
! Delete LIST widget
370 END
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Example: Lissajous Patterns
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Lissajous Patterns
30 !
40 ! This example plots one sine wave vs. another. The phase
50 ! and ratio of frequencies are varied. The resulting curves
60 ! are Lissajous curves.
70 !
80 ! ***************************************************************
90 !
100 ! Set up an XY display for the curves
110 ! Most of the attributes are programmed outside the loop
120 !
130 ASSIGN @Lissajous TO WIDGET "XY GRAPH";SET ("TITLE":" Example: Lissajous Patterns","TRACE
COUNT":1,"POINT CAPACITY":512,"HEIGHT":250,"WIDTH":250,"X":100,"Y":100)
140 CONTROL @Lissajous;SET ("TRACE BACKGROUND":9,"TRACE PEN":0)
150 CONTROL @Lissajous;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
160 ON EVENT @Lissajous,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
170 !
180 ! Set the limits in the graph to -1 to +1 for both axes
190 !
200 CONTROL @Lissajous;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","ORIGIN":-1,"RANGE":2,"SHOW NUMBERING":0,"SHOW TICKS":0)
210 CONTROL @Lissajous;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y","ORIGIN":-1,"RANGE":2,"SHOW NUMBERING":0,"SHOW TICKS":0)
220 !
230 ! Two string displays which show the current values of the loop veriables
240 !
250 ASSIGN @Show_phase TO WIDGET "STRING";SET ("TITLE":" Phase","X":50,"Y":10)
260 ASSIGN @Show_ratio TO WIDGET "STRING";SET ("TITLE":" Ratio","X":250,"Y":10)
270 !
280 ! Calculate the reference sine wave and set the X data to it
290 !
300 INTEGER I,N
310 N=50
320 ALLOCATE F1(N),F2(N)
330 ALLOCATE Fbig(0:N*2)
340 FOR I=0 TO N
350 F1(I)=SIN(I*2*PI/N)
360 NEXT I
370 CONTROL @Lissajous;SET ("X DATA":F1(*))
380 !
390 ! The Ratio variable is used the vary the ratio of the frequencies
400 ! of the two sine waves
410 !
420 LOOP
430 FOR Ratio=1 TO 5
440
Tmp1=(2*PI/N)*Ratio
450
FOR I=0 TO N*2
460
Fbig(I)=SIN(I*Tmp1)
470
NEXT I
480
CONTROL @Show_ratio;SET ("VALUE":VAL$(Ratio))
490 !
500 ! This loop offsets the phase of the second sine wave
510 !
520
FOR Phase=0 TO N-1
530
CONTROL @Show_phase;SET ("VALUE":VAL$(Phase))
540
Start=Phase/360*N
550
Start=Phase
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560
MAT F2=Fbig(Start:Start+N)
570
CONTROL @Lissajous;SET ("Y DATA":F2(*))
580
WAIT .1
590
NEXT Phase
600 NEXT Ratio
610 END LOOP
620 Finis: !
630 ASSIGN @Lissajous TO *
! Delete XY GRAPH widget
640 END
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Example: Meter Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: METER Widget
30 !
40 ! This program generates a METER widget with a 360 degree
50 ! scale. When the pointer is within the HIGH and LOW
60 ! LIMITS areas, beeps are generated.
70 !
80 ! *********************************************************
90 !
100 INTEGER N,M
110 ASSIGN @Meter TO WIDGET "METER"
120 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("TITLE":" Example: METER Widget")
130 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("X":50,"Y":25,"WIDTH":250,"HEIGHT":250)
140 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("ALARM RANGES":"LOW,HIGH","ALARM TYPE":"BEEP")
150 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("LOW LIMIT":10,"HIGH LIMIT":90,"SWEEP ANGLE":360)
160 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("MIDDLE PEN":0,"NEEDLE PEN":6,"NEEDLE WIDTH":2)
170 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
180 ON EVENT @Meter,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
190 !
200 FOR M=1 TO 3
210 FOR N=1 TO 100
220
WAIT .1
230
CONTROL @Meter;SET ("VALUE":N)
240 NEXT N
250 NEXT M
260 !
270 Finis: !
280 ASSIGN @Meter TO *
! Delete METER widget
290 END
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Example: Meter/Slider Widgets
20 ! Example: METER/SLIDER Widgets
30 !
40 ! This program generates a METER and a SLIDER widget.
50 ! As you change the value of the SLIDER widget by moving
60 ! the slider bar, the changed value is displayed on the
70 ! METER widget.
80 !
90 ! *******************************************************
100 !
110 ASSIGN @Meter TO WIDGET "METER"
120 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("X":10,"Y":50,"TITLE":" METER","BACKGROUND":1)
130 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("HEIGHT":225)
140 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
150 !
160 ASSIGN @Slider TO WIDGET "SLIDER"
170 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("X":250,"Y":50,"WIDTH":150,"TITLE":" SLIDER")
180 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("BACKGROUND":9)
190 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
200 !
210 ON EVENT @Meter,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
220 ON EVENT @Slider,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
230 ON EVENT @Slider,"CHANGED" GOSUB Event_handler
240 !
250 LOOP
260 WAIT FOR EVENT
270 END LOOP
280 !
290 Event_handler: !
300 STATUS @Slider;RETURN ("VALUE":Value)
310 CONTROL @Meter;SET ("VALUE":Value)
320 RETURN
330 !
340 Finis: !
350 ASSIGN @Meter TO *
! Delete METER widget
360 ASSIGN @Slider TO *
! Delete SLIDER widget
370 END
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Example: Menu System
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560

! *********************************************************************
! Example: Menu System
!
! This program demonstrates how to build a pulldown menu system.
! It builds a panel with a menu and a printer widget to tell you
! the menu entry you clicked.
!
! ********************************************************************
!
INTEGER Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Blue,Cyan,Magenta
DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
READ Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Blue,Cyan,Magenta
!
! Define some variables:
!
! S$:
General-purpose string variable
! M$(*):
System menu elements
! State:
Gets state of MENU TOGGLE widgets
! N:
General-purpose INTEGER variable
! D(*):
Array to get hard-clip values
! Dw,Dh:
Display dimensions
! X,Y:
Location of main PANEL
! Panelwidth, Panelheight:
Dimensions for main PANEL
! Prx,Pry,Prwidth,Prheight:
Location & dimensions of main PANEL
! Ih,Iw:
Interior dimensions of PANEL
!
! The main panel is set up so it automatically scales to the
! entire display, except for the DISP, INPUT, and softkeys lines.
!
DIM S$[80],M$(0:2)[80]
INTEGER State,N,D(1:4)
INTEGER Dw,Dh,X,Y
INTEGER Panelwidth,Panelheight,Prx,Pry,Prwidth,Prheight,Iw,Ih
!
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Dw=D(3)-D(1)+1
Dh=D(4)-D(2)+1
Panelwidth=Dw*.75
Panelheight=Dh*.75
X=(Dw-Panelwidth)/2
Y=(Dh-Panelheight)/2
!
! Create the PANEL widget
!
CLEAR SCREEN
ASSIGN @P TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
CONTROL @P;SET ("RESIZABLE":1)
CONTROL @P;SET ("X":X,"Y":Y,"WIDTH":Panelwidth,"HEIGHT":Panelheight)
CONTROL @P;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Menu System")
CONTROL @P;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
!
! Create the PULLDOWN MENU widgets, using the PANEL widget as parent
!
S$="PullDown_1"
ASSIGN @Pd1 TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @P,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
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570 S$="PullDown_2"
580 ASSIGN @Pd2 TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @P,SET ("LABEL":S$)
590 !
600 S$="PullDown_3"
610 ASSIGN @Pd3 TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @P,SET ("LABEL":S$)
620 !
630 ! Now that the PULLDOWN MENU has been set up, get interior dimensions
640 ! of PANEL and set up PRINTER widget accordingly.
650 !
660 STATUS @P;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
670 Prx=Iw*.02
680 Pry=Ih*.02
690 Prwidth=Iw*.96
700 Prheight=Ih*.96
710 ASSIGN @Prn TO WIDGET "PRINTER";PARENT @P
720 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("X":Prx,"Y":Pry,"WIDTH":Prwidth,"HEIGHT":Prheight)
730 !
740 ! Create menu for "PullDown_2" (using @Pd2 as PARENT)
750 !
760 S$="Button_1"
770 ASSIGN @B21 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd2,SET ("LABEL":S$)
780 !
790 S$="Button_2"
800 ASSIGN @B22 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd2,SET ("LABEL":S$)
810 !
820 ! Create menu for "PullDown_3" (using @Pd3 as PARENT)
830 !
840 S$="Button_1"
850 ASSIGN @B31 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd3,SET ("LABEL":S$)
860 !
870 S$="Button_2"
880 ASSIGN @B32 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd3,SET ("LABEL":S$)
890 !
900 S$="Button_3"
910 ASSIGN @B33 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd3,SET ("LABEL":S$)
920 !
930 ASSIGN @S34 TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @Pd3
940 !
950 S$="Quit"
960 ASSIGN @Quit TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd3,SET ("LABEL":S$)
970 !
980 ! Create menu for "PullDown_1" (using @Pd1 as PARENT)
990 !
1000 S$="Button_1"
1010 ASSIGN @B11 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Pd1,SET ("LABEL":S$)
1020 !
1030 ! Add menu separator
1040 !
1050 ASSIGN @S12 TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @Pd1
1060 !
1070 ! Add CASCADE MENU widgets to "PullDown_1" (using @Pd1 as PARENT)
1080 !
1090 S$="Cascade_1"
1100 ASSIGN @C13 TO WIDGET "CASCADE MENU";PARENT @Pd1,SET ("LABEL":S$)
1110 !
1120 S$="Cascade_2"
1130 ASSIGN @C14 TO WIDGET "CASCADE MENU";PARENT @Pd1,SET ("LABEL":S$)
1140 !
1150 ! Create menu for "Cascade_1" (using @C1 as PARENT)
1160 !
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1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760

S$="Item_1"
ASSIGN @B131 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @C13,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Item_2"
ASSIGN @B132 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @C13,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Item_3"
ASSIGN @B133 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @C13,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
! Create menu for "Cascade_2" (using @C14 as PARENT)
!
S$="Toggle_1"
ASSIGN @T141 TO WIDGET "MENU TOGGLE";PARENT @C14,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Toggle_2"
ASSIGN @T142 TO WIDGET "MENU TOGGLE";PARENT @C14,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Toggle_3"
ASSIGN @T143 TO WIDGET "MENU TOGGLE";PARENT @C14,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
! Add "Cascade_3" as entry in "Cascade_2"
!
S$="Cascade_3"
ASSIGN @C144 TO WIDGET "CASCADE MENU";PARENT @C14,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
! Populate menu for "Cascade_3"
!
S$="Toggle_1"
ASSIGN @T1441 TO WIDGET "MENU TOGGLE";PARENT @C144,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
S$="Button_1"
ASSIGN @B1442 TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @C144,SET ("LABEL":S$)
!
! Create SYSTEM MENU
!
M$(0)="SysMenu1"
M$(1)="SysMenu2"
M$(2)="SysMenu3"
CONTROL @P;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":M$(*))
!
CONTROL @P;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
!
! Set up menu events
!
ON EVENT @B11,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button11
ON EVENT @B21,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button21
ON EVENT @B22,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button22
ON EVENT @B31,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button31
ON EVENT @B32,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button32
ON EVENT @B33,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button33
ON EVENT @B131,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button131
ON EVENT @B132,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button132
ON EVENT @B133,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button133
ON EVENT @T141,"CHANGED" GOSUB Toggle141
ON EVENT @T142,"CHANGED" GOSUB Toggle142
ON EVENT @T143,"CHANGED" GOSUB Toggle143
ON EVENT @T1441,"CHANGED" GOSUB Toggle1441
ON EVENT @B1442,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Button1442
!
ON EVENT @P,"SYSTEM MENU" GOSUB Sysmenu
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1770 ON EVENT @Quit,"ACTIVATED" GOTO Finis
1780 !
1790 LOOP
1800 WAIT FOR EVENT
1810 END LOOP
1820 STOP
1830 !
1840 ! *************** End of Main Program **************************
1850 !
1860 ! The following routines are handlers for the various menu buttons.
1870 ! They print the menu item description to the PRINTER widget.
1880 !
1890 Button11: !
1900 S$="PullDown_1 / Button_1"
1910 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
1920 RETURN
1930 !
1940 Button21: !
1950 S$="PullDown_2 / Button_1"
1960 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
1970 RETURN
1980 !
1990 Button22: !
2000 S$="PullDown_2 / Button_2"
2010 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2020 RETURN
2030 !
2040 Button31: !
2050 S$="PullDown_3 / Button_1"
2060 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2070 RETURN
2080 !
2090 Button32: !
2100 S$="PullDown_3 / Button_2"
2110 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2120 RETURN
2130 !
2140 Button33: !
2150 S$="PullDown_3 / Button_3"
2160 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2170 RETURN
2180 !
2190 Button131: !
2200 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_1 / Item_1"
2210 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2220 RETURN
2230 !
2240 Button132: !
2250 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_1 / Item_2"
2260 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2270 RETURN
2280 !
2290 Button133: !
2300 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_1 / Item_3"
2310 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2320 RETURN
2330 !
2340 Toggle141: !
2350 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_2 / Toggle_1: "
2360 STATUS @T141;RETURN ("VALUE":State)
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2370 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$&VAL$(State))
2380 RETURN
2390 !
2400 Toggle142: !
2410 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_2 / Toggle_2: "
2420 STATUS @T142;RETURN ("VALUE":State)
2430 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$&VAL$(State))
2440 RETURN
2450 !
2460 Toggle143: !
2470 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_2 / Toggle_3: "
2480 STATUS @T143;RETURN ("VALUE":State)
2490 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$&VAL$(State))
2500 RETURN
2510 !
2520 Toggle1441: !
2530 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_2 / Cascade_3 / Toggle_1: "
2540 STATUS @T1441;RETURN ("VALUE":State)
2550 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$&VAL$(State))
2560 RETURN
2570 !
2580 Button1442: !
2590 S$="PullDown_1 / Cascade_2 / Cascade_3 / Button_1"
2600 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2610 RETURN
2620 !
2630 Sysmenu: !
2640 STATUS @P;RETURN ("SYSTEM MENU EVENT":N)
2650 S$="SYSTEM MENU / SysMenu"&VAL$(N+1)
2660 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
2670 RETURN
2680 !
2690 Finis: !
2700 ASSIGN @P TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
2710 END
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Example: Number Dialog
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200

! *********************************************************************
! Example: NUMBER Dialog
!
! This program produces a NUMBER dialog and
! prompts the user for a number. The number
! entered is displayed.
!
! *****************************************
!
INTEGER Btn
DIM P$[25]
P$="Please input a number:"
DIALOG "NUMBER",P$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: NUMBER Dialog"),RETURN ("VALUE":X)
SELECT Btn
CASE 0
DISP "Number entered:",X
CASE 1
DISP "Numeric input canceled"
END SELECT
END
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Example: Number Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: NUMBER Widget
30 !
40 ! This program creates a NUMBER widget. You can enter
50 ! a number from 0 through 1000 from the keyboard. When you
60 ! you press Enter, the number entered is displayed on the
70 ! screen. If you attempt to enter a number greater than
80 ! 1000, an error is generated and the previously-entered
90 ! number is displayed.
100 !
110 ! **********************************************************
120 !
130 ASSIGN @Number TO WIDGET "NUMBER";SET ("REAL NOTATION":"FIXED")
140 CONTROL @Number;SET ("TITLE":" Example: NUMBER Widget")
150 CONTROL @Number;SET ("X":50,"Y":25,"WIDTH":250)
160 CONTROL @Number;SET ("MINIMUM":0,"MAXIMUM":1000)
170 CONTROL @Number;SET ("CHECK FOR DONE":1)
180 CONTROL @Number;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
190 !
200 ON EVENT @Number,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
210 ON EVENT @Number,"RETURN" GOSUB Get_number
220 ON EVENT @Number,"DONE" GOSUB Get_number
230 LOOP
240 WAIT FOR EVENT
250 END LOOP
260 Get_number: !
270 STATUS @Number;RETURN ("MODIFIED":New_number,"VALUE":Value)
280 IF New_number THEN
290 DISP "New number: ";Value
300 CONTROL @Number;SET ("MODIFIED":0)
310 END IF
320 RETURN
330 !
340 Finis: !
350 ASSIGN @Number TO *
! Delete NUMBER widget
360 END
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Example: Oven Control
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Oven Control
30 !
40 ! This program creates a METER widget and a SCROLLBAR widget.
50 ! As you set the SCROLLBAR bar, the associated value is
60 ! displayed on the METER widget. Note that the SCROLLBAR
70 ! value increases as the bar is moved from top to bottom.
80 !
90 ! ************************************************************
100 !
110 COM INTEGER Count,REAL Setpt
120 !
130 ! Create the widgets
140 !
150 ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL"
160 CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":100,"Y":50,"WIDTH":250,"HEIGHT":200)
170 CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Oven Control")
180 CONTROL @Main;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
190 !
200 ASSIGN @Disp1 TO WIDGET "METER";PARENT @Main
210 CONTROL @Disp1;SET ("X":5,"Y":5,"WIDTH":150,"HEIGHT":150)
220 CONTROL @Disp1;SET ("BACKGROUND":1)
230 !
240 ASSIGN @Inp TO WIDGET "SCROLLBAR";PARENT @Main
250 CONTROL @Inp;SET ("X":190,"Y":5,"WIDTH":20,"HEIGHT":150)
260 !
270 ! Set up the EVENT handlers
280 !
290 ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
300 ON EVENT @Inp,"DONE" GOSUB Serviceinp
310 ON EVENT @Inp,"CHANGED" GOSUB Serviceinp
320 !
330 ! Generate values
340 !
350 Setpt=50
360 Curtemp=0
370 Siz=2
380 !
390 CONTROL @Inp;SET ("VALUE":Setpt)
400 GOSUB Serviceinp
410 LOOP
420 Diff=Setpt-Curtemp
430 Noise=Siz*(RND-.5)*2
440 Delta=Diff/10+Noise
450 Curtemp=Curtemp+Delta
460 CONTROL @Disp1;SET ("VALUE":Curtemp)
470 END LOOP
480 !
490 Serviceinp: !
500 STATUS @Inp;RETURN ("VALUE":Setpt)
510 Setpt=INT(Setpt)
520 RETURN
530 !
540 Finis: !
550 ASSIGN @Main TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
560 END
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Example: PID Controller
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: PID Controller
30 !
40 ! This example program simulates a PID Controller.
50 !
60 ! **************************************************************
70 !
80 DIM Points(3),Errors(64),Enum$(2)[10]
90 !
100 ! Construct the panel that controls the PID itself.
110 ! The panel indicates the current error and whether the loop is locked.
120 !
130 ASSIGN @Pid_panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("X":0,"Y":0,"WIDTH":400,"HEIGHT":245,"TITLE":"PID
Controller","RESIZABLE":0,"MAXIMIZABLE":0)
140 CONTROL @Pid_panel;SET ("TITLE":" Example: PID Controller")
150 CONTROL @Pid_panel;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
160 ON EVENT @Pid_panel,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
170 !
180 ! Slider to control Kp
190 !
200 ASSIGN @Kp_slider TO WIDGET "SLIDER";PARENT @Pid_panel,SET
("X":5,"Y":30,"WIDTH":70,"HEIGHT":180,"DECIMAL DIGITS":2)
210 CONTROL @Kp_slider;SET ("MINIMUM":0,"MAXIMUM":1,"MINOR INCREMENT":.01)
220 ASSIGN @Kp_note TO WIDGET "STRING";PARENT @Pid_panel,SET ("X":5,"Y":0,"WIDTH":70,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":"
Kp")
230 !
240 ! Slider to control Ki
250 !
260 ASSIGN @Ki_slider TO WIDGET "SLIDER";PARENT @Pid_panel,SET
("X":80,"Y":30,"WIDTH":70,"HEIGHT":180,"DECIMAL DIGITS":2)
270 CONTROL @Ki_slider;SET ("MINIMUM":0,"MAXIMUM":1,"MINOR INCREMENT":.01)
280 ASSIGN @Ki_note TO WIDGET "STRING";PARENT @Pid_panel,SET ("X":80,"Y":0,"WIDTH":70,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":"
Ki")
290 !
300 ! Slider to control Kd
310 !
320 ASSIGN @Kd_slider TO WIDGET "SLIDER";PARENT @Pid_panel,SET
("X":155,"Y":30,"WIDTH":70,"HEIGHT":180,"DECIMAL DIGITS":2)
330 CONTROL @Kd_slider;SET ("MINIMUM":0,"MAXIMUM":1,"MINOR INCREMENT":.01)
340 ASSIGN @Kd_note TO WIDGET "STRING";PARENT @Pid_panel,SET
("X":155,"Y":0,"WIDTH":70,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":" Kd")
350 !
360 ! Meter that displays the error
370 !
380 ASSIGN @Error_meter TO WIDGET "METER";PARENT @Pid_panel,SET
("X":235,"Y":30,"WIDTH":150,"HEIGHT":140,"MINIMUM":-1,"MAXIMUM":1,"AUTOSCALE":0)
390 ASSIGN @Meter_note TO WIDGET "STRING";PARENT @Pid_panel,SET
("X":235,"Y":0,"WIDTH":150,"HEIGHT":20,"VALUE":"
Error")
400 !
410 ! String that displays whether the loop is locked or unlocked
420 !
430 ASSIGN @Lock_indicate TO WIDGET "STRING";PARENT @Pid_panel,SET
("X":270,"Y":180,"VALUE":"UNLOCKED","WIDTH":80,"HEIGHT":30,"BACKGROUND":2)
440 !
450 ! Slider that sets the set point for the loop
460 !
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470 ASSIGN @Setpt_slider TO WIDGET "SLIDER";SET ("X":410,"Y":0,"WIDTH":150,"TITLE":"Set Point","DECIMAL
DIGITS":2)
480 CONTROL @Setpt_slider;SET ("MINIMUM":0,"MAXIMUM":1,"MAJOR INCREMENT":.01,"MINOR INCREMENT":.1)
490 !
500 ! Strip chart to plot the set point and actual value
510 !
520 ASSIGN @Graph TO WIDGET "STRIPCHART";SET ("X":0,"Y":245,"TRACE COUNT":2,"SHARED
X":1,"HEIGHT":235,"RESIZABLE":0,"MAXIMIZABLE":0)
530 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y","ORIGIN":-.25,"RANGE":1.5)
540 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","ORIGIN":0,"RANGE":100)
550 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":1,"TRACE LABEL":"Set point")
560 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":2,"TRACE LABEL":"Actual")
570 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("TITLE":" Set Point Value")
580 !
590 ! Cyclic control for the order of the load
600 !
610 Enum$(0)="1st"
620 Enum$(1)="2nd"
630 Load_order=1
640 ASSIGN @Load TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":410,"Y":250,"WIDTH":150,"HEIGHT":50)
650 CONTROL @Load;SET ("TITLE":"Load Order","RESIZABLE":0,"MAXIMIZABLE":0,"LABEL":Enum$(Load_order))
660 ON EVENT @Load,"ACTIVATED",1 GOSUB Load_change
670 !
680 ! Initialize the sliders that control the PID
690 !
700 Ki=.17
710 CONTROL @Ki_slider;SET ("VALUE":Ki)
720 Kp=.4
730 CONTROL @Kp_slider;SET ("VALUE":Kp)
740 Kd=.37
750 CONTROL @Kd_slider;SET ("VALUE":Kd)
760 !
770 ! Initialize the setpoint slider
780 !
790 Setpt=.9
800 CONTROL @Setpt_slider;SET ("VALUE":Setpt)
810 !
820 ! Enable the event handling for the sliders
830 !
840 ON EVENT @Ki_slider,"DONE",2 GOSUB Ki_input
850 ON EVENT @Kp_slider,"DONE",2 GOSUB Kp_input
860 ON EVENT @Kd_slider,"DONE",2 GOSUB Kd_input
870 ON EVENT @Setpt_slider,"DONE",2 GOSUB Setpt_input
880 !
890 ! Initialize the actual value of the output and the array
900 ! that contains previous error values
910 !
920 Actual=0
930 FOR I=0 TO 62
940 Errors(I)=0
950 NEXT I
960 Sample=0
970 LOOP
980 Avg=0
990 FOR I=62 TO 0 STEP -1
1000
Avg=Avg+Errors(I)
1010
Errors(I+1)=Errors(I)
1020 NEXT I
1030 Errors(0)=Setpt-Actual
1040 Avg=(Avg+Errors(0))/64
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1050 To_load=(Kp*Errors(0)+Ki*Avg+Kd*(Errors(0)-Errors(1)))
1060 SELECT Load_order
1070 CASE 0
1080 !
1090 ! First order load
1100 !
1110
Actual=(To_load*1.7)+Actual
1120 CASE 1
1130 !
1140 ! Second order load
1150 !
1160
Temp=To_load*5+Temp
1170
Actual=(Temp*.52+Actual)/2
1180 END SELECT
1190 Points(0)=Setpt
1200 Points(1)=Actual
1210 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("POINT LOCATION":Sample,"VALUES":Points(*))
1220 Sample=Sample+1
1230 CONTROL @Error_meter;SET ("VALUE":Errors(0))
1240 IF ABS(Errors(0))+ABS(Errors(1))<.02 THEN
1250
CONTROL @Lock_indicate;SET ("VALUE":"LOCKED","BACKGROUND":4)
1260 ELSE
1270
CONTROL @Lock_indicate;SET ("VALUE":"UNLOCKED","BACKGROUND":2)
1280 END IF
1290 END LOOP
1300 Ki_input: STATUS @Ki_slider;RETURN ("VALUE":Ki)
1310 Ki=PROUND(Ki,-2)
1320 RETURN
1330 Kp_input: STATUS @Kp_slider;RETURN ("VALUE":Kp)
1340 Kp=PROUND(Kp,-2)
1350 RETURN
1360 Kd_input: STATUS @Kd_slider;RETURN ("VALUE":Kd)
1370 Kd=PROUND(Kd,-2)
1380 RETURN
1390 Setpt_input: STATUS @Setpt_slider;RETURN ("VALUE":Setpt)
1400 Setpt=PROUND(Setpt,-2)
1410 RETURN
1420 Load_change: Load_order=Load_order+1
1430 IF Load_order>1 THEN Load_order=0
1440 CONTROL @Load;SET ("LABEL":Enum$(Load_order))
1450 RETURN
1460 Finis: !
1470 ASSIGN @Pid_panel TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
1480 END
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Example: Printer Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20
! Example: PRINTER Widget
30
!
40
! This program generates a PRINTER widget.
50
!
60
! *************************************************************
70
!
80 DIM S$[50],P$[50],T$[50]
90 INTEGER Lines
100 !
110 ASSIGN @Prn TO WIDGET "PRINTER"
120 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: PRINTER Widget")
130 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("X":50,"Y":25,"WIDTH":250,"HEIGHT":125)
140 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
150 !
160 ON EVENT @Prn,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
170 !
180 S$=TIME$(TIMEDATE)&" PRINT TEST LINE 1"
190 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
200 Lines=1
210 LOOP
220 REPEAT
230
P$=S$
240
S$=TIME$(TIMEDATE)
250 UNTIL S$<>P$
260 IF Lines<5 THEN
270
Lines=Lines+1
280
T$=S$&" PRINT TEST LINE "&VAL$(Lines)
290
CONTROL @Prn;SET ("CURRENT LINE":1,"INSERT TEXT":T$)
300 ELSE
310
CONTROL @Prn;SET ("CURRENT LINE":5)
320
STATUS @Prn;RETURN ("CURRENT TEXT":T$)
330
CONTROL @Prn;SET ("CURRENT LINE":5,"DELETE LINES":1)
340
CONTROL @Prn;SET ("CURRENT LINE":1,"INSERT TEXT":T$)
350 END IF
360 END LOOP
370 !
380 Finis: !
390 ASSIGN @Prn TO *
! Delete PRINTER widget
400 END
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Example: Pushbutton Events
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: PUSHBUTTON Events
30 !
40 ! This program generates a bank of four PUSHBUTTON
50 ! widgets. When you click any pushbutton, the entire
60 ! bank moves in the direction specified on the pushbutton.
70 !
80 ! ****************************************************
90 !
100 ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL"
110 CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: PUSHBUTTON Events")
120 CONTROL @Main;SET ("HEIGHT":130,"WIDTH":275,"X":120,"Y":60)
130 CONTROL @Main;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
140 !
150 ! Create a bank of PUSHBUTTON widgets
160 !
170 ASSIGN @Pb1 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main,SET ("X":40,"Y":10,"TAB STOP":1)
180 ASSIGN @Pb2 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main,SET ("X":140,"Y":10,"TAB STOP":1)
190 ASSIGN @Pb3 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main,SET ("X":40,"Y":60,"TAB STOP":1)
200 ASSIGN @Pb4 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main,SET ("X":140,"Y":60,"TAB STOP":1)
210 !
220 ! Label the buttons
230 !
240 CONTROL @Pb1;SET ("LABEL":"MOVE LEFT")
250 CONTROL @Pb2;SET ("LABEL":"MOVE RIGHT")
260 CONTROL @Pb3;SET ("LABEL":"MOVE UP")
270 CONTROL @Pb4;SET ("LABEL":"MOVE DOWN")
280 !
290 ! Set up the button event handlers
300 !
310 ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
320 ON EVENT @Pb1,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Moveleft
330 ON EVENT @Pb2,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Moveright
340 ON EVENT @Pb3,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Moveup
350 ON EVENT @Pb4,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Movedown
360 !
370 LOOP
380 WAIT FOR EVENT
390 END LOOP
400 !
410 ! Service the button events
420 !
430 Moveleft: !
440 CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":50)
450 BEEP
460 RETURN
470 !
480 Moveright: !
490 CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":150)
500 BEEP
510 RETURN
520 !
530 Moveup: !
540 CONTROL @Main;SET ("Y":30)
550 BEEP
560 RETURN
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570 !
580 Movedown: !
590 CONTROL @Main;SET ("Y":100)
600 BEEP
610 RETURN
620 Finis: !
630 ASSIGN @Main TO *
640 END

! Delete PANEL widget
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Example: Pushbutton Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: PUSHBUTTON Widget
30 !
40 ! This program generates a PUSHBUTTON widget with
50 ! three states. Each time the button is pressed, the
60 ! display cycles through Label ONE, Label TWO, and
70 ! Label THREE, and the associated state (0, 1, or 2).
80 ! is displayed.
90 !
100 ! ************************************************
110 !
120 DIM L$(1:3)[50]
130 INTEGER D(1:4),Dw,Dh,Bh,Bw,Bx,By,N
140 DATA "Label ONE","Label TWO","Label THREE"
150 READ L$(*)
160 !
170 GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
180 Dw=D(3)-D(1)
190 Dh=(D(4)-D(2))
200 Bw=128
210 Bh=Bw/2
220 Bx=(Dw-Bw)/2
230 By=(Dh-Bh)/2
240 !
250 ASSIGN @Btn TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON"
260 CONTROL @Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: PUSHBUTTON Widget")
270 CONTROL @Btn;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
280 CONTROL @Btn;SET ("X":Bx/2,"Y":By/2,"WIDTH":2.25*Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
290 CONTROL @Btn;SET ("LABELS":L$(*),"STATES":3)
300 !
310 ON EVENT @Btn,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Handler
320 ON EVENT @Btn,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
330 !
340 LOOP
350 WAIT FOR EVENT
360 END LOOP
370 STOP
380 !
390 Handler: !
400 STATUS @Btn;RETURN ("STATE":N)
410 DISP "State = "&VAL$(N)
420 RETURN
430 !
440 Finis: !
450 ASSIGN @Btn TO *
! Delete PUSHBUTTON widget
460 END
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Example: Passwords
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Passwords
30 !
40 ! This program demonstrates the operation of the STRING input widget
50 ! by creating a password panel that prompts the user for a name and
60 ! password. The program asks you for a name and password before it
70 ! brings up the panel.
80 !
90 ! ************************************************************
100 !
110 CLEAR SCREEN
120 OPTION BASE 1
130 !
140 ! Goodname is a flag that says a valid name has been obtained and
150 ! a password should be input. Done indicates a valid name and
160 ! password have been input.
170 !
180 INTEGER Goodname,Done
190 Goodname=0
200 Done=0
210 !
220 ! Strings Used:
230 !
240 ! Name$:
Stores user name for matching later
250 ! Pass$:
Stores user password for matching later
260 ! Inval$:
Input value from STRING widgets
270 ! B$:
General-purpose buffer
280 !
290 DIM Name$[80],Pass$[80],Inval$[80],B$[80]
300 !
310 ! Get name and password
320 !
330 INPUT "Please Input Your Name:",Name$
340 INPUT "Please Input a Password:",Pass$
350 !
360 DISP "Building Panel, Please Wait"
370 !
380 ! Define colors
390 !
400 INTEGER Black,White,Red,Blue
410 Black=0
420 White=1
430 Red=2
440 Blue=6
450 !
460 ! Get display dimensions
470 !
480 INTEGER A(6),Nlines
490 REAL Dw,Dh,Vh
500 GESCAPE CRT,3;A(*)
! Get screen size
510 Dw=A(3)-A(1)+1
520 Dh=A(4)-A(2)+1
530 STATUS CRT,13;Nlines
! Get number of lines of text on display
540 Vh=Dh*(1-6/Nlines)
! Height of display above DISP line
550 !
560 REAL Px,Py,Pw,Ph,Ih,Iw
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570 Pw=330
! Main PANEL width
580 Ph=260
! Main PANEL height
590 Px=(Dw-Pw)/2
! Center PANEL along width
600 Py=(Vh-Ph)/2
! Place above DISP line
610 !
620 ! Build main PANEL
630 !
640 ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
! Make invisible
650 CONTROL @Main;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
660 CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":Px,"Y":Py,"WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph)
670 CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Passwords")
680 CONTROL @Main;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
690 ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
700 !
710 ! Get inside dimensions of PANEL
720 !
730 STATUS @Main;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
740 !
750 ! Set up dimensions for widgets
760 !
770 REAL Gapw,Gaph,Wh,Ww1,Ww2
780 REAL R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,C1,C2
790 !
800 ! Set dimensions for interior widgets
810 !
820 Gapw=Iw*.02
! Horizontal gap
830 Gaph=Ih*.02
! Vertical gap
840 !
850 Wh=Ih*.16
! Height of all child widgets
860 Ww1=Iw*.70
! Width of STRING widgets and their LABELs
870 Ww2=Iw-Gapw*2
! Width of prompt LABEL
880 !
890 R1=Gaph
! Row position of LABEL for name-input STRING
900 R2=R1+Wh
! Row position of name-input STRING
910 R3=R2+Wh+Gaph
! Row position of LABEL for password-input STRING
920 R4=R3+Wh
! Row position of password-input STRING
930 R5=R4+Wh
! Bottom of password-input STRING
940 R6=((Ih-R5)-Wh)/2+R5
! Row of prompt LABEL (centered at bottom)
950 !
960 C1=(Iw-Ww2)/2
! Column position of prompt LABEL
970 C2=(Iw-Ww1)/2
! Column position of STRINGs and their LABELs
980 !
990 ! Create LABEL for name-input STRING (no border, blends with PANEL)
1000 !
1010 ASSIGN @Lbl1 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
1020 CONTROL @Lbl1;SET ("X":C2,"Y":R1,"WIDTH":Ww1,"HEIGHT":Wh)
1030 CONTROL @Lbl1;SET ("BORDER":0)
1040 CONTROL @Lbl1;SET ("FONT":"8 BY 16,BOLD")
1050 CONTROL @Lbl1;SET ("VALUE":" Enter your name:")
1060 !
1070 ! Create name-input STRING
1080 !
1090 ASSIGN @Str1 TO WIDGET "STRING";PARENT @Main
1100 CONTROL @Str1;SET ("X":C2,"Y":R2,"WIDTH":Ww1,"HEIGHT":Wh)
1110 CONTROL @Str1;SET ("BACKGROUND":Black,"PEN":Red)
1120 CONTROL @Str1;SET ("FONT":"8 BY 16")
1130 CONTROL @Str1;SET ("VALUE":"")
1140 !
1150 ! Create LABEL for password-input STRING
1160 !
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1170 ASSIGN @Lbl2 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
1180 CONTROL @Lbl2;SET ("X":C2,"Y":R3,"WIDTH":Ww1,"HEIGHT":Wh)
1190 CONTROL @Lbl2;SET ("BORDER":0)
1200 CONTROL @Lbl2;SET ("FONT":"8 BY 16,BOLD")
1210 CONTROL @Lbl2;SET ("VALUE":" Enter your password:")
1220 !
1230 ! Create STRING for password-input STRING. Both the background
1240 ! and font are black so the user cannot see what is typed in.
1250 ! A font type is not set, since it cannot be seen.
1260 !
1270 ASSIGN @Str2 TO WIDGET "STRING";PARENT @Main
1280 CONTROL @Str2;SET ("X":C2,"Y":R4,"WIDTH":Ww1,"HEIGHT":Wh)
1290 CONTROL @Str2;SET ("BACKGROUND":Black,"PEN":Red,"PASSWORD CHARACTER":"*")
1300 CONTROL @Str2;SET ("VALUE":"")
1310 !
1320 ! Create prompt LABEL
1330 !
1340 ASSIGN @Lbl3 TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
1350 CONTROL @Lbl3;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R6,"WIDTH":Ww2,"HEIGHT":Wh)
1360 CONTROL @Lbl3;SET ("FONT":"7 BY 14")
1370 CONTROL @Lbl3;SET ("BACKGROUND":Blue,"PEN":White)
1380 GOSUB Setprompt
1390 !
1400 ! Set up events. EVENTS are set up on the password STRING for both
1410 ! each KEYSTROKE and when Return is pressed, allowing a handler
1420 ! routine to generate a BEEP every time a key is pressed (for
1430 ! feedback, since you cannot see what you are typing) and allowing
1440 ! another handler routine to take the entire password when Return
1450 ! is pressed.
1460 !
1470 ON EVENT @Str1,"RETURN" GOSUB Getname
1480 ON EVENT @Str2,"RETURN" GOSUB Getpass
1490 !
1500 CLEAR SCREEN
1510 CONTROL @Main;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1520 !
1530 ! Main loop, wait for event
1540 !
1550 LOOP
1560 IF Done=1 THEN Finis
1570 END LOOP
1580 !
1590 ! *********** End of Main Program *******************
1600 !
1610 ! This routine puts the standard prompt
1620 ! in the prompt LABEL
1630 !
1640 Setprompt: !
1650 B$="Please enter name, then password."
1660 GOSUB Setlabel
1670 RETURN
1680 !
1690 ! This routine puts a string passed to it through B$ in the
1700 ! prompt LABEL
1710 !
1720 Setlabel: !
1730 CONTROL @Lbl3;SET ("VALUE":B$)
1740 RETURN
1750 !
1760 ! This routine is invoked when Enter is pressed after inputting a
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1770 ! name in the name-input STRING. First, it tests to see if a name
1780 ! has already been input. If so, it outputs a message and exits.
1790 !
1800 ! Otherwise, it checks the input value for a match with the password.
1810 ! If it does not match, it gives a warning message and sets Goodname
1820 ! to 0.
1830 !
1840 ! If it does match, it changes the prompt to ask for a password only.
1850 ! In either case, it clears the STRING.
1860 !
1870 Getname: !
1880 DISABLE
1890 STATUS @Str1;RETURN ("VALUE":Inval$)
1900 IF Goodname=1 THEN
1910 BEEP 2000,.01
1920 B$="Please enter password"
1930 GOSUB Setlabel
1940 ELSE
1950 IF Inval$<>Name$ THEN
1960
BEEP 2000,.1
1970
B$="Invalid name"
1980
GOSUB Setlabel
1990
GOSUB Setprompt
2000
Goodname=0
2010 ELSE
2020
B$="Name accepted, please enter password."
2030
GOSUB Setlabel
2040
Goodname=1
2050 END IF
2060 END IF
2070 CONTROL @Str1;SET ("VALUE":"")
2080 ENABLE
2090 RETURN
2100 !
2110 ! This routine checks for a valid password. First, it checks
2120 ! to see if the user has provided a valid name. If not, it beeps
2130 ! and tells the user to input a valid name.
2140 !
2150 ! Otherwise, it tries to match the input string against the password.
2160 ! If no match, it tells the user and returns. If it matches, it also
2170 ! tells the user and sets a flag to tell the main routine it is done.
2180 !
2190 Getpass: !
2200 DISABLE
2210 IF Goodname=0 THEN
2220 BEEP 2000,.01
2230 B$="Please input your name first."
2240 GOSUB Setlabel
2250 WAIT 2
2260 GOSUB Setprompt
2270 ELSE
2280 STATUS @Str2;RETURN ("VALUE":Inval$)
2290 IF Inval$<>Pass$ THEN
2300
BEEP 2000,.01
2310
B$="Invalid password, try again."
2320
GOSUB Setlabel
2330
CONTROL @Str2;SET ("VALUE":"")
2340 ELSE
2350
B$="Welcome to the club!"
2360
GOSUB Setlabel
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2370
WAIT 10
2380
Done=1
2390 END IF
2400 END IF
2410 ENABLE
2420 RETURN
2430 !
2440 Finis: !
2450 ASSIGN @Panel TO *
2460 END

! Delete PANEL widget
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Example: Question Dialog
10
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: QUESTION Dialog
!
! This program provides a QUESTION dialog and displays
! the user response (Yes or No) to the question.
!
! **************************************************
!
DIM P$[20]
INTEGER Btn
P$="Do you want to exit?"
DIALOG "QUESTION",P$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: QUESTION Dialog")
IF Btn=0 THEN DISP "Yes"
IF Btn=1 THEN DISP "No"
END
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Example: Radiobutton Widget
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: RADIOBUTTON Widget
!
! This program generates a panel with two tab groups of RADIOBUTTON
! widgets. You can set buttons and observe their behavior. A
! PRINTER widget is used to display the state of the buttons used.
!
! ******************************************************************
!
! Define colors
!
INTEGER Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
READ Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
!
! Set the PRINTER widget handle COMmon
!
COM @Printer
!
! Variables for display and widget handling
!
INTEGER Nlines,D(1:4)
! Used for display setup
REAL Dw,Dh
! Display dimensions
REAL Px,Py,Pw,Ph,Iw,Ih
! Main PANEL parameters
REAL Gaph,Gapw,Bh,Bw,Sh,Sw,Prh,Prw
! Widget dimensions
REAL R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,C1,C2,C3,C4,C5
! Widget coordinates
!
! Set up display
!
STATUS CRT,13;Nlines
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Dw=D(3)-D(1)
Dh=(D(4)-D(2))*((Nlines-7)/Nlines)
!
! Set up PANEL coordinates
!
Pw=Dw*.5
Ph=Dh*.65
Px=(Dw-Pw)
Py=(Dh-Ph)
!
! Build PANEL widget and add SYSTEM MENU to PANEL
!
CLEAR SCREEN
ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("RESIZABLE":0,"MAXIMIZABLE":0)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":Px/4,"Y":Py/2,"WIDTH":1.3*Pw,"HEIGHT":1.5*Ph)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: RADIOBUTTON Widget")
CONTROL @Main;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
!
! Get interior dimensions
!
STATUS @Main;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
!
! Set up widget coordinates and dimensions
!
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570 Gaph=Ih*.03
! Vertical gap
580 Gapw=Iw*.03
! Horizontal gap
590 Bh=Ih*.15
! Button height
600 Bw=(Iw-Gapw*6)/5
! Button width
610 Sh=Gaph
! Separator height
620 Prh=Ih-((Bh+Sh)*2+Gaph*6)
! Printer height
630 Prw=(Iw-2*Gapw)
! Printer width
640 Sw=Prw
! Separator width
650 !
660 R1=Gaph
! Top row
670 R2=R1+Bh+Gaph
! Row 2 = row 1 + button height + gap
680 R3=R2+Sh+Gaph
! Row 3 = row 2 + button height + gap
690 R4=R3+Bh+Gaph
! Row 4 = row 3 + button height + gap
700 R5=R4+Sh+Gaph
! Row 5 = row 4 + button height + gap
710 !
720 C1=Gapw
! Left column
730 C2=C1+Bw+Gapw
! Col 2 = col 1 + button width + gap
740 C3=C2+Bw+Gapw
! Col 3 = col 2 + button width + gap
750 C4=C3+Bw+Gapw
! Col 4 = col 3 + button width + gap
760 C5=C4+Bw+Gapw
! Col 5 = col 4 + button width + gap
770 Pw=C5+Bw+Gapw
! Panel width = col 5 + button width + gap
780 !
790 ! Set up first tab group of RADIOBUTTONs. Set tab stop on A1.
800 !
810 ASSIGN @A1 TO WIDGET "RADIOBUTTON";PARENT @Main
820 CONTROL @A1;SET ("LABEL":"A1","TAB STOP":1)
830 CONTROL @A1;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R1,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
840 !
850 ! No tab stop on A2
860 !
870 ASSIGN @A2 TO WIDGET "RADIOBUTTON";PARENT @Main
880 CONTROL @A2;SET ("LABEL":"A2","TAB STOP":0)
890 CONTROL @A2;SET ("X":C2,"Y":R1,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
900 !
910 ! No tab stop on A3
920 !
930 ASSIGN @A3 TO WIDGET "RADIOBUTTON";PARENT @Main
940 CONTROL @A3;SET ("LABEL":"A3","TAB STOP":0)
950 CONTROL @A3;SET ("X":C3,"Y":R1,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
960 !
970 ! No tab stop on A4
980 !
990 ASSIGN @A4 TO WIDGET "RADIOBUTTON";PARENT @Main
1000 CONTROL @A4;SET ("LABEL":"A4","TAB STOP":0)
1010 CONTROL @A4;SET ("X":C4,"Y":R1,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
1020 !
1030 ! No tab stop on A5
1040 !
1050 ASSIGN @A5 TO WIDGET "RADIOBUTTON";PARENT @Main
1060 CONTROL @A5;SET ("LABEL":"A5","TAB STOP":0)
1070 CONTROL @A5;SET ("X":C5,"Y":R1,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
1080 !
1090 ! Separator to mark off first tab group
1100 !
1110 ASSIGN @Sep1 TO WIDGET "SEPARATOR";PARENT @Main
1120 CONTROL @Sep1;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R2,"WIDTH":Sw,"HEIGHT":Sh)
1130 !
1140 ! Set up second tab group, set TAB STOP on B1
1150 !
1160 ASSIGN @B1 TO WIDGET "RADIOBUTTON";PARENT @Main
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CONTROL @B1;SET ("LABEL":"B1","TAB STOP":1)
CONTROL @B1;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R3,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
!
! B2, no tab stop
!
ASSIGN @B2 TO WIDGET "RADIOBUTTON";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @B2;SET ("LABEL":"B2","TAB STOP":0)
CONTROL @B2;SET ("X":C2,"Y":R3,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
!
! B3, no tab stop
!
ASSIGN @B3 TO WIDGET "RADIOBUTTON";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @B3;SET ("LABEL":"B3","TAB STOP":0)
CONTROL @B3;SET ("X":C3,"Y":R3,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
!
! B4, no tab stop
!
ASSIGN @B4 TO WIDGET "RADIOBUTTON";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @B4;SET ("LABEL":"B4","TAB STOP":0)
CONTROL @B4;SET ("X":C4,"Y":R3,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
!
! B5, no tab stop
!
ASSIGN @B5 TO WIDGET "RADIOBUTTON";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @B5;SET ("LABEL":"B5","TAB STOP":0)
CONTROL @B5;SET ("X":C5,"Y":R3,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
!
! Separator for second tab group
!
ASSIGN @Sep2 TO WIDGET "SEPARATOR";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @Sep2;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R4,"WIDTH":Sw,"HEIGHT":Sh)
!
! PRINTER widget
!
ASSIGN @Printer TO WIDGET "PRINTER";PARENT @Main,SET ("TAB STOP":1)
CONTROL @Printer;SET ("TAB STOP":1)
CONTROL @Printer;SET ("BACKGROUND":White)
CONTROL @Printer;SET ("PEN":Black)
CONTROL @Printer;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R5,"WIDTH":Prw,"HEIGHT":Prh)
!
! Set up events
!
ON EVENT @A1,"CHANGED" GOSUB A1
ON EVENT @A2,"CHANGED" GOSUB A2
ON EVENT @A3,"CHANGED" GOSUB A3
ON EVENT @A4,"CHANGED" GOSUB A4
ON EVENT @A5,"CHANGED" GOSUB A5
!
ON EVENT @B1,"CHANGED" GOSUB B1
ON EVENT @B2,"CHANGED" GOSUB B2
ON EVENT @B3,"CHANGED" GOSUB B3
ON EVENT @B4,"CHANGED" GOSUB B4
ON EVENT @B5,"CHANGED" GOSUB B5
!
ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
!
! Turn on panel
!
CONTROL @Main;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
!
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1770 ! Main loop, wait for event
1780 !
1790 LOOP
1800 WAIT FOR EVENT
1810 END LOOP
1820 STOP
1830 !
1840 ! Handlers for buttons
1850 !
1860 A1: !
1870 Show_value(@A1,"Button A1, VALUE:")
1880 RETURN
1890 !
1900 A2: !
1910 Show_value(@A2,"Button A2, VALUE:")
1920 RETURN
1930 !
1940 A3: !
1950 Show_value(@A3,"Button A3, VALUE:")
1960 RETURN
1970 !
1980 A4: !
1990 Show_value(@A4,"Button A4, VALUE:")
2000 RETURN
2010 !
2020 A5: !
2030 Show_value(@A5,"Button A5, VALUE:")
2040 RETURN
2050 !
2060 B1: !
2070 Show_value(@B1,"Button B1, VALUE:")
2080 RETURN
2090 !
2100 B2: !
2110 Show_value(@B2,"Button B2, VALUE:")
2120 RETURN
2130 !
2140 B3: !
2150 Show_value(@B3,"Button B3, VALUE:")
2160 RETURN
2170 !
2180 B4: !
2190 Show_value(@B4,"Button B4, VALUE:")
2200 RETURN
2210 !
2220 B5: !
2230 Show_value(@B5,"Button B5, VALUE:")
2240 RETURN
2250 !
2260 Finis: !
2270 ASSIGN @Main TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
2280 END
2290 !
2300 ! ********** End of Main Program ****************
2310 !
2320 ! SUB to handle display of button inputs
2330 ! on PRINTER widget
2340 !
2350 SUB Show_value(@B,Text$)
2360 COM @Printer
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2370 INTEGER Checked
2380 STATUS @B;RETURN ("VALUE":Checked)
2390 CONTROL @Printer;SET ("APPEND TEXT":Text$&VAL$(Checked))
2400 SUBEND
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Example: Rock/Paper/Scissors Game
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: Rock/Paper/Scissors Game
!
! This program is designed to show the operation of LABEL and
! PUSHBUTTON widgets. It plays the game of "rock/paper/scissors"
! in which each of two players guesses one of three items ! rock, paper, or scissors. The guesses are then compared
! for the following outcomes:
!
! - An identical guess is a tie
! - Paper covers rock, paper wins
! - Scissors cuts paper, scissors wins
! - Rock breaks scissors, rock wins
!
! The program sets up a panel with a large LABEL to prompt the user
! for his or her guess, sets up a PUSHBUTTON for each guess, then
! goes into a loop where it waits for PUSHBUTTON input.
!
! Each one of the three PUSHBUTTON widgets causes an event that invokes
! the appropriate handler routine. These three routines each contain
! a SELECT statement that matches the PUSHBUTTON against a guess made
! by the program -- rock, scissors, or paper. On the basis of the
! match, each routine then provides a dialog indicating the match and
! calls the appropriate Win, Lose, or Tie routine.
!
! ******************************************************************
!
RANDOMIZE INT(FRACT(TIMEDATE)*10^7)
!
! Variables Used:
!
! Me,You,Tie:
Store game outcomes
! Rock,Paper,Scissors:
Guess values
! B$,S$:
General purpose strings
!
INTEGER Me,You,Tie,Rock,Paper,Scissors
DATA 0,0,0,0,1,2
READ Me,You,Tie,Rock,Paper,Scissors
!
INTEGER Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
READ Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
!
DIM B$[50],S$[100]
INTEGER Nlines,D(1:4),Dw,Dh
! Variables for display handling
INTEGER Pw,Ph,Px,Py,Iw,Ih
! PANEL dimensions & coordinates
INTEGER Gapw,Gaph,W1,H1,W2,H2
! Widget scaling factors
INTEGER R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,C1,C2,C3
!
! Get display dimensions
!
STATUS CRT,13;Nlines
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Dw=D(3)-D(1)
Dh=(D(4)-D(2))*((Nlines-7)/Nlines)
!
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570 Pw=Dw*.5
580 Ph=Dh*.8
590 Px=(Dw-Pw)/2
600 Py=(Dh-Ph)/2
610 !
620 CLEAR SCREEN
630 ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
640 CONTROL @Main;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
650 CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":Px,"Y":Py,"WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph)
660 CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Rock/Paper/Scissors Game")
670 CONTROL @Main;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
680 !
690 STATUS @Main;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
700 !
710 Gapw=Iw*.03
! Width gap
720 Gaph=Ih*.03
! Height gap
730 W1=(Iw-Gapw*4)/3
! Width of PUSHBUTTONs and most LABELS
740 H1=(Ih-Gaph*8)/4
! Height of PUSHBUTTONs and all LABELS
750 W2=Iw-Gapw*2
! Width of main LABEL and all SEPARATORs
760 H2=Gaph
! Height of SEPARATORs
770 !
780 C1=Gapw
! Column coordinates, based on PUSHBUTTON width
790 C2=C1+W1+Gapw
800 C3=C2+W1+Gapw
810 !
820 R1=Gaph
! Row coordinates: row for main LABEL
830 R2=R1+H1+Gaph
! Row for first SEPARATOR
840 R3=R2+H2+Gaph
! Row for input PUSHBUTTONs
850 R4=R3+H1+Gaph
! Row for second SEPARATOR
860 R5=R4+H2
! Row for result-title LABELs
870 R6=R5+H1
! Row for result-value LABELs
880 !
890 ! Now add child widgets: main LABEL
900 !
910 ASSIGN @Label TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
920 CONTROL @Label;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R1,"WIDTH":W2,"HEIGHT":H1)
930 CONTROL @Label;SET ("BORDER":0,"BACKGROUND":Black,"PEN":Red)
940 CONTROL @Label;SET ("PEN":White,"VALUE":"Make a guess!")
950 !
960 ! Create SEPARATOR widget
970 !
980 ASSIGN @S1 TO WIDGET "SEPARATOR";PARENT @Main
990 CONTROL @S1;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R2,"WIDTH":W2,"HEIGHT":H2)
1000 !
1010 ! User input keys
1020 !
1030 ASSIGN @Rock TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main
1040 CONTROL @Rock;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R3,"WIDTH":W1,"HEIGHT":H1)
1050 CONTROL @Rock;SET ("BACKGROUND":Blue,"PEN":White)
1060 CONTROL @Rock;SET ("LABEL":"ROCK")
1070 !
1080 ASSIGN @Scissors TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main
1090 CONTROL @Scissors;SET ("X":C2,"Y":R3,"WIDTH":W1,"HEIGHT":H1)
1100 CONTROL @Scissors;SET ("BACKGROUND":Blue,"PEN":White)
1110 CONTROL @Scissors;SET ("LABEL":"SCISSORS")
1120 !
1130 ASSIGN @Paper TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Main
1140 CONTROL @Paper;SET ("X":C3,"Y":R3,"WIDTH":W1,"HEIGHT":H1)
1150 CONTROL @Paper;SET ("BACKGROUND":Blue,"PEN":White)
1160 CONTROL @Paper;SET ("LABEL":"PAPER")
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!
! Next SEPARATOR widget
!
ASSIGN @S2 TO WIDGET "SEPARATOR";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @S2;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R4,"WIDTH":W2,"HEIGHT":H2)
!
! Results titles and values. Note that none of these LABELS have
! borders; the titles also have backgrounds that have the same color
! as the PANEL background, so they appear to be written directly on
! the PANEL.
!
ASSIGN @Me_title TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @Me_title;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R5,"WIDTH":W1,"HEIGHT":H1)
CONTROL @Me_title;SET ("BORDER":0,"VALUE":"ME")
!
ASSIGN @Me_value TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @Me_value;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R6,"WIDTH":W1,"HEIGHT":H1)
CONTROL @Me_value;SET ("BORDER":0,"BACKGROUND":Black,"PEN":Red)
CONTROL @Me_value;SET ("VALUE":Me)
!
ASSIGN @You_title TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @You_title;SET ("X":C2,"Y":R5,"WIDTH":W1,"HEIGHT":H1)
CONTROL @You_title;SET ("BORDER":0,"VALUE":"YOU")
!
ASSIGN @You_value TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @You_value;SET ("X":C2,"Y":R6,"WIDTH":W1,"HEIGHT":H1)
CONTROL @You_value;SET ("BORDER":0,"BACKGROUND":Black,"PEN":Green)
CONTROL @You_value;SET ("VALUE":You)
!
ASSIGN @Tie_title TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @Tie_title;SET ("X":C3,"Y":R5,"WIDTH":W1,"HEIGHT":H1)
CONTROL @Tie_title;SET ("BORDER":0,"VALUE":"TIE")
!
ASSIGN @Tie_value TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @Tie_value;SET ("X":C3,"Y":R6,"WIDTH":W1,"HEIGHT":H1)
CONTROL @Tie_value;SET ("BORDER":0,"BACKGROUND":Black,"PEN":Yellow)
CONTROL @Tie_value;SET ("VALUE":Tie)
!
! PANEL completed, set up EVENTS
!
ON EVENT @Rock,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Gotrock
ON EVENT @Scissors,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Gotscissors
ON EVENT @Paper,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Gotpaper
ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
!
! Turn on the PANEL, make everything visible, then loop
!
CONTROL @Main;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
!
! Main loop, set random-number seed, then loop
!
LOOP
WAIT FOR EVENT
END LOOP
STOP
!
! **************** End of Main Program **********************
!
! The three following handler routines are all basically similar:
! each is invoked by one of the three PUSHBUTTONs and uses a SELECT
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1770 ! statement to figure the appropriate outcome. For each outcome, it
1780 ! loads a string with the appropriate result and calls the appropriate
1790 ! Win, Lose, or Tie routine.
1800 !
1810 Gotrock: !
1820 SELECT INT(3*RND)
1830 CASE Rock
1840 B$="ROCK ON ROCK"
1850 GOSUB Tie
1860 CASE Scissors
1870 B$="ROCK BREAKS SCISSORS"
1880 GOSUB Win
1890 CASE Paper
1900 B$="PAPER COVERS ROCK"
1910 GOSUB Lose
1920 END SELECT
1930 RETURN
1940 !
1950 Gotscissors: !
1960 SELECT INT(3*RND)
1970 CASE Rock
1980 B$="ROCK BREAKS SCISSORS"
1990 GOSUB Lose
2000 CASE Scissors
2010 B$="SCISSORS ON SCISSORS"
2020 GOSUB Tie
2030 CASE Paper
2040 B$="SCISSORS CUTS PAPER"
2050 GOSUB Win
2060 END SELECT
2070 RETURN
2080 !
2090 Gotpaper: !
2100 SELECT INT(3*RND)
2110 CASE Rock
2120 B$="PAPER COVERS ROCK"
2130 GOSUB Win
2140 CASE Scissors
2150 B$="SCISSORS CUTS PAPER"
2160 GOSUB Lose
2170 CASE Paper
2180 B$="PAPER ON PAPER"
2190 GOSUB Tie
2200 END SELECT
2210 RETURN
2220 !
2230 ! The three results routines -- Win, Tie, Lose -- are also similar to
2240 ! each other. Each takes the result of the match from the calling
2250 ! routine, concatenates it with the appropriate conclusion, displays
2260 ! it with a dialog, then increments the appropriate tally and returns.
2270 !
2280 Win: !
2290 S$=B$&": You WIN!"
2300 DIALOG "INFORMATION",S$;SET ("TITLE":" Results","PEN":Green)
2310 You=You+1
2320 CONTROL @You_value;SET ("VALUE":You)
2330 RETURN
2340 !
2350 Tie: !
2360 S$=B$&": Tie!"
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2370 DIALOG "INFORMATION",S$;SET ("TITLE":" Results","PEN":Yellow)
2380 Tie=Tie+1
2390 CONTROL @Tie_value;SET ("VALUE":Tie)
2400 RETURN
2410 !
2420 Lose: !
2430 S$=B$&": You LOSE!"
2440 DIALOG "INFORMATION",S$;SET ("TITLE":" Results","PEN":Red)
2450 Me=Me+1
2460 CONTROL @Me_value;SET ("VALUE":Me)
2470 RETURN
2480 !
2490 Finis: !
2500 ASSIGN @Main TO *
! Delete the PANEL widget
2510 END
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Example: Scrollbar Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: SCROLLBAR Widget
30 !
40 ! This program generates a horizontal SCROLLBAR widget
50 ! and displays the value set with the slider.
60 !
70 ! **************************************************
80 !
90 ASSIGN @Scroll TO WIDGET "SCROLLBAR"
100 CONTROL @Scroll;SET ("TITLE":" Example: SCROLLBAR Widget")
110 CONTROL @Scroll;SET ("ORIENTATION":"HORIZONTAL")
120 CONTROL @Scroll;SET ("X":50,"Y":25,"HEIGHT":50,"WIDTH":275)
130 CONTROL @Scroll;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
140 !
150 ON EVENT @Scroll,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
160 ON EVENT @Scroll,"DONE" GOSUB Dispval
170 LOOP
180 WAIT FOR EVENT
190 END LOOP
200 !
210 Dispval: !
220 STATUS @Scroll;RETURN ("VALUE":Scrollval)
230 DISP Scrollval
240 RETURN
250 !
260 Finis: !
270 CLEAR SCREEN
280 ASSIGN @Scroll TO *
! Delete SCROLLBAR widget
290 END
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Example: Slider Test
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: SLIDER Test
!
! This program consists of a SLIDER and a LABEL in a PANEL with
! a pulldown menu system. You set the SLIDER to a value, and the
! LABEL shows the value.
!
! ******************************************************************
!
! Define colors
!
INTEGER Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
READ Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
!
! Log and Direct are flags for LOGARITHMIC and DIRECT MOVE mode
! settings. V is the value returned from the SLIDER.
!
INTEGER Log,Direct
REAL V
!
! Variables for display handling
!
INTEGER Nlines,D(1:4),Dw,Dh,Iw,Ih,Gx,Gy
! Display size parameters
INTEGER Pw,Ph,Px,Py
! PANEL parameters
INTEGER Lx,Ly,Lw,Lh,Sx,Sy,Sw,Sh
! LABEL & SLIDER parameters
!
! Get display size
!
STATUS CRT,13;Nlines
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Dw=D(3)-D(1)
Dh=(D(4)-D(2))*((Nlines-7)/Nlines)
!
! Set main PANEL dimensions and origin
!
Pw=Dw*.35
Ph=Dh*.8
Px=(Dw-Pw)/2
Py=(Dh-Ph)/2
!
! Build main PANEL
!
CLEAR SCREEN
ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":Px,"Y":Py,"WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("RESIZABLE":0,"MAXIMIZABLE":0)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("BACKGROUND":9,"TITLE":" Example: SLIDER Test")
!
! Build menu
!
ASSIGN @Menu TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @Menu;SET ("LABEL":" Menu")
ASSIGN @Log TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu
CONTROL @Log;SET ("LABEL":" Set LOG mode")
Log=0
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570 ASSIGN @Direct TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu
580 CONTROL @Direct;SET ("LABEL":" Set DIRECT MOVE")
590 Direct=0
600 ASSIGN @S1 TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @Menu
610 ASSIGN @Quit TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Menu
620 CONTROL @Quit;SET ("LABEL":" Quit")
630 !
640 ! PANEL done, get inside dimensions
650 !
660 STATUS @Main;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
670 !
680 ! Set widget parameters
690 !
700 Gx=Iw*.1
! Set gaps
710 Gy=Ih*.05
720 Lx=Gx
! Position & size LABEL
730 Ly=Gy
740 Lw=Iw*.4
750 Lh=Iw*.2
760 Sx=Lx+Lw+Gx
! Position & size SLIDER
770 Sy=Gy
780 Sw=Iw-(Sx+Gx)
790 Sh=Ih-(2*Gy)
800 !
810 ! Create LABEL widget
820 !
830 ASSIGN @Label TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Main
840 CONTROL @Label;SET ("X":Lx,"Y":Ly,"WIDTH":Lw,"HEIGHT":Lh)
850 CONTROL @Label;SET ("BACKGROUND":1,"PEN":Black)
860 !
870 ! Create SLIDER widget
880 !
890 ASSIGN @Slider TO WIDGET "SLIDER";PARENT @Main
900 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("X":Sx,"Y":Sy,"WIDTH":Sw,"HEIGHT":Sh)
910 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("AUTO REPEAT":1,"LOGARITHMIC":0)
920 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("MAXIMUM":100,"MINIMUM":1)
930 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("MAJOR INCREMENT":10,"MINOR INCREMENT":1)
940 !
950 ! Enable events
960 !
970 ON EVENT @Log,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Set_log
980 ON EVENT @Direct,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Set_direct
990 ON EVENT @Slider,"CHANGED" GOSUB Set_label
1000 ON EVENT @Quit,"ACTIVATED" GOTO Finis
1010 !
1020 ! Initialize menu labels, make all widgets visible
1030 !
1040 GOSUB Set_label
1050 CONTROL @Main;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1060 !
1070 ! Wait for event to happen
1080 !
1090 LOOP
1100 WAIT FOR EVENT
1110 END LOOP
1120 STOP
1130 !
1140 ! ********* Subroutines *****************
1150 !
1160 ! Toggle between log and linear mode
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1170 !
1180 Set_log: !
1190 SELECT Log
1200 CASE 0
1210 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("LOGARITHMIC":1)
1220 CONTROL @Log;SET ("LABEL":"Set LINEAR Mode")
1230 Log=1
1240 CASE 1
1250 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("LOGARITHMIC":0)
1260 CONTROL @Log;SET ("LABEL":"Set LOG Mode")
1270 Log=0
1280 END SELECT
1290 RETURN
1300 !
1310 ! Toggle DIRECT MOVE on or off
1320 !
1330 Set_direct: !
1340 SELECT Direct
1350 CASE 0
1360 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("DIRECT MOVE":1)
1370 CONTROL @Direct;SET ("LABEL":"Clear DIRECT MOVE")
1380 Direct=1
1390 CASE 1
1400 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("DIRECT MOVE":0)
1410 CONTROL @Direct;SET ("LABEL":"Set DIRECT MOVE")
1420 Direct=0
1430 END SELECT
1440 RETURN
1450 !
1460 ! Set label value from SLIDER widget
1470 !
1480 Set_label: !
1490 STATUS @Slider;RETURN ("VALUE":V)
1500 CONTROL @Label;SET ("VALUE":V)
1510 RETURN
1520 !
1530 Finis: !
1540 ASSIGN @Main TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
1550 END
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Example: Slider Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: SLIDER Widget
30 !
40 ! This program creates a SLIDER widget and displays
50 ! the value set by the slider.
60 !
70 ! **********************************************************
80 !
90 CLEAR SCREEN
100 ASSIGN @Slider TO WIDGET "SLIDER"
110 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("TITLE":" Example: SLIDER Widget")
120 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("X":150,"Y":25,"WIDTH":250,"HEIGHT":200)
130 CONTROL @Slider;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
140 !
150 ON EVENT @Slider,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
160 ON EVENT @Slider,"DONE" GOSUB Dispval
170 LOOP
180 WAIT FOR EVENT
190 END LOOP
200 !
210 Dispval: !
220 STATUS @Slider;RETURN ("VALUE":Sliderval)
230 DISP Sliderval
240 RETURN
250 Finis: !
260 ASSIGN @Slider TO *
! Delete SLIDER widget
270 END
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Example: String Dialog
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: STRING Dialog
!
! This program creates a STRING dialog. If you move
! the mouse cursor or tab into the text field below
! the prompt, you can input text into the dialog that
! is returned through the S$ string.
!
! ***********************************************
!
DIM P$[25],S$[50]
INTEGER Btn
P$="Please enter your name"
DIALOG "STRING",P$,Btn;SET ("TITLE":" Example: STRING Dialog"),RETURN ("VALUE":S$)
SELECT Btn
CASE 0
DISP "Name entered:",S$
CASE 1
DISP "Input canceled"
END SELECT
END
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: STRING Editor
!
! This program demonstrates the use of the STRING widget as a text
! editor when in MULTILINE mode.
!
! This program does not do much error-checking. A practical program
! should include more error-checking.
!
! ******************************************************************
!
! Variables Definitions:
!
! S$:
General-purpose string
! Search:
Text search string
! F$:
File string
! N:
General-purpose variable
! Btn:
Returns button value from dialogs
!
DIM S$[256],Search$[256],F$[128]
INTEGER N,Btn
INTEGER Cursor,D(1:4)
!
! Widget dimensions
!
INTEGER Pw,Ph,Px,Py,Iw,Ih,Sw,Sh,Sx,Sy
!
! Variables for display scaling
!
INTEGER Dw,Dh
!
! Get display size
!
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Dw=D(3)-D(1)
Dh=D(4)-D(2)
CLEAR SCREEN
!
Pw=Dw*.7
! PANEL width
Ph=Dh*.7
! PANEL height
Px=(Dw-Pw)/2
! Center PANEL
Py=(Dh-Ph)/2
!
! Create PANEL for STRING widget
!
ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":Px,"Y":Py,"WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: String Editor")
CONTROL @Main;SET ("RESIZABLE":0,"SIZE CONTROL":"RESIZE CHILDREN")
CONTROL @Main;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
!
! Build "File" menu
!
ASSIGN @File TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @Main
CONTROL @File;SET ("LABEL":"File ")
!
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570 ASSIGN @New TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @File
580 CONTROL @New;SET ("LABEL":"New")
590 ASSIGN @Openfile TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @File
600 CONTROL @Openfile;SET ("LABEL":"Open...")
610 ASSIGN @Savefile TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @File
620 CONTROL @Savefile;SET ("LABEL":"Save")
630 ASSIGN @Merge TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @File
640 CONTROL @Merge;SET ("LABEL":"Merge...")
650 !
660 ASSIGN @S1 TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @File
670 !
680 ASSIGN @Quit TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @File
690 CONTROL @Quit;SET ("LABEL":"Quit")
700 !
710 ! Build "Edit" menu
720 !
730 ASSIGN @Edit TO WIDGET "PULLDOWN MENU";PARENT @Main
740 CONTROL @Edit;SET ("LABEL":"Edit")
750 !
760 ASSIGN @Cut TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Edit
770 CONTROL @Cut;SET ("LABEL":"Cut")
780 ASSIGN @Copytext TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Edit
790 CONTROL @Copytext;SET ("LABEL":"Copy")
800 ASSIGN @Paste TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Edit
810 CONTROL @Paste;SET ("LABEL":"Paste")
820 ASSIGN @Replace TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Edit
830 CONTROL @Replace;SET ("LABEL":"Replace")
840 !
850 ASSIGN @S2 TO WIDGET "MENU SEPARATOR";PARENT @Edit
860 !
870 ASSIGN @Findline TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Edit
880 CONTROL @Findline;SET ("LABEL":"Line Number...")
890 ASSIGN @Findstr TO WIDGET "MENU BUTTON";PARENT @Edit
900 CONTROL @Findstr;SET ("LABEL":"String...")
910 !
920 ! Create and size STRING widget, set MULTILINE operation
930 !
940 ASSIGN @S TO WIDGET "STRING";PARENT @Main
950 STATUS @Main;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
960 CONTROL @S;SET ("X":0,"Y":0,"WIDTH":Iw,"HEIGHT":Ih)
970 CONTROL @S;SET ("MULTILINE":1,"SCROLLBARS":1)
980 !
990 ! Set events
1000 !
1010 ON ERROR GOSUB Errtrap
1020 !
1030 ON EVENT @New,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Newtext
1040 ON EVENT @Openfile,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Getfile
1050 ON EVENT @Savefile,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Savefile
1060 ON EVENT @Merge,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Mergetext
1070 ON EVENT @Cut,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Cut
1080 ON EVENT @Copytext,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Copytext
1090 ON EVENT @Paste,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Paste
1100 ON EVENT @Replace,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Replace
1110 ON EVENT @Findline,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Findline
1120 ON EVENT @Findstr,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Findstr
1130 !
1140 ON EVENT @Quit,"ACTIVATED" GOTO Finis
1150 ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
1160 !
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1170 CONTROL @Main;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1180 !
1190 ! Loop and wait for input
1200 !
1210 LOOP
1220 WAIT FOR EVENT
1230 END LOOP
1240 STOP
1250 !
1260 ! ******** End of Main Program **********************
1270 !
1280 ! Error handler -- it flag errors and then bypasses the
1290 ! incorrect statement.
1300 !
1310 Errtrap: !
1320 DIALOG "ERROR",ERRM$
1330 ERROR RETURN
1340 !
1350 ! ******** Edit Routines ***************************
1360 !
1370 Newtext: !
1380 STATUS @S;RETURN ("TEXT LENGTH":N)
1390 IF N>0 THEN
1400 DIALOG "QUESTION","Do you want to clear the text?",Btn
1410 IF Btn=0 THEN CONTROL @S;SET ("VALUE":"")
1420 END IF
1430 RETURN
1440 !
1450 Getfile: !
1460 DIALOG "FILE","File to edit?",Btn;RETURN ("SELECTION":F$)
1470 IF Btn=0 THEN CONTROL @S;SET ("VALUE":"","READ FILE":FNValid_name$(F$))
1480 RETURN
1490 !
1500 Savefile: !
1510 DIALOG "FILE","Write to file?",Btn;RETURN ("SELECTION":F$)
1520 IF Btn=0 THEN CONTROL @S;SET ("WRITE FILE":FNValid_name$(F$))
1530 RETURN
1540 !
1550 Mergetext: !
1560 DIALOG "FILE","File to merge?",Btn;RETURN ("SELECTION":F$)
1570 IF Btn=0 THEN CONTROL @S;SET ("READ FILE":FNValid_name$(F$))
1580 RETURN
1590 !
1600 Cut: !
1610 CONTROL @S;SET ("CUT SELECTION":1)
1620 RETURN
1630 !
1640 Copytext: !
1650 CONTROL @S;SET ("COPY SELECTION":1)
1660 RETURN
1670 !
1680 Paste: !
1690 CONTROL @S;SET ("PASTE":1)
1700 RETURN
1710 !
1720 Replace: !
1730 CONTROL @S;SET ("DELETE SELECTION":1,"PASTE":1)
1740 RETURN
1750 !
1760 Findline: !
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1770 S$="Go to what line?"
1780 T$="SHORT INTEGER"
1790 DIALOG "NUMBER",S$,Btn;SET ("FORMAT":T$),RETURN ("VALUE":N)
1800 IF Btn=0 THEN CONTROL @S;SET ("LINE NUMBER":N)
1810 RETURN
1820 !
1830 Findstr: !
1840 S$="Search for what text?"
1850 DIALOG "STRING",S$,Btn;RETURN ("VALUE":Search$)
1860 IF Btn=0 AND Search$<>"" THEN CONTROL @S;SET ("SEARCH":Search$)
1870 RETURN
1880 !
1890 Finis: !
1900 ASSIGN @Main TO *
! Deletes PANEL widget
1910 CLEAR SCREEN
1920 END
1930 !
1940 DEF FNValid_name$(F$)
1950 INTEGER Colon_pos
1960 IF POS(SYSTEM$("VERSION:OS"),"HP-UX") THEN Colon_pos=POS(F$,":")
1970 IF NOT Colon_pos THEN Colon_pos=LEN(F$)+1
1980 RETURN F$[1,Colon_pos-1]
1990 FNEND
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Example: String Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: STRING Widget
30 !
40 ! This program generates a STRING widget and
50 ! allows the user to enter text from the keyboard.
60 ! The text entered by the user is displayed after
70 ! the Enter key is pressed. To exit the program,
80 ! type QUIT and press Enter OR click the PANEL icon
90 ! and then click Quit.
100 !
110 ! ********************************************
120 !
130 CLEAR SCREEN
140 DIM S$[255]
150 ASSIGN @String TO WIDGET "STRING"
160 CONTROL @String;SET ("TITLE":" Example: STRING Widget")
170 CONTROL @String;SET ("X":100,"Y":100,"COLUMNS":30)
180 CONTROL @String;SET ("VALUE":"Enter text here")
190 CONTROL @String;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
200 !
210 ON EVENT @String,"RETURN" GOSUB Handler
220 ON EVENT @String,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
230 !
240 LOOP
250 WAIT FOR EVENT
260 END LOOP
270 !
280 Handler: !
290 STATUS @String;RETURN ("VALUE":S$)
300 CONTROL @String;SET ("VALUE":"")
310 IF S$="QUIT" THEN Finis
320 DISP "Text entered:",S$
330 RETURN
340 Finis: !
350 ASSIGN @String TO *
! Delete STRING widget
360 END
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Example: Stripchart (Counter States)
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: STRIPCHART (Counter States)
!
! This program demonstrates stripchart operation. It generates
! a PANEL and places a STRIPCHART in it. The STRIPCHART widget
! then displays the timing states of a 7-bit digital counter.
!
! *******************************************************************
!
! Define colors and array of colors
!
INTEGER Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta,Colors(1:7)
DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
READ Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
Colors(1)=White
Colors(2)=Red
Colors(3)=Yellow
Colors(4)=Blue
Colors(5)=Cyan
Colors(6)=Green
Colors(7)=Magenta
!
! Other variables:
!
! Display(*):
Used to get display dimensions
! B(*),C(*),D(*),Ctr,Bitstr$:
Used to implement 7-bit counter
! Total:
Cumulative count of 7-bit counter
! N:
Useful counter
! Bitstr$:
Gets binary digits
!
INTEGER Display(1:4),B(1:7),C(1:7),D(1:7),Ctr,N,Dw,Dh,W,H,X,Y
DIM Bitstr$[32]
REAL Total
!
GESCAPE CRT,3;Display(*)
Dw=Display(3)-Display(1)
Dh=Display(4)-Display(2)
CLEAR SCREEN
!
W=Dw
H=Dh
X=0
Y=0
GOSUB Buildstrip
!
! Get ready for main loop. The B(*) and D(*) arrays are used
! to translate the counter count to trace Y coordinates. The Ctr
! variable handles the count and the Total keeps a running tally.
!
DATA 1,3,5,7,9,11,13,0,0
READ B(*),Ctr,Total
MAT D=B
!
! Set up Quit event, turn on PANEL
!
ON EVENT @Strip,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
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570 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
580 !
590 ! Loop and update traces
600 !
610 LOOP
620 GOSUB Gettrace
630 END LOOP
640 STOP
650 !
660 ! *********** End of Main Program ******************
670 !
680 Gettrace: !
690 !
700 ! The Gettrace routine handles the update of the traces on the display.
710 ! To begin, take the current counter value and use it to update the trace.
720 ! The traces are drawn from one Y value to another:
730 !
740 ! Bit 0: 0 is Y=1 1 is Y=2
750 ! Bit 1: 0 is Y=3 1 is Y=4
760 ! Bit 2: 0 is Y=5 1 is Y=6
770 ! Bit 3: 0 is Y=7 1 is Y=8
780 ! Bit 4: 0 is Y=9 1 is Y=10
790 ! Bit 5: 0 is Y=11 1 is Y=12
800 ! Bit 6: 0 is Y=13 1 is Y=14
810 !
820 ! The B(*) array is effectively simply a set of constants that contains
830 ! the Y-values that correspond to a 0 value for each trace. The C(*)
840 ! array is generated using the B(*) array and the counter value to give
850 ! the Y-values for the actual current count.
860 !
870 ! To create the C(*) array from the count, the count is converted
880 ! into a string using IVAL that gives the counter value in binary
890 ! (that is, a counter value of 13 gives a string "0000000000001101").
900 !
910 ! Then, the string is scanned from right to left (which scans through
920 ! the count from Bit 0 to Bit 6), and the character "0" or "1" is converted
930 ! to its numeric equivalent. The result is added to the value in B(*)
940 ! for the corresponding bit to load into C(*) for the corresponding bit.
950 !
960 ! The D(*) array keeps the value from the previous ON CYCLE event.
970 ! This is done because when you make a transition from a 0 to a 1
980 ! on a trace you have to plot the old Y value and new Y value at
990 ! the same X value. If you had instead just plotted each new value
1000 ! with each ON CYCLE event, the trace transitions would be plotted as
1010 ! angles with the traces rising and falling between subsequent X values.
1020 !
1030 Bitstr$=IVAL$(Ctr,2)
1040 L=LEN(Bitstr$)
1050 FOR N=1 TO 7
1060 C(N)=B(N)+VAL(Bitstr$[L-(N-1);1])
1070 NEXT N
1080 !
1090 ! Draw the traces -- set X location and then plot the previous trace
1100 ! values followed by the current trace values.
1110 !
1120 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("POINT LOCATION":Total)
1130 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("VALUES":D(*),"VALUES":C(*))
1140 !
1150 ! Save the current trace values, and modulo update the 7-bit counter.
1160 !
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1170 MAT D=C
1180 Ctr=(Ctr+1) MOD 128
1190 !
1200 ! Increment the running total. If numeric overflow, reset STRIPCHART
1210 ! and start over again. To do this, you black out all the traces,
1220 ! change the X origin back to 0, draw the traces back to the origin
1230 ! while they are black (so they will be invisible against the black
1240 ! background), and then set the colors again.
1250 !
1260 Total=Total+1
1270 IF Total=32767 THEN
1280 Total=0
1290 ASSIGN @Strip TO *
1300 GOSUB Buildstrip
1310 END IF
1320 RETURN
1330 !
1340 ! *************** Build Stripchart ************************
1350 !
1360 Buildstrip: !
1370 !
1380 ! Set up main STRIPCHART parameters -- 7 traces, and scroll 1/40th at
1390 ! a time since the traces are 40 units long.
1400 !
1410 ASSIGN @Strip TO WIDGET "STRIPCHART";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
1420 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("TITLE":"Example: STRIPCHART (Counter States)")
1430 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("X":50,"Y":25,"WIDTH":.75*W,"HEIGHT":.75*H)
1440 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("TRACE BACKGROUND":Black)
1450 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("TRACE COUNT":7,"MINIMUM SCROLL":1/40)
1460 !
1470 ! Set up X-axis parameters -- initial origin (before scrolling) of 1,
1480 ! trace display width of 40, keep numbering on and set it to 5 digits.
1490 !
1500 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","ORIGIN":0,"RANGE":40)
1510 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("NUMBER FORMAT":"FIXED","DIGITS":5)
1520 !
1530 ! Set up Y-axis parameters -- enough range for 7 traces, turn off
1540 ! numbering.
1550 !
1560 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y")
1570 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("ORIGIN":0,"RANGE":15,"SHOW NUMBERING":0)
1580 !
1590 ! Set up seven traces -- different color and label for each. (The
1600 ! first 8 traces actually have distinctive colors, but they are set
1610 ! to show how to do it.)
1620 !
1630 FOR N=1 TO 7
1640 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":N,"TRACE PEN":Colors(N))
1650 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("TRACE LABEL":"BIT "&VAL$(N-1))
1660 NEXT N
1670 !
1680 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
1690 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit","VISIBLE":1)
1700 RETURN
1710 !
1720 ! ******************** Go Here on Exit ************************
1730 !
1740 ! The ON CYCLE is disabled before destroying the STRIPCHART.
1750 ! Otherwise, it might call the handler and cause an error, since the
1760 ! handler does not have any widgets remaining.
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1770 !
1780 Finis: !
1790 OFF CYCLE
1800 ASSIGN @Strip TO *
1810 END

! Stop ON CYCLE *FIRST!*
! Delete STRIPCHART widget
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Example: Stripchart (Rescale)
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: STRIPCHART (Rescale)
30 !
40 ! This program builds a STRIPCHART widget. As the chart
50 ! scrolls, the vertical scale factor automatically changes
60 ! to accomodate the display values.
70 !
80 ! *********************************************************
90 !
100 INTEGER I
110 REAL D(1:4)
120 ASSIGN @Graph TO WIDGET "STRIPCHART"
130 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("TITLE":"Example: STRIPCHART (Rescale)")
140 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("X":50,"Y":25,"VISIBLE":0)
150 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","ORIGIN":0,"RANGE":4)
160 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("NUMBER FORMAT":"MINUTES","DIGITS":9)
170 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y","LOGARITHMIC":1,"ORIGIN":.01)
180 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("RANGE":4,"AUTOSCALE":1,"VISIBLE":1)
190 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
200 ON EVENT @Graph,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
210 T=0
220 WHILE 1
230 T=T+.1
240 FOR I=1 TO 4
250
D(I)=EXP((-62+25*I+10*SIN(T*I*3)+T*(I-2.5))/12)
260 NEXT I
270 WAIT .05
280 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("POINT LOCATION":T,"VALUES":D(*))
290 END WHILE
300 Finis: !
310 ASSIGN @Graph TO *
! Delete STRIPCHART widget
320 END
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Example: Stripchart (Scrolling)
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: STRIPCHART (Scrolling)
30 !
40 ! This program builds a scrolling STRIPCHART widget
50 ! that displays the values of ten digits.
60 !
70 ! **************************************************
80 !
90 INTEGER I
100 DIM Vals(1:16)
110 ASSIGN @Strip TO WIDGET "STRIPCHART"
120 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("TITLE":" Example: STRIPCHART (Scrolling)")
130 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
140 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("VISIBLE":0,"SHARED X":1)
150 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("X":50,"Y":25,"WIDTH":400,"HEIGHT":325)
160 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("TRACE COUNT":10,"CURRENT TRACE":0)
170 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("POINT CAPACITY":10000)
180 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","ORIGIN":0,"RANGE":50)
190 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("DIGITS":11,"NUMBER FORMAT":"FIXED","USER SCROLL":1)
200 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y","ORIGIN":-.5,"RANGE":10)
210 ON EVENT @Strip,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
220 FOR I=1 TO 10
230 Vals(I)=(I-5)*.05
240 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":I,"TRACE LABEL":"DIGIT "&VAL$(I-1))
250 NEXT I
260 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
270 ON EVENT @Strip,"SCROLLED" GOSUB Evnt
280 FOR A=0 TO 1000000
290 CONTROL @Strip;SET ("POINT LOCATION":A,"VALUES":Vals(*))
300 Vals(1)=Vals(1)+1
310 I=1
320 WHILE Vals(I)>9.5
330
Vals(I)=Vals(I)-10
340
I=I+1
350
Vals(I)=Vals(I)+1
360 END WHILE
370 NEXT A
380 Evnt: RETURN
390 !
400 Finis: !
410 ASSIGN @Strip TO *
! Delete STRIPCHART widget
420 END
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Example: Stripchart (Sine Waves)
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: STRIPCHART (Sine Waves)
30 !
40 ! This program builds a scrolling STRIPCHART widget
50 ! that displays four sine waves.
60 !
70 ! **************************************************
80 !
90 INTEGER I
100 REAL D(1:4)
110 ASSIGN @Graph TO WIDGET "STRIPCHART"
120 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("TITLE":" Example: STRIPCHART (Sine Waves)")
130 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("X":50,"Y":25,"VISIBLE":0)
140 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","ORIGIN":0,"RANGE":4)
150 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("NUMBER FORMAT":"MINUTES","DIGITS":9)
160 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y","ORIGIN":-50)
170 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("RANGE":100,"VISIBLE":1)
180 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
190 ON EVENT @Graph,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
200 Start=TIMEDATE
210 WHILE 1
220 T=TIMEDATE-Start
230 FOR I=1 TO 4
240
D(I)=-62+25*I+10*SIN(T*I*3)
250 NEXT I
260 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("POINT LOCATION":T,"VALUES":D(*))
270 END WHILE
280 Finis: !
290 ASSIGN @Graph TO *
! Delete STRIPCHART widget
300 END
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Example: Stripchart Widget
10 ! *********************************************************************
20
! Example: STRIPCHART Widget
30
!
40
! This program builds a scrolling STRIPCHART widget
50
! that displays three triangular waveforms.
60
!
70
! ************************************************************
80
!
90 DIM Nval(1:3)
100 ASSIGN @Stp TO WIDGET "STRIPCHART"
110 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("X":50,"Y":25,"WIDTH":450,"HEIGHT":300)
120 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("TITLE":" Example: STRIPCHART Widget")
130 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
140 ON EVENT @Stp,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
150 !
160 ! Set three traces, scroll 1/10th of display, update all traces in parallel
170 !
180 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("TRACE COUNT":3,"MINIMUM SCROLL":10,"SHARED X":1)
190 !
200 ! Set X-axis and Y-axis origin, range, and labeling
210 !
220 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y")
230 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("ORIGIN":-4,"RANGE":8,"AXIS LABEL":" Y-Axis Information")
240 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X")
250 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("ORIGIN":0,"RANGE":10,"AXIS LABEL":"X-Axis Information")
260 !
270 ! Set three traces and set POINT CAPACITY = 0 (do not save data)
280 !
290 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":1)
300 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("TRACE PEN":1,"TRACE LABEL":"Trace 1")
310 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":2)
320 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("TRACE PEN":2,"TRACE LABEL":"Trace 2")
330 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":3)
340 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("TRACE PEN":3,"TRACE LABEL":"Trace 3")
350 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":0,"POINT CAPACITY":0)
360 !
370 ! Display a pattern of triangle waves
380 !
390 DATA 1,-1,3
400 READ Nval(*)
410 FOR N=0 TO 1000
420 WAIT 1
430 CONTROL @Stp;SET ("POINT LOCATION":N,"VALUES":Nval(*))
440 Nval(1)=-Nval(1)
450 Nval(2)=-Nval(2)
460 Nval(3)=-Nval(3)
470 NEXT N
480 !
490 Finis: !
500 ASSIGN @Stp TO *
! Delete STRIPCHART widget
510 END
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Example: System Widget Event Disabling
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: SYSTEM Widget Event Disabling
30 !
40 ! This program builds a set of widgets using the
50 ! SYSTEM widget. You can enable/disable ten events.
60 ! In addition, a status log lists all events that
70 ! occur, such as moving the SLIDER bar, etc.
80 !
90 !
NOTE
100 !
110 ! You may need to maximize the display to see all
120 ! of the widgets.
130 !
140 ! *****************************************************
150 !
160 DIM Sys_menu$(0:13)[80],Event$(1:2)[80],Panel$[80]
170 DIM Printer$[80],Slider$[80],Meter$[80]
180 INTEGER I,Space,Sys_event,Cur_event,Events
190 DATA ACTIVATED, ALARM, CHANGED, DONE, INVALID NUMBER
200 DATA KEYSTROKE, REPAINT, RESIZED, RETURN, SELECTION, *
210 Events=0
220 LOOP
230 Sys_menu$(Events)="DISABLE "
240 READ Sys_menu$(Events)[9]
250 EXIT IF Sys_menu$(Events)[9]="*"
260 Events=Events+1
270 END LOOP
280 Sys_menu$(Events)="Quit "
290 REDIM Sys_menu$(0:Events)
300 Panel$="Panel"
310 Printer$=Panel$&"/Printer"
320 Slider$=Panel$&"/Slider"
330 Meter$=Panel$&"/Meter"
340 !
350 ASSIGN @Syst TO WIDGET "SYSTEM"
360 CONTROL @Syst;SET ("*LOAD":"SBEVNTSA.SCR","*QUEUE EVENTS":1)
370 CONTROL @Syst;SET ("*NAME":"Panel","SYSTEM MENU":Sys_menu$(*))
380 CONTROL @Syst;SET ("SIZE CONTROL":"RESIZE CHILDREN")
390 ON EVENT @Syst,"SYSTEM MENU" GOSUB Sys_menu
400 ON Events GOTO E0,E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8,E9,E10,E11,E12
410 !
420 E12: ON EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(12)[POS(Sys_menu$(12)," ")+1] GOSUB Event_12
430 E11: ON EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(11)[POS(Sys_menu$(11)," ")+1] GOSUB Event_11
440 E10: ON EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(10)[POS(Sys_menu$(10)," ")+1] GOSUB Event_10
450 E9: ON EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(9)[POS(Sys_menu$(9)," ")+1] GOSUB Event_9
460 E8: ON EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(8)[POS(Sys_menu$(8)," ")+1] GOSUB Event_8
470 E7: ON EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(7)[POS(Sys_menu$(7)," ")+1] GOSUB Event_7
480 E6: ON EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(6)[POS(Sys_menu$(6)," ")+1] GOSUB Event_6
490 E5: ON EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(5)[POS(Sys_menu$(5)," ")+1] GOSUB Event_5
500 E4: ON EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(4)[POS(Sys_menu$(4)," ")+1] GOSUB Event_4
510 E3: ON EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(3)[POS(Sys_menu$(3)," ")+1] GOSUB Event_3
520 E2: ON EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(2)[POS(Sys_menu$(2)," ")+1] GOSUB Event_2
530 E1: ON EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(1)[POS(Sys_menu$(1)," ")+1] GOSUB Event_1
540 E0: ON EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(0)[POS(Sys_menu$(0)," ")+1] GOSUB Event_0
550 !
560 LOOP
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570 WAIT FOR EVENT
580 END LOOP
590 !
600 Event_0: Cur_event=0
610 GOSUB Event_handler
620 RETURN
630 !
640 Event_1: Cur_event=1
650 GOSUB Event_handler
660 RETURN
670 !
680 Event_2: Cur_event=2
690 GOSUB Event_handler
700 RETURN
710 !
720 Event_3: Cur_event=3
730 GOSUB Event_handler
740 RETURN
750 !
760 Event_4: Cur_event=4
770 GOSUB Event_handler
780 RETURN
790 !
800 Event_5: Cur_event=5
810 GOSUB Event_handler
820 RETURN
830 !
840 Event_6: Cur_event=6
850 GOSUB Event_handler
860 RETURN
870 !
880 Event_7: Cur_event=7
890 GOSUB Event_handler
900 RETURN
910 !
920 Event_8: Cur_event=8
930 GOSUB Event_handler
940 RETURN
950 !
960 Event_9: Cur_event=9
970 GOSUB Event_handler
980 RETURN
990 !
1000 Event_10: Cur_event=10
1010 GOSUB Event_handler
1020 RETURN
1030 !
1040 Event_11: Cur_event=11
1050 GOSUB Event_handler
1060 RETURN
1070 !
1080 Event_12: Cur_event=12
1090 GOSUB Event_handler
1100 RETURN
1110 !
1120 Event_handler:!
1130 CONTROL @Syst;SET ("*EVENT NAME FILTER":Sys_menu$(Cur_event)[POS(Sys_menu$(Cur_event)," ")+1])
1140 LOOP
1150 STATUS @Syst;RETURN ("*QUEUED EVENT":Event$(*))
1160 EXIT IF NOT LEN(Event$(2))
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1170 IF Event$(1)=Slider$ THEN
1180
STATUS @Syst;RETURN ("*NAME":Slider$,"VALUE":Value)
1190
CONTROL @Syst;SET ("*NAME":Meter$,"VALUE":Value)
1200 END IF
1210 CONTROL @Syst;SET ("*NAME":Printer$,"APPEND TEXT":Event$(1)&":"&Event$(2))
1220 END LOOP
1230 CONTROL @Syst;SET ("*EVENT NAME FILTER":"")
1240 RETURN
1250 !
1260 Sys_menu:!
1270 STATUS @Syst;RETURN ("*NAME":Panel$,"SYSTEM MENU EVENT":Sys_event)
1280 Space=POS(Sys_menu$(Sys_event)," ")
1290 SELECT Sys_menu$(Sys_event)[1,Space-1]
1300 CASE "ENABLE"
1310 ENABLE EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(Sys_event)[Space+1]
1320 Action$="DISABLE"
1330 CASE "DISABLE"
1340 DISABLE EVENT @Syst,Sys_menu$(Sys_event)[Space+1]
1350 Action$="ENABLE"
1360 CASE "Quit"
1370 STOP
1380 END SELECT
1390 CONTROL @Syst;SET ("*NAME":Printer$,"APPEND TEXT":Sys_menu$(Sys_event))
1400 Sys_menu$(Sys_event)=Action$&Sys_menu$(Sys_event)[Space]
1410 CONTROL @Syst;SET ("*NAME":"Panel","SYSTEM MENU":Sys_menu$(*))
1420 CONTROL @Syst;SET ("*EVENT NAME FILTER":"SYSTEM MENU")
1430 STATUS @Syst;RETURN ("*FLUSH QUEUED EVENTS":Events)
1440 CONTROL @Syst;SET ("*EVENT NAME FILTER":"")
1450 RETURN
1460 END
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: SYSTEM Widget Event Handler
!
! This program shows how to handle queued events from a SYSTEM
! widget. A SYSTEM widget has an attribute named *QUEUE EVENTS,
! which is normally turned off. In that state, the SYSTEM widget
! will not queue up events -- you get one and all later ones are lost.
!
! If you set *QUEUE EVENTS to 1, however, events are queued -! which leads to the problem of sorting out events from each other.
!
! This program shows how this is done by queueing up events from
! three SLIDER widgets contained in a SYSTEM widget. When you
! tell the program to flush the queue, it lists the queued events
! by source SLIDER and event type and gives the number of
! events in each category.
!
! This is a somewhat contrived program in that the level of
! event handling demonstrated here is overkill. Under normal
! circumstances, event queueing should not be a concern. In
! fact, this program has to go to considerable lengths to force
! the events to be queued -- by raising the SYSTEM PRIORITY
! to mask out the SLIDER events, and only lowering it when
! it polls a TOGGLEBUTTON and gets back a 1.
!
! The SYSTEM MENU event that allows you to exit the program
! is set to a high priority level, so you can exit the program at
! any time.
!
! **************************************************************
!
CLEAR SCREEN
INTEGER N
! General-purpose variable
INTEGER D(1:4),Dw,Dh,Iw,Ih
! Variables for display handling
INTEGER Px,Py,Pw,Ph
! PANEL parameters
INTEGER Gx,Gy
! Internal layout gaps
INTEGER Nc,R,Sx,Sy,Sw,Sh
! Parameters for SYSTEM widget SLIDERS
INTEGER Prx,Pry,Prw,Prh
! Parameters for PRINTER widget
INTEGER Tx,Ty,Th,Tw
! Parameters for TOGGLE BUTTON
DIM Ev$(1:2)[50],S$[50]
! Return event source - GP string
!
! Set up a PANEL in the center of the printing display and put
! a SYSTEM MENU on it so you can quit the program.
!
STATUS CRT,13;N
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Dw=D(3)-D(1)
Dh=(D(4)-D(2))*((N-7)/N)
!
Pw=Dw*.99
Ph=Dh*.99
Px=(Dw-Pw)/2
Py=(Dh-Ph)/2
!
ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":Px+100,"Y":Py+50,"WIDTH":.75*Pw,"HEIGHT":.75*Ph)
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570 CONTROL @Main;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
580 CONTROL @Main;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
590 CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: SYSTEM Widget Event Handling")
600 STATUS @Main;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
610 !
620 ! Create a SYSTEM widget as a child of the main PANEL, populate
630 ! with SLIDER widgets.
640 !
650 ASSIGN @Sys TO WIDGET "SYSTEM";PARENT @Main
660 !
670 Gx=Iw*.01
680 Gy=Gx
690 !
700 Nc=3
710 Sh=Ih*.85
720 Sw=Iw*.11
730 Sy=Gy
740 !
750 FOR C=1 TO Nc
760 Sx=(C-1)*Sw+Gy
770 S$="S"&VAL$(C)
780 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":S$,"*CREATE":"SLIDER")
790 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("X":Sx,"Y":Sy,"WIDTH":Sw,"HEIGHT":Sh)
800 NEXT C
810 !
820 ! Set up a TOGGLEBUTTON to indicate when to trap events
830 !
840 Th=Ih-(Sh+3*Gy)
850 Tw=Iw/2
860 Tx=Gx+(3*Sw-Tw)/2
870 Ty=Ih-(Th+Gy)
880 ASSIGN @Toggle TO WIDGET "TOGGLEBUTTON";PARENT @Main
890 CONTROL @Toggle;SET ("X":Tx+50,"Y":Ty,"WIDTH":Tw,"HEIGHT":Th)
900 CONTROL @Toggle;SET ("LABEL":"Flush Queue")
910 !
920 ! Set up a PRINTER widget on the main PANEL (not as part of
930 ! the SYSTEM widget) to log event handling
940 !
950 Prw=Iw-(3*Sw+3*Gy)
960 Prh=Ih-2*Gy
970 Prx=Iw-(Prw+Gy)
980 Pry=Gy
990 !
1000 ASSIGN @Prn TO WIDGET "PRINTER";PARENT @Main
1010 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("X":Prx,"Y":Pry,"WIDTH":Prw,"HEIGHT":Prh)
1020 !
1030 ! Set up events to trap the SLIDERs in the SYSTEM widget, and
1040 ! set up a high priority trap on the "Quit" button in the SYSTEM
1050 ! MENU
1060 !
1070 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*QUEUE EVENTS":1)
1080 ON EVENT @Sys,"CHANGED" GOSUB Handler
1090 ON EVENT @Sys,"DONE" GOSUB Handler
1100 ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM MENU",15 GOTO Finis
1110 !
1120 ! Set event to quit on SYSTEM MENU, make whole thing visible, loop
1130 ! -- mask out normal events until user toggles the TOGGLEBUTTON
1140 !
1150 CONTROL @Main;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1160 LOOP
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1170 SYSTEM PRIORITY 1
1180 REPEAT
1190
STATUS @Toggle;RETURN ("VALUE":N)
1200 UNTIL (N<>0)
1210 CONTROL @Toggle;SET ("VALUE":0)
1220 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("TEXT":"")
1230 SYSTEM PRIORITY 0
1240 END LOOP
1250 !
1260 ! This event handler confirms SLIDER events by printing out the
1270 ! event and its source. It performs a loop, checking to see
1280 ! if there are events in the queue. If there are, it reads the
1290 ! first event in the queue and flushes all the same events.
1300 ! (You could also read them out if you like.) It continues
1310 ! doing this until it cleans out the queue.
1320 !
1330 Handler: !
1340 LOOP
1350 !
1360 ! Determine total number of events in queue
1370 !
1380 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*EVENT WIDGET FILTER":"")
1390 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*EVENT NAME FILTER":"")
1400 STATUS @Sys;RETURN ("*QUEUED EVENTS":N)
1410 !
1420 EXIT IF N=0
1430 !
1440 S$="> Total events in queue: "&VAL$(N)
1450 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
1460 !
1470 ! Get ID of first source in queue.
1480 !
1490 STATUS @Sys;RETURN ("*QUEUED EVENT":Ev$(*))
1500 !
1510 ! Determine how many of the same events are in the
1520 ! queue and then flush them
1530 !
1540 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*EVENT WIDGET FILTER":Ev$(1))
1550 CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*EVENT NAME FILTER":Ev$(2))
1560 STATUS @Sys;RETURN ("*FLUSH QUEUED EVENTS":N)
1570 !
1580 S$=" Widget / Event / Total: "
1590 S$=S$&Ev$(1)&" / "&Ev$(2)&" / "&VAL$(N+1)
1600 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
1610 !
1620 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":"")
1630 !
1640 END LOOP
1650 RETURN
1660 !
1670 Finis: !
1680 ASSIGN @Main TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
1690 CLEAR SCREEN
1700 END
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Example: System Widget Event Queuing
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: SYSTEM Widget Event Queuing
30 !
40 ! This program shows one way to display queued
50 ! events. You can set the high limit and the low
60 ! limit for the METER widget. If you set QueueEvent,
70 ! an event description is displayed each time the
80 ! value crosses the high or low limit value.
90 !
100 ! ******************************************************
110 !
120 COM @System
130 INTEGER Panel,Slider,Meter,Bar,Toggle,Printer
140 INTEGER Keep_looping,Queuing,Queued,Flushed,System_event,Btn
150 REAL Min,Max,Low_lim,High_lim
160 DIM Event$(0:1)[80]
170 !
180 Panel=1
190 Slider=2
200 Meter=3
210 Bar=4
220 Toggle=8
230 Printer=9
240 Keep_looping=1
250 !
260 ASSIGN @System TO WIDGET "SYSTEM";SET ("*LOAD":"SBEVNTS.SCR")
270 STATUS @System;RETURN ("*WIDGETS":Num_widgets)
280 ALLOCATE Names$(1:Num_widgets)[80]
290 STATUS @System;RETURN ("*WIDGET NAMES":Names$(*))
300 GOSUB Init
310 !
320 ! Set up events
330 !
340 CONTROL @System;SET ("*NAME":Names$(Meter),"ALARM TYPE":"EVENT","ALARM
RANGES":"HIGH,MIDDLE,LOW")
350 ON EVENT @System,"CHANGED" GOSUB Event_handler
360 ON EVENT @System,"ALARM",2 GOSUB Event_handler
370 ON EVENT @System,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Event_handler
380 ON EVENT @System,"SYSTEM MENU" GOSUB Event_handler
390 !
400 REPEAT
410 WAIT FOR EVENT
420 UNTIL NOT Keep_looping
430 !
440 STOP
450 !
460 Init:!
470 Queuing=0
480 CONTROL @System;SET ("*NAME":Names$(Toggle),"VALUE":Queuing,"*QUEUE EVENTS":Queuing)
490 Min=0.
500 Max=100.0
510 Low_lim=25.0
520 High_lim=75.0
530 GOSUB Set_limits
540 CONTROL @System;SET ("*NAME":Names$(Slider),"VALUE":Min)
550 CONTROL @System;SET ("*NAME":Names$(Meter),"VALUE":Min)
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560 CONTROL @System;SET ("*NAME":Names$(Bar),"VALUE":Min)
570 !
580 ! Send names to PRINTER widget
590 !
600 CONTROL @System;SET ("*NAME":Names$(Printer),"HIDDEN LINES":1000)
610 CONTROL @System;SET ("TEXT":"This example contains "&VAL$(Num_widgets)&" widgets:")
620 CONTROL @System;SET ("APPEND TEXT":"")
630 CONTROL @System;SET ("APPEND TEXT":Names$(*))
640 CONTROL @System;SET ("APPEND TEXT":"")
650 RETURN
660 !
670 Set_limits:!
680 CONTROL @System;SET ("*NAME":Names$(Meter),"LOW LIMIT":Low_lim,"HIGH LIMIT":High_lim)
690 CONTROL @System;SET ("*NAME":Names$(Bar),"LOW LIMIT":Low_lim,"HIGH LIMIT":High_lim)
700 RETURN
710 !
720 Event_handler:!
730 REPEAT
740 STATUS @System;RETURN ("*QUEUED EVENT":Event$(*),"*QUEUED EVENTS":Queued)
750 SELECT Event$(1)
760 CASE "ACTIVATED"
770
SELECT VAL(Event$(0)[LEN(Event$(0))])
780
CASE 1
790
DIALOG "NUMBER","Enter new LOW LIMIT",Btn;SET ("REAL NOTATION":"FIXED","REAL
RESOLUTION":3,"MINIMUM":Min,"MAXIMUM":Max,"VALUE":Low_lim),RETURN ("VALUE":Value)
800
IF Btn=0 THEN
810
Low_lim=Value
820
GOSUB Set_limits
830
END IF
840
CASE 2
850
DIALOG "NUMBER","Enter new HIGH LIMIT",Btn;SET ("REAL NOTATION":"FIXED","REAL
RESOLUTION":3,"MINIMUM":Min,"MAXIMUM":Max,"VALUE":High_lim),RETURN ("VALUE":Value)
860
IF Btn=0 THEN
870
High_lim=Value
880
GOSUB Set_limits
890
END IF
900
END SELECT
910 CASE "CHANGED"
920
IF Queued THEN GOSUB Flush_queue
930
SELECT Event$(0)
940
CASE Names$(Slider)
950
STATUS @System;RETURN ("*NAME":Names$(Slider),"VALUE":Value)
960
CONTROL @System;SET ("*NAME":Names$(Meter),"VALUE":Value)
970
CASE Names$(Toggle)
980
STATUS @System;RETURN ("*NAME":Names$(Toggle),"VALUE":Queuing)
990
CONTROL @System;SET ("*QUEUE EVENTS":Queuing)
1000
END SELECT
1010 CASE "ALARM"
1020
IF Queued THEN GOSUB Flush_queue
1030
STATUS @System;RETURN ("*NAME":Names$(Meter),"VALUE":Value)
1040
CONTROL @System;SET ("*NAME":Names$(Bar),"VALUE":Value)
1050 CASE ""
! No events queued
1060 CASE ELSE
! SYSTEM MENU
1070
IF Queuing THEN
1080
System_event=VAL(Event$(1)[13])
1090
ELSE
1100
STATUS @System;RETURN ("*NAME":Names$(Panel),"SYSTEM MENU EVENT":System_event)
1110
END IF
1120
SELECT System_event
1130
CASE 0
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1140
GOSUB Init
1150
CASE 1
1160
DIALOG "QUESTION","Do you want to quit?",Keep_looping
1170
END SELECT
1180 END SELECT
1190 UNTIL NOT Queued
1200 RETURN
1210 !
1220 Flush_queue: !
1230 CONTROL @System;SET ("*EVENT WIDGET FILTER":Event$(0),"*EVENT NAME FILTER":Event$(1))
1240 STATUS @System;RETURN ("*FLUSH QUEUED EVENTS":Flushed,"*QUEUED EVENTS":Queued)
1250 CONTROL @System;SET ("*EVENT WIDGET FILTER":"","*EVENT NAME FILTER":"")
1260 IF Flushed THEN
1270 CONTROL @System;SET ("*NAME":Names$(Printer),"APPEND TEXT":"Flushed "&VAL$(Flushed)&" "&Event
$(0)&":"&Event$(1)&" events.")
1280 CONTROL @System;SET ("APPEND TEXT":" "&VAL$(Queued)&" events remaining")
1290 END IF
1300 RETURN
1310 END
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: SYSTEM Widget As a Child
!
! This program shows the user of the SYSTEM widget as a child
! widget. The program displays a PANEL widget, puts a PRINTER
! widget on it, and then creates a SYSTEM widget containing an
! array of buttons. When you click a button, the event is listed
! in the PRINTER widget.
!
! **************************************************************
!
CLEAR SCREEN
INTEGER D(1:4),Dw,Dh,Nlines
! Display handling variables
INTEGER Px,Py,Pw,Ph
! Main PANEL parameters
INTEGER Gx,Gy
! Internal spacing
INTEGER Nr,Nc,R,C,Bx,By,Bw,Bh
! PUSHBUTTON variables
INTEGER Prx,Pry,Prw,Prh
! PRINTER parameters
DIM Ev$(1:2)[50],S$[50]
! Returns event source - GP string
!
! Set up a PANEL in the center of the printing display (above the
! display (above the softkeys, etc.) and put a SYSTEM MENU on it
! so you can quit the program.
!
STATUS CRT,13;Nlines
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Dw=D(3)-D(1)
Dh=(D(4)-D(2))*((Nlines-7)/Nlines)
!
Pw=Dw*.9
Ph=Dh*.9
Px=(Dw-Pw)/2
Py=(Dh-Ph)/2
!
ASSIGN @Main TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("X":Px,"Y":Py,"WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
CONTROL @Main;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
CONTROL @Main;SET ("TITLE":" Example: SYSTEM Widget As a Child")
STATUS @Main;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
!
! Create a SYSTEM widget as a child of the main PANEL and
! populate with PUSHBUTTONS.
!
ASSIGN @Sys TO WIDGET "SYSTEM";PARENT @Main
!
Gx=Iw*.02
Gy=Gx
!
Nr=9
Nc=6
Bh=(Ih-2*Gy)/Nr
Bw=Iw*.08
!
FOR R=1 TO Nr
By=Gy+(R-1)*Bh
FOR C=1 TO Nc
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570
Bx=Gx+(C-1)*Bw
580
S$="B"&VAL$(R)&VAL$(C)
590
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("*NAME":S$,"*CREATE":"PUSHBUTTON")
600
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("X":Bx,"Y":By,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
610
CONTROL @Sys;SET ("LABEL":S$)
620 NEXT C
630 NEXT R
640 !
650 ! Set up a PRINTER widget on the main PANEL (not as part of
660 ! the SYSTEM widget) to log events.
670 !
680 Prw=Iw-(Nc*Bw+3*Gx)
690 Prh=Ih-2*Gy
700 Prx=Iw-(Prw+Gy)
710 Pry=Gy
720 ASSIGN @Prn TO WIDGET "PRINTER";PARENT @Main
730 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("X":Prx,"Y":Pry,"WIDTH":Prw,"HEIGHT":Prh)
740 !
750 ! Set up an event to trap the PUSHBUTTONs in the SYSTEM widget.
760 !
770 ON EVENT @Sys,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Handler
780 !
790 ! Set event to quit on SYSTEM MENU, make whole thing visible,
800 ! loop and wait for an event.
810 !
820 ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
830 CONTROL @Main;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
840 !
850 LOOP
860 WAIT FOR EVENT
870 END LOOP
880 STOP
890 !
900 ! This event handler confirms PUSHBUTTON events by printing out
910 ! the event and its source.
920 !
930 Handler: !
940 STATUS @Sys;RETURN ("*QUEUED EVENT":Ev$(*))
950 S$="Name/Event: "&Ev$(1)&"/"&Ev$(2)
960 CONTROL @Prn;SET ("APPEND TEXT":S$)
970 RETURN
980 !
990 Finis: !
1000 ASSIGN @Main TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
1010 CLEAR SCREEN
1020 END
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: Slot Machine
!
! This example program simulates a slot machine.
! It illustrates the use of STRING widgets with different fonts, and
! shows how attribute arrays can be used. The PUSHBUTTON object is used
! to initiate an action. The PRINTER widget is used to display information
! to the user.
!
! The arrays Attr_n$ and Attr are used to program six numeric attributes
! at once. The arrays Attr_s$ and Attr_sv$ are used to program two string
! attributes.
!
! ************************************************************************
!
DIM Attr_n$(5)[11],Attr_s$(1)[10],Attr(5),Attr_sv$(1)[10],Poss$(6)[6]
Attr_n$(0)="X"
Attr_n$(1)="Y"
Attr_n$(2)="WIDTH"
Attr_n$(3)="HEIGHT"
Attr_n$(4)="RESIZABLE"
Attr_n$(5)="MAXIMIZABLE"
Attr(0)=100
! x position
Attr(1)=20
! y position
Attr(2)=120
! width
Attr(3)=50
! height
Attr(4)=0
! resizable
Attr(5)=0
! maximizable
Attr_s$(0)="FONT"
Attr_s$(1)="TITLE"
Attr_sv$(0)="20 BY 30"
Attr_sv$(1)=""
! Makes the title area disappear
!
ASSIGN @Slot1 TO WIDGET "STRING"
CONTROL @Slot1;SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*))
CONTROL @Slot1;SET ("BACKGROUND":1,"PEN":2)
!
! Position the second STRING widget to the right of the first
!
Attr(0)=Attr(0)+Attr(2)
ASSIGN @Slot2 TO WIDGET "STRING"
CONTROL @Slot2;SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*))
CONTROL @Slot2;SET ("BACKGROUND":1,"PEN":2)
!
! Position the third STRING widget to the right of the second
!
Attr(0)=Attr(0)+Attr(2)
ASSIGN @Slot3 TO WIDGET "STRING"
CONTROL @Slot3;SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*))
CONTROL @Slot3;SET ("BACKGROUND":1,"PEN":2)
!
! Create a button to quit the game
!
ASSIGN @Quit TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON"
CONTROL @Quit;SET ("X":150,"Y":100,"RESIZABLE":0,"MAXIMIZABLE":0)
CONTROL @Quit;SET ("TITLE":"","FONT":"20 BY 30","LABEL":" QUIT ")
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570 ON EVENT @Quit,"ACTIVATED" GOTO Finis
580 !
590 ! Create a button to simulate pulling the lever
600 !
610 ASSIGN @Pull TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON"
620 CONTROL @Pull;SET ("X":300,"Y":100,"RESIZABLE":0,"MAXIMIZABLE":0)
630 CONTROL @Pull;SET ("TITLE":"","FONT":"20 BY 30","LABEL":" PULL ")
640 !
650 ! The value remaining in the bankroll is displayed in another string
660 ! widget which retains its title area
670 !
680 Bankroll=100
690 ASSIGN @Bank TO WIDGET "STRING"
700 CONTROL @Bank;SET ("X":300,"Y":175,"MAXIMIZABLE":0)
710 CONTROL @Bank;SET ("TITLE":" BANKROLL","WIDTH":150)
720 CONTROL @Bank;SET ("VALUE":" $"&VAL$(Bankroll))
730 !
740 ! Explain the costs and payoffs in a PRINTER widget
750 !
760 ASSIGN @Info TO WIDGET "PRINTER"
770 CONTROL @Info;SET ("X":100,"Y":175,"ROWS":5,"COLUMNS":21)
780 CONTROL @Info;SET ("RESIZABLE":0,"MAXIMIZABLE":0,"TITLE":" ODDS")
790 CONTROL @Info;SET ("TEXT":"Each pull costs $5")
800 CONTROL @Info;SET ("APPEND TEXT":"3 bars pays $100")
810 CONTROL @Info;SET ("APPEND TEXT":"Any 2 bars pays $20")
820 CONTROL @Info;SET ("APPEND TEXT":"Any 2 7s pays $10")
830 CONTROL @Info;SET ("APPEND TEXT":"Any pair pays $5")
840 !
850 ! This array contains the possible values on the wheels
860 !
870 Poss$(0)=" BAR"
880 Poss$(1)=" BELL"
890 Poss$(2)="APPLE"
900 Poss$(3)="CHERRY"
910 Poss$(4)=" PLUM"
920 Poss$(5)=" 7"
930 !
940 ! When the pull button is clicked, get some new values
950 !
960 ON EVENT @Pull,"ACTIVATED",1 GOSUB Pulled
970 !
980 LOOP
990 WAIT FOR EVENT
1000 END LOOP
1010 Pulled:!
1020 Bankroll=Bankroll-5
1030 CONTROL @Bank;SET ("VALUE":" $"&VAL$(Bankroll))
1040 FOR I=1 TO 8+RND*8
1050 Val1=INT(RND*6)
1060 CONTROL @Slot1;SET ("VALUE":Poss$(Val1))
1070 WAIT .05
1080 Val2=INT(RND*6)
1090 CONTROL @Slot2;SET ("VALUE":Poss$(Val2))
1100 WAIT .05
1110 Val3=INT(RND*6)
1120 CONTROL @Slot3;SET ("VALUE":Poss$(Val3))
1130 WAIT .05
1140 NEXT I
1150 !
1160 ! Assume no payoff
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1170 !
1180 Win=0
1190 !
1200 ! Check for a pair
1210 !
1220 IF Val1=Val2 OR Val1=Val3 OR Val2=Val3 THEN Win=5
1230 !
1240 ! Check for a pair of 7s
1250 !
1260 IF (Val1=5 AND (Val1=Val2 OR Val1=Val3)) OR (Val2=5 AND (Val2=Val3)) THEN Win=10
1270 !
1280 ! Check for a pair of bars
1290 !
1300 IF (Val1=0 AND (Val1=Val2 OR Val1=Val3)) OR (Val2=0 AND (Val2=Val3)) THEN Win=20
1310 !
1320 ! Check for three bars
1330 !
1340 IF Val1=0 AND Val2=0 AND Val3=0 THEN Win=100
1350 !
1360 ! Declare any winnings
1370 !
1380 IF Win>0 THEN DIALOG "INFORMATION","You WON $"&VAL$(Win);TIMEOUT 10
1390 Bankroll=Bankroll+Win
1400 CONTROL @Bank;SET ("VALUE":" $"&VAL$(Bankroll))
1410 IF Bankroll<=0 THEN STOP
1420 RETURN
1430 !
1440 Finis: !
1450 ASSIGN @Slot1 TO *
! Delete STRING widget
1460 ASSIGN @Slot2 TO *
! Delete STRING widget
1470 ASSIGN @Slot3 TO *
! Delete STRING widget
1480 ASSIGN @Quit TO *
! Delete PUSHBUTTON widget
1490 ASSIGN @Pull TO *
! Delete PUSHBUTTON widget
1500 ASSIGN @Bank TO *
! Delete STRING widget
1510 ASSIGN @Info TO *
! Delete PRINTER widget
1520 END
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: TOGGLEBUTTON Widget
!
! This program uses a TOGGLEBUTTON widget. It provides a
! row of TOGGLEBUTTONS and lists the button and its state
! as the button is pressed.
!
! **********************************************************
!
! Define colors:
!
INTEGER Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
READ Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
!
INTEGER Sts
! Gets TOGGLEBUTTON value
DIM V1$[1],V2$[1],V3$[1]
! Converts value to string
!
INTEGER Nlines,D(1:4)
! Used for display handling
INTEGER Dw,Dh
! Gives display size
INTEGER X,Y,Pw,Ph,Iw,Ih
! PANEL parameters
INTEGER R1,R2,C1,C2,C3
! Coordinates for widgets
INTEGER Bh,Bw,Lw
! Widget sizes
!
STATUS CRT,13;Nlines
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Dw=D(3)-D(1)
Dh=(D(4)-D(2))*((Nlines-7)/Nlines)
!
Ph=170
! Interior height
Pw=280
! Interior width
X=(Dw-Pw)/2
! Center panel on screen
Y=(Dh-Ph)/2
!
CLEAR SCREEN
ASSIGN @Panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
CONTROL @Panel;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0)
CONTROL @Panel;SET ("X":X,"Y":Y,"WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":1.2*Ph)
CONTROL @Panel;SET ("TITLE":" Example: TOGGLEBUTTON Widget")
CONTROL @Panel;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
!
! Determine inside dimensions of PANEL
!
STATUS @Panel;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
!
Gaph=Ih*.04
Gapw=Iw*.03
Bh=(Ih-3*Gaph)/2
! Button height
Bw=(Iw-4*Gapw)/3
! Button width
R1=Gaph
! Top row
R2=R1+Bh+Gaph
! Row 2 = row 1 + button height + gap
C1=Gapw
! Left column
C2=C1+Bw+Gapw
! Col 2 = col 1 + button width + gap
C3=C2+Bw+Gapw
! Col 3 = col 2 + button width + gap
Lw=Bw*3+Gapw*2
! Label width = 3 buttons plus gaps
!
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570 ! Set up TOGGLEBUTTONS
580 !
590 ASSIGN @T1 TO WIDGET "TOGGLEBUTTON";PARENT @Panel
600 CONTROL @T1;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R1,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
610 CONTROL @T1;SET ("PEN":Blue)
620 CONTROL @T1;SET ("LABEL":"T1")
630 !
640 ASSIGN @T2 TO WIDGET "TOGGLEBUTTON";PARENT @Panel
650 CONTROL @T2;SET ("X":C2,"Y":R1,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
660 CONTROL @T2;SET ("PEN":Blue)
670 CONTROL @T2;SET ("LABEL":"T2")
680 !
690 ASSIGN @T3 TO WIDGET "TOGGLEBUTTON";PARENT @Panel
700 CONTROL @T3;SET ("X":C3,"Y":R1,"WIDTH":Bw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
710 CONTROL @T3;SET ("PEN":Blue)
720 CONTROL @T3;SET ("LABEL":"T3")
730 !
740 ! Create LABEL widget
750 !
760 ASSIGN @Label TO WIDGET "LABEL";PARENT @Panel
770 CONTROL @Label;SET ("X":C1,"Y":R2,"WIDTH":Lw,"HEIGHT":Bh)
780 CONTROL @Label;SET ("PEN":Red)
790 !
800 ! Set up events
810 !
820 ON EVENT @T1,"CHANGED" GOSUB Handler
830 ON EVENT @T2,"CHANGED" GOSUB Handler
840 ON EVENT @T3,"CHANGED" GOSUB Handler
850 ON EVENT @Panel,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
860 !
870 ! Turn on PANEL
880 !
890 GOSUB Handler
900 CONTROL @Panel;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
910 !
920 ! Main loop, wait for event
930 !
940 LOOP
950 WAIT FOR EVENT
960 END LOOP
970 STOP
980 !
990 ! Handlers for buttons
1000 !
1010 Handler: !
1020 STATUS @T1;RETURN ("VALUE":Sts)
1030 V1$=VAL$(Sts)
1040 STATUS @T2;RETURN ("VALUE":Sts)
1050 V2$=VAL$(Sts)
1060 STATUS @T3;RETURN ("VALUE":Sts)
1070 V3$=VAL$(Sts)
1080 CONTROL @Label;SET ("VALUE":"T1:"&V1$&" / T2:"&V2$&" / T3:"&V3$)
1090 RETURN
1100 !
1110 Finis: !
1120 ASSIGN @Panel TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
1130 END
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: Tab Groups
!
! This program creates four tab groups of widgets:
!
! Group 1: R1_C1, R1_C2, R1_C3
! Group 2: R2_C1, R2_C2, R2_C3
! Group 3: R3_C1, R3_C2, R3_C3
! Group 4: R4_C1, R4_C2, R4_C3
!
! You can use the Tab key to traverse the four
! tab groups (from R1_C1 to R2_C1 to R3_C1 to R4_C1).
! You must use the Arrow keys to traverse within
! a tab group (e.g., from R1_C1 to R1_C2 to R1_C3, etc.)
!
! *****************************************************
!
DIM L$[5]
INTEGER D(1:4)
INTEGER Ih,Iw,Pw,Ph,X,Y,Xn,Yn,W,H,Butw,Buth,R,C1,C2,C3
!
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Pw=(D(3)-D(1))/2
Ph=(D(4)-D(2))/2
X=Pw/2
Y=Ph/2
!
CLEAR SCREEN
!
ASSIGN @Tabgp TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
CONTROL @Tabgp;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Tab Groups")
CONTROL @Tabgp;SET ("X":X,"Y":Y,"WIDTH":Pw,"HEIGHT":Ph)
CONTROL @Tabgp;SET ("MAXIMIZABLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0,"MOVABLE":0)
CONTROL @Tabgp;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
CONTROL @Tabgp;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
!
STATUS @Tabgp;RETURN ("INSIDE WIDTH":Iw,"INSIDE HEIGHT":Ih)
!
Gapw=8
! column gap size
Gaph=8
! row gap size
Butw=(Iw-4*Gapw)/3
! button width
Buth=(Ih-5*Gaph)/4
! button height
C1=Gaph
C2=C1+Butw+Gapw
C3=C2+Butw+Gapw
!
R=Gaph
L$="R1_C1"
CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B1,L$,C1,R,Butw,Buth,1)
!
L$="R1_C2"
CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B2,L$,C2,R,Butw,Buth,0)
!
L$="R1_C3"
CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B3,L$,C3,R,Butw,Buth,0)
!
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570 R=R+Buth+Gaph
580 L$="R2_C1"
590 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B4,L$,C1,R,Butw,Buth,1)
600 !
610 L$="R2_C2"
620 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B5,L$,C2,R,Butw,Buth,0)
630 !
640 L$="R2_C3"
650 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B6,L$,C3,R,Butw,Buth,0)
660 !
670 R=R+Buth+Gaph
680 L$="R3_C1"
690 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B7,L$,C1,R,Butw,Buth,1)
700 !
710 L$="R3_C2"
720 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B8,L$,C2,R,Butw,Buth,0)
730 !
740 L$="R3_C3"
750 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B9,L$,C3,R,Butw,Buth,0)
760 !
770 R=R+Buth+Gaph
780 L$="R4_C1"
790 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B10,L$,C1,R,Butw,Buth,1)
800 !
810 L$="R4_C2"
820 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B11,L$,C2,R,Butw,Buth,0)
830 !
840 L$="R4_C3"
850 CALL Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B12,L$,C3,R,Butw,Buth,0)
860 !
870 ON EVENT @Tabgp,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
880 !
890 LOOP
900 WAIT FOR EVENT
910 END LOOP
920 !
930 Finis: !
940 ASSIGN @Tabgp TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
950 END
960 !
970 SUB Makebutton(@Tabgp,@B,L$,INTEGER X,Y,W,H,Ts)
980 ASSIGN @B TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";PARENT @Tabgp,SET ("VISIBLE":0)
990 CONTROL @B;SET ("X":X,"Y":Y,"WIDTH":W,"HEIGHT":H)
1000 CONTROL @B;SET ("LABEL":L$)
1010 CONTROL @B;SET ("TAB STOP":Ts,"VISIBLE":1)
1020 SUBEND
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Example: Tic-Tac-Toe
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Tic-Tac-Toe
30 !
40 ! This example program plays tic-tac-toe.
50 ! It illustrates the use of STRING widgets with different fonts, and
60 ! shows how attribute arrays can be used. The PUSHBUTTON object
70 ! is used to initiate an action. Each of the squares is a pushbutton.
80 ! When a button is clicked it is given to a player and deactivated.
90 !
100 ! The arrays Attr_n$ and Attr are used to program six numeric attributes
110 ! at once. The arrays Attr_s$ and Attr_sv$ are used to program three
120 ! string attributes.
130 !
140 ! ************************************************************
150 !
160 DIM Attr_n$(5)[11],Attr_s$(2)[10],Attr(5),Attr_sv$(2)[10],Xo$(1)[1]
170 DIM Sel$(4)[1],Grid$(1)[10],Buttons$(2)[5]
180 DIM Xo(3,3)
190 Dims=4
200 Attr_n$(0)="X"
210 Attr_n$(1)="Y"
220 Attr_n$(2)="WIDTH"
230 Attr_n$(3)="HEIGHT"
240 Attr_n$(4)="RESIZABLE"
250 Attr_n$(5)="MAXIMIZABLE"
260 Attr(0)=100
! x position
270 Attr(1)=20
! y position
280 Attr(2)=50
! width
290 Attr(3)=50
! height
300 Attr(4)=0
! not resizable
310 Attr(5)=0
! not maximizable
320 Attr_s$(0)="FONT"
330 Attr_s$(1)="TITLE"
340 Attr_s$(2)="LABEL"
350 Attr_sv$(0)="20 BY 30"
! A large font
360 Attr_sv$(1)=""
! Makes the title area disappear
370 Attr_sv$(2)=""
! Use a blank label to start
380 Sel$(0)="0"
390 Sel$(1)="1"
400 Sel$(2)="2"
410 Sel$(3)="3"
420 Sel$(4)="4"
430 Grid$(0)="3 BY 3"
440 Grid$(1)="4 BY 4"
450 Buttons$(0)="1"
460 Buttons$(1)="2"
470 Buttons$(2)="Quit"
480 DIALOG "QUESTION","How many players?",Button;SET ("DIALOG BUTTONS":Buttons$(*))
490 IF Button=2 THEN STOP
500 Players=Button+1
510 DIALOG "LIST","Select Playing Grid",Button;SET ("ITEMS":Grid$(*),"SELECTED ITEM":0),RETURN ("SELECTED
ITEM":Grid)
520 Dims=3
530 IF Grid=1 THEN Dims=4
540 IF Button=1 THEN STOP
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550 DIALOG "LIST","Select Level of Difficulty",Button;SET ("ITEMS":Sel$(*),"SELECTED ITEM":1),RETURN ("SELECTED
ITEM":Level)
560 IF Button=1 THEN STOP
570 !
580 ! Nine pushbutton widgets are created in three rows and three columns.
590 ! The use of the attribute arrays allows all the widgets to be changed
600 ! easily and yet have them still be aligned.
610 !
620 ASSIGN @Box11 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*))
630 Attr(0)=Attr(0)+Attr(2)
! x position moved one button width right
640 !
650 ASSIGN @Box12 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*))
660 Attr(0)=Attr(0)+Attr(2)
! x position moved one button width right
670 !
680 ASSIGN @Box13 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*))
690 Attr(0)=Attr(0)+Attr(2)
700 !
710 ASSIGN @Box14 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*),"VISIBLE":0)
720 Attr(0)=Attr(0)-3*Attr(2)
! x position moved two button widths left
730 Attr(1)=Attr(1)+Attr(3)
! y position moved one button height down
740 !
750 ASSIGN @Box21 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*))
760 Attr(0)=Attr(0)+Attr(2)
770 !
780 ASSIGN @Box22 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*))
790 Attr(0)=Attr(0)+Attr(2)
800 !
810 ASSIGN @Box23 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*))
820 Attr(0)=Attr(0)+Attr(2)
830 !
840 ASSIGN @Box24 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*),"VISIBLE":0)
850 Attr(0)=Attr(0)-3*Attr(2)
860 Attr(1)=Attr(1)+Attr(3)
870 !
880 ASSIGN @Box31 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*))
890 Attr(0)=Attr(0)+Attr(2)
900 !
910 ASSIGN @Box32 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*))
920 Attr(0)=Attr(0)+Attr(2)
930 !
940 ASSIGN @Box33 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*))
950 Attr(0)=Attr(0)+Attr(2)
960 !
970 ASSIGN @Box34 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*),"VISIBLE":0)
980 Attr(0)=Attr(0)-3*Attr(2)
990 Attr(1)=Attr(1)+Attr(3)
1000 !
1010 ASSIGN @Box41 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*),"VISIBLE":0)
1020 Attr(0)=Attr(0)+Attr(2)
1030 !
1040 ASSIGN @Box42 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*),"VISIBLE":0)
1050 Attr(0)=Attr(0)+Attr(2)
1060 !
1070 ASSIGN @Box43 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*),"VISIBLE":0)
1080 Attr(0)=Attr(0)+Attr(2)
1090 !
1100 ASSIGN @Box44 TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),Attr_s$(*):Attr_sv$(*),"VISIBLE":0)
1110 IF Dims=4 THEN
1120 CONTROL @Box44;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1130 CONTROL @Box43;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
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1140 CONTROL @Box42;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1150 CONTROL @Box41;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1160 CONTROL @Box34;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1170 CONTROL @Box24;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1180 CONTROL @Box14;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
1190 END IF
1200 ASSIGN @Quit TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON"
1210 CONTROL @Quit;SET ("TITLE":"","LABEL":"Quit","X":10,"Y":22)
1220 CONTROL @Quit;SET ("HEIGHT":40,"WIDTH":60)
1230 ON EVENT @Quit,"ACTIVATED" GOTO Finis
1240 !
1250 ! The Turn variable keeps track of whose
1260 ! turn it is. Zero means X, one means O.
1270 !
1280 Turn=0
1290 Xo$(0)="X"
1300 Xo$(1)="O"
1310 !
1320 ! A STRING widget to remind the players whose turn it is
1330 !
1340 Attr(0)=Attr(0)-3*Attr(2)
! Move x position back to left edge
1350 IF Dims=4 THEN Attr(1)=Attr(1)+Attr(3)
! Move y position to bottom
1360 Attr(2)=Dims*Attr(2)
! Set width to three buttons wide
1370 !
1380 ASSIGN @Who TO WIDGET "STRING";SET (Attr_n$(*):Attr(*),"TITLE":"","VALUE":"It is "&Xo$(Turn)&"'s turn")
1390 !
1400 ! This array records who has which square. It is initialized to values
1410 ! which are unequal and do not correspond to either an X or an O.
1420 !
1430 Start: !
1440 FOR I=0 TO Dims-1
1450 FOR J=0 TO Dims-1
1460
Xo(I,J)=-1-I-2*J
1470 NEXT J
1480 NEXT I
1490 !
1500 ! Each pushbotton calls its own subroutine.
1510 !
1520 ON EVENT @Box11,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box11
1530 ON EVENT @Box12,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box12
1540 ON EVENT @Box13,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box13
1550 ON EVENT @Box14,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box14
1560 ON EVENT @Box21,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box21
1570 ON EVENT @Box22,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box22
1580 ON EVENT @Box23,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box23
1590 ON EVENT @Box24,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box24
1600 ON EVENT @Box31,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box31
1610 ON EVENT @Box32,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box32
1620 ON EVENT @Box33,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box33
1630 ON EVENT @Box34,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box34
1640 ON EVENT @Box41,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box41
1650 ON EVENT @Box42,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box42
1660 ON EVENT @Box43,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box43
1670 ON EVENT @Box44,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Hit_box44
1680 LOOP
1690 CONTROL @Who;SET ("VALUE":"It is "&Xo$(Turn)&"'s turn")
1700 IF Turn=0 OR Players=2 THEN
1710
WAIT FOR EVENT
1720 ELSE
1730
Computer_play(Xo(*),Turn,Level,Row,Col,Dims)
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1740
Set_box(Xo
$(Turn),Row,Col,@Box11,@Box12,@Box13,@Box14,@Box21,@Box22,@Box23,@Box24,@Box31,@Box32,@Box33,@Box34,@Box4
1750
Xo(Row,Col)=Turn
1760
Turn=(Turn=0)
1770 END IF
1780 !
1790 ! These IF statements check if anyone has three in a row
1800 !
1810 Winner=-1
1820 Winner=FNCheck_winner(Xo(*),Dims)
1830 IF Winner>=0 THEN GOTO Win
1840 !
1850 ! Check to see if all the squares have been taken
1860 !
1870 Tie=FNCheck_tie(Xo(*),Dims)
1880 IF Tie THEN GOTO Tie
1890 END LOOP
1900 !
1910 ! Each square has its own subroutine. They are nearly identical.
1920 ! The appropriate square is given to the player whose turn it is.
1930 ! An X or O is in placed in the square. The pushbutton for that
1940 ! square is deactivated. The turn indicator is flipped.
1950 !
1960 Hit_box11: !
1970 Xo(0,0)=Turn
1980 CONTROL @Box11;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
1990 Turn=(Turn=0)
2000 OFF EVENT @Box11,"ACTIVATED"
2010 RETURN
2020 !
2030 Hit_box12: !
2040 Xo(0,1)=Turn
2050 CONTROL @Box12;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
2060 Turn=(Turn=0)
2070 OFF EVENT @Box12,"ACTIVATED"
2080 RETURN
2090 !
2100 Hit_box13: !
2110 Xo(0,2)=Turn
2120 CONTROL @Box13;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
2130 Turn=(Turn=0)
2140 OFF EVENT @Box13,"ACTIVATED"
2150 RETURN
2160 !
2170 Hit_box14: !
2180 Xo(0,3)=Turn
2190 CONTROL @Box14;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
2200 Turn=(Turn=0)
2210 OFF EVENT @Box14,"ACTIVATED"
2220 RETURN
2230 !
2240 Hit_box21: !
2250 CONTROL @Box21;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
2260 Xo(1,0)=Turn
2270 Turn=(Turn=0)
2280 OFF EVENT @Box21,"ACTIVATED"
2290 RETURN
2300 !
2310 Hit_box22: !
2320 Xo(1,1)=Turn
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2330 CONTROL @Box22;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
2340 Turn=(Turn=0)
2350 OFF EVENT @Box22,"ACTIVATED"
2360 RETURN
2370 !
2380 Hit_box23: !
2390 Xo(1,2)=Turn
2400 CONTROL @Box23;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
2410 Turn=(Turn=0)
2420 OFF EVENT @Box23,"ACTIVATED"
2430 RETURN
2440 !
2450 Hit_box24: !
2460 Xo(1,3)=Turn
2470 CONTROL @Box24;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
2480 Turn=(Turn=0)
2490 OFF EVENT @Box24,"ACTIVATED"
2500 RETURN
2510 !
2520 Hit_box31: !
2530 Xo(2,0)=Turn
2540 CONTROL @Box31;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
2550 Turn=(Turn=0)
2560 OFF EVENT @Box31,"ACTIVATED"
2570 RETURN
2580 !
2590 Hit_box32: !
2600 Xo(2,1)=Turn
2610 CONTROL @Box32;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
2620 Turn=(Turn=0)
2630 OFF EVENT @Box32,"ACTIVATED"
2640 RETURN
2650 !
2660 Hit_box33: !
2670 Xo(2,2)=Turn
2680 CONTROL @Box33;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
2690 Turn=(Turn=0)
2700 OFF EVENT @Box33,"ACTIVATED"
2710 RETURN
2720 !
2730 Hit_box34: !
2740 Xo(2,3)=Turn
2750 CONTROL @Box34;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
2760 Turn=(Turn=0)
2770 OFF EVENT @Box34,"ACTIVATED"
2780 RETURN
2790 !
2800 Hit_box41: !
2810 Xo(3,0)=Turn
2820 CONTROL @Box41;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
2830 Turn=(Turn=0)
2840 OFF EVENT @Box41,"ACTIVATED"
2850 RETURN
2860 !
2870 Hit_box42: !
2880 Xo(3,1)=Turn
2890 CONTROL @Box42;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
2900 Turn=(Turn=0)
2910 OFF EVENT @Box42,"ACTIVATED"
2920 RETURN
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2930 !
2940 Hit_box43: !
2950 Xo(3,2)=Turn
2960 CONTROL @Box43;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
2970 Turn=(Turn=0)
2980 OFF EVENT @Box43,"ACTIVATED"
2990 RETURN
3000 !
3010 Hit_box44: !
3020 Xo(3,3)=Turn
3030 CONTROL @Box44;SET ("LABEL":Xo$(Turn))
3040 Turn=(Turn=0)
3050 OFF EVENT @Box44,"ACTIVATED"
3060 RETURN
3070 Win: !
3080 !
3090 ! Announce the winner
3100 !
3110 DIALOG "INFORMATION",Xo$(Winner)&" wins";SET ("X":50,"Y":0,"WIDTH":300,"HEIGHT":300,"FONT":"20 BY 30")
3120 GOTO Cleanup
3130 Tie:!
3140 !
3150 ! Declare a tie
3160 !
3170 DIALOG "INFORMATION","Tie";SET ("X":50,"Y":0,"WIDTH":300,"HEIGHT":300,"FONT":"20 BY 30")
3180 !
3190 ! Make the labels in all the squares blank
3200 !
3210 Cleanup: !
3220 CONTROL @Box11;SET ("LABEL":"")
3230 CONTROL @Box12;SET ("LABEL":"")
3240 CONTROL @Box13;SET ("LABEL":"")
3250 CONTROL @Box14;SET ("LABEL":"")
3260 CONTROL @Box21;SET ("LABEL":"")
3270 CONTROL @Box22;SET ("LABEL":"")
3280 CONTROL @Box23;SET ("LABEL":"")
3290 CONTROL @Box24;SET ("LABEL":"")
3300 CONTROL @Box31;SET ("LABEL":"")
3310 CONTROL @Box32;SET ("LABEL":"")
3320 CONTROL @Box33;SET ("LABEL":"")
3330 CONTROL @Box34;SET ("LABEL":"")
3340 CONTROL @Box41;SET ("LABEL":"")
3350 CONTROL @Box42;SET ("LABEL":"")
3360 CONTROL @Box43;SET ("LABEL":"")
3370 CONTROL @Box44;SET ("LABEL":"")
3380 !
3390 ! Give the turn indicator to X and start a new game
3400 !
3410 Turn=0
3420 GOTO Start
3430 Finis: END
3440 DEF FNCheck_winner(Xo(*),Dims)
3450 Winner=-1
3460 Fail=0
3470 !
3480 ! Check Rows
3490 !
3500 FOR I=0 TO Dims-1
3510
FOR J=0 TO Dims-2
3520
IF Xo(I,J+1)<>Xo(I,J) THEN
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3530
Fail=1
3540
GOTO 3590
3550
END IF
3560
Tmp=Xo(I,J)
3570
NEXT J
3580
IF Fail=0 THEN RETURN Tmp
3590
Fail=0
3600 NEXT I
3610 !
3620 ! Check Columns
3630 !
3640 Fail=0
3650 FOR J=0 TO Dims-1
3660
FOR I=0 TO Dims-2
3670
IF Xo(I+1,J)<>Xo(I,J) THEN
3680
Fail=1
3690
GOTO 3740
3700
END IF
3710
Tmp=Xo(I,J)
3720
NEXT I
3730
IF Fail=0 THEN RETURN Tmp
3740
Fail=0
3750 NEXT J
3760 !
3770 ! Check Diagonals
3780 !
3790 Tmp=Xo(0,0)
3800 Fail=0
3810 FOR J=0 TO Dims-2
3820
IF Xo(J,J)<>Xo(J+1,J+1) THEN
3830
Fail=1
3840
GOTO 3880
3850
END IF
3860 NEXT J
3870 IF Fail=0 THEN RETURN Tmp
3880 Tmp=Xo(Dims-1,0)
3890 Fail=0
3900 FOR J=0 TO Dims-2
3910
IF Xo(Dims-1-J,J)<>Xo(Dims-2-J,J+1) THEN
3920
Fail=1
3930
RETURN -1
3940
END IF
3950 NEXT J
3960 IF Fail=0 THEN RETURN Tmp
3970 RETURN -1
3980 FNEND
3990 DEF FNCheck_tie(Xo(*),Dims)
4000 Tie=1
4010 FOR I=0 TO Dims-1
4020
FOR J=0 TO Dims-1
4030
IF Xo(I,J)<0 THEN Tie=0
4040
NEXT J
4050 NEXT I
4060 RETURN Tie
4070 FNEND
4080 SUB Computer_play(Xo(*),Turn,Level,Row,Col,Dims)
4090 Computer_play: !
4100 DIM Weights(3,3)
4110 REDIM Weights(Dims-1,Dims-1)
4120 Opponent=(Turn+1) MOD 2
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4130 MAT Weights=(0)
4140 IF Level>1 THEN ASSIGN @W TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("VALUE":"I'm calculating. Please
Wait...","COLUMNS":35,"ROWS":2)
4150 Find_weights(Xo(*),Weights(*),Turn,Turn,Level,Dims)
4160 Eval_weights(Xo(*),Weights(*),Row,Col,Dims)
4170 IF Level>1 THEN ASSIGN @W TO *
4180 SUBEND
4190 SUB Find_weights(X(*),Weights(*),Mark,Turn,Level,Dims)
4200 Find_weights: !
4210 DIM X1(3,3)
4220 REDIM X1(Dims-1,Dims-1)
4230 MAT X1=X
4240 REAL Temp
4250 Opponent=(Turn+1) MOD 2
4260 Opp_mark=(Mark+1) MOD 2
4270 FOR I=0 TO Dims-1
4280
FOR J=0 TO Dims-1
4290
IF X1(I,J)<0 THEN
4300
Temp=X1(I,J)
4310
X1(I,J)=Turn
4320
M=FNCheck_winner(X1(*),Dims)
4330
IF M=Mark THEN
4340
Weights(I,J)=Weights(I,J)+1
4350
ELSE
4360
IF M=Opp_mark THEN
4370
Weights(I,J)=Weights(I,J)+1
4380
ELSE
4390
IF Level>0 THEN CALL Find_weights(X1(*),Weights(*),Mark,Opponent,Level-1,Dims)
4400
END IF
4410
END IF
4420
X1(I,J)=Temp
4430
END IF
4440
NEXT J
4450 NEXT I
4460 SUBEND
4470 SUB Eval_weights(X(*),W(*),R,C,Dims)
4480 DIM Opt_rows(16),Opt_cols(16)
4490 Best=MAX(W(*))
4500 Count=0
4510 FOR I=0 TO Dims-1
4520
FOR J=0 TO Dims-1
4530
IF W(I,J)=Best AND X(I,J)<0 THEN
4540
Opt_rows(Count)=I
4550
Opt_cols(Count)=J
4560
Count=Count+1
4570
END IF
4580
NEXT J
4590 NEXT I
4600 Index=MAX(0,PROUND(Count*RND-.5,0))
4610 R=Opt_rows(Index)
4620 C=Opt_cols(Index)
4630 SUBEND
4640 SUB Set_box(X
$,Row,Col,@B11,@B12,@B13,@B14,@B21,@B22,@B23,@B24,@B31,@B32,@B33,@B34,@B41,@B42,@B43,@B44)
4650 SELECT 10*Row+Col
4660 CASE 0
4670
CONTROL @B11;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4680 CASE 1
4690
CONTROL @B12;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4700 CASE 2
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4710
CONTROL @B13;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4720 CASE 3
4730
CONTROL @B14;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4740 CASE 10
4750
CONTROL @B21;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4760 CASE 11
4770
CONTROL @B22;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4780 CASE 12
4790
CONTROL @B23;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4800 CASE 13
4810
CONTROL @B24;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4820 CASE 20
4830
CONTROL @B31;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4840 CASE 21
4850
CONTROL @B32;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4860 CASE 22
4870
CONTROL @B33;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4880 CASE 23
4890
CONTROL @B34;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4900 CASE 30
4910
CONTROL @B41;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4920 CASE 31
4930
CONTROL @B42;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4940 CASE 32
4950
CONTROL @B43;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4960 CASE 33
4970
CONTROL @B44;SET ("LABEL":X$)
4980 END SELECT
4990 SUBEND
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Example: Using On Event
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Using ON EVENT
30 !
40 ! This program shows one way ON EVENT can be
50 ! used for error handling.
60 !
70 ! ***********************************************
80 !
90 ON SIGNAL 15 CALL Sig15_handler
100 ON ERROR CALL Error_handler
110 A=0/0
120 DIALOG "INFORMATION","After divide by zero error"
130 END
140 !
150 SUB Sig15_handler
160 ASSIGN @Printer TO WIDGET "PRINTER"
170 CONTROL @Printer;SET ("X":0,"Y":0,"TITLE":"Event Record")
180 CONTROL @Printer;SET ("TEXT":"ERROR: "&ERRM$)
190 CONTROL @Printer;SET ("APPEND TEXT":"ON SIGNAL 15 System Priority: "&SYSTEM$("SYSTEM PRIORITY"))
200 STATUS @Printer;RETURN ("WIDTH":X,"HEIGHT":Y)
210 !
220 ASSIGN @Button TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("VISIBLE":0,"RESIZABLE":0,"TITLE":"","LABEL":"PUSH ME")
230 STATUS @Button;RETURN ("WIDTH":W,"HEIGHT":H)
240 CONTROL @Button;SET ("X":(X-W)/2,"Y":(Y-H)/2,"VISIBLE":1)
250 ON EVENT @Button,"ACTIVATED",15 GOTO Okd
260 LOOP
270
WAIT FOR EVENT
280
CONTROL @Printer;SET ("APPEND TEXT":"WAIT FOR EVENT terminated and branch taken (this statement
never executed).")
290 END LOOP
300 Okd: CONTROL @Printer;SET ("APPEND TEXT":"Branch taken.")
310 WAIT 1
320 SUBEND
330 SUB Error_handler
340 DIALOG "INFORMATION","Now in error handler. System Priority: "&SYSTEM$("SYSTEM PRIORITY")&CHR
$(10)&"asserting signal 15"
350 SIGNAL 15
360 ERROR SUBEXIT
370 SUBEND
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Example: Warning Dialog
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

! *********************************************************************
! Example: WARNING Dialog
!
! This program generates a WARNING dialog.
!
! *****************************************
!
DIM P$[30]
P$="CORE MELTDOWN IN ONE MINUTE!!"
DIALOG "WARNING",P$;SET ("TITLE":" Example: WARNING Dialog")
END
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Example: Wing Stress/Vibration Analysis
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: Wing Stress/Vibration Analysis
30 !
40 ! This program displays a simulated aircraft
50 ! fuselage. When the user clicks one of the
60 ! four arrows displayed, the appropriate wing
70 ! stress/vibration analysis graph is displayed.
80 !
90 !
NOTE
100 !
110 ! You may need to maximize the screen to see
120 ! the full picture.
130 !
140 ! ************************************************
150 !
160 INTEGER Num_points
170 ASSIGN @Panel TO WIDGET "PANEL"
180 CONTROL @Panel;SET ("WIDTH":650,"HEIGHT":600)
190 CONTROL @Panel;SET ("TITLE":" Example: Wing Stress/Vibration Analysis","SIZE CONTROL":"RESIZE CHILDREN")
200 CONTROL @Panel;SET ("SIZE CONTROL":"RESIZE CHILDREN")
210 CONTROL @Panel;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":"Quit")
220 ON EVENT @Panel,"SYSTEM MENU" GOTO Finis
230 !
240 ASSIGN @Label TO WIDGET "LABEL";SET ("X":100,"Y":5,"WIDTH":400),PARENT @Panel
250 CONTROL @Label;SET ("VALUE":"Click arrows to display results")
260 !
270 ASSIGN @Bitmap TO WIDGET "BITMAP";SET ("X":15,"Y":40,"BORDER":0,"RETAIN RASTER":1,"BITMAP
FILE":"WINGS.BMP","LABEL":"XRJ-711 Wind Tunnel Test"),PARENT @Panel
280 !
290 ON EVENT @Bitmap,"MOUSE CLICKED" GOSUB Mouse_click
300 Looping: GOTO Looping
310 !
320 Mouse_click:
!
330 INTEGER Mouse_pos(1:2),X,Y
340 STATUS @Bitmap;RETURN ("MOUSE CLICK":Mouse_pos(*))
350 X=Mouse_pos(1)
360 Y=Mouse_pos(2)
370 IF X>=194 AND X<=213 AND Y>=230 AND Y<=260 THEN
380 GOSUB Sbup_disp
390 ELSE
400 IF X>=194 AND X<=213 AND Y>=292 AND Y<=322 THEN
410
GOSUB Sbdn_disp
420 ELSE
430
IF X>=450 AND X<=470 AND Y>=230 AND Y<=260 THEN
440
GOSUB Prup_disp
450
ELSE
460
IF X>=450 AND X<=470 AND Y>=292 AND Y<=322 THEN
470
GOSUB Prdn_disp
480
ELSE
490
DISP
500
END IF
510
END IF
520 END IF
530 END IF
540 RETURN
550 !
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560 ! Data Section
570 !
580 Sbup_num_points: DATA 9
590 Sbup_x_data: DATA 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400
600 Sbup_y_data: DATA 0, 30, 400, 20, 300, 5, 7, 4, 1
610 !
620 Sbdn_num_points: DATA 9
630 Sbdn_x_data: DATA 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400
640 Sbdn_y_data: DATA 0, 60, 300, 40, 250, 5, 7, 4, 1
650 !
660 Prup_num_points: DATA 9
670 Prup_x_data: DATA 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400
680 Prup_y_data: DATA 0, 35, 450, 30, 200, 5, 7, 4, 1
690 !
700 Prdn_num_points: DATA 9
710 Prdn_x_data: DATA 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400
720 Prdn_y_data: DATA 0, 40, 350, 35, 230, 5, 7, 4, 1
730 !
740 ! Display Section
750 !
760 Sbup_disp:!
770 ASSIGN @Sbup_panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("X":4,"Y":4,"WIDTH":485,"HEIGHT":345,"SIZE CONTROL":"RESIZE
CHILDREN")
780 CONTROL @Sbup_panel;SET ("TITLE":"Starboard Wing: Upper Skin Strain")
790 ASSIGN @Sbup_xy TO WIDGET "XY GRAPH";SET ("X":10,"Y":10,"WIDTH":454,"HEIGHT":265,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT
@Sbup_panel
800 CONTROL @Sbup_xy;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","AUTOSCALE":1,"AXIS LABEL":"Vibration Frequency (Hz)")
810 CONTROL @Sbup_xy;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y","AUTOSCALE":1,"AXIS LABEL":"Micro Strain")
820 RESTORE Sbup_num_points
830 READ Num_points
840 ON ERROR GOTO Sbup_alloc
850 DEALLOCATE Sbup_x(*),Sbup_y(*)
860 !
870 Sbup_alloc: OFF ERROR
880 ALLOCATE INTEGER Sbup_x(1:Num_points),Sbup_y(1:Num_points)
890 RESTORE Sbup_x_data
900 READ Sbup_x(*)
910 RESTORE Sbup_y_data
920 READ Sbup_y(*)
930 CONTROL @Sbup_xy;SET ("X DATA":Sbup_x(*),"Y DATA":Sbup_y(*),"VISIBLE":1)
940 ASSIGN @Sbup_button TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":200,"Y":278,"HEIGHT":30,"LABEL":"DONE"),PARENT
@Sbup_panel
950 ON EVENT @Sbup_button,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Sbup_done
960 RETURN !sbup_disp
970 !
980 Sbup_done: ASSIGN @Sbup_panel TO *
990 DEALLOCATE Sbup_x(*),Sbup_y(*)
1000 RETURN
1010 !
1020 Sbdn_disp:!
1030 ASSIGN @Sbdn_panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("X":4,"Y":420,"WIDTH":485,"HEIGHT":345,"SIZE
CONTROL":"RESIZE CHILDREN")
1040 CONTROL @Sbdn_panel;SET ("TITLE":"Starboard Wing: Lower Skin Strain")
1050 ASSIGN @Sbdn_xy TO WIDGET "XY GRAPH";SET ("X":10,"Y":10,"WIDTH":450,"HEIGHT":265,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT
@Sbdn_panel
1060 CONTROL @Sbdn_xy;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","AUTOSCALE":1,"AXIS LABEL":"Vibration Frequency (Hz)")
1070 CONTROL @Sbdn_xy;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y","AUTOSCALE":1,"AXIS LABEL":"Micro Strain")
1080 RESTORE Sbdn_num_points
1090 READ Num_points
1100 ON ERROR GOTO Sbdn_alloc
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1110 DEALLOCATE Sbdn_x(*),Sbdn_y(*)
1120 !
1130 Sbdn_alloc: OFF ERROR
1140 ALLOCATE INTEGER Sbdn_x(1:Num_points),Sbdn_y(1:Num_points)
1150 RESTORE Sbdn_x_data
1160 READ Sbdn_x(*)
1170 RESTORE Sbdn_y_data
1180 READ Sbdn_y(*)
1190 CONTROL @Sbdn_xy;SET ("X DATA":Sbdn_x(*),"Y DATA":Sbdn_y(*),"VISIBLE":1)
1200 ASSIGN @Sbdn_button TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":200,"Y":278,"HEIGHT":30,"LABEL":"DONE"),PARENT
@Sbdn_panel
1210 ON EVENT @Sbdn_button,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Sbdn_done
1220 RETURN
1230 !
1240 Sbdn_done: ASSIGN @Sbdn_panel TO *
1250 DEALLOCATE Sbdn_x(*),Sbdn_y(*)
1260 RETURN
1270 !
1280 Prup_disp:!
1290 ASSIGN @Prup_panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("X":535,"Y":4,"WIDTH":485,"HEIGHT":345,"SIZE
CONTROL":"RESIZE CHILDREN")
1300 CONTROL @Prup_panel;SET ("TITLE":"Port Wing: Upper Skin Strain")
1310 ASSIGN @Prup_xy TO WIDGET "XY GRAPH";SET ("X":10,"Y":10,"WIDTH":454,"HEIGHT":265,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT
@Prup_panel
1320 CONTROL @Prup_xy;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","AUTOSCALE":1,"AXIS LABEL":"Vibration Frequency (Hz)")
1330 CONTROL @Prup_xy;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y","AUTOSCALE":1,"AXIS LABEL":"Micro Strain")
1340 RESTORE Prup_num_points
1350 READ Num_points
1360 ON ERROR GOTO Prup_alloc
1370 DEALLOCATE Prup_x(*),Prup_y(*)
1380 !
1390 Prup_alloc: OFF ERROR
1400 ALLOCATE INTEGER Prup_x(1:Num_points),Prup_y(1:Num_points)
1410 RESTORE Prup_x_data
1420 READ Prup_x(*)
1430 RESTORE Prup_y_data
1440 READ Prup_y(*)
1450 CONTROL @Prup_xy;SET ("X DATA":Prup_x(*),"Y DATA":Prup_y(*),"VISIBLE":1)
1460 ASSIGN @Prup_button TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":200,"Y":278,"HEIGHT":30,"LABEL":"DONE"),PARENT
@Prup_panel
1470 ON EVENT @Prup_button,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Prup_done
1480 RETURN
1490 !
1500 Prup_done: ASSIGN @Prup_panel TO *
1510 DEALLOCATE Prup_x(*),Prup_y(*)
1520 RETURN
1530 !
1540 Prdn_disp:!
1550 ASSIGN @Prdn_panel TO WIDGET "PANEL";SET ("X":535,"Y":420,"WIDTH":485,"HEIGHT":345,"SIZE
CONTROL":"RESIZE CHILDREN")
1560 CONTROL @Prdn_panel;SET ("TITLE":"Port Wing: Lower Skin Strain")
1570 ASSIGN @Prdn_xy TO WIDGET "XY GRAPH";SET ("X":10,"Y":10,"WIDTH":450,"HEIGHT":265,"VISIBLE":0),PARENT
@Prdn_panel
1580 CONTROL @Prdn_xy;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","AUTOSCALE":1,"AXIS LABEL":"Vibration Frequency (Hz)")
1590 CONTROL @Prdn_xy;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y","AUTOSCALE":1,"AXIS LABEL":"Micro Strain")
1600 RESTORE Prdn_num_points
1610 READ Num_points
1620 ON ERROR GOTO Prdn_alloc
1630 DEALLOCATE Prdn_x(*),Prdn_y(*)
1640 !
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1650 Prdn_alloc: OFF ERROR
1660 ALLOCATE INTEGER Prdn_x(1:Num_points),Prdn_y(1:Num_points)
1670 RESTORE Prdn_x_data
1680 READ Prdn_x(*)
1690 RESTORE Prdn_y_data
1700 READ Prdn_y(*)
1710 CONTROL @Prdn_xy;SET ("X DATA":Prdn_x(*),"Y DATA":Prdn_y(*),"VISIBLE":1)
1720 ASSIGN @Prdn_button TO WIDGET "PUSHBUTTON";SET ("X":200,"Y":278,"HEIGHT":30,"LABEL":"DONE"),PARENT
@Prdn_panel
1730 ON EVENT @Prdn_button,"ACTIVATED" GOSUB Prdn_done
1740 RETURN
1750 !
1760 Prdn_done: ASSIGN @Prdn_panel TO *
1770 DEALLOCATE Prdn_x(*),Prdn_y(*)
1780 RETURN
1790 !
1800 Finis: !
1810 ASSIGN @Panel TO *
! Delete PANEL widget
1820 END
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Example: XY Graph Shared Traces
10 ! *********************************************************************
20 ! Example: XY GRAPH Shared Traces
30 !
40 ! This program shows one way to generate several
50 ! traces using a single set of data.
60 !
70 !
NOTE
80 !
90 ! To exit this program, type stop or press CONTINUE.
100 !
110 ! *******************************************************
120 !
130 ASSIGN @Graph TO WIDGET "XY GRAPH"
140 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("TITLE":" Example: XY GRAPH Shared Traces")
150 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("SHARED X":1,"TRACE COUNT":20)
160 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":0,"POINT CAPACITY":101,"TRACE VISIBLE":0)
170 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","AUTOSCALE":1)
180 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y","AUTOSCALE":1)
190 !
200 INTEGER I,J,X(0:100)
210 FOR I=0 TO 100
220 X(I)=I*2
230 NEXT I
240 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":1,"X DATA":X(*))
250 DIM Y(0:100)
260 FOR I=1 TO 20
270 FOR J=0 TO 100
280
Y(J)=I+SIN((I+I/4)*J*PI/50)
290 NEXT J
300 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":I,"Y DATA":Y(*))
310 NEXT I
320 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":0,"TRACE VISIBLE":1)
330 PAUSE
340 !
350 Finis: !
360 ASSIGN @Graph TO *
! Delete XY GRAPH widget
370 END
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Example: XY Graph Widget
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! *********************************************************************
! Example: XY GRAPH Widget
!
! This program displays two random traces and allows you
! to set various trace marker modes on the two traces.
!
! ******************************************************************
!
RANDOMIZE INT(10^7*FRACT(TIMEDATE))
!
! Define colors
!
INTEGER Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
READ Black,White,Red,Yellow,Green,Cyan,Blue,Magenta
!
! Variables Definitions:
!
INTEGER N
REAL R
!
! Trace data buffers
!
REAL X(0:20),Y1(0:20),Y2(0:20)
!
! SYSTEM MENU entries
!
DIM M$(0:5)[16]
DATA "No Markers","One Marker","Two Markers"
DATA "Delta Markers","Ratio Markers","Quit"
READ M$(*)
!
! Variables to hold display coordinates
!
INTEGER D(1:4),Cursor,Dw,Dh,Gx,Gy,Gw,Gh
!
! Get display size
!
GESCAPE CRT,3;D(*)
Dw=D(3)-D(1)
Dh=D(4)-D(2)
!
CLEAR SCREEN
!
! Create GRAPH dimensions
!
Gw=Dw*.7
Gh=Dh
Gx=(Dw-Gw)/2
Gy=(Dh-Gh)/2
!
! Build XY GRAPH.
!
ASSIGN @Graph TO WIDGET "XY GRAPH";SET ("VISIBLE":0)
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("SYSTEM MENU":M$(*),"MINIMIZABLE":1)
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("TITLE":" Example: XY GRAPH Widget")
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570 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("SHARED X":1,"TRACE COUNT":2)
580 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("SHOW GRID":1,"TRACE BACKGROUND":White)
590 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("X":Gx,"Y":Gy+50,"WIDTH":Gw,"HEIGHT":.65*Gh)
600 !
610 ! Set X axis attributes
620 !
630 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"X","ORIGIN":0,"RANGE":1)
640 !
650 ! Set Y axis attributes
660 !
670 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT AXIS":"Y","ORIGIN":0,"RANGE":100)
680 !
690 ! Set up X data
700 !
710 FOR N=0 TO 20
720 X(N)=N/20
730 NEXT N
740 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":1,"X DATA":X(*))
750 !
760 ! Draw the curves
770 !
780 R=0
790 FOR N=0 TO 20
800 Y1(N)=R
810 R=R+6*RND
820 NEXT N
830 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("TRACE PEN":Red,"Y DATA":Y1(*))
840 !
850 R=0
860 FOR N=0 TO 20
870 Y2(N)=R
880 R=R+9*RND
890 NEXT N
900 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("CURRENT TRACE":2,"Y DATA":Y2(*))
910 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("TRACE PEN":Blue)
920 !
930 ! Loop and wait to exit
940 !
950 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("VISIBLE":1)
960 ON EVENT @Graph,"SYSTEM MENU" GOSUB Handler
970 !
980 LOOP
990 WAIT FOR EVENT
1000 END LOOP
1010 STOP
1020 !
1030 ! *************** End of Main Program **********************
1040 !
1050 ! This handler traps the SYSTEM MENU event and determines which
1060 ! entry caused the trap. It then performs the appropriate actions.
1070 !
1080 Handler: !
1090 STATUS @Graph;RETURN ("SYSTEM MENU EVENT":N)
1100 SELECT N
1110 !
1120 ! No markers
1130 !
1140 CASE 0
1150 CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER":"NONE")
1160 !
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1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550

! One marker
!
CASE 1
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER":"ONE","MARKER1 TRACE":1)
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER1 X":X(10),"MARKER1 Y":Y1(10))
!
! Two markers
!
CASE 2
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER":"TWO")
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER1 TRACE":1,"MARKER2 TRACE":2)
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER1 X":X(10),"MARKER2 X":X(10))
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER1 Y":Y1(10),"MARKER2 Y":Y2(10))
!
! Delta markers
!
CASE 3
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER":"DELTA")
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER1 TRACE":1,"MARKER2 TRACE":2)
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER1 X":X(10),"MARKER2 X":X(10))
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER1 Y":Y1(10),"MARKER2 Y":Y2(10))
!
! Ratio markers
!
CASE 4
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER":"RATIO")
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER1 TRACE":1,"MARKER2 TRACE":2)
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER1 X":X(10),"MARKER2 X":X(10))
CONTROL @Graph;SET ("MARKER1 Y":Y1(10),"MARKER2 Y":Y2(10))
!
! Exit program
!
CASE 5
ASSIGN @Graph TO *
! Delete XY GRAPH widget
STOP
END SELECT
RETURN
!
END
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END-USER SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT
IMPORTANT! This HTBasic software you seek to install or previously have installed from TransEra
Corporation (the “Software”) is licensed only on the condition that you agree to the terms and conditions
set forth below. PLEASE READ THE TERMS OF THIS SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT CAREFULLY.
IF YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, PLEASE SELECT THE BOX ON THIS PAGE
LABELED “I ACCEPT,” AT WHICH TIME THE SOFTWARE WILL BE INSTALLED ON YOUR COMPUTER.
IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, PLEASE SELECT THE BOX ON THIS PAGE
LABELED “I DO NOT ACCEPT,” WHICH WILL TERMINATE THE SOFTWARE INSTALLATION.
IF THE SOFTWARE IS ALREADY INSTALLED AND LICENSED, YOU HAVE ALREADY AGREED TO THE TERMS
AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT, OR SOMEONE HAS DONE SO ON YOUR BEHALF.
The Software that you are about to access is an engineering BASIC language programming tool developed
by TransEra Corporation, a Utah corporation (“TransEra”). This End-User Software License Agreement (this
“Agreement”) sets forth the terms under which you, as an individual or entity authorized by TransEra (or, for
entities, any employee or agent you authorize to use the Software) (“you”), may use the Software.
Access to and use of the Software is by permission of TransEra only, and only for applicants who accept this
Agreement. TransEra may grant or withhold approval in its sole discretion.
Based on the foregoing and for other good and valuable consideration, you and TransEra agree as follows:
1. NATURE OF AGREEMENT. This Agreement is a legal contract made between you and TransEra. This
Agreement contains the terms and conditions with which you must comply in order to access and use the
Software.
2. LICENSE GRANT. TransEra hereby grants to you one nonexclusive, nonassignable, nontransferable,
nonsublicensable, nonrefundable and nonexchangeable license, for use by you (the purchaser, or
your employees only) for the term of this Agreement, to access and use the Software and any user’s
guides, specifications, and other related documentation available, whether hard copy or online (the
“Documentation”), subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. The license allows you to
use only one copy of the Software on one computer concurrently, whether that computer is physical or
virtual. The Software may be run by multiple users on one or more machines provided enough concurrent
user licenses are acquired from TransEra and dedicated for each separate user that will run the Software
concurrently.
Beta and Trial Version License. Some of the Software may be licensed on a beta or trial basis, which may not
be used for commercial or professional use. Your rights to use beta or trial software are limited to the time
period specified by TransEra. BETA AND TRIAL SOFTWARE IS LICENSED “AS-IS” and is identified as such on
the Sales Order confirmation.
Academic License. Academic Licenses may be used strictly for non-commercial teaching, lesson planning,
and research purposes only. Academic licenses are identified as such on the Sales Order confirmation.
Geographic Restriction. The Software may only be used in the country identified when the software license
was purchased as the country where the software will be used. Preexisting Global Licenses are not restricted
geographically.
License Key. During the term of this Agreement, TransEra periodically may issue a license key (file, activation
key, internet-based account, or other similar method) to enable the Software to execute on the computer or
server designated by you.
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Condition of Payment. The license granted herein is conditioned upon payment in full for the Software in
advance of your use of the Software. You will be solely responsible for payment of applicable sales and/
or use taxes in connection with the sale of Software and Services provided under this Agreement unless
you provide to TransEra, before or at the time that TransEra provides the sales quotation, an exemption
certificate or other document acceptable to the authority imposing the tax, fee or charge.
3. OWNERSHIP OF SOFTWARE. TransEra retains all rights to the Software and the Documentation not
specifically granted in this Agreement. TransEra owns the Software and the Documentation and all
copyright and other intellectual property rights therein, and this Agreement does not transfer to you any
title to or any proprietary or intellectual property rights in or to the Software, any updates or derivative
works thereto, or the Documentation, or any copyrights, patent rights, or trademarks embodied or used in
connection therewith, except for the rights expressly granted in this Agreement.
The Software and the Documentation are protected by United States laws and international treaty
provisions. YOU MAY NOT USE, COPY, OR MODIFY THE SOFTWARE, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, EXCEPT AS
EXPRESSLY PROVIDED FOR IN THIS AGREEMENT.
4. RESTRICTIONS. To the maximum extent permitted by law, you shall not (a) modify, reverse engineer,
decompile, disassemble, or attempt to derive the source code of the Software; (b) rent, lease, loan, sell,
sublicense, distribute, transmit, network, or otherwise transfer the Software access to any third party;
(c) make any copy of or otherwise reproduce or display the Software (or any of the browser screens
comprising the Software user interface) except for those copies necessarily made by the personal computer
and Internet browser that are running the Software; (d) use hardware or software to multiplex or pool
connections, or otherwise allow multiple users or multiple computers or devices to access or use the
Software indirectly through the licensed computer; (e) disclose your license key provided by TransEra; or
(f) disclose your User ID or Password to any third party. You agree to take all reasonable steps to safeguard
your User ID and Password for the Software so as to ensure that no unauthorized person will have access to
it, and that no persons authorized to have access will make any unauthorized use. You shall promptly report
to TransEra any unauthorized use of the Software of which you become aware and shall take such further
steps as may reasonably be requested by TransEra to prevent unauthorized use thereof.
5. YOUR OBLIGATIONS. You shall be solely responsible for the following: (a) providing all hardware,
software, and communications capabilities required for use of the Software, as specified by TransEra; (b)
generating, providing, and loading your data into the Software, including, without limitation, historical data
to permit you to use the Software; and (c) providing and maintaining, at all times during the term of this
Agreement, the Internet access necessary for your use of the Software.
6. TERM AND TERMINATION. The license granted in this Agreement is effective in perpetuity, as long as
you own the Software License and adhere to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. In cases of fixedterm or leased licenses, the term of this Agreement coincides with the term of the license, which is specified
on the order confirmation. The term of this Agreement and the license grant herein shall commence on
the date you agree to this Agreement and install the Software. In the event you install a Software upgrade,
this license agreement terminates. This license shall also terminate automatically on your failure to comply
with any of the other terms of this Agreement. On termination of this Agreement, you agree to promptly
discontinue use of the Software, deactivate the license key per instructions provided by TransEra, destroy all
printed copies and delete all electronic copies of any documentation that you have downloaded, printed,
or created relating to the Software, and to ensure that no copies of any of the Software screens, data, or
other content remain archived or otherwise stored on your computers. Notwithstanding termination, the
provisions of Sections 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 of this Agreement shall survive and continue to apply.
7. CONFIDENTIALITY. You agree that you shall not disclose to any third party the Software or any portion
thereof, any technical, product, or business information, or any information that TransEra identifies as
confidential (collectively, “Confidential Information”) related to the Software without the prior written
consent of TransEra. You shall maintain the confidentiality of all Confidential Information and shall not use it
for any purpose other than the performance of this Agreement.
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Notwithstanding the foregoing, Confidential Information does not include information that you can
demonstrate was (a) publicly available at the time of disclosure, or later became publicly available through
no act or omission by you; (b) in your possession before disclosure by TransEra; or (c) disclosed to you by a
third party not in violation of any obligations of confidentiality to TransEra or to any third party.
8. PRIVACY STATEMENT AND COLLECTION AND DELETION OF PERSONAL OR SYSTEM INFORMATION. The
Software may employ applications and tools to collect personally identifiable, sensitive or other information
including personal information, network information, geographical information, information about the
usage of the software, license information (key) expiration or machine information (including, but not
limited to, information regarding the machine, system, disk ID, MAC address), collectively “Data.”
The collection of this Data may be necessary to you and your users with relevant Software or Technical
Support. Without access to this Data, we may not be able to verify your compliance with this Agreement,
among other things.
By entering into this agreement or using the Software or Technical Support, you and your users agree to
the collection, processing, copying, backup and storage of this Data in and from the United States or other
countries or jurisdictions outside of your or your users’ own as part of the Software or Support.
If you choose to have your personal information deleted from our database, please see our Privacy Policy
(https://www.transera.com/privacy-policy). Please note that we may need to retain certain records for legal
or internal business reasons and some of your information may remain on backup systems in compliance
with applicable law. We encourage you promptly to update your personal information when it changes.
9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. You are not entitled to receive damages from TransEra for any cause relating
to this Agreement, to your use of the Software, to any services provided by TransEra under this Agreement,
or to any services provided by any third party in connection with your use of the Software. In addition,
in no event shall you be entitled to obtain any injunctive relief or enjoin, restrain, or otherwise interfere
with TransEra or with the distribution, operation, development, or performance of the Software or any
related products. IN NO EVENT SHALL TRANSERA BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER
ARISING OUT OF YOUR USE OF, OR INABILITY TO USE, THE SOFTWARE. IN NO EVENT SHALL TRANSERA
BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR DAMAGES FOR
LOSS OF DATA, LOST PROFITS, OR LOST BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, REGARDLESS OF THE LEGAL THEORY
UNDER WHICH SUCH DAMAGES ARE SOUGHT, AND EVEN IF ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES. AS SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY FOR
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO
YOU.
10. LIMITED WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMER. TransEra warrants that, as of the date on which the Software
is purchased and for sixty (60) days thereafter (“Warranty Period”), the Software will provide the general
features and functions described in the Documentation in effect on the date of purchase. TransEra's entire
liability and your exclusive remedy during the Warranty Period (“Limited Warranty”) will be, with the
exception of any statutory warranty or remedy that cannot be excluded or limited under law, at TransEra's
option, (i) to attempt to correct or work around errors, if any, or (ii) to refund the license fees, if any, paid
by you and terminate this Agreement or the license specific to such Software. Such refund is subject to
the discontinuance of the use of the Software, deactivation of the license key per instructions provided by
TransEra, destroying all printed copies and deleting all electronic copies of any documentation that you
have downloaded, printed, or created relating to the Software, and ensuring that no copies of any of the
Software screens, data, or other content remain archived or otherwise stored on your computers, during
the Warranty Period, and providing declaration of same to TransEra. THE LIMITED WARRANTY SET FORTH
IN THIS SECTION GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS. YOU MAY HAVE ADDITIONAL LEGAL RIGHTS UNDER
LAW WHICH VARY FROM JURISDICTION TO JURISDICTION. TransEra DOES NOT SEEK TO LIMIT YOUR
WARRANTY RIGHTS TO ANY EXTENT NOT PERMITTED BY LAW.
TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, TRANSERA EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AS WELL AS ANY WARRANTIES
ALLEGED TO HAVE ARISEN FROM CUSTOM, USAGE, OR THE COURSE OF DEALING BETWEEN THE PARTIES.
TransEra DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN THE SOFTWARE WILL MEET YOUR
REQUIREMENTS OR THAT THE OPERATION OF THE SOFTWARE WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE.
IN ADDITION, TRANSERA DOES NOT WARRANT OR GUARANTEE THAT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO ACCESS THE
SOFTWARE AT ALL TIMES. YOU UNDERSTAND AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT INTERNET CONGESTION AND
OUTAGES, AS WELL AS MAINTENANCE, DOWNTIME, AND OTHER INTERRUPTIONS, MAY INTERFERE AT
TIMES WITH YOUR ABILITY TO ACCESS THE SOFTWARE.
In no event shall TransEra or its suppliers be liable for any damages whatsoever (including, without
limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business information, or other
pecuniary loss) arising out of the use of or inability to use this Software, even if TransEra has been advised
of the possibility of such damages. Because some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of liability
for consequential damages, the above limitation may not apply to Licensee.
11. GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shall in all respects be governed by and be construed in accordance
with the laws of the State of California, without regard to its conflict of laws provisions.
12. FORCE MAJEURE. If the performance of TransEra under this Agreement is prevented, hindered, or
otherwise made impractical by reason of flood, strike, war, acts of government, or any other casualty or
cause beyond the control of TransEra, then TransEra shall be excused from its performance to the extent and
so long as it is prevented, hindered, or delayed by such event(s).
13. SEVERABILITY. If any one or more of the provisions contained in this Agreement shall, for any reason, be
held to be invalid, illegal, or unenforceable in any respect, then to the maximum extent permitted by law,
such invalidity, illegality, or unenforceability shall not affect any other provision of this Agreement.
14. NO ASSIGNMENT. You may not assign this Agreement or any of the rights granted by TransEra
hereunder, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of TransEra, and any attempt to do so
shall be void. This Agreement is binding on and shall inure to the benefit of the parties and their respective
successors and permitted assigns.
15. ATTORNEYS FEES. In the event of legal action brought by either party, the prevailing party shall be
entitled to reimbursement of actual legal fees and related expenses.
16. MODIFICATION. This Agreement may be modified or amended at the sole discretion of TransEra.
17. EXPORT CONTROL. You agree to obey and comply with any and all applicable United States laws, rules,
and regulations governing the export of software.
18. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND EXCLUSIVITY. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ THIS
AGREEMENT, UNDERSTAND IT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS. YOU FURTHER
AGREE THAT IT IS THE COMPLETE AND EXCLUSIVE STATEMENT OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU AND
TRANSERA, AND THAT IT SUPERSEDES ANY PROPOSAL, PRIOR AGREEMENT, OR UNDERSTANDING, ORAL
OR WRITTEN, AND ANY OTHER COMMUNICATION BETWEEN YOU AND TRANSERA RELATING TO THE
SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS AGREEMENT. THIS AGREEMENT MAY NOT BE CHANGED, ALTERED, OR MODIFIED
EXCEPT IN WRITING AND SIGNED BY THE PARTIES.
Last updated: June 18, 2021
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Release Notes 10+
HTBasic Version History
TransEra Corporation
801-572-2074
htbasic.com
sales@transera.com
support@transera.com
___________________________________________________________________

HTBasic Release Notes for Version 2021
FEATURES:

1. A new LXI Visa Device Driver Loader has been added which will allow communication with LXI Devices.
2. Support added for Auto-detection of LXI Devices (Device must implement ZeroConf to use).
3. New "Device Driver Selection" dialog created to better support adding device drivers.
4. Added support for verifying communication with LXI and Visa Devices.
5. Added an "HTBSelectDirectory" DLL to the DLL Toolkit.
6. Installer updated to include all necessary Microsoft dotnet libraries so an internet connection will no longer be
required to install HTBasic on any PC.
7. New AUTOST provides initial settings help saved to a config file and better examples for new users.
8. Menu labeling has been updated to add clarity.
9. BPLUS now loaded as part of core. LOAD SUB "BPLUS" statements will be ignored.
10. BPLUS functionality has been renamed Builder+
11. Changed the "Change MSI on Open" menu item to "Change MSI Folder Path on Open"
12. 3. Changed the default memory size to 512
13. Changed "Set Indent" menu item to "Indent Settings"
14. Changed "Indent All" menu item to "Indent"
15. Removed the "Renumber" menu item
16. Changed the "Change MSI..." menu item to "Change MSI Folder Path..."
17. Changed the "BPlus ScreenBuilder" menu item to "ScreenBuilder"
18. Changed "Increment Column" in the Indent Dialog to "Indent Level"
19. Renamed "HTBwin.exe" to "HTBasic.exe"
20. Renamed "HTBWrun.exe" to "HTBrun.exe"
21. Added website address to the about dialog
22. Removed Privacy Agreement from Setup, and updated License Agreement and included Privacy Statement

FIXES:

1. Fixed an intermittent issue where the initial Font in the HTBasic Editor was not the correct "Fixed Width"
font.
2. Attempting to Load BPLUS from the HTBasic Editor Command Line no longer causes HTBasic to
Shutdown.
___________________________________________________________________

HTBasic Release Notes for Version 10.1.0
FEATURES:

1. The "LinkLabel" widget was created and added which allows the user to create a hyperlink to a web page.
2. A "WebBrowser" widget was created and added allowing for an embedded web browser control in
BPLUS.
3. A "DateTimePicker" widget was created and added allowing a BPLUS control with built in date and time
fields and picking capabilities.
4. Full support of HTBasic for the Windows 10 Operating System.
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FIXES:

1. XYGraph Trace Lines above 8 now correctly show proper color and line type.
2. Added Localization support for decimal separator so that those in European countries can use "," in place
of "."
3. *********Trace Visible was showing all traces when none should be shown. Support has been added for
the TraceVisible.???????????
4. Change MSI on open checkbox was missing in the FileOpen Dialog box. The FileOpen dialog has been
changed to the old style to allow custom controls.
5. Listbox, Radio Button, and Check Button DLLs have been recompiled after changing them to link to MFC
Statically.
6. Resolved the Fontsize error in ScreenBuilder.
7. **********"Run Program" menu item for Runtime Builds to call OnMenuRun.???????????
8. STRING widget was modified to support replace mode.
9. Several issues were fixed in the Numeric Compiler.
10. The ScreenBuilder Closeable Error was fixed.
11. Focus issues with child widgets have been fixed.
12. Label Widget focus issue was fixed.
13. Shrinking Panel Widget was fixed.
___________________________________________________________________

HTBasic Release Notes for Version 10.0.3
FIXES:

1. Additional support was added for International Characters.
2. The Label Widget now correctly initializes the FOCUS attribute and handles focus correctly.
3. The System Widget *Queued Event* attribute now correctly handles the case when queried where no
events are currently in the queue.
4. Removed several invalid attributes from the Printer Widget.
___________________________________________________________________

HTBasic Release Notes for Version 10.0.2
FIXES:

1. Hovering the Mouse over a Combo Widget no longer uses 100% of processor.
2. The Clock Widget now correctly displays AM/PM instead of Kanji characters on the Japanese version of
Windows.
3. Transient Widgets can now be moved outside the bounds of the main HTBasic window.
4. Maximize is now working as it should and fills the entire HTBasic window unless it is a Transient Widget.
5. The colors in HTBasic are now displaying correctly.
6. The HTBasic Reset Utility is now compatible with all standard Windows localizations.
7. In the "Add/Remove Programs" section of the Windows Control Panel the company name under the
HTBasic Install is now displayed correctly.
8. Several Focus issues in HTBasic and Basic Plus have been fixed:
9. When pausing a program the focus is now set back to the main HTBasic window instead of remaining on
Basic Plus Widgets and Dialogs.
10. Focus can now be toggled back and forth between 2 Basic Plus Widgets as it should.
11. Keystrokes are now recognized by the main HTBasic Window even when Basic Plus Widgets have the
current focus.
12. Umlauts (äöü, ÄÖÜ, ß) are now displayed correctly when used in ScreenBuilder files.
13. The String Widget Line Number attribute moves rows specified by Line Number into view.
14. The String Widget Scrollbar now displays correctly when setting the Scrollbars attribute to "True".
15. Fixed several issues with the XY Graph widget including the Axis Labels not displaying enough
characters, and Number Format not working as it should.
16. The HTBasic icon is now displayed correctly in all standard Windows localizations.
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17. Fixed an issue where a radio button would remain selected even if other radio button options were
chosen.
18. Adjustments have be made to resolve issues with the layout of several Widgets and Dialogs.
19. The Basic Plus Bitmap Widget now closes the file handle whenever the widget is destroyed.
20. The toolbars are now returned to the correct location after hiding and unhiding them programmatically.
21. The PUSHBUTTON Widget now has a transparent instead of white border. Flickering issues with this
Widget have also been resolved.
22. The FOCUS attribute is now supported with the STRING Widget.
23. Printing to LPT ports "2" or higher is now working correctly.
24. Setting global breakpoint using conditions “Greater than or equal to” and "Less than or equal to” no
longer causes HTBasic to crash.
25. When using User-defined system menus in widgets the text is now always visible.
26. Resolved an issue where the Combo box Widget was not functioning as expected.
27. Widgets are no long temporarily displayed before they are hidden when the VISIBLE has been set to 0.
28. Resolved an issue in Basic Plus where Menus were being hidden by other widgets even when they had
correct focus.
29. Toggle buttons are now working as they should.
30. Fixed an issue where HTBasic was "softening" the edges of graphic images and printouts.
31. SYSTEM$ ("SERIAL NUMBER") will now correctly display the serial number used to install HTBasic.
Access to this number is also working as it should.
32. The Bomb Squad examples in the Basic Plus Examples folder are now working.
___________________________________________________________________

HTBasic Release Notes for Version 10.0
FEATURES:

1. HTBasic has been given a makeover and now has a new modern look and feel. Many improvements
have been made to the user interface including new dockable windows, updated toolbars with new icons,
updated menus and much more.
2. Support has been added to HTBasic for Microsoft’s Windows Vista, Windows 7, and Windows 8.
3. HTBasic Plus has been re-written using new modern dialogs and widgets to provide an updated look and
feel as well as better performance and additional functionality.
4. There is a new HTBasic Plus ScreenBuilder application that allows you to interactively generate a
screen using new modern controls and an intuitive interface. This tool allows you to modify the screens
appearance, set each controls properties and save the screen for later inclusion in an HTBasic program.
5. The HTBasic help files have been converted to a new format and have been updated to include all new
HTBasic features and functions. Sample programs and links have been updated as well as navigation and
search capabilities.
6. A new GPIB driver has been written to support Test and Measurement Systems (TAMS) GPIB Interfaces.
This driver can be configured and loaded through the HTBasic Device Setup and standard HTBasic I/O
commands are used for communication.
7. Two new DLLs have been added to the DLL Toolkit. The HTBMessageBox DLL allows creating custom
message boxes using any of the standard message box buttons and icons. The HTBOscope DLL is a dialog
that has a graph and several customizable buttons that can be used to create a simple oscilloscope.

FIXES:

1. Opening a file now correctly switches to the HTBasic Editor. Previously HTBasic would occasionally appear
to hang and never switch to edit mode until done so manually by the user.
2. When improper values are used in the WIN-PRINT control register 115 an error is returned. Previously
HTBasic would shut down unexpectedly.
3. Error 16 is no longer generated when using REDIM.
4. Doing a DUMP GRAPHICS to a GIF file no longer causes an Out of memory exception. A DUMP
GRAPHICS can now be done as many times as required. Previously an error was generated after the 16th
time.
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5. Memory that was not being cleaned up properly on shutdown of HTBasic is now being cleaned up.
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Changes from 9.0 to 10.0
An auto-save feature was added. On the Run Environment dialog a new tab AUTO SAVE provides automatic saving
of programs. Options may be set for the duration and directory to save the backup file into. Files will be saved with
an .AutoSave extension.
The Secure Utility (previously only available with the HTBasic Workshop) is now included as an option on the Tools
menu. The SECURE utility processes an HTBasic PROG file for distribution to make it smaller and harder to reverse
engineer It removes most of the embedded program information, compresses the unused control table space, secures
the program lines to prevent listing.
The CSUB Toolkit (previously only available with the add-on package CSUB Toolkit) is now included as an option on
the Tools menu. The CSUB Toolkit allows one to build compiled subprograms for HTBasic. A compiled subprogram, or
CSUB, runs directly on the processor hardware and has access to all of it’s power and functionality.
The Advanced Math Library is now included with the HTBasic package instead of being available as an add-on
component. The HTBasic Math Library is a collection of subroutines that give users of the HTBasic programming
language access to fast versions of higher mathematical and signal processing functions. Most of these routines
are compiled, so they run at a much higher speed than equivalent BASIC subroutines. The routines are meant to
be incorporated into user BASIC programs to enhance their speed, and to save the user's writing the subroutines.
The routines are installed into the mathlib folder, and samples for each of them are found in the math_ex folder. The
Advanced Math Library Help file also details each of the routines, their syntax and usage.
An option was added to the Tools menu to directly access the BASIC PLUS ScreenBuilder Utility.
The BASIC PLUS PUSHBUTTON widget now wraps text if the pushbutton is not wide enough to handle the entire text.
The BASIC PLUS Number Dialog now properly accepts all numbers when running in Octal mode.
The BASIC PLUS Panel Widget now properly shows a minimized icon.
The BASIC PLUS System Widget now accepts the ON EVENT @Sys,"SYSTEM CLOSE" syntax for programmatically
closing System Widgets.
An option was added to the Run Environment Dialog to allow for sending PURGEd files to the Window’s recycle bin
rather than permanently deleting the files.
A copy option was added to the Debug Watch window.
A dll sample that returns the current Window’s username, HTBUserName.dll, was added.
The DLL toolkit was enhanced to support returning more than 256 string characters.
An icon was added to the toolbar to provide quicker access to the Device Setup Dialog.
The ability to call CSUB’s from an ON EVENT call was added.
It is now possible to print code in color using the Print Program option on the file menu.
A BW option was added to the WIN-DUMP driver for dumping output to color printers in Black & White. The default
option was also changed to COLOR. To print in grayscale, use the GRAY option.
GESCAPE PRT,106 was expanded to allow for DUMPing portions of the screen with the WIN-DUMP driver. New Control
and Status registers were added for specifying the DUMP region.
The new SERIAL driver introduced with the 9.0 release may now be loaded with the LOAD BIN "SERIAL" syntax as well
as from the Device Setup dialog.
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An option was added to return the name of the COM port that a particular ISC has been assigned to using the SERIAL
driver. The syntax for this is: STATUS (Isc,102).
Performing a RESET on a SERIAL ISC now properly retains setup information for the baud rate. Previously this was
being improperly reset.
The SYSTEM$("PRINTER NAME") returns the current Description of the Driver currently assigned to the PRINTER IS. If
this driver is the WIN-PRINT driver, it returns the printer description.
Functions and subprograms are now properly separated in the XREF output.
The WAIT statement was optimized to not dominate CPU cycles.
The GLOAD command was enhanced to properly allow for re-positioned re-loaded images to different locations on
the BASIC screen.
Find from the output window now properly scrolls. Previously it would not scroll to the next found item.
When reading in an ASCII file blank lines no longer read with a "!" comment character.
The TIMEDATE function has been enhanced to match the 1 millisecond resolution for timing functions implemented
with the 9.0 release. These will only be effective on NT based operating systems.
Match Whole Word and Match Case options under the Search/Find menu are now working correctly.
Blank line editing has been improved for stability.
DISPLAY FUNCTIONS is now fully supported on localized versions of Windows.
The GPIB driver is now properly handling multiple user accounts. Previously only Administrator accounts could use the
GPIB driver on setups other than the default.
Interrupts with the HPIBS Driver were enhanced to provide support for all interrupt types.
The TIME option in the HPIBS driver is now properly setting duration for TIMEOUT conditions.
The Default SICL name in the HPIBS Properties dialog was changed to gpib0 to match the currently available Agilent
SICL package. The default name was changed from hpib7 to gpib0.
When Entering a String array using GPIBNI 9.0 Driver an Error 153 "Insufficient data for ENTER" was being received
unless USING "K" was used. The driver was reporting EOI when an EOS character was seen even if EOI did not really
occur. This has been corrected to properly terminate with out needing to use USING "K".
Doing an incoming TRANSFER using the GPIBNI driver, using a string that had a Line feed in the middle of it, the
transfer would terminate when hitting the line feed. This was corrected so the TRANSFER would terminate properly.
Changes in 9.1
A function called LoadSub has been added to the Tools menu. This function allows the user to LOADSUB subprograms
and functions from a PROG file using a list of all available SUBs in a list box.
A new DLL for creating custom toolbars has been added to the samples folder in the DLL Toolkit.
Control Register 158 was added to clear the Dump Graphics Custom Coordinates set using registers 154 – 157. After
setting the control registers 154 - 157, their values are always set in that particular instance of HTBasic. This register
clears those values. This will also give the user the ability to do a partial dump during one part of his program, and a
full dump in another part.
Full support for LONGs has been added to the Numeric Compiler.
Recursive Cat, Dump Plus and GLOAD ON and OFF has now been added to the Runtime Options Dialog.
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Blank lines no longer have !~! added to them when saving an HTBasic program as an ASCII file. Previously when
opening the file in an editor other than HTBasic, all blank lines contained the !~!.
CAT on a non-existent filename from the command line HTBasic generates error 56. The old HP Workstations generate
an error 56 when executing the same code. To help those that are used to the HP Workstation behavior a configure
system command was added. To set this switch click on the "HP Skip" checkbox under the Options/Run Environment
menu, or by using the CONFIGURE SYSTEM("HPSKIP ON") and CONFIGURE SYSTEM("HPSKIP OFF") options.
Changing the properties of the Serial driver with CONTROL statements, will now properly update the properties for the
Serial driver entry in the Device Setup dialog.
CONTROL KBD, 16 was changed to have multiple options.
They are as follows:
CONTROL KBD, 16;0 --> enable scroll keys
CONTROL KBD, 16;1 --> disable scroll keys
CONTROL KBD, 16;2 --> disable scroll keys, but allow scroll keys to trigger ON KBD event.
Control statement was added to allow use of the PPA type Printers when doing a DUMP GRAPHICS. CONTROL
10,160;1 now enables the use of PPA Printers. CONTROL 10,160;0 disables use of PPA Printers. PPA printers include
the HP DeskJet 710C, 712C, 720C, 722C, 820Cxi, 820Cse,1000Cxi, 1000Cse.
Dithering is now working properly when using Area Intensity and Area Color.
Focus is now correctly set to String Widgets that are children widgets to a panel.
HTBasic now generates error 951 instead of hanging when trying to execute an incomplete save command. Ex. SAVE
"filename",
GLOAD / GSTORE command functionality when using optional parameters has been changed. Prior to 9.1 it was not
possible to GSTORE using positioning parameters and then GLOAD using those same parameters. To correct this issue,
the GLOAD command began to require parameters when loading in an image. It is now possible to GLOAD with or
without parameters, however to change between the New and Old GLOADs it is necessary to use the following syntax:
CONFIGURE SYSTEM("GLOAD UP")
or
CONFIGURE SYSTEM("GLOAD DOWN")
Additionally these settings may be set in the Run Environment dialog.
GPIBNI Driver no longer gives a "Missing option or configuration" error when executing a SEND command with the
TALK option.
HPIBS Driver performing an ENTER, the ON TIMEOUT statement now works properly. Previously the ON TIMEOUT
statement was ignored.
Lines of code are no longer lost when highlighting and printing a section of code that extends to 2 or more pages.
LONG variables are now fully supported in the Numeric Compiler. Previously, certain computations such as two LONG
variables being added and the value assigned to a REAL, or a LONG being divided by a REAL, would cause compile
time errors.
Pasting text onto the first line of a SUB program is no longer possible. This prevents users from inadvertently altering
the SUB definition in a way that would cause errors.
Printing a program that contains the SYSTEM$ command, lines of code that contain this syntax are no longer omitted.
Program lines that exceed the printer width now print on multiple lines. Previously when printing out a program line
that extended off the page, the line cut off instead of wrapping around to the next line.
Saving as "Text without line numbers" now shows the new file name in the HTBasic header immediately after reopening.
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Saving as Text without line numbers no longer causes all !'s that appear at the end of a line to shift position when
reopening the file.
Serial driver using the WAIT statement now works properly when used after the ON TIMEOUT statement.
The Alt+L keyboard shortcut now accesses the Tools menu.
The Alt+T keyboard shortcut now switches between sub and full program listing only. Previously the Tools menu was
activated using <Alt>+T as well.
Editor now scrolls correctly after setting a bookmark with CTRL+F9 and then accessing the bookmark using CTRL+F10.
TIMEDATE functions now is dynamically updated from the system time if the system time changes during HTBasic
execution.
XY WIDGET attribute BIG NUMBERING is not a supported attribute. They syntax is supported for porting functionality
only.
Changes in 9.2
A function called LoadSub has been added to the Tools menu. This function allows the user to LOADSUB subprograms
and functions from a PROG file using a list of all available SUBs in a list box.
A new DLL for creating custom toolbars has been added to the samples folder in the DLL Toolkit.
Control Register 158 was added to clear the Dump Graphics Custom Coordinates set using registers 154 – 157. After
setting the control registers 154 - 157, their values are always set in that particular instance of HTBasic. This register
clears those values. This will also give the user the ability to do a partial dump during one part of his program, and a
full dump in another part.
Full support for LONGs has been added to the Numeric Compiler.
Recursive Cat, Dump Plus and GLOAD ON and OFF has now been added to the Runtime Options Dialog.
Blank lines no longer have !~! added to them when saving an HTBasic program as an ASCII file. Previously when
opening the file in an editor other than HTBasic, all blank lines contained the !~!.
CAT on a non-existent filename from the command line HTBasic generates error 56. The old HP Workstations generate
an error 56 when executing the same code. To help those that are used to the HP Workstation behavior a configure
system command was added. To set this switch click on the "HP Skip" checkbox under the Options/Run Environment
menu, or by using the CONFIGURE SYSTEM("HPSKIP ON") and CONFIGURE SYSTEM("HPSKIP OFF") options.
Changing the properties of the Serial driver with CONTROL statements, will now properly update the properties for the
Serial driver entry in the Device Setup dialog.
CONTROL KBD, 16 was changed to have multiple options.
They are as follows:
CONTROL KBD, 16;0 --> enable scroll keys
CONTROL KBD, 16;1 --> disable scroll keys
CONTROL KBD, 16;2 --> disable scroll keys, but allow scroll keys to trigger ON KBD event.
Control statement was added to allow use of the PPA type Printers when doing a DUMP GRAPHICS. CONTROL
10,160;1 now enables the use of PPA Printers. CONTROL 10,160;0 disables use of PPA Printers. PPA printers include
the HP DeskJet 710C, 712C, 720C, 722C, 820Cxi, 820Cse,1000Cxi, 1000Cse.
Dithering is now working properly when using Area Intensity and Area Color.
Focus is now correctly set to String Widgets that are children widgets to a panel.
HTBasic now generates error 951 instead of hanging when trying to execute an incomplete save command. Ex. SAVE
"filename",
GLOAD / GSTORE command functionality when using optional parameters has been changed. Prior to 9.1 it was not
possible to GSTORE using positioning parameters and then GLOAD using those same parameters. To correct this issue,
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the GLOAD command began to require parameters when loading in an image. It is now possible to GLOAD with or
without parameters, however to change between the New and Old GLOADs it is necessary to use the following syntax:
CONFIGURE SYSTEM("GLOAD UP")
or
CONFIGURE SYSTEM("GLOAD DOWN")
Additionally these settings may be set in the Run Environment dialog.
GPIBNI Driver no longer gives a "Missing option or configuration" error when executing a SEND command with the
TALK option.
HPIBS Driver performing an ENTER, the ON TIMEOUT statement now works properly. Previously the ON TIMEOUT
statement was ignored.
Lines of code are no longer lost when highlighting and printing a section of code that extends to 2 or more pages.
LONG variables are now fully supported in the Numeric Compiler. Previously, certain computations such as two LONG
variables being added and the value assigned to a REAL, or a LONG being divided by a REAL, would cause compile
time errors.
Pasting text onto the first line of a SUB program is no longer possible. This prevents users from inadvertently altering
the SUB definition in a way that would cause errors.
Printing a program that contains the SYSTEM$ command, lines of code that contain this syntax are no longer omitted.
Program lines that exceed the printer width now print on multiple lines. Previously when printing out a program line
that extended off the page, the line cut off instead of wrapping around to the next line.
Saving as "Text without line numbers" now shows the new file name in the HTBasic header immediately after reopening.
Saving as Text without line numbers no longer causes all !'s that appear at the end of a line to shift position when
reopening the file.
Serial driver using the WAIT statement now works properly when used after the ON TIMEOUT statement.
The Alt+L keyboard shortcut now accesses the Tools menu.
The Alt+T keyboard shortcut now switches between sub and full program listing only. Previously the Tools menu was
activated using <Alt>+T as well.
Editor now scrolls correctly after setting a bookmark with CTRL+F9 and then accessing the bookmark using CTRL+F10.
TIMEDATE functions now is dynamically updated from the system time if the system time changes during HTBasic
execution.
XY WIDGET attribute BIG NUMBERING is not a supported attribute. They syntax is supported for porting functionality
only.
Changes in 9.3
The WIN-PRINT driver now allows color printing. This may be turned on/off by checking/Unchecking the "Color
Printing using WIN-PRINT Driver" box under the Options|Run Environment menu, or by using the CONFIGURE
SYSTEM("WINPRINT COLOR ON") or CONFIGURE SYSTEM("WINPRINT COLOR OFF") statements. By default, when
doing color printing using the WIN-PRINT driver, all white text will be inverted to black. If this is not desired, the add
the INVERT option to the above statement. CONFIGURE SYSTEM("WINPRINT COLOR ON;INVERT")
Comment and UnComment are now available from the right click context menu in the HTBasic Editor.
Basic Plus Widgets may now be dumped to a GIF file using the GIF driver, after having enabled Basic Plus dumping by
using either the CONFIGURE SYSTEM("DUMP;PLUS") statement, or by checking the Dump Plus checkbox under the
Options|Run Environment menu.
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Custom baud rates for the serial driver may now be entered using the "CONTROL 9,13;baudrate" statement.
Specifying array elements is now allowed in the Debug Watch Window. The array elements should be specified the
same as they would be in a program. e.g. Intarray(3,2) Note: All declared elements of the array must be specified.
Array elements may now be specified in the Conditional Breakpoints and Global Breakpoints dialogs. After selecting
the appropriate variable from the drop-down list, specify the correct element using the following syntax: (2,3)
The Numeric Compiler now allows file paths to be longer than 80 characters.
Clicking on ASCII files with the .BAS extension will now launch HTBasic, and GET the program. Previously only HTBasic
Prog files had this feature.
Long Hex constants are now supported.
Deleting lines that contain breakpoints will now correctly remove the breakpoints and the lines. Previously this would
sometimes cause HTBasic to close.
Event Handlers are no longer disabled when using the Autosave feature.
Dumping to a GIF file will now allow the BW and EXPANDED options to be used together, producing correct results.
Combining Dump Graphics and Printing using PPA printers will now correctly print each page. Previously, after printing
and doing a dump graphics using PPA printers, no more Printing or Dumping would correctly spool to the printer.
A Pause character followed by a Step character using CHR$(255)&"P"&CHR$(255)&"S" will now correctly execute the
pause followed by the step. Previously, this caused an error.
The Numeric Compiler now supports the combination of LONGs and INTEGERs in numeric expressions.
Doing a STORE AS or SAVE AS from the File menu now consistently checks for duplicate file names before performing
the Store or Save Operation.
Printing a program larger than 2 pages using File|Print Program now correctly prints the entire program. Previously it
would print a couple of pages and then close.
The GPIO600 and GPIO650 Drivers now correctly support the ON TIMEOUT statement.
Print program now correctly calculates the number of lines being printed on each page, given a page size. Previously
when selecting A4, or any other non-default page size, lines would not be correctly calculated, and sometimes printed
off the page.
Debugging through code that uses Loadsubs and Delsubs is now supported. Previously after debugging through the
first Loadsub and Delsub, all subsequent Loadsubs would cause HTBasic to freeze.
The Debugger code window's current line indicator now correctly updates after a Loadsub statement. Previously the
current line indicator would remain on the Loadsub statement, and a new current line indicator would be created.
Continuous Signal Events from a DLL will no longer cause stack corruption.
Japanese Kanji characters are now correctly supported when using the Label statement.
Changes in 9.4
New USB Sicl driver called the "USBS" driver has been added to support USBTMC and USBTMC-USB488 Devices.
A new exported function called "PutBufferByLen" has been added to the exports.h file. This function allows the user to
put data into an HTBasic buffer that is not null terminated, and is limited simply by the length passed in.
The GOTO dialog box under the Search Option now shows a list of all the defined Labels when the Label radio button
is checked. Previously only the Sub and FN options brought up a list.
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There is now an option found under "Options\Run Environment called Hide Csub Body that allows you to hide the "*"
characters that replace program lines when a CSUB is loaded. You can also hide and unhide the "*" characters from
the command line using CONFIGURE SYSTEM ("HIDE CSUB BODY") and CONFIGURE SYSTEM ("SHOW CSUB BODY").
The default dimension for an HTBasic string has been enlarged to 255 characters. Previously it was set to 18 characters.
The "HTBClipboard" DLL has been added to the DLL Toolkit. This DLL allows the user to put text on the Windows
clipboard, and get text from the Windows clipboard.
A new exported function called "SetExportFunction" has been added to the exports.h file. This function allows the
user to provide functions in their DLL's that will serve as event handlers for several HTBasic events. These events are:
L_BTN_DOWN, L_BTN_UP, R_BTN_DOWN, R_BTN_UP, M_BTN_DOWN, M_BTN_UP, CLEAR_SCREEN, and OnDraw.
New, more stable TCP/IP DLL Samples have been added to the DLL Toolkit.
A new DLL called the "Basicevents" DLL has been added to the DLL Toolkit. This dll show how to use the newely added
"SetExportFunction" exported function.
HTBasic no longer freezes when opening the GOTO dialog with an empty project.
Error 19 is now generated when using the SERIAL driver and attempting to set a custom baud rate that is not
supported by the system. Previously no error was generated, although the baud rate was never committed, and the
driver would no longer behave correctly.
Several items were added to the Reset Utility that was new to version 9.3. A warning is now displayed if any versions of
HTBasic are currently open or running. Keyboard shortcuts are now available and displayed after pressing the ALT key.
To exit the utility there is now an exit or close buttons (X) instead of an "OK" button.
The options found in the "Run Environment" now correctly remain checked or unchecked even after HTBasic has been
closed and reopened. Previously after closing HTBasic the "Run Environment" would come up using defaults.
The RETURN option in the ASSIGN statement now correctly returns an error to the specified variable in all cases.
Previously when using FORMAT LSB FIRST or any other option before the RETURN option, the RETURN option was
ignored.
The HTB Mail DLL Sample now correctly sends the body of the e-mail. Previously too many parameters were being
used and the body was not being sent.
Using LONGs in conjunction with the Secure Utility no longer generates error 1. Previously setting the size of a LONG
between 60,000 and 130,000 would cause an error to occur.
HTBasic no longer generates a windows error message when using "Find" and then "Replace All".
The HTBFileopen DLL now allows more than 20 files to be returned. Previously no more than 20 files were returned no
matter how many were selected.
ENTERing from a string into a LONG variable no longer generates an error. Previously error 159 "Numeric data not
received" occurred.
The wrong error is no longer generated when trying to write to a file that is readable but not writeable. Previously
Error 19 was generated when it should be error 183. This only occurred on a Linux or HP-UX Server.
The EOF position is now correctly read and written to a BDAT file. Previously HTBasic just used the size of the file to
find the EOF position, but when using BDAT files created on old workstations, this caused invalid results.
Correcting syntax errors now correctly clears the error flag. Previously after correcting a syntax error, there were times
where HTBasic would still report that there were errors, and would not allow the program to be run.
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The EXECUTE command now correctly checks the OS to determine how many characters to allow. On 98/ME it is still
limited to a total length of 127 characters, but on NT based systems it now allows 2045 characters.
ENABLE INTR for the SERIAL driver now correctly enables only the specified interrupts. Previously no matter which
interrupt was specified to be enabled, they would all end up enabled.
STATUS 10 for the SERIAL driver now correctly displays that a BREAK was detected. Previously when interrupted by a
BREAK, STATUS 10 did not correctly show that it was a break that caused the interrupt.
STATUS 9 for the SERIAL driver now returns a valid value as described in the reference manual. Previously it was hard
coded to return 0.
The HTBasic Reset Utility now shows Runtime Versions of HTBasic.
The HTBasic Reset Utility no longer displays an error when no HTBasic versions were found. Previously an error
message would be displayed.
The HTBasic Reset utility has now been changed to allow versions of HTBasic greater than 9.3 to be reset.
The HPIBS Driver has been updated to support being interrupted by the CLEAR/IO, Basic Reset, and Pause functions
when using the Agilent 82350 PCI-GPIB card. Previously HTBasic would appear to hang when communication was not
working and when trying to use the above mentioned functions. Note: This fix applies only to the 82350 PCI-GPIB
cards. Any other interface that uses the HPIBS driver will function as the driver did previously.
Keyboard shortcuts have been added to the Loadsub utility.
Error 313 "Receive Buffer Overflow" is now listed in the Help file.
Error 731 has been added to the help file.
Error 1111, "Invalid Calling Convention" has been added to the Help file.
The Advanced Math Library and Secure Utility help files are now included in the HTBasic Help file.
The "View Example" links now work in the HTBasic Help file. Previously they would bring un an empty dialog.
The HTBasic Help file welcome screen has been updated to show all 9 manuals that are now included in the HTBasic
help files.
The CONFIGURE SYSTEM("WINPRINT COLOR ON/OFF"), CONFIGURE SYSTEM("HPSKIP ON/OFF"), and CONFIGURE
SYSTEM("GLOAD UP/DOWN") commands have been added to the Reference Manual in the HTBasic Help files. These
commands were implemented in previous versions of HTBasic, but never added to the help files.
KBD control register 16 has been updated in the HTBasic Users Guide to show the option to disable scroll keys, but
allow scroll keys to trigger ON KBD events. This new option was added to HTBasic in version 9.2.
Control Register 160 was added to the Getting Started Guide, chapter 6, under the WIN-PRINT control registers. This
register allows the toggling on and off of PPA Printer support.
The serial status register 102 has been added to the Users Guide, chapter 9. This register allows returning the com port
a particular ISC has been assigned to.
The SYSTEM$("PRINTER NAME") option has been added to the Reference Manual, chapter 4. This option returns the
description of the driver currently assigned to the PRINTER IS Device.
KBD Control register 211 has been added to chapter 6 of the HTBasic Users Guide. This register allows for
programmatic control of the NUM LOCK key.
CONFIGURE LONGCATDATS ON|OFF and CONFIGURE ERRORSINMSGBOX ON|OFF have been added to the HTBasic
Reference Guide.
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The FOCUS attribute was added to the String Widget in the Basic Plus manual.
GESCAPE CRT,51, GESCAPE CRT,64, AND GESCAPE CRT,65 have been added to the HTBasic Reference Manual.
The Big Numbering attribute of the Stripchart widget and XY Graph Widget has been updated to correctly show that it
does nothing, but is only available for backwards compatibility.
The "SYSTEM CLOSE" Event has been added to the event list of the Basic Plus System Widget in the Basic Plus manual.
Changes in 9.5
ENHANCEMENTS:
HTBasic is now supported on multi core and hyper-threading machines. Previously when running HTBasic on multi
core and hyper-threading machines HTBasic would occasionally crash or cause undesired results.
Conditional breakpoints can now be edited by selecting "Edit Conditional Breakpoint" on the breakpoint in the
HTBasic Editor, or from the Line Breakpoints debug window.
Global breakpoints can now be edited by selecting "Edit Global Breakpoint" in the Global Breakpoints debug window.
Trace commands can now be added above trace 9 and no longer default to having symbols added if the color has
already been specified by the user. If no trace attributes have been specified by the user for traces above 9, the
symbols are still added by default.
A command line switch has been added that allows the user to select which processor HTBasic will run on for multi
core machines. An example of this new switch is: -p 1 where 1 is the first processor.
FIXES:
Global breakpoint array elements are now saved in the program debug file. Previously they were not saved, and when
opening a saved project any global breakpoints using arrays were corrupt.
Local and Network drives are now available when creating a File Widget with the ScreenBuilder. In previous versions,
the drives did not show up correctly in the File Widget when created with the ScreenBuilder.
Doing a "Label: Goto Label" no longer takes 100% of the processor. This type of loop was common in legacy code, and
caused 100% processor usage in previous versions of HTBasic.
A more usefull message has been added to the HPIBS and USBS drivers when loading to let the user know when
Agilents SICL is not installed. Previously the message displayed "Unable to load driver".
The HTBasic Reset Utility has been modified to include the latest versions of HTBasic.
Setting global breakpoints in programs that contain COM blocks no longer causes HTBasic to crash. Previously this
would cause HTBasic to crash or behave unexpectedly.
Passing negative literals to DLL's now works correctly. Previously passing negative literals to DLL's changed the value
being passed to a positive value. In some cases it would change to a different value.
The elements text box in the conditional and global breakpoints dialogs now correctly updates with the newly selected
variable when a different sub is selected.
Array elements for conditional breakpoints are now being correctly saved in the program's debug file. Previously the
elements were not being saved and when the file was reopened the breakpoints were corrupted.
Adding conditional breakpoints in subprograms no longer causes HTBasic to close.
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HTBasic will no longer crash when allocating more than 2 GB of memory. The amount of memory that can be allocated
is still limited to the maximum allowed per process by the operating system, but attempting to allocate more than is
allowed no longer causes a crash.
The serial driver no longer crashes when changing the baud rates at runtime. Previously depending on what the rate
was set to, HTBasic would crash.
Setting an event to be triggered the next day from the clock widget now correctly triggers. Previously the event was
not triggered.
Doing a loop/end loop without any commands in between no longer takes 100% of the processor. Previously this took
100% of the process unless a wait statement was used.
The last line of HTBasic .txt files no longer is removed when loading the file into HTBasic. Previously the last line of an
HTBasic .txt file would be lost.
The HTBasic Runtime version no longer hangs when running the HTBIntegerSum DLL Sample.
Compiling a .prg file which has no extensions using the Numeric Compile now succeeds. Previously it would generate
error 203.
Doing a "Print Program" after using CTRL-I to line up the program no longer causes HTBasic to close. previously in
certain setups HTBasic would close.
The toggle breakpoint shortcut CTRL-F11 now correctly toggles the breakpoint in the debugger code window.
Using the Serial Driver, the drivers windows handles are now correctly being cleaned up, taking care of any memory
leaks.
The Serial Driver now correctly displays error messages.
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Changes from 8.0 to 9.0
If you are upgrading from 8.x to this release, read the following material to see what changes may affect you.
The Numeric Compiler has now been fully integrated into HTBasic. It is available on the Tools menu. It has been
enhanced for full support of LONG variables, a GUI
interface allowing for option checking, and sub selection. The Numeric Compiler can greatly increase execution speed
of numerically intensive subroutines and can provide an additional level of security.
In addition to _cdecl type DLLs, _stdCall DLLs may now be called with the DLL Toolkit. They syntax is:
DLL GET "STDCALL VOID DLL:FUNCTION" AS "ALIAS"
DLL GET "CDECL VOID DLL:FUNCTION" AS "ALIAS"
DLL GET"VOID DLL:FUNCTION" AS "ALIAS" ! defaults to cdecl
Because the stdcall support was a last minute change, examples will be forthcoming. They will be made available on
our website.
Timing resolution is improved for most Operating Systems down to 1ms. Use STATUS(32,5) to detect timing resolution.
A 1 indicates the faster timing resolution is in effect.
GFONT now has full support for double byte fonts such as MS Mincho for the Japanese language. Start-up command
line is: "C:\Program Files\HTBWin90\Htbwin.exe" -fn "MS Mincho",14,128
Corrected GFONT to properly handle LORG modification to LABEL.
HTBasic has been optimized for faster execution of programs. The Runtime version has been optimized so that it now
runs programs as quickly as the Development version.
Using Ctrl + A to select all code in the editor then using copy and paste into a new document would only get the first
page of code. It now properly copies all lines of the program.
Using Ctrl+C to copy the contents of the command line in the Windows editor now properly copies the contents to
the clipboard.
The status bar is now properly displaying run state while in debug mode.
The wait cursor no longer comes up when trying to run a file where there is no security access for write.
The Windows print monitor now properly displays the filename of the program producing the printed output.
Previously it would only display the source as HTBasic.
XREF no longer causes program errors when run with no program in memory.
XREF, when run with the SUB option, now properly only displays the subs.
Continuing a paused program now properly clears the display line of the paused program.
When using the performance tuning register with CONTROL KBD,207;3 HTBasic now properly returns to normal
priority when stopped. This prevents an erroneous wait cursor when opening a new file.
The >= expression evaluator is now properly working for LONG variable types.
Corrected LONG variable behavior when comparing to zero in IF statements.
ALLOCATE now functions with all LONG variable conditions.
LONG support added to the BIT functions, DET, IVAL, and IVAL$ statements.
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Corrected STATIC declaration of multiple variables.
Corrected editor behavior when dealing with SUBs, CSUBs, out of context areas.
Properly allow deletion of CSUBs when highlighting the CSUB and pressing the delete key. Corrected deletion of
CSUBs using the DEL command.
Write to Display CSUB usage is slightly changed. For the dispxy.c second byte color and enhancement attributes use
the following values. These were updated to provide more flexibility in the color enhancement attribute.
0x0F => 0x00ff
0x010 => 0x0100
0x020 => 0x0200
0x040 => 0x0400
Debugger correctly handles breakpoints set on first line of a program. Previously it would not always catch the
breakpoint.
Breakpoints for string variables now properly handle variables 15 and more characters in length.
In Legacy Keyboard mode, ON KBD ALL now properly processes Ctrl+N and Ctrl+O. Previously these were processed
as menu items.
Non-colormap mode was restored. In versions 8.x HTBasic was always in colormap mode. GESCAPE CRT,4 now
properly returns to normal drawing mode.
For programmatic control of the NUM LOCK key, CONTROL KBD,211;X and STATUS(Kbd,211) were implemented.
Where X=0 turns off NUM LOCK, and X=1 turns on NUM LOCK.
CONTROL KBD,16;1 now properly turns off keyboard scrolling. Previously this feature would only work if the program
was paused or stopped.
In the DEBUGGER using Step Out now properly Debug Pauses at first line after return from sub call. Previously it would
run to the end of the program.
Opening a new file after opening HTBasic by double clicking on an associated file type such as .prg, now properly
clears the old file out of memory before creating the blank document.
DLL toolkit was updated to support passing of full arrays. To pass a full array to a DLL, pass the first element in the
array and then in the DLL receive it as a pointer to an array, and access it as such.
DLL toolkit was repaired to properly process large programs with large quantities of variables.
One line IF statements that call DLLs with the DLL toolkit now properly evaluate.
When attempting to edit a program while in Debug mode, HTBasic now properly stops debug and returns to edit
mode. Previously it would appear to be in edit mode but would not accept changes to the program.
The TRACK CRT cross-hair now properly appears when alpha and graphics are separate.
Editor text colors now properly change colors as per the Edit Environment Dialog box.
Dump Device Is to a file with EXPANDED option using the PS-DUMP driver now properly rotates instead of mirroring
the output.
The PS driver now will properly output to paper sizes larger than 8.5 X 11. Previously any size specifications in the
PLOTTER IS statement were ignored.
The BASIC Plus CONFG file is now properly changing all colors. Previously some colors would not change to their
specifications in the CONFIG file.
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The BASIC Plus File Dialog now properly displays a full list of drives on the drives drop-down. The ESC key is properly
treated like the cancel button. Not selecting a file properly returns just the directory. Previously the HTBTree DLL was
used for traversing directories.
The BASIC Plus List widget now properly automatically adjusts line height as necessary based upon the FONT attribute.
The BASIC Plus Combo Widget now properly displays the drop-down under all OS’s. Previously under Windows 98 it
would place the drop-down in an unpredictable location.
Close functionality via X in top right corner added to all BASIC Plus widgets. Added a "CLOSEABLE" attribute and an
"ON SYSTEM CLOSE" event.
For example:
CONTROL @Main;SET ("CLOSEABLE":1)
ON EVENT @Main,"SYSTEM CLOSE" GOTO Finis
The BASIC Plus TIMER widget now allows LONG values for the VALUE attribute.
The BASIC Plus widget Bitmap was corrected to work with all screen resolutions and color depths. Corrected DUMP
WINDOW and DUMP AREA attributes to function as documented.
The default color for LABEL statements is again a pure white. In version 8.3 it was 1% grey.
The memory leak caused by loading multiple instances of BPLUS was corrected.
Using lengthy ASSIGN statements with the BASIC Plus Bar Widget no longer causes Runtime Errors.
In the Save As dialog saving to a text file no longer requires CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII OFF to be set. The file created
now by default is readable by word processors and source saving programs.
Using re-save to save a file that is in memory but not available on disk now properly saves the file, or prompts for a
disk if the disk has been removed.
Error messages may now be displayed in a dialog box. This may be enabled/disabled in the run environment dialog.
Using RE-STORE SUB Subname TO "filename" to store subroutines to a file no longer improperly creates files with
unknown passwords.
Values that fit into the INTEGER variable range, not specifically declared as REAL variable types no longer automatically
convert to LONG variables.
Using ENTER from a Buffer created by the CAT command now properly displays the catalog.
The GUI GOTO selection dialog has been repaired to properly move to Functions that have names 15 characters in
length.
Using LIST KEY with PRT set to 10 now properly lists the softkeys to the default printer.
The Numeric Compiler now compiles the calling of CSUBs from ON EVENT statements. However, since this is not
supported, it generates error 2007 when running. It is recommended to call a sub from the ON EVENT that in turn calls
the CSUB.
The Application Runtime version now properly accepts –geometry switches specified in character size, i.e. less than
100.
The Application Runtime version now properly produces an error when a file load attempt from the file menu fails.
In the Runtime version, GESCAPE codes 64 & 65 now properly toggle the program name in the title bar.
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DEVICE SETUP
The Device Setup menu option was moved to the proper location on the Tools menu. In the runtime version, it is on
the File menu.
A SCRATCH BIN command was added for removing all drivers that can be unloaded from memory.
CONFIGURE SYSTEM ("DEVICE SETUP") brings up the Device Setup Programatically.
The number of loadable drivers in the Device Setup has been increased from 16 to 32.
Shortcut keys were added for adding devices to the Device Setup.
GPIBNI
The GPIBNI Driver has been added to the Device Setup, and can now be loaded and configured from the Device Setup.
The driver now properly reports SRQ status even after a REQUEST. Previously using STATUS (7,7) after a REQUEST
statement would give bad data.
Using REQUEST no longer causes a program crash when used with a board loaded as NOT SYSTEM.
The ENTER statement may now be configured to terminate upon receiving a CR/LF
The TRANSFER statement was enhanced for stability.
All Interrupts are now supported with the GPIBNI driver except for the IFC, PPOLL, and SPAS Interrupts. Supported
Interrupts will consistently interrupt an unlimited number of times.
Multiple National Instrument cards can now be loaded and used concurrently by the GPIBNI driver. Previously using
more than one card with the same driver would cause unpredictable results.
SERIAL
Serial TRANSFER no longer stops when transferring to large buffers.
Serial status register six no longer changes when using COM statements. Previously COM statements would alter the
contents of the register.
Serial status register five now reports correct values. Previously the values were the opposite of what was expected.
The Serial Interrupt thread now gets started correctly. Supported Interrupts will consistently interrupt an unlimited
number of times. Serial Drivers Modem status Interrupt is now Interrupting correctly.
When changing Handshaking options using control statements, the check box’s in the Device setup now get changed
to match the current configuration.
GPIB900
The GPIB900 Driver has been added to the Device Setup, and can now be loaded and configured from the Device
Setup. This driver is a kernel level driver and is supported by all Operating Systems supported by HTBasic. It is no
longer necessary to use Agilent’s SICL I/O libraries to use this card under NT.
Multiple TransEra 900 cards can now be loaded and used concurrently using the GPIB900 driver.
Supported Interrupts will consistently interrupt an unlimited number of times. PPOLL Interrupts are now supported
using the GPIB900 Driver.
Transfer statements are now fully supported using the GPIB900 driver.
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GPIO
The GPIO Drivers have been added to the Device Setup, and can now be loaded and configured from the Device
Setup. The GPIO600 driver is for the TransEra Model 600 GPIO board. The GPIO650 driver is for the TransEra Model 650
GPIO board. Both of these drivers are kernel level drivers and are supported by all Operating Systems supported by
HTBasic.
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Changes from 7.0 to 8.0
If you are upgrading from 7.x to this release, read the following material to see what changes may affect you.
1. New Windows style editor
2. New HTBasic Debugger
3. DLL Toolkit to allow users to call Dynamic Link Libraries from HTBasic
4. TRANSFER function for GPIB, Serial, and File is fully supported
5. New LONG integers variable type with a range of -2,147,483,648 to 2,149,483,647 (See the Reference Manual for
more information)
6. STATIC variables added as another variable type (See the Reference Manual for more information)
7. Enhanced printer support for multiple types of drivers (See Chapter 6 of this manual)
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Changes from 6.0 to 7.0
If you are upgrading from 6.x to this release, many new features have been added. The most significant are listed here.
1. Added Display Functions, which control the display for control characters on the CRT. See Reference Manual
2. Support for SEPARATE ALPHA FROM GRAPHICS. See Reference Manual.
3. New drivers for National Instruments’ line of Data Acquisition (DAQ) cards including their AT, PCI, PXI, and PCMCIA
platforms
4. New GESCAPE CRT CODES were added for manipulation of the HTBasic program window. See Reference Manual
5. KBD Control Registers were added for directory CAT and mouse control. See Chapter 4.
6. Version 7.0 has added improved functionality to the SERIAL32 driver, which include inbound TRANSFER, clearing of
the receive buffer using RESET, and BREAK detection.
7. The HP SICL driver for GPIB (HPIBS) now supports the TransEra’s Model 900 GPIB card under Windows NT.
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Changes from 5.0 to 6.0
If you are upgrading from 5.x to this release, read the following material to see what changes may affect you.
1. HTBasic no longer requires the use of a hardware key; it now uses a software solution for protection against
unauthorized reproduction. There is a serial number provided in the packaging that is required to be input during
installation. Proper installation requires the correct serial number.
2. Other changes to Version 6.0 include enhancements to the SERIAL32 device driver, including:
3. Support for STATUS register 5, which is the Read hardware handshaking, output line
4. Support for STATUS register 11, which is the Modem Status line
5. Increased Baud rates up to 115200 bps
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Legacy Documentation
This section is a collection of documents on legacy features of HTBasic, some of which are obsolete, and others which
may deal with issues regarding porting and migrating from HP Basic and HP workstations.
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Converting Files
Sometimes it is advantageous to translate from a LIF ASCII file type to a regular file so that other programs can make
use of the data.
The following program is an example showing the general principles of converting from one data type to another. It
works for LIF ASCII to ordinary ASCII conversions, but may need to be modified to work in other situations.

10
REM ASCIIDOS.BAS
20
DIM Fi$[30],Fo$[30],L$[256]
30
INPUT "Input file?",Fi$
40
INPUT "Output file?",Fo$
50
ASSIGN @I TO Fi$;FORMAT ON
60
CREATE Fo$,1
70
ASSIGN @O TO Fo$;FORMAT ON
80
ON END @I GOTO Done
90
LOOP
100
ENTER @I;L$
110
OUTPUT @O;L$
120
END LOOP
130 Done: END
Knowing several general principles will help you write conversion programs to work in whatever situation you require.
Line 50: Open the input file using FORMAT ON, OFF, MSB FIRST, or whatever is appropriate. Line 60: Create an output
file of the type you wish to create. Line 70: Open the output file using FORMAT ON, OFF, MSB FIRST, or whatever
is appropriate. Line 100: Enter the data with a statement compatible with how the data was written. For example,
if integers were written in binary, then enter into integers with the file opened for binary access. Line 110: Output
the data in the format you wish it to be in. For example, if you wish three integers separated by commas, make sure
you know how to use the OUTPUT statement to do so. Finally, use loop constructs (FOR, LOOP, REPEAT, or WHILE) to
handle groups of data that are formatted the same.

ASCII Files

ASCII files are LIF ASCII files and are not compatible with DOS ASCII or UNIX ASCII files. See "regular files" below to
learn how to create a DOS ASCII or UNIX ASCII file. A LIF ASCII file is compatible with HP BASIC ASCII files and is most
useful when exchanging data using LIF floppies. In a CAT listing, a LIF ASCII file is listed as file type "ASCII". LIF ASCII
files are always written with FORMAT ON and can only be accessed sequentially.

CONFIGURE BDAT

CONFIGURE BDAT {MSB|LSB} FIRST specifies the byte ordering to use with each BDAT file created after this statement
is executed. By default, BDAT files are created with the native byte order of the computer. HTBasic uses LSB first. This
statement was previously used to create BDAT files that could be copied (using HPCOPY) to an HP BASIC workstation.
CONFIGURE CREATE is now the recommended method for creating files for interchange with HP BASIC. CONFIGURE
BDAT only affects files created with HTBasic headers; files with HP LIF headers are not affected.
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Migrating from HP BASIC
This chapter presents transferring programs and data files between HP BASIC and HTBasic and details the
differences between HP BASIC and HTBasic. It discusses HTBasic file types, remote access across networks or
serial link, files created by other computers, hardware and keyword differences, and the LIF diskette file transfer
utilities.
If you are transferring programs from HP 9000 Series 200/300 computers to HTBasic, you should read this entire
chapter. Differences in hardware, file system and keywords are discussed.
HTBasic is compatible with Hewlett-Packard’s 9000 Series 200/300 "Rocky Mountain" BASIC, and runs on a variety
of hardware platforms - without the need for a coprocessor board. It includes most of the language features defined in
the HP 6.2 LOADable BIN files.
HTBasic is not compatible with Series 80 or 9835/9845 BASIC. But there are translator programs available from third
parties to translate from other BASICs to Rocky Mountain BASIC and to transfer files among different systems.
To transfer BASIC programs between HTBasic and RMB use SAVE/GET. Prog files cannot be directly shared
between HTBasic & RMB.
Operations which cause an error may not produce exactly the same error number as RMB. For example, if an outof-range value is passed to an INTEGER parameter, one platform might report error 19 (value out of range) and the
other platform might report error 20 (integer overflow).
The destination of an ON...CALL statement can be deleted in HTBasic. In RMB, attempts to delete such SUBs cause
an error.
When doing a CAT TO S$(*), the first array element has the text "DIRECTORY:" before the actual directory name.
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I/O Differences
Some error handling and EOF handling in the ENTER statement is different in HTBasic and HP BASIC/WS.
The GPIB interface drivers in HTBasic do not use DMA mode.
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Mass Storage Differences
Filename wildcards are only available through the CAT statement.
INITIALIZE is not supported, and therefore, HTBasic cannot create RAM volumes. For RAM volumes, use a DOS RAM
disk program instead (e.g., VDISK.SYS, RAMDISK.SYS).
There can be differences in file formats and byte ordering within files. See the ASSIGN statement in the "Reference
Manual" for more information.
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MSUS Format
RMB format: [directory path][filename][:msus]
HTBasic format: [drive:][directory path][filename]
You can map the RMB format to the HTBasic model using the CONFIGURE MSI statement.
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RMB CSUB
The following RMB CSUB utilities are not provided:
PHYREC: no substitute.
GDUMPC: automatically provided by DUMP GRAPHICS if current Windows printer supports color.
BPLOT: Bload() and Bstore() functionality now provided through extensions to the GLOAD and GSTORE statements.
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File Types
Besides normal Windows files, HTBasic supports legacy HP files that are "typed" as BDAT, ASCII, or PROG. The file type
is stored in the first two bytes of the 256 byte file headers for HTBasic (512 or 768 bytes for HP LIF). HP PROG files
must be saved in ASCII.
HP BASIC support files without a type that are labeled "HP-UX" files when present on a LIF or UNIX volume. A regular
file is created with the CREATE statement as opposed to CREATE ASCII or CREATE BDAT.
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Remote Access
HTBasic can access files on other computers over a network by accessing a remote mounted volume or by using file
transfer utilities across the network or across a serial link.
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Mounted Network Volumes
HTBasic can access files on remote computers directly if the disks containing the files on the remote computer(s) are
mounted as network volumes on the computer running HTBasic. To access the remote files, simply include the local
name of the remote directory when specifying file names.
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Network File Transfer
If there are files on a computer connected to your network but not mounted in your computer’s file system, if that
computer has an ftp server and if you have TCP/IP utilities for your PC, you can use the ftp and rcp file transfer utilities
to copy the files to your computer’s disk and then use them. Note that typed files are considered to be binary files by
ftp, so you must use the binary command with ftp when copying these file types.
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Other File Transfer Utilities
Two computers connected through a network or with a serial link can transfer files using a file transfer utility, for
example, the Kermit program. As with other types of connections, BDAT and LIF ASCII files are considered to be binary
files, so you must use the binary mode on both the sending and receiving sides of the file transfer when copying these
file types. In Kermit, this is done with the "set file type binary" command.
In some instances, data can be transferred between two computers by hooking them together with a serial or IEEE-488
interface and writing a small program on each computer to transfer programs and data between the two. Transfer
programs as if they were ASCII data.
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Converting Old HTBasic Program Files
To convert an old PROG format program run the old version of HTBasic and execute the following statements:
LOAD "prog_name"
SAVE "temp_name"
QUIT
Then run the new release of HTBasic and execute the following statements:
GET "temp_name"
Now press the STEP key (Alt-F1)
RE-STORE "prog_name"
PURGE "temp_name"
If the file is not in the current directory, remember to include the full pathname.
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Files Created by Other Computers
HTBasic can use LIF ASCII, BDAT and regular files created by other computers. PROG files created by other computers
generally cannot.
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LIF ASCII Files
LIF ASCII files created by HTBasic or by HP BASIC can be directly read and written by HTBasic. If the files are transferred
using a file transfer utility, binary mode should be used.
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BDAT Files
BDAT files created by HTBasic or by HP BASIC can be read and written by HTBasic. This is true even if the two
computers use different byte ordering. If the files are transferred using a file transfer utility, binary mode should be
used.
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PROG Files
PROG files created by different versions of HTBasic can be exchanged only if the two computers use the same byte
ordering. PROG files created by HP BASIC cannot be read or written by HTBasic. LOADing an incompatible PROG
file results in error 58, "Improper File Type." ASCII and ordinary format programs can be used to exchange programs
between versions with incompatible PROG files. Use GET to load an ASCII or ordinary format program file.
HTBasic PROG files with the wrong byte order are listed by the CAT statement with a file type of "PROGL" or "PROGM",
where the trailing L or M indicates the file has LSB or MSB byte ordering. PROG files created by HP BASIC are listed
with the file type "HPPRG". Compatible PROG files are listed with a file type of "PROG".
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Regular Un-Typed Files
HTBasic reads and writes regular un-typed Windows files (including DOS, UNIX, or HP-UX ASCII files). Binary mode
should be used with FORMAT OFF with file transfer utilities, and ASCII mode should be used ("ascii" in ftp) with
FORMAT ON. HTBasic works with FORMAT ON files regardless of whether they have CRLF or LF line terminations.
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Hardware Differences
HTBasic compensates automatically for many of the hardware differences that exist between an HP 9000 Series
200/300 workstation and other hardware platforms. The following sections outline many of the differences and explain
what limitations still apply.
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Disk Drives
HP-IB disk drives are not supported. No mass storage device is supported across the HP-IB. HP LIF disks are not
compatible with DOS, NT and UNIX disk formats and cannot be read or written directly by HTBasic. On the PC,
HPCOPY is used to transfer data and programs back and forth.
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Softkey Layout
Different keyboard layouts are used by PCs and HP Workstations. Some keyboards have the softkeys down the left side
of the keyboard, and some have them across the top of the keyboard. To make up for these differences and the lack
of spatial coherence between the physical keys and the softkey menu, HTBasic menu labels have been numbered. This
provides numerical coherence. The label numbered "1" always corresponds to the softkey with the "1" printed on it.
The number is not meant to be the softkey number.
Note: to provide compatibility with programs written for the 9836 Nimitz keyboard (which starts with softkey K0), the
command KBD CMODE can be used to turn on or off compatibility mode.
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A New Backspace
Under HP BASIC, the Backspace key was assigned to CHR$(255)&"B". This function does the same thing that the Left
Arrow key does. HP BASIC is unique in this treatment of the Backspace key. For compatibility with the remainder of the
computing community, HTBasic assigns a new function to the Backspace key. Pushing Backspace deletes the character
to the left of the cursor. This function is named DEL LEFT and is equivalent to the function LEFT followed by DEL CHR. If
you do not like this definition, you may redefine the key using the CONFIGURE KEY statement.
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Series 300 Bit-Mapped (CRTB) Displays
If you are using an HP 9816, 9836, or other HP computer with separate alpha and graphics hardware, some of the
differences you find in HTBasic will be the same differences you would find moving to an HP 310 or another HP
computer with a fully bit-mapped alpha/graphics display. Bit-mapped displays are driven by the CRTB Mode Driver.
A CRTB display has only bit-mapped images. The ALPHA image is written into one or more of the graphic planes.
One plane can be separated from the others for use solely for the ALPHA image. Or, all the planes can be merged for
shared use between ALPHA and GRAPHICS. See SEPARATE and MERGE ALPHA in the Reference Manual.
When ALPHA and GRAPHICS are merged, ALPHA text is converted to graphic bits and written into the graphic planes,
overwriting any graphics data that might be present. Therefore, ALPHA and GRAPHICS cannot be dumped separately.
And when the ALPHA text is scrolled, any graphic data present will be scrolled also. This is the default mode for a CRTB
display.
The SEPARATE ALPHA statement can be used to simulate 9836C displays with independent ALPHA and GRAPHICS
screens. Either image can be turned on or off or DUMPed independently of the other.
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9836C (CRTA) Displays
The HP 9836C display is driven by CRTA Mode drivers. A CRTA display has distinct ALPHA and GRAPHICS images.
Either the ALPHA or GRAPHICS images can be displayed, or both can be displayed at once, overlapping each other.
The hardware for the two images is independent. HTBasic does not directly emulate CRTA Mode. HTBasic does not
support CRTA mode. Use the SEPARATE ALPHA command for the best 9836C emulation.
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Other Video Circuitry Differences
A list of minor differences in video circuitry that you should be aware of follows:
Underline is not supported by PC color display adapters in text modes.
Blinking is not supported by PC color display adapters in graphics modes.
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Processor
The instruction sets for the Intel x86 family of processors, Motorola 680x0 processors and HP Precision Architecture
processors are all different. Since a CSUB contains processor code, a CSUB cannot be moved from HP BASIC or
HTBasic on one processor and executed under another. The same holds true for assembly routines called with WRITEIO
9827.
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Clock
Timing resolution varies from version to version of HTBasic. Millisecond timing resolution is not available on the IBM
PC. HTBasic is dependant upon the Operating System’s timing resolution, all timing functions within HTBasic have a
best resolution of about 55 milliseconds while running under Windows 95/98/ME and 10 milliseconds wile running
under Windows NT & 2000.
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HP-IB/IEEE-488
The HP-IB bus is more commonly known by the name IEEE-488 or GPIB bus. Most computers are not sold with an
integral IEEE-488 interface. An HP compatible IEEE-488 interface card for the PC can be purchased from TransEra,
either bundled with HTBasic or as a later upgrade. Various third-party IEEE-488 interfaces are also supported.
The TransEra Model 900 IEEE-488 card gives full IEEE-488 compatibility. Other interfaces usually lack minor
functionality. For example, PC IEEE-488 interface cards that use the NEC 7210 IEEE-488 controller chip are incompatible
in the following areas: All READIO and WRITEIO registers are different. Bit 0, IFC, is not supported in STATUS register
5 or the ENABLE INTR mask. The REM and LOC bits of STATUS register 6 are not supported as well as the DAV, NDAC,
NRFD, and IFC bits of STATUS register 7.
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Character Set
The default character set used by the IBM PC is different than the HP Roman-8 character set used by HP BASIC. The
differences exist in characters CHR$(128) and above. In HTBasic, all characters from CHR$(128) through CHR$(254) are
allowed in variable names. If you will be running a program with HP BASIC and HTBasic, you should restrict variable
names to characters from CHR$(161) to CHR$(254) and the legal characters less than CHR$(128). Chapter 12 of the
User’s Guide, "International Language Support," contains information on converting from the HP character set, or
setting up the PC to use the HP character set.
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Miscellaneous Differences
On the PC, support for the Centronix/Parallel Printer Interface and the Windows Print Manager has been added. The
interface select code for LPT1 is 26, for the Print Manager it is 10. These can be changed if needed (see Chapter 10 of
the User’s Guide, "Other I/O Destinations" and Chapters 5-9 in this manual).
The serial interface has been enhanced with XON/XOFF flow control. It is enabled by default. If you are porting existing
programs that transfer binary data or ^S and ^Q characters as part of the data, you should turn off XON/XOFF flow
control and turn on hardware handshaking with the statements:
CONTROL 9,100;0
CONTROL 9,5;0
CONTROL 9,12;0
The maximum line number in HTBasic has been increased from the HP limit of 32,766 up to 4,194,304. If you plan on
also running a program on an HP computer, you should not use line numbers over 32,766.
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HP ASCII File Problem
The Hewlett-Packard BASIC Language Reference manual entry for "ENTER" states that "data should be entered into
variables of the same type as those used to output it." This general rule applies to HTBasic as well, and if violated can
produce unexpected results. Consider the following program:
10 CREATE "TEMP",1
20 ASSIGN @I TO "TEMP";FORMAT ON
30 OUTPUT @I;"1,2"
40 OUTPUT @I;"3,4"
50 RESET @I
60 ENTER @I;A,B
70 PRINT A,B
80 ASSIGN @I TO *
90 PURGE "TEMP"
100 END
This program violates the matching-type rule by outputting strings and then entering numerics. Intuitively, you expect
line 70 to print 1 and 2, which it does. When line 10 is changed to "CREATE BDAT", the same result is produced. But
if line 10 is changed to "CREATE ASCII", then HP BASIC prints 1 and 3. Whether or not you consider this a bug in HP
BASIC, it is a discrepancy that has been corrected in HTBasic. If you have written programs that use ASCII files and
violate the matching-type rule, you should correct them before running them with HTBasic. If your program must run
with both HP BASIC and HTBasic, you must either adhere to the matching-type rule, or use another file type.
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File Systems
HTBasic does not support the LIF file system.
A primary difference between HP BASIC and HTBasic is that HP BASIC has its own file I/O, while HTBasic has the
operating system do all file I/O and any disk, network, or device accessible through the file system is accessible from
HTBasic.
However, the Windows operating system buffers some data in memory to make I/O faster which can produce
unexpected results if you concurrently ASSIGN multiple I/O paths to the same file.
HTBasic maintains compatibility with LIF file types by recording the file type in a special file header (for BDAT, LIF ASCII,
and PROG files). The header is hidden from BASIC programs but is accessible to other applications as the first bytes of
the file. The file type for regular un-typed files is blank In CAT listings.
HTBasic also recognizes HP LIF headers. This allows networked computers to directly interchange data between Series
200/300 systems running HP BASIC and systems running HTBasic. CONFIGURE CREATE {"HP" | "HTB"} specifies the
type of file header to use when creating a new BDAT or LIF ASCII file.
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LIF ASCII vs. Un-Typed Files
Early versions of HP BASIC did not have a file type that matched Windows, DOS, or UNIX ASCII files. Starting with
BASIC 5.0, it did have an ordinary, "vanilla" file type that could hold DOS ASCII or UNIX ASCII data. Un-typed HP
BASIC/WS or HP BASIC/UX files are called "HP-UX" files. With the "Viper Card", un-typed files are called "DOS" files. An
un-typed file written with FORMAT ON is a DOS ASCII file. An un-typed file written with FORMAT ON, EOL CHR$(10) is
a UNIX ASCII file. Use CREATE to create an un-typed file. In a CAT listing, a an un-typed file is listed with the file type
blank.
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PC FAT or NTFS File Systems
The following sections describe some of the differences between the FAT or NTFS file systems and the HP Logical
Interchange Format (LIF) file system.
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File Specifier
A file specifier has the form:
[d:] [directory path] filename[.ext]
Where: d: is the drive letter. This is usually C: for the primary hard disk.
The drive and directory path are optional.
The filename is the main part of the file specifier and .ext is the optional filename extension.
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Directory Path
The PC file system is "tree" structured, almost exactly like the HFS and SRM file systems. If you are familiar with the
HFS file system, the following differences may be instructional. The "/" character of the HFS file system is replaced with
"\" in the PC file system. Passwords do not exist in the PC file system and will cause an error if included in a directory
name.
The file system is organized as a tree. Actually, it is usually thought of as an upside-down tree. The top of the tree is,
thus, the root. (Not roots. Directory trees are considered to have only one root, and the term trunk is usually not used.)
The tree is composed of directories and files. Each directory may contain files and additional directories, which act like
branches down the tree. Directory names follow the same rules as filenames with extensions.
A directory path is the path you climb through in the tree to get from the root of the tree to a certain directory.
It consists of the names of each directory that must be climbed through in order to get to that certain directory,
separating the directory names with the backslash "\" character. If you have not already, you will find it helpful to read
the material in your PC manual concerning directories.
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PC File Types and Access Capabilities
The PC file systems store certain information about a file in addition to storing information in the file. This information
consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

file
name
number of bytes in the
file
modification date and
time
access capabilities: hidden, read-only, system
location on the disk of the file
contents

The PC does not store a record length or a file type. It does have access capabilities, although they are different from
the SRM access capabilities. The access capabilities are called "attributes" by the PC and may be changed by the PC
ATTRIB command. They may also be changed by the HTBasic PROTECT command. The meanings of the attributes are:
Attribute

Meaning

read-only

the file may be read, but not written or deleted

hidden
system

the filename is not shown in a disk catalog, although the file is there
the file is a system file
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Devices
HP BASIC accesses devices through interface and device select codes. The same is true of HTBasic. However, Windows
also allows access to devices as if they were files. Windows gives special names to devices, and when used in the place
of a filename, access a device instead of a file. These names are called DOS Device Names and are typically: CON, AUX,
COM1, COM2, PRN, LPT1, LPT2, and NUL. Often, data acquisition hardware for the PC comes with a device driver. To
access such a data acquisition board, treat it as you would a file and use ASSIGN, OUTPUT, and ENTER.
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Wildcards
The question mark "?" and the asterisk "*" have special meaning to Windows. They are called wildcards and are used
in commands like DIR and the HTBasic CAT command in order to select more than one file. A filename with wildcard
characters in it will be compared with existing filenames using special rules and all filenames that "match" will be
selected.
These are the rules used to match an actual filename with wildcards:
The "?" character will match any one character in the same position of an actual filename. For example, the string "?AT"
will match the strings "CAT", "BAT", "MAT", or any other string three letters long that has an "A" as the second letter,
and "T" as the third letter.
The "*" character will match zero or more characters starting at that position. For example, "*" will match all filenames.
"*.BAS" will match all filenames that have the ".BAS" extension.

3236

Keyword Differences
The following sections present, by keyword, various implementation differences between HTBasic and HP BASIC. Most
differences are the result of hardware differences, file system differences, or extensions in HTBasic. The Reference
Manual can be consulted for the full explanation of keywords mentioned here. In some cases, Windows commands
that relate to BASIC commands are given. This may help you learn Windows faster by associating functionality with
commands you already know.
Some differences exist because of enhancements TransEra has made. Many enhancements can be included in
programs that run under both HP BASIC and HTBasic, if you are careful. One approach is to hide statements that will
not parse under HP BASIC in OUTPUT KBD statements:
OUTPUT KBD;"CONFIGURE PRT TO 701"&CHR$(255)&"E";
Another approach is to set up a section of code that is executed only by HTBasic. When you GET the program under
HP BASIC, the lines with HTBasic syntax enhancements will be commented out and ignored by HP BASIC:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

INTEGER Htbasic
Htbasic=SYSTEM$("VERSION:HTB")<>"0"
IF Htbasic THEN
CONFIGURE DUMP TO "PCL"
CONFIGURE PRT TO 701
END IF
END

When porting programs between HP BASIC and HTBasic, note the differences for the following keywords.

3237

ALLOCATE
Under HTBasic, GOSUB and ALLOCATE use the same stack. Intermixing these statements can cause changes in
available memory that are different from HP BASIC.

3238

ASSIGN
ASSIGN has two options, FORMAT LSB FIRST and FORMAT MSB FIRST, to specify byte ordering of binary numeric
data transfers. This provides the ability to do binary transfers with any device or computer, regardless of the byte
ordering that device uses. If an ASSIGN fails, the previous state of the I/O path is not preserved. Also, directory entries
do not reflect changes made with ASSIGN until the file is closed. Since Windows buffers read and write to disk,
portable media should not be removed or powered off while a file is ASSIGNed. If you ASSIGN two or more I/O paths
simultaneously to the same file, it can produce unexpected results due to buffering.

3239

ATN2
ATN2 returns the angle between the positive real x-axis and a vector to the point (x,y) as apposed to ATN
which does not calculate correct angles for points in the 2nd and 3rd quadrants.

3240

BEEP
Sound generation capabilities vary from version to version. On computers that do not provide control for variable
frequency sound generation, BEEP generates a beep or bell sound. The range of the duration and frequency are
subject to the limits of the computer hardware. Contrast the following capabilities with HP BASIC. HP BASIC rounds the
frequency value to a multiple of 81.38 Hz and supports a range of 81 Hz to 5.208 KHz.
On the IBM PC, the period (not the frequency) is rounded to a multiple of 0.838 microseconds. The range of
frequencies is 40.7 Hz to 32.767 KHz.

3241

BINEQV/BINIMP
These are unique to HTBasic.

3242

BLOAD/BSTORE
The functionality of the HP BLOAD, BSTORE compiled subroutines are an integral part of the HTBasic language and do
not require CSUBs. See the GLOAD/GSTORE section in this chapter for more information.

3243

BUFFER
In HTBasic, it is usually incorrect to access numeric data in a buffer through the array name. ENTER and OUTPUT
should be used instead.

3244

CAT
The format of CAT output varies according to operating system. This behavior is compatible with HP BASIC. The CAT
statement supports the use of wildcards. Again, wildcard interpretation varies by operating system. See CAT and
WILDCARDS in the Reference Manual for more information.
Under DOS, HTBasic does not allow wildcards to be turned off as HP BASIC allows. Under UNIX, WILDCARDS are ON
by default and the escape character is "\". HP BASIC uses wildcards as a primary filter and the SELECT option as a
secondary filter in choosing filenames to display. HTBasic is designed to be used with one or the other. Use wildcards
or the SELECT option, but not both.

3245

CDIAL
CDIAL is not supported.

3246

CHECKREAD
This command is equivalent to the DOS VERIFY command and is not supported by HTBasic.

3247

CHGRP and CHOWN
CHGRP and CHOWN are useful with an operating system like UNIX in which files are owned by individuals and groups.
These commands allow a user with the appropriate privilege to change or assign ownership of files. These commands
are not used for Windows, and are not supported. The HTBasic editor will allow these statements to be entered and
the syntax checker will check them for correctness.

3248

CINT
CINT is a unique to HTBasic function.

3249

COMMAND$
COMMAND$ is a uniqure to HTBasic function.

3250

CONFIGURE
The CONFIGURE statement is an enhancement to HTBasic that allows the environment to be customized to a user’s
preference, or to match HP hardware. The CONFIGURE statement is explained in the Getting Started Guide.

3251

CONVERT
This is an unsupported ASSIGN option.

3252

CONTROL/STATUS
Depending on the hardware interface, some CONTROL and STATUS registers may be different. The PC serial hardware
and TransEra’s GPIB-900 board have registers that are compatible with the HP registers. For other interfaces, consult
the interface register documentation.
TransEra has added capabilities to several of the standard interfaces. The additional registers resulting from these
enhancements are always numbered 100 and above. In some instances HTBasic can pass arrays to and from a single
register. This capability is used for things like gain control lists in data acquisition drivers.

3253

COPY
HTBasic does not support the copy of a full disk to another disk. Use the operating system for full disk copies.

3254

CREATE
Because Windows supports extendible files, the number of records specified in the CREATE statement is ignored.
An invalid number does not generate an error, as it will under HP BASIC. Programs that depend on errors occurring
by writing past the last specified record will not function correctly, as HTBasic will simply extend the file as needed.
Programs that depend on the pre-allocation of the requested records should write dummy data at the time the file is
CREATEd. Under HTBasic, it is sufficient to write data in the last record.
Don’t confuse a LIF ASCII file, created with CREATE ASCII, with a DOS ASCII or UNIX ASCII file, created with CREATE.
See CREATE in the Reference Manual for more information.
Use the CONFIGURE BDAT MSB FIRST statement before creating BDAT files that will be moved back to HP BASIC.

3255

CREATE DIR
This command is exactly like the HP BASIC command of the same name. It is the equivalent of the DOS MD or MKDIR
commands, or the Windows new folder function.

3256

DEF FN
Nested I/O is not allowed under HP BASIC.
Nested I/O does not return an error under HTBasic but should not be used because future improvements may make it
illegal.
HTBasic limits the depth that recursion can occur. The depth is limited by the size of the processor stack, not the BASIC
workspace size.

3257

DELSUB
HTBasic allows a string variable to specify the name of the subprogram or function to delete.

3258

DUMP
HP BASIC supports only Hewlett-Packard printers, but HTBasic supports many types of printers. For this reason, you
may need to tell HTBasic what language to use before doing the DUMP. On a PC, the default language is "WINDUMP", which supports both IBM and Epson graphic printers. If you are going to make screen dumps to another type
of printer, you must first use the CONFIGURE DUMP statement. You may find it convenient to include this statement
in your AUTOST file. Chapter 7, "Printer and Pixel Image Device Drivers," of the Getting Started Guide explains what
languages are supported and how to select them.

3259

EDIT
EDIT SUB and EDIT FN are extensions in HTBasic. Several new edit functions are also included. See "OUTPUT KBD" later
in this chapter.

3260

ENABLE INTR
Depending on the hardware interface, some ENABLE INTR mask values may be different. On the PC, interfaces
supported by the "SERIAL" and TransEra "GPIB" board drivers have interrupt masks that are compatible with the HP
masks. For other interfaces, consult the interface register documentation.

3261

ENVIRON$
ENVIRON$ is a uniqure to HTBasic function.

3262

ERRDS
ERRDS is not supported.

3263

ERRM$
HTBasic error messages are usually similar to those in HP BASIC. Programs that depend on ERRM$ returning the
exact same message as HP BASIC should be modified accordingly. In particular, where an HP BASIC error message has
seemed less descriptive than it should be, HTBasic returns a more descriptive message.

3264

ERRN
Any error number of 2000 or greater is an HTBasic extension to HP BASIC. Not all errors that can occur under HP
BASIC can occur under HTBasic. The Reference Manual contains a list of errors that can occur.
In general, the error numbers returned for errors are the same as those returned by HP BASIC. But in some instances
the operating system or environment in which HTBasic runs makes it impossible or impractical to return the same
number.

3265

EXECUTE
The EXECUTE statement has been added to run operating system commands or other programs while HTBasic is
running.

3266

FBYTE
FBYTE is not supported.

3267

FIX
FIX is a uniqure to HTBasic function.

3268

FRACT
HTBasic allows the FRACT of a complex value, returning the fractional part of the real part of the complex value. HP
BASIC gives error 620.

3269

FRE
FRE is a uniqure to HTBasic function.

3270

GESCAPE
Only HP BASIC operation selectors 1 to 6 are supported by GESCAPE. Often, where operation selector 7 is used,
MERGE or SEPARATE ALPHA can be used instead. Operation selectors greater than 99 are enhancements to HTBasic.

3271

GET
HTBasic turns lines with syntax errors into comments by inserting "!*" instead of just "!" after the line number. This
allows FIND "!*" to quickly identify lines needing corrections.

3272

GLOAD/GSTORE
The HP rule that images be GLOADed on the same display and with the same write-enable mask that was used when
the image was GSTOREd applies to HTBasic as well. In particular, don’t think that you can GSTORE on an HP BASIC
display and GLOAD on an HTBasic display.
HTBasic GLOAD and GSTORE have been enhanced with the capabilities of HP BASIC’s BLOAD and BSTORE
subprograms. These capabilities allow rectangular blocks of the screen to be stored or loaded. The following
subprograms can be used in place of the BLOAD and BSTORE subprograms for users that want to continue calling
BLOAD/BSTORE instead of switching to the GLOAD/GSTORE syntax:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260

SUB Bstore(INTEGER Array(*),W,H,OPTIONAL Rule,REAL X,Y)
SELECT NPAR
CASE 3
GSTORE CRT,Array(*),W,H
CASE 4
GSTORE CRT,Array(*),W,H,Rule
CASE 5
WHERE X0,Y0
GSTORE CRT,Array(*),W,H,Rule,X,Y0
CASE 6
GSTORE CRT,Array(*),W,H,Rule,X,Y
END SELECT
SUBEND
SUB Bload(INTEGER Array(*),W,H,OPTIONAL Rule,REAL X,Y)
SELECT NPAR
CASE 3
GLOAD CRT,Array(*),W,H
CASE 4
GLOAD CRT,Array(*),W,H,Rule
CASE 5
WHERE X0,Y0
GLOAD CRT,Array(*),W,H,Rule,X,Y0
CASE 6
GLOAD CRT,Array(*),W,H,Rule,X,Y
END SELECT
SUBEND

Note that only rule 3, replace, is currently supported.

3273

GRAPHICS INPUT IS
Both HP BASIC and HTBasic do an implicit GRAPHICS INPUT IS assignment for you if you attempt to use graphic input
statements before an explicit GRAPHICS INPUT IS. The difference is that HTBasic does the implicit GRAPHICS INPUT IS
as soon as HTBasic is started, and HP BASIC waits until the first graphic input statement is executed. The only known
effect of the different approaches is that under HP BASIC, a SYSTEM$("GRAPHICS INPUT IS") returns "0" until the first
graphic statement is executed and HTBasic returns the correct value anytime.

3274

HELP
The HELP statement is an HTBasic statement. It provides help for all language statements. Just enter HELP followed by
the keyword of interest and HTBasic brings up the Reference Manual page for the requested keyword.

3275

HIL
HIL related statements are not supported.

3276

IMAGE
Entering data from a string using
ENTER L$ USING "Y"
will always use the internal byte ordering of the computer. For PCs and compatibles, the byte ordering is LSB FIRST.
For HP Workstations, the byte ordering is MSB FIRST. This limitation applies to ENTER/OUTPUT with strings only. With
devices, the byte ordering can be selected in the ASSIGN statement.

3277

INITIALIZE
HTBasic does not support INITIALIZE. To initialize a new LIF disk, use "INITIALIZE" on an HP BASIC workstation.
RAM disks are not supported with the INITIALIZE ":MEMORY,0" command. Many excellent RAM disk programs are
available for the PC that makes the RAM disk available to all Windows programs, including HTBasic. These programs
can usually make RAM disks in conventional, expanded, or extended memory.

3278

INP/INPW
INP and INPW are uniqure to HTBasic functions for communicating with devices having no HTBasic device driver. They
are not supported under protected mode operating systems like NT.

3279

KBD CMODE
HP BASIC and HTBasic both use KBD CMODE ON for Nimitz keyboard softkey compatibility. The Nimitz keyboard
is used on the 9836 and has ten softkeys, the lowest of which is labeled k0. The softkey labels are displayed at the
bottom of the screen in two rows, each row containing five labels and each label 14 characters wide.
The difference between HP BASIC and HTBasic’s implementation of KBD CMODE ON is that HTBasic exactly emulates
the screen format for the labels, while HP BASIC uses an emulation that gives physical correspondence with the ITF
4-2-4 softkey layout.

3280

LEXICAL ORDER
Several extensions are present in the LEXICAL ORDER statement of HTBasic to allow user definition of upper/lowercase
rules for languages that are not built-in. The rules can also be loaded from a file.

3281

LINE TYPE
In the LINE TYPE statement, the repeat length is ignored by most graphic drivers.

3282

LINK
LINK is not supported.

3283

LIST BIN
LIST BIN is programmable in HTBasic, but not in HP BASIC.

3284

LOAD
HP BASIC PROG files and HTBasic PROG files are not compatible. To move programs between the two environments,
use ASCII program files.

3285

LOAD BIN
The LOAD BIN statement has been enhanced to allow software switches to be passed to device drivers. HP BASIC BIN
files are not compatible with HTBasic.

3286

LOADSUB
HTBasic allows a string variable to specify the name of the subprogram or function to load.

3287

MASS STORAGE IS
The current "MASS STORAGE IS" file system includes not only the device, but also the current directory. In other words,
it specifies not only which tree (device) you are in, but where in the tree (current directory) you are.

3288

OUT/OUTW
OUT and OUTW are uniqure to HTBasic statements for communicating with devices having no HTBasic device driver.
They are not supported under protected mode operating systems like NT.

3289

OUTPUT KBD
Three editor functions have been added to HTBasic and should not be used in programs that will be executed with
HP BASIC: DEL LEFT, NEXT WORD, and PREV WORD. Otherwise, all the two-character function key sequences (CHR
$(255)&CHR$(X)) used by HP BASIC are compatible with HTBasic. If multiple statements are output in a single OUTPUT
KBD statement, they are all executed before the next BASIC line. HP BASIC sometimes intermixes the execution with
multiple BASIC lines, based on the presence or absence of "closure keys."

3290

PARITY
PARITY is an unsupported ASSIGN option.

3291

PERMIT
PERMIT was used under UNIX to set the permissions (mode) of a file, directory, or device. Permissions specify who
can read, write, or execute a file, and who can search a directory. To change file attributes under Windows, use the file
properties dialog.

3292

PHYREC, Phyread, Phywrite
The PHYREC utilities under HP BASIC allow physical disk sectors to be read or written. Such access usually provides
enhancements or file utilities for LIF formatted disks. DOS and UNIX provide methods of accessing physical disk
sectors, but no PHYREC utilities are supplied with HTBasic.

3293

PLOTTER IS
Under HP BASIC, PLOTTER IS 3,"INTERNAL" is equivalent to PLOTTER IS 6,"INTERNAL" unless the HP 98546 Display
compatibility Interface is installed. Under HTBasic, 3 selects CRTA mode and 6 selects CRTB mode. If this is not your
intention, you need to do what HP recommends for users of the 98546: use PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL" instead of 3
or 6. Note: CTRA mode is not supported under HTBasic.
Both HP BASIC and HTBasic do an implicit PLOTTER IS assignment for you if you attempt to use graphic statements
before an explicit PLOTTER IS. The difference is that HTBasic does the implicit PLOTTER IS as soon as HTBasic is started,
and HP BASIC waits until the first graphic statement is executed. The only known effect of the different approaches is
that under HP BASIC, a SYSTEM$("PLOTTER IS") returns "0" until the first graphic statement is executed and HTBasic
returns the correct value anytime.
HP BASIC supports only "INTERNAL" and "HPGL" graphic languages. HTBasic supports loadable graphic device drivers
so it is not limited to these two choices. HTBasic also allows clip-limits to be specified when output is directed to a
device, allowing use of plotters or printers that are incapable of returning p-points.

3294

PRINT
HTBasic has been extended to allow the displacement of the attribute and color control characters that normally have
the values CHR$(128) to CHR$(143). Since the PC has characters in this range that sometimes need to be displayed,
HTBasic has the capability of moving the range with the statement CONTROL CRT,100;1.

3295

PRINT LABEL and READ LABEL
PRINT LABEL and READ LABEL are used to set and read the volume label of a disk drive. HTBasic does not support
PRINT LABEL. To change the label of a disk from an HTBasic program, use the EXECUTE "LABEL x:" command.

3296

PROTECT
PROTECT is used to set LIF file passwords under HP BASIC and file attributes under HTBasic. A special form of PROTECT
is used by HTBasic to change file attributes. The syntax is:
PROTECT file-specifier, protect-code
where protect-code is a string containing zero or more of the following characters:
Character

Meaning

R

read-only: File cannot be written or deleted.

(none)
S

H

no protection

system file: For the most part, this attribute has no meaning.
hidden: File will not be listed by a CAT command.

If a character is not included, that attribute is cleared. If the string is blank, all attributes are cleared.

3297

PRT
Most PC printers are connected to the parallel printer interface. For this reason, PRT returns the value 10 instead of
701. Programs with statements that use PRT explicitly, such as "PRINTER IS PRT" need not be changed if a parallel
printer is used on the PC. To change PRT back to 701, for IEEE-488 printers at primary address 1, use the statement
"CONFIGURE PRT TO 701". You may find it convenient to include this statement in your AUTOST file. This statement is
not necessary if you use the value 701 (or any other value) explicitly.

3298

PURGE
PURGE is similar to a combination of the DELETE and RD or RMDIR commands. Unlike DELETE, PURGE will only delete
one file at a time, and will also delete directories. PURGE will not delete a directory unless there are no files in that
directory. Also, HTBasic will allow you to PURGE an ASSIGNed file. The actual PURGE takes place after the file is closed.

3299

QUIT
QUIT closes the HTBasic child window. Any program or data in memory is lost. You should store any program changes
before quitting.

3300

QUIT ALL
QUIT ALL exits HTBasic and returns to the operating system. Any program or data in memory is lost. You should store
any program changes before quitting.

3301

READIO/WRITEIO
READIO/WRITEIO access hardware registers directly, and therefore, if the interface hardware is different than the
hardware on an HP BASIC Workstation, the READIO/WRITEIO registers will not be compatible. TransEra supplies
a PC IEEE-488 bus controller card that duplicates the Series 200/300 HP-IB READIO and WRITEIO registers. Other
IEEE-488 bus controller cards are not usually completely compatible. For other interfaces consult the interface register
documentation.

3302

RENAME
RENAME is used to change the name of a file, but can also move a file from one directory to another directory on the
same disk. RENAME is similar to the DOS RENAME command.

3303

SAVE
The SAVE statement in HTBasic can be set to save programs in either ordinary ASCII or LIF ASCII. This is done with the
CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII statement. (DOS ASCII and UNIX ASCII are ordinary ASCII files.)

3304

SCRATCH BIN
SCRATCH BIN is not supported for HTBasic binaries. You must QUIT ALL and re-start HTBasic to scratch all binaries.

3305

SEPARATE ALPHA
HP BASIC assigns green to the alpha plane by assigning green to pens 8 through 15. HTBasic assigns white. If you
prefer green, or some other color, you may explicitly set pen values 8 to 15 to the color desired.

3306

SET ALPHA DISPLAY MASK
SET MASK is not supported. Currently, MERGE/SEPARATE ALPHA are the supported methods of changing the masks.

3307

SET CHR
SET CHR is not supported.

3308

SET TIME/TIMEDATE
HTBasic uses SET TIME to set and SET TIMEDATE to read the system clock.

3309

SOUND
SOUND is not supported.

3310

STATUS
STATUS @Iopath,2 always returns a 4.
STATUS @File,3 returns the current length, not the CREATE length. Under HTBasic, files are extendible.
The STATUS() function (as opposed to the STATUS statement) is an addition to HTBasic. Any STATUS or CONTROL
registers greater than 99 are also additions.
As in HP BASIC, STATUS register 0 of interface cards contains the card ID. Interface cards that are available on a PC, but
not on an HP BASIC Workstation are identified with ID numbers greater than or equal to 300.

3311

STORE
HP BASIC PROG files and HTBasic PROG files are not compatible. To move programs between the two environments,
use ASCII program files.

3312

STORE SYSTEM
In HP BASIC this statement stores a copy of the operating system with all loaded BINs already linked in. Under HTBasic
this is not possible. Use AUTOST to load HTBasic device drivers.

3313

SYMBOL
LORG 5 moves the symbol origin from (0,0) to (5,8). In HP BASIC it moves the origin to (4.5,7.5).

3314

SYSBOOT
HTBasic does not support SYSBOOT, which under HP BASIC reboots the computer. Since HTBasic runs as a guest of the
operating system, it is considered inappropriate to reboot the computer.

3315

SYSTEM$
The SYSTEM$("DISP LINE") function is an HTBasic extension that returns the present contents of the display line.
The SYSTEM$("VERSION:HTB") function returns the HTBasic version description, for example, "Windows Release 10.0".
This function can be useful for programs that run on both HP BASIC and HTBasic systems, enabling them to determine
which system they are currently running on. The following example sets a variable according to the system running the
program:
10 SUB Which_system
20 COM /Which_system/Htbasic,Hpbasic
30 IF SYSTEM$("VERSION:HTB")="0" THEN
40
Hpbasic=1
50 ELSE
60
Htbasic=1
70 END IF
80 SUBEND

3316

TRANSFER
HTBasic currently supports TRANSFER for files, RS-232 and GPIB.

3317

WRITEIO
See the explanation under READIO for some differences. Other processors cannot execute the Motorola code accessed
by WRITEIO 9827. The code must be rewritten.

3318

XREF
HTBasic allows a string variable to specify the name of the subprogram or function.

3319

ZERO
ZERO is an unsupported ASSIGN option.

3320

LIF Diskette Utilities
NOTE: These utilities are not compatible with modern Operating Systems, Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows XP,
and Windows Vista. They are included as a convenience for legacy systems.
The LIF diskette utilities are used to copy program and data files between LIF diskettes and PC disks. Where necessary,
the file header is converted and then the data is copied to the new file. These utilities work with single or double-sided
diskettes, formatted with 256 or 1024 byte sectors.
HPCAT prints a CATalog of files on an HP LIF diskette. HPCOPY copies files between LIF diskettes and PC disks.
HPPURGE deletes files on LIF diskettes. These commands are used at the DOS prompt. To use them while running
HTBasic, use the EXECUTE command, i.e. EXECUTE "hpcat 0:". You may use these commands if they are in the current
directory or if a PATH has been set up to the directory in which they are stored (see your DOS manuals).

3321

Problems
It is fairly common to find a LIF floppy that cannot be read by one or more PC floppy disk drives. If you have problems,
try several computers from different manufacturers and you can usually find one that works. If you have problems,
read the "Common Problems" section later of this manual.

3322

HPCAT
Display a CATalog of files on an HP LIF diskette. This command is not compatible with Windows 2000, XP, or Vista, as it
requires a DOS based operating system such as Windows 95/98.
Syntax:
HPCAT drive:
Where:
drive = 0, 1, ...
Usage:
HPCAT 0: ! drive A
HPCAT 1: ! drive B
This command allows you to display a catalogue (directory) of the files on an HP LIF diskette. An HP LIF diskette
is one that was initialized with the HP BASIC INITIALIZE command on an HP 9000 Series 200/300 workstation. The
diskette must be inserted into a PC diskette drive. Both 5-1/4 and 3-1/2 inch diskette drives are supported. Disk drives
connected to the HP-IB are not supported.
The first drive, "A", is number 0, the second drive is number 1. It is recommended that you only use diskette drives "A"
and "B". In limited circumstances, other drives will work, but some experimentation is needed to use them. For other
drives, you must discover the diskette drive number. Try values from 0 to 9. If none work, your drive or system may not
support the 256 or 1024 byte sectors required by HP diskettes.

3323

HPCOPY
Copies files between an HP LIF diskette and a DOS disk. This command is not compatible with current Windows.
Syntax:
HPCOPY [drive:]lif-filename [disk:]dos-filename [-LIF]
HPCOPY [disk:]dos-filename [drive:]lif-filename
Where:
drive = 0, 1, 2,...
disk = A, B, C,...
lif-filename = a legal LIF filename, may include wildcards
dos-filename = a legal DOS filename, may include wildcards
Usage:
HPCOPY 0:hpfile C:DOSFILE
HPCOPY C:GOOD.BYE 3:Hello
HPCOPY A:DOSFILE 1:HPbdat
HPCOPY 0:lifASCII C:\DIR2\DOSFILE
HPCOPY 0:* C:
HPCOPY C:\HTB\DATA\D?T* 0:
This command allows you to copy ASCII, BDAT and regular files from HP LIF diskettes to DOS disks or vice-versa.
An HP LIF diskette is one that was initialized with the HP BASIC INITIALIZE command on an HP 9000 Series 200/300
workstation. The diskette must be inserted into a PC diskette drive. Both 5-1/4 and 3-1/2 inch diskette drives are
supported. Disk drives connected to the HP-IB are not supported.
Programs must be in ASCII format. PROG files are not supported. BDAT files can be transferred with the limitations
noted below.
When files are copied no translation is done on the file contents; a LIF ASCII file remains a LIF ASCII file. However, you
may write simple HTB programs that do the translation if you need to use the data files with other DOS programs. This
conversion is not required if the data files will be used only by HTBasic, because HTBasic knows how to use HP BASIC
files.

3324

Filenames
The lif-filename should be the legal name (including correct capitalization) of a LIF file. If the LIF diskette is in drive
A or B, prefix the name with "0:" or "1:". If the LIF diskette is in another drive, specify the drive number (as explained
above under "HPCAT").
The dos-filename should be the legal name of a file. This name optionally can include a drive letter and a full path. If
no drive is specified, the default drive is used. This drive must be different from the drive containing the LIF diskette. If
no path is given, the present directory is used.
If the destination file already exists on the PC, it is overwritten. If the destination file already exists on a LIF diskette, an
error is reported and the file is left unchanged.

3325

Copying Files to HP BASIC
HTBasic can create typed files that are compatible with Series 200/300 computers, but that is not the default. If you
plan on transferring files back to HP BASIC systems or sharing the files with HP BASIC systems on a network, you
should execute the CONFIGURE CREATE "HP" statement before creating any files. Any BDAT or ASCII files created after
this statement is executed are completely compatible with Series 200/300 computers.
If you do not plan on transferring files back to HP systems, it is best to use CONFIGURE CREATE "HTB" (the default),
since the file header is smaller and the fastest byte ordering will be used.

3326

Using Wildcards
Wildcards can be used to transfer more than one file at a time. If a wildcard is used, it should only be used in the
source filename, not the destination filename. The destination should specify only the drive (and directory if the
destination is a PC disk). Legal wildcards are "*" and "?". An asterisk will match any one or more characters starting at
that location. A question mark will match any one character at that location. These conventions are also explained in
your Windows manual.
Because of the differences in legal LIF and PC filenames, filenames may be translated. A LIF filename is limited to at
most ten characters and all ASCII characters except "space,:,<,|" are legal LIF filename characters. A DOS filename is
limited to 8 characters, a period and 3 characters and all characters except "\/:|<>+=;," and control characters whose
ASCII value is less than the space character are legal DOS filename characters. Also, lowercase letters are converted to
uppercase by DOS.
When transferring a file from a DOS to a LIF disk the first ten characters of the filename, including the period, are used
for the LIF name. Any illegal LIF characters in the DOS filename are translated to an underscore character.
When transferring a file from a LIF disk to a DOS disk the filename is converted to uppercase and if necessary, a
period is inserted after the eighth character. Because DOS converts lowercase letters to uppercase, two LIF files named
"Aa" and "aa" will be transferred into the DOS filename "AA". The second file transferred will overwrite the first file
transferred.
Note: Wildcards are not supported by the HPCOPY that is supplied with the Demonstration Version of HTBasic.
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-LIF Option
With the -LIF header option, when copying files from a LIF diskette to DOS, if the file type is ASCII or BDAT, the file
is created on the DOS disk with an HP LIF file header rather than an HTBasic file header. When copying files from a
LIF diskette to DOS, all other file types besides HP-UX are automatically created on the DOS disk with an HP LIF file
header. When copying files from a DOS disk to LIF, this option is ignored; files with HP LIF file headers are handled
automatically.
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HPPURGE
Deletes files from an HP LIF diskette. This command is not compatible with Windows 2000, XP, or Vista, as it requires a
DOS based operating system such as Windows 95/98.
Syntax:
HPPURGE [drive:]lif-filename
Where:
drive = 0, 1, ...
lif-filename = a legal LIF filename
Usage:
HPPURGE 0:LIFFILE
This command allows you to delete ASCII, BDAT and regular files from HP LIF diskettes. An HP LIF diskette is one that
was initialized with the HP BASIC INITIALIZE command on an HP 9000 Series 200/300 workstation. The diskette must
be inserted into a PC diskette drive. Both 5-1/4 and 3-1/2 inch drives are supported. Diskette drives connected to the
HP-IB are not supported.
The lif-filename should be the legal name (including correct capitalization!) of a LIF file. The first drive, "A", is
number 0, the second drive is number 1. It is recommended that you only use diskette drives "A" and "B". In limited
circumstances, other drives will work, but some experimentation is needed to use them. For other drives, you must
discover the diskette drive number. Try values from 0 to 9. If none works, your drive or system may not support the 256
or 1024 byte sectors required by HP LIF diskettes.
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Common Problems
The following paragraphs document some common problems you may experience trying to use HPCAT, HPCOPY and
HPPURGE. If you experience a problem, glance through the headings to find the answer to your question.
HPCOPY Says the File is Not Present, But It Is. Use HPCAT to find the exact spelling, including upper and lower case.
Remember that LIF filenames are case-sensitive and DOS filenames are not. "HELLO" and "hello" refer to different LIF
files, but the same DOS file.
HPCOPY Gives An Error Part Way Through the File and Then Stops. This error is common on double-sided 3-1/2 inch
diskettes. It usually means your computer ROM BIOS is incapable of reading some LIF diskettes. Try another PC or
another LIF diskette. Often a single sided LIF diskette will work where a double sided will not. A 9122 drive can be
instructed to initialize a double-sided (or single sided) diskette as if it were single sided by using INITIALIZE option 4. If
the diskette has previously been initialized, you need first to remove the HP format information from the second side
by formatting on your PC (or by using INITIALIZE option 2) before initializing as single sided.
The Error "Bad command or filename" Is Reported. HPCAT or HPCOPY is not in the current directory and no PATH is set
up to point to them.
Error 910 Is Reported. You are currently running HTBasic, not a DOS Window. HPCAT, HPCOPY and HPPURGE are DOS
command line commands, not BASIC commands. Issue the commands in a MS-DOS window. Or use the QUIT ALL
command to exit to Windows and start a DOS window before proceeding. Or use the HTBasic EXECUTE statement:
EXECUTE "HPCAT 0:"
The Error "Sector not found..., Abort, Retry, Ignore?" Is Reported. This or similar errors usually mean that you have
inserted a LIF diskette in the current DOS drive. While your DOS prompt is "A" you cannot put a LIF diskette in drive A.
The Light on the Drive Does Not Turn On. If your diskette drive has a letter other than "A" or "B", you may not be able
to use it. In limited circumstances, other drives will work, but some experimentation is needed to use them. For other
drives, you must discover the diskette drive number. Try HPCAT with values from 0 to 9 until the light comes on the
drive you are trying to use.
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CONFIGURE Settings
CONFIGURE allows you to customize HTBasic to more nearly match the configuration of an HP 9000 Series 200/300
computer and to alter the way the HTBasic environment works. Using CONFIGURE will allow many existing HP
BASIC programs to run without alteration.
You can use the Options | Run Environment menu from the program window to change the Run Environment. Any
changes made to the Run Environment dialog box will appear in all programs when they are opened.
To set the Run Environment, select the Options | Run Environment menu to display an Run Environment dialog box
similar to that shown in Figure 9-1. To change an item, click the desired item on the configuration tab.
To return all settings to the default state, click the "Default" button at the bottom of the dialog box.
The following items can be configured using either the CONFIGURE dialog box, or they can be set programmatically:

Figure 9-1. Configure Dialog Box
The following CONFIGURE statements can only be configured programmatically. These statements should be placed
in your AUTOST file so that they are executed each time you use HTBasic:
CONFIGURE DUMP
DUMP GRAPHICS Printer Type
CONFIGURE KBD
Non-Latin-1 Character Set Keyboard Remapping
CONFIGURE KEY
Redefining Function Keys
CONFIGURE LABEL
Defining New LABEL Characters
CONFIGURE PRT
Changing the value of PRT
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CONFIGURE CREATE "HP"
CONFIGURE CREATE specifies the kind of file header ("HP" or "HTB") to use when creating a typed file (LIF ASCII
or BDAT). HTBasic can always use files with either header, regardless of the setting of CONFIGURE CREATE. The
setting affects file creation only. A CAT listing in SRM format shows the kind of file header of each file in the System
Type column.
Use HP LIF headers if you wish to create data files that are simultaneously accessed over a network by HTBasic and
HP BASIC. To specify HP LIF headers, use:
CONFIGURE CREATE "HP"
By default, HTBasic creates HTBasic file headers, since they are two or three times smaller than HP LIF headers.
BDAT files with HTB headers can also be created with data in either LSB or MSB byte ordering (see CONFIGURE
BDAT). File operations are much faster when the byte ordering of the file matches the byte ordering of the computer.
Files with HTB file headers, when copied with HPCOPY, are completely compatible with HP BASIC. Example:
CONFIGURE CREATE "HTB"
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CONFIGURE LONGCATDATES
CONFIGURE LONGCATDATES determines the length of the year displayed in CATalogs. With LONGCATDATES on,
four digit years are displayed. With LONGCATDATES off, only two digit years are displayed. When using four digit
years, and CATaloging to an array, it is necessary to dimension the array an additional two characters. Typically this
means a change from 60 to 62 characters.
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Enable Long File Names
Long filenames are allowed in addition to the standard 8.3 names. The filenames can be up to 256 characters long
and can have embedded spaces. However, by default HTBasic removes spaces from file specifiers and CAT listings
don’t have enough room for long filenames. To enable display and use of long filenames, use the statement
CONFIGURE LONGFILENAMES ON
With LONGFILENAMES ON, spaces are not deleted from directory and file specifiers since they may be significant.
Also, the listing format for CAT is changed to accommodate varying length filenames. It is roughly modeled after the
Windows NT DIR command-listing format.
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Drive Mapping HP to Windows
CONFIGURE MSI defines a table of MSUS substitutions. Whenever an HP MSUS is used as part of a file-specifier,
the table is checked for an exact match, including case. It is not sufficient for the MSUS to be equivalent, i.e.
":CS80,700,0" does not match ":CS80,700". If an exact match is found, the Windows path-specifier is used in its
place. If no match is found, an error will be reported. The syntax is:
CONFIGURE MSI hp-msus TO path-specifier
In the DOS path-specifier, directory names must end with a directory separator character "\". To replace an existing
entry in the table, specify a new DOS path-specifier. To delete an existing entry in the table, specify a zero length
DOS path-specifier. To turn CONFIGURE MSI off or on, use
CONFIGURE MSI {ON|OFF}
As an example, let’s assume that you have lots of programs written that use two HP disk drives on your HP BASIC
workstation. They are ":INTERNAL,4", a floppy and ":,700,0", a hard disk. You wish to use Drive A on your PC
whenever the programs would have used the internal drive on your workstation. And you wish to use the subdirectory
"\HARDDISK" of Drive C on your PC whenever the programs would have used the hard disk on your workstation.
This is done by putting the following two lines in your AUTOST file:
CONFIGURE MSI ":INTERNAL,4" TO "A:\"
CONFIGURE MSI ":,700,0" TO "C:\HARDDISK\"
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Windows Compatible ASCII Files
CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII sets the file type SAVE uses when saving a file to disk. CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII ON, the
default, produces a LIF compatible ASCII file. This type of file is useful for exchanging programs with older HP
workstations that cannot use Regular files. See Chapter 10, "Transferring Programs and Data from HP BASIC."
CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII OFF produces regular Windows files that are compatible with all popular program editors,
most word processors and later versions of HP BASIC. RE-SAVE produces the same file type as an existing file or the
file type specified by CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII if no file exists. GET can read either file type, as well as Viper-I ASCII and
Viper-II ASCII.
Note: If you use CONFIGURE SAVE ASCII OFF you should not embed carriage-returns or line-feeds in string literals
since GET will interpret them as end-of-line indicators.
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DUMP GRAPHICS Printer Type
The CONFIGURE DUMP statement specifies what graphic printer language or image file format the DUMP GRAPHICS
statement uses. Chapter 7, "Printer and Pixel Image Device Drivers," explains how to use CONFIGURE DUMP so that
DUMP GRAPHICS works with many different printer types and file formats. For example, most HP printers support PCL
or the HP Raster Interface Standard.
CONFIGURE DUMP TO "PCL"
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Non-Latin-1 Character Set Keyboard Remapping
CONFIGURE KBD defines keyboard mappings for character sets other than Latin-1. When in effect, CONFIGURE KBD
substitutes characters from the specified string for characters that come from the keyboard. This remapping is good
for ASCII characters in the range 0 to 255, but does not apply to function keys. CONFIGURE KBD is not intended to be
a complete keyboard driver; it merely substitutes one ASCII value for another. The syntax is:
CONFIGURE KBD first-char TO string-name$
The range of ASCII values that are remapped starts at the character number specified by first-char. The string specifies
the ASCII values that should be substituted for values in that range. For example, to remap four keys starting with
character number 65 use the following:
CONFIGURE KBD 65 TO "DCBA"
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Changing the Value of PRT
On most HP BASIC workstations a printer is hooked to the IEEE-488 interface and is set to primary address 1. Thus, the
device selector is 701. This convention is followed so closely that a special function, PRT, was created with the value
701. Many programs use this fact to switch output to the printer with the statement.
PRINTER IS PRT
Under Windows, printers are accessed through the printer driver, which is accessed in HTBasic through device selector
10. Many existing programs use PRT as the device selector for the printer. So that these programs continue to work,
PRT has been changed to 10. If you are using an IEEE-488 printer with ISC 1, you may wish that PRT had the value 701
as it did under HP BASIC. To allow you to change PRT, the CONFIGURE PRT statement has been added. CONFIGURE
PRT need only be used if you are porting existing programs that reference PRT and you do not wish to use the
Windows printer driver.
CONFIGURE PRT specifies the device-selector that the PRT function returns. If you are using an IEEE-488 bus printer at
address one, you will probably want to change PRT back to 701 to match the HP BASIC definition of PRT:
CONFIGURE PRT TO 701
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Option Tables
The following tables will help in choosing options to use with specific printer models. Two screen sizes are shown,
a 640 x 480 pixel screen common on PC’s and a 1024 x 768 pixel window size common on UNIX workstations and
Windows. The proper DPInnn option for other screen sizes can be determined by experimentation.
OPTIONS for 640x480 Screen
Printer Type

Dump Type

ThinkJet

Portrait

Landscape

too large

none

LaserJet

B/W

DPI100

none

LaserJet

grayscale

GRAY,DPI300

GRAY,DPI300

LaserJet II-IV

B/W

DPI100, COMPRESS

DPI75, COMPRESS

LaserJet II-IV

grayscale

GRAY,DPI300, COMPRESS

GRAY,DPI300, COMPRESS

DeskJet

B/W

DPI100

none

DeskJet

grayscale

GRAY,DPI300

GRAY, DPI300

DeskJet 500/550C

color

CCMY,DPI100

CCMY, DPI75

DeskJet

color

C256,DPI100

C256,DPI75

PaintJet & XL

B/W

DPI90

DPI90

PaintJet & XL

grayscale

GRAY,DPI180

GRAY,DPI180

PaintJet & XL

color

C16,DPI90 or COLOR,DPI90

PaintJet XL300

B/W

DPI100

C16,DPI90 or COLOR,
DPI90
none

PaintJet XL300

grayscale

GRAY,DPI300

GRAY,DPI300

PaintJet XL300

color

C256,DPI100

C256,DPI75

DesignJet 600

B/W

DPI100

none

DesignJet 600

grayscale

GRAY,DPI300

GRAY,DPI300

DesignJet 600

color

C256,DPI100

C256,DPI75

OPTIONS for 1024x768 Screen
Printer Type

Dump Type

ThinkJet

Portrait

Landscape

too large

none

LaserJet

B/W

DPI150

DPI100

LaserJet

grayscale

GRAY,DPI300

GRAY,DPI300

LaserJet II-IV

B/W

DPI150, COMPRESS

DPI100, COMPRESS

LaserJet II-IV

grayscale

GRAY,DPI300, COMPRESS

GRAY, DPI300, COMPRESS

DeskJet

B/W

DPI150

DPI100

DeskJet

grayscale

GRAY,DPI300

GRAY,DPI300

DeskJet 500/550C

color

CCMY,DPI150

CCMY,DPI100

DeskJet 560C

color

CCMY,DPI150

CCMY, DPI100

DeskJet 1200C

color

C256,DPI150

C256, DPI100

PaintJet & XL

B/W

DPI180

DPI90

PaintJet & XL

grayscale

GRAY,DPI180

GRAY, DPI180

PaintJet & XL

color

COLOR,DPI180

COLOR, DPI180

PaintJet XL300

B/W

DPI150

DPI100

PaintJet XL300

grayscale

GRAY,DPI300

GRAY,DPI300
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PaintJet XL300

color

C256, DPI150 or COLOR,
DPI150

C256,DPI100

DesignJet 600

B/W

DPI150

DPI100

DesignJet 600

grayscale

GRAY,DPI300

GRAY, DPI300

DesignJet 600

color

C256, DPI150

C256,DPI100
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ASCII file type
In HTBasic documentation, the term ASCII file refers to a LIF ASCII file, not a regular DOS ASCII or UNIX ASCII file.
A LIF ASCII file is a typed file which contains string items preceded by an item length, and followed by a pad byte
when the string length is odd. Do not confuse the terms DOS ASCII, UNIX ASCII and LIF ASCII. A DOS ASCII file
is a regular file which contains only printable characters and the end of each line is marked with a carriage return
and line feed. A UNIX ASCII file is a regular file which contains only printable characters and the end of each line is
marked with a line feed. HTBasic can read and write any of these file types. See CREATE and CREATE ASCII in the
Reference Manual.
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BDAT file type
BDAT files are used to hold binary data and can be used to exchange data with HP BASIC. See CREATE BDAT in
the Reference Manual. Ordinary (DOS, NT or UNIX) files can also be used to hold binary data.
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Screen Raster Images
The GSTORE statement allows you to save the current graphics screen raster image into an array and the GLOAD
statement restores the graphics image to the graphics screen. The device-selector specifies the device, which must
be a bit-mapped device. The CRT is assumed if no device selector is specified.
There are many uses for this capability. Images of various graphs and charts can be stored in different arrays,
and then easily redisplayed. Graphs that may be very slow to generate, need only to be generated once and then
displayed very fast. The graphics information in the arrays can also be written to a file for future use.
Two forms of the GLOAD and GSTORE statements are supported. The first form is compatible with the GLOAD/
GSTORE statements in HP BASIC, and displays an image that fills the entire screen.
The second form operates on an arbitrary sized rectangular portion of the screen. For users porting programs from
HP BASIC that use the Bstore()/Bload() CSUBs supplied with HP BASIC, Chapter 10 of the Installing and Using
Guide, presents Bstore()/Bload() SUBs that call GSTORE and GLOAD using the integrated syntax.
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CHECKREAD

Enables/disables verification of data sent to disk.

Syntax:

CHECKREAD ON
CHECKREAD OFF

Usage:

If Vital THEN CHECKREAD ON
CHECKREAD OFF

Description:

This command enables or disables verification of data sent to the mass storage media. If the
data that is written fails to verify correctly, an error is reported. CHECKREAD ON enables
and CHECKREAD OFF disables verification. The method of verification depends on the
operating system and hardware of your computer. If the operating system does not support
verification, this statement is ignored.
CHECKREAD is not supported by HTBasic and is ignored.
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CHGRP

Sets the Group Ownership of a file.

Syntax:
Where:
Usage:
Description:

CHGRP group, file-specifier
group = numeric-expression rounded to an INTEGER
CHGRP 32,"/usr/users/Florece/file1"
CHGRP 0,"/etc/passwd"
On operating systems which support both group and individual ownership of a file, CHGRP changes the
group associated with a file. If the operating system does not support this call or if you do not have the proper
privilege to change the group, an error is returned when the statement is executed. However, under any
version of HTBasic, the editor will allow this statement to be entered and the syntax checker will check it for
correctness.
The FAT file does not support file ownership.
CHGRP is not supported by HTBasic, executing this statement will cause an error.

See Also:
CHOWN, CREATE, PERMIT, TIMEZONE IS
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CHOWN

Sets the Individual Ownership of a file.

Syntax:
Where:
Usage:
Description:

CHOWN id, filespecifier
id = numeric-expression rounded to an INTEGER
CHOWN 512,"/usr/users/Sherry/file2"
CHOWN 0,"/dev/tty1"
On operating systems which support individual ownership of a file, CHOWN changes the ownership of a
file. If the operating system does not support this call or if you do not have the proper privilege to change the
ownership, an error is returned when the statement is executed. However, under any version of HTBasic, the
editor will allow this statement to be entered and the syntax checker will check it for correctness.
The FAT file system does not support file ownership.
CHOWN is not supported by HTBasic, executing this statement will cause an error.

See Also:
CHGRP, CREATE, PERMIT, TIMEZONE IS
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INITIALIZE

Initializes mass storage media.
INITIALIZE volume-specifier [,interleave [,option]]
Usage:

Description:

INITIALIZE "A:"
INITIALIZE Disc
$,2
HTBasic does not support the INITIALIZE statement. Use EXECUTE with the "FORMAT" operating system
command. Any previous data on the mass storage media is lost when it is initialized. Be very careful when
initializing disks. It is easy to accidentally initialize the wrong disk, such as a hard disk with hundreds of
megabytes of valuable data.
Use either the "FORMAT" command to initialize a disk. For example, use this command to initialize a DOS
format floppy disk in drive A:
EXECUTE "FORMAT A:"
Or use the File Manager to initialize a disk. Select "Disk" and then "Format Disk...". Use your HP Series
200/300 system to initialize a new HP LIF format diskette.
RAM disks are not supported with the INITIALIZE ":MEMORY,0" command. Many excellent RAM disk
programs are available for the PC that make a RAM disk available to all programs, including HTBasic. These
programs can usually make RAM disks in conventional, expanded or extended memory.

See Also:
EXECUTE, MASS STORAGE IS
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PRINT LABEL

Assigns a name to a data storage volume
PRINT LABEL volume-label [TO volume-specifier]
Description:

See Also:

The volume label string is written to the specified device as the new label, overriding any previous volume
label. This command is not supported by HTBasic. Use the OS LABEL command instead. The following
example labels the floppy disk in drive A:
EXECUTE "LABEL A: WORKDISK"
CAT, COPY, CREATE, INITIALIZE, MASS STORAGE IS, PROTECT, PURGE, READ LABEL,
RENAME, SYSTEM$("MSI")
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INITIALIZE
INITIALIZE is used to format a new disk. Used on an old disk, it completely erases all previous contents of the disk.
HTBasic does not support INITIALIZE. To initialize a new LIF disk, use an HP BASIC workstation. To initialize a PC disk,
use the File Manager. Select "Disk" and then "Format Disk...".
To programmatically FORMAT a disk, use the EXECUTE statement to call the FORMAT command:
EXECUTE "FORMAT A:"
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